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GROUND- AND EXCITED-STATE PROPERTIES OF SOME 3,4-DIHYDRO-
1-(2-p-SUBSTITUTED BENZYLIDENE)NAPHTHALENONES:


SUBSTITUENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS


IBRAHIM A. Z. AL-ANSARI
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Qatar, P.O. Box 2713, Doha, State of Qatar


Electronic absorption and steady-state fluorescence emission of seven 3,4-dihydro-1-(2-p-substituted benzylidene)na-
phthalenones (1–7) show sizable solvent dependence. The charge-transfer (CT) absorption maxima of these compounds
in various solvents show a red shift for the electron-donating substituted compounds (1–5), whereas a blue shift is
observed for compounds possessing electron-withdrawing substituents (6, 7). Excitation into the lowest energy
absorption gives emission from the locally excited state, which relaxes to the emitting intramolecular charge-transfer
state for compounds with strong electron-donating substituents (1–3) in hydroxylic solvents. However, in moderately
polar solvents, dual emissions are observed for these compounds. No CT emission is observed for the compounds with
moderate electron-donating substituents (3 and 4) or those with electron-withdrawing substituents (6 and 7). Compound
1 with an –N(CH3)2 substituent shows an excited-state dipole moment of 17 D. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In the past 30 years, there has been increasing interest in
donor- and acceptor-containing compounds that are capable
of initiating intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) processes.
Earlier studies focused on systems where conformational
folding brings the donor and acceptor moieties into a
parallel plane within the through-space interaction dis-
tance.1–3 Investigations were also focused on systems in
which donor and acceptor groups are directly connected
through a single bond.4–6 The dual fluorescence of
dimethylaminobenzonitrile (DMABN) in polar solvents,
discovered by Lippert et al.,7 which was attributed to a
twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state,8 led to
extensive research to explore this phenomenon in other
molecules.9–16 Systems possessing electron donor–acceptor
fragments of the type D–B–A are widely used as candidates
for studying photoinduced electron transfer, where B is a
rigid or a flexible bridge.17–21


Much of the work on charge transfer (CT) in organic
systems has been chiefly motivated by the search for
organic materials with potential applications as fluorescent
and laser dyes,22–24 optical recording media,25 molecular
switching devices26, 27 and non-linear optical materials,28 or
by the desire to elucidate the mechanism of electron transfer


in molecular or bimolecular systems.29


In this work, a series of seven structurally related
3,4-dihydro-1-(2-p-substituted benzylidene)naphthalenones
(Scheme 1, 1–7) were synthesized and characterized by IR
and 1H NMR spectroscopic methods. The photophysical
behaviour of these compounds in various non-polar and
polar solvents at room temperature, was investigated. The
influence of the dielectric properties and hydrogen bonding
of both the substituents and solvents on the photophysics of
these compounds was closely examined.


* Correspondence to: I. A. Z. Al-Ansari. Scheme 1
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EXPERIMENTAL


Materials and methods of characterization of com-
pounds 1–7. Compounds 1–7 were prepared by regular
condensation, a-tetralone being treated with NaOH solution
and then reacted with the corresponding para-substituted
aldehydes under reflux in ethanol for 2 h. The products were
collected in each case and purified by recrystallization twice
from a minimum volume of methanol–water (1 :1). The
yields were 80–90%.


3,4 - Dihydro - 1 - (2 - p - N,N - dimethylaminobenzylidene)na -
phthalenone (1): orange crystalline solid, m.p. 145–147 °C;
1H NMR (DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·507–2·789 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
2·979 [s, 6H, N(CH3 )2 ], 7·315–7·965 (aromatic).


3, 4 - Dihydro - 1 - (2 - p- hydroxybenzylidene)naphthalenone
(2): dark-brown crystalline solid, m.p. 203–205 °C; 1H
NMR (DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·498–2·532 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
2·936–3·039 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 7·324–8·071 (aromatic), 9·963
(s, 1H, OH).


3, 4 - Dihydro - 1 - (2  -p- methoxybenzylidene)naphthalenone
(3): yellow crystalline solid, m.p. 10–109 °C; 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·503–2·934 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
2·972–3·086 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 3·816 (s, 3H, OCH3 ),
6·986–7·997 (aromatic).


3, 4 - Dihydro - 1 - (2 - p - methylbenzylidene)naphthalenone
(4). yellow crystalline solid, m.p. 119–120 °C; 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·377 (s, 1H, CH3 ), 2·914–2·974 (m,
2H, CH2 ), 3·068–3·118 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 7·174–8·169 (aro-
matic).


3,4-Dihydro-1-(2-benzylidene)naphthalenone (5): yellow
crystalline solid, m.p. 103–105 °C; 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 ), d
(ppm) 2·502–2·533 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 2·996–3·039 (m, 2H,
CH2 ), 7·326–8·020 (aromatic).


3,4 - Dihydro - 1 - (2 - p - bromobenzylidene)naphthalenone
(6): yellow crystalline solid, m.p. 153–154 °C; 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·496–2·529 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
2·982–3·352 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 7·326–8·004 (aromatic).


3,4-Dihydro-1-(2-p-nitrobenzylidene)naphthalenone (7):


Figure 1. Plot of carbonyl vibrational frequencies (nC=O ) of compounds 1–7 as a function of Hammett substituent constants (sp ). The solid
line is the best fit through all frequencies except for compound 1 (filled circle)
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dark-pink crystalline solid, m.p. 188–190 °C; 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6 ), d (ppm) 2·090–2·507 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
2·923–3·044 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 7·358–8·337 (aromatic).


Solvents. Spectroscopy-grade n-hexane, diethyl ether,
dichloromethane, acetonitrile dimethylformamide (DMF),
ethanol, methanol, n-butanol, n-propanol and tetrahy-
drofuran (THF) were purchased from Fluka and used as
received.


Sample preparation. Stock solutions (1024
M) of the


compounds were prepared by dissolving an accurately
weighed amount of these compounds in n-hexane, with-
drawing 1 ml and adding it to a 10 ml volumetric flask. This
was then evaporated with nitrogen bubbling to leave a thin


Table 1. Ground-state properties of compounds 1–7


Ionization
potential


Compound sp
a (eV)b nC=O (cm21 )


1 20·32 7·12 1654
2 20·40 8·51 1661
3 20·27 8·21 1663
4 20·14 8·82 1664
5 0·00 9·24 1665
6 0·26 8·98 1666
7 0·71 9·92 1670


a Ref. 30.
b Ionization potential of substituted phenyl ring, taken from Ref. 32.


Figure 2. Absorption spectra in (A) n-hexane and (B) in ethanol of compounds 1 (- - -), 2 (d), 3 (. . .), 4 (– · – · –), 5 (——), 6 (333 )
and 7 (###)
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Table 2. Intramolecular charge-transfer absorption maxima (na )a of compounds
1–7 in various solvents


Compound


Solvent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7


n-Hexane 25·10 30·62 30·07 31·64 32·46 32·00 32·73
Diethyl ether 25·06 29·07 29·85 31·40 33·67 33·16 32·46
THF 24·70 29·10 29·58 31·00 32·15 31·74 31·84
CH2Cl2 24·10 29·10 29·58 31·00 32·15 31·74 31·84
DMF 24·01 28·90 29·24 31·54 33·90 33·80 32·10
CH3CN 24·70 29·41 29·54 30·96 33·16 31·90 31·64
Butan-1-ol 23·75 28·17 28·94 30·44 32·36 31·84 32·15
Propan-1-ol 23·78 28·73 29·07 30·72 32·00 31·74 31·84
Ethanol 23·80 28·61 29·07 30·60 32·46 32·15 32·15
Methanol 23·86 28·94 29·20 31·00 32·84 32·05 32·10
(Dna )b 45·5 43·5 87 91 0 1000 133


a Values in 1023 cm21.
b Values in 1024 cm21, Dna =na (ethanol)2na (n-hexane).


Figure 3. Correlation between the charge-transfer absorption maxima (na ) vs ionization potential of the substituted phenyl ring (I.P)
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film. The desired solvent was added and the solution was
diluted to volume to give a 1025


M solution.


Optical measurements. Spectra were recorded with the
following spectrometers: Bruker ESP300 (260 MHz,
1H NMR), Shimadzu UV-160 (UV–Vis) and Shimadzu RF/
500 (fluorescence and excitation spectra). Chemical shifts
(d) are in parts per million relative to (CH3 )4Si. Emission
spectra were obtained using small angle (22·5°) front-
surface excitation geometry. The excitation and emission
slits were both 0·5 mm. The excitation wavelengths (lexc )
were 398, 326, 332, 316, 308, 312 and 305 nm for
compounds 1–7, respectively. The experiments were carried
out at room temperature (24 °C) using 1 cm matched quartz
cells. Fresh solutions were used for all measurements.
Emissions spectra were not corrected for the spectral
response of the instrument.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Correlation of the carbonyl frequencies with the
structure


It is widely known that the Hammett equation and its
modifications30 [equation (1)] have been used to assess the


electronic effect of a substituent R in an aryl system on the
reaction centre para to the reaction site:


log k=rsR +log k0 (1)


where k is the rate constant of the reaction being studied
[carbonyl group vibrational frequency (nC=O ) in this study]
with a substituent R present and k0 is the corresponding rate
constant of the unsubstituted compound (R=H).


Thus, a plot of nC=O vs Hammett substituent constant
(spara )31 gave an excellent correlation (R2 =0·970), exclud-
ing the value for compound 1 since it shows a very low
energy for the vibrational frequency of the carbonyl group.
This can be understood on the basis that this compound
possesses a considerable degree of charge-transfer character
originating from the N,N-dimethylamino lone pair and
terminating at the carbonyl group, which loses its double
bond character in this case. This would account for the
considerable red shift in absorption in this compound with
respect to the others. The experimental data and best-fit line
are shown in Figure 1, and Table 1 gives the carbonyl
frequencies. Our results show that from this correlation we
obtain log k0 =1665, which is in good agreement with the
experimentally measured vibrational frequency of the
carbonyl in the unsubstituted compound 5 (R=H). Further,
the slope of the best-fit line gave a value of 7·35, which


Scheme 2. Molecular structure and resonance forms in hydroxylic solvents
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corresponds to the reaction constant r in equation (1). This
positive value indicates that the carbonyl frequencies are
very sensitive to the electron-donating/withdrawing influ-
ence of the substituent attached to the phenyl moiety.


Absorption spectra


The absorption spectra of compounds 1–7 in n-hexane and
ethanol are shown in Figure 2. Each of the spectra in these
solvents and other polar protic and non-protic solvents
exhibits two major broad bands.


The first band (band I) is slightly structured and located in
the range 220–300 nm (Table 1), and shows moderate
sensitivity both to the polarity on the solvent in each
compound and to the variation of the substituent on the
phenyl ring when all compounds are compared.


The second band (band II) is found in the 300–400 nm
region (Table 1) and is sensitive to both solvent polarity and
the substituent. This broad long-wavelength absorption
band is attributed to ICT from the high-energy, occupied
orbital of the substituted-phenyl donor to the low-energy,
unoccupied orbital of the ketone acceptor moiety (e.g.
pPh→p*C=O ).


Assignment of the wavelength of the absorption bands in
each of these compounds to CT transition is evident from
the bathochromic shift in the absorption from the non-polar
to the polar solvents (see Table 2). Figure 2(A) and 2(B)
show a displacement of the absorption maxima towards
longer wavelength from the non-polar n-hexane to the protic
polar ethanol. This red shift follows the order
2>1>3>4>5. Compounds 6 and 7 show a hypsochromic
shift due to the opposite direction of the charge. This order
of the displacement of the CT band suggests an electronic
interaction of the substituent with the electron acceptor
fragment of the molecules. The order in which the
wavelength of the CT absorption is affected is thus related
to the ionization energy32 of the substituted phenyl ring.
Figure 3 shows this relationship. The frequency shift is
greater for the –N(CH3 )2 substituent, in which the lone-pair
participation is enhanced by the low nuclear charge on
nitrogen; the shift is least for the –NO2 substituent since it
has a great electron-attracting capability, which is reflected
in its high ionization potential.


Compounds with electron-donating substituents, 1–4,
show absorptions in polar protic solvents (alcohols) at
longer wavelength (lower energy) than in polar aprotic
solvents, e.g. acetonitrile (Table 2 and Figure 1). On the
other hand, compounds 6 and 7, with electron-withdrawing
groups, show absorption maxima at shorter wavelength
(higher energy) in hydroxylic solvents compared with
aprotic solvents.


It seems that hydroxylic solvents tend to solvate the CT
structure b (Scheme 2) which is dominant in compounds
1–3 through specific hydrogen-bonding interactions better
than polar aprotic solvents. This will lower the energy of the
CT state owing to additional stabilization of this state.


For compounds 6 and 7, polar aprotic solvents stabilize
structure d through dipole–dipole interactions, thus lower-
ing the energy of the CT state.


Polarity effects on the CT band of compounds 1–7
depend strongly on the hydrogen bonding ability of the
solvents. We noticed that the plot of the energy of the
absorption maxima of compounds 1–7 against the solvent
polarity parameter (ET(30)33 gave good correlations only in
protic solvents. We also attempted to plot the long-


Figure 4. Absorption spectra of compound 2 in the solvents
methanol (- - -), ethanol (——), propanol (– · – · –), butanol (. . .)


and 0·1 M NaOH (3 )


Table 3. Fluorescence data (nf )
a for compounds 1–7 in various solvents


Compound


Solvent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7


n-Hexame 22·22 27·70 27·17 28·41 28·10 28·10 28·10
Diethyl ether (21·21) 26·45 27·03 26·46 26·46 26·45 26·46
THF sh (20·16) 26·31 26·88 27·17 27·25 27·17 17·62
CH2Cl2 sh (19·61) 25·77 (sh) 25·91 (sh) 26·45 (21·55) 26·74 (21·83) 26·31 (21·10) 27·32 (sh)
DMF 22·12 (18·87) 25·91 (sh) 25·91 (sh) 27·17 (20·57) 27·17 27·47 27·17
CH3CN (18·65) 25·64 (sh) 25·91 (sh) 27·17 (20·57) 27·17 27·47 27·17
Ethanol sh (19·38) 27·67 (22·83) 26·88 (22·73) 27·62 27·78 27·80 27·93


a Values in 1023 cm21. sh=Shoulder. The values in parentheses are from the charge-transfer state
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wavelength absorption maxima against the solvatochromic
parameters p*, a and b.34 We found good correlations only
for compound 1, 3 and 7 in protic and aprotic solvents with
the p* scale, which is an index of solvent dipolarity/
polarizability. These findings suggest that the energy of the
CT absorption bands in these compounds does not vary
strongly with solvent polarity, because these compounds are
polarized in the ground state.


On the other hand, the absorption maxima correlate
excellently with the a-scale for compounds 1–4 in protic
solvents, but moderately in aprotic solvents. The CT
absorption energies, however, correlate well with the b-
scale for compounds 1–3, 5 and 7 in protic solvents, but the
correlation is poor for compounds 4 and 6. In aprotic
solvents a good correlation is obtained for compound 2,
which explains the extra bathochromic shift in the absorp-
tion found for this compound in many solvents, specifically
hydroxylic ones (see Table 2 and the next section).


Absorption characteristics of compound 2


In compound 2, both band I and band II (CT band) shift to
longer wavelength with increase in the basicity35 of the
solvent (Figure 4). For instance, absorption maxima of band
II are seen at 345·5, 349·5, 350 and 355 nm in methanol,


ethanol, propanol and butanol, respectively. This suggests
the occurrence of a substantial increase in delocalization of
charge with ionization of the hydroxyl group caused by the
increase in the solvent’s basicity. Thus, in hydroxylic
solvents the presence of a contribution of charge from the
ionized hydroxyl (conjugate base) causes extra charge
transfer [compare labs (ethanol)=349·5 nm vs labs (acetoni-
trile)=340 nm, Table 2].


Fluorescence spectra


The fluorescence emission characteristics of compounds
1–7 were examined in various solvents of different polarity.
Table 3 displays the fluorescence emission maxima (nf )
observed upon excitation at energies corresponding to the
CT absorption bands (band II), and Figure 5(A)–(G) show
fluorescence spectra for compounds 1–7 in n-hexane and
ethanol as examples.


Based on these results, compound 1 gives a broad,
slightly structured band corresponding to emission from the
locally excited state (LE) in non-polar solvents such as n-
hexane, but dual bands corresponding to emission from the
LE and a second lower energy, highly solvatochromic broad
band in moderately polar protic and aprotic solvents [Figure


Figure 5. Fluorescence spectra in n-hexane (——) and ethanol (- - -) of compounds 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C), 4 (D), 5 (E), 6 (F) and 7 (G)
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5(A)]. However, in highly polar solvents such as acetoni-
trile, only emission from the second long-wavelength band
is observed. The second band is assigned as originating
from the ICT.


Compounds 2 and 3, on the other hand, show emissions
from the LE state, with vibronic structure in most low and
moderately polar solvents. However, in highly polar
solvents, the broad CT band appears as a shoulder. The
situation is diffeent in hydroxylic solvents, where dual
emission is observed for these compounds, as shown in
Figure 5(B) and (C).


No CT emissions were observed for compounds 4–7 in
most of the solvents studied, except in dichloromethane
[Figure 5(D)–(G)]. In dichloromethane, compounds 4–6
show dual emissions but compounds 2 and 3 give emissions
from the LE state and a shoulder in the region of the CT
band. Compound 7, however, gives the LE state emission
along with a weak emission in the CT domain. For
compound 1 only the CT band is observed in dichloro-
methane (Table 3).


Our measurements show that the LE state emission of
compounds 4–7 in non-polar and polar solvents are
structureless with a slight red shift from non-polar, e.g. n-
hexane, to polar solvents, e.g. ethanol or acetonitrile, while
a considerable red shift for compounds 1–3 and a slight red
shift for compounds 4–7 are observed. The LE state bands,
however, resemble those of the absorption spectra for the
compounds studied.


We observed dual emission for compound 3 in acetoni-
trile (Table 3). The locally excited state is structured, while
the CT emission is seen as broad band situated at 486 nm.
However, the CT emission is only detected as a shoulder in
this highly polar solvent for compounds 2 and 3, contrary to
what one would expect.


Based on these observations, it appears that compounds
1–3, bearing strong electron-donating substituents, give CT
emissions in protic solvents, due to the specific interaction
through intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the
hydrogen of the solvents and the charge on the carbonyl’s
oxygen in the excited state. This solute–solvent interaction
is expected to stabilize the charge-separated state (CT).36


The systematic shift in the emission maxima as a result of
the substituent on these molecules can be seen from the
variation of nf with the ionization potential of the substi-
tuted-phenyl moieties. As shown in Figure 5(A)–(C),
emissions from the CT state in protic solvents are found at
516, 440 and 438 nm for compounds 1, 3 and 2, respec-
tively. This trend reflects the increase in the ionization
potential (see Table 1) of the substituted-phenyl moieties.


Fluorescence excitation spectra were measured for each
of the compounds and were essentially identical with the
absorption spectra, implying that the emitting forms are
structurally close to the stable forms in the ground state.


Fluorescence excitation spectra were measured for each
of the compounds and were essentially identical with the
absorption spectra, implying that the emitting forms are
structurally close to the stable forms in the ground state.


Dipole moment of the excited (CT) state of compound 1


Since compound 1 bears the strongest electron-donating
substituent among the series of compounds studied, emis-
sions from the CT state are observed in both polar protic and
aprotic solvents. The validity of the assumption that this
state has a charge-separated nature comes from the fact that
both the spectral position and the shape of the band were
sensitive to changes in the polarity of the solvents. In this
regard, we noticed a bathochromic shift and a gradual
disappearance of the LE state band with increasing solvent
polarity. This red shift is a manifestation of charge
separation stabilized by the solvent, and thus an increase in
the dipole moment of the compound upon excitation. Figure
6 shows the effect of the solvents on the emission spectra of
compound 1, where it can be seen that the CT state is
completely stabilized in acetonitrile. In contrast, CT is not
feasible in n-hexane since this non-polar solvent cannot
stabilize the CT state.


In order to establish the magnitude of the excited-state
dipole moment, we attempted to use equation (2)37 to
correlate the energy of the intramolecular charge transfer
(CT) state with the solvent’s polarity parameter Df. The CT
energy shift increases linearly with Df in solvents of
different polarities (Figure 7).


n̄f = n̄f(0)2
2m2


eDf
hca3 (2)


Figure 6. Fluorescence spectra of compound 1 (lexc =398 nm) in
the solvents (A) n-hexane, (B) THF, (C) ethanol, (D) DMF and (E)


acetonitrile
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Df=
«21


2«21
2


n2 21
4n2 +2


(3)


In equation (2), nf and nf(0) are the fluorescence maxima
(in cm21 ) in solution and the gas phase, respectively, me is
the excited state’s dipole moment, a is the solvent cavity
radius and h and c have their usual meanings. The plot of nf


against Df for compound 1 in solvents of different polarities
is shown in Figure 7, where the fluorescence maximum in n-
hexane is shown for comparison but not included in the
fitting. The magnitude of me is obtained from the slope
(=18,182 cm21 ) of the best line fit through the data except
for n-hexane, and based on estimation of the value of a,
which was calculated using the three-dimensional molecular
modelling program CHChe (CAChe Scientific, Beaverton,
OR, USA). The program was used to calculate the inter-
atomic distances, from which the value of a was
approximated as 40% of the long axis of the ellipsoid
around the molecule.38 The me value determined for
compound 1 is 17 D. This large excited-state dipole moment
suggests that considerable charge transfer occurs from the
amino group donor to the carbonyl acceptor moieties, which


leads to an increase in polarity and, consequently,
intensification of the donor–acceptor interaction.


CONCLUSIONS


A comparison of the electronic absorption and emission
properties of seven compounds has indicated that intra-
molecular charge-transfer (ICT) absorption and emission
are possible in the series in which the substituents are strong
electron donors. CT absorption and emission are dependent
on the solvent polarity, hydrogen bonding and the ionization
energy of the substituted-phenyl moieties. In general, CT
absorption and emission are enhanced and red shifted as the
solvent polarity and hydrogen-bonding abilities increase for
compounds possessing electron-donating substituents,
while the reverse is true for those with electron-withdrawing
substituents. The photoinduced charge separation stabilized
by solvent polarity gives a large excited-state dipole
moment for compound 1.
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INTRODUCTION


The MM3 force field1 was applied originally to saturated
hydrocarbons2, and subsequently extended to cover many
other classes of compounds.3 This paper deals with the
silanes.3e This class of compounds was originally fit
reasonably well with the MM2 force field insofar as
structures and energies. However, vibrational spectra could
not be adequately dealt with using the MM2 force field,
because it simply did not contain a sufficient number of
parameters. It has been found that MM3 does a better job
with structures and energies in general than MM2 did,
although not by much, as MM2 was already fairly accurate.
However, vibrational spectra and attendant thermodynamic
properties can now be calculated in addition using MM3.
This paper discusses the extension of these force field
calculations to the MM3 force field.


The usual fitting procedures were followed. Having the
MM2 force field available, it was used as a starting
parameter set to calculate initial geometries and energies for
a number of compounds. The structures calculated using the
MM2 parameters in the MM3 force field were not very
good, and so the various parameters (particularly u0, l0, and
the torsional potentials) were adjusted so as to improve the
geometries and the conformational energies. The force
parameters for stretching and bending were then adjusted in
such a way as to improve the vibrational spectra. The
remaining compounds were added to the trial set, and these
properties were all optimized with respect to the available
parameters, and heats of formation were simultaneously
examined also. When further improvements did not seem
possible, the optimization was stopped, and the MM3 force
field for silanes was generated. The necessary parameters


are summarized in Table 1. The silicon atom is type 19,
saturated carbon is type 1, unsaturated carbon is type 2 and
hydrogen is type 5. If the carbon is contained in a
cyclopropane ring, it is type 22, and if it is in a cyclobutane
ring, it is type 56. A total of 27 molecules with known
vibrational spectra were examined in this work. In general,
the calculated frequencies agree with experiment to within
about the accuracy that was obtained with hydrocarbons
(±35 cm21).2


To fit the structures of silanes, 27 compounds were
examined. The more significant of these are discussed
individually below, and the results on the remainder are
summarized in tables.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Vibrational spectra


In the following, we discuss some basic vibrational modes
involving silicon. First, the Si–H stretching modes are not
strongly coupled with other vibrations, and are usually
observed in the region 2121–2170 cm21. The average of the
Si–H frequencies over 45 experimental data is 2160 cm21,
compared with the MM3 calculated value of 2154 cm21.
The Si–C stretching modes are often coupled with the
CSiH, SiCH or other bending modes, and are more
complicated. The MM3 calculation gave an average value
of 683 cm21 over 25 Si–C vibrations, while the average
experimental value is 712 cm21. Most of the disagreement
here appears from the limited number of types of coupling
that are taken into account in the MM3 force field, but there
are additionally some experimental difficulties. The average
of eight Si–Si stretchings in four polysilanes, which were
mostly determined in liquid or solid phases, is 377 cm21,
compared with 388 cm21 calculated by MM3. The skeletal
bending modes in silanes and polysilanes, including CCSi,


w Correspondence to: N. L. Allinger.
Contract grant sponsor: Tripos Associates.
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Table 1. Force field for
silanes and polysilanesa


A. Van der Waalsb


Atom type ro «


19 2·29 0·140


B. Bond momentsc


Bond Bond moment


5–19 0·00
1–19 20·70
2–19 21·20


19–56 0·85
19–22 0·89
19–56 0·30 4
1–19 –0·55 5


C. Bond stretching
parametersd


Bond Ks l0


1–19 3·05 1·876
2–19 3·00 1·854
5–19 2·65 1·483


19–22 3·50 1·837
19–19 1·65 2·322
19–56 1·30 1·881
19–56 3·00 1·884 4
1–19 2·85 1·884 5


19–19 1·65 2·336 5


D. Angle bending parameters


Angle kb u0(°)


Type 1 Type 2 Type 3


1– 1–19 0·400 109·00 112·70 111·50
5– 1–19 0·540 109·50 110·00 108·90
1–19– 1 0·480 109·50 110·40 109·20


19– 1–19 0·350 109·50 119·50 117·00
2– 1–19 0·500 109·50 105·00 109·50
2– 2–19 0·320 122·00 122·00 –
1–19– 2 0·400 110·20 110·20 108·50
1–19– 5 0·400 109·30 107·00 110·00
5–19– 5 0·460 106·50 108·70 109·50
5– 2–19 0·525 119·50 – –
2–19– 5 0·550 109·50 109·50 109·50
2–19– 2 0·600 104·50 104·50 104·50
1–19–19 0·450 109·00 109·00 109·00
5–19–19 0·350 109·40 109·40 109·40


19–19–19 0·250 118·00 110·80 111·20
1–19–22 0·530 110·20 110·20 110·20
5–19–22 0·460 110·20 110·20 110·20
5–22–19 0·240 124·50 124·50 –


19–22–22 0·530 118·00 118·00 –
1–19–56 0·530 109·50 109·50 109·50


56–19–56 0·480 124·50 124·50 124·50


Table 1D. Continued.


19–56–56 0·480 111·00 111·00 –
5–56–19 0·680 110·00 110·00 –
5–19–56 0·450 109·30 107·00 111·00


19–56–56 0·105 109·00 111·50 112·80 4
56–19–56 0·175 109·50 109·50 109·50 4


1–19– 1 0·650 102·80 103·80 99·50 5
1– 1–19 0·550 107·20 107·20 107·20 5
2– 1–19 0·500 109·00 109·00 109·00 5


19–19–19 0·320 106·00 106·00 106·00 5


E. Torsional parametersf


Dihedral angle V1 V2 V3


1– 1– 1–19 0·000 0·050 0·240
2– 1– 1–19 0·000 0·000 0·167
5– 1– 1–19 0·000 0·000 0·220


19– 1– 1–19 0·000 0·000 0·167
19– 1– 2– 2 20·750 0·000 0·505
19– 1– 2– 5 0·000 0·000 0·717


1– 1–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·167
1– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·167
1– 1–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·295
2– 1–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·400
2– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·167
2– 1–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·320
5– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·195
5– 1–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·177


19– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·100
19– 1–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·167


5– 1–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·117
1– 1–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·300
5– 1–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·270
1– 2– 2–19 0·000 6·450 0·000
5– 2– 2–19 0·000 6·450 0·000


19– 2– 2–19 0·000 6·450 0·000
2– 2– 2–19 0·000 6·450 0·000
2– 2–19– 1 20·300 0·300 0·000
2– 2–19– 5 0·300 0·000 0·000
5– 2–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·717
5– 2–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·520
5– 2–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·600
2– 2–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·232
1– 2–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·350
1– 2–19– 2 20·440 20·240 0·060
2– 2–19–19 20·440 20·240 0·060
2–19–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·450
2–19–19– 2 0·000 0·000 0·400
1–19–19– 2 0·007 0·270 0·093
5–19–22–22 0·000 0·000 0·805
5– 1–19–22 0·000 0·000 0·300


19–22–22–22 0·220 0·270 0·093
5–22–22–19 0·000 0·000 0·120
5–19–22– 5 0·000 0·000 0·260
1–19–22–22 0·000 0·000 0·500
1–19–22– 5 0·000 0·000 0·400
5– 1–19–56 0·000 0·000 0·330
1–19–56–56 0·000 0·000 0·300
1–19–56– 5 0·000 0·000 0·300


19–56–56–56 0·000 0·050 0·650
56–19–56–56 0·100 0·000 0·150
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CSiC, SiSiC and SiSiSi bendings, are predicted in the lower
frequency region, 300 cm21, but were not measured by
most experiments. MM3 calculations of these modes agree
well with the few experimental data available. The bending
modes involving the hydrogens are more complicated than
the others. These modes not only couple with each other, but
also couple with other vibrations, such as Si–C stretching,
SiCC bending and Si–C torsion. The SiH3 deformation and
SiH2 scissoring modes, about 950 cm21 experimentally, are
usually well reproduced, but the SiH3 and SiH2 wagging,
rocking and SiH2 twist modes are calculated less well. The
addition of more cross-term interactions would give better
fits for these vibrations. However, this could complicate the
program and require additional parameters. It was decided
earlier not to include such terms in MM3 as the structures,
thermodynamics and, as far as we can determine, everything
else, can be acceptably calculated with these errors in the
vibrational frequencies. The rms error over seven simple
acyclic compounds (Table 2) is 29 cm21 over 160 vibra-
tions, slightly better than found with the saturated
hydrocarbons,2 35 cm21. For unsaturated, cyclic and poly-
silanes, the rms errors are 35, 68 and 41 cm21, respectively.
The error is somewhat large for cyclic silanes. This result
mainly comes from the way we parameterized for the four-
membered ring. It was assumed that the natural CCC bond
angle for cyclobutane was tetrahedral, and then the bending
parameter was reduced to fit the molecular structure. This is
a first approximation and works well for the structure, but it
gave a poor fit to the spectrum. However, to be consistent
internally with the earlier work with MM3, we applied the


Table 1E. Continued.


5–19–56– 5 0·000 0·000 0·270
5–19–56–56 0·000 0·000 0·210
5–56–56–19 0·000 0·000 0·600


56–19–56– 5 0·000 0·000 0·195
1–19–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·127
1–19–19– 1 0·100 0·000 0·107
1–19–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·350
5–19–19– 5 0·000 0·000 0·132
5–19–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·070


19–19–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·125
19–56–56–56 0·000 0·000 1·300 4
56–19–56–56 0·100 0·000 0·950 4
1– 1– 1–19 0·000 0·000 0·850 5
1– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·800 0·000 5
1– 1–19– 1 0·000 0·000 0·250 5


19– 1– 2– 2 0·000 0·000 0·350 5
19–19–19–19 0·000 0·000 0·175 5


F. Stretch–bend
parametersg


— ksb


X—Si—Y 0·10
X—Si—H 0·06


G. Electronegativity correction to l0
h


Bond End of bond Atom type Correction


1– 1 1 19 0·009
1– 2 1 19 0·013
2– 2 2 19 0·011


22–22 22 19 0·008
5–19 19 19 0·003


19–19 19 19 20·002
19–19 19 5 0·004
1–19 19 19 0·009


56–56 56 19 0·014
1–19 1 19 20·004


H. Out-of-plane bending
parametersi


Angle kopb


2–19 0·10


I. Torsion–stretch
parametersj


kts


1–19 0·036
2–19 0·087


19–22 0·036
19–56 0·012
19–19 0·012


J. Bend–bend
parametersk


kbb


X—Si—Y 0·24
X—Si—H 0·30
H—Si—H 0·00


a Type 1, sp3 carbon; type 2, sp2 carbon; type 5, hydrogen; type 19,
silicon; type 22, three-membered-ring sp3 carbon; type 56, four-
membered ring sp3 carbon; for parameters other than type 19, see
Ref. 1.
bVan der Waals distance is in Å and « in kcal/mol.
cBond moments are in debye.
dStretching force constants are in mdyn/Åmol; natural bond lengths
are in Å.
eBending force constants are in mdyn Å/rad2; natural bond angles
are in degrees; type 1, the other two attached groups are both heavy
atoms; type 2, the other attached groups are hydrogen and heavy
atom; type 3, the other attached groups are both hydrogens.
fV1, V2 and V3 are in kcal mol21.
gStretch-bond force constants are in mdyn rad21 mol21.
hElectronegativity corrections are in Å; secondary electronegativity
factor, 0·4.
iOut-of-plane bending constants are in mdyn Å rad22.
jTorsion–stretch constants are in kcal Å21 mol22.
kBend–bend constants are in mdyn2 rad22; X, Y are heavy atoms.
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same scheme to silacyclobutane. This leads to a very large
rms frequency error, 118 cm21. The overall rms error for the
silane frequencies is 47 cm21 over 583 vibrations. The
spectra we studied are discussed briefly below.


Acylic silanes


Silane. This simplest silane has nine vibrational modes
which are distributed over Td symmetry species as
2T+A1 +E. There are only two fundamental kinds of
vibrations, the Si–H stretching and HSiH bending. The
Si–H stretching modes are calculated too small on average
by 46 cm21, but the HSiH bending modes agree well with
the observed.2 (It was decided to let more error appear in the
parent silane so the alkylsilane results would be better.) The
rms error of silane, 45 cm21, is thus slightly larger than the
average error for hydrocarbons,2 35 cm21. The problem
here is similar to that encountered earlier in hydrocarbons,
namely, that the Si–H force constant varies slightly from
primary to secondary, to tertiary, to quarternary (1–4°). It
was decided earlier to use different stretching constants for
1–4° C–H bonds as a special case, but not to introduce this
complexity into MM3 generally.


Methylsilane. Methylsilane belongs to the point group
C3, and the representation of the 18 vibrational modes is
formed by 5A1 +A2 +6E. Two large errors are in the SiH3


deformation and SiH3 rock frequencies. From the spectrum,4


only one absorption was recorded, at 946 cm21, and it was


Table 2 Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
acyclic silanes


Silane


Exp·4 MM3 D sym. Assignment


1 2189 2162 227 T Asym. Si–H stretching
2 2185 2111 274 A1 Sym. Si–H stretching
3 972 1028 56 E H–Si–H bending
4 913 877 236 T H–Si–H bending


Methysilane


Exp·5 MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 2982 2984 2 E Asym. CH3 stretching
2 2929 2881 251 A Sym. CH3 stretching
3 2166 2158 28 E Asym. SiH3 stretching
4 2169 2126 243 A1 Sym. SiH3 stretching
5 1403 1417 14 E CH3 deformation
6 1264 1271 7 A1 CH3 deformation
7 946 983 37 E SiH3 deformation
8 871 892 21 E CH3 rocking
9 (946) 841 – A SH3 deformation


10 701 702 1 A1 Si–C stretching
11 545 590 45 E SiH3 rocking
12 183 208 25 A2 Si–C torsion


Dimethysilane


Exp·6 MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 2970 2984 14 A1 Asym. C–H stretching
2 2970 2984 14 B2 Asym. C–H stretching
3 – 2984 – A1 Asym. C–H stretching
4 2970 2984 14 B2 Asym. C–H stretching
5 2920 2881 239 B2 Sym. C–H stretching
6 2920 2881 239 A1 Sym. C–H stretching
7 2142 2171 29 B2 Sym. Si–H stretching
8 2145 2153 8 A1 Sym. Si–H stretching
9 1430 1417 213 B2 Asym. CH3 deformation


10 1410 1417 7 A1 Asym. CH3 deformation
11 1410 1417 7 B2 Asym. CH3 deformation
12 – 1417 – A2 Asym. CH3 deformation
13 1260 1274 14 B2 Sym. CH3 deformation
14 1260 1272 12 A1 Sym. CH3 deformation
15 963 904 259 A1 CH3 rock, SiH2 bending
16 919 899 220 B2 CH3 rock, SiH2 wagging
17 867 897 30 B2 CH3 rock, SiH2 rock
18 838 890 52 A1 CH3 rock, SiH2 bending
19 – 883 – A2 CH3 rock, SiH2 twist
20 728 783 55 B1 Asym. Si–C stretching
21 – 713 – A2 CH3 rock, SiH2 twist
22 643 698 55 B1 CH3 rock, SiH2 wagging
23 659 671 12 A1 Sym. Si–C stretching
24 467 465 22 B2 CH3 rock, SiH2 rock
25 223 224 1 A1 C–Si–C bending
26 – 180 – B2 Si–C torsion
27 – 170 – A2 Si–C torsion


Table 2 Continued


Trimethylsilane
Exp·6 MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 2985 16 E Asym. C–H stretching
2 2969 2984 15 A1 Asym. C–H stretching
3 2984 15 E Asym. C–H stretching
4 – 2984 – A2 Asym. C–H stretching
5 2912 2882 230 E Sym. C–H stretching
6 2881 231 A1 Sym. C–H stretching
7 2125 2139 14 A1 Si–H stretching
8 1419 227 A1 Asym. CH3 deformation
9 1446 1418 228 E Sym. CH3 deformation


10 1417 229 E Sym. CH3 deformation
11 – 1416 – A2 Asym. CH3 deformation
12 1257 1272 15 E Asym. CH3 deformation
13 1263 1270 7 A Sym. CH3 deformation
14 907 915 8 E CH3 rock, C–Si–H bending
15 835(s) 909 – A1 CH3 rock
16 849 884 35 E CH3 rock, C–Si–H bending
17 – 878 – A2 CH3 rock
18 616(1) 779 – E CH3 rock, C–Si–H bending
19 714 721 7 E Asym. Si–C stretching
20 625 624 21 A1 Sym. Si–C stretching
21 216(1) 250 – A1 C–Si–C bending
22 252(1) 229 – E C–Si–C bending
23 – 177 – E Si–C torsion
24 – 171 – A1 Si–C torsion
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assigned for both symmetric and asymmetric SiH3 deforma-
tions. We believe that one of the absorptions may have been
missed or misassigned.


Dimethylsilane. The infrared spectrum of the gas and
the Raman spectrum6 of the liquid have been obtained for
dimethylsilane. This molecule belongs to the point group
C2, and the 27 vibrational modes are formed by
9A1 +5A2 +7B1 +6B2. The SiH2 bending modes are coupled
with other motions in the molecule to a considerable extent.
The asymmetric Si–C stretching is calculated too large by
55 cm21, whereas the symmetric stretching is fit fairly well.
The rms error is 31 cm21.


Trimethylsilane. Trimethylsilane has C3 symmetry, and
the 24 symmetry species of the vibrations are distributed as
8A1 +4A2 +12E. In general, the vibrational frequencies of
this molecule are fit pretty well with an rms error of
22 cm21.


Ethylsilane. Ethylsilane has a plane of symmetry and
belongs to the Cs point group in the rotational ground state.
A gas-phase infrared spectrum7 has been measured for
ethysilane. Of the 27 normal modes of vibration, 16 are A9
modes and eleven are A0 modes. A very large error,
104 cm21 too small, was found for the calculated SiH3


deformation. This is similar to what was observed in
methylsilane; we think this could also be misassigned (see
Supplementary Material).


Diethylsilane. The infrared spectrum8 of the gaseous
diethylsilane molecule was measured over the range
4000–600 cm21, but the vibrational mode assignments were
carried out for the bands above 800 cm21 only. Diethylsi-
lane has several different stable conformers, but no
information regarding them is available from experiment.
The MM3 calculation indicates that the most stable form is
the gauche–gauche conformation with respect to the two
ethyl groups. A strong, sharp absorption was observed at
720 cm21. We believe this band is the symmetric Si–C
stretching mode, which may be compared with the MM3
value, 676 cm21 (see Supplementary Material).


Propylsilane. Propylsilane has two possible conformers,
trans and gauche, with respect to the C—C—C—Si
dihedral angle. The infrared and Raman spectra9 of these
two forms were measured in the gas, liquid and solid states.
This molecule was used to optimize the force parameter for
CCSi bending. Experment gives 198 and 258 cm21 for the
bending frequencies of the trans and gauche conformers,
respectively. The MM3 calculations gave the values of 213
and 212 cm21, and show the desirability of a torsion–bend
cross term (see Supplementary Material).


Unsaturated silanes


Vinylsilane. The gas-phase infrared and Raman spectra
of vinylsilane have been reported.10 Vinylsilane belongs to
the Cs point group, and the 21 normal vibrations can be
categorized as 14A9 and 7A0. The three sp2-type C–H
stretching modes are calculated too high by 45 cm21. This is
due to the electropositivity of the silicon, which was not
taken into account. MM3 takes into account the effect of
electronegativity on the stretching constant of the saturated
C—H bond (type 1–5) only. In summary, the calculated
frequencies are fit adequately with an rms error of 34 cm21


(Table 3).


Methyvinylsilane. The infrared and Raman spectra have
been measured for methylvinylsilane.11 For this molecule,
the cis and skew forms (with respect to the C=C—Si—C
torsional angle) were found to coexist in the gaseous and
liquid states. Except for the SiH2 twist mode, MM3
reproduces the experimental results fairly well. The experi-
mental data and calculated results are summarized in the
Supplementary Material.


Allylsilane. Gas-phase infrared and liquid-phase Raman
spectroscopy have been applied to a study of this mole-
cule.11 The molecules exist predominantly in the skew form
in the gaseous state. As expected, the bending motions
involving hydrogens are still a problem. The overall rms
error is 32 cm21 (Table 3).


Tetravinylsilane. The gas-phase infrared and Raman
spectra have been recorded, and vibrational assignments
were presented for tetravinylsilane.12 From the spectro-
scopic analysis, this molecule was assigned D2d symmetry,
which is different from the S4 symmetry found in the MM3
calculation. The electron diffraction method13 was also used
to study this molecule, and S4 symmetry was found (see
Supplementary Material).


Cyclic silanes


Cyclobutylsilane. The infrared and Raman spectra of
gaseous cyclobutylsilane have been obtained.14 It was found
that two stable conformers exist in the gas phase, which are
the equatorial and axial forms. For both conformers, the
molecular vibrations are expected to span the irreducible
representations 23A9+16A0. The observed and calculated
vibrational frequencies are summarized in the Supplemen-
tary Material. The most interesting aspect of
cyclobutylsilane is the ring-puckering libration. From the
analysis of the low-frequency Raman spectrum, it was
suggested that the energetics of the ring-puckering motion
in this molecule should be characterized by an asymmetric
double minimum potential. The observed frequencies were
125 and 112 cm21 for equatorial and axial conformers,
respectively. The MM3 calculated frequencies are higher,
169 and 173 cm21. This may be due to the use of the
harmonic approximation in MM3 and anharmonicity in the
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Table 3. Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of unsaturated silanesa


Vinylsilane


Exp.10 MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 3067 3105 38 A9 Asym. CH2 stretching
2 2994 3045 51 A9 Sym. CH2 stretching
3 2962 3008 46 A9 C–H stretching
4 2163 2161 22 A0 Asym. Si–H stretching
5 2170 2161 29 A9 Asym. Si–H stretching
6 2168 2128 240 A9 Sym. Si–H stretching
7 1599 1601 2 A9 C=C stretching
8 1406 1429 23 A9 CH2 deformation
9 1269 1227 242 A9 C=C–H in-plane bending


10 1018 1080 62 A0 CH2 twist, C=C–H out-plane bending
11 1008 1044 36 A9 CH2 rock
12 961 984 23 A0 Asym. SiH3 deformation
13 955 983 28 A9 Sym. SiH2 deformation
14 937 902 235 A0 CH2 wagging
15 932 882 250 A9 Asym. SiH3 deformation
16 716 689 227 A0 SiH3 rock
17 707 678 229 A9 SiH3 rock
18 624 631 7 A9 Si–C stretching
19 428 470 42 A0 C=C–H out-plane bending
20 284 325 41 A9 C=C–Si bending
21 132 131 21 A0 Si–C torsion


Allylsilane


Exp.11 MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 3093 3107 14 S C–H stretching (=CH2 )
2 3001 3037 36 A C–H stretching (CH)
3 2987 3008 21 A C–H stretching (=CH2 )
4 2939 2943 4 A CH2 stretching
5 2902 2890 212 A CH2 stretching
6 2158 21 A Asym. Si–H stretching
7 2167 2157 210 A Asym. Si–H stretching
8 2126 241 A Sym. Si–H stretching
9 1636 1668 28 A C=C stretching


10 1426 1478 52 A CH2 scissoring
11 1397 1414 17 A =CH2 scissoring
12 1300 1318 18 A –CH in-plane bending
13 1195 1232 37 A CH2 twisting
14 1163 1159 24 A CH2 wagging, scissoring
15 1039 1101 62 A CH2 rocking, C–C stretching
16 995 1081 86 A =CH2 twist
17 979 986 7 A =CH2 wagging
18 – 985 – A Asym. SiH3 def.
19 931 970 39 A Asym. SiH3 def.
20 923 950 27 A Sym. SiH3 def.
21 834 842 8 A C–C stretching
22 – 818 – A CH2 rocking, twist
23 767 733 234 A C–Si stretching
24 589 0 A Sym. SiH3 rocking
25


589
587 22 A Asym. SiH3 rocking


26 527 579 52 A C–H out-plane bending
27 407 403 24 A C–C–C bending
28 227(1) 255 – A C–C–Si bending
29 – 148 – A C–C–Si–H torsion
30 112(1) 72 – A C=C–C–Si torsion


a The spectra of four additional compounds are available in the Supplementary Material.
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real molecule. Another error is in the Si–C stretching mode.
The experimental frequencies are 495 and 545 cm21 from
IR spectra for the equatorial and axial forms, respectively.
The MM3 calculated Si–C stretching frequencies are 544
and 485 cm21, which are opposite to the experimental
values. There are some large errors in four-membered ring
compounds in the range around 1200 cm21, which are the
CH2’s in-phase and out-of-phase rocks (or wags). These
errors could be reduced by employing the bend–torsion–
bend interaction.19 The overall rms errors for
four-membered ring compounds are fairly large (see Table
5), but they are largely inherent in MM3.


Silacyclobutane. The infrared and Raman spectra15 of
silacyclobutane and three derivatives have been recorded.
Normal coordinate calculations were also carried out. All
the evidence showed that this four-membered ring com-
pound is non-planar and has Cs symmetry, and the MM3
calculation agrees with this. The 30 vibrations are distrib-
uted as 18A9 species and 12A0 species. The experimental
and calculated values are listed in the Supplementary
Material.


Silacyclopentane. The infrared spectra16 of silacyclo-
pentane in both the gaseous and liquid states were recorded.
The 39 fundamental modes of vibration of silacyclopentane
can be described by 20A + 19B. The experimental data
ruled out the planar configuration for silacyclopentane, and
were shown to be consistent with a C2 structure.


1-Silacyclopent-3-ene. The infrared and Raman spectra
have been recorded in the gaseous phase and the vibrations
have been asigned.17 A series of far-infrared absorption
bands which result from the transitions between different
energy levels of the ring-puckering vibration have also been
observed. This evidence suggests that this molecule is
planar with C2v symmetry. The MM3 calculation agrees
with these data. These 33 vibrations were distributed as
11A1 +6A2 +9B1 +7B2. The spectra of the five-membered


ring compounds are fit with 31 and 46 cm21 rms errors for
silacyclopentane and 1-silacyclopent-3-ene, respectively.


Polysilanes


Disilane. The Raman spectrum in the liquid and the
infrared gas-phase spectrum have been examined for
disilane.18 Similarly to its carbon analog, ethane, this
molecule has the staggered (D3d symmetry) conformation in
the rotational ground state. The ethane spectrum had an
MM3 calculated error of 127 cm21 for a methyl rocking
mode. There is an even larger corresponding error in the
symmetric SiH3 rocking mode, which is calculated to be
130 cm21 too large (Table 4). Subsequent studies with
ethane showed the problem with ethane could be taken care
of by a bend–torsion–bend interaction term,19 and while the
error here could be similarly taken care of, such terms are
not included in MM3.


Hexamethyldisilane. The gaseous infrared and liquid
Raman spectra20 of the hexamethyldisilane molecule have
been measured. The molecule has a staggered configuration
with D3d symmetry. The observed and calculated fre-
quencies are listed in the Supplementary Material.


Cyclopentasilane. The infrared and Raman spectra21 of
cyclopentasilane have been recorded and assigned. Analo-
gously to cyclopentane, cyclopentasilane is non-planar and
undergoes rapid pseudorotation. The 39 vibrations are
distributed over C2 symmetry species as 20A+19B. Even
though the experimental spectrum was not determined in the
gas phase, the MM3 calculated results are considered to be
in good agreement (see Supplementary Material).


Cyclohexasilane. The liquid-phase Raman and solid-
phase infrared spectra of cyclohexasilane have been
measured.22 The experimental results indicate that this
molecule exists in a chair conformation with D3d symmetry
(see Supplementary Material).


Table 4. Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of disilanea


Exp.18


IR(g) Ra(1) MM3 D Sym. Assignment


1 2178 – 2163 215 Eu Asym. Si–H stretching
2 – 2155 2162 7 Eg Sym. Si–H stretching
3 2154 – 2129 225 A1g Sym. Si–H stretching
4 – 2152 2128 224 A2u Asym. Si–H stretching
5 940 – 968 28 Eu Asym. SiH3 deformation
6 – 929 962 33 Eg Sym. SiH3 deformation
7 – 909 771 2128 A2u Asym. SiH3 deformation
8 844 – 765 279 A1g Sym. SiH3 deformation
9 – 625 555 270 Eg Sym. SiH3 wagging


10 379 – 509 130 Eu Asym. SiH3 rocking
11 – 434 428 26 Alg Si–Si stretching
12 – – 147 – Alu Si–Si torsion


a The spectra of four additional compounds are available in the Supplementary Material.
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Molecular structures and relative energies


Acylic silanes
Silane. Numerous experimental methods23–25 have been


applied to study this molecule. The structural parameters of
silane determined by a combination of infrared and
microwave spectroscopy are believed to be the best. The
experimental and MM3 structures are given in Table 7. The
MM3 calculated Si—H bond length is longer than the
observed value by about 0·002 Å. The calculated moments
of inertia, Ix, Iy and Iz, are each 0·41% larger than the
experimental values.25 These differences correspond to the
difference between the rg structure (MM3) and the rz


structure (experimental).


Methylsilane. The molecular structure of methylsilane
has been reported by a combined infrared/microwave
method26 and by the microwave method.27 A torsion–stretch
interaction has been added for silanes in order to take the
bond length elongation for eclipsed conformations into
account, analogous to the treatment of hydrocarbons.2 Ab
initio calculations with the 6–31Gww basis, at the MP2 level
to include the electron correlation, have been applied in the
present work. It was found that the Si—C bond length for
methylsilane stretched by 0·010 Å on going to the eclipsed
form. The Kts value was chosen to reproduce this effect. It is
also used for vinylsilane where the bond stretches a little
less, only 0·007 Å. The MM3 calculation fits the experi-
mental data well. The errors in the calculated moments of
inertia are 1·39, 0·63 and 0·63% for Ix, Iy and Iz, respectively,


and the differences in bond lengths are about as expected for
rs and rg structures (Table 6).


Dimethylsilane. Dimethysilane and six of its isotopi-
cally substituted derivatives have been studied by micro-
wave spectroscopy.28 The molecular structure (rs) was then
determined by fitting the observed moments of inertia. The
CSiC angle is open a little from tetrahedral, 111·0(2)°. The
internal rotation barrier was 1·647(3) kcal mol21. The
calculated structures, barrier and dipole moment all fit
closely to the experimental values.


Trimethylsilane. This molecule has C3 symmetry, with a
staggered conformation in the ground state. The MM3
structure is fit well to the experimental data. The errors in
the moments of inertia are 0·49 and 0·40% for Ix and Iz,
respectively. The internal rotational barrier of a methyl
group calculated from the microwave spectrum29 is
1·83 kcal mol21, and the MM3 calculation gives 1·81 kcal
mol21.


Tetramethylsilane. This compound was studied by the
electron diffraction method.30 The MM3 structure agrees
well with that observed, and both are summarized in Table
7. The methyl rotational barrier is 1·90 kcal/mol calculated
by MM3, compared with the value 2·00 kcal/mol experi-
mentally.31


Ethylsilane. The MM3 calculation for this molecule
gives the Si—C bond longer by 0·016 Å than the microwave
value.32 The conformational energies fit fairly well. The
MM3 values of the SiH3 and methyl barriers are 2·01 and
2·64 kcal mol21, while the experimental values33 are 1·98
and 2·62 kcal mol21, respectively. The moments of inertia
are calculated 1·02, 1·63 and 1·43% larger than experiment,
which seem slightly higher than expected, but the geometry
has to be compromised with those of other structures.


Triethylsilane. The most stable conformation has C3


symmetry from both electron diffraction34 and MM3
calculation. The MM3 structure is fit to the experimental
structure to within the experimental errors (see Supplemen-
tary Material).


Propysilane. From the IR and Raman spectra, two stable
conformations were found, the trans and gauche forms with
respect to the C—C—C—Si torsion angle. The experi-
mental energy difference between the two forms is
0·60–0·65 kcal mol21, with the trans form more stable, and
the value is 0·60 kcal mol21 by MM3 calculation. Only the
microwave structural data35 of the trans conformer are
available for this molecule, because the spectra of the
gauche form were too weak to be assigned.


Ethylmethylsilane. It was found by microwave spec-
troscopy36 that the trans conformation with respect to the
C—Si—C—C dihedral angle is the most stable form.


Table 5. Root-mean-square errors of Silanes and Polysilanes


Compound RMS


Silane 45
Methylsilane 28
Dimethylsilane 31
Trimethylsilane 22
Ethylsilane 38
Diethylsilane(gauche-gauche) 24
Propylsilane Trans 25


Gauche 24
Vinylsilane 34
Methylvinylsilane Cis 27


Skew 26
Trimethylvinylsilane 38
Allylsilane Skew 33
Tetravinylsilane 38
Cyclobutylsilane Equatorial 62


Axial 54
Silacyclobutane 118
1,1-Dimethyl-1-silacyclobutane 61
Silacyclopentane 31
1-Silacyclopent-3-ene 46
Disilane 65
Hexamethyldisilane 26
Overall 47
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Table 6. Experimental and calculated structures of acyclic
silanesa


Silane


Exp. (IR+MW)23 MM3 D


Si–H(r0 ) 1·481185(3) 1·483 0·0018
/HSiH — 109·5 —


Exp.25 MM3 D(%)


Ix 0·978 0·982 0·41
Iy 0·978 0·982 0·41
Iz 0·978 0·982 0·41


Methylsilane


Exp.
(IR+MW)26 MW27 MM3 D


Si—C 1·8686(2)(rs ) 1·8668(30)(r0 ) 1·876(stg) 0·007
Si—H 1·4832(4) 1·485(5) 1·483(stg) 0·000
C—H 1·0957(5) 1·093(5) 1·112(stg) 0·016
/HSiH — 108·3(5)(u0 ) 108·3(stg) —
/HCH — 107·7(5) 108·7(stg) —
/CSiH 110·50(3)(u0 ) — 110·6(stg) 0·1
/SiCH 110·88(3) — 110·2(stg) 20·7


Exp.26 MM3 D(%)


Ix 8·996(12) 9·121 1·39
Iy 46·002 46·294 0·63
Iz 46·002 46·294 0·63


Dimethylsilane


Expt. (MW)28 MM3 D


Si—C(rs ) 1·867(3) 1·873(stg) 0·006
Si—H 1·483(5) 1·482(stg) 20·001
C–H 1·095(5) 1·112(stg) 0·017
/HSiH(u0 ) 107·8(5) 107·5(stg) 20·3
/CSiC 111·0(2) 111·3(stg) 20·3
/CSiH — 109·5(stg) —
/SiCH — 110·2(stg) —


Exp.28 MM3 D(%)


Ix
b 30·094 30·254 0·53


Iy 84·842 85·554 0·84
Iz 102·771 103·470 0·68


Trimethylsilane


Expt.(MW)29 MM3 D


Si–C(rs ) 1·868(3) 1·876(stg) 0·008
Si–H 1·489(3) 1·484(stg) 20·006
C–H 1·095(3) 1·112(stg) 0·017
/CSiC 110·2(2) 110·1(stg) 20·1


/HCH 107·9(3) 108·7(stg) 20·8
/CSiH — 108·8(stg) —
/SiCH — 110·2(stg) —


Exp.29 MM3 D(%)


Ix
b 15·715 15·792 0·49


Iy 15·715 15·792 0·49
Iz 26·532 26·638 0·40


Tetramethylsilane


Expt.(ED)30 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·877(2) 1·876(stg) 20·001
C–H 1·117(7) 1·112(stg) 20·005
/CSiC — 109·5(stg) —
/HCH 109·8(8) 108·7(stg) 21·1
/SiCH 109·2(8) 110·2(stg) 1·0


Ethylsilane


Expt.(MW)32 MM3 D


Si–C(rs ) 1·866(3) 1·882(stg) 0·016
Si–Hs 1·483(5) 1·483(stg) 0·000
Si–Ha 1·480(5) 1·483(stg) 0·003
C–C 1·540(3) 1·542(stg) 0·002
C1–H 1·093(3) 1·114(stg) 0·021
C2–H 1·097(3) 1·113(stg) 0·016
/SiCC(u0 ) 113·2(2) 113·3(stg) 20·10
/SiCH — 109·0(stg) —
/CSiH — 110·6(stg) —
/HaSiHa 108·3(5) 108·3(stg) 0·0
/HaSiHs 108·2(5) 108·3(stg) 0·1
/HaC1Ha 107·0(5) 106·8(stg) 20·2
/HaC1Hs 107·3(5) 107·3(stg) 0·0
/C2C1H 110·5(5) 109·3(stg) 21·2
/C1C2H 112·0(5) 111·6(stg) 20·4


Exp.32 MM3 D (%)


Ix 3·598 3·635 1·02
Iy 16·999 17·277 1·63
Iz 18·603 18·869 1·43


Ethylmethylsilane


Expt.(MW)36 MM3 D


Si—C(r0 ) 1·867 1·873(Me) 0·006
1·879(Et) —


Si–H 1·483 1·482 20·001
C–C 1·540 1·542 0·002
/SiCC(u0 ) 114·2(20) 113·4 20·8
/CSiC 111(assumed) 111·2 —
/SiC2H 109·2(30) 109·0 20·2
/CCH 109·2(20) 110·6 1·4
/HC2H 105·8(assumed) 106·7 —
vCSiCC trans 180·0 —
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According to Ouelette et al.,37 the gauche form is more
stable than the trans form by 0·2 kcal mol21 (DE)
experimentally, but no reference was given. The MM3
calculations agree with the microwave result, and the trans
form is more stable by 0·01 kcal mol21. The moments of
inertia were measured for the trans form to be 33·4381,
186·8454 and 205·1668 amuÅ2 for Ix, Iy and Iz, respec-
tively.36 The MM3 calculated values are 1·14, 0·48 and
0·48% larger, respectively. The experimental methyl (on
silicon) barrier was 1·54±0.03 kcal mol21. The MM3
calculations give the values of 1·74 and 2·14 kcal mol21 for
methyl (on silicon) and ethyl (anti→gauche) barriers.


Tri-tert-butylsilane. Gas-phase electron diffraction
data38 have been reported for this compound (Table 7). The
most stable conformer has C3 symmetry. The Si—C and


C—C bonds stretch out to 1·933 and 1·552 Å by MM3 and
1·934(6) and 1·548(3) by ED. The CSiC angles open wide
to 114·1° by MM3, and the dihedral angles are distorted
away from the staggered form by 15·5° so as to reduce the
van der Waals interactions between the three bulky tert-
butyl groups (experimental values not given). This effect is
similar to that observed in the highly strained tri-tert-
butylmethane, but is somewhat less serious here because the
Si—C bond is much longer than the C—C bond. In general,
the structure was fit to within experimental error.


Disilylmethane. The molecular structure of disilylme-
thane has been determined by gas electron diffraction.39 The
SiCSi angle, 114·4(2)°, is considerably larger than the
tetrahedral angle. The MM3 calculation gives the SiCSi
angle of 115·5° which is larger than the experimental value,
114·4°.


Bis(trimethylsilyl)methane. Structural studies40 have
been reported for this molecule. The SiCSi angle is opened
wide, to 123·2(9)°, because of the steric interaction between
the two trimethylsilyl groups. The MM3 calculated value is
120·8°, which does not open wide enough compared with
the observed data. This is also true for the other bond
angles. The individual Si—C bonds lengths were calculated
slightly off from experiment. In fact, the actual bond lengths
of the two different types of Si—C bond cannot be well
determined from the radial distribution curve. A better
comparison is the average of Si—C bond lengths, which is
well determined. Here the calculations agree well with the
experiment. The torsional displacement of the methyl
groups is 25(5)° from the staggered form, and MM3 gives
only 14·4° (see Supplementary Material).


Tris(trimethylsilyl)methane. The molecular structure
of this sterically crowded molecule has been studied using
electron diffraction.41 To overcome the steric interactions
among three bulky tertiary groups, the inner Si—C bonds
have to stretch out. The average MM3 Si—C length is
0·013 Å longer than the experimental value. However, the
calculated SiCSi angles are 1·4° smaller than experiment


Table 6. Continued
Exp.36 MM3 D(%)


Ix
c 33·4381 33·8186 1·14


Iy 186·8454 187·8513 0·54
Iz 205·1668 206·1484 0·48


Tri-tert-Butylslane


Expt.(ED)38 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·934(6) 1·931 20·003
Si–H 1·49(fixed) 1·490 —
C–C 1·548(3) 1·552 0·004
C–H 1·121(9) 1·112 20·009
/SiCC(ua ) 111·5(5) 111·2 20·30
/CSiC — 114·1 —
/CSiH 105·3(13) 104·3 20·98
/CCH 110·0(15) 112·0 2·03
/HCH — 106·8 —
vCCSiH — 15·5d —


Disilylmethane


Exp. (ED)39 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·875(2) 1·877 0·002
Si–H 1·514(6) 1·485 20·029
C–H 1·11(2) 1·113 0·003
/SiCSi(u0 ) 114·4(2) 115·5 1·1
/HSiH 108·1(11) 108·3 0·2
/HCH 110·0(fixed) 106·8 —
vHSiCSi — 180·0 —
vHSiCH — 177·8 —


a Throughout the paper the dimensions used are: Å: bond length; °: bond
angle and dihedral angle; kcal/mol: energy; Debye: dipole moment;
gmp2cmp10239: moments of inertia. Structural data for three additional
compounds are available in the Supplementary Material.
b In atomic units.
c The observed rotational constants: A=15114·85(20), B=2703·36(10) and
C=2463·25(10) MHz. The conversion factor is 505377 MHz/amupA2.
d The average distorted angle from the staggered form.
e v1: torsional angle of SiC1SiC2 .


Table 7. The Rotational Barriers of Acyclic Silanes


Compound Exp. MM3 D


Methylsilane Methyl barrier 1·6726 1·65 20·02
Dimethylsilane Methyl barrier 1·6528 1·74 0·09
Trimethylsilane Methyl barrier 1·8329 1·81 20·02
Tetramethylsilane Methyl barrier 2·0031 1·90 20·10
Ethylsilane Methyl barrier 2·6233 2·64 0·02


SiH3 barrier 1·9833 2·01 0·03
Propylsilane DEa 0·60–0·659 0·60 —
Ethylmethylsilane Methyl barrierb 1·54(3)36 1·74 0·20


Ethyl barrierc — 2·14 —


a Energy difference between gauche and trans conformations.
b Methyl on silicon.
c Barrier for anti form to gauche form.
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(see Supplementary Material), so the 1,3 distances are about
right.


Rotational barriers. The MM3 values of the rotational
barriers for this class of compound generally agree well


with experiment, and they are summarized in Table 7. The
SiH3 barrier for axial cyclobutylsilane is calculated to be
1·97 kcal mol21 by MM3, compared with the experimental
value of 2·18 kcal mol21.


Unsaturated silanes


Vinylsilane. Only microwave data42 have been reported
for vinylsilane. They indicate that the eclipsed (C=C—Si—
H) form is the most stable conformation, and the MM3
calculation reproduces this. The observed and calculated
structures and moments of inertia are listed in Table 9. The
MM3 calculated SiH3 internal rotational barrier is 1·50 kcal
mol21 and 1·51 kcal mol21 from microwave data.42


Methylvinylsilane. It was shown by experiment that two
conformers coexisted, cis and skew with respect to C=C—
Si—C torsion angle, in the gaseous and liquid states, while
only the former persisted in the solid state.43 In the liquid
state, the cis form is more stable by 0·66±0·05 kcal mol21


(DH).43 The MM3 calculated energy difference is 0·51 kcal
mol21, with the cis conformation being lower. The molec-
ular structure of methylvinylsilane has been determined by
microwave spectroscopy.44 The moments of inertia for the
cis and skew forms could not be well fit at the same time by
MM3. This problem can probably be overcome by includ-
ing a torsion–bend interaction. The observed data and
calculated results are summarized in the Supplementary
Material.


Allylsilane. This molecule has been studied by the
electron diffraction method.45 It was found that the con-
former in which the hydrogen (not silicon) eclipsed the
C=C bond was the most stable one. The MM3 calculation
agrees with the experimental results. The SiCC angle was
determined to be 113·1(4)° and 111·6(5)° by electron
diffraction and microwave spectroscopy,46 respectively. Our
MM3 value appears too small by 2·5°, compared with the
electron diffraction data. A similar bond angle in cyclo-
pentadienylsilane was measured to be small, only
106·6(6)°.47 A still smaller SiCC angle for the MM3
structure would give a better fit to the experimental
moments of inertia. Therefore, we decide to accept this
discrepancy for allylsilane.


Tetravinylsilane. The structural parameters of tetra-
vinylsilane have been determined in the vapor phase using
the electron diffraction method.48 The conformation with S4


symmetry gave the best fit with the experimental radial
distribution function, which agrees with the MM3 results.
The C=C—Si—C torsional angles are 17·5(6)° from the
eclipsed conformation. The MM3 calculation shows that
these dihedral angles, similar to the corresponding angle in
methylvinylsilane, are only 1·8° away from the eclipsed
form (see Supplementary Material).


Table 8. Experimental and calculated structures of unsaturated
silanesa


Vinylsilane


Exp.(MW)42 MM3 D


Si–C(rs ) 1·853(2) 1·860 0·007
Si–H 1·475(5) 1·483 0·008
C=C 1·347(3) 1·350 0·003
C1–H 1·095(5) 1·102 0·007
C2–H 1·097(5) 1·103 0·006
/SiCC(u0 ) 122·9(3) 123·4 0·5
/SiCH — 117·7 —
/CSiH — 110·0 —
/HSiH 108·7(3) 109·0 0·3
vHCCSi — eclipsed —


Exp.42 MM3 D(%)


Ix
b 2·460 2·477 0·69


Iy 15·928 16·023 0·60
Iz 17·430 17·525 0·55


Allylsilane


Exp.(ED)45 Exp.(MW)46 MM3 D


Si–C 1·877(4)(rg ) 1·875(4)(rs ) 1·880 0·003
Si–H 1·481(fixed) 1·4854(ave) 1·483 —
C1 =C2 1·327(4) 1·328(7) 1·344 0·017
C2–C3 1·502(fixed) 1·492(8) 1·519 —
C—H 1·092(fixed) 1·111(ave) 1·113(C3 ) —


1·084(ave) 1·102(C1 ) —
1·102 1·104(C2 ) —


/SiCC 113·1(4)(ua ) 111·6(5) 110·5 22·6
/CSiH — 110·61 110·6 —
/C=C–C 125·6(fixed) 126·7(8) 124·2 —
/C=C–H 117(2) 121·4c 120·9 3·9
/HC1H — 117·1(3) 118·2 —
/HSiH 108·7(3) 108·7 108·3 20·4
vC=C–C–Si 102(1) 106·8(11) 109·5 7·5


Exp.46 MM3 D(%)


Ix
d 32·098 32·286 0·59


Iy 182·261 184·162 1·04
Iz 190·267 191·564 0·68


a Structural data for three additional compounds are available in Supplemen-
tary Material.
b In atomic units. The rotational constants: A=9599·30(45), B=3984·78(6)
and C=2962·59(5) MHz for cis form; A=13728·17(12), B=3048·64(1),
C=2825·24(1) MHz for skew form.
c Average value of C2–C1–H.
d In atomic units. The rotational constants: A=15744·615(14),
B=2772·823(3) and C=2655·728(3) MHz.
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1-Methyl-1-silabicyclo[2.2.2]octa-2,5,7-triene. This
structure was determined by electron diffraction.49 The
molecule was assumed to have C3 symmetry, and this was
found with the MM3 calculations. Several assumptions
were made in the experimental work to reduce the number
of parameters. The symmetry of the molecule was assumed
to be C3, all C—H bond lengths were assumed to be equal,
etc. This molecule was found to exhibit a great deal of
angular distortion at the silicon bridgehead. The angles at
the silicon bridgehead [C=C—Si 109·9(5)°, C9SiC2


118·7(2)°, C2SiC6 98·8(3)°] are unusually distorted com-
pared with typical sp3 and sp2 angles. The MM3 calculation
gives fairly good results (see Supplementary Material).


The rotational barriers of unsaturated silanes from
calculations and experiment are summarized in Table 9.


Cyclic silanes


Cyclopropylsilane. The molecular structure of cyclo-
propylsilane has been determined by the anlaysis of the
rotational spectrum in the region 9·0–35·0 GHz.50 Since
only three rotational constants were obtained, the structure
determination could not be completed unless some assump-
tions concerning the structural parameters were made. The
observed data and MM3 results are summarized in Table 10.
The internal rotation barrier of the silyl group was measured
to be equal to or larger than 1·95 kcal mol21, and the MM3
value is 1·96 kcal mol21.


Cyclopropyltrimethylsilane. The electron diffraction
method29 was applied to study this molecule. It was
impossible to resolve the individual Si—C bonds from the
radial distribution curve. However, the average Si—C bond
length was fit well to the experimental value. Usually, the
length of the C—C bond of a cyclopropane is about
1·510 Å. The observed average C—C bond length in this
molecule was determined to be much longer, 1·538(8) Å.
MM3 gives a bond length of 1·521 Å, after the electro-
negativity effect is included.


Cyclobutylsilane. A gas electron diffraction study51 of
cyclobutylsilane shows a mixture of equatorial and axial
conformers. In Table 11, the experimental structural para-


meters for the equatorial form and the MM3 calculated
structures of both conformations are listed. The energy
difference between the equatorial and axial forms varies
with different methods. The values are 0·19±0.1, 0·54 and
0·1 kcal mol21 from electron diffraction,52 Raman spectros-
copy53 and ab initio calculations,54 respectively, with the
equatorial form always being more stable. The MM3
calculated energy difference is 0·51 kcal mol21. The
moments of inertia of the two conformers were also
measured,55 and the MM3 values agree well with experi-
ment.


Silacyclobutane. The structure of silacyclobutane in the
vapor phase has been determined by the electron diffraction
method56 and also by microwave spectroscopy.57 This
molecule is puckered with a dihedral angle of about 30°.
MM3 calculated structures are in good agreement with the
experimental data. The inversion barrier of silacyclobutane
is 1·26 and 1·13 kcal mol21 from experiment58 and MM3,
respectively.


4-Silaspiro[3.3]heptane. An electron diffraction47


investigation of the highly strained 4-silaspiro[3.3]heptane
molecule has been reported. Several assumptions were
made to reduce the number of parameters to be determined.
The molecular structure is calculated in good agreement
with experiment (see Supplementary Material).


5-Silycyclopentadiene. The molecular structure of gase-
ous silylcyclopentadiene has been determined by electron
diffraction.59 It was found that the ring is almost flat, similar
to the planar unsubstituted cyclopentadiene ring. The
external SiCC angle is calculated too large by 2·7°. The
MM3 calculation gives a good structure for cyclopenta-
diene, but the individual C—C bond lengths from this ED
study agree poorly with the MM3 values. The RD curve
showed only one peak, so it is impossible to determine
accurately the individual bond lengths, while the average
bond length should be reliable, 1·445 Å (rg) compared with
the MM3 value of 1·448 Å (rg). If the bond lengths were
determined incorrectly, the SiCC angle would also be
wrong. Furthermore, the same angle was calculated close to
the experimental value for the trimethylsilyl derivative. We
believe that most of the errors come from experiment rather
than from MM3 (see Supplementary Material).


Table 9. Experimental and calculated rotational barriers of unsaturated
silanes


Compound Exp. MM3 D


Vinylsilane SiH3 Barrier 1·5142 1·47 20·04
Methylvinylsilane DEa 0·66(5)43 0·51 20·15


CH3 Barrier 1·866(39)44(cis) 1·99 0·12
1·698(22)44(skew) 1·52 20·18


Allylsilane SiH3 Barrier 2·117(100)46 2·12 0·00


a Energy difference of cis and skew forms.
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Table 10. Experimental and calculated structures of cyclic silanesa


Cyclopropylsilane


Exp.(MW)50 MM3 D


Si–C(r0 ) 1·853(assumed) 1·852 —
Si–H 1·475(assumed) 1·483 —
C1–C2 1·520(10) 1·523 0·003
C2–C3 1·508(10) 1·519 0·011
/CSiH 110·2(assumed) 110·3 —
/CCH 117·5(assumed) 117·4 —
/SiCH 114·0(assumed) 114·0 —
/C2C1C3 — 59·8 —
/C1C2C3 — 60·2 —
/C2C1Si — 119·6 —
fb 124·2(10) 124·4 0·2


Exp.50 MM3 D(%)


Ix
c 36·108 36·386 0·77


Iy 140·723 141·174 0·32
Iz 150·375 151·101 0·48


Cyclopropyltrimethylsilane


Exp.(ED)51 MM3 D


Si–C(rg )ave 1·874(4) 1·872 20·002
C–Cave 1·535(8) 1·521 20·014
/CSiCd 108·7(13) 108·8 0·1
/CCSi — 110·1 —
fe 54·2(20) 55·4 1·2


Cyclobutylsilane


Exp.(ED)52 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·875 1·878(eq) 0·003
1·900(ax) —


Si–H 1·498(6) 1·483(eq) 20·015
1·483(ax) —


C1–C2 1·575(4) 1·569(eq) 20·006
1·573(ax) —


C2–C3 1·559(4) 1·564(eq) 0·005
1·563(ax)


C–Cave 1·567 1·566(eq) 20·001
1·568(ax) —


C–H 1·128(8) 1·113(eq) 20·015
1·112(ax) —


/HSiH(ua ) 110·9(20) 108·3(eq) 22·6
108·3(ax) —


/CCSi — 117·8(eq) —
115·0(ax) —


/CCCave 88·5(8) 87·2(eq) 21·3
87·6(ax) —


/HCH 114·0(22) 112·3(eq) 21·7
111·9(ax) —


ff 132·0(31) 130·0(eq) 22·0
123·6(27) 125·6(ax) 2·0


fg 31·8(30) 35·8(eq) 4·0
223·3(41) 32·9(ax) 9·6


Exp.55 MM3 D (%)


Ix 9·350(eq) 9·374 0·27
11·344(ax) 11·580 2·08


Iy 35·064(eq) 35·234 0·48
31·312(ax) 31·838 1·68


Iz 39·980(eq) 40·020 0·10
34·343(ax) 34·415 0·21


Silacyclobutane


Exp.(ED)56 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·899(10) 1·892 20·003
Si–H 1·487(30) 1·479 20·008
C–C 1·587(10) 1·586 20·001
C–H 1·13(2) 1·112 20·018
/CsiC 80 (2) 79·1 20·9
/SiCC 86 (2) 86·4 0·4
/CCC 100·4(10) 99·2 21·2
/HCH 110 (assumed) 112·0 —
/HSiH 111·0(assumed) 117·1 —
vSiCCC — 24·4 —
fh 30(5) 32·3 2·3


Exp.57 MM3 D(%)


Ix 9·528 9·685 1·65
Iy 13·357 13·529 1·29
Iz 19·800 19·838 0·19


Silacyclopentane


Exp.
(ED+MW)60 ED60 MM3 D


Si–C2(rg ) 1·892(2) 1·893(2) 1·893(C2 sym.) 0·001
1·878(Cs sym.) —


C2–C3 1·535(5) — 1·549 0·014
C3–C4 1·580(5) 1·544 20·036
C–Cave 1·550(2) 1·549(3) 1·547 20·003
Si–H 1·497(8) 1·496(22) 1·479(C2 sym.) 20·018


1·478(Cs sym.) —
C–Have 1·112(6) 1·118(5) 1·113 0·001
/CSiH 113·2(3) 115·3(30) 112·5 20·7
/CSiC 96·3(3) 96·0(3) 95·8 20·5
/SiCC 103·6(3) 103·7(3) 103·5 20·1
/CCC 108·4(7) 108·7(6) 108·2 20·2
/HSiH 112·3(29) 100·1(106) 110·2 22·0
vC3C4 49·7(14) 48·8(19) 50·7 1·0
vSiC2 13·3(4) 12·8(5) 13·3 0·0
vC2C3 36·1(10) 35·7(14) 37·2 1·1


Exp.63 MM3 D(%)


Ix 92·334(2) 92·834 0·54
Iy 122·160(1) 123·037 0·72
Iz 189·882(1) 190·791 0·48
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Trimethylcyclopentadienylsilane. The molecular struc-
ture of trimethylsilycyclopentadiene has been studied by
electron diffraction.60 The angle between the planes C1C4C5


and C1C2C3C4 was reported to be 22±4°, which is far from
the MM3 calculated value, 1·2°. The authors claimed that
the Si···C2 non-bonded distance was 3·41 Å. Therefore, the
model with a planar cyclopentadienyl fragment turned out
to be unacceptable. From the MM3 calculation, we find that
the distance between Si and C2 is 3·680 Å, and some of the
distances between methyl groups and C1 are close to 3·4 Å.
It seems that the radial distribution curve contains insuf-
ficient information to resolve all of those distances. Hence
we think the experimentalists could have misassigned the
distance of Si···C2. If this is the case, f1 would be calculated
too large and f2 would be calculated too small. Fur-
thermore, the two SiCC angles are 105·0° and 114·5° from
experiment. There is no apparent reason for such very
different SiCC angles for this molecule. The MM3 calcula-
tion gives them almost the same value, 109·5°. The average
experimental value is very close, 109·8°. Based on the
above reasons, we think our values are better than the
experimental results (see Supplementary Material).


Silacyclopentane. Silacyclopentane has been studied by
a variety of methods. Both electron diffraction61 and a
combined analysis of electron diffraction and microwave
spectroscopic data61 showed that this molecule exists in the
twist conformation with C2 symmetry. Lanne62 investigated
the hindered pseudorotation of silacyclopentane by far-IR
spectroscopy, and concluded that this molecule had a
twofold pseudorotational potential function with a barrier
height of 4·04 kcal mol21. Later, this was further reinforced
by the complete vibrational assignment and far IR study of
Durig and co-workers. They calculated that the pseudorota-
tional barrier was 3·9 kcal mol21.63 The MM3 calculation
gives 3·74 kcal mol21. The moments of inertia of the title
compound have been determined64 and MM3 fits them fairly
well.


Silacyclopenta-3-ene. Electron diffraction data65–67 have
been reported for this molecule. All the electron diffraction
studies strongly suggested that the most stable conformer of
this compound was puckered, with C2 symmetry. If this
molecule is non-planar, analogous to cyclopentane, the
puckering potential would have a double minimum with


Table 10. Continued


1-Silabicyclo[2.2.1]heptane


Exp.(MW)69 MM3 D


Si–C2(r0 ) 1·868(assumed) 1·883 —
Si–C7 1·9481(50) 1·870 20·078
C2–C3 1·5527(assumed) 1·569 —
C3–C4 1·5362(assumed) 1·564 —
C4–C7 1·5579(assumed) 1·551 —
Si–H 1·489(assumed) 1·471 —
/C2SiC6 104·1(5) 102·9 21·2
/SiC2C3 102·8(5) 100·0 22·8
/C2C3C4 106·5(assumed) 110·2 —
/C3C4C5 110·0(assumed) 111·1 —
/HSIC7 109·4(assumed) 120·7 —


Exp.49 MM3 D(%)


Ix
i 184·123 183·969 20·08


Iy 189·847 191·294 0·76
Iz 235·498 237·135 0·70


Silacyclohexane


Exp.(ED)60 MM3 D


Si–C(rg ) 1·885(3) 1·875 20·010
C–Cave 1·550(3) 1·545 20·005


1·546(next to Si)
1·545(others)


Si–H 1·465(22) 1·480 0·015
C–H 1·115(5) 1·114 20·001
/SiCC(ua ) 110·6(6) 110·4 20·2
/CSiC 104·2(14) 105·0 0·8
/CSiH 112·0(37) 110·8 21·2
/CCC 113·7(11) 113·4(next to Si) 20·3


111·4(19) 114·2 20·2


/SiCH 110·5(8) 109·7 20·8
/HSiH 105·0(139) 108·7 3·7
vSiC 44·0(42) 45·6 1·6
vC1C2 57·3(20) 55·7(next to Si) 1·4
vC2C3 67·5(20) 65·1 22·4
f1


j 138·7(41) 137·6 21·1
f2


j 121·3(15) 122·9 1·6


1-Methyl-1-silaadmantane


Exp.(ED)71 MM3 D


Si–C(rg )ave 1·879(3) 1·870 20·009
C–Cave 1·548(2) 1·550 0·002
C–H 1·112(6) 1·114 0·002
/SiCC(ua ) 107·4(4) 107·2 20·2
/C(Me)SiC 115·2(4) 114·8 20·4
/CSiC — 103·7 —
/CCC — 111·3 —
/SiCHave 107·2(21) 110·4 3·2
/CCHave 112·2(4) 109·3 22·9


a Structural data for seven additional compounds are available in the
Supplementary Material.
b Dihedral angle between cyclopropyl ring and Si–C bond.
c In atomic unit. The rotational constants: A=13996·4091(35);
B=3591·2915(10); C=3360·7719(9)MHz and conversion factor is
505377 amu*Å2/MHz.
d Outside three-membered ring.
e Dihedral angle between cyclopropyl ring and Si–C1 bond.
f Dihedral angle between line Si–C1 and plane C2C1C4 plane.
g Puckering angle.
h Angles inside four-membered ring.
i The rotational constants are: A=2744·775(2); B=2662·017(2); and
C=2145·994(2) MHz. The conversion factor is 505377 amu*Å2/MHz.
j f1: The obtuse dihedral flap angle between the plane containing C5 , Si and
C1 and the plane C1 , C2 , C4 and C5 , f2: the obtuse dihedral flap angle
betweeen the plane containing C2 , C3 and C4 and the plane C1 , C2 , C4 and
C5 .
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some inversion barrier. The complete infrared and Raman
spectra68 of silacyclopent-3-ene and its dideuterium and
dihalo derivatives were also analyzed and showed that the
structures were planar and had C2 symmetry. Also, from a
series of far IR absorptions,69 it was found that the ring
puckering potential function can be interpreted using a pure
quartic term. The puckering angle determined by electron
diffraction is so small (8·9°) that there is little difference
between the puckered form and the planar form with a wide
amplitude vibration. Both models would be expected to fit
the experimental radial distribution curve equally well.
Therefore, we believe that the planar form is more stable.
MM3 calculation shows that the planar form is the most
stable conformer (see Supplementary Material).


1-Silabicyclo[2.2.1]heptane. The molecular structure of
this bicyclic compound was determined by microwave
spectroscopy.70 To reproduce the observed rotational con-
stants, several structural parameters were assumed and only
three parameters were determined, which were SiC7,
C2SiC6, and SiC2C3. With these assumptions, it was found
that the Si—C7 bond was longer than the Si—C2 bond by
0·08 Å. Our MM3 calculated results disagree with the
experiment, with the value being 0·002 Å shorter. Our
calculated moments of inertia agree with the experimental
values, however.


1-Methyl-1-silabicyclo[2.2.1]heptane. The structure of
this molecule has been determined by electron diffraction.71


The MM3 calculated Si—C and C—C average bond lengths
are too short by 0·012 and 0·001 Å, respectively (see
Supplementary Material).


Silacyclohexane. Electron diffraction data61 for silacy-
clohexane are available. From experiment, it was found that
the chair form with Cs symmetry is the most stable
conformer. The MM3 calculated Si—C bonds are too short.
This bond length is only 1·875 Å in MM3, compared with
1·885(3) Å experimental.


1-Methyl-1-silaadamantane. Again, the average calcu-
lated bond distance of the Si—C bonds is too short by
0·009 Å compared with experiment.72 For the bond angles,
the SiCH angles are calculated too large by 3·1°. Since the
hydrogen has a nuclear charge of only one, it is difficult to


determine these bond angles accurately by electron diffrac-
tion.


3-Silabicyclo[3.2.1]octane. The gas-phase electron dif-
fraction technique73 has been applied to study the molecular
structure of this compound. The average Si—C bond length,
1·891(4) Å, is fairly large compared with the MM3 value,
1·881 Å (see Supplementary Material).


endo-3-Methyl-3-silabicyclo[3.2.1]octane. This dia-
stereomer has been selectively obtained, and the molecular
structure was determined by electron diffraction.73 The
method of synthesis was expected to give the endo isomer,
and the electron diffraction confirms the correctness of the
structural assignment. The MM3 calculated structure and
the observed data are given in Table 11 (see Supplementary
Material). Regarding the stability of the molecule, four
possible isomers/conformations were taken into considera-
tion in the present work. The methyl group is either in the
endo or in the exo position, and the six-membered ring is
either in a chair or a boat form. MM3 found the boat form
six-membered ring is highly unfavorable because of the
high C—C torsional barriers. These two boat conformations
(not discussed by previous authors) were found not to be
stable, but rather went over to the chair conformation during
every minimization. A calculation carried out with the
program EMIN indicated that the endo form with chair six-
membered ring was more stable than the exo form by
0·54 kcal mol21.73 However, MM3 shows that the exo form
is more stable by 0·67 kcal mol21, which agrees with the
earlier study by Ouellette (0·60 kcal mol21), and also is
consistent with the ratio of 3:7 for endo:exo in the CsF
catalyzed equilibration in dimethylformamide solvent
observed by Cremer and Blankenship.73b


If we look only at the silicon-substituted six-membered
ring compounds, it is found that the Si—C bond distances
are always too short from the MM3 calculation. The other
structural parameters are not fit perfectly, but are approxi-
mately within the experimental error.


In Table 11 are given data on rotational and inversion
barriers for some of these compounds.


Polysilanes


Disilane. This molecule has been studied by various
methods,26,74 including electron diffraction74 and microwave


Table 11. Experimental and calculated rotational barrier of Cyclic Silanes


Compound Exp. MM3 D


Cyclopropylsilane SiH3 Barrier /1·9550 1·96 0·01
Cyclobutylsilane SiH3 Barrier 1·87(eq)53 2·05 0·18


2·18(ax)53 2·01 20·17
DE a 0·5453 0·51 20·03


Silacyclobutane Inversion Barrier 1·2658 1·13 20·13
Silacyclopentane Pseudo-Rotation 3·963 3·84 20·06


a Energy difference between equatorial and axial forms
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specroscopy.26 The MM3 calculation gives Si—Si and Si—
H bond lengths of 2·331 and 1·486 Å, compared with the
observed values of 2·331(3) and 1·492(3) Å,74 respectively.
The moments of inertia are also calculated fairly well by
MM3 (see Table 12). The SiH3 internal rotation barrier is
1·22 kcal mol21 experimentally.74 The MM3 calculated
value is 1·19 kcal/mol.


Hexamethyldisilane. The MM3 structure of hexame-
thyldisilane agrees with the electron diffraction structures.30


The rotational barrier about the Si—Si bond was 5·7 kcal
mol21 according to Yukitoshi et al.75 This valuer was
determined by a NMR study of solid hexamethyldisilane.
No other direct experimental measurements of the barrier to
rotation of the C—Si—Si—C fragment are available.
Recently, ab initio calculations,76 using 3–21G(w) geometry
optimization and single-point energies derived from MP2/
MP3 at the 6–31(w)//3–21G(w) level, were applied to study
the conformations of a series of five simple alkyldisilanes:
disilane, methyldisilane, 1,2-dimethyldisilane, 1,1,2,2-tetra-
methyldisilane and hexamethyldisilane. In this study, it was
found that the barriers to rotation about the Si—Si bond
were about 1 kcal mol21 for all five disilane derivatives.
Since the Si—Si and Si—C bond distances are much longer
than the corresponding distances in hydrocarbons, the steric
effects should be considerably reduced, and typically the
barriers are considerably smaller. The NMR study75 was
done in the crystal phase, and the high barrier is probably an
artifact resulting from the lattice forces. Therefore, we
believe the ab initio values should be more reliable. The
MM3 calculated rotational barrier is 1·19 kcal mol21 for
hexamethyldisilane (see Supplementary Material).


Trisilane. The molecular structure has been reported by
electron diffraction77 in gas the phase. The Si—Si bond
lengths were found to be similar to that in disilane. MM3
calculation reproduces the structure fairly well (see Supple-
mentary Material).


Tetrasilane. There are two conformers with respect to
the Si—Si—Si—Si torsional angle, trans and gauche.
Electron diffraction and ab initio calculations at the MP2/
6–31Gww level have been applied to study this compound.77


It was found that the gauche form is more stable by
0·05(0·26) kcal mol21 (DG). The mole fraction of the
gauche form is 68(9)%. MM3 gives 58%. The Si—Si bond
distances are calculated too short by MM3. In particular, the
central bond is 0·010 Å too short (see Supplementary
Material).


Octamethyltrisilane. An electron diffraction78 study
was used to determine the molecular structure of octame-
thyltrisilane. A comparison of the observed and the MM3
calculated structures is given in the Supplementary Ma-
terial. The MM3 results agree well with experiment. The
SiSiSi angle is opened wide, up to 118·0(25)°, to reduce the
steric strain caused by the SiMe3 groups. The MM3
calculated value is 1·2° smaller, but within the experimental
error (see Supplementary Material).


Tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane. The molecular structure
of the title molecule was studied by the electron diffraction
method.79 The experimental results indicated that this
overcrowded molecule underwent some torsional displace-
ments from Td symmetry and has unusually long Si—Si
bonds, 2·361(3) Å, compared with an average Si—Si bond
length of 2·33 Å. The C—C—Si—Si torsional angles are
calculated to be distorted by 13·9° from the staggered
conformation by MM3. Electron diffraction gave the value
of 11±3·6° (see Supplementary Material).


Cyclopentasilane. This molecule has been studied by
electron diffraction.80 The ring was found to be puckered,
and both the twist form (C2 symmetry) and envelope form
(Cs symmetry) matched well with the experimental radial
distribution curve. MM3 calculations show those two
conformations are equally stable. The energy difference
between the puckered and planar forms was estimated80 to
be between 1·2 and 2·2 kcal mol21. The MM3 difference is
1·94 kcal mol21, smaller than in the case in cyclopentane,
which is about 5 kcal mol21. This result is not surprising
because the rather long Si—Si and Si—H bond lengths
reduce the non-bonded interactions between hydrogens, and
the rotational barriers become smaller. The MM3 structural
results are in good agreement with the experimental data
(see Supplementary Material).


Cyclohexasilane. For the analogous cyclohexane, the
most stable and only conformation at room temperature is
the chair form with D3d symmetry. The second stable form
is the twist form (D2) having an energy 5–6 kcal mol21


above the chair form. The boat form (C2v) is 0·6 kcal mol21


above the twist. The molecular structure of cyclohexasilane
has been studied by gas-phase electron diffraction at
130 °C.81 The chair form was found to predominate, but the


Table 12. Experimental and calculated structures of disilane.a


Exp.(ED)53 MM3 D


Si–Si(rg ) 2·331(3) 2·331(stg) 0·000
Si–H 1·492(3) 1·486(stg) 20·006
/HSiH 108·6(4) 109·0(stg) 0·4
/SiSiH 110·3(4) 109·9(stg) 20·4


Exp.54 MM3 Errors(%)


Ix 1·955 1·959 0·20
Iy 16·224 16·412 1·16
Iz 16·224 16·412 1·16


a Structural data for eight additional compounds are available in the
Supplementary Material.
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conformational composition was not determined uniquely.
There were three models, all of which fit well to the
experimental data (100% chair; 63% chair and 37% twist;
62% chair, 25% twist and 8% boat). The twist and boat
forms have energies (DE) of 1·80 and 1·99 kcal mol21


higher than the chair form, respectively, according to MM3.
Allowing for the extra entropy of the twist form, this
corresponds to an equilibrium mixture which is 76% chair
and 24% twist. In the entropy calculation, we only take the
contributions from symmetry and d,l form mixing into
account and assume all others are the same for each
conformer. For the chair→twist, DG=0·92 kcal mol21


(DH=1·80 kcal mol21, DS=2·18 eu), and the barrier DG‡ is
1·89 kcal mol21 (DH‡3·88 kcal mol21, DS‡4.94 eu). The
MM3 calculation agrees with the second ED model, except
that the Si—Si bond distances are too short by 0·011 Å (see
Supplementary Material).


Dodecamethylcyclohexasilane. The x-ray diffraction
technique82 has been used to study this molecule. Table 13
shows the MM3 results and the observed structural
parameters. The average Si—C bond lengths at the
equatorial and axial positions were measured to be 1·935(6)
and 1·913(6) Å, respectively, which are much longer than
the normal bond length, 1·88–1·89 Å. The MM3 calcula-
tions give much shorter and almost identical bond lengths
for both cases. The structures and rotational barriers of
polysilanes are given in the Supplementary Material.


Dipole moments


We also examined the dipole moments of a variety of silicon
compounds. The MM3 calculations give pretty good results.
The MM3 values and the observed data for 14 silanes are
given in Table 15. Except for allylsilane and 1-silabicyclo-
[2.2.1]heptane, the MM3 calculations agree with
experiment to within 0.1 D (see Supplementary Material).


Heats of formation


The heat of formation is a fundamental property of a
molecule. MM3 has been fairly successful in calculating the
heats of formation of various classes of compounds.2,3 The
standard deviation of a list of 53 hydrocarbons is 0·41 kcal
mol21.2 The MM3 force field used basically the ‘bond
increment’ scheme which has been well described in
previous publications.2,3,92 There are four bond enthalpy
parameters, Si—C, Si—Si, Si—H and Si—56 (four-
membered ring carbon), and seven structural features, such
as SiH4, ME, TERT, 2-Si, 2CSUB, 3CSUB, 4CSUB and
2Si2C, were chosen for silanes and polysilanes. Because the
incomplete combustion and indeterminate nature of the
combustion products of silanes and polysilanes, there is
some controversy in the literature regarding the heats of
formation of these compounds.85,86 Therefore, the data cited
in Pedley’s CATCH table,87 which appear to have internal
consistency, are used here. The values for several com-
pounds have not been included, because we feel there are


considerable errors in the observed values. The standard
deviation between calculated and experimental heats of
formation is 0·47 kcal mol21, compared with an average
experimental error of 3·45 kcal mol21. We do not believe
that the MM3 calculated values are as good as these
numbers appear to suggest. The apparently good agreement
is due in large part to the large number of adjustable
parameters that are required in the calculations. No
experimental data were found for the isopropyl group. From
our previous experience, the value of this structural feature
is between the values for methyl and tertiary groups. Hence
values of 24·1766 and 23·8050 kcal mol21 were assigned
for normal and strainless cases. The input and the results of
this calculation and the input and results of strainless
calculations are included in the Supplementary Material.


CONCLUSIONS


MM3 calculations on silanes show that these compounds
can be treated by MM3 nearly as well as hydrocarbons.
Molecular structures can, on the whole, be calculated with
an accuracy competitive with experiment. With other than
very simple molecules, electron diffraction experiments
usually give average bond distances, and not individual
values. When the experimental averages are compared with
the MM3 averages, usually the results agree well. The
individual values do not agree so well, but on the whole this
is probably more of an experimental problem than an
inaccuracy with MM3.


There is one apparent systematic error in the MM3
calculations of the C—Si bond lengths. The bond lengths
are fit to small molecules, and these are usually either in the
anti conformation, or a mixture of anti and gauche
conformations. In six-membered rings, where the system is
constrained to gauche conformations, there is a systematic
discrepancy of about 0·010 Å in these bond lengths. This
suggests that a torsion–stretch interaction may be needed to
bring these numbers into agreement, but such was not
included in MM3.


Vibrational spectra are reasonably calculated for these
compounds by MM3, but not accurately calculated. The
major problem stems from the ommission of bend–torsion–
bend interactions, which were omitted in the development
of the MM3 hydrocarbon force field. The vibrational
frequency errors that result here are similar to those found
with saturated hydrocarbons. They could presumably be
reduced here as they were for hydrocarbons when the MM4
force field was developed.19, 93


SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL


The package of Supplementary Material referred to in the
text (MM3 calculations of 14 spectra, 21 molecular
structures, 2 rotational barriers, 16 dipole moments and
heats of formation) is available from the authors upon
request.
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STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON THE GRUNWALD–WINSTEIN
CORRELATIONS IN THE SOLVOLYSIS OF SOME SIMPLE TERTIARY


ALKYL CHLORIDES


KEN’ICHI TAKEUCHI,* YASUSHI OHGA, TAKUHIRO USHINO AND MASAAKI TAKASUKA
Department of Energy and Hydrocarbon Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-01, Japan


The rates of solvolysis in various solvents at 25 °C were determined for five tertiary alkyl chlorides: 2-chloro-
2,4,4-trimethylpentane (4), 2-chloro-2,4-dimethylpentane, 2-chloro-2-methylpentane, 1-chloro-1,3,3-trimethyl-
cyclopentane (7) and 1-chloro-1-methylcyclopentane. The rate data were analysed on the basis of the original and
extended Grunwald–Winstein-type equation [log(k/k0)=mYCl +c and log(k/k0)= lNT +mYCl +c] and the results were
compared with those reported for 2-chloro-2-methylpropane (1) and 2-chloro-2,3,3-trimethylbutane (3). The rate data
for 4 in 18 solvents give an excellent correlation with l=0·00±0·02 and m=0·74±0·01. The neopentyl group in 4 more
effectively shields the rear-side of the reaction center than the tert-butyl group in 3 that is correlated by l=0·10±0·04 and
m=0·81±0·04. The rate ratio between 4 and 1 at 25 °C is 275 in TFE and predicted to increase to 950 in TFA. The
previous 4/1 rate ratio of 21 in 80% ethanol evidently underestimates the B-strain effect on the solvolysis rate of 4 by
a factor of at least 40. The remote methyl groups in 7 works to increase rear-side shielding without increasing B-strain.
The marked difference in the effect of the remote methyl groups between 4 and 7 suggests that the leaving chloride ion
in 4 takes a locus that is nearly antiperiplanar to the tert-butyl group. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The extended Grunwald–Winstein correlation [equation
(1)] is one of the most useful linear free energy relationships
in the study of solvolysis reactions.1 The equation includes
the nucleophilic (N) and electrophilic (Y) parameters of
solvents, where k0 and k refer to the specific rates of
solvolysis in 80% aqueous ethanol and a given solvent,
respectively, and c is the intercept.1


log(k/k0)=lN+mY+c (1)


As the N parameters, the NOTs scale based on methyl
tosylate,1b NT and NKL scales based on S-methyldibenzothio-
phenium ion2a,b and triethyloxonium ion,2c respectively, and
N9OTs scale2a (improved NOTs) are generally used. On the other
hand, it has been found that the electrophilic parameters
(Ys) are dependent on nucleofuges, and more than a dozen
Y scales have been developed.1d,1f,3 In this paper, we
specifically deal with the solvolyses of tertiary alkyl
chlorides.


In 1948, Grunwald and Winstein4 defined an ionizing
power scale Y by using 2-chloro-2-methylpropane (1) as a
typical SN1 substrate. In 1982, Bentley and Carter reported


that 1 is susceptible to nucleophilic solvent intervention,
and redefined the YCl scale depending upon 1-chlor-
oadamantane (2) as a standard substrate (l=0·000,
m=1·000).5 At present, a recommended equation for
solvolyses of alkyl chlorides is a function of NT and YCl:


1e


log(k/k0)=lNT +mYCl +c (2)


In 1990, Liu et al.6 suggested that by using the YCl scale
even 2-chloro-2,3,3-trimethylbutane (3), which has a bulky
tert-butyl group directly attached to the reaction center,
might be subject to nucleophilic solvent intervention in
aqueous ethanol solvents. Since then, there have been no
efforts to seek open-chain chloroalkanes that solvolyze
without nucleophilic solvent intervention.


Recently, we reported that 2-chloro-2,4,4-trimethylpen-
tane (4) is an open-chain tertiary alkyl substrate that
undergoes essentially limiting SN1 solvolysis.7 In this paper,
we compare the behavior of 4 with that of 2-chloro-
2,4-dimethylpentane (5) and 2-chloro-2-methylpentane (6)
in the Grunwald–Winstein-type correlations, and show the
effectiveness of the neopentyl group in rear-side shielding
in solvolysis. Comparisons of the rates of solvolysis of 4
and 6 with those of the structurally similar cyclopentyl
derivatives 7 and 8 support the previous conclusion7 on the* Correspondence to: K. Takeuchi. E-mail: ktake@scl.kyoto-u.ac.jp.
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direction of departure of the leaving chloride ion in the
solvolysis of 4.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Synthesis


The known chlorides 4, 5, 6 and 8 were prepared following
literature procedures. 1-Chloro-1,3,3-trimethylcyclopentane
(7) was prepared by hydrochlorination of the corresponding
alcohol 11 that was derived from commercially available
3-methylcyclopent-2-enone (9) (Scheme 1).


Solvolysis rates of chlorides 4–8


The rates of solvolysis of 4–8 were determined in various
solvents by a titrimetric or a conductimetric method mostly
in the presence of 2,6-lutidine. Acetolysis was conducted in
the presence of sodium acetate. The low solubilities of 4 and
solvolysis products in aqueous solvents hampered the rate
studies in 40% acetone, 50% methanol and 50% ethanol and
their more aqueous mixtures. The rates of 4 in low-
nucleophilicity solvents such as trifluoroacetic acid (TFA),
formic acid, and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-ol (HFIP)
were expected to be too fast to be measured; therefore, these
solvents were not included, and only 70% HFIP was


subjected to a rate study. Since the cyclopentyl system was
studied only for comparative purposes, the rate study of 7
and 8 was limited to several selected solvents. The specific
rates are summarized in Table 1. The specific rates of 6 in
80% ethanol8a and 80% acetone8b are literature values. The
rate of 8 in ethanol has also been reported.8c


Correlations of log k values with YCl


Correlations of log k values for 4–6 with YCl are shown in
Figure 1. For comparison, similar plots are also shown for
14,9 and 36 by using selected reported data.


It has been well recognized that downward deviations of
the points for fluorinated alcohols (TFE and HFIP) and
carboxylic acids (TFA, HCO2H and AcOH) in the correla-
tion with YCl indicate the involvement of nucleophilic
solvent intervention in non-fluorinated alcohols and aque-
ous organic solvents, such as aqueous ethanol, aqueous
acetone and aqueous dioxane.1c,d As Figure 1 shows the
perfect fit of the points of AcOH, TFE, 70% TFE, 50% TFE
and 70% HFIP for 4 to a single straight line (m=0.74±0.01,
r=0.999) is in accord with essential absence of nucleophilic
solvent intervention in the transition state of ionization.


As is obvious from the plots in Figure 1, the downward
deviation of the TFE and aqueous TFE points from the line
defined by EtOH, MeOH, their aqueous mixtures and
aqueous acetone points increases in the order 4 (no
deviation)<5≈3<6<1. This suggests that the nucleophilic


Scheme 1


Figure 1. Plots of log k against YCl for the solvolyses of 1 (h), 3
(d), 4 (s), 5 (m) and 6 (n) at 25 °C. The points for 1 and 3 are
shifted downwards by 3 and 2 units, respectively, for clarity. For


references to YCl and rate data for 1 and 3, see text
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Table 1. Rate constants of solvolysis of 4–8 at 25·0 °C


105k (s21)b


Solventa 4 5 6 7 8


100E 0·373c 0·0679d 0·0241e,f 0·799g 0·568h


90E 4·19 0·801 0·297
80E 20·3i 3·82 1·533 j 35·8 36·4
70E 65·9 12·5 5·28
60E 205k 39·5 16·2 350k 410k


40E 224l


100M 3·54m 0·202n 6·43o 4·65p


80M 79·4
60M 1040k 55·6
90A 0·454
80A 4·61 0·29l


70A 24·5
60A 129k 7·79
50A 521k


40A 398k


AcOH 1·61q,r 0·0777q,s 2·25q,t 1·29q,u


100T 2860v 273v 50·7 2550v 1350v


70T 3590v 400v 96·7v


50T 5790v 777v 227v


70HFIP 15700e,w


a E, M, A, T and HFIP denote ethanol, methanol, acetone, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-ol, respectively. The numbers before E, M and A indicate the
volume % of the organic components in aqueous mixtures at 25 °C and those before T and
HFIP indicate the weight % of T and HFIP.
b Determined titrimetrically within an experimental error of ±2% in the presence of
0·025 mol l21 2,6-lutidine unless noted otherwise.
c k=9·7031025 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =24.4 kcal mol21; DS‡ =21·7 cal K21 mol21 (1 cal=
4·184 J).
d k=1·8031025 (50·0 °C), 2·9131024 s21 (75·0 °C); DH‡ =24·4 kcal mol21; DS‡ =
24·9 cal K21 mol21.
e Extrapolated from data at other temperatures.
f k=6·4031026 (50·0 °C), 1·0631024 s21 (75·0 °C); DH‡ =24·5 kcal mol21; DS‡ =
26·6 cal K21 mol21.
g k=1·7931024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =23·2 kcal mol21; DS‡ =24·0 cal K21 mol21.
h k=1·3131024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =23·4 kcal mol21; DS‡ =23·9 cal K21 mol21. A
reported value8c at 25 °C is 5·6231026 s21.
i A reported value10a is 2·0631024 s21.
j Ref. 8a.
k Determined conductimetrically within an experimental error of ±0·5% in the presence of
0·025 mol l21 2,6-lutidine.
i Ref. 8b.
m k=7·3031024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =22·6 kcal mol21; DS‡ =23·2 cal K21 mol21.
n k=5·1531025 s21 (50·0 °C), 6·3731024 s21 (75·0 °C); DH‡ =23·2 kcal mol21; DS‡ =
26·8 cal K21 mol21.
o k=1·1931023 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =21·8 kcal mol21; DS‡ =24·7 cal K21 mol21.
p k=8·6131024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =21·8 kcal mol21; DS‡ =25·4 cal K21 mol21.
q Determined titrimetrically within an experimental error of ±2% in the presence of
0·025 mol l21 NaOAc.
r k=2·8931024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =21·5 kcal mol21; DS‡ =28·3 cal K21 mol21.
s k=2·4631025 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =25·9 kcal mol21; DS‡ =0·3 cal K21 mol21.
t k=5·1731024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =23·4 kcal mol21; DS‡ =21·3 cal K21 mol21.
u k=3·0731024 s21 (50·0 °C); DH‡ =23·7 kcal mol21; DS‡ =21·5 cal K21 mol21.
v Determined conductimetrically within an experimental error of ±0·5% in the presence of
231024 mol l21 2,6-lutidine.
w The rates at lower temperatures were determined conductimetrically within an experi-
mental error of ±1% in the absence of a buffer. k=0·0178 (2·8 °C), 0·0406 (10·5 °C),
0·0812 s21 (18·0 °C); DH‡ =15·4 kcal mol21; DS‡ =210·7 cal K21 mol21.
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solvent assistance to ionization increases in this order. The
results will be more quantitatively treated in the following
section by the evaluation of l values.


A similar tendency is found in the correlations of log k
values for 7 and 8 with YCl (Figure 2). Although the points
of AcOH and TFE for 7 deviate only slightly downwards
from the regression line passing through EtOH, 80E, 60E,
and MeOH points, the deviations of the AcOH and TFE
points for 8 are considerably larger.


Despite the marked similarity in the effect on the mYCl


correlations of introducing two methyl groups into the g
position of 8 and 6 to form 7 and 4, respectively, the effects
on solvolysis rates are very different. The rate ratio in TFE,
the least nucleophilic solvent examined, is 1.9 for 7/8
compared with 56 for 4/6. This shows that one of the two
remote methyl substituents in 7 works to shield the rear-side
of the cationic carbon without increasing the back strain (B-
strain) in the ground state. On the other hand, the remote
methyl groups in 4 work to increase both of the rear-side
shielding and the B-strain. As will be discussed later, the
remote methyl groups in 4 appear to have a marked effect in
controlling the conformation of the transition state of
ionization.


The rate data in this study also give an important insight
into the magnitude of the relief of B-strain involved in the
solvolysis of 4. Brown and co-workers10 compared the rate
of 4 with that of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane (1) in 80%
ethanol at 25 °C and obtained the 4/1 rate ratio of 21. The
enhanced rate of 4 was attributed to the acceleration of
solvolysis of 4 by B-strain in the ground state.10,11 As
discussed above, the nucleophilic solvent assistance is large


in 1 and is essentially absent in 4. Therefore, if the B-strain
effect is to be evaluated, the rates should be compared in a
solvent of as low nucleophilicity as possible. The 4/1 rate
ratio obtained in this work in TFE is 275 by using the
specific rate 1·0431024 s21 for 1.9b Extrapolation of the
plot for 1 in Figure 1 predicts the specific rates in TFA
(YCl =4·6)1d and 97% HFIP (YCl =5·08)1d to be 0·61 and
1·4 s21, respectively. By using these predicted specific rates
and reported values for 1 in TFA9c and 97% HFIP9d,e at
25 °C (6·431024 and 2·6931023 s21, respectively), we
obtain the respective 4/1 rate ratios of 950 and 520.
Evidently, the previously assigned B-strain effect for 4 as
measured by the solvolysis rate ratio has been underesti-
mated by a factor of at least 40.


Correlations of log(k/k0) values with lNT +mYCl


The rate data in Table 1 were analysed by using equation
(2): the l, m and c values are summarized in Table 2 with
associated standard errors. The correlation analysis for 1
was performed on 20 data by excluding TFA, for which the
NT value is unavailable. Extensive correlation analysis for 1
by using 46 data and equation (2) has been reported by
Kevill and D’Souza2b to give l=0·38±0·03, m=0·86±0·02
and c=0·00±0·19 with r=0·993. The l value increases in the
order 4 (l=0·00±0·02)<7 (0·05±0·02)<5 (0·09±
0·04) ≈ 3 (0·10±0·04) < 6 (0·15±0·03) ≈ 8 (0·16±0·02)
< 1 (0·38±0·03), showing that the nucleophilic solvent
intervention increases in this order. As expected from the
good straight line for 4 in Figure 1, its l value is essentially
zero (0·00±0·02). Notably, the isobutyl group in 5 is as
effective as the tert-butyl group in 3 in rear-side shielding.


Previously, we pointed out that the less reactive the
chloride is in TFE, the greater the m value becomes.7 By
comparing the rates and m values for 1, 3 and 4, we
suggested that ‘a lower m value of a more activated chloride
due to greater B-strain is in accord with an earlier transition
state and, therefore, a reduced sensitivity to changes in
solvent ionizing power’.7 It appears that a correlation holds,
but more data would be required before we can conclude
whether our postulate is appropriate or not. The relatively
small m value (0·89±0·06) for very reactive 1-chloro-
[1]diadamantane (12) has been attributed to an earlier
transition state.12


Solvent effect and structure of the transition state


The solvolysis of 4 is characterized by two findings. One is
the very small l value of nearly zero, which suggests the
essential absence of nucleophilic solvent intervention. The


Figure 2. Plots of log k against YCl for the solvolyses of 7 (d, s)
and 8 (j, h) at 25 °C. The points for 8 are shifted downwards by
1 unit for clarity. The data for AcOH and 100T are not included in


the regression analyses
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other is the very fast rate of solvolysis that is attributed to a
marked B-strain effect in the ground state. The two
characteristics may be reasonably accounted for assuming a
transition state where the leaving chloride ion takes a locus
that is nearly antiperiplanar to the tert-butyl group [Scheme
2(a)]. In this conformation the nucleophilic solvent inter-
vention would be hampered by the bulky tert-butyl group.
The reason for favouring this conformation would be that
the transition state (b) is energetically unfavorable because
of the steric hindrance to departure of the leaving group.


Steric hindrance to ionization has been demonstrated in the
solvolyses of various U-shaped molecules.11


Conformation (c) is similar to the transition state of
1-chloro-1,3,3-trimethylcyclopentane (d), where the leaving
chloride ion takes a locus that is nearly perpendicular to the
cyclopentane ring. We first postulated that a relief of
possible 1,3-dimethyl interaction (B-strain) might increase
the rate of 7 compared with 8; in actuality, however, the 7/8
ratio was only 1·9 in TFE (see above). Therefore, the
transition state (c) or the like where the B-strain is not
relieved would not account for the 4/1 rate ratio as large as
275 in TFE. In addition, the possible occurrence of
nucleophilic solvent intervention in the transition state (c) is
not in harmony with the good mYCl correlation with
l=0·00±0·02.


It would be appropriate here to consider briefly the
meaning of ‘nucleophilic solvent intervention’ in the
solvolysis of simple tertiary compounds that may not
undergo classical SN2 reactions. In the analysis by using
equation (1), all possible factors to stabilize the carbocation
part are included in the lN term, despite the fact that the N
scales have been determined on the basis of SN2 reactivity of
a given standard substrate with solvents. Bentley and
Carter5 interpreted the appreciable l value of 0·3 for 1 by the
SN2 (intermediate) mechanism that involves the formation
of loosely bonded intermediate by nucleophilic solvation of
a developing carbocation. On the other hand, this apprecia-
ble l value could also be interpreted to mean that
nucleophilic solvation of the incipient tert-butyl cation
might be much better than the solvation of the incipient
1-adamantyl cation in the solvolysis of 1-chloroadamantane
(2).1g,13


Richard et al.14 suggested the greater importance of the
solvation by Brønsted base-type interaction (solvation by
hydrogen bonding) with an a-methyl group (or more
generally, b-hydrogens) than the Lewis base-type inter-
action (nucleophilic solvation) toward the cumyl cation. In
the less hindered tert-butyl cation, the importance of the
latter effect would increase. In contrast, in heavily con-


Table 2. Correlation of specific rates of solvolysis of 1 and 3–8
against NT


a amd YCl
b by using the extended Grunwald–Winstein


equation (2)


Substrate nc ld md cd re


1 20 0·32±0·03 0·83±0·02 0·05±0·04 0·996
3 10 0·10±0·04 0·81±0·04 0·09±0·05 0·996
4 18 0·00±0·02 0·74±0·01 0·05±0·02 0·999
5 9 0·09±0·04 0·76±0·03 0·03±0·04 0·998
6 14 0·15±0·03 0·75±0·02 0·02±0·03 0·998
7 6 0·05±0·02 0·70±0·01 0·05±0·03 0·999
8 6 0·16±0·02 0·76±0·02 0·06±0·03 0·999


a Refs 2a and 2b.
b Ref, 5.
c Number of solvents.
d Using equation (2); with associated standard errors.
e Correlation coefficient.


Scheme 2
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gested compounds both types of interaction would decrease,
and finally become less solvated than the 1-adamantyl
system. Recent results in this laboratory support the
importance of Brønsted base-type interactions in stabilizing
incipient carbocations, which will be reported elsewhere.


Solvolysis products


The products of solvolysis of 4 were examined in methanol-
ysis and acetolysis at 50 °C under buffered conditions. GLC
and 1H NMR analyses for the product mixtures after 10 or
15 half-lives showed that the products were the expected
two olefins, 2,4,4-trimethylpent-1-ene and 2,4,4-trimethyl-
pent-2-ene, and the expected substitution product; no other
components were observed. The ratio between these
products was 63 :11:26 in methanolysis and 86:12:2 in
acetolysis.


Significance of the solvolysis of neopentylcarbinyl
systems


At present, the most reliable systems that undergo limiting
SN1 solvolysis are cage-shaped bridgehead com-
pounds.1c,1d,15,16 A typical example is the 1-adamantyl
system.5 However, the bridgehead compounds are tertiary as
they are; therefore, it is impossible to examine the effect of
a substituent on the reaction center. The 2-adamantyl system
is another candidate that exhibits kc solvolyses.1b Liu1f used
2-aryl-2-adamantyl compounds as standard substrates for
the evaluation of the ionizing power of solvents specifically
for benzylic compounds, and developed YBnCl, YBnBr and
YBnOPNB. One drawback of the 2-adamantyl system is the
difficulty in examining the steric course of reactions. The
neopentylcarbinyl systems are expected to find a solution to
this point, provided that some convenient methods to
prepare optically active tertiary neopentylcarbinols are
developed.


In open-chain systems, a tert-butyl group is often used as
a substituent on the a-carbon to inhibit nucleophilic solvent
intervention,1f although 2-chloro-2,3,3-trimethylbutane (3)
has been suspected to be subject to nucleophilic solvent
intervention.6 In the solvolysis of 1-aryl-1,2,2-trimethylpro-
pyl systems (13), steric hindrance to resonance17 is evident.
For example, 2-chloro-3,3-dimethyl-2-phenylbutane (14)
solvolyzes 103 time more slowly than cumyl chloride (15).18


Therefore, 14 would not be an ideal system for use as a
surrogate of 15 to preclude nucleophilic solvent inter-
vention. Perhaps the neopentylcarbinyl system (16) will
satisfy the requirement. Investigation of molecular models
indicates that the resonance stabilization would not be
hindered by the neopentyl substituent. Application to
secondary solvolyses will also shed light on the solvolysis
mechanisms of borderline cases19 and retentive solvolyses
of 1-arylethyl systems.20


EXPERIMENTAL


IR spectra were recorded as solutions. 1H NMR spectra
were recorded at 90 or 270 MHz in CDCl3. 


13C NMR
spectra were recorded at 22·5 or 68 MHz in the same
solvent. Gas chromatographic analyses were conducted on a
PEG-20M column (2 m33 mm i.d.). The known chlorides
4, 5, 6 and 8 were prepared by hydrochlorination21 of the
corresponding olefin (for 4) or alcohols. Solvolysis solvents
were purified by previously described methods.22 Anhy-
drous solvents used for synthesis were purified by standard
procedures. 2,6-Lutidine was distilled over CaH2. Other
commercially available reagents were of a reagent-grade
quality and used as received.


1-Chloro-1,3,3-trimethylcyclopentane (7)


3,3-Dimethylcyclopentanone (10). Following a litera-
ture procedure,23 freshly distilled 3-methyl-
cyclopent-2-enone (9) (7·12 g, 0·074 mol) was treated with
lithium dimethylcuprate to give 5·3 g (63%) of 10; b.p.
83–84 °C/80 Torr (1 Torr=133·3 Pa) (lit.23 75 °C/84 Torr).


1,3,3-Trimethyl-1-cyclopentanol (11). Treatment of 10
(5·04 g, 0·045 mol) with excess methyllithium in diethyl
ether gave 11 (4·8 g, 83%); b.p. 83–84 °C/50 Torr; IR
(CCl4), 3612, 3200–3500 br, 2954, 1374, 1364 cm21; 1H
NMR (CDCl3), d 0·99 (s, 3H), 1·12 (s, 3H), 1·33 (s, 3H),
1·4–1·9 (m, 6H), 1·94 ppm (s, 1H); 13C NMR (CDCl3), d
80·6 (C), 56·2 (CH2), 41·3 (CH2), 40·1 (CH2), 38·6 (C), 30·8
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(CH3), 30·5 (CH3), 29·8 ppm (CH3); HRMS (EI), calculated
for C8H16O, 128·1202; found, 128·1177.


1-Chloro-1,3,3-trimethylcyclopentane (7). A solution
of 11 (1·00 g, 7·8 mmol) in pentane (10 ml) was treated with
dry HCl gas at 0 °C for 40 min. The reaction mixture was
dried with CaCl2 and excess HCl was swept off with N2.
Filtration followed by evaporation of solvent afforded 7 as
a colorless liquid (1·06 g, 94%); 1H NMR (CDCl3), d 1·01
(s, 3H), 1·19 (s, 3H), 1·5–2·3 (m, 6H), 1·68 ppm (s, 3H); 13C
NMR (CDCl3), d 78·2 (C), 58·5 (CH2), 44·3 (CH2), 40·4
(CH2), 38·8 (C), 32·3 (CH3), 31·3 (CH3), 30·9 ppm (CH3).
The crude chloride was essentially pure by 13C NMR
spectroscopy and used for rate studies without further
purification.


Product of solvolysis of 4


Methanolysis. A solution of 4 (0·297 g, 2·00 mmol) in
0·050 M 2,6-lutidine in methanol (50 ml) was kept at
50·0 °C for 160 min (10 half-lives). The reaction mixture
was mixed with pentane, washed with 10% NaCl and dried.
GLC analysis showed the formation of a mixture of the two
expected olefins (74%) and the expected methyl ether
(26%). Most of the pentane was slowly distilled off through
a 20 cm Vigreux column, and the residue was examined by
1H NMR spectroscopy. The formation of 2-methoxy-
2,4,4-trimethylpentane was confirmed by the methoxy
signal at d 3·17. The ratio between the two olefins,
2,4,4-trimethylpent-1-ene and 2,4,4-trimethylpent-2-ene,
was determined by the integration of the olefinic protons.


Acetolysis. A solution of 4 (0·297 g, 2·00 mmol) in
0·050 M NaOAc in acetic acid (50 ml) was heated for 10 h
(15 half-lives). The reaction mixture was mixed with
pentane, washed with water and saturated NaHCO3 solution
and dried. Product analysis was conduced in the manner
described under Methanolysis. The formation of the
expected acetate was confirmed by the agreement of the
GLC retention time with that of an authentic sample.


Authentic 1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl acetate. This was
prepared by treating 2,4,4-trimethylpentan-2-ol (0·400 g.
3·07 mmol) with acetic anhydride (0·47 g, 4·6 mmol) in
triethylamine (0·64 ml) in the presence of 4-(N,N-dimethy-
lamino)-pyridine (0·038 g, 0·31 mmol) at room temperature
overnight. The reaction mixture was diluted with pentane,
washed with 10% HCl and saturated NaCl solution and
dried. Evaporation of the solvent afforded essentially pure
1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl acetate; 13C NMR (CDCl3), d 170·4
(CO), 83·6 (C), 52·3 (CH2), 31·4 (C), 31·3 (CH3), 28·3
(CH3), 22·7 ppm (CH3).


Kinetic studies


The preparation of solvents and kinetic procedures followed
the methods described previously.22
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KINETICS AND MECHANISM OF THE AMINOLYSIS OF
p-NITROPHENYL N-PHENYLCARBAMATES
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Kinetic studies of the reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamates with benzylamines were carried out in acetonitrile
at 25·0 °C. Second-order (k2 ) and third-order (k3 ) rate constants were observed for all the Y-substituted carbamates
except for Y=m2Cl. The relatively large magnitude of rX (for X-substituted benzylamines) and rY together with a
positive cross-interaction constant rXY supports a stepwise mechanism involving rate-limiting breakdown of the
zwitterionic tetrahedral intermediate T± . Kinetic isotope effect studies with deuterated benzylamine (XC6H4CH2ND2 )
indicate that in the base-catalyzed path, k3 , rate-limiting deprotonation occurs at the amino group of benzylamine within
the T± intermediate. The low DH≠ and DS≠ values for the k3 process are in accord with the proposed mechanism. © 1997
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Although the mechanism of the aminolysis of aryl esters1


(1) and carbonates2 (2) have been investigated extensively,
reports on the aminolysis mechanism of N-phenylcarba-
mates (3) are scarce. These three classes of carbonyl
compounds differ only in the acyl part , R, RO and RNH,
where R is alkyl or aryl, with a similar phenoxy leaving
group, OAr. The aminolysis mechanism of the carbamates is
therefore expected to be similar to the relatively well known
aminolysis mechanisms of the esters 1 and carbonates 2.
Shawali et al.3 proposed a stepwise mechanism with rate-
limiting breakdown of a tetrahedral intermediate, T± , for the
reactions of aryl N-arylcarbamates, R=Ar in 3, with n-
butylamine in dioxane. Their kinetic results were
compatible with the stepwise mechanism involving two
reaction pathways, an overall second-order, k2 , and an
overall third-order, k3 , process (Scheme 1), which is similar
to the aminolysis mechanisms proposed for some of 1 and 2,
but is in contrast to an ElcB mechanism proposed by
Menger and Glass4 for the reaction of p-nitrophenyl N-
phenylcarbamate with diethylamine in toluene. In this latter


mechanism, an isocyanate is formed instead of a zwitter-
ionic tetrahedral intermediate T± (Scheme 2). We extend
here our series of kinetic studies on the effects of acyl group
on the mechanism of the aminolysis of carbonyl compounds
to the reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamates with
benzylamines in acetonitrile [equation (1)].


(1)


In this work, we apply the mechanistic criteria based on
the cross-interaction constants, rij in equations (2), where i
and j denote the substituents in the nucleophile (X),
substrate (Y) and leaving group (Z).5 The simple second-
order expression


log(kij /kHH )=risi+rjsj+rijsisj (2a)


is obtained by a Taylor series expansion of log kij around
si=sj=0 and neglecting pure second-order (rii and rjj ) and
higher-order (riij , etc.) terms. The cross-interaction con-
stant, rij , can be alternatively defined as5* Correspondence to: Ikchoon Lee.
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rij=
rj


si


=
ri


sj


(2b)


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamates (PCB)
with benzylamines (BA) in acetonitrile at 25·0 °C obey a
third-order rate law:


rate=kobs[PCB] (3)


kobs =k2[BA]+k3[BA]2 (4)


except for Y=m-Cl, for which k3=0. The second and third
order-rate constants, k2 and k3 , are obtained from a straight
line plot of kobs /[BA] vs [BA] (Figure 1) as the intercept and
slope, respectively. For the case of Y=m-Cl, the slope of a
plot of kobs vs [BA] yielded k2 . The values of k2 and k3 are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The k3 values are in general
greater than the corresponding k2 values as noted for the
similar reaction of esters1a (1), halides,1h carbonates6 (2) and
carbamates3 (3).


An isocynate intermediate proposed by Menger and
Glass4 was not found in the analysis of the infrared
spectrum (2275–2240 cm21 ). The product studies and the
third-order kinetics [equation (4)] observed lead us to a
likely mechanism for the present reactions as shown in


Scheme 1, where Z=p-NO2 and R=XC6H4CH2 . The k3 step
is deprotonation by benzylamine of the tetrahedral inter-
mediate, T± , to yield the anionic intermediate T2 . The k3


step is the rate-determining step for the right-hand side path
of Scheme 1 since breakdown of T± to products should be
fast.6 The proton transfer is fast in water but not in MeCN.
As a result, the k3 step may become competitive with k2 .1k, l


The Hammett (rX and rY ) and Brønsted (bX ) coefficients
determined are given in Table 1 for the k2 step. The
exceptionally large magnitudes of these selectivity parame-
ters are consistent with the stepwise mechanism with
rate-limiting breakdown of T± ;1, 2 both rX and rY should be


Scheme 1


Scheme 2


Figure 1. The plot of kobs /[C6H5CH2NH2 ] vs [benzylamine] for the
reaction of p-nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamate with benzylamine in


acetonitrile at 25·0 °C
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compared with other corresponding values after taking into
account of a non-conjugating intervening group, CH2 and
NH, present in the benzylamine nucleophile and in the
N-phenylcarbamate substrate respectively, which are known
to reduce the r values by a factor of ca 2·8.9 The large bX


values are also in line with the proposed mechanism,1, 2 but
they are less reliable since the pKa values used are those in
water, not in acetonitrile. However, it is well known that
although the absolute pKa values are different in H2O and
MeCN, the DpKa =(pKa )MeCN 2 (pKa )H2O values for the
structurally similar amines are nearly the same.10 Thus the
bX values should be nearly the same in both H2O and
MeCN.10c


The 16 k2 values in Table 1 are subjected to multiple
regression using equation (2a) with i, j=X, Y. The result


(correlation coefficient=0·974):


log(kXY /kHH )=21·62sX +1·94sY +1·10sXsY (5)


indicates that rXY is positive and relatively large, which is
again in line with the proposed stepwise mechanism; it has
been shown both experimentally and theoretically that the
sign of rXY should be positive in contrast to the negative rXY


for the SN2 processes.5, 11 In the bond-making step, a
stronger electron acceptor substituent in the substrate
(dsY >0) invariably leads to a tighter bond with the
nucleophile in the TS (drX <0) so that rXY (=drX /dsY ) is
negative.5, 11 The values of rX (21·62) and rY(1·94) are in
good agreement with the corresponding values in Table 1
determined independently using the simple (first-order)
Hammett equation (rX =21·63; rY =1·92).


For the base-catalyzed process, k3 , a similar multiple
regression analysis yielded a much worse correlation,
probably due to complex effects of the substituents. For
example, the effects of substituent in nucleophile, X, on the
rate of deprotonation is complex since the effect of the
catalyst benzylamine should be opposite to that of benzyl-
amine within T± .


Kinetic deuterium isotope effects involving amine pro-
tons on the second- (k2 ) and third-order (k3 ) rate constants
are studied incorporating deuterium isotopes (i) in the
substrate amino group, YC6H4NH(D)COOC6H4NO2 , and
(ii) in the nucleophile amino group, XC6H4CH2NH2(D2 ).
The results are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Reference to
Table 3 reveals that the isotope effects involving substrate
amine protons are small (kH /kD ≈1·10) for k2 and negligible
(ca 1·00) for k3 . The small kinetic isotope effects for k2


probably arise from the same origin as those found for the
deuterated nucleophiles in the stepwise mechanisms of the
esters and carbonates; the kH /kD values are normally slightly
greater than unity for such processes, in contrast to inverse
effects (kH /kD <1·0) observed for the rate-limiting attack
process, i.e. for SN2 or rate-limiting formation of T ± .5c The
negligible effects for k3 suggest that the substrate amine
proton is not involved in the deprotonation step, k3 . This is
in contrast to the kinetic deuterium isotope effects observed
with the deuterated nucleophiles in Table 4. Again for k2 ,
the kH /kD values are similar to those for the deuterated
substrate amine in Table 3. However, for the k3 step, we
observe strong primary isotope effects (kH /kD ≈1·7–1·8),
which can be taken as clear evidence that in the base-
catalyzed process, k3 , deprotonation takes place at the
amino group of the nucleophile in the TS. This supports our
proposed mechanism presented in Scheme 1 for the
reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamates with benzyl-
amines in acetonitrile.


A relatively strong acceptor in the substrate (Y=m-Cl)
seems to stabilize the TS (k2 ) for the uncatalyzed pathway
so that the k2 path becomes predominant over the base-
catalyzed process, k3 . This is reasonable since in the TS (k2 )
negative charge develops (rY >0) at the carbonyl carbon,
which can be delocalized by a stronger acceptor Y.


Table 1. Second-order rate constants, k2 (dm3 mol21 s21 ), for the
reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-(Y)phenylcarbamates with X-benzyla-


mines in acetonitrile at 25·0 °C


Y


X p-CH3 H p-Cl m-Cl


p-CH3 0·403a 3·57a


0·953 1·23 3·26 8·49
2·28b 20·2b


H 0·528 0·655 1·89 5·81
p-Cl 0·201 0·268 0·894 3·20
m-Cl 0·0471a 0·962a


0·112 0·161 0·458 2·29
0·267b 5·45b


rX
c 21·73 21·63 21·55 21·06


bX
d 1·75 1·65 1·56 1·07


a At 15·0 °C.
b At 35·0 °C.
c The s values were taken from Ref. 7. Correlation coefficients were better
than 0·997 in all cases.
d The pKa (H2O, 25·0 °C) values were taken from Ref. 8. Correlation
coefficients were better than 0·997 in all cases.


Table 2. Third-order rate constants, k3 (dm6 mol22 s21 ), for the
reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-(Y)phenylcarbamates with X-benzyl-


amines in acetonitrile at 25·0 °C


Y


X p-CH3 H p-Cl


p-CH3 8·59a


9·45
10·4b 10·2 32·3


H 5·61 6·37 27·5
p-Cl 1·51 2·50 7·04
m-Cl 1·14a


1·28
1·43b 1·38 4·98


a At 15·0 °C.
b At 35·0 °C.
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From the k2 and k3 values at three temperatures, we
determined the activation parameters, DH≠ and DS≠, for
each pathways. The results in Table 5 indicate that the DH≠


and 2DS≠ values are relatively small for the k2 processes,
but the DH≠ values are very small and the 2DS≠ values are
fairly large for the k3 processes. These are in good accord
with the trends found for the corresponding activation
parameters for the uncatalyzed and catalyzed stepwise
breakdown processes of the tetrahedral intermediate, T± , in


the aminolysis of the esters, halides and carbonates.1e,h, 3, 13


We conclude that the aminolysis of p-nitrophenyl N-
phenylcarbamates in acetonitrile proceeds by a stepwise
mechanism with rate-limiting breakdown of the zwitterionic
tetrahedral intermediate, T± . The breakdown step can be
either base-catalyzed (k3 ) or uncatalyzed (k2 ).


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The solvent, acetonitrile, was of HPLC grade
(Aldrich), and was further distilled over phosphorus pent-
oxide. The benzylamine nucleophiles, of GR grade
(Aldrich), were used without further purification. Prepara-
tions of deuterated benzylamines were as described
previously.14 The analysis (NMR and GC–mass spectrome-
try) of the deuterated benzylamines showed more than a
99% deuterium content, so no corrections to kinetic effects
for incomplete deuterium content were made.15


Table 3. Kinetic isotope effects on the second- (k2 ) and the third-order rate
constants (k3 ) for the reactions of deuterated p-nitrophenyl N-(Y)phenylcar-
bamates [YC6H4NH(D)C(O)OC6H4-p-NO2 ] with X-benzylamines in


acetonitrile at 25·0 °C


X Y k2(H) (dm3 mol21 s21 ) k2(D) (dm3 mol21 s21 ) kH/kD


H H 0·655±0·002a 0·585±0·003 1·12±0·03b


H m-Cl 5·80±0·03 5·60±0·02 1·04±0·02
m-Cl H 0·161±0·004 0·460±0·004 1·10±0·05
n-Cl m-Cl 2·29±0·02 2·14±0·04 1·07±0·03


X Y k3(H) (dm6 mol22 s21 ) k3(D) (dm6 mol22 s21 ) kH /kD


H H 6·37±0·03a 6·34±0·06 1·01±0·04b


m-Cl H 1·38±0·02 1·16±0·02 1·19±0·03


a Standard deviation.
b Standard error.


Table 4. Kinetic isotope effects on the second- (k2 ) and the third-order rate
constants (k3 ) for the reactions of p-nitrophenyl N-(Y)phenylcarbamates with


deuterated X-benzylamines [XC6H4CH2NH2(D2 )] in acetonitrile at 25·0 °C


X Y k2(H) (dm3 mol21 ) k2(D) (dm3 mol21 ) kH /kD


p-CH3 p-CH3 0·958±0·007a 0·855±0·008 1·12±0·03b


p-CH3 m-Cl 8·49±0·06 7·19±0·05 1·18±0·02
m-Cl p-CH3 0·112±0·004 0·102±0·004 1·10±0·05
m-Cl m-Cl 2·29±0·02 2·01±0·04 1·14±0·04


X Y k3(H) (dm6 mol22 s21 ) k3(D) (dm6 mol22 s21 ) kH /kD


p-CH3 p-CH3 9·45±0·06a 5·59±0·06 1·69±0·03b


p-CH3 p-Cl 32·3±0·8 19·9±0·6 1·62±0·04
m-Cl p-CH3 1·28±0·04a 0·703±0·007 1·82±0·04
m-Cl p-Cl 4·98±0·08 2·80±0·06 1·78±0·03


a Standard deviation.
b Standard error.
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Substrates. p-Nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamate. A
solution of p-nitrophenol (0·01 mol) in dry benzene (10 ml)
was added to a solution of phenyl isocyanate (0·01 mol). A
catalytic quantity (0·5 ml) of pyridine was added and the
solution refluxed for 1 h. On evaporation of the solvent in
vacuo, the carbamate precipitated and was recrystallized
from chloroform–pentane. The other substituted phenyl N-
phenylcarbamates were prepared in an analogous manner
and recrystallized from chloroform–pentane. The substrates
synthesized were confirmed by spectral and elemental
analysis as follows.


p-CH3C6H4NHC(5O)OC6H4-p-NO2: m.p. 135–136 °C;
dH (CDCl3 ), 7·2–8·3 (8H, m, phenyl), 6·9 (1H, s, NH), 2·3
(3H, s, CH3 ); nmax (KBr), 3400 (NH), 2800 (CH, aromatic),
1720 (C=O); m/z 272 (M+ ). Calc. for C14H12N2O4: C, 61·8;
H, 4·4. Found: C, 61·8; H, 4·3%.


C6H5NHC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2: m.p. 146–148 °C; dH


(CDCl3 ), 7·2–8·3 (9H, m, phenyl), 6·8 (1H, s, NH); nmax


(KBr), 3400 (NH), 2800 (CH, aromatic), 1720 (C=O); m/z
258 (M+ ). Calc. for C13H10N2O4: C, 60·5; H, 3·9. Found: C,
60·4; H, 3·8%.


p-ClC6H4NHC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2: m.p. 111–112 °C;
dH (CDCl3 ), 7·2–8·3 (8H, m, phenyl), 6·9 (1H, s, NH); nmax


(KBr), 3400 (NH), 2800 (CH, aromatic), 1720 (C=O); m/z
292 (M+ ). Calc. for C13H9N2O4Cl: C, 53·4; H, 3·1. Found:
C, 53·3; H, 3·1%.


m-ClC6H4NHC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2: m.p. 111–112 °C;
dH (CDCl3 ), 7·2–8·3 (8H, m, phenyl), 6·9 (1H, s, NH); nmax


(KBr), 3400 (NH), 2800 (CH, aromatic), 1720 (C=O); m/z
292 (M+ ). Calc. for C13H9N2O4Cl: C, 53·4; H, 3·1. Found:
C, 53·3; H, 3·1%.


Deuterated p-nitrophenyl N-phenyl carbamate
[C6H5NDC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2 ]. DOC6H4-p-NO2: a solu-
tion of potassium hydroxide in methanol was added to a
solution of p-nitrophenol. The reaction mixtures were kept
for 2 h and the solvent, methanol, was removed. The salt,
KOC6H4-p-NO2 , was dissolved in excess D2O under a
nitrogen atmosphere and left over 12 h at 25·0 °C. The
solution was neutralized with DCl. The deuterated p-
nitrophenol was extracted with dry diethyl ether and dried


again over MgSO4 . After expulsion of solvent, the analysis
(GC–mass spectrometry) of dried deuterated p-nitrophenol
had >99% deuterium content.


C6H5NDC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2: a solution of deuterated
p-nitrophenol (0·01 mol) in dry benzene (10 ml) was added
to a solution of phenyl isocyanate (0·01 mol). A catalytic
quantity (0·5 mol) of pyridine was added and the solution
was refluxed for 1 h. On evaporation of the solvent in
vacuo, the carbamate precipitated and was recrystallized
from chloroform–pentane. The deuterated substrate synthe-
sized was confirmed by spectral and mass spectrometric
analysis as follows. C6H5NDC(=O)OC6H4-p-NO2: m.p.
146–148 °C; dH (CDCl3 ), 7·2–8·3 (9H, m, phenyl); nmax


(KBr), 2800 (CH, aromatic), 2300 (ND), 1720 (C=O); m/z
259 (M+ ).


Kinetic procedures. Rates were measured conductimet-
rically in acetonitrile. The conductivity bridge used in this
work was a laboratory-made computer aromatic A/D
converter conductivity bridge. Pseudo-first-order rate con-
stants, kobs , were determined by the Guggenheim method16


with a large excess of benzylamine; [carbamate-
]=2·031024 mol dm23 and [benzylamine=0·02–0·25 mol-
dm23. The rate constants k2 and k3 were obtained by


plotting kobs /[benzylamine] vs [benzylamine] and determin-
ing the intercept and slope of the straight line. The k2 and k3


values in Tables 1 and 2 are the averages of more than
triplicate runs and were reproducible to within ±3%.


Product analysis. p-Nitrophenyl N-phenylcarbamate
was reacted with excess p-methylbenzyl amine with stirring
for more than 15 half-lives at 25·0 °C in acetonitrile and the
products were isolated by evaporating the solvent under
reduced pressure. The product mixture was subjected to
column chromatography (silica gel, 20% ethyl acetate–n-
hexane). Analysis of the product gave the following
results.


C6H5NHC(=O)NHCH2C6H4-p-CH3: RF =0·33 (20%
ethyl acetate–n-hexane); m.p. 182–184 °C; dH(CDCl3 ),
7·2–8·2 (9H, m, C6H5 , C6H4 ), 6·9 (1H, s, NH), 4·2 (2H, d,
CH2 ), 2·1 (3H, s, CH3 ); nmax (KBr), 3220 (NH),
3050–3100(CH), 2950 (CH, aromatic), 1710 (C=O); m/z
285 (M+ ). Calc. for C15H16N2O: C, 63·2; H, 5·6. Found: C,
63·1; H, 5·5%.
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INTRODUCTION


The spectral properties of (aminostyryl)pyridinium salt dyes
have recently attracted the interest of different research
groups.1–3 Their solvent-dependent fluorescence in the red
region of the spectrum makes them attractive probe
molecules in biological systems.1,2 The symmetrical sol-
vatochromism observed in their absorption/emission spectra
constitutes an intriguing feature in the study of cyanine
dyes.3 Such interesting behaviour justifies new efforts at
investigating related systems.


We had previously studied a family of solvatochromic
pyridinium iminophenolate dyes closely related to Brooker
et al’s styrylpyridinium betaine 1,4 where a CH was
replaced by a nitrogen atom, as in dye 2.5 The resulting dyes
behaved very much like their styryl analogue, absorbing in
general, in a given solvent, at longer wavelengths than
betaine.


Following the same approach, we report here on the
solvatochromic properties of dyes 3 and 4, which constitute
imino analogues of the (aminostyryl)pyridinium dyes inves-
tigated recently.1–3


In addition to comparing them with those related systems,
we describe their spectral behaviour in several binary
mixtures, interpreting the observed preferential solvation in


mixtures of protic and aprotic solvents in terms of solvent–
solvent and dye–solvent interactions.


EXPERIMENTAL


All spectra were recorded using a Beckman DU-65 or an HP
8452A spectrophotometer. Melting points were obtained
with a Koffler hot-stage apparatus.


The substrates employed in this work were prepared
following a reported procedure,6 giving 3 in 35% yield, m.p.
164–1658C (lit. m.p. 163–1648C6) and 4 in 42% yield, m.p.
200–2028C, (lit. m.p. 197–1998C6).


* Correspondence to: M. C. Rezende.
Contract grant sponsor: CNPq.
Contract grant sponsor: PADCT-II.
Contract grant sponsor: FINEP. Scheme 1.
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Deionized water was used to prepare all aqueous
solutions. The analytically pure non-aqueous solvents were
further purified by standard procedures7 and kept dry over
molecular sieves. Spectral measurements employed dye
solutions with a constant concentration of
4·831025 mol dm23.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Solvatochromic studies
The longest wavelength charge-transfer band of dyes 3 and
4 was recorded in several protic and non-protic solvents. In
order to investigate the possible formation of dye aggre-
gates, spectroscopic measurements in the different solvents
were made using different dye concentrations in the range
1025–1023 mol dm23. No change in the profile and absorp-
tion wavelength were observed for the solvatochromic
band. The stability of the iminoaniline dyes in water was
also verified. A dye solution of spectrophotometric concen-
tration was prepared in water, the absorbance was recorded
at regular intervals for 2 h and no changes were observed
during the course of the experiment. The values of the molar
absorptivity («) of the solvatochromic bands were measured
in ethanol to be 20 400 l mol21 cm21 3 and
24 920 l mol21 cm21 for 4.


Table 1 presents the lmax values obtained for 3 and 4 in
various hydroxylic and non-protic solvents. For the sake of
comparison, absorption maxima for the related ASPT dye 52


in some of the solvents employed are also given. Compar-
ison between dye 5 and dyes 3 and 4 is limited by the fact
that their counteranions are different. We assume that the
effect of the iodide anion on the solvatochromic behaviour
of 3 and 4 is negligible. This assumption is supported by the
observed insensitivity of the charge-transfer (CT) absorp-
tion bands of those dyes to their concentration and eventual
aggregation. Hence, the solvatochromic bands do not seem


Table 1. Variation of the lmax values for the charge-transfer absorption of dyes 3 and 4 in
different solvents


lmax (nm)


ET(30) valuesb


Solvent m (10230 C m)a (kcal mol21) Dye 5c Dye 3 Dye 4


Chloroform 3·8 39·1 483 538 532
Dichloromethane 5·2 40·7 – 541 534
Acetophenone 9·8 40·6 – 516 516
Acetone 9·0 42·2 482 494 490
Acetonitrile 11·8 45·6 478 492 489
N,N-Dimethylacetamide 12·4 43·7 – 494 485
N,N-Dimethylformamide 10·8 43·8 484 492 488
Dimethyl sulphoxide 13·5 45·1 484 493 487
Butan-2-ol 5·5 47·1 – 518 507
Propan-2-ol 5·5 48·4 – 515 505
Hexan-1-ol – 48·8 – 514 504
Pentan-1-ol 5·7 49·1 – 513 503
Butan-1-ol 5·8 50·2 – 512 502
Ethanol 5·8 51·9 486 507 501
Butane-1,2-diol – 52·6 – 506 499
Diethylene glycol 7·7 53·8 – 503 495
Methanol 5·7 55·4 479 500 494
Ethane-1,2-diol 7·7 56·3 – 499 492
Water 5·9 63·1 457 484 471


aDipole moments taken from Ref. 8.
bValues from Ref. 8, pp. 365–371.
cData from Ref. 2.


Scheme 2.
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to reflect any association between the iodide donor and the
pyridinium ring acceptor.


As observed for the iminomerocyanines reported pre-
viously,5 replacement of a CH group of the unsaturated link
by a nitrogen atom leads to dyes which absorb in general at
longer wavelengths than their styryl analogue. All dyes
exhibit similar solvatochromic behaviour, characterized by
a general decrease in wavelength with increase in the
polarity of the medium (negative solvatochromism). This
general trend, however, is not continuous, as can be seen
from Figure 1. In non-protic solvents, wavenumber values n̄
of dyes 3 and 4 correlate only roughly with the ET(30)
solvent values. This correlation is much better in protic
solvents, where a steady linear increase with the ET(30)


values of the solvent is observed for both dyes (r>0·98 for
both compounds). This is a strong suggestion that different
kinds of solute–solvent interactions are responsible for the
solvatochromic behaviour of these dyes in the two groups of
solvents.


In non-protic media, dipole–dipole interactions should
play a dominant role in dye solvation. Polar solvents
provide an increasingly stronger solvation and stabilization
of the ground state of these dyes, thereby increasing their
charge-transfer transition energies in solution. This is shown
by the variation of the lmax values in non-protic media with
the solvent dipole moments given in Table 1. Such values
are smaller in polar solvents with moments in the range
(9·0–13·5)310230 C m (acetone, acetonitrile, DMA, DMF,
DMSO) than in less polar solvents such as chloroform or
dichloromethane [m=(3·8–5·2)310230 C m].


The dipole moments of the protic solvents in Table 1 do
not vary much, falling in the narrow range of
(5·5–7·7)310230 C m. However, the charge-transfer wave-
number n̄ of both dyes in these solvents increases linearly
with the corresponding ET(30) values. This observation
points to hydrogen-bond interactions between the dye and
the hydroxylic solvent, responsible for the observed neg-
ative solvatochromism. This is in disagreement with studies
on similar hemicyanine dyes, where such specific solute–
solvent interactions were apparently absent.3 In the case of
5, where this effect was reported, a hydrogen bond was
postulated between the protic solvent and the hydroxy group
of the dye.2 Since this group is not available in dyes 3 and
4, we postulate a hydrogen-bonding interaction between theScheme 3.


Figure 1. Variation of the wavenumber values n̄ of the charge-transfer band of dyes 3 and 4 as a function of the ET(30) polarity values of the
solvent. Squares refer to 3, circles to 4, with protic solvents spanning the more polar [ET(30)>47 kcal mol21] region of the graph
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solvent and the dimethylamino group. Such an interaction
was apparently absent in the hemicyanines reported by
Fromherz,3 presumably because of the much greater hydro-
phobicity of the N,N-dibutylamino group present in his
series of compounds. The length of the alkyl substituents on
the latter group would prevent a strong interaction between
the dialkylamino group and a hydroxylic
solvent.


Fromherz3 stressed the symmetry of the charge-transfer
process in analysing the solvatochromism of these hemicya-
nine dyes. In the case of the less hydrophobic compounds 3
and 4, hydrogen bonding with HBD solvent reduces the
symmetry of this process, because the ground and excited
states do not interact equally well with the solvent. Protic
solvents might interact with the three nitrogen atoms of 3
and 4. This interaction should, however, be much stronger
with the more basic tertiary amine nitrogen of the
dimethylamino group in the ground state than with either
the imino N or the pyridinium ring N in the quinonoid
excited state. This has the effect of providing additional
stabilization of the dye ground-state by protic solvents,
reducing at the same time the degree of charge donation to
the pyridinium ring of 3 and 4, with a consequent
hypsochromic shift of the CT band with the increased HBD
strength of the medium.


Preferential solvation in binary mixtures


Studies of preferential solvation of dye 3 in binary solvent
mixtures were carried out in aqueous alcohols and in
mixtures of acetone and a protic solvent. Figure 2 depicts
the variation of the wavenumber values n̄ of the longest
wavelength band of dye 3 in aqueous alcohols as a function
of the water molar fraction. In Figure 3, plots of n̄ values in
mixtures of acetone and a protic solvent are shown as a
function of the molar fraction of the hydroxylic component.
The experimental data for each binary mixture were fitted
by a non-linear least-squares procedure to a fourth-order
polynomial of the form n̄=A+BX+CX2 +DX3


+EX4, where X is the molar fraction of water or the
hydroxylic component. Values for the coefficients A, B, C,
D and E, corresponding to the curves drawn for each binary
mixture in Figures 2 and 3, are given in Table 2.


In agreement with the above interpretation of the dye
solvatochromism, we expect that solvation of 3 by strong
HBD solvents would mainly result from hydrogen-bond
interactions between the dimethylamino group of the dye
and the hydroxylic solvent. This positive contribution to
solvation should, however, be counterbalanced by a nega-
tive hydrophobic effect, arising from the non-polar aromatic
fragments in the molecule. As the hydroxylic solvent
becomes less polar, both hydrogen-bond interactions and
hydrophobic repulsion by the solute should decrease.
Finally, in a non-protic solvent such as acetone, solvation
would take place by dipole–dipole interactions, in the
absence of solute–solvent hydrogen–bond interactions and
hydrophobic repulsion.


The trends observed in Figures 2 and 3 may be
rationalized by consideration of these effects. In water–
alcohol mixtures (Figure 2), 3 is preferentially solvated by
methanol throughout the entire range of water molar
fractions X [Figure 2(a)]. As the co-solvent shifts to less
polar ethanol and propan-2-ol [Figure 2(b) and (c),
respectively], this situation changes: in solutions with a
relatively small content of water (X<0·2 in ethanol, X<0·5
in propan-2-ol), H2O preferentially solvates dye 3. In
mixtures with a larger proportion of water, however, it is
again the alcoholic co-solvent which preferentially solvates
3. This change in behaviour reflects an interplay of the two
opposing effects mentioned above. In dilute aqueous
solutions, H2O molecules are relatively free to interact
through hydrogen bonding with the dimethylamino group of
the dye. This positive contribution to solvation by water is,
however, increasingly opposed by a negative hydrophobic


Figure 2. Variation of the wavenumber values n̄ of the charge-
transfer band of dye 3 in binary mixtures as a function of the water
molar fraction X: (a) water–methanol; (b) water–ethanol and (c)
water–propan-2-ol. Experimental data were fitted to fourth-order
polynomials of the form n̄=A+BX+CX2 +DX3 +EX4, with the


coefficients given in the text
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interaction as the water content is increased. In solutions
with a large water content, a strong net of hydrogen-bonded
water molecules is formed, and the resulting hydrophobic
repulsion throws the solute, so to speak, into the arms of the
less polar co-solvent.


This situation is reproduced in acetone–water mixtures
[Figure 3(a)], where the former acts as the less polar co-
solvent. In the other acetone–alcohol mixtures [Figure
3(b)–(e)], it is always the hydroxylic solvent which
preferentially solvates dye 3. As the alcohol becomes less
polar, the binary mixture approaches the ideal behaviour in
acetone–butan-1-ol mixtures, the solvent compositions in
the cybotactic region of 3 and in the bulk solution are nearly
the same throughout the range of molar fractions X. Clearly,
even in alcohol-rich mixtures, the hydrophobic repulsion
between the solute and the hydroxylic co-solvent is never
strong enough to prevent the preferential solvation of the
dye by the latter.


The above analysis confirms the observations by different
research groups of the complex interplay of solute–solvent
and solvent–solvent interactions in the solvation of sol-
vatochromic dyes in binary mixtures.9–14 The opposing
effects of dye–solvent hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic
interactions play an important role in the solvatochromic
behaviour of the ET(30) dye in binary mixtures.10,12,13 These
direct effects are however, modulated by solvent–solvent
interactions, an observation which is valid also for solutions
of other solvatochromic dyes.11,14 Water as a co-solvent
provides a striking example of this. Isolated water mole-
cules, in water-poor aqueous mixtures, behave differently
from H2O in an organized associated net, in water-rich
mixtures. As shown in this paper, the solvent–solvent
interaction between water and a less polar co-solvent
determines the ability of the former as a hydrogen bond
donor species and a lipophobic medium.


In conclusion, the solvatochromism of dyes 3 and 4 may
be rationalized in terms of dipole–dipole interactions in
non-protic media and hydrogen-bond formation between the
dimethylamino group of the dye and the hydroxylic solvent
in protic media. Unlike other imino dyes such as 2, where
the donor group is a phenolate,5 the solvatochromic shifts of
the analogues 3 and 4 do not correlate well with the ET(30)
values of the solvent, unless only hydroxylic solvents are
considered. Studies of preferential solvation of 3 in binary
mixtures of protic and aprotic solvents confirm the sugges-
tions that solute–solvent hydrogen-bond interactions play an
important role in the spectral properties of these dyes. This
is in disagreement with observations made previously on
similar systems,3 but this discrepancy is only apparent,
because of the more lipophilic nature of the dialkylamino
donor group in those molecules, as compared with the dyes
reported in this paper.
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Figure 3. Variation of the wavenumber values n̄ of the charge-
transfer band of dye 3 in binary mixtures as a function of the molar
fraction X of the hydroxylic component: (a) acetone–water; (b)
acetone–methanol; (c) acetone–ethanol; (d) acetone–propan-2-ol;
(e) acetone–butan-1-ol. Experimental data were fitted to fourth-
order polynomials of the form n̄=A+BX+CX2 +DX3 +EX4, with


the coefficients given in the text
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Table 2. Coefficients for the fourth-order polynomial fit to the data for the
binary mixtures in Figures 2 and 3


Coefficienta


Binary solvent mixture A B C D E


Methanol–water 20007 598 24120 6061 21864
Ethanol–water 19731 2372 26625 4932 287
Propan-2-ol–water 19433 4715 28479 1301 3704
Acetone–water 20266 1847 26670 4351 2923
Acetone–methanol 20238 189 21126 2060 21350
Acetone–ethanol 20241 122 21906 3232 21945
Acetone–propan-2-ol 20241 2731 350 1319 21749
Acetone–butan-1-ol 20238 2853 2050 23617 1735


aGeneral equation: v̄=A+BX+CX2 +DX3 +EX4.
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Non-covalent intermolecular forces have been recognized as a very important part of molecular interactions in complex
biological systems. The fundamental functions of living matter such as transcription of genetic information in DNA,
spatial arrangement of protein molecules, enzymatic functions or immunity system response are enabled owing to the
presence of weak non-covalent forces based on hydrogen bonding interactions, van der Waals interactions, electrostatic
interactions, hydrophobic effects, etc. Recently, among them so-called ‘cation–p’ interactions have been proved to
contribute to the overall binding process in various artificial or biological systems. Calix[n]arenes have emerged as an
important family of molecules with promising applications in many branches of chemistry. Because of their suitable
molecular preorganization with aromatic units being ‘concentrated’ in a relatively small space, calix[n]arenes represent
interesting compounds exhibiting an enhanced ability for cation–p interactions. The importance of such forces in
calix[n]arene chemistry is demonstrated here on several recent examples. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


During recent decades, much interest has been focused on
the design and synthesis of artificial receptors and related
compounds. Molecules possessing an ability for selective
interactions with defined ions or other molecules are of
great importance in supramolecular chemistry, where they
can be used for the construction of host–guest type
receptors. Because of their easy large-scale preparation and
excellent capability of derivatization, calix[n]arenes (1n)
(Figure 1) have emerged1,2 (in addition to cyclodextrins and
crown ethers) as a third generation3 of supramolecules with
a variety of applications in the complexation of cations,
anions and even neutral molecules.1–5 Their unique concave
molecular architecture and tunable size of the inner cavity
make the calix[n]arenes very attractive building blocks6 for
supramolecular chemistry, where the combination of the
defined size, conformation (Figure 2), preorganization of
molecular shape, rigidity and suitable non-covalent inter-
actions can lead to the design of very sensitive and specific
sensors.


Non-covalent intermolecular forces have been recognized
as a very important part of molecular interactions in


complex biological systems. The fundamental functions of
living matter such as transcription of genetic information in
DNA, secondary (and higher) structures of proteins, enzy-
matic functions and immunity system response are enabled
owing to the presence of weak non-covalent forces based on
hydrogen bonding interactions, van der Waals interactions,
electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic effects, etc. Among
them, so-called ‘cation–p interactions’ (Figure 3) have been
considered to be extremely weak (if present at all),
contributing minimally to the overall binding process. The
determination of an active site of acetylcholine esterase,
published recently,7 has completely changed this opinion. It
was demonstrated that the N(CH3)3


+ group of acetylcholine
is held not by negatively charged anionic groups of the
enzyme, but rather by aromatic residues creating a suitable


* Correspondence to: P. Lhoták. E-mail:lhotakp@vscht.cz. Figure 1. Calix[n]arenes
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‘p-capsule’ for binding of the quaternary ammonium salt by
cation–p interactions. This development attracted great
interest from organic and theoretical8–11 chemists, and many
papers dealing with cation–p interactions, including an
excellent review,12 have appeared in recent years.


In this paper we have attempted to collect the literature
sources concerning calix[n]arene chemistry, with the inten-
tion of demonstrating the importance of cation–p
interactions in the host–guest chemistry of calixarene
derivatives.


INTERACTIONS WITH QUATERNARY AMMONIUM
IONS


Water-soluble calixarenes


As was reported by Dougherty and co-workers12–17 and
others,18–20 cyclophane hosts could be suitable agents for the
recognition of quaternary ammonium salts even in aqueous
solutions.9 It was found that the positive charge of the guest
is held by attractive cation–p interactions (Figure 4)


provided by the electron-rich faces of host aromatic rings.
The possible biomimetic application of the above-men-
tioned cyclophanes was demonstrated on the effective
catalysis of the SN2 alkylation of pyridine, quinoline and
isoquinoline substrates by alkyl halides.13,14 The partial
positive charge of the transition state is stabilized by cation–
p interactions, which results in substantial acceleration of
the reaction rate (1003 ).


The design and synthesis of water-soluble, synthetic
macrocycles as biomimetic models for enzymes and
artificial receptors have been the subject of interest in recent
years. Simple bowl-shaped resorcinarenes (Figure 5), pre-
pared by the acid-catalyzed condensation21 of resorcinol
with aldehydes, were found to be partly water soluble in the
form of a tetraphenolate structure. Their concave archi-
tecture (supported by four intramolecular hydrogen bonds)
with a cavity inside and electron-rich aromatic walls around
was recognized as a suitable structural moiety for the
binding of quaternary ammonium cations in aqueous
solution.22–25 Based on 1H NMR experiments (complexa-
tion-induced chemical shifts, Job plots), it was concluded
that resorcinarenes create a 1:1 complex with an ammonium
head immersed in the cavity as indicated in Figure 5. This
binding mode does not represent typical (pure) cation–p
interactions. The main binding forces are rather electrostatic
attractive interactions between tetraanionic host and cati-
onic guest molecules; nevertheless, the cation–p
interactions are believed to contribute greatly to this
system.


Because of the high complexation constants, the resorci-
nol system was used for the binding study of acetylcholine26


Figure 2. Four main theoretically possible conformations of calix[4]arene


Figure 3. Cation–p interactions


Figure 4. Water-soluble macrocycle Figure 5. Water-soluble resorcinarene derivative
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and related ammonium compounds,24 which led to the
design of a non-destructive system for detection of acetyl-
choline in protic media. The selective recognition process of
acetylcholine is based on the finding27 that a pyrene-
appended pyridinium salt (used as a fluorescence probe) is
complexed by resorcinarene tetraphenolate and can be
‘substituted’ by an acetylcholine derivative under the
measuring conditions. While it is in the complex, the
fluorescence of the pyrene part is negligible owing to
quenching (electron transfer from phenolate anions),
whereas its liberation from the complex leads to a dramatic
enhancement of fluorescence (Figure 6). Hence the presence
of acetylcholine could be easily detected by measuring the
increased fluorescence intensity. However, the measuring
conditions are far from biological ones (0·01 M KOH/
MeOH), which prevents this system from being used in
really interesting medical applications (see later).


Another water-soluble class of calixarene is represented
by p-sulfonatocalix[n]arenes (2n), which were prepared by
sulfonation of the parent de-tert-butylated calix[n]arenes.1–3


To evaluate the possible shape (hole-size) selectivity of
these calixarenes, the complexation ability of 2n towards
ammonium cations3,23,28,29 3 and 4 was studied in D2O by a
1H NMR method. It was found that 24 and 26 create 1:1
complexes whereas 28 with a larger cavity size can form 1:2
complexes. The association constants K and thermodynamic
parameters DH and DS are collected in Table 1. From a
comparison of entropic factors we can conclude that the
binding mode in the case of 24 (DS<0) might be different
from that in 26 and 28 (DS>0). Moreover, the 1H NMR
spectrum of the 3:24 system in acidic aqueous solution
(pH 0·4) showed that only the signals assignable to aromatic
protons of 3 are shifted to higher magnetic field, whereas
the same spectrum in neutral conditions (pH 7·3) exhibits a
non-specific upfield shift of both the aromatic and methyl-
ammonium parts of 3. The results imply that under acidic
conditions the aromatic part of the guest molecule is
preferentially ‘immersed’ in the calix[4]arene cavity, while


the binding mode under neutral conditions is non-specific as
indicated in Figure 7. It seems to be obvious that under
acidic conditions the OH groups are not dissociated and thus
the main driving forces for inclusion of the guest molecule
are hydrophobic interactions. At neutral pH the presence of
dissociated phenolate anions causes enhancement of the
electron density in calix[4]arenes aromatic walls, enabling
the ammonium part to bind competitively to the cavity by
hydrophobic and cation–p interactions. The change in the
binding mode is accompanied by a change in the sign of
DS.3,23,28 The above-mentioned binding modes have also
been directly observed by x-ray measurements of complex
24 with tetramethylammonium30 and trimethylanilinium28


ions.
The stabilizing effect of cation–p interactions in the


complex of acetylcholine with 24 has been demonstrated by
x-ray determination of the structure,31 where the positively
charged trimethylammonium group is inserted inside
the cavity of calix[4]arene. Recently, Koh et al.32 have
shown that the acetylcholine-signalling system based on
resorcin[4]arene27 suffers from several drawbacks: (i) very
hard conditions for biological systems, 0.01 M KOH/MeOH,
(ii) acetylcholine undergoes base-catalyzed methanolysis at


Figure 6. Receptor for acetylcholine


Table 1. Association constants K (D2O, 25 8C, pH 7·3) and thermo-
dynamic parameters DH and DS for the complexation of


ammonium salts


Guest Thermodynamic 24 26 28


parameter
1:1 1:2


3 K(mol21 dm3) 5600 550 5200 4600
DH (kcal mol21) 26·2 20·25 0·0 0·0
DS (kcal mol21) 23·6 11·7 17·0 16·7


4 K (mol21 dm3) 2100 1000 19000 17000
DH (kcal mol21) 25·7 20·15 0·0 0·0
DS (kcal mol21) 0·65 13·3 19·6 19·3
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room temperature, (iii) the pyrene-appended pyridinium
marker is susceptible to nucleophilic addition and under the
measuring conditions is transformed into 1,2- or 1,4-dihy-
dropyridines.32 Therefore, the sodium salt of 26 (Figure 8)
has been recommended as a novel, very specific artificial
receptor for acetylcholine that works on a similar princi-
ple27,32 to Inoue’s. Because the pKa values of the OH groups
in 26 are very low, this receptor is really useful even in
neutral aqueous solution and thus can be used, for the first
time, for the non-destructive histochemical analysis of
acetylcholine. Moreover, the interaction with acetylcholine
is so specific that the determination of this neurotransmitter
is possible even in the presence of amino acids.


Interactions in organic media


Araki et al.33 have studied the interactions of various
calix[4]arenes with quaternary ammonium salts in organic
solvents to find which conformation is most suitable for
cation–p interactions. It was revealed that among series of
immobilized conformers 54 the best inclusion ability was
shown by the cone conformer, whereas the 1,2- and
1,3-alternates showed almost no complexation ability. This
difference could be demonstrated by the induced 1H NMR
chemical shifts [CDCl3–CD3CN(10:1)] of N-methylpyr-
idinium iodide (6) after addition of appropriate
calix[4]arene 54 (Figure 9).33 It is obvious that only cone
conformer possesses a p-base cavity geometrically suitable
for inclusion of guest molecules; in other words, suitable
preorganization of the host molecule is necessary for the
observation of cation–p interactions. This conclusion was
further corroborated from the conformational behavior of
the tetramethoxy derivative 74. At 250 8C 74 exists as a
mixture of cone (31%) and partial cone (69%) conformers,
whereas the addition of 1 equiv. of 6 results in an increased
content of cone (67%) isomer due to the complexation
induced change in the equilibrium process (Figure 9).


Figure 7. Binding modes for ammonium guests at various pH


Figure 8. Acetylcholine receptor


Figure 9. Cation–p interactions of various conformers
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The importance of preorganization for cation–p inter-
actions can be demonstrated on the calix[6]arene derivative
8 (Figure 10.).34 The immobilization of the calix[6]arene
skeleton by capping on the upper rim leads to a rigid
derivative exhibiting C3 symmetry. This symmetry is
considered to be ideal for the recognition of trimethyl-
ammonium ions. Indeed, the association constant for
trimethylanilinium iodide (CD2Cl2) is several times higher
than that for the reference compound hexamethoxy-tert-
butylcalix[6]arene.


It is known35,36 that cone conformers of tetraalkoxycalix-
[4]arenes apparently exhibit rigid C4 symmetry in solution,
but in fact this is the result of time averaging of the
interconversion between two C2v structures (Figure 11). It is
believed that such a conformational equilibrium can affect
the molecular recognition process in solution. To suppress
this type of motion, and thus enhance the complexation
ability of the host compound, Arduini et al.37 introduced
short diethylene glycol bridges into calix[4]arene. The
resulting derivative 9 was successfully used for the cation–
p complexation study of methylammonium and
tetramethylammonium ions.


Another possible strategy to increase the complexation
ability through cation–p interactions is the use of conforma-
tionally immobilized calix[4]arene as a building block for
the construction of a more sophisticated molecular assem-
bly. This method allows suitable preorganization of target
molecules with an appropriate p-basic cavity. For instance,
bis-calix[4]arenes 1038 and 1139 were found to be much
better host molecules for pyridinium and related cations
than the model compound tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene 54


(cone). The inner cavity of both derivatives is composed of
two calix[4]arene subunits connected via upper rims that
can cooperatively catch the host molecule as tweezers with
the help of cation–p interactions, as indicated in Figure 12


(although the contribution of charge-transfer interactions
cannot be ruled out). As shown in Table 2, the inner space
of derivative 10 exactly satisfies38 the steric requirements of
guest 6, which results in a substantial enhancement of the
association constant, whereas the larger cavity of 11
matches the size of quinolinium salt 1539 An interesting
feature of 11 is the fact that the CH=CH bridge can
contribute to the overall binding process by additional
cation–p and/or p–p interactions. This is corroborated by a
dramatic induced upfield shift of the double-bond signal in
the 1H NMR spectrum after the addition of the guest
molecule. Another noteworthy phenomenon is the shape
recognition ability of 11 (compare the association constants
for quinolinium and isoquinolinium40 host molecules 14 and
15).


Recently, we have found41 that an extended conjugated p-
system based on calix[4]arene can significantly influence
the complexation of quaternary ammonium salts. For
instance, the vinyl-substituted derivative 16 can enhance the
association constants for methylpyridinium iodide 6
[K=18.4 dm3 mol21, CDCl3–CD3CN (4:1, v/v), 298 K] by
additional cation–p (p–p) interactions (Figure 13). On the
other hand, calix[4]arene 17 with reduced double bonds
cannot ‘use’ any such additional forces, and therefore the
association constant (K=4.2 dm3 mol21) is fully compara-
ble to that for the model tetrapropoxy (cone) derivative 54


(K=4.0 dm3 mol21).
Although all the above-mentioned complexation studies


of quaternary ammonium salts have been carried out in
solution, there have also been two studies dealing with the
gas phase. Inokuchi et al.42 have used positive secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIMS) of various calix[n]arenes in m-
nitrobenzyl alcohol as a matrix for the detection of cation–p
interactions in the gas phase. By measuring the relative
calix[n]arene–ammonium cation cluster intensities, they
estimated the selectivity of calix[n]arenes towards ‘cation–
p’ based complexes. The host–guest selectivity thus
obtained is largely different from that measured in solution,
which indicates the important role of solvation effects in
solution. A similar method43 (fast atom bombardment mass
spectrometry) was also successfully applied to the detection
of calix[4]arene complexes with Et3S


+ and Et3O
+ cations.


The recognition and complexation of quaternary ammo-
nium salts by several homooxacalixarenes44–46 or
calix[4]crowns47,48 in CDCl3 solution have been described,
where cation–p interactions could be recognized as one of
the driving forces of this process.


Figure 10. Capped calixarene


Figure 11. C2–C2 interconversion of calix[4]arene cone conformers
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COMPLEXATION OF ALKALI METAL CATIONS


Cation–p interactions have been studied theoretically (ab
initio 6–31G** level) by Dougherty and co-workers8,10 on a
simple model based on benzene–alkali metal cation inter-
actions. It was shown that in the gas phase the binding
sequence Li+ >Na+ >K+ >Rb+ corresponds to the normal
electrostatic interactions, whereas in an aqueous environ-
ment the order is rearranged and K+ exhibits the strongest
binding energy for the 2:1 (Ar–K+ –Ar) complex. In the
light of the above-mentioned computations the cation–p
interactions are understood to constitute the main electro-
static part (ion–quadrupole interactions) with additional
terms, such as dispersion forces, charge transfer, induced
dipoles, polarizabilities, etc.8,10–12 In calix[n]arene chemistry
there is another very important factor influencing the
strength of cation–p interactions, namely the size of the
cavity preorganized by the calix[n]arene used and a given
conformation.


During the study of the influence of added metal ions on
the conformational isomerism of tetramethoxycalix[4]
arenes,49,50 it was found that the partial cone isomer 18
interacts with potassium cation. The 1H NMR-induced
changes show that the cation is probably held by the p-base
cavity created by three aromatic subunits and one oxygen
atom offered from one inverted phenyl ring (see Figure
14).49 This binding mode resembles interactions with the
Ag+ cation (see later). The examination of CPK models


confirmed that the lower rim cavities of partial cone or cone
conformers are too small to include the large K+ ion by
common electrostatic interactions of ethereal oxygen atoms.
On the other hand, Li+ and Na+ are small enough to be
bound in such a ‘classical’ way.49,51


Similarly, it was found that 1,3-alternates 19a,b exhibit a
surprisingly high affinity towards the K+ cation, as was
proved by the enhanced exctractibility for potassium picrate
in the CH2Cl2–water system.51,52 In the 1H NMR spectrum of
19 [CDCl3–CD3OD (4:1)] the signals of complexed and
uncomplexed species appeared separately at 250 8C,
indicating that the rate of the complexation–decomplexation
is slower than the NMR (400 MHz) time-scale. The non-
symmetrical splitting pattern and the induced chemical
shifts imply the binding mode depicted in Figure 14.
Potassium cation exactly matches the size of a cavity
composed of two upper rims of aromatic units and two
ethereal oxygens, and it was therefore concluded that the
cation is bound by two cooperative effects of cation–p
interactions and electrostatic forces. A similar binding
mode has been observed in the x-ray structure of the sodium
complex of 1,3-alternate tetrakis[(ethoxycarbonyl)
methoxy]calix[4]arene, where the contribution of p-elec-
tron clouds from two opposite aromatic rings is less
significant because of the strong coordination ability of the
ethoxycarbonyl groups.53


Since the first reported synthesis54 of so-called cal-
ixcrowns in 1983, this new family of macrocyclic
compounds has attracted great attention. The conjunction of
ethylene glycol units (crowns) with the calix[4]arene moiety
led to very useful host molecules36 with an unexpectedly


Figure 12. Bis-calix[4]arene systems


Table 2. Association constants K (dm3 mol21) for bis-calix[4]ar-
enes [CDCl3–CD3CN (10:2), 24 8C]


Host Guest molecule
calixarene


6 12 13 14 15


54 6·9 (4·0)a) 3·5 2·0 18a 47(91a)
10 480 36 2·0 – 97
11 108a – – 22a 440a


aMeasured in CDCl3–CD3CN (4:1, v/v), 25 8C. Figure 13. Additional cation–p interactions
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high recognition ability, especially towards alkali and
alkaline earth metal cations. The well known complexation
properties of crowns together with the ‘tunable’ size and
shape of calixarene were recognized as two main factors
influencing the overall binding properties of calixcrowns. It
was reported that the selectivity of calixcrowns depends
strongly both on the length of the ethylene glycol unit and
on the conformation of the basic calixarene.55


Selective bridging of p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene with
appropriate ethylene glycol ditosylates followed by alkyla-
tion with an alkyl halide gives three isomers (cone, partial
cone and 1,3-alternate) of p-tert-butylcalix[4]arenecrowns
(20) (Figure 15). A complexation study55 revealed that the
most selective agent for potassium cation is partial cone 20
(R=But, R1 =Et). A suitably preorganized cavity, corre-
sponding to the radius of the K+ cation, allows the selective
recognition of the potassium cation even in the presence of
sodium cation. The association constant in CHCl3 for
potassium picrate (K=8·93109 mol21 dm3) is much higher
than that for sodium picrate (7·53105 mol21 dm3), which
represents a K+ /Na+ selectivity factor of 1·13104, the
highest ever observed in artificial receptors. Based on x-ray
analyses of several isomers, the driving forces of the
binding process were recognized as electrostatic inter-
actions from oxygen lone pairs with synchronous cation–p
interactions from inverted aromatic units.55,56 This conclu-
sion has also been corroborated by theoretical
calculations.56


The 1,3-alternate isomer 21 bearing substituents on the
upper rim (R=But, R1 =Et) complexes K+ only moderately56


(CHCl3, 1·43108 mol21 dm3) because of the steric hin-
drance of two tert-butyl groups. Being located in proximity,
they can interact with the binding region in the crown
moiety, which results in decreased complex stability.
Recently, the selectivity has been improved by using the
similar 1,3-alternate derivatives 21 without substitution on
the upper rim.57 Such crowns were found to be highly
selective towards K+ cation because of very efficient
cation–p interactions from both rotated phenyl rings (Figure
15).57 Isomers 21a (R=H, R1 =Pri) or 21b (R=H, R1 =Et)
possess the highest K+ /Na+ selectivity factor (21a,
3·383105; 21b, 2·453105) that has been ever achieved,
even higher than that for the natural ionophore valinomy-
cin.57 The selective recognition of K+ by calixcrowns-5 was


used for the construction of chemically modified field effect
transistors (CHEMFETs)58 and for the selective transport of
cations through supported liquid membranes.35


Yamamoto and Shinkai59 observed that the Nature, to
recognize K+ selectively in the presence of Na+ , uses
valinomycin with a cavity slightly larger than potassium,
which means that the highest selectivity of valinomycin is
actually observed for the Rb+ cation.57 Using a similar
strategy, they designed the novel ionophoric calixcrown-4
22. With this molecule (Figure 15), we can demonstrate that
the complexation properties of calixcrowns depend strongly
on the length of the crown moiety. A derivative bearing a
shorter ethylene glycol chain (22, R1 =Et, R=H) can
selectively recognize sodium even in the presence of
potassium cations, with an incredibly high Na+ /K+ selectiv-
ity factor of 105.0–105.3. Compared with the
above-mentioned examples of crown-5 derivative 20, the
selectivity towards sodium cation is entirely reversed. In
this system, however, spectroscopic evidence for p-base
participation was not obtained.59


The substantial environmental problem of the selective
removal of radioactive 137Cs+ from waste water led to the
design of calix[4]crowns-6 (Figure 15).60–62 In accordance
with the expectation, the selectivity of crowns is strongly
dependent on the conformation60 of the calix[4]arene
skeleton, and the order of complexation is cone<partial
cone< mobile calixarene<1,3-alternate.61 For instance, the
Cs+ /Na+ selectivity factor in CHCl3 for 2360 (R=Pri) is
3·983103 and the Cs+ /K+ selectivity factor is 2500. As was
shown by x-ray crystallography, the Cs+ cation is again
included in the crown moiety with a cation–p contribution
from two inverted phenyl units.62


Figure 14. Interactions with potassium cation Figure 15. Calix[4]arene crown derivatives
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NMR63,64 and x-ray diffraction studies65 of single crystals
have revealed that the calix[4]arene-bis-crowns 24–27
(Figure 16) can form either 1:1 or 1:2 complexes with alkali
metal cations, depending on the calix[4]arene to metal
ratios. Especially, bis-crowns-6 were found to complex Cs+


cation selectively, and 2563,66 possesses a Cs+ /Na+ selectiv-
ity factor of 4·53104. In all cases, a substantial contribution
of cation–p interactions to the stabilization of complexes
has been proposed.67


Positive secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) of
tetrapropoxycalix[4]arenes was used by Inokuchi et al.68 to
study the selective recognition of alkali metal cations by a
p-basic molecular cavity in the gas phase. The selectivity
observed is completely consistent with that observed in
solution. Recently the complexation of alkali metal cations
by calix[4]crowns in the gas phase, in water and at the
CHCl3–water interface has been studied with the help of
molecular dynamics.69


INCLUSION OF SILVER


Despite the similar atomic radius and similar chemical
behavior to alkali metals, it seems preferable to consider the


silver cation in a separate section. The main reason is the
well known pronounced capability70 of Ag+ to create
cation–p complexes with aromatic systems71–73 (28) or even
with suitably substituted double74,75 (29, 30) and triple
bonds76 (31). As can be seen in Figure 17, the preorganiza-
tion and rigidification of the cavities can lead to interesting
1:1 complexes with silver or other transition metals.77,78


X-ray and NMR studies of deltaphane 2871 revealed that
the silver cation does not reside in the inner space of the
rigid cavity, but is rather bound to the edge of the aromatic
system. This phenomenon might be general also in
calix[4]arene chemistry, as was indicated by x-ray analysis
of single crystals of calix[4]arene–silver complexes. Ikeda
and Shinkai51 have shown that Ag+ is complexed by cation–
p interactions in cone 32 and partial cone 3379 conformers
of 54, and in both cases the ion is held by the upper rim of
calix[4]arene. The structure of the silver complexes with the
partial cone derivative (similar to 33) has been proved
recently by x-ray measurements.80,81


Although a single crystal of the 1,3-alternate–Ag+


complex has not been successfully isolated, 1H NMR
measurements imply the same binding mode as proposed in
Figure 18.51,52 Moreover, the temperature-dependent 1H


Figure 16. Examples of 1,3-alternate bis-crowns


Figure 17. Examples of Ag+ complexes based on cation–p interactions
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NMR spectra showed that the binding position of the silver
cation changes on the NMR time-scale by two main
mechanisms. Whereas the intermolecular complexation–
decomplexation process gives Tc,inter which is highly
concentration dependent, the other mechanism, intra-
molecular equilibrium, is characterized by a concentration-
independent Tc,intra as depicted in Figure 19. Two such
different coalescence temperatures for derivative 34
[CD2Cl2–CDCl3(4:1, v/v); Tc,intra =270 8C; Tc,inter =0 8C] and
their concentration dependence thus clearly support this
assumption.51 Similar metal tunneling has been observed
also for the 1,3-alternate bis-crown derivative 27.67


Very recently we have found41 that the upper rim vinyl-
substituted calix[4]arenes 35 and 36 can bind silver cation
much better that those without appropriate substituents
(Figure 20). 1H NMR titration experiments corroborated the
assumption that the wider p-system can more efficiently
bind Ag+ owing to the additional cation–p interactions from
double bonds.


Molecules with a spherical concave surface such as 37
and 38 (Figure 21) were recognized as suitable host
molecules for the complexation of Ag+ or Ga+ cations with
the help of cation–p interactions.82,83 These hydrocarbons
represent not only molecules with aesthetic structures, but
also a very promising kind of cyclophane exhibiting high
preorganization and enhanced complexation ability.


We recently found a direct route leading from calix[4]
arene to cyclophane chemistry.39 The McMurry reaction of
tetraformylcalix[4]arene in a 1,3-alternate conformation
leads to the intramolecularly double-bridged molecule 39
(Figure 22) with an ideal cage-like structure. SIMS in the
presence of silver triflate revealed that this compound forms
a 1:1 complex with silver cation, which was also validated
by 1H NMR experiments. A basic question concerning cage


derivative 39 is whether it is too small to include silver (or
any other cation) inside its cavity. We were interested in
solving this problem and hence we attempted to prove the
binding mode of the 39–Ag+ system. Obviously, there are
two basic possibilities: (a) the Ag+ cation is bound inside
the cage molecule and held by cation–p interactions from
all four aromatic subunits, or (b) binding occurs outside the
cage, where the silver cation can be held by cation–p
interactions (possibly with some participation of oxygen
atoms) either from aromatic units or from double bonds.


To establish the real binding mode for 39 we prepared
similar structures (half-cages) based on diformyl derivatives
of 1,3-alternate or cone conformers 40 and 41. The catalytic
reduction of these derivatives then yielded the correspond-
ing compounds with saturated bonds (42–44), which were
used for the elucidation of the role of the double bond in the
binding of silver cation. The complexation ability towards
silver triflate was studied by 1H NMR titration and dynamic
NMR spectroscopy in CDCl3–CD3OD (4:1, v/v) solvent. It
was found that the simplest situation is in the 1,3-alternate
half-cage structures 40 and 43. As expected, the binding


Figure 18. Cation–p complexes with calix[4]arenes and silver tunneling


Figure 19. Metal tunneling in 1,3-alternate derivative


Figure 20. Vinyl-substituted calix[4]arenes
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mode is very similar to that already described above for
complex 34. Based on the complexation-induced chemical
shifts (Figure 23), we can conclude that the silver cation
resides in the cavity created by two oxygens from inverted
phenyl rings and the two upper rims of the remaining distal
aromatic units (depicted in Figure 24). This cooperative
effect of cation–p and electrostatic interactions leads to
comparatively high association constants for 40 (log
K=2·52) and 43 (log K=2·85).


Cone derivative 41 creates a 1:1 complex with silver
cation (log K=0·74); on the other hand, the chemical shifts
of the derivatives are with a reduced double bond are
scarcely influenced by the addition of silver triflate. This
indicates that the double bond is crucial and necessary for
the binding of Ag+ in the case of 41. The CPK models
showed that this derivative actually has no suitable cavity
for the inclusion of silver, and therefore the only possible
binding mode is to keep the metal cation outside by cation–
p interactions from a double bond with possible additional
interactions from the edge of aromatic ring(s).


Finally, the two cage molecules 39 and 42 possess similar
association constants for silver cation, log K=1·25 and 1·15,
respectively. This implies that the double bonds are not
necessary for binding. Moreover, the induced chemical
shifts (Figure 23) exhibit the same changes in all parts of
molecule, indicating a similar influence (distance) of the
silver cation. A likely conclusion is that silver is caught in
the middle of the cavity because of cation–p interactions
from the aromatic surfaces. Of course, such a binding mode
is much weaker than that in 40, because only pure cation–p
interactions can operate here in derivatives 39 and 42.
Figure 24 shows all three proposed binding modes for


Figure 21. Concave hydrocarbons


Figure 22. Cage-like derivatives prepared by McMurry reactions


Figure 23. Induced chemical shifts after addition of 10 equiv. of AgTfl
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derivatives 39–41, demonstrating nicely the importance of
molecular preorganization (conformation, number of
bridges) for the resulting complexation capability.


MISCELLANOUS (C—H. . .p INTERACTIONS)


C—H · · · p interactions have recently been recognized84 as
weak non-covalent forces that are assumed to contribute (to
a certain extent) to the binding process in many solid
complexes as determined by x-ray crystallographic meas-
urements. Especially the presence of several such weak
interactions inside a molecular framework can significantly
influence the conformational preferences and three-dimen-
sional structures of a variety of molecules. Ab initio
calculations have revealed that under some circumstances
their energy can be comparable to or even stronger than that
of common hydrogen bonds.85


We are aware that C—H · · · p interactions are different
from the subject reviewed in this paper, i.e. cation–p
interactions. Nevertheless, we believe that their relatively
weak interaction force along with the similar physical
essence of the phenomenon (the participation of electron-
rich aromatic systems) can justify a brief discussion here.


Kikuchi and Aoyama86 have shown that calix[4]resorci-
narenes (45) (Figure 25) can form 1:1 complexes with
hydrophilic guest molecules in water. The guests exhibit the
general formula CH3—X—CH3, where X=O, CH(OH),
C=O or S=O, and the binding constants increase in the
same order. The thermodynamic parameters, coupled with


NMR data, indicate that the driving force of the complexa-
tion is a C—H · · · p interaction between the C—H bonds of
a guest molecule (soft acids) and aromatic rings of a
resorcinarene host (soft base). The complexation study87,88


of alkyl benzoates with derivative 46 resulted in the same
conclusions and gave proof of the selective inclusion of the
alkyl group in the cavity of the host molecules.


C—H · · · p interactions are believed to operate also in
the solid-state complexes of tert-butylcalix[4]arenes with
aromatic compounds. Based on the crystallographic results
it was proposed that aromatic guests are stabilized by the
interactions of the aromatic ring with methyl groups of tert-
butyl.84 Although only a few examples of cone
conformations either in the solid state84,89 or in solution,84,90


have been described, recently partial cone ‘self-inclusion’
complexes driven by C—H · · · p interactions have also
been reported.91


CONCLUSIONS


This paper has reviewed cation–p interactions observable in
the field of calix[n]arene chemistry. It is obvious that this
force appears distinctly only when host molecules are well
preorganized for inclusion of cationic guest metals or
molecules. The association energy (DG) is compensated
between DH and DS. Even though one can expect some DH
gain for the association process, a large conformational
change in the host molecule usually requires a negative DS
change and, as a result, the DH gain is offset by the DS loss.
This situation explains the importance of ‘preorganization’
where the DS decrease is suppressed to a minimum value. In
this context, a calix[n]arene family is an ideal class of host
molecules: it can not only provide various conformationally
different p-basic cavities to examine the suitability of
cation–p interactions, but can also allow us to design well
preorganized p-basic receptor sites. We believe that the
investigation of cation–p interactions will further accelerate
the skilful design of calix[n]arene-based receptors and
derivatives useful for molecular recognition processes.
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Et3C(C=NO•)Ph (4), PhCH2CMe2(C=NO•)Bu-tert (5), PhCMe2(C=NO•)Bu-tert (6) and Me2CH(C=NO•)C5H11-tert (7),
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INTRODUCTION


Iminoxyl radicals (general formula R2C=NO•) are a large
class of reactive radicals that have been characterized at low
concentrations by ESR spectra1 and kinetics.2 The radicals
are easily generated by oxidation of the corresponding
oximes, possibly including ones of biological importance
involved in nitric oxide metabolism.3 Most iminoxyls decay
by primary pathways of reversible and irreversible dimer-
ization (Scheme 1).


The products isolated from the oxidation of oximes are
varied and usually include species arising from secondary
reactions of the decomposition products.2,4 The conversion
of oximes to ketones with oxides of nitrogen, during which


iminoxyls are likely intermediates, is regarded as a standard
synthetic transformation.5 Head-to-tail dimerization as
shown below is the exclusive pathway in the initial stages
for di-tert-butyl ketiminoxyl (8),4 and probably also for
bis(1-adamantyl) ketiminoxyl.6


EXPERIMENTAL


The syntheses of the oximes and radicals are described
elsewhere.7 Reagent chemicals were purchased from com-
mercial sources. Olefins and oxidizable solvents were
passed through a short column of alumina before use.


The kinetics of decay of iminoxyl radicals by ESR were
measured from relative peak heights in the first-derivative
spectrum (<1 mM) or the doubly-integrated areas (>1 mM)
from scans on a Varian E9 spectrometer. Initial concentra-
tions of radicals were determined by radical weight (for
isolable radicals) or by comparison with the ESR spectra of
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standard solutions of persistent radicals (8 or 29,29-diph-
enylpicrylhydrazyl). The rates of decay were followed by
the loss of absorbance at 800 nm either (a) in a 1-cm quartz
cell in an HP Model 8451A diode-array spectrometer
operated in a programmed mode to print out absorbances at
regular intervals, or (b) for longer-term experiments, in a
0·5 cm cell attached at an angle to the middle of a 10 mm
tube sealed at one end (Figure 1). The sample was placed in
the sealed end of the tube, which was then attached to a
vacuum line for degassing, and sealed off with a torch. After
thawing, the container was stored in a constant-temperature
water bath and removed for periodic optical measurements.
A cut-off filter eliminating wavelengths below 600 nm was
interposed in the light path of the diode array to prevent
photolytic regeneration of the radical during the measure-
ments.  The decay of 1 was also monitored in separate
experiments by HPLC (15034 mm i.d. C18 column, acet-
onitrile–water (90 :10) eluent, refractive index detection
with a Knauer Model 37 instrument).


Decomposition of tert-butyl 1,1-diethylpropyl ketimi-
noxyl (1) in di-tert-butyl nitroxide. A mixture of freshly
prepared 1 (15·3 mg, 76·9 mmol) and di-tert-butyl nitroxide
[24·7 mg, 171 mmol (Aldrich), both radicals purified by
elution through basic alumina with pentane before use) were
mixed in a small vial with an aluminum–silicone crimp
seal. The initial concentration of 1 was about 1·7 M.
Aliquots of 1.0 ml were withdrawn periodically, diluted
with 10 ml of hexanes in a volumetric flask and the diluted
samples were stored at 260 °C until all were analyzed by
ESR (25 °C) at one time under identical conditions. The
average peak-to-peak heights of the two outer lines of each
radical, which were well resolved from signals from the
other radical, were recorded for each sample.


Reaction of di-tert-butyl ketiminoxyl (8) with cyclo-
hexene. Reactions of 8 with cyclohexene and with some
other olefins in argon-flushed solutions in isooctane at


28±1 °C were followed by the decrease in absorbance at
800 nm in a 1 cm quartz cell in the diode-array spectrometer
as described above. A control experiment with 0·103 M


radical in isooctane alone showed a decrease of about
0·002 M after 4 h (maximum time for experiments with
olefins, 4·5 h) under these conditions.


THEORETICAL


Molecular orbital method


Ab initio calculations were carried out on both formal-
doxime, H2CNOH, and its iminoxyl radical, H2CNO. The
primary motivation was to determine the geometry of the
radical and clarify the preferred isomerization pathway
rather than to obtain a comprehensive mapping of the
potential energy surfaces. The molecular orbital calculations
were carried out using the Gaussian 90 and Gaussian 92
suites of programs.8 Several levels of theory were used to
establish the reliability of the final results used in this study.
Geometries were optimized at the unrestricted Hartree–
Fock (UHF) and unrestricted second-order Møller–Plesset
perturbation (UMP2) theory levels with analytical gradient
techniques.9 A variety of basis sets were used, which
included different single and split valence sets with and
without diffuse and polarization functions.10 These included
the STO-3G, 3–21G, 6–31G/d) and the 6–31++G(2df,p)
sets. In all cases, all geometical parameters were fully
optimized using the frozen core approximation.


For both molecules, the energy was also optimized at the
UMP4/6–31g(d) level using a numerical procedure. The
harmonic UHF/6–31G(d) vibrational frequencies were
determined to verify the authenticity of the stationary points
as minima or transition states and to determine the zero
point energies (ZPE). These were scaled by a factor of 0·98
to correct for the well documented overestimation of the
vibrational frequencies at the Hartree–Fock level.


Figure 1. Apparatus for preparation of solutions of iminoxyl radical for measurement of decay kinetics in optical cell
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Spin contamination


For representing doublet states with UHF functions, there is
some concern regarding the spin contamination from the
higher spin states, particularly the quartet. Often when the
expectation value of the spin angular momentum operator,
kS 2l, is much larger than the exact value of 0·75 for the
doublet, some measure of the effect of the contamination on
the molecular properties such as the geometry, energy and
inversion barriers should be made. This was accomplished
here by comparing the UHF geometries to the ROHF
(restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock) geometries and the
ROHF, PUHF (spin projected UHF) and PUMP2 (spin
projected UMP2) energy profiles to the UHF and UMP2
values. The PUMP2 values are those calculated after
projecting out the quartet contaminant. If the geometries
and energy profiles are similar for the test cases, the
contamination will be considered to be not significant. Most
of the test cases were made on only the H2CNO, CH3CHNO
and CH2CHNOH molecules, since these are representative
of the larger systems. The slowly convergent ROHF method
made it too time consuming to apply to the larger systems
studied here.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Iminoxyl decomposition pathways


Radical 1 was the first of the new radicals to be isolated in
this study. It could be preserved for long periods at 250 °C;
the stability increased with dilution, but kinetic data from a
series of starting concentrations did not correspond to a
simple second-order process (Figure 2).


Further investigation of the decomposition products of 1
revealed 9–11 products (HPLC), traces of pivalonitrile and
triethylacetonitrile, but no detectable 4,4-diethyl-2,2-dime-
thylhexan-3-one (<1%). In striking contrast, radical 8 on
standing gave about 4% pivalonitrile and 40% di-tert-butyl
ketone.4


A possible decay sequence for the radical, constistent
with the limited evidence, is given in Scheme 2.


Iminoxyls are known to exchange H-atoms with oximes
slowly,11 which can account for the appearance of the parent
oxime among the decomposition products of 1. In addition,
the regeneration of iminoxyls from iminyls (R2C=N•) and
oxygen, and the b-scission of iminyls into nitriles are both
known reactions.12 The isolation of 9 and 1H from the
decomposition of 1 are described elsewhere.7


The inference that the weaker but sterically more
hindered methylene hydrogens were abstracted is suggested
by an experiment in which di-tert-butyl nitroxide was a
solvent for 1, which decomposed without significantly
changing the concentration of the nitroxide (Figure 3). Spin-
trapping rate constants by di-tert-butyl nitroxide have been
shown to be sensitive to steric effects.13


The other radicals were not examined in detail. Radicals
2 and 3 decayed slightly faster than the more heavily


substituted radical 1. The kinetics of iminoxyls that were
highly unstable could be monitored quickly to a high degree
of consumption, and the distinction between a first- and
second-order decay in those cases was especially clear.
Most disappeared by second-order kinetics (Table 1) at the
concentrations examined.


Spectral data


The three new iminoxyls that could be isolated were blue
liquids which displayed the characteristic intense band at
1605 (radical 1) or 1607 cm21 (others). All of the iminoxyls
at high dilution showed a 1:1:1 triplet due to the
characteristic 14N (I=1) hyperfine splitting with aN ≈30 G,
and similar g values near 2·005 (Table 2).


Each of the triplets in the EPR spectra displayed proton
hyperfine coupling, which was recorded at a series of
temperatures in a search for optimal resolution. The best
spectra were simulated with a computer program14 which,
with carefully selected parameters, gave satisfactory fits to
the experiental spectra in all but two cases. The photo-
chemically genrated ESR spectrum, ascribed to 4, from
29,29-diethylbutyrophenone oxime and di-tert-butyl per-
oxide showed a triplet whose fine structure differed from
one another, indicating an overlap of two radicals, probably
the syn and anti iminoxyls. The three spectral multiplets in
the ESR spectrum of tert-amyl isopropyl ketiminoxyl (7)
wee also asymmetric, and only the average nitrogen
splitting could be determined.


Figure 2. Plots of residual Me3C(C=NO•)CEt3 (1) in benzene at
ambient temperature with time as a function of initial concentra-
tions, which were (j 9·431025


M, by ESR; (s) 0·019 M, 800 nm;
(h3 1·6 M, ESR; and (d) 4·7 M, neat, ESR. The dashed line is the
decay curve predicted for an initial concentration of 1·6 M and a
second-order decay constant derived from the decay curve with an


initial concentraton of 0·019 M
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The simulated values of aN and aH are unexceptional.
Except for two radicals giving complicated spectra, and one
other exception, the simulations were sufficient with
appropriate values for aN, and individual values of aH with
multiplicities corresponding to the numbers of equivalent a,
b and g hydrogens only. The third exception was 1,1-dime-
thylphenethyl tert-butyl ketiminoxyl (5), whose ESR
spectrum could not be simulated until three hydrogens were
deleted from the input. One possible inference from this
result is that the tert-butyl rotation is slow on the
conventional ESR time-scale.


Cumyl tert-butyl ketiminoxyl (6) showed a visible
absorption spectrum similar to that of other isolable
iminoxyls with an absorption envelope peaking near
800 nm. This spectrum could be generated by UV irradia-
tion of solutions of the oxime in solvents containing
di-tert-butyl peroxide, and the decay of the signal with time
was analyzed under the assumption that the iminoxyl
absorption coefficient was the same as the di-tert-butyl
analogue (8).


The decay of the 800 nm band of 8, an isolable iminoxyl,
was also followed in mixtures of radical and cyclohexene or
other olefin. Second-order rate constants derived from the
data are shown in Table 3


Molecular orbital calculations


The energy and geometries are given in Tables 4 and 5 for
H2CNO and H2CNOH, respectively, for a variety of


methods along with some of the pertinent experimental data
which is available. Both molecules were essentially planar
at their global minimum. The expectation values of the spin
operator, kS 2l, show some worrisome deviations from the
exact value of 0·75 for a doublet state. To test the effect of
the spin contamination on the properties of H2CNO, ROHF
calculations were completed and the PUHF and PUMP2
energies were determined from the spin projected UHF and
UMP2 results. None of these results change any of the
conclusions reached and the unrestricted or unprojected
calculations. More specifics are given in the discussion
below. For H2CNO, the 2A9 state was always lower than the
2A0 state except at small CNO bond angles approaching 90°
where the two states became nearly degenerate. In both
H2CNO and H2CNOH, the hydrogen atom labeled H1 is syn
to the oxygen atom while the other, H2, is the anti
configuration. In H2CNOH, the hydroxyl hydrogen is in the
anti configuration to the carbon atom. For the iminoxyl
radical, H2CNO, a high-level of theory with a good basis set
was necessary before the geometry converged to consistent
values. These gave values close to 140° for the CNO angle
which agree very well with values which Fox and Symons15


calculated from the ESR spectra of 13 substituted iminoxyl
radicals [137°<U(CNO)<143°]. The importance of includ-
ing correlation is shown by the results with the
UHF/6–31G(d) method, which gives a CNO bond angle of
only 125°, close to calculated values in the literature based
on the INDO method.16


We used the MP2/6–31(G) method to calculate the


Scheme 2
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energy profiles as illustrated in Figure 4. The energy profiles
are for the extension of the CNO angle where all other
parameters were optimized at each point. The energies are
in kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ) and are relative to the
global minimum energy of each molecule as given in Tables
4 and 5. This method has been demonstrated to give reliable
geometries, and in this work gives a good reproduction of
the H2CNOH experimental geometries as determined from
Levine’s microwave study and listed as Table 5.17,18


Comparisons can be also made with the x-ray crystallo-


graphic results on dimethylglyoxime and p-chloro-
benzaldoxime.19,20 Additionally, for H2CNO using the
UMP2 method, the 6–31g(d) basis reproduces the geometry
using the more extensive 6–31++G(2df,p) basis; all of the
geometrical parameters from the two sets are within 1% of
each other. As a check on the effect of the residual electronic
correlation, Figure 4 also has the profile for H2CNO
calculated with the UMP4/6–31G(d)//UMP2/6–31G(d)
method. The UMP2 and UMP4 curves are almost graph-
ically indistinguishable. The UMP4/6–31G(d) optimized


Figure 3. (Top) ESR spectrum from a qualitative study of a reaction mixture of radical 1 and ditert-butyl nitroxide in hexanes, initially and
after several days, and (bottom) semilogarithmic plot of relative concentration of 1 (initially 1·7 M) vs time in a neat mixture of the two radicals
(see Experimental for details)
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geometries reported in Tables 4 and 5 also agree very well
with their UMP2 counterparts. The only significant excep-
tion was a difference of 3° in the value of the CNO angle in
the H2CNO molecule, which exhibited a broad shallow
minimum for this angle. Most of a considerable body of
previous theoretical work has focused on formaldoxime and
its protonated or deprotonated ions and less on the
comparison between formaldoxime and its iminoxyl radi-
cal.21


To illustrate the effects of spin contamination in H2CNO,


also in Figure 4 are plotted the energy profiles for the UHF/
6–31g(d) and ROHF/6–g)d) methods where all parameters
were again optimized for each CNO angle. These two
methods give very similar results. Profiles using the PUHF
and PUMP2 methods could hardly be graphically differ-
entiated from those of the UHF and UMP2 methods and are
not presented here. This and the results in Table 4 indicate
that the spin contamination has little effect on these
conclusions. In fact, the effects from the inclusion of
electronic correlation at the MP2 or MP4 levels are much


Table 1. Rate constants for decay of iminoxyl radicals (24±2 °C)


Iminoxyl C0 (M) Solvent Method Rate constant


8 0·2 C6H6 800 nm [2k2 =2.131025
M


21 s21]a


2 0·1 2k2 =6.331025
M


21 s21


3 0·1 2k2 =6.931025
M


21 s21


1 0·1 2k2 =1.431025
M


21 s21a


7 0·012b 2 :1 v/v BOOBc–C6H6 ESR 2k2 =0·17 M
21 s21 d


800 nm 2k2 =0·05 M
21 s21 d,e


5 0·0030b 2 :1 v/v BOOB–C6H6 ESR 2k2 =0·56±0·09 M
21 s21 f


4 ~0·001b 1:4 v/v BOOB–C6H6 ESR k1 =(3·4–15)310 24 s21 g


800 nm k1 =(7·2–16)31024 s21 e,g


BOOB ESR k1 =1·531023 s21


800 nm k1 =1·631023 s21 e


6 0·0024b,h 1:7 v/v BOOB–C6H6 800 nm 2k2 =0·66 M
21 s21 e


0·00088 ESR 2k2 =0·65 M
21 s21


0·000060 2k2 =0·68 M
21 s21


X(tBuC=NO•)C10H14
i 0·0048 2:1 THF–C6H6 800 nm 2k2 =0·041 M


21 s21 e


a Ref. 4.
b Generated photochemically from solution of oxime in solvent.
c Di-tert-butyl peroxide.
d Initial decay only, assumed second order.
e Assuming «=5.1 as found for di-tert-butyl analog.
f Average of three decays.
g First-order rate constants refer to observed ranges of the decay of the ESR signal.
h Decay after first photolysis of solution (after subsequent photolyses decay was faster and first order).
i Iminoxyl radical from Ag2O and 1,3-dipivaloyladamantane bisoxime, at 28 °C.


Table 2. ESR coupling constants for iminoxyl radicals


Iminoxyl Solvent T (°C) for aH g a aN (G)a aH (G)


8 C6H6 Ambient 2·00522b 31·32b 0·481 (9H), 0·772 (9H)c


2 21 2·0054 31·3 0·76 (9H), 0·67 (6H), 0·48 (2H)
3 240 2·0052 31·3 0·69 (6H), 0·60 (6H), 1·11 (2H), 1·17 (2H)
1 Alkaned 130 2·0051e 31·3 0·52 (9H), 0·49 (6H)
7 2:1 BOOB–C6H6 240 2·0050 31·3 1·42 (6H), 0·30 (2H), 4·17 (1H)
5 240 2·0050 31·3 0·99 (6H), 0·53 (3H), 0·36 (3H), 0·60 (2H)
4 Ambient 2·0053 31·6, 31·7f —
6 40 2·0053 31·0 0·82 (9H), 0·71 (6H)
X(tBuC=NO•)C10H14


g C6H6 Ambient 2·0053 31·6 —h


a All g and aN values determined at ambient temperature.
b Data from Ref. 4.
c Data from Ref. 22.
d aN at 21 °C in pentane, aH at 130 °C in decane.
e In benzene.
f Two overlapping radicals present.
g Structure uncertain (see text).
h Proton splitting apparent but not completely resolved.
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more pronounced than that from any spin contamination.
In both molecules, the two HCN bond angles are


different, with the hydrogen atom anti to the oxygen having
a bond angle approximately 7° larger in formaldoxime. The
energy profiles in Figure 4 represent approximately the
minimum energy pathways for the inversion of both
molecules. The UMP2/6–31G(d) and UMP4/6–31G(d)
results show that the inversion barrier for the iminoxyl
radical is about 10 kcal mol21 versus about 62 kcal mol21


for the oxime. An inversion barrier of 9.6 kcal mol21 has
been calculated22 from NMR data on 8, a value of
12·5 kcal mol21 calculated from ESR data on the iminoxyl
from p-chlorobenzaldoxime,23 while a theoretical value of


8·92 kcal mol21 (INDO method) was estimated from a
vinylic iminoxyl as a model for that iminoxyl.23


Mode of iminoxyl decomposition


Although the details of the decomposition pathways of the
new radicals are not entirely clear, Scheme 2 can account
for the traces of nitriles and the absence of the parent ketone
among the decomposition products. The earliest part of the
decomposition may be approximated by considering the
initial steps:


1⇀↽
k1


k21


19→
k2


1


dimer


Table 3. Rate constants for reaction of 8 with hydrocarbons (isooctane,
28±1 °C)


[Radical]0 [RH]0 105 kobs 105 kobs /2 [RH]0


(M) (M) (s21)a (M
21 s21)


0·16 0·85 cyclohexene 6·17 3.6
0·094 9·86 87·15 4·4


Mean: 4·0±0·5


0·29 0·77 cyclopentadiene 6·89 4·5
0·05 5·7 64·4 5·7
0·07 4·7 46·7 5·0


Mean: 5·1±0·5


0·07 3·0 diphenylmethane 6·11 1·0
0·074 3·48 6·0 0·86


Mean: 0·9 ±0·2


0·026 2·7 2-methylpent-2-ene 11·5 2·1
0·04 5·4 21 1·9


Mean: 2·0±0·1


0·038 2·3 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene 15·5 3·4
0·14 3·2 20·4 3·2


Mean: 3·3±0·1


a kobs is the pseudo-first order rate constant for decay of absorbance at 800 nm.
When [RH]0 <10[Radical]0, kobs was calculated from the initial rate of decay.


Table 4. Optimized results for H2CNO


ROHF UHF UMP2 UMP4 UMP2
6–31g(d) 6–31g(d) 6–31g(d) 6–31g(d) 6–31++G(2df,p)


Energy (a.u. 2168·2302 2168·2392 2168·6711 2168·7115 2168·7946
E (PUHF)a 2168·2558 2168·2491 2168·2510 2168·2725
E(PUMP2)a 2168·6844 2168·6843 2168·8076
NO 1·2746 1·2444 1·2184 1·2316 1·2059
CN 1·2531 1·2786 1·2442 1·2537 1·2379
H1C 1·0770 1·0753 1·0872 1·0910 1·0860
H2C 1·0717 1·0703 1·0803 1·0843 1·0785
U(CNO) 121·0 124·5 140·1 137·3 141·2
U(H1CN) 122·9 122·1 120·6 121·0 120·0
U(H2CN) 117·2 117·2 118·0 117·8 117·7
kS 2l 0·75 1·01 0·94 0·96 0·92


a UHF and UMP2 energies calculated with the quartet component projected out.
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d[dimer]/dt=22d[1]/dt=k2[1][19]=k1k2[1]2/(k1+k2[1])


If k1 is fast relative to the rate of trapping, then


d[dimer]/dt=Keq k2[1]2 =(kobs /2)[1]2


The equilibrium constant Keq =k1 /k21 can be estimated
as


Keq =[19]/[1]≈A e(80·92DH/kcal)/RT


where A is a statistical correction for the different numbers
of b-hydrogens assumed to participate in the equilibrium
and DH is the C–H bond strength of the reactive b-
hydrogen.24 The O–H bond strength in 8H was assumed to
be representative and has previously been measured calo-
rimetrically as 80·9 kcal mol21.25 For radicals 5 and 1 at
25 °C, we calculate Keq =6·931026 and 3·1310211, respec-


tively. The ratio of these values, 2·23105, is in fact within
an order of magnitude of the ratio of the observed second-
order rate constants for the decay of 5 and 1 (Table 3:
0·56/43103 =43104). Similarly, Keq for the presumed
intermediate radical 10 in Scheme 2 is calculated to be 103


times larger than for 1, and we would expect iminoxyl 10 to
be considerably less stable than 1 towards internal H
abstraction and subsequent reactions.


At high concentrations, with k21<k2[1], the rate of decay
of iminoxyls that undergo internal H abstraction should be
limited by the first-order rate of formation of the isomeric
radicals. We were tempted to interpret the apparent overlap
in the decay curves for 1 at the two highest concentrations
(Figure 2) according to this condition, but our data, obtained
by double integrations of the ESR signal over a period of
days, were of limited accuracy. However, the decay of 1
dissolved in neat di-tert-butyl nitroxide (Figure 3) was


Table 5. Optimized results for H2CNOH


UHF MP2 MP4
6–31g(d) 6–31g(d) 6–31g(d) Experimenta


Energy (a.u.) 2168·8410 2169·3208 2169·3481
NO 1·369 1·4091 1·4181 1·408
CN 1·249 1·2826 1·2888 1·276
H1C 1·1.078 1·0881 1·0928 1·085
H2C 1·073 1·0827 1·0874 1·086
HO 0·947 0·9732 0·9744 0·956
U(CNO) 112·0 110·0 109·9 110·5
U(H1CN) 122·6 122·8 122·8 121·8
U(H2CN) 117·3 116·4 116·4 115·5
U(HON) 104·5 102·0 101·9 102·7


a Data from Ref. 18.


Figure 4. Relative energy profiles (kcal mol21) for the isomerization of formaldoxime, CH2NOH, and the corresponding iminoxyl radical,
CH2NO, as a function of the CNO angle. At each angle, all other geometrical parameters were optimized. The 6–31g(d) basis was used for


all cases
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measured under conditions where the relative precision was
greater and the reaction mixture remained homogeneous. A
semilogarithmic plot of the relative concentration of 1 vs
time gave an excellent fit (r 2 =0.994) to first-order kinetics
with kobs =9.8331026 s21 (t1/2 =20 h), corresponding to the
prediction at the high-concentration limit. However, it
should be noted that our kinetic methods determine the total
iminoxyl concentration, which may include derivatized
iminoxyls in Scheme 2.


The other significant inference that we may draw from
Figure 2 is that a unimolecular scission of one bulky alkyl
from the iminoxyl to give an alkyl cyanate:


R1R2C=NO•→ [R1C;NO+R•
2]→fast


other products


is not a major decay path at room temperature, since the rate
of decomposition by this pathway should, to a first
approximation, be first order at all iminoxyl radical
concentrations.


The energy differences between two model, straight-
chain iminoxyls and their H-abstracted isomers were
calculated byMO methods at the MP2/6–31g(d) level of
theory with the geometries established at the UHF/6–31g
level. The relative energies, shown under each structure
below, further support preferential abstraction of the
methylene proton. The energy differences beween the pairs
of isomeric carbon- and oxygen-centered radicals are each
about 3 kcal mol21 larger than those we calculate from the
bond strengths of related compounds.24,25 However, attempts
to locate the transition state for H-transfer in the system
were unsuccessful (see Table below).


The degree and effects of the spin contamination for these
molecules are similar to those for the H2CNO radical. For
all cases above, the expectation values of the spin angular
momentum, kS 2l, were all in the range 0·9–1·0, which
necessitated some analysis of the effects of the spin
contamination. The relative energies were determined at the
same UHF/6–31g geometries using the ROHF/6–31g(d)
method and the PUMP2 energies determined from the
UMP2/6–31g(d) results. For all values above, there was
only a modest increase of 2–3 kcal mol21 in the relative
energies. A further test was made by re-optimizing the
geometries to obtain the ROHF/6–31g(d)//ROHF/6–31g
energies for CH3CH2CHNO and CH2CH2CHNOH. There
was essentially no change in the relative energy when
compared with the ROHF/6–31g(d)//UHF/6–31g results.


Influence of oxygen


From Scheme 2, one would predict that the presence of
oxygen might slow the rate of disappearance of 1 by (a)
regenerating the radical from the iminyl (R2C=N•) or (b)
converting carbon-centered radicals (19 and R•), which
otherwise might combine with 1, to peroxyl radicals, which
can abstract hydrogen from 1H and regenerate 1. The
oxygen might also increase in the rate of decay by trapping
19. Four experiments with 2 and 0·2 M 1 in acetonitrile
under N2 or O2 at 23 °C were carried out with analysis of
aliquots by HPLC. At the same starting concentration, the
differences in rates of decay were comparable to the scatter
in the data. At the higher concentration, the radical in each
case decomposed faster, and under N2 showed a reasonable
fit to first-order kinetics to 70% loss of 1, with
kobs =2·331025 s21. This rate constant is not that for
internal H-abstraction (k1) because it includes subsequent
reactions that also destroy 1 (Scheme 2).


Iminoxyl derivatives of olefins


The rate constants measured for several compounds with
activated hydrogens (Table 3; column 4 is the rate constant
for H abstraction per molecule, if the stoichiometry of the
reactions is the same as for cyclohexene) are interesting in
that they are slower on a per-H basis for the more electron-
rich tri- and tetrasubstituted ethylenes than for cyclohexene.
Absolute rate constants for the tert-butoxyl radical, which
are many orders of magnitude faster,26 show the opposite
pattern. Apparently the additional alkyl substitution
increases steric hindrance of the approach of the iminoxyl
so much that it offsets any advantage of increased electron
density in the olefin.


CONCLUSIONS


Attempts to prepare kinetically more stable iminoxyl
radicals by increasing the size of the surrounding alkyl
groups has been frustrated by the appearance of new modes
of decomposition, which result in complicated mixtures of
products. In some cases, the calculated equilibrium constant
between a radical and its more reactive, H-abstracted isomer
appears to be a rough guide to relative persistence. The
reaction of di-tert-butyl ketiminoxyl (8) with olefins is
unusually selective and may be of synthetic utility.


CH3CH2CH2CH=NO• CH3CH•CH2CH=NOH •CH2CH2CH2CH=NOH
E (au) 2286·16460 2286·13532 2286·13092
Erel (kcal) 0 +12 +18


CH3CH2CH=NO• •CH2CH2CH=NOH
E (au) 2244·99859 2244·96432
Erel (kcal) 0 +21
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REVIEW COMMENTARY


MECHANISMS FOR CHIRAL RECOGNITION BY CYCLODEXTRINS


KOJI KANO*
Department of Molecular Science and Technology, Doshisha University, Tanabe, Kyoto 610-03, Japan


The mechanisms for chiral recognition by cyclodextrins (CDxs) are discussed. Examples of host–guest systems where the
‘lock-and-key mechanism’ and the ‘three-point rule’ are applicable are cited and discussed. Most results reported so far
suggest that the ability of native CDxs and chemically modified CDxs to discriminate between enantiomers of guests
having a central chirality is low in aqueous solutions. Small DDG values for enantioselective complexation of CDxs with
amino acids seem to be due to unpredictably small changes in the structures of the complexes of the guest enantiomers.
Therefore, it is very difficult to prove the participation of hydrogen bonding in chiral recognition through the ‘three-
point rule’ in these systems. The use of the Coulomb interaction and the coordinate bonds as point interactions is
discussed. CDxs might be good hosts to recognize axial chirality or helicity of guests. Hydrogen bonding in water is
assumed in the recognition of the helicity of bilirubin. Very large DDG values have been reported for the chiral
recognition of the binaphthyl derivatives. Such a system seems to be a suitable model system to study the mechanism
of chiral recognition by CDxs. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Native cyclodextrin (CDx) is composed of six, seven or
eight optically active glucopyranose units (a-, b- or g-CDx)
and has an ability to include hydrophobic guest molecules in
its cavity. Therefore, diastereomeric complexes are formed
when a racemic guest is included in a CDx cavity. When the
stability of an (Rw)-guest complex is larger than that of an
(Sw)-guest complex, it can be said that CDx recognizes the
chirality of the guest. The first example of chiral recognition
by native b-CDx was reported by Cramer and Dietsche,1


who studied the partial optical resolution of mandelic acid
derivatives. After their work, much effort has been directed
toward realizing chiral recognition by CDxs.2 In this paper,
we focus on the mechanisms of chiral recognition by native
and chemically modified CDxs.


The ‘three-point rule’ is the general mechanism for chiral
recognition in host-guest chemistry.3 Figure 1 shows the
model of a sweet-taste receptor of the tongue presented by
Shallenberger et al.4 In general, D-amino acids can be bound
to the receptor at two points through hydrogen bonding
whereas L-amino acids cannot because of the steric


hindrance due to the protein. Two hydrogen-bonding
interactions and one steric hindrance determine the stability
of the guest enantiomer–host receptor protein complex. As
shown in this example, the three attractive interactions
between host and guest are not needed in this rule. Two
attractive and one repulsive interaction, for example, can be
used for chiral recognition. Therefore, this mechanism is
different from the ‘three-point binding’ proposed by
Ogston.5 Another model for chiral recognition might be the
‘lock-and-key mechanism’ originally proposed by Emil
Fischer.6 In CDx chemistry, this can be regarded as a
classical shape-fitting model including the ‘induced-fit


* Correspondence to: K. Kano. Figure 1.
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mechanism’.7


This review focuses on the mechanisms of chiral
recognition by CDxs in aqueous solutions which have been
reported in recent years. The use of CDxs for analytical
purposes has been reviewed elsewhere.3c,8


LOCK-AND-KEY MECHANISM


The simplest example of chiral recognition by CDx through
the ‘lock-and-key mechanism’ is the formation of a chiral
pyrene dimer in the g-CDx cavity.9 The asymmetric nature
of the pyrene dimer in the cavity has been established by its
strong circularly polarized fluorescence (CPF). A strong
left-handed CPF signal at the wavelength region corre-
sponding to the pyrene excimer fluorescence band shows
that the pyrene dimer in the g-CDx cavity preferentially
takes an asymmetric conformation having an (M )-helicity.10


Since no hydrogen-bonding site exists in the system, the
‘lock-and-key mechanism’ seems to be adequate. Similar
phenomena have been observed for 4-helicene and
1,19-binaphthalene.11 Both 4-helicene and 1,19-binaphtha-
lene are achiral in solution at room temperature. However,
the conformations of these compounds are fixed upon
complexation with b- and g-CDxs. 4-Helicene in the g-CDx
cavity shows a (P )-helicity and binaphthalene included in
the b-CDx cavity takes an (R )-configuration. Although
detailed structures of these complexes with the CDx-
induced chiralities have not been clarified, it can be
concluded that native CDxs act as asymmetric keyholes in
host–guest interactions. Recently, the optical resolution of
(±)-1,7-dioxaspiro[5.5]undecane by hexakis(2,3,6-tri-O -
methyl)-a-CDx (TMe-a-CDx) was reported.12 The optically
pure (R )-enantiomer of the guest precipitates in water as a
complex with TMe-a-CDx. Fundamentally, in optical
resolution by a diastereomeric method, it is not necessary
for the binding constant (K ) of the (R )-enantiomer complex
to be much larger than that of the (S )-enantiomer complex.
The structure of the (R )-enantiomer complex should differ
from that of the (S)-enantiomer complex. Indeed, the (R)-
enantiomer complex is very stable and no racemization
occurs whereas the (S)-enantiomer complex racemizes in
water over several days to enrich the (R )-enantiomer
complex. Since TMe-a-CDx can act only as a hydrogen
acceptor, no hydrogen bonding interaction occurs in this
system. Induced fit-type shape fitting might be the mecha-
nism for this chiral recognition. Induced fit-type enantiomer


recognition is also suggested for the a-pinene–TMe-a-CDx
system by chemical calculation using the CVFF method.13


POINT INTERACTIONS THROUGH HYDROGEN
BONDING


Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are hardly formed in
aqueous systems because of strong hydration to hydrogen
bonding sites of both host and guest molecules. Biological
systems, however, clearly suggest that hydrogen bonds can
be formed in a microscopically hydrophobic environment in
water. Such an effect might be called ‘hydrophobic effect on
hydrogen bond formation.’ Another way to form a hydrogen
bond in water is suggested by the pKa values of salicyclic
acid. The very low pK1 (2·81) and high pK2 values (13·4) of
salicylic acid are ascribed to the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding interaction between the CO2


2 group and the OH
group at the ortho-position. Such an effect can be regarded
as the ‘proximity effect on hydrogen bond formation.’
Therefore, a hydrogen bond is expected to be formed in
water when the hydrogen bonding sites are located in a
microscopically hydrophobic environment and/or are situ-
ated very close to each other.


Although several examples have been reported of inclu-
sion complexes of CDxs where hydrogen bonding
participates in complexation,14 no direct evidence for the
formation of a hydrogen bond in water has been obtained.
We do not have a good method which proves hydrogen
bond formation in water. The conformational enantiomer-
ism of (4Z,15Z)-bilirubin IXa (BR) induced by native a-, b-
and g-CDxs15 might be one of the novel examples where
hydrogen bonding participates in chiral recognition.16


Lightner et al.15 found that BR bound to a native CDx shows
the (2 ) to (+) bisignate Cotton effect in its circular
dichroism (CD) spectrum. The exciton-coupling theory for
CD spectroscopy17 suggests that the conformation of BR is
fixed selectively to take an (M)-helicity.15 When hepta-
kis(2,3,6-tri-O-methyl)-b-CDx (TMe-b-CDx), which can
act only as an acceptor in the hydrogen bonding interaction,
is used in place of native CDxs, the conformational
enantiomerism does not occur at all.18 In addition, non-
cyclic oligosaccharides such as maltose (G2), maltotriose
(G3) and maltoheptaose (G7)18 as well as nucleosides,19 bile
acids20 and glycolipid micelles21 also fix the conformation of
BR, yielding optically active BR, indicating that inclusion
of the BR molecule in the CDx cavity is not essential in this
conformational enantiomerism. Indeed, the addition of
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cyclooctanol, which is a good guest for b-CDx, enchances
the CD intensities of BR bound to b-CDx.16 Such a second
guest seems to enhance the dehydration from the secondary
OH group side of b-CDx to promote the formation of
hydrogen bonds between the secondary OH groups of b-
CDx and the CO2


2 groups of BR. The lack of interaction
between BR and b-CDx in water at pH 12 also supports the
existence of a hydrogen-bonding interaction between the
OH groups of b-CDx and the CO2


2 groups of BR. At pH 12,
the secondary OH groups are partially dissociated,22 leading
to electrostatic repulsion between the host and the guest.16


Although no direct evidence has been obtained, all the
experimental results strongly support the hydrogen-bonded
complex of BR and native CDx (Figure 2). Such a
complexation might be explained by the hydrophobic effect
on hydrogen bond formation. Similar lid-type CDx com-
plexes have been assumed without direct evidence.23 It is
plausible that we would be able to find many hydrogen-
bonded complexes of CDxs formed in water if hydrogen
bond formation could easily be detected in water.


The thermodynamic parameters determined for com-
plexation of azo dyes having a CO2


2 group with native
CDxs suggest that inclusion of such anionic dyes in the CDx
cavity occurs much more favorably in water than in organic
solvents while the interaction between the anionic species
and the OH-group sides of native CDx which are located
near the chiral centers preferentially occurs in organic
solvents such as DMF.24 It is well known that CDx
derivatives are good chiral selectors for HPLC and GLC.3c,8


Chiral recognition by CDxs in organic solvents might be a
useful future research subject.


Computer chemistry is very useful for discussing the
mechanisms of chiral recognition. NMR spectroscopy
indicates that zwitterionic D-Trp is bound to a-CDx more
tightly than L-Trp.25 Molecular modeling using CHARMM
force field suggests that D-Trp forms a larger number of


multiple contact hydrogen bonds with a-CDx than the L-
enantiomer does. Although the results of the computer
calculations provide one possibility, we have to prove the
mechanism experimentally.


POINT INTERACTIONS THROUGH COULOMB
FORCES


Most hydrogen-bond lengths have been reported to be less
than 0·2 nm.26 The angles around H are in the range
90–180°, with 165° most populated. The interaction
between point charges (Coulomb force of attraction) is
proportional to R21, where R is the distance between the
point charges. Such a long-distance interaction might be
effective even if both host and guest molecules are
hydrated. Therefore, Coulomb interaction is a good point
interaction for molecular recognition in water in host–guest
chemistry.27 Pioneering work on chiral recognition using
Coulomb interaction has been carried out by Tabushi et al.28


They used 6A-amino-6B-carboxy-6A, 6B-dideoxy-b-CDx
(AmCar-b-CDx) and 6B-amino-6A-carboxy-6A,6B-dideoxy-
b-CDx (CarAm-b-CDx) as zwitterionic hosts and studied
the chiral recognition of tryptophan (Trp) (in this review,
zwitterionic hydrogen bonds such as NH+


3 . . . O2 are
classified as Coulomb interaction). The results are shown in
Table 1. The K values are small and the ability of these hosts
to discriminate between the enantiomers of Trp is poor.
Similar binding constants and a small DDG value
(0.65 kJ mol21) have been obtained in the enantioselective
complexation of phenylalanine (Phe) with a-CDx where no
Coulomb interaction participates29 (in this review, DDG is
defined as the absolute value of the difference between the
DG values for complexation of the enantiomers).


Brown et al.30 studied the chiral recognition of 2-phenyl-
propanoic acid by 6A-amino-6A-deoxy-b-CDx
(6-NH2-b-CDx). Some of their results is shown in Table 2.
Protonated 6-NH2-b-CDx (6-NH+


3 -b-CDx) has a low ability
to include a neutral guest. Although the K value for the
complex of 2-phenylpropanoate anion and 6-NH+


3 -b-CDx is
larger than those for the systems where no Coulomb
interaction exists, the NH+


3 . . . O2 interaction is not so
remarkable in the stabilization of the complex. In all cases,
the DDG values seem to be too small to discuss the
mechanism of chiral recognition. The small DDG can be


Figure 2.


Table 1. Binding constants (K) for tryptophane with cyclodextrin
derivativesa


Guest Host K/M
21 DDG/kJ mol21


D-Trp AmCar-b-CDx 45·5
0·69


L-Trp AmCar-b-CDx 34·5
D-Trp CarAm-b-CDx 54·0


0·59
L-Trp CarAm-b-CDx 42·5


a I. Tabushi, Y. Kuroda and T. Mizutani, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 108, 4514–4518
(1986).
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explained by the sum of the unpredictably small difference
in intermolecular interactions such as van der Waals,
hydrophobic and/or electrostatic interactions between (R )-
and (S )-enantiomers. Therefore, it is very difficult to deduce
the mechanism for chiral recognition when DDG is very
small. The 2-phenylpropanoate anion–6-NH2-b-CDx sys-
tem shows a fairly large DDG value. In this case, however,
the K values are too small to study the mechanism.


Kitae and Kano31 determined the K values for complexa-
tion of 6-NH+


3 -b-CDx and heptakis(6-amino-6-deoxy)-
b-CDx (polyNH+


3 -b-CDx) with anionic N-acetylated Trp,
Phe and leucine (Leu) in D2O. The results are summarized
in Table 3. In all cases, the K values of the polyNH+


3 -b-CDx
complexes are much larger than those of the 6-NH+


3 -b-CDx
complexes. Protonated amino-b-CDxs binds preferentially
with the L-enantiomers. The small DDG values (0·2–1·1 kJ
mol21) in enantioselective complexation might be explained
by the small difference in the structures of the complexes of
the acetylated L- and D-amino acids. 1H NMR spectroscopy
suggests that one Coulomb interaction between host and
guest, one inclusion of a hydrophobic part of guest and
probably one hydrogen bonding or van der Waals repulsion
determine the stability of the complex.


The conformational enantiomerism of BR is very effec-
tively induced by polyNH+


3 -b-CDx.32 BR bound to
polyNH+


3 -b-CDx shows a (+) to (2 ) bisignate CD Cotton


effect, indicating that the conformation of BR is selectively
fixed to take a (P)-helicity. In this case, the interaction
between the CO2


2 groups of BR and the NH+
3 groups of CDx


at two points  and one inclusion of a part of the BR molecule
in the CDx cavity are required to promote the conforma-
tional enantiomerism.


POINT INTERACTIONS THROUGH COORDINATIVE
BONDS


Native amino acids are very strongly bound to a copper(II)
complex of histamine monofunctionalized b-CDx (Cu–His-
b-CDx).33 Some of the results are listed in Table 4. The K
values are extremely large and a considerably large DDG
value is found in the case of Trp–Cu–His-b-CDx. The
coordination geometry in the D-Trp complex seems to allow
the inclusion of the indole moiety in the CDx cavity while
the indole moiety of L-Trp complex is located outside the
cavity. Essentially the same results were obtained by using
6A-(3-aminopropylamino)-6A-deoxy-b-CDx.34 Such a chiral
recognition may also be classified according to the ‘three-
point rule.’


Table 2. Binding constants (K) for 2-phenylpropanoic acid (PPA)
with cyclodextrins at 298·2 Ka


Guest Host K/M
21 DDG/kJ mol21


(R)-PPA b-CDx 1090
0·1(S)-PPA b-CDx 1010


(R)-PPA 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 580


0·5(S)-PPA 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 480


(R)-PPA2 b-CDx 63
0·5(S)-PPA2 b-CDx 52


(R)-PPA2 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 150


0·7(S)-PPA2 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 110


(R)-PPA2 6-NH2-b-CDx 36
2·52(S)-PPA2 6/NH2-b-CDx 13


a S. E. Brown, J. H. Coates, P. A. Duckworth, S. F. Lincoln, C. J.
Easton and B. L. May, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans. 89,
1035–1040 (1993).


Table 3. Binding constants (K) for complexation of N-acetylated
amino acids with protonated aminocyclodextrins at 25 °C and


pD 6·0


Guest Host K/M
21 DDG/kJ mol21


Ac-L-Trp 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 99±4


1·1Ac-D-Trp 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 64±6


Ac-L-Phe 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 167±8


0·2Ac-D-Phe 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 155±7


Ac-L-Leu 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 68±4


0·8Ac-D-Leu 6-NH+
3 -b-CDx 50±3


Ac-L-Trp polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 2670±100


0·8Ac-D-Trp polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 1930±90


Ac-L-Phe polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 2180±130


0·3Ac-D-Phe polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 2000±130


Ac-L-Leu polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 2480±130


0·1Ac-D-Leu polyNH+
3 -b-CDx 2380±110


a T. Kitae and K. Kano, Abstracts of 11th Symposium on
Biofunctional Chemistry, (1996).
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EFFECTS OF DIPOLE–DIPOLE INTERACTION ON
CHIRAL RECOGNITION


The importance of the dipole–dipole interaction in inclusion
phenomena has been demonstrated.35 It has been reported
that TMe-b-CDx discriminates well between the enantio-
mers of binaphthyl derivatives.35–38 The K values
determined for BNP at pH 5·5 and BNC at pH 2·0 are listed
in Table 5. It can be seen that TMe-b-CDx preferentially
binds to (S )-BNP in its anionic form and (R)-BNC in its
neutral form. The DDG values for the enantioselective


complexation are large in both cases. These DDG values are
the largest among the values reported for chiral recognition
by CDxs. Analysis of the NMR data and MM–MD
calculations suggests the structures for the (S )- and (R )-
BNP complexes of TMe-b-CDx.38 Interestingly, the
hydrophilic group of (S )-BNP is located inside the hydro-
phobic cavity of CDx (axial complex) whereas for (R )-BNP
part of the naphthalene moiety is incorporated in the CDx
cavity and the hydrophilic group of the guest is situated
outside the CDx cavity (equatorial complex). The structure
proposed for the (S )-BNP complex seems to be abnormal.
However, a recent study demonstrated that the insides of the
cavities of native and O-methylated CDxs are composed of
positively polarized carbon and hydrogen atoms and,
therefore, are preferable for penetration of anionic guests.39


Presumably, the geometric conditions of the wider side of
the TMe-b-CDx cavity allow the penetration of the (S )-
BNP molecule whose head is the hydrophilic phosphate
group whereas the penetration of the (R)-BNP molecule
from the head is sterically prohibited, leading to the
formation of the complexes of (S )- and (R )-BNPs having
significantly different structures. This complex formation
follows essentially the lock-and-key mechanism. However,
in order to discriminate between the enantiomers, dipole
interaction between the host and the guest is required. Since
the mechanism proposed here has not been verified
completely, chiral recognition through the ‘lock-and-key
mechanism’ assisted by dipole interactions should be
studied in more detail.


CONCLUSION


All results reported so far suggest that native CDxs and
chemically modified CDxs are poor hosts for the chiral
recognition of guests with a central chirality. In contrast,
CDxs seem to be good hosts for the recognition of axial
chirality or helicity. In addition to the chiral recognition of
the binaphthyl derivatives and the conformational enantio-
merism of BR, we are studying the recognition of helicity
by native and chemically modified CDxs. Preliminary
results indicate that CDxs recognize well the helicity of
some guest molecules,40 providing novel characteristics of
cyclic oligosaccharides.
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INFRARED AND 1H NMR STUDIES OF HYDROGEN BONDING IN N-
(2-AMINO-2-DEOXY-b-D-GLUCOPYRANOSIDE)-


N9-CARBAMOYL-L-AMINO ACID ESTERS
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Ureido 2-deoxy-b-D-glucopyranosides with seven different amino acid ester residues were studied by means of IR and
1H NMR spectroscopy. The H–D exchange rates increase in the order L-Val<L-Leu<L-Ala<Gly for both NH protons;
however, the exchange rate at N-1-H (linked to the glucopyranoside) is significantly faster than that at N-3-H (at the
amino acid residue). The analysis of IR spectra in the region of the NH stretching vibrations shows, in agreement with
other investigations, that the signals at 3454, 3423 and 3355 cm21 are due to the free and the intramolecular associated
NH groups forming a five- and seven-membered ring, respectively. It was found that the C7 associated ring is formed
by hydrogen bonding between the N-1-H function and the C——O of the acetyl group at the C-3 position in the
glucopyranoside. The N-3-H group is involved in a hydrogen bond with the C——O function of the ester group protecting
the amino acid residue. Furthermore, it was found that the ureido sugar with L-Val exhibits a stronger C7 hydrogen bond
than the other amino acid residues. This result conforms with the lowest H–D exchange rate at the N-1 position of this
compound. Steric effects resulting in the shielding of this hydrogen bond against OD attack are considered as a reason
for this peculiarity. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Ureido sugars with nitroso groups such as streptozotocin
[2-deoxy-2-(39-methyl-39-nitroureido)-D-glucopyranose] or
chlorozotocin {2-deoxy-2-[(29-chloroethyl)-39-nitroso-
ureido]-D-glucopyranose} are used in the clinical treatment
of cancer.1–5 However, because of the partially strong side
effects of these substances, other compounds are sought
which could be better tolerated by the human body, e.g.
ureido sugars with amino acid residues. Since the biological
activity is related to the structure, conformation and
hydrogen bonding ability, information on these topics is
highly desirable. In this paper we present investigations on
intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the NH groups in the title
compounds. Such hydrogen bonds have already been found
in similar molecules by IR spectroscopy6,7 in more apolar
solvents and their existence has been derived from NMR


measurements.8 Additionally, we tried to connect 1H NMR
data on the kinetics of proton–deuterium (H–D) exchange
with thermodynamic results of IR spectroscopy.


1H NMR has been used to monitor H–D exchange in
small model compounds and in biologically relevant
molecules such as agiotensin, where the half-life for
exchange varies from less than 1 min to 1 h.9 In peptides,
however, the rate of replacement of the NH protons by
deuterons is often so rapid that it is not possible to follow
the process by conventional spectroscopy.10 In our work,
preliminary results showed that the concentration of H–D
exchanging partners, ureido sugar and methanol-d4 can be
adjusted so that the exchange takes 1–1·5 h and may be well
monitored by NMR.11


Considering the possibilities of forming intramolecular
hydrogen bonds, we have to take into account that all O and
N atoms may act as hydrogen bond acceptors, but only two
donor groups are present. Therefore, in addition to con-
siderations about the basicities of the different acceptor
sites, steric relationships should play an important role.


* Correspondence to: M. Plass.
Contract grant sponsor: Fonds der Chemischen Industrie.
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EXPERIMENTAL


Ureido sugars were synthesized from methyl 3,4,6-tri-O-
acetyl - 2 - deoxy - (4 - nitrophenoxycarbonylamino) - b- D-gluco-
pyranoside and amino acid methyl, ethyl and benzyl esters
according to the described procedure.12,13 N-(3,4-dichloro-
phenyl)ureido-N9-(20-phenyl)acetic acid ethyl ester was
synthesized at the Institute of Organic Chemistry of Martin
Luther University14 and used for comparison.


Infrared spectra of different ureido sugars were recorded
as solutions in CHCl3 (ca 1023 mol/l21) using an IFS 66
spectrometer (Bruker). The resolution of the overview
spectra was 2 cm21. For more detailed analysis, smaller
regions of the NH stretching vibration (3500–3300 cm21)
were monitored using a resolution of 0·25 cm21.


The band profiles of the donor groups of the molecules
were fitted with the help of a peak-fit program ‘for non-
linear curve fitting’ (Jandel) using Voigt functions.


For the unambiguous assignment of the observed NH
bands, a small amount of the L-Val and the L-Phe derivatives
were deuterated. The sample was dissolved in a few drops
of deuterated methanol (CH3OD) and subsequently the
solvent was evaporated. This procedure was repeated
several times. Thus partial exchange of the NH through ND
took place. The product was dissolved in CDCl3 and studied
spectroscopically as described above.


The temperature effect on the position of the NH signals
was studied from IR measurements performed in the
temperature range 303–243 K using commercial cooling
equipment.


1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX-500
spectrometer equipped with a variable temperature unit. A
constant temperature of 303 K was maintained during H–D
exchange measurements. Ureido sugar (0.08 mmol) dis-
solved in 0.9 ml of acetone-d6 and methanol-d4 (2·5 mmol)
was added with a microsyringe. The recording of the 1H
NMR spectra started 1 min later and the exchange was
monitored at 10 min time intervals. The integrated areas of
the NH signals were compared with the neighbouring
signals of the immobile sugar hydrogen atoms H-3 and
H-4.


Semi-empirical AM1 calculations were carried out using
a program implemented in the HyperChem program pack-
age.15


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The ureido sugars studies were derivatives of methyl-
3,4,6-tri-O-acetyl-2-deoxy-b-D-glucopyranoside with the
amino esters shown in Scheme 1 and Table 1.


NMR measurements. The compounds were previously
characterized by 1H, 15N and 13C NMR spectroscopy in
order to confirm their structure.8 Chemical shifts of the N-
1-H (linked to the sugar residue) are in the region
4·5–5·0 ppm and those of N-3-H (linked to the amino acid)
5·3–5·8 ppm. The N-3-H always appears at lower field.
Taking into account only the net charges of the adjacent
nitrogen atoms, this result is surprising. As can be seen in
Table 2, AM1 calcualtions give higher net charges for the
N-1-proton. Hence its NMR signal should appear at the
lower field, in contrast to the experimental results. To
explain this behavior, we have to discuss the appearance and
the influence of hydrogen bonds.


The position of the NH signals in the 1H NMR spectra
indicates that the NH functions are involved in hydrogen
bonding, but the results gave no insight into the kind of
hydrogen bonding, intra- or intermolecular, or into the
dynamics of the proton exchange in these systems. More-
over, the NMR lines are narrow and no exchange broad-
ening was observed.


In general, the H–D exchange experiments were expected
to deliver more precise information about the kind of
hydrogen bonding interaction. The change of the NH
intensities during the H–D exchange reaction is shown in
Fig. 1 with the example of the ureido sugar with an L-Val
residue.


The rate constants obtained from the time dependence of
the intensities of the signals are summarized in Table 3 for
four representative compounds.


As can be seen, the H–D exchange rates at the N-3
position are smaller than those at N-1. It should be
mentioned that the rate constant for N-1-H varies less than
threefold, but that at the N-3-H position varies more than
fivefold. Considering only shielding effects, this result
should not be expected. Therefore, influences of hydrogen
bonding and steric hindrance should be considered.


Scheme 1. General structure of the ureido sugars investigated. For
clarification the glucopyranoside protons are not shown. Ac=


acetyl


Table 1. The N-(3,4,6-tri-O-acetyl-2-deoxy-b-D-glucopyra-
noside)-N9-carbamoyl-L-amino acid esters investigated, with


their protecting groups (Scheme 1)


Amino acid Residue R Residue R9


Gly H CH2CH3


L-Ala CH3 CH2CH3


L-Val CH(CH3)2 CH2CH3


L-Leu CH2CH(CH3)2 CH2CH3


L-Ile CH(CH3)(CH2CH3) CH2CH3


L-Phe CH2Ph CH3


D-Val CH(CH3)2 CH2CH3
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Molecular modeling1–3 has shown that an intramolecular
hydrogen bond is possible between N-1-H and the carboxyl
oxygen of the acetyl group at C-3. This would lead to the
formation of a seven-membered ring. IR spectroscopy is
suitable for proving the results of the theoretical investiga-
tions.


Infrared measurements. Our IR measurements were
based on the following considerations. We know from
previous work that the NH functions in peptides may form
intramolecular hydrogen bonds, which act as linking parts
in associated rings of different sizes. Based on steric
considerations, we may expect the formation of a seven-
membered ring of the N-1-H function and the CO ester bond


at the C-3 position of the sugar and a five-membered ring
between the N-3-H group and the CO ester function of the
amino acid in the ureido sugars investigated. Five-mem-
bered hydrogen bond-aiding arrangements which result in
an extended conformation of the peptide unit may be
expected for short-chain peptides and their derivatives. A
possible arrangement of C7 and C5 associates as described
above with the example of the L-Val-substituted ureido
sugar is shown in Fig. 2.


The formation of a C7 arrangement demands the back-
folding of the amino acid residue and, therefore, brings the
bulky residues R close to the acetyl-substituted glucopyr-
anoside ring. Hence, the nature of this residue may strongly
affect the formation of the C7 associate by repulsion
between the residue and other substituents. In Figure 3 we
have tried to simulate an arrangement which realizes a
hydrogen bond between the acetyl group at the C-6 position
of the glucopyranoside. By varying the torsion angles it is
not possible to bring the acceptor and donor atoms closer
than 4 Å. Hence, an intramolecular hydrogen bond to this
acceptor function can be excluded. Additionally, the lone
pairs of the oxygen atom of the acetyl group and the ethyl
oxygen in the ring come close to each other, precluding this
steric arrangement by the repulsion between two groups.


Figure 4 shows the NH region of the Gly, L-Val and L-Phe
derivatives dissolved in CHCl3. In general, the band profile
of the Phe compound represents the shape of the analogous
bands of all the ureido sugar derivatives investigated.


For the assignment of the NH signals observed in the
ureido sugar derivatives, we recorded the spectra of an un-
equally substituted urea, the N-(3,4-dichlorphenyl)ureido-
N9-(20-phenyl)acetic acid ethyl ester. As shown in the
Figure 5, our model, compound only exhibits a symmetrical
signal at 3432 cm21. Thus, in the ureido sugars both NH


Table 2. Net charges at the N and H atoms as found by AM1 calculations and the 1H
chemical shifts of the NH functions


Charges on Charges on 1H chemical
shifta at


Substance N-1 H at N-1-H N-3 H at N-3-H N-1-H N-3-H


L-Ala 20·3717 0·2430 20·3594 0·2270 4·47 5·29
L-Val 20·3834 0·2416 20·3908 0·2303 4·53 5·70


a Ref. 8.


Figure 1. Intensity changes of the NH protons in the ureido sugar
with L-Val residue during the exchange reaction (monitored by 1H


NMR)


Table 3. Rate constants for the H–D exchange at the NH groups of the ureido sugars


Rate constant k1 (min21) at N-1 Rate constant k3 (min21) at N-3
Substance (N-1 linked to the sugar residue) (N-3 linked to the amino acid residue)


Gly 2·1 31022 1531023


L-Ala 2·5 31022 5·1 31023


L-Leu 1·6831022 3·3131023


L-Val 0·8631022 2·9 31023
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Figure 2. One possible conformation of N-(3,4,6-tri-O-acetyl-2-deoxy-b-D-glucopyranoside)-N9-carbamoyl-L-valyl ethyl ester showing the C7


and C5 associated rings


Figure 3. Open conformation of N-(3,4,6-tri-O-acetyl-2-deoxy-b-D-glucopyranoside)-N9-carbamoyl-Lvalyl ethyl ester. The hydrogen bond
between N-1-H and the acetyl function at the C-6 atom of the glycopyranoside cannot be formed
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groups should not cause different NH bands. Additionally,
N-(3,4-dichlorphenyl)-ureido-N9-(20-phenyl)acetic acid
ethyl ester does not show any tendency to form intra- or
intermolecular hydrogen bonds if used at the same concen-
tration as the sugar derivatives. Hence the NH groups are
not sufficiently acidic for the formation of strong hydrogen
bonds. Therefore, the asymmetric band profile is rather due
to the overlapping of different NH species.


The best fitting results can be obtained by using three
absorption bands contributing to the observed band shape.
Table 4 summarizes the positions and the intensity ratios of
the fitting results.


As the comparison with literature data on protected
amino acid and dipeptide derivatives has shown, the signals
at 3454, 3423 and 3355 cm21 should be assigned to the free
and the intramolecularly C5 and C7 associated NH functions,
respectively.6,16 Intermolecular association can be excluded
from concentration-dependent measurements of the care-
fully dried samples. Also, the partial deuteration of the L-Val
and L-Phe compounds leads to a similar band profile in the
ND region (Figure 6).


Table 5 summarizes the temperature dependence of the
NH signals for selected compounds, and demonstrates that
the temperature effect is in general very small, indicating
that we have indeed only free and intramolecularly


associated NH species. As expected, the shift of the NH (C5)
and NH (C7) signals is larger than that for NH (free). Hence,
the increasing flexibility of the backbone with increasing
temperature takes effect here. In some cases (L-Ala, L-Val
and Gly), another less intense band occurs at lower
wavenumbers (ca 3308 cm21) at low temperatures, which
should be due to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds.


The NIR spectrum of the L-Phe compound dissolved in
chloroform presents one asymmetrical signal, in which the
overlapping signals, which were analyzed after peak fitting,
are separated by 52 cm21. In the MIR region the difference
between the free NH and the C5 NH band position was
determined as 31 cm21. Considering the anharmonic oscil-
lator model for vibrations, this value is reasonable. A C7


signal cannot be observed in the NIR region. This behavior
is not unexpected because the absorption coefficient of a C7


NH harmonic is low and comparable to those of inter-
molecular NH associates bands.


It is well known that protons in hydrogen bonds are
activated for reaction. The extent of activation increases
with increasing hydrogen bond enthalpy and, using the
Badger–Bauer rule,17 with increasing shift of the associated
NH band in the IR spectra. Therefore, we have to expect
higher H–D exchange rates at the N-1 atom, which is


Figure 4. IR spectrum of the IR region of ureido sugars with Gly, L-Val and L-Phe residues
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involved in a C7 hydrogen bond, than at the N-3 atom in the
C5 associate; the latter also exhibits a lower bathochromic
shift of the associated NH band in the IR spectra. This
means, considering the hydrogen bond formation, that the
principal differences in the exchange rate can be under-
stood. To a certain extent steric hindrance due to the
different bulkiness of the residue R may be an explanation
for the differences in the exchange rate comparing the same
nitrogen atom in different compounds. However, steric
hindrance by the residue R does not influence the two NHs


in the same manner owing to their positions. Therefore, in
the discussion of the results, steric influences and hydrogen
bonding have to be considered as overlapping effects. The
remaining problem, however, is the interpretation of the
behavior of the L-Val compound.


As can be seen from the NH intensity tratios in Table 4
and Figure 2, the non-congruent behavior of the L-Val
compound persists also in the IR spectra. From the shift of
the NH (C7) signal with respect to the position of the NH
(free) band and from the intensity ratios it can be deduced


Figure 5. IR spectrum of the NH region of N(3,4-dichlorphenyl)-ureido-N9-(20-phenyl)acetic acid ethyl ester dissolved in chloroform.


Table 4. Positions (in cm21) and ratios of the separated NH bands at 20°C obtained
from peak fitting


Substance NH (free) NH (C5) NH (C7)
a NH (free):NH (C5) NH (C7)


Gly 3454 3424 3372 3·30 1·21
L-Ala 3454 3423 3391 7·58 1·80
L-Val 3455 3420 3355 5·70 3·91
L-Leu 3454 3423 3393 8·06 2·00
L-Ile 3454 3423 3386 7·48 1·20
L-Phe 3453 3423 3395 5·47 1·82
D-Val 3454 3421 3373 1·63 0·86


a This band is independent on concentration.
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that the L-Val compound forms the stronger C7 associated
rings to a greater extent than the other ureido sugar
derivatives. Keeping in mind that the intensity given in the
fifth column of Table 4 is a sum function of intensities of
two different NH absorptions, whereas the values in the
sixth and seventh columns are ratios of the band intensity of
only one NH function, the data for the L-Val compound will
be lower than given in the table; because of the large
amount of N-1-H groups involved in a C7 hydrogen bond,
only a low concentration of this function adds to the


intensity of the free NH signal. Therefore, compounds with
L-Val and Gly excluded, the NH (C5):NH (free) ratios are
almost equal for all L-substances. Hence, the equilibrium
between five-membered associated rings and non-associated
molecules is nearly independent of the amino acid residue in
those cases.


However, the NH (C5):NH (free) ratio calculated for Gly
indicates a larger amount of free NH groups and, therefore,
a lower tendency for the intramolecular formation of C5


rings. Additionally, Table 3 shows the largest H–D exchange
rate at the N-3 of the Gly compound compared with the
equivalent position in the other compounds. This may be
taken as evidence of the importance of unhindered accessi-
bility for the increase in the reaction rate compared with NH
activation by hydrogen bonding. We have to admit that in
our interpretation all other L-compounds (except L-Val)
possess more or less the same hindrance to perform this
exchange. In the case of L-Val we might have a steric
situation which may be described by a key–lock relation-
ship. We assume that a conformation which strongly prefers
the C7 ring is stabilized. The compound bearing the D-Val
residue cannot be used for the comparison without limita-
tions, because in this diastereoisomer the intramolecular
interactions might be seriously altered.


The search for the reasons for these differences might be


Figure 6. IR spectrum of the ND region of partially deuterated ureido sugars with L-Val and L-Phe residues


Table 5. Dn/DT of the different NH bands (in cm21/K21) calculated
from the positions of the NH bands at 30 and 230°C (after peak-


fitting)


Substance Dn/DT of Dn/DT of Dn/DT of
NH (free) NH (C5) NH (C7)


Gly 21·731023 41·731023 31·231022


LAla –a 1·031023 10·731023


L-Val 31·431023 60·431023 47·831023


D-Val 7·231023 13·031023 7·931023


aIntensity of the NH (free) is very low at 230°C.
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focused on steric problems; further NMR and IR studies on
these compounds are in progress.
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Based on MD simulations, the structures of Eu3+ and EuCl3 complexes of bipyridine-substituted calixarenes in different
environments (in vacuo and in acetonitrile and water solutions) were modelled. The data account for the differences in
their luminescence properties. The role of the calixarene platform, preorganization of the ligands, and an explicit
account of counterions in different environments are analysed. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The search for synthetic ligands able to complex metal ions
has played a central role in supramolecular chemistry and in
related theoretical investigations. Indeed, in the late 1960s,
when the first experimental studies on crown ether and
cryptand complexes were carried out, quantum chemists
introduced the ‘supermolecule approach’ to calculate the
interaction energy between small ions and molecules
mimicking the binding sites of ionophores.1 Based on
energy component analysis,2–4 this energy was dissected into
components such as electrostatic, charge transfer and
polarization. The many studies on alkali metal cation
complexes allowed a detailed analysis of the energy and
structural basis of their recognition in the gas phase and in
solution.5


The trivalent M3+ lanthanide cations also display essen-
tially non-covalent and non-directional coordination to the
surrounding ligands, because their f n electrons are shielded
by outer filled s and p orbitals. Compared with conventional
ligand transition metal complexes, their complexes display
versatile coordination numbers mostly controlled by steric
interactions in their first coordination sphere. In this paper,
we focus on structural features on a series of M3+


complexes involving bipyridine ligands as putative binding
sites, in relation to their luminescence properties.


Their luminescence involves a light conversion process


starting with light absorption by a metal ligand, followed by
energy transfer to the metal ion which is the light emitter
(‘antenna effect’).6, 7 Significant luminescence requires the
formation of a relatively stable complex and in chromo-
phoric groups efficient in promoting the ‘antenna effect,’ in
their spatial proximity to the complexed cation, in the
controlled degree of cation shielding from the solvent
molecules, involving possible counterion effects. For
instance, cryptand-type ligands containing 2,29-bipyridine
combine the shielding effect upon complexation and the
sensitizer ‘antenna’ moiety of the bipyridine groups.8–10


Crystal structures of these Eu3+ and Tb3+ cryptates are
consistent with the ‘antenna effect:’11 the cation is encapsu-
lated inside the cavity of ligand, and makes short contacts
(from 2·55 to 2·90 Å) with the eight Npyridine atoms. Its
coordination sphere is completed by two Cl2 anions, or by
one Cl2 and one H2O molecule. This is consistent with
photophysical studies in aqueous solution which indicate
that Eu3+ remains in average accessible to about 2·5 H2O
molecules.12


Functionalized calixarenes can also complex luminescent
trivalent cations. For instance, sensitizer-modified calix-
[4]arenes have been studied and the quantum yield
significantly improved when the calixarene skeleton was
functionalized at the upper rim with phenyl groups.13


Calixarene derivatives with three carboxylic esters or three
acid groups and one aromatic sensitizer group such as
triphenylene allow for the excitation of both Eu3+ and Tb3+


at long wavelengths.14


In the present work we focused on calix[4]arenes
functionalized by 2,29-bipyridine units (Figure 1). Two


* Correspondence to: G. Wipff.
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extreme examples are represented by LIGI and LIGII
(Figure 1), which possess a similar calixarene platform in
the cone conformation and four bipyridines, attached at the
5,59- and 6,69-positions, respectively. The upper rim of LIGI
is substituted by four tert-butyl groups, whereas that of
LIGII is unsubstituted, but these groups are remote from the
bipyridine potential binding sites and are therefore expected
to have minor effect on the luminescence properties.


Although the unsubstituted 2,29-bypiridines are known to


chelate lanthanide ions in acetonitrile solution,15 LIGI and
LIGII complexes display very different luminescence
properties. The luminescence quantum yield, F, of the
complex of LIGI with Eu3+ is high (F=16%), whereas the
corresponding value for LIGII is very low (F<1%).16 On
the other hand, for LIGIV (Figure 1), which differs from
LIGI by one additional calix[4]arene platform, no lumines-
cence could be observed.17 It is not clear whether this is due
to the instability of this complex or to other reasons. The


Figure 1. Ligands LIGI–LIGIV with atomic symbols used in tables
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lack of x-ray structure data on these lanthanide complexes
was the impetus for this study.


Computer modelling can contribute to elucidating the
structure of the complex. Molecular mechanics studies in
the gas phase have been reported on lanthanide complexes
with macrocylic ligands.18 Solvation, however, plays a
major role in the conformation of the free ligands and in the
structure and nature of the complexes. It can be accounted
for by molecular dynamics simulations.19 Following the first
studies in aqueous solutions, non-aqueous solvents such as
methanol, acetonitrile and chloroform have been con-
sidered. As far as M3+ ion complexes are concerned, early
studies in water have been reported with aminopolycarbox-
ylate ligands.20 Other simulations on the  Eu3+ 222 cryptate
in water21 and in acetonitrile22, 23 showed that the complexed
cation is not fully shielded by the ligand, but coordinated to
about four solvent molecules, in agreement with experi-
ment. The calculated coordination number for the free Eu3+


cation21 was also in agreement with experiment. Simula-
tions on free lanthanide(III) cations24–26 or their LCl3 salts27


in pure water have been reported. The role of counterions in
complexes was studied computationally with a comparison
of the EuCl3 and EuF3 222 cryptates in water and
acetonitrile.28 The nature of the uncomplexed ion pairs was
shown also to be very solvent dependent. With p-tert-
butylcalix[4]arene-tetraamide as ligand, the Eu3+ complex
was calculated to be stable in acetonitrile but not in
water.23, 29 It was stressed that counterions, not considered in
the calculations, play an important role in the nature and
stability of the complexes. Following these studies, van
Veggel30 simulated Eu3+ complexes of calix[4]arene deriva-
tives and a bislariat diazacrown ether in methanol. His
results were consistent with the experimental luminescence
data.


Here, we report calculations on ligands LIGI–LIGV free
and complexed with EuCl3 in different environments (in
vacuo and in acetonitrile and water), with and without Cl2


counterions, in order to investigate the relationship between
their structural and luminescence properties. Although
luminescence data have been reported for ligands LIGI and
LIGII only, we modelled the related LIGIII–V ligands for
the purpose of comparison. LIGIII, an assembly of four
independent bipyridine units, is referred to in the following
as a ‘ligand’ for consistency and simplicity.


We first consider the free ligands in vacuo and immersed
in a bath of explicit acetonitrile molecules to address the
question of their preorganization, i.e. to what extent they
remain conformationally close to the complexed molecules.
In preorganized forms, the bipyridine arms should be more
or less parallel to the C4 symmetry axis of the calixarene
framework, and adopt a converging orientation of the
Npyridine atoms (cis bipyridines). Two extreme situations in
terms of preorganization are represented by LIGIII and
LIGIV. The former lacks any anchoring platform to hold
together the four bipyridines whereas in the latter two
calixarene platforms maintain the bipyridine arms together,
delineating a pseudo-cavity.


We then focus on the complexes with Eu3+ and EuCl3 in
order to characterize the different binding modes of the
ligands and to compare their encapsulating and shielding
capacities. Their structures and stabilities are discussed as a
function of the calixarene platform (compare the EuCl3


complexes of LIGI or LIGII with LIGIII and LIGIV). Thus,
the four independent bipyridines of LIGIII are free to wrap
around the cation whereas LIGIV is rigidified by the two
calix[4]arenes. Another question concerns the optimum
number of bipyridines to be attached to the calixarene
platform. This led us to simulate in acetonitrile the EuCl3


complex of LIGV, with two bipyridine arms only, to be
compared with the complex of LIGI.


As the Eu3+ –solvent attractions compete with the Eu3+ –
ligand attractions, the solvation effect can be assessed by
comparing results in vacuo (as a reference state) and in
acetonitrile and water solutions. In vacuo the only hindrance
for bipyridines to converge to Eu3+ is due to topoligical and
steric constraints of the ligand. Acetonitrile is often used as
a solvent in experimental studies of lanthanide complexes.
Although the studied ligands are not water soluble, we
decided to simulate the complexes in water because water is
among the most efficient solvent competitors against cation
complexation. Furthermore, in water-containing acetonitrile
solution, some water molecules might coordinate the
complexed Eu3+ ion and quench its luminescence.


Another matter of interest concerns the role of counter-
ions in the structure and luminescence of the complexes.
Experimental studies have shown that lanthanide(III) ions
may form intimate ion pairs with the counterions, especially
in poorly coordinating solvents.31 The anion size, shape and
polarizability may be discriminant in the balance of
competing cation–anion and anion–solvent interactions. In
this study, we selected Cl2 as a counterion because it is
often used experimentally with lanthanide complexes.16, 32


As shown for Eu3+ 222 cryptates in acetonitrile solution,28


they compete strongly with the ligand binding to the cation.
It is therefore likely that if we find no direct Cl2


coordination to Eu3+ , other bulkier and softer anions also
would not bind.


EXPERIMENTAL


The calculations were performed with the AMBER4.0
package for MM and MD simulations33 using the AMBER
force field.34, 35 One key feature was the non-covalent
representation of the Eu3+ cation, as done in simulations on
alkali or alkaline earth metal cation complexes in solution.36


Although some force fields use a covalent representation of
the cation–ligand binding,37, 38 we preferred to allow for
dynamic exchanges within the M3+ coordination sphere, as
a result of the competition between the ligand, solvent
molecules and counterions. The non-covalent interactions
were depicted by a 1–6–12 potential, where the electro-
statics are approximated by coulombic interactions without
an explicit polarization term. The van der Waals « and R*
parameters for Eu3+ were the same as in Ref. 23. For Cl2 ,
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« and R* were taken from Ref. 21. All atomic charges are
reported in Charts SI and II (Supplementary material;
available from the authors on request). Those of the
bipyridine moiety were taken from previous studies on
helicates,39 which are oligobipyridine ligands forming
helices around encapsulated metal ions.40, 41 With these
charges, a molecular mechanics calculation on the
2,29-bipyridine cis–trans energy difference (8·6 kcal mol21)
is found to be similar to the ab initio-calculated vlaue
(7·3 kcal mol).42 The charges on the calix[4]arene moiety
were taken from Fischer et al.43


The acetonitrile and water molecules were represented
with a three-point model, with OPLS44 and TIP3P parame-
ters, respectively, derived by Jorgensen et al.45 from Monte
Carlo simulations on the pure liquids. The solvents were
explicitly represented by a cubic box about 30 Å in length,
using periodic boundary conditions. A residue-based cut-off
of 10 Å was used for non-bonded interactions.


The system was coupled to a temperature bath46 at 300 K
with a coupling constant tT =0·1 ps. The equations of
motion were integrated using a time step of 1 fs, starting
with random velocities. The bonds with hydrogen atoms
and those of solvent molecules were kept rigid using the
SHAKE method.47 After a conjugate gradient energy
minimization (with a root mean square deviation on the
energy of <0·5 kcal mol21), MD simulations were run first
for 20 ps with the BELLY option33 in order allow the
solvent to reorganize around the solute kept rigid. This was
followed by free MD simulations of 100 ps for the free
ligands and for the water simulations, and of 200 ps for the
complexes in vacuo and in acetonitrile solution.


All the starting structures were model built and mini-
mized in vacuo. The Eu3+ ion was initially placed
equidistant from the eight bipyridine nitrogen atoms.
Counterions were added at a distance of 6–7 Å from Eu3+ ,
in a plane perpendicular to the C4 symmetry axis. In all
cases, structures obtained after 200 ps of MD in vacuo were
used as starting structures for the simulations in solution.
The only exception concerns the LIGII–EuCl3 complex (see
below). For the LIGIII–EuCl3 complex, two initial locations
of counterions were considered, LIGIIIeq with the three Cl2


ions in the ‘equatorial plane’(i.e. perpendicular to the C4


axis), and LIGIIIax with one Cl2 moved to an ‘axial’
position.


The analysis of the trajectories was performed with MDS
software48 from the trajectories which were saved every
0.2 ps.


RESULTS


In this section, we present the structures of the free ligands,
followed by their EuCl3 and Eu3+ complexes in the gas
phase and in acetonitrile and water solutions. The results
most relevant to the luminescence experiments concern the
EuCl3 complexes of LIGI and LIGII. A summary of the final
coordination numbers of Eu3+ is given in Table 2.


Conformation of the free ligands


The simulations of the free ligands started with the
conformers ‘organized’ for complexation, i.e. where the
bipyridines converge to the centre of the pseudo-cavity. The
structures were obtained from the gas-phase model-built
Eu3+ complexes in which the cation was removed.


We characterize the overall conformational flexibility by
the fluctuations of opposite Ct–Ct distances, of dihedral
angles CA–OS–CT–CA and by the frequency of cis–trans
interconversions. The behaviour of the ligands I–IV in the
examined environments is very different. The degree of
preorganization that we observe follows in general the
sequence LIGIV>LIGI>LIGII>LIGIII. In the most rigid
LIGIV ligand, the only noticeable motions concern frequent
cis–trans interconversions within each bipyridine unit, and
oscillations of the cone of the calixarenes, as found in
related systems.20, 29 Such motions do not seem sufficient to
open the bipyridine cavity and to provide an easy path for
cation inclusion therein.


The ‘bipyridine cage’ (Figure 2) of LIGI retains more or
less its initial closed form in the gas phase and in
acetonitrile, with only three bipyridine arms remaining cis
and axial while the fourth one relaxes to a trans conforma-
tion. As the simulation time may be too short to allow
conformational changes in acetonitrile, we rerun 200 ps of
MD starting with an ‘open’ arrangement of the four
bipyridine arms of LIGI. In acetonitrile solution the two
forms have similar average intrinsic energies. However, the
open form has larger interactions with the solvent than the
closed one (2204 and 2179 kcal mol21, respectively), and
should therefore be more populated. As a result, in
acetonitrile, the ligand LIGI is not preorganized as far as the
precise orientation of binding sites is concerned.


LIGII cannot be preorganized either in any environment
(Fig. 2). Its bipyridines cannot form a cage since, as will be
discussed later, this ligand is not able to wrap around the
Eu3+ ion. One bipyridine adopts a trans conformation and
the ‘cage’ is more open in water than in acetonitrile. In fact,
in water one arm is totally bent in a perpendicular
arrangement with respect to the calixarene C4 symmetry
axis.


The four bipyridines of LIGIII, not topologically linked
together, dissociate after a few ps in all the studied
environments. In vacuo, as in acetonitrile and water, two
bipyridines remain first in close proximity, but dissociate
later.


In water all ligands are in general less ‘organized’ than in
acetonitrile solution (Fig. 2) because the Npyridine atoms are
attracted by water, leading to frequent cis–trans inter-
conversions of the bipyridines. A second water effect is the
tendency to fill the bipyridine cavity, which therefore opens.
For example, in the case of LIGII, there are two water
molecules within 3·5 Å of the centre of mass of the Npyridine


atoms, whereas in acetonitrile there are no solvent mole-
cules within 7·0 Å from the centre.


It could be expected that the formation of a cage with the
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Figure 2. Free ligands. Snapshots after 120 ps of simulation in different environments
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four bipyridines requires some repulsion between these
ligands to be taken into account. This is not the case.
Indeed, in LIGIV where this cage is most compact, the
interaction energy of each bipyridine with the three others is
attractive (from about 218 to 211 kcal mol21 in vacuo
and in acetonitrile; Table 1), mostly owing to the van der
Waals contribution. In other compact arrangements, such as
in LIGI, these values are also attractive in vacuo and in
acetonitrile. In water, some bipyridine–bipyridine inter-
actions become repulsive, presumably because the
orientation becomes driven by the solvation of the N atoms
(see LIGI and LIGIII, Figure 2 and Table1).


Thus, to summarize, the different luminescence proper-
ties of LIGI and LIGII complexes cannot be related to
differences in the preorganization of the free ligands. This is
why the other free ligands have not been simulated in
solution.


Eu3+ and EuCl3 complexes of
calix[4]arene(bipyridine)4: comparison of LIGI and
LIGII


In this section, we describe the LIGI and LIGII complexes,
i.e. with two hosts containing the calix[4]arene(bipyridine)4


framework. We mostly focus on the modulation of the
LIGI–Eu3+ structure as a function of the environment and of
the counterions.


Typical structures are shown in Figure 3. In Table 2 we
report the total coordination number CN of the complexed
Eu3+ in the different environments. The average distances
betweenEu3+ and the Npyridine and Cl2 atoms are given in
Table S-III (Supplementary material). In the case of late
structural changes, these average distances may differ from
the final ones. In these cases, we refer to distances at the end
of simulations.


Structural parameters describing the shape of the bipyr-
idine cage for LIGI, LIGIII and LIGIV complexes with
EuCl3 are reported in Table S-IV (Supplementary material).
In the following, in order briefly to characterize the number


n of bipyridine ‘branches’ involved in the cation coordina-
tion, we refer to ‘n-branched’ complexes.


LIGI complexes with Eu3+ and EuCl3


LIGI is a good ligand for Eu3+ or EuCl3, with different
patterns depending on the environment. First, in the gas
phase and in acetonitrile solution, it is clear that the four
bipyridines of LIGI are able to wrap around Eu3+ when no
counterions compete with the ligand, with eight Eu3+ –N
short distances (from 2·2 to 2·6 Å in the gas phase and in
acetonitrile), giving rise to a coordination number of 8.
When Cl2 counterions are added in the simulation, initially
at about 3·5 Å from Eu3+ , one of them becomes coordinated
directly to Eu3+ in vacuo as in acetonitrile (at 2·4 Å), while
the two others are remote (at 5·2 and 7·3 Å in vacuo, 7·4 and
8·1 Å in acetonitrile). As a result of the hindrance due to the
bound Cl2 , one of the four bipyridine arms loses com-
pletely the Eu3+ coordination (N–Eu3+ >5 Å), while two
arms remain bidentate (Eu3+ –N at about 2·2 Å), and another
one loosely bidentate (N–Eu3+ at 2·2 and 3·2 Å). These
LIGI–EuCl3 complexes are very similar in acetonitrile and
in vacuo.


The energy component analysis fully supports these
structural data. The average values obtained in acetonitrile
are reported in Table 3. They show that the large Eu3+ –LIGI
attraction energy stems mostly from the four bipyridine
arms (about 96% without and with Cl2 counterions). In the
absence of anions, each of the four bipyridines interacts to
a similar, but not identical extent with Eu3+ (from 2177 to
2205 kcal mol2 ), indicating some deviation from the
fourfold symmetry of the complex. However, in the
presence of Cl2 anions, the interactions of Eu3+ with the
bipyridines of LIGI become much less attractive (by about
120 kcal mol21) because the bipyridine remote from Eu3+


interacts weakly (about 230 kcal mol21 versus 2150 to
200 kcal mol21 for the other bipyridines).


There are important interactions between the acetonitrile
solvent and the complex (2258 and 2194 kcal mol21,
with Eu3+ and EuCl3 complexes respectively). Those attrac-


Table 1. Average interaction energies (kcal mol2 ) for the free ligands in different environmentsa


Gas phase Acetonitrile Water


Energy LIGI LIGII LIGIIIb LIGIV LIGI LIGII LIGIIIb LIGIV LIGI LIGII LIGIII


E(1/2+3+4) 217·6 25·0 0·0 212·6 214·5 24·7 20·9 213·5 25·6 22·7 21·2
E(2/1+3+4) 214·6 28·6 0·0 218·4 214·6 212·8 216·6 218·0 7·5 1·2 0·1
E(3/1+2+4) 213·7 212·5 218·7 212·0 213·0 25·2 214·8 212·8 10·4 2·8 0·0
E (4/1+2+3) 224·1 25·0 218·7 211·7 212·0 212·3 26·7 212·2 2·4 23·3 21·5
(bpy)4–solvc – – – – 292·0 2115·5 2129·2 2276·8 2164·2 2222·4


a E(i/j+k+l) is the interaction energy of the branch i with the branches j, k, l. The averages are taken over 100 ps.
b For this ligand there are only two bipyridines in close contact. The other two are completely separated.
c Interaction energy (kcal mol21) of the four bipyridine branches with the solvent.
Statistical fluctuations are between 1·0 and 4·0 kcal mol21 for the E(i/j+k+l) contributions and about 3·0 kcal mol21 for the (byp)4–solv
contributions.
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Figure 3. Complexes with EuCl3 and Eu3+ in different environments. Snapshots after 220 ps of simulation in the gas phase and in acetonitrile and after 120 ps
of simulation in water. The Cl2 ions are drawn as dark circles
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tions come from charge–dipole interaction with one MeCN
molecule which sits inside the cone of LIGI, pointing its N
atom towards the cation (Figure 3) and from medium- and
long-range Eu3+ –acetonitrile interactions. As the counter-
ions added in the simulation remove some solvent
molecules and prevent an optimal orientation of their
dipoles with respect to Eu3+ , the EuCl3 complex interacts
less with acetonitrile than does the Eu3+ complex. On the
other hand, the ligand LIGI itself, more open and accessible
to the solvent in the EuCl3 complex than in the Eu3+


complex, is better solvated (LIGI–solvent interactions are
2102 and 255 kcal mol21, respectively). This analysis
thus makes clear that solvation contributes significantly to
the energy balance within these complexes.


In water, the LIGI–Eu3+ complex has, during most of the
simulated time, the four bipyridine arms coordinated to the
cation. However, at about 80 ps, one arm opens (Figure 4),


leaving the three others bound to the cation, with N–Eu3+


distances of 2·3–2·4 Å. Two water molecules complete the
first coordination sphere of Eu3+ .


The most dramatic solvation effect is found in water for
the LIGI–EuCl3 complex, which becomes only ‘two-
branched’, with four water molecules in the first
coordination shell of Eu3+ , giving rise to a total coordina-
tion number of eight. No anion is found at less than 8 Å
from Eu3+ . The other two bipyridines have moved away, at
6–10 Å from Eu3+ , from an axial to equatorial position with
respect to the calixarene C4 axis (Figure 3). In Figure 5 are
reported time evolutions of the N12–Eu3+ distance relative to
one of the two opening bipyridine arms, together with the
interaction energies Ehost–Eu3+ , Ehost–water, and EEu3+–water. When
two bipyridine arms of the ligand open (the N12–Eu3+


distance increases from 3·0 to 8·0 Å), the decrease in Eu3+ –
host interaction (about 150 kcal mol2 ) is more than


Table 2. Coordination numbers of the complexed Eu3+ cation at the end of simulationsa


Gas phase Acetonitrile Water


Eu3+ EuCl3 Eu3+ EuCl3 Eu3+ EuCl3


CN nN CN nN nCl CN nN nS CN nN nCl nS CN nN nS NT nN nCl nS


LIGI 8 8 7 6 1 8 8 0 7 6 1 0 8 6 2 8 4 0 4
LIGII 6 6 3 0 3 6 6 0 6 4 2 0 4 4 0 7–8 0 1 6–7
LIGIII 8 8 7 6 1 8 8 0 8 8 0 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 0
LIGIV 8 8 8 8 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 0
LIGV Not studied Not studied 6 4 2 0 Not studied


a CN=nN +nCl2 +ns, where nN, nCl2 and ns are the contributions of Npyridine, Cl2 anions and
solvent coordinated atoms, respectively.


Table 3. Energy component analysis of complexes in solutiona.


Eu3+ EuCl3


LIGI LIGII LIGIII LIGIVe LIGI LIGII LIGIIIaxf
LIGIIIeqf


LIGIVe LIGV


In acetonitrile:
Eu3+ –Calixb 224 227 – 225; 227 224 220 – – 227; 227 224
Eu3+ –(bpy)4c 2758 2489 2800 2776 2596 2314 2795 2750 2725 2159
Eu3+ –3Cl2d – – – – 2646 2885 2446 2426 2388 2927
Solute–solvent 2258 2346 2266 2143 2194 2196 2168 2199 2269 2149
In water:
Eu3+ –Calixb 225 226 – 223 24 – – 225; 225
Eu3+ –(bpy)4c 2737 2422 2799 2425 221 2799 2799 2782
Eu3+ –3Cl2 – – – 2314 2580 2138 2122 2308
Solute–solvent 2361 2534 2315 21016 21192 2605 2670 2613


a Averages over 200 ps for acetonitrile simulations and over 100 ps for water simulations.
b Interaction energy between Eu3+ and the ligand calixarene fragment.
c Interaction energy between Eu3+ and the four bipyridines.
d Interaction energy between Eu3+ and the three anions.
eFor LIGIV the two numbers are relative to the two calixarene fragments. Statistical fluctuations range from 2 to 5 kcal mol21 for
Eu3+ –Calix and 10–30 kcal mol21 for all the other contributions.
f LIGIIIax and LIGIIIeq represent the two starting structures as described in the Experimental section.
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compensated for by the increased hydration energy of Eu3+


and of the host (about 200 and 80 kcal mol21, respec-
tively).


LIGII ‘complexes’ with Eu3+ and EuCl3


The gas-phase calculations on LIGII–Eu3+ make it clear
that, unlike LIGI, LIGII  is a poor ion binder (see Figure 3
and Table 2).


In the gas phase, only three bipyridines coordinate Eu3+


with Eu3+ –N distances of about 2·3 Å. Two of them are
bound via one N atom only, the second N atom being at
about 3·6 Å from the cation. In the presence of Cl2


counterions, none of the bipyridines binds Eu3+ , because the
three anions make intimate contacts with Eu3+ (at about
2·4 Å). In solution as expected, the complexes are still
weakened. In acetonitrile the Eu3+ complex (no Cl2 ) has
three bipyridines bound to Eu3+ (distances of about 2.3 Å),
and the fourth one at about 5·6–5·8 Å. In the presence of
counterions, two bipyridine arms still bind Eu3+ , while the
other two are repulsed by the two Cl2 anions bound to
Eu3+ .


In water the structure of the LIGII–Eu3+ complex, at the
end of the simulated time, is only ‘two-branched,’ with four
N atoms at about 2·3 Å and the four others at 5·1–5·9 Å
from Eu3+ . The LIGII–EuCl3 complex dissociates com-
pletely. All N–Eu3+ distances range between 7·8 and 13·4 Å.
One Cl2 ion only is in proximity of the Eu3+ cation, at a


distance of 3·0 Å. Thus, although the precise structure and
solvation of the LIGII ‘complexes’ depends on its environ-
ment, it is clear that LIGII cannot complex a cation
properly.


Role of the calix[4]arene platform in organizing four
bipyridine units inthe Eu3+ and EuCl3 complexes.
Comparison of LIGI, LIGIII and LIGIV


As expected, anchoring of the four bipyridine units at the
lower rim of one or two calix[4]arene moieties modifies
strongly the structure and cation surrounding the Eu3+ and
EuCl3 complexes. In this section, we compare the com-


Figure 4. Time evolution plots for the LIGI–Eu3+ complex in
water. (a) N41–Eu3+ and (b) N42–Eu3+ distances relative to the


opening arm


Figure 5. Time evolution plots for the LIGI–EuCl3 complex in
water. (a) N12–Eu3+ distance relative to one of the opening
bipyridine arms. (b–d) Interaction energies, Ehost–Eu3+ , Ehost–solv and
EEu3+–solv, of the ligand with Eu3+ , of the ligand with the solvent and


of Eu3+ with the solvent respectively.
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plexes of LIGI with those of LIGIII and LIGIV, where the
four bipyridines are unconnected and rigidfied by two
anchoring platforms, respectively.


In these complexes, Eu3+ makes short contacts with
seven or eight Npyridine atoms (2·0 to 2·7 Å), and is shielded
from the acetonitrile or water solvent. The only exception,
reported above, is the EuCl3 complex of LIGI, which opens
somewhat in water. There are, however, interesting differ-
ences in the shaping of the (bipyridine)4 fragment,
depending on its conformational freedom and anchoring to
the calixarene moiety. For a given ligand this fragment has
roughly the same shape in vacuo and in solution. Schemat-
ically, it is a distorted truncated cone for LIGI, a regular
cylinder for LIGIV and a twisted cylinder for LIGIII (Figure
6).


In order to quantify some of the ‘cone/cylinder parame-
ters’ of the EuCl3 complexes, we calculated the opposite
Ct–Ct distances (Figure 6 and Table S–IV, Supplementary
material), and the tilt angle v between the cone axis and
each bipyridine ‘axis.’ The cone axis is defined by the line


joining the ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ Ct carbons (Figure 6); the
axis of a given bipyridine joins its Ct(upper) and Ct(lower)


atoms.
The LIGI–EuCl3 complex in acetonitrile has three


opposite Ct–Ct distances between 5.0 and 6.0 Å, and one
more elongated (15·0 Å), giving rise to the distorted
truncated cone, with three v angles between 20° and 60°
and one v angle close to 80°. The same complex behaves
differently in water, as already discussed, and the two
opening arms have v angles of about 80° (Table S-V,
Supplementary material).


The LIGIV complexes are more symmetrical, with the
four Ct–Ct opposite distances of comparable values (about
6.0 Å in the gas phase, acetonitrile and water). The shape of
the bipyridine cage is a regular cylinder (v angles of about
16°). In acetonitrile one solvent molecule resides in each of
the calixaene cavities, pointing the methyl group and the N
atom toward the cation (see Figure 3). In the Eu3+ and EuCl3


complexes, the cation is coordinated at about 2·5 Å to the
eight Npyridine atoms in the gas phase and in solution. The


Figure 6. Schematic representation of the shape of the four-bipyridine cage: distorted truncated cone for LIGI, regular cylinder for LIGIV and
twisted cylinder for LIGIII
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three Cl2 counterions are somewhat more remote from Eu3+


in acetonitrile than in the gas phase (8·1, 8·2 and 5·5 Å). The
cation is shielded fromthe solvent in acetonitrile and in
water.


The unlinked bipyridines of LIGIII have more freedom to
wrap around the cation. Opposite Ct–Ct distances are about
6·0 and 9·0 Å in solution. The general shape of the
bipyridines is a twisted cylinder (Figure 6) with v angles of
about 30°. After 220 ps in vacuo LIGIII–EuCL3 is ‘three-
branched’ because one Cl2 anion binds to Eu3+ . In all the
other simulations however, without or with counterions, the
four bipyridines wrap completely around Eu3+ , with eight
N–Eu3+ distances of 2·30–2·38 Å and no direct coordination
of Cl2 to Eu3+ . In acetonitrile, the two starting structures of
the EuCl3 complex (which differ by the ‘axial’/‘equatorial’
position of one Cl2 ) converge to the same one, where the
three anions are remote from Eu3+ (at 6·6–8·3 Å) which is
bound to the eight N atoms (at 2·25–2·41 Å). LIGIII
therefore provides the optimum surrounding to Eu3+ in the
gas phase and in solution. From the calculations, however,
it is not clear whether the stability of this simulated complex
is of a kinetic or thermodynamic nature.


Given the similar Eu3+ environment of the four ligating
bipyridines in LIGI, LIGIII and LIGIV, it is interesting to
compare the interaction energy between Eu3+ and the
(bipyridine)4 fragment (Table 3) in solution. It is very
attractive and similar for the three ligands in acetonitrile and
water, with or without counterions (500–800 kcal mol21). It
is noteworthy that the attraction is about 25 kcal mol21


larger in LIGIII than in LIGIV, owing to the relaxation of
LIGIII and the rigidity of LIGIV, which does not allow for
optimal interactions with Eu3+ . In the LIGI–EuCl3 complex,
this interaction energy is weaker in all the explored
environments (596 and 425 kcal mol21 in acetonitrile and
water, respectively), because it is ‘three-branched’ in vacuo
and in acetonitrile, and still more open in water, while the
LIGIII and LIGIV complexes are ‘four-branched.’


Number of effective bipyridine arms: are two arms
sufficient to complex Eu3+ ?


In order to clarify the optimum number of bipyridines to be
attached to the calixarene platform to wrap efficiently
around the cation, we studied in acetonitrile the EuCl3


complex of LIGV, which derives from LIGI by substitution
of two opposed bipyridines by two methoxy groups. Thus,
the cation can be bound to, at most, two bipyridine arms. As
can be seen from Figure 3, after 200 ps the cation is still
coordinated to the two bipyridines (at about 2·2 Å) and to
two Cl2 ions (at about 2·4 Å). As the cation is shielded from
solvent, its coordination number is six. Thus two bipyr-
idines seem to be enough to complex Eu3+ , provided that
counterions contribute to cation shielding from the solvent.
In the absence of counterions, solvent molecules would bind
to Eu3+ , assist its decomplexation and quench its lumines-
cence, if any.


Complexes of calix[4]arenes substituted by two


6,69-bipyridines and two amide arms have recently found to
be weakly luminescent.10 In this ligand, the bipyridines are
connected to the calixarene framework as in LIGII, which
has been shown above to be a poor cation binder. We
suggest that substitution by 5,59-bipyridines as in LIGI
would enhance the stability and  luminescence complexes of
these mixed complexed.


CONCLUSIONS


We have presented a theoretical study of Eu3+ complexes of
a series of bipyridine ligands LIGI–LIGV of unknown
structure. These complexes differ in the type and degree of
connectivity to a calix[4]arene platform. They were simu-
lated in different environments in the gas phase and in
acetonitrile and water solutions, without and with counter-
ions. Our results demonstrate the versatility of the
lanthanide ion surrounding, as a result of the competitive
non-covalent interactions between the cation, the ligand, the
counterions and the solvent. In particular, the difference in
luminescence properties of Eu3+ complexes of LIGI com-
pared with LIGII relates to their difference in stabilities and
ion shielding from the solvent.


Our simulations used a pairwise 1–6–12 additive poten-
tial to represent these non-covalent interactions. The
electrostatic interactions are thus represented by a cou-
lombic term, without explicit account of the polarization
and many-body energy components. This is a rough
approximation which hopefully provides the gross structural
features of the system, but will require force field develop-
ments.


For a given ligand, we find that the number of bipyridine
arms coordinated to Eu3+ is similar in the gas phase and in
acetonitrile, but may be less in water, owing to the solvation
of Eu3+ and of the ligand. The number of bipyridines bound
to Eu3+ may depend markedly on the counterions. For
example, ‘four-branched’ (LIGIII, LIGIV), ‘three-
branched’ (LIGI) and ‘two-branched’ (LIGV) complexes
have zero, one and two Cl2 counterions, respectively,
bound to Eu3+ . The loss of Eu3+ –bipyridine attractions is
thus compensated for by the cation–anion attractions in
solution. It is clear that replacement of Cl2 by a smaller
anion such as F2 would favour the anion coordination to the
Eu3+ , whereas more bulky anions would be more remote
from Eu3+ , leading to enhanced interactions and possible
‘antenna effects’ between Eu3+ and the ligand.


The calculated Eu3+ coordination number is eight and is
largest for LIGI, LIGIII and LIGIV in the three environ-
ments explored (Table 2). Nevertheless, the spatial
disposition of the bipyridines is very different in the three
cases. Complexes of LIGI, which are luminescent, are
almost always ‘three-branched’ (Figure 3), suggesting that
three bipyridine arms are probably enough to wrap the
cation efficiently and to allow for the ‘antenna effect.’ This
is supported by experiment: the calix[4]arene derivative
bearing only three 5,59-bipyridine substituents presents a
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luminescence quantum yield very similar to LIGI (F 14 vs
16%).17 This contrasts with LIGII–Eu3+ , which displays a
very weak luminescence, and is calculated here not to be
stable. In fact, in all the ‘complexes’ of LIGII, the Eu3+


cation is more exposed to the solvent and to the counterions,
and loosely bound to the ligand.


The comparison of complexes with LIGIII and LIGIV,
where the cation is surrounded by four bipyridines, reveals
subtle conformational problems. In LIGIII, the four bipyr-
idines adopt an ‘optimum’ arrangement around Eu3+ , and
shield it completely from the solvent and counterions in
solution. On the other hand, the bipyridines of LIGIV,
maintained by the two calixarene platforms, delineate a
rigid cage, which prevents solvent or anion coordination to
the complexed cation. Significant ‘antenna effect’ and
luminescence are thus anticipated with LIGIII and LIGIV
ligands. No related data are available, but presumably for
different reasons. In the absence of an anchoring platform,
the four bipyridines of LIGIII are dissociated and the energy
cost in assembling them may prevent the formation of a
stable complex. Our simulated LIGIII complex would
therefore be thermodynamically unstable. In the case of
LIGIV, the complex should be thermodynamically stable,
but probably involves a too high kinetic energy barrier. The
rigidity of this host prevents solvent and counterion
assistance for the lanthanide diffusion inside the bipyridine
cavity.7 Thus, trapping of the cation during the synthesis of
the ligand, before the cavity is locked, is expected to lead to
a kinetically and thermodynamically stable complex, which
should be luminescent.


In most of the simulated complexes, the presence of
explicit counterions has been found to modify strongly the
coordination pattern of Eu3+ and the overall structure of
complexes. It is therefore anticipated thatthe nature, size,
binding and solvation features of the counterion will
modulate markedly the luminescence properties of the
complexed cation.


Another important result is the different behaviour of
complexes in water compared with acetonitrile solution.
These simulations therefore strongly suggest that when the
acetonitrile solution is not completely dry, traces of water
may compete with the ligands and counterions to bind Eu3+


and quench its luminescence.
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Note Added in Proof


An independent theoretical study, very closely related to
this one, has been performed on Eu(NO3)3 complexes of
calix[4]arene ligands in acetonitrile, reaching similar con-


clusions to those presented here.49 WG would like to thank
the author for this information.
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Density functional theory calculations of multiplet splittings are presented that agree closely with experimental
measurements for six carbenes and six vinylidenes. The calculations are further analyzed to gauge the relative
importance of different factors influencing the stabilities of the different spin and electronic states. In the carbene series,
with halogen substituents, orbital rehybridization effects and charge redistribution effects are large. The magnitude of
p-conjugation (back-bonding) is calculated to be only moderately larger (6–8 kcal mol21) for singlets than for triplets
based on natural bond orbital-derived conjugation energies. In the vinylidene series, substituion effects are primarily
associated with through-space and through-bond inductive stabilization effects, especially hyperconjugation;
p-conjugation effects are found to be small © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Organic molecules having an even number of electrons are
rarely characterized by high-spin ground states.1 Certain
carbenes are an exception to this rule.2,3 A carbene has a
hypovalent, formally neutral carbon atom. Thus, in a Lewis
sense, the carbene carbon has two electrons not involved in
bonding and two non-bonding orbitals into which to place
those electrons (Figure 1). When the electrons reside in the
same orbital, they are necessarily spin-paired, and a closed-
shell singlet electronic state is created. If the electrons
reside one in each non-bonding orbital, the spin multiplicity
may be either triplet or singlet (the latter sometimes called
an open-shell singlet or singlet diradical). Because of
favorable exchange interactions in the triplet not present in
the open-shell singlet, the former state is usually lower in
energy.4


The energy gap between the closed-shell singlet and
triplet states (S–T gap) is critically dependent on the
energetic separation between the two non-bonding orbitals
(hereafter, unless otherwise specified, ‘singlet’ will imply


‘closed-shell singlet’). If that gap is small, Hund’s rule5


applies, and the triplet state is preferred. As the separation
between the two orbitals increases, it eventually outweighs
the greater Coulomb repulsion between the two electrons in
the singlet state, and the latter becomes the ground state.
Methylene (CH2) is the paradigmatic carbene,6–10 and it has
a triplet ground state with an S–T gap of 0·39 eV.11,12 It is
convenient to consider the effects of substituents on the
orbital energy separation for a given carbene as a perturba-
tion on the methylene system.


Substituents can modify the orbital energies in two
related ways. First, there may be one or more conjugative or
hyperconjugative stabilizing interactions between filled
orbitals on the substituent and an empty orbital on the
carbene (or vice versa). For example, the conjugation of
aligned nitrogen lone pair orbitals with an empty carbon p
orbital at the carbene center rationalizes the remarkable
stability of substituted singlet diaminocarbenes.13–15 Simi-
larly, conjugative interactions with an extended p-system,
for instance, can be stabilizing by permitting substantial
delocalization of charge. Although, this latter effect can be
very important in nitrenium cations (which are isoelectronic
to carbenes), it is less clear that it will play much of a role
in neutral carbenes.16–19


The second manner in which substituents can affect the
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energetic separation between the formally non-bonding
orbitals is by changing the orbital hybridizations at the
carbene carbon. This effect may arise either from electro-
negativity differences between the carbene carbon and its
substituents, or from geometric constraints placed on the
carbene valence angle. Thus, for example, the carbene
carbon might be expected to reduce its s character in a
bonding orbital to fluorine and provide a corresponding
increase in s character to its other in-plane orbitals (an
electronegativity effect—this effect includes an increase in
splitting between the carbon 2s and 2p orbitals as partial
positive charge builds up on the carbon atom20). Alter-
natively, two bulky substituents will require a larger valence
angle at the carbene center in order to reduce steric
repulsion, and to maintain good overlap the carbene carbon
will have to devote additional s character to its bonding
orbitals at the expense of the in-plane non-bonding orbital.


Obviously, it is not possible to quantify rigorously the
various effects described above, since the total energy
separating the two states is the only physical observable.
However, by various analyses of predicted molecular
geometries and electronic structures within a related series
of carbenes at an appropriate level of theory, it is possible to
rationalize qualitatively the relative importance of these
interactions for a given set of substituent groups. An
improved understanding of substituent effects may be useful
both for understanding carbene reactivities in organic


reactions3,21 and for the design of stable carbenes having
either high- or low-spin ground states.1 Goddard and co-
workers22–24 have been particularly active in the area of
developing predictive models and have suggested certain
simple, empirically-corrected computational approaches to
estimate S–T gaps, particularly for halo-substituted car-
benes.24


We report here density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions for a number of structurally related carbenes for which
very high quality experimental S–T gaps are available,
specifically CH2,


11,22–34 CHF,22–25,30,35–39 CHCl,22–25,30,36,39–41


CHBr,24,25,36,39,40 CHI,24,36,39,42 CF2,
22–25,29,30,36,43,44 the vinyli-


denes H2C=C,45–50 HFC=C,51,52 F2C=C,51


tert-butylvinylidene,53 vinylvinylidene54 and propadienyli-
dene H2C=C=C44,55–63 (in several instances, prior
theoretical studies have also been reported). Our approach is
to gauge the quality of the calculations by comparison with
the experimentally measured multiplet splitting, and to
analyze suitable calculations in order to elucidate the effects
of substitution and/or incorporation of the hypovalent
carbon atom into a formal multiple bond by conjugation. All
of the vinylidenes (including propadienylidene) have two
symmetry-distinct triplet states of similar energy, one
corresponding to an nC→pC promotion from the singlet, and
one corresponding to a pCC→pC promotion from the singlet
(Figure 1). The differential sensitivities to substitution of
these two triplets can provide additional insight into the


Figure 1. Orbital occupation, orbital labels and electronic state symmetries for the different carbenes and vinylidenes discussed in this paper.
The singlet carbene in brackets represents a configuration that can mix into the ground state singlet to varying degrees, depending on
substitution. Such mixing of excited configurations can also occur for all of the other species in this figure, but the effect is probably largest


for singlet carbenes
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physics underlying the substituent effects in the vinylidene
systems. To further our analysis in all of these systems, we
will make extensive use of natural bond orbital (NBO)
methods for quantifying conjugation energies and orbital
hybridizations.64–66


DFT has proven to be an extremely useful tool for other
carbenes and isoelectronic systems.13,17,18,29,33,42,67–76 The
accuracy of various DFT functionals in the prediction of
S–T gaps appears to derive from their ability to account for
important non-dynamic correlation effects in the hypovalent
systems (that is, the extent to which multiple configurations
having the same state symmetry mix into the final state
representation; see Figure 1). DFT, by construction, also
accounts for dynamic correlation effects in an approximate
fashion, and accomplishes all of this within what amounts to
a single-determinant formalism. This stands in contrast to
Hartree–Fock theory, another single-determinant formalism,
which cannot be used for the estimation of S–T gaps in
carbenes because of its failure to account for these
important electron correlation effects. Within the context of
a molecular orbital approach, multiconfiguration self-
consistent-field (MCSCF) methods are required for useful
accuracy, and this level of theory also finds some applica-
tion in this paper.


THEORETICAL METHODS


Molecular structures were optimized at the DFT level using
two different functionals. The first, referred to as BLYP,
combines Becke’s gradient-corrected exchange functional77


with the gradient-corrected correlation functional developed
by Lee et al.78 The second functional, referred to as
BVWN5, also makes use of Becke’s gradient-corrected
exchange functional, in this case combined with the local
correlation functional of Vosko et al.79 The key difference
between these two is that BLYP employs a gradient-
corrected correlation functional while BVWN5 has a
simpler spin-density dependence for the correlation energy.


Optimizations were performed using the correlation-
consistent polarized valence triple-j (cc-pVTZ) basis set80


except for HCBr, HCI and tert-butylvinylidene. Calcula-
tions for the former two molecules employed the
correlation-consistent polarized valence double-j (cc-
pVDZ) basis set of Dunning80 for H and C and the double-j
effective core potential (ECP) basis of Hay and Wadt81–83 for
Br and I. Russo et al.84 have shown such ECP basis sets to
be useful for DFT calculations even though they were not
designed for use with that level of theory. For vinylvinyli-
dene, optimization was performed only with the BVWN5
functional; the BLYP level predicts the hydrogen migration
to form vinylacetylene to proceed without barrier. For tert-
butylvinylidene, geometries were optimized using the
STO-3G basis set85 since DFT calculations with more
complete basis sets predicted hydrogen migration to form
tert-butylacetylene to proceed without barrier; subsequent
energy calculations were performed using the correlation-
consistent polarized valence triple-j (cc-pVTZ) basis set.80


All structures were verified as local minima by inspection of
calculated analytical force constants. These frequencies
were also used to calculate zero-point vibrational energies,
and all reported multiplet splittings include zero-point
corrections (i.e. they correspond to DT0 measurements).


For vinylidene, we also carried out geometry optimiza-
tions at the MCSCF level, using the cc-pVDZ basis set and
taking the entire valence space as the active space (ten
electrons/ten orbitals). Similar calculations were carried out
for methylene, where the full valence space is six electrons/
six orbitals. All MCSCF calculations were of the complete
active space (CAS) variety.86


Coupled cluster87,88 energies including all single and
double excitations together with a perturbative estimate for
triples, CCSD(T), were calculated for the BLYP and
BVWN5 geometries of singlet mono- and difluorovinyli-
dene.


The BLYP densities were further analyzed using the
NBO approach of Reed and co-workers.64–66 The NBO
formalism calculates (hyper)conjugative stabilization ener-
gies by second-order perturbation theory analysis of
off-diagonal Kohn–Sham matrix elements corresponding to
filled and empty orbitals in the NBO basis. NBO analysis
was originally developed within the context of Hartree–
Fock theory, but its extension to DFT is trivial.


Calculations were carried out using the Gaussian9489


(including NBO version 3·190) and GAMESS91 program
suites.


RESULTS


Structures
Optimized geometries for the carbenes and vinylidenes are
provided in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Agreement
between calculated and experimental geometries is sat-
isfactory for the parent systems CH2 and vinylidene. In
CHF, CHCl, and CF2, on the other hand, the C—X bonds in
the singlets are calculated to be too long by 0·03, 0·05, and
0·03 Å, respectively, at the DFT level. There do not appear
to be any ambiguities in the experiments; moreover,
Rodriquez and Hopkinson30 found predicted bond lengths at
the MP2/6–311++G** level to be in very good agreement
with the experimental results for CHF,92 CHCl93 and CF2.


94


Although these discrepancies may be a cause for some
concern when using DFT to predict geometries in similar
systems, they do not appear to degrade the predictive
abilities of DFT with respect to the S–T gap (see below).
Experimental geometries are not available for the singlets of
HCBr or HCI. Our predicted DFT C—Br bond length is
within 0·01 Å of the prediction of Scuseria et al.40 using
MCSCF methods. Our predicted DFT C—I bond length is
0·05 Å shorter than the HF/STO-3G* result of Gilles et al.,39


but the latter level of theory is too low to be regarded as a
trustworthy benchmark. Our DFT geometries for HCI agree
closely with those calculated by Russo et al.42 using similar
levels of DFT. Russo et al.42 noted that the vibrational
frequencies predicted at the DFT level were in much better
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agreement with experiment39 than those derived from the
HF/STO-3G* calculations of Gilles et al.39 Hence, the
current DFT singlet geometries for HCBr and HCI appear
reasonable.


No experimental data are available for the halogenated
triplet geometries. Agreement is good (±0·01 Å in bond
lengths, ±28 in angles), however, between the current
predictions and either the MCSCF calculations of Scuseria
et al.40 or the DFT calculations of Russo et al.42


Experimental data are unavailable for the substituted
vinylidenes. We are unaware of any other calculations on
tert-butylvinylidene, for which the structures of the various
electronic states are unremarkable.


For the case of vinylvinylidene, we have considered only
the s-trans structure. Gunion et al.54 performed extensive


Table 1. Optimized geometries of methylene and halogenated de-
rivativesa


Electronic
Molecule state Coordinateb BVWN5 BLYP Experiment


CH2
1A1 rCH 1·115 1·120 1·110c


/HCH 101·0 100·8 102·0c


3B1 rCH 1·079 1·084
/HCH 134·8 135·4 134·0c


HCF 1A9 rCH 1·129 1·135 1·130d


rCF 1·334 1·329 1·305d


/HCF 101·6 101·6 103·0d


3A0 rCH 1·091 1·097
rCF 1·332 1·328
/HCF 121·4 121·3


HCCl 1A9 rCH 1·114 1·119 1·130e


rCCl 1·738 1·732 1·687e


/HCCl 101·1 101·0 105·0e


3A0 rCH 1·085 1·090
rCCl 1·682 1·676
/HCCl 126·1 126·1


HCBr 1A9 rCH 1·134 1·139
rCBr 1·974 1·968
/HCBr 98·4 98·3


3A0 rCH 1·102 1·107
rCBr 1·897 1·892
/HCBr 125·1 124·8


HCl 1A9 rCH 1·135 1·140
rCI 2·152 2·147
/HCI 98·4 98·1


3A0 rCH 1·102 1·107
rCI 2·056 2·052
/HCI 127·2 126·9


CF2
1A1 rCF 1·330 1·326 1·300f


/FCF 104·5 104·4 104·9f


3B1 rCF 1·338 1·336
/FCF 120·1 119·9


a See Theoretical Methods for basis sets employed.
b Bond lengths in Å, valence angles in degrees.
c Ref. 11.
d Ref. 92.
e Ref. 93.
f Ref. 94.


Table 2. Optimized geometries of vinylidenes and propadienyl-
idenea


Electronic
Molecule state Coordinateb BVWN5 BLYP Experiment


H2CC 1A1 rCH 1·093 1·093 1·098c


rCC 1·300 1·299 1·294c


/HCC 120·9 120·8 120·0c


3B2 rCH 1·093 1·098 1·079c


rCC 1·318 1·317 1·343c


/HCC 121·3 121·3 118·0c


3A2 rCH 1·098 1·103
rCC 1·437 1·436
/HCC 123·0 122·9


H(t-Bu)CC 1A9 rCC(CH3)3 1·580 1·573
rCC 1·352 1·349
/CCC 128·2 127·1


3A9 rCC(CH3)3 1·593 1·585
rCC 1·341 1·339
/CCC 125·7 125·4


3A0 rCC(CH3)3 1·576 1·567
rCC 1·514 1·510
/CCC 127·4 126·9


H(H2CCH)CC 1A9 rCC(H2CCH) 1·461
rCC 1·307
/CCC 137·9


3A9 rCC(H2CCH) 1·470 1·468
rCC 1·333 1·333
/CCC 125·1 125·0


3A0 rCC(H2CCH) 1·422 1·420
rCC 1·430 1·428
/CCC 122·7 122·5


HFCC 1A9 rCH 1·102 1·121
rCF 1·347 1·335
rCC 1·323 1·313
/HCC 108·4 98·9
/FCC 135·1 143·3


3A9 rCH 1·087 1·093
rCF 1·378 1·373
rCC 1·313 1·315
/HCC 125·0 124·6
/FCC 123·3 123·4


3A0 rCH 1·092 1·098
rCF 1·361 1·358
rCC 1·412 1·411
/HCC 128·0 128·2
/FCC 122·4 122·2


F2CC 1A1 rCF 1·338 1·335
rCC 1·352 1·352
/FCC 120·9 120·8


3B2 rCF 1·350 1·347
rCC 1·306 1·307
/FCC 125·3 125·3


3A2 rCF 1·334 1·331
rCC 1·418 1·417
/FCC 125·7 125·7


H2CCC 1A1 rCH 1·089 1·093
r(H2)CC 1·330 1·330
rCC 1·290 1·291
/HCC 121·9 121·8


3B1 rCH 1·083 1·087
r(H2)CC 1·364 1·364
rCC 1·238 1·240
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calculations on this molecule at the CISD level with a
double-j basis set and showed that the s-trans radical anion
is 5 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the s-cis radical anion.
Since the measured S–T gap derives from photoelectron
detachment from the radical anion, the s-cis singlet and
triplet structures of vinylvinylidene are not relevant to the
experimental measurement. Our calculated singlet structure
is in good accord with the CISD results of Gunion et al.54


they did not report computational results for the triplets.
With respect to HFCC, DeLeeuw et al.52 have performed


very high-level CISD/TZ2P optimizations for all states of
this molecule. For the triplets, the current DFT predictions
are within 28 on all bond angles and within 0·015 Å for the
C=C bond length and continue to overestimate the C—F
bond length by about 0·03 Å. (This latter phenomenon may
be general for fluorine bonded to a formally sp2 carbon, and
this merits further study since it would be desirable to
address this issue in the development of future density
functionals.) For singlet HFCC, there is a substantial
difference between the geometries predicted at the BVWN5
and BLYP levels. It derives from the large exoergicity and
very low barrier for HFCC to isomerize to fluoroacetylene
(estimated at 0·8 kcal mol21 by DeLeeuw et al.52 and
2±1 kcal mol21 by Gilles et al.51). The fluorovinylidene
minimum is found reasonably advanced along the reaction
path for 1,2-hydrogen migration. This can be seen in the
distorted bond angles—substantially less than 1208 for CCH
and substantially larger than 1208 for CCF—and also in the
surprisingly short C—F bond, which derives from the
increased carbon s character in the C—F bond orbital of the
incipient fluoroacetylene. Since this reaction coordinate is
very flat, it is very sensitive to level of theory. Although the
calculated bond lengths at both DFT levels are in good
agreement, both internally and also with the CISD results of
DeLeeuw et al.,52 the latter level of theory predicts CCH and
CCF bond angles of 128·0 and 114·88, respectively. This is
in much better agreement with the BVWN5 geometry. The
agreement improves if we compare to CCSD(T)/TZ2P
results of DeLeeuw et al.,52 although the deviation in bond


angles is still 58. Our own CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ energies
calculated for the BVWN5 and BLYP structures shows the
latter to be only 0·4 kcal mol21 higher in energy than the
former, illustrating how flat the hydrogen transfer coor-
dinate is. Moreover, as discussed below, the large difference
in geometries has no apparent impact on the calculated S—
T gaps.


DFT methods are known sometimes to be unreliable for
estimating the barrier to hydrogen transfer reactions,95 and it
appears based on HFCC that the gradient-corrected LYP
correlation functional has a lower barrier for the vinylidene
to acetylene transformation than is the case for the local
correlation functional VWN5. This is further demonstrated
in the cases of vinyl- and tert-butylvinylidene, as discussed
further below. In the vinylvinylidene case, the singlet is
stationary only at the BVWN5 level of theory. For the case
of tert-butylvinylidene, with both DFT functionals the
singlet is stationary only if small, unpolarized basis sets are
used (e.g. STO-3G, 3–21G). The resulting geometries give
good S–T gaps when single-point calculations are carried
out with more complete basis sets, but this is obviously not
the most desirable way to have to approach this problem.


When singlet difluorovinylidene is optimized within the
constraints of C2v symmetry, a very small imaginary
frequency is calculated at the BLYP level (all frequencies
are positive at the BVWN5 level). The imaginary mode
corresponds to pyramidalization of the CF2 carbon, with an
optimized out-of-plane angle of about 98. However, BLYP
and CCSD(T) single-point calculations indicate this struc-
ture to be less than 0·1 kcal mol21 lower in energy. Since
the first vibrational level will clearly be above this barrier,
we have used the C2v structure throughout. Gallo and
Schaefer96 have calculated the singlet structure to have C2v


symmetry at the SCF and CCSD levels. At the CCSD/DZP
level they calculate the C=C and C—F bond lengths to be
1·362 and 1·322 Å, respectively, and the CCF bond angle to
be 123·48, in reasonable agreement with the DFT calcula-
tions. It may be that the inclusion of triple excitations would
improve the structural agreement, given the multiconfigura-
tional character of the vinylidene, but as noted above, it may
also be that the DFT estimates of the C—F bond length may
be too long.


Finally, with respect to propadienylidene, our calculated
structures for the 1A1 state are in good agreement with the
MP2/6–31G* results of Jonas et al.44 and in excellent
agreement with the CCSD/TZ2P results of Stanton et al.63


Jonas et al.44 also calculated one triplet, but did not provide
the electronic state. Its geometry agrees well with our DFT-
calculated 3B1 geometry (which itself is different from the
3A2 geometry), so we assume that the triplet reported by
those authors is the 3B1. We actually find the 3A2 state to be
the lower energy of the two by about 1·5 kcal mol21 (see
below). Its geometry involves a much longer C=C bond to
the vinylidene center since it formally has only a single p
electron. This same lengthening is present in all of the
vinylidene 3A2 states, which are all similarly p deficient in
bonding.


Table 2. Continued.


Electronic
Molecule state Coordinateb BVWN5 BLYP Experiment


/HCC 120·8 120·8
3A2 rCH 1·086 1·091


r(H2)CC 1·342 1·340
rCC 1·333 1·334
/HCC 121·2 121·3


a See Theoretical Methods for basis sets employed.
b Bond lengths in Å, valence angles in degrees.
c Ref. 50.
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Multiplet splittings


Tables 3 and 4 list the energies of the triplet states relative
to the singlets for the methylenes and vinylidenes, respec-
tively. All of the experimental data derive from
photoionization spectroscopy, with the exception of methy-
lene, where other measurements are also available. The
various methods all agree extremely closely on the methy-
lene S–T splitting.11,12,27


The multiplet splittings predicted by the two different
DFT functionals typically agree very closely with one
another. The largest deviation is 1·5 kcal mol21 for the 3A2


state of vinylidene (where the splitting itself is the largest
discussed in this work, 63·4 kcal mol21)—the average
difference between the two is only about 0·5 kcal mol21.
Evidently there is no advantage to using a gradient-
corrected correlation functional (LYP) over a simpler one
(VWN5) in this context.


The DFT predictions compare very favorably with
experiment for the methylene series. The deviation of
theory from experiment is about 0·5 kcal mol21 for CH2,
1 kcal mol21 for HCF, within the experimental error bars for
HCCl, and about 2 kcal mol21 for CF2 (where the gap is
very large, 56·6 kcal mol21). Our CF2 predictions agree
closely with those of Gutsev and Ziegler29 employing a
different gradient-corrected DFT functional; Jonas et al.44


predicted a splitting of 57·1 kcal mol21 with projected
fourth-order Møller–Plesset theory (PMP4) using a large
basis set. For HCBr and HCI, the experimental assignments
of the multiplet splittings rely on Franck–Condon simula-
tions of the observed vibrational progressions in the
photoelectron spectra. To carry out these simulations,
structures and force constants were calculated at levels of
electronic structure theory that would not be expected to be
particularly trustworthy, and Gilles et al.39 noted that this
could lead to substantial error in the assigned multiplet
splittings. The present DFT predictions are in reasonable
agreement with the different gradient-corrected DFT predic-
tion of Russo et al.42 (within 0·16 eV) and the empirically


Table 3. Triplet energies relative to singlets (eV) for methylene and
halogenated derivativesa


Molecule BVWN5b BLYPc Experiment


CH2 20·40 20·42 20·39±0·003d


HCF 0·61 0·58 0·65±0·02e


HCCl 0·29 0·27 0·18±0·11e


HCBr 0·31 0·28 0·11±0·10e


HCI 0·23 0·21 20·26±0·17e


CF2 2·34 2·35 2·45f


a See Theoretical Methods for basis sets employed.
b Absolute energies (hartree) of singlets in this column:
239·361 03, 2138·963 71, 2499·628 37, 252·059 21,
250·272 75, 2238·583 14.
c Absolute energies (hartree) of singlets in this column:
239·110 39, 2138·430 12, 2498·777 66, 251·667 21,
249·888 77, 2237·769 38.
d Ref. 27.
e Ref. 39.
f Ref. 103.


Table 4. Triplet energies relative to singlets (eV) for vinylidene, substituted
vinylidenes and propadienylidenea


Molecule Electronic state BVWN5b BLYPc Experiment


H2CC 3B2 2·09 2·10 2·065±0·006d


3A2 2·52 2·59 2·754±0·020d


H(t-Bu)CC 3A9 1·98 2·03 1·975±0·015f


3A0 2·28 2·31 Unassigned
H(H2CCH)CC 3A9 2·05 1·923±0·015g


3A0 1·85 2·035±0·030g


HFCC 3A9 1·44 1·44 1·358±0·009e


3A0 1·34 1·37 1·320±0·009e


F2CC 3B2 1·25 1·24 >1·09e


3A2 0·64 0·64 0·924±0·009e


H2CCC 3B1 1·45 1·44 1·290±0·009h


3A2 1·37 1·37 Unassigned


a See Theoretical Methods for geometries and basis sets employed.
b Absolute energies (hartree) of singlets in this column: 277·677 51,
2235·714 17, 2155·465 05, 2177·213 16, 2276·769 40, 2115·937 27.
c Absolute energies (hartree) of singlets in this column: 277·238 86,
2234·317 82, 2176·491 53, 2275·764 05, 2115·307 77.
d Ref. 50.
e Ref. 51.
f Ref. 53.
g Ref. 54.
h Ref. 61; the assignment of this splitting to the 3B1 state is ambiguous.
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corrected generalized valence bond results of Irikura et al.24


(within 0·033 eV).
For vinylidene, the relative energy of the 3B2 state is well


predicted by DFT, but the error in the 3A2 relative energy is
rather large, about 5 kcal mol21 at the BVWN level. While
this is less than 10% of the total multiplet splitting, it is still
disappointing. On the other hand, full valence CAS/cc-
pVDZ calculations predict the energies of the 3B2 and 3A2


states relative to 1A1 to be 1·65 and 2·50 eV, respectively.
Thus, DFT is more accurate than a fairly sizable CAS
calculation (and requires much less CPU time).


In tert-butylvinylidene, the DFT predicted relative energy
of the 3A9 state is excellent being less than 1 kcal mol21


from the experimental value reported. Although the 3A0 state
is not observed experimentally, a range is reported for the
appearance of the band. The relative energy predicted by
DFT is in good agreement with the experimental expected
value for this latter state.


The DFT predictions for vinylvinylidene are reasonable
for the two triplet states if the experimental assignment is
correct (this situation is assumed in Table 4). The agreement
would be improved (and consistent with the accuracy of the
other vinylidene predictions) if the experimental assignment
of the two triplet origins were reversed. For the 3A9 state, the
energy splitting is within 3 kcal mol21 of the assigned
experimental value, but within 0·4 kcal mol21 of the
splitting assigned to the 3A0 state. The error in the calculated
DFT relative energy for the experimentally assigned 3A0
state is about 4 kcal mol21, but if the triplet states have been
misassigned experimentally, the error reduces to 2 kcal-
mol21. Gunion et al.54 noted that the assignment of the
origin peak for the 3A0 state is ambiguous, so it is possible
that the appearance of misassignment is coincidental.
Further analysis would require a more complete vibrational
analysis, for which data are currently lacking.


The DFT predictions are fairly good for the energies
above singlet of the two triplet states of HFCC, being off by
less than 2 kcal mol21. Interestingly, DeLeeuw et al.52


calculated the relative state energies of 3A9 and 3A0 to be
1·30 and 1·42 eV, respectively, at the CCSD(T)/TZ2P level.
That is, the triplet state energies are reversed compared with
the DFT predictions and the experimental assignment.
DeLeeuw et al. noted that their predicted 3A0 state energy
would place the (0,0) transition for this state directly under
a vibrational absorption in the 3A9 envelope (although they
also pointed out that this suggestion cannot explain the low
intensity peak that Gilles et al.51 did assign as the 3A0
origin). The DFT results are consonant with the experi-
mental assignment, and this may indicate that the
single-reference CCSD(T) method does not accurately order
these states.


In F2CC, the predicted energy of the 3B2 state exceeds the
lower bound established by experiment, but the 3A2 state is
predicted to be 6·5 kcal mol21 lower in energy relative to
1A1 than is observed experimentally. The experimental
assignment of the (0,0) band in the photoelectron spectrum
may possibly be flawed. No vibrational progression is


observed for the 3A2 signal, so the single observed peak
could correspond to a contaminating species. Moreover,
were the actual splitting to be close to the DFT prediction,
its experimental identification would be complicated by the
long vibrational progression of the 1A1 band, which extends
beyond the calculated splitting. On the other hand, the
splitting predicted by DFT for the 3A2 state of vinylidene is
also too low, and by a similar margin to the F2CC case (if we
assume that the experimental peak assignment in F2CC is
correct). Application of alternative theoretical methods (e.g.
MCSCF) will be helpful in resolving this issue.


Finally, in the case of propadienylidene, DFT predicts the
3B1 and 3A2 states to be separated by less than 0·1 eV, with
the latter predicted to be within 2 kcal mol21 of the
experimentally assigned splitting. Robinson et al.61 assign
the triplet band in the photoelectron spectrum to the 3B1 state
without any discussion of the 3A2 state. No vibrational
analysis was performed for this triplet state. Given how
close the two triplet states are calculated to be at the DFT
level, it may be that the distinct shoulder on the lower
energy side of the assigned triplet origin corresponds to the
3A2 state, which DFT does find to be about 1·5 kcal mol21


lower in energy. We calculate the radical anion that is the
photodetachment precursor to propadienylidene to have
C=C: and (H2)C=C bond lengths of 1·290 and 1·387 Å,
respectively, at the BVWN5/aug-cc-pVDZ level (diffuse
functions added to the basis set since this is an anion). This
C=C: bond length is roughly half way between those
calculated for the two diffferent triplet states, and the
H2C=C bond length is 0·023 Å longer than that calculated
for the 3B1 state and 0·045 Å longer than that calculated for
the 3A2 state. This suggests that the Franck–Condon
intensity expected for the 3B1 state would be larger than that
for the 3A2 state. This analysis is consistent with the smaller
intensity of the shoulder suggested above as the possible
origin for the latter triplet state.


DISCUSSION


Overall, the ability of the density functional calculations to
predict accurately the state energy splittings for the studied
carbenes is excellent. This suggests that analyses of other
properties relevant to the state energies at this level of
theory will also be productive. We begin with a considera-
tion of the carbene orbital hybridizations and conjugation
energies for the halo-substituted methylenes. Table 5
presents these hybridizations as derived from NBO analy-
sis.


One possible explanation for the observed trend in the S–
T gaps in these systems is that more electronegative halogen
atoms cause the carbon atom to devote more s character to
its in-plane non-bonding orbital (nC) in order to minimize
positive charge build-up on carbon. This makes the
promotion energy to the out-of-plane p orbital larger, and
thereby increases the S–T gap. Inspection of Table 4
reveals, however, that the percentage of s character in nC in
the singlets increases in order HCI<HCBr≈
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CF2 <HCCl≈HCF<CH2. This does not correlate at all with
the observed S–T gap progression. The trouble with this
analysis is that it ignores the different requirements for
bonding between carbon and another second-row atom
compared to a fourth- or fifth-row atom. In order to
maximize overlap with iodine bonding orbitals, for instance,
carbon must devote very significant p character to the sCI


orbital, and indeed this effect is apparent from the carbon
sCX hybridizations listed in Table 4. Thus, the dominant
influence on carbene orbital hybridization is not electro-
negativity but atomic size.


However, this does not invalidate arguments for the
influence of electronegativity on the S–T splitting. Rather,
the influence must be inferred from a different analysis. In
particular, if we examine the change in the nC and sCX


orbital hybridizations on passing from the singlet to the
triplet, the effect of electronegative substituents is apparent.
In the case of iodine, with a roughly equal electronegativity
to carbon, promotion of one electron from nC to pC leads to
a 10% increase in the s character of the sCI orbital. This
reduces the descreening of the carbon nucleus brought about
by nC→pC promotion. This increase in sCX s character drops
to 8% for HCBr and HCCl and 4% for HCF and CF2.


Moreover, the different electron-withdrawing powers of
the halogen atoms affect the charge at the carbene carbon.
The natural population analysis64 (NPA) charge on the
singlet carbon atom calculated at the BLYP/cc-pVDZ level
is 20·33 for HCI, 20·22 for HCBr, 20·13 for HCCl,
20·12 for CH2, 0·27 for CHF and 0·61 for CF2. Increasing
charge at carbon increases the separation between the s and
p orbital energies, and hence increases the S–T gap. Irikura
et al.24 have emphasized the predictive utility of an
empirical charge scheme for estimating S–T gaps in
carbenes. In terms of the physical effects of halogen
substitution, however, there is clearly a complex synergism
between orbital hybridization and charge withdrawal.


Another substituent influence that has been suggested to
affect splitting between the singlet and triplet states is


stabilizing p donation from substituents into the empty p
orbital in the singlet state, in other words, conjugation.
Irikura et al.24 noted that the contribution of halogen p
orbitals to the delocalized molecular orbital nominally
called pC increases with increasing p donor character.
However, that does not necessarily indicate this to be net
stabilizing for the singlet over the triplet. It must be noted
that the singlet will derive more stabilization from this
particular conjugation because the acceptor pC is formally
empty, whereas in the triplet it is singly occupied. On the
other hand, the triplet has only a single electron occupying
the in-plane orbital, which also can conjugate with sub-
stituent halogen atoms. It is not obvious that the sum of the
two one-electron conjugation energies in the triplet will not
be equal to the two-electron conjugation energy for the
singlet.


To examine this issue, we have calculated the conjugation
energies via second-order perturbation theory on the off-
diagonal elements of the Kohn–Sham matrix expressed in
the NBO basis. One important technical aspect of this
analysis is that in order for the conjugation energy in the
singlet not to be overestimated, it is critical that the degree
to which the doubly excited singlet configuration contrib-
utes to the ground state wave function be well represented.
At the Hartree–Fock level, which is single-determinant in
nature, this would be expected to be very poorly repre-
sented. DFT is also formally a single determinant
methodology, but by minimizing the energy with respect to
the electron density, this level of theory is able to distribute
density into regions of space associated with the doubly
excited configuration in a natural way, so NBO analysis at
this level is expected to be more informative than at the HF
level. This analysis is further illustrated in Figure 2, which
presents electron probability difference maps for both of
these levels of theory with a full valence CAS calculation
(all calculations for the identical molecular geometry). As
expected, the HF level overestimates the in-plane density
and underestimates the out-of-plane density much more
severely than the DFT level. There is some remaining
discrepancy with the CAS density, however, so singlet
conjugation energies may still be somewhat overestimated.


In any case, the total calculated NBO conjugation
energies for the halo-substituted methylene singlets are
4·22, 4·44, 4·24, 3·04 and 2·78 eV for CF2, HCF, HCCl,
HCBr and HCI, respectively. For the triplet states, on the
other hand, these same total conjugation energies are 3·88,
4·08, 4·28, 2·86 and 2·52 eV, respectively. That is, there is a
moderate difference in the NBO stabilization energies
associated with conjugation predicted for the different spin
states amounting to about 8 kcal mol21 for the fluorinated
carbenes and less than 6 kcal mol21 for the other carbenes.
For comparison, Khodabandeh and Carter31 and Lim et al.18


considered the importance of analogous hyperconjugative
donor interactions in stabilizing the singlet state of methyl-
carbene, and Parasuk and Cramer97 discussed the
importance of phenyl conjugation in stabilizing singlet
phenylcarbene—both groups concluded that the energetic


Table 5. NBO orbital hybridizations at the carbene carbon in
substituted methylenesa


Molecule Electronic state nC sCH sCX


CH2
1A1 sp0·6 sp4·2


3B1 sp2·0 sp2·0


HCF 1A9 sp0·5 sp5·5 sp5·1


3A0 sp0·8 sp2·9 sp4·0


HCCl 1A9 sp0·5 sp4·4 sp6·3


3A0 sp1·1 sp2·4 sp3·5


HCBr 1A9 sp0·4 sp4·3 sp11·2


3A0 sp0·9 sp2·4 sp4·9


HCI 1A9 sp0·3 sp4·3 sp13·2


3A0 sp0·9 sp2·3 sp4·9


CF2
1A1 sp0·4 sp5·5


3B1 sp0·5 sp4·1


a Contributions from d functions are less than 0·5% in all cases.
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Figure 2. Difference maps in the electron probability density for methylene as calculated at different levels of theory. The upper map shows
the difference between full valence CAS/cc-pVDZ and BLYC/cc-pVDZ. The lower map shows the difference between full valence CAS/cc-
pVDZ and HF/cc-pVDZ. All calculations used the same geometry for methylene. The maps depict ±0·0025 isodensity contours, with light


gray indicating excess density relative to the CAS level and dark gray indicating depleted density relative to the CAS level
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effect of (hyper)conjugation were negligible. These carbene
analyses are in marked contrast to the situation with
isoelectronic nitrenes and nitrenium ions, where the same
groups (methyl and phenyl) can show differential stabiliza-
tion effects of 20 to 50 kcal mol21.16–18,76,97 Evidently
significant (hyper)conjugative stabilization of singlet states
requires either a large formal charge on the hypovalent atom
or a reasonably powerful p donor, and the halogen-
substituted carbenes are so characterized only to a moderate
degree.


Our finding that conjugation does not strongly stabilize
the singlet state at first glance seems to be at odds with
various other studies on substituted carbenes. For instance,
Feller et al.43 concluded that conjugation was the dominant
factor influencing S–T splittings for the C2v (planar)
geometries of C(NH2)2, C(OH)2 and C(FH)2


2+ (the geometry
at which conjugation into the carbon p orbital would be
expected to be maximized). In qualitative agreement with
the earlier results of Feller et al.43 at less reliable levels of
theory, we calculate the S–T splittings to be 3·56, 2·78 and
2·27 eV for planar C(NH2)2, C(OH)2 and C(FH)2


2+ , respec-
tively, at the BVWN5/cc-pVDZ level. The last two
molecules represent a particularly interesting comparison
insofar as they are isoelectronic, and one would expect the
FH+ substituents to be much stronger than OH in a s
withdrawing sense, but weaker in a p donating sense. Since
the s withdrawing power of the substituents increases along
this series, but the S–T splitting decreases, Feller et al.43


concluded that p conjugation is the dominant influence on
the S–T splitting. NBO analysis is entirely consistent with
this conclusion. For the planar structures, we calculate the
difference in conjugation energies for singlet vs triplet to be
2·27 eV for C(OH)2 and only 0·24 eV for C(FH)2


2+ [with
C(NH2)2 the comparison is less obvious, since there is no
lone pair on nitrogen to conjugate with the carbene s orbital
in the triplet]. Thus, as noted above for uncharged halogen-
substituted carbenes, p conjugation does not significantly
stabilize one state over the other in C(FH)2


2+ , and the
absolute splitting is dictated by s inductive effects.
However, with OH as a substituent, p conjugation becomes
a significant factor, and apparently considerably outweighs
the smaller inductive effect. In other words, the NBO
analysis presented thus far does not imply that p conjuga-
tion is unimportant when it comes to trends in S–T gaps for
rows of the Periodic Table, but rather that it is of mitigated
importance for the halogen column of the Periodic Table,
consistent with halogens being viewed as very weak p
donors (we speculate moreover, that carbenes substituted
with third and lower row atoms will also show low
sensitivity to p conjugation, since the interaction of those
atoms lone pairs with a carbon 2p orbital is expected to be
substantially reduced).


A referee has pointed out that this analysis fails to explain
why the S–T splitting for C(FH)2


2+ is not substantially
larger than for CF2, since both show only small differences
in p-conjugation energies for singlet and triplet states, but
FH+ should be much more inductively withdrawing than F.


This point is well taken and difficult to address unambigu-
ously, since any decomposition of total energies is
necessarily arbitrary and model dependent. It may be that
other effects not present in CF2 destabilize the singlet state
of C(FH)2


2+ . For instance, Coulomb repulsion in the
charged singlet is expected to be larger than for the charged
triplet, since the bond angle is smaller. A calculation of the
FCF bending coordinate for the charged system does show
it to be less steep for opening the angle than is the case for
the neutral, but the extent of that difference is only about
5 kcal mol21 over 208, which does not dramatically increase
the difference in the S–T gaps between the two molecules.
Our experience with NBO analysis suggests that it is a
useful method for analyzing conjugative and hyperconjuga-
tive interactions,98 but in this instance it is not sufficient in
and of itself to explain the apparent discrepancy noted by
the referee.


Turning now to the vinylidene series, substitution
decreases both S–T gaps in the order t-Bu<vinyl<F<F2


(propadienylidene is discussed as a special case below).
This ordering holds for both triplets, but the total decrease
is much larger for the n1p1 triplets than for the p1p1 triplets
(see Figure 1 for orbital labeling). Lineberger and co-
workers51,53 have noted that this effect is associated with a
large destabilization of the singlet states along this series
relative to the doublet radical anions (as measured by the
electron affinity of the singlets), a smaller destabilization of
the n1p1 triplets and weak stabilization of the p1p1 triplets.
DeLeeuw et al.52 obtained good agreement at the CCSD(T)
level with the reported electron affinities51 for the different
states of HFCC.


Phrased slightly differently, we may say that all of the
substituents studied have their strongest influence on the pC


orbital, and that influence is an inductive one, so a
substituted vinylidene state with this orbital occupied is
stabilized more than a state where it is not (all relative to
unsubstituted vinylidene)—hence the observation by Line-
berger and co-workers51,53 that substitution destabilizes the
singlet (unoccupied p) relative to the radical anion (singly
occupied p). The next strongest interaction is with the nC


orbital, and that is also stabilizing for all substituents
considered here, and the weakest interaction is with the pCC


orbital, with this being slightly destabilizing. This analysis
is consistent with most of the substituents being s-electron-
withdrawing groups (so they can hyperconjugatively
delocalize p and nC density) and p-electron-donating groups
(so they have net destabilizing interactions with the C=C p
system); the influence of the s effects are much more
significant at the carbenic center than are the p effects.


To provide a quantitative estimate of the s-electron-
withdrawing effects, we again make use of NBO analysis,
focusing on the hyperconjugative interactions between the
pC orbital and the parallel s*


CX acceptor orbitals at the other
end of the C=C bond. Table 6 provides these stabilization
energies separated into s*


CH and s*
CC/s*


CF components. It is
clear that there is significantly enhanced hyperconjugative
stabilization as the s*-accepting character of the substituent
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increases. The effect is weak for tert-butyl, larger for vinyl
and largest of all for fluoro and difluoro. This trend is the
same in both triplet states, but the magnitudes of the
stabilizations are smaller for the p1p1 triplets. This pre-
sumably derives from the longer C=C bonds in these
triplets. With only one p-bonding electron, the C=C bond
lengthens and overlap between the pC and s* acceptor
orbitals is reduced, thereby reducing the energies of their
interactions. The magnitude of the difference in effects
between the two triplet states is proportional overall to the
strength of the interaction with the substituent.


These same trends are observed for nC→s* stabilization
energies (one could alternatively call these through-bond
inductive stabilization energies), but the magnitudes are
smaller because of the weaker overlap between these
orbitals. The greater increase in hyperconjugative stabiliza-
tion energies for the pC orbitals compared with the nC


orbitals as a function of substitution thus decreases the S–T
gaps for the n1p1 triplets, since this gap correlates with the
n→p promotion energy, i.e. there is more stabilization
available to the n1p1 triplet than to the n2 singlet.


The triplet–triplet gap, to continue this analysis,
decreases (and indeed inverts) with substitution by increas-
ingly powerful s-electron-withdrawing groups. This gap
corresponds to the promotion energy for a p→n electron
transfer (note that p is below n for vinylidene). As noted
above, the energy of the nC orbital drops with substitution
because of its hyperconjugative interactions with in-plane
s* acceptors. The energy of the p orbital, on the other hand,
is only weakly affected by substitution. All of the sub-
stituents considered here are weak p donors (vinyl being the
strongest) and as such will slightly increase the energy of
the pCC orbital relative to nC when compared with
vinylidene. This analysis is borne out by inspection of UHF
one-electron-orbital eigenvalues for the p1p1 triplets, for
instance—the pCC–nC orbital energy splitting decreases in
the order H2CC>HFCC>F2CC. Thus, whereas the lower
energy triplet for H2CC is the . . . n1p1p2 3B2 state, hyper-
conjugation lowers the energy of the nC orbital sufficiently
in FHCC (and F2CC) that the lowest energy triplet becomes


the . . . n2p1p1 3A0 state (3A2 for F2CC).
One interesting feature of F2CC is how low the calculated


excitation energy is to go from the 1A1 to the 3A2 state. The
singlet state has the proper p orbital occupation to be
Y-aromatic99 (i.e. six p electrons in the four-orbital system
derived from the two carbon and two fluorine p orbitals).
However, there does not appear to be any particularly large
stabilization of this electronic structure over the five p
electron triplet state 3A2: the S–T gap conforms to what
would be expected given the observed trend for other
vinylidene substitution patterns. This is consistent with the
conclusions reached by various groups that the isoelectronic
trimethylenemethane dianion does not enjoy any Y-aromatic
stabilization.100–102 More refined calculations on this system
would be needed to evaluate this issue quantitatively,
however.


Finally, propadienylidene provides an interesting exam-
ple of the effects of an orbital hybridization difference
between two different triplet states, namely the 3B1 and 3A2


states. In the 3B1 state, the nC orbital is only half-filled, and
the terminal carbon atom redistributes s character to the
only remaining bond, the C—C multiple bond. This
redistribution, together with the one full and one partial p
bonds in the cumulenic system, reduces the C—C distance
to 1·24 Å. This has the effect of adding propargyl-like
character to the system, i.e. it resembles the diradical of
methylacetylene derived from abstraction of the acetylenic
hydrogen atom and one methyl hydrogen atom. This is
different from the geometry of the 3A2 state, which has a
reasonably standard allene-like geometry since the nC


orbital is doubly occupied. This difference can be further
quantified by examination of the degree of spin density
located on the CH2 group. The Fermi contact integral at the
C(H2) carbon is 0·030 au for the 3B1 state, but only
20·012 au for the 3A2 state. This difference may prove
useful should identification of either or both of these triplet
species by ESR ever be attempted.


CONCLUSIONS


Density functional theory shows great promise as an
inexpensive method for the calculation of multiplet split-
tings in carbene and vinylidene systems. Its single
determinant formalism offers various opportunities for
analysis of the computations in order to gain further insight
into substituent effects for these molecules.


By examination of conjugation energies within a natural
bond orbital formalism, we conclude that the relative
importance of p conjugation in stabilizing halogen-substi-
tuted carbene singlets is of reduced importance compared
with other effects, in particular orbital rehybridization and
charge build-up at the carbene carbon. Both of the latter
effects depend critically on substituent electron-withdraw-
ing power. In order to analyze the importance of orbital
rehybridization, it is critical to study both the singlet and the
triplet orbitals, since the absolute degree of s character in
individual carbene orbitals is more a function of the


Table 6. NBO stabilization energies (kcal mol21) from hyper-
conjugation for substituted vinylidenesa


Molecule Electronic state pC→s*
CH pC→s*


CX


H2CC 3B2 10·5 (each H)
3A2 8·7 (each H)


H(t-Bu)CC 3A9 11·4 10·8
3A0 7·9 7·4


H(H2CCH)CC 3A9 10·9 9·4
3A0 10·0 7·5


HFCC 3A9 11·9 35·8
3A0 7·8 28·7


F2CC 3B2 41·7 (each F)
3A2 31·4 (each F)


aCalculated at BLYP/cc-pVTZ level.
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principal quantum number of the substituent valence
orbitals, but the change in s character with change in spin
multiplicity is a more sensitive measure of substituent
electronegativity.


Substitution effects on vinylidene multiplet splittings are
dominated by s-electron-withdrawing interactions that can
stabilize the pC orbital preferentially. This strongly stabilizes
both possible triplet states relative to the singlet. The
relative energies of the two triplet states are further affected
by a combination of s-withdrawing and p-donating effects.
For all of the experimentally known systems, these two
effects operate in concert to decrease, and ultimately invert,
the energy separating these two states as increasingly
powerful s-donors/p-acceptors are substituted on to the
system.
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Complexation constants with the macrocyclic azoniacyclophane CP44 and phenyl guest compounds with at least four
fluorine atoms or alternatively protons at the ring were obtained by NMR shift titrations in water. The fluorinated
compounds show free energies of complexation which are smaller by DDG=3·4–7·7 kJ mol21 in comparison with the
protonated compounds. The NMR shifts induced upon 100% complexation (CIS values) were obtained simultaneously
from non-linear least-squares fitting and indicate intra-cavity inclusion in all cases. The CIS values agree roughly with
screening constants calculated from aromatic ring current and linear electric field effects, the latter resulting from the
permanent charges at the host compound. Molecular mechanics calculations (CHARMm) indicate that intracavity
inclusion is possible with all compounds with negligible strain induced (<1 kJ mol21) in the macrocycle upon
complexation. In contrast, a-cyclodextrin can accommodate fluorinated phenyl compounds only at the rim of the cavity
without larger strain. Preliminary data with a-cyclodextrin, obtained by competitive UV–visible titration with methyl
orange, indicate again a smaller association free energy (DDG=1·-7 kJ mol21) for pentafluorphenol compared with
normal phenol as guest. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Hydrophobic or lipophilic interactions in and with fluori-
nated compounds show puzzling behaviour. Thus,
perfluorinated surfactants show lower critical micelle con-
centrations than the protonated analogues, but their
sub-micellar aggregation numbers seem to be similar.2


Protonated and fluorinated surfactants do not form mixed
micelles, indicating less attractive C–H . . . F—C inter-
actions.3 With cyclodextrins (CDs) as host compounds,
surface tension measurements show stronger association
only with b-CD and only weak interactions with a-CD,4,5


although the cavity of the latter is, in contrast to what was
originally believed,4,5a not too small for intracavity inclusion
(see computer-aided simulations below, Figure 3). Associa-
tions of fluorinated surfactants with b-CD have also been
studied kinetically,6 but the corresponding association


constants are still difficult to assess.7 Depending on the
method used they are reported to be higher5 than those of
protonated analogues, or similar.8 Information on the
association modes or complex geometries is, to the best of
our knowledge, virtually absent, as also is experimental
insight into the relevant binding mechanism. Host–guest
complexes with arene–fluorine interactions have not been
studied hiterto, and were the main target of the present
investigation. The importance for several applications9 of
non-covalent interactions with fluoro compounds has been
stressed recently.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


As host compound we used the azoniacyclophane CP44
(Scheme 1), which was synthesized by a modification of the
original protocol of Odashima et al.10 The advantages of
such water-soluble cyclophane hosts are that their com-
plexes with a large variety of organic substrates in aqeous
solution are experimentally well characterized by strong
NMR shift changes,11 and that the relevant binding mecha-
nisms have been studied in detail.1,12


Molecular mechanics calculations with the aid of the
CHARMm force field by Brünger and Karplus13 indicated
that the CP44 cavity is just wide enough to accommodate
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either a protonated or a fluorinated phenyl ring. The
CHARMm/QUANTA-calculated molecular volumes of the
fluorinated rings are about 10% larger than those of the
protonated analogues, but for a tight fit do not require
widening of the CP44 cavity (see appendix). Calculation of
the total steric energy of the host CP44 alone before and
after complexation, with both the free and the complex
structure energy-minimized, showed the upper limit of the
possible strain induced in the host to be on average below
1 kJ mol21.


The host compounds (Scheme 1) were chosen so that at
least one proton was available for NMR shift measurements
as a function of guest concentration and vice versa, which
then were evaluated as described previously14 to obtain from


non-linear curve fitting reliable association constants K and
also the NMR shifts of the totally complexed material (CIS
values, Table 1). Only for the very lipophilic toluene and
pentafluorotoluene was it necessary to add methanol to
water (all solvents deuterated). The measurements with the
latter and with the anionic host compounds V1–V4 were
performed with the permethylated host CP44 at pH 7.0 (pD
7.4), and those with the other electroneutral derivatives V7–
V12 with the protonated CP44 at pH 2·0 (pD 2·4) in order
to secure protonation of the acidic groups. Measurements
with related CPnn hosts have been shown previously15 to
lead to deviations of free complexation energies with
protonated or permethylated cyclophanes of usually below
2 kJ mol21.


The experimentally observed complexation NMR shield-
ing effects on the guest compounds (Table 1) are typical of
many intracavity inclusion structures in such cyclophanes.
After a recent reparametrization of aromatic ring current
effects,16 we were able to calculate the expected CIS values
based on force field (CHARMm) optimized complex
geometries of such complexes (Figures 1 and 2). As pointed
out earlier, one needs to take into account the sizeable
electric field effects exerted by the N+ charges of the
cyclophanes in order to obtain realistic NMR shielding
variations.11c Although the deviations in the calculated
complexes are sizeable (Table 2), the generally found
approximate agreement is believed to be the first proof of
intracavity inclusion of the kind illustrated in Figures 1 and
2. This is of particular significance as the alternative method
of intermolecular NOE observations completely failed here.
Even application of the ROESY spin-lock technique,17


which can resolve the problem of unfavourable correlation
times of complexes with molecular weights around 1000,
did not lead to any usuable cross peaks, owing to too many
rapidly exchanging symmetric protons with on average only


Scheme 1


Scheme 1 (cont.)
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weak intermolecular contacts.
As is obvious from the association constants (Table 1)


and the corresponding free enthalpies DDG (Scheme 1), all
the fluoro compounds show distinctly smaller interactions
with the cyclophane. The DDG for toluene, measured in the
same solvent and with the same permethylated CP44 host,
reaches nearly a difference of 10 kJ mol21. The smaller CIS
value observed for the methyl signal of pentafluorotoluene
V6 (Table 1) points to a less deep immersion of the
fluorinated compound in the cavity. Similarly, smaller CIS
values with fluorinated derivatives are seen, e.g., with the
para-protons of V1/V2 and V11/V121 as well as with the
CH2 signals of V3/V4 and pf V9/V10. Obviously, in spite of
the sufficiently wide cavity, the fluorinated compounds are
less attracted into the p-electron-rich CP44 cavity. Inspec-
tion of the force field-generated geometries with the
fluorinated compounds immersed in the cavity (Figures 1
and 2) illustrate that here all fluorine atoms would be in
close contact at the centres of the p-moieties of the CP44
phenyl rings. The negative charges in all these locations
must lead to electrostatic repulsions, explaining the reason
for the lowered affinity (cf. the DDG values) and the less
pronounced intra-cavity inclusion (cf. the CIS values) with
the fluorinated structures.


Another contribution to the diminished binding of the
fluorinated compounds is expected from the induced dipole
effect of the positively charged host ammonium centres on
the aromatic moiety of the guest compounds, which has
been shown earlier to provide most of the driving force in
such complexations12a, c, d, 18 Fluorine atoms in the guest
molecules strongly deplete the electron density in the
phenyl rings, and therefore also lower the stabilization by a
cation p–effect between the host and guest. It should be
noted that both the electrostatic effect from the permanent
partial charges and the induced dipoles are not described in
the force field used, which therefore cannot be expected to
lead to completely realistic complex geometries. This is
believed to be the major reason for the deviations between
calculated and experimental NMR shieldings, as calcula-


tions with non-fluorinated compounds generally lead to
better agreement.11c


With cyclodextrins only a preliminary study was carried
out with a-cycloamylose (six glucose units) and phenol and
pentafluorophenol as guests, using methyl orange (MO) in
competitive titrations by UV–visible spectrophotometry.
Measurements at eight different wavelengths between 480
and 550 nm yielded association constants for MO with only
small deviations between 700 and 736 M


21, in agreement
with literature data.19 Competitive titrations gave K=28 M


21


or DDG=8·3 kJ mol21 for phenol, and K=14 M
21 or


DDG=6·55 kJ mol21 for pentafluorophenol. The lowered
affinity of the fluorinated guest here is understandable in
view of the narrow a-CD cavity, as visible in the CHARMm
calculated geometry, which shows only partial immersion of
the pentafluorphenol at the rim of the host (Figure 3). It
should be noted, however, that the a-CD according to
molecular mechanics calculations is just wide enough to
accommodate an unfolded (all-trans) perfluoroalkane chain.
The heptaamylose b-CD would be wide enough to accom-
modate also a perfluorophenyl host. Unfortunately, the
formation of precipitates inhibited the determination of
association constants with, e.g., pentafluorophenol and b-
CD (at concentrations around 0.01 M for the phenol and
0·0035 M for b-CD). However, before precipitation the
absorption of the added dye MO decreased markedly,
indicating strong complexation.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS


1,6,20,25-Tetra[6.1.6.1]paracyclophane (CP44)10. The
cylophane in the amine form was obtained via reaction of
N,N9-bis(p-tolylsuphonyl)-4,49-diaminophenylmethane and
1,4-dibromobutane similarly to the literature procedure10 in


Table 1. Complexation constants K (mol l21) and CIS values (ppm)


Guest o-H m-H p-H CH2 CH3 K K(H/F)a


[mol/l]


V1 20·60 20·83 20·51 – – 768
V2 – – 20·12 – – 119 6·5
V3 21·11 21·19 20·74 20·46 – 886
V4 – – – 20·07 – 75 11·8
V5 21·63 21·42 20·95 – 20·77 59
V6 – – – – 20·28 3·6 16
V7 21·85 21·45 20·85 – – 201
V9 21·90 21·65 21·00 20·90 – 238
V10 – – – 20·52 – 11 22
V11 21·66 21·68 20·95 – – 66
V12 – – 20·49 – – 16 4


aK(H/F)=ratio of complexation constant of protonated for that of fluorinated guest com-
pound
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35% yield after chromatography in the cyclization step, and
79% yield on detosylation with phenol–HBr.
Octamethyl-CP44 (permethylation). A mixture of 1.50 g
(2.97 mmol) of CP44 (described above), 2·3 (23 mmol)
CaCO3 and 10 g (70 mmol) of methylodide was stirred
under reflux in 30 ml methanol for 17 h. After removal of
methanol and methyl iodide on a round evaporator, 8 ml of
water were added and the solution was acidified with HCl.
The resulting solid was filtered off, air-dried and stirred
under reflux for 2 h with 80 ml of concentrated HCl and
methanol. After removal of the solvent and HCl, the residue
was dissolved in 40 ml of water and extracted with
chloroform until the chloroform became colourless. The
aqueous solution was concentrated to about 5 ml; after
addition of excess ethanol and acetone, the precipitate
formed was filtered off. The last procedure was repeated,


and the last precipitate was dried in vacuum at 50 8C,
yielding 2·11 g (93%) of NMR-pure material. 1H NMR
(D2O), d (ppm): 7·60 (d, o-ArH, 8 H), 7·36 (d, m-ArH, 8 H),
4·18 (s, ArCH2, 4 H), 3·80 (broad, NCH2, 8 H), 3·53
(s, NMe, 24 H), 1·34 (broad, NCH2CH2, 8 H).
NMR measurements. NMR measurements were carried
out on a Bruker AM 400 system. To obtain association
constants, 7–9 samples were measured at concentrations
giving a complexation range between about 20 and 80%, as
described previously.14


UV–visible titrations. The titrations were carried with
methyl orange as described previously,19 using a Kontron
Uvikon instrument.
Molecular mechanics calculations. The calculations were
performed on a Silicon Graphics workstation under
QUANTA (Polygen/MSI) with the force field CHARMm13


(version 22), with Gasteiger derived charges using «=3·0 as


Figure 1. CHARMm simulations of host–guest structures: (a)
CP44 (permethyl)+ toluene (side view); (b) CP44 (permethyl)+ to-


luene (top view)
Figure 2. (a) CP44 (permethyl)+pentafluorotoluene (side view);


(b) CP44 (permethyl)+pentafluorotoluene (top view)
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the dielectric constant. Steepest decent minimization was
used with stop criteria of 5000 steps of 0.001 kcal mol21,
after which adopted basis set Newton Raphson minimiza-
tions were carried out under same conditions.


Strain energies of hosts calculated from energy-mini-
mized structures of the free host and the host in the
host–guest complex11c were as follows: of CP44 (per-
methylated) upon complexation with toluene,
0·33 kcal/mol21, with pentafluorotoluene, 0·19 kcal mol21;


and of a-cyclodextrin with pentafluorophenol, 0·25 kcal-
mol21 (for structures see Figures 1–3).
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APPENDIX


Molar volumes of protonated and fluoroinated guest
compounds


Rates of 
Compound volumes,
RX Volume (Å3) RF/RH


V1 401 1·07
V2 428
V3 457 1·08
V4 495
V5 382 1·12
V6 426
V7 413 1·05
V8 433
V9 462 1·08
V10 499
V11 354 1·04
V12 368
F/H alone 1·16
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DIELS–ALDER ADDITION OF BUTADIENE TO VARIOUS
THIOCARBONYL (R2C=SOn , n=0–2) HETERODIENOPHILES AND 


ENDO-LONE PAIR EFFECT IN HETEROCUMULENE


MARIAPPAN MANOHARAN AND PONNAMBALAM VENUVANALINGAM*
Department of Chemistry, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli-620 024, Tamil Nadu, India


Diels–Alder reactions of various thiocarbonyl S-oxides and thiocarbonyl S,S-dioxides with buta-1,3-diene were studied
by semiempirical AM1 and PM3 methods. Calculations show that the reactions of such unsymmetrical heterodienophiles
pass through asynchronous transition states (TSs) with C=S p* involved in the reaction. Calculated activation energies
indicate that the reactivity of these heterodienophiles, viz. R2C5S, R2C5SO and R2C5SO2 , decrease gradually with
successive addition of oxygen atoms to the thiocarbonyl sulfur. This is in good agreement with the experimental
observations. The predictions based on LUMO and deformation energies show that the above reactivity trend
corresponds to a gradual destabilization of LUMO of the dienophile and increase in deformation energy of both diene
and dienophile with increase in the number of oxygen atoms around sulfur. Thiophosgene and their S-oxides in Diels–
Alder reactions are found to be less reactive than the parent analogues. Monosubstituted (Z/E)-sulfines react with
buta-1,3-diene to form cis and trans products through closely lying TSs. Calculations predict that (E)-sulfine has a higher
reactivity than the Z-isomer, in reasonable agreement with experimental results. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Thiocarbonyl S-monoxides (R2C=SO) and thiocarbonyl
S,S-dioxides (R2C=SO2 ), also referred to as sulfines and
sulfenes respectively, belong to the category of hetero-
cumulenes1 and are known to undergo efficiently
Diels–Alder cycloaddition with various dienes to form
thiacyclic/thiabicyclic products.2–6 These sulfur-centered
heterocumulenes are labile and therefore have to be
generated in situ and entrapped by further reactions.2–5


Diels–Alder cycloadditions of sulfines and sulfenes have
been the subject of several investigations; most of them
experimental. Although extensive theoretical investigations
have been performed on all-carbon Diels–Alder7–9 and
hetero-Diels–Alder10–12 reactions, there have been no such
mechanistic studies on the reactions of sulfines and
sulfenes. Recently, we have investigated theoretically13 the
Diels–Alder addition of simple mono- and disubstituted
sulfines and sulfenes with cyclopentadiene and anthracene.
Earlier reports2–6 show that these thiocarbonyls are efficient
dienophiles undergoing Diels–Alder cycloaddition with
reaction occurring preferentially at the C–S p bond. We
have shown that the above reactions13 are LUMO dienophile


controlled and the LUMO in each of these sulfines and
sulfenes is the C=S p* orbital.


Another interesting aspect of these reactions is that the
stereochemical relationship in the sulfine is predominantly
retained in the cycloadduct. This can be observed if
differently substituted Z- and E-isomers of sulfines or
monosubstituted sulfines are reacted with dienes.2–6 Mono-
substituted sulfines are thermally highly unstable and
therefore are much less investigated.4, 5 Earlier theoretical
studies14 on sulfines and sulfenes indicate that these
heterocumulenes have good configurational stability and are
chemically reactive in cycloadditions. Although cycloaddi-
tions of sulfines and sulfenes are interesting and important,
from both synthetic and mechanistic points of view, a
detailed study on the mechanisms of these reactions is
lacking, apart from our recent communication.13 The
reactions of substituted butadienes with these thiocarbonyls
are both synthetically and stereochemically different from
the reactions with other dienes. We therefore aimed to
investigate the mechanism of Diels–Alder cycloaddition of
simple and chloro-substituted sulfines and sulfenes with
buta-1,3-diene through a transition state search by using
AM1 and PM3 models. Reactions of parent thiocarbonyls
with butadiene were also studied with a view to observing
the relative reactivity of various carbon–sulfur double-* Correspondence to: P. Venuvanalingam.
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bonded systems \
/ C=S, \


/ C=SO and \
/ C=SO2 . Further,


the relative reactivity of Z- and E-isomers of methyl and
trifluoromethyl sulfines in the Diels–Alder cycloadditions
with buta-1,3-diene and the stereoselectivity in the adduct
formation were investigated to examine the effect on the
reaction of the endo-lone pair on the sulfur atom.


COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS


AM1 and PM3 computations15 were performed using the
semiempirical molecular orbital package MOPAC 6·016


implemented on a MICROVAX II computer and using the
INSIGHT II suite of programs implemented on a Silicon
Graphics IRIS workstation. Ab initio computations were
performed using Gaussian 94W17 customized in a Pentium
computer. All equilibrium and transition state (TS) struc-
tures were optimized using Baker’s eigenvector following
(EF) routine18 as the convergence was faster and the results
were of better quality than with other algorithms. The nature
of the stationary points on the potential energy surface was
characterized as minima or first-order saddle points by
doing FORCE calculations. The first-order saddles were
further characterized as the desired transition states by
examining the eigenvectors associated with the single
negative eigenvalue of the diagonalized Hessian. Ab initio
LUMO energies and charges were obtained at the HF/
6–31G* level and using the RFO (rational function
optimization) option available in the Berny algorithm.
Deformation energies of the diene and dienophile at the
TS9b, 19 were calculated as the energy change when the diene
or dienophile distorts from the equilibrium structure to the
structure in the TS.


Generally, in the Diels–Alder reaction, three p bonds
undergo cleavage and one p and two s bonds are newly
formed and the bonding changes are therefore remarkable
only in these bonds compared with the changes in the other
parts of the reactants. For this reason, the changes in these
bonds alone are quantitatively followed through bond order
analysis. Percentages of bond formation (BFi ) and cleavage
(BCi ) at the TS are defined19a as follows:


BFi or BCi=
BOTS


i 2BOR
i


BOP
i 2BOR


i


3100


BFAve =1/ni Oforming bonds


i


BFi


BCAve =1/nj Ocleaving bonds


j


BCj


BFCAve =
1


2
(BFAve +BCAve )


From the extent of average bond formation (BFAve ) and
cleavage (BCAve ) at the TS, one can infer the relative
domination of bond-making and -breaking processes at the
TS. BFCAve is another index that is indicative of the
looseness or early/late nature of the TSs for these
reactions.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The reactions taken up for the investigation are shown in
Figure 1 and are split into two sets, Type I and Type II. The
Diels–Alder reactions of thioformaldehyde (TF), thio-
formaldehyde S-monooxide (TFMO), thioformaldehyde
S,S-dioxide (TFDO), thiophosgene (TP), thiophosgene
S-monooxide (TPMO) and thiophosgene S,S-dioxide
(TPDO) with buta-1,3-diene are classified as Type I, and
those of monosubstituted sulfines, viz. methylsulfine (MS)
and trifluoromethyl sulfine (TFMS), with the same diene as
Type II. Computed AM1 and PM3 TSs (B1–B8) for the
Type I reactions are drawn in Figure 2 and the TSs (B9–
B16) for the Type II reactions are presented in Figure 4. The
bond lengths of the forming C· · ·S and C· · ·C donds and the
breaking C—… S bond are given in Figures 2 and 4. The glide
angles (u1 and u2 ), twist angle (f) and degree of
asynchronicity (a) as defined are also presented. Figure 3
shows a sketch of the barrier connecting the reactants, TS
and product states that are plotted as the relative energy
versus BFCAve values. The graph is representative in that
only AM1 values have been taken and the graph is drawn
for a limited set of reactions. The graph visually conveys the


Figure 1. Scheme of various hetero-Diels–Alder reactions
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relative positioning of the product and TS states for a set of
closely related reactions. Table 1 gathers the AM1, PM3 and
HF/6-31G* LUMO energies and the charges on C and S of
these heterodienophiles. The HF/6–31G* LUMO values
and charges were calculated to check the validity of the
semiempirical values and this is due to an earlier report that
FMO analysis based on AM1 and PM3 results are
sometimes unreliable.8b, c, 9 Calculated percentages of bond
making and breaking at the TS for the Type I reactions are
given in Table 2. Frontier orbital energy (FOE) gaps,
quantum of charge transfer (qCT ), activation and reaction
energies and deformation energies of both the diene and
dienophile at the TS for Type I reactions are summarized in
Table 3 and those for Type II reactions in Table 4.


Reactions of sulfines and sulfenes


Generally, thiocarbonyl compounds are more reactive and
versatile heterodienophiles6 than their corresponding car-
bonyl compounds. This is understood from the fact that
thiocarbonyl bond is weaker than carbonyl bond and the
longer C=S bond forces less strain during the formation of
the TS.11a Sulfines and sulfenes are the functional deriva-
tives of thiocarbonyls with the bent structure of the C=S=O
heterocumulene bonds and are known to act as good
heterodienophiles.1–6 Hetero-Diels–Alder reactions of these
thiocarbonyls were found to be concerted processes1a, 2 and
generated sulfoxide and sulfone of dihydropyran products.
The FOE gaps and qCT values presented in Table 3 for the


TS u1 (°) u2 (°) fa (°) ab


B1 92·4 (96·7) 96·5 (94·4) 17·6 (19·2) 0·027 (0·016)
B2 103·9 (105·4) 97·6 (96·5) 212·3 (211·0) 0·006 (0·015)
B3 101·3 (103·4) 100·2 (98·9) 9·1 (7·6) 0·001 (0·030)
B4 107·0 (106·8) 99·3 (98·5) 21·0 (0·0) 0·023 (0·013)
B5 93·8 (101·4) 95·7 (95·8) 23·8 (15·7) 0·102 (0·130)
B6 107·0 (108·3) 98·5 (96·2) 213·4 (211·6) 0·036 (0·067)
B7 103·8 (106·3) 100·2 (98·8) 9·6 (8·8) 0·048 (0·080)
B8 111·2 (109·7) 98·2 (97·5) 21·2 (3·7) 0·080 (0·085)


a The torsion angle 4–5–6–1.
b Degree of asynchronicity as calculated from a=|x2y|/(x+y); x and y are
the newly forming bonds.


Figure 2. AM1 (PM3) optimized TSs for the reactions of buta-1,3-diene with TF, TFMO, TFDO, TP, TPMO and TPDO
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Type I reactions in Figure 1 reveal that these reactions are
normal electron demand reactions and the positive qCT


values obtained are a clear indication of that. Some notable
structural features of the TSs (B1–B8) of Type I reactions
are discussed below.


Transition structure


Sulfines and sulfenes are unsymmetrical dienophiles and
therefore undergo Diels–Alder reactions with buta-
1,3-diene through concerted asynchronous thiacyclic TSs.
The asynchronicity of the TSs is visible from the differently
maturing C· · ·S and C· · ·C newly forming bonds (Figure 2)
and from the calculated degree of asynchronicity (a) values
noted in the same figure. The sulfur atom in thiocarbonyls is
an electrophilic center and hence starts reacting first and the
carbon atom is a nucleophilic center and C· · ·C formation
takes place at a slower rate. This is evident from the
calculated percentage of bond formation at the TS presented
in Table 2 for the 4–5 and 6–1 bonds. The electrophilicity
of the sulfur and nucleophilicity of the carbon atoms can be


seen from the AM1 (PM3) [HF/6–31G*] charges on them
listed in Table 1. The asynchronicity is more pronounced in
all thiophosgene (TP, TPMO and TPDO) reactions than
various thioformaldehyde (TF, TFMO and TFDO) reac-
tions. The C–S p bond (5–6) is found to cleave 40–50% at
the TS, as can be seen from the BCi values in Table 2, and
the chlorine substitution on the dienophile seems to weaken
this bond to a higher degree. This is also clearly reflected in
the broken C–S bond shown in Figure 2. On going from


\
/ C=S to \


/ C=SO2 heterodienophiles, the progressive
addition of oxygen to the sulfur atom replaces the lone pairs
on sulfur and thus the repulsion due to the lone pair on
sulfur on the approaching diene is minimized. This is
clearly evident from the changes in the glide angle u1 and
the twist angle f shown in Figure 2; the glide angle is found
to increase while the twist angle decreases with the
crowding of oxygen atoms around sulfur. Computed u1 and
u2 values fall in the range 92–111°. The difference in the u1


and u2 values in the TSs (B1–B8) indicate the twisting or
distortion of the diene in the TS. In TSs B2 and B6, the lone
pair on sulfur is endo and this should lead to a larger
twisting of the Cs plane. Correspondingly, when the lone
pair is exo (TSs B3 and B7) the twisting should be lower.
Calculations predict this trend well (Figure 2). The highest
value of f found in B1 and B5 for TF and TP reactions is
due to twisting of the Cs plane to a greater degree by the
repulsion of both the lone pairs on sulfur on the approaching
diene. During the reaction, thiocarbonyl carbon and sulfur
atoms rehybridize from sp2 to sp3 and this results in
pyramidalization at these two sites. The extent of pyr-
amidalization is found to be slightly greater at the sulfur site
than at the carbon site.


Bond order analysis


The percentages of bond formation (BFI ) and bond cleavage
(BCi ) at the TS of certain bonds calculated from bond orders
are helpful in following the bonding changes during the
reaction. AM1 and PM3 BFCAve values are calculated to be
in the range 35–46%. Further, the BFCAve values calculated
could be used to classify the TSs as either reactant-like, if
the values are <50%, or product-like otherwise. BFCAve


values increase in the following order: B1<B2<
B3<B4; B5<B6<B7<B8. This indicates that the TS
computed for sulfine (TFMO and TPMO) reactions occur
‘earlier’ than those for sulfene (TFDO and TPDO) reactions
and the TS of thiocarbonyl (TF and TP) reactions occur still
earlier. The degree of bonding at the TS is affected owing to
the crowding of oxygen atoms on sulfur in sulfines and
sulfenes. The late occurrence of the TS seem to push the
barrier up and thus the expected order of reactivity of such
heterodienophiles is explained. The TSs of various thio-
phosgene (TP, TPMO and TPDO) reactions occur slightly
later than those of the corresponding parent dienophiles (TF,
TFMO and TFDO), as can be seen from the BFCAve values
(Table 2). The bond-cleaving processes in any reaction
should normally dominate over the bond-forming processes.


Figure 3. Plot of relative energy of TSs and products versus
BFCAve; 0% and 100% of BFCAve values denote reactants and
products, respectively. Reactant state is taken as a reference. The
representative plot is drawn based on AM1 values and for the


reactions of TF, TFMO and TFDO with buta-1,3-diene.
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TS u1 (°) u2 (°) fa (°) ab


B9 103·8 (106·4) 99·1 (98·2) 27·3 (25·1) 0·005 (0·039)
B10 102·5 (105·2) 100·7 (98·4) 4·9 (2·4) 0·012 (0·051)
B11 101·0 (104·0) 101·3 (100·5) 13·5 (13·8) 0·011 (0·051)
B12 105·3 (107·3) 98·0 (96·0) 217·5 (217·6) 0·003 (0·038)
B13 104·9 (107·3) 98·4 (96·7) 25·2 (23·0) 0·022 (0·062)
B14 104·1 (106·3) 100·3 (97·3) 7·0 (3·9) 0·034 (0·076)
B15 102·4 (105·2) 100·4 (98·6) 16·0 (15·3) 0·035 (0·081)
B16 106·8 (108·7) 98·7 (95·0) 214·5 (215·2) 0·021 (0·070)


a, b See Figure 2.


Figure 4. AM1 (PM3) TS geometries for the reactions involving monosubstituted (Z/E)-sulfines (MS and TFMS) with buta-1,3-diene


Table 1. Computed AM1 (PM3) [HF/6–31G] LUMO energies (eV) and charges on C and S atoms
for various thiocarbonyl heterodienophiles


Charge
LUMO


Dienophile (eV) C S


TF 20·821 (21·436) [1·540] 20·290 (20·154) [20·381] 0·074 (0·007) [0·056]
TFMO 20·422 (21·229) [1·796] 20·897 (21·229) [20·589] 1·297 (0·978) [0·795]
TFDO 0·263 (20·109) [2·748] 21·483 (21·121) [20·703] 2·835 (2·331) [1·355]
TP 21·686 (22·049) [0·680] 20·180 (20·281) [20·245] 0·164 (0·011) [0·047]
TPMO 21·305 (21·828) [0·871] 20·695 (20·673) [20·407] 1·281 (0·919) [0·857]
TPDO 20·693 (20·731) [1·905] 21·226 (21·122) [20·520] 2·780 (2·320) [1·419]
MS: Z 20·480 (21·252) [2·095] 20·784 (20·536) [20·383] 1·244 (0·918) [0·758]


E 20·503 (21·282) [2·041] 20·795 (20·546) [20·371] 1·254 (0·926) [0·753]
TFMS: Z 21·354 (22·126) [1·034] 20·944 (20·720) [20·590] 1·421 (1·094) [0·851]


E 21·402 (22·189) [0·925] 20·948 (20·721) [20·562] 1·427 (1·095) [0·864]
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This is clearly reflected in the BCAve and BFAve values in
Table 2, which are in the range 40 (32)–54 (45)% and 30
(24)–39 (33)%, respectively, for the set of the reactions
investigated.


Energetics


The AM1 and PM3 activation barriers presented in Table 3
reveal that TF, TFMO, TFDO, TP, TPMO and TPDO
undergo Diels–Alder reactions with buta-1,3-diene more
efficiently and are faster than the butadiene–ethylene
reaction. The lowest activation barrier of the butadiene–TF
reaction indicates that this reaction should be much faster
than the other thiocarbonyl reactions and it should be
compared with a similar observation made based on MP2/
6–31G* barriers11a obtained for butadiene–ethylene and
butadiene–thioformaldehyde reactions. The reliability of
the semiempirical barriers can be tested by comparing them
with the experimental barriers available for a typical


reaction or for a reaction of similar type, and also by
correlating them with ab initio barriers for the same type of
reactions. It is in this context that the experimental barrier
reported by Zwanenburg et al.2 and MP2/6–31G*11a and
B3LYP/6–31G* barriers reported by Barone et al.11c are
useful. Zwanenburg et al. reported that the reaction of
chlorophenyl sulfine with 2,3-dimethylbuta-1,3-diene was
carried out under reasonable reaction conditions and a DH‡


value of 18·4 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ) for this reaction
was observed kinetically. A comparison of this with AM1
(PM3) barriers of sulfine (TFMO and TPMO) reactions that
fall in the range 10–15 (18–21) kcal mol21 (Table 3) show
that PM3 seems to give reasonable barriers while the AM1
barriers are lower by a few kcal mol21. It should be noted
that AM1 (PM3) activation barriers calculated for the
present set of reactions are found to be in the range 3–18
(10–26) kcal mol21 which are similar to the barriers
obtained  from MP2/6–31G* and B3LYP/6–31G* meth-
ods11 for certain substituted thiocarbonyls (2–23 kcal mol21


Table 2. Percentages of bond cleavage and formation at the TS for the Diels–Alder reactions of butadiene with various C=S
heterodienophiles


Bond cleavage (BCj ) at the TS Bond formation (BFi ) at the TS


TS 1–2 3–4 5–6 2–3 4–5 6–1 BCAve BFAve BFCAve


B1 32·4 (20·5) 47·8 (48·3) 39·5 (36·0) 26·5 (18·7) 38·7 (40·7) 25·3 (14·9) 39·9 (34·9) 30·2 (24·8) 35·0 (29·9)
B2 41·2 (28·3) 45·7 (37·4) 40·1 (29·9) 31·8 (22·3) 40·0 (31·2) 31·0 (20·5) 42·3 (31·9) 34·3 (24·7) 38·3 (28·3)
B3 41·4 (27·5) 48·2 (40·2) 41·7 (31·6) 32·7 (22·4) 41·4 (33·5) 31·3 (20·0) 43·8 (33·1) 35·1 (25·3) 39·5 (29·2)
B4 45·2 (32·3) 54·3 (45·2) 41·5 (33·1) 35·6 (25·6) 43·3 (35·9) 28·4 (13·1) 47·0 (36·9) 35·8 (24·9) 41·4 (30·9)
B5 33·9 (27·6) 64·9 (59·8) 50·4 (46·9) 30·3 (25·6) 57·1 (52·9) 25·0 (19·5) 49·7 (44·8) 37·5 (32·7) 43·6 (38·7)
B6 43·1 (28·9) 55·4 (47·7) 46·4 (35·3) 35·8 (24·7) 49·9 (42·5) 30·5 (19·5) 50·0 (37·3) 38·7 (28·9) 44·4 (33·1)
B7 42·5 (29·1) 57·6 (51·1) 47·1 (37·4) 36·0 (25·4) 51·5 (45·3) 29·9 (19·8) 49·1 (39·2) 39·1 (30·2) 44·1 (34·7)
B8 43·6 (31·7) 64·5 (55·5) 54·2 (39·7) 37·5 (27·3) 52·9 (46·9) 21·9 (17·2) 54·1 (42·3) 37·4 (30·5) 45·8 (36·4)


Table 3. Calculated AM1 (PM3) frontier orbital energy gaps (eV), quantum of charge transfer at the TS (qCT ), activation and
reaction energies (kcal mol21 ) and deformation energies of the reactants (kcal mol21 ) for the reactions of TF, TFMO, TFDO, TP,


TPMO and TPDO and DCSE with buta-1,3-diene


Dienophile DE1
a DE2


a TS qCT
b DE≠ DEr DE1


c DE2
d


Ethylene
(27·5)e


10·8 (10·7) 11·0 (10·9) 20·001 (0·008) 23·2 (27·0) 258·0 (254·0) 15·2 (14·1) 9·9 (9·2)


TF 8·5 (8·3) 9·1 (9·3) B1 0·112 (0·119) 3·4 (9·8) 256·6 (259·2) 9·9 (10·0) 3·2 (1·6)
TFMO: 8·9 (8·2) 10·5 (10·3)


exo O B2 0·038 (0·092) 10·1 (18·3) 247·4 (246·9) 13·6 (10·8) 5·0 (3·2)
endo O B3 0·042 (0·106) 11·0 (18·0) 248·1 (246·6) 14·2 (10·9) 5·4 (3·4)


TFDO 8·7 (9·4) 11·4 (10·4) B4 0·007 (0·076) 16·6 (25·7) 246·9 (245·6) 19·2 (14·5) 12·2 (9·9)
TP 7·6 (7·4) 10·0 (9·9) B5 0·159 (0·180) 8·6 (11·8) 243·4 (250·3) 15·7 (15·1) 6·5 (4·1)
TPMO: 8·0 (7·6) 10·1 (9·5)


exo O B6 0·098 (0·122) 14·7 (20·8) 238·7 (241·0) 17·4 (14·2) 8·8 (4·9)
endo O B7 0·110 (0·145) 14·9 (19·7) 238·3 (241·5) 17·5 (14·4) 9·4 (5·4)


TPDO 7·7 (8·7) 10·5 (9·4) B8 0·109 (0·154) 17·7 (25·3) 240·4 (242·0) 23·4 (17·5) 14·4 (12·4)


a DE1 =EHOMO(diene)2ELUMO(dienophile); DE2 =ELUMO(diene)2EHOMO(dienophile).
b Quantum of charge transfer from diene to dienophile.
c deformation energy of diene.
d deformation energy of dienophile.
e Experimental activation barrier (kcal mol21 ), from Ref. 20.
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range).
Down the series, LUMO levels (Table 1) are pro-


gressively destabilized and the quantum of charge transfer
(Table 3) from diene HOMO to dienophile LUMO grad-
ually decreases, and therefore the reactivity order expected
on the basis of FMO theory is TF>TFMO>TFDO and
TP>TPMO>TPDO. In full conformity with above trend,
the activation barriers (Table 3) show a gradual increase
from thiocarbonyl to sulfene. Experimental reports5a on
simple sulfine and sulfene reactions suggest such a differ-
ence in reactivity. This can be clearly noted from the
position of the AM1 barriers (Figure 3) of reactions of TF,
TFMO and TFDO with butadiene. The barrier gradually
increases and shifts to the right on going from TF to TFDO.
However, a few experimental reports5a, e, f indicate that when
substituted sulfines and sulfenes are produced in the
presence of cyclopentadiene, the sulfene is trapped but
sulfine is isolated unaltered. This seems to contradict earlier
observations and our predictions and may perhaps be due to
the effect of the substituents and the reaction conditions.
One can also observe relative exothermicity of these
reactions from Figure 3.


Deformation energy analysis was performed here with a
view to understanding the trend in the calculated activation
barriers. The deformation energies of diene (DE1) and
dienophile (DE2) at the TS in Table 3 reveal that both
reactants deform to different extents in their reactions.
Specifically, for the set of reactions of thiocarbonyl to
sulfene with butadiene, the deformation energies of both
reactants increase from thiocarbonyl to sulfene. From
thiocarbonyl to sulfene, the sulfur site is progressively more
crowded by oxygen atoms and this has been shown to be
responsible for the increased deformation of both reactants
while forming the TS and hence can lead to a gradual
increase in the activation barrier.


Electron-withdrawing substituents on the thiocarbonyl
dienophiles are expected2 to increase their dienophilicity


and according to this thiophosgenes should be more reactive
than the parent systems. The LUMO energies (Table 1) and
qCT values (Table 3) predict such a trend clearly. However,
the computed activation barriers (Table 3) show an opposite
trend; thiophosgenes (TP, TPMO and TPDO) are less
reactive than simple thiocarbonyl systems (TF, TFMO and
TFDO). This can happen only if the steric and electronic
factors work in opposite directions and the former are
overwhelmingly greater than the latter. Deformation energy
analysis resolves the situation clearly. It shows that the
thiophosgenes undergo a greater extent of deformation than
their parent systems in the TS and this should lead to
increased barriers in the former cases as opposed to the
trend predicted by the FMO analysis and as one would
normally expect. There is no clear experimental evidence as
to which of the two—parent thiocarbonyls or their thio-
phosgenes—are more reactive. The reaction of TFMO and
TPMO with butadiene proceeds through exo- and
endo-selective TSs that can lead to axially and equatorially
disposed oxygen in the respective products. The endo
adduct is generally formed to a greater extent owing to the
secondary orbital stabilization and the absence of endo-lone
pair repulsion. In the present case, PM3 barriers correctly
predict the experimental observation5a compared with AM1
barriers. The reaction energies calculated for title reactions
show that they are exothermic and their exothermicity is
comparable with the butadiene–ethylene reaction. Rela-
tively, the reactions of various thioformaldehydes, viz. TF,
TFMO and TFDO, are found to be more exothermic than
those of their thiophosgene analogues.


Reactions of monosubstituted sulfines


Monosubstituted sulfines act as efficient heterodienophiles
in Diels–Alder reactions and their reactions are mechanist-
ically important as they enable one to establish the
stereochemistry of the ring formation by comparing the


Table 4. Calculated AM1 (PM3) frontier orbital energy gaps (eV), quantum of charge transfer
at the TS (qCT ) and activation and reaction energies (kcal mol21 ) for the reactions of buta-


1,3-diene with MS and TFMS


Dienophile TS qCT DE≠ DEr


MS
DE1 (Z/E): 8·9(8·3)/8·9(8·3)
DE2 (Z/E): 10·1(10·0)/10·1(10·0)


exo O, exo Me B9 0·029 (0·079) 12·6 (20·2) 242·1 (242·1)
enco O, endo Me B10 0·033 (0·093) 14·0 (20·0) 241·9 (241·4)
exo O, endo Me B11 0·040 (0·106) 13·1 (20·4) 241·2 (241·0)
endo O, exo Me B12 0·035 (0·088) 13·2 (19·7) 242·3 (241·0)
TFMS


DE1 (Z/E): 8·0(7·4)/8·0(7·4)
DE2(Z/E): 11·4(11·2)/11·4(10·6)


exo O, exo CF3 B13 0·912 (0·753) 11·7 (18·1) 240·6 (241·9)
endo O, endo CF3 B14 0·924 (0·775) 13·0 (17·4) 242·7 (241·0)
exo O, endo CF3 B15 0·941 (0·800) 11·0 (16·1) 240·8 (241·0)
endo O, exo CF3 B16 0·914 (0·763) 12·9 (18·6) 241·3 (240·7)
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cycloadducts of different geometrical isomers. Experimen-
tally it has been found that the stereochemical relationship
in the (Z/E)-sulfine isomers is predominantly retained in the
cis- and trans-thiacyclohexene S-oxide adduct formation.
Here, we investigated the reactions of MS and TFMS with
buta-1,3-diene (Type II) and obtained four TSs and products
for the reactions of Z/E-isomers. The experimental enthalpy
of activation2 has been found to be 18·4 kcal mol21 for the
reaction between 2,3-dimethylbuta-1,3-diene and Z/E mix-
tures of chlorophenyl sulfine. AM1 and PM3 barriers (Table
4) compare reasonably well with the experimental values
and establish that the methods employed here are suitable
for studying the present set of reactions. However, it is
acknowledged that difficulties may arise owing to closely
lying TSs if the analysis of various stereoselective products
is performed.


The FOE gaps and qCT values presented in Table 4
indicate that the reactions of MS and TFMS with buta-
1,3-diene are normal electron demand-type Diels–Alder
reactions. The TSs computed for such reactions are similar
to the TSs formed during the reactions of simple and
chlorinated sulfines discussed earlier. The computed LUMO
energies, qCT values and activation energies listed in Table 4
indicate that TFMS is more reactive than MS and this is a
natural consequence of increased dienophilicity with more
electron-withdrawing substituents. In TFMS, the CF3 group
stabilizes the LUMO by negative hyperconjugation and thus
renders it the most reactive. The reaction energies (Table 4)
show that the reaction of TFMS is thermodynamically less
favorable than that of MS. Four distinct but closely lying
TSs were obtained in each case when MS and TFMS were
reacted with butadiene. The first two TSs, exo O, exo R (B9
and B13) and endo O, endo R (B10 and B14), shown in
Figure 4 are due to the reactions of (Z)-sulfines that can lead
to cis-ax O, eq R and cis-eq O, ax R products and the
remaining two TSs, exo O, endo R and endo O, exo R
(Figure 4), are due to the reactions of (E)-sulfines that lead
to the formation of trans-ax O, ax R and trans-eq O, eq R
products. In the reactions of (Z/E)-sulfines, (E)-sulfines are
reported5d to be more reactive. A recent experimental
observation on the [4+2] cycloadditions5d of (Z/E)-aryl
sulfines5d with 2,3-dimethylbuta-1,3-diene show that the
activation energy of the E-isomer reaction should be lower
than that of the Z-isomer reaction. Although this observation
is well predicted by LUMO energies and qCT values, the
barriers show an oscillating trend.


Stereoselectivity in monosubstituted sulfines can be
mainly explained through two factors: (i) secondary orbital
stabilization by the oxygen atom and the substituent on the
thiocarbonyl carbon and (ii) repulsion by the lone pair on
sulfur. During the formation of the TS, the diene approaches
the sulfine and during this time the oxygen atom and the
substituent R make a stabilizing interaction when they are in
the endo position and the lone pair on sulfur makes a
destabilizing interaction when it is in the endo position.
Both effects are absent when these groups are in the exo
position. The above effects act in different combinations in


the four TSs and they lead to stereoselectivity.
This qualitative picture can only indicate the direction in


which these effects contribute and quantitative estimates of
them are difficult to make and change from case to case.
Therefore, the preference can be discussed in a general
context and only qualitatively. This being the case with the
qualitative arguments, quantitative estimates of them
through the barriers suffer from another difficulty, that is,
the barriers are closely lying and therefore are difficult to
resolve. Nevertheless, an attempt is made here to observe
the trend in stereoselectivity in the reactions of
(Z/E)-sulfines. The TSs B10 and B14 are stabilized by
secondary orbital stabilization while B9 and B13 are
destabilized by endo-lone pair repulsion. Therefore, it is
straightforward that the product formation through the
former TSs should be faster than that through the latter TSs.
PM3 barriers support this but AM1 barriers fail to predict
this. In the second set of TSs, B12 and B16, secondary
orbital stabilization by the oxygen atom is present and there
is no endo-lone pair repulsion. TSs B11 and B15 have
secondary orbital interactions due to the substituent on the
carbon and also endo-lone pair repulsion. These combina-
tions in the above TSs predict that the former set is
stabilized compared with the latter set and therefore is
relatively preferred. Computed barriers could not resolve
the stereoselectivity for obvious reasons and, except for this,
their overall performance is reliably good.


CONCLUSIONS


Sulfines (TFMO and TPMO) and sulfenes (TFDO and
TPDO) undergo Diels–Alder cycloadditions with buta-
1,3-diene to form thiacyclohexene adducts. AM1 and PM3
calculations show that these reactions are LUMO dienophile
controlled with C=S p bonds involved in the reaction.
Sulfines and sulfenes are unsymmetrical heterodienophiles
and therefore form asynchronous TSs; the sulfur atom of the
dienophile, being more electrophilic, starts to react first,
followed by the carbon atom. A high degree of stereo-
chemical retention has been observed in the reactions of
sulfines. Of sulfine and sulfene the former is more reactive,
but both of them react less readily than thioformaldehyde.
Computations show that progressive addition of oxygen
atoms to sulfur gradually destabilizes the LUMO and
increases the deformation energies of both the reactants at
the TS. This led to a gradual increase in the barrier from


\
/ C=S to \


/ C=SO2 dienophiles. The reactivity predicted
here is in good agreement with the experimental results. The
substitution of the chlorine atom on the thiocarbonyl carbon
atom marginally increases the barrier instead of an antici-
pated decrease. Calculations show that chlorine atoms
stabilize the LUMO on the one hand and increase the
deformation energy of the reactants on the other, and these
two mutually offsetting factors may be responsible for the
increase in the barrier. (Z/E)-methyl and -trifluoromethyl
sulfines react with buta-1,3-diene to give four distinct
products. As expected, the (E)-sulfine is found to be more
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reactive than the (Z)-sulfine. The stereoselective preferences
in these reactions are controlled by the secondary orbital
stabilization by the oxygen on sulfur and the substituent on
the thiocarbonyl carbon and by the endo-lone pair repulsion.
Among these, the endo O, endo R TS turns out to be the
most favorable.
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Stochastic molecular dynamics simulations were used to determine the enantiomer retention orders of moderately polar
analytes binding to permethylated b-cyclodextrin, a popular chiral stationary phase used in gas chromatography. It is
found that averaging over multiple trajectories, each of which are lengthy, is required to faithfully reproduce
experiment. From the simulations we find the major binding domain to be the interior of the macrocycle rather than
the exterior with most analytes having a preference for associating to the primary rim rather than to the secondary rim.
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INTRODUCTION


Compelling reasons exist for the separation of enantiomers,
and to accomplish this task, major advances have been
made during the last 10 years in the area of chiral
chromatography.1 Rather than converting enantiomers in to
diastereomers in situ followed by chromatographic separa-
tion and reconversion to the resolved enantiomers (an
‘indirect’ method), many scientists prefer the ‘direct’
approach of chiral chromatography. Here the enantiomeric
analytes pass through a chromatographic column forming
transient diastereomeric complexes that, by virtue of their
different association constants, give rise to different reten-
tion times. The advantages of chiral chromatography are
such that a wide range of methods have been developed for
these direct resolutions. For all these methods the under-
lying requirement is that they possess some sort of chiral
environment, although in some instances one can achieve
partial resolution of enriched mixtures on non-chiral
columns.2


A large number of chiral stationary phases exist, most of
which are adsorbed or directly tethered to inert silica that is


then packed into the column. These CSPs are derived from
a wide range of materials, including natural and non-natural
sources. Because these materials are so diverse in both their
properties as well as how they form the transient complexes,
Wainer3 has suggested classifying them based on their
mechanism of complexation. One category, Type III CSPs,
act by host–guest complexation. The best example of this
class of CSP, and also the most widely used Type III CSP,
are the cyclodextrins and their derivatives. They are used in
planar,4 gas,5 liquid6 and super-/subcritical fluid chromatog-
raphy.7 Cyclodextrins have also been extensively studied
because of their ability to form host–guest complexes of
interest to physical organic chemists,8 but also because their
chiral microenvironments are suitable as enzyme mimics,9


and microenvironments for asymmetric synthesis.10 Clearly,
then, there exist a wide range of scientists11 and technolo-
gists12 who are interested in this class of compounds for a
variety of reasons. Understanding how these macrocycles
work as chiral selectors is therefore important.


Our focus is on permethylated b-cyclodextrin, 1, as a host
molecule because it is the most commonly used CSP in gas
chromatography. Moreover, the binding and discrimination
in this type of chromatography are in the ‘gas’ phase rather
than an aqueous medium where hydrophobic forces are
known to induce host–guest complexation. Figure 1 depicts
the structure of this inherently chiral macromolecule.
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The key issue we address here is where binding takes
place, and in particular whether binding occurs inside or
outside of the CD cavity. Berthod et al.13 have recently
presented their results of a lengthy extrathermodynamic
study of gas-phase bindings using a wide range of analytes
on similar CSPs and found evidence for two binding modes.
One mode presumably corresponds to encapsulation (inte-
rior binding) and the other to exterior binding. We now
focus on the binding of low molecular weight compounds to
the permethylated b-cyclodextrin 1 to answer three funda-
mental questions: first, where in or around the macrocycle
do guests tend to bind?; second, what are the intermolecular
forces responsible for holding the diastereomeric complexes
together?; and third, what are the intermolecular forces
responsible for chiral discrimination? In this paper, we


present the results of molecular dynamics simulations of
several analytes binding to 1 so that we can assess where
small, moderately polar guests tend to bind in the gas phase
as well as to understand the origins of enantioselection.


COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS


Molecular mechanics14 calculations were carried out with
the AMBER* force field15 as found in Macromodel 5·5.16


The PR conjugate gradient minimizer17 was used to
minimize the energies, and convergence was obtained when
the gradient root mean square was below
1023 kJ mol21 Å21. Throughout this paper all force field
calculations assume a dielectric of 1·0, and no cut-offs of
any kind were used.


Stochastic dynamics18 (SD) simulations were carried out
with the AMBER* force field with the fully optimized,
lowest energy structures as the initial structures. The
analyte–CD complexes were warmed to the simulation
temperature over a period of 5 ps, then equilibrated for
25 ps. During the production simulations of 5000 ps each,
structures were saved the disk every 0·5 ps, resulting in
10 000 saved structures from each trajectory. The SD
simulation each had a time step of 0·5 fs with equilibration
and production run temperatures of 353 K (analyte 2),19


370 K (analyte 3)20 and 383 K (analyte 4)21 to be consistent
with experimental gas chromatographic conditions. Transla-
tional and rotational momentums were removed every 100
time steps. To keep the CD–analyte complexes together,
flat-bottom restraints were used between the stereogenic
center of the analyte and the linking acetal oxygens of the
CD [flat-bottom restrains allow the selected degree of
freedom, a distance from the cyclodextrins acetal oxygens
in this case, to move freely a desired distance (20 Å) before
a harmonic constraining force is applied; the restraining
force constant was set equal to 100 kJ mol21 Å21]. Using
these restraints, if the analyte strayed more than 20 Å away
from any linking acetal oxygen, it was gently pushed back
towards the CD. These restraints were used in the heating,
equilibration and production portions of the simulations.


Post-simulation analysis of the SD trajectories was
performed with an in-house program which computes,
among other things, intermolecular energies (using the
AMBER* force field in this case) and the center of mass
positions of a molecule relative to another (anout, written by
MAP to analyze MacroModel molecular dynamics trajecto-
ries; this software is available from Dr M. A. Peterson,
Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gaines-
ville, FL 32611, USA). In this work the analyte’s positions
were calculated relative to the centroid of the best-fit plane
through the acetal linking oxygens of the CD. For
trajectories being averaged, these analyte positions were
combined and placed on a three-dimensional grid. The sides
connecting eight adjacent grid points define a volume
element. The number of analyte positions in each volume
element is tallied and the resulting number densities
are output in a form suitable for visualization with


Figure 1. (Top) view looking into the permethyl-b-cyclodextrin
chiral cavity. (Bottom) side view illustrating the typical conical
shape of these molecules. The more open end is the 28 rim and the
narrower end is the 18 rim. Dark gray tones represent oxygen atoms
and light gray tones are carbons. Hydrogen atoms omitted for
clarity. Structure presented as having a sevenfold symmetric, time-
averaged geometry
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IRIS Explorer [IRIS Explorer Center (North America),
Downers Grove, IL 60551–5702, USA, or via <URL http:/
/www.nag.co.uk/1h/Welcome_IEC>]. This allows us to
identify where the analytes prefer to bind to the CD (see
below).


SIMULATION STRATEGY


What we wish to accomplish is to stimulate the binding of
enantiomeric analytes to CSP molecules as those analytes
migrate through the chromatographic column. It is not
possible to do this computationally given the current tools
we have to work with. How, then, can one sample the
various intermolecular interactions between analyte and
CSP? The approach we take is to use a single CSP molecule
with a single analyte molecule and carry out molecular
dynamics simulations on those systems. In reality the
analyte molecule binds to the CD but then dissociates and
moves downstream to another CD, where it again binds.
The enantioseparation that we are interested in predicting
depends on the differential binding energies. To effect this
simulation with a single selector (the CSP) and a single
selectand (analyte), we allow the molecules to bind,
dissociate and re-bind multiple times by placing a reflective
wall around the diastereomeric complexes. To accomplish
this we use a flat-bottom potential having no restraining
forces until the analyte molecule moves 20 Å from the
cyclodextrin. At that point a 100 kJ mol21 Å21 restraining
force is applied which pulls the analyte back toward the
CSP where it can further associate. Effectively, then, what
we have accomplished in this way is to allow the analyte to
collide randomly with the CSP in all possible conforma-
tions, orientations and positions as it would in the real
system.


To probe the system fully we need to sample as large a
volume of phase space for each diastereomeric complex as
possible. Moreover, to ensure that no computational arti-
facts are introduced into the system, e.g. starting the R
enantiomers trajectory on one rim of the cavity and the S
enantiomers on the other rim or one enantiomer inside the
cavity with the other on the outside, we superimpose
selected atoms of each enantiomer to generate a racemic
‘supermolecule’ that is then placed in specified starting
positions (see figure 2). Once both enantiomers have been
docked in the same place and with the same orientation/
conformations, one of the enantiomers is removed, leaving
behind a well defined binary, diastereomeric complex with
the desired stereochemistry.


The initial docking positions are illustrated in Figure 2. In
this cartoon the cyclodextrin is represented by a truncated
conical cylinder and the asterisks correspond to the location
of the analyte (note that because the ‘supermolecule’ has
been docked, one is assured of the same initial positions and
orientations for both enantiomers for each trajectory being
computed). The wide end of the cyclodextrin is the
secondary rim and the narrower one the primary rim.


Five trajectories are run for each enantiomer beginning


from the five initial positions illustrated in Figure 2. For
docking purposes the cyclodextrin used is a sevenfold
symmetric structure that allows us to place the analytes at
precise positions parallel or perpendicular to the sevenfold
axis. The reader should note that cyclodextrins are not
symmetric at any given time. They are inherently flexible
and undergo wide-amplitude flexing motions.22 Over a long
enough simulation time, however, the time-averaged CD
structure is expected, and found, to be nearly symmetric
(see below). The symmetric structure is used only for
docking purposes.


The upshot of our simulation strategy is to sample a wide
volume of phase space beginning from different initial
conditions corresponding to different locations on the
complexes’ potential hypersurface. We then run very long
simulations (5 ns for each trajectory), generating an
ensemble of trajectories whose energies are then averaged.
At this point we need to ask ourselves whether or not we are
artificially biasing our results. One bias involves placing the
analyte into the CD (if trapped within the cavity the energies
will be unfairly weighted to represent internal binding, an
issue we are investigating here). To illustrate that the
simulations are not artifically biased toward internal bind-
ing, Figure 3 shows the location of the analyte (its center of
mass more specifically) with respect to the host. The data in
Figure 3 corresponds to a single trajectory of analyte 2
beginning from the interior of the host. The time period this
data was collected over is from 0–500 ps of the production
part of the simulation (recall each of our trajectories is 5 ns).
From the figure we see that the analyte quickly escapes from
the interior of themacrocycle and begins to sample sites at
the exterior of the host. Similar plots with the analyte
beginning outside the CD show the analytes likewise move


Figure 2. Cartoon illustrating the starting points of the five
trajectories for both R and S enantiomers of all analytes. The
conical bucket shape represents the cyclodextrin depicted in Figure
1. The asterick labels correspond to the specific trajectory number
described throughout the text
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around and begin to sample the inside of the CD cavity,
indicating, as we shall see later, that the intermolecular
potential energy surfaces of these weakly bound complexes
are very shallow, allowing rapid migration into and out of
the macrocycle. Accordingly, the simulation strategy we
adopt here seems not to be biased and is set up in a way so
as to explore as much of phase space as possible in an
evenhanded way.


RESULTS


The analytes considered in this study are representative of
moderately polar compounds that have been resolved on
permethylated cyclodextrin CSPs. Compounds 2 and 3 are
hydrocarbons lacking any sort of polar functionality while
the analyte 4 is moderately polar with the carbon–fluorine
bond capable of dipolar associations with various ether and
acetal linkages of the CD. In all cases the analytes have
been resolved on 1, albeit by different groups and at
different chromatographic temperatures and flow rates.19–21


The results of our simulations are presented in Tables 1–3.


Both the total potential energies for each trajectory as well
as the component force field energies for each trajectory are
given. The averages are presented at the bottom of each
table. R1, R2, etc. corresponds to the trajectories 1, 2, etc.,
for the R enantiomer while the designation S1, S2, etc. are
those trajectories for the S enantiomer. Experimentally, in
all cases, the R enantiomer is eluted from the column after
the S enantiomer.26 In our tables one sees that the R
enantiomer of limonene, a-pinene and 1-fluorophenyl-
ethane all have the lower averaged potential energies
compared to their enantiomeric counterparts meaning they
are more tightly affixed to the CSP and, accordingly, are
predicted to be longer retained on the chromatographic
column. Hence the computed retention orders agree fully
with experimental retention orders. The differences in
energy for each enantiomeric set are very small, but this too
is what one finds experimentally. The energies presented in
the tables are not true free energies because the entropies
have not been determined explicitly. Thus direct compar-
isons with chromatographic a values (the ratio of
chromatographic capacity factors, related to free energy
differences) cannot be made. Nonetheless, the magnitudes
of these energy differences taken together with the correct
retention orders indicate that our simulations are virtuous
and that we can now begin to extract meaningful data from
those simulations.


DISCUSSION


Before discussing the binding sites and origins of enantiose-
lection, it is imperative to point out that very long
simulation times, along with averaging over multiple


Figure 3. The first 10% of pinene trajectory 1 (see figure 2) illustrating that
molecules quickly escape from the interior of the CD cavity. The dots correspond
to the pinene’s center of mass relative to the cyclodextrin
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trajectories, are required to obtain the correct chromato-
graphic retention orders. Presented in Figure 4, as an
example, are running averages of the total potential energies
for the five trajectories for R and S enantiomers of a-pinene.


[Note that pinene has two stereogenic centers and should
more properly be named using two CIP stereochemical
designators or as (+)- or (2 )-antipodes; however, most
chromatography papers designate the (2 )-antipode as S and


Table 1. MD results (kJ mol21) for limonene–CD


Total Stretch Bend Torsion vdW Electrostatic


R1 1767·66 382·70 595·76 290·26 45·23 453·66
R2 1783·51 383·24 595·42 303·29 46·83 455·73
R3 1781·82 383·47 599·92 286·39 57·62 454·42
R4 1784·81 383·49 603·06 283·16 61·19 453·91
R5 1779·12 383·51 601·90 285·00 58·35 450·36
Av. ER 1779·38 383·08 599·21 289·62 53·85 453·62
S1 1779·50 383·44 598·73 286·27 59·60 451·46
S2 1778·58 382·97 599·48 286·66 58·60 450·87
S3 1796·46 382·87 598·98 300·47 58·99 455·15
S4 1793·03 383·23 602·02 294·14 61·61 452·03
S5 1783·44 383·16 602·71 290·90 57·92 448·75
Av· ES 1786·20 383·13 600·38 291·69 59·34 451·65
DDER2S 26·82 20·05 21·17 22·07 25·49 1·96


Table 2. MD results (kJ mol21) for pinene–CD


Total Stretch Bend Torsion vdW Electrostatic


R1 1881·88 385·43 666·37 324·36 71·51 434·31
R2 1868·59 385·36 666·50 316·54 67·49 432·70
R3 1876·51 385·70 667·67 314·53 73·26 435·35
R4 1873·36 385·82 667·07 310·69 73·99 435·80
R5 1860·20 385·19 664·10 328·01 47·87 435·03
Av. ER 1872·11 385·50 666·34 318·81 66·82 434·64
S1 1874·76 385·82 666·27 315·10 72·60 434·97
S2 1866·02 385·48 666·27 318·38 62·50 433·39
S3 1883·07 385·48 667·48 323·52 74·21 433·18
S4 1885·78 385·26 665·28 326·10 73·93 435·21
S5 1866·38 386·07 669·90 305·88 69·39 435·14
Av. ES 1875·36 385·62 667·04 317·80 70·53 434·38
DDER2S 23·25 20·12 20·57 1·01 23·70 0·26


Table 3. MD results (kJ mol21) for 1-fluorophenylethane–CD


Total Stretch Bend Torsion vdW Electrostatic


R1 1904·63 369·67 566·61 510·56 31·84 425·95
R2 1903·98 369·75 566·04 511·17 21·98 427·04
R3 1918·67 370·76 572·73 500·32 50·83 424·03
R4 1924·43 370·17 569·47 509·52 48·81 426·46
R5 1920·68 369·70 568·05 510·07 46·48 426·38
Av. ER 1912·93 370·01 568·58 508·33 41·59 425·97
S1 1904·18 369·49 565·24 511·46 30·79 427·70
S2 1917·63 370·65 571·97 500·75 50·52 423·79
S3 1905·39 369·76 567·58 510·69 31·69 425·67
S4 1926·71 370·23 569·74 509·44 48·82 428·48
S5 1906·38 369·06 564·39 512·20 33·08 427·65
Av. ES 1913·49 369·84 567·78 508·91 38·98 426·56
DDER2S 20·56 0·17 0·80 20·58 2·61 20·59
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the (+)-antipode as R, referring only to the stereocenter at
C1. To be consistent with the chromatographic literature we
adopt that simpler nomenclature scheme.] If one were to use
the data from a single trajectory, even if it were lengthy, the
predicted retention order could be incorrectly assigned
depending on which trajectory was used, e.g. trajectories 1
and 2. Likewise, even if one were to average over multiple
trajectories, by using traditional simulation times of
500–1000 ps could also lead one to predict the incorrect
retention orders. To be successful in making predictions we
find that the number of trajectories and the duration of each
trajectory should be at least those which are presented in


this paper, otherwise one runs the risk of improper sampling
of phase space and, consequently, predicting the wrong
elution orders. Our comment concerning the number and
duration of trajectories is based on previous, unpublished
experience. It is imperative that we predict correct retention
orders consistently for all analytes before we extract
information from those simulations. Earlier we carried out
molecular simulations using multiple trajectories, each of
which was only 500 ps long, a standard time value found in
the literature. While most results were predicted correctly
using that computational protocol, several inverted retention
orders were predicted. Similarly, we attempted using a


Figure 4. Running averages of potential energies for the five (R/S)-pinene trajectories illustrating that averaging over long,
multiple trajectories is required to predict correctly analyte retention orders
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simulation protocol having a single, lengthy trajectory, but
that too resulted in several incorrect predictions. However,
combining long times with multiple trajectories appears to
be a reliable computational protocol for consistently giving
correct answers. Hence our suggestion that the number and
duration of trajectories be similar to those described in this
paper is based on past experience. Finally, the reader should
note that extending the simulation times might lead to
incorrect answers. We did not bias the outcome of these
results by deliberately stoping the simulation times at 5 ns
so as to be consistent with experiment. Rather, that time was
arbitrarily selected so as to be long, but not too long to be


intractable given our computing resources.
We now turn our attention to enantioselective binding.


The first issue we address concerns the preferred binding
site of the analytes. In particular we ask whether analytes
prefer to bind on the interior or the exterior of the CD
cavity. This is an extremely controversial issue amongst
separation scientists. To answer this question we placed the
time-averaged CDs center of mass at the origin of a
Cartesian coordinate system which in turn was placed on a
grid. Eight neighboring grid points constitute a small
volume element (a volumetric pixel or a ‘voxel’). The
number of times an analyte’s center of mass passed through


Figure 5. ‘Dot plot’ illustrating the limonene center of mass, relative to the cyclodextrin, over the combined 25 ns simulation. (Top end-
on and side views of the R enantiomer; (bottom) end-on and side views of the S enantiomer
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a particular voxel, evaluated over the entire simulation time
period, was tallied. The most densely populated volume
elements are the preferred binding sites. To visualize this
Figures 5–7 show the locations of analytes 2–4 over the
course of the simulation.


It is evident from Figures 5–7 that all analytes prefer to
bind to the interior of the CD cavity. The reason for this
behavior is that interior binding is stabilized by the
macrocycle which collapses around these small analytes,
thus maximizing van der Waals forces (in contrast to
exterior binding). One also notes, in general, that the more
tightly bound R substrates have better defined binding sites


than do the less tightly bound S enantiomers, which appear
more scattered. It is also instructive to note that preference
is given for all analytes to bind to the primary rim of the
macrocycle but this must be stated with some trepidation
because in some instances, e.g. (S) limonene, it is difficult to
discern which rim is more heavily populated. This is to be
contrasted with the results of most aqueous phase NMR
studies where intermolecular NOEs indicate a preference
for the wider, secondary rim.23 Generally, however, at these
elevated gas chromatographic conditions the analyte is
rapidly sliding back and forth between the two rims as well
as into and out of the cavity itself. Still, clear preference is


Figure 6. ‘Dot plot’ illustrating the pinene center of mass, relative to the cyclodextrin, over the combined 25 ns simulation. (Top) end-on
and side views of the R enantiomer; (bottom) end-on and side views of the S enantiomer
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noted for interior binding rather than exterior binding, and
there exists a propensity for analytes to associate with the
more flexible primary rim of the cavity rather than the
secondary rim.


The next issue we address concerns the forces responsible
for host–guest complexation. To evaluate this we must not
consider the energies in Tables 1–3 because those values
include the interaction energies between host and guest
molecules in addition to the internal self-energies of both
molecules. More appropriate for our discussion are the
intermolecular energies only. These energies can be decom-
posed into short-range dispersion components and


long-range electrostatic components.
These intermolecular contributions are compiled in


Tables 4–6, for each trajectory, as well as for the full 25 ns
simulations. For the hydrocarbon examples one expects, and
finds, a relatively small intermolecular electrostatic inter-
action between host and guest, and that the attractions are
dominated by the dispersion forces. Generally, the van der
Waals terms are between one and two orders of magnitude
larger than the electrostatic contributions. Hence the forces
most responsible for holding the hydrocarbon complexes
together are the short range dispersion forces. The alkyl
halide 4 has short-range van der Waals interactions like the


Figure 7. ‘Dot plot’ illustrating the 1-fluorophenylethane center of mass, relative to the cyclodextrin, over the combined 25 ns simulation.
(Top) end-on and side views of the R enantiomer; (bottom) end-on and side views of the S enantiomer
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hydrocarbons, but is anticipated to have additional long-
range electrostatic contributions that may be significant due
to the electronegative fluorine. In this case the electrostatic
contributions are larger than those for the hydrocarbon
complexes but, again, the van der Waals terms dominate the
host–guest association. For the three analytes studied here,
then, we conclude that while electrostatic and dispersion
terms contribute to the intermolecular complexation, the
major force holding the complexes together are the short-
range dispersion forces.


The next issue we consider is the question of enantiose-
lectivity. In particular we ask if the dispersion forces are
more or less discriminating than the electrostatic forces. To
answer this, one need only compare the averaged inter-


molecular van der Waals energies for the R enantiomer
compared with the S enantiomer in Tables 4–6 and
determine if those energy differences are greater or less than
the corresponding electrostatic values. For example, in
Table 4 the average intermolecular van der Waals energy
difference is 4·01 kJ mol21 (215·54 vs 210·53) while the
average intermolecular electrostatic difference is only
0.08 kJ mol21 (20·60 vs 20·52) indicating that the
intermolecular van der Waals force is substatially more
enantiodiscriminating than the intermolecular electrostatic
force. For all the analytes addressed in this study, using this
particular force field and the aforementioned sampling
strategy, it is seen that the differential van der Waals forces
are larger, typically by one to two orders of magnitude, than
the electrostatic contributions. This indicates that the
intermolecular force responsible for enantioselection is the
short-range dispersion force. Hence we find that the same
forces responsible for host–guest complexation are also
responsible for chiral selectivity.


CONCLUSION


In this study, using stochastic molecular dynamics with the
AMBER* force field, we simulated the enantioselective
binding of weak and moderately polar analytes with
permethylated b-cyclodextrin, the most commonly use
chiral stationary phase in gas chromatography. We found
that averaging over multiple trajectories, each of which
should be very long, is need to predict the correct
chromatographic retention orders as well as to replicate the
very small differential binding energies of these enantio-
meric analytes associating with the cyclodextrin.


From these simulations we found that (1) all molecules
prefer binding to the interior rather than the exterior of the
macrocyclic host because the flexibility of the macrocycle
allows it to collapse around the guest and to maximize the
intermolecular van der Waals attractions; (2) a preference
exists for analytes to associate with the smaller and more
flexible primary rim rather than the wider, secondary rim;
(3) the intermolecular forces responsible for host–guest
complexation are the short-range dispersion forces; and (4)
the intermolecular forces responsible for enantioselection
are also the short-range van der Waals forces.


The analytes studied here are moderately polar and they
are representative of many such analytes resolved on this
popular CSP. Work is in progress to simulate the binding of
polar molecules, particularly alcohols capable of forming
strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds to the acetal and
ether linkages of the macrocyclic host, for comparison with
the results obtained from this study. Those results will be
reported in the near future.
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Table 4. Trajectory-averaged intermolecular energies for 2–CD
(kJ mol21)


R S


Trajectory vdW Electrostatic vdW Electrostatic


I 223·39 20·99 29·98 20·53
II 222·73 20·66 210·97 20·47
III 211·14 20·49 210·60 20·59
IV 28·77 20·27 28·14 20·43
V 211·66 20·57 212·98 20·59
Average 215·54 20·60 210·53 20·52


Table 5. Trajectory-averaged intermolecular energies for 3–CD
(kJ mol21)


R S


Trajectory vdW Electrostatic vdW Electrostatic


I 29·35 20·26 27·45 20·19
II 212·90 20·28 218·24 20·37
III 27·77 20·20 27·02 20·19
IV 25·80 20·16 26·47 20·21
V 231·86 20·65 210·74 20·29
Average 213·54 20·31 29·98 20·25


Table 6. Trajectory-averaged intermolecular energies for 4–CD
(kJ mol21)


R S


Trajectory vdW Electrostatic vdW Electrostatic


I 228·44 22·77 241·01 23·35
II 244·35 24·48 223·86 22·97
III 223·80 23·35 243·00 24·36
IV 226·32 22·99 225·99 22·79
V 242·54 24·61 243·33 24·18
Average 233·09 23·64 235·44 23·53
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TANDEM ENERGY TRANSFER–ELECTRON TRANSFER IN THE
PHOTOSENSITIZED ALKYLATION OF a,b-UNSATURATED KETONES


MAURIZIO FAGNONI, MARIELLA MELLA AND ANGELO ALBINI
Dipartimento di Chimica Organica, Univesità di Pavia, via Taramelli 10, 27100 Pavia, Italy


a,b-Unsaturated ketones are not conveniently alkylated by radicals generated from tetraalkylstannanes via
photoinduced electron transfer (PET), either by direct irradiation or when a singlet sensitizer (an aromatic nitrile, a
pyrilium salt) is used. However, the procedure is successful with tetramethyl pyromellitate (TMPM) as the sensitizer.
TMPM is promoted to the triplet state by energy transfer from the unsaturated ketones and then sensitizes the cleavage
of alkylstannanes by electron transfer. The alkyl radicals thus formed finally add to the unsaturated ketones, giving the
b-alkyl derivatives. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


New methods for the generation of radicals are instrumental
in broadening the scope of carbon–carbon bond-forming
radical reactions in organic synthesis.1 Photosensitized
electron transfer (PET)2 and fragmentation of the radical
cation add a new alternative to traditional methods for the
generation of radicals,3 and have the advantage of using
unconventional substrates (since excited state are very good
acceptors and oxidize even weak donors) and of operating
under mild conditions.


As an example, we found that a,b-unsaturated esters and
nitriles are conveniently alkylated when irradiated in the
presence of an aromatic nitrile, A, as the sensitizer and of
various donors RX (such as acetals and tetraalkyl-
stannanes and -silanes; see Scheme 1).4 On the other hand,
Hasegawa et al.5 found that a,b-unsaturated ketones are
aminoalkylated when irradiated in the presence of a-
aminosilanes. In both cases the mechanism involves PET
(in the latter instance to the ketone triplet) and following
fragmentation of the radical cation (this is why an
aminosilane is required, since a-deprotonation of amines is
slow). The thus produced radical adds to the alkene and the
radical adduct is reduced by A2 · and protonated (see
Scheme 1). Alkylation of unsaturated ketones can be
predicted not to occur in this way, since the triplet states of
such substrates are not sufficiently oxidizing even for the
better donors among precursors of unsubstituted aliphatic


* Correspondence to: A. Albini. E-mail albini©chifis.
unipv.it.
Contract grant sponsor: CNR.
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Scheme 2.
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radicals, such as tetraalkylstannanes. In this paper, we report
that whereas direct irradiation and singlet sensitization fail,
tandem (triplet) energy transfer–electron transfer (Scheme
2) is successful.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Cyclohex-2-enone (1a, 0·1 M), when irradiated in oxygen-
free MeCN by means of phosphor-coated lamps (centre of
emission 320 nm), underwent only a slow 2+2 dimeriza-
tion. Addition of tetrabutylstannane (2x, 0·05 M) did not
alter the reaction, consistent with the fact that electron
transfer from 2x to 1a3* is endothermic. This can be
calculated by means of the Weller equation, and shows that
DGset (2x→1a3*)=+17 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ), on
the basis of the following values: Ered (1a)=22·0 V vs
SCE,5,6 Eox (2x)=1·75 V (calculated from the ionization
potential)7 and E (1a3*)=70 kcal mol21.6


On the other hand, the absorption of such ketones
extended to the near-UV region, and thus competitive
absorbance and trivial quenching precluded the use as
sensitizers of the benzene or naphthalene nitriles that we
had used in previous work,4 since the singlet state of such
acceptors was too high-lying. We then considered the use of
a different singlet sensitizer which absorbed at a longer
wavelength than the ketones. A first choice was 9,10-dicya-
noanthracene (DCA). Indeed, this compound was found to
sensitize the reaction so that a little 3-butylcyclohexanone
(3ax) was formed. DCA acted catalytically (the turnover
number, i.e. the ratio between the moles of alkylated ketone
formed and moles of sensitizer consumed, was 3; see Table
1). However, owing to the low solubility of this sensitizer its
use was impractical, since only minimal alkylation of the
alkenes could be obtained before all the DCA was
consumed, and the reaction stopped.


2,4,6-Triphenylpyrilium fluoborate (TPPF), also strongly
absorbing in the near-UV region and much more soluble,
was tested next. This was able to promote some alkylation,
but the yield of the product was modest and the sensitizer
turnover number low (0·2). Apparently, the pyranyl radical
formed from TPPF in the sensitization process underwent
different reactions (the formation of 2H- and 4H-pyrans by
coupling between pyranyl and alkyl radicals is known to be
fast)8 rather than re-entering the sensitization cycle in


Scheme 1.
We then turned to a different approach. This consisted in


using an additive with a low enough triplet energy to be
sensitized through energy transfer by the ketone, and which
would be a stronger oxidant. Such conditions are fulfilled by
appropriate aromatic esters. Tetralkyl pyromellitates, as an
example, have practically the same triplet energy as
unsaturated ketones, but are reduced to a less negative
potential. Hence, it could be anticipated that they would
perform the desired task. Indeed, when 1a was irradiated in
the presence of tetramethyl pyromellitate (TMPM, 0·01 M) a
new reaction took place, and after the irradiation 3ax was
obtained by flash chromatography in 62% yield (Scheme 3;
see Experimental for the characterization of the photo-
products).


Thus, energy transfer from 1a3* leads to TMPM3*, and
this oxidizes the stannane. The butyl radical adds to the
ketone and the adduct radical is reduced by TMPM (which
has a fair turnover number of 6; see Table 1) and protonated
(see Scheme 2). That this path is followed is supported by
the following evidence. TMPM does not absorb signifi-
cantly in the range used. TMPM quenches triplet 1a, thus in
separate experiments it was shown that TMPM quenches
the photodimerization of the unsaturated ketones as well as
the cycloaddition of 1a to cyclohexene, consistent with the
fact that energy transfer from 1a3* to the aromatic ester is
thermoneutral, E (TMPM3*)=70 kcal mol21.9 In turn, elec-
tron transfer from the stannane to the esters is
thermoneutral, DGset (2x→TMPM3*)=0 kcal mol21, since
Ered (TMPM)=21·31 V,10 whereas, as seen above, electron
transfer to triplet 1a3* is largely endothermic. Furthermore,
none of these alkylations occurs on omitting TMPM, and
thus no homolytic cleavage of the stannane is involved.
Apparently, TMPM is regenerated and functions as a non-
consumed sensitizer. This is accounted for in Scheme 2 by
back electron transfer from the radical anion to the radical
adduct and protonation by adventitious water, although
there is no specific evidence for this step. Summing up,
TMPM is a convenient sensitizer for the present alkylations,
since the reasonable turnover number and the good
solubility allow the reaction to be carried out to comple-
tion.


The reaction was somewhat extended (Table 2), and it
was shown that alkylation of cyclohexenone with secondary


Table 1. Sensitized alkylation of ketone 1a by tetrabutylstannane in the
presence of various sensitizers


Sensitizer (M)a Irradiation time Product (% yield) Sensitizer
(h) turnover number


DCA (531024) 4 3ax (2·5) 3
TPPF (531023) 2 3ax (2) 0·2
TMPM (131022) 24 3ax (62) 6


aSensitizers: 9,10-anthracenedicarbonitrile (DCA), 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium tet-
rafluoborate (TPFF) and tetramethyl pyromellitate (TMPM).
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and tertiary radicals to give cyclohexanones 3ay–z was
likewise possible, although in a lower yield. The faster
photodimerization of cyclopentenone (1b) was less easily
quenched under this condition, but also in this case some
alkylation (to give 3bx) was obtained by the use of the same
method.


It is noteworthy that convenient (and relatively rapid)
alkylation was obtained with an open-chain a,b-unsaturated
ketone, 1c. Presumably, autoquenching is less important
with a non-rigid unsaturated ketone and gives a better
chance of quenching of the triplet by TMPM. On the other
hand, both cyclic and acyclic b,b-disubstituted analogues,
such as 1d and 9-methyl-D5(10)-octalindione, did not react
appreciably under these conditions. This reasonably is not
due to a change in the photochemical part of the reaction,
but rather to the well known steric hindrance in the radical
addition step.


No attempt to optimize the preparative conditions has
been made as yet, and the long irradiation time required in
the present experiments is mainly due to light loss caused by
the precipitation of tin-containing by-products during irra-
diation. Furthermore, alkylation of unsaturated ketones
obviously can more conveniently be obtained via the
classical enolate and radical conjugate addition methods.
However, these results demonstrate that a PET-based
method can be extended to cases where the previously


established strategy is ineffectual, and allow us to propose
the mechanism shown in Scheme 2, based upon a tandem
energy–electron transfer sequence. Since PET methods are
gaining attention, in view of the mild conditions and of the
fact that no sensitive or in situ prepared reagent is required,
extending their scope may be fruitful.


EXPERIMENTAL


The stannanes 2x, 2y and 2z were prepared from the
corresponding Grignard reagents and purified according to
published procedures.11 TMPM was obtained by esterifica-
tion of the corresponding commercial acid and purified by
recrystallization. For photochemical reactions, HPLC-grade
acetonitrile was refluxed over CaH2 and distilled directly
into the reaction vessel.


Photochemical reactions. A solution of 1a (0·7 ml,
0·1 M), 2x (1·185 ml, 0·05 M) and TMPM (223 mg, 0·01 M)
in 72 ml of MeCN was subdivided in four quartz tubes,
flushed with nitrogen for 10 min and irradiated for 1 day by
means of six 15 W phosphor-coated lamps (centre of
emission, 320 nm). The course of the reaction was mon-
itored by vapour-phase chromatography. The solution was
then rotary evaporated and the residue was separated by
flash chromatography, eluting with cyclohexane–ethyl ace-
tate (9:1) to yield 3-butylcyclohexanone (3ax, 345 mg, 62%
yield). Analogously obtained were 3-(1-methylethyl)cyclo-
hexanone (3ay), 3-(1,1-dimethylethyl)cyclohexanone (3az),
3-butylcyclopentanone (3bx) and octan-2-one (3cx) (see
Table 2). The saturated ketones obtained were known
compounds12–14 and had IR and NMR in accordance with the
assigned structures. 3ax: 13C NMR d 13·9, 22·6, 25·2, 28·7,
31·2, 36·2, 39·0, 41·4, 48·1, 212·1. 3ay: 13C NMR, d 19·2,
19·4, 25·4, 28·2, 32·3, 41·3, 45·2, 45·3, 212·6. 3az: 13C
NMR, d 25·5, 25·9, 27·0, 32·5, 41·2, 43·5, 49·2, 213·0. 3cx:
13C NMR, d 13·8, 22·3, 23·6, 28·7, 29·7, 31·4, 43·6, 209·3.


Experiments with both TPPT and DCA as the sensitizers
were carried out by means of phosphor-coated lamps
centred at 360 nm.
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Ketone Stannane Irradiation Product (% yield)a


time (h)


1a 2x 24 3ax (62)
1a 2y 60 3ay (31)
1a 2z 100 3az (29)
1b 2x 60 3bx (25)
1c 2x 10 3cx (67)
1d 2x 60 No reaction


aIsolated yield after chromatography.
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REDOX-SWITCHED AMPHIPHILES: OXIDIZED FERROCENE
DERIVATIVES FORM STABLE VESICLES WHEN EITHER ONE OR TWO


ALKYL TAILS ARE PRESENT


KESHI WANG AND GEORGE W. GOKEL*
Bioorganic Chemistry Program and Department of Molecular Biology and Pharmacology, Washington University School of Medicine,


Campus Box 8103, 660 S. Euclid Ave., St Louis, Missouri 63110, USA


Thirty ferrocene derivatives were prepared and their ability to form vesicles in aqueous solution when oxidized was
assessed. The compounds included alkyl ferrocenylmethyl ether derivatives of the form C10H9FeCH2OR in which
R=octyl, dodecyl, tetradecyl, hexadecyl, octadecyl and eicosanyl. One single-tailed amine derivative, C10H9FeCH2NR2,
R=octadecyl, was studied. Alkylferrocene derivatives had the form C10H9FeR in which R=butyl, decyl, tetradecyl,
hexadecyl, octadecyl, eicosanyl and docosanyl. Sixteen symmetrical 1,19-disubstituted ferrocenes were also studied.
Three ethers were of the form C10H8Fe-1,19-(CH2OR),2, R=tetradecyl, hexadecyl and octadecyl. Four corresponding
dialkyl derivatives of the form C10H8Fe-1,19-R2, R=decyl, tetradecyl, hexadecyl and octadecyl, were assessed. Finally, a
range of 1,19-disubstituted ferrocene derivatives were analyzed. These all had the form C10H8Fe-1,19-(COR)2, for which
R has the following identities: octyl, tridecyl, pentadecyl and heptadecyl (ketones); heptadecyloxy, 3-cholesteryl and
3-cholestanyl (esters); and two amides, R=NHC18H37 and N(C18H37)2. The alkyl and ether derivatives could be readily
oxidized and formed vesicular aggregates upon sonication. The ketones, esters and amides could be oxidized but the
ferricenium derivatives did not form stable aggregates. An interesting observation is that the aggregates formed were
vesicular whether the ferrocene derivative had one or two alkyl tails. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


All cells and organelles are bounded by membranes. The
formation of these natural cellular barriers is one of the most
ubiquitous examples of molecular recognition. Biomem-
branes are generally formed from phospholipids and include
proteins and other amphiphilic molecules.1 Natural phos-
pholipids are derived from glycerol and fatty acids, and are
usually terminated in an alcohol such as ethanolamine,
choline or inositol. Substantial variations are known,
however.2 For example, the excitable cardiac membrane
contains vinyl ethers in amphiphiles known as plasmalo-
gens.3 A bewildering array of membranes is possible by
mixing and matching fatty acids at positions 1 and 2 of
glycerol along with variations in the phosphoryl ester at
position 3. All of these variations and mixtures of the
variations make possible an immense variety of membrane


properties, although not all desired properties have yet been
achieved.


Synthetic amphiphiles can also be produced in a remark-
able variety. The properties of aggregates formed from these
diverse monomers will certainly reflect the chemical
structures of the amphiphiles but such properties are
currently impossible to predict with any accuracy. An
important potential application for vesicles is as drug
delivery capsules in which a therapeutic agent may be a
carrier into the bloodstream. An alternative to trying to
develop liposomes that might have the correct balance of
properties to be effective in such an application was to
develop mechanisms by which the aggregation behavior
could be altered by a chemical switch.


In previous work, we have demonstrated that a variety of
organometallic residues can serve as headgroups for
amphiphiles. These include the ferricenium cation (from 1),
nickel phenanthroline (3) and silver and copper amine
complexes (4–7). The ferricenium cation differs from the
other two species in that alkylferrocenes are not normally4


amphiphilic. Thus, sonication of most of the alkylferrocenes
described here led to no evidence of aggregation. The nickel
phenanthroline and copper amine complexes readily formed
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vesicles. We may consider an alkylferrocene to be a ‘pro-
amphiphile’ which can be converted by a simple chemical
switch into an amphiphilic monomer. Thus, oxidation of an
alkylferrocene (CeIV or electrochemically) leads to an
alkylferricenium salt that aggregates into stable vesicles. An
example of switching in aggregates was reported by
Monserrat et al.,5 who demonstrated photoinduced proc-
esses in copper(II)–crown ether surfactant micelles. In this
case, a redox reaction occurred in the micelle, but the
aggregates themselves were not redox-switchable.


We present here a survey of 30 ferrocene compounds,
most of which form stable aggregates in water after
oxidation and sonication. This group of structures repre-
sents a systematic survey of several families of compounds
that can afford ferrocenyl amphiphiles upon oxidation. This
range of compounds is especially interesting because
vesicles were formed after oxidation from this group of
alkylferricenium derivatives whether one or two alkyl tails
are present. To our knowledge, no example of this has
previously been reported.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Choice of ferrocene as the redox switch


Ferrocene is attractive as a potential redox switch since it
contains an integral metal, formally in the FeII state, it
dissolves readily in hydrocarbon solvents such as hexanes,
and is relatively non-polar. When it is oxidized at modest
potentials, the blue, relatively stable ferricenium cation is
formed. An alkylferrocene may thus be oxidized to an
amphiphilic structure.


Ferrocene has been used previously in switching applica-
tions. A crown ether containing a ferrocene unit,
pentaoxa[13]ferrocenophane, 8, was reported by Saji and
Kinoshita.6 Electrochemical studies showed an abrupt
decrease in its cation binding constants by electrochemical
oxidation of ferrocene. This could be explained by the
electrostatic repulsion between the positive charge on the
ferrocene moiety and the metal cation. Beer et al.7 reported
the preparation of redox-responsive azacrown ethers conju-
gated to a ferrocene moiety. Complexation of cations by 9
shifted ferrocene’s oxidation wave to more positive poten-
tials. A ferrocenylcryptand, 10, devised by our group
permitted redox-switchable complexation of a variety of
cations including micromolar Ag+ in water.8


Redox-switchable molecular aggregates


Several groups have reported redox reactions of ferrocene
inside membranes but not redox-switchable membranes.9


Saji et al.10 reported that N,N,N-(trimethyl)-11-aminounde-


Structures 1–7 Structures 8–10
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cylferrocenyl bromide, 11, formed micelles in aqueous
Li2SO4 solution. Oxidation of micelles formed from 11
disrupted organization. It was found that 11 dissolved a
water-insoluble dye but, when oxidized, 11+ had a higher
diffusion coefficient and failed to dissolve the dye, both of
which indicate a lack of aggregation. Compound 12 was
prepared by the same group11 but studied further by Takeoka
et al.,12 who demonstrated electrochemical control of drug
release from its micelles. Perylene, a model hydrophobic
drug, dissolved to the extent of 2 mM in the presence of 12
(micellar form) but not when oxidized (monomer).


Compounds studied


Thirty compounds were prepared for the present study.
Their structures are shown as 13–42.


Compound syntheses


Compounds 13–18 are ferrocenylmethyl alkyl ethers in
which the alkyl groups range from octyl to eicosanyl. Two
octadecyl chains are present in the tertiary ferrocenylamine
19. Compounds 20–26 are monosubstituted alkylferrocenes
in which the alkyl groups range from butyl to docosanyl.
Compounds 27–29 are 1,19bis(2-oxyalkyl)ferrocenes and
compounds 30–33 are 1,19-disubstituted alkylferrocene
derivatives. Compounds 34–42 are 1,19-disubstituted ferro-
cenyl ketone, ester and amide derivatives.


Compounds 13–18 were prepared by a Williamson
reaction13 that takes advantage of the extraordinary
stability of the a-ferrocenylmethyl carbocation.14 Commer-
cially available N,N9-dimethylaminomethylferrocene
(FcCH2NMe2) was treated with CH3I and the appropriate
nucleophile, e.g. ROH, in the presence of K2CO3. The
intermediate tetraalkylammonium salt loses trimethylamine
and Fc-CH2


+ is trapped by ROH to give FcCH2OR.
In our original report on compound 1,15 we obtained only


a 7% yield of the product. By working in a solvent mixture
consisting of equal volumes of CH3CN and
CH3CH2CH2CN, yields of 30–80% were obtained for
13–19. Except for 13, which was a liquid at room
temperature, compounds 14–18 were all low-melting solids
(m.p. 30–55 8C; see Experimental). The approach is shown
in Scheme 1. Although this is not a traditional method for
the synthesis of unsymmetrical ethers, it uses a readily
available starting material and the reaction conditions are
mild.


The approach noted above was inappropriate for the
synthesis of the tertiary amine 19. In this case, ferroce-
nylmethanol was converted into chloromethylferrocene by
reaction with PCl3 and pyridine in THF. A solution of
dioctadecylamine in benzene and K2CO3 were added to the
above and FcCH2(NC18H37)2, 19, was obtained as a stable,
yellow solid.


Compounds 20–26 are monosubstituted alkylferrocenes.
1-n-Butylferrocene, 20, is commercially available. Alkylfer-
rocenes 21–26 were synthesized by Clemmensen reduction
of the corresponding monosubstituted acylferrocenes,
which were prepared by the reaction of the appropriate acid
chloride (1 equiv.) with aluminum chloride (1 equiv.) and
ferrocene (1 equiv.).


Ethers 27–29 were synthesized by alkylation of commer-
cially available 1,19-ferrocenedimethanol with the


Structures 11 and 12


Structures 13–42


Scheme 1
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appropriate 1-bromoalkane in the presence of an excess of
powdered KOH in DMSO. The products were yellow solids
and 45–65% yields were obtained.


1,19-Disubstituted ferrocene derivatives 30–33 were syn-
thesized by following the same synthetic pathway as that
used for 21–26. Ketones 34–37 were prepared by the
reaction of the appropriate acid chloride (2 equiv.) with
aluminum chloride (2 equiv.) and ferrocene (1 equiv.).
Clemmensen reduction of 34–37 afforded 30 as a red–
brown liquid and 31–33 as yellow solids.


Redox potentials


The redox potential of ferrocene is known to be ca 400 mV
depending on the solvent. This is a readily accessible
potential and is the basis of ferrocene’s importance in
electrochemical studies generally. The redox potentials (vs
Ag/AgCl) of the simple alkyl derivatives were similar to
ferrocene itself but higher (700–900 mV) when a carbonyl
group was attached directly to ferrocene.16


Vesicle formation


Vesicle formation was attempted with each of the neutral
monomers using a modification of the lipid hydration
method.17 In no case could any aggregate be detected by
laser light scattering (Coulter N4SD). (Neutral compounds
38 and 40 formed aggregates upon sonication in water and
no further study of these vesicle systems was undertaken.)
Oxidation of these monomers by treatment with
Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 gave the corresponding ferricenium cation
derivatives, which were sonicated in water while the
suspension was continuously protected from the air. In all
cases except 34–42, which are 1,19-disubstituted ferrocenyl
ketone, ester and amide derivatives, and 20, which is
soluble in water after oxidization, aggregate formation was
clearly indicated by dynamic light scattering methods
(Table 1). Relatively large (ca 2000 Å) vesicles of similar
sizes were obtained, although some of them were slightly
less uniform (a bimodal distribution was observed) than
others.


The vesicle formation from oxidized 19 represents an
interesting case because, to our knowledge, no example of a
ferrocenylamine has ever been reported to undergo redox
switching of the type described here.


It is an intriguing property of the ferrocenyl amphiphile
derivatives having either one (13–18 and 21–26) or two
aliphatic chains (27–33) that they form stable vesicles after
oxidation. To our knowledge, no other example of vesicle
formation from redox-switchable amphiphiles having the
same headgroup bearing either a single aliphatic chain or
twin aliphatic chains has been reported.


Electron microscopic characterization of vesicle
structures


Negative stain electron microscopy was used to characterize
further the vesicles formed from the ferrocenyl monomers.


Negative stain electron micrographs are shown for
Fc(CH2)17CH3, 24 (Figure 1), and 1,19-Fc[(CH2)15CH3]2, 28
(Figure 2). In both cases, the approximately spherical
outline of the vesicles is apparent along with the distinct
membrane boundary. The side-chains of these two com-
pounds are nearly the same length and in both cases, the
vesicles are ca 2000 Å in size.


Aggregates from oxidized single- and twin-tailed
ferrocene derivatives


It is an empirical rule that two-aliphatic-chained amphi-
philes aggregate into vesicles and single-chained
amphiphiles aggregate into micelles. As with all ‘rules of
thumb,’ exceptions are known. Several research groups18,19


have reported that single-aliphatic-chained amphiphiles
aggregate into vesicles rather than micelles. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no case has yet been reported in
which both single- and double-tailed, redox-switchable
amphiphiles form vesicles by using the same tail(s) and
head group(s).


Israelachvilli and co-workers20 proposed to use the
surfactant parameter V/(LA) to assess aggregate formation.
According to the model, if 0<V/(LA)<0·5, micelles will be
formed and if 0·5<V/(LA)<1, vesicles are anticipated. In
most cases hitherto reported, micelles form from single-
tailed amphiphiles because their surfactant parameter is in
the range 1/3<V/(LA)<1/2. All things being equal, the
corresponding twin-tailed monomers will have V/LA)>2/3
and form vesicles rather than micelles.


The ferrocene system permits ready access to amphi-
philes which possess the same headgroup but either one or
two hydrophobic chains. Of course, the geometries of the
two systems may differ. In the single-tail case, the
ferrocenyl axis could be tilted with respect to the bilayer
surface [Figure 3 (bottom)]. The headgroup is shown
between the two extreme cases: perpendicular and parallel
to the surface of the bilayer. We estimated the head group
area (oxidized ferrocene) by using CPK molecular models.
Thus, A=43·5 Å2 (6·4036·80 Å2) if the oxidized ferrocene
axis is parallel to the surface of the bilayer and A=32·2 Å2


[pr2 =3·143 (3·20)2 Å2] if the oxidized ferrocene axis is
perpendicular to the surface of the bilayer. V/L was
calculated based on reported formulas:20 V/L=21 for a
single alkyl tail and V/L=42 for two alkyl tails (the ether
oxygen was calculated as if it were a methylene group). In
the two-tailed case, the ferrocenyl axes might be parallel to
the surface of the bilayer. Therefore, the double-tailed
ferrocene derivatives have V/(LA)=0·965. According to
Israelachvilli’s model and as observed experimentally,
vesicles should be formed from oxidized twin-tailed
ferrocene derivatives.


In the single-tailed case, we estimated the headgroup area
to be less than 43·5 Å2 but larger than 32·2 Å2 depending
upon its orientation with respect to the bilayer. This means
that the value of V/(LA) would lie between 0·48 and 0·65.
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Several copies of CPK models of monomers were prepared
and examined. The ‘measured’ headgroup area for the
single-tailed oxidized ferrocene derivatives is 35·8 Å2


(5·6036·40 Å2), assuming that the ferrocene derivatives are
compactly stacked with ca 1308 angle included between the
ferrocene axis and alkyl chain axis (Figure 3). Thus, single-
tailed oxidized ferrocene derivatives would have


V/(LA)=0·59 and vesicles, rather than micelles, would be
expected to form.


To our knowledge, this is the first report of an
amphiphilic system in which both single-tailed and double-
tailed redox-switchable amphiphiles bearing the same head
and tail(s) form vesicles. These results comport with the
theoretical model presented above.


Table 1. Laser light scattering data for aggregates formed from oxidized ferrocene derivativesa


Cumulant distribution (Å)
Compound Unimodal
No. R on ferrocene diameter (Å) By intensity by weight


1 CH2O-3-cholestanyl 2030±720 2730±1000 2780±1200
13 CH2O(CH2)7CH3 1400±440 1440±530 1100±420
14 CH2O(CH2)11CH3 1470c 1720±810 (77%) 1130±710 (85%)


5710±2200 (23%) 6290±240 (15%)
15 CH2O(CH2)13CH3 1900±610 2180±620 2060±730
16 CH2O(CH2)15CH3 1990±620 2230±1100 1620±1100
17 CH2O(CH2)17CH3 1730±540 1840±940 1360±810
18 CH2O(CH2)19CH3 1780±610 2270±1000 2040±1200
19 CH2N[(CH2)17CH3]2 2390±800 818±140 (12%) 772±120 (62%)


2980±250 (88%) 2980± (38%)
20 (CH2)3CH3 Solb Sol Sol
21 (CH2)9CH3 1140c 404±100 (14%) 355±90 (93%)


1740±4100 (86%) 1560±470 (7%)
22 (CH2)13CH3 1020c 361±100 (17%) 317±80 (95%)


1700±490 (83%) 1480±490 (5%)
23 (CH2)15CH3 1610±580 1860±640 1580±680
24 (CH2)17CH3 1880±610 2220±1000 1770±1100
25 (CH2)19CH3 3030c 487±130 (3%) 419±120 (62%)


3550±890 (97%) 3700±850 (38%)
26 (CH2)21CH3 2520±900 2920±1200 3040±1500
27 1,19-CH2O(CH2)13CH3 1730c 366±150 (5%) 271±100 (86%)


2730±1600 (95%) 2130±1800 (14%)
28 1,19-CH2O(CH2)15CH3 1900±700 2440±1300 2100±1500
29 1,19-CH2O(CH2)17CH3 1740±580 2160±830 1910±960
30 1,19-(CH2)9CH3 1470±550 1130±480 (46%) 779±330 (87%)


2870±680 (54%) 2890±66 (13%)
31 1,19-(CH2)13CH3 855c 460±150 (44%) 365±120 (99%)


2110±710 (56%) 2130±730 (1%)
32 1,19-(CH2)15CH3 1740±600 2220±980 1940±1100
33 1,19-(CH2)17CH3 2790d 3000±530 3010±510
34 1,19-CO(CH2)7CH3 ne n n
35 1,19-CO(CH2)12CH3 n n n
36 1,19-CO(CH2)14CH3 n n n
37 1,19-CO(CH2)16CH3 n n n
38 1,19-COO(CH2)16CH3 uf u u
39 1,19-CONH(CH2)17CH3 u u u
40 1,19-CON[(CH2)17CH3]2 u u u
41 1,19-COO-cholestanyl u u u
42 1,19-COO-cholesteryl u u u


a Determined on a Coulter N4SD submicron particle analyzer.
b Sol means that the oxidized monomer was water soluble; any aggregates present were not detected
by light scattering.
c Distribution was broad.
d Distribution was narrow.
e n means that the monomer could not be oxidized by ammonium cerium(IV) nitrtate aqueous
solution.
f u means that the oxidized monomers were unstable.
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Redox switching and recycling


We have recently demonstrated for bola-amphiphilic rela-
tives of the compounds reported here that the
‘pro-amphiphiles’ can be oxidized (CeIV), the aggregates
reduced (Na2S2O4) and the monomers recovered.16 The
process is efficient but some decomposition is apparent by
TLC analysis. Reused monomers can be oxidized and afford
aggregates whose sizes are within experimental error of
those obtained originally.


CONCLUSION


We report here a broad family of ‘pro-amphiphilic’ one- and
two-tailed ferrocene derivatives that can be oxidized and
sonicated to form aggregates. Exposure of the aggregate to
a reducing agent, converts the amphiphile to a non-polar
ferrocene derivative and the aggregates collapse. The
monomers undergo a slight decomposition during this
process but may be reused to give identical aggregates when
the cycle is repeated. The stable liposomes have been


characterized by laser light scattering and negative stain
electron microscopy. In the absence of an oxidizing agent,
vesicles failed to form from these compounds.


Both oxidized single- and twin-tailed ferrocene deriva-
tives formed stable vesicles. These systems constitute the
first examples of redox-switchable amphiphiles having the
same headgroup that form vesicles whether the hydrophobic
part of the molecule is composed of one or two tails.


EXPERIMENTAL
1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300, 500 or 600 MHz in
CDCl3 solvent and are reported in ppm (d) downfield from
internal (CH3)4Si. 13C NMR spectra were recorded at
proportional frequencies as noted above. Infrared spectra
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 1710 Fourier
transform infrared spectrophotometer and were calibrated
against the 1601 cm21 band of polystyrene. Melting points
were determined on a Thomas Hoover apparatus in open
capillaries and are uncorrected. Thin-layer chromatographic
(TLC) analyses were performed on aluminum oxide 60 F-


Figure 1. Negative stain electron micrograph of aggregates formed by oxidation and sonication of 24
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254 neutral (Type E) with a 0·2 mm layer thickness or on
silica gel 60 F-254 with a 0·2 mm layer thickness.
Preparative chromatographic columns were packed with
activated aluminum oxide (MCB 80–325 mesh, chromato-
graphic grade, AX 611) or with Kieselgel 60 (70–230
mesh). Chromatotron chromatography was performed on a
Harrison Research Model 7924 Chromatotron with 2 mm
thick circular plates prepared from Kieselgel 60 PF-254.


All reactions were conducted under dry N2 unless stated
otherwise. All reagents were of the best (non-LC) grade
commercially available and were distilled, recrystallized or
used without further purification, as appropriate. Molecular
distillation temperatures refer to the oven temperature of a
Kugelrohr apparatus. Combustion analyses were performed
by Atlantic Microlab (Atlanta, GA, USA) and are reported
as percentages.


Ferrocenylmethyl cholestanyl ether, 1. Compound 1
was prepared as recently described.16


General procedure for syntheses of compounds
13–18. Dimethylaminomethylferrocene (1·46 g, 6 mmol),
ROH (6 mmol), iodomethane (0·85 g, 6 mmol) and K2CO3


(3 g, excess) were heated in the mixed solvent of dry
CH3CN (15 ml) and CH3CH2CH2CN (10 ml) at reflux for
24 h. The mixture was cooled to room temperature and
concentrated in vacuo. The crude mixture was then diluted
with H2O (30 ml) and extracted with CH2Cl2 (3330 ml).
The organic layers were combined, washed with brine, dried
(MgSO4) and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatog-
raphy (silica gel, EtOAc–hexanes, 1:20, v/v) afforded the
desired compound.


Ferrocenylmethyl octyl ether, 13. The title compound
was prepared on a 4 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (673 mg, 51%) was
obtained as a yellow oil. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3H), 1·27 (s,
10H), 1·55 (m, 2 H), 3·39 (t, 2 H), 4·12–4·25 (three peaks,
11 H, CH2 ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C19H28OFe: C, 69·52;
H, 8·60%. Found: C, 69·60; H, 8·60%.


Figure 2. Negative stain electron micrograph of aggregates formed by oxidation and sonication of 28
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Ferrocenylmethyl dodecyl ether, 14. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 4 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure reported above. The product (436 mg,
28%) was obtained as a red–brown solid, m.p. 31–33 8C. 1H
NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·27 (s, 18 H), 1·55 (m, 2 H), 3·39 (t,
2 H), 4·12–4·25 (three peaks, 11 H, CH2ferrocene). Anal.
calcd for C23H36OFe: C, 71·87; H, 9·44%. Found: C, 71·74;
H, 9·45%.


Ferrocenylmethyl tetradecyl ether, 15, ferrocenylme-
thyl hexadecyl ether, 16, ferrocenylmethyl octadecyl
ether, 17, ferrocenylmethyl eicosanyl ether, 18 and
ferrocenylmethyldi-n-octadecylamine, 19. These com-
pounds were prepared as recently described.16


1-n-Butylferrocene, 20. The title compound was pur-
chased from Sigma–Aldrich and used without further
purification.


General procedure for syntheses of compounds
21–26. The syntheses of compounds 21–26 were accom-
plished in two steps. First, monosubstituted acylferrocenes
were prepared by Friedel–Crafts acylation. The compounds
thus obtained were then subjected to Clemmensen reduc-
tion. The general synthetic procedures are recorded below.


Preparation of acid chlorides. If not commercially
available, the appropriate acid chloride was prepared. A
solution of the appropriate acid (5 mmol) in SOCl2 (25 ml)


was heated at reflux overnight. Excess SOCl2 was evapo-
rated to afford the acid chloride as a light yellow solid,
which was used without further purification.


Preparation of ferrocenyl alkyl ketones. A solution of the
acid chloride (2 mmol., see above) and AlCl3 in 10 ml of
CH2Cl2 was added dropwise (2 h) to a solution of ferrocene
(2 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 ml) while stirring at room tem-
perature. After 1 h, the reaction mixture was poured on to
ice (20 g). The organic phase was washed (water) until
neutral and dried over MgSO4. After filtration, the solvent
was evaporated. The crude product was either crystallized
from methanol or chromatographed over silica using
EtOAc–hexanes (1:10, v/v) to afford the desired ketone.


Preparation of 1-n-alkylferrocenes. Granular zinc (1·7 g,
26 mmol, 20 mesh) was amalgamated by stirring for 5 min
with HgCl2 (125 mg, 0·46 mmol), H2O (2·5 ml) and concen-
trated HCl (ca 37%, v/v, 0·1 ml). The aqueous phase was
decanted and replaced by H2O (3 ml), concentrated HCl
(6 ml) and the ketone (1 mmol, see above), which was
dissolved in benzene (4 ml). The mixture was heated at
reflux for 4 h. At intervals during the reaction, concentrated
HCl (0·5 ml) was added. The mixture was cooled to room
temperature. The amalgam was picked out and washed with
diethyl ether. The combined organic phase was washed with
water until neutral and then dried over MgSO4. The crude
product was purified either by crystallization from methanol
or propan-2-ol or by flash chromatography (silica gel,
hexanes) to afford the desired product.


1-n-Decylferrocene, 21. Preparation of ferrocenyl nonyl
ketone. Ferrocenyl nonyl ketone was prepared on a 20 mmol
scale according to the general procedure described above.
The ketone (5·0 g, 74%) was obtained as a red solid, m.p.
32–34 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·27 (s, 12 H), 1·71 (m,
2 H), 2·67 (t, 2 H), 4·20 (s, 5 H, ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H,
ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H, ferrocene). Anal. calcd for
C20H28OFe: C, 70·59; H, 8·29%. Found: C, 70·63, H,
8·27%.


Preparation of 21. The ketone (above) was reduced with
Zn(Hg) on a 5 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (1·2 g, 74%) was obtained
after crystallization (CH3OH) as a yellow solid, m.p.
31–32 8C (lit.21 35–36 8C). 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·27 (s,
14 H), 1·49 (m, 2 H), 2·30 (t, 2 H), 4·05–4·10 (three peaks,
9 H, ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C20H30Fe: C, 73·62; H,
9·27%. Found: C, 73·57, H, 9·24%.


1-n-Tetradecylferrocene, 22. Preparation of ferrocenyl
tridecyl ketone. Ferrocenyl tridecyl ketone was prepared on
a 5 mmol scale according to the general procedure
described above. The ketone (1·38 g, 70%) was obtained as
a yellow solid, m.p. 52–54 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26
(s, 20 H), 1·71 (m, 2 H), 2·6/9 (t, 2 H), 4·20 (s, 5 H,
ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H, ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H, ferrocene).
Anal. calcd for C24H36OFe: C, 72·72; H, 9·15%. Found: C,


Figure 3. Possible amphiphile orientation in membranes formed
from oxidized single-tailed (bottom) and double-tailed (right)


ferrocene derivatives.
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72·60, H, 9·10%.


Preparation of 22. The ketone (above) was reduced with
Zn(Hg) on a 1 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (320 mg, 84%) was
obtained after crystallization (CH3OH) as a yellow solid,
m.p. 47–49 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26 (s, 22 H), 1·49
(m, 2 H), 2·31 (t, 2 H), 4·04–4·09 (three peaks, 9 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C24H38Fe: C, 75·38; H, 10·02%.
Found: C, 75·40, H, 9·95%.


1-n-Hexadecylferrocene, 23. Preparation of ferrocenyl
pentadecyl ketone. Ferrocenyl pentadecyl ketone was pre-
pared on a 5 mmol scale according to the general procedure
described above. The ketone (1·71 g, 80%) was obtained as
a yellow solid, m.p. 60·5–62 8C (lit.22 59–60 8C). 1H NMR:
0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26 (s, 24 H), 1·71 (m, 2 H), 2·69 (t, 2 H),
4·20 (s, 5 H, ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H, ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H,
ferrocene).


Preparation of 24. The ketone (above) was reduced with
Zn(Hg) on a 1 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (331 mg, 81%) was
obtained as a yellow solid after crystallization from
methanol, m.p. 54–55 8C (lit.22 55–56 8C). 1H NMR: 0·88 (t,
3 H), 1·26 (s, 26 H), 1·49 (m, 2 H), 2·31 (t, 2 H), 4·04–4·09
(three peaks, 9 H, ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C26H42Fe: C,
76·08; H, 10·31%. Found: C, 75·95, H, 10·24%.


1-n-Octadecylferrocene, 24. Preparation of ferrocenyl
heptadecyl ketone. Ferrocenyl heptadecyl ketone was pre-
pared on a 2 mmol scale according to the general procedure
described above. The ketone (750 mg, 83%) was obtained
as a yellow solid, m.p. 64–65 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H),
1·26 (s, 28 H), 1·71 (m, 2 H), 2·69 (t, 2 H), 4·20 (s, 5 H,
ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H, ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H, ferrocene).
Anal. calcd for C28H44OFe: C, 74·32; H, 9·80%. Found: C,
74·44, H, 9·85%.


Preparation of 24. The ketone (above) was reduced with
Zn(Hg) on a 0·82 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (190 mg, 56%) was
obtained as a yellow solid after crystallization from
methanol, m.p. 58–60 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26 (s, 30
H), 1·49 (m, 2 H), 2·31 (t, 2 H), 4·04–4·09 (three peaks, 9 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C28H46Fe: C, 76·69; H, 10·57%.
Found: C, 76·77, H, 10·57%.


1-n-Eicosanylferrocene, 25. Preparation of ferrocenyl
nonadecyl ketone. Ferrocenyl nonadecyl ketone was pre-
pared on a 5 mmol scale according to the general procedure
described above. The ketone (1·87 g, 78%) was obtained as
a yellow solid, m.p. 71–73 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26
(s, 32 H), 1·71 (m, 2 H), 2·69 (t, 2 H), 4·20 (s, 5 H,
ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H, ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H, ferrocene).
Anal. calcd for C30H48OFe: C, 74·98; H, 10·07%. Found: C,
75·07, H, 10·10%.


Preparation of 25. The ketone (above) was reduced with


Zn(Hg) on a 1 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (340 mg, 73%) was
obtained after crystallization from propan-2-ol as a yellow
solid, m.p. 65–67 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26 (s, 34 H),
1·49 (m, 2 H), 2·31 (t, 2 H), 4·04–4·09 (three peaks, 9 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C30H50Fe: C, 77·23; H, 10·80%.
Found: C, 77·33, H, 10·82%.


1-n-Docosanylferrocene, 26. Preparation of ferrocenyl
heneicosanyl ketone. Ferrocenyl heneicosanyl ketone was
prepared on a 5 mmol scale according to the general
procedure described above. The ketone (1·82 g, 72%) was
obtained as a yellow solid, m.p. 73–75 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t,
3 H), 1·26 (s, 36 H), 1·71 (m, 2 H), 2·69 (t, 2 H), 4·20 (s, 5
H, ferrocene), 4·49 (t, 2 H, ferrocene) 4·78 (t, 2 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C32H52OFe: C, 75·57; H, 10·30%.
Found: C, 75·71, H, 10·36%.


Preparation of 26. The ketone (above) was reduced with
Zn(Hg) on a 1 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (360 mg, 73%) was
obtained as a yellow solid after crystallization from propan-
2-ol, m.p. 69–70·5 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 3 H), 1·26 (s, 38
H), 1·49 (m, 2 H), 2·31 (t, 2 H), 4·05–4·09 (three peaks, 9 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C32H54Fe: C, 77·71; H, 11·00%.
Found: C, 77·45, H, 10·95%.


General procedure for the syntheses of compounds
27–29. To DMSO (10 ml) was added powdered KOH
(88%, 255 mg, 4 mmol). After stirring for 5 min, commer-
cial 1,19-ferrocenedimethanol (100 mg, 0·405 mmol) was
added, followed immediately by the appropriate 1-bromo-
alkane (1 mmol, syringe). Stirring was continued for 1 h.
The mixture was then poured into H2O (30 ml) and
extracted with CH2Cl2 (3330 ml). The organic layers were
combined, dried over MgSO4, and concentrated in vacuo.
Column chromatography (silica, EtOAc–hexanes, 1:10, v/v)
afforded the product as a yellow solid.


1,19Bis(2-oxahexadecyl)ferrocene, 27. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 0·405 mmol scale as described in
the general procedure (above). The product was obtained
(170 mg, 66%) as a yellow solid, m.p. 37–38 8C. 1H NMR:
0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·25 (s, 44 H), 1·53 (m, 4 H), 3·39 (t, 4 H),
4·12–4·25 [three peaks, 12 H, (CH2)2 ferrocene]. Anal. calcd
for C40H70O2Fe: C, 75·21; H, 11·04%. Found: C, 75·29, H,
11·06%.


1,19-Bis(2-oxaoctadecyl)ferrocene, 28. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 0·405 mmol scale as described in
the general procedure (above). The product was obtained
(130 mg, 46%) as a yellow solid, m.p. 45·5–47 8C. 1H
NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·25 (s, 52 H), 1·53 (m, 4 H), 3·39 (t,
4 H), 4·12–4·22 [three peaks, 12 H, (CH2)2ferrocene]. Anal.
calcd for C44H78O2Fe: C, 76·05; H, 11·31%. Found: C,
75·98, H, 11·26%.
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1,19-Bis(2-oxaeicosanyl)ferrocene, 29. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 0·405 mmol scale as described in
the general procedure (above). The product was obtained
(140 mg, 46%) as a yellow solid, m.p. 49–50·5 8C. 1H
NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·25 (s, 60 H), 1·53 (m, 4 H), 3·39 (t,
4 H), 4·12–4·25 [three peaks, 12 H, —(OCH2)2ferrocene].
Anal. calcd for C48H86O2Fe: C, 76·76; H, 11·54%. Found: C,
76·94, H, 11·67%.


General procedure for syntheses of compounds
30–33. Clemmensen reduction of 34–37 (ketones, see
below) afforded 30–33 (1,19-dialkylferrocenes).


Preparation of 1,19-dialkylferrocenes. Granular zinc
(3·4 g, 52 mmol, 20 mesh) was amalgamated by stirring for
5 min with mercury (II) chloride (250 mg, 0·92 mmol), H2O
(5 ml) and concentrated HCl (ca 37%, v/v, 0·2 ml). The
aqueous phase was decanted and replaced by H2O (6 ml),
concentrated HCl (12 ml), toluene (30 ml) and the appro-
priate 1,19-bis(1-oxoalkyl)ferrocene (1 mmol, see below for
preparation). The mixture was heated at reflux for 4 h. The
amalgam was removed (picked out) and washed with
diethyl ether. The combined organic phase was washed with
water to neutrality and dried over MgSO4. The crude
product was chromatographed (silica, hexanes). Crystalliza-
tion (if necessary) from EtOAc and MeOH afforded the
product.


1,19-Bis(n-decyl)ferrocene, 30. The title compound was
prepared on a 0·7 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (200 mg, 61%) was
obtained as a red–brown liquid. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·27
(s, 24 H), 1·48 (m, 4 H), 2·29 (t, 4 H), 3·97 (bs, 8 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C30H50Fe: C, 77·23; H, 10·80%.
Found: C, 77·35; H, 10·91%.


1,19-Bis(n-tetradecyl)ferrocene, 31. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 0·5 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure (above). The product (201 mg, 69%) was
obtained after crystallization from EtOAc and MeOH as a
yellow solid, m.p. 41·5–43 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·26
(s, 44 H), 1·46 (m, 4 H), 2·24 (t, 4 H), 4·06 (bs, 8 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C38H66Fe: C, 78·86; H, 11·49%.
Found: C, 78·77; H, 11·57%.


1,19Bis(n-hexadecyl)ferrocene, 32. The title compound
was prepared on a 1 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (380 mg, 60%) was
obtained after crystallization from EtOAc and MeOH as a
yellow solid, m.p. 49·5–51 8C (lit.22 41·2–42·4 8C). 1H
NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·26 (s, 52 H), 1·46 (m, 4 H), 2·21 (t,
4 H), 4·10 (bs, 8 H, ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C42H74Fe: C,
79·46; H, 11·75%. Found: C, 79·50; H, 11·82%.


1,19-Bis(n-octadecyl)ferrocene, 33. The title compound
was prepared on a 0·5 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure (above). The product (190 mg, 55%) was


obtained after crystallization from EtOAc and MeOH as a
yellow solid, m.p. 57·–58 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·26
(s, 60 H), 1·46 (m, 4 H), 2·21 (t, 4 H), 4·10 (bs, 8 H,
ferrocene). Anal. calcd for C46H82Fe: C, 79·96; H, 11·96%.
Found: C, 79·97; H, 11·99%.


General procedure for syntheses of compounds
34–37. The appropriate acid chloride (4 mmol) was slowly
added to a suspension of AlCl3 (533 mg, 4 mmol) in CH2Cl2


(15 ml) while stirring. To the above solution was added
dropwise (2 h) a solution of ferrocene (3 mmol) in CH2Cl2


(20 ml) while stirring. After 12 h, the reaction mixture was
poured on to ice (50 g). After adding CHCl3 (30 ml), the
organic phase was washed (water) until neutral, dried over
MgSO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatog-
raphy (silica gel, EtOAc–CHCl3–hexanes, 1:5:10, v/v)
afforded the desired compound. The products were further
purified by crystallization from EtOAc and MeOH.


1,19-Bis(1-oxodecyl)ferrocene, 34. The title compound
was prepared on a 2 mmol scale as described in the general
procedure (above). The product (600 mg, 61%) was
obtained after crystallization (MeOH) as an orange solid,
m.p. 70–71.5 8C (lit.20 68·6–69·8 8C). 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6
H), 1·26 (s, 24 H), 1·69 (m, 4 H), 2·65 (t, 4 H), 4·48 (t, 4 H,
ferrocene), 4·77 (t, 4 H, ferrocene).


1,19-Bis(1-oxotetradecyl)ferrocene, 35. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 2 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure (above). The product (750 mg, 62%) was
obtained after crystallization from EtOAc and MeOH as an
orange solid, m.p. 83–84 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·26 (s,
40 H), 1·69 (m, 4 H), 2·65 (t, 4 H), 4·48 (t, 4 H, ferrocene),
4·77 (t, 4 H, ferrocene).


1,19-Bis(1-oxohexadecyl)ferrocene, 36. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 3 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure (above). The product (1320 mg, 66%)
was obtained after crystallization from EtOAc as an orange
solid, m.p. 86·5–87·5 8C (lit.22 82·4–83·4 8C). 1H NMR: 0·88
(t, 6 H), 1·26 (2, 48 H), 1·69 (m, 4 H), 2·65 (t, 4 H), 4·48 (t,
4 H, ferrocene), 4·77 (t, 4 H, ferrocene).


1,19-Bis(1-oxooctadecyl)ferrocene, 37. The title com-
pound was prepared on a 2 mmol scale as described in the
general procedure (above). The product (890 mg, 62%) was
obtained after crystallization (EtOAc) as an orange solid,
m.p. 90–91·5 8C. 1H NMR: 0·88 (t, 6 H), 1·26 (s, 56 H), 1·69
(m, 4 H), 2·65 (t, 4 H), 4·48 (t, 4 H, ferrocene), 4·77 (t, 4 H,
ferrocene).


Ferrocenyl 1,19-carboxyheptadecanoate, 38, N,N9-
Bis(octadecyl)ferrocene-1,19-dicarboxamide, 39,
1,19-bis[(octadecylamino)carbonyl]ferrocene, 40, ferro-
cenyl 1,19-carboxydihydrocholesterate, 41, and
ferrocenyl 1,19-carboxycholesterate, 42. These com-
pounds were prepared as recently described.16
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Vesicle formation for the neutral species. Compounds
were dissolved in CH2Cl2 (ca 2 ml) in a sample vial and the
solvent was slowly removed by purging with N2 and drying
under high vacuum for 1 h. The sample was then sonicated
in deionized water (0·5 mM concentration) by a Branson
Cell Disruptor (Model 185) at 30 W (90% duty cycle) with
a tip sonicator in an ice-bath for 30 min. The suspension
was centrifuged or filtered through a 1·0 mm Nuclepore
polycarbonate membrane. The suspension was charac-
terized using a particle analyzer (Coulter Model N4MD) at
20 8C and 908 angle for 200 s.


Vesicle formation for the oxidized species. The ferro-
cene derivative (5 mmol) was suspended in deionized and
deoxygenated water (2 ml) in a 15 ml test-tube under
nitrogen. Ammonium cerium(IV) nitrate (25 mM) was added
to oxidize the ferrocene derivative and the test-tube was
immersed in a water-bath sonicator (Branson Model 1200)
for 10–30 min. The suspension was diluted (8 ml of
deionized and deoxygenated water) and sonicated using a
Branson Cell Disruptor (Model 185) at 30 W (90% duty
cycle) with a tip sonicator in an ice-bath under nitrogen for
30 min. The suspension was then centrifuged or filtered
through a 1·0 mm Nuclepore polycarbonate membrane. It
was characterized by following the procedure above.
Ferrocenylmethyl cholestanyl ether and all the alkylferro-
cene derivatives were oxidized in CH2Cl2 by using aqueous
ammonium cerium(IV) nitrate solution. After drying (N2


purge), the oxidized compounds were further dried under
high vacuum (2 h). The solution was then diluted with
10 ml of deionized and deoxygenated water. Vesicles were
then prepared as referenced.


Redox switching ferrocene derivative vesicles. A
100 mM aqueous solution of Na2S2O4 was prepared in
deionized and deoxygenized and deoxygenated water. The
solution was clarified by filtration through a 0·2 mm
Nuclepore polycarbonate membrane.


An aliquot (15 ml) of 100 mM Na2S2O4 or 200 mM NaCl
solution was added to deionized and deoxygenated water
(2·7 ml). The solutions were vortex mixed to ensure
homogeneity. Then, stock vesicle suspension (300 ml,
0·5 mM) was added to each of the above solutions. After
vortex mixing, the vesicle suspensions were incubated and
then analyzed by dynamic laser light scattering.


In order to confirm that monomers obtained from the
collapsed vesicles could be reused, vesicle suspension
(10 ml, 0·5 mM surfactant) was prepared in a 15 ml test-
tube. The suspension was centrifuged, the supernatant was
transferred into another 15 ml test-tube and 1 ml of 100 mM


aqueous Na2S2O4 solution was added. The color of the
vesicle suspension immediately began to change from blue
to yellow and precipitation began. After 10 min, the
suspension was centrifuged and washed once with deio-
nized water. The suspension was then oxidized and
sonicated as done for the original vesicles and liposomes


were obtained again. After centrifuging and filtering, the
suspension was analyzed by dynamic light scattering.


Negative stain electron microscopy. Vesicle suspen-
sions were prepared for viewing by transmission electron
microscopy using two different methods as described below.
The important difference between the two methods is as
follows. Using method 1, clear membrane boundaries are
observed between the internal and external areas of the
vesicle, but the efficiency of mechanically adhering aggre-
gates to the EM grids is poor. Adhering aggregates to the
grids is more efficient by using the second method, but the
definition of membrane boundaries is poorer. In either case,
after preparation, the grids were allowed to air dry and
observations were then made with a Hitachi H-600
transmission elecron microscope operated at 75 kV.


Method 1. Bacitracin solution (0·024%, 10 ml) was added
to the vesicle suspension (50 ml), mixed and 10–15 ml of the
resulting suspension was applied to Butvar/carbon-coated,
400-mesh copper grids. A period of 1–5 min was allowed to
permit attachment of vesicles. Excess fluid was then wicked
off the grid by touching their edges to filter-paper while
leaving a thin film of fluid on the grids. Uranyl acetate (1%,
10–12 ml) was applied to the grid. After 15–30 s, the stain
was wicked off with filter-paper to leave a thin film of
liquid. The grids were then allowed to air dry.


Method 2. Bacitracin solution (0·024%, 10 ml) was added
to the vesicle suspension (50 ml). The modified vesicle
samples were then mixed with 1% uranyl acetate stain in a
ratio of 2 parts sample to 1 part stain. The vesicle–stain
solutions (10–12 ml) were applied to Butvar/carbon-coated
grids, allowed to stand for 1–5 min and then wicked off with
filter-paper, leaving a thin film of fluid.
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DETERMINATION OF COMPLEX STABILITIES WITH NEARLY
INSOLUBLE HOST MOLECULES. PART II. COMPLEXATION OF ALKALI


AND ALKALINE EARTH METAL CATIONS WITH DIBENZO CROWN
ETHERS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION


HANS-JÜRGEN BUSCHMANN,* ERNST CLEVE, ULRIKE DENTER AND ECKHARD SCHOLLMEYER
Deutsches Textilforschungszentrum Nord-West eV, Frankenring 2, D-47798 Krefeld, Germany


An experimental method was developed to determine the stability constants with nearly insoluble ligands in
homogeneous solution. This method was tested using dibenzo crown ethers, which have a very low solubility in aqueous
solution. The stability constants for the complexation of alkali and alkaline earth metal cations with different dibenzo
crown ethers were determined in aqueous solution. Owing to the complex formation the total concentration of the ligand
in solution increases. Dibenzo crown ethers absorb in the ultraviolet spectral range, hence the increase in the ligand
concentration can be easily detected. Without the knowledge of the molar absorptivities of the ligands and of the
corresponding complexes and of the solubilities, the stabilities of the complexes formed can be calculated under certain
assumptions. To verify these assumptions, the solubilities of the dibenzo crown ethers and the molar absorptivities were
determined. The kinetics of the solubilization process of the ligands was followed by spectrophotometric measurements.
© 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The different experimental techniques that are suitable for
studying the complexation of cations by non-cyclic, macro-
cyclic and macrobicyclic ligands have already been
mentioned in Part I of this paper.1


The first report in the literature about the increase in
solubility of a macrocyclic ligand due to interactions with
cations goes back to the discovery of the crown ethers by
Pedersen,2 who wrote, ‘Dibenzo-18-crown-6 is only slightly
soluble in methanol at room temperature. Since it contains
no phenolic or other acidic group, it was surprising that its
solubility in methanol is greatly increased by the addition of
sodium hydroxide. This puzzle was solved by the discovery
that most methanol-soluble salts of the alkali and alkaline
earth metals have the same effect. Hence, it is not the
hydroxyl ion that is responsible for the increased solubility
but the cations which operate by complexing with the
polyether.’ These observations were not used as a basis for
studying the reactions between nearly insoluble ligands and
salts quantitatively.


However, from the increase in the solubility, the stability
constants of complexes of nearly insoluble ligands with
cations can be calculated by means of a spectrophotometric
method using some assumptions, as shown in Part I.1 The
ligand dibenzo-18-crown-6 and the cryptand (222BB) were
used to test the assumptions made and to compare the
results with values in the literature. To obtain more
experimental results about this new method, the complexa-
tion reactions of other dibenzo crown ethers with alkali and
alkaline earth metal cations were studied in this work.
Unfortunately, no stability constants for these ligands in
aqueous solution have been reported.3, 4


EXPERIMENTAL


The crown ethers dibenzo-15-crown-5 (DB15C5) (Janssen),
[2,4]dibenzo-18-crown-6 ([2,4]DB18C6) (Acros), dibenzo-
18-crown-6 (DB18C6) (Merck), dibenzo-24-crown-8
(DB24C8) (Merck) and dibenzo-30-crown-10 (DB30C10)
(Fluka) were of the highest purity commercially available.
The purity of the ligands was >99%, as proved by their
melting points and elemental analyses. Ligands with lower
purity were recrystallized several times. The structures of
the crown ethers are shown in Figure 1.


* Correspondence to: H.-J. Buschmann.
Contract grant sponsor: Forschungskuratorium Gesamttextil; Con-
tract grant number: AIF-No. 10714.
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The salts NaCl, KCl, RbCl, CsCl, CaCl2 , SrCl2 and BaCl2


were of the highest purity commercially available. As
solvent, doubly distilled water was used.


The solid ligand was added to solutions of the salts
(231023–231022 mol l21 ). The amount of the solid
ligand was high enough to ensure the complete saturation of
the solutions. The spectra of the solutions were recorded
after at least one day. Before absorbance measurements, the
saturated solutions were passed through a membrane filter
(polycarbonate, 0·4 mm). All solutions were thermostated at
25 °C. The increase in absorbance due to complex forma-
tion is shown in Figure 2.


The molar absorptivities of the pure ligands and their
complexes were determined at 274 nm for solutions with
known ligand concentrations. These values were used to
calculate the solubilities of the ligands from the absorbance
of solutions saturated with the ligands.


For the measurement of the rates of solubilization, the


solid ligands were added to 200 ml of pure water and
stirred. The UV spectra were recorded after several time
intervals. The increase in absorbance as a function of time
is shown in Figure 3.


All spectrophotometric measurements were made using a
Varian Cary 5E spectrophotometer.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Kinetics of solubilization and solubilities of the ligands


One of the main problems with these measurements is to
decide whether the solubilization has reached an equilib-
rium state or not. In Figure 3 the absorptivities of dibenzo
crown ethers in aqueous solutions are shown as a function
of time. After 10 h most of the ligand solutions have reached
equilibrium and the further increase in the absorptivities
during an additional 14 h is small. Only in the case of


Figure 1. Structures of the dibenzo crown ethers


Figure 2. UV spectra of saturated solutions of the ligand [2,4]DB18C6 in the presence of different concentrations of KCl, (a) 231023, (b)
631023, (c) 1·431022 and (d) 231021


M, in aqueous solution at 25 °C
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DB15C5 does it take nearly 24 h before the solution is
saturated with the ligand. The smallest ligand examined,
with two benzene groups and five ether donor atoms,
dissolves more slowly than the other ligands.


The rate constants k for the dissolution of the ligands can
be calculated using the equation


[L]=[L]sat(12e2kt ) (1)


The values of k are given in Table 1. The solubility of the
ligands has no influence on the rate constant. With the
exception of DB15C5, the values of k for the other ligands
are nearly identical. DB15C5 shows the most hydrophobic
character of all the ligands examined. Therefore, the contact
between the solid ligand and the solvent molecules is rather
poor.


The solubilities of the dibenzo crown ethers are of the
same order of magnitude (see Table 1). Only for two
dibenzo crown ethers are solubilities available in the
literature for comparison.5—7


Treatment of the experimental data


The mathematical models for the treatment of the experi-
mental data have already been discussed in detail in Part I.1


The formation of a 1 :1 complex between a ligand L and a
cation Mn+ is given by the equation


L+Mn ⇀↽ LMn+ (2)


The stability constant K is defined as


K=
[LMn+ ]


[L][Mn+]
(3)


The experimentally measured absorptivities A9 for a con-
stant optical path length d is given by equation (4) if only
the ligand and the complex formed absorb at a given
wavelength:


A=A9/d=«1[L]+«2[LMn+ ] (4)


where «1 and «2 are the molar absorptivities of the ligand


Figure 3. Changes in the absorbance A at 274 nm due to the solubilization of the dibenzo crown ethers, (m) DB15C5, (d) DB18C6, (r)
[2,4]DB18C6, (3 ) DB24C8 and (j) DB30C10, in aqueous solution at 25 °C


Table 1. Rate constants of dissolution k (min21 ) and solubilities [L]sat (mol l21 ) of
dibenzo crown ethers in aqueous solution at 25 °C


Parameter DB15C5 DB18C6 [2,4]DB18C6 DB24C8 DB30C10


k31023 3·3±0·1 4·8±0·3 4·9±0·3 5·2±0·3 4·6±0·1
[L]sat 31025 8·3±0·2 1·7±0·1a 6·3±0·3 9·0±0·40 4·0±0·1


2b 8·6d


1·3c


a From Ref. 1.
b From Ref. 5.
c From Ref. 6.
d From Ref. 7.
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and the complex, respectively. If the solution is saturated
with the ligand, the first term in equation (4) is constant:


A0=«1[L]sat (5)


Using equation (3) and the equations of the material
balances, one obtains


A/A0 21=
(«2 /«1 )K
1+K[L]sat


csalt (6)


Plotting A/A0 21 as a function of the total salt concentration
csalt , one expects a straight line with slope b. From this
slope, the stability constant of the complex formed in
solution can be calculated:


K=
b


(«2 /«1 )2b[L]sat


(7)


Using the following assumptions, it is possible to
calculate stability constants from equation (7) without
knowing the molar absorptivities and the solubility of the
ligand: (a) the molar absorptivities of the host molecule «1


and the complex formed «2 are nearly identical:


«2 /«1 ≈1


and (b) the solubility of the ligand is low:


b[L]sat!1


If both assumptions are valid, the slope b is identical with
the stability constant K.


Test of the assumptions


The solubilities of the ligands in aqueous solution are
calculated from the absorptivities A0 of saturated solutions
using the molar absorptivities «1 of these ligands. The
results are summarized in Table 1. The concentrations of the
ligands in the saturated solutions are of the order of
1025–1024 mol l21. If the stability constants of the com-
plexes formed in aqueous solutions are not higher than
103 l mol21 then the assumption b[L]sat!1 is fulfilled.


The molar absorptivities of the ligands and of the
complexes are given in Table 2. Owing to the complexation
only minor changes in the molar absorptivities are observed.
This is not surprising because the p-electrons of the
benzene groups are not directly involved in the complex
formation. Some small changes take place due to the ion–
dipole interactions of the oxygen donor atoms attached to


Table 2. Molar absorptivities « (1 mol21 cm21 ) at 274 nm of the dibenzo crown
ethers and of the salt complexes in aqueous solutions at 25 °C


Cation DB15C5 DB18C6a [2,4]DB18C6 DB24C8 DB30C10


— 5143±141 4682±68 4936±221 4801±242 4281±65
Na+ 4908±127 4780±276 5444±209 4771±166 4243±50
K+ 5088±180 4760±308 5319±126 4612±124 4209±27
Rb+ 5073±156 4961±241 5430±34 4861±211 4270±19
Cs+ 5095±178 4980±197 5138±230 4748±143 4213±42
Ca2+ 5214±295 4795±232 5047±205 4582±105 4270±26
Sr2+ 5192±281 4578±235 5075±176 4522±106 4410±155
Ba2+ 5953±179 4232±156 6427±114 5577±91 4479±14


a From Ref. 1.


Figure 4. Plot of A/A0 21 at 274 nm of saturated solutions of the ligand [2,4]DB18C6 as a function of the total salt concentration cS [(m) Na+


and (d) Cs+ ] in aqueous solution at 25 °C
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the benzene rings with the complexed cations. The complex
formation with Ba2+ has an influence upon the values of the
molar absorptivities. In this case the ratio «2 /«1 varies from
0·9 to 1·3. In general, the assumption «2 /«1 ≈1 is valid.


Stability constants of dibenzo crown ether complexes


In Figure 4, the absorbance of solutions saturated with the
ligand [2,4]DB18C6 are shown as a function of the salt
concentration. Owing to the complex formation, the total
concentration of the ligand in solution increases.


From equation (6), one expects a straight line by plotting
A/A0 21 at a constant wavelength as a function of the total
salt concentration. This is shown for the ligand
[2,4]DB18C6 and some salts in Figure 4. The slope b is
identical with the stability constant K if the assumptions
made are valid. This has already been shown.


The stability constants for the complexes formed with
alkali and alkaline earth metal cations are given in Table 3.
The dibenzo crown ethers do not show pronounced
selectivity. The ligands DB18C6 and [2,4]DB18C6 show
nearly identical complexation behaviour. The cavities of the
ligands with more than six oxygen donor atoms are too large
to fit optimally with one of the cations. Hence the cations
with the largest dimensions are complexed most strongly. In
aqueous solution none of the ligands form very stable
complexes.


CONCLUSION


The results reported clearly demonstrate the possibility of
calculating stability constants of alkali and alkaline earth
metal cations with nearly insoluble ligands. If the solubility
of the ligands is low and therefore the molar absorptivities
cannot be measured experimentally, the stability constants
of the complexes may be calculated from the increase in


absorbance.
A further advantage of this method is that only small


amounts of a ligand are necessary to obtain information
about the strength of the complexes formed.
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HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS: THEIR
OPERATION IN LIVING SYSTEMS


VIKTOR GUTMANN* AND GERHARD RESCH
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Technical University of Vienna, Getreidemarkt 9/153, A-1060 Vienna, Austria


Evidence is provided for the enormous role of hydrophobic interactions in aqueous solutions. It is concluded that
complementary functions of hydrophilic and of hydrophobic species are in continuous operation and that these are a
conditio sine qua non for the existence of the liquid. With regard to the supermolecular aggregations, hydrophobic
interactions are operative on the highest hierarchic levels of the system organization, i.e. at the interface and at the holes
around dissolved hydrophobic species. It is further emphasized that water is essential both for the unity and for the
differentiation of each living organism. With regard to its role for the differentiation of the body, the hydrophobic
interactions are of paramount importance, notably those provided by amphipathic solutes. The cell membrane is
considered to be the result of interactions between the highest hierarchic levels of intracellular and extracellular water.
The hydrophobic double layer provides the barriers for the separation of intracellular and extracellular water and at
the same time the connections for recognition and for exchange of information between them. The DNA structures
obtain conservative boundary conditions for their surrounding water systems which do not freeze at 260 °C. These
water systems are dynamically superior to all other parts of the water system of the organism. It is suggested that more
knowledge about the abilities of liquid water can be obtained by giving appropriate attention to its properties within the
living body. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Water molecules are unique in exciting both strong donors
and strong acceptor functions of about equal strengths.1 By
their mutual interactions, a three-dimensional hydrogen-
bonded structural network is established, which is highly
adaptable to changes in conditions.2 Quantitative data refer
to the ‘diffusionally averaged structure’3 with relaxation
times of 10211 s.4


Modern computational calculation methods have been
applied to systems containing a number of molecules
comparable to that in bulk systems.5–7 However, it has not
been possible to determine precisely the optimal configura-
tion for the idealized unit of trimeric water,8 such as has
been obtained for the dimeric unit.9 The present situation
has been characterized as follows:10 ‘No theory on water
structure has been proposed that is predictive, theoretically
sound and suitable to account for the quality of the liquid.’


Because liquid water is actually a solution from which the
last traces of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic solutes
cannot be removed,2, 11–13 we suggested extending the
molecular concept and treating the liquid under considera-
tion as a highly differentiated, well organized, flexible


macromolecule.11–13 In order to gain an understanding of the
qualities, we started from the wealth of observations under
complex conditions and took into consideration the una-
voidable presence of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
solutes.11–13


HYDROPHILIC SOLUTES IN WATER


The presence of hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions is a
consequence of the self-ionization equilibrium.13 These
strongly hydrated ions are considered as ‘hydrophilic
solutes’. Their hydration spheres have no borderlines as the
hydration effects extend in principle over the whole liquid
and finally reach the interface. IR and NMR spectra of
solutions of hydrophilic solutes reveal spectral changes
which simulate the effects of a decrease in temperature of
the spectrum of highly purified water.14 The increase in local
densities within the hydration spheres is associated with
increased local denisities at the interface areas,13 as reflected
in the well known effects of the decrease in vapour pressure
and of the increase in surface tension.2


The bond length variation rules1 expresses the fact that
each molecular interaction is bound to lead to appropriate
changes in the terminal regions of the system under
consideration. A striking example of this effect is provided* Correspondence to: V. Gutmann.
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by the actions of haemoglobin within the human body.15, 16


When oxygen molecules are coordinated at the iron sites of
this molecule, the O=bonds and the Fe—N bonds are
lengthened. These changes are associated with enormous
conformational changes of the polypeptide chains, which
led Perutz16 to compare the oxygen molecules with ‘fleas,
that make an elephant jump’. Structural investigations show
that the coordinated oxygen molecules are rotating within
the pockets of the haemoglobin molecules and these
rotations are in accord with the movements of the
polypeptide chains forming the pockets.17 The transforma-
tion from haemoglobin to oxyhaemoglobin is accompanied
by an intramolecular transformation from the paramagnetic
high-spin into the diamagnetic low-spin state. During the
course of this spin transformation, the molecule has
optimum flexibility and adaptability towards its environ-
ment.18 Within the erythrocyte, the haemoglobin molecule is
surrounded by the cytoplasm of the cell. As soon as oxygen
molecules are coordinated at the iron sites, two protons are
released into the cytoplasm from the ends of the protein
chains separated by 146 amino acid residues from the iron
atoms of the haem groups. In this way, carbon dioxide
available in the cell plasm as hydrocarbonate ions is set free
in the lungs. When oxygen is released in the tissues, two
protons are attracted from the cell plasm by the terminal
boundaries of the haemoglobin molecule, so that the
conversion of carbon dioxide into hydrogencarbonate ions
is facilitated in the cell plasm.


The interdependences and specific interactions between
haemoglobin and oxygen on the one hand and between
haemoglobin and the cell plasm on the other suggest an
‘intelligent behaviour’ at the molecular level.19 Eigen and
Winkler20 referred to molecules which respond in highly
specific ways to changes in environment as ‘intelligent
molecules’.


HYDROPHOBIC SOLUTES IN WATER


Less attention has been paid to the presence of small
amounts of dissolved gas molecules in water. They appear


to ‘refuse’ directed covalent bonding to water molecules
and are called hydrophobic solutes. Examples are oxygen,
nitrogen, hydrocarbons, ethers and carbon tetrachloride.
The solubility of hydrophobic substances in water is usually
at least one order of magnitude smaller than the solubility of
water in the hydrophobic liquid under consideration (Table
1).


Gas molecules contained in clathrates in liquid water are
known to be entrapped in cavities,21–23 which are larger than
required for their inclusion in the holes. Some of the cavities
remain unoccupied and yet they are stable. Their stabilities
in liquids have been demonstrated on theoretical grounds.24


Their existence implies inner surface areas with tightly
bound water molecules and non-covalent interactions with
the hydrophobic solute molecules. The O· · ·O distances
enclosing a cavity are shorter for unoccupied than for
occupied cavities,25 as expected on the basis of the bond
length variation rules.1, 26, 27 The structural features around a
hole of the dimensions found in the clathrate structures are
illustrated in Figure 1 by applying the bond length variation
rules.1, 2, 13


According to the non-covalent interactions between water
and the entrapped gas molecules, the latter librate or rotate
within the limitations provided by the flexible boundary
conditions of the inner surface areas of the holes.28, 29 These
motions are reflected in high values for the heat capacities
of the dissolved gas molecules, which have been estimated
to be nearly as high as in the gas phase.30 The investigation
of the vibrational spectrum of the solution indicates changes
similar to those arising from an increase in temperature for
‘pure’ water, i.e. the liquid structure is ‘loosened’, becom-
ing more ‘water-like’.14 The results of 13C NMR and
spin–lattice relaxation time measurements suggest that
water restricts the motions of the hydrophobic solute
moieties in conjunction with a concomitant influence on the
motions of the neighbouring water molecules,31–33 but the
hydrogen-bond network remains essentially unaltered.34


This shows that the inner surfaces of the cavities provide
a kind of conservative boundary conditions for the librations
of the gas molecules (see later), which are influenced by the


Table 1. Solubilities of hydrophobic substances in water and of water in hydrophobic
liquids at 25 °C


Hydrophobic substance Mole fraction of hydrophobic Mole fraction of water in
substance in water hydrophobic liquid


Pentane 9·531026 4·831024


Hexane 2·031026 3·531024


Benzene 4·131024 2·731023


Toluene 1·031024 1·731023


1,2-Dichloroethane 9.231024 1.131023


Chloroform 1·231023 4·831022


Carbon tetrachloride 9.031025 5·431024


Methane 2·531025 –
Oxygen 2·331025 –
Nitrogen 1·†231025 –
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structure of the liquid as modified by the hydrophilic
solutes. The stability of the whole solution requires that a
certain synchronization between the oscillations of liquid
structure and the gas molecules must be in operation.2 This
means that the dissolved gas molecules seem to have the
remarkable ability to take over structural information from
the solution structure as inscribed by the hydrophilic solutes
and to preserve this structural information dynamically
within their oscillations in harmony with those of the
solution. Such adaptation between the oscillations of the
solution pattern and of the gas molecules implies continuous
exchange of information between them, which presupposes
a relationship between sender and receiver, a kind of
common language understood by both of them (see later).


Because it is impossible to remove the last traces of gas
molecules from the liquid phase, the non-covalent inter-
actions between water and the gas molecules must be well


integrated into the hydrogen-bond network so as to provide
for the dynamic properties of the liquid. As the temperature
is lowered, the increasing rigidity of the network is
compensated by the increasing gas concentration, which is
dramatically increased as supercooled water is produced. It
is also increased when the differentiation of the solution is
decreased by purification of the solvent. Evidence for
comparatively strong hydrophobic interactions has been
found for the non-polar nucleotide rings in DNA.35, 36 It has
been suggested ‘to consider the hydrogen bonds as provid-
ing the structural specificity of the DNA double helix rather
than the major driving force for the association.’37


In agreement with the complementary functions of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic solutes, addition of hydro-
phobic solutes to water leads to changes in solution
properties which are opposite to those caused by the
addition of hydrophilic solutes. Surface tension and density


Figure 1. Idealized two-dimensional illustration of the water structure around a hole
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are decreased by hydrophobic but increased by hydrophilic
solutes, whereas specific heat and vapour pressure are
increased by dissolved gas molecules and decreased by
hydrophilic solutes (Table 2).2 This shows that hydrophilic
and hydrophobic solutes have complementary functions
within the liquid.


HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS AT THE PHASE
BOUNDARY


The phase boundary does not provide a simple or sharp
termination of the liquid phase because it undergoes
continuous interactions with the adjacent phase. The
existence of both phases requires both strong hydrogen
bonding between the water molecules at the interface in
order to preserve the existence of the liquid and hydro-
phobic interactions between the liquid and the adjacent
phase34 in order to maintain a certain distance between them
and to provide a certain protection from complete mutual
penetration, which would result in the disappearance of the
phase boundary with the formation of the new one-phase
liquid system.2


For example, the miscibility of water and sulphuric acid
is due to the dominance of hydrophilic interactions between
their molecules. The same is true for the high solubility of
sodium chloride in water. Water and alcohol are completely
miscible because the hydrophobic interactions of the ethyl
groups are well integrated into the liquid mixture. On the
other hand, a phase boundary is readily established between
diethyl ether and water, because of a lack of hydrophilic
interactions. Likewise, the phase boundary between water
and air is due to the hydrophobic properties of most of the
molecules contained in air.


The decisive contributions of hydrophobic interactions at
the interface appear to manifest themselves in the changes
in macroscopic properties as the interface area is increased
by a decrease in thickness of the water film. The
temperature range for the existence of supercooled water is
extended and the freezing point is lowered as the drop size
is decreased or as the surface of the glass tube of a given
diameter is coated by a hydrophobic layer.38–48 The lowest
freezing point of 244 °C is obtained for droplet diameters
below 1 mm in the hydrophobic environment provided in


the cloud chamber. Another major reason for the existence
of supercooled water involves the increase in gas concentra-
tion with decrease in temperature because of the negative
temperature coefficients of gas solubilities.41, 42 Water in
extremely thin layers exhibits very low phase transition
temperatures: a bilayer of water molecules remains liquid
down to 238 °C,43, i.e. its liquid structure is considerably
more loosened than in the bulk phase.44


The improvement of the dynamic properties by an
increase in the interfacial area is reflected in the heat
capacities: these are 10% higher for water in 24 nm
diameter silica pores than for bulk water,45 with a minimum
heat capacity at 24 °C. A decrease in density has been found
for water contained in 14 nm diameter silica pores46 and for
water adsorbed on sodium bentonite over a distance of 6 nm
from the clay surface.47 Similar volume changes have been
found by means of high-precision density measurements on
suspensions of solid particles.48


Another observation which indicates the role of hydro-
phobic contributions at the interface is the tendency of water
to exclude electrolytes near the interface, thereby increasing
the concentration of the electrolyte at some greater distance
from the interface.49 It is further known that the properties
of clay minerals used in ceramics in the brick and cement
industry are essentially dependent on the hydrophobic
contributions to the clay–water interactions for the achieve-
ment of optimum plasticity and coherence. This knowledge
has been empirically acquired and leaves plenty of room for
fundamental research.


Owing to the specific mutual interactions between the
phases, all quantities measurable at the interface are more or
less influenced by changes in environment. This is the
reason why poor reproducibilities of values of surface
tension50 and heat capacities in thin layers45 have been
reported.


AMPHIPATHIC SOLUTES IN WATER


Amphipathic solutes are characterized by molecules with
hydrophilic properties at one end and by hydrophobic
properties at the other end. The former are also called
(hydrophilic) head groups and the latter (hydrophobic) tails.
By means of their hydrophilic head groups the molecules


Table 2. Changes in solution properties by addition of hydrophobic and hydrophilic solutes to water


Property Hydrophobic solutes Hydrophilic solutes


Surface tension Decreased Increased
Vapour pressure Increased Decreased
Density Decreased Increased
Specific heat Increased Decreased
Water structure Less dense More dense
Particle movement Rotation One-dimensional
Vibrational spectra correspond to those of pure water at Higher temperature Lower temperature
Static aspects of ‘water structure’ Decreased Increased
Dynamic aspects of ‘water structure’ Increased Decreased
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remain well integrated within the aqueous phase and by
means of their hydrophobic tails they repel water.


The hydrophobic tails tend to escape the aqueous phase,
whereas the hydrophilic head groups remained well
‘anchored’ in the aqueous phase. Thus, the hydrophobic
tails project out of the water with formation of a hydro-
phobic layer at the interface.


A different arrangement results from tail-to-tail inter-
actions of the hydrophobic chains between two different
layers, so that within the liquid phase water-insoluble films
are produced in form of bilayers.2 These bilayers are formed
within the liquid structures and they remain part of the
highly differentiated liquid. They separate different aqueous
regions from each other and connect them at the same time
without completely losing their liquid properties (cell
membranes, see later).


Instead of forming bilayers, association of the hydro-
phobic tails may lead to the formation of sphere-like
aggregates, the micelles. In these the hydrophilic head
groups are directed towards water in such ways that the
hydrophobic tails are largely shielded from the aqueous
phase51 with the formation of a hydrophobic interior.
Because the sizes of the micelles range from 5 to 20 nm,
they give rise to the colloidal character of the solutions.52, 53


SYSTEM ORGANIZATION OF LIQUID WATER


It has been pointed out that the differentiation of a material
system is a condition for its capacity to act as a unity in its
meaningful response to stimuli from outside whereby its
main characteristics and functionalities are not lost.3, 44, 54, 55


In order to meet these demands, a material system cannot be
a haphazard compilation of items or a complex of rigidly
linked pieces, but rather a highly differentiated and
hierarchically organised unity: a system organisation is a
requirement for each real thing.2, 44, 54, 55


This necessity has been discussed by Weiss56 for living
systems and aspects of organization have been described as
follows: ‘As a unit is composed of subunits, the problem of
the unity of a unit resolves itself into the question of what
makes the component subunits cooperate in such coordi-
nated manner as to establish and preserve the rather definite
pattern of the compound unit. It may be a standard pattern
of behaviour of the components that yields recurrently the
same unitary result even though there is no geometric
similitude among the constellations of the components from
movement to movement. Such units are properly called
systems … The state of the whole must be known in order
to understand the co-ordination of the collective behaviour
of the parts. … A system could, therefore, be defined as a
complex unit in space and time so constituted that its
component subunits, by systematic cooperation, preserve
the integral configuration of structure and behaviour and
tend to restore it after non-destructive disturbances.’


He further pointed out57 that ‘the patterned structure of
the dynamics of the system as a whole coordinates the
activities of the constituents. In atomistic microdetermi-


nistic terms, this coordination would have to be expressed
as follows: since any movement or other change of any part
of the system deforms the structure of the whole complex,
the fact that the system as a whole tends to retain its integral
configuration implies that every change of any part affects
the interactions among the rest of the population in such a
way as to yield a net countervailing resultant; and this for
every single part. Couched in anthropomorphic language,
this would signify that at all times every part “knows” the
stations and activities of every other part and “responds” to
any excursions and disturbances of the collective equilib-
rium as if it also “knew” just precisely how best to maintain
the integrity of the whole system in concert with the other
constituents.’


This mould-breaking view has, however, remained with-
out consequences for the development of biology, possibly
because Weiss himself was not aware of the role of water in
living bodies and its system organization. The super-
molecular system organization of liquid water and its
solutions has been presented in some detail2, 12, 13, 44 and
illustrated by means of a truncated pyramid shown in
Figure 2.


The molecules at and near the interface serve the highest
hierarchical level that is accessible. The highly developed
dynamic actions of these molecules exert a dominating
influence over all the other parts. Immediately subordinated
are the hydrophobic solute molecules and the water
molecules surrounding them. Subordinated to this level are
the hydrophilic solutes and their hydration spheres exerting
a structurizing influence on the solution. The vast number of
all other water molecules serves on the lowest hierarchical
level, relevant for the structural and thermodynamic proper-
ties of the solution.


All of the hierarchical levels are necessary for the
functions of the system under consideration as each of them
serves certain irreplaceable objectives and goals for the
whole liquid. As the external conditions are changed, the
highest level determines in which way all is to be
reorganized in order to maintain the chief characteristics of
the system.2, 44, 55 The well pronounced dynamic activities in
the higher levels would be impossible without the non-
covalent (hydrophobic) interactions.2 On the other hand,
covalent (hydrophilic) interactions are required in order to
maintain the static and structural aspects of the lower levels,
which appear to provide more conservative boundary
conditions for the more dissipative actions in the higher
levels.2, 55


CONSERVATIVE AND DISSIPATIVE STRUCTURES


At this point it is important to note that a clear distinction
between conservative and dissipative structures is not
possible. Conservative structures are considered to be
formed and maintained through ‘reversible’ transforma-
tions, implying no appreciable deviation from equilibrium.
Dissipative structures are formed and maintained through
exchange of energy and matter under non-equilibrium
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conditions and they may be considered as ‘giant fluctu-
ations’ staiblized by the flow of energy and matter
prescribed by the conservative boundary conditions.58 In the
absence of dissipative actions, a conservative structure
could not respond to any change in environment, such as in
temperature. On the other hand, a dissipative structure could
not develop on its own as it is bound to follow certain
conservative boundary conditions, which at the same time
are modified by the former. Their mutual interdependences
and complementary functions are required for existence and
observation of things.2


These facts have been illustrated by considering a
river.2, 55 The conservative boundary conditions are provided
by embankment, river bed and gravitational forces. The
river bed and embankment are slightly, but continuously
altered, even if the speed and the quantity of water remain
nearly constant. The conservative boundary conditions are
altered increasingly, the greater are the changes in the rate
of flow. With a reduction in the quantity of flowing water,
the river bed will become silted up, whereas an increase will
cause the river to overflow, the bed to deepen and the banks
to change their shape. In other words, any change in
dissipative features (rate of flow) causes changes in
conservative features (river bed), and these in turn have an
influence on the dissipative aspects. Thus the latter follow
the former, and these provide boundary conditions for the
dissipative aspects.


As long as only the structural features and their
quantitative characteristics are taken into account, the
consideration of covalent bonding is sufficient, which
describes the static and quantitative aspects. However, in
order to provide an understanding of the dissipative features
and of the qualities, attention must be paid to non-covalent
bonding. This involves the ‘freedom’ that is required for an
understanding of quality, i.e. ‘form in motion.’ Since both


quality and quantity are found on each object and since they
can be distinguished, but not separated from each other,2 it
is important to study both the conservative and the
dissipative aspects and in particular those which appear less
pronounced: for a knowledge of conservative structures,
their dissipative aspects should be studied in more detail,
and for an understanding of dissipative structures, the
conservative structural aspects should be given appropriate
attention. The material aspects of a concrete system appear
to be realised within the ‘field of tension’ between
conservative and dissipative forces. A predominantly dis-
sipative pattern is more open, more adaptable, but also
vulnerable, whereas a predominantly conservative structure
is more rigid and resistant to structural changes.2


The dissipative aspects are highly developed in the
gaseous state, their molecules are highly differentiated and
the actual volume depends on the external boundary
conditions, whereas the conservative aspects are highly
developed in the crystalline state. The liquid state of
aggregation is found somewhere between the solid and
gaseous states. Its dissipative aspects are much better
developed than in a crystal and less pronounced than in a
gas and the conservative aspects are less pronounced than in
the crystal and better developed than in a gas. A liquid may
therefore be considerd as a system in which the static and
the dynamic aspects are more ‘balanced’ than in either a
crystal or in a gas.2


WATER AND THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE
HUMAN BODY


As a result of its inner organization, water must possess
many more characteristics that are not accessible in the
course of physico-chemical experiments, but can be inferred


Figure 2. Illustration of the system organization of liquid water by means of a truncated pyramid
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only from its contributions to living systems, as exhibited
by their specific life functions.2 Water provides the material
basis both for the unity and for the enormous differentiation
of the organism. Accordingly, every type of living phenom-
enon owes its existence to a certain capacity of water to
‘handle’ information by means of specifically differentiated
structures and this may be illustrated by considering the cell
membranes.


The human body contains hundreds of trillions of
individual cells, all of them in continuous cooperative
interactions. The highly differentiated cell membrane sepa-
rates and connects intracellular and extracellular water. The
intracellular region retains the individuality of the cell and it
acts ‘structurizing’ for the differentiation of the organism. It
contains boundaries for subunits, the mitochondria, the
microtubules and the microfilaments, all of them cooperat-
ing in maintaining the individuality of the cell. The
extracellular regions are structurally less differentiated and
they give unity to the organism, whereby each cell serves an
individual purpose within the whole in cooperation with all
other cells. This requires that (1) certain characteristic
features are maintained (conservative structures) and (2)
certain changes and alterations are taking place with the
development of new structural features and these are
manifestations of dissipative structures.


The fluid cell membranes consist mainly of bilayers of
phospholipids, of proteins and of water. The bilayer is made
up of an internal and an external monolayer of amphipathic
lipid molecules. By means of the hydrophilic head groups of
the amphipathic lipid molecules the former is anchored in
intracellular water and the latter in extracellular water. The
monolayers are held together by the interactions between
the hydrophobic tails of the lipid molecules. At the same
time, the hydrophobic double layer provides the actual
barrier between the two liquid phases and this is reflected in
the high electrical resistance of the membrane. In this way
the hydrophobic barriers help to maintain a certain distance
between the aqueous phases and to direct their respective
abilities ‘inwards’ so as to maintain their main character-
istics.2


The hydrophobic interactions provide for a certain
‘fluidity’ as well as for the enormous strength of the
membrane, which appears supported by the functions of the
protein groups. It has been pointed out2 that the internal
monolayer is the phase boundary of intracellular water and
the external monolayer the phase boundary of extracellular
water. As their phase boundaries provide the highest
hierarchic levels of the respective water systems, existential
combat is continuously taking place between these aqueous
phases.


This requires that information from both phases is
available at the hydrophobic double layer. All changes near
the hydrophilic head groups result in characteristic changes
in the membrane properties. Accumulation of ions near the
hydrophilic head groups leads to partial dehydration of the
latter and to subsequent tightening of the hydrophobic tails,
i.e. to narrowing of the channels between them. As ions near


the head groups are removed from them, the hydrophilic
channels will be widened. Such changes are influenced
according to the exchange of information that is taking
place between the hydrophobic tails of the interacting
monolayers.


The cell membranes represent the highest hierarchical
levels of the fluid aqueous systems, and hence they are
highly organized so as to provide ideal conditions for
appropriate communication and exchange of energy and
matter according to the demands of the whole body.


WATER AND THE UNITY OF THE HUMAN BODY


On the material basis, the unity of the human body is
provided by its aqueous system, which penetrates all of its
areas and is a conditio sine qua non for all events in a living
system.2 This may be illustrated by reconsidering the
genetic information which is believed to be provided by the
DNA structure. However, the genetic information is lost by
its complete dehydration with simultaneous breakdown of
its structural framework and it is not regained by rehydra-
tion. The non-freezability of water immediately bound to
DNA down to 260 °C,59 the lowest temperature ever
observed for liquid water under atmospheric pressure, leads
to the suggestion that water in immediate contact with DNA
molecules is even better organized than in the supercooled
state.2, 41 Such highly developed dynamic forces seem to be
the reason why this sphere of water exercise the most
decisive influence on all other water spheres within the
body, as these do not possess such a high energetic level.


Thus, DNA molecules and water surrounding them act as
a unity in maintaining the basic genetic information. The
water layer is extremely thin and situated between the
hydrophobic conditions of the cell nucleus and the back-
bone of the DNA structure, which provides the conservative
boundary conditions for the genetic information without
being the sole bearer of this information.


The formation of DNA molecules takes place within and
under the influence of the aqueous system of the organism
with the help of certain enzymes, also produced within the
water system of the body. This presupposes that water must
already possess in itself a certain capacity to ‘handle’
information under in vivo conditions by means of its
specific and differentiated structures. It must be able to
integrate other stimuli within its own oscillating network,
i.e. to ‘translate’ information from other forms. Water seems
to ‘understand’ the languages of other forms and to
‘translate’ incoming information into its own language, the
‘water language’ which is the universal language within the
organism.2 Unfortunately, there is no direct access for man
to understand this language with the information content
carried and transmitted in this way. However, this language
seems to be understood by all subsystems interacting within
the living organism. The question of where the information
comes from is beyond the scope of scientific considerations
since this is a question of realistic philosophy.
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NOVEL ASPECTS OF CARBONYL OXIDE CHEMISTRY
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The structural and chemical properties of 1,3-dipolar peroxidic species (X—O—O) such as ozone (X=O) and carbonyl
oxides (X=R2C) depend significantly on the nature of X. Although cyclic O3 is thermodynamically unstable, dioxiranes,
cyclic isomers of carbonyl oxides, are isolable and have been fully characterized. In contrast to the well known
electrophilic nature of ozone, carbonyl oxides usually act as a nucleophilic oxygen transfer agent, but their reactivity
could be altered by substituents. It is expected that the chemistry of R2C—O2 species will provide a good starting point
for a better understanding of dioxygen complexes (X—O2) with various Xs. Interesting aspects of carbonyl oxide
chemistry are discussed, including methods of generation, cyclization to dioxiranes and the nature of their oxygen
transfer activities. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Carbonyl oxides (1) are key intermediates in ozonolyses of
alkenes,1 and their structure and reactivities have been
attracting attention from synthetic, biological and atmos-
pheric standpoints. The fundamental features of carbonyl
oxides are well understood, as summarized in three
comprehensive reviews published during 1990–92.2–4 A
review by Sander2 (1990) focused on aspects of spectro-
scopic characterization, especially based on matrix isolation
techniques. Structural features and characteristic reactions
of various carbonyl oxides were reviewed by Bunnelle3


(1991) with particular emphasis on factors controlling their
reactivity under various conditions from gas-phase, matrix
and solution studies. McCullough and Nojima4 (1992)
summarized the formation and reactions of peroxidic
species in the ozonation of various organic compounds.


As an alternative point of view, it is interesting to
compare carbonyl oxides with a series of related active
dioxygen species (X—O—O), ranging from the simplest


case of ozone (X=O) to transition metal–oxygen complexes
(X=metal) as involved in enzyme-catalyzed oxygenations5


and in industrial oxidation processes.6 The chemistry of
active dioxygen species is broad and their structure–
reactivity relationships are not always straightforward. For
example, the metal center in transition metal–oxygen
complexes can take various spin states and oxidation
numbers, and they may exist in either open or three-
membered cyclic forms. When X is a main group element,
the former complication could be eliminated, and the nature
of X—O—O species may be systematically understood.


The case of X=R2C is unique because both the open form
(1) and the cyclic dioxiranes (2) can be generated and
characterized independently. Recent advances in the chem-
istry of carbonyl oxides and dioxiranes have demonstrated
that their reactivities change significantly depending on the
nature of X. The methodology to generate these species
in solution is expanding, and the substituent effects on
their reactivity may provide a good starting point for
the evaluation of the structure–reactivity relationships of
X—O—O species.


The major objective of the present review is to provide
such an approach to understanding the characteristics of
dioxygen species. Recent findings on the generation of
carbonyl oxides and dioxiranes are briefly reviewed,
followed by discussions on general and specific features of
their reactivities as compared with those of ozone (X=O).wCorrespondence to: Y. Sawaki.
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Particular emphasis is placed on the relative stability and
interconvertibility between open and cyclic forms relating
to their oxygen transfer ability.


METHODS OF GENERATION


Olefin ozonolyses


Carbonyl oxides are known to be formed [Scheme 1(i)] by
the decomposition of primary ozonides (3). Extensive
investigations of the mechanism of alkene ozonolysis has
confirmed the essential features of the pathway originally
proposed by Criegee.7 For the cleavage of primary ozo-
noides, Fliszár et al.8 and Griesbaum and co-workers9


derived a useful rule that cleavages of primary ozonides
tend to occur along the pathway to yield carbonyl oxides
with electron-donating substituents such as methyl, whereas
electron-withdrawing groups such as acyl and halogen are
incorporated in the carbonyl products. This imposes a
severe restriction on the generation of carbonyl oxides with
electron-accepting substituents.


Recently, Wojciechowski et al.10 found that the decom-
position of primary ozonides from substituted vinyl ethers


could give rise to the selective generation of the correspond-
ing carbonyl oxides, because of the strong bias of the alkoxy
group against incorporation in the carbonyl oxides.
Sugiyama et al.11 reported that the ozonolyses of alkenes
incorporating both an electron-withdrawing and an alkoxy
group, which have opposing directive effects on the
regioselectivity, lead to the successful generation of
O-oxides of keto esters and diketones. Because of minimal
intereference from by-product esters, the electron-deficient
carbonyl oxides were shown to undergo cycloadditions with
added dipolarophiles, which was applied in syntheses of
novel cyclic peroxides.12 Such a methodology, although not
appropriate for the spectroscopic characterization of short-
lived intermediates, is potentially useful for generating
various substituted carbonyl oxides in solutions.


Photooxidation of diazo compounds


The oxides can also be generated by the reaction of carbenes
and 3O2 [Scheme 1 (ii), path c]13 or by the oxidation of diazo
compounds with singlet oxygen, 1O2 [Scheme 1 (iii)],14


which have been utilized in spectroscopic studies by laser
flash photolysis15 and low-temperature matrix techniques.2,16


In solution, the third method may be the most advantageous
since the intervention of highly reactive ozone or carbenes
is avoided. The applicability of this method is limited when
the quenching of 1O2 by diazo compounds is reduced by
introducing electron-withdrawing substituents. Another dis-
advantage is an involvement of direct ketone formation
[Scheme 1 (iii), path g] via 1,2,3,4-dioxadiazole inter-
mediates (4).14,17


We investigated the mechanism of the 1O2 oxidation of
diazo compounds from the selectivity of ketones vs
carbonyl oxides, which could be determined from the ratios
of evolved N2O/N2.


18 The selectivity of benzophenone oxide
(i.e. R1 =R2 =Ph) from 1O2 and diphenyldiazomethane did
not depend on solvents, e.g. 62, 55 and 56% in acetonitrile,
benzene and methanol, respectively. The observed small
solvent effect is not consistent with the intervention of the
highly polar zwitterionic intermediate 5. If zwitterions such
as 5 were involved in the formation of carbonyl oxides,
protic solvents would stabilize 5 by hydrogen bonding at the
terminal anionic oxygen resulting, contrary to observation,
in the more selective elimination of N2. Simlar results were
obtained for the case of 1-phenyl-1-diazopropane (i.e.
R1 =Ph, R2 =Et).


Recently, we found from a laser kinetic spectroscopic
study that the rates of quenching of 1O2 by diazo compounds
were virtually unaffected by solvents. The decay of 1O2 was
almost correlated with the build-up of carbonyl oxides,
indicating the short-lived nature of five-membered hetero-
cycles 4.19 Theoretical calculations predicted that the
cycloreversions of dioxadiazole 4 leading to ketone–N2O
(Scheme 1, path g) and carbonyl oxide–N2 (path f) are very
facile, the activation energies being as low as 3–8 kcal
mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ). Consequently, a concerted
1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of 1O2 to a diazo compound (path


Scheme 1.
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e) is predominant, and the resulting dioxadiazole 4 rapidly
undergoes the competitive cycloreversion reactions.


Substituent effects on the selectivity for carbonyl oxides
were examined in order to clarify how versatile the third
photooxidation method is. On photooxidation of alkyl(phe-
nyl)diazomethanes [Ph(R)C——N2] in MeCn, the carbonyl
oxide yields decreased with increasing bulkiness of alkyl
groups in the order R=Me (78%), Et (72%), i-Pr (64%) and
t-Bu (53%), which may be well explained by the steric
effect in destablizing the oxides. A similar trend was
reported in the cycloreversion of primary ozonides from
dialkylethylenes.20 The carbonyl oxide selectivity (70%) for
phenyldiazomethane decreased to 64% on introducing an
electron-withdrawing p-Cl group and increased to 85% with
an electron-donating p-MeO group. The resulting negative
Hammet r value of 20·83 (vs s) for the relative selectivity
indicates that electron-donating substituents favor oxide
formation; a similar selectivity was observed in the cleavage
of primary ozonides from substituted stilbenes (i.e.
r =21·25 vs s).21 These results revealed that the selectivity
was affected mostly by the relative stability of the resulting
carbonyl oxides. Carbonyl oxide formation was still one of
the major pathways in the 1O2 oxidation of diazoalkanes
with electron-withdrawing groups, i.e. 7-diazo-8-ace-
naphthenone (55%)22 and Ph(CF3)C——N2 (40%).23


On the other hand, the quenching of 1O2 by diazo
compounds is significantly affected by substituents. As the
lifetimes of 1O2 in common organic solvents are of the order
of 1025 s,24 the practical limit for determining 1O2 quench-
ing was ca 106


M
21 s21 with conventional methods.


Recently, we determined, with time-resolved phosphores-
cence measurements, the rate constants for the reaction of
1O2 with Ph(R)C——N2 (R=H, Me, t-Bu and Ph) of
(3–8)3108


M
21 s21 whereas that with Ph(CF3)C——N2 was


decreased to ca 23106
M


21 s21, 25 the latter being nearly the
lower limit.


The 1O2–diazo method is not applicable to carbonyl
oxides having heteroatomic substituents such as RO, since
the corresponding diazo compounds are not available. For
such cases, the carbene–3O2 reaction also does not work
because carbenes in the singlet ground state are generally
unreactive toward 3O2. These limitations in conventional
methods are still hindering the exploration of the broad
chemistry of carbonyl oxides with extremely electron-
donating or -accepting substituents. The development of
novel methods such as electron-transfer oxygenation of
diazo compound26 and 1O2 oxidation of singlet carbenes is in
progress in this laboratory, which might provide a break-
through in this area.


ISOMERIZATION TO DIOXIRANES


Dioxiranes (2) are well known to be produced by the
peroxysulfate oxidation of ketones.27 Recently, difluoro-
dioxirane (2, R=F), the first isolable dioxirane as a pure
substance in the gas phase at room temperature, was
prepared from FCO2F with CsF catalysis.28 The potential of


dioxiranes as very powerful and versatile oxygen transfer
reagents has been summarized in several excellent
reviews,29 and a recent topic is diastereo- and enantio-
selective epoxidation using well designed dioxiranes.30


Theoretical calculations predicted that the parent dioxi-
rane (2, R=H) is 24–29 kcal mol21 more stable than the
parent carbonyl oxide (1, R=H), and that both forms can
exist as distinct species divided by the activation energy as
high as 18–24 kcal mol21.31 Such a preference for the cyclic
form is in contrast to the case of ozone (X=O), for which
the cyclic isomer was estimated to be 28–29 kcal mol21


higher in energy32 and no experimental evidence for the
cyclization was given for the cyclization under thermal or
photolytic conditions.33 Thus, the relative stability of open
X—O—O species versus its cyclic form seems to decrease
on going to more electropositive X, since the large
difference in electronegativities between X and terminal O
results in a highly polarized structure (X+ —O—O2 ) where
the charges are rather localized and hence the delocalization
energy of p-electrons is minimized.


It has been suggested that dioxiranes isomerize to a
rearranged product 6, as a highly exothermic process. Such
a sequence [equation (1)] has been shown to proceed
photochemically in low-temperature matrices, where the
two intermediates (1 and 2) have been characterized by IR
and UV–visible absorption spectroscopoy.2,15 Primary ther-
mal products on the reaction of triplet carbenes with O2


were carbonyl oxides, which upon irradiation either rear-
ranged to dioxiranes or split off oxygen atoms. In the
gas-phase ozonolysis of ethylene, the parent dioxirane (2,
R=H) was identified by microwave spectroscopy,34 and a
reaction scheme similar to equation (1) was proposed in
which a vibrationally excited carbonyl oxide, instead of its
electronically excited state, was involved. The adaptability
of such a sequence [equation (1)] in solutions, in relation to
the matrix and gas-phase reactions, has been argued for a
long time as described below.


Formation of esters in solutions


In early studies, rearranged products (6) were frequently
obtained as side-products during the 1O2 oxidation of diazo
or related compounds [equation (2)]. In most cases, a
unimolecular pathway similar to equation (1) was proposed
for the formation of 6.35


Later, we studied mechanistically the 1O2 oxidation of
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various diazo compounds. 16O2–
18O2 tracer experiments


revealed that the two oxygen atoms in 6 did not originate
from the same oxygen molecule.36 Thus, the unimolecular
rearrangement according to equation (1) was clearly ruled
out for all cases examined. From a detailed study22 it was
concluded that the rearranged products resulted from the
Baeyer–Villiger oxidation of carbonyl compounds with
carbonyl oxide intermediates [equation (3)].


For more common cases of alkylphenyldiazomethanes
(7), esters were obtained via a radical chain decomposition
involving alkoxyl radicals (8) as a chain carrier (Scheme 2).
The latter mechanism could be confirmed by an 18O-tracer
study and the complete scrambling of alkoxy and acyl
groups in the alkyl benzoates formed. These findings clearly
indicated that carbonyl oxides (1) do not rearrange to esters
(6) in solution. However, the isomerization of 1 to
dioxiranes (2) could not be eliminated since at that time the
fate of 2 was not clear.


The isomerization of carbonyl oxides to dioxiranes
cannot be the major deactivation pathway in solutions, at
least for substituted benzophenone O-oxides, since their
decay kinetics are second order in the oxides, as observed
by time-resolved absorption spectroscopy.37 The photo-
oxidation of diazo compounds at room temperature led to
the almost quantitative formation of the corresponding
ketones and no evidence was given for the formation of
diperoxides (9), although they were obtained at low
temperatures.38 Thus, the resulting ketones at room tem-
perature are formed by the bimolecular reaction between
two carbonyl oxides with loss of one oxygen molecule. An
earlier 16O2–


18O2 labeling study indicated no evolution of
scrambled oxygen gas (16O18O), eliminating the possible
coupling of 1 at terminal oxygens. Other mechanisms were
proposed such as those through six- (10)37a or five-
membered electrocyclic transition state (11),37b and an
acyclic SN


2-type one (12).3 However, no conclusive, experi-


mental or theoretical evidence has been provided.
On the other hand, it has been proposed that the thermal


decomposition of dioxiranes does yield esters via an
intermolecular pathway (Scheme 3). The initial step is O—
O fission with an activation energy of 24·9 kcal/mol21,39


followed by C—C fission and decarboxylation, generating
two alkyl radicals and CO2. The alkyl radical attacks the
oxygen atom of another molecule of 2, yielding esters with
scrambling of alkyl groups (see Scheme 3, Dioxi-
ranes).40 The unimolecular rearrangement of dioxiranes to
esters may take place only when catalyzed by Lewis acids.41


These findings shows that the interconvertibility from
carbonyl oxides to dioxiranes is not directly related to the
formation of rearranged products in solution.


Thermal and photochemical reactions of a stable
carbonyl oxide


A good example in this area was provided recently by
Sander et al.,42 who successfully prepared the first stable
carbonyl oxide, dimesityl ketone O-oxide (13), which was
observable at low temperature by NMR spectroscopy in
Freon or THF solution. Upon photolysis, 13 was converted
into the corresponding dioxirane 14 (Scheme 4). Di-
mesityldioxirane (14), the first solid dioxirane,43 was also
photolabile and transformed to a rearranged ester (15),
which is similar to those of common carbonyl oxides in
low-temperature matrices. Thermolysis of 13 yielded the
corresponding ketone and rearrangement product 16 but not
dioxirane 14. It may be concluded that the thermal
isomerization of carbonyl oxides to dioxiranes does notScheme 2


Scheme 3
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proceed even when all the species have adequate kinetic
stability.


Another important finding in this study was the sig-
nificant stability of the oxide in common organic solvents
such as THF. The lack of formation of oxidized products
from THF indicates that the oxide does not abstract
hydrogen from hydrocarbons. Although the oxidation of
hydrocarbons was proposed when diazo compounds were
photooxidized in the presence of hydrocarbons,44 it is
difficult to specify the actual hydrogen abstractor. This
experimental evidence indicates that a theoretical descrip-
tion of such 1,3-dipoles as a biradical (X•—O—O•)45 does
not always imply a radical reactivity of such spin-paired
species.46 Care should be taken in the interpretation of
radical reactions, since such reactions might be triggered by
some secondary processes. Typically, ozone has been shown
to insert into C—H bonds via a concerted pathway,47 but the
resulting hydrotrioxides (C—O—O—O—H) easily decom-
pose to produce radicals at ambient temperature.48 It has
been shown that free radical reactions are induced during
the oxidation of hydrocarbons by dimethyldioxirane.49


Effect of p-donating substituents


It is interesting that interconvertibility from carbonyl oxides
to dioxiranes could be attained by introducing some specific
substituents. Recently, the first example of dioxirane
formation from the ozonolysis of an alkene (Scheme 5) was


reported by Kopecky et al.50. The ozonolysis of
(Z)-1,2-dimethoxy-1,2-diphenylethene (17) in CD2Cl2


at 220 °C resulted in the formation of dioxirane 19, which
was characterized by a typical 13C NMR absorption at d
109·1 ppm. The addition of excess 17 to a solution of 19 led
to the stereospecific conversion of the alkene into the
corresponding oxirane. Oxide 18, carrying a strong
p-donating methoxy group, in contrast to common carbonyl
oxides, actually undergoes cyclization to dioxirane 19 in
solution.


Such a dramatic effect of the methoxy substituent in 18 is
explained by its p-donor property which stabilises the
transition state for isomerization. Ab initio calculations have
shown that the isomerization to dioxiranes, which is
initiated by the shift of an electron from a C atom to the
neighbouring O atom, is accelerated by substituents with
p-donor properties.51 Cremer et al.52 estimated from theoret-
ical calculations activation energies of 17·1 and
7·9 kcal mol21 for the conversion of syn- and anti-mono-
fluorocarbonyl oxides (HFC—O—O), respectively, to the
corresponding dioxiranes, which were much lower than that
for the parent carbonyl oxide (25·0 kcal mol21). The
cyclization of F2COO was suggested experimentally in the
gas-phase reaction of CF2 with 3O2,


53 the isomerization
barrier for which was predicted to be 11·2 kcal mol21.54


A similar acceleration is reasonably expected for the
p-donating methoxy substituent in 18.


OXYGEN-TRANSFER ACTIVITY


General philicity of carbonyl oxides and dioxiranes


Carbonyl oxides are typical 1,3-dipolar molecules with a
three-center, four-electron p-system55 which is isoelectronic
with that of the allyl anion. The molecular orbital picture
shows that an electronegative atom at the center of
1,3-dipole lowers the p-LUMO energy but changes the
p-HOMO energy very little. Accordingly, common
1,3-dipolar species have relatively high-lying HOMO and
low-lying LUMO, the biphilic nature of which has been
demonstrated from the U-shaped Hammett correlation in
their cycloadditions.56 In other words, the active oxygen
species of this type may behave as a nucleophilic and/or an


Scheme 4


Scheme 5
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electrophilic oxidant, which is the most notable feature of
the chemistry of carbonyl oxides and related peroxides.


The philicities of oxidants are determined from the
Hammett-type correlation for the oxidation of substituted
substrates such as aryl sulfides or sulfoxides [equations (4)
and (5)]. The latter is more informative, because sulfoxides


behave as a biphilic substrate acceptable for both nucleo-
philic and electrophilic oxidation. The oxidation of diphenyl
sulfoxides with fluoronone O-oxide afforded a Hammett
r-value of +0·26 (vs s).57 In a similar way, carbonyl oxides
were shown to possess nucleophilic reactivity towards
sulfoxides, reflecting their highly polarized zwitterionic
structure, R2C


+ —O—O2 , just like the peroxy anion
(R—O—O2 ).


The relative oxidation rates of sulfides and of sulfoxides
are also useful as a mechanistic probe for the philicity of
oxygen atom transfers, which is based on the assumption
that electrophilic oxidants preferentially oxidize sulfides
whereas nucleophilic oxidants oxidize sulfoxides. For
fluorenone O-oxide, the relative reactivity toward Ph2SO vs
Ph2S is as high as 17,57 which again demonstrates the strong
nucleophilic character of the oxide. Thianthrene 5-oxide
(20) has often been employed as a philicity probe (Scheme
6). In an original study by Adam and co-workers employing
a nucleophilicity protocol, XNu =221/(21+22), all carbonyl
oxides examined showed the nucleophilic character
(XNu >0·8),58 in contrast to electrophilic ozone (XNu =0·17).59


Dioxiranes were also shown to be moderately nucleophilic


(XNu =0·57–0·67).58 However, in this study, the nucleophi-
licity was overestimated because one of the major products
(trans-bissulfoxide, 23) was missed in the analyses, and the
oxidation reactions were re-examined recently with a new
analytical protocol, XSO =(21+24)/[21+22+23+(2324].60


Although dioxiranes were definitely shown to be electro-
philic with XSO <0·13, the results for carbonyl oxides varied
in the range from XSO =0·86 for 4,49-dimethoxybenzophe-
none oxide to XSO =0·21 for dibenzosuberenone
oxide. The electrophilic nature (XSO <0·5) of the latter
carbonyl oxide was unexpected, because the
p-system stabilizing cationic charge would result in
increased nucleophilicity. They explained the unexpected
result by assuming the photoisomerization of the oxide to
yield the corresponding dioxirane. A more detailed study is
necessary before conclusions can be drawn. It has also been
pointed out that thianthrene 5-oxide (20) is not always an
ideal probe because the reactivities of sulfide and sulfoxide
groups in 20 are considerably modified by the electronic
effect between them through the p-system or transannular
interaction.61 In this respect, earlier results obtained from
intermolecularly competitive trapping experiments seem to
be more reliable.


The nucleophilicity of carbonyl oxides is in contrast to
the electrophilic nature of ozone, which has been well
established in ozonation chemistry62 and in their oxygen
transfer reactions.4,63 Typically, ozone oxidizes diphenyl
sulfide 13 times faster than diphenyl sulfoxide, and even in
the reaction with substituted diphenyl sulfoxides the
oxidation proceeds electrophilically, as indicated by large
negative r value of 21·17 (vs s).17


Dioxiranes have also been shown to have electrophilic
properties. The reactions of dimethyldioxirane (2, R=Me)
with a series of para-substituted phenyl methyl sulfides and
sulfoxides showed a linear correlation with r-values of
20·77 and 20·76 (vs s), respectively.64 Similarly, linear
free energy relationships were observed for the dioxirane
epoxidation of substituted styrenes (r=20·90 vs s),65


oxidation of phenethyl alcohols (r=21·57 vs s)66 and
C—H insertion into cumenes (r=22·76 vs s).67 Thus,
it is apparent that dioxiranes act as potent electrophilic
O-transfer reagents, reflecting the electron-deficient nature
of the strained O—O bond in 2. Toward substrates with
low oxidation potentials, however, their electron-transfer
activity results in complex radical reactions, as demon-
strated in several cases.68


Effects of CF3 substituent


The contrasting reactivities of electrophilic ozone and
nucleophilic carbonyl oxides indicate that the reactivities of
carbonyl oxides may be controlled or even reversed by
choosing substituents. Among various substituted carbonyl
oxides examined, a unique chemistry has been revealed for
a,a,a-trifluoroacetophenone oxide (25).69 The oxide, pos-
sessing a potent electron-withdrawing trifluoromethyl
group, reacted electrophilically with diaryl sulfoxidesScheme 6
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(r=20·74 vs s) affording, unexpectedly, sulfides as the
major product [equation (6)].


The proposed mechanism for the novel deoxygenation of
sulfoxides is shown in Scheme 7. The intermediacy of
persulfoxides (27) formed via cyclic peroxidic sulfuranes
(26) was supported by an 18O-tracer study employing
Ph2S


18O and by C—S fission in a benzyl-substituted
persulfoxide.23


The unexpected deoxygenation is unique in comparison
with the known chemistry of carbonyl oxides, suggesting
that the reactivity of the oxides can be controlled by
substituents. The remarkable effect of the CF3 group was
also demonstrated in the IR spectrum of the carbonyl oxide
25 showing O—O stretch bands at 943 and 1009 cm21,70


which were much larger than those of common carbonyl
oxides (839 and 890 cm21 for benzaldehyde O-oxide)71 and
were close to the harmonic frequencies of symmetric
(1135 cm21) and asymmetric (1089 cm21) O—O stretches
of ozone.72


Subsequent study revealed that alkenes were oxidized to
epoxides during the photooxidation of Ph(CF3)C——N2.


23


Detailed competitive trapping experiments have indicated
that the carbonyl oxide 25 is converted to a secondary
oxidant which is reactive towards alkenes. The epoxidation
proceeded almost stereospecifically and the substituent
effect on styrenes resulted in the negative r-value of 21·66
(vs s), which is close to the value reported for dime-
thyldioxirane (r=21·53 vs s).73 Thus, the corresponding
dioxirane (28) was proposed as the second intermediate,
which might be formed by the isomerization of 25 to 28
[equation (7)].


Recently, a notable effect of CF3 substitution for


dioxiranes was demonstrated.74 Methyl(trifluoromethyl)
dioxirane (29) reacts with sulfides to give sulfones, the
direct sulfone formation being preferential even in the
presence of competing sulfoxides. From solvent effects and
tracer experiments using 18O and 2H labeling, the involve-
ment of cyclic sulfurane 30 was proposed [equation (8)].


The above examples illustrate a specific effect of a CF3


group on the reactions of these peroxides with sulfur-
containing compounds, which may be attributed to the
ability of CF3 to stabilize the negative charge on apical
ligands of hypervalent sulfuranes such as 26 and 30.75


SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK


The structures and chemical properties of 1,3-dipolar
peroxidic species (X—O—O) are so different and depend
on the nature of X, as exemplified for ozone (X=O) and
carbonyl oxides (X=R2C) by the reversed relative stability
between open and cyclic forms and by the opposite philicity
in their oxygen transfer activities. It has been shown that the
reactivity of carbonyl oxides can be controlled by sub-
stituents. Typically, the isomerization to dioxiranes is
facilitated by introducing p-donating groups, and a strong
electron-withdrawing trifluoromethyl group turns the nucle-
ophilic nature of common carbonyl oxides to an
electrophilic nature. More extreme cases were not explored
because of the limitation of conventional methods to
generate carbonyl oxides with specific substituents.


The effects of various substituents on carbonyl oxides are
not yet fully explained theoretically because of the difficulty
in calculations on such highly correlated 1,3-biradicaloids.
A systematic study on substituted carbonyl oxides was
reported by Cremer et al.76 using MINDO/3-UHF calcula-
tions, but the reliability of this method is not acceptable.
Typically, the MINDO/3 parameters fails to afford reason-
able structure for some specific functional groups such as
CF3. Recently, we have found that calculations on carbonyl
oxides with modern density functional theory are capable of
reproducing molecular properties such as vibrational fre-
quencies.77 Such calculations may illustrate the structural
features of this difficult class of molecules.Scheme 7
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The next step in elucidating the full structure–reactivity
relationship of X—O—O species is the comparison among
those with various elements for X. We are interested in the
chemistry of nitroso oxides (X=RN) because the inter-
mediate situation is expected.63,78 The active species
generated on photolyses of aryl azides under an oxygen
atmosphere revealed a radical-like reactivity,79 which is
apparently not in line with those of ozone and carbonyl
oxides. Further examinations are required to elucidate the
structure of nitrene–O2 adducts.


On going to third-row elements, only the silylene–O2


adducts have been explored experimentally,80 but the
spectral assignment is still controversial. An interesting
comparison between H2Si—O—O and H2O—O—O was
made from theoretical calculations.81 Notably, even though
the lower electronegativity of Si (1·90) than that of C (2·55)
would favor a zwitterionic structure, R2Si+ —O—O2 , the
silanone O-oxide has a significant biradical character.
Accordingly, the thermal instability of H2Si—O—O results
in a larger exothermicity and much lower activation energy
for cyclization than those for carbonyl oxides. This
indicates that p-bond character is minimized by the smaller
overlap between 3p (Si) and 2p (O) orbitals, contributing
significantly to the thermal stability of X—O—O species.
This may be a common feature when X is an element in
higher than the third period.


Finally, another series of X+ —O—O2 species where the
X+ s are onium ions are discussed briefly. Peroxides of this
type, in which all the valence orbitals on X+ are filled and
no p-bond exists, have a structure regarded as a charge-
transfer complex of X and singlet oxygen.82 The quenching
of 1O2 by compounds containing sulfur,83 phosphorus,84


selenium85 and tellurium86 is shown to generate active
oxygen species with O-transfer ability. Most extensively
studied are the 1O2 adducts to sulfides,87 the structure of
which is not yet fully understood, however. Theoretical
calculations demonstrated energy minima both for the
persulfoxides (R2S


+ —O—O2 ) and the cyclic thiadioxi-
ranes.88–90 Widely accepted in the intermediacy of persulf-
oxides, which act as nucleophilic oxidants,91 but the
participation of thiadioxiranes is still only speculative. On
the other hand, the intermediates in the 1O2 oxidation of
phosphines and phosphites have been characterized as
cyclic phosphadioxiranes, which have an electrophilic
O-transfer activity.93 Theoretical calculations supported the
phosphadioxirane as the sole intermediate.90,93 Such a
difference between X=R2S and X=R3P is interesting and
has been discussed from the conformation of X—O—O
species90 and from the difference in electronegativities
between S and P.93 A conclusion may be drawn when the
chemistry of other peroxides of this type is elucidated.


Thus, among a variety of X—O—O species and their
cyclic forms with different elements, only a few as
described have been explored so far. Further studies will
clarify the structure–reactivity relationships in these inter-
esting classes of molecules ranging from X=main group
elements to X=transition metals.
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INTRODUCTION


In the whole field of correlation analysis, there is no
procedure more common than plotting two sets of data
against each other. Very often a straight line is drawn
through the points (less often a more complex curve) and its
parameters are estimated. Outside correlation analysis, an
apparently identical procedure is also common in which
experimental results are compared with a theory. In any case
we are concerned with a statistical procedure, even when it
is meant only as a rough approximation, and the laws of
mathematical statistics may be violated. There is then a
possibility of obtaining results competely at variance with
the original data. Some of these mistakes may be surprising,
as can be seen from the following examples.


A SIMPLE EXAMPLE


The relevant problems can be illustrated by a familiar
example, Brown’s selectivity relationship:1


log pf =aSf (1)


Several electrophilic reactions of a benzene derivative (e.g.
toluene) were studied kinetically and logarithms of partial
rate factors in the para position, pf, plotted against Brown’s
selectivity factor Sf, equation (1). The linear dependence
[Figure 1(A)] looks fine and everything seems to be in order
unless we inquire what exactly is the selectivity factor. It
turns out that it has been defined also from the electrophilic
reactions of toluene,1 taking into account also the partial rate
factor in the meta position:


Sf = log pf 2 log mf (2)


When we introduce Sf from equation (2) into equation (1),
we obtain


log pf =a(log pf 2 log mf) (3)


The deficiency of this correlation is seen immediately since
one variable is present on both sides of the equation. One
can imagine2 a limiting case when all values of mf would be
almost constant, or at least only slightly variable compared
with the variability of pf. Then equation (3) would simply
express the dependence of pf on itself. In the other limiting
case, if pf were less variable than mf, no problems would
occur. Real examples are between these two limits. Simple
rearrangement of equation (3) gives [note that there is a
misprint (wrong sign) in equation (4) in Ref. 2)]:


* Correspondence to: O. Exner.
† Presented in part at the VIIth International Conference on
Correlation Analysis in Chemistry, Fukuoka, 2–6 September 1996.
Contract grant sponsor: Grant Agency of the Czech Republic;
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log pf =
a


a21
log mf (4)


This is a relationship between two independent experi-
mental quantities, log pf and log mf. The pertinent plot
[figure 1(B)], on visual inspection, would not be considered
as a valid linear regression. A relatively high correlation
coefficient is obtained only when the line is forced through
the origin: with a free intercept, R would be much lower
[Figure 1(B) in parentheses] and the slope considerably
different.


The incorrect plot [Figure 1(A)] thus differs from the
correct plot [Figure 1(B)] in two respects:


(1) the value of the slope of the linear relationship is wrong,
its estimate is biased; in Figure 1(A) and (B) the lines
with correct slopes [determined from figure 1(B) and
transferred into Figure 1(A)] are drawn fully, the wrong
lines determined in Figure 1(A) and transferred into
Figure 1(B) are broken;


(2) the fit is estimated wrongly; in our case it is overesti-
mated, in less frequent cases it may be also
underestimated; in Figure 1(A) and (B) the correlation
coefficients are given on the plots; that in Figure 1(A) is
an apparent value since it expresses partly also the
dependence of pf on itself.


The example also shows a simple and efficient method of
detecting an erroneous treatment. It is sufficient to substitute
for all derived and modified quantities their precursors, if
necessary in several steps, so going back to the original
experimental data [substitution for Sf in Figure 1(A) and in
equation (1)]. These data are then recalculated from the
reported correlations and compared with the actual experi-


ments [transferring the broken line from Figure 1(A) and
comparing with the points in Figure 1(B)]. Simple compar-
ison may be sufficient in many cases. If not, statistical tests
are possible.


Returning to the selectivity relationship, one should not
conclude that it is not valid at all. It represents in fact the
Hammett equation (with the constants s+ ) arranged for one
substituent and various reactions. However, in the particular
case of toluene derivatives the accuracy is low since the
substituent effects are relatively small compared with more
efficient substituents.


The subsequent examples represent a selection from
those I have been collecting for many years. In all examples,
the two mentioned defects will be found repeatedly but their
relative importance may vary considerably from one case to
another. The mentioned test served to detect wrong
procedures in all cases but with differing results. The
examples are arranged according to the underlying statis-
tical model.


LINEAR REGRESSION


The model of linear regression assumes the following hard
conditions:3


1. The explanatory (independent) variable x is an exact
quantity, free of any error.


2. An (exact) linear relationship, equation (5), exists
between x and the response function (dependent varia-
ble) h.


3. The exact values of h are not available, one knows only
the values y differing by a random quantity « (‘error’)
y=h+«. The distribution of « need not necessarily be
Gaussian but must meet certain conditions. In chemistry


Figure 1. Brown’s selectivity rule in electrophilic reactions of toluene: (A) the incorrect plot (Ref. 1) according to equation (1); (B) correct
plot (Ref. 2) according to equation (3) with separation of the variables. Full lines, the correct regression line in (B) and its picture in (A); broken
lines, the apparent regression line in (A) and its picture in (B). The regression lines were forced through the origin and errors in both


coordinates were assumed equal (when non-forced, the correlation coefficients are given in parentheses)
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« is mostly the experimental error and these conditions
are fulfilled. When « represents an additional explana-
tory variable (i.e. an unknown factor, controlling also h),
this condition may become questionable.


4. The errors « are independent of x.


When these conditions are met, one can estimate the
parameters a and b of equation (5) within the framework of
the least-squares method3 to obtain their estimates a and b in
the regression equation (6):


h=a+bx (5)


y=a+bx (6)


In many applications condition (1) is not met. Regression
models are also available4 for both variables loaded with
error but in practice it is mostly sufficient to choose the
more accurate quantity as x and the classical model can be
used with a good approximation. Condition (2) may be
rather hard: if it is not met, we could estimate something
which does not exist. In correlation analysis, it is usually
viewed as a preliminary hypothesis. When it cannot be a
posteriori disproved, it is accepted as possibly valid. Most
important for the following considerations may be condition
(4). For instance, when y is not a direct experimental value
but has been transformed, its error can vary substantially.
Particular attention must been given to equations in which
one variable is involved on both sides [e.g. equation (3)].
Then an error in this quantity appears in both coordinates
mutually correlated and both conditions (1) and (4) are
violated.


Let us reconsider the above example. In Figure 1(A), x is
loaded with an error which is equal to or still greater than
the error in y, both errors are mutually dependent. In Figure
1(B), the only problem is that x is also loaded with error.
When the right regression model4 is used, the estimate of a
differs only slightly from that obtained in common regres-
sion; the correlation coefficient is the same in the two
models.


The linear dependence between reaction enthalpies DH°
and entropies DS° in a series of related reactions, the
compensation effect, has been much discussed.5–8 For the
ionization of substituted anilines a good linear dependence
was obtained7 [Figure 2(A)] according to the equation


DH°=bDS°+constant (7)


The proportionality constant b is called the isoequilibrium
(or isokinetic) temperature.8 Experimental values of DH°
were determined calorimetrically and DS° values were
obtained indirectly from DH° and from the measured pK
(i.e. from DG°):


DS°=(DH°2DG°)/T (8)


Substituting DS° from equation (8) into equation (7) gives
a relationship between experimentally independent quan-
tities DH° and DG°:


DG°=
b2T


b
DH°+constant (9)


The corresponding plot [Figure 2(B)] shows no dependence:
the values of DG° are approximately constant in comparison
with the variations of DH°. Mathematically this example is
the same as the preceding one [Figure 1(A) and (B)] but
there is a difference in the possible interpretation. In the
selectivity relationship, the parameter Sf has been defined
arbitrarily: it has no physical meaning and its definition is
justified only by its (apparent) correlation with experimental
quantities. In the enthalpy–entropy relationship, DS° has a
clear physical meaning and could also be determined by a
direct experiment: in that case there would be no objections
against the plot, Figure 2(A). The correct interpretation
should be that DG° is approximately constant within the
reaction series: from it a mathematically necessary correla-
tion between DH° and DS° comes into existence. It is thus
true that plots of DH° vs DS° can have a meaning,6 but it is
also true that they can express only the trivial fact that DG°
is approximately constant.5 In the latter case, the slope b is
near to the experimental temperature. However, the value of
b itself is not sufficient for deciding whether a correlation is
real or not.6,8


NONLINEAR REGRESSION


Linear equations are mostly only the first approximation.
More generally, an observable quantity y depends on an
explanatory variable x and several parameters a, b, g


Figure 2. The enthalpy–entropy relationship for equilibria in the
ionization of methyl-substituted anilines in water: (A) plot of DH°
vs DS° (Ref. 7); (B) plot of original experimental quantities DG° vs


DH°
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through a nonlinear equation:


y=f (x, a, b, g, . . .) (10)


With the assumptions, essentially the same as for the linear
regression, one can estimate the parameters using the least-
squares condition:


SSQ=SD2(N2p)=O
i


[( yi 2 f (xi, a, b, g)]2 =min (11)


The condition of minimum sum of squares SSQ determines
all the parameters in an unambiguous way and gives also the
standard deviation SD of the fit with respect to the number
of data N and number of parameters p. There is no problem
in devising a correct computer program. Programmers tend
to focus attention mostly on the shortest way to reach the
minimum (the Newton–Raphson method, etc.). However,
for smaller data sets and few parameters, as is common in
experimental chemistry, a simpler program may be more
useful, calculating SSQ successively for all possible values
of a certain parameter: this may be particularly useful when
only this parameter causes the nonlinearity.8 A more
difficult task may concern the confidence intervals of the
parameters. The uncertainties of individual parameters may
be very different and also strongly mutually dependent.
Generally we must find all the possible sets of parameters
which yield any acceptable standard deviation SDa. The
latter is most correctly determined by an F-test:9


SD2
a =SD2F1+


p
N2p


Fp, N2p(a)G (12)


For two parameters, a and b, the result may be pictured by
plotting them against each other. Equation (12) is then
represented by a contour line: all acceptable combinations
of a and b are situated inside this curve (see Figure 4, later,
as an example).


In the past, the nonlinear equations have often been
transformed into linear equations, sometimes with great
mathematical ingenuity. This had some justification in the
pre-computer era since otherwise a solution was difficult,
sometimes impossible. Nevertheless, it still occurs at
present, here and there. Evidently, the estimated parameters
are biased and the literature thus contains many data that are
completely at variance with the experimental facts. Partic-
ularly bad are transformations in which the original
variables each appear on both sides of the equation. Still
more mistakes occur with the uncertainty of the parameters.
Very often it is assumed that one parameter (a) is already
known and the uncertainty of the second (b) is searched for
this given value of a. When the parameters are strongly
dependent, their uncertainty is badly underestimated, some-
times by an order of magnitude or more.


Dipole moments in solution are commonly determined
from the measured permittivity « as a function of concentra-


tion, expressed as c2 or as the weight fraction w2,
respectively, in different theories. The second, less impor-
tant experimental quantity may be either the density or
refractive index according to various methods.10 Complica-
tions occur when the compound forms a dimer. Then we
have to estimate three parameters: the dipole moments of
the monomer and dimer, mM and mD, in addition to the
equilibrium constant K. Even with the frequent assumption
that mD =0, the equation is rather complex. Several ingen-
ious methods for its linearization have been advanced11,12


and used more or less extensively.13,14 For instance, in
equation (13) the terms in square brackets were plotted
against each other and K and the polarizability aM


calculated from the slope and intercept.12 From aM, one
obtains mM.


1
A
c2


«2«1


«+2
2B


=
1


aM 2aD /2
+


2K
(aM 2aD /2)2 FA


«2«1


«+2
2Bc2G (13)


A and B are composite quantities considered as constants (B
approximately); the proper variables are the permittivity «
and concentration c2. (The subscript 1 always refers to the
solvent and subscript 2 to the solute; quantities without a
subscript belong to the solution.) The essential mistake with
equation (13) is that both « and c2 are involved on both
sides. Therefore, the finding13,14 was not surprising that this
procedure yields wrong results. The following equation can
be derived in which the variables are separated13 (c2 has
been replaced by w2):


«21


«+2
=


«1 21


«1 +2


12w2


1+d1 bw2


+ 
2P°M 2P°D


8000K FS1+
8000Kd1w2


M+Md1 bw2
D1/2


21G
+ 


P°Dd1w2


2M(1+d1 bw2) 
+ 


aRMd1w2


M+Md1 bw2


(14)


Equations (13) and (14) differ slightly in using either the
refractive index n (involved in B) or density d (involved in
b) as the auxiliary quantity; RM is the molar refraction and
a is a constant. Another detail is that in equation (14) there
is not « alone on the left-hand side but its function.
However, («21)/(«+2) is a fairly accurately linear function
of « in the range of measured values. An example in Figure
3 reveals that equation (13) may yield a completely wrong
result which has in fact nothing in common with the original
experimental data. According to equation (13), a rough
linear dependence was obtained, Figure 3(A), and mM and K
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were calculated from it.12 We recalculated13 the required
values of « from these mM and K values and compared them
with the acutal experimental « in Figure 3(B). As reference,
the values of « were used as calculated with the assumption
that the compound does not dimerize at all (broken line):
both the experimental points and the wrong calculations are
shown as deviations in relative values of «. The hypothesis
of no dimerization cannot be rejected. Figure 3 is a very
good example of testing complex equations by recalculating
back the original experimental data. In the more recent
literature correct statistical programs have been already
reported.15 Nevertheless, even the suffer from the less
important defect, underestimating the uncertainty of the
parameters. In our papers,13,14 a correct statistical procedure
for calculating mM, mD and K was proposed. However, very
good experimental data16 are needed if these parameters are
to be obtained with any reliability.


Similar problems are encountered with the dipole
moments of complexes. Although there are more parame-
ters, this case is more favorable. The reason is that dipole
moments of the two components, mA and mB (in other terms
the respective polarizations PA and PB), can be determined
separately on pure compounds A and B. Subsequent
measurements of « and d of their mixtures, at variable
weight fractions wA and wB, can serve to determine the
dipole moment of the complex mAB and the equilibrium
constant K. Nevertheless, a linearized equation was also
advanced17 and applied widely:18,19 with an excess of B, an
apparent polarization P*A (in the presence of B at a given
concentration) is determined from the experimental « and d.
This is repeated for different wB and introduced into the
equation:


F 1


P*A 2P9A
G=


1


PAB 2P9A 2PB


+
MB


K(PAB 2P9A 2PB) F 1


wB dG
(15)


(here P9A may equal or need not equal18 PA exactly). When
the terms in square brackets are plotted against each other,
one obtains from the intercept the polarization of the
complex PAB and when this is known, also K from the slope.
The equation is not loaded with such great defects as
equation (13). The proper explanatory variable is wB but
using x=1/wB d is acceptable since the experimental density
of the solution d is almost constant. More important is that
the distribution of errors in 1/(P*A 2P9A) depends on x.
Equation (15) was solved according to P*A and a program
written20 minimizing sum of squares in P*A instead in
1/(P*A 2P9A). In a few cases19 the results from equation (15)
were completely at variance with the facts and plots similar
to Figure 3(A) were obtained. Mostly the results were not so
sharp since the experimental points were scattered and the
difference between correct and incorrect theoretical curves
was not so great. In these cases one obtains the parameters
K and mAB with great uncertainties, and sometimes no
convergence was reached.20 An example which is not as bad
is shown in Figure 4. The strong dependence means that
either the complex is present at high concentration and has
a low dipole moment or vice versa. We obtained20 K=1081
with confidence limits 340–2290; the original literature18


reported 1178±25 (units cm3 mol21).
In some particular cases even biased estimates may


appear sufficiently precise and a procedure which is wrong


Figure 3. Dipole moment of a possibly dimerizing substance C5H4N
+ C2 (CN)2: (A) incorrect plot of composed variables (Ref. 12) according


to equation (13) with the regression line; (B) correct plot with separated variables (Ref. 14) according to equation (14). Broken line calculated
in (B) with the assumption that no dimerization occur and used as reference; solid curve derived in (A) as the apparent regression line and


transferred into (B)
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in principle gives practically the same result as a rigorous
treatment. One such case was encountered in another
example from the theory of dipole moments.21 When m is
calculated according to the more exact Onsager theory, the
resulting equation can be linearized into the form


F(12u2)
«2n2


1


2«+n2
1


+u2


«2n2
2


2«+n2
2
G


=
4pNm2


9000kT FS 2+n2
2


2«+n2
2
D2


«c2G (16)


This equation is essentially a function of measured « in
dependence on the concentration c2. The refractive indices
of the solvent (n1) and solute (n2) and the density of the
solute d2 are constants. In the auxiliary quanitity u2, the
concentration is also involved:


u2 =M2c2 /1000d2 (17)


The task is to estimate the parameter m. As in the foregoing
examples, equation (16) was treated as linear and the terms
in square brackets plotted against each other: from the slope
one obtains m. Separation of variables would be cumber-
some. However, a rigorous solution is possible by
successive approximations: For a trial value of m, equation
(16) is solved numerically for «. This is repeated for all
experimental values of c2 and the sum of squares S(«calc-
2«exp)


2 is calculated. By trying further values of m, the best
one is found giving the minimum sum of squares.


Remarkably, this rigorous procedure gave practically the
same results as the linearized equation (16).21


The next example is very important; it has been treated
extensively in the literature9,22–28 and a correct statistical
solution was advanced many years ago.25–28 Nevertheless, a
popular incorrect method22 is still being used.29,30 When
complex formation is followed spectroscopically, the absor-
bance A of the complex may be measured at a constant
concentration cY of one component and at variable concen-
trations cX of the second component, the latter being always
in excess. The well known Benesi–Hildebrand equation22


represents a transformation of the dependence into a
formally linear form (the optical path l is a constant):


FlcY


A G= 
1


«
+


1


K« F 1
cX
G (18)


When the terms in square brackets are used as explanatory
variable and response function, respectively, one can
calculate the equilibrium constant K and extinction coef-
ficient « of the complex from the slope and intercept. This
equation is not so defective as those in the preceding
examples: when cX is exact, 1/cX is also exact. When the
errors in A are constant, those in 1/A are not but the mistake
is not serious when A is not too variable. The main defect is
that K is obtained as a ratio of two estimates and has an
unsymmetrical distribution. Correct statistical solutions25–28


were based on a nonlinear regression when equation (18)
was solved for A:


A=
K«lcXcY


KcX +1
(19)


Using different programs, both K and « can be obtained by
minimizing errors in A. Our least-squares recalculation of
several examples9 confirmed most of the previous work25–27


and revealed that even the Benesi–Hildebrand22 method
gives acceptable results when the experimental pattern is
well arranged. However, many older papers do not satisfy
this condition and reliable results cannot be obtained by any
method. Figure 5(A) is an example. The range of experi-
mental concentrations is narrow and the experimental points
are compatible both with the least-squares solution (line 1)
and with the shifted values of K and « (line 2 or 3). A simple
remedy would be one experimental point more, say at
cX =0·015. There is thus the very reasonable requirement
that statistical treatment should proceed simultaneously
with the experiments which can be completed stepwise.28


However, the main problem is with the uncertainty of the
parameters K and «, which has been underestimated in all
previous literature. Similarly as in the preceding example,
the estimates of the two parameters are strongly dependent
on each other, particularly when the experimental pattern is
insuitable.27 According to Figure 5(B), broadly varying
values of K are acceptable provided that e is also
simultaneously shifted. With the aid of equation (12) we


Figure 4. Dipole moment determination of a complex of 1-phenyl-
1,3-butanedione with triethylamine: the contour map of the
equilibrium constant K vs polarization of the complex PAB (function
of mAB). Values acceptable according to equation (12) are situated
inside the curve. d, Least-squares solution (Ref. 20); h, values
from the original literature (Ref. 18); long double-headed arrow, the
correct confidence interval of K; short arrows delimit the apparent


confidence interval for a fixed value of PAB
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obtained9 for the confidence interval of K 0–49 (best value
7·8); previous recalculation26, 27 gave 8·3±4·6 and the
original literature24 52·35. The Benesi–Hildebrand method22


would yield 6·6 with no idea about the confidence interval
(units mol21). Later examples from the literature are not as
bad since more experimental points were measured with
better accuracy. In the recent literature, the problem is that
the data are not reported at all, sometimes not even the
concentration range.29,30 The example shows that the
problems are not completely eliminated even with very
common and broadly used methods.


To the same category belongs also the familiar Michae-
lis–Menten equation31 for the kinetics of enzyme catalyzed
reactions:


v=
Vmax s
K+s


(20)


The equation is very important as the simplest form in this
field and has been treated statistically in a number of
papers.32–37 One has to estimate the parameters Vmax and K
on the basis of experimental substrate concentrations s and
corresponding observed reaction rates v. The problem was
solved32,33 on the basis of nonlinear regression, equation
(11). The only possible improvement could be in better
estimation of the uncertainties of Vmax and K according to
equation (12). In the past, several linearization procedures
were suggested, which used reciprocal values of variables34


or contained the same variable on both sides of the
equation.35 Of course, they gave biased results. In addition,
several methods were advanced36,37 not based on the least-
squares principle. As far as I know, there has been no
systematic reinvestigation of the previous results obtained


by incorrect methods. Hence one cannot estimate how much
they deviate from the least-squares values.


SYSTEM OF LINEAR REGRESSIONS


A well known example of this category is the isokinetic
relationship (IKR) or compensation effect. Although the
problem has been reviewed,8,38 possible mistakes have been
pointed out several times39–42 and several correct statistical
treatments have been advanced,40,43-46 the fundamental
error47–51 is repeated again and again, even recently and in
prominent journals.52–55 Sometimes also correct and incor-
rect methods have been mixed together.56,57 A linear
dependence of activation enthalpy and activation entropy
within a series of related reactions has the same form as
equation (7):


DH  =bDS  +constant (21)


However, there is a fundamental difference compared with
equation (7) in that neither DH  nor DS  has been
determined directly. The primary experimental quantities
are the rate constants which are measured at different
temperatures: DH  and DS  are obtained from the linear
regression:


log(k/T)=2DH  /2·303RT+DS  /2·303R+log(R/NA h)
(22)


When the Arrhenius theory is used instead, the treatment is
simpler and the conclusions are the same. It follows that in
equation (21) both variables are loaded with error and these
errors are strongly correlated. Any experimental error, any
misprint or misunderstanding which makes DH  greater,
also makes DS  greater in accordance with equation (22). It
follows that in a plot according to equation (21), the


Figure 5. Spectrometric determination of the 1:1 complex of anthracene with iodine. (A) Experimental points and calculated theoretical curves
as a function of concentration: 1, the least-squares solution (Ref. 9) as reference; 2 and 3, solutions with the limiting acceptable values of K
and «; 4, the theoretical curve with K and « given in the original literature, Ref. 24. (B) Contour map of SD as function of possible K and log «
values (Ref. 9). Values acceptable according to equation (12) are situated inside the contour line. d, Least-squares solution; h, values given


in Refs 24 and 26 or calculated according to Ref. 22
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erroneous point does not deviate from the line but moves
along the line. Even when the experimental errors are
negligible, the same effect is introduced by the imperfect
interdependence of DH  and DS  , particularly when a
reaction has been included differing from the others in the
series (e.g. another reaction mechanism). This does not
make the supposed relationship, equation (21), worse: on
the contrary, it is more accurate. The problem is not
restricted to kinetics. It applies also to equilibrium proc-
esses, when DH° is not determined calorimetrically but
from the temperature dependence of the equilibrium
constant and the data are not still treated by equation (9) but
by the same procedure as outlined here.58 (another possibil-
ity may be that DH° is determined simultaneously with K
from titration calorimetry, see the next section.)


A statistically correct solution can be achieved by
returning to the original experimental quantities, viz. by
substituting DS  from equation (21) into equation (22). We
obtain


log k=(DH  /2·303R)(b21 2T 21)+constant (23)


The value of T on the left-hand side of equation (22) can be
included in the constant and the immaterial difference
between the Arrhenius theory and theory of the activated
complex is thus removed. In the coordinates T 21 and log k,
equation (23) represents a family of straight lines with
different slopes 2DH  /2·303R: all lines intersect in one
point at T=b. A linear dependence in the coordinates DH 


and DS  is thus mathematically strictly equivalent to a
common point of intersection in the coordinates log k and
T 21. The results of this test are often surprising. For a
cyclization reaction of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene with substi-
tuted 1-phenyl-1,3-butanediones a good linear relationship
was obtained,52 Figure 6(A). In the correct plot, Figure 6(B),
no common point of intersection is apparent. Note that the


lines for the 4-Cl and 4-Br substituents behave as outliers in
Figure 6(B). However, in Figure 6(A) they do not deviate
from the line but are shifted along the line: they make the
apparent relationship only more trustworthy.


A least-squares solution of the problem is not trivial. Let
us consider several regression lines with a certain number of
points on each. They are supposed to intersect in a common
point. The task is to determine the two coordinates of this
point and the slopes of all the lines, in order to achieve the
minimum sum of squares of the deviations of all points. For
a simple regular pattern of points, the problem was solved
algebraically,40 and in a general case by successive approx-
imations.43 Several hypotheses can be also tested:58 whether
the lines are parallel (DH  approximately constant) or
whether they intersect on the y-axis (DS  constant). The
original programs were written58 in the autocode of an
HP 9820 desk calculator. At least two programs have been
written59,60 in FORTRAN for use on a PC but they have not
been published. In the present author’s opinion, there is no
advantage in using the approximate solution38 since its
reliability in particular cases is unknown.


From the foregoing discussion, one must not conclude
that a valid IKR does not exist. When a correct statistical
treatment was used, many cases of its validity were
revealed,58 but the slope b was often different from that
obtained from an incorrect DH  /DS  plot. In one case at
least,61 the point of intersection lies within the interval of
experimental temperatures so that the validity of IKR is
seen on a graph such as Figure 6(B) without any statistics.
In many more cases, however, the accuracy of kinetic
measurements is not sufficient; then one cannot reject the
IKR or cannot even reject a hypothesis that all DH  or all
DS  are equal.


The mathematical problem of several regression lines
with one point of intersection is more general. It was
encountered outside solution kinetics and the fundamental


Figure 6. Isokinetic relationship in a series of related reactions (substituted 1-phenyl-1,3-butanediones with 1,3,5-trinitrophenol): (A) incorrect
plot (Ref. 52) of DH ≠ vs DS ≠ with the apparent slope ‘b’; (B) correct plot of the original experimental quantities log k vs T 21; in


correspondence with Figure 6(A), the lines should intersect at 1000/T=3·12
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mistake was repeated many times in different forms. Where
the conductivity of semiconductors is concerned, a relation-
ship such as equation (21) is called the Meyer–Neldel
rule.62 In contradistinction to kinetics, the experiments are
accurate and the temperature interval is wide. It follows that
the straight lines in the coordinates conductivity vs T 21 are
determined exactly but they need not intersect exactly in
one point. In heterogeneous catalysis IKR is called the
Cremer law.50,63 Further problems which need similar
statistical treatment concern the viscosity of solutions,64


diffusion in solids,65 thermionic emission of electrons,66


determination of molecular weight by centrifugation,67


characteristic temperature of polymers68 and chromatog-
raphy of certain series of drugs.69 In most cases, the proper
statistical problem has not been recognized.


SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR REGRESSIONS


The following problem is similar to that in the preceding
section but somewhat more complex. A linear dependence
was claimed between DH° and DS° in complex formation
within a series of amino acids,6 dextrins70 or various
cryptands71 according to equation (7). Compared with the
examples treated in that section, however, there is a
difference in the origin of the two variables. The values of
DH° and log K (DG°) were obtained together for each
compound from titration calorimetry, then DS° was calcu-
lated according to equation (8) and a plot of DH° vs DS°
constructed according to equation (7). In a titration
calorimetric experiment,72,73 the heat Q evolved in the
volume V was measured as a function of the concentrations
cX and cY. The calculation is identical with that in the
spectrometric determination: the difference from equation
(19) is that cY cannot be neglected in comparison with cX:


DH
K


=
VcXcYDH 2


Q
2 (cX +cY)DH+


Q
V


(24)


This statistical problem has been solved. From the depend-
ence of the experimental Q on the concentrations cX and cY,
the parameters DH° and log K were estimated by nonlinear
regression;74 their strong mutual dependence in certain cases
was shown in a graph similar to Figure 4 or 5(B). This
analysis74 is correct; it could only be improved by choosing
an acceptable value of SDa according to equation (12).


When a linear dependence between DH° and DS° is
claimed,6,70,71 a similar problem arises as in the isokinetic
relationship. The two dependent parameters must not be
introduced into equation (7). On the contrary, DS° calcu-
lated from this equation must be introduced into equation
(24). When DG° is converted into log K we obtain


DH expFDH(b2T)+C
bRT G=


VcXcYDH 2


Q
2 (cX +cY)DH+


Q
V


(25)


The task is to estimate the two general parameters, b and C,
and in addition DH° of all reactions of the series. This
means processing of the immediate experimental results (cX,
cY and Q) of all titration calorimetric experiments at once. A
least-squares solution is possible but would evidently be
much more complex than with equation (23). For a
recalculation, the original titration data would be needed but
they are not given in the literature.70,71 In any case, there is
no doubt that the linear dependences reported are artifacts
but one cannot decide at present whether they should
possess a different slope or whether no relationship exists at
all.


MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION


The regression equation in a multiple linear regression has
the form:


y=a+b1x1 +b2x2 + · · · (26)


The conditions are analogous to those for simple regression.
In the literature much attention was given to the stochastic
dependence existing in some cases between two or more
explanatory variables (called intercorrelation or internal
dependence, respectively).75 When, for instance, x1 and x2


are strongly correlated, one obtains b1 and b2 with great
uncertainty. However, the overall fit is not depreciated. The
regression equation can be useful for predicting the y values
but the individual terms and the regression coefficients b
cannot be interpreted. More important is probably a proof
that all terms in equation (26) are actually necessary. A fully
convincing procedure is to compare with each simpler
equation in which one term has been omitted. The
significance of each term is then proved by an F-test.


Difficulties are encountered with graphical representa-
tion. A completely correct representation in two dimensions
is, in fact, not possible, even with only two explanatory
variables. An evidently erroneous attempt76,77 was to divide
equation (26) by x2 to obtain:


y/x2 =b1(x1/x2)+b2 (27)


In this procedure one parameter has been lost: a necessary
assumption was that a equals zero. Equation (27) was
treated as a simple regression with the variables x1/x2 and y/
x2; it was represented graphically, and b1 and b2 were either
calculated from equations for simple regression or estimated
from the plot. They were then used in equation (26) with
a=0. The whole procedure is evidently a great mistake: the
main defect is that equation (27) expresses partly the
dependence of x2 on itself. This defect is the greater the
more important is x2 in the multiple regression. In one
example,77 the following dependence on the two variables,
denoted sN and sS, was obtained in this way:


log k=(0·76±0·01)sN 2 (0·47±0·01)sS (‘R’=0·993) (28)


The apparent correlation coefficient ‘R’ is that of the simple
regression, equation (26). Instead, the correct expression,
obtained from multiple regression, reads (with R from the
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multiple regression)


log k=(0·88±0·09)sN +(0·25±0·15)sS (R=0·985) (29)


Note that the uncertainties in the two regression coefficients
are very different; the term with sS is evidently not
statistically significant. The two equations can be compared
by another kind of graphical representation in which y is
plotted vs (x1 +x2b2 /b1) (Figure 7). The preference of
equation (29) is evident [Figure 7(B)]. Since the term with
sS is insignificant, simple regression with sN alone is also
sufficient [Figure 7(C)].


A plot as shown in Figure 7(A) and (B) is acceptable
provided that b1 and b2 have been predetermined by multiple
regression: it can then give a true picture of the fit achieved
(correlation coefficient R1·23) but gives no idea about the
relative importance of the two variables (correlation coef-
ficients R12·3 and R13·2) and about the uncertainty of the
regression coefficients. Such plots were even suggested for
searching the best value of b2 /b1 by attempting successively
various values.78 There is evidently no reason to do this
when programs for multiple regression are easily available.
The same criticism applies to suggestions for determining
the regression coefficients by graphical procedures.79


CORRELATIONS WITH A HIDDEN VARIABLE


In a classical textbook on quantum chemistry,80 a linear
dependence is presented between calculated delocalization
energies DE (in b units) and experimental resonance
energies RE. Calculations were carried out within the
framework of simple Hückel method and the correlation
was excellent for benzenoid hydrocarbons from benzene to
perylene. We calculated R=0·994 and obtained Figure 8(A).
There are almost no objections from the point of view of
statistics. The explanatory variable is exact; the response


function may be viewed as loaded with a random error. The
purely experimental error certainly increases with x but it is
not the main source of deviation. There is evidently a strong
correlation between the two variables in Figure 8(A).
Nevertheless, the conclusion is not fair that calculations of
DE give a true picture of the strength of conjugation in the
given molecules. The problem is that both RE and DE
depend on the molecular weight M. When the enthalpy of
combustion is determined experimentally, one obtains first
the specific value related to 1 g. This must be multiplied by
the (known or assumed) M to obtain the molar enthalpy of
combustion and from that RE. On the other hand, calculated
DE depends strongly on the number of p-electrons and
hence, in the case of benzenoid hydrocarbons, directly on
M. When the two variables in Figure 8(A) are divided by M,
one obtains Figure 8(B), showing no correlation. (See also
the difference between the two regression lines, one forced
through the origin, the other not.) The correct interpretation
of Figure 8(B) is that DE is unable to predict the
experimental specific resonance energy. On the other hand,
the interpretation of Figure 8(A) should be that RE depends
strongly on the size of the molecule and so also does the
calculated DE. In this sense we can call M a ‘hidden
variable.’ Note that a very good correlation is obtained even
by plotting RE vs the number of p-electrons (not shown).


A more recent example81 is shown in Figure 9. Here some
non-benzenoid compounds are included (butadiene, cyclo-
pentadiene and azulene) and the difference between the two
plots is still more striking. For the aliphatic compounds the
theory thus yields results completely different from those
for benzenoid hydrocarbons; azulene stays in the middle.
Benzenoid hydrocarbons are situated practically in one
point. (Note also the different values of R when the
regression line is forced through the origin.) The result is
that the significance of resonance energies, either experi-


Figure 7. Attempted representation of multiple linear regression in two dimensions, hydrolysis of substituted phenylazobenzothiazolium dyes:
(A) plot of log k vs a false blend of constants s which was obtained incorrectly (Ref. 77), equation (28) based on equation (27); (B) plot vs
the correct blend of s obtained from equation (29) based on the multiple regression equation (26); (C) plot vs the constants sN as defined in


Ref. 77. Correlation coefficients given in (A) and (B) are those from the multiple regression, R1·23
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mental or from quantum chemical calculations, must not be
overestimated. (The determination of RE is not purely
experimental; it assumes additivity of enthalpies of forma-
tion and its transferability from one compound to another.)


Several molar quantities dependent on M are well
known82 and have been extensively exploited, mainly
several decades ago. The molecular weight is in these cases
not much ’hidden’ since it is involved explicitly in the
defining equation. Examples are the molar refraction MR or
the parachor P, which are functions of the refractive index n
or surface tension g, respectively:


MR=
n2 21
n2 +2


d 21M (30)


P=g1/4d21M (31)


The structural dependence of these quantities was always
treated in terms of additivity for atoms or groups, and
certain specific corrections. With respect to the preceding
examples, one can have doubts as to whether the additive
character is not only (or mainly) due to the exact additivity
of the molecular weight.82 The problem can be demonstrated


Figure 8. Quantities dependent on the molecular weight: (A) plot of the experimental molar resonance energy of aromatic hydrocarbons vs
the calculated delocalization energy according to Ref. 80; (B) plot of specific resonance energies related to 1 g. Broken lines and regression


coefficients R correspond to common regression; full lines were forced through the origin


Figure 9. Resonance energies of aromatic and conjugated hydrocarbons: (A) plot of experimental vs calculated molar quantities according to
Ref. 81; (B) plot of specific resonance energies related to 1 g. Regressions were forced through the origin (when not forced, the correlation


coefficients are given in parentheses)
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on homologous series of organic compounds which always
served as a basis for determining the increments of
individual groups. For instance, the parachor in a homolo-
gous series depends linearly on the number of carbon atoms,
and thus also on M:83


g1/4d 21M=
p(CH2)


m(CH2)
M+


m(CH2)p(X)2m(X)p(CH2)


m(CH2)
(32)


where p(CH2) and p(X) are the increments of the CH2 group
and of the constant part of the molecule, respectively;
m(CH2) and m(X) are molecular weights of these groups.
The dependence of P on M is represented by a family of
parallel straight lines,83 one for each homologous series, as
in Figure 10(A). When the lines are not exactly parallel, the
differences in slopes are not clearly seen. The correlation is
evidently due also to the dependence of M on itself. By
dividing equation (32) by M we obtain


g1/4d 121 =
p(CH2)


m(CH2)
+


m(CH2)p(X)2m(X)p(CH2)


m (CH2)
M 21 (33)


This equation represents a family of straight lines inter-
secting in one point on the y-axis. Figure 10(B) reveals that
this is not fulfilled and the parachor is not a truly additive
quantity. An approximate additive character was simulated
by the additivity of molecular weight and the whole
parachor story was simply a statistical mistake.83 When
some correct conclusions were drawn from the parachor
values, they could be obtained also from the molar volume:
the measured surface tension g has no positive effect on the
additive character. Since the values of surface tension have
always been discussed in terms of parachor, almost nothing
is known about the structure dependence of this quantity.


In the same way, the additive relationships for other


quantities were tested. The simple molar volume is additive
with reasonable accuracy,84 particularly for monofunctional
compounds except the first members of each homologous
series. Contrary to the literature claims, the molar volume at
the boiling point is not additive.84 The same conclusion
concerns the so-called rheochor and further additive quan-
tities based on viscosity,85 also the so-called molar refractive
index.86 The last quantity was particularly simple, the
refractive index nD


20 multiplied by the molecular weight.
When calculated from tabulated increments for a given
structure, it should give a rough estimate87 of nD


20. In
contrast, molar refraction, equation (30), has remained as an
example of an actually additive quantity with very good
accuracy:82 introducing the refractive index into the molar
volume improves very significantly the additive character
and extends the range of validity.


The above tests and their results will not be reproduced
here, but a new example is shown in Figure 10. In a recent
review,88 the thermodynamic quantities DfH°(g), DfH°(l)
and DfH°(s), S°(g), S°(l) and S°(s), C°p(g), C°p(l) and C°p(s)
were calculated as additive but with numerous specialized
values of increments corrupting the additive character. A
test of DfH°(l) on 16 homologous series (125 compounds) is
shown in Figure 11(A) and (B): the additivity is very good.
As expected, the fit in the correct regression, Figure 11(B),
is worse (median value of R 0·9987) than in Figure 11(A)
(0·99986) but it is still very good. The increment of the CH2


group was derived within the framework of the correct
regression, Figure 11(B), from the median value of all
intercepts: we obtained 225·42 kJ mol21. From the regres-
sions in Figure 11(A), viz. from the median value of all
slopes, one would obtain 225·35 kJ mol21. These figures
show that the results of correct and incorrect statistical
procedures become very similar when the fit is very close.
In fact, the correlation coefficients in Figure 11(B) are not


Figure 10. Molar additive properties: testing the parachor on 12 homologous series according to Ref. 83. (A) Plot of P=g1/4d21M vs the
molecular weight, equation (32); (B) plot of the ‘specific parachor’ g1/4d21 vs the reciprocal molecular weight, equation (33). Data mostly from


Ref. 87 and earlier papers by the same author
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informative. When the slope of a straight line is near to zero,
R is also small. Nevertheless, this straight line has the same
positive importance for the overall fit as the others. The
proper statistics in this case are the standard deviation SD,
and its ratio to s0, the mean square deviation of all
experimental values from their mean:


c=SD /s0 (34)


This dimensionless characteristic has been suggested82 for
comparing the accuracy of various relationships (partic-
ularly of relationships other than linear regression) for
different quantities, i.e. differing in their magnitude and/or
in the physical dimension. (One can, for instance, compare
the accuracy of an empirical relationship for the refractive
index with that for the boiling point.) Of course, one can use
also the characteristics SD2/s2


0 or 12SD2/s2
0 with the same


result. For our example (Figure 11), we obtained c= 0·0068
in Figure 11(B) and an apparent, seemingly slightly better,
value c=0·0052 in Figure 11(A).


In the same way, we further tested C0
p(g) on 15


homologous series (116 compounds) and obtained c=0·026
in the correct plot; the apparent c would be 0·0045. The
greater difference and worse value of c in this case is due to
the fact that C0


p(g) values are fairly close for different
compounds of the same size of molecule. The increment of
the CH2 group is 22·95 kJ mol21 and the apparent value in
the incorrect plot is 22·86 kJ mol21. Some molar additive
quantities named here may seem of little importance today.
On the other hand, new such quantities were suggested
recently (in addition to the mentioned thermodynamic
quantities88) particularly for molar enthalpies of vapor-
ization,89,90 or for partial molar volumes in solution.91


A different case of a quantity dependent on the size of
molecule was claimed recently for 13C NMR shifts in
alkanes.92 The sum of shifts of all carbon atoms, Sd, was
correlated with the parameter L defined as a function of
three topological indices pi:


Sd=kL(+C) (35)


L=2p1 +p2 2p3 22 (36)


The ‘molecular path counts’ pi denote the number of
possible paths consisting of 1, 2 or 3 adjoining bonds in the
given molecule.92,93 The dependence obtained is shown in
Figure 12(A). The fit is very good but still somewhat worse
for branched alkanes; the intercept is negligible. Again,
there are no objections against using the regression model.
However, the size of the molecule may be the hidden
independent variable. The value of Sd certainly depends
more on the number of carbon atoms than on their character.
The dependence of L is less clear. For straight-chain
alkanes, L is a simple function of the number of carbon
atoms L=2N23. For branched alkanes, L increases with
increasing degree of branching and depends on the number
of atoms in a more complex way, which cannot be
reproduced by an equation. When we divide both coor-
dinates by the number of carbon atoms N, we obtain Figure
12(B). The variable Sd/N represents the mean value of the
shift; L/N has no clear meaning. The fit may still seem good
but is due to the straight-chain alkanes; for branched
compounds alone it is much worse. Note also that the shifts
d are defined with respect to an arbitrary reference
compound and any correlation should be valid irrespective
of which reference was chosen. The reference compound
used in this case92 was tetramethylsilane. When the shifts
are referenced to benzene, the relationship, equation (35),
breaks down completely (not shown). Originally, the whole
concept was applied only to isomeric hydrocarbons of the
same molecular weight,93 hence all the problems were
avoided.


EFFECT OF ORDERING


This very interesting statistical problem94 concerned photo-
electron spectroscopy but can be encountered in any kind of


Figure 11. Molar additive properties: enthalpy of formation in the liquid state in 16 homologous series (data from Ref. 88). (A) Plot of molar
quantities, DfH°(l), vs the molecular weight; (B) plot of specific quantities, related to 1 g, vs the reciprocal molecular weight
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spectroscopy and even in other fields. A series of experi-
mental numbers (e.g. ionization energies I in a
photoelectron spectrum) are often compared with the results
of a theoretical treatment in the form of a correlation
diagram such as Figure 13(A). When the theory agrees with
the experiment, the two given lines should always coincide.
Since many theories are loaded with certain systematic
errors, it is currently accepted as sufficient when the
theoretical and experimental figures are merely linearly
dependent. In this case the proper representation is a linear
regression as in Figure 13(B). According to this regression,
the theoretical values may be empirically linearly corrected
(scaled) and then plotted in the correlation diagram, as has
been done in Figure 13(A).


Heilbronner and Schmelzer94 have discovered a short-


coming in the whole procedure. The problem is that the
theoretical values belong each to a certain, exactly defined
transition but the experimental values are not so assigned.
One must assume that the first signal belongs to the first
transition, the second signal to the second transition, etc.
This is, however not certain. It is possible in principle that
the calculations are completely wrong and the last observed
transition belongs, say, to the first calculated. In other
words, the experimental values have been ordered to form a
sequence corresponding to the theoretical values. A mistake
which may arise was demonstrated in a dramatic way: a
series of experimental values were correlated with a series
of random numbers assigned successively to the individual
signals.94 In Figure 13(D) we used our own series of random
numbers and obtained R=0·9816; in the original paper94


Figure 12. Quantities dependent on the molecular size. (A) Plot of the sum of 13C NMR shifts of all C atoms vs a function of topological
indices L according to Ref. 92: s, C2–C10 straight-chain hydrocarbons (correlation coefficient R1); + , C4–C8 branched hydrocarbons


(correlation coefficient R2). (B) The same plot with quantities related to one carbon atom (divided by the number of carbon atoms N)


Figure 13. Comparison of calculated and experimental ionization energies of phosphabenzene (according to Ref. 94): (A) calculated in Ref.
95 and scaled; (B) calculated in Ref. 95 and not scaled; (C) scaled random numbers as ‘calculated’; (D) not scaled random numbers as


‘calculated’
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R=0·983 was obtained with another set of random numbers.
The ‘theoretical’ values were then linearly scaled and
plotted in the correlation diagram in Figure 13(C). At first
sight, the fit may be estimated as sufficient but compared
with Figure 13(A) it is evidently much worse. It is also this
fit which enables the real and apparent correlations to be
distinguished. The authors calculated possible values of R
by a Monte Carlo approach and gave the critical values for
different significance levels.94 A regression can be con-
sidered real if the critical value of R is exceeded. The heart
of the problem is ordering of one variable before regression:
this introduces a certain kind of dependence of the two
variables. This problem may be encountered always when a
set of data has been obtained simultaneously from one
experiment: the whole set has a clear physical meaning but
the individual items are not assigned.


DISCUSSION


Errors of incorrect statistics


The foregoing examples are rather different in character and
represent only a fraction of all possible errors. Therefore,
only few general conclusions can be drawn. While it is
certain that a correct method must yield correct results, it is
not evident what an incorrect method could yield. We have
encountered wrong results, completely at variance with the
original experiments, but also cases where the errors did not
exceed the uncertainty of rounding-off. This depends not
only on the kind of the statistical error but also strongly on
the particular data. 


Two limiting cases may be recognized. When the data are
very accurate and the model fits very well, the statistics are
changed into simple algebra and all transformations are
allowed. Then correct and incorrect statistical methods may
give the same result. In the opposite case, when the
experimental error is great and/or the model inadequate, it
may happen that no significant results are obtainable at all
and no statistical method can help. Cases treated in this
paper are in between. In them, no general rules can be
formulated as to when the error will be great and when not:
one must simply avoid the incorrect procedures as far as
possible. The practical tasks can be divided into the
following four categories.


Avoiding the mistakes


In this era of computers, there is no reason for a formal
linearization of nonlinear equations. All such attempts [e.g.
equations (13), (15), (16) and (18)] can be a priori rejected.
More difficulties can arise with apparently simple quan-
tities, denoted with a simple symbol, which are in fact
composite [selectivity factor, equation (1)]. Even with well
defined quantities of clear physical meaning, it may be of
importance how they have been experimentally determined
and how the experimental error is propagated [enthalpy and
entropy in equation (7)]. Certain apparently simple proce-


dures can be particularly dangereous when one does not
recognize that any nontrivial statistical procedure has been
applied [isokinetic relationship, equation (21)]. In this
connection, one can ask the question whether even simple
plotting one quantity against another can in some cases be
‘forbidden.’ A pure plot is certainly unobjectionable,
whatever the way in which the variables have been
obtained. However, representing the points by circles of a
given diameter implies an idea about their uncertainty and
particularly assumes independence of the errors in x and in
y. This can sometimes be badly misleading. When a line is
drawn through an array of points, it is clearly a statistical
procedure. It implies that the points could lie on the line
exactly under certain conditions, e.g. if there were no
experimental errors or if a secondary factor influencing y
were absent. This can sometimes be a serious mistake.


We believe that all the mistakes mentioned can be
avoided with proper attention. More difficult is the proper
interpretation for which no general rules can be recom-
mended. Every case must be considered separately. In
particular, one should stress that regression or correlation
does not imply a causal dependence.


Revealing the mistakes in the literature


Using the criteria in the preceding section, one can
recognize a treatment that is incorrect in principle. For a
proof, an efficient method has also already been mentioned.
It is necessary to calculate the original experimental values
as they should be to satisfy exactly the required theory or
correlation. Sometimes, one must go back to the experiment
in several steps [see, for instance, equation (25)]. Compar-
ison with actual experimental values may in some cases be
shocking [Figure 3(B)]; in most cases it is so convincing
that no special statistical tests are needed. If not, one can
calculate the differences D=y(experimental)2y(calculated)
and test their distribution: zero mean value, approximately
normal distribution, most important their independence of x.
In our opinion, this processing may be sufficient in all
cases.


Proposing correct statistical procedures


Within the framework of the least-squares method, this task
is solved by equation (11) for linear or nonlinear regression,
and even for systems of more equations. The mathematical
solution can be more or less complex in individual cases but
is always only a question of the computer program. Data in
experimental chemistry are usually not too numerous (as
they are, for instance, in crystallography), hence the
problem of quick convergence is not so important. Very
often, simple programs are sufficient, following SD as a
function of a parameter which is given successively all
possible values. In this way also the uncertainties of the
parameters and their dependence are objectively represented
[Figures 4 and 5(B)].


All methods recommended in this paper and all conclu-
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sions have been based on the least-squares method. This
approach is certainly suitable when the deviations are
caused entirely by experimental errors or by any other
random variable. However, in many chemical theories they
are due merely to an imperfect model, i.e. to an additional
factor which was not discovered. In statistical terms we may
say that an additional explanatory variable was omitted.
This variable does not possess a normal distribution and is
not even random. Then robust methods,96 which suppress
the effect of outliers and concentrate on the known
explanatory variable, may be more efficient. In other cases,
attention is focused on predicting the response function:
then methods may be preferred that avoid serious mistakes
even at the cost of biased results. This all depends on the
particular requirements in the given case. In our opinion, the
least-squares method was sufficient in all cases treated in
this paper. Note that several quoted procedures36,37,79 were
outside this method. They must not be considered as
’worse’ for this reason, they can only be less suitable for a
given problem. Most of the procedures criticized here were
originally based on the least-squares method but yielded
ultimately something which was not the least-squares
estimate.


Recalculating or appraising literature data


Surprisingly, this task may be the most difficult. Literature
data can be mostly recalculated with not too great effort
when the original experiments are given. This is, however,
seldom the case in the recent literature. Particularly with
methods commonly used, even the general features (number
of the measurements, range of concentrations, etc.) are often
lacking. The parameters published may be viewed with
suspicion but their actual reliability remains unknown (see,
for instance, Ref. 9). Moreover, such parameters are
transferred into further literature and may appear in reviews
together with more reliable data. A remedy may be expected
in publishing original data systematically on the Internet. In
the reviews, one should at least specify the method by
which any value has been obtained; methods recognized as
incorrect could be particularly noted.


CONCLUSIONS


Statistical errors are common in the literature, both older
and contemporary. Some examples given here may seem to
be merely of historical interest but the results live on further
in the secondary literature. For some broadly used methods,
correct solutions were given some time ago and are being
used more and more. On the other hand, the first statistical
problems are just being encountered in some newly
developing fields. In our opinion, one should give proper
attention particularly to cases in which a statistical problem
is not evident at first sight.
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EFFECT OF RING SIZE ON THE COMPLEXATION AND
DECOMPOSITION OF BENZENEDIAZONIUM ION IN THE PRESENCE


OF CROWN ETHERS IN 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE AND THE GAS PHASE


TOIVO KUOKKANEN
Department of Chemistry, University of Oulu, Box 333, FIN-90571 Oulu, Finland


The host–guest complexation and the kinetics of the thermal dediazoniation of benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate in
the presence of unsubstituted and (di)benzene- and dicyclohexane-substituted crown ethers containing 4–10 oxygen
atoms were studied by UV spectrophotometry in 1,2-dichloroethane at 40°C. The complexation equilibrium constants
K and the stabilizing ability of the complexation (k2/k1) were calculated by a kinetic method. Complexation in the gas
phase was observed and characterized by fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry (FAB-MS). All complexing agents
except 12-crown-4 formed 1:1 complexes [crown ether–PhN2]


+ under FAB conditions. The complexation caused a
hypsochromic shift Dlmax in the UV spectrum of the benzenediazonium salt, which was largest for hosts containing six
oxygen atoms. The thermodynamic and kinetic stability were much greater for insertion-type complexes containing six
or more oxygen atoms in the host molecule than for the charge-transfer complexes formed with 15-crown-5. In contrast,
12-crown-4 destabilized benzenediazonium ion owing to the increase in homolytic dediazoniation. 21-Crown-7 was the
strongest complexing and stabilizing agent for benzenediazonium ion; with a larger hole size in the host the effects
weakened. The effects of benzene and cyclohexane substituents in crown ethers on the thermodynamic and kinetic
stability were small compared with the effects of the number of oxygen atoms. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Macrocyclic polyethers, or crown ethers, have unique
chemical properties associated with their ability to form
stable host–guest complexes with metal cations such as
alkali and alkaline earth ions and with other appropriately
sized species.1–4 In insertion-type complexes the basic
oxygen atoms of the crown ether surround the guest, each
engaging in an apparently similar electrostatic interaction
with it. Host–guest complexation has been investigated with
great interest in recent decades, mostly, however, crown
ether–metal ion systems, owing to their many possible
applications: synthetic chemistry, phase-transfer reactions,
enhancement of the solubility and stability of compounds
and studies of naturally occurring compounds. A diversity
of techniques, including absorption spectrometry, calo-
rimetry, conductometry, kinetic methods, NMR
spectrometry and potentiometry, have been used to deter-
mine the complexation behaviour in solution.1–6 In addition,
it is observed that fast atom bombardment mass spectrome-
try (FAB–MS) is a rapid and good method for the
characterization of complexation in the gas phase.7–10


Arenediazonium salts possess considerable importance in
the chemical industry, which has initiated a great number of
the studies.11 According to Bunnett,12 all reactions, inde-
pendent of their mechanism, where the two nitrogen atoms
of azo or diazo compounds are replaced by any other group,
are dediazoniation reactions. The dediazoniation method
has broad and versatile applications in synthetic chemistry
in the preparation of widely different compounds.11 Inves-
tigations on the host–guest complexation of arenediazonium
ions with crown ethers began in 1973 when Gokel and
Cram13 reported that crown ethers of suitable dimensions
solubilize arenediazonium ions in non-polar solvents where
they otherwise are insoluble and that the complexation
changes the 1H NMR spectra of the polyethers. Bartsch
et al.14 reported in 1976 that the complexation of 4-
tert-butylbenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate with
18-membered crown ethers in 1,2-dichloroethane markedly
stabilizes the diazonium salt against thermal dediazoniation.
Subsequently many investigations have been published on
the host–guest complexation between crown ethers and
arenediazonium ions but only a few considered both the
thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the com-
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plexes.5, 6, 15–18 Zollinger et al.6 have studied the
dediazoniation of arenediazonium ions complexed with
crown ethers in 1,2-dichloroethane using as complexing
agents 18-crown-6, 21-crown-7 and dicyclohexano-
24-crown-8. We have studied by kinetic and spectroscopic
methods, in solution, the complexation of crown ethers
(15-crown-5, 18-crown-6 and 21-crown-7) with arenedia-
zonium ions.5, 15–18 Continuing our studies on the interaction
between crown ethers and stable organic cations, we have
recently10, 19 reported the complexation of crown ethers with
tropylium ions in solution and in the gas phase under FAB
conditions.


With the benzenediazonium ion, whose diazonium group
has a cylindrical diameter of about 0·24 nm, 18-crown-6
and 21-crown-7 can form insertion-type complexes5, 6 (1,
Figure 1), but 15-crown-5,17 with its cavity diameter2 of
only 0·17–0·22 nm, forms only much weaker charge-
transfer complexes Zollinger et al.6 argued that in the
charge-transfer complex the acceptor center of the arenedia-
zonium ion is either the b-N-atom and/or the combined
p-electron system of the aryl part and the diazonio group,
while the donor centers are one or several of the oxygen
atoms in the crown ether.


The ring size of the host molecule is an important and
widely studied factor for the strength of the host–guest
complexation, but more difficult to predict for flexible
organic molecules than for ‘rigid’ metal cations. As seen
above, the effects of the ring size and substituents of crown
ether on the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the
complexes between arenediazonium ions and crown ethers
have not been studied systematically. In this work, the effect
of ring size on the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of
benzenediazonium ion complexed with crown ethers con-
taining 4–10 oxygen atoms was investigated systematically
by kinetic and spectroscopic methods in solution and by
FAB-MS in the gas phase. It is considered that this
complexation is a good model to understand the correspond-
ing host–guest complexation of other organic cations. Since
unsubstituted crown ethers with 8–10 oxygen atoms were
not available, benzo- and cyclohexano-substituted complex-
ing agents were used instead. The results are compared with


the corresponding values obtained for acyclic polyether–
PhN+


2 systems.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials


Benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate was synthesized pre-
viously5 from aniline by diazotization with sodium nitrite at
0–4 °C in tetrafluoroboric acid aqueous solution and was
crystallized before use from about 25% aqueous tetra-
fluoroboric acid. The unsubstituted crown ethers
12-crown-4 (Fluka), 15-crown-5 (Fluka), 18-crown-6
(Fluka) and 21-crown-7 (Pfaltz & Bauer), the benzene-
substituted crown ethers benzo-15-crown-5 (Fluka),
benzo-18-crown-6 (Fluka), dibenzo-18-crown-6 (Parish
Chemical) and dibenzo-30-crown-10 (Aldrich-Chemie) and
the dicyclohexane-substituted compounds dicyclohexano-
18-crown-6 (Fluka) and dicyclohexano-24-crown-8 (Fluka)
were used without further purification. Dibenzo-24-crown-8
(Fluka) was purified as described previously.19


1,2-Dichloroethane (Fluka) was purified, dried, distilled and
used as the solvent in all solution measurements.20


Apparatus and measurements


The complexes of crown ethers with benzenediazonium
tetrafluoroborate and their fragments in the gas phase under
FAB conditions were identified on a Kratos MS 80
autoconsole mass spectrometer operating with a DART data
system. The atom gun was operated at 8 eV and argon was
used as the bombarding gas with pressure of about 131026


Torr in the collision region. 3-Nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA)
was earlier shown, owing to its electron-scavenging nature,
to be the best solvent for the FAB experiments.10 NBA was
also used as the liquid matrix in this study. The stainless-
steel tip of the FAB probe was coated with a thin layer of a
mixture of benzenediazonium salt, crown ether ([crown
ether]≈ [PhN+


2 ]) and the matrix NBA. The spectrum was
recorded immediately after the sample had been inserted.


UV spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV 160 A or


Figure 1. Structures of the insertion-type complex of 18-crown-6 (1), the ‘pseudo-insertion-type’ complex of pentaglyme (2) and the modified
insertion-type complex17 of 21-crown-7 including s-base–p-acid interactions (3)
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Philips PU 8740 spectrophotometer. Kinetic measurements
were carried out with a Shimadzu UV 160 A spec-
trophotometer, a double-beam apparatus. The cells were
held at 40·0±0·1 °C by circulating water from an elec-
trically thermostated water bath into the self-constructed
temperature attachment. 1,2-Dichloroethane was used as a
reference in studies of unsubstituted and dicyclohexano-
substituted crown ethers. Because benzo-substituted crown
ethers are UV absorbing, a similar concentration of the host
compound was used in the two cells in the investigations of
benzo- and dibenzo-substituted crown ethers in solution.
After thermostating, about 10 values of the absorbance At


were read at suitable time intervals up to about two half-
lives. The observed rate constant of the decomposition kobs


was calculated by plotting the values of ln(At 2A∞ ) vs time
t. The absorbance after the reaction A∞ was determined by
reading the absorbance after about 10 half-lives. All
reactions investigated were found to obey first-order
kinetics within the intervals studied: the standard deviation
for kobs was usually 0·5–2·0% and the correlation constant r
was about 0·9997.


Small amounts of crown ethers and benzenediazonium
salt were weighed with a Perkin-Elmer AD-2 autobalance.


RESULTS


Complexation in the gas phase under FAB conditions


FAB-MS has proved to be a rapid and good method for
studying the host–guest complexation of crown ethers,


acyclic polyethers and glymes with benzenediazonium ion
and the fragmentation of the complexes in the gas phase.7–9


The same method was used in this work for the observation
and characterization of the host–guest complexation
between crown ethers containing 4–10 oxygen atoms and
benzenediazonium ion. The mass spectrum of benzenedia-
zonium tetrafluoroborate in the presence of 15-crown-5 was
recently presented in connection with our investigations of
polyether–tropylium ion systems.10 In the present work, the
FAB mass spectrum of 15-crown-5–benzenediazonium ion
(15C5–PhN+


2 ) showed an abundant PhN+
2 ion (m/z 105), the


two cation–one anion cluster (PhN+
2 )2BF2


4 (m/z 297) and the
1:1 complex [15C5–PhN2]


+ (m/z 325). Data on the partial
positive ion FAB mass spectra are presented in Table 1. It is
widely assumed that insertion-type complexation (IC) is the
only type of complexation occurring between crown ethers
and arenediazonium ions.1, 21 Our FAB results, in good
accordance with kinetic measurements,17 have shown,
however, that 15-membered crown ethers, whose cavity
diameter2 of 0·17–0·22 nm is too small for an insertion-type
complex with the diazonium group, form charge-transfer
1:1 complexes (CT) with benzenediazonium ion, the
diazonium group of which has a cylindrical diameter of
about 0·24 nm. It is interesting that the peak of the ion
[12C4–PhN2]


+ was not detected in the mass spectrum,
which means that complexation between 12-crown-4 and
benzenediazonium ion under FAB conditions is at the most
very weak. For all crown ethers, in agreement with an
earlier investigation,10 the fragmentation pattern consisted
of a series of losses of protonated (C2H4O)n structural units
and thus the fragmentation ions consistently observed


Table 1. Partial positive ion FAB mass spectra of benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate in the presence of
crown ethers,a [PhN2


+ ]total ≈ [crown ether]total


Crown etherb Ion (m/z) with relative abundance (%) in parentheses


15-Crown-5 (15C5) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 221 (59) [15C5]+ ; 297 (4·2)


(PhN2
+ )2BF4


2 ; 325 (9) [15C5-PhN2]
+


Benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 268 (84) [B15C5]+ ; 297 (1·9)


(PhN2
+ )2BF4


2 ; 373 (2·9) [B15C5-PhN2]
+


18-Crown-6 (18C6) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 265 (0) [18C6]+ ; 297 (16) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ;


369 (13) [18C6–PhN2]
+


Benzo-18-crown-6 (B18C6) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (3·1) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 312 (7·1)


[B18C6]+ ; 417 (6·3) [B18C6–PhN2]
+


Dibenzo-18-crown-6 (DB18C6) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (8·1) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 360 (12)


[DB18C6]+ ; 465 (2·0) [DB18C6–PhN2]
+


Dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 (DCH18C6) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (3·6) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 373 (1·5)


[DCH18C6]+ ; 477 (1·8) [DCH18C6–PhN2]
+


21-Crown-7 (21C7) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (22) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 309 (0)


[21C7]+ ; 413 (12) [21C7–PhN2]
+


Dibenzo-24-crown-8 (DB24C8) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (4·3) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 448 (4·5)


[DB24C8]+ ; 554 (2·7) [DB24C8–PhN2]
+


Dicyclohexano-24-crown-8 (DCH24C8) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (1·0) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 461 (0)


[DCH24C8]+ ; 565 (4·0) [DCH24C8–PhN2]
+


Dibenzo-30-crown-10 (DB30C10) 105 (100) PhN2
+ ; 297 (2·9) (PhN2


+ )2BF4
2 ; 537 (5·2)


[DB30C10]+ ; 642 (1·7) [DB30C10-PhN2]
+


a Fragmentations of crown ether and benzenediazonium ions are omitted; see Results.
b In the presence of 12-crown-4 the peak of [12C4–PhN2]


+ at m/z 281 was not detected.
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included m/z 45, 89, 133, etc., depending on the size of the
initial parent ion. In addition, the ion [PhOC2H4O]+ at
m/z=136 is typical in the FAB mass spectra of benzene-
substituted crown ethers.


Kinetic data


The stabilizing effect of the complexation of benzenedia-
zonium tetrafluoroborate with the crown ethers 12-crown-4,
benzo-18-crown-6, dibenzo-18-crown-6, dicyclohexano-18-
crown-6, dibenzo-24-crown-8, dicyclohexano-24-crown-8
and dibenzo-30-crown-10 in 1,2-dichloroethane at 40 °C
was studied by UV spectrophotometry. The corresponding
effects in the presence of 15-crown-5, 18-crown-6 and
21-crown-7 have been reported.6, 17 Measurements were
made of the uncomplexed benzenediazonium salt and of the
salt in the presence of at least five host concentrations,
where the total concentration of the salt was kept constant:
[PhN+


2 ]total =1·031024 M. The kinetic data are presented in
Table 2. In the presence of benzo-substituted crown ethers
the value of lmax for benzenediazonium ion cannot be
determined exactly, owing to the absorption of the benzene
ring (see Apparatus and measurements) and therefore any
values of lmax are not included in Table 2. All measurements
showed, however, that the complexation causes a hypso-
chromic shift in the UV spectrum of benzenediazonium salt,
e.g. in the presence of 0, 1·5431024, 2·0231024,
4·0431024 and 1·1331023 M dicyclohexano-18-crown-6
the values of lmax for benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate in
1,2-dichloroethane were 266, 250, 248, 247 and 247 nm,
respectively.


Calculation of thermodynamic and kinetic stability


The complexation and decomposition reactions of benzene-
diazonium salt in the presence of a crown ether or any other
complexing agent in solution can be interpreted by the
equation


PhN+
2 BF2


4 +crown ether ⇀↽
K


complex (1)


↓k1 ↓k2


products products


where ‘complex’ denotes a 1:1 complex (insertion or
charge-transfer complex), k1 and k2 are the rate constants for
the thermal decomposition of the uncomplexed and com-
plexed benzenediazonium ion, respectively, and K is the
complexation equilibrium constant.5, 6, 15–18 The complexa-
tion and decomposition reactions are very fast, the
complexation process being in effect diffusion controlled.1, 6


When the decomposition of the complex cannot be ignored,
the values of K and k1 2k2 can be calculated from the kinetic
data by iteration method using the equations


1


k1 2kobs


=
1


(k1 2k2)K
3


1


[crown]
+


1


k1 2k2


(2)


K=[complex]/([PhN+
2 ] [crown]) (3)


[PhN+
2 ]=[PhN+


2 ]total 2 [complex] (4)


[crown]=[crown]total 2 [complex] (5)


[complex]=(sum2Ï(sum2 24[PhN+
2 ][crown]))/2 (6)


Table 2. Effect of complexation on the thermal decomposition of benzenediazonium
tetrafluoroborate ([PhN2


+ ]=1·031024 M) in the presence of crown ethers in
1,2-dichloroethane at 40 °C


Crown ether [Crown] (M) kobs (s21) [Crown] (M) kobs (s21)


12-Crown-4 0 3·1031024 1·5531023 3·0931024


6·5831023 3·8031024 1·3231022 4·5831024


2·4731022 5·3631024 4·0031022 5·8231024


Benzo-18-crown-6 1·2331024 1·1531024 2·0131024 7·1331025


4·0231024 3·4231025 6·5531024 2·6631025


9·8331024 1·7931025


Dibenzo-18-crown-6 1·5131024 1·2331024 2·0231024 1·0031024


4·0431024 5·8531025 6·5531024 4·1331025


1·1331023 2·3531025


Dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 1·5431024 7·7831025 2·0231024 5·4331025


4·0531024 2·5031025 6·0631024 1·9331025


1·0031023 1·3631025


Dibenzo-24-crown-8 1·2431024 8·3031025 1·8531024 5·2331025


3·7131024 2·4231025 6·6631024 1·2831025


9·9931024 1·0331025


Dicyclohexano-24-crown-8 1·4631024 7·4531025 2·1931024 4·7631025


4·3731024 2·9931025 6·5631024 2·4931025


1·1131023 2·0031025


Dibenzo-30-crown-10 1·5131024 1·4331024 2·2631024 1·1031024


4·5331024 7·3731025 7·0531024 5·9831025


1·0031023 3·7131025
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where sum=[PhN+
2 ]total + [crown]total +1/K and kobs is the


dediazoniation rate constant observed in the presence of the
free crown ether [crown]. If the complex is unreactive, or
k1 @k2, the value of K can be calculated much easier from


K=
k1 2kobs


kobs[crown]
(7)


For all systems we used equations (2)–(6). The dediazonia-
tion reactions, for which the complexation has a stabilizing
effect (cf. 12-crown-4), obeyed equation (2) with a
correlation coefficient r≈0·998. Table 3 presents the
calculated values of K (thermodynamic stability) and k2/k1,
a measure of the effect of complexation on the kinetic
stability of benzenediazonium ion, together with the values
of the maximum hypsochromic shift in the UV spectrum,
Dlmax.


DISCUSSION


The kinetic and spectroscopic measurements and product
analyses in this and earlier studies5–8, 13–18. 21 in solution and
in the gas phase show that crown ethers form host–guest
complexes with arenediazonium ions. In the presence of a
crown ether with at least an 18-membered ring, the complex
is of insertion type (IC) (1, Figure 1), while the smaller
hosts form weaker charge-transfer (CT) complexes. The
complexation causes a hypsochromic shift in the UV
spectrum of arenediazonium salt in solution and causes an
unusual positive stretching frequency shift DnNN in its IR
spectrum; it also increases the thermal stability of the salt in
solution, though not in the solid state.6, 17, 18, 21, 22 The
complex [crown ether–PhN2]


+ can be detected under FAB
conditions when the number of the oxygen atoms is five or


more, whereas the complex [acrylic polyether–PhN2]
+ can


be detected when the number of oxygen atoms is only four.
This difference can be assumed to be due to the greater
flexibility of the acyclic polyether than the corresponding
crown ether by allowing more optimized geomeries of the
electrostatic bonds. In contrast, the insertion-type com-
plexes are much stronger than those of the corresponding
acyclic polyethers, even though acyclic polyethers form
pseudo-cyclic complexes (2, Figure 1), when the chain of
the acyclic polyether, PEG or glyme, is long enough to wrap
fully around the diazonium group (thermodynamic and
kinetic macrocyclic effects, see below). Maleknia and
Brodbelt23 found that the trends observed in the gas phase
between crown ethers and alkaline metal ions closely
parallel those seen in non-polar solvents. The results for
complexation between crown ethers and arenediazonium
ions are in good accordance with this observation.


12-Crown-4 does not form a stabilizing charge-transfer
complex with benzenediazonium ion in solution and the
peak of the ion [12C4–PhN2]


+ cannot be detected by FAB-
MS. Indeed, the rate of decomposition increases with the
concentration of 12-crown-4 in 1,2-dichloroethane. Under
comparable conditions, homolytic decomposition reactions
are faster than the corresponding heterolysis reactions, and
thus the increasing destabilization with increasing concen-
tration of 12-crown-4 can be explained as being due to the
increase in homolysis (see Scheme 1).6, 18


In accordance with Laali and Lattimer's8 observation, and
in contrast to crown ether–metal ion systems, sandwich
complexes1, 7 were not detected by FAB-MS; only 1:1
complexes were observed under FAB conditions. Using
field desorption mass spectrometry (FD-MS), Laali and
Lattimer8 also observed the 2:1 complex [(18-crown-
6)2–PhN2]


+ (m/z 633). The results in Table 1 suggest that in
the gas phase, in the absence of the complicating effects of
solvation and counterion, benzo and cyclohexano sub-


Table 3. Complexation and decomposition of benzenediazonium tetra-
fluoroborate with crown ethers in 1,2-dichloroethane at 40 °C


Crown ether K (M21)a k2/k1 (%)b Dlmax (nm)b, c


12-Crown-4 2 d 2 d 2
15-Crown-5e (1·4±0·2)3102 26 17
18-Crown-6f 4·73104 1·4 19
Benzo-18-crown-6 (3·1±0·1)3104 2·6 2 g


Dibenzo-18-crown-6 (1·9±0·1)3104 4·7 2 g


Dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 (4·2±0·2)3104 1·5 19
21-Crown-7f 5·13105 0·1 14
Dibenzo-24-crown-8 (5·8±0·2)3104 1·8 2 g


Dicyclohexano-24-crown-8 (6·2±0·2)3104 5·1 13
Dibenzo-30-crown-10 (1·6±0·1)3104 9·1 g


a Calculated by equation (2).
b k1 =3·1031024 s21 and lmax =266 nm for the uncomplexed ion.
c The maximum hypsochromic shift due to the complexation.
d Could not be determined by the kinetic method owing to the increase in homolysis.
e From Ref. 9.
f From Ref. 6; tested also in this work.
g Not determined owing to the absorption of the host.
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stituents decrease the complexation, i.e. the intensity of
[crown ether–PhN2]


+ . These bulky groups reduce the
flexibility of crown ethers to allow more optimized
geometries of the electrostatic bonds. In addition, the
electron-withdrawing power of the benzene group(s) weak-
ens the electron-donor ability of the oxygen atoms.3 It was
observed recently9 that the host–guest complexation
between an acyclic polyether and the benzenediazonium ion
in the gas phase, in contrast to the effects in solution, does
not increase with increasing number of oxygen atoms in the
polyether chain. Correspondingly, and in contrast with the
strength of the complexation in solution (see below), the
values of the relative abundances of the complexes
[18-crown-6–PhN2]


+ and [21-crown-7–PhN2]
+ , 13% and


12% in Table 1, respectively, were closely similar.
In agreement with Zollinger et al.’s results,6 but in


contrast with the effects of complexation on the thermody-
namic and kinetic stabilities (K and k2/k1 values, see below),
the complexation with 18-crown-6 was recently5 found to
produce, in all solvents studied, the maximum hypso-
chromic shift Dlmax in the UV spectrum. Zollinger et al.
noted that no conclusions regarding the kinetic or thermody-
namic stability of the host–guest complexation of
arenediazonium ion with crown ethers can be drawn from
the spectroscopic data. Leaving aside the benzo-substituted
crown ethers, since they themselves exhibit strong UV
absorption, the results in Table 3 suggest for Dlmax of the
crown ether–PhN+


2 system in 1,2-dichloroethane the order
18 - crown - 6 ≈ dicyclohexano - 18 - crown - 6 > 15 - crown - 5 >
21-crown-7≈dicyclohexano-24-crown-8@12-crown-4.


Excluding 12-crown-4 (Dlmax =2 nm), the changes of
13–19 nm in Dlmax in 1,2-dichloroethane show that the
maximum hypsochromic shift is not sensitive to the ring
size of  crown ether. For the acyclic polyether–PhN+


2 system
the corresponding hypsochromic shift in 1,2-dichloroethane
is smallest for the smallest complexing agents but independ-
ent of the host (Dlmax =13±1 nm) when the polyether chain
is long enough to wrap fully around the diazonium group
(see structure 2, Figure 1).9


The K values in Table 3 and Figure 2 show that the
thermodynamic stability of benzenediazonium ion com-
plexed with crown ether in solution varies markedly with
the ring size of the host but relatively little with the benzo
or cyclohexano substituent(s) of the host molecule. The K
values of the IC complexes containing six or more oxygen
atoms in the host are clearly larger than those of CT
complexes of hosts containing five or less oxygen atoms. It
might be assumed that the cavity of 21-crown-7, with its
diameter2 of 0·34–0·43 nm is slightly too large for the
diazonium group, which has a cylindrical diameter of about
0·24 nm. However, the greater ring flexibility, compared
with 18-crown-6 with its cavity diameter2 of 0·26–0·32 nm,
may allow for the relief of steric interactions between the
macrocyclic ring and the 2-hydrogens or other 2-sub-
stituents18 in the arenediazonium cation. On the basis of
their examination of C–P–K molecular structures, Beadle et
al.21 suggested that an important difference between


18-crown-6 and 21-crown-7 is the inability of the latter to
assume the planar D3d conformation, which is well docu-
mented for 18-crown-6 and its derivatives. It seems
reasonable to assume that one of the CH2—O—CH2 units in
21-crown-7 will turn upwards and away from the mean
plane of the other oxygen atoms, or else inwards over the
benzene ring, as shown in the modified insertion-type
complex structure 3 (Figure 1)8, 21 with s-base–p-acid
interactions. Both modified IC structures will present to the
diazonium group a cavity of essentially the same size as that
found in 18-crown-6, but the extra oxygen donor atom of
21-crown-7 can now interact with other electrophilic center
to provide additional stabilization to the overall complex.
Correspondingly, the larger crown ethers can be suggested
to be capable in solution of wrapping around the cation to
form a three-dimensional cavity with all oxygen atoms
coordinated to the cation.3 The relatively large K values
found for the complexation between 24- and 30-membered
crown ethers and benzenediazonium ion in this work (see
Fig. 2) are in good accord with this suggestion.


With the presence of benzene or cyclohexano groups in
crown ethers, there is a small reduction in the K value. Our
results for 18-membered crown ethers in Table 3 and Fig. 2
show that the effect of benzo and cyclohexano substituents
on the thermodynamic stability of crown ether-complexed
benzenediazonium ion in solution is relatively small, but the
following order is suggested: 18-crown-6≈dicyclohexano-
18-crown-6>benzo-18-crown-6>dibenzo-18-crown-6. The
effect of these groups on the K value may be attributed to a
combination of ligand bulkiness leading to the isolation of
the cation from the solvent molecules, which strengthens
the thermodynamic stability of a complex, and the electron-
withdrawing power of the benzene group(s), which weakens
the electron-donor ability of the oxygen atoms. The


Figure 2. Effect of the number of oxygen atoms of unsubstituted
and benzo-(mono- or di-) and dicyclohexano-substituted crown
ethers on the thermodynamic stability of the complexed benzene-


diazonium ion in 1,2-dichloroethane
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aliphatic cyclohexano substituents do not alter the binding
properties to any measurable extent.3 In addition, the
benzene and cyclohexano groups reduce the flexibility of
crown ethers. It is interesting that the K value for the
complexation of the more flexible acyclic polyethers (PEGs
and glymes) with benzenediazonium ion increases with
increasing number of oxygen atoms over the whole range
studied, up to PEG 2000 with about 45 oxygen atoms.9


Table 3 shows, in accordance with earlier work,5, 6, 17 that
21-crown-7 is a very strong stabilizing agent (k2/k1 =0·1%)
in 1,2-dichloroethane, and clearly the best stabilizing crown
ether against the thermal decomposition of benzenediazon-
ium ion in all solvents studied. The stabilizing effect is
much weaker for 15-crown-5, which forms a CT complex
with benzenediazonium ion, than it is for crown ethers
forming IC complexes, but it seems to be weaker still for the
large host dibenzo-30-crown-10 (k2/k1 =9% in 1,2-dichloro-
ethane). The kinetic stability of benzenediazonium ion
complexed with 18-membered crown ethers seems to obey
a similar order to the thermodynamic stability K given
above. We observed recently9 that, in the presence of
flexible acyclic polyethers, the value of k2/k1 is more or less
independent of the acyclic polyether: k2/k1 =17±4%, when
the host molecule is long enough to wrap fully around the
cation (2).


The increased stability, thermodynamic or kinetic,
observed for a complex with a cyclic host over that with an
open chain of similar composition is called the macrocyclic
effect. The calculated values of the thermodynamic and
kinetic macrocyclic effects, presented in Table 4, vary
widely with the number of oxygen atoms (n=4–10), both
being clearly largest for the host containing seven oxygen
atoms. The variation can be explained by the greater
flexibility of the long chains of the acyclic polyethers. It is
interesting that the values of the corresponding thermody-
namic and kinetic macrocyclic effects are clearly similar,
even though thermodynamic and kinetic stability depend on
different factors: the K value on differences in the Gibbs
free energy between the solvated products and the corre-
sponding initial state [DG°=RTln(K/M21)] and the k value
on differences between the solvated transition and initial


state. The greater stability of complexes formed by ions in
solution with multidentate ligands than with the correspond-
ing monodentate ligands is called the chelate effect.
The chelate effect has been concluded to be an entropy
effect.24 Depending on the system studied, enthalpic and/or
entropic origins have been identified for the thermodynamic
macrocyclic effect.1–4, 25 Izatt et al.26 studied by calori-
metric titration the complexation of arenediazonium ions
with 18-crown-6 in methanol and observed that these
complexes are enthalpy stabilized: for 18-crown-8–
PhN+


2 K=3·23102 M21, DH°=235·2 kJ mol21 and
TDS°=220·9 kJ mol21 at 25 °C. The thermodynamic mac-
rocyclic effect has been shown in the literature to be depend
on a number of factors, including the host and its size, the
number and type of donor atoms, the guest and the solvent.


It has been observed earlier7, 17 that the activation volume
DV‡ for the decomposition of benzenediazonium ion
complexed with crown ether or acyclic polyether is very
large and shows no measurable variation with complexing
agents capable of forming IC complexes (1) or pseudo-
cyclic complexes (2): DV ‡ >15 cm3 mol21 in
1,2-dichloroethane. By comparison, the corresponding
value for the uncomplexed ion is much lower,
DV‡ =8·4 cm3 mol21. The changes in polarity during the
decomposition step of the uncomplexed and complexed
benzenediazonium ion can be assumed to be small and thus
the large positive DV‡ values for dediazoniation reactions
are strong evidence for an SN1-like reaction mechanism as
proposed by Swain et al.27 Correspondingly, the values of
the activation enthalpy DH‡ and the activation entropy DS‡


for the decomposition of the complexed ion are large, and
clearly larger than the corresponding values for the
dediazoniation of the uncomplexed ion, and suggest an
isokinetic relationship for the heterolytic decomposition of
an uncomplexed arenediazonium ion and one complexed
with crown ethers or acyclic polyethers in various
solvents.16–18 The values of DH‡ are much larger than
the values of TDS‡, e.g. for 18-crown-8–PhN+


2 in
1,2-dichloroethane at 25 °C DH ‡ =157 kJ mol21 and
TDS ‡ =46 kJ mol21. The mechanism of the decomposition
of complexed benzenediazonium ion in solution is not


Table 4. Effect of the number of oxygen atoms in the host molecule on the
thermodynamic and kinetic macrocyclic effect for the polyether–PhN2


+


system in 1,2-dichloroethane


Number of oxygen atoms


4 5 6 7 8 10


Thermodynamic macrocyclic effecta, b !1 1 90 316 31c 6c


Kinetic macrocyclic effectb, d !1 2 19 130 3e 2f


a Ratio of the values of K(crown ether–PhN2
+ ) and K(polyethylene glycol–PhN2


+ ).
b Values for acyclic polyethers from Ref. 13.
c K(polyethylene glycol–PhN2


+ ) is estimated from the values in Ref. 13.
d Ratio of k2/k1(polyethylene glycol–PhN2


+ ) to k2/k1(crown ether–PhN2
+ ).


e Calculated for dicyclohexano-24-crown-8.
f Calculated for dibenzo-30-crown-10.
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known in detail. Zollinger et al.6 have suggested that all
decomposition reactions of arenediazonium salts complexed
with crown ethers occur via a CT complex, not directly
from the unreactive IC complex, and that there is a fast
equilibrium between these two types of complexes and the
uncomplexed ion.


In accordance with earlier investigations by kinetic and
spectroscopic measurements and product analyses by GC
and/or GC-MS,5, 6, 9, 15–18, 21, 22 the present study supports the
conclusions that the thermal dediazoniation of arenediazon-
ium salt in the presence of cyclic or acyclic polyether in
solution occurs by an SN-like reaction mechanism27 (Scheme
1) via two competing but independent pathways, with the
formation of a highly reactive aryl cation in the heterolysis
and/or an aryl radical in the homolysis in the slow rate-
determining decomposition step of the uncomplexed ion or
the complex. Subsequent fast product-determining reactions
with nucleophiles counterion, solvent and polyether give the
products XC6H4F, XC6H4Y and XC6H4Z, respectively,
presented in Scheme 1, where X is the substituent of the
benzenediazonium ion. The main products of the thermal
decomposition of arenediazonium tetrafluoroborate in
1,2-dichloroethane in the absence or presence of polyethers
are shown to be fluoroarene XC6H4F and chloroarene
XC6H4Cl from heterolysis as well as arene from hom-
olysis.5, 6, 16 A general host–guest complexation process is
suggested to include a sequence of steps involving both
desolvation reactions and preorganization of the host:


G+
solv +Hsolv


⇀↽ G+
solv . . . H ⇀↽ (G+ . . . H)solv


⇀↽ (GH)+
solv


⇀↽ (complex)solv (8)


where G+
solv and Hsolv are the solvated guest and host, H is a


free host, G+
solv . . . H is a solvent-separated cation–host pair,


(G+ . . . H)solv is a solvated contact pair and (GH)+
solv is the


solvated complex before the preorganization step of the host
molecule around the cation to form the final solvated
complex, (complex)solv.


3 The first step is a fast desolvation of
the host molecule and the second a diffusion-controlled
bimolecular collision reaction where solvent molecules
around the guest ion are replaced by donor atoms of the host
molecule. It is generally proposed that, in a solvent of low


polarity and basicity, preorganization of the macrocyclic
ligand rather than cation desolvation is the rate-determining
step in the host–guest complexation process.3
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INTRINSIC (GAS-PHASE) BASICITIES AND STABILITY OF
CHARGE-TRANSFER COMPLEXES IN SOLUTION
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1Département de Chimie, Faculté des Sciences (Semlalia), Université Cadi Ayyad, Marrakesh, Morocco


2Instituto de Quı́mica Fı́sica ‘Rocasolano’, CSIC, c/Serrano 119, E-28006 Madrid, Spain


The standard Gibbs energy changes for the formation of 1:1 charge-transfer complexes between molecular iodine and
several bases in solution at 25·0 °C [DG0


l2(soln)] were determined experimentally. The bases were 2,2,2-trifluoro-
ethylamine, cyclopropylamine and 1,1,3,3-tetramethylguanidine. These [DG0


l2(soln)] values, determined in n-heptane,
and also that for the formation of the 1:1 complex between 2,2,2-trifluoroethanethiol and molecular iodine in
dichloromethane, were found to follow with excellent precision the correlation equations linking DG0


l2(soln) and the
intrinsic (gas-phase) basicities of N(sp3), N(sp2) and S(sp3) bases. These findings strongly support previous conclusions
regarding the relationship between gas-phase and solution reactivity data. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Consider the formation of a 1:1 charge-transfer complex
between an electron acceptor, A, and an electron donor, D,
in solution in an ‘inert’ solvent, S:


A(soln) + D (soln) ⇀↽ A · · · D(soln) (1)


Mulliken’s classical model of these interactions1 treats the
electronic wave function for the adduct A · · · D in its
electronic ground state, cAD as a linear combination of the
wavefunctions for structures I and II, namely cI and cII.


cAD =acI +bcII (2)


AD ↔ A2 D+


I II


Structure I is stabilized by van der Walls interactions and is
formally a ‘no bonding’ structure, whereas II is an ionic
structure, characterized by the electron transfer from D to A.
In general, in the ground state, the weight of structure II is
much smaller than that of I, that is, b2/a2 ¿ 1.


Some years ago,2 we set out to investigate acid–base
reactions taking place in solution in solvents other than
water or other media able to disperse charges efficiently
through hydrogen bonds. The reason for this was as follows.
There are a number of experimental techniques3 that allow
the quantitative study of proton-transfer processes in the gas


phase and the determination of the gas-phase basicities (GB)
and proton affinities (PA) of neutral species B. For a given
base B, these magnitudes are defined as GB(B) =
2DGH+ (g) and PA(B) = 2DHH+ (g), where DGH+ (g) and
DHH+ (g) are the standard Gibbs energy and enthalpy
changes, respectively, for the reaction


B(g) + H+ (g) → BH+ (g) (3)


The quantitative pattern of structural effects on gas-phase
basicities is often different from that prevailing in protona-
tion reactions in aqueous solution. This follows from the
fact that, in the latter, the energetics of the reaction


B(aq) + H+ (aq) → BH+ (aq) (4)


depend heavily on the solvation of the onium ions, largely
through charge dispersal to water solvent.4


We therefore sought solution systems wherein the general
gas-phase pattern of reactivity would hold [it was known at
that time that in some very specific cases the gas-phase and
solution patterns are coincident:2 (i) when solvation is not
sterically hindered and the basic center and the number of
acidic hydrogens are kept constant, as in the case of
pyridinium ions,5 and (ii) when extensive charge delocaliza-
tion within the protonated base ensures an efficient ‘internal
solvation’6]. In view of the above, systems in which charge
dispersal to the solvent would be minimized seemed to be
prime candidates. Charge-transfer complexation reactions
in ‘inert’ media, such as those defined by equation (1), were
thus selected, molecular iodine, I2, being the reference
Lewis acid.


* Correspondence to: J.-L. M. Abboud. E-mail: rocabbud@roca.
csic.es.
Contract grant sponsor: DGICYT; Contract grant number: PB
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In the initial study we examined sulfur [S(sp3)] and
nitrogen [N(sp2) and N(sp3)] bas̀es and found a series of
good linear relationships between the structural effects on
the Gibbs energy changes for reaction (5) in solution,
DG0


l2(soln), and the Gibbs energy changes (corrected for
symmetry changes due to protonation) for reaction (3).


B(soln) + l2(soln)  ⇀↽ B…l2(soln) Kc, DG0
l2(soln) (5)


The actual correlation equations found were as follows:


for S(sp3) bases:


DG0
l2(soln) = (23·67±0·09) 2 (0·113±0·007) dGB (6)


r2 =0·960, n=10, sd=0·24 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ)


for N(sp3) bases:


DG0
l2(soln) =(22·29±0·20) 2 (0·162±0·11) dGB (7)


r2 =0·976, n=6, sd=0·25 kcal mol21


for N(sp2) bases:


DG0
l2(soln) =(20·58±0·08) 2 (0·138±0·04) dGB (8)


r2 =0·980, n=26, sd=0·18 kcal mol21


In equations (6)–(8), dGB is the gas-phase basicity of the
base relative to that of ammonia [that is, for base B,
dGB=GB(B)2GB(NH3)] and corrected for the eventual
symmetry changes attending its protonation (note that, in
general, the correction for changes in symmetry numbers
following protonation leads to DGB values which are very
close to the corresponding dPAs). All solution data were
determined at 25·0 °C. Values of DG0


l2(soln) for S(sp3)
bases were determined in CH2Cl2 and those for both N(sp2)
and N(sp3) bases in n-C7H16. The experimental dGB values
used in this work are either from us7 or from studies carried


Table 1. Experimental values of DG0
l2(soln) and dGB for com-


pounds A–D


Compound DG0
l2(soln)a,b,c dGBa,b,c,d


2,2,2-Trifluoroethanethiol (A) 20.57±0.20e,f 227.7e


2,2,2-Trifluoroethanamine (B) 21.99±0.11g,h 2.1i


Cyclopropylamine (C) 24.51±0.11g,h 11.0i


1,1,3,3-Tetramethylguanidine (D) 25.96±0.11g,h 38.4i


a Defined in the text.
bIn kcal mol21.
c1 kcal=4.184 kJ.
dCorrected for changes in symmetry numbers following protonation, see
text.
eFrom Ref. 7.
fSolvent is dichloromethane.
gThis work.
hSolvent is n-heptane.
iSee text and Ref. 8.


Figure 1. DG0
l2(soln) vs dGB for S(sp3) bases. The line is defined by equation


(6). A is 2,2,2-trifluoroethanethiol. 1=Hydrogen sulfide; 2=ethanethiol;
3=methyl sulfide; 4=ethyl methyl sulfide; 5=propyl sulfide.
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out in Taft’s laboratory and reported in several important
compilations.8


These results are satisfactory. However, the variety of
structures probed in this study was relatively limited. Thus,
the S(sp3) bases included H2S, alkanethiols and cyclic and
acylic thioethers, but none of these compounds bore a
substituent able to induce a strong field effect. The same
applied to the N(sp3) bases. As regards the N(sp2) bases, the
data set involved 26 compounds, all of which were
heterocyclic. It seemed to us that further study was needed
in two directions: (i) the investigation of other families of
bases having different basic centers and (ii) the critical
testing of the applicability of equations (6)–(8) to other
bases, not included in the initial study. Here, we present new
results for the latter kind of experiments. Data for four
different bases are reported: 2,2,2-trifluoroethanethiol (A),
2,2,2-trifluoroethananamine (B), cyclopropylamine (C) and
1,1,3,3-tetramethylguanidine (D).


Table 1 summarizes the experimentally determined
DG0


l2(soln) values for reaction (5) at 25·0 °C together with
the corresponding dGB values. As in previous studies,2 the
equilibrium constants, Kc, were determined by means of
standard UV–visible techniques.


The agreement between the experimental DG0
l2(soln)


values and those predicted by meaens of equations (6)–(8) is


excellent. Figures 1 and 2 show the lines defined by these
equations and also the points representing the new data. For
the sake of clarity, only a few of the points previously used
to determine the regression lines are shown. We felt that
recalculating the regression lines with inclusion of the new
values was of no interest at this point.


It is clear that the effect of the cyclopropyl and/or
trifluoroethyl groups on the intrinsic basicities of thiols and
amines is quantitatively reflected in the stabilities of the 1:1
charge-transfer complexes with iodine. It is also rewarding
to see that D, a non-heterocyclic compound, both satisfies
equation (8) to a high degree of approximation and further
extends its range of validity.


Some important conclusions that can be drawn from the
above are as follows:


1. The present results strongly support the validity of
equations (6)–(8) and further extend their range of
validity.


2. They also confirm the original hypothesis underlying
these studies, namely that ‘gas-phase-like’ patterns of
reactivity of a very broad scope can be found in solution,
provided that the appropriate solvents are used.


3. Although the relative weight of the zwitterionic struc-
tures II (A2 D+ ) is generally small in charge-transfer


Figure 2. DG0
l2(soln) vs dGB for N(sp3) (circles) and N(sp2) (squares) bases. The


lines are defined by equations (7) and (8). In the figure they are shifted downwards
and upwards, respectively, by 1 kcal mol21. B=2,2,2-trifluoroethanamine;
C=cyclopropylamine; D=1,1,3,3-tetramethylguanidine. 1=3-Nitropyridine;
2=pyridine; 3=N-tert-butylimidazole; 4=dimethylaminopyridine; 5=ammonia;


6=methylamine; 7=dimethylamine; 8=trimethylamine; 9=quinuclidine
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complexes in their electronic ground states, it is clear
that even this small contribution is able to make the
stability of large families of complexes cleanly mirror
the intrinsic basicity of the electron donors.


4. As pointed out by a referee, steric effects on the stability
of the charge-transfer complexes examined in these
studies are generally small. Note, however, that the
datum for trimethylamine (point 8, Figure 2) suggests
some degree of steric destabilization.


5. Molecular iodine is a typical ‘soft’ acid in the sense of
Pearson9 whereas the proton is a ‘hard’ acid. It is clear
that these results indicate that, within families of
compounds having a common basic center, structural
effects on the reactivities towards these two acids are
similar.


We have recently examined the case of 1:1 hydrogen
bonding complexes of neutral species in the gas phase10 and
found that the quantitative pattern of structural effects of
donors and acceptors on their stability is the same as found
in solvents such as tetrachloromethane or cyclohexane. All
these results taken together strongly suggest that for many
processes taking place in environments in which bulk water
and/or other species leading to strong charge-dispersal
through hydrogen bonding are absent, gas-phase thermo-
dynamic data are possibly the choice descriptors of
structural effects.
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SUPRAMOLECULAR CRYSTALLINE COMPLEXES INVOLVING BULKY
HYDROXY HOSTS: X-RAY STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF INCLUSION


COMPOUNDS WITH ACETONE AND TOLUENE
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The structures of two solid inclusion compounds formed between roof-shaped diarylmethanol-substituted 9,10-dihydro-
9,10-ethanoanthracene hosts, 1 and 2, and acetone or toluene, 1 · acetone (2:1) and 2 · toluene (1:1), were investigated
by single-crystal x-ray analysis. Both compounds crystallize in the monoclinic system, although in different space groups
[C2/c for 1 · acetone (2:1) and P21 /n for 2 · toluene (1:1)]. The crystal data are as follows: 1 · acetone (2:1), a=19·314(1),
b=8·451(1), c=28·533(1), b=103.38(1)°; 2 · toluene (1:1), a=9·715(5), b=29·51(2), c=9·858(6), b=104·98(4)°. Conclu-
sions are drawn concerning the rigidity of the molecules, the nature and degree of internal molecular motions and the
type of disorder present in the crystals. Both hosts 1 and 2 reveal weak intramolecular interactions between the OH
group and the p-face of the adjacent benzo ring of the ethanoanthracene moiety. The packing arrangement of 1 · acetone
(2:1) is governed by weak C–H · · · O host–guest interactions, whereas the somewhat controversial C–H · · · F
interactions seem to stabilize the host framework in the fluoro-containing 2 · toluene (1:1) compound. © 1997 by John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Rigidity, bulkiness and functionality have proved to be
important design features of crystalline host molecules.1


Following these basic ideas, a variety of so-called ‘cla-
thrands’ (lattice inclusion host compounds2) have been
developed. They include molecules of different shapes and
geometries,3 those with roof-type structure belonging to the
most efficient frameworks.4 On the other hand, there are
relatively simple but still bulky molecular constitutions that
are also suitable host compounds.1a, 3b Prominent examples
of this latter compound type are the triarylmethanol5 and
singly bridged triarylmethanol hosts.6 Recently we have
shown that an amalgamation of both these strategies gives
rise to the development of a new host family featuring a
roof-shaped carbinol structure.7


Here we report the building principle of two of these
crystalline inclusion compounds, involving aprotic polar
and apolar guest molecules, and discuss the crystal
structures of a,a-diphenyl-9,10-dihydro-9,10-ethanoanthra-
cene-11-methanol with acetone [1 · acetone (2:1)] and a,a -
bis - (4 - fluorophenyl) - 9,10 - dihydro - 9,10 - ethano-
anthracene-11-methanol with toluene [2 · toluene (1:1)],
referring to monofunctional analogies of this host family.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Perspective views of the compounds 1 · acetone (2:1) and
2 · toluene (1:1) with the crystallographic numbering
scheme are shown in Figures 1(a) and (b). Stereoscopic
illustrations of the packing modes are shown in Figures 2
and 3. Crystal data and selected experimental details are
given in Table 1, and fractional atomic coordinates of the
non-hydrogen atom with equivalent isotropic displacement
parameters are given in Table 2.


Molecular structures


The OH groups of the host molecules in both compounds
are engaged in possible intramolecular hydrogen bonding,
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involving the p-face of the adjacent benzo ring of the
ethanoanthracene moiety (Table 3). Interest in this type of
interaction has been growing in recent years, and some
common features of these contacts to monosubstituted
phenyl rings have been described.8 The alcoholic hydrogen
atoms in both hosts 1 and 2 lie above the periphery of the p-
cloud of the phenyl ring C(1a) · · · C(4a): the distance from


H(13) to the nearest carbon C(1a) is 2·32(3) Å in host 1 and
2·10 Å in host 2. The angles formed by the H(13) · · · cen-
troid vector and the normal to the least-squares plane of the
ring C(1a) · · · C(4a) are 39·3(5)° and 27°, respectively.


A noteworthy feature of these structures is the relative
flexibility of the phenyl ring orientations in the diaryl-
methanol moieties. The conformational transformation from
host 1 to host 2 can be seen as a 42·6° anti-clockwise
rotation of the C(14) · · · C(19) phenyl ring around the
C(13)—C(14) bond and a 35° clockwise rotation of the
C(20) · · · C(25) phenyl ring about the C(13)—C(20) bond.
Selected torsion angles are given in Table 4.


The anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs), Uij,
were analyzed in order to obtain further information about
possible internal molecular motions and, possibly, the
nature of the disorder present in the crystals. Such
information is of relevance in many areas of chemistry,
physics and biology but is not easily attainable. It is often
possible to reproduce the observed ADPs and their tem-
perature dependence, and also to suggest appropriate
corrections to apparently foreshortened covalent dis-
tances.9, 10


The least-squares fitting of T, L and S tensors11 to the
observed atomic Uij tensors of all non-hydrogen atoms in
the host molecule 1 led to a rather high discrepancy index,
R{=[·(DU)2/·(Uobs. )


2 ]1/2 }=0·146, where DU=Uobs 2Ucalc ,
suggesting that the molecule cannot be considered as
entirely rigid. The values DA, B = ku2 lA 2 ku2 lB for every pair
of atoms A and B, where ku2 l is the mean-square
displacement amplitude (MSDA) of an atom along the
interatomic direction of the molecular fragment, were also
calculated for host 1 (Table 10, Supplementary material).
The root mean square (r.m.s.) value of D for 35 bonded pairs
of atoms is 0·0014 Å2 and thus satisfies the rigid-bond
criterion proposed by Hirshfeld.12 Analysis of the D
distribution indicates that, as expected, non-bonded inter-
actions within the individual phenyl rings are not
significantly less rigid than the bonds themselves, but the
rings exhibit considerable relative motions.13 The Dunitz–
White treatment14 of host 1 suggests that the motion of each
ring is more complicated than a simple predominant
libration in one direction.


The interatomic distances between the non-hydrogen
atoms in host 1, as derived from the refinements (Table 5),
are not significantly different from the expected values.4, 7, 15


Nevertheless, interatomic separations within the acetone
molecule (Table 5) are shorter than the expected values.15 As
is known,16–19 the apparent contraction of intramolecular
distances can be the result of internal molecular motion or
disorder in crystals. In the case of internal motions,
reasonable corrections can be applied. Indeed, inspection of
Figure 1(a) makes it probable that the acetone molecule
undergoes high-amplitude librations. However, the high
r.m.s. D value12 for the atomic pairs (0·048 Å2 ) indicates
that static disorder mimicking librational motions about the
crystallographic axes might be present, rather than intra-
molecular motions. The principal axes of inertia of the guest


Figure 1. Perspective views of host and guest in the compound
1 · acetone (2 :1) (a) and the asymmetric unit of compound
2 · toluene (1 :1) (b) with the crystallographic numbering scheme.
The displacement ellipsoids for non-hydrogen atoms are drawn at
the 50% probability level and the H atoms are shown as spheres of
arbitrary radius. The OH · · · p(aryl) interaction is indicated by a


dashed line
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molecule (I1 >I2 >I3 ) run along the [001], [010] and [100]
directions, respectively.


The observed vibrational ellipsoids for the aromatic
carbons of host 2 are correlated because of the bond length
constraints imposed during the refinement. Consequently,
the TLS analysis was used only to estimate the effects of
intramolecular motions on the unconstrained interatomic
separations. Except for the interatomic distances to the
fluoro atoms, which are significantly shorter than the
expected value of Car—F (mono)=1·363 Å,15 all other
unconstrained bond lengths were found to be consistent
with the literature.4, 7, 15 (Table 5). Inspection of Fig. 1(b) and
of the corresponding ADP values (Table 2 here and Table 11
in the Supplementary material) indicates that both F atoms,
especially F(17), oscillate appreciably. The different ADPs
of the two fluoro substitutions are in all probability the
result of the differences in their engagement in inter-
molecular interactions (see below). Estimates from a simple
riding model16–19 suggest that the bond distances should be
considerably longer (by more than 0·02 Å).


The vibrational ellipsoids of the carbon atoms in the
toluene molecule are extremely anisotropic, which probably
indicates unresolved, positionally disordered sites [Figure
1(b)]. The calculated principal axes of inertia (I1 >I2 >I3 )20


are roughly orientated along the crystallographic a, c and b
axes, respectively. The major displacement, representing an


in-plane librational displacement about the centre of the
benzo ring, is consistent with the packing arrangement
(Figure 3) and suggests that there relative freedom of
libration about the crystallographic a axis might exist.


Packing relationships


The space groups in which these two compounds crystal-
lize, namely, C2/c [1 · acetone (2 :1)] and P21/n [2 · toluene
(1 :1)], allow efficient ‘closest packing’21, 22 for molecular
organic compounds. The values of the packing coefficients,
using parameters supplied with the program PLATON,20 are
0·685 for 1 · acetone (2 :1) and 0·680 for 2 · toluene (1 :1),
and lie within the limits usually observed in molecular
crystals.21 The packing coefficients, estimated for the
hypothetical solvent-free structures of 1 and 2, are 0·631
and 0·541, respectively, thus well illustrating the effect of
solvent inclusion in enhancing close packing.


The host molecule in both structures contains a hydroxy
group capable of intermolecular host–host hydrogen bond-
ing or hydrogen bonding with suitable guest molecules, but
the possibility is not realized in either of these substances.
This cannot be attributed to the bulkiness of the host
molecule only, since H-bonds have been observed between
related a,a-bis-p-chlorophenyl-9,10-dihydro-9,10-ethano-
anthracene-11-methanol hosts and cyclohexylamime


Figure 2. Molecular packing in the compound 1 · acetone (2 :1). All hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The O atoms are indicated as
dotted circles with larger diameter. Dashed lines indicate C—H · · · O interactions between O atoms of the guest and C atoms of the host


molecules
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guests.23 In the absence of O—H · · · O hydrogen bonds, the
present crystal structures seem to be stabilized mainly by
weaker intermolecular forces: host–guest C—H · · · O
bonds24–28 in 1 · acetone (2 :1) and host–host C—H · · · F
interactions29 in 2 · toluene (1 :1) (Table 3). Despite the
different polarities of both the guests and the hosts, the
packing patterns show some similarities in these two
inclusion compounds: both have layer arrangements with
the oxygen atoms of the host hydroxy groups pointing
towards the layer surface.


The crystal architecture of 1 · acetone (2 :1) is in the form
of alternating layers stacked along the c axis, each
consisting of homochiral host molecules. In every layer, the
carbonyl oxygen of the guest acetone molecule forms four
possible C—H · · · O contacts with aromatic hydrogens of
four neighbouring host molecules related either by C-
centering or by a twofold axis (Figure 2 and Table 3). The
/H(5)—O(a)—H(5) and /H(16)—O(a)—H(16) angles are
64·4(1°) and 157·5(1)°, respectively. The neighbouring
layers are held together by ordinary van der Waals forces.
The angles of elevation of H(5) · · · O(a) and H(16) · · · O(a)
vectors above the lone pair of the carbonyl oxygen, which is
assumed to be in the plane of the O(a), C(a1), C(a2) and
C(a3) atoms, are 10·8(1)° for H(5) and 78·6(1)° for H(16).
The angles H(5) · · · O(a)=C(a1) and H(16) · · · O(a)=C(a1)
are 147·7(1)° and 101·2(1)°, respectively.


In the toluene complex of the fluoro-containing host 2,
the layers are stacked along the a axis and contain both
enantiomers of the host molecule. The pairs of oppositely
handed host molecules within each layer are linked together
by possible C—H · · · F interactions (Table 3) involving
only one [F(23)] of the two fluoro substituents. The F(17)
atom, on the other hand, seems to have only ordinary van
der Waals contacts with the minimum intermolecular
H · · · F distances of 2·85 Å to H(8)(2x, 2y+1, 2z+1) and 2·86 Å
to H(t6)(x, y, z+1) . The differences in the crystallographic
environment around the two fluoro substituents might be the
reason for the observed difference in the C—F distances
(Table 5). Hence, unequal C—F bonds together with the
significantly different atomic displacement parameters
(Table 2 here and Table 11 in the Supplementary material)
in all probability indicate the varying nature of the
intermolecular interactions involving the two fluorine
atoms. The host molecules, linked together by the C—
H · · · F interactions, form a kind of a ribbon structure,
running along the c axis (Figure 3). The toluene guests
reside in the voids in between the parallel host ribbons and
exhibit rather high mobility (see above), indicating weak
fixation.


An earlier study (1983) of the C—F · · · H—X
(X=O, N, C) interactions29 showed that the C—F bond
acting as a proton acceptor is neither very common nor


Figure 3. Molecular packing in the compound 2 · toluene (1 :1). All hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The host molecules are shown in
ball-and-stick style. The F atoms are indicated as cross-hatched circles. The carbons of the guest molecules are drawn as circles with larger


diameter, for clarity. Dashed lines indicate C—H · · · F interactions between the host molecules
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crystal structure determining. A recent quick search for C—
H · · · F—C fragments in organic crystals in the April 1996
version of the Cambridge Structural Database30 yielded 388
structures containing 498 fragments with C · · · F<3·5 Å
and H · · · F<2·5 Å. The calculated mean values for the 498
connection are 2·409(3) Å for H · · · F, 3·336(6) Å for
C · · · F and 145·5(7)° for the angle C—H · · · F, indicating
relatively weak interactions. We may assume that some
connections may be due to the fortuitous proximity of the H
and F atoms, owing to the exposed position of the fluoro
substituents in many molecules and the requirement of
dense packing in organic crystals. At the same time,
the ability of the C-bonded fluorine to act as a proton
acceptor seems to be unclear.29 Nevertheless, the packing
arrangement in the present toluene complex of the fluoro-
containing host 2 gives evidence that in the absence of


other, stronger intermolecular interactions, C—H · · · F(—
C) connections may play a crucial role in molecular
crystals.


CONCLUSIONS


Novel host molecules with the rigid 9,10-dihydro-9,10-
ethanoanthracene building block and appended diarylme-
thanol clathratogenic3, 31 groups have proved to exhibit some
conformational flexibility that can be interpreted as a
response to the requirements of compact packing. They
form crystalline inclusion compounds with guests of
different characteristics (polar acetone and non-polar tolu-
ene), stabilized by weak intermolecular interactions of
basically electrostatic nature: C—H · · · O bonds between
hosts and the acetone oxygen in 1 · acetone (2 :1), and by


Table 1. Crystal data, experimental parameters and selected refinement details for the
compounds 1 · acetone (2 :1) and 2 · toluene (1 :1)


Compound 1 · acetone (2 :1) 2 · toluene (1 :1)


Crystal data:
Formula C29H24O · 0.5C3H6O C29H22OF2 · C7H8


Formula weight 417·55 516·63
F(000) 1776 1088
Space group C2/c P21/n
a (Å) 19·314(1) 9·715(5)
b (Å) 8·451(1) 29·51(2)
c (Å) 28·533(2) 9·858(6)
a (°) 90·00 90·00
b (°) 103·38(1) 104·98(4)
g (°) 90·00 90·00
V (Å3 ) 4530·8(7) 2730·3(4)
Z 8 4
Dc (g cm23 ) 1·224 1·257
m (cm21 ) 0·735 0·833
Approximate crystal size (mm) 0·4030·3430·46 0·3530·1430·30
Intensity measurements:
Radiation, l Mo Ka (0·71069 Å) Mo Ka (0·71073 Å)
Temperature (K) 173±1 298±1
Scan type v22u v22u
Range of 2u (°) 3—60 2—60
Range of hkl 227/26 0/11 0/40 21/11 21/35 211/11
No. of collected reflections: total/non-zero 7032/5689 6099/4808
No. of standard reflections 4 3
Interval between the standards 90 min 200 reflections
Intensity instability 3·5% 3·5%
Structure refinement:
No. of reflections included 3037 with I>3s 1653 with I>2s
Total No. of refined parameters 297 293
Linear agreement factor
R=∑|DF|/∑|Fo | 0·042 0·094
Weighted agreement factor
wR= [∑w|DF|2/∑w|Fo |2 ]1/2 0·053 0·088
Weighting: w=1/[s2(F )+g|F|2 ] with g 0·0006 0·00044
Soof (goodness of fit) 1·78 1·88
Weighted agreement factor including all
unique non-zero reflections wRtot 0·063 0·114
Final Drmax /Drmin /(e2 Å23 ) 0·24/ 20·20 0·42/ 20·33
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C—H · · · F interhost interactions in the fluoro-containing
2 · toluene (1 :1) complex.


EXPERIMENTAL


Preparation of crystalline inclusion compounds. Both
crystalline inclusion compounds were prepared by dissolv-
ing the host compound in the respective guest solvent and
subsequent crystallization from the slowly cooled solution.
The host :guest stoichiometric ratios were determined by 1H
NMR integration.32


Structure analysis and refinement. Low-temperature
(173±1 K) intensity data sets for both compounds were
collected with a STOE/AED2 diffractometer, using graph-
ite-monochromatized Mo Ka radiation. However, in the
case of 2 · toluene (1 :1), all the tested crystals diffracted
poorly. For the best sample only 26% of the reflections with
Umax =30° were observed, according to the criterion
I≥2s(I ). Therefore, a second data set was collected with a
Siemens P4/RA diffractometer equipped with a high-
intensity rotating molybdenum anode, although at room
temperature. This time, 36% of the collected reflections
were observed with Umax =30° and I≥2s(I ). The structure
analysis presented here is based on the latter data set. The
crystals used for data collection for both compounds were
colourless, transparent and irregularly shaped. Lattice
constants were determined by least-squares fitting of the
setting angles of carefully centred reflections: 36 reflections
in the range 35<2u<42° for 1 · acetone (2 :1) and, because


Table 2. Fractional atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic
displacement parameters Ueq of the non-hydrogen atoms in the
compounds 1 · acetone (2 :1) and 2 · toluene (1 :1), with esds,
where givena, in parentheses


Atom x y z Ueq (Å2 )


1 · acetone (2:1):
C(1) 0·2944(1) 0·3293(3) 0·6112(1) 0·0342(7)
C(1a) 0·3020(1) 0·1848(2) 0·6351(1) 0·0258(6)
C(2) 0·3471(1) 0·3804(3) 0·5886(1) 0·0415(8)
C(3) 0·4074(1) 0·2882(3) 0·5905(1) 0·0414(9)
C(4) 0·4152(1) 0·1435(3) 0·6143(1) 0·0333(7)
C(4a) 0·3626(1) 0·0917(3) 0·6367(1) 0·0260(6)
C(5) 0·3892(1) 20·0840(3) 0·7553(1) 0·0306(7)
C(5a) 0·3485(1) 20·0296(2) 0·7118(1) 0·0249(6)
C(6) 0·3700(1) 20·0428(3) 0·7981(1) 0·0362(8)
C(7) 0·3110(1) 0·0525(3) 0·7968(1) 0·0356(7)
C(8) 0·2699(1) 0·1076(3) 0·7532(1) 0·0295(7)
C(8a) 0·2889(1) 0·0662(2) 0·7108(1) 0·0246(6)
C(9) 0·3604(1) 20·0644(2) 0·6621(1) 0·0252(6)
C(10) 0·2924(1) 20·1509(2) 0·6331(1) 0·0253(6)
C(11) 0·2246(1) 20·0556(2) 0·6359(1) 0·0222(6)
C(12) 0·2491(1) 0·1090(2) 0·6601(1) 0·0237(6)
C(13) 0·1709(1) 20·0426(2) 0·5864(1) 0·0223(6)
O(13) 0·2029(1) 0·0356(2) 0·5519(1) 0·0278(4)
C(14) 0·1018(1) 0·0431(2) 0·5892(1) 0·0226(6)
C(15) 0·0772(1) 0·0602(3) 0·6313(1) 0·0273(6)
C(16) 0·0127(1) 0·1374(3) 0·6304(1) 0·0305(7)
C(17) 20·0273(1) 0·1971(3) 0·5877(1) 0·0287(6)
C(18) 20·0037(1) 0·1790(2) 0·5457(1) 0·0296(7)
C(19) 0·0598(1) 0·1027(2) 0·5464(1) 0·0259(6)
C(20) 0·1519(1) 20·2095(2) 0·5662(1) 0·0224(6)
C(21) 0·1085(1) 20·3097(3) 0·5857(1) 0·0274(7)
C(22) 0·0915(1) 20·4595(3) 0·5669(1) 0·0315(7)
C(23) 0·1176(1) 20·5126(3) 0·5280(1) 0·0309(7)
C(24) 0·1606(1) 20·4146(3) 0·5085(1) 0·0303(7)
C(25) 0·1772(1) 20·2633(3) 0·5272(1) 0·0283(7)
O(a) 0·00 0·0906(4) 0·75 0·080(2)
C(a1) 0·00 20·0461(5) 0·75 0·049(2)
C(a2) 20·0679(3) 20·1308(8) 0·7394(2) 0·206(4)
2 · toluene (1:1):
C(1) 0·2854 0·3070 0·5731 0·054(5)
C(1a) 0·1616 0·3032 0·4642 0·036(4)
C(2) 0·3786 0·2703 0·6070 0·065(5)
C(3) 0·3479 0·2299 0·5320 0·071(6)
C(4) 0·2240(9) 0·2261(2) 0·4230(8) 0·056(6)
C(4a) 0·1309 0·2628 0·3891 0·037(4)
C(5) 20·2520 0·2605 0·3288 0·045(5)
C(5a) 20·1202 0·2809 0·3389 0·035(4)
C(6) 20·3498 0·2809 0·3912 0·053(5)
C(7) 20·3157 0·3217 0·4637 0·056(6)
C(8) 20·1839(7) 0·3421(2) 0·4738(6) 0·051(4)
C(8a) 20·0861 0·3217 0·4114 0·030(4)
C(9) 20·0040(10) 0·2647(3) 0·2745(10) 0·041(5)
C(10) 0·0188(10) 0·3023(3) 0·1759(9) 0·037(4)
C(11) 0·0498(9) 0·3483(3) 0·2578(9) 0·031(4)
C(12) 0·0560(9) 0·3396(3) 0·4118(9) 0·033(4)
C(13) 0·1787(10) 0·3743(3) 0·2321(10) 0·037(4)
O(13) 0·3056(6) 0·3486(2) 0·2787(6) 0·037(3)
C(14) 0·1990(8) 0·4181(2) 0·3132(7) 0·033(4)
C(15) 0·0879 0·4495 0·2866 0·050(5)


Table 2. continued


Atom x y z Ueq (Å2 )


C(16) 0·1033 0·4901 0·3613 0·063(6)
C(17) 0·2298 0·4994 0·4625 0·076(7)
F(17) 0·2488(9) 0·5374(2) 0·5399(9) 0·124(4)
C(18) 0·3408 0·4679 0·4891 0·070(6)
C(19) 0·3254 0·4273 0·4144 0·052(5)
C(20) 0·1604(7) 0·3845(2) 0·0756(5) 0·032(4)
C(21) 0·0276 0·3893 20·0202 0·048(5)
C(22) 0·0190 0·4012 20·1590 0·054(5)
C(23) 0·1432 0·4084 20·2021 0·048(5)
F(23) 0·1336(6) 0·4201(2) 20·3353(6) 0·061(3)
C(24) 0·2760 0·4037 20·1063 0·046(5)
C(25) 0·2846 0·3917 0·0325 0·042(5)
C(t1) 0·3301 0·5554 0·0486 0·087(8)
C(t2) 0·3490(9) 0·5815(6) 0·1699(13) 0·120(12)
C(t3) 0·3620 0·6285 0·1628 0·111(10)
C(t4) 0·3562 0·6493 0·0345 0·093(8)
C(t5) 0·3374 0·6232 20·0869 0·095(9)
C(t6) 0·3243 0·5762 20·0798 0·106(10)
C(t7) 0·312(2) 0·5104(6) 0·042(3) 0·31(2)


a In the fixed groups in 2·toluene (1 :1) the positional parameters were refined
only for the pivot atoms. Those are C(4), C(8), C(14), C(20) and C(t2) for the
hexagons C(1a) · · · C(4a), C(5a) · · · C(8a), C(14) · · · C(19), C(20) · · · C(25)
and C(t1) · · · C(t6), respectively.
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of the poor crystal quality, only 12 reflections in the range
10<2u<13° for 2 · toluene (1 :1). Background, crystal
decay, Lorentz and polarization corrections were applied,
but no allowance was made for the small effects of
absorption.


The space group P21 /n (a special setting of P21 /c, No.
14) for 1 · acetone (2 :1) was uniquely established by the
observed systematic absences and the Laue symmetry. In
the case of 2 · toluene (1 :1), the observed systematic
absences are consistent with space groups Cc (No. 9) or
C2/c (No. 15). The latter was assumed from intensity
statistics and further verified by the successful solution and
refinement of the structure. Both structures were solved
with the automatic direct methods routine of the
SHELXS8633 program. The coordinates of all non-hydrogen
atoms were derived from the E-maps with the best figures of
merit.


In the acetone inclusion compound the guest molecule
was found to contain a space-group symmetry element,
namely a two-fold axis. Thus, the asymmetric unit contains
one host and half a guest molecule. The initial structural
models were completed and refined by difference electron
density calculations (Dr) and full-matrix least-squares
calculations based on |F|, by means of the software
packages SHELX7634 [1 · acetone (2 :1)] and SHELXTL/


Table 3. Geometry of possible donor—H · · · acceptor interactions for 1 · acetone (2 :1) and 2 · toluene (1 :1), with esds, where given, in
parenthesesa


Distance (Å) Angle (°)


Atoms involved Symmetry Donor · · · acceptor Donor—H H · · · acceptor Donor—H · · · acceptor


1 · acetone (2:1):
O(13)—H(13) · · · centroid(1)b x, y, z 3·484(2) 0·92(3) 2·81(3) 131(3)
C(5)—H(5) · · · O(a) x+1/2, y21/2, z 3·509(3) 1·00 2·57 157
C(5)—H(5) · · · O(a) 2x+1/2, y21/2, 2z+1/2+1 3·509(3) 1·00 2·57 157
C(16)—H(16) · · · O(a) x, y, z 3·500(2) 1·00 2·58 154
C(16)—H(16) · · · O(a) 2x, y, 2z+1/2+1 3·500(2) 1·00 2·58 154
2a · toluene (1:1):
O(13)—H(13) · · · centroid(1)b x, y, z 3·360(10) 1·07 2·32 164
C(12)—H(12) · · · F(23) x, y, z+1 3·386(11) 1·00 2·42 163
C(16)—H(16) · · · F(23) 2x, 2y+1, 2z 3·475(9) 1·00 2·42 166


a The only refined H atom position is H(13) in 1 · acetone (2 :1).
b Centroid (1) means the geometrical centre of the benzo ring C(1a) · · · C(4a).


Table 4. Selected torsion angles for the host molecules in 1 · ace-
tone (2 :1) and 2 · toluene (1 :1), with esds in parentheses


Angle (°)


Sequence of atoms Host 1 Host 2


C(10)—C(11)—C(13)—O(13) 260·0(2) 261(1)
C(10)—C(11)—C(13)—C(14) 176·7(2) 180(1)
C(10)—C(11)—C(13)—C(20) 55·8(2) 58(1)
O(13)—C(13)—C(14)—C(15) 2145·0(2) 2180(1)
O(13)—C(13)—C(20)—C(21) 2168·4(2) 149(1)


Table 5. Bond distances between the non-hydrogen atoms in
compounds 1 · acetone (2 :1) and 2 · toluene (1 :1), with esds in


parenthesesa, b


Distance Distance
Atoms (Å) Atoms (Å)


1 · acetone (2:1):
C(1)—C(1a) 1·390(3) C(11)—C(13) 1·553(3)
C(1)—C(2) 1·395(4) O(13)—C(13) 1·437(3)
C(1a)—C(4a) 1·402(3) C(13)—C(14) 1·536(3)
C(1a)—C(12) 1·518(3) C(13)—C(20) 1·536(3)
C(2)—C(3) 1·391(4) C(14)—C(15) 1·399(3)
C(3)—C(4) 1·391(3) C(14)—C(19) 1·394(3)
C(4)—C(4a) 1·389(3) C(15)—C(16) 1·401(3)
C(4a)—C(9) 1·511(3) C(16)—C(17) 1·379(3)
C(5)—C(5a) 1·386(3) C(17)—C(18) 1·386(3)
C(5)—C(6) 1·399(3) C(18)—C(19) 1·382(3)
C(5a)—C(8a) 1·402(3) C(20)—C(21) 1·395(3)
C(5a)—C(9) 1·517(3) C(20)—C(25) 1·389(3)
C(6)—C(7) 1·389(3) C(21)—C(22) 1·384(3)
C(7)—C(8) 1·393(3) C(22)—C(23) 1·396(4)
C(8)—C(8a) 1·389(3) C(23)—C(24) 1·378(3)
C(8a)—C(12) 1·516(3) C(24)—C(25) 1·394(3)
C(9)—C(10) 1·563(3) O(a)—C(a1) 1·156(5)
C(10)—C(11) 1·554(3) C(a1)—C(a2) 1·464(7)
C(11)—C(12) 1·575(3)
2 · toluene (1:1):
C(1a)—C(12) 1·482(11) C(11)—C(13) 1·544(14)
C(4a)—C(9) 1·494(12) O(13)—C(13) 1·419(11)
C(5a)—C(9) 1·508(13) C(13)—C(14) 1·505(11)
C(8a)—C(12) 1·477(11) C(13)—C(20) 1·536(11)
C(9)—C(10) 1·528(14) F(17)—C(17) 1·344(9)
C(10)—C(11) 1·570(13) F(23)—C(23) 1·338(8)
C(11)—C(12) 1·525(13) C(t1)—C(t7) 1·338(26)


a The intramolecular distances within the phenyl rings in 2 · toluene (1 :1) are
not given. The respective rings were treated as regular hexagons with
C—C=1·39 Å (see text).
b Distances given here are not corrected for atomic motions.
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PC35 [2 · toluene (1 :1)]. The non-hydrogen atoms were
treated anisotropically in both compounds. However, the
phenyl rings in 2 · toluene (1 :1) were fitted to regular
hexagons with C—C=1·39 Å in order to increase the
observation to parameter ratio for that compound. Thus, for
each of five hexagons three positional, three angular and 36
displacement parameters were refined.


The hydrogen atoms of the host 1 were located from Dr
maps and were held riding on their carrier atoms during the
subsequent calculations. For the hydroxy H atom, however,
the positional and isotropic displacement parameters (IDP)
were refined in order to geometrically characterize the
O—H · · · aryl interaction.8 The hydrogens of the acetone
guest molecule were calculated assuming ideal geometry
with C—H=1·00 Å. In all, three group IDPs were refined
for the hydrogen atoms of 1 · acetone (2 :1), one for all
aromatic, another for all aliphatic hydrogens in the host, and
the third for the hydrogens of the guest molecule (Table 8,
Supplementary material). The hydroxy H atom of host 2
was located from Dr maps, and its position was held riding
on its carrier atom O(13) during the subsequent calcula-
tions, but its IDP was refined.8 All the other hydrogens in
the 2 · toluene (1 :1) complex were introduced at calculated
positions and were held riding on their carrier C atoms with
ideal geometry and C—H=1·00 Å. Their IDPs were fixed at
a value of 1·2 times the value of the Ueq of the respective
carrier carbon atom. Further crystal data and selected
experimental details are given in Table 1.


The program packages PLATON,20 PARST 36 and Mathcad
PLUS 6·037 were used for geometrical calculations and for
preparing material for publication. The molecular motions
were analysed with the computer program THMA14.38


Molecular graphics were prepared using the XP routine of
the software package SHELXTL/PC.35


Supplementary data. The tables of final fractional
atomic coordinates, bond lengths and angles involving all
the non-hydrogen and hydrogen atoms are deposited as
supplementary data at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre. All these tables together with the details of the
calculations of the weighted least-squares planes, aniso-
tropic displacement parameters for the non-hydrogen atoms,
the table of mean square displacement amplitudes for atoms
in various specified directions in the TLS analysis for host 1
and lists of the observed and calculated structure factors
may be obtained directly from the authors (O.H.) on
request.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE SUPRAMOLECULAR SYNTHON
BENZENE · · · HEXAFLUOROBENZENE
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The benzene  · · · hexafluorobenzene stacking interaction was evaluated at several levels of theory. At the MP2/6–31G**
level, it is estimated that the interaction is stabilizing by approximately 3.7 kcal mol21. Lower levels of theory perform
poorly on this system. This is a fairly strong non-covalent interaction, suggesting this motif may be a valuable
supramolecular synthon. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Non-covalent interactions play a critical role across a broad
range of disciplines, from materials chemistry to molecular
biology. In the materials field, one of the most challenging
areas is ‘crystal engineering’–the rational design and
manipulation of solid-state structures. In an effort to
develop a unifying design principle for such efforts,
Desiraju1 coined the phrase ‘supramolecular synthon’ to
describe a set of supramolecular interactions that form and
modulate recognition patterns in the solid state.


It has been known for some time that benzene and
hexafluorobenzene undergo a favorable interaction (Figure
1), the most spectacular manifestation being the higher
melting point of the 1:1 co-crystal of the two compared with
either pure compound.2 Recently, we have demonstrated the
potential generality of this novel supramolecular synthon.3


Face-to-face stacking has been seen in several phenyl-
· · · pentafluorophenyl systems, suggesting this is a reliable
force for designing co-crystals and crystals of pure sub-
stances.


The benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction is also of
interest with regard to the general role of aromatic rings in
supramolecular chemistry. Williams’ detailed analysis of
the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene crystal structure empha-
sizes the important role of the large, permanent quadrupole
moments of the two molecules, which are comparable in
magnitude but of opposite sign.2 The stacking of benzene
and hexafluorobenzene is seen to be consistent with
expectations based on maximizing the favorable quadru-


pole–quadrupole interaction. The importance of the
quadrupole moment for understanding intermolecular inter-
actions of aromatics in general has been cogently discussed
by Luhmer et al.4 The quadrupole has been invoked in
rationalizing the T-shaped geometry of the benzene · · · ben-
zene complex (and hexafluorobenzene · · · hexafluoroben-
zene),5–8 and electrostatic interactions involving the quadru-
pole have been shown to be significant contributors to the
cation–p interaction,9–11 another important non-covalent
interaction involving aromatics.


In the present work we evaluated the applicability of
modern theoretical methods in quantifying the benzene-
· · · hexafluorobenzene interaction. Our goals were twofold.
First, we hoped to provide a quantitative estimate of the
energetic stabilization associated with the basic benzene-
· · · hexafluorobenzene interaction. Second, anticipating
efforts to model such interactions in crystals or other
supramolecular systems, we hoped to determine a minimal
level of theory that can be reliably applied to the
benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction. Our results sug-
gest that only fairly high levels of theory will be applicable;
making the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction a
challenge for future modeling efforts.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


We began with Hartree–Fock (HF) calculations using the
6–31G** basis set. Early calculations showed that the
eclipsed forms of benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene differed
from the staggered by <0·1 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ).
Similarly, offset geometries are not significantly different in
energy than the perfectly stacked geometry. Full geometry
optimization of the eclipsed complex at HF/6–31G** gave
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an interplane separation, defined as the distance between the
centroids of the two rings (r) of 4·08 Å and a binding energy
(DE) of 21·52 kcal mol21. We were surprised by the small
magnitude of the binding energy, but the value of r was
much more distressing. Our own recent results3 and a survey
of existing crystal structures suggested that more typically r
is in the range 3·4–3·6 Å. In the parent benzene · · · hexa-
fluorobenzene co-crystal,2 the interplane separation is 3·4 Å.
In the crystal, the rings are offset, so the centroid–centroid
distance, r, is 3·77 Å2; only for the perfectly stacked (C6V )
complexes of the sort calculated here is r equivalent to the
interplane separation.


While the solid state is different from the gas-phase
environment of the calculations, the discrepancy in r
between theory and experiment seemed too large to be
attributed to a phase change. HF theory is well known to
have considerable weaknesses in evaluating non-covalent
molecular complexes, and the benzene · · · hexafluoroben-
zene system might be expected to be an especially
pathological case. The large surface contact involving
relatively polarizable C and H atoms should make disper-
sion forces very important in this system, and HF theory is
inadequate for dispersion interactions.


We therefore turned to the second-order Møller–Plesset
(MP2) level of theory in an attempt to include such
dispersion interactions. At the HF geometry (r=4·08 Å), the


MP2/6–31G** binding energy was 24·00 kcal mol21, an
increase by more than a factor of 2 over the HF value. In
addition, it was clear that the MP2 level would lead to a
shorter optimal value of r.


Full geometry optimization at the MP2/6–31G** level
indeed gave a much shorter value of 3·37 Å for r (Figure 1),
in excellent agreement with the interplane separation seen in
the crystal. The binding energy was 26·89 kcol mol21. The
staggered complex gave DE=26·72 kcal mol21


(r=3.35 Å), thus confirming our initial findings. At a
slipped geometry similar to that found in the crystal,
DE=26·78 kcal mol21, indicating the relative flatness of
the surface in this region. At the MP2 eclipsed geometry,
HF/6–31G** theory predicts the complex to be repulsive by
+3·09 kcal mol21. Thus, the MP2 results for benzene-
· · · hexafluorobenzene are substantially different than the
HF results, in contrast to the results from a comparable
study of a simple cation–p interaction.12


Given the evident importance of correlation effects in the
benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction, it seemed possi-
ble that density functional theory (DFT)13 would be valuable
here. We therefore evaluated the complex at the B3LYP/
6–31G** level.14 As a first test, we optimized the
Na+ · · · benzene cation–p complex. This level of DFT gave
DE=228·4 kcal mol21 and a value of 2·38 Å for r, in
acceptable agreement with experiment and other calcula-
tions.10 For example, MP2/6–31G** gives r=2·38 Å and
DE=229·93 kcal mol21.


However, for the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene com-
plex, B3LYP/6–31G** gave results similar to HF theory:
r=3·96 Å and a DE of only 21.05 kcal mol21. The DFT
methods have not yet been as extensively evaluated on a
wide variety of structures as the more conventional methods
such as MP2, and there is some indication that the
methodology is not well suited to weak, non-covalent
interactions.14, 15 At present, we conclude that the MP2
results are more reliable, and we will focus on them here.


A serious concern for calculations of this type is basis set
superposition error (BSSE). Studies of molecular com-
plexes at this level overestimate the stabilities of the
complexes, fundamentally because the complex has a larger
basis set than the reference monomers, creating a bias in
favor of the complex. The binding energies given above
have not been corrected for BSSE. We have addressed this
issue using the counterpoise method (CP) of Boys and
Bernardi.16 This method is believed to correct accurately for
BSSE at the HF level. It is probably also reliable at higher,
correlated levels of theory such as MP2, although there is
still disagreement as to whether overcorrection occurs in
these cases.17


At the HF geometry, the HF CP correction amounts to
+0·98 kcal mol21, further weakening the HF binding
energy to 20·54 kcal mol21. (At the more compact MP2
geometry, the HF CP correction amounts +2·22 kcal mol21.
If we apply this correction to the MP2 value for DE, the
corrected binding energy is 24·67 kcal mol21). We have
also performed a CP calculation using the MP2 method at


Figure 1. Top: the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction,
showing the defintiion of r. Bottom: space-filling model of the


complex at the MP2 geometry (r=3.35 Å).
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the MP2 geometry. This gives a larger correction of
+4·21 kcal mol21, thus reducing the binding energy to
22·69 kcal mol21.


Such a large value for the BSSE, comparable in
magnitude to the total binding energy, raises a concern. One
would expect the BSSE (and hence the CP correction) to
increase with decreasing r. As such, it seemed possible that
adding a CP correction to the MP2 results could lead to a
larger optimum value of r. Such an effect was seen in an ab
initio study of the benzene dimer.6 To study this effect, we
optimized r using CP-corrected MP2 energies (CP-MP2/
6–31G**//CP-MP2/6–31G**, with the understanding that
the CP calculations were involved only in the optimization
of r, with all other geometrical parameters fixed at the MP2/
6–31G** monomer values). This approach indeed led to a
longer value of 3·6 Å for r, still within the range typically
seen for this type of interaction in the solid state. The new
value of DE was 23·7 kcal mol21, a significant increase
over that for the MP2 geometry. We consider this our best
estimate of the geometry and binding energy for the
benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene complex.


This is a relatively large energy for the interaction of two
neutral, ‘non-polar’ molecules. For comparison, the T-
shaped benzene dimer interaction, which also involves
quadrupoles, is generally considered to be worth 22 kcal-
mol21 or less.5–8 A prototypical cation–p interaction for an


organic cation with benzene, the benzene · · · tetramethy-
lammonium interaction, is worth ca 29 kcal mol21, a
larger value, but the interaction involves one ionic species.18


The value for benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene reported here
is compatible with other attempts to quantify the interaction.
For example, Williams’ detailed analysis of the crystal
structure of the complex led to an estimate of ca
23·5 kcal mol21 for the electrostatic component of the
interaction, which is supplemented by a dispersion inter-
action that is of the same order of magnitude.2


It is perhaps surprising that at the HF level, the
anticipated stabilizing electrostatic interactions between the
quadrupoles are not apparent, given the success of this level
of theory in studies of other interactions where comparable
electrostatic terms are important.10 To pursue this point
further, we evaluated a complex that is expected to have a
much smaller electrostatic interaction. In 1,3,5-trifluor-
obenzene the quadrupole moment is near zero.2,10 The dimer
of this structure should have comparable dispersion inter-
actions to the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene complex–in
fact the comparison between the two complexes is an
isodesmic reaction–but little or no electrostatic interaction.
We find that, at the HF/6–31G** level, the benzene · · · hex-
afluorobenzene complex is more stable than the
1,3,5-trifluorobenzene dimer (D3d geometry) by 1·9 kcal-
mol21 when r=3·35 Å. The optimized


1,3,5-trifluorobenzene dimer has r=4·22 Å and
DE=20·39 kcal mol21, again much less attractive than the
benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene complex at the same level
of theory. We conclude from this result that there is a
significant electrostatic interaction in the benzene · · · hexa-


fluorobenzene complex, but in the HF calculations it is
overwhelmed by the known tendency of this level of theory
to be inadequate for dispersion interactions. Consistent with
Williams’ analysis,2 the results suggest that terms other than
electrostatics, such as dispersion and charge transfer, are
also important in the benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene com-
plex.


Our results indicate that only a fairly high level of ab
initio theory can adequately treat the benzene · · · hexa-
fluorobenzene interaction. It would thus be especially useful
if semi-empirical methods performed better, but, perhaps
not surprisingly, Hartree–Fock theory at this level is also
inadequate. The AM1 method gives r=4·67 Å and an
interaction energy of 2 ·47 kcal mol21; PM3 gives
r=4·52 Å and DE=20·54 kcal mol21.


CONCLUSIONS


The benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction holds con-
siderable promise as a general supramolecular synthon for
crystal engineering and related efforts.3 We have attempted
to obtain a quantitative measure of the stabilization involved
in such an interaction. Our best estimate (CP-MP2/
6–31G**//CP-MP2/6–31G**) produces a stabilization
energy of ca 3.7 kcal mol21 and an interplane separation of
3·6 Å. Only a fairly high level of theory, one that includes
some estimate of correlation energy, gives an acceptable
treatment. Clearly, Hartree–Fock ab initio and semi-
empirical methods are not reliable for the
benzene · · · hexafluorobenzene interaction. Given the com-
plexity of the calculations performed here, and the possible
ambiguities introduced by the counterpoise methodology,
we would hope that these results will prompt further studies
of this interesting system at still higher levels of theory. The
3.7 kcal mol21 value for DE represents a fairly large
interaction energy, and it suggests that the benzene · · · hex-
afluorobenzene interaction might provide a powerful and
general supramolecular synthon.


METHODS


All calculations were performed using either Gaussian
92/DFT,19 Gaussian 9420 or Spartan version 4.1.1.21 MP2
calculations included all electrons (i.e. no ‘frozen’ core
approximation).
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An ionic complex of 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene with picrolonic acid was studied by 13C and 1H magic angle
spinning and x-ray diffraction. Structural and spectroscopic features of this compound were investigated. The detailed
x-ray structure of this complex is described. A multicentre model of hydrogen bonding in proton sponges {[Me2N—
H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · Xd2 } is proposed and the influence of weak intermolecular intractions with the nearest electronegative
atom in crystal lattice of a proton sponge on the strong intramolecular [N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bonding is
demonstrated. It appears that weak interactions of electronegative atoms with the nearest methyl hydrogen atoms can
influence the localization of the proton in the intramolecular [N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bridge. © 1997 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


An aromatic diamine, 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
(DMAN), is the parent molecule of proton sponges,1–3


model compounds which have attracted considerable inter-
est owing to their very high proton affinity. With mineral or
organic acids they form very stable ionic complexes
containing intramolecular [N · · · H · · · N]+ hydrogen bond-
ing.4–7 The properties of these hydrogen bonds are used in
the discussion of the role of hydrogen bonding in enzymatic
catalysis.8, 9 Already more than 180 papers have been
published on proton sponges and their complexes (including
about 100 structural papers). DMAN and its complexes
have been examined by several spectroscopic and diffracto-
metric methods in solution and in the solid state. Among
other things, some regularities in the variation of binding
energies of donor and acceptor core electrons, 1H and 13C
magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR chemical shifts and
structural parameters for a series of ionic complexes of
DMAN have been examined.4–7 Also, some neutron10 and


ab initio data for such complexes and the reference amines11


are available.
DMAN itself and its complexes are very good model


systems for studying a number of interesting chemical
phenomena such as unusual proton affinity, interesting ionic
[N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bonding and its short- and long-
range consequences, aromaticity and conjugation between
electron density in the aromatic part and the H-bonding. In
particular, we are intersted in the molecular response to
small structural changes. The reason for such small
molecular changes of the DMANH+ cation is possible
minor interactions of the H-bonded fragment with the
nearest counterion in the crystal lattice. In this context,
solid-state NMR can supply some interesting information
regarding the rearrangement of electron density in the
aromatic part of the cation.


Our aim is to present the detailed x-ray structure of the
complex of DMAN with picrolonic acid (DMANH+ xPA2 )
(the labelling scheme and an ORTEP illustration of the
complex studied are shown in Figure 1) and to discuss the
multicentre character of [N—H · · · N]+ H-bonding in ionic
complexes of DMAN (Figure 2). It appears that the acidic
proton in DMAN complexes is extremely well shielded by
bulky methyl groups, which might suggest that the H-
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bonding in the complexes of proton sponges in general (and
in DMAN complexes in particular) has a two-centre
character. This is not only suggested by the common formal
formula of this bonding, [N—H · · · N]+ , but also by its
description in the literature.1–3 In this paper, however, we
also discuss the role of a minor secondary interaction,
[Me2N—H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · Xd2 of the [Me2N—
H · · · NME2]


+ fragment, with the nearest electronegative


Figure 1. Labelling of atoms and ORTEP illustration of thermal motions of atoms in the complex of DMAN with picrolonic acid


Figure 2. Multicentre character of [N—H · · · N]+ H-bonding in
ionic complexes of DMAN


Figure 3. 1H MAS NMR spectrum of the complex of DMAN with
picrolonic acid. Asterisks denote spinning sidebands
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atom (Xd2 ) in space. In most structures of DMAN
complexes, retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Data-
base (CSD12), oxygen is the nearest electronegative atom.


EXPERIMENTAL


Solid-state NMR. The 1H spectrum with MAS was
recorded at room temperature at 399·9 MHz using a
Chemamagnetics CMX-400 spectrometer. A zirconia rotor
was used which spun in nitrogen gas at different rates in
order to identify sidebands and resonance overlaps. The 1H
NMR spectrum was measured with spinning at ca 10 kHz
using 2 ms (30°) pulses and 3 s recycle delays. The 13C
NMR spectra [with cross-polarisation (CP)] were recorded
at 50·3 MHz with a Varian UNITY-200 spectrometer using
a high-speed double-bearing probehead and silicon nitride
rotors spun in dry air. The single contact 13C CP/MAS
experiments were performed at 298 K with an optimized
contact time of 4 ms. The length of 1H and 13C p/2 pulses
was 5 ms, the recycle delay 3 s and the MAS rate 5 kHz.
The 13C dipolar-dephased spectra13 (DD) were recorded
with a 50 ms delay prior to acquisition. They expose
quaternatry carbon lines.


X-ray diffraction. The crystals of DMANH+ xPA2 suit-
able for x-ray work were crystallized from acetonitrile by


Figure 4. Aromatic region of 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the
complex of DMAN with picrolonic acid


Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement details for DMANH+ xPA2


Empirical formula C24H26N6O5


Formula weight 478·51
Temperature (K) 293(2)
Wavelength (Å) 1·54178
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1̄
Unit cell dimensions a=10·282(1) Å, a=92·72(1)0


b=10·606(1) Å, b=104·25(1)0


c=11·435(1) Å, g=99·53(1)0


Volume (Å3) 1186·9(2)
Z 2
Density (calculated) (mg/m23) 1·339
Absorption coefficient (mm21) 0·798
F(000) 504
Crystal size (mm3) 0·2030·3030·25
Theta range for data collecton (°) 4·01–57·49
Index ranges 212<h<12, 212<k<12, 213< l<0
Reflections collected 3387
Independent reflections 3186 [R(int)=0·0396]
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F 2


Data/restraints/parameters 3158/0/421
Goodness-of-fit on F 2 1·054
Final R indices [I>2s(I)] R1 =0·0590, wR2 =0·1570
R indices (all data) R1 =0·0636, wR2 =0·1775
Extinction coefficient 0·068(5)
Largest diff. peak and hole (e Å23) 0·33 and 20·23
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slow evaporation. The x-ray measurements were made on a
KM-4 KUMA diffractometer with graphite monochromated
Cu Ka radiation. The data were collected at room tem-
perature using the v22u scan technique. The intensity of
the control reflections varied by less than 3% and a linear
correction factor was applied to account for this effect. The
data were also corrected for Lorentz and polarization
effects, but no absorption correction was applied. The
structure was solved by direct methods14 and refined using
SHELXL.15 The refinement was based on F 2 for all
reflections except those with very negative F 2. The
weighted R factors wR and all goodness-of-fit S values are


based on F 2. Conventional R factors are based on F with F
set to zero for negative F 2. The criterion F 2


o >2s(F 2
o) was


used only for calculating the R factors and is not relevant to
the choice of reflections for the refinement. The R factors
based on F 2 are about twice as large as those based on F. All
hydrogen atoms were located from a difference map and
refined isotropically. Scattering factors were taken from
Tables 6.1.1.4 and 4.2.4.2 in Ref. 16. Experimental details
concerning data collection and refinement are summarized
in Table 1.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Solid-state NMR


The 1H MAS NMR spectrum of the complex of DMAN
with picrolonic acid (PAH) is shown in Figure 3. There are
two peaks from hydrogen atoms bound to the aliphatic
(lower chemical shifts at ca 2·6 ppm) and aromatic (higher
chemical shifts at ca 7·4 ppm) carbons. Note a small high-
frequency peak from the acidic proton (at ca 17·3 ppm)
which has a similar chemical shift to that from other proton
sponge complexes.4,7


The 13C resonances were assigned by analysis of the
dipolar-dephased spectra and by reference to the lit-
erature.7,16–21 Conventional 1H–13C CP/MAS and


Table 2. 13C and 1H MAS NMR chemical shifts in DMANH+ xPA2


and the average values of chemical shifts for a sries of ionic
complexes of DMAN


Nucleus DMANH+ xPA2 Average6


C(1), C(8) 146·2 145·1
C(2), C(7) 124·3 122·3
C(3), C(6) 127·0 127·1
C(4), C(5) 131·3 129·1
C(9) 118·9 118·7
C(10) 136·5 134·9
C(Me) 45·3, 47·5 46·9, 45·8
H(acidic) 19·2 18·9


Figure 5. 3D packing of molecules: view along y-axis showing layers of pairs of stacked cations and anions which form molecular planes
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dipolar-dephased spectra of the aromatic region of the
complex are shown in Figure 4. The first carbon spectrum
contains peaks from all the aromatic carbons in the
complex, while the dipolar-dephased spectra show only
resonances from quaternary carbons.


The final peak assignment in the MAS NMR spectra for
the complex of DMANH+ xPA2 and the average values of
chemical shifts for the whole series of DMAN complexes6


are shown in Table 2. The average chemical shift of the
carbon nuclei at the peri positions (1 and 8) is
145·1(5) ppm, whereas in DMANH+ xPA2 it is 146·2 ppm.
The chemical shift of C(2) and C(7) is 124·4 ppm. Similarly,
the average chemical shifts of C(9) and C(10) are 118·7(4)
and 134·9(2) ppm, respectively, wheras in DMANH+ xPA2


they amount to 118·9 and 136·5 ppm, respectively. C(3) and
C(6) give a peak at 127·2 ppm whereas C(4) and C(5)
probably give a signal near 131 ppm overlapped with some
other signals from the counterion. The chemical shifts for
methyl carbon nuclei are in the range 45·4–50·0 ppm. The
variation of chemical shifts is a measure of the sensitivity of


a given carbon site to small changes in the properties of the
[N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bond. The averaging out of the
13C MAS NMR signals from almost equivalent nuclei
supports the dynamic character of the major component of
hydrogen bonding in DMAN complexes. For a more
numerous set of DMAN complexes with the oxygen atom as
part of a counterion, it is likely that there will be a
correlation between structural parameters of the weaker
component of the H-bonding and chemical shifts of the
aromatic fragment.


X-ray analysis


The complex of DMAN with picrolonic acid (DMANH+


xPA2 ) crystallizes in the triclinic P1̄ space group with two
molecules in the unit cell (Table 1). The labelling scheme of
atoms in the asymmetric unit and the ORTEP illustration of
thermal motions of the atoms are shown in Figure 1. The
coordinates of atoms and the equivalent/isotropic tem-
perature factors are given in Table 1 in the Supplementary


Table 3. Structural parameters of hydrogen bonds and close contacts


Hydrogen bond Donor-H Acceptor · · · H Donor · · · acceptor
D—H · · · A D—H A · · · H D · · · A D—H · · · A
Sym. code (Å) (Å) (Å) (°)


N2—H1n · · · N1 N2—H1 H1 · · · N1 N2 · · · N1 N2—H1 · · · N1
1·09(3) 1·56(3) 2·610(3) 161(2)


C5—H5 · · · O1a C5—H5 H5 · · · O1a C5 · · · O1a C5—H5 · · · O1a
H+1, 1+Y, 1+Z 0·84(3) 2·66(3) 3·245(4) 159(2)
C6—H6 · · · O4a C6—H6 H6 · · · O4a C6 · · · O4a C6—H6 · · · O4a


0·95(3) 2·52(3) 3·186(4) 127(2)
C7—H7 · · · O4a C7—H7 H7 · · · O4a C7 · · · O4a C7—H7 · · · O4a


0.96(3) 2.66(3) 3.242(4) 120(2)
C7—H7 · · · O5a C7—H7 H7 · · · O5a C7 · · · O5a C7—H7 · · · O5a


0.96(3) 2.42(3) 3.298(4) 152(2)
C11—H111 · · · O1a C11—H111 H111 · · · O5a C11 · · · O1a C11—H111 · · · O1a
212X, 12Y, 12Z 0.97(4) 2.85(4) 3.383(4) 115(2)
C11—H111 · · · O3a C11—H111 H111 · · · O3a C11 · · · O3a C11—H111 · · · O3a
X21, Y, Z 0.97(4) 2.87(4) 3.549(4) 128(2)
C11—H111 · · · O4a C11—H111 H111 · · · O4a C11 · · · O1a C11—H111 · · · O1a
X21, Y, Z 0.97(4) 2.85(4) 3.648(4) 140(2)
C12—H122 · · · O3a C12—H122 H122 · · · O3a C12 · · · O3a C12—H122 · · · O3a
X21, Y, Z 0.94(4) 2.56(4) 3.353(3) 143(2)
C12—H123 · · · O5a C12—H123 H123 · · · O5a C12 · · · O5a C12—H123 · · · O5a


1.03(3) 2.72(3) 3.592(3) 143(2)
C13—H132 · · · O3a C13—H132 H132 · · · O3a C13 · · · O3a C13—H123 · · · O3a
2X, 12Y, 22Z 1.02(4) 2.62(4) 3.493(4) 143(2)
C13—H133 · · · O3a C13—H133 H133 · · · O3a C13 · · · O3a C13—H123 · · · O3a
X21, Y, Z 0.91(4) 2.85(2) 3.451(4) 140(2)
C14—H141 · · · O5a C14—H141 H141 · · · O5a C14 · · · O5a C14—H141 · · · O5a


1.01(3) 2.33(3) 3.315(3) 165(2)
C14—H143 · · · O4a C14—H143 H141 · · · O4a C14 · · · O4a C14—H143 · · · O4a
2X, 12Y, 22Z 1.04(4) 2.33(4) 3.421(3) 165(2)
C2a—H2a · · · O4a C2A—H2A H2A · · · O4a C2A · · · O4a C2a—H2a · · · O4a
2X, 12Y, 12Z 0.97(3) 2.93(3) 3.288(3) 127(2)
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Figure 6. N · · · O interactions in the complex of DMAN with picrolonic acid


Table 4. Structural parameters of the N · · · O interactions in the complex of
DMAN with picrolonic acid


Definition of
N · · · O
interaction
Symmetry 212X, 2Y, Z+1 2X, 12Y, 12Z


N1 · · · O (Å) 3·171(4) 3·747(4)
O · · · N1—C1 (°) 86·6(3) 69·4(3)
O · · · N1=O1, O · · · N1=O2 (°) 97·3(3), 85·6(3) 92·1(3), 107·5(3)
C1N1 (Å) 1·463(3) 1·463(3)
N1O1, N1O2 (Å) 1·235(4), 1·223(3) 1·235(4), 1·223(3)
C1N1O1, C1N1O2 (°) 117·9(3), 118·6(3) 117·9(3), 118·6(3)
O1N1O2 (°) 123·5(3) 123·5(3)
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Material, which also contains structural parameters for
DMANH+ xPA2 (Table 2) and anisotropic thermal parame-
ters (Table 3).


The crystal structure of DMANH+ xPA2 is built of layers
of pairs of stacked cations and anions which form molecular
planes (Figure 5). In each pair, two cations and two anions
are placed in an antiparallel manner due to strong dipole–
dipole interactions and other kinds of weak interactions
(such as N · · · O interactions or interactions in stacks). Such
molecular planes (slightly shifted) are overlaid, forming a
3D structure. This is not a typical 3D arrangement of
molecules for a structure of a complex of DMAN. Usually,
a single DMANH+ cation interacts with six anions in the
closest 3D neighbourhood and one anion interacts with six
cations, which resembles close packing characteristic of
ionic inorganic compounds.


As a result of strong electrostatic interactions and the
weak interactions mentioned above, some relatively short
intermolecular contacts occur. The shortest of them can be
considered as weak C—H · · · O hydrogen bonds. The
geometry of these close contacts is given in Table 3.


There is strong, asymmetric [N—H · · · N]+ H-bond-


ing in the cation: N(2)H(1n) = 1.09(3) Å,
N(1) · · · H(1n)=1.56(3) Å and N(2)H(1n) · · · N(1) angle
and N(1) · · · N(2) contacts are 161(2)° and 2·610(3) Å,
respectively.


Another type of weak interaction which is present in the
DMANH+ xPA2 structure is weak N · · · O interactions.21,22


It appears that there is a tendency in nitro derivatives to
form regular 3D structural patterns (such as pyramids and
bipyramids) with a heteroatom located above or below the
centre of a nitro group. This is also the case for
DMANH+ xPA2 (Figure 6). The geometrical parameters
describing these interactions are collected in Table 4.


The DMANH+ cation is almost planar [with the largest
deviation from planarity being 20·200(3) Å for N(1) and
20·145(3) Å for C(2)] and almost symmetric with all the
structural parameters in the left and right parts of the moiety
deviating less than 3s from one another, with the exception
of CN bonds and C(1) and C(8) ipso angles. These two
structural parameters reflect the consequences of the
asymmetry of the [N(2)—H(1n) · · · N(1)]+ H-bonding. The
asymmetry of the hydrogen bonding is transmitted over the
nearest fragments of the cation and also to the other part of
the molecule [C(3)C(4) and C(5)C(6) bonds]. The values of
structural parameters for the cation are similar to those
found in some other DMAN complexes.4–7,23–32


The most characteristic feature of the anion is its high
planarity. The torsion angles between the best planes of four
distinct fragments of the anion (two nitro groups and two
aromatic fragments) are in the range 0–12°. The planarity of
the pyrazole fragment containing only one relatively short
localized C(7a)N(2a) double bond supports the idea that the
negative charge associated wtih the anion is smeared all
over the whole moiety.


The structure of DMANH+ xPA2 , together with the other
structures of the ionic complexes of DMAN, may be used to
find possible relationships between major and minor
components of [N—H · · · N]+ H-bonding in these com-
plexes (Figure 7). Let us concentrate on a slightly larger
fragment of the cation than just these three atoms; in fact
peri-amino derivatives of naphthalene do not have proton
sponge properties unless they are fully substituted. This
means that the alkyl groups attached to the nitrogen atoms
play a very important role. If so, one should look at the
arrangement and structural parameters of [Me2N—
H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · Xd2 H-bonding, where Xd is the nearest
electronegative atom. Since in most cases of the DMAN
complexes this is oxygen, we will concentrate on such
structures where X=O. Then, we will call the [Me2N—
H · · · NMe2]


+ the major component and the · · · Xd the
minor component of the [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · Xd2 H-
bonding. The reference data describing the geometry of this
hydrogen bonding are shown in Table 5. Figure 8 illustrates
such interactions in a few structures.


According to Table 5, there are some trends among
structural parameters describing the [Me2N—
H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · X2d fragment. First, it appears that the
nearest electonegative atom (oxygen) is located more or less


Figure 7. [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]
+ · · · Xd2 interactions in


DMANH+ xPA2
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Table 5. Structural parameters describing [(CH3)2N—H · · · N(CH3)2]
+ · · · O interactionsa


Refcode O · · · H1 O · · · H2 O · · · H3 O · · · H4
and O · · · H O · · · H · · · N2 O · · · H · · · N1 N · · · N N—H · · · N O · · · N1 O · · · N2 methyl methyl methyl methyl


No. reference (Å) (°) (°) (Å) (°) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å)


1 FIJWAW23 2·601 103 99 2·577 140 3·207 3·115 2·421 2·541 2·634 2·805
2 GADHEY24 2·747 102 98 2·606 160 3·294 3·200 2·451 2·533 2·627 2·728
3 GEKZIF25 2·790 99 101 2·574 159 3·378 3·193 2·522 2·577 2·598 2·934
4 JIXCAU26 2·757 109 98 2·588 152 3·374 3·271 2·408 2·467 2·945 3·171
5 JIXCAU0127 2·860 105 99 2·589 155 3·428 3·347 2·443 2·492 3·004 3·169
6 KICBED28 2·746 107 99 2·610 153 3·421 3·205 2·494 2·513 2·689 2·860
7 KINKEX29 2·574 108 95 2·582 157 3·129 3·065 2·362 2·471 2·681 2·715
8 KUTBEG30 2·494 115 89 2·604 155 3·013 3·016 2·400 2·463 2·544 2·591
9 PEJBOV31 2·642 106 96 2·606 158 3·170 3·171 2·487 2·507 2·611 2·685


10 YOSNOJ32 2·770 103 100 2·588 157 3·327 3·264 2·413 2·563 2·588 2·778
11 DMANH+ xPA2 3·063 105 94 2·610 161 3·529 3·509 2·556 2·847 2·869 3·142
12 CLMH24 2·619 113 87 2·638 161 3·048 3·113 2·511 2·511 2·618 2·618
13 DMANH+ 22 3·680 81 121 2·573 158 3·665 4·679 2·452 2·560 4·130 4·330
14 PICIIRT7 b 2·844 102 106 2·570 152 3·549 3·295 2·412 2·486 2·724 3·184


Average 2·80 104 99 2·593 156 3·33 3·32 2·46 2·54 2·80 2·97
Standard error 0·08 2 2 0·005 2 0·05 0·11 0·02 0·03 0·12 0·12
Range 1·19 34 34 0·065 21 0·65 1·66 0·19 0·38 1·59 4·33


a O · · · H is the distance between the nearest oxygen atom and the acidic proton in the [N—H · · · N]+ bridge, O · · · H—N2 and O · · · H · · · N1 are angles formed by O · · · H and components of [N—
H · · · N]+ hydrogen bonding, N · · · N and N—H · · · N are structural parameters of the major component of the [N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bonding, O · · · N1 and O · · · N2 are interatomic distances
between the nearest oxygen atom and the nitrogen atoms, O · · · Hi(methyl) are the shortest distances from the nearest oxygen atom to methyl hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 8. [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]
+ · · · Xd2 interactions in model complexes of DMAN with (a) dichloromaleic acid4 and (b) dipicrylamine23
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at the central position in front of four hydrogens which stick
outside the cation from the methyl groups. In fact, the
electronegative atom is almost always slightly shifted
towards this nitrogen atom in the [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]


+


hydrogen bridge which is the donor of hydrogen [the
N(2) · · · O distance is less than the N(1) · · · O distance].
This means that the N(2)—H · · · O angle is larger than the
N(1) · · · H · · · O angle unless there is more than one
electronegative atom close to the [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]


+


fragment. Additionally, the nearest oxygen atom always has
shorter distances to hydrogen atoms from bulky methyl
groups attached to the nitrogen atom [N(2)] in comparison
with those attached to the nitrogen acceptor atom [N(1)]. It
is interesting that the distance from the nearest oxygen atom
to the acidic proton is longer than distances from the oxygen
atom to the nearest hydrogen atoms from the methyl groups.
This means that the major component of the [Me2N—
H · · · NMe2]


+ · · · O hydrogen bonding can be influenced
by the weaker component not only via direct interaction
with the acidic proton but also via indirect interactions with
the methyl hydrogen atoms. This is the case for DMAN
complexes with some simple anions containing a small
number of electronegative atoms. In general, the DMAN
methyl groups can interact with a few electronegative atoms
in an independent manner and such electrostatic interactions
can induce localization of the acidic proton at one of the
nitrogen atoms. More than one electronegative atom located
close to the [Me2N—HNMe2]


+ fragment can change the
relatonships between structural parameters describing minor
interactions. In consequence, one can try to synthesize
proton sponge complexes of DMAN with either ordered or
disordered hydrogen bonding playing with the number of
electronegative atoms in an anion. Another important factor
influencing proton localization is the charges associated
with the hydrogen and the electronegative atoms. A formal
positive charge (+1) associated with the acidic proton is
smeared over the whole cation which increases the charges
also at the methyl hydrogen atoms. An estimation of atomic
charges obtained for a complex of DMAN with dichloro-
maleic acid from charge density studies33 gives ca +0·45 for
the acidic proton and the values of charges about two times
smaller for the methyl hydrogen atoms. This means that the
final situation in the [Me2N—N · · · NMe2]


+ · · · O2d hydro-
gen bonding results from a delicate balance between
electrostatic and steric factors. Unfortunately, as the x-ray
hydrogen positions suffer from obvious systematic errors
(shortenting of X—H' bonds), it is difficult to quantify the
role of the weaker component of hydrogen bonding in
proton sponge complexes.


We conclude that strong ionic intramolecular [N—
H · · · N]+ hydrogen bonding in proton sponge complexes
of DMAN has in fact a multicentre character: [Me2N—
H· · · NMe2]


+ · · · X(O)d2 . This is due to electrostatic
interactions with the nearest electronegative atoms in the
crystal lattice. Such interactions seem to affect the localiza-
tion of the proton in the [N—H · · · N]+ hydrogen bridge.
There are regularities in structural parameters describing the


weaker component of the [Me2N—H · · · NMe2]
+ · · · Od2


hydrogen bonding.
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X-RAY AND VIBRATIONAL STUDIES OF THE COMPLEX
BETWEEN N-TERT-BUTOXYCARBONYL-L-PHENYLALANINE AND


PYRIDINE. ISOTOPE EFFECT


L. VAN MEERVELT, C. BRUYNEEL, H. MORISSE AND TH. ZEEGERS-HUYSKENS*
Department of Chemistry, University of Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200F, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium


The x-ray structure of the complex between N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-phenylalanine and pyridine shows that the crystals
are held together by short hydrogen bonds between the OH group and the N atom of the pyridine ring
[RO(H)· · ·N =2·574(3) Å]. Deuteration of the OH and NH groups results in a small expansion of the unit cell associated with
an elongation of the O· · ·N distance [RO(D)· · ·N =2·610(3) Å]. The infrared spectra show very broad stretching protonic
bands in the range 2750–600 cm21. The isotopic ratio n(OH· · ·H)/n(OD· · ·N) of nearly unity suggests a double
minimum potential with a low barrier for the hydrogen bridge. The Raman and near-infrared spectra are discussed. The
perturbation of the fundamental modes and of the overtones of pyridine suggests that the complex is not of the proton
transfer type. The broad absorptions of the hydrogen bridge disappear in the near-infrared region. The perturbation of
the pyridine overtones is discussed. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


N-Urethanylamino acids have been shown to be involved in
enzymatic and synthetic reactions in which the molecular
stereochemistry and the self-association may be impor-
tant.1, 2 One of the most widely used N-terminal protecting
groups is the tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) group. Boc-amino
acids of the general formula are often used as substrates,
substrate analogues or competitive inhibitors or proteolytic
enzymes. The study of their conformational preferences is
important for an understanding of their interactions with
enzymes. Structural parameters derived from x-ray crys-
tallographic data show that the urethane amide bond can
adopt both the cis and trans conformation. The cis urethane
conformation is preferred in crystals of compounds with a


tertiary nitrogen or in structures stabilized by strong
intermolecular interactions.3–5 As N-urethanylamino acids
have two proton donors (the OH and NH groups) and two
proton acceptors (the two carbonyl groups), it is interesting
to investigate the relative strength of these sites from a
fundamental point of view. Recently, ab initio calculations
have been performed on the relative acidity and basicity of
these different sites, taking the complex between N-
methoxycarbonylglycine and water6 as a model.


In this work, the interaction between N-tert-butoxy-
carbonyl-L-phenylalanine (R=H, R9=CH2C6H5 ) (BPA) and
pyridine, which is often used as reference base in hydrogen
bond studies, was investigated by x-ray diffraction and
vibrational spectroscopy. Some differential scanning calori-
metric (DSC) measurements were also made. The influence
of ND–OD deuteration on the structural and spectroscopic
properties is discussed.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The complex between BPA and pyridine
(BPA.Py) (1) was prepared by mixing equimolecular
amount of BPA and pyridine in carbon tetrachloride.
Suitable crystals for x-ray diffraction were obtained by slow
evaporation of the solutions obtained by dissolving the
precipitate in a 2 :1 mixture of pyridine and carbon
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tetrachloride. The NH–OD deuterated complex (BPAD.Py)
(2) was obtained by dissolving BPA.Py in methanol-OD in
a nitrogen atmosphere. The precipitate obtained was very
sticky and suitable crystals for the x-ray diffraction were
collected during the crystallization process. BPA from
Sigma was used without further purification. Pyridine from
Fluka was carefully dried.


Crystal data. C19H24N2O4 (1), C19H22D2N2O4 (2).
Orthorhombic, space group P212121 , Z=4 (by least-squares
refinement on diffractometer angles of 30 centered reflec-
tions, l=0·71073 Å). Data for 1: a=9·5470(10) Å,
b=10·2980(10) Å, c=19·135(3) Å, V=1881·3(4) Å3,
D=1·216 g cm23. Transparent crystals, 0·6030·303


0·20 mm, m(Mo Ka)=0·086 mm21. Data for 2:
a=9·641(3) Å, b=10·385(3) Å, c=19·340(8) Å,
V=1939·4(11) Å3, D=1·181 g cm23. Transparent crystals,
0·4030·3530·35 mm, m(Mo Ka)=0·083 mm21, temper-
ature=289(2) K.


Data collection and processing. The following were
used: Siemens P4-PC diffractometer, graphite monochro-
matized Cu Ka radiation, u–2u mode, 2623 reflections
collected for 1 and 2604 reflections for 2 (u range for data
collection between 2·11 and 25°, index range 21<h<11,
21<k<12, 21< l<22, 2356 unique reflections
(Rmerge =0·034) for 1 and 2422 unique reflections
(Rmerge =0·030) for 2.


Structure analysis and refinement. The structure was
solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-
squares on F2, with all non-hydrogen atoms anisotropic and
hydrogens with isotropic temperature factors.7, 8 For 1, final
R indices were R1 =0·0345, wR2 =0·077 for I>2s(I ) data
and R1 =0·0486, wR2 =0·0866 for all data. For 2, final R
indices were R1 =0·0396, wR2 =0·0891 for I>2s(I ) and
R1 =0·0610 and wR2 =0·0945 for all data.


Atomic coordinates and thermal parameters have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
(CCDC).


Spectrometers. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a
Bruker Model 66 spectrometer at a resolution of 2 cm21.
For the mid-infrared range a KBr beamsplitter and DTGS
detector and for the near-infrared range a CaF2 detector and
InSb cooled detector were used. Raman spectra were
measured on the same spectrometer equipped with an FRA-
106 Raman module and a near-infrared YAG laser
(200 mW) (CaF2 beamsplitter and cooled Ge detector).
Infrared spectra were measured using KBr pellets (concen-
tration ratio for the mid-infrared range 3 :300 and for the
near-infrared range 30:300). All spectra were recorded at
room temperature.


The centre of gravity of the broad protonic bands
observed between 2700 and 600 cm21 was calculated with
the equation


n=
∑Aini


·Ai


A being the intensities of the bands and n their frequencies.


DSC measurements. DSC experiments were performed
on a DuPont de Nemours instrument.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


X-ray structure of BPA.Py and BPAD .Py


In crystals of uncomplexed BPA,9, 10 the molecules are held
together in rows of asymmetric cyclic dimer motifs through
intermolecular NH· · ·AO=C and OH· · ·UO=C hydrogen
bonds, A and U denoting the acid and urethane carbonyl
groups, respectively. The secondary amide group is in the
unusual cis conformation and the carboxylic group is in the
usual syn conformation:


There are two independent molecules in the asymmetric
unit, the OH· · ·O distances being 2·59 and 2·62 Å and the
NH· · ·O distances longer, 2·88 and 2·99 Å.


The atom numbering and ORTEP drawing for the
BPA.Py complex are shown in Figure 1 and the packing of
the molecules down the b axis is illustrated in Figure 2.
Intramolecular bond lengths and bond angles for BPA.Py
and BPAD .PyD are given in Table 1 and intermolecular
distances in the hydrogen bonds in Table 2. In the pyridine
complexes, the urethane group has the trans conformation
theoretically predicted for the tert-methoxycarbonyl-
glycine–water complex.6 The hydrogen bond pattern is
completely different from that of BPA. The molecules are
held together by short hydrogen bonds [2·574(3) Å]
between the acidic OH group and the basic pyridine N and
weaker hydrogen bonds [3·015(3) Å] are formed between
the N–H and the O(5) atom of the carboxyl group of the
neighbouring molecule. The urethane carbonyl which
normally has a more basic character than the carboxyl
carbonyl is involved in a weak CH· · ·O interaction with one
of the methyl groups of the tert-butylcarbonyl group, the
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C(10)H· · ·O(7) distance being 3·355(3) Å, the H· · ·O(7)
distance 2·492(3) Å and the C(10)H· · ·O(7) angle 149·2(2)°
(Figure 2).


The hydrogen bond pattern is thus very different in BPA
and its pyridine complex, resulting in different distances for
the functional groups. The C=OU distance is shorter in
BPA.Py [1.206(3) Å] than in BPA (1·229 Å), where this
group forms a strong hydrogen bond with the OH function
and there is a marked decrease in the C(3)—O(4) distance
(20·035 Å), and of the C(6)–N(1) distance (20·023 Å). As
in BPA, the urethane N atom is in a nearly sp2 hybridization
state, the sum of the angles around N being 358·2°. The
angle formed between the C(3)O(4)O(5) and the pyridine
plane is 32·8°.


The crystals of BPAD .Py are isomorphous with the


complex BPA.Py. Deuteration results in a small expansion
of the unit cell, associated with small elongations of the
bonds [between 0·003 and 0·023 Å, only C(24)–C(25) is
slightly shortened by 0·002 Å]. The angles are very similar
in both complexes and the angle between the C(3)O(4)O(5)
and the pyridine planes is now 33·6°. The O(D)· · ·N
distance of 2·610(3) Å is 0·036 Å longer than in the non-
deuterated complex.


These crystallographic studies show that the hydrogen
atom is bound to the O atom and hence that there is no
proton transfer in these complexes. Few data have been
reported for strong OH· · ·N hydrogen bonds in crystals. In
the pentachlorophenol–3-cyanopyridine complex, the
O(H)· · ·N distance is longer (2·703 Å).11 In the complex
between 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid and 3,5-dimethylpyridine,


Figure 1. ORTEP drawing and atom numbering in the BPA.Py complex


Figure 2. Packing of the BPA.Py complex in the unit cell showing the intermolecular hydrogen bonds. For letter codes, see Table 2
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the O(H)· · ·N distance is 2·550 Å and the O(D)· · ·N
distance 2·563 Å12 and in the pentachlorophenol–4-methyl-
pyridine complex the O(H)· · ·N distance is 2·552 Å.13


Interestingly, the crystals of pentachorophenol(OD)–
4-methylpyridine that were studied are not isomorphous
with the non-deuterated complex, and the O(D)· · ·N
distance is markedly longer (2·638 Å).14 There may there-
fore be two polymorphs. These data indicate that the
shortest observed O(H)· · ·N distance lie between 2·53 and
2·56 Å. This distance seems to be associated with a double
minimum potential with a low barrier.15, 16 In the present
complexes, the C(3)=O(5) and C(6)–O(7) distances of
1·215(3) and 1·290(3) Å respectively, and the O(5)C(3)O(4)
angle of 124·8(2)° are not far from the Speakman’s values17


for the A type acid salts of carboxylic acids. Short
intermolecular distances corresponding to a flat double
minimum potential have also been observed for NH+ · · ·O2


–proton transfer complexes, e.g. in the complex between
2,6-dichloro-4-nitrophenol and 3,4-dimethylpyridine where
the O2 · · ·(H+ )N distance of 2·532 Å18 is in the same
range.


Vibrational spectra of BPA.Py and BPAD .Py


The infrared spectra (3700–500 cm21 ) and the Raman
spectra (3400–100 cm21 ) of BPA.Py and BAPD .Py are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The absorption at 3200 cm21 is
due to the presence of water in KBr, which does not affect
the isotopic exchange, the intensity of the n (NH) absorption
in BPAD .Py being very weak. The spectrometric data and a
tentative assignment of the vibrations are given in Table 3.
In BPA.Py, two absorptions are observed at 2450 and
1910 cm21 and in BPAD at 2470 and 1900 cm21. In the
fingerprint region, both complexes show a broad absorption
culminating at about 1200 and 1150 cm21, respectively. The
centres of gravity of the three bands (usually called the B, C
and D bands) are 1565 and 1545 cm21, giving an isotopic
ratio of 1·015. Very few results on the isotopic ratio for very
short O· · ·N hydrogen bonds in crystals have been reported.
For the interaction between 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid and
3,5-dimethylpyridine, the isotopic ratio is close to unity.12


Values of the isotopic ratios between 1·04 and 1·1 have also
been observed for the complexes between trifluoro-
acetic acid and pyridine or methylated pyridines in benzene
solution.19 An anomalous isotopic ratio smaller than unity
has been observed in the complex between pentachlor-


Table 1. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for 1 and 2


1 2


N(1)—C(6) 1·336(3) 1·343(3)
N(1)—C(2) 1·436(3) 1·450(3)
N(1)—H(1) 0·83(2) 0·84(3)
C(2)—C(3) 1·521(3) 1·535(4)
C(2)—C(13) 1·525(3) 1·531(4)
C(2(—H(2) 0·91(2) 0·95(3)
C(3)—O(5) 1·215(3) 1·224(3)
C(3)—O(4) 1·290(3) 1·313(3)
O(4)—H(4) 0·97(3) 1·04(3)
C(6)—O(7) 1·206(3) 1·217(3)
C(6)—O(8) 1·336(3) 1·346(3)
O(8)—C(9) 1·476(3) 1·492(3)
C(9)—C(10) 1·506(4) 1·510(5)
C(9)—C(11) 1·500(3) 1·520(4)
C(9)—C(12) 1·484(4) 1·510(4)
C(13)—C(14) 1·501(3) 1·517(4)
C(14)—C(15) 1·369(3) 1·377(4)
C(14)—C(19) 1·376(4) 1·379(5)
C(15)—C(16) 1·384(4) 1·396(5)
C(16)—C(17) 1·340)5) 1·355(6)
C(17)—C(18) 1·358(5) 1·376(6)
C(18)—C(19) 1·396(5) 1·403(5)
N(20)—C(25) 1·303(3) 1·321(4)
N(20)—C(21) 1·307(4) 1·328(4)
C(21)—C(22) 1·361(4) 1·365(5)
C(22)—C(23) 1·349(4) 1·365(5)
C(23)—C(24) 1·354(4) 1·368(5)
C(24)—C(25) 1·372(4) 1·370(5)
C(6)—N(1)—C(2) 120·8(2) 121·0(3)
C(6)—N(1)—H(1) 121·5(16) 121·5(19)
C(2)—N(1)—H(1) 115·9(16) 115·2(19)
N(1)—C(2)—C(3) 114·38(19) 114·4(2)
N(1)—C(2)—C(13) 110·82(19) 110·8(2)
C(3)—C(2)—C(13) 110·19(18) 110·2(2)
N(1)—C(2)—H(2) 107·02(13) 107·06(16)
C(3)—C(2)—H(2) 107·02(12) 107·06(16)
C(13)—C(2)—H(2) 107·02(13) 107·06(15)
O(5)—C(3)—O(4) 124·8(2) 124·5(3)
O(5(—C(3)—C(2) 120·6(2) 121·0(3)
O(4)—C(3)—C(2) 114·55(19) 114·5(2)
C(3)—O(4)—H(4) 114·6(15) 109·2(16)
O(7)—C(6)—N(1) 124·1(2) 123·8(2)
O(7)—C(6)—O(8) 125·2(2) 125·3(3)
N(1)—C(6)—O(8) 110·7(2) 110·7(3)
C(6)—O(8)—C(9) 120·43(19) 120·2(2)
O(8)—C(9)—C(10) 109·27(19) 109·5(2)
O(8)—C(9)—C(11) 109·9(2) 110·0(2)
O(8)–C(9)—C(12) 103·2(2) 102·7(3)
C(12)—C(9)—C(11) 110·9(2) 110·8(3)
C(12)—C(9)—C(10) 111·4(3) 111·5(3)
C(11)—C(9)—C(10) 111·8(2) 112·0(3)
C(14)—C(13)—C(2) 114·3(2) 114·5(2)
C(15)—C(14)—C(19) 117·7(3) 117·6(3)
C(15)—C(14)—C(13) 120·3(2) 120·5(3)
C(19)—C(14)—C(13) 122·0(2) 121·9(3)
C(14)—C(15)—C(16) 121·6(3) 121·7(4)
C(17)—C(16)—C(15) 120·0(4) 119·7(5)
C(16)—C(17)—C(18) 120·2(4) 120·3(5)


Table 1. Continued.


C(17)—C(18)—C(19) 120·2(4) 119·5(5)
C(14)—C(19)—C(18) 120·2(3) 121·1(4)
C(25)—N(20)—C(21) 117·4(3) 117·0(3)
N(20)—C(21)—C(22) 123·5(3) 123·7(4)
C(23)—C(22)—C(21) 118·9(3) 118·6(4)
C(22)—C(23)—C(24) 118·5(3) 118·5(4)
C(23)—C(24)—C(25) 118·8(3) 119·1(4)
N(20)—C(25)—C(24) 123·0(3) 123·1(4)
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Table 2. Hydrogen bonding geometry for 1 and 2 (bond lengths in Å, angles in degrees)


D—X· · ·Aa Structure D—X X· · ·A D· · ·A D—X· · ·A Letter in Figure 2


O(4)—H(4)· · ·N20i 1 0·97(3) 1·61(3) 2·574(3) 173(2) a
O(4)—D(4)· · ·N20i 2 1·04(3) 1·58(3) 2·610(3) 171(3) —
N(1)—H(1)· · ·O5ii 1 0·83(2) 2·20(3) 3·015(3) 168(2) b
N(1)—D(1)· · ·O5ii 2 0·84(3) 2·22(3) 3·049(3) 168(3) —
C(10)—H(10A)· · ·O(7)iii 1 0·96(2) 2·49(1) 3·355(3) 149(1) c
C(10)—H(10A)· · ·O(7)ii 2 0·97(2) 2·52(2) 3·384(4) 148(1) —


a Symmetry codes: (i) 20·5+x, 1·52y, 2z; (ii) 0·5+x, 1·52y, 2z; (iii) 0·5+x, 0·52y, 2z.


Figure 3. Infrared spectra (3700–500 cm21 ) of (A) BPA.Py and (B) BPAD .Py
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ophenol and 4-methylpyridine, but this is explained by
drastic changes in the hydrogen bridge geometry.14 Very
short O(H)· · ·O hydrogen bonds (2·45–2·50 Å) are asso-
ciated with an unsymmetrical double minimum potential
energy curve with the barrier near the first excited level20–24


and isotopic ratios close to unity are observed. The
corresponding O(H)· · ·N distance is slightly longer
(2·53–2·56 Å) with respect to the O(H)· · ·O distance. More
experimental O(H)· · ·N/O(D)· · ·N distances should help to
establish a correlation between distances and isotopic
ratios.


The n (NH) and n (ND) vibrations are observed at 3337
and 2487 cm21. The narrowness of the bands and the values
of the isotopic ratio of 1·342 are characteristic features of
weak hydrogen bonds.


In the Raman spectra, the B, C and D bands completely
disappear.


The assignment of the vibrations in the fingerprint region
is based on the comparison between the infrared and Raman
spectra of BPA and N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-alanine (BA).


The vibrational bands of the aromatic ring are very weak
in the infrared spectrum with the exception of the absorption
at 701 cm21 [n (4) vibration]. The bands observed at 1605,
1586, 1033, 1005, 751 and 622 cm21 in the Raman
spectrum of BPA but not in the spectrum of BA are assigned
to vibrations of the aromatic ring. The bands observed in
BPA.Py and not in BPA are assigned to pyridine vibrations.
The aromatic ring and pyridine modes 8a and 12 have
nearly the same frequency in the Raman spectrum. Complex
formation brings about frequency shifts of the normal
modes of pyridine. The 8a, 8b, 19a and 1 modes are shifted
upwards by 6, 3, 15 and 21 cm21, respectively, and the 12
and 6b modes are shifted downwards by 6 and 17 cm21.
These shifts are smaller than those observed for the


Figure 4. Raman spectra (3400–100 cm21 ) of (A) BPA.Py and (B) BPAD .Py
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Table 3. IR (1800–500 cm21 ) and Raman (1800–100 cm21 ) data for BPA.Py and
BPAD .Py in the solid state and tentative assignment of the vibrationsa


BPA.Py BPAD .Py


IR Raman IR Raman Assignment


1707s,br 1708vw 1700s,br 1704vw nC=OA +nC=OU


1603m 1603m 1603m 1603m Py(8a)+Raman AR(8a)
1583m 1583m AR(8a)


1576w 1576w Py(8b)
1525s 1526vw 1414s 1416vw Amide II
1497m 1497m Py(19a)
1454m 1458sh 1454m 1458sh d(CH3 )


1450m 1449 d(CH3 )
1437m 1442sh 1437m Py(19b)
1392m 1325w 1334vw d(OH,OD)+d(CH3 )
1367m 1367m w(CH2 ) or d(CH)


1353w 1353w d(CH)
1321m 1319m w(CH2 ) or t(CH2 )
1271m 1271w 1156b 1156w Amide III
1250m 1244w 1250m 1244w nC—OA


1213m 1213m Py(9a)
1201m 1203m AR(9a)


1180sh 1180w 1180sh 1180vw r(CH3 )
1168s,br 1164 nC—OU


1155m 1155m AR
1086w 1086w Py(18a)
1052s,br 1051s r(CH3 )
1024s 1030m 1030s 1030m Py(12)+AR(12)
1012m 1014s 1012m 1012s Py(1)


1003vs 1003vs AR(1)
984w 984w 984w 984w


940w
927m 927m


884m 884w n (C—C)
857m 857m 857w 857w
824m 824vw 824m 824vw
786m 781 d(O—C=OU )


766m 763m AR(4)
748s 751s Py(4)
702vs 702vs Py and AR(11)
673w 672w 673w
652w 652w 652w 652w Py(6a)
633m 633m g (C—C—OA )


622m 622m AR(6a)
611m,br Amide V
582vw 582vw 573vw 577vw
562m 563w 559m 559w


486w 486w
465m 465m out-of-plane skeletal deformation
348 347 and torsional modes
328 326
301w 300w
234m 232m
188m 187m Intermolecular modes
133m 131m


a n=Stretching, d=in-plane deformation, g=out-of-plane deformation, w=wagging, t= twisting,
r=rocking, Py=pyridine vibration, AR=aromatic vibration, vs=very strong, s=strong,
m=medium, w=weak, br=broad, sh=shoulder.
b Overlap with the vibration at 1167 cm21.
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pyridinium ion25 in pyridinium chloride or in the ionic
complexes between oxalic acid and pyridine.26 This feature,
and also the fact that the typical carboxylate bands are
absent, confirm the non-ionic structure of the OH· · ·N
hydrogen bridge. It is worth mentioning that in the
pentachlorophenol–4-methylpyridine complex, very deep
Evans holes at 1011 and 816 cm21 have been observed.
These holes have been assigned to strong resonance
coupling between the pyridine ring vibrations and the
stretching and out-of-plane deformation vibrations.14 They
were not observed in the present complexes, but a very
sharp minimum coinciding with the Raman frequency of the
n (12) vibration is observed at 1030 cm21. In the penta-
chlorophenol–4-methylpyridine complex, the O· · ·N
distance is slightly shorter and the departure from the
linearity somewhat smaller, the OH· · ·N angle being 176°.
This shows that a small shortening of the hydrogen bridge in
this critical range may have a great influence on the shape of
the infrared spectra.


As shown by recent ab initio calculations on N-
methoxycarbonylglycine,6 the vibrational modes of amino


acids are strongly coupled, and the assignment given in
Table 3 is only tentative. The n (C=OA ) and n (C=OU )
vibrations at 1712 and 1648 cm21 in BPA appear as a single
broad absorption in the complex. This may be due to the
fact that the two carbonyl distances are very different in
BPA but become similar in the complex (see above). The
amide II and III vibrations are easily identified at 1525 and
1271 cm21 in BPA.Py and at 1414 and 1156 cm21 in
BPAD .Py. Their intensities are very weak in the Raman
spectra. The in-plane deformation mode g (OH· · ·N) could
not be identified and probably overlaps with the pyridine 1
and 12 modes, as in the pentachlophenol–4-methylpyridine
complex.14


The near-infrared spectra (6250–3750 cm21 ) of BPA.Py
and BPAD .Py are shown in Figure 5. These spectra show
that the absorptions in the deuterated complex are stronger
than in the non-detuerated complex; we have no explanation
for this.


The broad bands observed in the mid-infrared disappear
in the near-infrared region. This is in agreement with the
theory of Bernard-Houplain and Sandorfy,27 predicting the


Figure 5. Near-infrared spectra (6250–3750 cm21 ) of (A) BPA.Py and (B) BPAD .Py
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same band shape in the near-infrared and Raman spectra of
hydrogen-bonded systems. No data on the overtone spectra
of N-tert-Boc-amino acids are available in the literature, and
for the pyridine derivatives only the overtones of the n (CH)
vibrations observed between 5830 and 6000 cm21 have
been investigated.28 These overtones are observed at 5957
and 5767 cm21 in the BPA complexes. More interesting are
the spectroscopic data observed between 5000 and
4000 cm21, summarized in Table 4. This table also gives the
frequencies of free pyridine and of the pyridinium ion as
determined recently.29 The trio of bands between 4670 and
4570 cm21 are characteristic of pyridine and are combina-
tions of the n (CH) and pyridine ring vibrations. In the
BPA.Py complex these three overtones are shifted upwards.
As for the fundamentals, the shifts are smaller than those
observed in the pyridinium ion. The same holds for the
overtone observed at 4131 cm21, which is probably due to
a combination 23n (8b)+n (1). As for the fundamentals,
the frequencies of these combinations are very insensitive to
deuteration. This is not the case for the 4758 cm21


absorption, which is shifted to 4516 cm21 on deuteration.
This absorption is assigned to the combination
n (C=OU )+23amide II, observed in aliphatic amides.30, 31


Finally, the strong absorption at 4360 cm21, observed in
other N-tert-Boc-amino acids,32 is assigned to a
n (CH3 )+d(CH3 ) combination of the tert-Boc group. Com-
binations involving the n (NH,ND) vibrations and the amide
I or amide II vibrations usually observed in aliphatic amides
between 4900 and 4700 cm21 30, 31 were not observed for the


present molecule.
The intense infrared absorption at 3337 cm21 is thus


assigned to the fundamental n (NH) vibration. One of the
referees requested some comments on the inelastic neutron
scattering study of crystalline amides such as N-methylace-
tamide and polyglycine that have shown that the 1575 cm21


mode must be attributed to the n (NH) vibration rather than
the 3250 cm21 mode, which was assigned to the 2n (NH)
overtone.33, 34 This lower frequency was interpreted as a
strong NH bond weakening by proton transfer to the
neighbouring oxygen. At room temperature, the relevant
picture becomes N2 · · ·H+ · · ·O2 , similar to strong
O2 · · ·H+ · · ·O2 hydrogen bonds. The proton transfer
dynamics can be described by a symmetric double mini-
mum potential function. At low temperature, there is a
dynamic proton exchange between amidic C(=O)NH and
imidic C(OH)=N forms. In our opinion, this interpretation
is very questionable. As pointed out by Perrin,35 the
hydrogen equally likely on the N and O atoms seems
doubtful owing to the very different energies (12 kcal-
mol21 ) of the two resonance forms. Also, the acidities of the
two proton donor bonds are badly mismatched. The
deprotonation energies (in the gas phase) of the NH and OH
bonds in N-methylacetamide and in imidic acids are 362·636


and 351·237 kcal mol21, respectively, and this makes the
proton transfer very unlikely. Spectroscopic arguments also
make the assignment of Kearley et al.34 very doubtful. The
infrared spectrum reproduced in Ref. 33 does not show the
characteristics of strong hydrogen bonds as in


Table 4. Near-infrared data (cm21 ) for the BPA.Py and BPAD .Py complexes and
assignment of the vibrationsa


Pyridinium
BPA.Py BPAD .Py Pyridineb iona Assignment


4758vw n C=OU +2amide II 1706+3052
4516vw n C=OU


+2amide II 1700+2818
4667m 4656 4711 n (CH)+Py(8a) 3085+1603


4663m 3084+1603
4617m 4598 4663 n (CH)+Py(8b) 3060+1576


4615 3059+1576
4578w 4555 4618 n (CH)+Py(19a) 3029+1497


4571w 3028+1497
4417m n (CH3 )+d(CH3 ) 2877+1454


4415m 2876+1454
4360s n (CH3 )+d(CH3 ) 2934+1454


4360s 2932+1454
4248m n (CH2 )+w(CH2 ) 2934+1367


4248m 2034+1367
4131w 4115 4129 2Py(8b)+Py(1) 3152+1012


4131m 3152+1012
4065mb,c ?
4044 n (CH)+AR(1) 3048+1003


4040 3044+1003


a n=Stretching, d=in-plane deformation, w=wagging, Py=pyridine vibration, AR=
aromatic vibration, s=strong, m=medium, w=weak.
b From Ref. 28.
c The band disappeared upon deuteration and could not be assigned.
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O2 · · ·H+ · · ·O2 systems where very broad bands are
observed. The overlapping of the 2n (OH) and the 2n (NH)
(?) bands at about 3200 cm21 also seems very doubtful and
the same remark also holds for the high intensity of the
overtone compared with the fundamental (?) at 1550 cm21.
One also obtains an unrealistic value of the anharmonicity
constant for the n (NH) vibration; at room temperature,
where the bands are observed at 3100 and 1550 cm21, this
constant is strictly zero, contradicting all classical theories
of hydrogen bonds. The isotopic ratio of the band at
3200 cm21 of 1·33 reflects also a characteristic hydrogen
bond of medium strength and not a very strong hydrogen
bond. Lastly, it must be mentioned that the near-infrared
spectrum of N-methylacetamide in CCl3F–C2Br2F4 shows at
low temperature a strong absorption at 6280 cm21. These
absorptions were assigned by Bernard-Houplain and San-
dorfy38 to the first overtone of the n (NH) vibration of
self-associated species, the fundamental being observed at
3250 cm21. The anharmonicity takes the realistic value of
2110 cm21. The assignment made by Kearley et al.34


should predict the third overtone of the n (NH) vibration at
about 6200 cm21. This assignment cannot account for the
high intensity of the band observed at this wavenumber.


DSC measurements


The melting temperature and the melting enthalpy are
117±0·1 °C and 146±0·3 J g21 for BPA.Py and 111±0·4 °C
and 109±0·1 J g21 for BPAD .Py. These results are in line
with the expansion of the crystalline lattice on deuteration.
No phase transition was observed.
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BOND DISTORTIONS IN THE RADICAL IONS OF SOME DOUBLE-
LAYER NON-BENZENOID PHANES


MASAHIRO KATAOKA
Tohoku College of Pharmacy, Komatsushima 4-4-1, Aoba-ku, Sendai 981, Japan


The C—C bond distortions in the radical cations and anions of double-layer heptalenophane, cyclopent[cd]azuleno-
phane, cyclopenta[ef]heptalenophane, dicyclohepta[cd, gh]pentalenophane and dicyclopenta[ef, kl]heptalenophane are
examined by use of the symmetry rule and the semiempirical Pariser–Parr–Pople-type SCF MO method. It is predicted
that the radical cation and anion of heptalenophane should suffer in-phase and out-of-phase bond alternations, the
molecular symmetry being reduced from D2h to C2h and D2, respectively. In contrast, the other radical ions are expected
not to undergo any bond distortions, retaining the full molecular symmetry group. This difference is explained in terms
of pseudo Jahn-Teller effect. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The symmetry rule1–3 has been successfully applied to the
problem of the bond distortions in conjugated hydro-
carbons.4–6 The rule has predicted that pentalene and
heptalene (1)4, 5 suffer bond alternations whereas their
radical cations and anions6 suffer no bond distortions. Using
the symmetry rule, we have previously examined7–9 bond
distortions in non-benzenoid phanes.10–16 The results have
shown that not only double-layer pentalenophane7 but also
its radical cation and anion8 should be distorted into C2h and
D2 bond-alternated structures: in the C2h structure, two
bond-alternated pentalene subsystems are coupled in phase
and, on the other hand, they are coupled out of phase in the
D2 structure. We have also predicted that double-layer
heptalenophane should exhibit in-phase and out-of-phase
bond alternations.9 From these results, the question arises of
whether the radical cation and anion of heptalenophane
undergo in-phase and out-of-phase bond alternations. It is
also intriguing to investigate whether or not bond distortions
occur in the radical cations and anions of the nonbenzenoid
phanes composed of cyclopent[cd]azulene (2), cyclo-
penta[ef]heptalene (3), dicyclohepta[cd, gh]pentalene (4),
and dicyclopenta[ef, kl]heptalene (5) (Figure 1), because
these molecules contain pentalene- and heptalene-like
skeletons of interest.


In this work, we examined the bond distortions in the
radical cations and anions of double-layer heptalenophane
(6+ and 62 ), cyclopent[cd]azulenophane (7+ and 72 ),
cyclopenta[ef]heptalenophane (8+ and 82 ), dicyclohep-
ta[cd, gh]pentalenophane (9+ and 92 ) and dicyclopenta[ef,
kl]heptalenophane (10+ and 102 ). We carried out dimer
model17, 18 calculations (Figure 2), using the open-shell RHF


formalism of the Pariser–Parr–Pople-type SCF MO method
with the variable bond-length technique.6, 19 The total energy
was assumed to be the sum of the p-electron and s-bond
energies of the parent molecules, the latter being calculated
by use of the harmonic oscillator model20 with a force
constant of 714 kcal mol21 Å22. In the dimer model, the
two planar subsystems are fully overlapped. The distance
between the subsystems (D) is set to 3·3 Å, the average
intersubsystem distance in [2·2](2, 6)azulenophane.14 Pre-
liminary x-ray analysis14 of this phane indicated a barrel
shape with deformed, non-planar subsystems. In order to
predict whether a conjugated molecule suffers a pseudo-
Jahn–Teller distortion, it is essential to obtain the lowest
excitation energy of the molecule. We examined the
deformation effect on the lowest excitation energy of syn-
azulenophane by considering the non-planar configuration
suggested by the preliminary x-ray analysis and the planar
configuration with the average intersubsystem distance. The
lowest excitation energies of the two configurations were
calculated to be much the same. The influence of the
deformation of the subsystems on the lowest excitation
energy or on the bond distortion was thus taken into account
through the adoption of the average intersubsystem dis-
tance. In the present calculations, we therefore used the
dimer model composed of planar subsystems with the
average intersubsystem distance. The maximum symmetry
was assumed to be D2h for 6+ , 62 , 9+ , 92 , 10+ and 102 and
C2v for 7+ , 72 , 8+ and 82 . Further, we considered the
pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect on bond distortions by using the
symmetry rule.4–6


The symmetry rule states that if the energy gap between
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the ground (c0) and the relevant excited doublet state (cn) of
an open-shell conjugated hydrocarbon is smaller than a
critical value, the energy of the molecule should be lowered


by an unsymmetrical nuclear deformation, and a pseudo-
Jahn–Teller distortion from symmetry should occur
spontaneously. The symmetry of the distortion is identical
with that of the direct product between the symmetries of c0


and cn. The transition density r0n indicates the most
favorable bond distortion. The critical value6 is about 0.6 eV
for a one-electron transition from a doubly occupied MO fd


to the singly occupied MO fs (an excited configuration cA)
and that from fs to a virtual MO fv (cB).21 A one-electron
transition from fd to fv produces two excited configura-
tions, cCa and cCb.21 For cCa, the critical value is estimated
to be about 1·2 eV. Another configuration cCb does not
contribute to any bond distortions, because the transition
density vanishes.


Table 1 shows the energy gaps and the symmetries of the
ground and low-lying excited doublet states of the fully
symmetrical structures. Figure 3 summarizes the transition
densities for 6+ , 62 , 9+ and 102 .


The energy gap (E1 2E0) of 6+ is smaller than the critical
value, about 0.6 eV. This predicts that the au (B2u 3B2g)
distortion should occur in the ground state 2B2u. The
transition density r01 shown in Figure 3 indicates out-of-
phase bond alternation, which accompanies the molecular
symmetry reduction D2h→D2. Since the second excited
doublet state 2B1g is a cCb-type excited state, this state does
not induce any ground-state distortions. In-phase bond
alternation is expected not to occur in the 2B2u state. In the
2B2g state, however, the in-phase bond alternation is
predicted from the transition density between the 2B2g and
2B1g states, r12 in Figure 3. The energy difference between
these states (E2 2E1) is 0·14 eV. This small energy gap
suggests that 6+ suffers in-phase bond alternation and
simultaneously the symmetry reduction D2h→C2h. Similarly,
in 62 , the transition density r01 indicates out-of-phase bond
alternation, whereas r12 indicates in-phase bond alternation
(Figure 3).


In 9+ , the energy gap of 0·15 eV is smaller than the


Figure 1. Carbon skeletons of parent molecules, numbering of
atomic positions and choice of molecular axes


Figure 2. Dimer model (6+ and 62 ). D represents the distance
between the two subsystems. Similarly, in the other non-benzenoid


phanes, the two subsystems are fully overlapped


Table 1. Energy gaps and symmetries of the first excited doublet
states of the radical ions 6+ –102


Energy gap (symmetry,
Molecule (point group, main configuration),
ground-state symmetry) (E1 2E0) (eV)


6+ (D2h, B2u) 0·19 (B2g, cB)
0·33 (B1g, cCb)a


62 (D2h, B2g) 0·29 (B2u, cA)
0·41 (B1u, cCb)a


7+ (C2v, B1) 1·11 (A1, cA)
72 (C2v, B2) 0·87 (A1, cB)
8+ (C2v, A2) 0·64 (A1, cB)
82 (C2v, A1) 0·85 (A2, cA)
9+ (D2h, B1g) 0·15 (B3u, cA)
92 (D2h, B3g) 0·69 (Ag, cB)
10+ (D2h, B1g) 0·79 (B2g, cA)
102 (D2h, B1u) 0·30 (B3g, cB)


a Energy gap and symmetry for the second excited doublet state·
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critical value for symmetry reduction. This suggests that the
radical cation undergoes the pseudo-Jahn–Teller bond
distortion from D2h to C2v by the vibronic interaction
between the ground and the first excited doublet state
through the b2u (B1g 3B3u) nuclear deformation. However, as
shown in Figure 3, almost all of the nearest two-center
components of transition density are much smaller than
those in 6+ and 62 . For this reason, the vibronic interaction
should be small in magnitude and hence no symmetry
reduction is expected to occur. Also in 102 , no bond
distortions are predicted: although the energy gap of
0·30 eV is small enough to cause the b2u (B1u 3B3g)


distortion, this distortion is not significant, because the two-
center components of transition density (Figure 3) are small
compared with those in 6+ and 62 .


In the other radical ions, the first excitation energy, shown
in Table 1, is greater than the critical value, so that these
radical ions should suffer no pseudo-Jahn–Teller bond
distortions.


We then tried to obtain the distorted structures, using the
starting geometries indicated by the transition densities.
Figure 4 summarizes the molecular symmetry-groups and
bond lengths corresponding to the distorted structures of 6+


and 62 and to the most favorable structures of 7+ 2102 .


Figure 3. Two-center components of transition densities in subsystems for 6+ , 62 , 9+ and 102 . A set of the absolute values for a molecule
is obtained by use of the reflections for D2h
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Figure 4. Predicted C—C bond lengths (Å) of the radical ions. The remaining bond lengths are given by reflections and C2 rotations
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Table 2. Spin densities (rs) and hyperfine splittings (aH) of the radical ions
6+ –102


Atom rs |aH| (mT) rs |aH| (mT)


6+ (D2) 62 (D2)


1 0·062 (0·005)a 0·156 (0·012)a 0·026 (0·084) 0·066 (0·209)
2 0·043 (0·080) 0·107 (0·198) 0·037 (0·000) 0·091 (0·000)
3 0·038 (0·000) 0·094 (0·000) 0·049 (0·083) 0·121 (0·206)
4 0·040 (0·080) 0·099 (0·198) 0·036 (0·000) 0·090 (0·000)
5 0·019 (0·005) 0·049 (0·012) 0·073 (0·084) 0·181 (0·209)
11 0·048 (0·081) 0·029 (0·000)


6+ (C2h) 62 (C2h)


1 0·084 0·209 0·006 0·016
2 0·019 0·048 0·061 0·152
3 0·063 0·157 0·024 0·059
4 0·016 0·041 0·060 0·150
5 0·043 0·108 0·047 0·117
11 0·024 0·052


7+ (C2v) 72 (C2v)


1 0·102 0·255 0·002 0·004
2 0·003 0·009 0·072 0·180
5 0·003 0·008 0·012 0·030
6 0·008 0·019 0·061 0·151
9 0·013 0·103
11 0·111 0
12 0·131 0


8+ (C2v) 82 (C2v)


1 0·031 0·077 0·009 0·022
3 0·009 0·023 0·044 0·110
4 0·072 0·178 0·001 0·003
5 0·001 0·003 0·081 0·203
6 0·055 0·138 0·007 0·018
11 0·082 0·016
13 0 0·085
14 0 0·098


9+ (D2h) 92 (D2h)


1 0·053 0·131 0·005 0·012
2 0·029 0·072 0·038 0·095
5 0·074 0·185 0 0
11 0·006 0·082
15 0 0


10+ (D2h) 102 (D2h)


1 0·019 0·048 0·003 0·008
2 0·002 0·004 0·065 0·162
5 0·072 0·181 0 0
11 0·068 0·011
15 0 0·092


a Values for the D2h structures in parentheses
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In 6+ and 62 , in-phase and out-of-phase bond-alternated
structures are obtained. This means that, as expected above,
both the ions undergo the pseudo-Jahn–Teller distortions.
The in-phase bond alternation reduces the molecular
symmetry from D2h to C2h, whereas the out-of-phase bond
alternation reduces the molecular symmetry from D2h to D2.
In both the C2h and the D2 structures, a strong second-order
double-bond fixation22 is seen on the carbon peripheries of
the subsystems. The stabilization energy that favors the
distorted structure is calculated to be 13·5 kcal mol21 for 6+


(D2), 14·0 kcal mol21 for 6+ (C2h), 13·3 kcal mol21 for 62


(D2) and 14·0 kcal mol21 for 62 (C2h). The symmetry rule
does not predict any further bond distortions that reduce the
molecular symmetries; that is, molecular symmetry reduc-
tions from D2 or from C2h are expected not to occur in these
radical ions.


The results in Figure 4 also show that the other radical
ions undergo no bond distortions. Our calculations confirm
the above prediction by the symmetry rule. In 9+ and 102 ,
the first excited doublet state is predicted to lie near the
ground state.


Table 2 summarizes the spin densities and the possible
hyperfine splittings, calculated by use of McConnell‘s
relation23 with |Q|=2·494 mT. The spin densities are
obtained from the electron densities of the singly occupied
MOs. From Table 2 we see that in 6+ and 62 the
distributions of spin densities for the D2 and C2h structures
are more delocalized than that for the D2h structure. This is
due to the effect brought about by the pseudo-Jahn–Teller
distortions, that is, the out-of-phase and in-phase bond
alternations. In both the radical ions, the out-of-phase bond-
alternated (D2) structure has the more delocalized
distribution of the spin densities than the in-phase bond-
alternated (C2h) structure. This is also found in the radical
cation and anion of pentalenophane.8


In conclusion, the radical ions 6+ and 62 show the in-
phase and out-of-phase bond alternations. The total energies
of the two bond-alternated structures are almost the same.
On the other hand, the fully symmetrical structure is stable
in 7+ –102 . Despite the small energy gaps (E1 2E0), neither
9+ nor 102 has any bond-distorted ground-state structures,


because of the weak vibronic interaction between the
ground and the first excited doublet states. The other radical
ions remain fully symmetrical owing to the large energy
gaps (E1 2E0).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONALLY EXTENDED
HYDROPHOBIC CAVITIES. DIFFERENCE IN MOLECULAR


RECOGNITION ABILITY BETWEEN STEROID AND OCTOPUS
CYCLOPHANES
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SUEHIRO2


1 Institute for Fundamental Research in Organic Chemistry, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812–81, Japan
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The guest-binding behavior of two different cyclophane hosts, each being capable of providing a three-dimensionally
extended hydrophobic cavity toward aromatic guests, was examined in aqueous media: a steroid cyclophane bearing
four rigid cholate moieties and an octopus cyclophane having four flexible double-chain segments. Even though the
binding constant for 2,7-dihydroxynaphthalene with the steroid cyclophane was comparable to that with the octopus
cyclophane, the guest binding modes were very different from each other, as confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. That
is, the steroid cyclophane incorporates the guest into its rigid macrocyclic cavity with axial geometry whereas the
octopus cyclophane provides a three-dimensional space created by the macrocyclic skeleton and the flexible
hydrocarbon chains so that the long axis of the guest becomes more or less perpendicular to the molecular axis of the
host upon complexation. Temperature-dependent molecular recognition by these hosts toward 8-anilinonaphthalene-
1-sulfonate was examined by means of fluorescence spectroscopy. Characteristic differences in the guest-binding mode
between these hosts were sensitively reflected in the thermodynamic entropy change on host–guest complexation and the
temperature-dependent microscopic viscosity experienced by the guest at the binding site. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Bioactive molecules such as antibodies, enzymes, nucleic
acids and receptors exhibit supramolecular functions origi-
nating from ingenious molecular recognition that is attained
by integration of various non-covalent interactions. Recent
tremendous advances in supramolecular chemistry have
deepened our understanding of non-covalent interactions for
molecular recognition and have resulted in many artificial
supramolecules.1–6 As one type of such supramolecular
elements, cyclophanes capable of furnishing a large hydro-
phobic cavity have been widely employed up to the present
time.7–15 Although simple cyclophane derivatives exhibit
valuable biomimetic functions when they constitute supra-
molecules, the supramolecular effects could be made more
pronounced by modifications of their shallow cavities to
afford three-dimensionally extended hydrophobic spaces.


Among various cyclophane-type macrocyclic hosts, so-
called cage-type cyclophanes have been developed along
this line.16–22


On the other hand, we have also adopted another
approach to create three-dimensionally extended hydro-
phobic spaces by the introduction of multiple hydrophobic
branches into the cyclophane skeleton. We call cyclophane
derivatives having four rigid bile acid moieties ‘steroid
cyclophanes’23–27 and cyclophanes bearing eight flexible
hydrocarbon chains ‘octopus cyclophanes.’24,28–30 In aque-
ous media, the hydrophobic branches of the host molecule
come close to each other through the hydrophobic inter-
action to furnish a large cavity for molecular recognition.
We have already clarified that steroid cyclophanes perform
effective guest recognition as artificial cell-surface receptors
embedded in bilayer membranes23–27 and that the octopus
cyclophanes behave as potent artificial apoenzymes for the
catalytic simulation of vitamin B6- and B12-dependent
enzymes.31,32* Correspondence to: J. Kikuchi or Y. Murakami.
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In order to obtain further insights into the molecular
recognition abilities of cyclophanes bearing multiple hydro-
phobic branches, we have now examined differences in
guest binding behavior in aqueous solutions between the
steroid cyclophane 1 and octopus cyclophane 2 with the
focus on their guest-binding modes and temperature-
dependent complexation behavior.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. 2,7-Dihydroxynaphthalene (2,7-DHN) (Wako
Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan) and sodium
8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonate (ANS) (Nacalai Tesque,
Kyoto Japan) were guaranteed reagents and used without
further purification. A steroid cyclophane, 1, 6, 20,
25-tetrakis {[2 - (3a, 7a, 12a - trihydroxy-5b-cholan-24-
oyl)amino]-6-ammoniohexanoyl}-1, 6, 20, 25-tetraaza-
[6.1.6.1]paracyclophane tetrachloride (1)25 and an octopus
cyclophane, N, N9, N0, N09-tetrakis {3-(N,N-didocecylcarba-
moyl) - 3 - [(trimethylammonio)acetamido]propanoyl}-1, 6,
20, 25-tetraaza[6.1.6.1]paracyclophane tetrabromide (2),24


were prepared according to literature methods.


Measurements. Surface tension measurements were per-
formed with a Shimadzu ST-1 surface tensometer
assembled according to the Wilhelmy principle and
dynamic light-scattering measurements were carried out


with a Photal (Otsuka Electronics) DLS-700 dynamic light-
scattering spectrophotometer (He–Ne laser, 632·8 nm)
equipped with a NEC PC-9801 RA personal computer.
NMR spectra were taken on a JEOL JNM-270 spectrometer.
Fluorescence spectra were measured with a Hitachi 650-40
spectrofluorimeter. Steady-state fluorescence polarization
data were obtained on a Union Giken FS-501A spec-
trophotometer equipped with a Sord M200 Mark II
microcomputer, and fluorescence lifetimes were recorded
on a Horiba NAES-1100 time-resolved spectrofluorimeter.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


1,6,20,25-Tetraaza[6.1.6.1]paracyclophane (CP44), de-
signed by Odashima et al.,33 is one of the most effective
macrocycles capable of binding aromatic guest molecules to
its inner cavity. We adopted this molecular component here
as a common macrocyclic skeleton for designing the steroid
cyclophane 1 and the octopus cyclophane 2. Thus, we could
examine the molecular recognition abilities of the present
hosts bearing multiple hydrophobic branches in comparison
with that of CP44 itself.


Both cyclophanes 1 and 2 have an amphiphilic character
capable of forming a molecular assembly in aqueous media.
The critical aggregate concentration (cac) values in aqueous
acetate buffer (0·01 mol dm23) at pH 5·0 and room tem-
perature (298 K), as evaluated by means of surface tension
measurements based on the Wilhelmy principle, were
6·231026 and 6·031024 mol dm23 for 1 and 2, re-
spectively. Although the aggregate structures of these
cyclophanes have not been clarified, the formation of
relatively large aggregates was observed in a concentration
range above the cac; the hydrodynamic diameters for
aggregates of 1 and 2 in aqueous acetate buffer
(0·01 mol dm23) at pH 5·0 and room temperature (298 K)
were 650 and 580 nm, respectively, as evaluated by means
of dynamic light-scattering measurements. In spite of such
complexity in aggregation behavior, these cyclophanes
showed simple guest-binding behavior based on 1:1 host–
guest complexation regardless of the concentration range,
above or below the cac (see below). Other macrocyclic
molecules having amphiphilic character were found to
incorporate a guest molecule into their cavities in 1:1
stoichiometry and such binding behavior was maintained in
a similar manner even under conditions that allow aggrega-
tion of the host.30,34,35


First, we investigated the geometries of host–guest
complexes of the cyclophanes with 2,7-dihydroxynaphtha-
lene (2,7-DHN) in aqueous solution by means of 1H NMR
spectroscopy. Upon complexation of the guest with the
steroid cyclophane at pD 5·0 and 303 K under conditions
that allow the host to behave as a tetracationic species, 1
acted to induce marked upfield shifts of the proton signals of
the guest while the signal splitting for aromatic protons of
the host was much enhanced (Figure 1). The present
spectral behavior is analogous to that reported for a complex


Formulae 1 and 2.
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composed of CP44 and 2,7-DHN,36 except for the following
aspects. The aromatic proton signals of the steroid cyclo-
phane are broader than those of CP44 in the presence and
absence of the guest molecule, reflecting restricted molec-
ular motion of the benzene rings in the former host due to
presence of the hydrophobic branches. The extents of
upfield shifts of the guest signals are 1-H≈4-H>3-H for the
steroid cyclophane and 1-H>4-H>3-H for CP44.


For complexation of 2,7-DHN with the octopus cyclo-
phane 2 at 303 K in D2O, the 1H NMR signals were very
broad and the chemical shifts for the guest protons were not
clearly observed. Such signal broadening was improved at
higher temperatures. Hence the measurements were also
carried out at 343 K for the steroid and octopus cyclo-


phanes.
Binding constants (K) for the host–guest complexes, free


energies of complexation (DG8) and complexation-induced
shifts (CIS), the shifts of NMR signals for the guest upon
100% complexation, were evaluated from the 1H NMR
titration curves by means of the numerical curve-fitting
method in a manner similar to that reported previously.37


The results are summarized in Table 1 along with the
corresponding values for a cyclophane derivative bearing
four hydrophilic branches (3)38 as a reference, 3 being
present in a zwitterionic form at pD 6·5.


Whereas the binding of 2,7-DHN to the cyclophane was
much enhanced by hydrophobic modification of the host
molecule, the K values for the steroid cyclophane and the
octopus cyclophane were comparable to each other at
343 K. However, the guest-binding modes of these cyclo-
phane hosts were found to be markedly different from each
other.


Judging from the CIS values, the guest is incorporated
into the macrocyclic cavity with the long axis of the
naphthalene ring parallel to the molecular axis of the steroid
cyclophane, i.e. axial geometry, as shown schematically in
Figure 2(a). The guest-binding mode of the steroid cyclo-
phane is similar to that of 3. It has been reported that the
geometry of 2,7-DHN incorporated into CP44 is in a
pseudo-axial mode with the long axis of its naphthalene ring
penetrating the cavity obliquely.36 Thus, a slight difference
in the binding mode between the steroid cyclophane and
CP44 partly comes from changes in the bond characters of
four nitrogen atoms in the macrocycle, that is, whether they
are amide or amino nitrogens. The larger binding constant
for a complex composed of CP44 and 2,7-DHN
(K=2·83103 dm3 mol21 in D2O at pD 1·2 and 301 K)36 to
that for the 3–2,7-DHN complex supports such an inter-
pretation. However, a more dominant effect is presumably
provided by the rigid hydrophobic branches. The four
hydrophobic branches of the steroid cyclophane seem to
force the guest to align its longer molecular axis parallel to
the molecular axis of the host.


On the other hand, the guest-binding mode of the octopus
cyclophane is very different from that of the steroid
cyclophane; the extents of upfield shifts of the guest signals


Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra (270 MHz) of (a) 1 (1·03
1023 mol dm23), (b) 2,7-DHN (1·031023 mol dm23) and (c) 1 and
2,7-DHN (1·031023 mol dm23 each) in D2O at pH 5·0 and 303 K,
with methanol (0·1% v/v) as an internal reference (d=3·34 ppm)


Table 1. Binding constants (K), free energies of complexation (DG8) and CIS values for
2,7-DHN with cyclophane hosts in D2O


a


CIS (ppm)


Host Temperature (K) K(dm3 mol21) DG8 (kJ mol21) 1-H 3-H 4-H


1 303 4200 221·0 21·52 20·63 21·48
1 343 1900 221·5 20·73 20·43 20·78
2 343 1630 221·1 20·17 20·22 20·38
3 303 490 215·6 21·60 20·60 21·56


aConcentrations in mol dm23: 2,7-DHN, 1·031023; cyclophanes, 2·531024–3·031023.
Medium pH: 5·0, 7·6 and 6·5 for 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Values of temperature, K, DG8 and
CIS are accurate to within ±0·1 K, ±5%, ±0·2 kJ mol21 and ±0·02 ppm, respectively.
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decrease in the order 4-H>3-H>1-H for 2 and the CIS
values are relatively small. The results indicate that the
2,7-DHN molecule is present floating in the hydrophobic
three-dimensional space created by the macrocyclic skele-
ton and the flexible hydrocarbon chains, as shown in Figure
2(b).


Next, we evaluated the recognition behavior of the
modified cyclophanes towards 8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sul-
fonate (ANS) by means of fluorescence spectroscopy. The
steroid cyclophane and the octopus cyclophane are known
to markedly enhance the emission intensity originating from
ANS and to induce a blue shift of its fluorescence maximum
upon complexation.24,29 We focused here on the temperature
dependence of the molecular recognition behavior in
aqueous media. Binding constants (K) for 1:1 host–guest
complexes of the cyclophanes with ANS and the corre-
sponding free energy changes (DG°) were evaluated for the
temperature range 295–335 K in a manner similar to that
reported previously.29 The results are summarized in Table 2
along with the emission maxima (lmax) for ANS bound to
the hosts; the lmax value in water without any host is
515 nm.


The K and lmax values for ANS bound to CP44 were


reported to be 6·33103 dm3 mol21 and 500 nm, respec-
tively, in KCl–HCl buffer at pH 1·95 and 298 K.39 With
regard to recognition of the ANS molecule, which is more
bulky than 2,7-DHN, the introduction of hydrophobic
branches, such as rigid cholate moieties or flexible hydro-
carbon chains, into the macrocyclic skeleton resulted in a
marked enhancement of the binding ability towards the
hydrophobic guest.


When R ln K was plotted against 1/T on the basis of the
typical van’t Hoff equation:


R ln K=2DH°(1/T)+DS° (1)


a good linear relationship with a correlation coefficient
r=0.999 was obtained for the 1–ANS complex system and
the thermodynamic parameters were evaluated as
DH°=218.3 kJ mol21 and DS°=36·0 J mol21 K21. On the
other hand, the corresponding plot for the 2–ANS complex
system did not show a linear relationship (r=0·970). This
indicates that a change in heat capacity upon complexation
at constant pressure [DCp°=(dDH°/dT)p] cannot be
neglected for the present system. Hence the thermodynamic
parameters need to be analyzed on the basis of Eqn (2)
allowing for the effect of a temperature-invariant heat
capacity change in place of Eqn (1):


R ln K=2DH0(1/T)+DCp°ln T+(DS0 2DCp°) (2)


where DH0 and DS0 are constants of integration:
DH8=DH0 +TDCp8 and DS8=DS0 +DCp8 ln T.40 By using a
numerical curve-fitting procedure with three adjustable
parameters, the thermodynamic parameters for the 2–ANS
complex system were evaluated as DH8=210·6 kJ mol21


and DS8=88·0 J mol21 K21 at 298 K and DCp8=
21160 J mol21 K21.


In general, the DCp8 values for the complexation of rigid
macrocyclic compounds such as cyclophanes and cyclodex-
trins with hydrophobic guests in aqueous media have been
reported to be in the range 250 to 2800 J mol21 K21.40–42


Accordingly, the DCp8 value for the 2–ANS complex system
is larger than those for these host–guest systems and
comparable to those for interactions of proteins with small
ligands such as binding of a coenzyme or a substrate to an
apoenzyme; the DCp8 values are in a range 2350 to
21700 J mol21 K21.43,44 Although the large and negative
DCp8 value observed for the guest binding of the octopus
cyclophane may be partly attributable to the hydrophobic
effect,42,44 the induced-fit character of the octopus cyclo-
phane would make an additional contribution to the heat
capacity. On the other hand, the DCp8 value is ignored for
the binding of ANS by the steroid cyclophane, suggesting
that some other effects are involved to compensate for the
decrease in the DCp8 value by the hydrophobic interaction.
We have recently clarified that 1 can recognize guest
molecules through hydrogen-bonding interactions in addi-
tion to hydrophobic and electrostatic effects.27 Hence the
formation of hydrogen bonds upon complexation may be


Formula 3.


Figure 2. Schematic representation of geometries of the host–guest
complexes of 2,7-DHN with (a) 1 and (b) 2
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one of the effects that act to increase the DCp8 value.
The positive DS8 values for the present host–guest


complexation must come from effective desolvation of the
guest molecule incorporated into the host cavities and partly
from conformational changes of the hosts owing to the
induced-fit binding of the guest molecule. Since, as
described below, the desolvation effects seem to be
comparable to each other between the steroid cyclophane
and the octopus cyclophane as evaluated from the lmax


values, the DS8 difference primarily reflects a difference in
conformational change between both hosts when the
induced-fit binding takes place.


The lmax values measured at various temperatures for
ANS bound to the host, 1 or 2, as listed in Table 2 are much
smaller than those for the identical guest bound to CP44
(lmax =500 nm). The results indicate that the guest-binding
sites of both cyclophanes are well desolvated and sig-
nificantly hydrophobic. It is noteworthy that the lmax value
for ANS bound to the steroid cyclophane was independent
of temperature whereas the value for the identical guest
bound to the octopus cyclophane was gradually shifted to
longer wavelength when the temperature was raised. Hence
the guest binding site of the steroid cyclophane seems to be
relatively rigid whereas that of the octopus cyclophane is
presumably rather soft.


In order to obtain further insights into microenviron-
mental properties around the guest binding sites provided by
these cyclophane derivatives, the rotational correlation time
(u) of the guest incorporated into the host was evaluated
from the observed values of the steady-state fluorescence
polarization (P) and fluorescence lifetime (t) on the basis of
Perrins equation:45


1/P21/3=(1/P0 21/3)(1+t/u) (3)


where P0 is the maximum value of P for a guest without any
rotational motion; P0 =0·42730 for ANS. The P and t values
for ANS bound to 1 and 2 measured at various temperatures
are listed in Table 3, and the u values are temperature
dependent, as shown in Figure 3. Although the host–guest
complexes are not completely formed under the conditions
specified in Table 3, the fluorescence intensity due to the
free guest is extremely weak (less than 1%) relative to that
due to the bound guest. Hence the contribution of the free
guest to the P value can be neglected for both cyclophane
systems in the temperature range employed.


Since the t value for ANS in water is 0·55 ns,46 theTable 2. Temperature dependence of binding constant (K), free
energy of complexation (DG8) and emission maximum (lmax) for
ANS with cyclophane hosts in aqueous acetate buffer


(1.031022 mol dm23) at pH 5·0a


Host Temperature (K) K (dm3 mol21) DG8 (kJ mol21) lmax (nm)


1 295 1·303105 228·9 471
303 1·103105 229·2 471
311 8·773104 229·4 471
319 7·523104 229·8 471
327 6·293104 230·0 471
335 5·403104 230·4 471


2 295 3·063106 236·6 466
303 2·533106 237·1 467
312 2·023106 237·7 469
318 1·753106 238·0 471
326 1·143106 237·8 473
335 7·123105 237·5 476


aConcentrations in mol dm23: ANS, 1·031026 and 2·031027 for
complexation with 1 and 2, respectively; 1, 4·031026–3·031025;
2, 4·031027–3·031026. Excitation wavelength, 375 nm. Values
of temperature, K, DG8 and lmax are accurate to within ±0·1 K,
±3%, ±0·1 kJ mol21 and ±0·5 nm, respectively.


Table 3. Temperature dependence of steady-state fluorescence
polarization values (P) and fluorescence lifetime (t) for ANS bound
to cyclophane hosts in aqueous acetate buffer


(1.031022 mol dm23) at pH 5·0a


Host 1 Host 2


Temperature (K) P t (ns) Temperature (K) P t (n/s)


292 0·075 14·0 292 0·318 13·4
303 0·069 13·6 302 0·298 12·1
312 0·056 12·5 312 0·282 11·4
320 0·053 11·9 321 0·261 10·8
330 0·045 11·6 330 0·235 10·0
336 0·037 10·9 335 0·221 9·6


aConcentrations in mol dm23: ANS, 1·031026 and 2·031027 for
complexation with 1 and 2, respectively; 1, 1·031025; 2,
2·031026. Excitation wavelength, 375 nm. Values of temperature,
P and t are accurate to within ±0·1 K, ±0·002 and ±0·3 ns,
respectively.


Figure 3. Temperature dependence of rotational correlation times
for ANS bound to (a) 1 and (b) 2 in aqueous acetate buffer
(1.031022 mol dm23) at pH 5·0. Values of K and u are accurate
within ±0·1 K and ±5%, respectively
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fluorescence lifetime of the guest was extremely prolonged
upon complexation with these host molecules, reflecting
well the desolvated and hydrophobic properties of the
binding sites of both hosts. While the t values for ANS
bound to 1 and 2 are comparable to each other, there are
large differences in the P value between the hosts. Thus, the
u value for ANS bound to the octopus cyclophane is much
larger than that for the guest bound to the steroid
cyclophane. In addition, a marked temperature dependence
of the u value for ANS was observed upon complex
formation with the octopus cyclophane; the molecular
motion of the guest is extremely restricted at low tem-
peratures. On the other hand, the guest molecule is more
loosely bound to the steroid cyclophane, as reflected by the
u value. When 1 was replaced with another steroid
cyclophane lacking hydroxyl groups on the steroid moiety
(4),27 the following values were obtained for complexation
with ANS:K=4·23104 dm3 mol21, lmax =464 nm P=0·242,
t=15·9 ns and u=17·9 ns at 303 K. As for steroid cyclo-
phane 1, the hydroxyl groups on the steroid moieties play a
specific role in binding the guest molecule as reflected by
the binding constant and the rotational correlation time.


In conclusion, we have demonstrated the unique guest-
binding behavior of two artificial hosts, steroid cyclophane
1 and octopus cyclophane 2. Each host provides a three-
dimensionally extended hydrophobic cavity created by a
macrocyclic skeleton and four hydrophobic branches in
aqueous media. While both hosts bind aromatic guests with
large binding constants, their guest-binding modes are
different from each other. The steroid cyclophane provides
a rigid hydrophobic space maintaining characteristic molec-
ular recognition capability by the macrocyclic skeleton. On
the other hand, the octopus cyclophane provides a highly
viscous microenvironment owing to its potent induced-fit
character. These host molecules are expected to display


their respective individualities in various supramolecular
processes as artificial enzymes or receptors.
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Nucleophilic substitution reactions of cycloalkylmethyl arenesulfonates (CmH2n21CH2OSO2C6H4Z) with anilines
(XC6H4NH2 ) in methanol at 65.0 °C were studied. The reactivity order (n=4>6>7>5) reflects largely the order of steric
effect of the ring size (SEs term) except for n=5, which exhibits the least reactivity. This reversal of the order for n=5
is considered to result from large rate retardation due to polar effect of the r*s* term. Application of the Taft equation
to the rate data for n=5 and 6 gives r*=17·4 and S=2·3 with correlation coefficient of 0·90. The s* values for n=4 and
7 are estimated to be 20·23 and 20·11, respectively. The positive rXZ values of ca 0·3 are consistent with previous results
for the reactions at primary reaction centers. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


It has been shown that a Taylor series expansion of log kxz


for dually substituted reaction systems leads to a simple
second-order expression


log(kXZ /kHH )=rXsX +rZsZ +rXZsXsZ (1a)


rXZ =
2 logk
sXsZ


=
rZ


sX


=
rX


sZ


(1b)


upon neglect of pure second-order (rXX and rZZ ) and higher
order (rXXZ , etc.) terms.1 The magnitude of the cross-
interaction constant rXZ between two substituents on the
nuclophile (X) and leaving group (Z) in SN2 processes is a
measure of the transition-state (TS) tightness;1, 2 the greater
is |rXZ |, the tighter is the TS. An interesting aspect of the TS
tightness for SN2 processes is that the TS is tight (|rXZ| is
large) or loose (|rXZ| is small) depending on whether the
reaction center carbon is primary (rXZ ≈0·3),3 secondary
(rXZ ≈0·1)4 or tertiary (rXZ ≈20·04),5 but the TS tightness
varies very little with regard to the group attached to the
reaction center. For nucleophilic substitution reactions of
cycloalkyl arenesulfonates (CnH2n21OSO2C6H4Z, which


react at secondary carbon centers) with anilines
(NH2C6H4X) in acetonitrile at 65·0 °C, the rXZ values were
uniformly 0·11 for all the compounds investigated (n=4–7)
irrespective of the ring size;6 the magnitude (0·11) is ca one
third of the rXZ values observed for primary carbon centers
(rXZ ≈0·3).3, 4


In this work, we carried out similar kinetic studies of the
aminolysis of cycloalkyl compounds with primary carbon
reaction centers, cycloalkylmethyl arenesulfonates


2XC6H4NH2 +CnH2n21CH2OSO2C6H4Z __→MeOH


65·0 °C


CnH2n21CH2NHC6H4X+XC6H4NH+
3 + 2 OSO2C6H4Z (2)


n=4–7; X=p-OMe, p-Me, H or p-Cl; Z=p-Me, H, p-Cl or
p-NO2


in order to examine the effects of the ring size on the rate
and on the TS tightness (or the magnitude of rXZ ) in the
nucleophilic displacement reactions at primary carbon
centers.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The reactions of cycloalkylmethyl arenesulfonates with
anilines in methanol at 65·0 °C obey clean second-order
kinetics:


kobs =ks +k2 [aniline] (3)


w Correspondence to: I. Lee.
Contract grant sponsor: Ministry of Education; Contract grant
number: Basic Science Research Grant BSRI-96-3431.
Contract grant sponsor: Inha University.
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where ks is the methanolysis rate constant. The solvolysis
rates, ks , are much slower (Table 1) than the corresponding
aminolysis rates, k2 , summarized in Table 2. As expected
from a typical SN2 process, the rate is faster with a stronger
nucleophile (dsX <0) and nucleofuge (dsZ >0). In contrast
to the cycloalkyl derivatives for which the rate for n=5
(C5H9OSO2C6H4Z) was the fastest,6 the reactivity for both ks


and k2 increases for n in the order 5<7<6<4, with the
lowest reactivity for n=5 (C5H9CH2OSO2C6H4Z). Obvi-
ously, the effects of ring size on the rate are expected to be
twofold: steric (Es) and polar (s*). The two substituent
constants, Es and s*, for ring sizes of n=4–7 are given in
Table 3.


A literature survey showed that the s* values for n=4
and 7 are lacking. Application of the Taft equation:


log (k/k0 )=r*s*+SEs (4)


to the rate data (the k2 values in Table 2 for X=p-OMe, p-
Me, H and p-Cl with Z=H) for n=5 and 6 gave r*=17·4


and S=2·3 with a correlation coefficient of 0·90. The s*
values for n=4 (20·23) and n=7 (20·11) were then
estimated using these r* and S values based on the rate data
for n=5 and 6.


The signs of r* and S are both positive and hence the
rates are retarded by both steric (Es<0) and electron-
donating polar (s*<0) effects of the cycloalkyl rings. The
rate-retarding effect of the electron donating polar effect
(s*<0) suggests that the reaction center carbon becomes
more negatively charged on going from the initial to
transition state. This is in line with the relatively tight TS
expected for an SN2 process at a primary carbon center. The
extremely large magnitude of r* (17·4), which is about
eight times of that for S (2·3), shows the importance of the
polar effect relative to the steric effect on the rate
retardation. This is why the rate order is reversed with the
least reactivity for n=5. For other compounds the steric
effect seems to dominate the reactivity order, n=4>6>7.


The Hammett and Brønsted coefficients are summarized


Table 1. Methanolysis rate constant (ks 3106 s21 ) of cycloalkylmethyl
arenesulfonates at 65·0 °C


Z


p-Me H p-Cl p-NO2


Cyclobutyl 1·29±0·08a 2·75±0·05 5·96±0·07 19·3±0·13
Cyclopentyl 0·171±0·008 0·608±0·001 0·690±0·008 2·59±0·05
Cyclohexyl 0·334±0·002 0·892±0·004 1·05±0·06 3·68±0·08
Cycloheptyl 0·186±0·003 0·771±0·006 0·880±0·007 2·82±0·01


a Standard deviations


Table 2. Second-order rate-constants (k2 3104 dm21 s21 ) for the reactions of cyclo-
alkylmethyl arenesulfonates with anilines in methanol at 65·0 °C


Z


X p-Me H p-Cl p-NO2


Cyclobutyl p-OMe 0·970±0·007a 1·58±0·05 2·63±0·07 9·47±0·07
p-Me 0·601±0·004 1·13±0·03 1·82±0·04 6·54±0·05


H 0·380±0·006 0·650±0·013 1·02±0·06 4·40±0·05
p-Cl 0·153±0·010 0·290±0·001 0·569±0·011 2·18±0·06


Cyclopentyl p-OMe 0·364±0·014 0·527±0·003 0·900±0·009 3·24±0·04
p-Me 0·243±0·005 0·366±0·003 0·630±0·003 2·30±0·04


H 0·142±0·001 0·213±0·008 0·419±0·002 1·51±0·05
p1-Cl 0·0580±0·002 0·0950±0·002 0·182±0·003 0·725±0·003


Cyclohexyl p-OMe 0·820±0·013 1·26±0·05 1·97±0·06 7·53±0·02
p-Me 0·520±0·005 0·906±0·011 1·49±0·03 5·46±0·01


H 0·326±0·012 0·546±0·002 0·811±0·002 3·54±0·03
p-Cl 0·129±0·003 0·299±0·001 0·448±0·011 1·71±0·02


Cycloheptyl p-OMe 0·612±0·004 1·03±0·05 1·78±0·05 7·34±0·05
p-Me 0·420±0·002 0·686±0·004 1·20±0·05 5·18±0·05


H 0·218±0·012 0·384±0·003 0·676±0·06 3·19±0·06
p-Cl 0·0920±0·010 0·177±0·003 0·321±0·01 1·53±0·01


a Standard deviations.
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in Table 4. The data show that the magnitude of rX


(d |rX |<0) and rZ (drZ <0) is smaller and hence the TS is
earlier for a stronger nucleophile (dsx <0) and nucleofuge
(dsz >0). This is in line with the positive rXZ values
observed in accordance with equation (1b)1 (see below).
There is a barely noticeable trend that the magnitude of rX


(bX ) and rZ (bZ ) is the greatest for the most sterically


hindered compound, n=7. This is suggestive of the latest TS
along the reaction coordinate for n=7 among the com-
pounds studied (n=4–7), which is consistent with our
previous results for cycloalkyl compounds with secondary
carbon centers;6 the greater the ring size, the later was the
TS. We interpreted the results as a manifestation of the
Bell–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) principle,8 which asserts that
the greater the endothermicity (owing to instability of the
more hindered product) of the reaction, the later is the TS
and the higher is the activation barrier.


The cross-interaction constants, rXZ (and bXZ ), obtained
by subjecting the rate data in Table 2 to multiple regression
analysis using equation (1a) [and using a similar expression
based on pKa(X) and pKa(Z) instead of sX and sZ ) are
shown in Table 5. Strikingly, the magnitudes of rXZ (ca 0·3)
and bXZ (ca 0·2) are similar to those for other reactions at
primary carbon centers, rxz ≈0.3 (bXZ ≈0.2).1c, 3 The present
results confirm our previous conclusion that the TS is tight
or loose depending on whether the reaction center carbon is


Table 3. Taft steric (Es) and polar (s*) substituent constants for
alkyl rings, CnH2n21


a


n


4 5 6 7


Es 20·06 20·51 20·79 21·10
s* 20·23b 20·20 20·15 20·11b


a Taken from Ref. 7.
b Estimated values in this work.


Table 4. Hammett (rX and rZ )a and Brønsted (bX
b and bZ


c ) coefficients for
reactions of Z-substituted cycloalkylmethyl arenesulfonates with X-substituted


anilines


Z rX bX X rZ bZ


Cyclobutyl p-Me 21·57 0·56 p-OMe 1·03 20·28
H 21·48 0·53 p-Me 1·06 20·28


p-Cl 21·34 0·48 H 1·10 20·30
p-NO2 21·26 0·45 p-Cl 1·19 20·32


Cyclopentyl p-Me 21·59 0·57 p-OMe 1·01 20·27
H 21·48 0·54 p-Me 1·03 20·28


p-Cl 21·37 0·49 H 1·09 20·30
p-NO2 21·29 0·46 p-Cl 1·15 20·31


Cyclohexyl p-Me 21·58 0·57 p-OMe 1·01 20·27
H 21·48 0·54 p-Me 1·05 20·28


p-Cl 21·32 0·48 H 1·08 20·29
p-NO2 21·28 0·45 p-Cl 1·15 20·32


Cycloheptyl p-Me 21·66 0·60 p-OMe 1·13 20·30
H 21·53 0·55 p-Me 1·14 20·31


p-Cl 21·49 0·54 H 1·21 20·33
p-NO2 21·36 0·49 p-Cl 1·26 20·34


a The s values were taken from Ref. 11. Correlation coefficients >0·998.
b The pKa values were taken from Ref. 12. Correlation coefficients >0·998.
c The pKa values are for methyl transfer.13 Correlation coefficients >0·995.


Table 5. Cross-interaction constants (rXZ and bXZ ) for nucleophilic substitution
reactions


Reaction Solvent rXZ
a bXZ


a


XC6H4NH2 +c-C4H7CH2OSO2C6H4Z MeOH 0·30 (0·998) 0·17 (0·987)
XC6H4NH2 +c-C5H9CH2OSO2C6H4Z MeOH 0·30 (0·999) 0·18 (0·993)
XC6H4NH2 +c-C6H11CH2OSO2C6H4Z MeOH 0·29 (0·999) 0·17 (0·990)
XC6H4NH2 +c-C7H13CH2OSO2C6H4Z MeOH 0·29 (0·999) 0·18 (0·990)


a Values in parentheses are correlation coefficients.
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primary, secondary or tertiary, but the TS tightness varies
very little with regard to the group attached to the reaction
center carbon.


We determined secondary kinetic isotope effects involv-
ing deuterated aniline nucleophiles as shown in Table 6. The
kH /kD values are less than unity (ca. 0.9), reflecting an
increase in the N–D vibrational frequency due to steric
crowding in the TS.1c However, the effects seem to be weak
compared with those for the other reactions at primary
carbon centers (kH /kD ≈0.8–0.9).9 This could be an indica-
tion of an earlier TS with a lower degree of bond making
(and also of bond cleavage) compared with those for other
reactions at primary carbon centers, even though the overall
tightness is similar. Such speculation is supported by the
generally smaller magnitude of rX (bX ) and rZ (bZ ) in Table
4 compared with those for other similar reactions.6


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials
Analytical-grade methanol (Merck) was used without
further purification. The aniline nucleophiles were Aldrich
GR products and were redistilled or recrystallized before
use. The preparation of deuteriated anilines was performed
as described previously.9 The analysis (NMR spectroscopy)
of the deuteriated nucleophiles showed >99% deuterium
content, so no corrections to kinetic isotope effects for
incomplete deuteration were made. Cyclobutylmethyl ben-
zenesulfonate was prepared by adding anhydrous methylene
chloride to cyclobutylmethanol followed by ethylenedia-
mine. Benzenesulfonyl chloride was added and reacted at
0 °C. After 2 h, the mixture was extracted with diethylether
and the extract was washed with 1 N sodium thiosulfate and
then dried over MgSO4 . After filtration and removal of the
solvent under reduced pressure, the final product was
obtained by column chromatography. The substrates synthe-
sized were confirmed by spectral analyses as follows.


Cyclobutylmethyl benzenesulfonate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·66–1·92 (6H, m, cyclic ring), 1·97–2·04 (1H, M, t-H),
4·10 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 7·64 (2H, t, m-H,
J=8.06 Hz), 7·66 (1H, t, p-H, J=7·32 Hz), 7·91 (2H, d,
o-H, J=7.33 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1448, 1511 (phenyl), 1360,


1183 (nSO–O ), 834(nS–O ).


Cyclobutylmethyl tosylate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·63–1·88
(6H, m, cyclic ring), 1·94–2·02 (1H, m, t-H), 2·54 (3H, s,
CH3 ), 3·95 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 7·32 (2H, d,
m2H, J=7·33 Hz), 7·76 (2H, d, o-H, J=8·06 Hz); IR
(cm21 ) 1447, 1583 (phenyl), 1363, 1186 (nSO–O ), 1090 (nCl ),
829 (nS–O ).


Cyclobutylmethyl p-chlorobenzenesulfonate. Liquid: dH


(CDCl3 ) 1·59–1·99 (6H, m, cyclic ring), 2·01–2·07 (1H, m,
t-H), 4·02 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·60 Hz), 7·54 (2H, d, m-
H, J=8·79 Hz), 7·85 (2H, d, o-H, J=8·80 Hz); IR (cm21 )
1541, 1665 (phenyl), 1363, 1181 (nSO–O ), 849 (nS–O ).


Cyclobutylmethyl p-nitrobenzenesulfonate. Liquid; dH


(CDCl3 ) 1·70–1·98 (6H, m, cyclic ring), 2·01–2·09 (1H, m,
t-H), 4·11 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 8·11 (2H, d, m-
H, J=7·33 Hz), 8·41 (2H, d, o2H, J=7·33 Hz); IR (cm21 )
1541, 1665 (phenyl), 1363, 1181 (nSO–O ), 849 (nS–O ).


Cyclopentylmethyl benzenesulfonate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·15–1·58 (8H, m, cyclic ring), 1·71–1·74 (1H, m, t-H),
3·92 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=7·33 Hz), 7·56 (2H, t, m-H,
J=8·06 Hz), 7·56 (1H, t, p-H, J=7-32 Hz), 7·92 (2H, d, o-
H, J=6·59 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1448, 1592 (phenyl), 1361, 1184
(nSO–O ), 827 (nS–O ).


Cyclopentylmethyl tosylate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·15–1·70 (8H, m, cyclic ring), 1·72–1·74 (1H, m, t-H),
2·45 (3H, s, CH3 ), 3·90 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=7·33 Hz),
7·34 (2H, d, m-H, J=8·06 Hz), 7·80 (2H, d, o-H,
J=8·79 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1445, 1599 (phenyl), 1360, 1179
(nSO–O ), 818 (nS–O ).


Cyclopentylmethyl p-chlorobenzenesulfonate. M.p.
50–52 °C; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·15–1·67 (8H, m, cyclic ring),
1·70–1·75 (1H, m, t-H), 3·92 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=7·33 Hz), 7·52 (2H, d, m-H, J=6·59 Hz), 7·84 (2H, d, o-
H, J=8·06 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1458, 1589 (phenyl), 1367, 1181
(nSO–O ), 1090 (nCl ), 818 (nS–O ).


Cyclopentylmethyl p-nitrobenzenesulfonate. M.p.
106–108 °C; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·16–1·57 (8H, m, cyclic ring),
1·72–1·75 (1H, m, t-H), 4·01 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=7·33 Hz), 8·10 (2H, d, o-H, J=8·79 Hz), 8·40 (2H, d, m-
H, J=8·79 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1470, 1541 (phenyl), 1363, 1181
(nSO–O ), 852 (nS–O ).


Cyclohexylmethyl benzenesulfonate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·09–1·24 (10H, m, cyclic ring), 1·66–1·70 (1H, m, t2H),
3·83 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=5·86 Hz), 7·56 (2H, t, m-H,
J=8·06 Hz), 7·64 (H, t, p-H, J=7·32 Hz), 7·91 (2H, d, o-H,
J=7·33 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1448, 1596 (phenyl), 1360, 1182
(nSO–O ), 828 (nS–O ).


Cyclohexylmethyl tosylate. M.p. 33–35 °C; dH(CDCl3 )
1·06–1·24 (10H, m, cyclic ring), 1·63 (1H, m, t-H), 2·45
(3H, s, CH3 ), 3·80 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 7·34
(2H, d, m-H, J=8·79 Hz), 7·78 (2H, d, o-H, J=8·06 Hz);


Table 6. Kinetic isotope effects observed for the reactions of p-
nitro(Z)-substituted cycloalkylcarbinyl benzenesulfonates with
p-methoxy(X)-substituted N-deuteriated aniline nucleophile in


MeOD at 65·0 °C


Substrate kH 3104 (M21s21 )a kD 3104 (M21s21 ) kH /kD


Cyclobutyl 9·47±0·07 10·4±0·4a 0·910±0·006b


Cyclopentyl 3·24±0·04 3·56±0·03 0·910±0·005
Cyclohexyl 7·53±0·02 8·37±0·03 0·900±0·006
Cycloheptyl 7·34±0·05 8·16±0·02 0·900±0·005


a Standard deviations.
b Standard errors.
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IR(cm21 ) 1450, 1596 (phenyl), 1395, 1179 (nSO–O ), 818
(nS–O ).


Cyclohexylmethyl p-chlorobenzenesulfonate. Liquid,
dH(CDCl3 ) 1·09–1·25(10H, m, cyclic ring), 1·16–1·72(1H,
m, t-H), 3·84 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=5·86 Hz), 7·53 (2H, d,
m-H, J=8·79 Hz), 7·84(2H, d, o-H, J=8·79 Hz); IR (cm21 )
1477, 1595 (phenyl), 1364, 1185 (nSO–O ), 1091 (nCl ), 852
(nS–O).


Cyclohexylmethyl p-nitrobenzenesulfonate. M.p.
102–104 °C; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·08–1·28 (10H, m, cyclic ring),
1·65–1·74 (1H, m, t-H), 3·92 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=5·87 Hz), 8·11 (2H, d, m-H, J=8·80 Hz), 8·41 (2H, d,
o2H, J=8·79 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1456, 1608 (phenyl), 1361,
1182 (nSO–O ), 850 (nS–O ).


Cycloheptylmethyl benzenesulfonate. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·10–1·69 (12H, m, cyclic ring), 1·83 (1H, m, t-H), 3·82
(2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 7·56 (2H, t, J=7·32 Hz),
7·65 (H, t, p-H, J=8·06 Hz), 7·92 (2H, d, o-H, J=7·33 Hz);
IR (cm21 ) 1441, 1633 (phenyl), 1366, 1180 (nSO–O ), 811
(nS–O ).


Cycloheptylmethyl tosylate. Liquid; dH(CDCl3 ) 1·09–1·68
(12H, m, cyclic ring), 1·81 (1H, m, t-H), 2·45 (3H, s, CH3 ),
3·79 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·60 Hz), 7·34 (2H, d, m-H,
J=8·06 Hz), 7·78 (2H, d, o2H, J=8·06 Hz); IR (cm21 )
1459, 1652 (phenyl), 1378, 1184 (nSO–O ), 816 (nS–O ).


Cycloheptylmethyl p-chlorobenzenesulfonate. M.p.
51–53 °C; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·13–1·69 (12H, m, cyclic ring), 1·83
(1H, m, t-H), 3·83 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·60 Hz), 7.54
(2H, d, m-H, J=7·89 Hz), 7.85 (2H, d, o-H, J=8·06 Hz); IR
(cm21 ) 1461, 1650 (phenyl), 1363, 1181 (nSO–O ), 1088 (nCl ),
816 (nS–O ).


Cycloheptylmethyl p-nitrobenzenesulfonate. M.p.
100–102 °C; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·14–1·58 (12H, m, cyclic ring),
1·66 (1H, m, t-H), 3·92 (2H, d, —CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz),
8·11 (2H, d, o-H, J=7·33 Hz), 8·41 (2H, d, m-H,
J=8·79 Hz); IR (cm21 ) 1456, 1608 (phenyl), 1361, 1182
(nSO–O ), 850 (nS–O ).


Kinetic procedure. Rates were measured conductimet-
rically at 65·0 °C in methanol. The k2 values were
determined [equation (3)] with at least four nucleophile
(aniline) concentrations using the procedure described
previously.(4–6, 10)


Product analysis


Solvolysis product. The TLC analysis of the reaction
mixture showed spots corresponding to anilide, salt and
unreacted substrate and nucleophile. The ether spot was
confirmed by GC and was separated by chromatography.
The NMR analytical data for the ethers are as follows.


Methyl cyclobutylmethyl ether. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·14–1·98 (7H, m, cyclic ring), 3·21 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=6·59 Hz), 3·34 (3H, s, OCH3 ).


Methyl cyclopentylmethyl ether. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·17–1·99 (9H, m, cyclic ring), 3·20 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=7·33 Hz), 3·28 (3H, s, OCH3 ).


Methyl cyclohexylmethyl ether. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·11–1·86 (11H, m, cyclic ring), 3·19 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=5·86 Hz), 3·33 (3H, s, OCH3 ).


Methyl cycloheptylmethyl ether. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 )
1·10–1·78 (13H, m, cyclic ring), 3·15 (2H, d, —CH2—O,
J=6·60 Hz), 3·32 (3H, s, OCH3 ).


Aminolysis product. Cyclobutylmethyl benzenesulfonate
was reacted with excess aniline with stirring for more than
15 half-lives at 65·0 °C in methanol and the products were
isolated by evaporating the solvent under reduced pressure.
The product mixture was subjected to column chromatog-
raphy (silica gel, 5% ethyl acetate–n-hexane). Analysis of
the product gave the following results.


Cyclobutylmethyl anilide. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·02–1·59
(6H, m, cyclic ring), 1·74–1·98 (1H, m, t-H), 3·16 (2H, d,
—CH2—N, J=7·32 Hz), 3·69 (1H, broad, NH), 6·63 (2H, t,
m-H, J=8·86 Hz), 6·73 (1H, t, p-H, J=7·33 Hz), 7·21 (2H,
d, o-H, J=8·79 Hz).


Cyclopentylmethyl anilide. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·24–1·63
(8H, m, cyclic ring), 1·80–1·81 (1H, M, t-H), 3·00 (2H, d,
—CH2—O, J=7·32 Hz), 6·58 (2H, d, m-H, J=8·06 Hz),
6·67 (1H, t, p-H, J=7·33 Hz), 7·15 (2H, t, o-H,
J=7·32 Hz).


Cyclohexylmethyl anilide. Liquid, dH (CDCl3 ) 1·01–1·80
(10H, m, cyclic ring), 1·81–1·87 (1H, m, t-H), 2·98 (2H, d,
—CH2—N, J=6·84 Hz), 3·73 (1H, broad, NH), 6·64 (2H, t,
m-H, J=7·81 Hz), 6·72 (1H, t, p-H, J=7·32 Hz), 7·21 (2H,
d, p-H, J=7·61 Hz).


Cycloheptylmethyl anilide. Liquid; dH (CDCl3 ) 1·23–1·77
(12H, m, cyclic ring), 1·79–1·88 (1H, m, t-H), 2·96 (2H, d,
—CH2—O, J=6·59 Hz), 3·60–3·80 (1H, broad NH), 6·61
(2H, d, m-H, J=8·06 Hz), 6·71 (1H, t, p-H, J=7·33 Hz),
7·22 (2H, t, o-H, J=8·06 Hz).
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HYDROGEN BONDING. 42. CHARACTERIZATION OF REVERSED-
PHASE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC C18


STATIONARY PHASES
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The linear free energy equation


logk9=c+rR2 +spH
2 +aSaH


2 +bSb2 +vVx


was applied to the capacity factors for various series of solutes on C18 stationary phases with aqueous methanol and
acetonitrile eluents. Here, k9 are the capacity factors for a series of solutes with a given C18 phase and a given eluent,
and R2 , pH


2 , SaH
2 , Sb2 and Vx are parameters or descriptors of the solutes as follows: R2 is an excess molar refraction,


pH
2 is the solute polarizability/dipolarity, SaH


2 and Sb2 are the solute hydrogen-bond acidity and basicity and Vx is the
solute volume. It is shown that although the regression coefficients r, s, a, b and v vary widely with the C18 column and
mobile phase used, the ratios r/v, s/v, a/v and b/v are remarkably constant. Thus, for the retention of 25 series of solutes
on six different C18 columns with 30–90% aqueous methanol as the eluent, all the 25 LFER equations can be combined
into one general equation:


logk9=c+v(0·13 R2 20·32 pH
2 20·22 SaH


2 20·90 SbO
2 +1·00 Vx )


where only c and v vary from system to system. For 11 other phases for which data are available, the ratios v/A and
(v+c)/A are constant, where A is the quantity of stationary phase per unit surface area. Similar results were found with
C18 phases and aqueous acetonitrile as eluents. Although a first examination of equations based on the first equation
above suggests that various C18 phases behave differently, for example the v coefficient, that is related to the observed
hydrophobicity of a stationary phase relative to the mobile phase, varies considerably from phase to phase with the same
eluent, a detailed analysis led to the conclusion that all the C18 phases examined have roughly the same hydrophobicity,
when the v coefficients are corrected for the quantity of stationary phase per unit surface area. It is suggested that these
corrected v coefficients, v/A or (v+c)/A, can be regarded as the ‘intrinsic’ phase hydrophobicity. © 1997 by John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The effect of solute structure and mobile phase composition
on reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
(RP-HPLC) has been investigated fairly thoroughly. Several
different methods have been used to study factors such as
solute selectivity and the analysis of complex mixtures,
including the use of interaction indices,1 functional group
contributions,2 principal component analysis3 and various
solvation equations.4–12 There have been several studies,


also, on the characterization of RP-HPLC stationary phases,
although many are restricted to measurement of the ratio of
capacity factors, k9, of two test solutes, as summarized by
Poole and Poole.13 Of the more extensive studies, Delaney
et al.14 characterized 10 stationary phases by chemometric
methods, but with a limited selection of solutes. More
recently, Schmitz et al.15 examined 26 HPLC columns using
nine different solutes, by various chemometric methods.
They showed that the columns could be grouped into three
sets; C8 phases, C18 phases and polymer-coated phases.
Righezza and Chrétien,16 in a very comprehensive study,
included normal phase systems as well as reversed-phase* Correspondence to: M. H. Abraham.
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systems. For the latter, they also showed by hierarchical
ascending classification and correspondence factor analysis
that phases in RP-HPLC systems could be grouped into sets.
In an earlier study, Chrétien et al.17 determined logk9 values
on 14 ODS columns with the same mobile phase of 70%
methanol–30% water. Application of correspondence factor
analysis (CFA) suggested that five factors influenced solute
selectivity, the main one being the phase hydrophobicity.
We shall consider the results of Chrétien et al.17 in more
detail later.


Our approach to the characterization of HPLC phases (or,
more correctly, systems) is different to the chemometric
method, and involves the use of the linear free energy
relationship (LFER) or solvation equation:18


logSP=c+rR2 +spH
2 +a·aH


2 +b·b2 +vVx (1)


where SP is a property for a series of solutes in a fixed
solvent system; in this work, SP will be k9 for solutes in a


Table 1. Solutes tested by Chrétien et al.17 and their descriptors


Solute R2 pH
2 ∑aH


2 ∑bO
2 Vx


Nitrobenzene 0·845 1·11 0·00 0·28 0·890
Naphthalene 1·340 0·92 0·00 0·20 1·085
Phenanthrene 2·055 1·29 0·00 0·26 1·454
Methyl benzoate 0·733 0·85 0·00 0·46 1·072
Biphenyl 1·360 0·99 0·00 0·22 1·324
Diethyl phthalate 0·729 1·40 0·00 0·88 1·710
Anthracene 2·290 1·34 0·00 0·26 1·454
p-Cresol 0·820 0·87 0·57 0·31 0·916
2-Phenylethanol 0·811 0·91 0·30 0·64 1·056
Benzophenone 1·447 1·50 0·00 0·50 1·481
Benzyl alcohol 0·803 0·87 0·33 0·56 0·916
3-Phenylpropanol 0·821 0·90 0·30 0·67 1·197
4-Phenylbutanol 0·811 0·90 0·33 0·70 1·338
6-Phenylhexanol 0·804 0·90 0·33 0·72 1·620


Table 2. Regression equations for Chrétien et al.’s data set


No. Column c r s a b v R sd n F


A RSIL C18 LL, 9034 (Alltech) 20·16 0·27 20·47 20·21 20·50 0·79 0·991 0·048 14 83
B RSIL C18 HL, 9034 (Alltech) 20·11 0·40 20·77 20·39 20·96 1·29 0·997 0·046 14 242
C Partisil ODS, 9034 (Whatman) 20·29 0·22 20·37 20·17 20·38 0·63 0·989 0·041 14 73
D Partisil ODS2, 9034 (Whatman) 20·13 0·44 20·81 20·40 20·85 1·26 0·995 0·059 14 145
E Partisil ODS3, 9034 (Whatman) 20·19 0·28 20·60 20·30 20·78 1·09 0·997 0·034 14 287
F Spherisorb ODS-2, 9034 (Phase Separations) 20·24 0·41 20·76 20·43 20·97 1·25 0·996 0·050 14 213
G mBondapak C18 , 9034 (Waters) 20·12 0·22 20·45 20·23 20·67 0·89 0·995 0·038 14 150
H Hypersil C18 , 9034 (Shandon) 20·21 0·36 20·69 20·32 20·80 1·09 0·996 0·046 14 177
I Spherosil XOA, 600 C18 9034 (Prolabo) 20·04 0·44 20·77 20·43 20·87 1·22 0·995 0·038 14 150
J Nucleosil C18 , 9034 (Macherey–Nagel) 0·00 0·35 20·60 20·31 20·69 1·01 0·995 0·059 14 148
K Nova Pak C18 , 10035 (Waters) 20·28 0·42 20·89 20·40 21·05 1·45 0·998 0·043 14 327
L Resolve C18 Radial Pak, 10038 (Waters) 0·02 0·37 20·59 20·41 20·71 0·93 0·995 0·048 14 154
M mBondapak C18 Radial Pak, 10038 (Waters) 0·04 0·23 20·49 20·25 20·74 0·99 0·995 0·041 14 149
N Zorbax ODS, 15034·6 (Du Pont) 0·01 0·40 20·83 20·50 21·06 1·40 0·997 0·052 14 225


Table 3. Details of the columns in Table 2


Surface
Particle Pore Surface coverage,


Load End- size size area A Particle
Column (%) capped (mm) (Å) (m2 g21 ) (mmol m22 ) shape


A
B 16 Yes 5–10 80 550 1·66 Irregular
C 5 No 10 85 350 0·70 Irregular
D 16 No 10 85 350 2·60 Irregular
E 11 Yes 5–10 85 350 1·50 Irregular
F 12 Yes 5–10 80 220 2·94 Spherical
G 10 Yes 10 125 330 1·59 Irregular
H 10 Yes 5 100 200 2·62 Spherical
I
J 13 No 5 100 350 2·03 Spherical
K 7 Yes 4 60 120 2·94 Spherical
L 10 No 5–10 90 Spherical
M 10 Yes 10 125 330 1·59 Irregular
N 15 5 75 330 2·55 Spherical
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given RP-HPLC stationary phase–mobile phase system.
The explanatory variables in equation (1) are solute
descriptors as follows:18–20 R2 is an excess molar refraction,
pH


2 is the solute dipolarity/polarizability, ∑aH
2 and ∑b2 are


the solute overall or effective hydrogen-bond acidity and
basicity and Vx is the McGowan characteristic volume.7 For


partitions between water and phases in which water is only
sparingly soluble (e.g. hexane or chloroform), the basicity
descriptor ∑bH


2 is used, and for partitions between water and
phases in which water is fairly soluble (e.g. octanol), the
descriptor ∑bO


2 is used.12, 18–20 For RP-HPLC Processes, the
∑bO


2 descriptor seems most appropriate,12 and this is the
basicity descriptor we shall use. The coefficients c, r, s, a, b
and v in equation (1) are characteristic of the system, i.e. a
particular RP-HPLC column with a particular mobile phase,
so that if a number of columns are studied with the same
mobile phase, the coefficients will characterize the various
RP-HPLC columns. As input data we need sets of logk9
values for a reasonably wide range of solutes on various
columns with a given mobile phase.


Our aim is not to probe the particular specificity of phases
for one particular solute over another, or to deal with such
matters as resolving power, but to set up a method for the
general characterization of phases in terms of physico-
chemical quantities, in particular the coefficients in equation
(1). We examine here only C18-coated stationary phases, and
leave functionally substituted phases until later.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The data set of Chrétien et al.17


The first set of data we use is from the work of Chrétien et
al.,17 who studied the retention of a set of 47 congeneric


Figure 1. Plots of the regression coefficients vs the v coefficient for Chrétian et al.’s data set (Table 2). 3 , r
coefficient; e, s coefficient; + , a coefficient; s, b coefficient; d, v coefficient


Table 4. Intrinsic hydrophobicity of columns A–N


A
Column v v+c (mmol m22 ) v/A (v+c)/A


A 0·79 0·63
B 1·29 1·18 1·66 0·78 0·71
C 0·63 0·33 0·70 0·90 0·47
D 1·26 1·13 2·60 0·48 0·43
E 1·09 0·90 1·50 0·73 0·60
F 1·25 1·01 2·94 0·43 0·34
G 0·89 0·77 1·59 0·56 0·48
H 1·09 0·88 2·62 0·42 0·34
I 1·22 1·18
J 1·01 1·01 2·03 0·50 0·50
K 1·45 1·17 2·94 0·49 0·40
L 0·93 0·95
M 0·99 1·02 1·59 0·62 0·64
N 1·40 1·41 2·55 0·55 0·55


Av.: 0·59 0·50
sd: 0·15 0·12
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chalcones and 16 test compounds on 14 different C18 (ODS)
columns with methanol–water (70 :30) as the mobile phase.
We had the necessary descriptors available for 14 of the test
compounds, as given in Table 1. A very detailed explanation
of the determination of the descriptors in equation (1) has
been given in a review by Abraham and Chadha,20 and so
we do not deal with this aspect of our general method here.
Application of equation (1) to the logk9 values determined
by Chrétien et al.17 yielded the coefficients listed in Table 2.
Also given are the standard deviation (sd), the correlation
coefficient (r) and the F-statistic (F). The statistics are
reasonably good, with r varying beween 0·989 and 0·997,
and the overall sd of logk9 varying between 0·034 and 0·059
units. Thus, for logk9 values on column H,


logk9(H)=20·209+0·362R2 20·690pH
2


20·317 ∑aH
2 20·799 ∑bO


2 +1·088 Vx (2)


From the coefficients in equation (2), we can deduce that the
stationary phase interacts with solutes, preferentially to the
mobile phase, through dispersion interactions (the r coef-
ficient is positive), but that the stationary phase is less
dipolar/polarizable (the s coefficient is negative), less
hydrogen-bond basic (the a coefficient is negative) and less
hydrogen-bond acidic (the b coefficient is negative) than the
mobile phase. The important v coefficient (positive) shows
that the stationary phase is more hydrophobic than the
mobile phase. We use here the terminology of Tayar et al.:21


an overall partition coefficient is a measure of lipophilicity,
and the partition coefficient can be broken down into polar
contributions [in our method, the sum of the first four terms
in equation (1)] and a hydrophobic volume contribution,
which is the vVx term in equation (1).


Examination of Table 2 shows that the absolute values of
the coefficients in equation (1) vary from HPLC column to


column. For example, b varies from 20·375 (C) to
21·064 (N) and v from 0·627 (C) to 1·452 (K). As we have
seen, these coefficients will reflect the difference in
properties between the (constant) mobile phase and the
solvated stationary phase that affect retention. Thus, for a
given change in solute hydrogen-bond basicity logk9 will be
reduced in value much less with column C than with column
N. However, the value of the coefficients must also reflect
the amount if stationary phase on the column.  If the amount
of stationary phase increases, retention will increase, even
though the difference in properties between the mobile
phase and the stationary phase remains constant. We can see
this effect on the coefficients in Table 2 by noting that the
ratio of the coefficients remains fairly constant, even though
the absolute value alters from equation to equation. Thus, in
the HPLC columns C, K and N where the b and v
coefficients show the largest absolute difference between
the columns, the b/v ratio is 20·60 (C), 20·72 (K) and
20·76 (N).


In Figure 1 are plotted the coefficients vs the v coefficient
for all 14 columns. Good straight lines are obtained that
pass close to the origin, so that each coefficient can be
considered proportional to v. Therefore, the sets of equa-
tions in Table 2 can be written as


logk9=c+g(krR2 +kspH
2 +ka·aH


2 +kb·bO
2 +kvVx ) (3)


where c and g depend on the column, but kr, ks, ka, kb and
kv are constant across all the columns. If we set kv=1, then
kr, ks, ka and kb are the slopes of the lines shown in Figure
1, and the constant g is identical with the v coefficient:


logk9=c+v(krR2 +kspH
2 +ka·aH


2 +kb·bO
2 +1·00 Vx ) (4)


If we insert the slopes that we calculate for the lines, we
have


logk9=c
+v(0·28 R2 20·66pH


2 20·36 ∑aH
2 20·81 ∑bO


2


+1·00 Vx ) (5)


Equation (5) is a general equation that correlates the logk9
values for 14 solutes on 14 ODS phases in terms of two
parameters, c and v, that vary from column to column. Of
course, since the other coefficients in Table 2 are related to
the v coefficient (see Figure 1), we could have chosen c and
b (or c and s, etc.) as the two parameters. However, the c
and v parameters are easier to interpret. We can regard the
sum of c plus v as the logk9 value of a solute with zero


Table 5. Regression equations for Yamaguchi and co-workers’ data set


Column MeCN (%) c r s a b v n r sd F


LOC-ODS-E 60 20·15 0·29 20·67 20·11 21·17 1·04 67 0·994 0·042 1083
HIC-ODS-E 60 20·09 0·27 20·71 20·35 21·43 1·28 62 0·994 0·050 984
HIC-ODS-NE 60 20·19 0·27 20·66 20·07 21·20 1·17 66 0·994 0·045 928
LOC-ODS-E 70 20·33 0·25 20·62 20·12 21·05 0·94 70 0·995 0·039 1372
HIC-ODS-E 70 20·22 0·33 20·79 20·17 21·30 1·13 67 0·994 0·048 1063
HIC-ODS-NE 70 20·32 0·25 20·62 20·15 21·00 1·00 70 0·994 0·048 978


Table 6. Ratio of coefficients for Yamaguchi and co-workers’
phases


Column MeCN (%) r/v s/v a/v b/v


LOC-ODS-E 60 0·28 20·64 20·11 21·13
HIC-ODS-E 60 0·21 20·55 20·27 21·12
HIC-ODS-NE 60 0·23 20·56 20·06 21·03
LOC-ODS-E 70 0·27 20·66 20·13 21·12
HIC-ODS-E 70 0·29 20·70 20·15 21·15
HIC-ODS-NE 70 0·25 20·62 20·15 21·00
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Table 7. Regression equations for RP-HPLC C18 systems


Stationary phase Mobile phase Ref.a c r s a b v


Hypersil ODS 50% methanol TOM 20·67 0·17 20·67 20·19 21·85 2·46
Hypersil ODS 75% methanol TOM 20·91 0·09 20·46 20·27 21·26 1·59
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 30% methanol HAF 20·55 0·24 20·70 20·13 22·65 3·22
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 45% methanol HAF 20·53 0·22 20·61 20·21 22·35 2·53
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 60% methanol HAF 20·72 0·16 20·54 20·26 21·95 2·09
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 75% methanol HAF 20·89 0·12 20·46 20·28 21·60 1·63
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 90% methanol HAF 21·12 0·11 20·42 20·30 21·24 1·23
C18 (Perkin-Elmer) 75% methanol GAE 20·58 0·19 20·46 20·28 20·98 1·15
Zorbax ODS 40% methanol YPZ 20·32 0·35 20·86 20·31 22·32 2·96
Zorbax ODS 50% methanol YPZ 20·45 0·37 20·83 20·30 22·16 2·68
Zorbax ODS 60% methanol YPZ 20·59 0·32 20·73 20·30 21·91 2·32
Zorbax ODS 70% methanol YPZ 20·68 0·26 20·63 20·29 21·68 1·96
Nucleosil 5-C18 45% methanol KHN 0·11 0·20 20·56 20·44 21·76 2·02
Nucleosil 5-C18 50% methanol KHN 0·12 0·19 20·51 20·44 21·62 1·78
Nucleosil 5-C18 55% methanol KHN 0·11 0·22 20·48 20·43 21·48 1·55
Nucleosil 5-C18 60% methanol KHN 0·10 0·20 20·42 20·40 21·31 1·34
Nucleosil 5-C18 65% methanol KHN 0·13 0·20 20·34 20·37 21·13 1·10
Nucleosil 5-C18 70% methanol KHN 0·09 0·16 20·32 20·33 20·96 0·95
Nucleosil 5-C18 75% methanol KHN 0·09 0·15 20·28 20·29 20·77 0·76
Nucleosil 5-C18 80% methanol KHN 0·09 0·12 20·23 20·25 20·65 0·62
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% methanol SMI 20·36 0·37 20·83 20·49 22·07 2·70
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% methanol SMI 20·24 0·25 20·69 20·46 21·84 2·14
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% methanol SMI 20·32 0·25 20·65 20·43 21·53 1·77
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% methanol SMI 20·36 0·28 20·58 20·44 21·23 1·35
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% methanol SMI 20·45 0·28 20·55 20·40 20·90 1·03
YMC Pack ODS-A 30% acetonitrile SY 20·35 0·58 20·73 20·18 22·34 2·24
Zorbax ODS 40% acetonitrile YPZ 20·11 0·19 20·44 20·56 22·01 2·00
Zorbax ODS 50% acetonitrile YPZ 20·12 0·25 20·45 20·45 21·62 1·57
Zorbax ODS 60% acetonitrile YPZ 20·13 0·21 20·41 20·41 21·32 1·25
Spherisorb ODS-2 30% acetonitrile SMI 20·11 0·38 20·63 20·63 22·10 2·27
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% acetonitrile SMI 20·08 0·29 20·53 20·54 21·65 1·72
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% acetonitrile SMI 20·11 0·22 20·44 20·52 21·34 1·33
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% acetonitrile SMI 20·21 0·18 20·40 20·46 21·09 1·10
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% acetonitrile SMI 20·29 0·15 20·37 20·43 20·87 0·89
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% acetonitrile SMI 20·41 0·12 20·34 2 0·37 20·76 0·78
ERC-1000 (ODS) 50% acetonitrile HH1 20·20 0·02 20·18 20·58 21·50 1·60
ERC-1000 (ODS) 60% acetonitrile HH1 20·26 20·02 20·17 20·52 21·34 1·37
ERC-1000 (ODS) 70% acetonitrile HH1 20·39 20·01 20·18 20·50 21·19 1·24
ERC-1000 (ODS) 80% acetonitrile HH1 20·52 20·01 20·19 20·47 21·02 1·10
ERC-1000 (ODS) 90% acetonitrile HH1 20·62 0·01 20·22 20·39 20·80 0·92
Unisil C18 20% acetonitrile HH3 20·26 0·24 20·39 20·29 22·11 2·81
Unisil C18 30% acetonitrile HH3 20·24 0·21 20·30 20·31 21·53 2·15
Unisil C18 40% acetonitrile HH3 20·32 0·28 20·26 20·26 21·18 1·67
Unisil C18 50% acetonitrile HH3 20·33 0·28 20·24 20·22 20·90 1·27
Unisil C18 60% acetonitrile HH3 20·37 0·28 20·21 20·18 20·69 1·00
Unisil C18 70% acetonitrile HH3 20·34 0·24 20·19 20·13 20·53 0·78
Unisil C18 80% acetonitrile HH3 20·35 0·21 20·15 20·10 20·38 0·60
Unisil C18 90% acetonitrile HH3 20·30 0·17 20·13 20·06 20·28 0·41
Spherisorb ODS-2 30% tetrahydrofuran SMI 0·19 20·07 20·33 20·12 22·38 1·95
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% tetrahydrofuran SMI 0·14 20·11 20·26 20·19 21·75 1·37
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% tetrahydrofuran SMI 0·03 20·11 20·21 20·20 21·30 0·96
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% tetrahydrofuran SMI 20·09 20·09 20·20 20·26 20·98 0·69
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Table 7. Continued


Stationary phase Mobile phase Ref. n R sd F


Hypersil ODS 50% methanol TOM 69 0·992 0·10 809
Hypersil ODS 75% methanol TOM 69 0·987 0·09 466
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 30% methanol HAF 23 0·996 0·06 382
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 45% methanol HAF 23 0·996 0·06 519
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 60% methanol HAF 29 0·996 0·07 543
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 75% methanol HAF 29 0·994 0·06 407
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 90% methanol HAF 29 0·994 0·05 354
C18 (Perkin-Elmer) 75% methanol GAE 59 0·986 0·06 369
Zorbax ODS 40% methanol YPZ 23 0·996 0·06 378
Zorbax ODS 50% methanol YPZ 23 0·995 0·06 371
Zorbax ODS 60% methanol YPZ 23 0·994 0·06 286
Zorbax ODS 70% methanol YPZ 23 0·992 0·07 202
Nucleosil 5-C18 45% methanol KHN 31 0·992 0·06 304
Nucleosil 5-C18 50% methanol KHN 34 0·994 0·05 502
Nucleosil 5-C18 55% methanol KHN 35 0·994 0·04 523
Nucleosil 5-C18 60% methanol KHN 35 0·994 0·04 455
Nucleosil 5-C18 65% methanol KHN 35 0·992 0·05 351
Nucleosil 5-C18 70% methanol KHN 35 0·992 0·04 343
Nucleosil 5-C18 75% methanol KHN 32 0·991 0·04 299
Nucleosil 5-C18 80% methanol KHN 33 0·989 0·04 235
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% methanol SMI 112 0·995 0·07 2069
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% methanol SMI 114 0·993 0·08 1551
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% methanol SMI 126 0·992 0·07 1408
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% methanol SMI 126 0·991 0·06 1337
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% methanol SMI 126 0·987 0·06 919
YMC Pack ODS-A 30% acetonitrile SY 26 0·988 0·08 169
Zorbax ODS 40% acetonitrile YPZ 23 0·994 0·07 289
Zorbax ODS 50% acetonitrile YPZ 23 0·994 0·05 294
Zorbax ODS 60% acetonitrile YPZ 23 0·995 0·04 310
Spherisorb ODS-2 30% acetonitrile SMI 103 0·993 0·08 1320
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% acetonitrile SMI 112 0·991 0·08 1155
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% acetonitrile SMI 127 0·990 0·07 1222
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% acetonitrile SMI 127 0·990 0·06 1259
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% acetonitrile SMI 127 0·988 0·05 993
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% acetonitrile SMI 127 0·985 0·05 771
ERC-1000 (ODS) 50% acetonitrile HH1 44 0·995 0·04 766
ERC-1000 (ODS) 60% acetonitrile HH1 51 0·996 0·03 1278
ERC-1000 (ODS) 70% acetonitrile HH1 57 0·997 0·04 1623
ERC-1000 (ODS) 80% acetonitrile HH1 60 0·996 0·04 1294
ERC-1000 (ODS) 90% acetonitrile HH1 62 0·992 0·05 717
Unisil C18 20% acetonitrile HH3 21 0·994 0·05 268
Unisil C18 30% acetonitrile HH3 34 0·994 0·04 475
Unisil C18 40% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·992 0·04 362
Unisil C18 50% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·989 0·04 279
Unisil C18 60% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·987 0·03 228
Unisil C18 70% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·982 0·03 167
Unisil C18 80% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·978 0·02 138
Unisil C18 90% acetonitrile HH3 37 0·976 0·02 126
Spherisorb ODS-2 30% tetrahydrofuran SMI 30 0·996 0·06 604
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% tetrahydrofuran SMI 30 0·995 0·05 481
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% tetrahydrofuran SMI 30 0·994 0·04 425
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% tetrahydrofuran SMI 30 0·993 0·04 343


a TOM: T. L. Hafkenscheid and E. Tomlinson, Int. J. Pharm. 17, 1 (1983).
HAF: T. L. Hafkenshied, J. Chromatogr. Sci. 24, 307 (1986); see Ref. 12.
GAE: F. Gago, J. Alvarez-Builla and J. Elguero, J. Liq. Chromatogr. 10, 1031 (1987).
YPZ: F. Yuqi, Z. Pengling and H. Zhide, Chromatographia 25, 382 (1988).
KHN: A. Kaibara, M. Hirose and T. Nakagawa, Chromatographia 29, 551 (1990); data from the authors.
SMI: R. M. Smith and C. M. Burr, J. Chromatogr. 481, 85 (1989); see Ref. 12.
SY: S. Yamauchi and H. Mori, J. Chromatogr. 515, 305 (1990); data from the authors.
HH1: T. Hanai and J. Hubert, J. Chromatogr. 302, 89 (1984); see Ref. 12.
HH3: T. Hanai and J. Hubert, J. High Resolut. Chromatogr. Chromatogr. Commun. 6, 20 (1983); see Ref. 12.
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values of R2 , pH
2 , ∑aH


2 and ∑bO
2 and with a Vx value of 1·00,


i.e. of about average size within the 14 solutes studied.
It is not possible, however, to predict c and v. The former


will include a contribution from the phase ratio in the
system under consideration, and the latter will depend on
such factors as the actual amount of coating or the amount
of coating per unit surface area. In Table 3 are given as
many details as we could obtain from the suppliers of the 14
columns under study. There is no evident connection
between v and factors such as pore size or surface area, but
there is a strong connection with the surface loading of the
stationary phase in the column, expressed as mmol m22 (A),
Table 4. We find that v/A=0·59 with an sd of 0·15, and that
(v+c)/A=0·50 with an sd of 0·12 only (see Table 4). In
general, it would not be correct to use the quantity v+c
because the phase ratio, included in the c coefficient, will
vary with the packing density of the column, with the
stationary phase and with the mobile phase. However, for
C18 phases, which might have similar packing densities, and
the same mobile phase, the phase ratio contribution to the c
coefficient can be taken as roughly constant. In any case, we
can take the almost constant v/A or (v+c)/A ratios as a
measure of the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the stationary
phase. By this we mean the observed hydrophobicity, as
deduced from the v coefficient, corrected for the surface
loading of the stationary phase in the column. Therefore,


although the various columns have v coefficients that range
from 0·63 to 1·45 (with 70% methanol mobile phase), the
intrinsic hydrophobicity remains roughly constant. We
suggest that this is a chemically reasonable result—a
parameter such as the ‘real’ or ‘intrinsic’ hydrophobicity of
a C18 phase should not alter greatly from column to
column.


It should be noted, however, that the 14 C18 columns are
not exactly the same; thus the v/A ratio varies from 0·42 to
0·90 with an sd of 0·15 units. Our suggestion that all 14 C18


phases have about the same intrinsic hydrophobicity is thus
not in conflict with the conclusion of Chrétien et al.,17 who
showed by correspondence factor analysis that there were
differences in solute selectivity between the 14 phases.


The data set of Yamaguchi and co-workers22, 23


Yamaguchi et al.22 studied the retention behaviour of
alkanes, alcohols, alkylbenzenes, halogenated benzenes and
polyaromatic hydrocarbons on four columns. These were of
equal size and packed with the same support (ODS). The
packings were high loading (16 wt%) with and without end-
capping (HIC-E and HIC-NE), and low loading (8·9 wt%)
with and without end-capping (LOC-E and LOC-NE). The
mobile phases were various acetonitrile–water mixtures,
Yamaguchi et al.22 concluded that although the capacity


Table 8. Ratios of coefficients for RP-HPLC C18–methanol systems


Stationary phase Mobile phase Ref.a r/v s/v a/v b/v


Hypersil ODS 50% methanol TOM 0·07 20·27 20·08 20·75
Hypersil ODS 75% methanol TOM 0·06 20·29 20·17 20·79
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 30% methanol HAF 0·08 20·22 20·04 20·82
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 45% methanol HAF 0·09 20·24 20·08 20·93
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 60% methanol HAF 0·07 20·26 20·13 20·93
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 75% methanol HAF 0·07 20·28 20·17 20·98
Hypersil ODS (Shandon) 90% methanol HAF 0·09 20·34 20·24 21·01
C18 (Perkin-Elmer) 75% methanol GAE 0·16 20·40 20·24 20·85
Zorbax ODS 40% methanol YPZ 0·12 20·29 20·10 20·78
Zorbax ODS 50% methanol YPZ 0·14 20·31 20·11 20·81
Zorbax ODS 60% methanol YPZ 0·14 20·31 20·13 20·82
Zorbax ODS 70% methanol YPZ 0·13 20·32 20·15 20·86
Nucleosil 5-C18 45% methanol KHN 0·10 20·28 20·22 20·87
Nucleosil 5-C18 50% methanol KHN 0·11 20·29 20·25 20·91
Nucleosil 5-C18 55% methanol KHN 0·14 20·31 20·28 20·95
Nucleosil 5-C18 60% methanol KHN 0·15 20·32 20·30 20·98
Nucleosil 5-C18 65% methanol KHN 0·18 20·31 20·34 21·03
Nucleosil 5-C18 70% methanol KHN 0·17 20·34 20·34 21·01
Nucleosil 5-C18 75% methanol KHN 0·20 20·37 20·39 21·02
Nucleosil 5-C18 80% methanol KHN 0·19 20·38 20·39 21·04
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% methanol SMI 0·14 20·31 20·18 20·77
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% methanol SMI 0·12 20·32 20·22 20·86
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% methanol SMI 0·14 20·37 20·24 20·86
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% methanol SMI 0·21 20·43 20·33 20·91
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% methanol SMI 0·27 20·53 20·39 20·88


Av.: 0·13 20·32 20·22 20·90
sd: 0·05 0·07 0·10 0·09


a See footnote to Table 7.
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Figure 2. Plots of the regression coefficients vs the v coefficient for the other C18–aqueous methanol sets
(Table 8). Symbols as in Figure 1


Figure 3. Plot of calculated vs observed logk9 for Chrétian et al.’s data. Calculated values from equation (6)
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factors on the two LOC columns were lower than those on
the two HIC columns, the retention behaviour on the
various columns was similar.


Analysis of Yamaguchi et al.’s data set22 via equation (1)
is difficult, as the only compounds that are hydrogen-bond
acids are the alcohols. We therefore combined the data with
those of Yamaguchi and Hanai23 on phenols to give a large
and varied set of solutes, although for only three of the
phases previously studied. The derived regression equations
are summarized in Table 5. We do not give the solute
descriptors, because these have been set out previously.12, 18


The equations are all statistically fairly good, with values of
r of 0·994, sd between 0·039 and 0·048 and F between 928
and 1372. We cannot construct plots as shown in Figure 1,
but we can show that the ratios of the coefficients are
reasonably constant between 60 and 70% acetonitrile (Table


6). This provides some confirmation of our analysis of the
Chrétien et al.s data set, and of the suggestion of Yamaguchi
and co-workers that the retention behaviour on the columns
with and without end-capping is similar.


General analysis


In order to see if our analysis, as summarized by Figure 1,
is in any way general, we obtained regression equations for
various RP-HPLC systems with C18 phases, and list these in
Table 7. We have not used equations with less than about 20
data points, even though some such equations have been
published. The variation of the coefficients with system is
even larger than that for the restricted set of systems in
Table 2, with the v coefficient varying between 0·62 and


Table 9. Ratios of coefficients for RP-HPLC C18–MeCN and THF systems


Stationary phase Mobile phase Ref.a r/v s/v a/v b/v


YMC Pack ODS-A 30% acetonitrile SY 0·26 20·33 20·08 21·05
Zorbax ODS 40% acetonitrile YPZ 0·09 20·22 20·28 21·01
Zorbax ODS 50% acetonitrile YPZ 0·16 20·29 20·29 21·03
Zorbax ODS 60% acetonitrile YPZ 0·17 20·33 20·33 21·06
Spherisorb ODS-2 30% acetonitrile SMI 0·17 20·28 20·28 20·93
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% acetonitrile SMI 0·17 20·31 20·31 20·96
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% acetonitrile SMI 0·17 20·33 20·39 21·01
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% acetonitrile SMI 0·16 20·36 20·42 20·99
Spherisorb ODS-2 70% acetonitrile SMI 0·17 20·41 20·48 20·98
Spherisorb ODS-2 80% acetonitrile SMI 0·15 20·43 20·47 20·97
ERC-1000 (ODS) 50% acetonitrile HH1 0·01 20·11 20·36 20·94
ERC-1000 (ODS) 60% acetonitrile HH1 20·01 20·13 20·38 20·98
ERC-1000 (ODS) 70% acetonitrile HH1 20·01 20·14 20·40 20·96
ERC-1000 (ODS) 80% acetonitrile HH1 20·01 20·17 20·42 20·93
ERC-1000 (ODS) 90% acetonitrile HH1 0·01 20·24 20·43 20·87
Unisil C18 20% acetonitrile HH3 0·08 20·14 20·10 20·75
Unisil C18 30% acetonitrile HH3 0·10 20·14 20·14 20·71
Unisil C18 40% acetonitrile HH3 0·17 20·16 20·16 20·71
Unisil C18 50% acetonitrile HH3 0·22 20·19 20·17 20·71
Unisil C18 60% acetonitrile HH3 0·28 20·21 20·18 20·69
Unicil C18 70% acetonitrile HH3 0·30 20·25 20·16 20·68
Unisil C18 80% acetonitrile HH3 0·35 20·26 20·17 20·63
Unisil C18 90% acetonitrile HH3 0·42 20·31 20·16 20·67
LOC-ODS-E 60% acetonitrile 0·28 20·64 20·11 21·13
HIC-ODS-E 60% acetonitrile 0·21 20·55 20·27 21·12
HIC-ODS-NE 60% acetonitrile 0·23 20·56 20·06 21·03
LOC-ODS-E 70% acetonitrile 0·27 20·66 20·13 21·12
HIC-ODS-E 70% acetonitrile 0·29 20·70 20·15 21·15
HIC-ODS-NE 70% acetonitrile 0·25 20·62 20·15 21·00


Av.: 0·18 20·33 20·26 20·92
sd: 0·11 0·18 0·13 0·16


Spherisorb ODS-2 30% tetrahydrofuran SMI 20·04 20·17 20·06 21·22
Spherisorb ODS-2 40% tetrahydrofuran SMI 20·08 20·19 20·14 21·28
Spherisorb ODS-2 50% tetrahydrofuran SMI 20·11 20·21 20·21 21·35
Spherisorb ODS-2 60% tetrahydrofuran SMI 20·13 20·29 20·37 21·43


Av.: 20·09 20·22 20·19 21·32
sd: 0·04 0·05 0·13 0·09


a See footnote to Table 7.
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3·22 for methanol mobile phases and between 0·41 and 2·81
for acetonitrile mobile phases.


In spite of such large variations in the coefficients
themselves, the ratio of coefficients is remarkably constant.
In Table 8 are collected the ratios for all the equations in
Table 7 with methanol mobile phases, together with the
average (av.) and the standard deviation (sd). For 25
systems, with different C18 phases and elements with
different methanol concentrations, the ratios are constant
with sd values of ca 0·08 units; this is illustrated by the plot
of b coefficients vs v coefficients shown in Figure 2. Now
the coefficients themselves vary considerably, and so do the
sd values for the coefficients in the equations. If we average
the sd values for the b and v coefficients in the various
equations, for example, we can calculate by the propagation
of errors the corresponding sd value for b/v expected as a
result of random error in the coefficients. This turns out to
be ca 0·05 for b/v and nearer 0·03 for the other ratios. In
addition, there will be systematic errors as a result of widely
different data sets used in the various equations. Hence the
observed sd values of betweeen 0·05 and 0·10 are about as
expected. We can say that the ratios r/v, s/v, a/v and b/v
seem to be characteristic of C18 phases over a fairly wide
range of aqueous methanol mixtures. This considerably
extends the analysis via equations (3)–(5), and we can write
for logk9 values for the 25 systems, with eluents with
different methanol concentrations,


logk9=c
+v(0·13 R2 20·32 pH


2 20·22 ∑aH
2 20·90 ∑bO


2


+1·00 Vx ) (6)


where c and v now depend on the particular C18 phase and
particular methanol-containing eluent.


We did not include Chrétien et al.’s data sets that we used
above in the general analysis to obtain equation (6), because
we restricted the general analysis to data sets with at least 20
points. Thus, although equation (5) is different to equation
(6), the differences can probably be attributed to the small
number of solutes in Chrétien et al.’s data sets for which we
have descriptors, rather than to differences in the C18


column properties. This can be tested by fitting Chrétien et
al.’s data to equation (6), obtaining the c and v parameters,
and then calculating the logk9 values for all the solutes in all
Chrétien et al.’s phases. A plot of the calculated and
observed logk9 values is shown in Figure 3. The good fit
indicates that equation (6) can also be applied to Chrétien et
al.’s data, and that it is probably of general validity for C18


phases with aqueous methanol eluents.
In Table 7 are given details of regression equations with


aqueous acetonitrile eluents. The coefficient ratios are given
in Table 9, and a plot of the coefficients vs the v coefficients
is shown in Figure 4. The ratios for acetonitrile eluents are
similar to those for methanol eluents, but we prefer to keep
the two sets of ratios separate. Once again, it seems clear


Figure 4. Plots of the regression coefficients vs the v coefficient for C18–aqueous acetonitrile sets (Table 9).
Symbols as in Figure 1
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that all the C18 phases fall into the same pattern as regards
the ratio of coefficients, and we can construct a similar
equation to equation (6) for acetonitrile eluents:


logk9=c
+v(0·18 R2 20·33 pH


2 20·26 ∑aH
2 20·92 ∑bO


2


+1·00 Vx ) (7)


We can use our analysis, as represented by equations (6)
and (7), to resolve the different approaches of Cheong and
Carr24 and Rosés and Bosch.25 The former workers used an
LFER approach similar to the one that we use, and
concluded that more than one solvent parameter was needed
to account for all the processes or interactions that influence
RP-HPLC retention. Certainly, solvent properties such as
dipolarity/polarizability, hydrogen-bond acidity and hydro-
phobicity are important influences on retention, as we can
see from the numerous regression equations we have listed.
However also, and crucially, we have shown that these
properties, as judged from the regression coefficients, are all
linearly related over a solvent composition range from 30 to
90% methanol and from 30 to 90% acetonitrile. Hence the
finding of Rosés and Bosch25 that a single solvent parameter
is sufficient to predict retention over a fairly wide range of
solvent  composition is not in conflict with the conclusion of
Cheong and Carr,24 and can be explained simply through
equations (6) and (7).


The few systems in which aqueous tetrahydrofuran is the
eluent seem to give rise to larger b/v ratios and to smaller
a/v ratios than for the other systems with aqueous methanol
and aqueous acetonitrile as eluents (see Table 9), but more
such systems need to be examined.


Our analysis shows that a wide variety of C18 phases
behave similarly as regards their relative dipolarity/polariz-
ability, hydrogen-bond acidity and hydrogen-bond basicity
to hydrophobicity. In retrospect, this might have been
expected, and certainly indicates that the general chemical
nature of the phases is similar. Other workers, e.g. Schmitz
et al.15 and Righezza and Chrétien,16 have shown that there
are differences amongst C18 phases. These differences,
although significant in terms of separation of particular pairs
of compound, are in general not very large. Thus, for 11 C18


phases, with the same 55% methanol eluent. Schmitz et al.15


found that the capacity ratios of aniline to phenol were on
average 0·88 with an sd of 0·23; transformed into logk9
values, the average was 20·07 with an sd of 0·11 log units.
This is of the same order as the sd values of the ratios we
have found, the latter also being in logarithmic form. Hence
our analysis, as we stated in the Introduction, does not deal
with the ranking of phases as regards particular separations,
but with setting out a method for the overall classification of
phases. As we shall show in a subsequent publication, a
wider variety of phases than just C18 phases does lead to
significant differences in coefficient ratios, so that the ratios


can be used to classify phases in a chemically meaningful
way.
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SOLVENT EFFECT ON POLAR AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES
OF 2-N-METHYLAMINO-5-NITRO-6-METHYLPYRIDINE AND


2-N-METHYLAMINO-3-NITRO-6-METHYLPYRIDINE
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1 Department of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemistry, University of Wrocl| aw, Wrocl| aw, Poland
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Dipole moments of 2-N-methylamino-5-nitro-6-methylpyridine (I) and 2-N-methylamino-3-nitro-6-methylpyridine (II)
were determined in solvents of different polarity and basicity. The solvent effect is discussed in terms of the two-
parameter (p*–b) Kamlet–Taft expression. The solvent dependences of the energy of intramolecular charge-transfer
transition and the frequency of the n(NH) stretching vibration are in keeping with the dielectric results. It was found
that the solvent-induced disturbance in the electronic structure of I is brought about by hydrogen bond interaction with
the NH group. The strong intramolecular hydrogen bond in II is stable in weakly basic solvents and the electronic
structure is insensitive to the environment. However, in more basic solvents the intramolecular hydrogen bond is partly
broken and an N—H· · ·solvent hydrogen bond is formed, bringing about distinct changes in polarity and spectroscopic
properties. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The introduction of a strong electron-accepting nitro group
into the 2-N-alkylaminopyridine system causes a clear
modification of the electronic structure. In the 5-nitro
derivative (I), strong conjugation between the NO2 and
NHR groups leads to intramolecular charge transfer. In a
previous paper,1 we reported a pronounced influence of
nitrogen amino substitution on the charge-transfer effect in
2-amino-5-nitro-6-methylpyridines. The N-substituted
2-amino-5-nitropyridines have attracted considerable inter-
est owing to their non-linear optical properties.2–7 The large
first-order hyperpolarizability b in these high push–pull
chromophores is due to an intramolecular charge-transfer
interaction between NO2 and NR2 groups. For such


molecules, the electronic properties may exhibit a pro-
nounced sensitivity to the environment. In fact, it has been
pointed out earlier8–10 that the solvent polarity exerts an
important influence on b. In the 3-nitro derivative (II), an
important structural element is the intramolecular hydrogen
bond between the NO2 and NHR groups. This intra-
molecular interaction reduces the tendency of the NH bond
to form intermolecular HB with the solvent molecules. For
2-nitro-N-alkylanilines there is extensive IR,11, 12 UV–
VIS,13, 14 NMR15 and dipole moment16 evidence for the
persistence of the chelate structure II in a wide variety of
solvents. There have been no such studies on 2-amino-
3-nitropyridines.


The first step in our investigation of the influence of the
solvent on charge distribution and intramolecular HB in
aminonitropyridines was to examine I and II in solvents of
low polarity and basicity (hydrogen-acceptor ability). In
such media, dipole moment measurements, and spectro-
scopic methods (IR, UV–VIS), should reveal the sensitivity
of the molecular electronic properties to the environment.
Because the influence of the solvent on the electronic
structure of the solute is brought about by electrostatic and
specific solute–solvent interactions, we decided to describe
this phenomenon using the Kamlet–Taft17 solvatochromic
parameters p* (dipolarity/polarizability term) and b
(hydrogen-bond acceptor ability) of the solvent.* Correspondence to: Z. PawelI ka.
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EXPERIMENTAL


Dielectric permittivities were measured on a Dipolmeter
DM01 instrument which operates using the superheterodyne
beat method at 2 MHz. The measuring condensers made it
possible to determine the dielectric capacity with an
accuracy DC/C≤131024. The density was determined
pyknometrically with an accuracy ±1024 g cm23 and the
refractive index for the D-line of sodium was measured
using an Abbé refractometer to an accuracy ±531025. All
the measurements were performed at 25±0·02 °C. The
molar dipole polarization at infinite dilution was calculated
from an expression18 based on Onsager’s local field:19


Pdip
∞ =


(«1 2n2
1 )(2«1 +n2


1 )M1


«1(n
2
1 +2)2d1


Sa«1 2gn2
1


«1 2n2
1


+
2a«1 +gn2


1


2«1 +n2
1


2
2gn2


1


n2
1 +2


2a2b+
M2


M1
D (1)


The coefficients a, b and g are defined as follows:


a«1 =Sd«


dx2
D


x2→0


; b=
1


d1
Sdd


dx2
D


x2→0


; gn2
1 =Sdn2


dx2
D


x2→0


M, «, d, n and x are molecular mass, dielectric permittivity,
density, refractive index and mole fraction, respectively, and
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to solvent and solute,
respectively. The dipole moment measurements were car-
ried out in the range of mole fractions 831023–531022 for
pyridine and 131023–531023 for I and II. In the above
ranges no concentration dependences of the dielectric
polarization were observed. The average of the absolute
deviations of the dipole moments from their mean did not
exceed 0·03 D. UV–VIS and IR spectra were recorded on
Specord M40 and Nicolet 205 FT-IR spectrometers in
quartz and KBr cuvettes of varying thicknesses. The
accuracies of wavenumber readings were 50 and 1 cm21,
respectively. The solvents and pyridine were purified by
standard methods20 and were dried over sodium or molec-
ular sieves of type 4 Å. 2-N-Methylamino-5-nitro-
6-methylpyridine (I) and 2-N-methylamino-3-nitro-


6-methylpyridine (II) were synthesized as described
previously,21 recrystallized from benzene and stored over
CaCl2 in a vacuum desiccator. The melting points and other
purity critera were given previously.21


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The influence of the solvent on the dipole moments of I and
II is exerted by the electrostatic and specific (hydrogen-
bond and charge-transfer) solute–solvent interactions. Both
molecules contain nitro and N-methylamino groups in
addition to the pyridine moiety, which are subject to
solvation in different ways. For a thorough treatment of this
problem, it is expedient to discuss first the influence of the
solvent on the dipole moments of molecules which are polar
fragments of I and II. As shown previously,18 changes in the
dipole moment of nitrobenzene in the solvents investigated
in this work were only slight. The same seems to apply to
pyridine, whose dipole moments in the solvents tested are
given in Table 1.


The N-methylamino group can act as a hydrogen donor
(N—H bond) and hydrogen acceptor (nitrogen atom).
However, because of its strong conjugation, the basicity is
considerably attenuated. The dipole moment of N,N-
dimethylaniline in n-hexane, CCl4 , benzene and dioxane is
constant and equal to 1·61±0·02 D.22 The constancy of the
dipole moments of molecules constituting polar, but basic
(hydrogen-bond acceptor), fragments of compounds I and
II is due to the absence in the solvents tested of specific
hydrogen-bond interactions of the type B· · ·HR (B=NO2


group or nitrogen atom, HR=hydrogen-bond donor sol-
vent).


Table 2 gives the dipole moments of compounds I and II.
Even a rough inspection indicates that the solvent depend-
ences of the dipole moments of the two compounds are
different. There is a considerable increase in m(I) with
increase in the polarity of the solvent. However, it is
noteworthy that the dipole moment in n-chlorobutane
(«=7·05) is definitely lower than that not only in the
isodielectric tetrahydrofuran («=7·46) but also in the non-
polar dioxane and aromatic solvents. The enhancement of
the effective dipole moment is due mainly to the specific
hydrogen bond interaction N—H· · ·B (B=basic oxygen or
p-electron system). It is not unlikely that in aromatic
solvents also the p–p interaction is significant. The


Table 1. Dipole moment of pyridine in various solvents


Solvent a«1 b gn2
1 P (cm3 ) m (D)


Tetrachloroethylene 7·097 20·2171 0·2173 115·0 2·36
Mesitylene 4·316 0·0923 0·0840 98·3 2·18
Benzene 6·899 0·1212 0·1485 110·0 2·20
Dioxane 7·305 20·0343 0·2764 108·0 2·28
Ethyl acetate 5·104 0·0899 0·3471 105·7 2·26
n-Chlorobutane 4·486 0·0808 0·2565 110·5 2·31
Tetrahydrofuran 6·071 0·1255 0·3494 113·4 2·34
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consequence of specific N—H· · ·B interactions is an
increase in intramolecular charge transfer. This in turn may
raise the second-order molecular polarizability. It is worth
mentioning that optically non-linear 2-N-substituted-
5-nitropyridines in the crystalline state form intermolecular
hydrogen bonds between the nitro oxygens and the NH
groups which link the molecules into chains.4–7


For a quantitative description of the sollvent effect on m
we have proposed a two parameter Kamlet–Taft equation17


of the form


ms =mo +sp*+bb (2)


where p* is the measure of solvent dipolarity/polarizability
(electrostatic interaction) and b is the measure of the
solvent hydrogen-bond acceptor ability (see Table 3 and 4).
The equation obtained by the method of linear regression
analysis is


ms(I)= 4·85


(±0·18)


+ 0.67p*


(±0·45)


+ 1·80b


(±0·24) (3)


(n=7, r=0·988, SEE=0·09)


where SEE is the standard error of the estimate. As can be
seen, the parameters p* and b describe the solvent
dependence satisfactorily. The p* coefficient and its
standard deviation are comparable in magnitude, suggest-
ing, that this term is not significant. In fact, the following
single-parameter equation describes the solvent dependence
very well:


ms(I)= 5·11


(±0·06)


+ 2·05b


(±0·18)


(n=7, r=0·981, SEE=0·10)
(4)


Equation (4) indicates that a specific N—H· · ·B interaction
is the decisive factor disturbing the electronic structure.


Now let us consider the solvent effect on the dipole
moment of compound II. In contrast to I, the dipole moment
m(II) in C2Cl4 , benzene, mesitylene, dioxane and n-
chlorobutane is weakly differentiated and a good correlation


is satisfied:


ms(II)= 3·18


(±0·02)


+ 0·26p*


(±0·05)


+ 0·03b


(±0·04) (5)


(n=5, r=0·980, SEE=0·01)


As can be seen, the b term is not significant and can be
dropped to give the following correlation with similar
precision:


ms(II)= 3·17


(±0·02)


+ 0·28p*


(±0·04)


(n=5, r=0·976, SEE=0·01) (6)


On this basis it may be supposed that the intramolecular
hydrogen bond is not subject to cleavage. However, in ethyl
acetate and tetrahydrofuran, a marked enhancement of m is
observed, while correlations (5) and (6) considering also
these solvents are clearly not satisfied. This suggests that in
both of these solvents there is an (at least partial) cleavage
of intramolecular hydrogen bond and intermolecular N—
H· · ·B bonds to the solvent molecules are formed. This
effect may be accompanied by changes in conformation
(e.g. partial loss of coplanarity and conjugation).


Further evidence for stability of intramolecular HB and
the specific role of the N—H· · ·solvent interaction is given
by spectroscopic data.


In Table 3 are given the positions of longwave p→p*
bands of the intramolecular charge-transfer type (IMCT) for
both the compounds and in solvents of different polarity.
The criterion for the selection of the solvents in this case
was the lack of hydrogen-bond donor and hydrogen-bond
acceptor abilities (Kamlet–Taft parameters a and b equal to
zero). It is obvious that in non-interacting solvents the
spectral shift is controlled by the dipolarity/polarizability
term p*.


The  solvatochromic equations are as follows:


ñs(I)= 29,945


(±150)


22620p*


(±310)


(n=8, r=0·960, SEE=198) (7)


Table 2. Dipole moments of 2-N-methylamino-5-nitro-6-methylpyridine (I) and 2-N-methylamino-3-nitro-6-methylpyridine (II) in
various solvents


I II


Solvent a«1 b gn2
1 P (cm3 ) m (D) a«1 b gn2


1 P (cm3 ) m (D)


Tetrachloroethylene 31·596 20·3197 0·5422 526·4 5·04 13·474 20·3182 0·5510 219·3 3·26
Benzene 42·001 0·6564 0·7972 607·4 5·42 16·461 0·6389 0·8071 231·1 3·34
Mesitylene 24·950 0·3983 0·3909 569·2 5·24(5) 10·123 0·3988 0·4471 224·4 3·29
Dioxane 47·589 0·3523 1·0877 701·5 5·82 16·109 0·2790 1·0543 229·4 3·33
Ethyl acetate 54·332 0·6176 1·3368 770·8 6·10 19·821 0·6087 1·1186 305·2 3·84
n-Chlorobutane 36·740 0·5573 0·9171 563·0 5·21 13·602 0·6811 1·1123 221·6 3·27
Tetrahydrofuran 71·503 0·7793 1·4442 806·4 6·24 34·873 0·9572 1·6350 395·1 4·37
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and


ñs(I)=25,095


(±60)


21410p*


(±125)


(n=8, r=0·977, SEE=79) (8)


According to expectation,24 compound II with intra-
molecular HB manifests a clearly reduced solvent
sensitivity as compared with I.


Table 4 shows the wavenumbers of IMCT transitions in I
and II dissolved in basic solvents tested dielectrically;
further discussion is based on the Kamlet–Taft14 procedure
and deviations from the dependence of n versus p*
[equations (7) and (8)] were determined. Deviations dDE,
defined as the difference in the transition energies observed
(DEobs ) and calculated according to equations (7) and (8)
(DEcalc ) are given in Table 4. The magnitude of dDE is
attributable to the strength of N—H· · ·solvent interactions


in excited and ground states. As can be seen, dDE(I) cover
a wide range (2·0–7·3 kJ mol21 ) and become more negative
(bathochromic shifts) with increasing hydrogen-bond
acceptor properties of the solvent, e.g. increase in b. The
deviation observed in benzene may be caused by charge-
transfer solute–solvent interactions, which in the case of
mesitylene is less important owing to steric hindrance. The
dDE(I) energies roughly correlate with the effective dipole
moments:


ms(I)= 5·35


(±0·13)


20·18dDE(I)


(±0·05)


(n=6, r=0·878, SEE=0·27)


(9)


The dipole moment ms(I)=5·35±0·13 D obtained by extra-
polation to dDE=0 is that in the absence of any specific
solvent effects. This dipole moment is not compatible with
that estimated from equation (3) [ms(I)=4·85±0·18 D],
which is related to non-polar solvents, e.g. aliphatic
hydrocarbons. Hence it may be concluded that the dipole
moment enhancement caused by pure electrostatic inter-
actions in solvents of «<8 is not higher than 0.5 D.


Now let us consider the more interesting solvatochromic
properties of II. Table 4 shows that in C2Cl4 , benzene,
mesitylene, dioxane and n-chlorobutane the dDE(II) values
are small and the solvatochromic equation (8) is satisfied. It
should be remembered that in this group of solvents the
constancy of the dipole moment was also found (see Table
2). Hence the UV–VIS data confirm that even if the solvent
interacts specifically with II, then this interaction does not
lead to cleavage of intramolecular HB or any significant
disturbances of the charge distribution. In more polar and at
the same time basic solvents, such as ethyl acetate,


Table 3. Wavenumbers of the intramolecular charge-transfer bond
in 2-N-methylamino-5-nitro-6-methylpyridine (I) and 2-N-methyla-


mino-3-nitro-6-methylpyridine (II) in non-interacting solvents


Solvent p* ñ(I) (cm21 ) ñ(II) (cm21 )


n-Hexane 20·08 30,090 25,200
CCl4 0·28 29,550 24,700
1,2-Dibromomethane 0·75 28,090 24,020
n-Bromobutane 0·47a 28,780 24.510
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 0·49 28,480 24,410
n-Chlorobutane 0·39 28,890 24,580
Bromoethane 0·53a 28,570 24,420
1,1-Dichloroethane 0·48a 28,430 24,260


a From Ref. 23.


Table 4. Wavenumbers of IMCT transitions ñp→p* and of the n(NH) vibrations in 2-N-methylamino-5-nitro-
6-methylpyridine (I) and 2-N-methylamino-3-nitro-6-methylpyridine (II) in various solvents (top values for


I and bottom values for II)


Solvent p* (Ref. 17) b (Ref. 17) (ñp→p*) (cm21 ) dD (kJ mol21 ) n (NH) (cm21 )


Tetrachloroethylene 0·28 0·00 29,380 2·0 3443
24,710 0·1 3406


Mesitylene 0·41 0·13 28,800 20·8 3417
24,440 20·9 3405


Benzene 0·59 0·10 28,570 2·0 3433
24,280 0·2 3405


Dioxane 0·55 0·37 28,320 22·2 3354
24,310 20·1 3402(sh)


Ethyl acetate 0·55 0·45 28,350 21·9 3397
24,520 2·4 3405(sh)


n-Chlorobutane 0·39 0·00 28,890 20·4 3440
24,580 0·4 3407


Tetrahydrofuran 0·58 0·55 27,970 25·6 3331
24,410 1·6 3407 (3380)


Acetone 0·71 0·48 27,700 24·6
24,340 2·9(5)


Dimethylacetamide 0·88 0·76 27,030 27·3
24,050 2·3(5)
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tetrahydrofuran, acetone and dimethylacetamide, positive
dDE(II) values are observed. This result was not unex-
pected, as it has been reported previously14, 25, 26 for some
aromatic systems with intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
Most probably, formation of an intermolecularly H-bonded
form, even if accompanied by increased polarity of the
system, cannot compensate for the effects connected with
partial cleavage of the intramolecular hydrogen bond, e.g.
loss of coplanarity and conjugation. Hence in this case a
simple relationship between the effective dipole moment
and n (or dDE) should not be expected.


Compounds I and II, compared with primary anilines, are
simpler for testing the solvent effect on the hydrogen bond
by IR spectroscopy. Disturbance of the spectra by the Fermi
resonance between n(NH) and the d(NH) overtone can be
avoided. The n(NH) stretching vibration frequencies in
compounds I and II are presented in Table 4. Here we shall
discuss only the solvent shifts of that band. The band of the
free NH group in I in C2Cl4 and n-chlorobutane occurs at
about 3440 cm21. The n(NH) (I) band in the other solvents
is shifted to lower frequencies owing to the specific
NH· · ·O or NH· · ·p interactions. The poor correlation
between n(NH) (I) and m(I) can be simply explained. The
enhancement of the effective dipole moment arises largely
from a change in intramolecular charge transfer, while the
n(NH)(I) shift is caused mainly by local environmental
disturbances to the NH bond. Therefore, the position of the
n(NH) (I) band correlates well with the relative magnitude
of the electron-donor ability of the solvent, defined as the
difference between the position of the n(OD) band of
methanol-d solution in a given solvent and benzene as
standard solvent, i.e. Dn(OD)=n(OD) (benzene)2n(OD)
(solvent).27 The Dn(OD) frequencies in C2Cl4 , n-chlor-
obutane and mesitylene determined by us are 224, 212
and 10 cm21, respectively. The relationship between n(NH)
(1) and Dn(OD) is given by the equation


n(NH)(I)=3427


(±3)


20·988dDn


(±0·062) (10)


(n=7, r=0·990, SEE=6·674)


It has been found11 that 2-nitro-N-methylaniline exists in
the intramolecularly bonded form and partly as an HB
complex in pyridine. The evidence for the intermolecular
HB is the low-frequency shoulder on the sharp band at
about 3390 cm21, ascribed to the form with the intra-
molecular HB. The same compound has been intensively
investigated12 in a wide range of solvents of various
polarities and basicities. The low-frequency shoulder
becomes more intense along with increasing hydrogen-bond
acceptor properties of the solvent. In DMSO the frequency
shift is 55 cm21 and the lower component becomes more
intense. However, on the basis of the Bellamy plot,28 it is
argued12 that the N—H· · ·NO2 bridge is not interrupted
even in such basic solvents as diethyl ether, DMSO and


pyridine. In the authors’ opinion, a bifurcated hydrogen
bond is formed, in which the NH group interacts simultane-
ously with the nitro group and the solvent molecule. The
spectroscopic picture in the region of the n(NH) vibrations
observed for II is similar to that in 2-nitro-N-methylaniline
(see Table 4). The position of the band at 3400 cm21 is
almost constant in all the solvents tested. The shoulder
observed in dioxane is weak, whereas that in ethyl acetate is
more intense. In tetrahydrofuran, the lower frequency band
is well developed and is observed at 3380 cm21. Consider-
ing the IR picture together with the dielectric and UV–VIS
data, we think that, at least in tetrahydrofuran, there is
partial cleavage of the intramolecular HB and its replace-
ment with an intermolecular N–H· · ·O bond. The
frequencies of the n(NH) vibration in N—H· · ·O are,
however, not much lower than those in the intramolecular
NH· · ·NO2 bridge. On the other hand, the formation of
bifurcated hydrogen bonds in weakly basic and polar
solvents cannot be precluded. Anyhow, this kind of
interaction does not lead to significant disturbances of the
charge distribution in a molecule.


Summing up, it may be concluded that electronic
structure I is very sensitive to the influence of the medium.
In basic solvents the intramolecular charge-transfer effect is
intensified by the hydrogen-bond interaction of the NH
group with the solvent. Constancy of the dipole moment, the
position of the n(NH) band and the normal behaviour of the
IMCT transition for II in weakly basic solvents confirm that
the intramolecular bridge is stable. However, the dielectric
and spectroscopic data concerning ethyl acetate and tetra-
hydrofuran suggest that the intramolecular hydrogen bond is
partly interrupted and replaced by an intermolecular
NH· · ·solvent bond.
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INCLUSION COMPLEXATION OF CYCLOBIS(PARAQUAT-p-
PHENYLENE) AND RELATED CYCLOPHANE DERIVATIVES WITH


SUBSTITUTED AROMATICS: COOPERATIVE NON-COVALENT CAVITY
AND EXTERNAL INTERACTIONS


RENÉ CASTRO,1 PABLO D. DAVIDOV,1 KAIPEUCHERY A. KUMAR,2 ALAN P. MARCHAND,2*
JEFFREY D. EVANSECK1* and ANGEL E. KAIFER1*


1 Department of Chemistry, University of Miami, 1301 Memorial Drive, Coral Gables, Florida 33146-0431, USA
2 Department of Chemistry, University of North Texas, Denton, Texas 76203, USA


The cooperative nature of non-covalent interactions which give rise to inclusion complexes involving cyclobis(paraquat-
p-phenylene), 14+ , and related cyclophane derivatives, 24+ –44+ , with substituted 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl guests has
been studied by spectroscopic techniques and ab initio and semiempirical molecular orbital methods. Inclusion complex
formation and stability are primarily determined by the combination of two main interaction modes involving aromatic
stacking of the guest within the cyclophane cavity and external interactions between guest side arms and the exterior
of the cyclophane. A balance between cavity and external forces results in supramolecular association and is shown to
change depending upon the functionality and substitution of the guest. Cavity binding was probed using 1,4-phenyl and
4,49-biphenyl guests, where for the 1,4-phenyl guests the primary basis for energy stabilization with 14+ is found to be
short-range stabilizing electrostatic forces complemented by small amounts of polarizability and charge-transfer. In
contrast, the cavity binding between substituted 4,49-biphenyl guests and 14+ is determined by almost equal
contributions of polarizability and electrostatics. The effect of solvent is shown to have only a small effect on the
computed geometry of 14+ complexes, but its impact upon binding energies is substantial. The first solvation shell of the
cyclophanes is computationally approximated by 12 acetonitriles and satisfies the requirements of the 16 relatively acidic
protons on the bipyridinium groups. Good correlations between the computed (with solvation) and experimental 14+


binding energies are found. The degree of linear correlation improves substantially when the comparison between
computed and experimentally observed binding energies is restricted to structurally similar (number of aromatic rings,
number of substituents and position of substitution) molecular guests. Furthermore, computed molecular properties,
such as polarizability, maximum hardness, softness and electronegativity of the isolated guests, correlate well with 14+


binding energies based upon the same requirement of guest similarity. The non-covalent forces associated with the
external cyclophane interactions were studied with guest molecules built from symmetrical 1,4-extensions of
hydroquinone composed of aliphatic or ethyleneoxy side arms. In particular, side arm length and functionality, and the
position and type of heteroatoms along the chain, were systematically varied to define the external interactions between
the guest side arms and different host cyclophanes. Specifically, the ethyleneoxy linkages are shown to provide a large
chelate and cooperative effect which direct the binding with 14+ . In order to probe further the special geometric and
electronic character of 14+ , we have synthesized and tested a new supramolecular host, 24+ , similar to 14+ but where a
pentacycloundecane unit replaces one of the xylyl groups. Both experimental and computed data on the new host
emphasize the ideal geometry and electronic nature of the 14+ molecular receptor for aromatic guests. The inclusion
complexes discussed in this paper are important not only because they, or similar entities, are the main components of
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many rotaxanes, catenanes and other switchable molecules, but because the intermolecular interactions involved, such
as electrostatics, polarizability and charge-transfer, are ubiquitous in supramolecular chemistry. The information
reported on the specific interactions involving the 14+ –44+ molecular receptors with substituted aromatic guests can also
be extended by analogy to many systems of broad interest. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The tetracationic host cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene), 14+ ,
was first designed and prepared by Stoddart and co-
workers.1 During the last 8 years, this cyclophane has been
shown to have very interesting and versatile receptor
properties. Host 14+ has been used as a fundamental
building block in a large number of catenanes, pseudorotax-
anes, rotaxanes and other interesting molecules.2 In
addition, its water-soluble tetrachloride form is an effective
receptor for aromatic amino acids,3 neurotransmitters4 and
certain phenyl glycopyranosides.5 The binding properties of
14+ are essentially determined by its rigid cavity, lined by
two electron acceptor 4,49-bipyridinium (paraquat) groups,
which are separated by a distance approximately equal to
the van der Waals thickness of an aromatic ring. Therefore,
the cavity inclusion of an electron-rich aromatic residue
gives rise to the development of strong non-bond inter-
actions between the host’s electron acceptor paraquat
residues and the guest’s electron donor ring. Owing to the
ideal stacking of aromatic rings and the electronic character
of such complexes, charge-transfer had been used as the
main non-covalent interaction to explain the general affinity
between compounds possessing electron-rich aromatic rings
(p-donors) and host 14+ .


Some time ago, we asked ourselves how much of the
receptor’s binding strength was due to charge-transfer
interactions and how much was the result of other
intermolecular forces. If charge-transfer interactions were
responsible for most of the observed complex stabilization,
then the free energy of complex formation should correlate


with the guest’s oxidation potential, as a measure of its p-
donor ability. With 14+ , however, this is not always the case,
as evidenced by comparing the two guests benzidine and p-
phenylenediamine. The first oxidation potentials are +0·59
and +0·32 V vs Ag/AgCl in acetonitrile,6 respectively.
Obviously, p-phenylenediamine has the lower oxidation
potential and is thus the strongest p-donor of the two.
However, benzidine is more strongly bound to host 14+


(in acetonitrile solution, DG°=24·1 kcal/mol21


(1 kcal=4·184 kJ) for benzidine complexation vs
DG°=22·8 kcal/mol21 for p-phenylenediamine).6 As such,
the origin of intermolecular factors which control
14+ binding selectivity and affinity were not clearly
understood.


In this paper, we collectively discuss our recent computa-
tional and experimental results7, 8 geared to provide an
increased understanding of the balance between the non-
covalent cavity and external binding forces operating
between host 14+ and two classes of p-donor guests built
from substituted 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl derivatives.
Furthermore, the cooperative phenomenon between external
host effects and cavity binding of 14+ was examined by the
synthesis of a new supramolecular host, 24+ , based on 14+ .
The idea was to alter both the electronic and geometric
features of 14+ and similarly characterize the binding
affinity of 24+ with 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl derivatives
by using both experimental and computational methods.


The new 24+ host was designed to perturb guest
recognition and binding through the replacement of one
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xylyl group by pentacycloundecane. In addition, a system-
atic alteration of cavity size was carried out computationally
by subtracting the methylene units between the bipyr-
idinium and pentacycloundecane groups resulting in 34+ and
44+ . Neither 34+ nor 44+ has been synthesized or experimen-
tally tested. In order to rationalize the geometric and
electronic effects between 14+ –44+ , and owing to the
importance of 14+ as a building block for novel switchable
molecules9 and interfacial devices,10 we started a detailed
investigation of the non-covalent factors controlling the
binding selectivity and strength between the cyclophane
hosts 14+ –44+ and substituted 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl
guests.


COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE


All computations were performed using the Spartan 4·1,11


Gaussian 94,12 and Monstergauss13 software packages on
IBM RS/6000 Model 590 and 591 workstations. Geometry
optimizations were carried out using Restricted Hartree–
Fock theory with the STO–3G, 3–21G, 6–31G(D) and
6–31G(P,D) basis sets for ab initio calculations,14 or with
the MNDO, AM1 or PM3 semiempirical methods,15–17 as
described previously.7


UV–VIS binding studies were conducted on a Shimadzu
UV-2101PC scanning spectrophotometer with a tempera-


Figure 1. The four different cyclophane structures computed in vacuum using PM3. Distances are in Angstroms and angles in degrees.
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ture control module. A charge-transfer band occurs if
suitable intermolecular interactions develop between the
guest and the host, which provides a straightforward signal
to quantitate the free energy of complexation. The method
to determine the binding constants monitors the charge-
transfer band, since the cyclophane receptor is colorless in
solution, until an aromatic guest is added. Syntheses, data
collection and analysis were performed as described in
detail elsewhere.6


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) and related cyclophane
derivatives


Owing to the inherent limitations of empirical energy
functions used in standard valence forcefield implementa-
tions, the description of induced electrostatics or
polarizability,18 especially for the cyclic tetracations, is
problematic.19 As a consequence, the most straightforward
approach was to use semiempirical molecular orbital theory
to model the cyclophanes and their complexes.7 Problems
with MNDO have been well documented for other molec-
ular systems.20 In this study, the MNDO computations
produce an unrealistic geometry for 14+ , whereas AM1,
PM3 and ab initio calculations produce structures in good
agreement with the crystal structure.1, 7, 21 Consistent with
that found for 14+ , the computed  PM3 and AM1 structures
for 24+ –44+ are similar, but in contrast to that for 14+ do not
dramatically distort when treated by MNDO. The computed
dimensions of the 14+ cavity are practically constant when
compared between the semiempirical and ab initio meth-
ods.7 The largest structural change involves the dihedral
angle across the bipyridinium units. The dihedral angle is
19° in the crystal structure and varies from 0 to 40° for the
different levels of theory used. In addition, the distance
across the bipyridinium units is computed to be consistently
1 Å larger than that reported from experiment. Electrostatic
repulsion across the ring is believed to cause such an
expansion of the cavity, since counterions and solvent were
not included in the computations. The other cyclophanes


were not compared with experiment, since the crystal
structure of 24+ has not been determined, and cyclophanes
34+ and 44+ have not been synthesized. The cavity changes
in geometry for the different cyclophanes were investigated
by examining the distances from the bipyridinium nitro-
gens, as shown in Figure 1. A systematic and uneven
expansion of the binding cavities is observed as the
structure of the host is changed from 14+ to 24+ . The
symmetrical disposition of 14+ is clear. The effect of the
extra methylene linkages in 24+ causes a considerable twist
in the binding pocket of the cyclophane, as shown for the
PM3 minimized structure. It is of interest that the oxygen
lone pairs of the pentacycloundecane group introduce
electron density into the cyclophane cavity while at the
same time decrease the volume of the cavity owing to steric
considerations.


To search for the possible conformations of 14+ , the
technique of ‘corner flapping’22 was employed using the
PM3 semiempirical method. Only one conformation was
located from the 59 starting configurations generated by the
search method. As such, the potential energy surface of 14+


is not complicated with many energy extrema, although an
important feature of the 14+ potential energy surface is that
geometric distortion of the bipyridinium and p-xylylene
torsional angles requires only a small amount of energy. For
example, the bipyridinium torsional angle can deviate 20°
before destabilizing up to 1 kcal mol21, which may contrib-
ute to the dynamic behavior of rotaxanes and molecular
shuttles in solution.23 Cyclophanes 24+ –44+ are considerably
more flexible than 14+ , owing to the extra methylene units
connecting the bipyridinium and pentacycloundecane
groups. Even though a systematic approach to exploring the
accessible conformations of the other cyclophanes was not
carried out, several initial geometries were used as starting
points, and two important conformations were located in the
gas phase. It is of interest to quantitate the structural and
energetic differences between the two conformations of the
24+ cyclophane, since both could contribute to the binding
phenomenon. The main structural difference involves the
positioning of the pentacycloundecane unit with respect to
the cavity entrance of the cyclophane, as shown in Figure 2.
Two important observations are made which could influence
the binding properties of 24+ . First, the observed 90° twist of
the pentacycloundecane unit acts as a gate above the cavity
modulating guest entry; this could be exploited to act as a
switch for guest binding. Second, the lone pairs on the
oxygen atom of the pentacycloundecane unit are directed
either into or away from the cavity of 24+ depending on the
conformation. This can have a large electronic impact on the
molecular receptor and subsequently on the binding of
guests.


Cyclophane inclusion complexes


Two general classes of substituted 1,4-phenyl and
4,49-biphenyl guest were used to understand better the
cavity binding processes with the cyclophanes. Hydro-
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quinone (5), p-phenylenediamine (6), 4,49-biphenol (7) and
benzidine (8) were four important guests in our studies,
since heteratom differences and delocalization could be
directly examined. Moreover, each of these guests are
fundamental units of the docking stations used in recently
reported rotaxanes6 and molecular shuttles.9 Several system-
atic electronic and structural changes have been made with
substituted 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl systems and the
energies of complexation with 14+ have been reported
previously.7 The absolute energies (E), computed enthalpies
of complexation (DHbind), and experimental free energies of
binding (DFbind) are given in Table 1.. Guests 9–19 were
synthesized with systematic variations in side arm length (n)
and functionality (X, Y and Z) to elucidate the electronic
and structural factors which control the external factors in
binding with 14+ , as summarized in Table 2.


The supramolecular complexes were computationally
built by using the Spartan graphics interface to insert the
guests visually into the cavity of the cyclophane. Two issues
of concern involve the placement of the guests’ aromatic
unit within the cavity of the cyclophane, and, the orientation
of the extended side arm’s ethyleneoxy oxygens with
respect to the acidic a- and b-protons on the bipyridinium
units of the hosts. Alignment of the aromatic portion of the
guest was accomplished by placing the guest according to
the independently computed electrostatic potential plots
(ESP) for the host and guest. In order to probe the available
configurations for inclusion complexation, several random
geometries guided by the ESP were selected as the starting


Figure 2. Two PM3 energy minimized conformations of 24+ in
vacuum


Table 1. Computed absolute energies (kcal mol21 ) using RHF/6–31G(D) and
polarizabilities (Å3 ) using the RHF/3–21G and RHF/6–31G(D) levels of theory,
with computed enthalpy of complexation, DHbind , and experimental free energy of


binding, DGbind , between 14+ and each guest given in kcal mol21 a


Molecule E(6–31G*) a3–21G a6–31G* DHbind DGbind


Benzene 2230·70314 64·9 68·1 21·67 21·68
Toluene 2269·74016 81·3 85·3 22·14 21·64
Phenol 2305·55768 71·4 74·8 23·01 22·14
Anisole 2344·58171 87·7 90·9 22·35 21·74
Aniline 2285·73070 79·9 82·9 22·33 22·64
tert-Butylbenzene 2386·83767 116·8 122·2 23·14 20·95
p-Xylene 2308·77700 98·8 103·6 21·50 21·64
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 21148·50183 115·9 116·9 21·73 20·65
Hydroquinone 2380·40887 77·5 80·8 22·46 21·71
1,4-Dimethoxybenzene 2458·45783 110·9 114·1 23·24 21·64
1,4-Phenylenediamine 2340·75424 93·2 96·9 22·75 22·79
p-Chloroaniline 2744·63086 106·0 107·8 22·31 22·09
p-Chlorophenol 2764·45704 84·7 98·6 21·88 21·42
p-Methoxytoluene 2383·61802 88·6 109·2 22·30 21·68
Biphenyl 2460·25385 159·5 169·5 22·08 n/a
4-phenylphenol 2535·10868 169·0 179·1 22·78 22·30
4-Phenylanisole 2574·13400 189·2 199·3 23·39 22·14
4-Phenylaniline 2515·28159 181·7 191·0 23·06 22·90
4,49-Biphenol 2609·96327 177·7 187·8 23·83 22·93
Benzidine 2570·30344 200·6 213·5 24·85 24·12


a All guests have been verified as ground-state minima by frequency analysis.
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points for energy minimization for the benzene–14+ com-
plex. Only three supramolecular complexes were computed
in vacuum for this particular system, as shown in Figure 3.
The first complex has a binding enthalpy of 22·29 kcal-


mol21 with benzene centrosymmetrically located within
the cyclophane cavity. This configuration is the least stable
of the three, but is probably the most relevant structure,
since the binding association should be dominated by


Table 2. Guest structure and UV–VIS binding data in CH3CH at 298 K


Guest R K (l mol21 ) « (l mol21 cm21 ) lmax (nm)


5 18 670 473


9 340 479 472


10 3400 434 465


11 290 470 469


12 3200 210 468


13 28 389 478


14 320 212 465


15 180 492 468


16 54 555 477


17 3200 3817 330


18 22 371 479


19 1200 314 460


Figure 3. Three conformations and complexation energies of benzene and 14+ computed using PM3
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interactions originating from the cyclophane cavity. The
second complex has benzene slightly displaced (1–2 Å)
along the axis of entry through 14+ . The complexation
enthalpy of this configuration is more favorable at
25·35 kcal mol21. As discussed later, the possible origin of
additional stability is that an artificial interaction with the
acidic a- and b-protons of the bipyridinium units of the
cyclophane occurs owing to the lack of solvent interaction
with the cyclophane host. Finally, the third supramolecular
complex is one where benzene is completely removed from
the cavity region and strongly interacts (28·62 kcal mol21 )
with the a- and b-protons on a paraquat group of the
cyclophane. Again, the strength of this binding would be
reduced with the presence of solvent, since acetonitrile
would effectively compete for the acidic protons. Almost all
of the 1,4-substituted phenyl guests followed this pattern of
behavior in producing the three general classifications of
complexes. Since our interest is to better understand the
non-covalent interactions that govern the phenomena of
inclusion complexation, the data pertaining to the configura-
tion of maximum penetration of the guest into the host was
used as the basis of our interpretations.


Energy minimizations were carried out and compared
between the PM3, AM1 and RHF/STO-3G calculations.
One complex involving 5 and 14+ was energy minimized
using several levels of theory, and the difference between
the computed PM3 and RHF/STO–3G interaction energies
was 1·4 kcal mol21. Other comparisons between ab initio
and semiempirical treatments of complexes involving 6, 7
and 8 with the 14+ receptor result with stronger energies of
binding from the ab inito calculations by approximately the
same amount of energy. In addition, the PM3 method gives
a slightly more symmetric complex than that produced by
the RHF/STO–3G method. Only the PM3 method (com-
pared with MNDO and AM1) yielded stable inclusion
complexes bound in the 14+ cavity for all of the guests
considered. MNDO produced wildly distorted complexes,
none of which were inclusion complexes, and often AM1
computations resulted in ‘lid-like’ complexes where the
guest would cover the entrance of the cyclophane cavity.
The PM3 method was therefore selected for the remaining
computations owing to favorable structural and energetic
comparisons with experimental and ab inito data.


In order to construct the elongated guest complexes, the
hydroquinone–cyclophane complex was minimized and
then the side arms were added visually to the guest
structure. Care was taken to maximize the favorable
electrostatic interactions between the ethyleneoxy oxygens
of the guest and the exterior of 14+ . In other words, the
oxygen lone pairs were placed and directed towards the a-
and b-protons of the bipyridinium units of 14+ . The
resulting complex was then minimized using the PM3
method. A detailed search of the accessible configurations
was not attempted. By maximizing the strong electrostatic
interaction between the guest and host, one of the lowest
possible energy complexes was almost certainly identified
and a qualitative view of the important intermolecular


interactions could be made. A few starting geometries were
tried for the elongated guests in order to qualitatively assess
the conformational space of the system. The energies of the
different minimizations for the same guest were roughly
equal (within 6% of the total interaction energy), although
the side arms were notably flexible and variable in their final
conformation about the host. In all cases, the central
aromatic core of the elongated guests resided in the cavity
of the host and the side arms wrapped around the
cyclophane after the energy minimization.


The UV–VIS titrations of host 14+ with the substituted
1,4-phenyl and 4,49-biphenyl guests (Table 1) yield binding
constants which show that nitrogen substituted aromatic
molecules bind with greater affinity to 14+ than oxygen
substituted guests, and that 4,49-substituted biphenyl mole-
cules bind to 14+ better than 1,4-substituted phenyl
derivatives. The traditional ideas of donor–acceptor inter-
actions in these systems typically do not hold since
combinations of the best donor substituents on the same
guest do not always give the best cyclophane binders. In
addition, 4,49-substituted biphenyl systems have less local-
ized electron density than the phenyl systems, yet are better
guests for 14+ . Consequently, some property other than
charge transfer must be governing the binding, a property of
the system as a whole that takes into account not only the
number and type of substituents, but how they interact with
each other and with the ring system to which they are
attached.


A direct comparison between the experimental free
energies and PM3 computed enthalpies of binding (vacuum)
results in a moderate correlation when simultaneously
considering all of the possible guest complexes. In the event
that multiple complexes were identified for an individual
guest, the resulting energies of binding for each minimized
conformation were averaged and then compared with
experiment. In this work we consider only carbon-,
nitrogen-, oxygen- and chlorine-containing guests. In pre-
vious reports, the binding energies from sulfur and fluoride
molecular guests were included.7 Methodological problems
associated with the semiempirical treatment of these
specific atoms could skew correlations between the experi-
mental and computed binding energies, and thus they were
removed from the current data set. In vacuum, the square of
the linear correlation coefficient, r2, also known as the
coefficient of determination, is 0·63 for 17 points, as shown
in Fig. 4. As such, 63% of the variance in the computed
binding energies linearly correlates with the experimental
data. Comparison between vacuum calculations and experi-
mental determination of the binding energies shows that the
computed enthalpies of complexation are about three times
greater than the free energies of complexation found by the
UV–VIS experiments. The theoretical binding energies are
determined by subtracting the energies computed for the
isolated guest and the host from the energy of the
supramolecular system. The overestimated binding energies
and the moderate correlation between the experimental and
computational binding constants could be influenced by the
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absence of counterions and solvent,24 incomplete descrip-
tion of the conformation distributions,25 level of theory used
for evaluation26 or by a constant entropic term.


Solvation and cavity interactions


The effect of solvent was accounted for by systematically
adding solvent molecules to 14+ . A limited number of
acetonitriles were added (stepwise) to satisfy the strong
interactions of the bipyridinium a- and b-protons. Eight
acetonitriles are required to interact with the eight a-
protons. Four more acetonitriles are required to interact with
the b-protons in a bifurcated manner, as shown in Fig. 5. We
decided to treat all the complexes using the same number of
acetonitriles to provide a consistent approximation of the
first solvation shell. A secondary reason for stopping at the
first solvation shell is the computational cost of such
calculations. For example, the complex of 14+ , biphenol and
12 acetonitriles involves 454 electrons and 438 basis
functions using PM3. Addition of a complete second
solvation shell would be beyond reasonable reach of
available computational resources.


The computed enthalpic energy of binding between
benzene and 14+ is 25·35 kcal mol21 with no solvent, and
24·03, 23·35, 23·06 and 21·67 kcal mol21 with two,
four, six and twelve acetonitriles, respectively. In this
particular case, the agreement between theory and experi-
mental binding energies is within 0·01 kcal mol21, but in
general, the computed binding enthalpy is within 1 kcal


mol21 of the experimental free energy of binding. The
computed enthalpies of complexation, when compared with
the experimental free energies, result in a slightly better
correlation coefficient of 0·67, but more importantly the
slope decreased to 0·96, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the first
12 acetonitriles as the first solvation sphere can be used to
approximate effectively the energetic consequences of
solvation included in our computational model.


A concern of the study was the lack of a strong
correlation coefficient between the predicted and observed


Figure 4. PM3 predicted enthalpies of binding compared with the
experimental free energies of binding. The supramolecular model


did not include any solvation


Figure 5. Supramolecular complex of 12 acetonitriles, benzene and
14+


Figure 6. PM3 predicted enthalpies of binding compared with the
experimental free energies of binding. The supramolecular model


included 12 acetonitrile molecules
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binding data for all of the complexes studied. The molecular
guests were divided into 1,4-substituted and 4,49-substituted
groups. Furthermore, each class could be subdivided into
mono- and disubstituted systems. Comparison between
predicted and observed binding data was carried out based
on the four different classes of molecular guests. The results
were striking. Eight 1,4-phenyl-substituted guests gave a
coefficient of determination of 0·75, which is a substantial
improvement over the value obtained when all the guests
were considered, as shown in Fig. 7. In addition, the
4,49-substituted biphenyl guests yielded a coefficient of
determination of 0·94 using the five available points, as
shown in Fig. 8. A detailed comparison of the mono-
substituted phenyls produced almost no correlation between
the experimental and computed data. The resulting coef-
ficient of determination was below 0·3. The lack of
correlation could result from a number of factors, most
probably due to the inadequate description of multiple
complex configurations, or the accuracy of determining
very weak binding constants (less than 25 l mol21 ). When
the binding constants are of moderate strength, we find that
strong correlations between the theoretical and experimental
binding data result and, as a consequence, we can accurately
predict the binding energies of structurally related mole-
cules.


Exterior 14+ interactions with guest side arms


Most of the applications of host 14+ involve guests that are
elongated in some way with side arms of varying function-


ality, but usually these side arms are ethyleneoxy chains.
These chains are used to attach other groups to the guests
without interfering with the site of complexation. It is
important, therefore, to understand how this modification
modulates the association with the host. Many factors in
these seemingly innocuous chains could potentially exert
major influences on the association process. The length of
the chain, type of functionality along the chain and the
number and position of the functionality could all have
some effect on the complex stabilization. All of these
factors were taken into consideration and a set of system-
atically modified elongated guests were designed and
synthesized around a common core in order to try to
separate these different contributions.


Table 2 shows the structure of the elongated guests used
in this study and the relevant information from the UV–VIS
binding studies with 14+ . Evidence showing that increasing
the length of an attached ethyleneoxy chain on an aromatic
guest increases the binding constant can be found in the
literature along with crystal structures suggesting inter-
action between the ethyleneoxy side arms and the host.27


How the side arms are interacting with the host is not
exactly clear, however. Guests 5, 13 and 18 were synthe-
sized to determine if elongation of a guest with aliphatic
side arms with no heteroatoms is enough to increase the
binding constant. The data show that this is not a factor in
the association with 14+ . The strong increase in association
seen with the ethyleneoxy chains (guests 5, 9 and 10) is
therefore due to the oxygen atoms and not simply the length
of the chain. The interaction of these oxygen atoms with the
host could conceivably take on many forms. They could


Figure 7. PM3 predicted enthalpies of binding compared with the
experimental free energies of binding. The supramolecular model


included 12 acetonitriles and the 1,4-substituted phenyl guests


Figure 8. PM3 predicted enthalpies of binding compared with the
experimental free energies of binding. The supramolecular model
included 12 acetonitriles and the 4,49-substituted biphenyl guests
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interact with the positively charged nitrogen atom of the
bipyridinium rings or a more generalized electrostatic
interaction between the positive charge delocalized over the
rings and the oxygens could be happening. Another
possibility is that the oxygen atoms are taking part in some
sort of hydrogen bonding type association with acidic
protons on the host. Bipyridinium is known to have
relatively acidic protons and our cavity investigations
showed how the acetonitrile molecules aligned themselves
in selective interactions with the a- and b-protons of the
bipyridinium units. These facts were very suggestive. PM3
semiempirical molecular orbital calculations suggested that
this was the cause of the ethyleneoxy association with the
host as the closest distances of approach of the arms to the
host are from the oxygen atoms on the arms to the protons
on the bipyridinium units of the host, not the nitrogen atoms
or the p faces of the rings. The increase in the binding
constant of the guests elongated with ethyleneoxy function-
ality is seen to die off after the first few ethyleneoxy units.26


This can be understood by noting that after the protons on
the paraquat units of the host have been ‘solvated’ by the
oxygen atoms of the guest (Figure 9), elongating the arms
with more ethyleneoxy functionality becomes useless
because the sites of attraction (the paraquat protons) are
already occupied. This hydrogen bonding-like interaction
prompted us to investigate the involvement of the terminal
hydroxyl group of these guests for possible effects.
Comparing guests 9 with 11 and 10 with 12 showed that
methylation of the hydroxyl group had little effect on the
binding constant and thus no effect due to the terminal
hydroxyl hydrogen atom was noted. The polarizability of
the heteroatom might also mitigate the association of the
arms with the host so we investigated guest 15 and
compared its binding constant with that of guest 10. The
lower value for the sulfur containing guest suggests that
higher polarizability does not help association and implies
that the hardness of the oxygen is important, again pointing
towards hydrogen bonding-like behavior.


Next to be investigated was the positioning of these
heteroatoms on the side arm. Since guests 14 and 16 both
have two oxygen atoms along the chain, they might be
expected to associate similarly with 14+ . Interestingly, the
binding constant for 14 is much higher. The only difference
is that the second oxygen atom is closer to the aromatic ring
along the chain. The initial suggestion that the simple
increase in distance is causing the difference does not seem
reasonable since the chain is flexible enough for the oxygen
to wrap in and interact with the host and furthermore this
terminal placement allows for better possible interaction
with the host. The oxygen atoms must be taking part in a
chelate effect in which nearby oxyen atoms direct the
complexation of each other and their overall complexation
is much stronger than the sum  of the individual ones. The
length of the chain is important only due to the extra oxygen
atoms added along the chain and the position of these
oxygen atoms is also critical in optimizing the overall
association.


Now that the separate effects of the two parts of the
elongated guests had been investigated, it became important
to gauge the relative contribution of the two parts and the
effect of one on the other. Guest 17 was synthesized just for
this purpose. The oxygen atoms attached to the ring are here
moved one methylene group away so that we can gauge the
effects of the chain without any delocalization of the oxygen
electron density into the ring. The similarity in the binding
constant to guest 10 shows that the chain is responsible for
most of the increase in binding, since the core binds so
weakly. Might we be able to get away with no ring at all
since the chains do all of the work? 1H NMR experiments
with hexa(ethylene glycol) were conducted to investigate
the strength of its interaction with 14+ . The lack of charge-
transfer due to the absence of an aromatic ring in the guest
negates the use of the UV–VIS method. Separate experi-
ments involving excess (5 equiv.) of either the host or
hexa(ethylene glycol) in CD3CN showed no effect on the
proton resonances of either compound. Therefore, the guest
needs an aromatic core to position itself in the host even


Figure 9. Two views of tan elongated hydroquinone core com-
plexed with 14+ computed using PM3
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though the ethyleneoxy chains do most of the work. This
cooperative effect between the aromatic core and the glycol
side arms is therefore extremely important and comple-
ments the chelate effect found with the oxygen atoms
themselves.


Variational energy decomposition of intermolecular
cavity interactions


Unique supramolecular structures, energetics and properties
are determined by the collective strength of intermolecular
bonds and their arrangements.2 It is well known that
intermolecular complexation is composed of a variety of
forces, which range from moderately strong to weak
noncovalent interaction energies.28–30 Computational tech-
niques have been developed which decompose the
interaction energy between two molecular fragments into
their respective non-covalent contributions. The methods
have been applied to gain a deeper insight into supramo-
lecular phenomena, such as hydrogen bonding,31, 32a, 33


donor–acceptor (EDA) complexes,31–33 metal–ligand inter-
actions34 and clustering of alkali metal cations.35 One
particular variational energy decomposition technique, the
energy and charge distribution methods (ECDD) by
Morokuma and co-workers,31, 36 has proven to be a powerful
tool for the direct evaluation of molecular interactions.
Experimental results have indicated that van der Waals
interactions, electrostatic interactions, and desolvation are
significant factors in the processes of molecular recog-
nition.29a In addition, there is increasing evidence that
charge-transfer and electron donor–acceptor forces are
negligible when compared to the effects of electrostatics
upon molecular recognition.29a In fact, the p–cation inter-
action has been proposed as a basic intermolecular force,
which, depending upon the molecular system, can be
dominated by polarizability or electrostatics.37 A primary
goal of our study is to quantitate the components of the
intermolecular forces responsible for 14+ complexes, since
the current literature invokes charge-transfer to rationalize
14+ binding.1, 27 To delineate the forces involved in the
computed binding enthalpies in our study, four molecular
complexes formed by the guests 5–8 and host 14+ were


subjected to the ECDD method (Table 3). The minimized
PM3 geometries of the complexes were used.


Energy decomposition provides a detailed description of
the individual energy components involved in cyclophane
inclusion complexation. First, the electrostatic contribution
for both the substituted phenyl and biphenyl complexes with
14+ is expected to be underestimated, as reported previously
for the water dimer using the STO–3G basis set.36 Despite
this expectation, the electrostatic term is computed to
dominate the energetic interactions between 14+ with either
5 or 6. In addition, the computations clearly show that the
electrostatic contribution is approximately twice as large for
the nitrogen-containing guests as that found with their
oxygen counterparts (compare 5 with 6 and 7 with 8). The
repulsion-exchange term cancels the electrostatic stabiliza-
tion provided by oxygen-substituted guests, yet only
partially counterbalances the electrostatic stabilization from
nitrogen-substituted systems. A significant find is that the
charge-transfer contribution is relatively constant (ca
2 kcal mol21 ) for the four complexes examined. Therefore,
the charge-transfer stabilization does not reflect the experi-
mentally determined differences in binding energies, as
traditionally believed.1, 27 The energy decompositions also
provide an interpretation of the extra stability observed and
computed for 14+ complexes with biphenyl molecules 7 and
8 as compared with the analogous phenyl guests 5 and 6.
Polarizability was computed to be the largest computed
differential property between the complexes. The contribu-
tion from polarizability increases from 1 to 7 kcal mol21 on
replacing the phenyl with a biphenyl guest. The delocaliza-
tion resulting from extending the p-system of the guest
significantly enhances the polarizability of the entire
supramolecular complex. Therefore, the change in polariz-
ability (not charge-transfer) of the supramolecular complex
explains the differential binding effects that have been
previously reported and experimentally observed.


Molecular polarizability


Since polarizability was deemed to control the differential
binding of the 14+ supramolecular complexes, it was natural
to extend the investigation to study the possibility that


Table 3. Variational energy decomposition using the STO-3G basis set on 14+


with guest molecules (5–8), with energies reported in kcal mol21


System DE ES PL EX CT MIX


Hydroquinone (5) 23·9 26·7 21·2 6·8 23·2 0·4
BSSE corrected 21·3 8·4 22·6 0·9
p-Phenylenediamine (6) 27·3 210·1 21·0 6·7 23·1 0·3
BSSE corrected 24·2 8·6 22·5 0·8
4,49-Biphenol (7) 27·7 24·4 26·8 5·3 22·2 0·4
BSSE corrected 25·8 6·5 21·8 0·7
Benzidine (8) 212·0 29·4 27·0 7·6 23·7 0·5
BSSE corrected 28·9 9·3 23·0 1·2
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individual guest properties would correlate with the com-
puted binding energies with 14+ . The 3–21G and 6–31G(D)
basis sets were used to compute the electrical moments and
polarizabilities of each isolated guest using restricted
Hartree–Fock theory. The component of polarizability
along the principal molecular (biphenyl) axis is reported in
Table 1. A linear trend between the computed polarizability
for each guest and the enthalpy of binding of the 14+


complex (12 acetonitriles) results, as shown in Figure 10.
Highly polarizable molecules can electronically adapt to the
rigid binding cavity of 14+ and this results in stronger
binding energies. Several molecular guests were tested, and
we find that a meaningful response in the binding energy
occurs only between a polarizability of 60 and 200 Å3.
Polarizabilities outside this region have only a constant
effect on the binding energies. For the first time, a direct
correlation between computed molecular polarizability of
the guest, within a certain window of polarizabilities, and
the stability of the resulting 14+ complex has been shown.


Principle of maximum hardness


The maximum hardness of an organic molecule can provide
an intuitive understanding into its chemical behavior and
reactivity.38, 39 In hardness–softness terms, the softness of a
molecule can be regarded as its capacity to accept electronic
charge, which is closely related to the polarizability of a
molecule. Formally, the hardness (h) and the electronic
chemical potential (m) are defined as the derivative of the
energy (E) for a given number of electrons (N), potential


due to nuclei (n) and any other external potential.7 In
practice, the hardness and chemical potential are related to
the ionization potential and electron affinity. By invoking
Koopman’s theorem, the orbital energies of the highest
occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) orbitals
can be used to approximate both equations. As such, the
softness has been defined as the reciprocal of the hardness.
Previous correlations between the hardness, polarizability,
and size of atoms, molecules and clusters have been
demonstrated.39c, d The maximum hardness of a molecule
has also been shown to be an excellent measure of
aromaticity.39 In addition, the principle of maximum
hardness in a chemical system is a measure of its resistance
to change in electronic configuration. Other novel relation-
ships between the cube root of the polarizability and the
dipole moment for both positively and negatively charged
ions have been reported.39e


Electronic structure calculations were carried out for over
20 substituted 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-substituted biphenyl
guests. The correlation between molecular hardness and the
computed 14+ binding affinities is not as good as found with
the molecular polarizability. The computed trend between
molecular hardness of the individual guest molecules and
the binding energies of 14+ complexes is consistent with the
idea that guests which resist changes in their electronic
configuration also result in low binding energies with 14+ .


CONCLUSIONS


The cooperativity between cavity and external interactions
involving the tetracationic cyclophane receptors 14+ –44+


and 1,4-phenyl and 4,49-substituted biphenyl guests is
primarily determined by the combination of two main
interaction modes involving aromatic stacking of the guest
within the cyclophane cavity and external interactions
between guest side arms and the exterior of the cyclophane.
A balance between cavity and external forces results in
supramolecular association and is shown to change depend-
ing upon the functionality and substitution of the guest. The
primary basis for cavity binding within 14+ is found to be
short-range stabilizing electrostatic forces complemented by
small amounts of polarizability and charge-transfer. In
contrast, complexes of substituted 4,49-biphenyl guests and
14+ are determined by almost equal amounts of polariz-
ability and electrostatics. Two main chemical factors which
rationalize the differential binding have been identified and
linked to the (1) Lewis basicity of nitrogen vs oxygen-
containing substituents and (2) electron delocalization in the
biphenyl vs phenyl units of the guest molecule. A new
supramolecular host, 24+ , was synthesized in which a
pentacycloundecane unit replaces one of the xylyl groups.
Computed 24+ results emphasize the ideal geometry and
electronic nature of the 14+ molecular receptor for aromatic
guests. The role of solvent has been addressed and a first
solvation shell of 12 acetonitriles has been shown to account
for many of the observed structural and energetic properties
of the complexes. For the first time, we have shown a direct


Figure 10. Comparison of the PM3 computed binding energies and
the 6–31G(D) computed molecular polarizability of the guests
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correlation between computed molecular properties of the
guest and the strength of the resulting 14+ complex.
Molecular polarizability and maximum hardness of the
guest can be used as predictive tools in the design of new
complexes, rotaxanes and catenanes. The binding of
elongated aromatic core molecules to the cyclophane hosts
is governed almost entirely by the heteroatoms on the side
arms. Their number and placement along the chain are
crucial to the association with the host. Not only do the
oxygen atoms of the chain take part in a strong chelation
effect, but also the aromatic core and the side arms have to
work in conjunction. Cooperativity between the core and
the side arms is essential since neither one of the
components alone binds strongly to the host. While 14+ is a
unique receptor, the methods and conclusions presented
here to understand the structure and energetics of the
intermolecular bond are applicable to more generalized
situations in supramolecular chemistry.
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BASE-CATALYSED HYDROLYSIS OF g-LACTONES: REACTIVITY–
STRUCTURE CORRELATIONS FOR 3-(ARYL- AND


ALKYLMETHYLENE)-(Z)-1(3H)-ISOBENZOFURANONES


KEITH BOWDEN,1w KANWALJIT AGNIHOTRI1 RICHARD J. RANSON,1 ALEXANDER PERJÉSSY,2 PAVOL
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Republic
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Rate coefficients were measured for the base-catalysed hydrolysis of a series of g-lactones, i.e. 39 substituted 3-(aryl- and
alkylmethylene)-(Z)-1(3H)-isobenzofuranones (3-aryl- and alkylmethylenephthalides) in 70% (v/v) aqueous dioxane at
30·0 °C. A Hammett reaction constant for the 3- or 4-substituted phenyl series is ca 1·5, whereas those for the
2-substituted phenyl and 4-substituted 1-naphthyl series, using para-s values, are ca 1·0 and 1·9. These results are
related to an electrostatic field effect model. A very successful correlation between the rates of alkaline hydrolysis of all
39 phthalides and the carbonyl stretching frequencies in chloroform was found. Substituent effects in widely different
environments give linearly related effects on both reactivity and physical properties. Computational studies using the
semi-empirical AM1 method correctly modelled both the details of the mechanistic pathway and the substituent effects.
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INTRODUCTION


3-Arylmethylene-(Z)-1(3H)-isobenzofuranones (phthalides)
(1) are an interesting series of unsaturated g- or five-
membered ring lactones. A number of studies1–4 have been
made of their methoxide-catalysed rearrangement to form
2-aryl-1,3-indandiones. However, there appears to be no
reported investigation of the kinetics and mechanism of
their alkaline hydrolysis.


The relatively small ring lactones are required to have
their ester group in a cis/E conformation.5 The alkaline
hydrolysis of such lactones is much more rapid than that of
acyclic esters or relatively large lactones which have their
ester group in the more stable trans/Z form.5–7


The study of aryl substituent effects is comparatively
straightforward when involving meta/para-substituted
phenyl systems using the Hammett equation.8 However, it is
more difficult and complex when such substituents are
proximate to the reaction site,9 e.g. ortho-substituted
benzoate esters. It is possible to have a template in which
such ortho-substituents are separated from the reaction site
and such proximity effects can be avoided. The (Z)-
3-(substituted arylmethylene)phthalides provide such a
system. A comparison of the effects of substituents in


widely different environments on reactivity, e.g. the base-
catlaysed hydrolysis, and physical properties, e.g. the
carbonyl stretching frequencies, should enable significant
conclusions to be reached as to the source and generality of
such effects.


The present investigation consisted of a study of the rates
of alkaline hydrolysis of a comprehensive series of
substituted 3-(aryl- and alkylmethylene)-(Z)-1(3H)-iso-
benzofuranones (1) in 70% (v/v) dioxane–water at 30·0 °C.
The results are related to the substituent effects, in terms of
s values, the carbonyl stretching frequencies of the
phthalides and computational studies of both substituent
effects and intermediates.


RESULTS


The rate coefficients for the alkaline hydrolysis of a series of
3-(substituted aryl- and alkylmethylene)-(Z)-1(3H)-iso-
benzofuranones (1) in 70% (v/v) aqueous dioxane at
30·0 °C were measured and are given in Table 1. It appears
that the kinetics of this reaction have not been studied
previously. The reaction is first order both in substrate and
in hydroxide anion. The products of the reactions are the
2-(aryl- or alkylacetyl)benzoate anions 4, which were first
found in 1878.10 The pathway shown in Scheme 1 involves
the addition of hydroxide anion to the lactone carbonyl
group to form the tetrahedral intermediate 2, followed by
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ring fission to give the enolate of the 2-acetylbenzoic acid 3.
The rate-determining step is considered to be k91 in Scheme
1, as for a series of unsaturated lactones studied recently.7


The evidence for this is based on the relative reactivity,
activation parameters and substituent and solvent effects.7


DISCUSSION


The substituents studied here are of a very wide range of
types. They have been subdivided into sensible groupings
and are discussed below.


Table 1. Rate coefficients (k2) for the alkaline hydrolysis of 3-(substituted aryl- and alkylmethylene)-
(Z)-1(3H)-isobenzofuranones (phthalides) in 70% (v/v) aqueous dioxane at 30·0 °C, together with
their carbonyl stretching frequencies (n) in chloroform and carbon tetrachloridea


n/cm21 c


Substituent In carbon
No. Aryl/alkyl k2/dm3 mol21 s21 l/nmb In chloroform tetrachloride


1 Phenyl H 1·02 340 1776·8 1796·8
2 2-CH3 0·919 340 1777·3 1794·8
3 2-OCH3 0·712 355 1775·0 1794·4
4 2-F 2·23 335 1781·0 1796·8
5 2-Cl 2·75 335 1782·2 1798·8
6 2-Br 2·78 335 1782·1 1800·4
7 2-I 2·60 335 1782·5 1800·4
8 2-NO2 7·37 340 1786·5 1802·8
9 2-NH2 0·166 315 1770·3 1786·8


10 3-CH3 0·639 345 1777·6 1795·2
11 3-OCH3 1·37 344 1779·3 1796·0
12 3-F 2·08 335 1782·1 1798·8
13 3-Cl 3·51 344 1782·5 1800·4
14 3-CF3 4·59 335 1784·0 1801·6
15 3-NO2 11·0 340 1788·5 1803·2
16 4-CH3 0·483 340 1775·5 1794·4
17 4-OCH3 0·607 340 1773·9 1792·8
18 4-F 1·40 340 1779·1 1796·4
19 4-Cl 2·28 340 1780·3 1796·8
20 4-Br 2·115 345 1781·3 1795·2
21 4-I 1·92 345 1781·0 1798·8
22 4-NO2 18·6 360 1788·8 1802·4
23 4-NH2 0·241 380 1769·4 1790·8
24 4-NHCOCH3 0·964 355 – 1792·8
25 2,4-F2 4·41 335 1782·3 1798·0
26 2,4-Cl2 5·60 340 1784·4 1799·2
27 3,5-F2 4·41 340 1787·3 1802·4
28 1-Naphthyl H 1·145 360 1778·4 1795·2
29 4-Cl 2·32 365 1780·4 1795·2
30 4-Br 2·83 365 1780·2 1795·2
31 4-I 2·56 365 1780·0 1793·6
32 4-NO2 30·0 385 1787·4 1795·2
33 4-NH2 0·282 405 1770·3 1786·8
34 2-Naphthyl H 1·015 350 1777·3 1795·2
35 1-NO2 23·2 345 – 1799·6
36 1-NH2 0·557 425 – 1791·6
37 Alkyl H 1·92 250 1783·6 1796·4
38 CH3 0·400 250 1774·5 1788·8
39 CH2CH3 0·326 255 1775·9 1790·0


a Rate coefficients were reproducible to ±3%.
b Wavelength used to monitor alkaline hydrolysis.
c Frequences are literature values.16
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3- and 4-substituted phenyl system


The Hammett equation (1) below8


log (k/k0)=rs (1)


can be applied directly to the 3- and 4-substituted phenyl-
lactones. The correlations with s and sn (Ref. 8) are shown
in Table 2 and relate to compounds numbered 1, 10–22 and
24 in Table 1. These exclude the 4-NH2 substituent, which
is well known to display ‘exalted’ resonance effects in
reactions of the present type.8 The reaction constant, r, is ca
1·5. This can be compared with the r value for the alkaline
hydrolysis of methyl benzoates, as a reference system, r0,
under identical conditions, which is equal to 2·20.11 The
transmission of polar effects in 1, with r/r0 equal to ca 0·68,
is significantly more than would be expected from an


‘inductive’ model,12 which gives r/r0 =0·46. A more
realistic electrostatic field model is required in which the
favourable position of the substituted phenyl ring, with
regard to transmission of polar effects to the reaction site,
can be accommodated. The Z-configuration of 1 provides a
comparatively short substituent–reaction site direct path and
low dielectric constant cavity.


2-Substituted phenyl system


A number of attempts9,13 have been made to correlate the
reactivity of 2-substituted phenyl systems. For systems in
which proximity effects can be considered to be absent, it
has been suggested the para-s values can be used to
correlate ortho-substituent effects.13 Such correlations are
shown in Table 2 and include the unsubstituted phenyl-
lactone. In a previous study13 of the ionization of 2- and
3-/4-substituted trans-cinnamic, 3-phenylpropionic and
phenoxyacetic acids, the reaction constants for the 2-substi-
tuted series (using para-s values) and those for the
3-/4-substituted series are comparable, as would be
expected for transmission by a mainly electrostatic field
effect. In the present study, the almost coplanar rigid system
1, in which 2-substituents can occur in two conformations,
the cisoid-5 and transoid-6. The latter are very similar


stereochemically to those available for the 2-substituted cis-
cinnamic acids and esters. The r value, shown in Table 2


Scheme 1.


Table 2. Correlations of the alkaline hydrolysis of the aryl and alkyl lactonesa


System Parameter r s Log k0 r n


3-/4-Substituted phenyl s 1·485 0·085 20·013 0·980 15
sn 1·617 0·059 20·081 0·988 15


2-Substituted phenyl s 0·998 0·108 0·151 0·966 8
(including H) sn 1·110 0·110 0·083 0·972 8
4-Substituted 1-naphthyl s 1·867 0·129 20·010 0·993 5


sn 1·853 0·160 20·037 0·989 5
All lactones (n (CHCl3) 0·0986 0·0056 –b 0·950 36


n (CCl4) 0·101 0·013 –b 0·797 39
All aryl lactones n (CHCl3) 0·0975 0·0052 –b 0·959 33


n (CCl4) 0·101 0·014 –b 0·774 36
All lactones p(C——O)c 89·2 5·1 –c 0·962 26


as is the standard deviation in r, r the correlation coefficient and n the number of
substituents.
bComputed as Dn from that of compound in Table 1 (aryl=Ph).
cBond order of reacting carbonyl group (see Table 3). Computed as Dr (C——O) from that
of compound 1 in Table 3.
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and relating to compounds numbered 1–8 in Table 1
(excluding the 2-NH2 substituent for the same reasons as for
the 4-NH2 substituent (discussed above)), for the 2-substi-
tuted derivatives in this study is ca 1·0, which is only two
thirds of that observed for the 3-/4-substituted series. This
certainly results from a partial reversed dipolar substituent
effect for the former substituents arising from their
stereochemical situation in which the ‘distant’ end of the
dipole can have an enhanced role in determining the
substituent effect. This type of result has been previously
observed for the 2-substituted cis-cinnamic acids to an even
greater extent.13


4-Substituted 1-naphthyl system


The Hammett equation (1) can also be applied to the
4-substituted 1-naphthylactones, by using the para-s and sn


values for the 4-substituents. These correlations are shown
in Table 2 and relate to compounds numbered 28–32 in
Table 1. The reaction constant, r, is ca 1·9. The greater
susceptibility indicated for the 1,4-naphthyl compared with
the 1,3- or 1,4-phenyl system can be related to an increased
relay of the polar effect by either an ‘inductive’ route via the
fused benzo ring or an electrostatic field effect involving a


larger low dielectric constant molecular cavity. The latter is
much more likely.


Alkyl system


The results for the compounds numbered 37–39 in Table 1,
H, CH3 and CH2CH3, can be combined with those for the
parent compounds numbered 1, 28 and 34, with the aryl
substituents Ph and 1- and 2-naphthyl, to indicate the
absence of any very significant steric ‘bulk’ or resonance
effects on substitution at this ‘distant’ site on the reaction
site. The polar effects of Ph, H, CH3 and CH2CH3, measured
as para-s values, are 20·03, 0·0, 20·17 and 20·15,
respectively.14 The order of reactivity is H>1-nap-
thyl>Ph<2-naphthyl>CH3 >CH2CH3. However, the rate
ratio for the H to Ph substrate is only ca 1·9, which indicates
that any steric ‘bulk’ effect must be minimal.


Correlation of rates and carbonyl stretching
frequencies


Carbonyl stretching frequencies have been successfully
correlated for limited series with substituent constants such
as s and s*.15 Table 2 shows a very successful correlation
between the rates of alkaline hydrolysis of the lactones and
the carbonyl stretching frequences, nCO, in chloroform using
the equation (2) below.


logk2 =anCO + constant (2)


The latter frequencies were unperturbed fundamental car-
bonyl stretching vibrations after deconvolution and band
separation from Fermi resonance effects.16 These nCO


absorption bands observed in chloroform exhibit significant
splitting arising from Fermi resonance. In tetrachloro-
methane solution, the compounds exhibit more or less
single nCO absorption bands. The correlation between the
reactivity and the carbonyl stretching frequencies in tetra-
chloromethane is poor, which probably arises from the
nature of the carbonyl stretching vibration which remained
perturbed in this solution.


The correlation between the reactivity and the carbonyl
stretching frequencies in chloroform is remarkable in that it
covers such a diverse range of substitution. Thus the rates of
alkaline hydrolysis vary by a factor of ca 180 and the
frequencies by a range of ca 20 cm21. The most important
conclusion is that the factors controlling reactivity and
carbonyl stretching frequencies must be the same. The
relative stabilization of the transition to the initial state for
alkaline hydrolysis by, in the main, electrostatic field effects
must be duplicated in the stretching vibration. The latter has
been represented by the canonical structures 7 and 8.17


Electrostatic effects will alter the relative contributions of 7
and 8. A reduction in the part played by structure 8 will
increase the frequency, as is observed.Scheme 2.
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Table 3.Observed log k2 values for the alkaline hydrolysis and calculated heats of formation of the phthalides,
transition states for H2O addition (TS) and derived activation enthalpiesa


Compound Log k2 DHf(TS1)/kcal mol21 DHf(phthalide)/kcal mol21 DH/kcal mol21 p (C=O)
No.b


1 0·009 210·3 6·5 46·4 1·8610
2 20·037 216·8 0·3 46·1 1·8604
3 20·148 247·6 231·0 46·6 1·8557
4 0·348 255·1 238·2 46·2 1·8631
5 0·439 216·4 0·7 46·1 1·8637
8 0·867 25·4 11·7 46·1 1·8721


10 20·194 217·8 20·9 46·3 1·8605
11 0·137 247·8 231·0 46·4 1·8618
12 0·318 255·7 238·7 46·2 1·8656
13 0·545 217·5 20·5 46·2 1·8670
15 1·041 28·6 8·8 45·8 1·8722
16 20·316 217·9 21·1 46·4 1·8598
17 20·217 248·2 231·6 46·6 1·8576
18 0·146 255·9 238·8 46·1 1·8641
19 0·358 217·5 20·3 46·0 1·8649
22 1·270 29·0 8·6 45·6 1·8772
23 20·618 212·5 3·9 46·8 1·8547
24 20·016 248·3 231·3 46·2 1·8601
28 0·059 9·9 27·1 46·0 1·8613
29 0·365 3·9 21·2 45·9 1·8648
32 1·477 14·5 32·7 44·9 1·8756
33 20·550 9·4 26·3 46·3 1·8550
34 0·006 8·2 25·0 46·4 1·8606
35 1·365 15·6 33·6 45·3 1·8742
36 20·254 7·3 24·9 45·6 1·8576
38 20·398 234·7 217·8 46·3 1·8614


a1 cal=4·184 J.
bNumbers of compounds refer to Table 1.


Figure 1. Computed conformations of compound 15 in Table 1 and the respective transition states
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Computational studies


All calculations were made using the semi-empirical AM118


method with the VAMP program package.19 Geometries
were completely optimized by the eigenvector following
method without any restrictions. Transition states were
approximately located by the reaction coordinate procedure
and subsequently refined by gradient norm minimization.
All structures were characterized as true minima or
transition states by force constant calculations. For transi-
tion states, in addition, downhill optimizations (intrinsic


reaction coordinate calculations) along both directions of
the normal mode corresponding to the imaginary frequency
were completed. Solvent effects (H2O) were approximated
by the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) method.20


To model the alkaline hydrolysis of the lactones
described in this paper, calculations based on the reaction of
these lactones with water rather than hydroxide anion as a
nucleophile were performed. The reasons for this are
threefold: (i) small anions are generally poorly described by
semi-empricial methods (more specifically, by any method
using small basis sets, including ab initio calculations);18 (ii)
the addition of nucleophiles to carbonyl compounds in the
gas phase occurs without any barrier and thus experimen-
tally measured activation energies of such reactions in
solution almost exclusively reflect the desolvation energies
of the reactants21 and in the calculations, therefore, a
reasonable solvation shell would be needed; and (iii) in
reaction path calculations involving the hydroxide anion,
besides the presumed addition, deprotonation reactions or
additions to the nearest positively charged centre may
occur.22 Using water instead of hydroxide anion as nucleo-
phile will have two major drawbacks: (i) the calculated
activation energies will be much too high since besides the
addition of the nucleophile proton transfer also has to take
place; and (ii) the activation energies for the second step in
the proposed mechanism of the alkaline hydrolysis, i.e. ring
opening to form the enol of 2-acylbenzoic acid 10, shown in
Scheme 2, will also be too high since in our experience the
stability of the tetrahedral intermediates 9 is overestimated
by AM1. However, it can be expected that the influence of
substituents on activation energies will be correctly
described. The results of these calculations (heats of
formation of the lactones and the first transition state, in
addition to activation enthalpies, DHf(TS) 2DHf(lactone)
2DHf(H2O), are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from the
latter that the calculated activation energies correlate
reasonably well with the kinetic results, i.e. log k2. For all
ortho- and meta-substituted derivatives two conformations
are possible. For compound 15 in Table 1, these two
possible conformations of both the starting phthalide and
the respective transition states are shown in Figure 1. In
these cases the lowest energy conformation for both the
starting lactone and the first transition state TS1, which in
some cases are different, have been used. An especially
illustrative example is provided by compound 35 in Table 1.
Here the lactone only exists in a transoid arrangement of the
nitronaphthyl moiety with respect to the exocyclic double
bond due to electrostatic repulsion between the nitro group
and the lactone oxygen atom. In the transition state,
however, a cisoid conformation is stabilized by intra-
molecular hydrogen bonding to the added hydroxy group
(see Figure 2 for computed structures). Intramolecular
hydrogen bonding to the solvent, which is not accounted for
by the SCRF approximation, might stabilize the transoid
conformation. The calculated activation enthalpies appear
to be sensitive to such effects. The substituent effect on the
reactivity of the investigated phthalides appears to be


Figure 2. Computed structure of compound 35 in Table 1 and the
respective transition state
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determined to a large extent by the ground-state properties
of the educt molecules. As can be seen from the results in
Table 3, there is a good correlation between the kinetics of
alkaline hydrolysis and the strength of the reacting carbonyl
group as described by the respective bond order of p(C—
—O).


A typical example for the structure of TS1 is given in
Figure 3 (only pertinent atoms are shown). Addition of the
water oxygen atom to the carbonyl carbon appears to be
highly advanced [R(C—O)=1·515 Å], accompanied by
proton transfer {R[H—O(water)]=1·239 Å, R[H—O(carbo-
nyl)]=1.435 Å}. To check the assumption of TS1 being rate
determining, calculations on some representative examples
(compounds numbered 1, 3, 8, 11, 15, 22 and 23 in Table 1)
of TS2 were also performed. Activation energies relative to
the corresponding tetrahedral intermediates (hydrates) 9 are
slightly [46·3, 45·0, 45·2 kcal mol21 for compounds 23, 1
and 11 in Table 1, respectively) to significantly lower (38·5,
40·3, 37·6, 39·0 kcal mol21 for compounds 22, 15, 3 and 8
in Table 1) than activation energies for addition of the
nucleophile to the phthalide carbonyl group. Given the


above-discussed overestimation of the stability of tetra-
hedral intermediates, these results clearly indicate the
addition of the nucleophile rather than lactone ring opening
as the rate-determining step. Hence the calculations corrob-
orate the experimental observations discussed earlier
regarding the rate-determining step of this reaction. A
typical structure of this second transition state is depicted in
Figure 4. It is evident that the lactone ring is already
completely opened whereas proton transfer from one of the
geminal hydroxy groups to the lactone oxygen atom lags
behind breaking of the C—O bond leading to a highly
dipolar character of TS2.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The preparation of the 3-(alkyl- and aryl-
methylene)-(Z)-1(3H)-isobenzofuranones was performed
using published procedures.23 3-Methylene-(Z)-1-(3H)-iso-
benzofuranone was prepared using the method of Yale.24


The purity of the lactones was monitored by IR and 1H and
13C NMR spectroscopy. Their melting points after repeated


Figure 3. Pertinent geometrical features of TS1. Distances are given in Å and angles in degrees


Figure 4. Pertinent geometrical features of TS2. Distances are given in Å and angles in degrees
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recyrstallization and drying under reduced pressure (P2O5),
were in good agreement with literature values.23,24 The
solvents were purified as described previously.11


Measurements. Rate coefficients for the alkaline
hydrolysis of the lactones were determined spectropho-
tometrically by use of a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 UV–VIS
spectrometer. The reactions were followed at the wave-
lengths shown in Table 1. The detailed procedure used was
that described previously.11 The substrate concentrations
were ca 0·531024 mol dm23 and the base concentrations
were from 631024 to 431022 mol dm23. The products of
the reaction were found to be the anions of the correspond-
ing carboxylic acids in quantitative yield10 and were further
confirmed spectrophotometrically by comparison of the
spectrum of the acid in base with that of the reaction
product.


IR measurements were made in chloroform or carbon
tetrachloride as reported elsewhere.16
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KINETIC STUDY OF THE REACTIONS OF
2-AMINO-5-CHLOROBENZOPHENONE WITH HCl in MeOH–H2O


N. SBARBATI NUDELMAN* AND R. G. DE WAISBAUM
Departamento de Química Orgánica, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Pab. II, P.3, Ciudad


Universitaria, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina


The reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with 0·5–2 M HCl was studied in 1:1 (v/v) MeOH–H2O at 60 and
80 °C. Products that were isolated were characterized as 2-(N-methylamino-5-chlorobenzophenone (2), 2-
amino-3,5-dichlorobenzophenone (3), 2-N-methylamino-3,5-dichlorobenzophenone (4), 2-(N,N-dimethylamino-5-
chlorobenzophenone (5), 2,4-dichloro-10-methyl-9,10-acridinone (6) and 2,4-dichloro-9,10-acridinone (7). The rates of
reaction of 1 and the rates of formation of 2–5 were measured at several HCl concentrations. The methyl transfers, the
chlorination and the cyclization reactions that give rise to 2–7 were unexpected under the present reaction conditions.
A set of differential equations was proposed in order to calculate the rate constants for each step of this complex
reaction. The proposed reaction scheme also takes into account the reaction 2→1 and permits the calculation of the rate
constants for this reversible reaction. The experimental values of the rate constants for reaction of 1 were compared with
those for 2 under the same reaction conditions, in order to evaluate the importance of the methyl group on the methyl
transfer reactions; it was found that the methyl group is not required for the unexpected reaction to occur. © 1997 by
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The acid-catalysed hydrolysis of benzodiazepinones is an
area of active research because of both its chemistry and its
potential concern in pharmacological studies.1 Knowledge
of the structural features,2, 3 and of the effects of solvent, pH,
temperature or a combination of these parameters on the
rates of degradation of the drug and the rates of formation of
the different reaction products,1, 4–6 have recently afforded
useful clues regarding drug formulation and storage1b and
analytical procedures.5, 7, 8 Recent studies have been focused
on the mechanisms by which the degradation of the drug
and the formation of the reaction products occur1, 7 as well
as on structural determinations4–6, 9 that help in under-
standing the drug–receptor interactions9–11 and to improve
earlier analytical procedures.12–16


We have recently described the kinetics of the reaction of
2-N-methylamino-5-chlorobenzophenone (the main product
of the acid hydrolysis of diazepam)16 with HCl: the rate of
disappearance of the substrate and the rates of formation of
the reaction products were determined.7 In this paper we
describe a kinetic study of the reaction of 2-amino-


5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with HCl at several
concentrations in methanol–water (50 :50) at 60 and 80 °C.


This research is of interest because of the complex
reactions that are taking place, shown in equation (1), as
well as for its relevance for characterizing the acid
hydrolysis of benzodiazepinones.17–20


The methyl transfers and the chlorination and cyclization
reactions that give rise to products 2–7 (eqn 1) were not
expected to occur under the conditions of the reaction and
this study was undertaken with the aim of contributing to
the knowledge of these unexpected reactions and analyse
the relevance of the methyl group.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. Methanol,19 toluene,19 cyclohexane20 and tetra-
hydrofuran (THF)21 were purified and made anhydrous by
methods described previously. Methanol–aqueous solutions
were prepared using doubly distilled, deionized water.
Hydrochloric acid (Aldrich) (37%, ACS reagent) was used
throughout the work, and the results were confirmed by
testing p.a. grade HCl from other origins. Melting points are
uncorrected and were determined with an Arthur Thomas or
Kofler apparatus. The gas chromatographic (GC) system
was a Hewlett-Packard Model 5830 gas chromatograph
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equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID), with dried
nitrogen as the carrier gas. Different stationary phases
[1·5% OV-101 (dimethylsilicone), 3% OV-17 (phenyl-
methyl–50% phenylsilicone), 8% NPGS (neopentyl glycol
succinate) and SE-30 (methylsilicone)] on Chromosorb W
AW were used to determine each product. Quantitative GC
determinations were carried out with an 8% NPGS column.
The temperature settings were oven 210, injection port 260
and FID 230 °C. The flow rate was 28 ml min21. This
system does not separate the chlorinated products 3 and 4;
these products were detected using an SE-30 or OV-17
column. UV spectra were recorded with a Hewlett-Packard
HP 8541 A photodiode-array spectrophotometer and a
Shimadzu UV 1601 PC in the case of first- and second-
derivative UV spectra. The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were
recorded on a Brucker AC-200 spectrometer and referenced
to internal TMS. Electron impact (EI) mass spectra were
recorded at 70 eV on a Varian Mat CH-7a instrument
equipped with a Mat 166 data processor and a Varian 1400
gas chromatograph.


Isolation and characterization of the reaction products.
Compound 1 (35 mg) (3·031023


M) was allowed to react
with 0·5 M HCl in 1 :1 (v/v) MeOH–H2O at 80 °C for 35
days. At this point, it was found that 1 had reacted
up to 78%, as determined by analytical GC and TLC.
The main reaction products were isolated and characterized
as 2-N-methylamino-5-chlorobenzophenone (2), 2-amino-
3,5-dichlorobenzophenone (3) and 2-N-methyl-amino
-3,5-dichlorobenzophenone (4) ([3+4]=1·731023


M,
(56%), [2]=0·131023


M (3%). When 1 (35 mg) was
allowed to react in 1·5 M HCl under the same conditions
for 8 days (50% of reaction), it was determined by
analytical GC, EI-MS and TLC that the main reaction
products were 2-N-methylamino-5-chlorobenzophenone (2)
([2]=0·663102 3 M, 20%) and 2-N,N-dimethylamino-
5-chlorobenzophenone (5) ([5]=0·531023


M, 16%). Two
other minor reaction products, namely 2,4-dichloro-
9,10-acridinone (6) and 2,4-dichloro-10-methyl
-9,10-acridinone (7) were also isolated and characterized.
The isolation and characterization of products 2–7, as well
as their independent synthesis, were carried out by methods


described previously.5


Kinetic measurements. Stock solutions (1·531022
M) of


the substrate, 1, were prepared in methanol and stock
solutions of HCl were prepared in water. Appropriate
volumes of the stock solutions were mixed and diluted as
required to obtain the desired reactant concentrations in 1 :1
MeOH–H2O solvent. In the present study, aliquots of
solutions of 1 in sealed ampoules were placed in the
thermostat and allowed to reach constant temperature. An
aliquot was taken, worked up and the concentration
measured by GC; this was considered as [1]0 . The rate of
disappearance of the reactant and the rate of formation of
products were monitored by GC at appropriate time
intervals; typical runs are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The
reactions were followed for at least three half-lifes and the
final values were determined after at least ten half-lifes.
Calculations of the rate constants were carried out by a
computer program designed to give the best straight line in
each case. The first portions of the curves behave as parallel
reactions under certain reaction conditions. In that case we
consider the following simplified reaction scheme:


________→k1 2
|
1 _______→k2 3+4
|________→k3 5


The differential equations were derived following clas-
sical procedures;20b, 22 a typical set is as follows:


k=k1 +k2 +k3


2d[1]/dt=(k1 +k2 +k3 ) [1]


ln ([1]/[1]0 )=kt


d[2]/dt=k1[1]


d([3]+[4])/dt=k2 [1]


d[5]/dt=k3 [1]


The system was solved by numerical integration. The
equations used to obtain the actual concentrations are shown
below for the case where mainly parallel first-order reaction
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kinetics are observed:


[1]=11]0 e2kt


[2]=(k1[1]0 /k)(12ekt )


[3+4]= (k2[1]0 /k)(12ekt )


[5]=(k3[1]0 /k)(12ekt )


Nevertheless, in most cases the best fit was obtained with
a whole set of differential equations corresponding, in each
case, to the several parallel and/or consecutive reactions
formally represented as follows:


k1 k4


1
________→←________ 2 ________→←________


k5 k6||| k2|↓


||| k2|↓
3 ← _ _ _ _ _


4_ _ _ _ _ →
The corresponding differential equations are


2d[1]/dt=(k1 +k2 ) [1]2k5 [2]


d([3]+[4])/dt=k2 [1]+k3 [2]


d[2]/dt=k1 [1]2 (k3 +k4 +k5 ) [2]+k6 [5]


d[5]/dt=k4 [2]2k6 [5]


The method of resolution of this complex system will be
published elsewhere;23 as an example, the solved system for
the case of negligible k5 and k6 gave the following general
equations to obtain the actual concentrations:


[1]=[1]0 e2 (k2 +k1)t


[2]=k1[1]0 /(k3 +k4 2k1 2k2 )[e2 (k1 +k2)t 2e2 (k5 +k4)t ]


[5]=k4k1[1]0 /(k3 +k4 2k1 2k2 )[e2 (k3 +k4)t/(k3 +k4 )2e2 (k1 +k2)t/
(k1 +k2 )]+k4 k1[1]0 /(k1 +k2 )(k3 +k4 )


[3]+[4]=2k1[1]0 e2 (k1 +k2)t/(k1 +k2 )


+k3k1[1]0 /(k3 +k4 2k1 2k2 )[e2 (k3 +k4)t/(k3 +k4 )


2e2 (k1 +k2)t/(k1 +k2 )]+k2[1]0 /(k1 +k2 )2k3k1[1]0 /


[(k3 +k4 )(k1k2 )]


Simulation of the system, through variation of the
constraints of the values of the different partial reaction
rates of kqi which produce the minimum sum of the square
of the differences between the experimental and the
theoretical points were obtained. Fitting of the curves was
carried out by iterative procedures until a good fit between
the simulated and experimental plots were obtained in every
case. The experimental points and the calculated plots are
shown in Figures 1–4.


Rate constants were obtained at least in duplicate and
average results are presented in Tables 4 and 5. The
reproducibility of the rate constants is within 3% for the
reaction of 1 and around 5% for the formation of reaction
products. The calculated partial reaction rates (the rate
constant for each individual step) are shown in Tables 3 and
4.


RESULTS


Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with
HCl in MeOH–H2O at 80 °C


The spectrophotometric technique was not appropriate to
follow the kinetics because the UV spectra of the products
1–5 and the first- and second-order derivatives of the UV
spectra are very similar. Taking into account the amounts of
products observed in preliminary studies,5, 7 several GC
conditions were examined for the quantitative determination
of the main reaction products; the systems described in the
Experimental section allowed the determination of the
actual concentrations of products 1, 2, 3+4 and 5. The
acridinones 6 and 7 cannot be determined by GC and their
concentrations were estimated by semi-quantitative TLC. A
range of 0·5–2·0 M HCl and two temperatures, 60 and
80 °C, were selected. Because of the complexity of the
reaction, most of the results will be presented in the form of
figures for the sake of clarity; some typical examples are
given in Tables 1–4.


Table 1 shows the molar concentrations of 1, 2 and 3+4
in the reaction of 1 with 0·5 M HCl at 80 °C against time for
the first 35 days. It can be observed that [1] decreases
steadily and [2] and [3+4] increase steadily. At the end of


Table 1. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with 0·5 M HCl in 1 :1
(v/v) methanol–H2O at 80 °Ca


Time [1] [2] [3+4] Time [1] [2] [3+4]
(days) (103


M) (103
M) (103


M) (days) (103
M) (103


M) (103
M)


0 3·0 0 0 15 1·9 0·15 1·0
3·0 2·9 0 0·21 21 1·7 0·17 1·2
7·0 2·7 0·02 0·28 33b 0·65 0·22 2·1


11·1 2·2 0·09 0·65 34 0·66 0·20 2·0


a [1]0 =3·0731023
M; t1/2 =23·7 days.


b From this time on, acridinones 6 and 7 were also detected by TLC. Compound 5 was not
detected. At longer reaction times some other compounds, with higher retention times than
that of the benzophenones, were detected in trace amounts (yield≤3%).
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the reaction, compounds 1, 3+4 and 2 were detected, plus
traces of other compounds with higher retention times. The
chlorination compounds are the main reaction products,
([3+4]=1·731023


M), as shown in Table 1. Analytical TLC
showed also the presence of traces of products 6 and 7. The
linear plot of ln([1]0 /[1]) vs time shows that the degradation
of 1 follows first-order kinetics. The pseudo-first-order
specific rate coefficient calculated from the regression plot
is 3·431026 s21, corresponding to the half-life of 24 days.
Treatment of the data up to 35 days of reaction was
consistent with two parallel reactions, corresponding to the
formation of 2 and 3+4; the specific rate coefficients were
calculated from plots of the molar concentrations of each
product as a function of 12e2kt. The results, the average of
at least duplicate runs, are shown in Table 3 for this and
other reactions at different HCl concentrations. Simulation
of the complex reaction kinetics at each HCl concentration


gave the pseudo-first-order specific rate coefficients, which
are also shown in Table 3. Fairly good agreement with the
experimental rates is observed.


The results of the reaction of 1 with 0·84 M HCl at 80 °C
are shown in Figure 1. It can be observed that (a) the overall
degradation of 1 is faster than with 0·5 M HCl; (b) the
amounts of chlorination products, 3+4, up to 15 days are
similar to the amounts of 2 (at 11 days,
[3+4]=0·4231023


M and [2]=0·3531023
M). After 25


days of reaction, [3+4] becomes more important than [2],
which diminishes ([3+4]=2·331023


M and
[2]=0·5531023


M). Treatment of the data similarly to those
for the reaction with 0·5 M HCl gave the pseudo-first-order
rate coefficients shown in Table 3. The half-life of the
reaction of 1 is 17 days.


The reaction of 1 with 1·52 M HCl at 80 °C (Figure 2)
shows that (a) the overall degradation of 1 is faster than with


Table 2. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with 0·5 M HCl in 1 :1
(v/v) methanol–H2O at 60 °Ca


Time [1] [2] [3+4] Time [1] [2] [3+4]
(days) (103


M) (103
M) (103


M) (days) (103
M) (103


M) (103
M)


0 3·3 0 0 37 3·0 0·05 0·19
9·2 3·2 0·01 0·01 57b 2·5 0·04 0·34


16 3·2 0·02 0·05 82 2·4 0·03 0·74
23 3·2 0·04 0·09 87 2·0 0·03 1·0
36 3·1 0·02 0·19 125 1·8 0·04 1·1


a [1]0 =3·3331023
M, t1/2 =145 days.


b From this time on, acridinones 6 and 7 were also detected. Compound 5 was not detected.


Table 3. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with HCl in 1 :1
(v/v) methanol–H2O: pseudo-first-order rate constants


107kc , (s21 )
T (°C) [HCl] (M) kexp k1 k2 k3 k4 k5


80 0·5 3·4 0·13a 2·7a


0·26b 3·3b 14b 0b 38b


0·84 3·9 3·5a 1·9a 0a


4·0b 1·1b 8·1b 0·03b 14b


1·57 10 9·5a 0·98c 16c


9·2b 0·23b 0·46b 17b 9·2b


2·0 16 14b 0·23b 0·46b 21b 9·2b


16c 0·85c 17c


60 0·5 0·54 0·01a 0·48a


0·20b 0·3b 4·1b 0b 5·8b


0·59 0·61d


0·86 0·74 0·02a 0·57a 0a 0a


0·11b 0·55b 0·87b 0b 5·2b


1·5 0·61 0·37a 0a 0a 0·13a


0·44c 0c 0c 0·74c


0·58b 0b 0b 0·58b 1·2b


2·0 0·97 0·52b 0b 0b 0·35b 0·31b


a Reaction rate constants calculated considering parallel reactions.
b Rate constants simulated with the method described in the Experimental section (see
Kinetic measurements).
c Rate constants simulated with the Tutsim procedure.
d Reaction in 1 :1 (v/v) THF–water.
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1·0 M HCl; (b) the concentration of 2 increases up to 7 days
and then decreases; (c) a new product, 5, appears after a
short induction period; the concentration of 5 increases
slowly up to 7 days and then decreases slightly; (d) the
amounts of chlorination products (3+4) are significantly


smaller than those of the other degradation products.
Compounds 3 and 4 appeared after 7 days of reaction, when
[2] and [5], the main reaction products, started to decrease.


Table 4. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with HCl in 1 :1 (v/v)
methanol–H2O: second-order rate constants


107k2 (M
21 s21 )


T (°C) [HCl] (M) kexp k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k95
a


80 0·5 6·8 0·26b 5·4b 0b


0·52c 6·6c 28c 0c 76c 83c


0·84 4·7 1·5b 2·2b 0b


4·8c 1·4c 9·6c 0c 16c 19c, f


1·6 6·5 5·9c 0·15c 0·29c 11c 5·9c 3·9c


6·0d 0·62d 9·9d


2·0 7·8 6·9c 0·12c 0·23c 10c 4·6e 4·1c


16d 1·8d 17d


60 0·5 0·98 0·07b 0·7b


0·68c 0·6c 8·1c 0c 12c 11c


1·2 1·2e


0·86 0·86 0·02b 0·66b 0b 0b


0·13c 0·64c 1·0c 0c 6·0c 6·1d


1·6 0·41 0·24b 0b 0b 0·08b


0·38c 0c 0c 0·38c 0·75c 0·58c


0·28d 0d 0d 0·48d


2·0 0·48
0·26c 0c 0c 0·17c 0·16c


a Bimolecular rate constants for the demethylation of 2 with HCl in methanol–H2O.3
b Partial rate constants calculated considering parallel in reactions.
c Rate constants simulated with the proposed method.
d Rate constants simulated with the Tutsim procedure.
e Reaction in 1 :1 (v/v) THF–water.
f Reaction in 1·0 M HCl.


Figure 1. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with
0·84 M HCl in HCl in 1 :1 methanol–water at 80 °C. (h) [1]; (+)


[2]; (p) [3+4]


Figure 2. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with
1·5 M HCl in 1 :1 methanol–water at 80 °C. (h) [1]; (+) [2]; (p)


[3+4]; (s) [5]
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The half-life of the reaction of 1 was 7·9 days. The main
reaction products under these conditions were 2 and 5; the
actual concentrations are shown in Table 2.


The reaction with 2·0 M HCl (Figure 3) has a half-life of
6·3 days. The chlorination products (3+4) were detected
only as traces; [2] increased up to 6 days, while [5]
increased steadily after a short induction period. Com-
pounds 2 and 5 were the main reaction products; at the end
of the reaction, traces of other products with higher
retention times were detected.


Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone with HCl at
60 °C


The reaction of 1 with 0·5 M HCl at 60 °C showed
behaviour similar to that at 80 °C, although some peculiari-
ties deserve comments, as can be observed in Table 2. The
half-life of the reaction was 145 days; the main reaction
products were 3 and 4, which at this time reached a total
concentration of 1·131023


M ([1]0 =3·331023
M). An


induction time of nearly 20 days was observed.
Up to 130 days of reaction the system followed a


behaviour consistent with parallel reactions. The calculated
pseudo-first-order specific rate coefficients for all the HCl
concentrations studied are shown in Table 3. It was
observed that with more concentrated HCl solutions, the
overall rate of reaction increased slightly; 5 appeared for
[HCl]=1·5 and 2·0 M. At 0·84 M [HCl], 3 and 4 were the
main degradation products, which reached their maximum
concentration in 116 days ([3]+[4]=1·531023


M;
[1]0 =3·131023


M) and then remained constant up to 133
days, while [2] increased steadily. Only traces of 5 were


detected.
At 1·5 M HCl, in contrast to the reaction at 80 °C,


formation of chlorination products was not observed; [2]
was higher than [5], and both increased steadily up to 100
days. The whole reaction was very slow: after 106 days [1]
was 1·731023


M ([1]0 =3·031023
M). At the end of the


reaction only 2 (0·731023
M) and 5 (0·331023


M) were
identified. Other components had retention times higher
than that of the o-aminobenzophenones. These reactions
had an induction time of nearly 20 days, probably needed
for the build-up of the minimum concentration of the
intermediates required.


At 2·0 M HCl, the formation of chlorination products was
not detected; [2] increased up to 80 days and then decreased
slightly; the concentration of 5 was very low. The overall
reaction was slow (t1/2 =110 days): after 100 days of reaction
[1] was 1·331023


M ([1]0=3·031023
M). The observed


induction time was nearly 30 days.
To find out the effect of the solvent on the rates and the


product distribution, the reaction was also examined in 1 :1
(v/v) THF–H2O in order to compare the results with those
obtained in the kinetic study of 2. It was observed that the
overall degradation of 1 follows first-order rate kinetics, and
the rate was slightly faster in THF–H2O than in MeOH–
H2O (t1/2 =136 days vs t1/2 =145 days, both in 0·5 M HCl at
60 °C). The main chlorination product was 3. After 57 days,
[1] decreased to 2·731023


M ([1]0 =3·431023
M) and [3]


increased to 0·8831023
M. When the reaction mixture was


examined by GC–MS after longer reaction periods, only
unidentified products with ion fragments showing incor-
poration of the butyl moiety of cleaved THF were observed,
apart from 3. The isolation and characterization of these
products were not considered relevant for the present
study.


Table 4 shows the calculated bimolecular rate coefficients
for all the reactions studied. Column 9 in Table 4 shows the
experimental rate coefficients for the demethylation of 2.7


DISCUSSION


The formation of the four main products, 2–5, and also the
other two compounds, 6 and 7, isolated in trace amounts
from the reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone with
HCl in MeOH–H2O (50:50), follows the complex behav-
iour shown in Figures 1–3. However, examination of the
kinetic results, and those of the previously studied reactions
of 2-(N-methyl)amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (2),7 leads to
conclusions that may clarify some of the mechanistic
pathways.


Because of the large number of determinations needed,
only two temperatures were examined in detail. Comparison
of the data in Tables 1 and 2, and those in Tables 3 and 4,
indicates that the overall reaction exhibits an important
energy of activation, typical of polar reactions. A crude
estimation based on the experimental rates gives an energy
of activation of ca 90 kJ mol21 for the reaction of 1, which


Figure 3. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with
2·0 M HCl in 1 :1 methanol–water at 80 °C. (h) [1]; (+) [2]; (p)


[3+4]; (s) [5]
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is similar to that of 83·6 kJ mol21 for the reaction of 2
calculated previously from the overall rates determined in
the range 35–80 °C.7 It can also be observed that the rates
of formation of the reaction products of 1 are very sensitive
to temperature.


Although the trends in the results are similar at both
temperatures, there are some differences. Figure 4 shows


that the rate of reaction of 1 at 80 °C increases steadily with
[HCl]. On the other hand, Table 3 shows that the overall rate
for the reaction at 60 °C shows little change in the range
0·5–1·5 M HCl, although it is slightly higher in 2·0 M HCl.
The reactions show considerable induction times, especially
in 1·5–2 M HCl, and no chlorination is observed for
[HCl]>1 M.


On examining the partial rates in Table 3, it can be
observed that the rate of formation of 2, k1 (see Scheme 1),
is highly sensitive to [HCl] and it increases with increase in
[HCl], while the rate of demethylation of 2 to form 1, k5 ,
decreases at higher [HCl]. Figure 5 shows the formation of
2 at different [HCl]; a high rate is observed for [HCl]≥1·5 M


and a decrease in [2] after 6–7 days, which is consistent
with the mechanism proposed in Scheme 1 and the
reversibility of the reaction. Since the alkylation reaction is
expected to occur on the unprotonated amine, the observed
results could indicate that protonated methanol is the
methylating agent, as shown by equation (2).


Regarding the demethylation reaction of 2, it was found
previously that the rate of the reaction 2→1 also increases
with increase in [HCl],7 hence the reversible mechanism
would be operating, and protonated water would be the
reactant attacking the amino nitrogen [equation (2)]. An
oxidative demethylation of some substituted N,N-dimethy-
lanilines in methanol has been reported recently.8


Methylation of 2 to form 5 is also favoured by high HCl
concentrations and, in fact, 5 only appeared in ≥1·5 M HCl.
A mechanism similar to that depicted in equation (1) could
be envisaged for the methylation of 2 to form 5. The
methylation reactions require a large energy of activation; k1


Figure 4. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with
different concentrations of HCl in 1 :1 methanol–water at 80 °C.


[HCl]: (s) 0·5; (+) 0·85; (p) 1·57; (h) 2 M


Scheme 1
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decreases from 9·231027
M


21 s21 at 80 °C to
0·5831027


M
21 s21 at 60 °C (Table 4). In both cases, it was


found that the rate of demethylation was higher than the rate
of methylation (k1 <k5 ). The rate of demethylation decreases
slightly when [HCl] increases; this is probably related to the
higher pKa of the methylated amine, 2, compared with 1.


The appearance of the observed chlorination products is
unusual under the present reaction conditions. Furthermore,
chlorination was also observed in the reactions of 2 with
HCl in the same binary solvent,7 and the reaction rate for
2→4 was faster than that for 1→3, as expected for
electrophilic aromatic substitution. The fact that 3 was
observed also in the reaction of 1, as well as the extent of
the partial rates, indicates that the methyl group on the N is
probably not required for the chlorination to occur, and that
formation of 3 takes place directly from 1, and not through
demethylation of 4. Nevertheless, the equilibrium 3⇀↽4 (see
Scheme 1) cannot be discarded on the grounds of the
present studies. The formation of chlorination products at
different HCl concentrations (Figure 6) indicates that
chlorination should occur on unprotonated 1 (the reaction
does not take place in 2·0 M HCl), and the observed straight


lines are consistent with the irreversibility of the reactions
(see Scheme 1).


Examination of the partial second-order rate constants in
Table 4 shows that the chlorination of 1 to 3 with 0·5 M HCl
is faster than the methylation (k2 >k1 ), and close to the
overall experimental rate (5·4 vs 6·8 M


21 s21 ); this indicates
that the pathway from 1 to 3 actually occurs, at least at low
HCl concentration. Consistently with this conclusion, when
comparing the kinetics of the reaction of 1 and 2 it can be
observed that k3+4 in the reaction of 24 is faster than in the
reaction of 1 (this work), which strongly confirms that the
step 1→3 is important in the reaction of unprotonated 1.
Confirming the involvement of methanol in the reversible
1⇀↽2 reaction, when the reaction was carried out in THF–
H2O methylation, obviously was not observed, the rate of
reaction was slightly higher and only chlorination of 1 to 3
was observed.


An additional agreement with the proposed reaction
scheme is offered from an alternative treatment of the
kinetic results considering that only one pathway of
chlorination occurs. The data are shown in Table 5. It can be
observed that when the chlorination of 1 is neglected
(k2 =0), the value calculated for k3 is very close to that
obtained in the reaction of 2 (see the data in Ref. 3), which
is consistent with a prevailing pathway 2→4 when starting
from 2. When the chlorination of 2 is neglected (k3 =0), the
value calculated for k2 is very close to that shown in Table
4, consistent with a prevailing 1→3 pathway when starting
from 1, as concluded before. Nevertheless, the best
calculated values and full agreement between simulated and
experimental curves [Figures 1–3 and Figures 7–10 (not
shown here; for the reactions carried out at 60 °C)], are
obtained when both reaction pathways are included in the
differential equation set.


Which is the electrophilic chlorinating agent is not easy
to establish under the present reaction conditions. Although
the possibility that chlorine can be formed from reaction
with traces of oxygen remaining in the sealed ampoules
cannot be completely discarded, each ampoule was care-
fully flushed with nitrogen before sealing, and no
differences in the proportion of chlorination products were
observed when the ampoules were not sealed under
nitrogen. Also, the possibility that traces of metal salts that
could act as catalysts being dissolved in the reagent was also
checked by using HCl of different brands, and discarded
since similar results were obtained in all cases. The fact that
the reaction was faster at low HCl concentrations also made


Figure 5. Formation of 2 at different [HCl] (s) 0·5; (+) 0·85; (p)
1·57; (h) 2 M
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it highly improbable that the reaction could be due to trace
impurities in the reagent. A speculative mechanism involv-
ing a common intermediate for the chlorination and
cyclization reactions could be envisaged, but it would
require further studies to confirm it.


A further analysis of the data from this work shows that
the second-order rate coefficients for the demethylation of
2, listed in the last column of Table 5, are similar to the
calculated values of k5 determined in the present work for
the same reaction, but from a completely independent set of
data. The good agreement between both sets of values, in
spite of the complexity of the reaction scheme, gives
confidence in the treatment of the kinetic results. The rate


coefficients, k4 , for the methylation of 2, determined in the
present work, are of the same order of magnitude as those
obtained for the reaction of 2 under similar reaction
conditions.7


Regarding the relevance that the present findings could
have on studies of the acidic hydrolysis of diazepam, the
present results apply strictly to the reactions of 1 with HCl
in 1 :1 MeOH–H2O. The point related to the present study
is that the reported methods for the determination of
benzodiazepines and their metabolites are based on a
previous treatment of the sample which is heated (often at
100 °C) with HCl to effect the hydrolysis.11–16, 24 As is
demonstrated in the present work that 1 and 2 react with
HCl, it is reasonable to assume that studies dealing with the
metabolism of diazepam and/or of other related benzodiaze-
pines may have overestimated the extent of metabolism of
these compounds, since the standard analytical procedures
include a pretreatment of the sample by heating it with HCl
for 15–30 min. Although the observation of ‘unexpected’
products has not been reported before, ‘unknown peaks’
have been described in some GC and HPLC studies,1, 25, 26


and also in thin-layer chromatography of the acid hydrolysis
of some benzodiazepine derivatives12 and in aged samples
of benzodiazepines that were studied by FT-IR and NMR
spectroscopy.4


The mechanism(s) by which cyclization occurs under the
present reaction conditions is(are) not entirely clear. Com-
pounds 6 and 7 were independently prepared by
dehydrochlorination of 5-chloro-2-amino-29-chlorobenzo-
phenone with sodium hydride in anhydrous THF, followed
by chlorination with sulphonyl chloride and further methy-
lation with CH3I, conditions that are different from those of
the present study. Although the chlorine atom at the
3-position seems to be necessary, because monochlorinated
acridinones were not detected, further research is needed to
explain these odd reactions that occur to a smaller extent.


CONCLUSIONS


The present work demonstrates that unexpected chlorina-
tions and cyclizations occur in the reactions of
2-aminobenzophenones with HCl in MeOH–H2O. The
decrease in the chlorination rates with increasing HCl
concentration indicates that the reaction occurs with unpro-
tonated 1; this and the position at which the reactions occur
are consistent with an electrophilic aromatic substitution
mechanism. On the other hand, the increase in methylation
and demethylation rates with increasing HCl concentration
suggests the involvement of protonated reactants. A com-
plex reaction scheme that includes parallel and consecutive
reactions, some of them reversible, is confirmed by the good
agreement between the experimental data and the simulated
plots obtained from solving the proposed differential
equation system. A simpler reaction scheme in which
methylation and/or demethylation are not reversible did not
give satisfactory agreement.


Figure 6. Formation of 3+4 at different [HCl]; (s 0·5; (+) 0·85;
(p) 1·57 M


Table 5. Reaction of 2-amino-5-chlorobenzophenone (1) with HCl
1:1 (v/v) methanol–H2O: alternative calculationsa


107kc (s21 )
T (°C) [HCl] (M) kexp k1 k2 k3 k4


80 0·5 3·4 3·7 0 60 0
0·23 3·2 0·0 0


0·84 3·9 4·0 0 19 0
1·4 3·3 0 2·4


1·57 10 8·6 0 3·5 15
8·1 0·46 0 15


60 0·5 0·54 8·6 0 3·5 15
8·1 0·46 0 15


0·86 0·74 0·47 0 9·8 0
0·06 0·62 0 0


a The partial rate constants shown were obtained by considering that
chlorination occurs (i) only from 2 (first line) and (ii) only from 1 (second
line), for each [HCl].
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A pronounced conformational preference of the 39-a-cumyl substituent in 2-(29-methoxy-39-a-cumylphenyl)benzo-
triazole is suggested from the results of molecular dynamics simulations. This suggestion is supported by both solution
NMR spectral and solid-state x-ray crystallographic data. The orientation of the a-cumyl substituent may have
implications on the relative performance of 39-substituted 29-hydroxyphenylbenzotriazole light stabilizers in polar
media. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Derivatives of 2-(29-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole are com-
monly used industrially to provide enhanced light stability
to polymeric resins and coatings.1 According to the theory
of Förster,2 these molecules undergo an efficient excited-
state intramolecular proton transfer process.3 The proton
transfer is followed by rapid internal conversion to the
ground state, which regenerates the starting material. This
mechanism provides the compound with high photo-
chemical stability.


In the course of our research on the 39-substituted
versions of these compounds, molecular dynamics simula-
tions were carried out on the methyl ether derivative A (see
Figure 1), a model compound for benzotriazole UV
absorbers. The methyl ether derivative was found to provide
a useful NMR spectral probe sensitive to the orientation of
the aromatic portion of the a-cumyl substituent in the
39-position. Use of the methyl ether also prevents spectral
shifts due to differences in hydrogen bonding as found for
the hydroxylated compounds. We report here the results of
the simulations as well as corroborating experimental data
obtained in both solution and the solid state.


EXPERIMENTAL


NMR spectroscopy
1H NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 at room


temperature on a Varian UNITY 500 NMR spectrometer.
All solutions were dilute and of proximate molar equiva-
lence in the substrate. The chemical shifts are reported
relative to TMS, where a positive shift is downfield from the
standard. The identity of the aromatic methoxy signal was
established in each case by observation of the 1JC–H


coupling, via the 13C satellite sidebands, or by difference
NOE work.


Syntheses


The hydroxyphenylbenzotriazole starting materials are well
known, readily available compounds.


2-(2-Methoxy-5-methylphenyl)-2-H-benzotriazole (1). To
a stirred solution of 45·0 g (0·2 mol) of 2-(2-hydroxy-
5-methyl)-1,2,3-2H-benzotriazole and 17·6 g (0·21 mol) of
sodium hydroxide in 500 ml of ethanol heated at reflux was
added 18·7 g (0·3 mol) of methyl iodide over 40 min. The
reaction mixture was heated for an additional 5 h, concen-
trated to ca 200 ml and added to 500 ml of water. The
resulting precipitate was collected and recrystallized from
2-propanol to yield 37·4 g of the methyl ether 1 as white
crystals; m.p. 91–95 °C; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3 ), d
8·01–7·96 (nfom, 2 H), 7·51 (d, J=2·18 Hz, 1 H),
7·47–7·42 (nfom, 2 H), 7·31 (dd, J=8·39, 2·18 Hz, 1 H),
7·05 (d, J=8·39 Hz, 1 H), 3·86 (s, 1JC–H =144·7 Hz, 3 H),
2·38 (s, 1JC–H =126·7 Hz, 3 H); IR (CH2Cl2 ), 2595, 1500,
1330, 1065, 1015 cm21. Analyses: calculated for
C14H13N3O, C 70·28, H 5·48, N 17·56; found, C 70·17, H
5·15, N 17·69%.Correspondence to: A. D. DeBellis.
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Methyl 3-(3-benzotriazol-2-yl-5-tert-butyl-4-methoxyphe-
nyl)propionate (2). To a stirred, orange suspension of 10·0 g
(28·3 mmol) of methyl 3-(3-benzotriazol-2-yl-5-tert-butyl-
4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate ester and 8·0 g (57·9 mmol) of
potassium carbonate in 30 ml of DMF heated at 60 °C was
added an excess of methyl iodide. The now yellow reaction
mixture was stirred at 60–70 °C for 16 h, then allowed to
cool to room temperature. The reaction mixture was
acidified with 10% HCl and extracted with EtOAc. The
organic layer was washed with water and brine, dried over
MgSO4 and concentrated to yield 9·8 g of an orange solid


which was purified by MPLC on silica gel using heptane–
EtOAc (10:1) to yield 7·6 g of the methyl ether 2 as a white
solid; m.p. 83–84 °C; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3 ), d
8·02–7·98 (nfom, 2 H), 7·49–7·45 (nfom, 2 H), 7·38 (meta
doublet, J=2·33 Hz, 1 H), 7·33 (d, J=2·33 Hz, 1 H), 3·70
(s, 1JC–H =146·7 Hz, 3 H), 3·08 (s, 1JC–H =144·8 Hz, 3 H),
2·98 (t, 2 H), 2·68 (t, 2 H), 1·45 (s, 9 H) (irradiation of the
tert-butyl signal at 1·45 ppm produced an NOE for the
methoxy resonance at 3·08 ppm); IR (CDCl3 ), 2940, 1720,
1420, 1345, 1230, 1095, 980 cm21. Analysis: calculated for
C21H25N3O3 , C 68·63, H 6·86, N 11·44; found, C 68·77, H
6·98, N, 11·48%.


2 - [2 - Methoxy - 3, 5 - bis(1 - methyl - 1 - phenylethyl)
phenyl] - 2H - benzotriazole (3). To a stirred, orange suspen-
sion of 10·0 g (22·4 mmol) of 2-[2-hydroxy-3,5-bis(1-
methyl-1-phenylethyl)phenyl]-2H-benzotriazole and 6·2 g
(44·9 mmol) of potassium carbonate in 30 ml of DMF
heated at 60 °C was added an excess of methyl iodide. The
now yellow reaction mixture was stirred at 60–70 °C for
16 h, then allowed to cool to room temperature. The
reaction mixture was acidified with 10% HCl and extracted
with EtOAc. The organic layer was washed with water and
brine, dried over MgSO4 and concentrated to yield 9·9 g of
a tan solid. The crude product was dissolved in EtOAc,
filtered through a small pad of silica gel, concentrated and
recrystallized from EtOAc to yield 7·1 g of the methyl
ether 3 as white crystals; m.p. 157–159 °C; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3 ), d 7·97–7·92 (nfom, 2 H), 7·50 (AB,
2 H), 7·44–7·39 (nfom, 2 H), 7·36–7·30 (ms, 4 H),
7·25–7·15 (ms, 5 H), 7·08 (t, 1 H), 2·04 (s, 1JC–H =145·2 Hz,
3 H), 1·78 (s, 6 H), 1·69 (s, 6 H); IR (CH2Cl2 ), 2920, 1470,
1335, 1020, 980 cm21. Analysis: calculated for C31H33N3O,
C 80·30, H 7·18, N 9·07; found, C 80·61, H 6·78, N 9·08%.


Parametrization


The MacroModel AMBER* force field contains high-
quality, specific parameters for 2-(29-hydroxyphenyl)
benzotriazole. In contrast, calculations on the methyl ether
2-(29-methoxyphenyl)benzotriazole revealed that the rela-
tive energies of the three lowest energy conformers (as
determined by ab initio calculations) were poorly repro-
duced. Therefore, we used a combination of solid-state
x-ray diffraction data4 and ab initio calculations (using
Spartan5 software) to determine higher quality molecular
mechanical parameters for the system. The ab initio
calculations were performed on the unsubstituted
2-(29-methoxyphenyl)benzotriazole. The resulting parame-
ters are given in Table 1. The C——N, N—N and N—C bond
lengths were taken from the solid-state structure, as was the
N—C—C bond angle. The constants for bond stretching,
angle bending and torsional rotation for the triazine ring
system were chosen to be somewhat rigid, such that the
benzotriazole ring system would remain fairly planar and
with nearly constant bond lengths and angles determined
from the x-ray data. Partial atomic charges were assigned
from a fit to the molecular electrostatic potential of the HF/
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Table 1. Derived AMBER* parameters used in this work


Bond r0 ks


C1=N2 1·347 600
C7=N8 1·347 600
N2–N9 1·334 500
N8–N9 1·334 500
N9–C10 1·430 400


Angle u0 ku


C7–C1=N2 107·4 75·0
C1–C7=N8 131·3 75·0


Torsion V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6


C14–C15–O16–C17 21·0921 1·8257 20·1623 0·3304 0·0066 20·0326
C10–C15–O16–C17 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0
N2–N9–C10=C11 0·0 0·0692 0·0 20·1058 0·0 0·0071
N2–N9–C10=C15 0·0 0·0692 0·0 20·1058 0·0 0·0071
N8–N9–C10=C11 0·0 0·0692 0·0 20·1058 0·0 0·0071
N8–N9–C10=C15 0·0 0·0692 0·0 20·1058 0·0 0·0071
C1=N2–N9–C10 0·0 10·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0
C1=N2–N9–C8 0·0 10·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0
C7=N8–N9–C10 0·0 10·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0
C7=N8–N9–C2 0·0 10·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0


Atom Charge Atom Charge


C1, C7 +0·350 N2, N8 20·55
C3, C6 20·320 C4, C5 20·127
N9 +0·620 C10 20·150
C11 20·110 C12 20·170
C13 20·100 C14 20·310
C15 +0·460 O16 20·440
C17 +0·179


Table 2. Conformational energies of 2-(29-methoxyphenyl)benzotriazolea


Ab initio torsions HF/6–31G*//HF/6–31G* HF/6–31G*//MP2/6–31G*


Conformer 2–9–10–15 10–15–16–17 E (hartree) E (rel) (kcal) E (hartree) E (rel) (kcal)


1 +50 2106 2736·84014 0·00 2739·15406 0·00
2 +62 2178 2736·83994 0·13 2739·15377 0·18
3 +55 +79 2736·83854 1·00 2739·15209 1·24


AMBER* torsions AMBER*


2–9–10–15 10–15–16–17 E(rel) (kcal)


1 +59 297 0·0
2 +63 2178 0·0
3 +64 +85 0·8


a Conformers were verified as energy minima by normal coordinate analysis by ab initio calculation and with the derived
molecular mechanics parameters (1 and 2, HF/3–21G*; 3, HF/6–31G*).
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6–31G* wavefunction at the HF/6–31G* structure.
Torsional parameters for the inter-ring N—N—C—C and
the methoxy C—C—O—Me torsion were developed by
fitting to the HF/6–31G*//HF/6–31G* rotational profile.
All other parameters were taken from the standard
AMBER* force field. The final parametrization gave the
results shown in Table 2 for the relative energies of the three
lowest-energy conformers of 2-(29-methoxyphenyl)benzo-
triazole.


Simulations


The simulations were performed on 2-(29-methoxy-39-a-
cumylphenyl)benzotriazole using the MacroModel version
5.0 software.6 We used the AMBER* all-atom force field
and a GB/SA simulated chloroform solvent.7 Equilibration
for 50 ps was followed by 14·5 ns of mixed-mode Monte
Carlo/stochastic dynamics8 at a constant temperature of
300 K. A Monte Carlo trial was attempted every dynamics
time step. This gave rise to an acceptance ratio for the
simulations of about 2%, which amounts to ca 50 fs of


dynamics per successful Monte Carlo step. The final
average potential energy scaled to 300 K for the simulation
was 260·0 kJ mol21. Two duplicate simulations were car-
ried out, starting from conformations with different dihedral
angles to both the methoxy and a-cumyl groups. All
simulations gave virtually identical results with respect to
average scaled potential energy and conformer populations.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The orientation of the a-cumyl substituent in
2-(29-methoxy-39-a-cumylphenyl) benzotriazole can be
partially characterized by the dihedral angle to the aromatic
ring of the a-cumyl substituent, the C(15)—C(14)—
C(18)—C(19) torsion. In orientation A (Figure 1) the
C(15)—C(14)—C(18)—C(19) torsion is near ±60°. Ori-
entation B has this torsion near ±120°. For orientation A, if
the C(10)—C(15)—O(16)—C(17) dihedral has the same
sign as the C(15)—C(14)—C(18)—C(19) torsion, such that
the methyl group of the ether and the phenyl ring of the a-
cumyl are on the same side of the molecule, the distance
from the methyl ether carbon C(17) to the ipso carbon of the
a-cumyl aromatic ring C(19) is about 3·3 Å. In the B
orientation, the corresponding distance is over 4·0 Å.
During the simulations, the C(17)—C(19) distance was
monitored. A histogram of the results is given in Figure 2.
The peak near 3·3 Å is due to the population of a
conformation in which the a-cumyl group is oriented as in
A, and the methyl ether carbon lies on the same side of the
molecule as C(19). Orientation B has a small population. In
fact, integration of the peaks yields a ratio of about 92 :8. If
we only consider the orientation of the a-cumyl group,
without regard to the position of the methoxy, the ratio
increases to 98 :2. This corresponds to a free energy
difference of about 2·3 kcal mol21 at 300 K. In addition,
visual inspection of structures sampled during the simula-
tions indicates that in most samples the methyl ether lies
mostly in a position normal to the planes of the a-cumyl and
benzotriazole aromatic systems.


Figure 1. Atom numbers and conformer labels for 2-(29-methoxy-39-a-cumylphenyl)benzotriazole


Figure 2. Histogram of C(17)–C(19) distance for 2-(29-methoxy-
39-a-cumylphenyl)benzotriazole. The structure was sampled every


20 ps during the simulation
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The 1H NMR spectra of the three model compounds 1, 2
and 3 are shown in Figure 3. In the spectrum of 1, a singlet
is observed at 3·86 ppm, which is assigned to the protons of
the methoxy substituent. The observed chemical shift is
±0·1 ppm of the chemical shift for the methyl protons of
anisole.9 This is the region expected for the protons of an
aromatic methoxy group. In the spectrum of 2 the methoxy
resonance has moved upfield to 3·08 ppm. This dramatic
shift is almost out of the standard range of expectation for
any methoxy resonance. This observation is interpreted by
noting that the aromatic rings separated by the C—N single
bond are not coplanar in these systems and, that the 39-tert-
butyl group hinders rotation about the C(15)—O(16) bond
such that the methyl protons spend most of the time in the
shielding region of the benzotriazole aromatic system. The
spectrum of 3 indicates an even more pronounced upfield
shift of the methyl protons to 2·04 ppm. This constitutes a
virtually unprecedented chemical shift for the protons of the
methoxy group. A reasonable explanation of this observa-
tion is that the shift is due to an overwhelming
conformational preference, even in solution, of the 39-a-
cumyl substituent which places the methyl substantially in
the shielding region of both aromatic systems. Interestingly,
the simulated time-averaged distance between the centroid
of the phenyl ring and the centroid of the methoxy protons
is 3·72 Å. According to a derived shielding function


developed by Johnson and Bovey10 based on free electron
theory, the predicted change in chemical shift due to the
presence of the phenyl ring is about 1·0 ppm. The observed
change is 1·04 ppm from the already shielded methoxy
protons of 2.


Additional support for the conformational preference
of the a-cumyl group in these compounds can be seen in
the x-ray crystal structure of a related compound,
2,4,6-tri(a,a-dimethylbenzyl)phenol.11 The orientation of
the 2- and 6-substituents are identical to the orientation
shown in conformer A.


This pronounced preference of the a-cumyl substituent is
initially surprising, considering the steric requirements of
the phenyl group relative to methyl. MacPhee et al.12 and
Charton13 have published revised Taft steric parameters Es


which include the phenyl group. In both cases, the steric
requirements of the methyl group were less than phenyl.
Given this, one might expect that an orientation of the a-
cumyl group such as that depicted in A, which places the
phenyl in the vicinity of the methoxyl, would be destabi-
lized relative to orientation B. However, one must note that
the steric requirement of a phenyl substituent is highly
anisotropic.14 The values of Es and related steric parameters
are derived from relative rates of acid-catalyzed ester
hydrolysis and/or rates of esterification of carboxylic acids.
For a substituent such as a phenyl group, parameters derived


Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of model compounds 1–3 in the 4·0–2·0 ppm range
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in this manner would represent an appropriately averaged
quantity over the rotameric conformations of the phenyl
group. As a result, comparison of such steric parameters is
misleading in the present case, as correlations with
conformer stabilities should not hold in situations where the
structural surroundings induce an important conformational
preference of a group.15 Additionally, an electronic contribu-
tion to the stabilization of orientation A is consistent with
what has been reported by Nishio et al.16 They discussed a
stabilization arising from a CH—p interaction which is
largely understood in terms of delocalization from the
phenyl p system to a C—H s* orbital. The enthalpy for a
single CH–p interaction is estimated to be around 1 kcal
mol21. The free energy of interaction will contain a
favorable additional entropic contribution of R ln 3
(0·65 kcal mol21 at 300 K) due to the three identical C—H
bonds. It should be noted, however, that this interaction is
not explicitly taken into account in the simulations.


It has been suggested by Heller17 that the introduction
of large groups ortho to the hydroxyl of
2-(29-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazoles could shield the intra-
molecular hydrogen bond, which is a key structural feature
for photostability, from being disrupted in basic, polar
media. In addition, Catalan et al.18 have observed the
dramatic effect on the UV absorption spectrum and
photostability of an ortho-tert-butyl-substituted
2-(29-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole in DMSO solution. In
the light of the previous suggestions and observations, we
feel that the observed conformational preference may have
an effect on the performance of an appropriately substituted
2-(29-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole UV absorber in a polar
environment. The performance, as UV stabilizers, of model
compounds of this type is currently under study in some
coating systems of high polarity.
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SOLVENT EFFECTS ON AROMATIC NUCLEOPHILIC SUBSTITUTION
REACTIONS. PART 7. DETERMINATION OF THE EMPIRICAL


POLARITY PARAMETER ET(30) FOR DIPOLAR HYDROGEN BOND
ACCEPTOR–CO-SOLVENT (CHLOROFORM OR DICHLOROMETHANE)


MIXTURES. KINETICS OF THE REACTIONS OF
HALONITROBENZENES WITH ALIPHATIC AMINES


P. M. E. MANCINI,w A. TERENZANI, C. ADAM AND L. R. VOTTERO
Departamento de Quı́mica Orgánica, Facultad de Ingenierı́a Quı́mica, Universidad Nacional del Litoral, Santiago del Estero 2829, (3000)


Santa Fe, República Argentina


Empirical solvent polarity parameters ET(30) were determined by UV/VIS spectroscopy, using Dimroth–Reichardt’s
betaine dye, as a function of composition, for several binary solvent mixtures [i.e. polar hydrogen bond acceptor (PHBA)
solvents+chloroform or dichloromethane]. Each solvent system was analyzed according to its deviations from additivity
due to preferential solvation of the chemical probe and also from complicated intermolecular interactions of the mixed
solvents. The ET(30) parameter of many of these mixtures has presented synergism. The synergetic effects were more
significant for those binary solvent systems in which chloroform is the co-solvent. These results were related to the
solvent effects on some aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions. The kinetics of the reactions between 1-halo-
2,4-dinitrobenzenes and primary or secondary aliphatic amines were studied in three solvent systems
(PHBA+chloroform) where the synergism for the ET(30) polarity parameter is the rule. In all the aminodehalogenation
reactions discussed the formation of the intermediate is the rate-determining step. The kinetic data show a tendency to
decrease with decrease in the overall solvation capability of the binary mixture. In general, the reaction rates presented
a gradual decrease in the PHBA solvent-rich zone and a large decrease at high co-solvent concentrations. The ET(30)
values corresponding to binary dipolar hydrogen bond acceptor–hydrogen bond donor mixtures may be not generally
valid for interpreting solvation effects on the reactions under consideration. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The considerable influence of solvents on chemical and
physical processes (reaction rates, mechanisms, selectivity,
chemical equilibria, position and intensity of spectral
absorption bands, liquid chromatographic separations) has
been well established.1 Chemists have usually attempted to
understand solvent effects in terms of polarity, defined as


the overall solution capabilities that depend on all possible
(specific and non-specific) intermolecular interactions
between solute and solvent molecules. Numerous reports on
solvent polarity scales have been published in the last few
decades.2 These scales have been based on single and
multiple parameter approaches and they are mainly derived
from spectroscopic measurements.3–5 More recently, Abra-
ham6 has proposed scales of solute hydrogen bond acidity
and solute hydrogen bond basicity, and has devised a
general solvation equation.


Negatively and positively solvatochromic dyes are partic-
ularly suitable as standard substances for the determination
of empirical solvent parameters. Among these, by virtue of
the exceptionally large extent of its solvatochromism, the
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negatively solvatochromic 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenyl-
1-pyridinio)phenolate (I) or ET(30) dye, proposed by
Reichardt,7 is the most widely used. The interpretation of
the ET(30) values for a single solvent is different from that
for mixed solvents.


The chemical characteristics of solvent mixtures are
customarily determined in the same manner as those of neat
solvents by means of solvatochromic indicators. However,
solute–solvent interactions are much more complex in
mixed solvents than in pure solvents owing to the possibility
of preferential solvation by any of the solvents present in the
mixture. On the other hand, solvent–solvent interactions can
also affect solute–solvent interactions. Preferential solva-
tion leads to non-linear relationships between
solvatochromic polarity and solvent composition. Dawber
et al.8 proposed the deviation from linearity of the ET(30) of
binary solvent mixtures as a measure of the extent of
preferential solvation and related it to several thermody-
namic and kinetic properties.


Several equations that relate the transition energy of the
ET(30) indicator with the solvent composition have been
derived and compared. The parameters obtained explain the
synergism observed for some of the mixtures with strong
hydrogen bond donors. Skwierczynski and Connors9 pro-
posed two different solvent exchange models to describe the
ET (30) values of binary aqueous mixtures. More recently,
Bosch and co-workers10 derived a more general model
based on a two-step solvent exchange model that can be
effectively applied to synergetic mixtures.


In the present study, the ET(30) values of completely non-
aqueous binary mixtures of several dipolar hydrogen bond
acceptor solvents (PHBA) with chloroform and dichloro-
methane, taken as hydrogen bond donor solvents (HBD),
were measured and interpreted. The acidic hydrogen atom
in chloroform and dichloromethane can readily form
complexes, via hydrogen bonding, with the oxygen atoms of
the PHBA solvent molecules. Hence these mixtures are an
interesting set of solvent systems where the possibility of
synergetic effects on the indicator is present.


Additionally, it was of interest to evaluate the influence of
solvent mixtures, in which the two solvents interact to form
a hydrogen-bonded complex with polarity and ET(30)
values higher than those of the two pure solvents, on the
kinetics of some aromatic nucleophilic substitution reac-
tions.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Determination of ET(30) values
The binary mixtures between solvents that have a strong
hydrogen bond acceptor and poor hydrogen bond capabil-
ities with strong hydrogen bond donor solvents often
present a synergetic effect for the ET(30) parameters. It has
been reported that in these systems a 1:1 complex is formed
by means of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Mixtures of
trialkyl phosphates with chloroform are a good example of
such synergetic mixtures.11,12


The empirical solvent polarity parameter ET(30) was
determined at 258C for completely non-aqueous mixtures of
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF), acetonitrile (AcN), nitromethane (NM), acetone
(AC), butanone (BUT), cyclohexanone (CyH) and ethyl
acetate (EAc) (PHBA solvents) with chloroform and
dichloromethane (HBD co-solvents).


ET(30) is defined as the molar transition energy [kcal
mol21 (1 kcal=4.184 kJ)] derived from the longest wave-
length solvatochromic UV/VIS absorption band of I
(Reichardt’s dye).7a This betaine dye presents a strongly
negative solvatochromism owing to its highly dipolar
electronic ground state relative to its less dipolar excited
state. It exhibits a significant permanent dipole moment
(suitable for dipole–dipole and dipole–induced dipole
interactions), a large polarizable p-electron system (suitable
for dispersion interactions), a substantial negative charge on
the phenoxide oxygen [highly basic electron-pair donor
center suitable for interactions with weak Brönsted acids
(H-bonding) and Lewis acids (EPD/EPA bonding)] and a
positive charge on the pyridinium nitrogen (sterically
shielded). Therefore, the solvation effects of the betaine are
more important for HBD and EPA solvents than for EPD
solvents.7b


The longest wavelength UV/VIS absorption band of I
was determined by varying the solvent composition system-
atically. Each binary system was studied at nine molar
fractions of co-solvent.


The properties [ET(30) and Kamlet–Taft solvatochromic
parameters]1a,13 of the pure solvents used to prepare the
binary mixtures in this work are given in Table 1. DMSO,
DMF, AC, BUT, CyH and EAc are in general strong PHBA
and poor HBD solvents, whereas AcN and NM are dipolar,
relatively strong HBA solvents with weak HBD properties.
Chloroform and dichloromethane are polyhalogenated sol-
vents, weak HBD and highly polarizable species. The
ET(30) values of the pure solvents determined at 258C are in
good agreement with those reported in the literature. Tables


Table 1. Empirical parameters of pure solvents: polarity [ET(30) in
kcal mol21], dipolarity/polarizability (p*) and HBD and HBA


abilities (a,b) (at 25°C)1a,7b,13


Solvent
type Solvent ET(30) p* a b


PHBA EAc 38·1 0·55 0·00 0·45
CyH 40·3a 0·76 0·00 0·53
BUT 41·3 0·67 0·06 0·48
AC 42·2 0·71 0·08 0·48


DMF 43·8 0·88 0·00 0·69
DMSO 45·0 1·00 0·00 0·76


AcN 46·0 0·75 0·19 0·40
NM 46·3 0·85 0·22 0·37


HBD Chloroform 39·1 0·58 0·20 0·10
Dichloromethane 40·9 0·82 0·13 0·00


a This work.
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2 (co-solvent chloroform) and 3 (co-solvent dichloro-
methane) give the measured ET(30) values for all
non-aqueous solvent mixtures studied over the full compo-
sition range from XCoS =0 to XCoS =1. Some of these binary
systems [(DMSO+chloroform), (AC+chloroform) and
(AC+dichloromethane)] have also been studied by other
workers.8a,11,12


The interpretation of the ET(30) values as a function of
the composition for the mixtures cited above suggests
different behaviors. The data set can be divided into two
general groups of binary mixtures according to the prefer-
ential solvation models for describing the ET(30) polarity
parameter: (a) synergetic mixtures and (b) mixtures clearly
not synergetic. The first group can be subdivided into (a9)
mixtures with a high synergetic effect and (a0) mixtures
with a moderate synergetic effect (including those that are
on the verge of synergism).


Synergetic mixtures


These mixtures have ET(30) values higher than those of the
two pure mixed solvents. The synergetic effects are


observed in such solvent mixtures which form hydrogen
bond complexes that are more polar than any one of the pure
solvents. It has been suggested that mixtures of chloroform
or dichloromethane with alkyl phosphates, dimethyl sulf-
oxide or acetone present a synergetic effect. This effect is
also observed in mixtures of alcohols with acetonitrile or
dimethyl sulfoxide.14 These mixtures should be taken as
ternary (or higher) solvent systems (solvent 1, solvent 2 and
solvent 1–solvent 2 complexes). We considered the differ-
ence between the maximal ET(30) value of the binary
mixture and the highest ET(30) value of the two pure
solvents mixed as measurement of the synergetic effect
(SEmax).
Mixtures with high synergetic effect. We have included in
this set those binary mixtures that present SEmax >1·5 kcal-
mol21. Figure 1 shows the plots of ET(30) values as a


function of the co-solvent mole fraction for (EAc+chloro-
form), (CyH+chloroform) and (BUT+chloroform) binary
solvent mixtures. Each mixture exhibits a maximum in the
curve. In all cases the maximum synergism is observed at
lower chloroform concentration (XC13CH ≈0·3) (region rich in
PHBA solvent). Ethyl acetate, cyclohexanone and butanone


Table 2. ET(30) values (kcal mol21) for (PHBA solvent+chloroform) systems at 258C


Chloroform mole fraction


PHBA solvent 0·10 0·20 0·30 0·40 0·50 0·60 0·70 0·80 0·90


EAc 40·7 41·0 41·3 41·2 41·0 40·7 40·3 40·0 39·5
CyH 41·5 42·0 42·2 42·3 42·2 41·9 41·3 40·8 40·1
BUT 42·4 42·7 42·9 42·8 42·6 42·2 41·6 41·0 40·3
ACa 42·9 43·1 43·0 42·7 42·2 41·6 40·9 40·2 39·6
DMF 44·3 44·5 44·7 44·3 43·9 43·4 42·8 41·8 40·7
DMSOb 45·3 45·3 45·1 44·9 44·6 44·1 43·5 42·6 41·4
AcN 46·2 46·3 45·9 45·1 44·4 43·8 42·9 42·0 41·0
NM 46·0 45·8 45·4 44·9 44·4 43·9 43·1 42·2 41·3


aData from Refs 11–13.
bData from Ref. 11.


Table 3. ET(30) values (kcal mol21) for (PHBA solvent+dichloromethane) systems at 258C


Dichloromethane mole fraction


PHBA solvent 0·10 0·20 0·30 0·40 0·50 0·60 0·70 0·80 0·90


EAc 39·3 40·0 40·3 40·5 40·7 40·8 40·9 41·0 40·9
CyH 41·1 41·5 41·6 41·7 41·8 41·8 41·7 41·5 41·3
BUT 41·6 41·9 42·0 42·0 42·0 41·9 41·8 41·6 41·4
ACa 42·8 42·9 42·9 42·9 42·8 42·6 42·4 42·2 41·8
DMF 43·9 43·9 43·8 43·6 43·4 43·2 43·0 42·5 41·7
DMSO 45·2 45·2 44·9 44·7 44·3 43·8 43·2 42·7 42·0
AcN 45·7 45·4 45·0 44·7 44·3 43·8 43·2 42·7 42·0
NM 45·9 45·5 45·1 44·7 44·3 43·8 43·2 42·6 41·9


aData from Ref. 12.
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interact with the HBD solvent chloroform forming hydro-
gen-bonded complexes with a high dipole moment. The
properties for this binary solvent system are best correlated
using the ideal association model (A2B), and 1:1 and 1:2
complexes would be present in the solution.15 The polarities
of the pure solvent mixed do not differ too much, and the
betaine dye can be preferentially solvated by the complex,
yielding ET(30) values higher than the ET(30) values of the
pure solvent mixed. The synergetic effect is more important
for the (EAc+chloroform) system (SEmax ≈2·2 kcal mol21)
than for (CyH+chloroform) and (BUT+chloroform) sol-
vent mixtures (SEmax ≈2·0 and 1·6 kcalmol21, respectively).
This is probably due to the fact that EAc–chloroform
interactions are stronger than CyH–chloroform and BUT–
chloroform interactions. These systems also exhibit a large
positive deviation from linearity (>2·5 kcal mol21), indicat-
ing a strong preferential solvation effect by the ‘mixed
solvent’ obtained. It seems that in order to account for the
variation in composition of ET(30) values of these mixtures,
the formation 1:1 and 1:2 complexes and self-association of
chloroform molecules need to be considered. Then, the
preferential solvation order of the solvatochromic indicator
would be ‘PHBA solvent–chloroform complex’>‘chlor-
oform’>‘PHBA solvent.’


Mixtures with moderate or weak synergetic effect. We
have included in this set those binary mixtures that present
SEmax <1 kcal mol21. 


Figures 2 (co-solvent chloroform and 3 (co-solvent
dichloromethane) show shifts in the molar transition energy
ET(30) with an increase in co-solvent concentration for the
binary solvent systems (AC+chloroform), DMF+chloro-
form), (DMSO+chloroform) and (AcN+chloroform)


(Figure 2) and (EAc+dichloromethane), (CyH+dichloro-
methane), (BUT+dichloromethane), (AC+dichloro-
methane), (DMF+dichloromethane) and (DMSO+di-
chloromethane) (Figure 3). These systems exhibit a
moderate or very low synergetic effect, and the general
trends observed are detailed as follows. The synergetic


Figure 1. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for (EAc-
+chloroform), (CyH+chloroform) and (BUT+chloroform) solvent


systems at 258C


Figure 2. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for
(AC+chloroform), (DMF+chloroform), (DMSO+chloroform) and


(AcN+chloroform) solvent systems at 258C


Figure 3. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for (EAc+di-
chloromethane), (CyH+dichloromethane), (AC+dichloro-
methane), (DMF+dichloromethane) and (DMSO+dichloro-


methane) solvent systems at 258C
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effects for the mixtures in which the co-solvent is
dichloromethane are slightly lower than those with chloro-
form as co-solvent, probably because that PHBA
solvent–chloroform interactions are stronger than PHBA
solvent–dichloromethane interactions. In general, for both
types of systems these effects decrease when the polarity of
the HBA solvent increases. In all cases, the betaine dye is
preferentially solvated by the solvent–solvent complex
rather than by pure solvents.


The properties of (PHBA solvent+chloroform) systems
are similar to those binary mixtures cited before (high
synergetic effect). All systems exhibit the maximum
synergism at lower chloroform concentrations; the ET(30)
values increase the mole fraction, XCl3CH ≈0·2–0·3 and then
decrease to a constant value for pure chloroform. Once
again, the ideal association model (A2B) would be applica-
ble.15 It can be seen that the synergism is inversely
proportional to the difference in ET(30) of the pure solvents
[SEmax vs DET(30)] (Figure 4).


For the (PHBA solvent+dichloromethane) systems, the
relationship between SEmax and DET(30) is given in Figure 5.
The behavior of the (EAc+dichloromethane) binary mix-
ture is striking, probably owing to the difference in the
ET(30) values corresponding to the pure solvents
[DET(30)=2·8 kcal mol21, with dichloromethane having the
higher value]. In this case, the SEmax is observed in the zone
rich in HBD solvent, whereas in the other solvent mixtures
the maxima are moved towards the PHBA solvent-rich
region.


The PHBA solvents–dichloromethane association models
are different from those corresponding to PHBA solvents–
chloroform interactions. In (PHBA
solvent–dichloromethane) systems, the probable presence


of an intermolecular complex of at least two different
stoichiometries (2:1 and 1:2 complexes, with the absence of
a 1:1 complex) has been reported.12


Non-synergetic mixtures


If the two mixed solvents have very different polarities, the
polarity of the solvent–solvent complex is intermediate
between those of the pure solvents. Alternatively, a
maximum is not obtained when the non-associated compo-
nent, having a low value of the property, does not interact
appreciably with the associated component but only dilutes
it. Then, the mixture attains a considerable value of ET(30),
even when only a small amount of the latter is added and the
curve shows a steep portion, followed by another of much
lower slope.16


Figure 6 shows a plot of ET(30) values as a function of
co-solvent mole fraction for the (NM+chloroform) solvent
system. This binary mixture does not exhibit a synergetic
effect. A gradual decrease in ET(30) values in the zone rich
in NM and a large decrease at high chloroform concentra-
tions can be observed. The shape of the curve indicates that
the preferential solvation of the solvatochromic indicator
would be more important with nitromethane than with
chloroform. Nitromethane is a very polar solvent with
hydrogen bond donor ability (a=0·22). Consequently, it
competes with the co-solvent for the betaine phenoxide
oxygen. In this case, the difference in polarity between the
two mixed solvents is substantial.


Figures 7 show the plots of ET(30) values as a function of
the co-solvent mole fraction for (AcN+dichloromethane)
and (NM+dichloromethane) solvent mixtures. In both
cases, the polarities of the pure solvents are different. These


Figure 4. Plot of SEmax vs DET(30) of the pure solvents mixed for
(PHBA solvent+chloroform) systems at 258C


Figure 5. Plot of SEmax vs DET(30) of the pure solvent mixed for
(PHBA solvent+dichloromethane) systems at 258C
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systems exhibit similar behavior, giving nearly linear curves
[indicating a gradual decrease in ET(30) values with an
increase of dichloromethane concentration], small devia-
tions from additivity and the absence of synergetic effects.
Nearly linear curves are obtained when the mixed solvents
are associated to nearly the same extent and interact
mutually to form similar associates. In fact, acetonitrile and
nitromethane have very similar polarities and hydrogen-


bond capabilities.17 Nitromethane and acetonitrile have
lower hydrogen bond acceptor capabilities than the rest of
the PHBA solvents treated in this work, and their hydrogen
bond donor ability competes with dichloromethane in the
solvation of the betaine dye.


Thermo-solvatochromism


It is known that solvent polarity is temperature dependent.
In addition to its negative solvatochromism, pyridinium N-
phenoxide betaine dyes also exhibit negative
thermosolvatochromism caused by the increased differential
stabilization of the betaine ground state, relative to its less
dipolar excited state, with a decrease in temperature.2,18 It
was therefore of interest to determine the ET(30) values for
(EAc+chloroform) and (AC+chloroform) binary mixtures
at different temperatures, because these systems present
synergetic effects at 258C. The former binary mixture under
consideration has the highest synergism in the series
explored and the latter corresponds to a mixture with a
negligible synergetic effect.


In addition to the ET(30) values at 258C corresponding to
the cited binary solvent systems given in Table 2, further
measurements were made at 15 and 408C. Figures 8 and 9
show the shifts in molar transition energy ET(30) with
increase in chloroform concentration for (EAc+chloroform)
and (AcN+chloroform), respectively, at 15, 25 and 408C. In
each system the ET(30) values decrease with increase in
temperature, which is in agreement with the expected
temperature effects.


In general, it is found that synergism increases with
decrease in temperature because the change in temperature
has a large effect on the equilibrium constant for hydrogen
bond formation. This can be observed in Figure 8 for ethyl


Figure 6. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for
(NM+chloroform) solvent system at 258C


Figure 7. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for (AcN+di-
chloromethane) and (NM+dichloromethane) solvent systems at


258C
Figure 8. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for (EAc+


chloroform) solvent system at 15, 25 and 408C
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acetate–chloroform mixtures [DET(30)max =2·3 kcal mol21


at 15°C, 2·2 kcal mol21 at 258C and 2·0 kcal mol21 at 40°C]
and in Figure 9 for acetonitrile–chloroform mixtures
[DET(30)max =0·4 kcal mol21 at 158C, 0·3 kcalmol21 at 258C
and 0·2 kcal mol21 at 408C]. This would also be connected
with the different variations of the ET(30) values of the
hydrogen bond complex with temperature.19 In the two
cases explored it is possible to note that the solvent systems
support the model of preferential solvation for the chemical
probe with independence of temperature. We observed only
for the (AcN+chloroform) system a slight shift of SEmax


towards the PHBA solvent-rich zone with an increase in
temperature.


Synergetic binary mixtures for ET(30): Solvent effects
on aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions


Solvent effects on aromatic nucleophilic substitution (ANS)
reactions involving halonitrobenzenes with amines were
reported in the 1960s, including mixed solvents.20 The rate
of ANS reactions is notably affected by the solvent
properties. Since the first pioneering studies,21 different
contributions have been reported to show how extensive and
complex the interactions of the substrate and/or the
intermediates with the solvent molecules are.22


The gross mechanism of ANS reactions in all solvents
when either primary or secondary amines are the nucleo-
philes is represented in Scheme 1: the breakdown of the
zwitterionic s intermediate, ZH, can occur spontaneously or
by a base-catalyzed mechanism. The transition state leading
to the ZH intermediate is expected to be favored by
increasing solvent polarity.


The reactions between 1-halo-2,4-dinitrobenzenes and


aliphatic amines were extensively investigated in both polar
and apolar solvents. In polar solvents the reactions followed
a second-order kinetic law (first in both reagents), while in
apolar solvents the experimental order in amine was in the
range 1–3, depending on the nature of the solvent and the
nature of the amine.23,24 Recently, the evidence for the
mechanisms proposed for ANS reactions by primary or
secondary amines in aprotic solvents of low relative
permittivity has been reviewed.25 The reaction order >1 in
nucleophiles was explained by the presence of base
catalysis (usual two-step mechanism), and the catalysis can
be performed by the reacting amine (autocatalysis). When
catalysis is observed, the spontaneous breakdown of the ZH
intermediate becomes the rate-limiting step and this prefers
to evolve towards the products via a catalyzed pathway.
This interpretation is generally accepted but it does not
explain some experimental kinetic results (e.g. the kinetic
behavior of the primary aliphatic amines in comparison with
the kinetic behavior of the secondary aliphatic amines).26 As
an alternative interpretation, a different reaction pathway
has been proposed to explain the enhancement of the
reaction rate by increasing the initial amount of the
nucleophile. This explanation agrees with the presence in
the reaction mixture of interactions between the substrate
and the amine yielding molecular complexes. An n–p
donor–acceptor interaction was reported for interactions
between nitroaromatic compounds and aliphatic amines,
and the fact that fluoro derivatives are more prone to interact
than the chloro derivatives confirms the possibility that
hydrogen bonding would be an important additional inter-
action.27


In previous studies, we have reported the influence of
solvent effects on the reactions of 1-halo-2,4-dinitro-
benzenes with piperidine in an attempt to produce a more
systematic analysis of the ways in which solvent may affect
reaction rates, especially in connection with the employ-
ment of the empirical solvent polarity parameter ET(30).
Particularly detailed studies of solvent effects have been
carried out with one of the simplest systems of ANS: the
reaction of 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (DNCB) with
piperidine (PIP).28 The kinetic data in several aprotic
solvents are well correlated by the Dimroth–Reichardt
solvent polarity scale ET(30), and the correlation is
remarkably good if HBD solvents are excluded. On the
other hand, the second-order rate coefficients for the
reaction development in different alcohols are not well
correlated by ET(30) parameters. The reactivity in hydroxy-
lic solvents is inversely proportional to the hydrogen bond
donating ability of the solvents. In addition, the kinetics of


Figure 9. Plot of ET(30) vs co-solvent mole fraction for (AcN-
+chloroform) solvent system at 25, 25 and 408C


Scheme 1
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the reaction between 1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (FDNB)
and PIP were determined in several polar and apolar aprotic
solvents with different structural characteristics.29 Except
for the HBD solvents (chloroform, acetonitrile and nitro-
methane), the second-order rate coefficients in the rest of
the solvents explored were sensitive to an increase in amine
concentration, indicating neat base catalysis. These results
were interpreted as an indication that in this reaction the
detachment of the nucleofuge is the rate-limiting step in
most of the aprotic solvents; those solvents which are HBD
assist the departure of fluorine with the formation of the
intermediate being the rate-determining step. A simple
linear energy solvation correlation was found between the
ET(30) parameter and the second order-rate coefficient
obtained at [B]<1022


M. For higher amine contents
increasing deviations were found.


More recently, we have studied the CDNB+PIP reaction
in two different models of completely non-aqueous binary
mixtures on which preferential solvation is the rule, but
without synergetic effects for the ET(30) parameter.30 For
(aprotic solvent+toluene) mixtures a property of mixed
solvents would be defined by means of ET(30) values. In
this kind of mixture the solvent effects on the reaction were
similar to those of pure aprotic solvents. For (aprotic
solvent+methanol) systems the presence of the protic
solvent in the mixture strongly determines the solvent
effects on the reaction and the chemical probe under
consideration may not be valid to interpret the reaction
solvation model.


Kinetic determinations


In the first part of this work, we have characterized several
completely non-aqueous binary mixtures [(HBA aprotic
solvent+chloroform or dichloromethane)] that present a
synergetic effect for the ET(30) parameter. In this connec-
tion, the kinetics of the reactions (CDNB+piperidine),
(CDNB+n-butylamine) and (FDNB+n-butylamine) were
studied at 258C in three of those mixtures: (EAc+chloro-
form), (AcN+chloroform) and (DMSO+chloroform). The
first one shows the highest synergetic effect among all the
mixtures explored, and the other two were classified as
moderately (or scarcely) synergetic.


Each binary mixture was explored at different composi-
tions and the influence of amine concentration was studied
in the three kinds of reactions. In all cases, the reactions
were carried out under pseudo-first-order conditions; they
yielded the expected product in quantitative yield [N-
(2,4-dinitrophenyl)piperidine and N-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)-
butylamine, respectively], and proved to be first order in the
corresponding substrate. The second-order rate coefficients,
kA, calculated from the experimental pseudo-first-order rate
coefficients, kf, are listed in Tables 4 (CDNB+piperidine
reaction), 5 (CDNB+n-butylamine reaction) and 6
(FDNB+n-butylamine reaction). The kinetic data show a
general tendency for a decrease in kA values and an increase
in co-solvent concentration due to the decrease in the


Table 4. Second-order rate coefficients, kA (l mol21 s21), for the
reaction of 1024


M 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (I) with piperidine
at 258C


[Piperidine] (M)


Solventa 0·02 0·04 0·08 0·16


EAc+chloroform
0·10 0·232 0·225 0·229 0·231
0·30 0·203 0·209 0·209 0·203
0·50 0·162 0·163 0·162 0·165
0·70 0·131 0·147 0·128 0·135
0·90 0·104 0·111 0·104 0·118


AcN+chloroform
0·10 0·530 0·547 0·537 0·530
0·30 0·384 0·399 0·405 0·393
0·50 0·322 0·334 0·330 0·320
0·70 0·231 0·236 0·237 0·238
0·90 0·184 0·192 0·193 0·188


DMSO+chloroform
0·10 1·88 1·80 1·80 1·87
0·30 1·31 1·43 1·45 1·46
0·50 0·962 0·974 0·958 0·953
0·70 0·514 0·528 0·531 0·517
0·90 0·205 0·240 0·226 0·221


aThe concentrations of the binary mixtures are in mole fraction of
chloroform.


Table 5. Second-order rate coefficients, 102 kA (lmol21 s21), for
the reaction of 1024


M 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (I) with n-
butylamine at 258C


a [n-Butylamine] (M)


Solvent 0·50 1·00 1·50 2·00


EAc+chloroform
0·10 0·686 0·835 0·975 1·11
0·30 0·524 0·658 0·780 1·17
0·50 0·363 0·425 0·518 0·649
0·70 0·225 0·293 0·370 0·475
0·90 0·117 0·159 0·209 0·287


AcN+chloroform
0·10 1·09 1·26 1·41 1·60
0·30 0·753 0·896 1·01 1·13
0·50 0·551 0·615 0·718 0·839
0·70 0·429 0·572 0·675 0·885
0·90 0·173 0·258 0·319 0·449


DMSO+chloroform
0·10 13·47 13·68 11·16 14·71
0·30 8·68 11·72 10·80 11·64
0·50 3·86 3·94 4·77 5·15
0·70 2·07 2·51 2·64 3·03
0·90 0·361 0·438 0·586 0·668


aThe concentrations of the binary mixtures are in mole fraction of
chloroform.
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overall solvation capability of the solvent mixture. As can
be observed, no acceleration in rate is produced for an
increasing amount of amine in the three solvent systems for
(CDNB+piperidine) and (FDNB+n-butylamine) reactions.
A slight acceleration in reaction rate with increase in amine
concentration was verified for (CDNB+n-butylamine) reac-
tions in almost all the binary mixtures explored. As the k3/k2


values are ≤3, we do not regard these reactions as being
catalyzed and conclude that in all the amino-dehalogenation
reactions studied the formation of the intermediate is rate-
determining. Additionally, the (CDNB+PIP) reactions
carried out in (EAc+chloroform) mixtures were examined


at 15 and 408C. Table 7 lists the second-order rate
coefficients, kA, and the calculated activation parameters.


In all solvent systems, when the substrate is CDNB the
variation of the rate constants with a change in amine
follows the usual pattern found in ANS reactions.31


Comparing amines of approximately the same basicity,
piperidine is more nucleophilic than n-butylamine. More-
over, the experimental results indicate that FDNB is more
reactive than CDNB.


In the three kinds of ANS reactions analyzed, the
sequence of relative reactivities in (DMSO+chloroform),
(AcN+chloroform) and (EAc+chloroform) systems is in
agreement with the solvating power of the mixed solvents
[polarity defined by ET(30) values]. The rate constants
values decrease from (DMSO+chloroform) through (AcN-
+chloroform) to (EAc+chloroform) binary mixtures. The
greatest change in rate occurs between (DMSO+chloro-
form) and (AcN+chloroform) solvent systems at low
co-solvent concentration. It is well known that when amines
are the nucleophiles, the transition state for bimolecular
ANS reactions are hydrogen bond donors and are solvated
more strongly by PHBA solvents (DMSO is the polar
solvent with the highest b value in the series shown in Table
1; AcN and chloroform have HBD properties).


We observed no synergetic effect for the second-order
rate coefficients in any binary solvent system employed to
carry out the different ANS reactions. In relation to the
ET(30) values of binary solvent systems, it is accepted that
the synergetic effects are associated with the increase in
‘polarity’ of the mixture as a consequence of the ‘PHBA
solvent–HBD solvent’ complex formation. This ‘improved
polarity’ is not ‘reflected’ by the critical states of the ANS
reactions analyzed. Figure 10 gives the profiles correspond-
ing to the evolution in each case of log kA as a function of
the co-solvent concentration. In general, the shapes of the
curves show a gradual decrease in log kA in the zone rich in
PHBA solvent and a large decrease at high chloroform
concentration. This type of solvent effect is more intense for
those reactions in which the nucleophile is a primary amine
and it does not depend on the halogen involved. When the


Table 6. Second-order rate coefficients, kA (lmol21 s21), for the
reaction of 531025


M 1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (I) with n-
butylamine at 258C


[n-Butylamine] (M)


Solventa 0·002 0·004 0·008 0·016


EAc+chloroform
0·10 6·95 6·80 7·15 6·80
0·30 4·34 4·48 4·62 4·84
0·50 3·20 3·24 3·19 3·24
0·70 1·72 1·78 1·82 1·67
0·90 0·425 0·427 0·421 0·425


AcN+chloroform
0·10 7·87 7·10 9·38 8·23
0·30 6·23 6·73 7·20 7·13
0·50 3·91 4·07 4·54 4·48
0·70 2·97 3·07 3·12 3·02
0·90 2·32 2·48 2·40 2·40


DMSO+chloroform
0·10 74·5 81·5 98·7 95·0
0·30 79·1 60·1 80·3 74·0
0·50 38·4 41·5 46·3 49·4
0·70 11·0 10·8 11·2 11·2
0·90 2·61 2·72 2·53 2.71


aThe concentrations of the binary mixtures are in mole fraction of
chloroform.


Table 7. Second-order rate coefficients, 102 kA (lmol21 s21), for the reaction of 1024
M 1-chloro-


2,4-dinitrobenzene (I) with piperidine in (EAc+chloroform) binary mixtures at 15 and 408C and the
activation parameters


[Piperidine] (M)


158C 408C


Solventa 0·02 0·08 0·16 0·02 0·08 0·16 DH≠ (kJ mol21) 2DS≠ (J mol21K21)


0·10 0·150 0·172 0·182 0·425 0·430 0·435 26·6 170·0
0·30 0·155 0·160 0·160 0·387 0·394 0·391 25·1 173·6
0·50 0·110 0·117 0·118 0·289 0·293 0·290 25·5 174·4
0·70 0·110 0·115 0·110 0·290 0·280 0·280 26·0 174·4
0·90 0·094 0·098 0·094 0·243 0·248 0·245 26·8 173·4


aThe concentrations of the binary mixtures are in mole fraction of chloroform.
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substrate contains an o-nitro group, hydrogen bonding
occurs in the intermediate between the ammonium hydro-
gen atoms and the oxygen atom of the nitro group. When
the nucleophile is a secondary amine, there is only one
ammonium hydrogen atoms which is involved in the ‘built-
in solvation.’ When the nucleophile is a primary amine, a
second hydrogen atom is available to interact with PHBA
solvents and a more significant preferential solvation would
occur.


Correlation analysis


The often linear correlation between empirical solvent
parameters and other solvent-dependent properties (e.g.
logarithms of rate and equilibrium constant, absorption
energies) can be considered as manifestations of general
linear free-energy relationships (LFERs).7a,32 It is possible to
interpret the solvent effects with the aid of model processes
that yield the same or similar effects. However, the use of
individual empirical solvent polarity parameters should be
limited in a first approach to largely analogous processes.
Through the analysis of solvent effects on the reaction of
DNCB with PIP carried out in several (aprotic solvents
+toluene) systems, we have recently demonstrated that
there exists a satisfactory correlation between ET(30) values
and the logarithms of the rate constants.30a These binary
solvent mixtures have no synergetic effects for the chemical
probe.


We have now extended the preceding correlation analysis
to the kinetic data for the cited ANS reactions in (PHBA
solvent+chloroform) systems. The correlations were
assessed by the evaluation of the correlation coefficients (r)
and the standard deviations (s). The results are presented in
Table 8. The regression equations summarized in Table 8
are reasonably good for the (DMSO+chloroform) system in


all the reactions explored (r≈0·99, and s≈0·09–0·17). With
the (AcN+chloroform) system the regression equations are
relatively good (r≥0·95 and s≈0·09–0·17), except for
(CDNB+n-butylamine) reaction data. However, the corre-
lations are very poor for the (EAc+chloroform) system at
the three temperatures explored (we have not included these
results in Table 8) (r<0·3 and s≈0·6). Therefore, the
chemical probe under consideration is not generally valid
for interpreting the solvation effects produced by this kind
of solvent mixture on the reactions, and the present situation
would be related to the influence and extension of
synergism exhibited by the ET(30) polarity parameter.


Marcus’s interesting point of view introduces the discus-
sion of the notion of ‘property of a mixed solvent’ and
whether such property can be defined by means of chemical
probes.33 Probes which interact with the components of the
mixture less strongly than the complicated self- or mutual


Figure 10. Plot of log kA vs co-solvent mole fraction for the reaction of 1-halo-2,4-dinitrobenzenes with primary or secondary amines in
(PHBA+chloroform) solvent systems at 258C


Table 8. Correlation coefficient (r) standard error of the estimate
(s) and number of data points (n) of log kA vs ET(30) for ANS
reactions in (PHBA solvent+chloroform) systems, including the


pure solvents, at 258C


Reaction PHBA solvent r s n


CDNB+piperidine AcN 0·962 0·091 7a


DMSO 0·986 0·094 7a


CDNB+n-butylamine AcN 0·916 0·279 7a


DMSO 0·989 0·170 6b


FDNB+n-butylamine AcN 0·946 0·172 7a


DMSO 0·989 0·170 6b


aThe correlations were calculated for XCl3CH =0·00, 0·10, 0·30, 0·50,
0·70, 0·90 and 1·00.
bThe correlations were calculated for XCl3CH =0·10, 0·30, 0·50, 0·70,
0·90 and 1·00.
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interactions of the solvent would have similar environments
and provide convergence with the expression employed for
neat solvents.


Seemingly, it is possible to relate these concepts to the
results of our studies of the solvent effects on ANS
reactions. The influence of (aprotic solvent+aprotic non-
HBD co-solvent) systems on simple models of ANS
reactions is very similar to those of aprotic pure solvents;
then, a chemical property (polarity) of ‘mixed solvents’
would be defined by means of the ET(30) parameter. In these
cases, convergence exists with the expression employed for
neat solvents. In contrast, for (aprotic solvent+protic co-
solvent) systems or when the aprotic co-solvent (e.g.
chloroform) has HBD ability, the mentioned convergence
does not exist and preferential solvation precludes the
practical use of ET(30) in these mixtures.


CONCLUSIONS


On the basis of the results obtained from the ET(30) and
kinetic determinations using several (polar HBA solvent-
+chloroform or dichloromethane) binary systems, the
following conclusions can be drawn.


Most of the binary solvent mixtures explored presented
synergetic effects for the ET(30) polarity parameter, which is
generally revealed in the PHBA solvent-rich zone. The
extent of the synergism is related to the difference in
polarities of the two solvents mixed and with their ability to
form hydrogen-bonded complexes. If the PHBA solvent
part of these types of mixtures also has some hydrogen-
bond donor property, synergism is not observed. The
synergetic effects are more significant in those systems in
which chloroform is the co-solvent.


In the cases of synergetic mixtures, the preferential
solvation models for the probe molecule and the compli-
cated interactions of the solvent mixed are not confirmed
when the solutes are the reagents and/or intermediates
corresponding to ANS reactions between halodinitroben-
zenes and primary or secondary amines. As can be expected,
these solvent mixtures do not produce kinetic synergism,
and consequently the ET(30) parameter is not appropriate to
describe the solvent effects on these reactions when they are
carried out in such binary mixtures. This situation is more
expressive for solvent systems with strong synergism.
Instead, in mixtures which have moderate (or negligible)
synergetic effects for the indicator, the parameter–kinetics
correspondence is better.


The preferential solvation model produced by these kinds
of binary mixtures of solvents on all the ANS reactions
studied seems to be similar. The reaction rates present a
gradual decrease in the HBA solvent rich zone of the
mixture and a large decrease at high co-solvent concentra-
tion (chloroform is a less polar HBD solvent). Apparently,
the HBD character of mixtures play a role in the solvent
effects on reaction rate (e.g. the reaction of FDNB with n-
butylamine is not base catalyzed when it is developed in the
three binary solvent systems cited above).


EXPERIMENTAL


Reagents and solvents. 1-Chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene,
1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene and piperidine were purified as
described previously.28a n-Butylamine (Aldrich, 99%, b.p.
788C) was fractionally distilled from sodium. N-(2,4-Dini-
trophenyl)piperidine and N-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)butylamine
were prepared and purified by methods reported previously.
2,6 - Diphenyl - 4 - (2, 4, 6 - triphenyl - 1 - pyridinio)phenolate
(Reichardt’s dye, Aldrich, 95%, m.p. 271–2758C) was used
without any further purification. Cyclohexanone and buta-
none were dried for several days over anhydrous sodium
sulfate and fractionally distilled twice. The rest of the
solvents were purified as reported previously28,29 and all of
them were kept over 4 Å molecular sieves and stored in
special vessels that allow delivery without air contamina-
tion. All binary solvent mixtures were prepared prior to use
and stored under anhydrous conditions.
ET(30) measurements. The pure solvents were mixed in
appropriate proportions by weight to give binary solvent
mixtures of various compositions. 2,4-Diphenyl-
4-(2,4,6-triphenyl-1-pyridinio)phenolate solutions were
prepared just prior to use. Visible spectra of sample
solutions in 10 mm cells were recorded at 15, 25 and 408C
by using a Perkin-Elmer Model 124 UV VIS spec-
trophotometer and a Zeiss PMQ 3 UV VIS
spectrophotometer equipped with a data-acquisition system
and a thermostated cell holder. Temperatures were measured
in the cell and were accurate to within±0·18C. The ET(30)
values were determined from the longest-wavelength UV
VIS absorption band of Reichardt’s betaine dye and were
calculated according to the equation ET(30) [kcal-
mol21]=hcvN=2·85931023 n [cm21].


Kinetic procedures. The kinetics of the reactions were
studied spectrophotometrically.28a A Perkin-Elmer Model
124 spectrophotometer was used, with a data-acquisition
system based on a microprocessor. This set-up has a 12-bit
analog-to-digital converter which allows absorbance meas-
urements with an error of <0·1% at a maximum of 12
readings per second. The microprocessor controls data
acquisition and also measures time through a quartz crystal-
controller oscillator. Once data acquisition is completed,
data can be read in the system display and/or transferred to
a computer through an interface. In all cases, pseudo-first-
order kinetics were observed.


Standard solutions of 1-halo-2,4-dinitrobenzene and the
corresponding primary or secondary amine were prepared in
the desired binary solvent mixture at room temperature. The
reactions were run by mixing known amounts of each
solution in the thermostated cells of the spectrophotometer,
recording the absorbances at ca 400 nm. The pseudo-first-
order (kf), and second-order (kA), rate coefficients were
obtained as described previously. In all cases, the ‘infinity’
values, A∞ , was determined experimentally for each run at
the working temperature. Within the experimental error, this
value agreed with the ‘theoretical’ value calculated from
application of Beer’s law to a corresponding solution of N-
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(2,4-dinitrophenyl)amine in the working binary solvent
mixture. All the kinetic runs were carried out at least in
duplicate; the error in kA is ≤2–3% for all the solvent
mixtures examined. Values of DH≠ were accurate to
ca±0·4 kJ mol21 and values of DS≠ to ±8 J mol21 K21.
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INFLUENCE OF ISOTOPIC SUBSTITUTION ON STRENGTH OF
HYDROGEN BONDS OF COMMON ORGANIC GROUPS


MARTIN C̆UMA AND STEVE SCHEINER*
Department of Chemistry, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901, USA


Although the electronic contribution to the strength of a H-bond is unaffected by isotopic substitution, the heavier mass
of deuterium compared with protium lowers some of the vibrational frequencies in the complex. The binding energy of
the complex, which includes zero-point and thermal vibrational energies, can thus be altered by several tenths of a kcal
mol21 by H/D substitution. Ab initio calculations are used to analyze this phenomenon in a number of common organic
functional groups that are prone to form H-bonds: hydroxyl, carbonyl, carboxyl and amide, both self-complexing as
homodimers and with water molecules as partners. It is found that any site of D-substitution increases the complexation
energy; however, the bridging sites show a stronger preference for D over H than do the non-bridging, or terminal, sites.
Hence D-bonding can be considered to be stronger than H-bonding in these functional groups. Of the groups considered,
the energetic preference for D over H is greatest in the hydroxyl group, so deuterium would be expected to gravitate
toward solvent water molecules in isotopic scrambling experiments. The increments in H-bonding energy resulting from
each site of substitution are additive in cases of multiple substitution. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The hydrogen bond represents one of the most fundamen-
tally important issues in chemistry.1–4 An intramolecular
H-bond can be a controlling factor in the conformational
analysis of any molecule in which it is present, and
intermolecular H-bonds contribute to the structural dynam-
ics of many molecules in solution.5 These interactions are
integral ingredients in the basic structure and function of
important biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids and
carbohydrates.6 The entire phenomenon of aqueous solva-
tion rests upon the many H-bonds that are continuously
formed and dissociated. Measurement of the pK of a given
molecule takes place within an environment where protons
are being rapidly transferred to and fro along H-bonds.7


Isotopic substitution has historically been of great utility
in probing the phenomenon of H-bonding. Since the
electronic structures of H and D are identical, it is
sometimes assumed that a D-bond is equal in strength to an
H-bond. While this may be correct from an electronic
standpoint, the assumption ignores the contributions made
to binding energies from other factors, most notably
vibrational motions of the nuclei. The deuterium nucleus is
twice as heavy as protium, so frequencies that are associated


with the motion of this atomic center will tend to be lower
when H is replaced by D, which will, in turn, be reflected in
lesser vibrational energy. While it might appear at first sight
that a D-bonded complex will be of lower energy than its H-
bonded analogue, the situation is not that simple. The
strength of the interaction is derived not only from the
energy of the complex, but rather as the latter property in
relation to the energies of the separated molecules from
which the complex is constituted, and the vibrational
energies of the subunits will also be lowered by substitution
of H by D.


In order to obtain a fundamental understanding of this
phenomenon, researchers initially restricted themselves to
small systems such as the HF dimer. Consideration of the
dimer in the gas phase permits a careful analysis of the
vibrational modes, unobstructed by interactions with a large
number of solvent molecules. Experimental and computa-
tional work has shown a greater strength for the D-bond in
FD· · ·FH than the H-bond in FH· · ·FD, with the difference
estimated as 0·3 kcal/mol (1 kcal=4·184 kJ).8, 9 Detailed
analysis of the various modes identified the bending motion
of the bridging hydron off of the H-bond axis to be the
principal mode that leads to the observed result. The D-
bonded complex is also found to be stronger than its
H-bonded analogue in other systems such as (HCl)2.


10


(H2O)2,
11 (HCN)2


12 and complexes pairing water with
formaldehyde, NH3, formamide and various olefins.13–16
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Other work has extended the sizes of systems examined in
the gas phase to amino acid oligomers.17


Recent calculations in this laboratory18 have analyzed the
situation in the water dimer and found results analogous to
what was found previously in (HF)2: the D-bond is stronger
than the H-bond, due to the vibrational mode that displaces
the bridging hydron from the H-bond axis. The work went
on to demonstrate that the same principle applies to the
larger water trimer. In an interesting contrast, the calcula-
tions indicated that the stronger ionic complexes, e.g.
H2O· · ·H+ · · ·OH2 or HO2 · · ·H+ · · ·OH2 , follow a reverse
trend wherein it is the H-bond that is stronger than the D-
bond. All of these patterns were traced to zero-point
vibrational energies and were analyzed within the frame-
work of intramolecular and intermolecular types of modes.


We turn our attention in this paper to larger molecules
containing functional groups. It was our aim to learn if the
trends noted for simple molecules such as water apply also
to groups commonly encountered in organic chemistry. To
this end, we considered the carbonyl, carboxyl and amide
groups. As in our earlier study,18 the work is not restricted to
replacement of a single H by D, but instead, all possible
substitutions are considered up to and including replace-
ment of all hydrogens.


METHODS


All computations were performed at the ab initio level using
the Gaussian 94 set of codes.19 Since earlier work has
indicated little sensitivity of the H/D substitution trends to
details of the basis set or to inclusion of electron correlation,
calculations were carried out at the SCF/6–31G* level.20


Geometries of all complexes were fully optimized. Vibra-
tional analysis was based upon the standard harmonic
approximation, with no empirical scaling factors. The
electronic contribution to the binding energy of each
complex was computed as the difference between energy of
that complex, and the sum of the energies of the constituent
monomers, also fully optimized. This quantity was then
corrected for basis set superposition error by the counter-
poise procedure.21 The zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) of each entity is equal to half the sum of all
(3N26) vibrational frequencies.


RESULTS


Formaldehyde–water


The geometry of the complex pairing formaldehyde with
water is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The hydrogen bond is
bent by a considerable amount, with u(OH· · ·O) = 101°.
This bending may be understood on the basis of an
electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atom of the
water and the hydrogen of H2CO (labeled Hbf), which have
partial charges of opposite sign. This particular interaction
would probably not be classified as a H-bond since the
distance separating these two atoms is 2·725 Å. This


compares with the much shorter 2·110 Å between the
carbonyl oxygen and the bridging hydrogen of the water
(Hbw). The interoxygen separation is 2·954 Å.


The three vibrational modes of the isolated water
molecule retain their character largely intact in the complex
with formaldehyde. The same can be said of the six modes
of the larger H2CO. The total ZPVEs of these two isolated
molecules are 14·41 and 18·31 kcal/mol21, respectively. In
addition to these nine intramolecular modes, formation of
the complex produces six new modes, of intermolecular
character. These modes are of much lower frequency,
varying between 117 and 522 cm21. Together, these six new
modes account for 2·06 kcal mol21 of ZPVE, as indicated in
the first row of Table 1. The 32·78 kcal mol21 of
intramolecular ZPVE in the complex is larger by 0·05 kcal
mol21 than the sum of the pair of isolated molecules, which
is reported as the ‘intra’ contribution of DZPVE in Table 1.
So together with the intermolecular ZPVE, the total change
in ZPVE caused by the formation of the complex is
2·11 kcal mol21. When this quantity is subtracted from the
electronic contribution to the interaction energy (3·71 kcal
mol21 after correction of basis set superposition error), one
arrives at a theoretical estimate of 1·60 kcal mol21 for D0, as
reported in the penultimate column of Table 1.


The potential energy surface on which the nuclei move is
determined by the electronic structure alone and so is
unaffected by isotopic substitution. Therefore, the electronic
contribution to the interaction energy, 2DE, remains
constant at 3·71 kcal mol21. However, heavier masses
generally lead to smaller vibrational energies. Since deuter-
ium is twice as heavy as protium, replacement of the latter
by the former is expected to lower the vibrational energy.
This expectation is confirmed by the next rows of Table 1.
Substitution of one of the four hydrogen atoms of
H2CO· · ·HOH by a deuterium lowers the ZPVE from 34·84
to 32·62–32·83 kcal mol21.


The distinction between the latter values depends upon
the particular site where this substitution occurs. As
indicated in Figure 1(a), there are four non-equivalent sites
in H2CO· · ·HOH. The subscript b refers to a site in a
‘bridging’ location and t to a non-bridging, i.e. ‘terminal’
site. The second subscript introduces the notation that f
refers to formaldehyde and w to water. The absence or
presence of a deuterium at each site is indicated in Table 1
by a 0 or 1, respectively, under the appropriate index.


Comparison with the first row of Table 1 leads to the
observation that substitution of a terminal hydrogen by
deuterium increases the interaction energy by
0·06–0·09 kcal mol21 for replacement on the formaldehyde
and water molecule, respectively. Substitution of the
bridging hydrogen of formaldehyde produces a comparable
increment of 0·08 kcal mol21. By far the largest effect arises
from the replacement of the bridging hydrogen of water by
D, which enhances the interaction energy by 0·28 kcal
mol21. These increments in the interaction strength are
defined as dE and are listed in the final column of Table 1.


The deuterium substitution affects the intramolecular and
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intermolecular frequencies in very different ways. As may
be noted by a scan of the intra DZPVE column of Table 1,
this quantity is insensitive to D-substitution, remaining
below 0·1 kcal mol21 in all cases. The intermolecular ZPVE
is far more sensitive to isotopic replacement. For example,
substitution of the bridging water hydrogen by D lowers the
intermolecular ZPVE from 2·06 to 1·79 kcal mol21, a drop
of 0.27 kcal mol21. Hence it is the intermolecular modes
which are essentially completely responsible for the
0·28 kcal mol21 strengthening of the H-bond upon this
substitution.


More detailed scrutiny of the six intermolecular modes
leads to the observation that the four lowest frequencies are
insensitive to the isotopic substitution, identifying modes 5
and 6 as primarily responsible for the effects noted. Mode 5
represents a wagging of the water molecule, relative to
formaldehyde, and mode 6 corresponds to a displacement of
the bridging hydrogen off the H-bond axis. Since the former
involves motion of both hydrogens of water, and the latter
only the bridging atom, it is not surprising that mode 5
drops in frequency as a result of substitution of either water
hydrogen (by ca 40 cm21) whereas the frequency of mode


Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the systems examined· Numbers refer to approximate H-bond strengthening (in kcal mol21) caused by
replacement of the indicated hydrogen atom by a deuterium
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6 is lowered only by replacement of the bridging atom (by
ca 140 cm21). It is the large magnitude of the frequency
drop of the H-bond bending mode 6 which is chiefly
responsible for the substantial strengthening of the inter-
action resulting from substitution of Hbw. This observation
conforms to earlier findings in the water dimer.18


A more detailed comparison to the water dimer can be
executed via Figure 1(b), which indicates the equilibrium
geometry, as well as the energetic advantage of replacing
each protium by deuterium. The latter data for the proton-
donor water molecule is nearly identical with the values
computed here for H2CO· · ·HOH in Figure 1(a), despite the
loss of linearity of the H-bond in the latter complex.


The data in Table 1 that pertain to multiple replacements
indicate a high degree of additivity between the energetic
effects of isotopic substitutions. For example, the replace-
ment of Hbf adds 0·08 kcal mol21 to the H-bond energy and
0·28 kcal mol21 is added by substitution of Hbw. Simultane-
ous replacement of both increments the interaction energy
of the complex by the sum of these two, viz. 0·37 kcal
mol21. The greatest molecular interaction thus arises from


the replacement of all four hydrogens by deuterium, which
increases the interaction energy from 1·60 to 2·10 kcal
mol21. The increments to the interaction energy that arise
from the substitution of each of the four hydrogens of
H2CO· · ·HOH are indicated in Figure 1(a) by the numerical
values.


Formic acid dimer


The formic acid dimer adopts a cyclic geometry with a pair
of equivalent H-bonds, as illustrated in Figure 1(c). The H-
bond length of each, R(O· · ·O), is equal to 2·802 Å, and
they are close to linear with u(OH· · ·O) = 173·5°. Note that
these bonds are shorter (and much more linear) than the
single H-bond in H2CO· · ·H2O, where R(O· · ·O) is
2·954 Å.


The ZPVE of a single isolated HCOOH molecule is
computed to be 23·23 kcal, so that a pair of such molecules
would account for 46·46 kcal mol21. As indicated in the first
row of Table 2, the ZPVE of the undeuterated formic acid
dimer is 48·51 kcal mol21. The difference between the


Table 1. Zero-point vibrational energies and total interaction energy computed for the complex of
H2CO with HOH (in kcal mol21)


ZPVE DZPVEb


nbf nbw ntf ntw
a Inter Intra Total Intra Total 2 (DE+DZPVE)c dEd


0 0 0 0 2·06 32·78 34·84e 0·05 2·11 1·60


nb +nt =1
1 0 0 0 2·00 30·81 32·81 0·03 2·03 1·68 0·08
0 1 0 0 1·79 30·83 32·62 0·04 1·82 1·88 0·28
0 0 1 0 2·00 30·83 32·83 0·05 2·05 1·66 0·06
0 0 0 1 1·94 30·87 32·81 0·08 2·01 1·69 0·09


nb +nt =2
1 1 0 0 1·73 28·87 30·59 0·01 1·74 1·97 0·37
1 0 1 0 1·95 28·83 30·79 0·02 1·98 1·73 0·13
0 1 1 0 1·72 28·89 30·61 0·04 1·76 1·95 0·35
1 0 0 1 1·88 28·91 30·78 0·05 1·93 1·78 0·18
0 1 0 1 1·69 28·87 30·55 0·06 1·75 1·96 0·36
0 0 1 1 1·87 28·93 30·80 0·08 1·95 1·76 0·16


nb +nt =3
1 1 1 0 1·68 26·89 28·57 0·01 1·69 2·02 0·42
1 1 0 1 1·63 26·90 28·53 0·04 1·66 2·04 0·44
1 0 1 1 1·83 26·93 28·76 0·05 1·88 1·83 0·23
0 1 1 1 1·63 26·92 28·55 0·06 1·68 2·02 0·42


nb +nt =4
1 1 1 1 1·58 24·92 26·50 0·03 1·61 2·10 0·50


a Subscripts on indices correspond to the four hydrogens in Figure. 1(a).
b Difference in ZPVE between the complex and the pair of subunits to which it corresponds.
c D0.
d Increase in binding energy resulting from indicated D substitution.
e Harmonic frequencies in the undeuterated complex are 117, 132, 173, 192, 305, 522, 1350,
1388, 1673, 1847, 2007, 3187, 3280, 4045 and 4167 cm21.
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ZPVE of the complex and that of an isolated pair of
HCOOH molecules is designated as DZPVE and is equal to
2·06 kcal mol21 in this case. In other words, there is
2·06 kcal mol21 more vibrational energy in the complex
than in the isolated subunits from which it is derived. This
larger energy is consistent with the conversion of three
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom in the
pair of molecules to six vibrational modes in the complex.


The electronic contribution to the binding energy of the
formic acid dimer is 12·90 kcal mol21, after correction for
basis set superposition error by the counterpoise procedure.
In other words, the electronic energy of the complex is
lower than twice that of a single HCOOH molecule by this
amount. Since the complex contains more vibrational
energy than the pair of isolated subunits, the total inter-
action energy, D0, is computed by subtracting 2·06 kcal
mol21 from 12·90 kcal mol21, to arrive at the value of
10·84 kcal mol21, reported in the penultimate column of
Table 2. In the general case, then, a larger DZPVE results in
a weaker interaction.


Substitution of one of the four hydrogen atoms of
(HCOOH)2 by a deuterium lowers the ZPVE from 48·51 to
46·1–46·3 kcal mol21. The distinction between the latter
two values depends upon whether this substitution occurs
on a hydrogen atom which is or is not participating in an H-
bond. The bridging hydrogens are covalently bound to
oxygen and the terminal hydrogens to carbon. The numbers
of such atoms are indicated in Table 2 by the designations nb


and nt, respectively. As may be seen in the second and third
rows of data in Table 2, the ZPVE is smaller by 0·2 kcal


mol21 when the substitution occurs on one of the bridging,
as compared with terminal, sites.


This smaller ZPVE translates into a larger value of total
interaction energy in the penultimate column of the table.
Comparison with the first row of Table 2 leads to the
observation that substitution of a terminal hydrogen (i.e.
CH) by deuterium increases the interaction energy by
0·05 kcal mol21 whereas replacement of a bridging (OH)
atom by D enhances this quantity by 0·10 kcal mol21. This
rule appears to be general enough as to apply also to
multiple substitutions. That is, the 0·05 and 0·10 kcal mol21


increments in the H-bond energy appear to be additive. One
may therefore write a simple expression for the total
interaction energy for the formic acid dimer as


D0 ( kcal mol21)=10·84+0·05 nt +0·10 nb (1)


Having established the effect of D-substitution on either
the bridging or terminal position, it is possible to carry the
analysis one step further by distinguishing the intra-
molecular vibrational modes of the complex from the
intermolecular modes. The distinction in the case of the
formic acid dimer is not as obvious as in formaldehyde plus
water. In the present case, analysis of the various modes
shows that the eight of lowest frequency represent primarily
the motion of one subunit relative to the other, and are
consequently categorized as intermolecular. In contrast, the
intramolecular modes, which are of higher frequency, refer
to motions that are localized largely within the subunits
themselves, and resemble the modes of the isolated
monomers.


Table 2. Zero-point vibrational energies and total interaction energy computed for HCOOH
dimer (in kcal mol21)


ZPVE DZPVE


nb nt Inter Intra Total Intra Total 2 (DE+DZPVE) dE


0 0 3·65 44·86 48·51a 21·60 2·06 10·84


nb +nt =1
0 1 3·60 42·70 46·30 21·59 2·01 10·89 0·05
1 0 3·55 42·57 46·11 21·59 1·96 10·94 0·10


nb +nt =2
0 2 3·54 40·54 44·09 21·58 1·96 10·93 0·09
1 1 3·50 40·40 43·90 21·58 1·91 10·98 0·14
2 0 3·44 40·28 43·72 21·59 1·85 11·04 0·20


nb +nt = 3
1 2 3·44 38·24 41·69 21·58 1·87 11·03 0·19
2 1 3·39 38·11 41·50 21·58 1·81 11·08 0·24


nb +nt =4
2 2 3·34 35·95 39·29 21·57 1·77 11·13 0·29


a Harmonic frequencies in the undeuterated complex are 73, 165, 167, 191, 237, 246, 733, 746,
915, 966, 1209, 1213, 1359, 1359, 1510, 1537, 1566, 1572, 1949, 2000, 3329, 3332, 3767 and
3816 cm21.
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The first two columns of data in Table 2 illustrate that the
ZPVE of the eight intermolecular modes of unsubstituted
(HCOOH)2 is 3·65 kcal mol21, in comparison with the
44·86 kcal mol21 associated with modes 9–24. The latter
quantity is 1·60 kcal mol21 lower than the total vibrational
energy of the two isolated HCOOH monomers, as reported
in the ZPVE column in Table 2. The total value of DZPVE,
equal to 2·06 kcal mol21, is thus constituted of two parts:
the 1·60 kcal mol21 decrement in the intramolecular modes
cancels in part the 3·65 kcal mol21 contribution from the
intermolecular modes (which have no counterpart in the
isolated monomers).


Turning now to the 0·05 kcal mol21 decrease in DZPVE
that arises when one terminal H is replaced by D,
comparison of the first two rows of Table 2 shows this
decrement to originate in the intermolecular modes; the
intra DZPVE shows no change. The same is true when the
replacement occurs on a bridging site, except that the
decrement in inter ZPVE is larger, around 0·10 kcal mol21.
(In the case where one or two bridging hydrogens are
replaced by D, modes 7 and 8 become nearly equal in
frequency, within about 40 cm21, and reverse their order.)
Again, the patterns noted here for single substitutions
persist as additive effects in the multiple replacements
characterized by the following rows of Table 2. Each
substitution of H by D has little effect on intra DZPVE but
lowers inter ZPVE by 0·05 kcal mol21 for a terminal site
and by 0·10 kcal mol21 for a bridging substitution.


One can carry the analysis a step further so as to identify
the specific intermolecular modes that are responsible for
this pattern. The replacement of a protium by deuterium
produces little change in the six lowest frequencies of the
dimer. It is the pair of modes 7 and 8, with frequencies 733
and 747 cm21 in the unsubstituted dimer, that undergo
significant changes upon replacement by D. In particular,
substitution at the bridging site lowers these frequencies by
ca 60 cm21 for each such replacement, which translates into
a 0·09 kcal mol21 drop in ZPVE. This reduction is sensible
as modes 7 and 8 represent bends of the H-bond that
displace the bridging hydron off the H-bond axis. The
higher mass of the deuterium might therefore be expected to
lower the associated frequency. The replacement of the
terminal protium by the heavier D also lowers the ZPVE,
albeit by not as much. The frequency drops occur in some
of the lower frequency modes, in particular those that
contain significant contributions from motion of the termi-
nal CH hydrogen.


The greater decrease in intermolecular vibrational energy
associated with substitution of a bridging as compared to a
terminal hydrogen is consistent with findings in smaller
systems such as H2CO· · ·HOH in the previous section, and
(H2O)2 or the HF dimer.8, 9, 18 In those simpler cases, too, the
largest contributor to the observed effect is the bending
motion of the H-bond.


It may be noted that eight modes have been categorized
here as intermolecular, two more than the customary six. It
should be stressed, however, that we are concerned in this


paper not so much with the total ZPVE of either the inter-
or intramolecular modes, but rather with the changes
observed in these quantities upon isotopic substitution, and
in identifying the particular modes which are most sensitive,
regardless of whether they are classified is inter or
intramolecular. For that reason, the classification into either
of these two categories, which is admittedly arbitrary to
some degree, becomes less important than the effects of
substitution upon the total ZPVE.


Formic acid–water


The optimal geometry of the complex pairing formic acid
with water also contains two distinct H-bonds. As illustrated
in Figure 1(d), the terminal hydrogen of the water molecule,
designated Htw, is positioned out of the plane of the
remainder of the system. The two H-bonds in this complex
are different from a geometric perspective. The bond in
which formic acid acts as proton donor to the water oxygen
acceptor would appear to be the stronger of the two. The
O· · ·O distance is 2·80 Å compared with 2·89 Å for the
other bond in which the water acts as donor to the carbonyl
oxygen of the formic acid. The former H-bond is also the
more linear of the two with a u(OH· · ·O) angle of 157°,
compared with 130° for the latter bond. These bonds are
probably weaker than those in the formic acid dimer, both of
which are 2·80 Å long and within 7° of linear.


Table 3 lists the vibrational energy data arising from the
substitution of all combinations of the four hydrogen atoms
by deuterium. As indicated in the first row, the total ZPVE
of the unsubstituted complex is 40·31 kcal mol21, about
8 kcal mol21 less than in the formic acid dimer. This smaller
energy can be easily attributed to the smaller number of
vibrational modes in HCOOH· · ·HOH. Of the 18 modes,
the seven of lowest frequency can be classified as
intermolecular in nature. The cumulative ZPVE of these
seven modes is computed to be 3·55 kcal mol21. The total of
40·31 kcal mol21 is 2·67 kcal mol21 higher than the sum of
the ZPVE of the two constituent molecules, prior to the
formation of the complex, as indicated by the entry for the
total DZPVE in Table 3. When the latter quantity is
subtracted from the electronic contribution to the interaction
energy (8·64 kcal mol21), D0 is computed to be 5·97 kcal
mol21, somewhat weaker than that of the formic acid dimer.
This weaker character is consistent with the geometrical
aspects mentioned above.


Inspection of the next four rows of Table 3 indicates that
the replacement of each H of the complex by D leads to a
strengthening of the interaction, with the amount depending
upon the specific atom substituted. The largest increment
arises from the two atoms on the water: the bridging atom
Hbw is associated with an increase of 0·29 kcal mol21, while
that of the terminal hydrogen Htw is 0·15 kcal mol21. These
increases are indicated in Figure 1(d), which shows the
increments arising from replacement of the two hydrogens
on formic acid, Hbf and Htf, to be 0·11 and 0·03 kcal mol21,
respectively.
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Comparison with Figure 1(c) indicates that the incre-
ments associated with the two hydrogens of formic acid are
not changed dramatically when the partner molecule is
changed from formic acid to water. Comparison of the data
for the water molecule with what was noted previously for
the water dimer18 is complicated by the different equilib-
rium geometry of the latter species which contains only a
single, linear H-bond. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the
increment of 0·29 kcal mol21 computed here for the
bridging water hydrogen in HCOOH· · ·HOH matches
closely the increment of 0·28 in (H2O)2, as indicated in
Figure 1(b).


The succeeding rows of Table 3 indicate that the
increments arising from monosubstitution are very nearly
additive when more than one H is replaced by D. For
example, substitution of both bridging atoms in HCOOH-
· · ·HOH enhances the binding energy by 0·29 + 0·11 =
0·40 kcal mol21, to 6·37 kcal mol21. Consistent with this
additivity, the strongest interaction arises when all four
protiums are changed to deuterium, stronger than the
unsubstituted case by 0·57 kcal mol21.


The partitioning of the ZPVE into intra and inter-
molecular modes provides a certain consistency with the
data for the formic acid dimer in Table 2. In both cases, the


intramolecular contributions to DZPVE are very little
affected by isotopic substitution. One may hence trace the
effect on the energy to the intermolecular modes. Also as in
the formic acid dimer case, one can further focus on the two
intermolecular modes of highest frequency which contain
the largest segment of the isotopic sensitivity. Mode 7
corresponds approximately to an H-bond bend, involving
chiefly the displacement of the bridging hydrogen of formic
acid. It is therefore not surprising that this mode drops in
frequency by 49 cm21 upon replacement of Hbf by the
heavier deuterium; the bending frequency of the water,
mode 6, is reduced by 144 cm21 when Hbw is substituted by
D.


Formamide–water


We now turn our attention to the formamide molecule and
its complex with water. As illustrated in Figure 1(e), the
geometry is much like that in the case of formic acid +
water. There are two H-bonds present. R(O· · ·O) is equal to
2·895 Å, similar to the length of the equivalent H-bond in
HCOOH· · ·HOH. The other H-bond is somewhat longer
with R(N· · ·O) = 2·988 Å. The former H-bond is also
slightly more linear, with u(OH· · ·O)=148°, compared with


Table 3. Zero-point vibrational energies and total interaction energy computed for the complex of
HCOOH with HOH (in kcal mol21)


ZPVE DZPVE


nbf nbw ntf ntw
a Inter Intra Total Intra Total 2 (DE+DZPVE) dE


0 0 0 0 3·55 36·76 40·31b 20·88 2·67 5·97


nb +nt =1
1 0 0 0 3·44 34·46 37·91 20·88 2·56 6·08 0·11
0 1 0 0 3·26 34·82 38·08 20·88 2·38 6·26 0·29
0 0 1 0 3·50 34·61 38·11 20·86 2·64 6·00 0·03
0 0 0 1 3·37 34·85 38·22 20·86 2·52 6·12 0·15


nb +nt =2
1 1 0 0 3·15 32·53 35·68 20·89 2·27 6·37 0·40
1 0 1 0 3·40 32·31 35·71 20·86 2·54 6·10 0·13
0 1 1 0 3·21 32·68 35·88 20·87 2·34 6·30 0·33
1 0 0 1 3·27 32·55 35·82 20·86 2·41 6·23 0·26
0 1 0 1 3.11 32.85 35.96 20.87 2.24 6.40 0.43
0 0 1 1 3·32 32·70 36·03 20·84 2·48 6·16 0·19


nb +nt =3
1 1 1 0 3·10 30·37 33·48 20·87 2·24 6·40 0·43
1 1 0 1 3·00 30·55 33·55 20·87 2·13 6·51 0·54
1 0 1 1 3·22 30·40 33·62 20·84 2·38 6·26 0·29
0 1 1 1 3·06 30·71 33·76 20·85 2·21 6·43 0·46


nb +nt =4
1 1 1 1 2·95 28·40 31·35 20·85 2·10 6·54 0·57


a Subscripts on indices correspond to the four hydrogens in Figure 1(d).
b Harmonic frequencies in the undeuterated complex are 166, 179, 218, 247, 352, 578, 748, 937,
1204, 1342, 1526, 1574, 1831, 1997, 3315, 3825, 4024 and 4157 cm21
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u(NH· · ·O)=139° in the second H-bond. In agreement with
the inference one might draw from the bond lengths,
comparison of Table 4 with Table 3 indicates that the
interaction energy in the HCONH2· · ·HOH complex is
smaller than that for formic acid. This weaker interaction
can be attributed to the weaker proton-donating ability of
the amide group compared with carboxyl.


The first rows of Tables 3 and 4 point out further


similarities. The intermolecular ZPVEs of the two systems
are nearly identical, at 3·55 and 3·56 kcal mol21, respec-
tively. Of course, the intramolecular ZPVE is larger for the
formamide complex, owing to its greater number of
vibrational modes. More importantly for our purposes, the
change in ZPVE due to formation of the complex from a
pair of isolated subunits is similar in both complexes,
slightly less than 3 kcal mol21. In fact, DZPVE is a bit


Table 4. Zero-point vibrational energies and total interaction energy computed for the complex of
HCONH2 with HOH (in kcal mol21)


ZPVE DZPVE


nbf nbw ntC ntN ntw
a Inter Intra Total Intra Total 2 (DE+DZPVE) dE


0 0 0 0 0 3·56 44·51 48·07b 20·61 2·95 4·52


nb +nt =1
1 0 0 0 0 3·32 42·45 45·77 20·50 2·82 4·65 0·13
0 1 0 0 0 3·22 42·58 45·80 20·62 2·61 4·87 0·35
0 0 1 0 0 3·52 42·38 45·91 20·61 2·92 4·55 0·03
0 0 0 1 0 3·48 42·38 45·85 20·59 2·89 4·59 0·07
0 0 0 0 1 3·40 42·60 46·00 20·59 2·81 4·66 0·14


nb +nt =2
1 1 0 0 0 2·99 40·50 43·49 20·51 2·48 4·99 0·47
1 0 1 0 0 3·20 40·40 43·60 20·41 2·79 4·68 0·16
1 0 0 1 0 3·15 40·38 43·54 20·39 2·76 4·71 0·19
1 0 0 0 1 3·10 40·60 43·70 20·42 2·68 4·79 0·27
0 1 1 0 0 3·19 40·44 43·63 20·62 2·57 4·90 0·38
0 1 0 1 0 3·16 40·41 43·58 20·62 2·54 4·93 0·41
0 1 0 0 1 3·09 40·61 43·70 20·59 2·49 4·98 0·46
0 0 1 1 0 3·37 40·32 43·68 20·52 2·85 4·62 0·10
0 0 1 0 1 3·34 40·50 43·84 20·56 2·78 4·69 0·17
0 0 0 1 1 3·29 40·49 43·78 20·54 2·75 4·72 0·20


nb +nt =3
1 1 1 0 0 2·94 38·37 41·32 20·50 2·45 5·02 0·50
1 1 0 1 0 2·91 38·35 41·26 20·49 2·42 5·05 0·53
1 1 0 0 1 2·86 38·53 41·39 20·50 2·36 5·11 0·59
1 0 1 1 0 3·11 38·25 41·36 20·38 2·74 4·74 0·22
1 0 1 0 1 3·06 38·47 41·53 20·41 2·65 4·82 0·30
1 0 0 1 1 3·04 38·43 41·47 20·41 2·63 4·85 0·33
0 1 1 1 0 3·13 38·28 41·41 20·62 2·51 4·97 0·45
0 1 1 0 1 3·05 38·48 41·53 20·59 2·46 5·01 0·49
0 1 0 1 1 3·03 38·44 41·48 20·61 2·43 5·04 0·52
0 0 1 1 1 3·25 38·37 41·61 20·53 2·71 4·76 0·24


nb +nt =4
1 1 1 1 0 2·86 36·22 39·08 20·48 2·39 5·08 0·56
1 1 1 0 1 2·81 36·40 39·22 20·48 2·33 5·14 0·62
1 1 0 1 1 2·78 36·37 39·16 20·48 2·30 5·17 0·65
1 0 1 1 1 3·00 36·29 39·29 20·41 2·60 4·87 0·35
0 1 1 1 1 3·00 36·30 39·30 20·61 2·39 5·08 0·56


nb +nt =5
1 1 1 1 1 2·74 34·24 36·98 20·47 2·27 5·20 0·68


a Subscripts on indices correspond to the five hydrogens in Figure 1(e).
b Harmonic frequencies in the undeuterated complex are 137, 161, 182, 211, 335, 423, 651, 667, 801, 1187,
1195, 1425, 1561, 1800, 1854, 1964, 3232, 3779, 3950, 3988 and 4150 cm21.
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larger in the formamide complex, 2·95 versus 2·67 kcal
mol21 for HCOOH· · ·HOH. This difference can be traced to
the intramolecular modes which undergo a lowering of
ZPVE in HCONH2· · ·HOH by 0·61 kcal mol21 compared
with 0·88 kcal mol21 in the formic acid analogue. The
smaller changes in the formamide can also be traced to the
weaker interaction, which has less of a perturbing influence
upon the internal modes of each subunit.


The effects of substitution of each hydrogen of HCONH2


· · ·HOH by a deuterium are reported in the next section of
Table 4. It might be observed from the last column that each
replacement has a strengthening effect upon D0, although
the magnitude of this enhancement is variable. The greatest
increase is associated with the bridging hydrogen of the
water molecule, which increases D0 by 0·35 kcal mol21. The
terminal hydrogen of the water produces a much smaller
change, only 0·14 kcal mol21. Substitution at the bridging
site of the formamide molecule enhances D0 by 0·13 kcal
mol21. These changes, along with the smaller changes
induced by substitution of the two terminal sites of the
formamide, are indicated by the numerical values reported
in Figure 1(e). As in the earlier cases, these increments are
approximately additive when there are multiple isotopic
substitutions present. By replacing all protium nuclei of
NCOHN2· · ·HOH by deuterium, the strength of the inter-
action is enhanced by 0·68 kcal mol21, an increase of 15%.


Analysis of the vibrational frequency data supports the
earlier conclusion that the bulk of the important changes
occur in the intermolecular modes. The change in ZPVE
undergone by the intramolecular modes, as a result of
formation of the complex, may be seen from the fourth to
last column of Table 4 to be within the range between 20·4
and 20·6 kcal mol21 for all 32 of the possible isotopic
combinations considered. (The distinction between intra-
and intermolecular modes in the formamide complexes is
clouded by the presence of low-frequency vibrations even in
the monomer.)


Formamide dimer


Like the dimer of HCOOH, the formamide dimer also forms
a cyclic structure with a pair of equivalent H-bonds, as
illustrated in Figure 1(f). Owing to the lower acidity of
formamide, its dimer is less strongly bound than is
(HCOOH)2, with values of 8·32 and 10·84 kcal mol21,
respectively, for D0. The weaker H-bonds are reflected also
in the H-bond geometries. The H-bond lengths R(N· · ·O)
are 2·898 Å in (HCONH2)2, which compares with
R(O· · ·O)=2·802 Å in the dimer of formic acid; the H-
bonds in (HCONH2)2 are also 5° less linear.


The effects of deuterium substitution in the various sites
of the formamide dimer are exhibited in Table 5. As in the
previous cases, each substitution leads to an increase in the
interaction energy. The magnitudes of these increments are
reported as the numerical values in Figure 1(f) and the last
column of Table 5. Again, as for the earlier cases, the effects
of multiple substitution are additive.


Classification of the various modes as intra- or inter-
molecular is not straightforward in the formamide dimer. It
appears that modes 1–6 are indeed intermolecular, but
modes 7 and 8 are of intramolecular type despite their low
frequencies of less than 500 cm21. The last two modes are
largely symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the
puckering modes of the nitrogen atoms. Modes 9 and 10 are
in the range 650–670 cm21 and are classified here as
intermolecular since they contain a large contribution
involving bending of the H-bonds. Upon deuterium sub-
stitution, the frequencies diminish. The results in Table 5
indicate that the bond strengthening that arises from
deuterium substitution is associated with changes in both
the intra- and intermolecular vibrational frequencies,
although the latter appears in most cases to be the larger
contributor.


DISCUSSION


Examination of the various numerical values in Figure 1
provides a provocative set of comparisons. Figure 1(a), (b)
and (d) indicate that the energetic preference for deuterium
over protium in the bridging site of the water molecule is
about 0.28 kcal mol21 in a number of situations. The H-
bond is very nearly linear in the water dimer, but is
significantly bent in the complex with formaldehyde or
formic acid. This value remains about the same even when
a second H-bond is present in the complex, as when the
acidic hydrogen of formic acid interacts with the oxygen of
the water. Figure 1(e) shows a slight increase, to 0.35 kcal
mol21, in this energetic preference for deuterium in the
complex with formamide. The primary distinction of this
complex is that the oxygen of the water accepts a proton
from an NH group, but the geometry is otherwise very much
like that between water and formic acid. Turning now to the
bridging sites of the other molecules, the energetic prefer-
ence for D is much smaller, 0·10–0·11 kcal mol21 for the
formic acid hydrogen and 0·13–0·16 kcal mol21 for the
acidic hydrogen of formamide. It might be noted that in all
of these cases, the complex contains a second H-bond.


The terminal hydrogens, i.e. those not engaged in an H-
bond, also show an energetic preference for D over H, albeit
a smaller one. With reference first to the water molecule,
comparison of Figure 1(a) and (b) with Figure 1(d) and (e)
reveals that this preference is 0·08–0·09 kcal mol21 when
the water acts only as a proton donor, but this quantity
increases to 0·14–0·15 kcal mol21 when the water oxygen
acts as proton acceptor. The terminal hydrogens of the
proton-acceptor molecule generally show a small preference
for D over H. The magnitude of this quantity lies in the
range 0·06–0·09 kcal mol21 when only a single H-bond is
present, as in Figure 1(a) and (b), but is even smaller when
the acceptor molecule is HCOOH or HCONH2. The
exception is the terminal site on the nitrogen of formamide
(the proton-donor atom), for which the preference is slightly
larger at 0·07–0·08 kcal mol21. Another way to generalize
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this behavior is that the energetic preference lies in the
0·07–0·09 kcal mol21 ranger when this hydrogen is directly
bonded to a proton donor atom as in Figure 1(a), (b), (e) and
(f). When further removed from the donor atom, and bonded
to a carbon, as in Figure 1(c), (d), (e) and (f), the preference
lessens to 0·03–0·05 kcal mol21.


One can discuss what might be expected if various
partially deuterated molecules are mixed together. As


already described for the water dimer, an HOD molecule
would tend to act as the proton donor molecule, with the
deuterium acting as the bridge. The same is true when HOD
is mixed with H2CO. The continued preference for deuter-
ium to occupy bridging sites in functional groups would
lead HCOOD to form a slightly stronger H-bond than would
DCOOH. HCONHD would more likely use its deuterium as
the bridging center than the protium.


Table 5. Zero-point vibrational energies and total interaction energy computed for the
dimer of HCONH2 (in kcal mol21)


ZPVE DZPVE


nb ntC ntN Inter Intra Total Intra Total 2 (DE+DZPVE) dE


0 0 0 3·11 61·11 64·22a 20·32 2·79 8·32


nb +nt =1
1 0 0 3·02 58·86 61·88 20·39 2·63 8·48 0·16
0 1 0 3·07 58·97 62·05 20·32 2·76 8·36 0·04
0 0 1 3·05 58·93 61·98 20·34 2·71 8·40 0·08


nb +nt =2
2 0 0 2·92 56·62 59·54 20·46 2·47 8·65 0·33
1 1 0 2·97 56·73 59·70 20·38 2·59 8·52 0·20
1 0 1 2·94 56·70 59·64 20·40 2·55 8·56 0·24
0 2 0 3·03 56·84 59·87 20·31 2·72 8·40 0·08
0 1 1 3·01 56·80 59·80 20·34 2·67 8·44 0·12
0 0 2 2·98 57·76 59·74 20·36 2·63 8·49 0·17


nb +nt =3
2 1 0 2·88 54·48 57·36 20·45 2·43 8·68 0·36
2 0 1 2·87 54·42 57·29 20·48 2·39 8·73 0·41
1 2 0 2·94 54·59 57·53 20·38 2·56 8·56 0·24
1 1 1b 2·88 54·57 57·45 20·36 2·52 8·59 0·27
1 1 1 2·91 54·55 57·46 20·40 2·51 8·61 0·29
1 0 2 2·90 54·49 57·39 20·43 2·47 8·65 0·33
0 2 1 2·97 54·66 57·63 20·34 2·63 8·48 0·16
0 1 2 2·94 54·62 57·56 20·36 2·59 8·53 0·21


nb +nt =4
2 2 0 2·85 52·33 55·18 20·45 2·40 8·72 0·40
2 1 1 2·84 52·27 55·11 20·48 2·36 8·76 0·44
2 0 2 2·82 52·22 55·04 20·51 2·31 8·80 0·48
1 2 1b 2·85 52·42 55·28 20·37 2·48 8·63 0·31
1 2 1 2·88 52·41 55·29 20·40 2·47 8·64 0·31
1 1 2 2·86 52·35 55·21 20·43 2·44 8·68 0·36
0 2 2 2·91 52·48 55·39 20·36 2·55 8·57 0·25


nb +nt =5
2 2 1 2·80 50·13 52·93 20·48 2·32 8·79 0·47
2 1 2 2·79 50·07 52·86 20·51 2·28 8·83 0·51
1 2 2 2·83 50·20 53·03 20·43 2·40 8·72 0·40


nb +nt =6
2 2 2 2·75 47·93 50·68 20·51 2·25 8·87 0·55


a Harmonic frequencies in the undeuterated complex are 60, 127, 137, 162, 170, 197, 477,
484, 656, 670, 827, 881, 1194, 1197, 1197, 1203, 1432, 1445, 1565, 1566, 1818, 1824,
1939, 1976, 3226, 3229, 3699, 3725, 3936 and 3936 cm21.
b Three D on same subunit·
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There is some experimental evidence that our calculated
energy differences are essentially correct. Némethy and
Scheraga22 found a 0·24 kcal mol21 higher H-bond energy
for liquid D2O than H2O. This energy difference agrees very
well with our calculated difference of 0·3 kcal mol21.18


More recent gas-phase measurements of the complex
pairing 1-naphthol with ammonia23 indicate that interaction
is strengthened by 0·41 kcal mol21 when the bridging
proton is changed to a deuteron. Ab initio computations
yielded a difference of 0·35 kcal mol21, in remarkable
coincidence with the experimental value. This agreement
adds confidence that ab initio computations of the vibra-
tional frequencies, using a harmonic approximation
throughout, are capable of accurate reproduction of experi-
ment. One last point concerns our finding that the effects of
deutero substitution at multiple sites are additive. This
notion has been confirmed by measurements of the
solvation dynamics of methanol and its deuterated deriva-
tives.24


The data in Figure 1 provide some clues as to what might
happen when various chemical groups are placed in aqueous
solution. Of course it is understood that a liquid environ-
ment offers the possibility of changes in various vibrational
modes, especially the intermolecular ones, but the results
presented here provide a useful starting point for discussion
nonetheless. The fractionation factor concept serves as an
experimentally accessible measure of the preference for D
over H. The preferences for the bridging and terminal sites
of the water dimer are obvously different, so it would
probably be best to consider the fractionation factor of
liquid water as some sort of weighted average between these
two types of site. If one imagines liquid water as consisting
of networks of H-bonded chains, then most of the
hydrogens can be considered as bridging. In such a scenario,
then, the fractionation factor would reflect an energetic
preference for D over H of between 0.08 and 0.28 kcal
mol21, but closer to the larger number.


Formaldehyde contains no hydrogens that can be donated
in an H-bond. Consequently, deuterium would favor solvent
water over any hydrogen sites on an aldehyde. The same is
true of the carboxylic group; the preference for D over H on
the acidic hydrogen is only 0·11 kcal mol21 in the complex
between formic acid and water, considerably smaller than
the preference of 0·29 kcal mol21 for the water hydrogen.
One arrives at a similar conclusion for a solvated amide
group. Hence for the various functional groups considered
here, deuterium would favor occupation of water sites over
any sites on the functional groups.


The data in Figure 1 offer some insights into what might
occur when the concentration of the functional group rises
to the point where self-association begins to occur. Compar-
ison of Figure 1(c) with (d) or (e) with (f) suggests that the
dimerization of carboxylic or amide groups produces little
perturbation of the energetic preference for D over H of any
of the sites relative to that seen in the interaction with water.
One might therefore conclude that the tendency for a
deuterium to gravitate to the solvent will be unchanged by


any self-association that might occur.
The calculations reported up to this point pertain to the


very cold regime near 0 K. As the systems approach room
temperature, another effect that becomes important is the
occupation of excited vibrational states. Whereas the
vibrational levels are far enough apart in isolated molecules
that there is little excitation even at 298 K, the situation is
different in complexes. The strength of an H-bond is many
times weaker than that of a normal covalent bond, so the
intermolecular vibrational levels are much closer together.
This closer spacing permits significant excitation at rela-
tively low temperatures, and leads to a certain amount of
‘thermal’ vibrational energy. It is possible to compute the
amount of this quantity by using standard partition func-
tions25 based on the harmonic vibrational frequencies
computed here.


In the case of the complex between water and formal-
dehyde, for example, this thermal energy amounts to
slightly more than 2 kcal mol21 at 298 K. The exact amount
depends upon the degree of substitution. Since deuterium is
heaver than protium, vibrational frequencies tend to be
slightly smaller, so the levels are closer together, leading to
higher excitation and more thermal energy. The latter
quantity varies from 2·01 kcal mol21 for H2CO· · ·HOH to
2·31 kcal mol21 when all four protiums are replaced by D.
Since the interaction energy corresponds to the energy
lowering of the complex, relative to a pair of isolated
monomers, a larger thermal vibrational energy in the
complex is reflected by a weaker interaction. The 0·3 kcal
mol21 greater thermal energy in D2CO· · ·DOD washes out
some of the 0·5 kcal mol21 larger interaction energy
reported above, when the temperature is raised from 0 to
298 K.


Of some importance to our discussion here is the
difference in thermal energy that is connected with the
particular site of substitution. This distinction appears to
have a relatively minor effect upon the thermal energy.
Taking the monosubstituted complex between water and
formaldehyde as an example again, the thermal energy is
computed to be 2·06 kcal mol21 when the replacement
occurs in either of the sites on H2CO. This quantity is equal
to 2·09 kcal mol21 for the terminal site on water and
2·13 kcal mol21 for its bridging site. The net result is that
the slightly larger thermal energy for bridge substitution
lowers the preference for D to occupy this site, based only
on electronic and zero-point vibrational effects. In quantita-
tive terms, the 0·19 kcal mol21 preference of the D of HDO
to occupy a bridging vs a terminal position in the complex
of 0 K [see Figure 1(a)] would be reduced to 0·15 kcal
mol21 when the temperature is raised to 298 K. These
effects are noted also when multiple substitutions occur;
inclusion of thermal vibrational energy tends to diminish
slightly the quantitative aspects of the preferences noted
above, based only on zero-point vibrational considerations.


Similar patterns are observed in the other complexes
studied here. Addition of thermal energies is found in
general to reduce the overall greater stability of complexes
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containing D vs H by ca 50%. However, thermal energies
have a much smaller effect on the results noted above that
relate to the preference of D for one site over another.


Other factors that contribute to the thermodynamic
energy arise from the translational and rotational motions of
the complexes and their constituent subunits. While these
terms will indeed contribute to the total interaction energy,
their contribution will not vary appreciably with the number
of isotopic substitutions, or with the particular sites of
replacement. The translational and rotational modes will
have the net effect of increasing interaction energies by
1·8 kcal mol21 at 298 K; conversion of DE to DH will add
a further 0·6 kcal mol21. The combined increment of
2·44 kcal mol21 is not very different from the decrements
that arise from thermal vibrational energy mentioned above.
As a consequence, the values of 2 (DE + ZPVE) reported
in the tables will be similar to final values of the full
thermodynamic 2DH at 298 K.


The property of interest in equilibrium situations is not
the enthalpy or energy, but rather the free energy, DG. This
quantity can be evaluated from DH with the aid of entropic
factors. Since the formation reaction involves the merging
together of two free molecules into a single complex, the
consequent loss of entropy is reflected in a negative value of
DS. This property varies in the range 226 to 239 cal
K21 mol21, depending on the particular system. Within a
given complex, e.g. H2CO· · ·HOH, there is a much smaller
variation upon isotopic substitution. In general, the replace-
ment of a bridging protium by deuterium is associated with
ca 0·2 cal K21 mol21 larger increase in magnitude of 2DS
compared with a non-bridging position. When this distinc-
tion is converted to its free energy correlate at 298 K,
entropic factors are responsible for a small decrement in the
purely energetic preference of D over H for a bridging site
by perhaps 0·06 kcal mol21. At temperatures higher than
298 K, this preference will diminish further and eventually
vanish entirely.


In any set of quantum calculations, it is always valid to
wonder how the results might be changed were another
level of theory to be applied. As discussed earlier,18


application of a larger basis set or inclusion of explicit
correlation would certainly be expected to influence the
magnitude of binding energies or the vibrational frequen-
cies. However, the thrust of this work is concerned not with
the absolute magnitudes of these quantities, but rather with
the changes that they undergo upon replacement of various
protium nuclei by deuterium. These changes are not
expected to vary substantially with higher levels of theory,
a supposition which is supported by previous work.18,26


Another primary source of concern is the use of the
harmonic approximation in extracting the various vibra-
tional frequencies. Again, there is reason to believe that any
changes in these frequencies that would arise from applying
anharmonic correction factors would largely cancel in the
comparison between protium and deuterium,18, 27 the major
focus of this paper.


The above results apply directly to the systems in


isolation from other molecules. It is no simple matter to
convert rigorously these gas-phase results to a situation
wherein the systems of interest are immersed in solvent. In
the first place, the translational and rotational modes of the
isolated systems will be changed into vibrations involving
surrounding molecules. The presence of solvent is also
likely to affect the internal vibrational modes of the
complexes. Nevertheless, the major conclusions of this
work should offer a starting point to consider what might
occur in solution. In particular, it is likely that the principal
conclusion of a preference of deuterium to occupy a
bridging versus a terminal site will survive, although the
quantitative aspects of this preference will be changed.18


A number of functional groups have been considered
here, including hydroxyl, carbonyl, carboxyl and amide.
While the particular systems chosen for study place these
groups on small model molecules such as water, formal-
dehyde, formic acid and formamide, there is no reason to
believe that the conclusions would be altered in any
meaningful way by the use of much larger prototype
molecules. As an example, our earlier set of computations18


compared the protonated methanol and water dimers. The
elongation of the water by the methyl group had no
significant impact on the qualitative aspects of the H/D
competition. Nor were the conclusions arrived at for the
water dimer altered when the chain was elongated by a third
water molecule.
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AB INITIO CALCULATIONS OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES
FOR THE UNIMOLECULAR DISSOCIATION REACTION OF ETHYLENE


OXIDE


JOSEPH J. BELBRUNO
Department of Chemistry, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755, USA


Ab initio calculations, including electron correlation, were employed to compute the geometries and energies of all stable
C2H4O species, as well as four transition states along the potential surfaces connecting oxirane to the unimolecular
dissociation products. The calculations indicate that the primary step in the major reaction observed experimentally is
the isomerization of oxirane along the ground-state potential surface to acetaldehyde. Calculations indicate that the
experimental reaction products are derived from unimolecular decomposition on the acetaldehyde S0 surface (CH4 +CO)
or, after intersystem crossing, along the lowest triplet state of acetaldehyde (CH3 +HCO). Additional pathways
connecting oxirane to a number of less energetically favorable ring-opened or fragmentation products are also
presented. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The thermal reactivity of oxirane has been examined under
a number of different experimental conditions and several
different primary reaction mechanisms have been proposed.
Among the earliest studies, Mueller and Walters1 reported
on the thermal reaction of several hundred torr of oxirane at
temperatures up to 700 K. They speculated that hydrogen
abstraction by methyl radicals was responsible for a large
fraction of the decomposition of the starting material.
Crocco et al.2 employed temperatures as high as 1200 K and
suggested that the critical reaction, initiating chain decom-
position of oxirane, was the formation of formaldehyde and
methylene radicals from a ring-opened oxirane. Neufeld and
Blades3 used approximately 1 atm of oxirane and tem-
peratures up to 750 K. They reported that the observations
were consistent with the initial formation of an excited
acetaldehyde molecule, via thermally induced isomeriza-
tion, followed by either stabilization of the primary product
or subsequent decomposition to methyl and formyl radicals.
Benson4 also reported kinetic data consistent with the initial
formation of a hot acetaldehyde intermediate and proposed
a complex reaction scheme to account for all of the
remaining products. Lifshitz and Ben-Hamou5 used a shock
tube to study high-pressure reactions of ethylene oxide at
temperatures up to 1200 K. These studies produced, in


addition to acetaldehyde and alkenes, methane and carbon
monoxide. They proposed that the last two products result
from the direct rearrangement/dissociation of the inter-
mediate acetaldehyde.


There have been computational studies of the various
electronic states of oxirane6–10 and acetaldehyde,11–15 but
these reports did not consider the entire system of C2H4O
isomers, nor did they optimize the geometries of all the
relevant intermediates and transition states. In addition, only
two of these reports used models with electron correlation.
In both instances, the MP2 methods were employed and this
theoretical model may not be appropriate for a system in
which diradical intermediates are formed. The likelihood of
low-lying states mixing with the radical ground states is
significant. Therefore, a model that correctly mixes in these
additional configurations, such as MC-SCF or CI methods,
is generally required.16 The current ab initio calculations are
the first to involve complete optimization at a level as high
as QCISD/6–31G* for not only the stable geometries, but
also the transition structures connecting many of those
stable species. The calculations confirm that the initial step
in the reaction of oxirane is isomerization to the acet-
aldehyde structural isomer.


COMPUTATIONAL METHODS


All ab initio calculations were carried out using the
Gaussian 92 suite of programs.17 Initial optimizations were
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performed at the HF/6–31G* level, followed by MP2/
6–31G* optimization. MP2/6–31G* harmonic vibrational
frequencies were computed, using analytic second deriva-
tives, to confirm the stationary point or transition state
nature for each optimized geometry. The frequencies were
also used later to correct for the zero point vibrational
energy (ZPVE). The MP2/6–31G* results were used as
input for the final calculation and the geometries reported
here were obtained using split valence plus polarization
basis set functions (6–31G*) and quadratic configuration
interaction with single and double exciations (QCISD). The
quadratic CI model is size consistent. The nine valence
orbitals and 41 virtual orbitals were used in the CI
calculation. Symmetry constraints were avoided for all
optimizations and tightened optimization criteria were
requested for all SCF calculations. CASSCF(n,m)/6–31G*
optimizations, where n is the number of electrons and m is
the number of orbitals in the complete active space, were
performed on all transition states and several of the stable
molecules as a comparison to the QCISD/6–31G* optimi-
zation.


RESULTS


The complete mapping of the reaction space requires
information on a number of stable molecules, e.g. oxirane in
ring-closed and ring-opened forms, acetaldehyde, methane,
ethylene and carbon monoxide, radicals such as oxygen,
methyl and formyl and transition states. In addition, many
chemical species may be involved as either singlet or triplet
spin states. Table 1 presents the absolute ab initio MP2 and
QCISD energies of the relevant states of these molecules
and also QCISD energies relative to that of ground-state


oxirane. Four different transition structures are included to
account for the reaction pathways leading from oxirane (S0 )
to ground-state singlet acetaldehyde (TSD), acetaldehyde
(T1) to CH3 +HCO (TSC), acetaldehyde (S0) to CH4 +CO
(TSB) and oxirane (S0) to the ring-opened, CH2OCH2


ground-state isomer (TSA). Additional transition states are
possible, but those noted suffice for the purposes of this
investigation. The optimized QCISD/6–31G* geometries
for the stationary state structures are shown in Figure 1 and
those for the transition structures are presented in Figure 2.
The optimized values of the geometrical parameters are
contained in Tables 2 and 3. Zero-point vibrational energy
corrections have been included in Table 1 for all structures.
When the final products of a reaction channel are separated
fragments, the energy of the products was calculated using
the isolated fragment geometries (also optimized at the
same level of theory) in a ‘supermolecule.’ In no instance
did the geometry of the fragments change, even though all
geometric parameters were set as optimizable parameters in
the ‘supermolecule.’


The inclusion of additional electron configurations in the
wavefunction by applying QCISD calculations has a minor
impact on the geometries of the molecules in comparison
with the MP2 method. In general, only increases in
structural parameters were observed and these changes were
limited to less than 0·5% of the MP2 values. The only
exception to this generalization involved the 2% decrease in
all bond angles in the oxirane triplet and the 3% increase in
the C—O—C bond angle in TSA. Energetic considerations
were more significant. As Table 1 indicates, the energies of
all triplet structures, relative to singlet oxirane, decreased by
approximately 10% upon application of the CI model, while
some, but not all, singlet structures exhibited increase of
similar magnitude.


Generally, CI methods or MC-SCF methods are
employed for calculations involving radicals. The CI
methods are post-SCF and, therefore, are single reference


Table 1. Ab initio energiesa for the relevant stationary and transition states


No. Molecule MP2/6–31G* QCSID/6-31G* ZPVEb Erelative (kcal mol21 )


I c-C2H4O (S0 ) 2153·30358 2153·32850 2153·26964 —
II c-C2H4O (T1 ) 2153·19123 2153·23805 2153·18305 54·3
III CH2OCH2 (S0 ) 2153·22289 2153·24129 2153·18683 52·0
IV CH2CH2O (T0 ) 2153·19660 2153·23905 2153·18597 52·5
V CH3CHO (S0 ) 2153·34691 2153·37337 2153·31641 229·3
VI CH3CHO (T1 ) 2153·21044 2153·25350 2153·19848 44·7


CH4 +CO 2153·35455 2153·38230 2153·32825 236·8
CH•


3 +CHO• 2153·20382 2153·23482 2153·19084 49·4
C2H4 +O (3P) 2153·16506 2153·20925 2153·15721 70·6


VII TSA 2153·19860 2153·22090 2153·16740 64·2
VIII TSB 2153·19580 2153·22007 2153·16980 62·7
IX TSC 2153·18058 2153·22082 2153·16948 62·9
X TSD 2153·22564 2153·24730 2153·19576 46·4


a Energies are in hartrees, except Erelative , which is expressed in kcal mol21 relative to the energy of
oxirane (S0 ).
b Scaled MP2/6–31G* frequencies used for ZPVE correction to QCISD/6–31G* absolute energies.
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methods. MC-SCF techniques simultaneously optimize the
coefficients in the wavefunction and the various electron
configurations. In order to demonstrate that the QCISD
calculations are not in error owing to the lack of additional
configurations in the reference state, CASSCF calculations
were completed for all transition states as well as a number
of the stable configurations. For most calculations, a small
number (10) of configurations were involved, but in all
cases, one configuration, that used in the single reference
SCF, was dominant with a coefficient of the order of >0·97.
The next most important coefficient, ca 0·12, mixed in an
electronic configuration in which the HOMO electrons (nO )
were both promoted to the LUMO (s*). Since TSD is
critical to the conclusions of this paper, the complete active
space for this geometry was extended and 1764 configura-
tions were included in the SCF calculation. The results for


both geometry and energy are presented in Table 4. As is
evident, the geometry does vary with the extent of the active
space, but no gross changes are encountered. In fact, the
only geometry variation is consistent with that typically
reported for the QCISD method in comparison with HF.
Moreover, as the number of configurations increases, the
geometry and the absolute energy tends toward the reported
QCISD value. The data in Table 4 validate the selection of
the post-SCF CI method in which a very substantial number
of configurations are employed with a single reference
configuration.


Although not reported here, the normal modes were
calculated at the MP2/6–31G* level of theory for all
optimized structures. The calculated frequencies for the
stable geometries are in good agreement with those
published previously using lower levels of theory.11


Figure 1. Molecular structures of the ‘stable’ configurations at the QCISD/6–31G* level of theory
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Energies


Comparison may be made between the calculated energies
and those previously obtained by theory or experiment. The
triplet acetaldehyde is calculated to lie 74·0 kcal mol21


above the ground state in good agreement with the
experimentally18 obtained value of 77·8 kcal mol21. The
CO+CH4 dissociation limit is estimated [calculated from
the thermochemistry of the reaction CH3CHO
(S0 )→CH4 +CO in the gaseous state; enthalpies of activa-


tion obtained from Ref. 19] to be 4·6 kcal mol21 below the
ground state of acetaldehyde, but the calculations predict a
limit of 7·5 kcal mol21. The production of CH3 +HCO lies
83·0 kcal mol21 above CH3CHO (S0 ), 4·3 kcal mol21


higher than the ab initio calculations predict [calculated
from the thermochemistry of the reaction CH3CHO
(S0 )→CH•


3 +HCO• in the gaseous state; enthalpies of
activation obtained from Ref. 19]. The barrier to the
dissociation of CH3CHO(T1 ) has been estimated experi-
mentally20 as 14 kcal mol21, in good agreement, given the


Figure 2. Molecular structures of the transition state configurations at the QCISD/6–31G* level of theory
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experimental uncertainties, with the predicted value of
18·2 kcal mol21 reported here. Oxirane is estimated,21 by
thermochemical calculations, to lie 27·3 kcal mol21 above
the ground state of acetaldehyde. The computations predict
a value of 29·3, in excellent agreement with this estimate.
The ring-opened forms of oxirane are predicted to be
considerably less stable than the ring-closed form. The
ether-like CH2OCH2 isomer in its ground state (S0 ) is
calculated to lie 52·0 kcal mol21 above the ring-closed
form. The vinyl alcohol-like CH2CH2O ground state (T0 )
lies 52·5 kcal mol21 higher than the ring-closed isomer
according to the calculations. We note that attempts to
optimize the geometry of the lowest singlet state of
CH2CH2O collapsed to the ground-state acetaldehyde struc-
ture. There are no experimental data with which to compare


these estimates; however, the accuracy of the calculations
for which experimental data exist bodes well for the
computational predictions. In general, the ab initio calcula-
tions overestimate the locations of the molecular
dissociation limits and underestimate the locations of the
radical dissociation limits.


Geometries


The geometric parameters for each molecule are contained
in Tables 2 and 3. For ground-state oxirane the agreement is
excellent.22 The correlated method results are within
0·005 Å for bond lengths and 0·1° for bond angles of the
reported experimental values. Agreement between the ab
initio results and the experimental values for the ground-
state acetaldehyde molecule falls within the same limits.
Although the experimental geometries for the transition
states of these molecules are unknown, the excellent
agreement for the ground states also lends confidence to the
values for these states. Similar claims may be made for the
geometries of the ring-opened forms of oxirane also
contained in Table 2.


Transition states


The geometries of the transition states are presented
numerically in Tables 2 and 3 and graphically in Figure 2.
The reaction coordinates are indicated by arrows in the
figure.


TSA, the transition state connecting the ring-closed and
ether-like ring-opened forms, is a structure intermediate
in geometry between the two stationary states it joins. The
C—O—C bond angle has increased significantly (ca 70%
greater than S0 ); however, the hydrogen atoms are in
essentially their ring-closed position and motion over the
reaction barrier involves counter-rotation of these two sets


Table 2. Geometric parameters for oxirane-like structures


Parameter S0 T1 CH2OCH2 CH2CH2O TSA TSD


C2—O 1·435 2·431 1·315 1·491a 1·363 1·414a


C1—O 1·435 1·407 1·315 1·393 1·363 1·291
C1—H1 1·091 1·100 1·085 1·104 1·083 1·094
C1—H2 1·091 1·100 1·079 1·116 1·085 1·528
C2—H3 1·091 1·087 1·085 1·086 1·086 1·090
C2—H4 1·091 1·087 1·079 1·086 1·083 1·094
/C—O—C 61·52 34·10 128·76 112·64b 104·37 110·35b


/C—C—H1 115·24 111·14 119·82 111·43 118·28 130·97
/C—C—H2 115·24 111·11 115·00 102·82 117·10 66·55
/C—C—H3 115·24 106·25 119·82 92·90 117·07 121·20
/C—C—H4 115·24 106·21 115·01 143·65 118·24 112·14
/C2—O—C1—H1 110·91 113·48 21·52 2127·17 43·68 2182·34c


/C2—O—C1—H2 2110·91 2113·48 2177·25 120·38 2232·27 29·45c


/C1—O—C2—H3 2110·91 2123·99 2177·40 2146·64 127·42 206·28c


/C1—O—C2—H4 110·91 123·97 21·47 59·31 243·28 67·74c


a C1—C2 , b /C1—C2—O and c /C—C—O—H, since these quantities are more meaningful for the struc-
tures.


Table 3. Geometric parameters for acetaldehyde-like structures


Parameter S0 T1 TSB TSC


C1—C2 1·508 1·514 2·077 2·047
C2—O 1·219 1·340 1·186 1·222
C1—H1 1·111 1·099 1·095 1·121
C2—H2 1·098 1·100 1·093 1·088
C2—H3 1·094 1·095 1·093 1·086
C2—H4 1·098 1·096 1·097 1·088
/C1—C2—O 124·27 114·45 106·82 105·59
/C2—C1—H1 115·43 117·80 56·18 90·65
/C2—C1—H2 109·88 111·88 98·49 103·55
/C2—C1—H3 109·84 109·06 98·41 99·67
/C2—C1—H4 109·88 110·27 123·36 100·93
/C2—C1—O—H1 180·00 2133·31 180·10 124·09
/C2—C1—O—H2 121·11 64·00 56·77a 300·10a


/C1—C2—O—H3 0·00 184·45 257·18 59·92
/C1—C2—O—H4 2121·10 256·45 20·06 256·81


a C1—C2—O—H2 is the appropriate angle for this structure.
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of atoms. TSB connects ground-state acetaldehyde with the
CH4 +CO products. The transition-state geometry is reac-
tant-like in structure and the reaction coordinate involves a
vibration-like motion to transfer a hydrogen atom to the
carbon that will be in the methane molecule. TSC, which
connects triplet acetaldehyde to the radical products
CH3 +HCO, is also reactant-like in its geometry and the
reaction coordinate is a bond stretching vibration, as would
be expected. TSD is a transition state which joins the
ground-state oxirane and acetaldehyde isomers. In contrast
to the transition states along the acetaldehyde potential
surface, this structure is product-like in its geometry. The
hydrogen atom to be transferred has an increased bond
length and may be envisioned as partially bound to both of
the carbon atoms. The reaction coordinate is a vibration
leading to bond shortening of a C—H bond on the carbon
atom to which the hydrogen is transferring.


DISCUSSION


With the help of Figure 3, we may explore the nature of the
possible reaction pathways beginning with oxirane in the
ground singlet electronic state. The lowest oxirane triplet
state lies ca 55 kcal mol21 above S0 . The transition state
(TSD) connecting oxirane (S0 ) and CH3CHO (S0 ) is
ca 8 kcal mol21 lower in energy. Given the high tem-
peratures and long irradiation times in the reported
experiments discussed in the Introduction, there is a high
probability of resonant V–V energy transfer and either TSD
or the triplet oxirane is attainable from S0 . Assuming that all
of the energy needed to traverse the transition state is
available, the lowest energy passage along the ground state
potential surface would produce singlet acetaldehyde in a
highly excited vibrational state. The vibrationally hot
CH3CHO may energetically undergo intersystem crossing to
the triplet state. Alternatively, the transition state for


fragmentation of the ground state acetaldehyde to CH4 and
CO, TSB, is located ca 16 kcal mol21 above TSD. There
would not be a significant energetic barrier to the formation
of these molecular products. Indeed, the dominant products
in one of the experimental studies5 were methane and
carbon monoxide. Turning to the CH3CHO (T1 ) intersystem
crossing product, one notes from Figure 3 that the transition
state for production of radical products, TSC, is nearly
isoenergetic with the transition state leading to molecular
products. Given the nature of the radiative and collisional
energy transfer, these two reactions are, energetically,
equally probable. Production of the acetaldehyde triplet
molecule directly from triplet oxirane appears to be an
unlikely process. The transition state for this reaction could
not be located with the QCISD/6–31G* theoretical model,
but using MP2/6–31G* calculations, lies nearly 40 kcal
mol21 above TSD or more than 100 kcal mol21 above the
ground-state oxirane, so that even if the reaction conditions
led to triplet oxirane formation, the energetics would result
in a vanishingly small reaction rate from that state to
acetaldehyde.


The formation of the ring-opened isomers of oxirane and
molecular products such as formaldehyde also appears to be
an unfavorable process. TSA lies ca 18 kcal mol21 above
TSD; however, the endoergicity for formation of the ether-
like form of oxirane is very large. The activation barrier for
reformation of the ring-closed isomer is predicted to be only
12 kcal mol21 and, energetically, this process would easily
occur. We could not locate a transition state between the
triplet state of the ring-closed form of oxirane and the vinyl
alcohol-like isomer. This is in agreement with a lower level
study of oxirane.7, 8 Therefore, formation of any quantity of
CH2CH2O (in its lowest electronic state, a triplet) would be
followed by immediate ring-closure back to oxirane, since
there would be no activation barrier to the reverse process.
Nor could we locate a transition state on the surface


Table 4. Compared of computational methods for transition state D


Parameter SCF CAS(2,2) CAS(4,4) CAS(6,6) CAS(8,8) QCISD


C1—C2 1·421 1·427 1·418 1·417 1·418 1·414
C2—O 1·252 1·257 1·261 1·288 1·290 1·291
C1—H1 1·081 1·080 1·080 1·080 1·079 1·094
C1—H2 1·519 1·567 1·550 1·552 1·583 1·528
C2—H3 1·079 1·079 1·079 1·079 1·079 1·090
C2—H4 1·085 1·085 1·084 1·083 1·083 1·094
/C—C—O 109·18 109·05 110·32 110·01 111·18 110·35
/C—C—H1 131·55 132·62 131·34 131·87 130·69 130·97
/C—C—H2 65·61 64·60 65·47 65·39 66·01 66·55
/C—C—H3 120·71 119·68 120·21 120·12 120·13 121·20
/C—C—H4 110·03 110·29 111·07 111·34 111·54 112·14
/C2—C1—O—H1 2182·73 2181·88 2182·71 182·88 2181·90 2182·34
/C2—C1—O—H2 27·94 26·61 28·12 28·42 28·15 29·45
/C1—C2—O—H3 2207·57 209·39 207·40 207·51 205·76 206·28
/C1—C2—O—H4 73·71 77·11 72·66 72·32 70·32 67·74
Energy (a.u.) 2152·77082 2152·79308 2152·82919 2152·87649 2152·89674 2153·24730
Ref. configurations n/a 3 20 175 1764 n/a
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connecting the ring-closed triplet isomer with C2H4 +O(3P).
The fate of any such product would be identical with that
just described for CH2CH2O.


Based on the analysis of the energetics of the isomers of
C2H4O and the relevant transition states, one would
conclude that the CH4 and CO products are a result of a
primary reaction process that produces ground-state acet-
aldehyde. Secondary reactivity of this vibrationally hot
acetaldehyde results in the formation of the molecular
products. Radical products are produced from the secondary
chemistry of triplet acetaldehyde produced by intersystem
crossing from the primary product. Recombination of the
methyl radicals, followed by additional secondary proc-
esses, leads to formation of the unsaturated products
observed experimentally and unimolecular reaction of the
formyl radical leads to formation of H2 and CO.


CONCLUSION


The information presented in this paper does not necessarily
lead to a unique mechanism for the observed reactivity.
However, a possible, kinetic pathway is outlined in Figure
3. All of the final products may be derived from the same
primary product. This product, shown to be acetaldehyde
(S0 ), undergoes further unimolecular decomposition to


produce one set of molecular products (CH4 and CO)
products or undergoes intersystem crossing to the triplet.
The second set of products results indirectly from the
unimolecular reactivity of the lowest triplet state of
acetaldehyde. The latter produces CH3 +HCO, with sub-
sequent formation of CO and C2H6 . This model predicts that
the relative yield of CO should equal that of the sum of all
other products, as was typically observed in the experi-
mental results.
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NON-AQUEOUS TITRATIONS AS A TOOL IN THE STUDY OF
MOLECULAR RECOGNITION PHENOMENA. USES IN DISTINGUISHING


HYDROGEN BONDING FROM PROTON TRANSFER, THE
MEASUREMENT OF COMPLEX INDUCED pKa SHIFTS, AND THE


ABILITY TO DISTINGUISH THE CATALYTIC ROLES OF GENERAL
ACIDS AND BASES


CHRISTINE L. HANNON, DWAYNE A. BELL, ANNE M. KELLY-ROWLEY, LARRY A. CABELL AND
ERIC V. ANSLYN*


Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712, USA


Whenever hydrogen bonding is involved in molecular recognition, the possibility of a proton transfer from the donor
to the acceptor arises. In most cases the pKa of the donor is far enough above the pKa of the conjugate acid of the acceptor
for it to be clear that no proton transfer will occur. However, as the difference between the donor and acceptor pKas
decreases, it can become difficult to predict whether a proton transfer will occur. Since most hydrogen bond-driven
molecular recognition is studied in low dielectric solvents, non-aqueous titrations can be used to measure the pKas and
therefore predict proton transfers. In this paper three studies which involved non-aqueous titrations are summarized.
The first deals with distinguishing simple proton transfer from host–guest complex formation. The second involves
measuring pKa shifts upon host–guest complex formation. The last is a study of the catalysis of a phosphoryl transfer.
In all three scenarios the non-aqueous titration method gave results which would have been difficult to obtain by other
means, and which proved crucial for a complete understanding of the molecular recognition process. © 1997 by John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Molecular recognition using synthetic receptors has pri-
marily focused upon solvophobic binding1 and hydrogen
bond-driven complexation.2 Although the hydrophobic
effect can be used to discriminate guests due to electron
donor and acceptor properties,3 using hydrogen bonding has
the most promise for developing selective receptors. The
problem with hydrogen bond-driven molecular recognition
is that hydrogen bonds are typically weak, and therefore
numerous hydrogen bonds are needed to create a receptor
which has a significant binding constant for its guest.4


Biological systems often use charged hydrogen bonds.
Fersht et al.5 have shown that charged donors or acceptors


pairing with neutral acceptors or donors, respectively, can
significantly increase the strength of hydrogen bonding
compared with hydrogen bonding between neutral donors
and acceptors. Further, when both the donor and acceptor
are charged, the hydrogen bonding interactions also benefits
from a strong electrostatic attraction above and beyond the
electrostatics associated with normal hydrogen bonding.


To order to construct receptors and catalysts, chemists
have explored a range of hydrogen bonding motifs.6 In
general, as found in biological systems, the presence of
charges on the donor and acceptor increases the binding
strength compared with completely neutral hydrogen bond-
ing motifs. Complementary charges on the donors and
acceptors give the largest driving force for complexation,
and can result in hydrogen bonding recognition in com-
petitive solvents such as DMSO and water.7 However, when
using cationic hydrogen bond donors, a potential complica-
tion arises: proton transfer from donor to acceptor.8 In fact,
this complication exists for any hydrogen bonding scenario,
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but it is particularly relevant when charged donors are used.
Usually it is obvious if the pKa of the donor is lower than
that of the conjugate acid of the acceptor, and thereby a
proton transfer should occur. However, in many cases it is
not obvious, especially when these pKas are similar.
Furthermore, since hydrogen bonding molecular recogni-
tion is typically studied in non-aqueous media, the pKas are
difficult to predict. This complication to studying hydrogen
bonding molecular recognition can in part be solved by
performing non-aqueous titrations.


The measurements of pKas via non-aqueous titration is an
old technique.9 In brief, it involves measuring the potential
(mV) of a solution of an acid or base in a low dielectric
solvent as a function of an increase in a base or acid,
respectively. If the pKas for two different acids are known in
this solvent, a linear relationship between mV and pKa can
be established, thus giving the pKa of any unknown acid. To
measure the potential of the solution, a single-junction
proton-sensing electrode is used, along with a reference
electrode, commonly Ag/AgNO3. The pKa scale in a non-
aqaueous solvent (HA) is typically larger than that in water
since there is often a larger separation between the pKa of
the specific acid (H2A


+ ) and the solvent itself (HA). These
two pKas set the low and high ranges for accessible pKas due
to the leveling effect. Further, the values for pKas are larger
than in water since it is more difficult to perform an
ionization in a lower dielectric solvent. In fact, relative pKas
can switch in a low dielectric solvent compared with water.
For example, the relative pKa of the conjugate acid of an
anion and that of a cationic acid may be such that in water
a proton transfer will not occur, but in a lower dielectric
solvent the proton transfer between the acid and base will
occur because charge neutralization results. This is partic-
ularly relevant to the study of hydrogen bonding molecular
recognition between cationic donors and anionic acceptors
in non-aqueous solvents.


In this paper, three studies in which the method of non-
aqueous titration was used to gain critical binding or
mechanistic information are summarized. Acetonitrile was
used as the solvent in all the studies. The scale of pKas for
acids which can be measured in this solvent is fairly large.10


Furthermore, acetonitrile is not a strong hydrogen bonding
solvent, and therefore is only a moderate competitor for the
hydrogen binding sites on the hosts and guests. We discuss
our use of non-aqueous titrations for the study of secondary
hydrogen bonding and enolate recognition. In addition, we
examine the use of this technique to give mechanistic
insight into the catalysis of transesterification of a phospho-
diester. In all the examples, non-aqueous titrations proved
crucial for a complete understanding of the molecular
recognition process.


SECONDARY HYDROGEN BONDING ARRAYS


In the study of molecular recognition in low dielectric
media, the use of multiple parallel or near parallel hydrogen
bonds is a common motif.6, 11 The binding strength of the


complexes is dependent not only upon the number of
hydrogen bonds, but also upon the arrangement of the
hydrogen bonds. For example, arranging either hydrogen
bond donors or acceptors on the same molecule results in
stronger binding than if the donors and acceptors are
intermingled on the same molecule. The attractive or
repulsive forces which depend upon the arrangement of
donor and acceptors within a host–guest complex are known
as secondary hydrogen bonds. This effect was first recog-
nized by Jorgensen and Pranata,12 and was experimentally
verified by Murray and Zimmerman.13 Since these early
studies, Murray et al.11 have analyzed a variety of hydrogen
bonding patterns, which in general verify the concept. We
were interested in further probing secondary hydrogen
bonding by forming a host–guest complex that possesses a
cationic hydrogen bond donor.14 We expected this combina-
tion to result in one of the largest association constants yet
reported for a host–guest complex with only three hydrogen
bonds.


To probe the secondary hydrogen bonding theory, we
chose to focus upon a completely cooperative system such
that all the donors are on the same molecule and all the
acceptors are on the partner molecule. The ‘host’ or donor,
donor, donor (DDD) molecule was ethyl 2,6-diaminonico-
tinium tetrakis {3,5-[bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate} (1).
The ‘guest’ or acceptor, acceptor, acceptor (AAA) was
2,8-diphenyl-1,9,10-anthyridine (2). This complex is shown
as 3. Figure 1 shows the 1H NMR binding isotherm that
results from the addition of host to guest (6·431024


M). The
lack of curvature indicates a strong association constant,
>33104


M
21. We needed a method that could be used to


monitor the complexation event at a much lower concentra-
tion in order to solve for the binding constant. Since NMR
spectroscopy was not appropriate to measure an association
constant, we switched to UV–visible spectrophotometry.
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However, similarly to the NMR experiment, addition of
host to guest (now at 5·931026


M) resulted in saturation at
exactly 1 equiv. of host (Figure 2), with no obvious
curvature to the plot. This indicated a binding constant of
>53105


M
21.


Although the spectral changes were indicative of the
formation of a host–guest complex, they could also be
interpreted to result from a proton transfer from the host to
the guest. In fact, the spectral change used to construct
Figure 2 was similar to that seen by direct protonation of 2.
One might expect the spectral change of 2 caused by host–
guest complex formation to resemble that of protonation
since the complex involves the sharing of a cationic
hydrogen bond. Therefore, a method was needed to
distinguish simple proton transfer with no host–guest
complex from complex formation. Non-aqueous titrations
proved invaluable to distinguish the two possibilities.


Before exploring the pKas of 1 and 2 in low dielectric
media, a few comparison compounds were required as a
means to demonstrate full proton transfer and partial proton
transfers. Given the assumption that 2,6-lutidine and
pyridine would not form strong complexes with 1, and
instead primarily acid–base chemistry would occur, UV–
visible titrations of 1 with lutidine and pyridine were
performed. The resulting isotherm from the lutidine titration
was essentially identical in shape with that shown in Figure
2 for 2. This confirmed our notion that the titration isotherm


found for 1 and 2 could have resulted from proton transfer.
In contrast, the titration of 1 with pyridine did not show
saturation even after the addition of 70 equiv. of pyridine.
Therefore, lutidine resulted in a complete proton transfer
whereas pyridine gave only a partial proton transfer.
Importantly, these results demonstrated that bases with
similar or weaker basicity to pyridine would give an
isotherm from UV–visible titration of 1 that would not
saturate even after large additions of base. In contrast,
compounds with a base strength similar to or greater than
that of lutidine would result in titration curves that saturate
near 1 equiv. of base.


Non-aqueous titrations of lutidine, pyridine, free-base 1
and 2 were performed in acetonitrile as solvent with the
addition of 70% perchoric acid. The pKas determined are
given in Table 1. The pKa of the conjugate acid of 2 was
found to be lower than that of host 1, as was the pKa of the
pyridinium. Further, 2 was found to be even less basic than
pyridine. This result confirms the hypothesis that the lack of
curvature in the binding isotherm of 1 with 2 (Figure 2) was
due to the formation of a strong host–guest complex, since
pyridine with a higher basicity did not saturate in the
binding isotherm, yet compound 2 with an even lower
basicity did show saturation. Had the observed change in
the UV–visible spectra resulted from a proton transfer, the
binding isotherm with 2 would have not saturated, as was
found for pyridine.


In summary, non-aqueous titrations were used to resolve
an ambiguous experiment in host–guest chemistry. The
ability to determine the relative acidities and basicities of
hosts and guests in low dielectric media afforded the means
by which a proton transfer could be distinguished from
complex formation. In the next section, we show how non-
aqueous titrations can be used to understand binding
strength as a function of molecular shape and basicity, and
to measure shifts in pKas upon host–guest complex
formation.


ENOLATE BINDING


Stabilization of an enolate anion and the consequential
increase in the acidity of the a-carbon hydrogens is the
strategy used by enolase and racemase enzymes.15 The
deprotonation of the a-carbon has both a thermodynamic
and kinetic barrier that is overcome by the enzymes due to
stabilization of the enolate and the transition state leading to
it.16 Signifcant stabilization is required since a typical a-


Figure 1. 1H NMR isotherm for the binding between 1 and 2. The
ortho protons on the phenyl rings of 2 were followed. The


concentration of 2 was kept constant at 6·431024
M


Figure 2. UV–visible isotherm for the binding between 1 and 2


Table 1. pKa of ‘hosts’ and ‘guests’ used to study secondary
hydrogen bonding:conjugate acids in acetonitrile


Compound pKa


2,6-Lutidine 14·2
Ethyl 2,6-diaminonicotinate (1) 12·6
Pyridine 12·5
2,8-Diphenyl-1,9,10-anthyridine (2) 12·2
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hydrogen has a pKa of 16–20, but this number needs to be
lowered to match typical enzyme functional groups (pKas of
5–9) in order for deprotonation to occur. The stabilization
can be imparted by a number of factors including hydrogen
bonding, electrostatic attraction, metal coordinations and
possibly low-barrier hydrogen bonds.17 In order to probe the
potential to lower the acidities of a-hydrogens by common
interactions such as hydrogen bonding and metal inter-
actions, we studied host–guest complexes which bind
enolates.18 Non-aqueous titrations proved useful in under-
standing the extent to which simple hydrogen bonds can
lower the pKas of carbonyl guests.


As a preliminary experiment to measuring the change in
pKas upon host–guest complexation, the binding constants
of a series of enolates to a hydrogen bond-donating host (4)
were determined. Table 2 shows the binding constants
determined in acetonitrile for the series of enolates and 4.
Cyclohexane-1,3-dionate (5) proved to have the largest
binding constant with 4. This was interpreted to be due to
the obvious better complementarity of this guest for 4
compared with the other enolates. However, it is well
known that the greater the basicity of the hydrogen bond
acceptor, the greater is the expected binding constant.
Therefore, we determined the pKas of the conjugate acids of
all the enolates to discover if a trend existed between
binding constants and basicity. The pKas are given in Table
2, and Figure 3(A) shows a plot of binding constant versus
pKa. There appears to be no obvious trend indicating that the
most basic enolates do not result in the largest binding
constants. In fact, the most basic anion, that from maloni-
trile, has the lowest binding constant. The complementarity
of the enolates for the host seem also to be of paramount
importance. If one plots the binding constants of guests with
similar structures (i.e. the first three compounds in Table 1)
against their pKas, a clear trend is found [Figure 3(B)]. The
binding constants increase in a linear fashion with basicity.


In conclusion, non-aqueous titrations proved useful for
deciphering trends in binding constants as a function of
basicity and molecular shape.


Once it was clear that cyclohexane-1,3-dionates were the
best guests for 4, we turned our attention to discovering the
extent to which 4 could lower the pKa of carbonyl guests. It
is well accepted that stabilization of an enolate would be
expected to cause the conjugate acid to become more acidic.
However, it was not known to what extent simple hydrogen
bonding could be used to stabilize the enolate and increase
the a-hydrogen acidity. Once again, non-aqueous titrations
proved to be the experimental tool of choice.


Figure 4 shows the resulting titration curves for 5 alone


Table 2. pKas and binding constants for 4 and various enolates


Guest Binding constant (M
21) Guest pK1


1·353104 20·7


7·903102 19·2


1·483103 19·5


8·123103 20·4


5·883103 19·2


3·933103 16·9


6·703102 15·9


1·753102 21·2


a The binding constant was determined by 1H NMR titrations of enolates with
constant concentrations of 4. The resonances of the NH2 groups of 4 were
followed.
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and the complex between 4 and 5. A 1·0±0·3 pKa unit shift
was found. This shift of 1.0 pKa unit represents the
minimum pKa shift induced by 4. Such a small shift, even in
a moderately low dielectric medium such as acetronitrile,
shows that amide-like NH groups do not impart large
stabilizations to enolate anions, and that only small changes
in acidities can be expected at enzyme active sites by such
interactions. Therefore, one is left to explore charged
hydrogen bonding groups and metals as the vehicles by
which large pKa shifts are induced at enzyme active sites.


It is likely that non-aqueous titration is the only method
by which the above-discussed information could have been


provided. The method allowed us to tie together several
pieces of information relating to thermodynamics of binding
and thermodynamics of proton transfers, thereby giving an
insight into enzyme action using a model system.


PHOSPHODIESTER TRANSESTERIFICATION


Catalysis of phosphoryl transfer reactions is a current goal
in bioorganic chemistry owing to potential applications in
RNA and DNA manipulations.19 Bis-guanidinium receptors
have been found to be successful catalysts for the transester-
ification of p-nitrophenyl-activated phosphodiesters,20 the
ring opening of strained cyclic phosphodiesters21 and the
cleavage of RNA under neutral conditions.22 A thorough
mechanistic understanding of the catalysis imparted in these
systems is necessary for the development of future catalysts
which can cleave both RNA and DNA. One facet of the
mechanistic understanding is the difference between the
pKas of the guanidinium groups before and after a substrate
is bound, and the proper balance between the pKas of the
guanidinium general acids and the added general base
required for delivery of the nucleophile.


Jubian et al.20 have demonstrated that receptor 6 in the
presence of lutidine in acetonitrile can catalyze the trans-
esterification of 7 with a rate enhancement approaching a
factor of 103 over lutidine alone. Lutidine was used as the
general base to deliver the intramolecular OH nucleophile.
The use of acylguanidiniums as in 6 gave larger rate
enhancements than alkylguanidiniums. However, when
using alkyl guanidiniums, the same group has shown that
attachment of an intramolecular general base can further
increase the rate enhancement.23 Acylguanidiniums have
pKas near 7·0 in water, whereas alkylguanidiniums have
pKas near 13 in water. Therefore, the greater activity of the
acylguanidiniums probably results from their greater acid-
ity, and therefore increased potential to act as a general
acid.


We have also investigated similar bis-alkylguanidinium
receptors, except for aqueous media,22, 24 in which the
guanidinium pKas are significantly above a general base pKa


Figure 3. (A) Plot of pKa versus binding constants with 4 for the
guests listed in Table 1. (B) Plot of pKa versus binding constants


with 4 for cyclohexanedionate-like guests


Figure 4. Titration curves for cyclohexanedionate alone and in the
presence of 4
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of 7·0 required for catalysis at neutral pH. It is important to
discover if this large pKa difference is best for effective
catalysis in water, or if a closer match between the pKas of
the general acid and base would be better. However, it is
experimentally difficult to follow transesterification of RNA
or RNA mimics with general bases whose pKas approach
the high values of guanidiniums, owing to the large specific
base catalysis that occurs at high pH.25 Compound 6,
however, provided a successful catalytic model in acetoni-
trile with which to test the required pKa differences of the
general acids and bases, since general bases near the
acylguanidinium pKas can be used.


Figure 5 shows mV titrations with 1,8-diazabicy-
clo[5,4,0]undec-7-ene (DBU) of lutidinium
tetraphenylborate and 6. The pKa of lutidinium tetra-
phenylborate was found to be 14·8, whereas the first and
second pKas of 6 were found to be 13·8 and 16·3,
respectively. Under Secondary Hydrogen Bonding Arrays,
we report the lutidinium pKa to be 14·2 (Table 1), whereas
under Phosphodiester Transesterification we report the pKa


to be 14·8. Given that the error in our pKa measurements is
typically ±0·2 pKa units, this difference is real. The
experimental difference which led to the pKa difference is
the titrant. In the former section 70% perchloric acid was
used, whereas in the latter the system was perfectly
anhydrous and DBU was used as the titrant. The introduc-
tion of water as in the titration performed in the former
section lowers the measured pKa slightly. We have found
this trend to be reproducible.18 Thus, upon introduction of
the general base lutidine to a solution of 6 in acetonitrile,


almost complete proton transfer from 6 occurs, implicating
8 as a possible catalytically active form. Figure 6 shows the
pseudo-first-order rate constants of the transesterification of
7 catalyzed by 8 alone, and 6 plus lutidine.20 The rate
enhancement imparted by 8 is between 65 and 85% of that
reported for 6 and lutidine under comparable conditions.
Although 8 is the dominant form of the receptor in a mixture
of 6 and lutidine, it is not as efficient.


Enzymes often show significant pKa changes upon
substrate binding.22 Similarly, the first and second pKas of 6
with diphenylphosphate bound (Figure 5) shift to 19·5 and
20·4, respectively, nearly 5pKa units away from lutidine.
Thus, when a phosphodiester substrate is bound, the catalyst
exists mostly as 6. The acidic protons are more strongly
held between the acylguanidinium and the phosphate than
on the solvated acylguanidinium. In confirmation that the
role of the lutidine is not just to create catalyst 8 from 6,
Figure 7 shows the pseudo-first-order rate constants of the
transesterification of 7 by 6 versus lutidine concentration. If
the lutidine were only serving to produce a different form of
the catalyst, a leveling of the observed rate when the
lutidine exceeds the concentration of 6 would be observed.
Instead, a leveling occurs only when a very large excess of
lutidine is added. This is most likely due to the lutidine
associating with 6 via hydrogen bonding to form a
complex.


Figure 8 shows two mechanistic possibilities for the
transesterification of RNA or an RNA mimic using a bis-
guanidinium receptor. Mechanism A involves the
bis-protonated form of the catalyst acting as an electrophilic


Figure 5. Titration curves for lutidinium, 6, and 6 in the presence of diphenylphosphate.
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activator of the phosphodiester. Mechanism B involves
bifunctional catalysis by a guanidinium and a guanidine.
Mechanism A or B will dominate depending upon whether
the general base chosen has a pKa below or above the first
pKa of the receptor–substrate complex, respectively. Thus, it
is not necessary to keep the pKa of the general base below
the pKa of the general acids if the receptor–substrate
complex retains a pKa above that of the general base.
Therefore, the large difference between alkylguanidinium
pKas and neutral pH may not be necessary to retain catalytic
activity in aqueous media. We are exploring this possibility


and these mechanistic alternatives with bis-acyl, bis-phenyl
and bis-alkylguanidinium receptors in water.


Given the large pKa shifts upon substrate binding, it is
likely that catalysis by 8 is even more complex than that
shown in Figure 8. Once the substrate binds to 8, the pKa of
the acylguanidiniums shift such that the one acylguanidine
of 8 is now more basic than the conjugate base of 8 without
7 bound. Since 8 is in large excess, a proton transfer from
free 8 to the complex between 7 and 8 should occur. Hence
the catalysis found by adding 8 to acetonitrile may actually
involve a complex of 6 with the substrate, and the general
base could be the acylguanidine of another molecule of 8.


Figure 6. Pseudo-first-order rate constants for the cleavage of 7
catalyzed by 6 (squares) and 8 (triangles) at 25°C. The data shown
as squares were taken from ref. 20. The concentration of 7 was


131024
M


Figure 8. Two possible mechanisms by which bis-guanidinium receptors may
enhance the cleavage of RNA and/or RNA mimics. Our results show that a


mechanism such as B is not as efficient as that shown in A using catalyst 6


Figure 7. Pseudo-first-order rate constants for the cleavage of 7
catalyzed by 6 as a function of lutidine concentration. The


concentration of 6 was 531023
M and that of 7 was 131024


M
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CONCLUSION


We have shown how non-aqueous titrations can be valuable
in deciphering modes of molecular recognition and mecha-
nisms of artificial enzymes. Predicting relative pKas can
distinguish between host–guest complex formation and
simple proton transfer. Measuring pKas can be used to
quantitate the ability of host functional groups to influence
guest acidities. Further, measuring pKas in low dielectric
media can be used to shed light on mechanistic questions.
As molecular recognition continues to use charged hydro-
gen bond donors and acceptors in non-aqueous media, we
predict an increase in the reliance on non-aqueous titration
methods.


EXPERIMENTAL


All pKa measurements were carried out in Omnisolve ‘Low
water’ acetonitrile (11 ppm water), which was used as
received. Hamilton gas-tight syringes and glassware were
dried and solvent transfers were performed via syringes
through a septum or in a glove-bag or dry-box under N2.
Picric acid was recrystallized from acetone and dried under
vacuum over P2O5. The electrolyte Et4NClO4 was purchased
from Eastman Kodak and used as received. Tetraethyl-
ammonium picrate was prepared and dried according to the
method of Coetzee and Padmanabhan.28b DBUH+ Ph4B


2


was synthesized as described previously.18 Standards were
run before and after each titration to allow conversion of
mV to pH. The two standards used were a 1:1 mixture
(pKa =11)28 of picric acid (PA) with tetraethylammonium
picrate (Et4N


+ PA2 ) and a 1:1 mixture (pKa =23·9)29 of
1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) with its con-
jugate acid tetraphenylborate salt (DBUH+ Ph4B


2 ). The
electrolyte concentration was equal to that of the anion
solution which was being titrated. The electrode was
allowed to equilibrate with the solution for 30–40 min until
the readings stabilized.


Titrations performed for the first two topics used either
picric acid or 70% perchloric acid. Titrations performed for
the third topic used DBU as titrant. Readings were taken on
an Orion Model 720A pH meter in millivolt mode. Titrant
was added using a programmable Harvard Apparatus
Syringe Infusion Pump 22. An IBM-compatible computer
was used to record mV and volume readings. An Orion
Model 91–01 glass pH electrode was used in conjunction
with a silver/silver nitrate reference electrode.


The titration cell was constructed of Pyrex with three
glass joints at the top. One was an Ace-Thred (Ace Glass)
and the other two were female 14/20 standard taper. The
Orion glass electrode was then placed through the Ace-
Thred bushing. One of the 14/20 joints was sealed with a
septum. This position was used to introduce solutions and
titrant via a syringe and a nitrogen balloon. The other 14/20
joint was used for the reference electrode, the outer section
of which was constructed with a 14/20 male joint. The inner
section of the reference electrode was constructed of a rod
of silver extending 4·5 cm below where it is sealed with


glue into a glass tube. The silver rod was soldered to a silver
wire which was then connected to the wire leading to the
reference jack of the pH meter via an alligator clip. The
reference electrode was separated from the titration solution
by a Vycor tip puchased from Bioanalytical Systems. The
inner portion was filled with 0·01 M AgNO3 and 0·1 M


Et4NClO4 in dry acetonitrile.
For a direct comparison between the titration curve and a


curve generated by the Henderson–Hasselbach equation, it
was necessary to convert the curves from mV readings to
pH. A FORTRAN program (available on request) was used
to generate the pH values for each point based on the values
of two standards described above. The same program
included a subroutine for the generation of the theoretical
titration curve for any given pKa value.
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INTRODUCTION


Electron transfer reactions have attracted sustained interest
during the last two decades.1 Our interest in this field has
been directed at the chemistry of organic cation radicals,
generated by 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium salt (TPP)-sensitized
electron transfer.2 TPP has several unique properties as an
electron transfer sensitizer. First, the excited singlet state of
TPP (1TPP) is more electron accepting than that of
frequently employed cyanoaromatics such as 9,10-di-
cyanoanthracene (DCA), which may allow the oxidation of
substrates with higher oxidation potentials via photoinduced
electron transfer.2a Second, a pyranyl radical (TPP•), one-
electron reduced species of TPP, does not reduce molecular
oxygen, and hence, superoxide anion radicals (O2


2 •) may not
be generated in the solution studied.2b Furthermore, TPP
may undergo electron transfer with certain organic com-
pounds through its excited triplet state (3TPP) and also in its


excited singlet state (1TPP).2e,f DCA and other frequently
used cyanoaromatics cannot meet the last two criteria.2c


In view of the interesting features of TPP as a sensitizer,
we hoped to compare the properties of 2,4,6-triphenyl-
thiapyrylium salt (STPP), a sulfur analog of TPP, with those
of TPP. In this paper, we report some photophysical
properties such as fluorescence quantum yield, lifetime of
the excited singlet (1STPP) and excited triplet states (3STPP)
and T–T absorption spectra. The results are compared with
those for TPP reported previously.2 Cyclic voltammetry of
STPP was performed and semiempirical molecular orbital
calculations (PM3) were carried out to obtain information
about the electronic structures of STPP and its one-electron
reduced species, thiapyranyl radical (STPP•). Similar calcu-
lations were also performed for TPP and TPP• for
comparison.


In addition to the photophysical and the electrochemical
studies of STPP, we also undertook STPP-sensitized
electron transfer reactions of trans-stilbene (1) in dichloro-
methane. Since we have previously reported the
TPP-sensitized dimerization of 1 through its cation radical
(1+•),3 it is of interest to compare the reactivity of 1+•


generated by STPP-sensitized electron transfer with that of
TPP-sensitized electron transfer. Such a comparison will be
of importance in understanding the behavior of radical ion
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pairs consisting of a common cation radical and a one-
electron reduced species from two analogous and yet
different sensitizers.


This work demonstrated that (1) STPP can be used like
TPP as an efficient singlet and triplet electron transfer
sensitizer which does not generate O2


2 • when used in the
presence of molecular oxygen; and (2) 1+• generated by
STPP undergoes rapid dimerization reaction with its neutral
species, as observed in TPP-sensitized reactions of 1 in
dichloromethane.


RESULTS


Photophysical properties of STPP


Before we report the results of laser flash photolysis (LFP)
and steady-state photolyses of STPP in the presence of 1,
the photophysical properties of STPP are presented. First,
the fluorescence quantum yield (ff) of STPP was measured
in dichloromethane, and found to be 0·03 at room
temperature. The value is much lower than that of TPP
(0·58).2e Second, the singlet lifetime (ts) was measured in
dichloromethane at room temperature by the single photon
counting technique, and was found to be 3·2 ns, which is
similar to that observed for TPP (2·7ns).2e The results are
summarized in Table 1.


Since both 3TPP and 1TPP undergo efficient electron
transfer with certain organic donor molecules in solution,2e,f


it might be expected that STPP may also similarly undergo


efficient electron transfer through 3TPP (some preliminary
LFP work with STPP has been published4). Therefore,
attempts were made to detect the T–T absorption spectra.
Thus, LFP of STPP (3·931025


M) under argon gave the
transient spectra shown in Fig. 1. The spectra may safely be
assigned to the T–T absorption spectra since they were
efficiently quenched by oxygen and aromatic donors such as
1 (see below). The triplet lifetime (tT) was estimated to be
6·9 ms under argon. Quenching experiments on the T–T
absorption by molecular oxygen gave
kq


O2[O2]=1·43106 s21. Since the oxygen concentration
(1·0731023


M at 1 atm) in dichloromethane is known,5 the
quenching rate constant kq


02 =1·33108 s21. The quenching
rate constant kd


T for 3STPP by 1 was determined by
measuring the rate of rise of the 480 nm band due to the
formation of 1+• with varying concentration of 1. The
observed pseudo-first-order constant kd


T is plotted against
the concentration of 1 in Figure 2. The slope (kq


T) gave the
quenching rate constant of 3STPP by 1 as 1·931010


M
21 s21,


indicating that 1 quenches 3STPP with an almost diffusion-
controlled limit.


Laser flash photolysis of STPP in the presence of 1
under argon


In order to see how STPP actually works as an electron-
transfer sensitizer, we carried out LFP of STPP in the
presence of 1 in dichloromethane. LFP of STPP
(3·031025


M) in the presence of 1 (3·431022
M) with an


excimer-pumped dye laser (408 or 425 nm excitation),
where ca 80% of 1STPP was quenched by 1 as estimated by
the Ksv value (76·1 M


21), gave the transient spectra shown in
Figure 3. Figure 3 clearly indicates that the intensity of the
480 nm band decreases with a concomitant increase in the
intensity of the 470 nm band. This spectral change corre-
sponds to the formation of a dimer cation radical of 1
through the reaction of 1+• with 1, since the 480 and 470 nm
bands are assigned to the monomer and dimer cation
radicals of 1. Similar spectral changes were observed
previously in TPP-sensitized electron transfer reactions of 1
in dichloromethane.3


The reactions of 1+• with 1 to form the dimer cation
radicals could also be confirmed from time profiles of the
470 and 480 nm absorption bands, as shown in Figures 4
and 5, respectively. The 470 nm band exhibited a rise with
a rate constant of 33106 s21 whereas the 480 nm band


Table 1. Photophysical properties of 2,4,6-triphenylthiapyrylium
tetrafluoroborate (STPP) and 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium tetrafluoro-


borate


Singlet lifetimea Triplet lifetimeb Fluorescence quantum
ts (ns) tt (ms) yieldc (ff)


STPP 3·6 6·9 0·03
TPP 2·7d 9·6 0·58d


a Measured by single photon counting in dichloromethane as
described in the text.
b Determined by the decay curves of T–T absorption as measured
by LFP under argon in dichloromethane.
c Measured at room temperature under argon.
d Data from Ref. 2e.
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exhibited a decay with a rate constant of 73105 s21, which
would be in reasonable agreement for such closely posi-
tioned absorption bands. The rate constant for the dimer
cation radical formation was then estimated by measuring
the pseudo-first-order rate constant (decay at 480 and/or
485 nm) with varying concentration of 1. It is reasonable to
assume that changes in the bulk concentration of 1 would
not affect the pseudo-first-order rate constant for the dimer
cation radical formation since the bulk concentration of 1
(ca 1022


M) is much higher than that of 1+• (<1026
M)


generated by pulsed laser excitation. The rate constant (kdim)
was found to be 1·531027


M
21 s21, as shown in Figure 6,


which is nearly the same as that obtained previously in the


TPP-sensitized dimerization of 1 in dichloromethane
(23107


M
21 s21).3 These results show that the dimer cation


radical formation would not be dependent on the sensitizers
employed.


LFP studies at lower concentrations of 1 were also carried
out to see if similar dimerization reactions may be observed
under such conditions. Thus, laser irradiation of STPP
(3·931025


M) in the presence of 1 (1·331023
M) under


argon exhibited the transient spectra shown in Figure 7. In
striking contrast to the spectra shown in Figure 3, only the
480 nm band assigned to 1+• was observed during the time
considered. The decay (not shown) can be analyzed by
second-order kinetics (k/«=2·13105 at 480 nm).


Figure 1. Transient spectra assigned to T–T absorption obtained from LFP of STPP (3·931025
M) in dichloromethane under argon


Figure 2. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constant as a function of the concentration of 1. The slope gave the quenching rate constant of 3STPP
by 1
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Laser flash photolysis of STPP in the presence of 1
under oxygen


Whether the fate of 1+• is affected or not by molecular
oxygen would be of interest since STPP-sensitized electron
transfer reactions of 1 in the presence of oxygen gave a few
oxygenation products such as benzaldehyde (see below),
although in low yields. If molecular oxygen captures 1+•


very rapidly, it may be observed as spectral changes in the
LFP experiments under oxygen. However, LFP of STPP
(3·731025


M) in the presence of 1 (3·631022
M) under


oxygen gave transient spectra (not shown), identical with
those under argon. The decay profiles at the 475, 480 and
485 nm absorption bands under oxygen are also essentially
similar to those under argon. The results suggest that


addition of 1+• to its neutral species is significantly faster
than that to molecular oxygen, although the latter reaction
cannot be completely ruled out (see below).


Cyclic voltammetry of STPP


In photoinduced electron transfer reactions, the properties
of one-electron reduced species of a sensitizer are of
primary importance since it is generated as a radical ion pair
with a donor cation radical. Some properties of the
sensitizer such as electron-accepting ability and the re-
activity of the one-electron reduced species toward certain
organic compounds can be measured by cyclic voltammetry
(CV). As shown by Saeva and Olin,7 cyclic voltammograms
(not shown) of STPP in acetonitrile indicate that not only


Figure 3. Transient spectra obtained from LFP of STPP (3·931025
M) in the presence of 1 (3·431022


M) in dichloromethane under argon


Figure 4. Rise of the absorption band at 470 nm in LFP of STPP (3·931025
M) in the presence of 1 (3·431022


M) in dichloromethane under
argon
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STPP• generated at the first reduction wave but also a
thiapyranyl anion (STPP2 ) generated at the second reduc-
tion wave are stable on the CV time-scale (200 mV s21) at
room temperature. The results (Table 2) show that the first
reduction potential (Ep


red1) of STPP (20·21 V vs Ag/AgCl
reference electrode) is ca 0·10 V more positive than that of
TPP (20·30 V), and the second reduction potential (Ep


red2)
of STPP was found to be much more positive (21·19 V)
than that of TPP (21·46 V).


Bubbling oxygen through the solution caused a sig-
nificant change in the CV curve, the first reduction wave
becoming irreversible, showing typical EC behavior.7 This
indicates that STPP• reacts with molecular oxygen to afford


a peroxyl radical. No evidence was obtained for electron
transfer from STPP• to molecular oxygen on the CV time-
scale.


Semiempirical molecular orbital calculations (PM3) for
STPP and its one-electron reduced species


As described in a previous section, the properties and
reactivity of a sensitizer and its one-electron reduced
species play important roles in controlling the fate of
photogenerated radical ion pairs. To obtain a deeper
understanding of the electronic structures and equilibrium
geometries of STPP and STPP• we carried out PM3


Figure 5. Decay of the absorption band at 480 nm in LFP of STPP (3·931025
M) in the presence of 1 (3·431022


M) in dichloromethane under
argon


Figure 6. Plot of the pseudo-first-order rate constant as a function of the bulk concentration of 1. The slope of the plot gave the dimerization
rate constant kdim =1·53107


M
21 s21 (see text)
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calculations for these species.7 Similar calculations were
also performed for TPP and TPP• for comparison. The
LUMO energies of STPP, TPP, TPP• and STSPP• thus
obtained are given in Table 2. The LUMO energies of STPP
and STPP• are lower than those of TPP and TPP•,
respectively, which is consistent with the electrochemical
results.


The spin densities of STPP• and TPP• were also
calculated, and the results are illustrated in Figure 8. We
found contrasting results between STPP and TPP. STPP• has
significant spin density on the C-3 and C-5 carbons on the
thiapyranyl ring and ipso and meta carbons on the phenyl
rings. Note that the sulfur atom carries the highest spin
density (1·01). In striking contrast, the highest spin densities
of ring carbons in TPP• were found on the C-2, C-4 and C-6
carbons in the pyranyl ring and ortho, meta and para
carbons in the phenyl rings. A very low spin density (0·09)
was found on the oxygen atom in TPP•. Although the results
strongly suggest that addition of molecular oxygen occurs at
different sites between STPP• and TPP•, detailed discussion
about the structures and reactivity of the peroxyl radicals
must wait until full experimental results are obtained.


Concerning the equilibrium geometries, PM3 calcula-
tions indicate that all three phenyl rings are planar to the


pyrylium or the thiapyrylium ring in both STPP and TPP.
The planarity is also retained in the STPP• and TPP•


radicals.


Product studies


It would be of interest to see whether oxygenation products
are actually formed or not, although no oxygen effect was
observed on the formation of the dimer cation radical 1–1+•


in the LFP experiments. Typically, 1 was irradiated in
dichloromethane for 2 h at a substrate concentration of ca
531022


M and a sensitizer (STPP) concentration of
131023


M with >360 nm radiation, which selectively
excited the sensitizer (see Experimental for details). Gas
chromatographic (GC) examination of the reaction mixture
indicates that benzaldehyde (2) was formed in 13% yield
[based on 1 consumed (51%)]. The yields of the oxy-
genation products from 1 are low and the mass balance is
not very good. However, we found that 2 was consumed
under the photooxygenation conditions to give benzoic acid
as one of the reaction products. For example, irradiation of
a dichloromethane solution of 2 (531022


M) in the presence
of STPP (531023


M) for 2 h with bubbling oxygen under
otherwise same conditions led to the consumption of 2 and
the formation of benzoic acid. The conversion of 2 and the
yield of benzoic acid varied; however, at least ca 40% of 2
was consumed under the experimental conditions. The
results may partly account for the low yield of 2 in the STPP
oxygenation of 1.


We also studied the oxygenation of 1 at low concentra-
tions (131023–531023


M) where the quenching ratio of
1STPP by 1 was also low (7–28% calculated based on the
Ksv value), and hence a significant amount of 3STPP would
be quenched by 1 to afford 1+• and the thiapyranyl radical.
Even under such circumstances, 2 was still formed,
although the yields were low (9–12%).


Figure 7. Transient spectra obtained from LFP of STPP (3·931025
M) in the presence of 1 (1·331023


M) in dichloromethane under argon


Table 2. LUMO energiesa and experimental reduction potentialsb


of TPP, TPP•, STPP and STPP•


Pyrylium LUMO
salt Ep


red1 Ep
red2 of cations LUMO of radicals


O 20·30 21·46 25·66 20·52
S 20·21 21·19 26·06 21·27


a In eV, calculated by PM3 calculations (see text).
b In V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
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DISCUSSION


As shown in Table 1, the fluorescence quantum yield of
STPP is significantly lower than that of TPP although their
singlet lifetimes (ts) are not very different. The results
suggest that other deactivation pathways such as radiation-
less deactivation and/or intersystem crossing may be more
important in 1STPP than in 1TPP, probably owing to the
heavy atom effect of sulfur. Concerning the electron-
accepting ability of STPP, the electrochemical results (Table
2) indicate that STPP, which is more easily reduced to its
one-electron reduced species than TPP, is more electron
accepting than TPP. The fluorescence of STPP was also
quenched by several olefins involving 1 in the diffusion-
controlled limit,8 suggesting that the electron-accepting
ability of 1STPP is similar to that of 1TPP. As shown in
Figure 1, we also observed the T–T absorption and its
quenching by 1 within the diffusion-controlled limit. All
these results indicate that STPP is an electron transfer
sensitizer suitable for generating radical ion pairs in both
singlet and triplet excited states and for comparing the
difference in their reactivities ascribed to the spin multi-
plicity.


Concerning the reactivity of 1+•, we might expect the rate
constant for the dimer cation radical formation to be
different between STPP- and TPP-sensitized reactions,
since the physical properties of STPP• and TPP•, such as
polarizability, charge and spin distribution, which may
influence the degree of interaction of these radicals with 1+•,
may be different from each other. Actually, it was found that
the pattern of the spin distribution in STPP differs from that
of TPP•. However, the rate constants for the dimer cation
radical formation between TPP- and STPP-sensitized reac-
tions were found to be very similar to each other. The results
suggest that (i) the dimer cation radical formation that we
observed is the reaction of the free cation radical 1+• with
the bulk neutral species (1) and (ii) the different reactivities
and properties between STPP• and TPP• as component
radicals in the respective radical ion pairs may not influence
such reactions of the free cation radicals in dichloro-
methane. On a shorter time-scale such as in the pico- and
nanosecond region, we may observe differences between


the two systems in the quantum yields for the formation of
solvent-separated radical ion pairs from the contact radical
ion pairs, and in the quantum yields for the formation of the
free cation radical (1+•) from the solvent-separated radical
ion pairs.


The dimerization of 1+• with 1 may be relevant for the
mechanism of the oxygenation of 1. The dimerization of 1
through its radical cation has been reported by several
workers.9 Although we have not established the structure of
the dimer cation radicals, Tojo et al.9c have recently reported
LFP and g-radiolysis studies on the dimerization of 1+• and
cyclo-reversion of cation radicals of cyclobutane dimers of
1. They have shown that 1+• undergoes dimerization with 1
to give a p-dimer cation radical which has absorptions in
the 460–470 nm region in solution. They also noted that the
tetraphenylcyclobutane dimer cation radicals (two stereo-
isomers) generated by g-radiolysis from the corresponding
neutral species undergo bond fission to give p-dimer cation
radicals, which would be further converted upon warming
to s-dimer cation radicals with absorption bands at 370, 550
and 770 nm. Based on these results, our dimer cation radical
may be assigned to the p-dimer cation radical. The s-dimer
cation radical cannot be clearly observed under our
experimental conditions, although the absorption bands
assigned to the s-dimer cation radicals may be hidden under
the absorptions of 1+•, p-dimer cation radicals and/or TPP.


We suggest that rapid dimerization of 1+• with 1 to give
the p-dimer cation radicals decreases the yield of 2 because
it decreases the extent of the reaction of 1+• with molecular
oxygen. Although there may be oxygenation pathways from
1 to 2 involving the dimer cation radical (1–1)2


+•,9a the fact
that 2 is still formed at low concentrations of 1 where no
dimerization was observed by LFP supports the contention
that there may be reaction channels to 2 which involve the
reactions of 1+• with molecular oxygen.2f Participation of
O2


2 • in the oxygenation pathways is unlikely since CV of
STPP clearly indicates that STPP• formed upon electron
transfer reacts with molecular oxygen instead of reducing
it.


In conclusion, we have shown that STPP can be
employed as an electron transfer sensitizer in both singlet
and triplet manifolds. Although the dimerization of trans-


Figure 8. Spin density distributions in STPP• and TPP• obtained by semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations (PM3).
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stilbene cation radical with its neutral species was not
affected by the sensitizer (STPP or TPP) employed,
comparison of photoinduced electron transfer reactions
sensitized by STPP with those by TPP for other substrates
may open the way to finding different reaction courses on
efficiency of the generated cation radicals and the radical
ion pairs. STPP also has the advantage that its one-electron
reduced species, STPP•, has no absorption in the
500–600 nm range, which increases the possibility of
observing transient absorptions at these wavelengths.4


Further studies on electron transfer oxygenation with
STPP and TPP would provide a more detailed under-
standing of photoinduced electron transfer reactions in
general, and are being actively pursued in our laboratories.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. trans-Stilbene (1) is commercially available
and was recrystallized from ethanol before use. STPP was
synthesized according to the method of Saeva and Olin7 and
its purity was confirmed by elemental analyses, m.p., 1H
NMR and cyclic voltammetry in CH3CN.


Measurements. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a
JEOL FX-90 NMR spectrometer and IR spectra on a
JASCO A-102 infrared spectrophotometer. GC analyses of
the reaction mixtures were performed with a Shimadzu GC-
7A gas chromatograph equipped with a thermal
conductivity detector or with a Shimadzu GC-4M gas
chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector.
Laser flash photolyses were carried out with an excimer
(Lambda Physik EMG-101, XeCl 308 nm)-pumped dye
laser (Lambda Physik FI-3002, DPS dye, 10 mJ per pulse)
at room temperature; a detailed description of the apparatus
was given elsewhere.2e Single photon counting to measure
the singlet lifetime of STPP was carried out on a Horiba-
NAES 1100 spectrofluorimeter at room temperature. Cyclic
voltammetry was carried out with a four-necked CV cell
with a platinum disk as a working electrode, a platinum wire
as a counter electrode and a saturated calomel or Ag/AgCl
electrode as a reference electrode. A Hokuto HA501
potentiostat/galvanostat, a Hokuto HB 104 function gen-
erator and a YEW Model XY recorder were used for the
measurements. GC–MS analyses were performed on a
Hitachi M-80A GC–MS system with an ionization voltage
of 70 eV.


Photooxygenation procedures. Photosensitized elec-
tron transfer oxygenation was carried out in
dichloromethane at a substrate concentration of ca
0·131022–531022


M and a sensitizer concentration
(STPP) of 131023


M. The solution was placed in a Pyrex
tube of ca 15 mm i.d. immersed in a water-cooled bath. A
Riko 400 W high-pressure mercury lamp was used as an
excitation light source and Toshiba L-39 glass filters
(>360 nm) were used for the selective excitation of the
sensitizers. Yields of the photoproducts were determined by
GC with internal references, and the sensitivity differences
for thermal conductivity or flame ionization detection
between the references and the products were corrected. The
structures of the oxygenation products were established by
co-injections of authentic samples with two different
columns and/or GC–MS analyses.


Molecular orbital calculations. PM3 calculations were
performed with a SiliconGraphics INDY workstation with
the SPARTAN program (Version 4.0). All the calculations
were performed with geometry optimization. The spin
densities reported were calculated by NBO (natural bond
orbital) population analysis contained in the SPARTAN
software.
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QUANTIFICATION OF NON-COVALENT INTERACTIONS ON THE BASIS
OF THE THERMODYNAMIC HYDROGEN BOND PARAMETERS
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Laboratory of Computer-Aided Molecular Design, Institute of Physiologically Active Compounds, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432


Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia


This paper describes how empirical free energy and/or enthalpy values for hydrogen binding strength are derived from
thousands of corresponding measurements between H-bond donors and acceptors, mostly in carbon tetrachloride, and
how they can be used to construct common scales or factor values (increments) also for other reactions involving electron
donor and acceptor ability of functions. The corresponding databases and programs (HYBOT) allow one to predict
thermodynamic values for experimentally unknown equilibria, including also ionophore complexes with crown ethers
or cryptands. Applications in QSAR involve the prediction of lipophilicity from any structure on the basis of only two
variables, e.g. 234 systems are described this way with a correlation coefficient r=0·96. Similarly, permeabilities and
some biological properties such as narcotic activities of chemicals and anti-HIV-1 activity of some porphyrins are
evaluated. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The ability of chemical compounds to exert non-covalent
interactions plays an essential role in different physical,
chemical and biological properties. The obvious way to
characterize these interactions quantitavely is the use of
thermodynamic parameters. Thermodynamic criteria of
competitive complexation in multicomponent solutions
have been described.1–3 Free energy (DG) or binding
constant (K) and enthalpy (DH) are connected with each
other by the well known equation


DG=2RTlnK=DH2TDS (1)


We note that DS (entropy of complexation) is needed for the
complete thermodynamic description of complexation.


Four possible combinations of enthalpy and entropy
values, resulting in different free energy values are possi-
ble:4


1. Enthalpy is positive and entropy is negative. In this case
at all temperatures the equilibrium is always displaced
towards to initial compounds and complexation does not


occur.
2. Enthalpy and entropy are positive. In this case the final


result is determined by the ratio of the absolute values of
DH and TDS. For example, in the case of the H-bond
complex of trichloromethane with N-methylacetamide in
CCl4 , TDS and DH are positive (these and the following
thermodynamic data were taken from the database
HYBOT; see below). However, the absolute value of
enthalpy (DH=1·70 kJ mol21 ) is much higher than TDS
(0·03 kJ mol21 ), so the free energy of complexation also
has a positive sign (DG=1·67 kJ mol21 ) and the binding
constant is very small.


3. Enthalpy and entropy are negative. In this case essential
complexation is present when |DH|@ |TDS|. For example,
in the case of the H-bond complex of 3-chlorophenol
with N,N-diethylacetamide in CCl4 ,
DH=226·90 kJ mol21 and TDS=26·54 kJ mol21.
Hence DG=220·36 kJ mol21, with a then rather large
binding constant.


4. Enthalpy is negative and entropy is positive. In this case
the complexation is larger than in cases 1–3 (of course
with the same absolute values). For example, in the case
of H-binding of tri-N-butylammonium chloride with
triphenylphosphine oxide in 1,2-Cl2C6H4 ,
DH=227·40 kJH mol21 and TDS=4·25 kJ mol21. So
here DG=231·65 kJ mol21, and the binding constant is
much higher than the previous cases, although the
absolute values of enthalpy and entropy are approx-
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imately the same.
It should be noted that in many investigations of


complexations, entropy values are either neglected com-
pletely or considered to be proportional to enthalpy.
However, in a number of cases significant contributions of
entropy have been established. This relates in particular to
hydrophobic interactions, which play a significant role in
biological systems.


An example of the essential role of entropy in complexa-
tion of crowns with calcium salts has been described.5 The
significant influence of the relationship between enthalpy
and entropy on the binding of ligands with receptors has
been discussed6 and it was shown that binding of the
agonists (L-isoprenalol, L-noradrenaline, L-adrenaline) with
the adrenergic receptor of turkey erythrocytes takes place
with a large negative entropy, while antagonists (metropro-
lol, practolol, pindolol) gave a relatively small enthalpy but
positive entropy. For example, the complexation of L-
adrenaline and practolol with the above-mentioned receptor
shows approximately the same values of free energy.
However, in the first case binding occurs mainly because of
a negative enthalpy, whereas in the second case it occurs as
a result of a positive entropy.


Quantitative estimation of non-covalent interaction con-
tributions to the properties of many compounds were carried
out in the Laboratory of Computer-Aided Molecular Design
(LCAMD) of the Russian Academy of Sciences. There are
three lines of this research: thermodynamics of hydrogen
bonding, investigation of the structure and properties of
complexes of macrocyclic compounds with different cations
and quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSAR).


H-BOND STRENGTH SCALES


Interactions between H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor
molecules are known to result in the formation of many
molecular and ionic complexes which are of great impor-
tance in chemical and biochemical processes including
enzymatic catalysis. H-bond complexes are especially
important in biological systems where they play a crucial
role in macromolecular structure (proteins, DNA and RNA)
and in molecular recognition.


An obvious way to describe H-bonding quantitatively is
to consider the thermodynamic functions of H-bond com-
plex formation. The development of empirical scales for
intermolecular interactions on the basis of thermodynamic
parameters began in the middle-1960s.7, 8 Concerning the H-
bond enthalpy scales it is worth mentioning the approaches
developed by Drago and co-workers.9–11 Sherry and Purcel12


and Iogansen.13 Three pairs of bilinear parameters must be
used to estimate the H-bond enthalpy in the case of the
approach of Drago and co-workers, but only two bilinear
parameters in the case of the approaches of Sherry and
Purcel and Iogansen: one for the H-bond donor and one for
the H-bond acceptor. Further, in this case it is possible to
compare quantitatively the H-bond strengths among donor
and acceptor sets. This is why we believe the H-bond scales


based on a bilinear approach to be more useful than scales
based on the approach of Drago and co-workers. In the
1980s Raevsky14, 15 developed the bilinear approach of
H-bond enthalpy description and proposed the following
equation:


DH=kEdEa (2)


where Ed and Ea are H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor
enthalpy factors which characterize the relative H-bond
donor and acceptor ability of compounds. In the framework
of equation (2), Ea values have to be positive and Ed values
have to be negative because a positive sign was attributed to
the standard H-bond acceptor hexamethylphosphoramide
(Ea =2·50). In Refs 16–18 Ea values were given for 273
phosphoryl compounds.


A similar equation was proposed by Raevsky and co-
workers also for free energy:19, 20


DG=kCdCa +k0 (3)


where Cd and Ca are free energy H-bond donor and H-bond
acceptor factors which characterize the relative H-bond
donor and acceptor binding ability of compounds. A value
of Ca =4·00 was selected for the standard H-bond acceptor
hexamethylphosphoramide and a value of Cd =22·50 was
selected for the standard H-bond donor phenol.


Taft et al.8 were the first who proposed a quantitative
scale of hydrogen bond strength of H-bond acceptors on the
basis of logK values of complexation with 4-fluorophenol in
tetrachloromethane. This approach has been developed
since the beginning of the 1970s,21 and the corresponding
equation can be presented in the following form,22, 23 which
differs from equation (3) only in term 2·302 RT:


log K=kaHb2H +k9 (4)


where aH and b2H characterize the H-bond donor and H-
bond acceptor binding ability, respectively.


The development and successful application of the
above-mentioned empirical approaches are possibly only on
the basis of large amounts of experimental data and the
ability to calculate factor values for new compounds. Our
own data and many published values on thermodynamic
parameters of H-bond complexes resulted in the program
package HYBOT (HYdrogen BOnd thermodynamics).
HYBOT-96 contains as a complete set two modules: the
program HYBOT. DataBase and the program HYBOT.Fac-
tor.


Hybot.DataBase is an interactive, menu-driven program,
which runs under the Microsoft Windows 3.1. The database
consists of a number of data structures, named as different
files. A user can create a new file or delete an existing one
by selection of the appropriate commands from the menu.
Each file can contain 5000 records about the structure of H-
bond partners and their names, empirical formula,
molecular weights, Chemical Abstracts registry numbers,
enthalpy and(or) free energy values (kJ mol21 ), method of
determination type of H-bond complex, number of H-bonds,
solvent, temperature, references and comments. Records
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may be copied from one file to another or duplicated within
a file via the clipboard. The user can create, delete and
modify records. At present there are 12 004 entries in the
database, which contains information about enthalpy and/or
free energy of H-bonding between 650 H-bond donors and
2250 H-bond acceptors in 64 solvents and the gas phase.


The above-mentioned information can be used for the
estimation of free energy and enthalpy factor values of
different compounds or functions in the framework of
common scales. The construction of such scales has been
discussed in detail. One needs to emphasize the following:
equation (3) differs from equation (2) by the intercept value.
As already mentioned, a positive sign was attributed to bond
acceptor factors and a negative sign to H-bond donors.
Hence the positive values of enthalpy and free energy may
be obtained only by the use of positive intercepts in the
corresponding equations. The appearance of an intercept is
obviously necessary and the only question is how large it
should be. There are only two H-bond complexes with
positive enthalpy amongst 12 004 in the HYBOT.DataBase.
At the same time there are 1474 complexes (12%) in the
HYBOT.DataBase where the free energy is positive. That is
why the presence of the intercept in equation (3) is
indispensable. We decided to fix the intercept values at the
level of 5·70 kJ mol21 because it corresponds to a constant
value K=0·1 that is close to the limit of experimental
detectability, and because in the case of K=0·1 it is very
difficult to consider such a weak interaction as a ‘true’
hydrogen bond. We have therefore truncated our scale by
the value of 5·7 kJ mol21, and accepted the assumption that
the free energy of complex formation of compounds with
zero C-factor will have a constant value of 5·70 kJ mol21. It
must also be mentioned that the intercept value
5·7 kJ mol21 in equation (3) corresponds to logK=21·1
[intercept values in equation (4)22].


The above-mentioned difference of equations (2) and (3)
make obvious the necessity for separate enthalpy and free
energy H-bond scales. Nevertheless, correlation of the
estimated C and E factor values have been carried out.20


The next correlation was obtained for H-bond donors:


Cd =20·52(±0·13)+0·75(±0·06)Ed (5)
n=163, r=0·89, s=0·38, F=620


The equation for H-bond acceptors has much worse
statistical criteria:


Ca =20·36(±0·23)+0·61(±0·10)Ea (6)
n=195, r=0·66, s=0·53, F=152


Such reltionships are poor for any class of compounds. For
example, for compounds containing N-H donor groups:


Cd =20·24(±0·67)+0·92(±0·36)Ed (7)
n=27, r=0·73, s=0·55, F=28


and for compounds containing nitrogen acceptor atoms:


Ca =20·97(±0·39)+0·65(±0·18)Ea (8)


n=60, r=0·70, s=0·62, F=54


We also mention the possibility of the construction of a
scale of ‘basicity-dependent properties’ depending on
related values for relevant compounds.24 We estimated20 that
for the few such systems the calculated values give positive
deviations from experimental values. This means that some
classes of complexes including some biologically sign-
ificant systems should be considered carefully in the
framework of a single parameter model.


The HYBOT.Factor program represents a database of Ed ,
Cd and aH values for 414 H-bond donors, and Ea , Ca and b2H


for 1298 H-bond acceptors that have been calculated from
6386 equations. HYBOT.Factor also contains a module for
prediction of factor values for new compounds.


The majority of the measurements (7793 in the current
version of HYBOT.DataBase) are based on measurements
in tetrachloromethane (CCl4 ). This solvent is non-polar, and
is thus suitable for the estimation of H-bond parameters;
414 H-bond donors and 1298 H-bond acceptors that had
data from the interaction of more than one partner were
selected for the estimation of Ca and Cd values. Matrices
containing 414 columns and 1298 rows were prepared. The
computation algorithm includes the following steps:


1. selection of H-bond acceptors which form complexes
with phenol;


2. selection of H-bond donors which form complexes with
these acceptors; and


3. constructing and solving equation systems for each pair
of complexes, formed by phenol and a given H-bond
donor with the same acceptor.


The acceptor factors were calculated on the basis of the
same algorithm using hexamethylphosphoramide as the
standard H-bond acceptor.


The free energy H-bonding factor scale together with
factor values for few known chemicals is presented in
Figure 1. It is very important to emphasize that intervals of
free energy H-bond parameter values of different functional
groups are overlapping (see Table 1). This means that the
role of substituents is more important in the formation of H-
bond donor and acceptor properties compared with the type
of atom. Comparison of experimental values of enthalpy
and free energy with calculated values on the basis of
equations (2) and (3) demonstrates the adequacy of the
multiplicative approach for quantitative description of H-
bond thermodynamics:


DHcalc =20·49(±0·29)+0·99(±0·08)DHexp (9)
n=2787, r=0·970, s=2·40, F=44 350


DGcalc =20·07(±0·12)+1·04(±0·05)DGexp (10)
n=3301, r=0·991, s=1·12, F=175 000


Knowing Cd values for 414 H-bond donors and Ca values
for 1298 H-bond acceptors, one can now estimate DG
values for 537 372 H-bond complexes in tetrachlormethane
(in Ref. 25 aH values for 150 H-bond donors are given, as
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well as bH values for 500 H-bond acceptors, allowing one to
estimate log K values for 75 000 H-bond complexes).


HYBOT.Factor also has a special module for factor value


calculations for new compounds by searching the nearest
neighbour in the above-mentioned factor value database.
The algorithm for such calculations is described in Ref. 26.


Figure 1. Free energy H-bond factor scale


Figure 2. Spectra of interatomic distances of H-bond donors for porphyrins
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USE OF H-BOND DESCRIPTORS FOR THE
QUANTIFICATION OF COMPLEXATION STRENGTH
OF MACROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS WITH DIFFERENT


IONS


The second field of use of H-bond parameters in our
laboratory is in the quantitative description of the thermody-
namics of the complexation of macrocyclic compounds with
different ions. Many experimental measurements of com-
plexation by means of calorimetry, potentiometry and IR
and x-ray spectroscopy are being carried out (see
reviews3, 5, 27 ). The possibility of the use of bilinear
parameters for the quantitative description of interactions of
different ions as with neutral molecules and with each other
was estimation for the first time in 1984.28 In this case we
used the term electron donor parameter to characterize the
ability of anions and neutral compounds containing heteroa-
toms to interact with cations and the term electron acceptor
parameter to characterize the ability of cations or neutral
molecules containing X-H groups to interact with anions or
neutral molecules containing heteroatoms. So for neutral
molecules which contain heteroatoms there are two terms:
electron donor parameter, which is used in the case of its
interactions with cations, and H-bond acceptor parameter,
which is used in the case of its interactions with neutral H-
bond donors.


In previous work,29, 30 the sum of H-bond acceptor
parameters values ((∑Ca ) of macrocycle fragments which
were estimated in the non-polar solvent CCl4 by the
program HYBOT.Factor were used for the quantitative
description of the free energy of complexation of macro-
cyclic compounds with different cations in polar solvent
including water (∑Ca values were calculated as the sum of
Ca values of all H-bond acceptor atoms of macrocycles and
Ca values for each H-bond acceptor atom were calculated by
means of program HYBOT on the basis of the nearest
neighbours in the database of HYBOT.Factor). It was
shown that H-bond acceptor factors may be used success-
fully for the estimation of the free energy of the
above-mentioned polar interactions as long as there is a
sufficient geometric fit between hosts and guests.


The corresponding equations are presented below: for the


complexation of KCl with substituted (R)-[18-crown-6] and
(R)-[2.2.2]cryptands in methanol [for equations (11)–(16)
all available data for corresponding ligands and solvents
were used]:


DG=1·30+3·25·Ca (11)
n=20, r=0·993, s=1·37, F=1192


Complexation of KX with (R)-[18-crown-6] and (R)-
[2,2,2]cryptands in water (all available data for this ligand
in this solvent):


DG=211·02+2·43·Ca (12)
n=6, r=0·994, s=1·04, F=319


Complexation of NaX with (R)-[15-crown-5] and (R)-
[2.2.1]cryptands in methanol:


DG=217·43+4·64·Ca (13)
n=9, r=0·993, s=1·61, F=494


Complexation of NH+
4 with different macrocycles in


CDCl3:


DG=217·83+6·87·Ca (14)
n=7, r=0·910, sd=4·35, F=24·0


Complexation of NH+
4 with different macrocycles in D2O:


DG=3·80+4·33·Ca (15)
n=8, r=0·910, s=8·00, F=27·8


Complexation of t-BuNH+
3 with different macrocycles in


CHCl3:


DG=23·92+3·78·Ca (16)
n=8, r=0·943, s=2·54, F=48·4


Finally the question of the influence of cations on
complexation Gibbs energy was addressed. From the free
energy correlation with the sum of H-bond acceptor
parameter values one can derive electron acceptor parame-
ter values characterizing the electron acceptor strength of
the different cations on the basis of equation (3). The thus


Table 1. Factor value intervals of some H-bond donor and acceptor
groups


Cd Ca


H-bond H-bond
donor Min. Max. acceptor Min. Max.


R1R2R3C–H 22·06 20·12 R–O–R 0·78 2·01
RS–H 21·92 20·24 R–S–R 0·57 1·51
R1R2N–H 23·32 20·50 R1R2R3N 0·58 3·65
PhO–H 24·24 20·76 RC;N 0·55 2·77
AlkO–H 23·50 21·06 R1R2R3P=O 2·40 4·02
RC(O)O—H 24·78 22·50 R1R2S=O 1·16 3·25
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calculated electron acceptor parameter values for sodium,
potassium, rubidium and cesium cations showed a good
correlation with its hydration energy.29


The above-mentioned equations and their good statistical
criteria demonstrate that the H-bond acceptor parameter and
electron donor parameter have the same physical meaning
and may be used for a quantitative description of inter-
actions of neutral molecules between each other,
interactions of neutral molecules with ions and interactions
of ions between each other.


APPLICATION OF BILINEAR H-BOND PARAMETERS
AS QSAR DESCRIPTORS


Since the beginning of the 1990s different H-bond descrip-
tors based on experimental data or theoretical procedures
have been proposed for the use in QSAR. We mention the
overall H-bond descriptors of Abraham25 and similar
descriptors of Zhang et al.,31 which are based on experi-
mental data, and also theoretical descriptors of Famini and
co-workers.32–35 In the latter approach H-bond acidity is
represented by a covalent term, ea , the magnitude of the
difference between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the solute and the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of water, and an electrostatic term, q+


representing the largest positive formal charge on a
hydrogen atom in the solute. The H-bond basicity is defined
by a covalent term, eb (the difference between the HOMO of
the solute and the LUMO of water), and an electrostatic
term, q2 (the most negative formal charge in the solute
molecule).


Twelve H-bond descriptors based on enthalpy and free
energy parameters were proposed earlier for use in QSAR:36


free energy and enthalpy parameter values for the strongest
H-bond donor atom in the molecule (Cd max and Ea max ), the
sum of Cd and Ed values for all H-bond donor atoms in the
molecule (∑Cd and ∑d ), the sum of Ca and Ea values for all
H-bond acceptor atoms in the molecule ((∑Ca and ∑Ea ) and
also ∑Cd/MW (MW=molecular weight), ∑Ed /MW, ∑Ca/
MW and ∑Ea/MW. Factor values are estimated from
HYBOT.Factor database. The factor value of the nearest
neighbour is used in the case of the absence of the studied
compound in this database. The successful application of
these H-bond descriptors has been demonstrated.36–39 New
examples of its applications are presented below.


Quantitative description of lipophilicity of compounds


It has been proposed40, 41 that partition coefficients encode
two major structural contributions: a volume-related term
(describing steric bulk effects) and a term which reflects
interactions such as dipole–dipole and hydrogen bonding.
The results of our first investigation of the contribution of
H-bond ability in octanol–water partition coefficient (logP)
of carbonyl and hydroxyl compounds were published
recently.42 Molecular volume (MV) was used in that work to
account for the volume-related term. Further work with
other classes of compounds showed that in the case of the


use of MV and ∑Ca there are non-zero values for the
intercepts in equations correlating logP. For this reason, it
was decided to test different volume-related terms together
with H-bond descriptors for the training set containing
different types of compounds (nitriles, amines, carbonyl
compounds, ethers, esters, alcohols, phenols, compounds
with phenyl, nitro and halogen groups, acids). Five volume-
related terms [molecular weight (MW), surface area (SA),
molar volume (MV), molecular refractivity (MR) and
polarizability (Pol)] were used together with Ca max , ·Ca ,
·Ca /MW, Cd max ∑Cd and ∑Cd/MW. Only one volume-
related term among those mentioned above could be used
because of intercorrelations amongst the others. The best
result was obtained using polarizability and H-bond accep-
tor strength:


log P=20·01(±0·08)+0·249(±0·005)Pol


20·68(±0·02)·Ca


n=234, r=0·961,


s=0·34, F=1383, SDEP=0·35 (17)


The intercept is non-significant. We note that including an
H-bond donor descriptor in equation (19) did not improve
the relationship in spite of the presence of 80 H-bond donors
in the training set.


Abraham and Chadna43 published results of the applica-
tion of the solvation equation for logP in the following
form:


logP=(0·09±0·02)+(0·56±0·01)r2 2 (1·05±0·02)p2H


+(0·03±0·02)∑a2H 2 (3·46±0·03)∑b2H (18)


+(3·81±0·01)Vx


n=613, r2 =0·995, s=0·116,


F=23 162


where r2 is the excess molar refraction, p2H is the solute
dipolarity/polarizability, ∑a2H is the solute overall or
effective hydrogen bond acidity, ∑b2H is the solute overall
or effective hydrogen bond basicity and Vx is the McGowan
characteristic volume. In view of the many terms used, the
statistical parameters of equation (18) are expected to be
better compared with equation (17). However, the H-bond
parameters of equation (18) were calculated from the same
equation.43 Also for that reason it is no surprise that the
standard deviation of equation (18) has a smaller value
compared even with the usual error of experimental
determination of logP. Equation (17) in contrast to equation
(18) has only two parameters of clear physical significance.
Also, the standard deviation of equation (17) is at the level
of the experimental error, demonstrating that the use of two
parameters (volume-related term and H-bond acceptor term)
is sufficient for the quantitative description of logP.


It is obvious also from equation (17) that the polariz-
ability and H-bond acceptor strength have opposite
contributions to lipophilicity. The values for polarizability
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and H-bond acceptor ability in log P for some polyfunc-
tional compounds calculated with equation (17) are
presented in Table 2. As a consequence of the predominant
H-bond acceptor strength compared with polarizability, the
first four compounds in Table 2 have negative logP values.
In the other two compounds the contributions of polariz-
ability are larger than the H-bond acceptor strength
influence. In consequence, these compounds have positive
logP values.


Solubility of compounds in water


A similar approach was used for the quantitative description
of the solubility of liquid neutral polar organic compounds
in water. The results are presented in the following
equation:


log 1/S=20·42(±0·20)+0·17(±0·11)Pol


20·13(±0·04)·Ca +0·08(±0·06)∑Cd (19)


n=45, r=0·925, s=0·42, F=81·4, SDEP=0·46


QUANTITATIVE H-BOND ABILITY–PERMEABILITY
RELATIONSHIP STUDY


A number of physicochemical descriptors, such as log P, the
difference between logP for octanol–water and cyclohex-
ane–water system (DlogP), MW and water-accessible
surface area (ASA), are commonly used for the estimation of
permeability properties,45 assuming that DlogP assesses
hydrogen bond capacity. We used directly H-bond descrip-
tors for QSAR analyses of permeability. Table 3 contains
experimental human skin permeation data (log Kp ) taken
from Ref. 44, polarizability and H-bond descriptors and also
calculated logKp values (joint research with Dr K.-J.
Schaper, Borstel Research Institute, Germany) for 17
phenols. The only H-bond donor factor values give a fairly
stable correlation with permeability for those compounds:


logKp =23·39(±0·59)+0·71(±0·21)∑Cd (20)


Table 2. Estimation of logP from polarizability and H-bonding factor


Contribution
to logP LogP


Compound ∑Ca Pol ∑Ca Pol Calc. Exp.


Chloroacetamide 3·80 8·00 22·57 1·99 20·59 20·53
Acetaldoxime 2·64 5·59 21·79 1·39 20·41 20·12
Ethanolamine 4·16 6·43 22·82 1·60 21·23 21·30
Nicotinamide 5·88 13·19 23·98 3·28 20·71 20·37
Hydroquinone 3·00 11·32 22·04 2·82 0·77 0·59
Dimethyl disulphide 1·50 10·44 21·02 2·60 1·57 1·77


Table 3. Permeability data, polarizability and H-bond ability of phenols


LogKp


[calc.,
Compound Pol ∑Ca ∑Cd LogKp* equation (21)]


Phenol 10·71 1·37 22·49 25·64 25·36
Resorcinol 10·98 2·36 25·00 27·18 26·92
p-Nitrophenol 12·55 2·43 23·65 25·81 25·98
m-Nitrophenol 12·55 3·26 23·49 25·81 25·88
Methyl hydroxybenzoate 14·81 3·54 22·73 25·60 25·26
m-Cresol 12·54 1·47 22·44 25·37 25·22
o-Cresol 12·54 1·61 22·27 25·36 25·11
p-Cresol 12·54 1·31 22·44 25·31 25·22
2-Naphthol 17·98 1·99 22·64 25·11 25·02
o-Chlorophenol 12·64 1·92 22·18 25·04 25·05
p-Ethylphenol 14·38 1·32 22·44 25·01 25·11
3,4-Xylenol 14·38 1·52 22·28 25·00 25·01
p-Bromophenol 13·33 1·55 22·83 25·00 25·42
p-Chlorophenol 12·64 1·61 22·91 25·00 25·51
Thymol 18·05 1·60 22·01 24·83 24·62
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 16·49 2·61 22·21 24·78 24·84
2,4-Dichlorophenol 14·56 2·27 22·48 24·78 25·12
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n=17, r=0·883, s=0·28, F=53·1, Rcv=0·814


Addition of polarizability parameters Pol slightly improves
the correlation:


logKp =24·44((±1·43)+0·63(±0·22)∑Cd


+0·06(±0·08)Pol (21)


n=17, r=0·904, s=0·27, F=31·3, Rcv=0·817


QUANTITATIVE H-BOND ABILITY–BIOLOGICAL
ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP STUDIES


Because H-bond descriptors reflect an important part of the
ability of compounds to form intermolecular complexes, it
is possible to use them in almost any investigation of
structure–biological activity relationships. The high statis-
tical significance of equation (19) allows one to estimate
quantitative relationships between activity and H-bond
strength in the cases where the important role of lipophi-
licity is already established. For example, the well known
dependence of tadpole narcosis (log C)45 on log P for simple
chemicals may be presented by an equation containing two
parameters (polarizability and H-bond acceptor ability):


log 1/C=0·49(±0·20)+0·23(±0·02)Pol20·42(±0·05)∑Ca


(22)


n=85, r=0·954, s=0·33, F=413·1, Rcv=0·950


In the description of tadpole narcosis on the basis of Wilson
and Famini’s approach34 the equation contains four param-
eters:


log C=7·46(±4·65)22·16(±12·00)Vmc /100
242·00(±5·76)p1 225·2(±4·36)eb


+4·11(±6·27)q (23)


n=41, r=0·970, s=0·29, F=141


However, the interaction of molecules with their bio-
logical receptors requires in almost all cases that the
three-dimensional (3D) structure is taken into account. That
is why 3D H-bond descriptors for QSAR and molecular
modelling are necessary. We have proposed46 a 3D QSAR
description of structure by means of spectra of interatomic
distances. The spectra of interatomic distances of H-bond
donor atoms in some porphyrins which have essential anti-
HIV-1 activity (Ki ) are presented in Figure 2. The spectra
were obtained by means of the program MOLTRA
(MOLecular Transform Analysis) which uses HYBOT for
the calculation of 2D H-bond descriptors; and spectra of
interactions between donor atoms, spectra of interactions
between acceptor atoms and spectra of interactions of donor
and acceptor atoms. In principle, each point of such a
spectrum can be used as a 3D H-bond descriptor. In the
discussed training set the distances between external H-
bond donor substituents were essentially different. Thus the
3D H-bond descriptor connected with the interaction of
such H-bond donor groups (HB-211·4A) together with the


quantum-chemical descriptor (LUMO, energy of the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) essentially contributed in
activity of the compounds (joint investigation with Dr A. N.
Razdolsky, LCAMD):


logKi =26·56(±1·44)22·24(±0·11)LU-
MO+0·05(±0·03)HB-211·4A (24)


n=17, r=0·904, s=0·27, F=31·3,Rcv=0·817
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ELIMINATION KINETICS OF DL-MANDELIC ACID IN THE GAS PHASE
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DL-Mandelic acid was pyrolyzed in a static reaction vessel over the temperature range 300·1–340·0 °C and pressure
range of the substrate 15·2–52·1 Torr. The reaction, in a seasoned vessel and in the presence of the free radical inhibitor
cyclohexene, is homogeneous, unimolecular and obeys a first-order rate law. The reaction yielded benzaldehyde, CO,
H2O and small amounts of benzyl alcohol and CO2. The rate coefficients followed the Arrhenius equation: log k1


(s21)=(12·54±0·12)2 (171·3±1·4) kJ mol21 (2·303RT)21. The present result may imply a unimolecular elimination
involving a semi-polar five-membered cyclic transition-state mechanism. Steric factor appears not to be important in
rate enhancement. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In association with the results on the gas-phase elimination
of 2-halocarboxylic acids,1, 2 where the acidic H of the
COOH group assists the elimination of the halogen atom in
a semi-polar five-membered cyclic transition state, several
2-hydroxycarboxylic acid pyrolyses were examined. In this
respect, a correlation of rate increase in the homogeneous,
unimolecular gas-phase dehydration process from primary
to tertiary 2-hydroxycarboxylic acids was obtained.3 More-
over, later work showed that an increase in the bulkiness of
the alkyl group at the 2-position of the 2-hydroxycarboxylic
acids gave a small but a significant increase in rate
coefficients.4 In this respect, the electronic transmission of
the alkyl groups, without underestimating steric accelera-
tion as a possible important factor, was believed to enhance
the pyrolysis rate of these substrates. The mechanism of
these reactions was suggested to proceed via a semi-polar
five-membered cyclic transition state as shown in equation
(1).


It is interesting to consider several earlier studies where
high molecular weight aliphatic aldehydes were prepared by
distillation following 2-hydroxy acid decomposition,5, 6


while degradation of disubstituted glycolic acids in the
presence of lead tetraacetate led to the formation of the
corresponding ketone.7


To obtain additional information about the extent of the
nature of the transition state of these gas-phase eliminations,
with the premise that the C—OH bond polarization is rate
determining, the high stabilization of the C—OH bond by


the benzylic part of a molecule, such as mandelic acid, may
give rise to an effective assistance of the acidic hydrogen of
the COOH group for a faster dehydration process. Conse-
quently, this work was aimed at studying the homogeneous
pyrolytic elimination kinetics of DL-mandelic acid in the gas
phase.


* Correspondence to: G. Chuchani.


Table 1. Stoichiometry based on the Pf/P0 ratioa


Temperature (°C) P0 (Torr) Pf (Torr) Pf/P0


310·0 26 71 2·73
320·1 27 73 2·67
330·1 32·5 91 2·80
340·0 25·3 68·3 2·70


a P0 = initial pressure; Pf =final pressure
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The molecular elimination of DL-mandelic acid (a-hydroxy-
phenylacetic acid) in a seasoned static reaction vessel was
studied in the temperature range 300·1–340·0 °C and
pressure range 15·2–52·1 Torr. The reaction, after a very
long period of time, can be described by equation (2).


The theoretical stochiometry based on the main reaction


[equation (2), path 1] demands Pf =3P0, where Pf and P0 are
the final and initial pressure of the substrate, respectively.
The average experimental Pf /P0, values measured after 10
half-lives and at four different temperatures was 2·72 (Table
1). The resulting departure from the required theoretical
stoichiometry was due to the parallel decarboxylation
process to give a small amount of benzyl alcohol in ca 11%
yield [equation (2), path 2]. Otherwise, the yields of
pyrolysis products, within the range of rate determination
and up to 60% decomposition, are only benzaldehyde, CO
and H2O.


The verification of the stoichiometry of equation (2), path
1, was possible by comparing the percentage decomposition
of the substrate mandelic acid as predicted from pressure
measurements with the quantitative analysis of the product
benzaldehyde (Table 2). The formation of a small amount of
benzyl alcohol [equation (2), path 2] was monitored by the
quantitative chromatographic analysis of this product after
50% decomposition of the substrate (Table 3). The homoge-
neity of this reaction was examined by using a packed
reaction vessel with a six times greater surface-to-volume
ratio than the unpacked reaction vessel. The rate coefficients
were unaffected in packed and unpacked vessels seasoned
with the products of decomposition of allyl bromide.
However, after several runs of the substrate in the packed
and unpacked clean Pyrex vessels, no differences in the rate
coefficients were obtained (Table 4). Apparently, the surface
of the reaction was deactivated by pyrolyzing the substrate
under study until reproducible k values were obtained.


The absence of a free radical process in this elimination
process was examined by carrying out several runs in the
presence of different proportions of cyclohexene as inhib-


Table 2. Stoichiometry based on the pressure vs chromatographic
analysis at 320·1 °C


Time (min) 1·5 3 6 9
Reaction (%) (pressure) 19·9 38·8 59·1 65·7
Benzaldehyde (%) (chromatography) 20·8 37·5 57·8 62·5


Table 3. Formation of benzyl alcohol at 320·1 °C


Time (min) 5·2 10 40 51 83
Reaction (%) (pressure) 55·8 68·5 74·8 78·5 90·1
Benzyl alcohol (%) (chromatography) 0·6 1·2 4·5 5·7 9·2


Table 4. Homogeneity of the reaction


Temperature
(°C) S/V (cm21) 104k1 (s21)


Aa Bb


300 1 8·77 8·66
6 8·89 8·55


320 1 28·18 28·39
6 28·61 28·58


300 1 88·56 88·98
6 88·98 88·28


a Clean Pyrex vessel and after several runs with the substrate.
b Seasoned vessel with allyl bromide.


Table 5. Effect of the inhibitor cyclohexene on rates at 320·1 °C


P0 (substrate) P0 (Inhibitor) 104k1


(Torr) (Torr) Pi/P0 (s21)a


33·3 – – 28·55
41·2 145·3 1·2 28·37
43·0 101·5 2·3 28·47
52·1 159·0 3·1 28·07
15·2 65·5 4·3 28·23


a Rates determined up to 55% reaction.


Table 6. Invariability of the rate coefficients with initial pressure at
320·1 °C


P0 (Torr) 15·2 26·4 40·1 43·0 52·1
104k1 (s21) 28·23 28·27 28·04 28·47 28·07


Table 7. Temperature dependence of rate coefficients


Temperature (°C) 300·1 310·0 320·1 330·1 340·0
104k1 (s21) 8·66 15·58 28·39 50·34 88·98


Log k1 (s21)=(12·54±0·12)2 (171·3±1·4) kJ mol21 (2·303RT)21


(r=0·999979)


Table 8. Variation of rate coefficient with temperature for the
benzyl alcohol formation


Temperature (°C) 310·0 320·1 330·1 340·0
104k1 (s21) 0·92 1·92 3·74 7·19


Log k1 (s21)=(13·15±0·40)2 (202·7±4·6) kJ mol21 (2·303RT)21


(r=0·999907)
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itor (Table 5). This substrate was always pyrolyzed in
seasoned vessels and in the presence of at least twice the
amount of the free radical suppressor cyclohexene. No
induction period was observed and the rates were reproduci-
ble with a standard deviation not greater than 5% at the
working temperature.


The rate coefficients of the hydroxy acid substrate,
calculated from k1 =(2·303/t)log[2P0/(3P0 2Pt)], were found
to be invariable with initial pressure (Table 6). Plotting
log(3P0 2Pt) against time t gave a good straight line up to
50–60% reaction. The variations of the rate coefficients with
temperature are described in Table 7. The results given in
Table 7 lead by using the least-squares procedure and 90%
confidence limits, to the Arrhenius equation shown. The k
values for the formation of benzyl alcohol were determined
[equation (2), path 2] from k1 =(2·303/t)log [(2P0 2Pt)/P0],
while the variation of the rate coefficient with temperature is
as given in Table 8 (with a confidence limit of 0.9).


The consideration that the decomposition of 2-hydroxy-
carboxylic acids may proceed through a mechanism where
the C—OH bond polarization, in the sense of Cd+ · · · OHd2


is rate determining,3, 4 appears to find support from the
results shown in Table 9. In this respect, because of the
greater stabilization of the benzylic C—OH bond polariza-
tion of mandelic acid in the transition state, the direct
participation of the acidic H of the C=O of the COOH
group leads to a faster dehydration rate compared with lactic
acid. Apparently, the mechanism of this reaction, as in
2-hydroxycarboxylic acid decomposition,3, 4 appears to
proceed through a semi-polar five-membered cyclic transi-
tion state as shown in equation (3).


In the case of the small amounts of benzyl alcohol
obtained beyond the range of rate determination for 50%
decomposition [equation (2), path 2], the mechanism for the
process is different and may be rationalized according to
equation (4). This type of mechanism is nearly analogous to


the pyrolysis of benzoylformic acid in the gas phase.8


The results of the present work suggest that the
elimination processes of 2-hydroxy acids in the gas phase
are polar in nature. Moreover, steric acceleration may not be
an important factor for a faster elimination rate with
increase in the bulkiness of the alkyl group at the 2-position
of 2-hydroxycarboxylic acids.4


EXPERIMENTAL


The purity of better than 99·0% of the substrate DL-mandelic
acid (Aldrich) was checked by GLC (10% SP 1200–1%
H3PO4, Chromosorb W AW DMCS, 80–100 mesh) and
titration with a solution of 0·05 M NaOH. The products
benzaldehyde (Aldrich) and benzyl alcohol (Aldrich) were
quantitatively analyzed with the above column. The analy-
ses of CO and CO2 were performed with a Carbosieve B
(60–80 mesh) column. The identities of the substrate and
products were further verified by NMR and mass spec-
trometry.


The hydroxy acid was pyrolyzed in a static reaction
vessel, seasoned with allyl bromide, and in the presence of
at least twice the amount with respect to pressure of the
inhibitor cyclohexene (Table 4). The rate coefficients were
determined manometrically up to 50–60% reaction. The
temperature was controlled within ±0·2 °C by a Shinko
DIC-PS resistance thermometer temperature controller and
measured with a calibrated platinum/platinum–13% rho-
dium thermocouple. No temperature gradient was found in
the reaction vessel when measured with a thermometer
introduced around the heated aluminum block. The sub-
strate mandelic acid, dissolved in dioxane (Merck, 99·5%
pure), was injected directly into the reaction vessel with a
syringe through a silicone-rubber septum.
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SUBSTITUTION OF 9-(a-BROMO-a-ARYLMETHYLENE)FLUORENES
BY THIOLATE IONS IN AQUEOUS ACETONITRILE†
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The substitution of 9-(a-bromo-a-arylmethylene)fluorenes by MeS2 and p-TolS2 ions in 80% MeCN–20% H2O is a
second-order reaction. With MeS2 , for the change of the a-aryl group, Hammett’s r=1·07 in MeCN. The reaction rate
decreases on increasing the water content of the medium. The reactions proceed by the AdN–E route and no competitive
SN1 reaction was observed. The expected influence of the changes in the substituent, solvent, nucleophile and nucleofuge
on the competition between the AdN–E and SN1 reactions was analyzed. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The two most common mechanisms for nucleophilic
substitution at a vinylic carbon are the bimolecular addi-
tion–elimination and the monomolecular SN1 routes.2 In
contrast with the aliphatic SN2 and SN1 routes, whose
transition states can be regarded as the extremes of a general
situation in which the entering nucleophile, the leaving
nucleofuge and the attacked carbon are colinear and the
routes differ in the extents of bond formation and cleavage,3


the situation differs in vinylic systems. In the SN1 route
[equation (1), route (a)], the nucleofuge (LG) leaves from
the plane of the double bond, and the nucleophile (Nu2 )
then reacts with the empty p orbital in the plane.4 In the
nucleophilic addition–elimination route AdN–E [equation


(1), route (b)], the nucleophile attacks and the nucleofuge
leaves from a plane perpendicular to the C——C plane.5 In-
plane back-side nucleophilic attack has been discussed in
recent years, but an unequivocal example for it is still
unavailable.6 Consequently, the two routes are independent
and a situation can be visualized where both routes proceed
simultaneously. It is of interest to study such a situation.


We have shown previously7 that the substitution of 9-(a-
bromo-a-p-methoxyphenylmethylene)fluorene (1a) pro-
ceeds by either route (a) or (b) under different conditions. In
a solvolyzing solvent such as aqueous EtOH, in the
presence of the weak nucleophile AcO2 the reaction
follows the SN1 route. In contrast, in the presence of the
strong thio nucleophiles PhCH2S


2 and p-TolS2 , the
reaction follows the addition–elimination route.7 As
expected, route (b) is accelerated when the nucleophile
becomes stronger.


Many mechanistic criteria distinguish between the two
routes. These involve the kinetics, the effect of solvent,
nucleophile and nucleofuge, the nature of the a- and b-
substituents and the stereochemistry of the reaction.


The operation of the two routes for 1a under appreciably
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different conditions suggests that 1a and closely related
compounds could be suitable substrates to detect the
simultaneous operation of the two nucleophilic vinylic
substitution routes. A systematic way to find an appropriate
system and conditions is by a gradual variation of one or
more of the parameters mentioned above. In the present
work, we studied the effect of three parameters on the
bimolecular reaction of system 1: (i) the effect of a-
substituents, which range from the electron-donating anisyl
(1a) to the electron-withdrawing p-nitrophenyl (1f),8 (ii) the
effect of the solvent (ranging from 5 to 30% aqueous
MeCN) and (iii) the effect of nucleophile (MeS2 and p-
TolS2 ). A preliminary search for conditions for the
operation of the SN1 route was also conducted, both with 1a,
which is the most favorable substrate for this route in the
monosubstituted series, and for the polysubstituted com-
pound 2,9 which should be more activated for the SN1
route.


RESULTS


a-Bromo-9-arylmethylenefluorenes (1) were available from
the bromination of 9-arylmethylenefluorenes.8 (a,3',5'-Tri-
bromo-2',4',6'-trimethoxyphenylmethylene)fluorene 2 was
obtained from bromination of 9-(29,49,69-trimethoxyphe-
nylmethylene)fluorene, which was obtained, in turn, from
the condensation of fluorene with 2,4,6-trimethoxybenzal-
dehyde.9


Solvolysis


Solvolysis of 1a in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) containing a
three-fold excess of Et3N gave only the corresponding
substitution product, 9-(p-methoxyphenyl-a-trifluoroethox-
ymethylene)fluorene (3) [equation (2)].


In 90% DMSO–10% H2O or in 75% MeCN–25% H2O
mixtures, solvolysis of 1a did not take place even at 130 °C
after 70 h. Surprisingly, even the addition of 0·05–0·25
molar equivalents of AgNO3, Ag2CO3 or AgOAc to the
solution of 1a in DMSO did not give the solvolysis
product.


From attempted solvolyis of 2, which is simultaneously
activated to solvolysis by three methoxy groups and
deactivated by the two bromines, in 70% MeCN–30% H2O
in the presence of a six-fold excess of Et3N, we isolated both
fluorene and fluorenone. We failed to isolate the other
cleavage product which should contain the C6Br2(OMe)3


moiety.


Bimolecular substitution


The reaction of 1a–f with sodium methanethiolate
(MeS2 Na+ ) or sodium p-toluenethiolate (p-TolS2 Na+ ) in
MeOH or EtOH afforded the thioether substitution products
4 in good yield [equation (3)]. In contrast, the starting
material was recovered unchanged from reaction of the
vinyl bromide 2 with p-TolS2 even after 73 h at 130 °C in
MeOH in a sealed tube.


The reactions of 1a–f with MeS2 and of 1d–f with p-
TolS2 were followed spectrophotometrically in aqueous
MeCN by monitoring the increase of the absorption at the
lmax of the substitution products 4(ca 350 nm), using 13·3-
and 33·3-fold excesses of p-TolS2 and MeS2 , respectively,
over 1.


The initial pseudo-first-order rate coefficients, divided by
the RS2 concentration, gave relatively constant second-
order rate coefficients (k2). Their values in 80% MeCN at
several temperatures, together with the derived activation
parameters, are given in Table 1. The Hammett’s r value for
the reaction with MeS2 at 40 °C is 1·07±0·03 (n=6,
r=0·998).


The reaction was also investigated for systems with
electron-donating (1a) and electron-withdrawing (1e) sub-
stituents in several water–MeCN mixtures (Table 2). The k2


values decreased on increasing the water content of the
medium, by 43-fold from 5% H2O–95% MeCN to 20%
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H2O–80% MeCN for 1a and by 50-fold from 5% H2O–95%
MeCN to 30% H2O–70% MeCN for 1e. We found no
ionizing parameter Y values for MeCN–H2O mixtures in the
water-rich region. However, Bentley’s YOTs values are
available for such mixtures in the water-rich region,10a and
they and the value in pure MeCN10a are linearly related to
the volume percentage of MeCN in the mixture. A nearly
parallel line was found for the solvolysis of AnSO2Cl in the
0–90% MeCN–H2O region,10b allowing the estimation of
approximate YOTs values. The log k2 values were linear with
these YOTs values and their slopes (m) are m=20·93 for 1e
at 30 °C (r=0·99, SD=0·07) and 21·50 for 1a at 60 °C
(r=0·99, SD=0·11).


DISCUSSION


The bimolecular AdN-E route


The second-order behavior summarized in Table 1 indicates
that in 80% MeCN–20% H2O all six substrates react by the
bimolecular AdN–E route [equation (1), route (b)] with the
thio nucleophiles MeS2 and p-TolS2 at the whole tem-
perature range studied. The positive Hammett’s r value of
1·07 for the reaction with MeS2 is consistent with
formation of a negative charge on Ca in the transition state.


This conclusion is corroborated by the solvent effect
(Table 2). A decrease in the reaction rate of an anion with a


Table 1. Second-order rate coefficients for the reaction of RS2 with 9-(a-bromo-a-p-X-
substituted-arylmethylene)fluorenes (1) in 80% MeCN–20% H2O


a


R X Temperature (°C) 102k2 (M
21 s21) DH≠ (kcal mol21)b DS≠ (kcal e.u.)b


Me MeO 40 (1·34)c


60 3·22
70 4·7 8·3 251·3
80 6·95


Me Me 40 (1·88)c


60 4·32
70 5·88 7·7 252·5
80 8·88


Me H 40 3·02
50 4·88
60 7·42 8·7 248·4
70 11·4


Me Br 40 5·55
50 10·4 11·9 237·3
60 18·6


Me CN 10 0·94
20 2·50 16·5 222·4
30 6·55
40 14·0


Me NO2 10 1·32
20 4·42 16·0 223·4
30 9·72
40 18·8


p-Tol Br 40 (1·18)c


70 8·0 7·3 243·0
80 11·1


p-Tol CN 40 (4·2)c


50 7·2
60 11·4 10·0 245·7
70 18·8
80 29


p-Tol NO2 40 (11·4)c


50 22·8
60 48 13·2 233·3
70 85
80 144


a [1]=1·231024
M; [MeS2 Na+ ]=431023


M; [p-TolS2 Na+ ]=1·631023
M; k2 ±3%.


b DH≠ ±1·0 kcal mol21; DS≠ ±3 e.u.
c Extrapolated value from higher temperatures.
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neutral molecule with increase in the dielectric constant of
the medium is the expected outcome.


For both electron-donating and -withdrawing substi-
tuents, the increase in the dielectric constant on addition of
water to the acetonitrile decreased significantly the substitu-
tion rate, and more so for 1a with the electron-donating
p-anisyl group. Consequently, Winstein–Grunwald slopes
(m) based on the estimated YOTs values have appreciable
negative values.


Although MeS2 reacts faster than p-TolS2 , the reactivity
difference (based mostly on extrapolated k2 values at 40 °C)
are mostly small: kMeS2/kp-TolS2 =1·65, 3·3 and 4·7 for
reactions of 1f, 1e and 1d, respectively. By extrapolation,the
ratio for 1a is expected to be 10–15. Indeed, PhCH2S


2


shows a 12·6-fold higher reactivity than p-TolS2 with 1a in
80% EtOH.7


Since for the SN1 route a large negative r value for the
change of a substituents and a positive m value for the
change of the solvent are predicted, this route is unequivo-
cally excluded for our system.


Conditions for competition of routes (a) and (b)


Since the change in the a-substituent effect and the solvent
did not lead to competition of routes (a) and (b), it is worth
analyzing the conditions under which such a competition is
expected.


The half-life for the AdN-E reaction of the slower
substrate 1a with 0·004 M MeS2 is approximately 1 h at
80 °C in 80% MeCN–20% H2O. Based on the increase in
the kMeS2/kp-TolS2 ratio from 1·65 for 1f to 4·70 for 1d, we
will use a rough extrapolated ratio of 15 for 1a. The rate
increase for 1e from 75% MeCN–25% H2O to 80% MeCN–
20% H2O is 2·8. Consequently, the half-life for the reaction
of 1a with 0·004 M p-TolS2 in 75% MeCN–25% H2O at
80 °C will be at most 42 h. At a 1 :1 [p-TolS2 ]/[1a] molar
ratio of 1·231024, the half-life will be ca 1400 h.


In 75% MeCN–25% H2O, no solvolysis of 1a (by SN1) is
observed at 130 °C after 70 h. Assuming (a) that 2% of the
solvolysis product would have been detected and (b) a


25-fold rate increase from 80 to 130 °C, the half-life for the
SN1 solvolysis of 1a in 75% MeCN–25% H2O at 80 °C will
be <4·53104 h.


Consequently, even with the lowest reasonable thio
nucleophile concentration and with the most favorable
substrate studied, the SN1 reaction will still be >32-fold
slower than a competitive AdN-E route.


In order to make routes (a) and (b) competitive, the
present route (a)/route (b) reactivity ratio should increase by
2–3 orders of magnitude. Qualitatively such a change can be
achieved by using a more electron-donating a-aryl sub-
stituent, a more ionizing solvent, a better leaving group or a
weaker nucleophile. The present work gives some informa-
tion on these points.


The r values for a change of the a-aryl group in vinylic
solvolysis is 23·4 to 24·64 whereas for the AdN–E route
the value is about unity from this work. Consequently, a
change of the p-MeO of 1a (s+ =20·78) to a substituent (or
substituents) with s+ or Ss+ ≈21·5 should bring the route
(a)/route (b) reactivity ratio close to (or even higher than)
the desired ratio. We had tried to do so by introducing a
2,4-(MeO)2 or 2,4,6-(MeO)3 substituents into 1c, but the
accompanying increase in the reactivity of other sites of the
molecule prevented the preparation of the desired vinyl
bromides. Compound 2, which was one of the products of
this attempt,9 should have the required excessive degree of
activation, assuming that an o-MeO activates more than an
m-Br deactivates the SN1 route. However, whereas 2 reacted
in 70% MeCN–30% H2O, cleavage products of the double
bond rather than a solvolysis product were generated. Hence
this approach failed so far.


A change to a better leaving group than bromine, e.g. OTs
or OTf, should increase the SN1 reactivity and affect less the
rate-determining nucleophilic addition–elimination rate.
The tosylate analog of 1a is solvolytically 19·1-fold more
reactive than 1a in 70% acetone,11 and a triarylvinyl triflate
is almost five orders of magnitude more reactive than the
corresponding tosylate.12 In contrast, the reactivity order of
morpholine with p-O2NC6H4C(X)——C(CO2Et)2 in MeCN
for X is OTf (124)>OTs (17)>C1 (1) in the AdN–E route1


and since vinyl-Cl and vinyl-Br usually have similar
reactivities,2, 5 a change from Br to OTs will not affect much
the relative reactivity of both routes. In contrast, a change to
OTf will bring even more than the required increase in the
relative reactivity. However, we note that AdN reaction on
crowded vinyl triflates can take place on the sulfur atom
with an S—O rather than a C—O bond cleavage.1, 4


A change to a more polar solvent should be fruitful, since
the m value for the AdN–E route was found here to be
appreciably negative, and m values are positive for the SN1
route. However, we note that the large reactivity difference
persists in an already relatively high ionizing medium and
further increase in the ionizing power by addition of water
will most likely result in solubility problems.


The change to a poorer nucleophile seems to be the best
tool for increasing the route (a)/route (b) reactivity ratio.
The rate of route (a) will not be affected by such a change,


Table 2. Second-order rate coefficients for the reactions of 1a and
1e with MeS2 in MeCN–H2O mixturesa


102k2 (M
21 s21)


Solvent(v/v) 1a (60 °C) 1e (30 °C) YOTs
b


5% H2O–95% MeCN 140 85 22·60
10% H2O–90% MeCN 50 24·5 22·25
15% H2O–85% MeCN 17 12·5 21·90
20% H2O–80% MeCN 3·22 6·6 21·52
25% H2O–75% MeCN 2·4 21·16
30% H2O–70% MeCN 1·7 20·80
a [1]=1·231024


M; [MeS2 Na+ ]=431023
M; k2 ±3%.


b Estimated values. See text and Ref. 10.
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Table 3. Yields and analytical data for Fl=(SR)C6H4X-p


Calculated (%) Found (%)


R X Yield (%) M.p. (°C) C H N S Br Formula C H N S Br


p-Tol NO2 71 181–183 76·93 4·54 3·32 7·61 — C27H19NO2S 76·70 4·35 2·97 7·99 —
p-Tol CN 77 195–197 83·76 4·77 3·49 7·99 — C28H19NS 84·06 4·55 3·36 7·83 —
p-Tol Br 65 136–138 71·21 4·21 — 7·04 17·55 C27H19BrS 71·50 4·08 — 6·98 17·44
p-Tol H 61 165–166 86·13 5·35 — 8·52 — C27H20S 85·89 5·30 — 8·39 —
p-Tol Me 87 100–101 86·11 5·68 — 8·21 — C28H22S 85·97 5·54 — 8·02 —
Me NO2 80 158–159 72·05 4·53 4·20 9·62 — C21H15NO2S — 4·31 3·95 — —
Me CN 85 127–128 80·48 4·82 4·47 10·23 — C22H15NS 80·30 4·92 4·39 10·02 —
Me Br 70 162–163 65·40 4·12 — 8·73 21·76 C21H15BrS 65·64 4·27 — 8·51 21·52
Me H 90 134–135 83·96 5·37 — 10·67 — C21H16S 84·31 5·42 — 10·27 —
Me Me 70 133–134 83·40 6·00 — 10·60 — C22H18S 83·16 5·82 — 10·32 —
Me OMe 94 139–140 79·21 5·70 — 10·07 — C22H18OS 79·43 5·48 — 9·98 —
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whereas route (b) will become slower with a poorer
nucleophile. There is extensive room for such a change
since the thio nucleophiles which favor route (b) are among
the most reactive nucleophiles.


In the present work we had shown that p-cresolate ion
substitutes the bromine of 1a at 80 °C in DMSO. Since this
is not a solvolysis medium, the reaction probably proceeds
via route (b). We conclude that the use of such or a weaker
nucleophile in a more polar solvent should increase the
probability of a competing SN1 substitution.


EXPERIMENTAL


General. Melting points are uncorrected. NMR spectra
were recorded on Bruker WR 200 SY and AMX 400


instruments using CDCl3 as a solvent. UV spectra were
recorded on Kontron Uvikon 860 and Uvikon 930 instru-
ments. Mass spectra were recorded with a Varian MAT 311
instrument.


Materials. 9(a-Bromo-a-arylmethylene)fluorenes (1)
were obtained from Dr G. Lodder. Commercial p-cresol and
p-toluenethiol (Aldrich) were used after crystallization.
Sodium methanethiolate (Merck) and trifluorethanol
(Aldrich) were used without further purification. Spectro-
scopic-grade acetonitrile (Aldrich) was used.


Solvolysis of 1a in TFE. A solution of 1a (0·11 g,
0·3 mmol) in trifluoroethanol (7 ml) containing Et3N


Table 4. 1H NMR, UV and mass spectra of the substitution products Fl=C(SR)C6H4X-p(4)


1H NMR, d (ppm)


R X H-1a H-2b H-3b H-4a H-5c H-(6+7)c H-8c H-(2'+6')a H-(3'+5')a Xd Re


p-Tol OMe 6·26 6·85 7·21 7·68 7·78 7·38 8·96 7·18 6·92 3·79 2·23, 6·76, 7·15
Me 6·20 6·83 7·17 7·67 7·77 7·38 8·95 7·15 7·02 2·31 2·22, 6·90, 7·11
H 6·10 6·80 7·17 7·67 7·76 7·39 8·95 7·21d 7·21d 7·21d 2·22, 6·90, 7·15
Br 6·18 6·85 7·18 7·66 7·75 7·35 8·93 7·08 7·34 — 2·25, 6·92, 7·12
CN 6·05 6·83 7·20 7·67 7·76 7·40 8·93 7·31 7·50 — 2·24, 6·91, 7·11
NO2 6·07 6·82 7·20 7·67 7·74 7·41 8·96 7·39 8·09 — 2·23, 6·92, 7·14


Me OMe 6·16 6·85 7·14 7·66 7·76 7·36 8·72 7·27 7·02 3·89 2·00
Me 6·11 6·83 7·14 7·67 7·76 7·37 8·70 7·32 7·23 2·48 2·00
H 6·01 6·80 7·13 7·66 7·75 7·48 8·70 7·37c 7·37c 7·37c 1·98
Br 6·14 6·87 7·18 7·67 7·76 7·38 8·71 7·27 7·67 — 2·01
CN 6·00 6·86 7·20 7·69 7·76 7·41 8·72 7·55 7·85 — 2·00
NO2 6·02 6·83 7·19 7·68 7·77 7·40 8·72 7·60 8·41 — 2·00


a Doublet.
b Triplet.
c Multiplet.
d Singlet.
e All Me signals at 1·98–2·25 ppm are singlets. For R=p-Tol the signals are the centers of protons A and B in an AB quartet.


UV, lmax (nm) («) MS, m/z (relative abundance (%), assignment)


237 (50440), 354 (18140) 406 (100, M), 299 (9, M2An), 283 (79, M2STol), 252 (40, M2STol2OMe)
237 (56000), 352 (22000) 390 (42, M), 299 (14, M2Tol), 267 (40, M2STol), 252 (100, M2STol2Me)
237 (48000), 350 (19500) 376 (100, M), 285 (6, M2Tol), 253 (73, M2STol)
236 (39000), 255 (22200), 263 (21900), 350 (14700) 456, 454 (61, 56, M), 333, 331 (5,4, M2STol), 252 (100, M2STol2Br)
236 (48800), 254 (29800), 263 (29400), 349 (15500) 401 (100, M), 386 (10, M2Me), 310 (5, M2Tol), 299 (27, M2C6H4CN), 278 (39,


M2STol), 277 (93, M2H2STol)
195 (50900), 230 (40600), 263 (30600), 334 (16100) 421 (100, M), 406 (8, M2Me), 298 (25, M2STol), 252 (50, M2STol2NO2)
197 (60000), 237 (55900), 352 (24100) 330 (100, M), 315 (22, M2Me), 285 (22, M2Me2CH2O), 284 (21,


M2Me2OMe), 283 (13, M2SMe), 239 (30, M2C7H7)
192 (61700), 238 (51800), 351 (23400) 314 (100, M), 299 (27, M2Me), 284 (46, M22Me), 267 (17, M2SMe), 251 (31,


M2Me2SMe)
187 (63300), 238 (51700), 350 (23400) 300 (100, M) 285 (51, M2Me), 284 (43, M2H2Me), 253 (22, M2SMe), 252


(45, M2H2SMe)
197 (52800), 237 (51100), 350 (22600) 380, 378 (72, 70, M), 365, 363 (4,4, M2Me), 284 (100, M2Me2Br), 252 (11,


M2Br2SMe)
197 (58500), 238 (57900), 351 (20700) 325 (100, M), 310 (67, M2Me), 278 (M2SMe), 252 (12, M2CN2SMe)
197 (54500), 203 (50400), 237 (49100), 264 (35800),
337 (20400)


345 (100, M), 330 (14, M2Me), 299 (25, M2NO2), 284 (43, M2NO2 2Me), 252
(63, M2NO2 2SMe)
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(0·1 ml, 1 mmol) was kept in a sealed ampoule for 70 h at
130 °C. After cooling, it was poured into ice–water (100 ml)
and the yellow precipitate formed was filtered and crystal-
lized from light petroleum, giving 9-(a-p-
methoxyphenyl  -a - trifluoroethoxymethylene) fluorene
as yellow crystals, m.p. 111–113 °C (85 mg, 75%). 1H NMR
(CDCl3), d: 3·94 (3H, s, OMe), 4·13 (2H, q, J=8·4 Hz,
CH2), 6·35 (1H, d, J=7·8 Hz, H-1), 6·91 (1H, t, J=7·3 Hz,
H-2), 7·10 (2H, d, J=7·6, An-H), 7·20 (1H, t, J=7·4 Hz, H-
3), 7·39 (2H, m), 7·44 (2H, d, J=7·6 Hz, An-H), 7·70 (1H,
m, H-8, 7·75–7·78 (1H, m), 8·29–8·34 (1H, m). Mass
spectrum (70 eV), m/z (relative abundance (%), assign-
ment): 382(96, M), 271 (100, M2CO2CH2CF3). Analysis:
calculated for C23H17F3O2, C 72·27, H 4·48, F 14·91; found,
C 72·05, H 4.36, F 15·24%.


Substitution of 1a with p-cresolate ion. To a solution of
p-TolONa (131 mg, 1 mmol) in DMSO (8 ml), 1a (181 mg,
0·5 mmol) was added and the mixture was heated at 80 °C
for 4 h, when TLC showed that all 1a had disappeared. The
mixture was poured into water (40 ml), filtered and the solid
obtained (60 mg, 32%) was crystallized from CH2Cl2,
giving 9-(a-p-methoxyphenyl-a-p-methylphenoxymethyle-
ne)fluorene as white crystals, m.p. 215 °C (48 mg, 25%). 1H
NMR (CDCl3), d: 2·23 (3H, s, Me), 3·83 (3H, s, MeO), 6·98
(8H, m, Ar-H), 7·22–7·27 (2H, m, Ar-H), 7·34 (1H, t,
J=7·3 Hz, Ar-H), 7·52 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz, Ar-H), 7·76 (2H,
m, Ar-H), 8·17 (1H, d, J=7·8 Hz, H-8). Mass spectrum
(70 eV), m/z (relative abundance (%), assignment): 390 (65,
M), 283 (58, M2OTol), 268 (22, M2OTol2Me), 133
(100, AnCO). Analysis: calculated for C28H22O2, C 86·13, H
5·68; found, C 86·25, H 5·75%.


Substitutions of compounds 1 with sodium p-toluene-
thiolate and methanethiolate. The following general
procedure was used for obtaining the substitution products.
To a solution of the bromide (0·7–1·0 g, 0·2–0·3 mmol) in
MeOH (5 ml) was added a solution of equimolar amount of
p-TolSNa in MeOH and the mixture was heated in a sealed
tube at 90 °C for 15–20 h. The precipitate formed after
cooling was filtered, washed with water (50 ml) and
crystallized from EtOH. The faster reaction with MeSNa
was performed at room temperature for 1f and at 40–50 °C
for 1d and 1e using 1·2–1·3 molar equivalents of MeS2 .
After water–CHCl3 work-up, the solvent was evaporated
and the residue was crystallized from EtOH. Yields, melting
points and analytical and spectral data are given in Tables 3
and 4.


Kinetics. A 1·8 ml volume of a 2·1024
M solution of 1


and 1·2 ml of a 0·01 M solution of MeSNa or a 0·004 M


solution of p-TolSNa, both in 80% MeCN, were mixed in a
thermostated 1 cm UV cell and the reaction was followed
spectrophotometrically in the range 300–380 nm. Constant
isosbestic points (lmax =319, 328, 327, 325, 326 and 328 nm
for X=NO2, CN, Br, H, Me and MeO, respectively)


persisted during the experiments, indicating the absence of
side reactions. The plots of the logarithms of the optical
density vs time became curved at higher (75%) reaction
percentages. Consequently, although the reactions were
followed for up to 4·5 half-lives, initial rate constants were
calculated and are given in the tables. Several kinetic runs
were repeated and reproducibility of the rate constants was
±1·5%.


Reaction of 2. A solution containing 2 (0·1 g,
0·17 mmol) and Et3N (0·1 ml) in 70% MeCN–30% H2O
(8 ml) was kept in a sealed tube at 130 °C for 24 h. The
mixture was poured into water (100 ml), extracted with
CHCl3 (2310 ml) and the extract was washed with water
and dried (CaCl2). After evaporation of the solvent, TLC
showed three main spots. Chromatography on silica gave
fluorene (16 mg, 56%) and fluorenone (10 mg, 32%), which
were identified by comparison of their 1H NMR and IR
spectra with those of authentic samples.
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It is shown, by the MP2(fc)/6–31G**//HF/6–31G*+ZPE(HF/6–31G*) theoretical model and subsequent use of
homodesmic reactions, that the absolute proton affinities in disubstituted naphthalenes involving F and CN substituents
satisfy the simple additivity rule, which was previously found to hold in polysubstituted benzenes, the average absolute
error being close to 1 kcal mol21. The origin of the remarkable additivity of substituent effects in determining proton
affinities in substituted aromatics and the variations in the values are briefly discussed. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In previous investigations on polysubstituted benzenes, it
was shown that the independent substituent approximation
(ISA) leads to an extremely simple and useful rule of thumb
permitting rapid estimates of proton affinity (PA) values in
heavily substituted benzenes with good accuracy.1, 2 We
considered it worthwhile to examine PAs in other aromatics
to check the generality of the additivity rule. In fact, it is
plausible to assume that the additivity works even better in
larger aromatics, because perturbations exerted by the
substituents should be the smaller the larger the aromatic
system. Some preliminary calculations on polyfluorinated
naphthalenes strongly indicate that this is indeed the case.3


Proton affinities estimated by the additivity rule may be
useful as a guide in experimental work and perhaps even in
distinguishng different experimental ladders of PA values.4


In the present paper, we consider the joint effect of a
fluorine and a cyano group on the PAs in a number of
disubstituted naphthalenes (Figure 1). Unlike fluorine,
which is a strong s-electron acceptor and weak p-electron
donor, the CN group is both a s- and p-electron-
withdrawing substituent.


THEORETICAL MODEL


All calculations are based on the MP2(fc)/6–31G**//HF/
6–31G*+ZPE(HF/6–31G*) model, which in previous


investigations has been shown to be a very good com-
promise between feasibility and reliability.1 PA(add) values
are obtained from the additivity equation


PA(subst.naphth.)=PA(naphth.)+O
X


I(Xm )n (1)


where m denotes the position of the substituent and n the
protonation site. The increments I(Xm )n measure the change
in the PA value due to the presence of the substituent X and
are defined as the difference between the PAs of the
monosubstituted and the unsubstituted aromatic hydro-
carbon. It can be shown1 that the deviation from additivity
is given by D=d2d+ , where d and d+ are interference
energies induced by the substituent in the neutral and
protonated species, respectively. d and d+ are obtained from
the following homodesmic reactions, which are charac-
terized by the fact that the number and type of the chemical
bonds classified according their state of hybridization is
closely matched in reactants and products:5
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d and d+ are of the same sign and of comparable magnitude,
yielding small additivity errors D. Computations were
carried out by using the Gaussian 94 program.6


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Total molecular energies E and zero-point energies ZPE for
the molecules 1–8 and the corresponding protonated species
are given in Table 1. From these data the PA values and the
increments I(Xm )n for the F and CN (compounds 1–4)
substituents can be calculated; they are given in Table 2. In
Table 3, PA values for the disubstituted compounds 5–8
calculated at the MP2 level and by the additivity rule are
shown together with D values for the deviation from
additivity and interference energies d and d+ . The ab initio
MP2 calculated proton affinities are obtained using the
equation


PA(Bn )=[E(B)2E(B+
n )]+[ZPE(B)2ZPE(B+


n )] (3)


where B and B+
0 represent the base in question and its


conjugated acid, respectively, and n denotes the site of the
proton attack as usual. It appears that the additivity works
very well, as evidenced by the small D values, which with
one exception [D(81 )=1·5 kcal mol21; 1 kcal=4·184 kJ] are
near a 0·5 kcal mol21 margin or even smaller. As the MP2
model utilized here gives PA values for ring protonation in
very good accord with carefully determined experimental


data,1–3, 7 this means that the simple additivity estimates
reach in most cases the chemical accuracy of 1–2 kcal
mol21, which is in general achieved only by highly
advanced ab initio methods8 or by meticulously established
experimental scales.4 However, some caution should be
exercised in applying the additivity rule of thumb. Since it
is a simple model, PA values offered by this equation should
be considered as orientational information rather than as
exact results.


The surprisingly good performance of the ISA model can
be traced to relatively small d and d+ values, which in turn
have the same sign and therefore partially cancel in the
additivity expression.


It would be useful to put forward at least a qualitative
argument rationalizing the variation in PAs depending on
substitution and on the position of protonation. This is
provided by the localization index:9


L(d)=O
i


|di(CC)2d(CC)| (4)


where d̄ is the average CC bond distance and the summation
runs over all CC bonds of lengths di in the aromatic moiety.
A large L(d) value implies more pronounced double-bond
localization and a corresponding aromaticity defect. Esti-
mates of the aromaticity defect of the individual rings in
naphthalene can be obtained by confining the summation to
the corresponding fragment. It should be pointed out that
‘aromaticity’ is a somewhat vaguely defined term and that
different scales for determining the aromatic character are
available in the literature. One of the most recent criteria
vigorously pursued by Schleyer10 is the magnetic criterion
based on the molecular diamagnetic susceptibility. Here, a
simple structural gauge is employed which yields informa-
tion on aromaticity by using geometric data. For example,


Figure 1. Structural formulae and numbering of atoms of the molecules studied
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protonation of naphthalene in the a-position generally
increases the L(d) value of the protonated ring and
decreases that of the adjacent ring. Thus, protonation in the
1-position of 4 leads to L(d) values of 0·27 and 0·11 for the


protonated and the adjacent ring of 4, respectively, com-
pared with 0·15 for each ring in unprotonated napththalene.
Whereas a-protonation always leads to aromatization of the
adjacent ring, b-protonation offers a more complex picture:


Table 1. Total molecular energies E (au) and zero-point energies (ZPE, kcal mol21 ) of molecules 1–8 and
their protonated speciesa


Moleculeb E(HF) ZPE E(MP2) Moleculeb E(HF) ZPE E(MP2)


1 2482.20646 83·7 2483·68645 2 2482·20630 83·5 2483·68569
12 2482·53699 90·3 2484·00383 21 2482·54169 90·3 2484·00877
13 2482·52558 90·0 2483·99264 23 2482·53044 90·1 2483·99568
14 2482·54446 90·3 2484·01129 24 2482·52659 90·0 2483·99551
15 2482·53689 90·2 2484·00176 25 2482·53167 89·9 2483·99980
16 2482·52398 89·8 2483·99304 26 2482·53482 90·1 2483·99840
17 2482·53120 90·1 2483·99523 27 2482·52428 89·9 2483·99233
18 2482·53366 90·0 2484·00204 28 2482·53916 90·1 2484·00411
3 2475·09018 87·7 2476·67827 4 2475·09078 87·7 2476·67737
32 2475·39415 94·0 2476·97283 41 2475·40248 94·1 2476·97971
33 2475·40032 94·1 2476·97358 43 2475·40029 94·1 2476·97460
34 2475·39859 93·9 2476·97912 44 2475·40334 94·0 2476·97555
35 2475·40679 94·0 2476·98287 45 2475·40743 94·0 2476·97979
36 2475·40042 93·9 2476·97313 46 2475·39754 93·8 2476·97392
37 2475·39978 93·9 2476·97526 47 2475·40020 93·9 2476·97169
38 2475·40923 94·0 2476·98289 48 2475·40579 94·0 2476·98168
5 2573·93840 82·9 2575·68560 6 2573·93885 83·0 2575·68519
53 2574·24415 89·4 2575·97796 63 2574·24004 89·4 2575·97619
54 2574·23233 89·0 2575·97678 64 2574·25389 89·5 2575·98794
55 2574·24633 89·1 2575·98439 65 2574·25091 89·1 2575·98262
56 2574·24804 89·2 2575·97999 66 2574·23466 88·9 2575·97553
57 2547·23839 89·0 2575·97654 67 2574·24425 89·2 2575·97508
58 2574·25477 89·2 2575·98797 68 2574·24649 89·1 2575·98478
7 2573·94111 83·0 2575·68825 8 2573·93774 82·8 2575·68377
72 2574·23424 89·2 2575·97514 81 2574·23751 89·2 2575·97744
73 2574·25206 89·6 2575·98737 84 2574·25189 89·5 2575·98564
75 2574·24970 89·1 2575·98754 85 2574·25268 89·3 2575·98457
76 2574·24684 89·2 2575·97815 86 2574·23455 88·8 2575·97452
77 2574·23892 88·9 2575·97813 87 2574·24705 89·2 2575·97788
78 2574·25519 89·2 2575·98733 88 2574·24441 89·0 2575·98252


a ZPEs are HF/6–31G* values multiplied by 0·89. The conversion factor is 1 au=627·5095 kcal mol21.
b The protonation site is denoted by a subscript.


Table 2. Proton affinities of molecules 1–4 and the corresponding increments as obtained by the MP2
model (in kcal mol21 )a


Protonation site


Molecule Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


1 PA – 192·5 185·8 197·2 191·4 186·2 187·4 191·7
I(F1 )n – 2·0 24·7 2·4 23·4 24·3 23·1 23·1


2 PA 195·9 – 187·9 187·9 190·7 189·6 186·1 193·2
I(F2 )n 1·1 – 22·6 26·9 24·1 20·9 24·4 21·6


3 PA – 178·5 178·9 182·6 184·8 178·8 180·2 184·8
I(CN1 )n – 12·0 211·6 212·2 210·0 211·7 210·3 210·0


4 PA 183·3 – 180·1 180·8 183·5 180·0 178·5 184·7
I(CN2 )n 211·5 – 210·4 214·0 211·3 210·5 212·0 210·1


a Conversion factor: 1 au=627·5095 kcal mol21.
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whereas in most cases the aromatic character of both rings
decreases, the adjacent ring may also be stabilized depend-
ing on the relative positions of substituents and protonation
site.


In Table 4, total L(d) indices, which are approximately
equal to the sum of the indices for the individual rings, are
given for molecules 5–8. They are correlated with the MP2
PA values by the equation


PAcorr =194·4237·1 L(d) (5)


with an absolute average error «av =1·3 kcal mol21, although
the individual «=PA2PAcorr values show that the relation-


ship is more qualitative than quantitative. It does reveal,
however, that lower PA values are related to larger
aromaticity defects, as is evidenced by the negative
coefficient of L(d) in the equation (5). It is worth
mentioning that the L(d) criterion employed here is similar
to the localization energy (LE) concept used within the
Hückel theory a long time ago.11 There are, however, some
important differences too. In the LE model, the protonated
center is excluded and p-electrons only are considered. In
contrast, the L(d) index involves all CC bond distances, thus
simultaneously taking into account changes in both s- and
p-electrons.12 Finally, it should be kept in mind that the


Table 3. Proton affinities of compounds 5–8 as estimated by the MP2 model and the ISA additivity
rule of thumb, differences D between these two sets of PAs and the interference energies (d and d+ )


obtained by homodesmic reactions (2a) and (2b) (in kcal mol21 )a


Protonation site


Molecule Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


5 PA – – 177·0 176·6 181·3 178·4 176·5 183·4
PAad – – 176·3 175·7 180·7 177·9 175·8 183·2
D – – 0·7 0·9 0·6 0·5 0·7 0·2
d – – 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0
2d+ – – 20·3 20·1 20·4 20·5 20·3 20·8


6 PA – – 176·2 183·5 180·3 176·3 175·7 181·9
PAad – – 175·4 183·2 180·1 175·4 175·4 181·6
D – – 0·8 0·3 0·2 0·6 0·3 0·3
d – – 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0 1·0
2d+ – – 20·2 20·7 20·8 20·4 20·7 20·7


7 PA – 173·8 181·1 – 181·7 175·7 176·0 181·5
PAad – 173·8 180·9 – 181·7 175·7 175·9 181·4
D – 0·0 0·2 – 0·0 0·0 0·11 0·1
d – 20·3 20·3 – 20·3 20·3 20·3 20·3
2d+ – 0·3 0·5 – 0·3 0·4 0·4 0·4


8 PA 177·9 – – 182·7 182·3 176·5 178·2 181·3
PAad 176·4 – – 181·9 181·9 175·6 177·6 180·6
D 1·5 – – 0·8 0·4 0·9 0·5 0·7
d 1·5 – – 1·5 1·5 1·5 1·5 1·5
2d+ 0·0 – – 20·7 21·1 20·6 21·0 20·8


a Proton affinities predicted by additivity are denoted by PAad .


Table 4. Total localization indices L(d) and the corresponding PAs in compounds 5–8


System L(d) PA PAcorr « System L(d) PA PAcorr «


53 0·49 177·0 176·2 0·8 63 0·48 176·2 176·7 20·5
54 0·39 176·6 179·9 23·3 64 0·37 183·5 180·6 2·9
55 0·35 181·3 181·4 20·1 65 0·34 180·3 181·9 21·6
56 0·47 178·4 177·0 1·4 66 0·46 176·3 177·5 21·2
57 0·47 176·5 177·0 20·5 67 0·47 175·7 176·9 21·2
58 0·34 183·4 181·8 1·6 68 0·33 181·9 182·2 20·3
72 0·50 173·8 175·9 22·1 81 0·43 177·9 178·4 20·5
73 0·47 181·1 177·0 4·1 84 0·34 182·7 181·8 0·9
75 0·36 181·7 181·0 0·7 85 0·35 182·3 181·4 0·9
76 0·46 175·7 177·3 21·6 86 0·46 176·5 177·3 20·8
77 0·46 176·0 177·3 21·3 87 0·50 178·2 175·9 2·3
78 0·33 181·5 182·2 20·7 88 0·33 181·3 182·2 20·9
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aromaticity defect is only part of the protonation effect and
that the other factors might also be important in determining
the variation in PAs. However, we defer a detailed
discussion to a later stage when a large variety of widely
different substituents will be examined.


CONCLUSION


It is shown that the independent substituent approximation
(ISA) performs very well, yielding proton affinities in the
disubstituted naphthalenes examined with almost chemical
accuracy (1 kcal mol21 ). The origin of the surprisingly
good results offered by the additivity equation (1) is
identified. It is a consequence of the relatively small values
of the interference energies between substituents in the
initial neutral molecule (d) and in the resulting conjugated
acid (d+ ). They have the same sign as a rule. A crude linear
relationship between PAs and the aromaticity defect is
found in a family of disubstituted naphthalenes involving F
and CN substituents. Other factors influencing the variation
in PAs of substituted naphthalenes will be discussed in
forthcoming papers.
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Low-temperature (100 K) x-ray diffraction studies and ab initio calculations show significant localization of the
p-electron structure in 2,4,6-trimethoxy-s-triazine. Possible rationalizations for this observation are discussed. © 1997
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INTRODUCTION


Like the most aromatic p-electron system, benzene, which
contains six C—C bonds of equal length, s-triazine in the
gaseous,1 liquid2 and crystalline3 states has six C—N bonds
of equal length. As we shall show, this typical structural
feature of aromatic character is broken in the 2,4,6,-trime-
thoxy derivative, as shown by the x-ray structure4 and in
particular by low-temperature (100 K) x-ray measurements.
This effect is also observed in 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene.5


The dearomatization of the benzene ring due to non-
symmetrical substituents is clearly of potential interest in
synthetic  organic chemistry, since localization of the
p-electrons can change the reactivity and other physical or
chemical properties. The effect of alternation of the ring
bond lengths is best characterized by the HOSE model,6


which permits the estimation of relative Kekulé structure
contributions. In our previous study on anisole,7 it was
shown that the methoxy group induces shortening of the
adjacent ring C—C bond cis to the OMe group. A
remarkable finding was that, although the estimated
through-space interaction energy between the methoxy
group and the ring was small (ca 5 kJ mol21), an effect of
significant bond length alternation is propagated around the
whole ring (the relative Kekulé structure contributions were
52·6:47·4). Since s-triazine contains more polar bonds, we
might expect an even more enhanced effect of the methoxy
substituent on the ring geometry in methoxy-s-triazine


derivatives. This paper presents results for one such
compound.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Figure 1 shows the bond lengths of 1,3,5-trimethoxy-s-
triazine, as determined by an x-ray diffraction experiment


w Correspondence to: T. M. Krygowski.
Contract grant sponsor: Fundacja na Rzecz Nauki Polskeij;
Contract grant number: BST-24/95.


Figure 1. Low-temperature (100 K) bond lengths (ab initio values
in parentheses) in 2,4,6-trimethoxy-s-triazine. Esd values from the


covariance matrix for C—N bond lengths are typically 0·001 Å.
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carried out at 100 K [in parentheses are the values obtained
from a Hartree–Fock 6–311G(d,p) ab initio optimization,
imposing C3h symmetry]. Within experimental error the ring
is planar, and all three COCN dihedral angles are within a
few degrees of zero. The crystal packing shows no short
intermolecular contact. The CN bonds fall into two distinct
groups: the three bonds cis to the methoxy group have a
mean length of 1·324±0·003 Å and the three bonds trans to
the methoxy groups of 1·339±0·003 Å. Here we have taken
0.003 Å as a more realistic estimate of the absolute
experimental error on these bond lengths than the smaller
values computed from the covariance matrix. The observed
mean alternation of CN bond lengths is 0·015±0·003 Å,
which is still five times greater than this esd value.
Moreover, it is in excellent agreement with the bond length
alternation found in the ab initio calculation (0·018 Å).
Figure 2 shows the two possible resonance structures,
together with their relative contributions, computed using
the HOSE model which requires only the bond lengths7 (ab
initio values in parentheses). An alternative measure of the
p-electron delocalization (i.e. instead of the ring bond
length alternation) is based on  the electron distribution. The
bond ellipticity measures the degree of double bond
character using the two principal curvatures of the electron
density perpendicular to the bond.8 The two values obtained
for the ring C—N bonds in 2,4,6-trimethoxy-s-triazine
optimized at the 6–311G(d,p) level are 0.086 and 0.104,
respectively.


In order to obtain independent information on how these
subtle effects on ring geometry operate, we have also
optimized the geometry of monomethoxy-s-triazine by ab
initio 6–311G(d,p) calculations of the (lowest energy)
planar and perpendicular conformations (i.e. methoxy group
constrained to be perpendicular to the ring). In this way we
estimated the interaction energy of the methoxy group with
the ring from the associated barrier to rotation, which was
found to be 32·2 kJ mol21 (ignoring changes in stored
vibrational energy). Based on the calculated bond lengths of
the planar (lowest energy) structure, we derived HOSE-
estimated Kekulé structure ratio of 54·5:45·5. In
calculations where the COC bond angle, f, is decreased


from its optimum value (119·7°) by 5° and then 10° (the
other geometrical parameters being optimized), this ratio
changes to 55·9:44·1 and 57·5:42·5, respectively, as shown
in Figure 3. Hence forcing the O—C bond of the methoxy
group closer to the ring increases the p-electron localiza-
tion, as evidenced by the C—N bond length alternation. If
the Kekulé structure ratio is calculated only for bonds
N–1—C–2—N–3. i.e. for the situation representing only
local changes, then the appropriate ratios are 53·1:46·9,
54·9:45·1 and 57·1:42·9. The comparable effect observed in
the closest vicinity of the methoxy group demonstrates that
the whole ring is indeed responding to the perturbation.
(Figure 3).


Two conclusions may be drawn from the results pre-
sented above. First, the increased dearomatization shown by
the difference in relative Kekulé structure weights for
methoxy-s-triazine relative to anisole is consistent with the
larger interaction energy found for the methoxy substituent
and ring in the former case. The stronger interaction in the
triazine derivative is apparently due to the presence of
attractive intramolecular C—H· · ·N interactions. This could
be seen as a weak bifurcated H-bond, although the contact
distance of 2·67 Å is at the limit normally considered for
such bonds.


Second, the results obtained may be interpreted in terms
of the Hiberty–Shaik hypothesis9, 10 that the so-called
p-electron delocalization in the ring is a by-product of the
s-electron-imposed sixfold symmetry (of C—N bond
lengths) and is not a driving force by itself. This subtle
balance between s- and p-electron contributions to the
geometry of the ring is perturbed by interactions with the
substituent group, leading to an increase of p-electron
localization (bond alternation). Two kinds of effect may be
operating here: (i) a weak through-space interaction and (ii)
a through-bond interaction, such as the hyperconjugative
effect discussed by Maulitz et al., who studied symmetrical
triethyl derivatives of triazine and related compounds. Jug
and Koester12 showed that p-and s-electron contributions to
the total energy in 1,3,5-triazine are similar to those in
benzene. Hence there is qualitative similarity of the results
with those for anisole.7 Further theoretical investigations
into the nature of this bond length fixation are under way.13


Figure 2. Resonance structures of 2,4,6-trimethoxy-s-triazine
and their weights computed with HOSE (ab initio values in


parentheses).


Figure 3. Changes in the resonance structure contributions of
2-methoxy-s-triazine due to the bending of the C—O—C angle (f)


by 5° and 10°.
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EXPERIMENTAL


The x-ray structure determination at 100 K utilized equip-
ment and techniques which have been described
previously.14 Refinement on the 1874 unique reflections
with F>4s(F) using SHELX-9315 yielded an R value (based
on F) of 0.0356 and a goodness of fit of 1.23. Further details
of the crystal structure investigation may be obtained from
the Director of the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, quoting
the full journal citation.


The Hartree–Fock geometry optimization calculations
employed GAMESS16 running on a DEC Alpha Risc
workstation. The tolerance for optimization was set at 1024


a.u. for the maximum force on any nucleus, and one third of
this for the r.m.s. force. The ellipticity analysis of the charge
distribution in the ring employed the AIMPAC programs.17
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SOLVOLYSIS OF 1-ALKYL-1-CHLORO-
1-(4-METHYL)PHENYLMETHANES. NUCLEOPHILIC SOLVENT


INTERVENTION AND EXTENDED YBnCl SCALE
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The solvolysis of 1-alkyl-1-chloro-1-(4-methyl)phenylmethanes (4a–d) in aqueous acetone, aqueous ethanol, aqueous
methanol and ethanol–trifluoroethanol was studied. Grunwald–Winstein-type correlation analysis using the YBnCl scale
suggests significant nucleophilic solvent intervention in the case of 1-chloro-1-(4-methyl)phenylethane (4a). Increasing
bulkiness of the 1-alkyl substituent from methyl (4a) to ethyl (4b), to isopropyl (4c) and to tert-butyl (4d) resulted in a
gradual change to limiting SN1 mechanisms. The observed excellent linear correlations with YBnCl and the good solubility
in high-water-containing binary solvents made 4d a suitable reference standard for deriving more YBnCl values. A positive
azide salt effect was realized in the solvolysis of 4a but not 4d. A small decrease in the b-deuterium kinetic isotope effect
from 4a to 1-chloro-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)propane (5) suggested the presence of additional stabilization of the benzylic
cationic transition state. Howver, no relationship between k(CH3 )/k(CD3 ) and the solvent effect was found. The
superiority of employing the YBnCl scale over the combination of YCl and I scales in the mehanistic study was observed.
© 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Correlation analysis with the Grunwald–Winstein equation
(1)1 or (2)2 has long been employed as a diagnostic tool for
the study of solvent effects on solvolytic mechanisms:


log (k/k0 )=mY (1)


log (k/k0 )=mY+lN (2)


A variety of scales of solvent ionizing power Y, a kind of
empirical solvent polarity scale,3 have been developed.4


Recently, new YBnX scales were suggested to be superior to
YX scales in the study of several secondary and tertiary
benzylic bromides,5 chlorides,6 p-nitrobenzoates7 and tosy-
lates.8


Depression of the data point corresponding to log k
values measured in an isodielectric ethanol–trifluoroethanol
mixture9 from the linear plots was observed for the
solvolysis of several 2-aryl-2-propyl derivatives (1), and
nucleophilic solvent intervention was then deduced from the
variation in the electronic and steric factors of sub-
stituents.10, 11 Kevill and co-workers,12 on the other hand,
suggested a general preference for YX scales. In addition,


they proposed the use of new multiparameter equations (3
and 4) containing the aromatic ring parameter I 13 to
interpret the solvolytic behavior of benzylic substrates:


log (k/k0 )=mY+hI (3)


log (k/k0 )=mY+lN+hI (4)


However, several drawbacks and  disadvantages of such
approaches have been pointed out recently.14 More work
seems to be needed to ascertain which one is more suitable
for interpreting solvolytic mechanisms.


We have also extended our studies on benzylic solvolyses
to several other systems. One of them was 1-alkyl-1-aryl-
1-halomethanes. Previous work on both
1-aryl-1-chloroethanes (2)15 and 1-aryl-1-tert-butyl-
1-chloromethane (3)16 under different reaction conditions
led to the conclusion that an SN1 mechanism occurred in
most cases. The kinetic solvent isotope effect on the
methanolysis of 2 suggested ion-pair formation with the
attack of the solvent molecule at the carbocation in the pre-
equilibrium.15e On the other hand, an SN2+ mechanism was
found in the acetolysis of 1-tert-butyl-1-chloro-
1-(4-methoxy)phenylmethane.16b Addition of thiourea in the
solvolysis of 1-chloro-1-phenylethane and 1-tert-butyl-* Correspondence to: K.-T. Liu.
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1-chloro-1-phenylmethane resulted in a change in
mechanism.17


In this paper, we provide kinetic evidence to demonstrate
the presence of nucleophilic solvent intervention in the
solvolysis of 1-alkyl-1-chloro-1-(4-methylphenyl)methane
(4) and the importance of steric hindrance to this
effect. Moreover, an extended YBnCl scale to include the
values for high-water-containing solvents based on the
solvolytic reactivity of 1-tert-butyl-1-chloro-1-(4-methyl-
phenyl)methane (4d) is provided to circumvent the
limitation of the use of 2-aryl-2-chloroadamantane6 as a
reference standard.


RESULTS


The desired substrates were prepared by conventional
methods. 1-Alkyl-1-aryl-1-chloromethanes (4a–d) and


1-chloro-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)propane (5) were synthesized
by Grignard addition of arylmagnesium bromide to appro-
priate acyl chlorides, followed by reduction with sodium
borohydride and then chlorination with thionyl chloride.
Grignard reaction of methyl-d3-magnesium iodide with the
corresponding benzaldehyde, followed by the treatment


Table 1. Solvolytic rate constants for chlorides 4a–d


k(25 °C) (s21)b


Solventa 4a 4b 4c 4d


100E 1·0431025


90E 1·2231024


80E 5·5531024 9·7831027 c


70E 1·6131023 3·8031024 9·8631025 3·8631026 d


60E 5·1031023 1·2731023 3·4631024 1·1831025


50E 4·5731023 1·3731023 4·9631025


40E 2·5631024


80A 3·2531025


70A 2·4231024 4·9731025 4·5931027 e


60A 1·1031023 3·0231024 8·2631025 2·7331026 f


50A 1·5831023 4·9831024 1·6031025


40A 1·1531024


100M 1·2431024


90M 6·4831024 1·7431024 5·1331025 2·5731026 g


80M 2·2131023 7·2931024 2·3631024 1·0131025 h


70M 3·6831025


60M 8·2231023 2·8931023 1·2631024


50M 4·2531024


100T 1·0031021 3·8831022 2·8331022 1·2731023


80T–20E 9·4331023 4·2131023 2·3331023 9·7931025


60T–40E 1·1231023 5·3431024 2·4931024 1·0431025 i


70Tw 1·3631023


50Tv 1·5931023


a Abbreviations: A, acetone; E, ethanol; M, methanol; T, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. The
numbers denote the volume percentage of the specific solvent in the solvent
mixture.
b Maximum error ±3%.
c Calculated from k=5.0331024 s21 (75 °C), k=1·7031024 s21 (65 °C) and
k=5·1931025 s21 (55 °C).
d Calculated from k=7·8631024 s21 (70 °C), k=1·6431024 s21 (55 °C) and
k=4·8831025 s21 (45 °C).
e Calculated from k=2·1531024 s21 (75 °C), k=7·2531025 s21 (65 °C) and
k=2·3031025 s21 (55 °C).
f Calculated from k=3·2331024 s21 (65 °C) and k=3·4531025 s21 (45 °C).
g Calculated from k=8·3631024 s21 (75 °C), k=2·9331024 s21 (65 °C),
k=1·0931024 s21 (55 °C) and k=3·1331025 s21 (45 °C).
h Calculated from k=3·6531024 s21 (55 °C), k=1·2431024 s21 (45 °C) and
k=3·5931025 s21 (35 °C).
i Calculated from k=3·2531024 s21 (55 °C) and k=1·1131024 s21 (45 °C).
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with thionyl chloride, yielded the a-trideuteriomethyl
compounds 4a-d3 and 5-d3 . Solvolytic rate constants within
±2% error were obtained by the conductimetric method
unless mentioned otherwise. Pertinent data are reported in
Table 1.


Good agreement of the rate constants with literature
data15a for 4a and 5 was found. Correlation analyses of log k
against YBnCl [equation (1)]6b and against YBnCl and NT


18


[equation (2)] were carried out and the results are given in
Table 2. Plots of log ks vs YBnCl for 4a and b are given in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Comparison of the correlation
analysis using equation (1) with YCl ,


4 equation (2) with YCl


and NT,18 equation (3) with YCl and I13b and equation (4) with
YCl , NT and I is shown in Table 3, although only a limited
number of data are available for the multiparameter
correlation equation (4).


Kinetic salt effects induced by adding sodium azide and
sodium perchlorate, respectively, were monitored titramet-
rically for 4a and d. The data are presented in Table 4.


For the study of the b-deuterium kinetic isotope effect,
the substrate pairs 4a and 4a-d3 and 5 and 5-d3 were
solvolyzed under identical experimental conditions and
were measured conductimetrically. The reproducibility of
the measured individual rate constant was found within
±1% error in triplicate experiments. The results are given in
Table 5.


DISCUSSION


The comparison of Tables 2 and 3 clearly indicates that the
correlation of logk with YCl is not good (R=0·92–0·96) and
shows a random change for substrates 4a–4d, while the
variations of both m and R show a reasonably increasing
trend from the correlation with YBnCl . The excellent linear
correlation19 (R=0·996–0·997) with m(YBnCl ) of about 0·9
observed in the case of 4d suggests that a limiting SN1
process is involved in the solvolysis. The m value decreases
and the correlation changes from excellent (R>0·99) to less
satisfactory (R=0·96–0·97) as the bulkiness of the a-alkyl
substituent decreases from tert-butyl to ethyl and methyl
groups. The solvolysis mechanisms are likely to be non-
limiting for 4a and 4b and to be a borderline case for 4c.
Steric hindrance is therefore probably an important factor
governing the solvolytic mechanism. The coalescence of
lines in the log k–YBnCl plots as the a-alkyl substituent
becomes bulkier, e.g. tert-butyl (Figure 3), could be
interpreted by the diminishing intervention of the nucleo-
philic solvent due to steric hindrance, in harmony with what
has been observed in the solvolysis of 1-alkyl-1-chloro-
1-phenylethanes.11b


Splitting of lines made from data points measured in
different solvent systems was found in the log k–YBnCl plots
for 4a (Figure 1) and 4b (Figure 2), in which the line
defined by those measured in isodielectric and low nucleo-
philic ethanol–trifluoroethanol solvent systems was with the
smallest m value (0·822 for 4a and 0·784 for 4b). Obviously,
nucleophilic solvent intervention is present in those cases as


Table 2. Correlation analyses against YBnCl and NT
a


YBnCl YBnCl and NT


Substrate m m l


4a 0·734 (R=0·972, n=14) 0·834 0·146 (R=0·976, n=14)
4b 0·735 (R=0·975, n=11) 0·817 0·098 (R=0·978, n=11)


0·756 (R=0.965, n=12)
4c 0·835 (R=0·988, n=10) 0·830 20·005 (R=0·988, n=10)


0·856 (R=0·983, n=11)
4d 0·886 (R=0·996, n=12)


0·884 (R=0·997, n=15)b


a Standard deviation is between 0·02 and 0·08.
b Using the data in Table 6.


Figure 1. Correlations of log k for 4a against YBnCl . Abbreviations
for solvents as in Table 1.


Figure 2. Correlations of log k for 4b against YBnCl . Abbreviations
for solvents as in Table 1.
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in the solvolysis of tertiary benzylic substrates.10, 11 Applica-
tion of the dual-parameter equation (2) with YBnCl and NT


(Table 2) indicated little improvement, although a decrease
in l could be found from 4a to b. With YCl and NT (Table 3),
even worse results including negative l values were
obtained. Therefore, factors other than the solvent nucleo-
philicity would be also influential. The outcome of the use
of equations (3) and (4) (Table 3) was not any better.
Irregular variation of l values and h/m ratios for 4a–d
suggested that those types of correlation including the


aromatic ring character I were insensitive to structural
change, and hence less useful in mechanistic studies than
the correlation with YBnCl .


The study of salt effects20 with sodium azide and sodium
perchlorate indicated a significant rate enhancement for 4a
but not for 4d in aqueous acetone (Table 4). The observed
azide salt effects, k(NaN3 )/k(NaClO4 ) at equal salt-to-
substrate ratios, were 1·41 (0·04 M [salt]/0·005 M [RCl]) and
1·63 (0·08 M [salt]/0·005 M [RCl]) in the case of 4a.
Solvolysis of 4d, however, showed only a negligible effect
of 1·03 at similar salt-to-substrate ratio (0·02 M [salt]/
0·003 M [RCl]). In agreement with the result of correlation
analysis with equation (2) (see above), the significant azide
salt effect suggests the involvement of nucleophilically
assisted process in solvolysis of 4a.


The b-deuterium kinetic isotope effect has been con-
sidered a useful tool for elucidating solvolytic
mechanisms.21, 22 In a study of the solvolysis of 2, Shiner et
al.15a observed a small decrease in k(CH3 )/k(CD3 ) with
increasing electron-donating character of substituents from
hydrogen to p-methoxy and also with increasing electron-
withdrawing character of substituents from hydrogen to
p-nitro in the aromatic moiety. A change in the demand of
hyperconjugative stabilization from the b-methyl group to


Table 3. Correlation analyses against YCl , NT and I a


YCl YCl NT I


Substrate m m l h h/m


4a 0·732 (R=0·964, n=14) 0·690 20·053 (R=0·965, n=14)
0·715 0·580 (R=0·976, n=13) 0·811
0·751 0·059 0·640 (R=0·978, n=13) 0·852


4b 0·849 (R=0·943, n=12) 0·788 20·070 (R=0·942, n=11)
0·827 0·628 (R=0·973, n=11) 0·759
0·932 0·119 0·780 (R=0·980, n=11) 0·837


4c 0·869 (R=0·919, n=11) 0·618 20·263 (R=0·950, n=10)
0·895 0·871 (R=0·980, n=10) 0·973
0·892 20·003 0·877 (R=0·980, n=10) 0·983


4d 0·944 (R=0·943, n=18) 0·806 20·217 (R=0·952, n=15)
0·945 1·003 (R=0·983, n=14) 1·06
0·999 0·077 1·12 (R=0·984, n=14) 1·12


a Standard deviations are 0·05–0·17 for m, 0·09–0·13 for l and 0·24–0·30 for h.


Table 4. Salt effects in solvolyses of 4a and d


[Salt] k(NaN3 ) k(NaClO4 ) RN3


Substrate (M) (s21) (s21) k(NaN3 )/k(NaClO4 ) (%)


4ab 0 3·2531025 3·2531025


0·04 5·7831025 4·1031025 1·41 20·8
0·08 7·2131025 4·4231025 1·63 31·4


4dc 0 3·4531025 3·4531025


0·02 4·0931025 3·9531025 1·03


a By titrametric method, maximum error is ±3%.
b 0·005 M in 80% acetone at 25 °C.
c 0·003 M in 60% acetone at 45 °C


Table 5. b-Deuterium kinetic isotope effects in solvolysis of 4a and 5 at 25 °C


Substrate Solventa k(CH3 ) (s21 ) k(CD3 ) (s21 ) k(CH3 )/k(CD3 )


4a 100E (1·044±0·012)31025 (8·218±0·008)31025 1·270±0·015
4a 90E (1·223±0·017)31024 (1·022±0·014)31024 1·197±0·023
4a 80E (5·551±0·028)31024 (4·809±0·053)31024 1·155±0·014
4a 80A (3·252±0·016)31025 (2·736±0·013)31025 1·189±0·008
4a 70A (2·421±0·024)31024 (2·065±0·036)31024 1·141±0·022
5 100E (2·168±0·008)31022 (1·958±0·014)31022 1·107±0·009
5 90E (2·453±0·004)31021 (2·295±0·016)31021 1·068±0·008
5 80A (7·213±0·023)31022 (6·412±0·037)31022 1·125±0·007


a See Table 1 for abbreviations.
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the benzylic reaction in solvolysis and a partly nucleophilic
mechanism for substrates containing m-Br and p-NO2


substituents were concluded to be involved.15a The proposal
of a decreasing hyperconjugative effect with electron-
donating substituents was confirmed in the present study
(Table 5), and had also been found with certain tertiary
benzylic systems.23 However, the proposed relationship
between the decrease in k(CH3 )/k(CD3 ) and the presence of
nucleophilic solvent intervention15a is questionable. The
extrapolation of rate data from solvents of different ionizing
power and nucleophilicity to give ‘isotope effects corrected
to the value expected in 50% ethanol’15a seems to be
unreliable. In the present study, the data in Table 5 reveal
that the magnitude of b-deuterium kinetic isotope effects


varies significantly with solvent composition. Moreover, the
trends of the variation are not the same for different
substrates. For instance, the ratio k(CH3 )/k(CD3 ) in 90%
ethanol is greater than that in 80% acetone for 4a, but a
reversed order is found for 5. Therefore, a decrease in the
ratio k(CH3 (/k(CD3 ) cannot be considered a necessary
condition for nucleophilic attack of solvents. In other words,
a decrease in the b-deuterium kinetic isotope effect could
indicate a larger electronic stabilization due to electron-
donating substituents, but could not be considered
diagnostic for determining nucleophilic mechanisms. Varia-
tion of hyperconjugative stabilization with the solvent might
account for the observed correlation coefficient R of
0·976–0·978 in the regression with dual-parameter equation
(2) (Table 2) for the solvolysis of 4a and 4b.


The importance of nucleophilic solvent intervention in
the solvolysis of 1-alkyl-1-chloro-1-(4-methyl)phenyl-
methanes diminishes with increasing bulkiness of the
1-alkyl group. The present study confirms the limiting SN1
character for the solvolysis of 1-tert-butyl-1-chloro-
1-(4-methyl)phenyl-methane (4d) in acetone–water,
ethanol–water, methanol–water and ethanol–trifluoro-
ethanol solvent systems. Excellent linear mY correlations
with the YBnCl scale, R=0·996, are realized from Table 2.
Since the YBnCl scale was developed with the use of
2-chloro-2-(3-chloro)phenyladamantane and other 2-aryl-
2-chloroadamantanes, the value for high-water-containing
solvents is not available owing to their high reactivities and
low solubilities. Consequently, more values of the YBnCl


scale can be obtained from interpolation of the log k (4d)–
YBnCl plots (Figure 3). The data in 30% acetone, 30%
ethanol, 40% methanol or solvents containing more water
were not reliable, and were therefore discarded, because of
the low solubility of 4d in these solvents at 25 °C. A
compilation of available YBnCl values is given in Table 6.


EXPERIMENTAL


Capillary melting points were uncorrected. NMR spectra
were determined on a Bruker Model AM-300 or AC-200
instrument using tetramethylsilane as an internal standard.
IR spectra were measured on a Perkin-Elmer Model 983G
spectrometer.


Materials. Spectral-grade or reagent-grade solvents
were purified according to standard methods24 for kinetic
studies. Dry solvents for preparative purposes were freshly
distilled before use if necessary. Doubly deionized water
was used to prepare aqueous solvent mixtures for sol-
volysis. Starting materials for the preparation of substrates
were reagent-grade chemicals available commercially.


The chlorides 4a–d and 5 were synthesized according to
the following conventional procedures: Grignard addition of
the corresponding arylmagnesium bromide to the appro-
priate acyl chlorides in tetrahydrofuran to give the ketones,
which were purified by column chromatography on silica
gel. The ketone was then reduced with sodium borohydride


Table 6. Compilation of extended YBnCl values


Solventa YBnCl
b Solventa YBnCl


b


100E 21·61 80M 1·12
90E 20·645 70M 1·72c


80E 0·00 60M 2·37c


70E 0·571 50M 2·97c


60E 1·07 100T 3·55
50E 1·92c 85T 3·57
40E 2·72c 70T 3·60
90A 22·28 50T 3·62c


80A 21·09 70Tw 3·54
70A 20·259 80T–20E 2·42
60A 0·518 60T–40E 1·18
50A 1·23 40T–60E 0·18
40A 2·33c i-PrOH 22·71
100M 20·253 HOAc 21·97
90M 0·585 Formamide 1·38


a Abbreviations: A, acetone; E, ethanol; M, methanol; T, 2,2,2-trifluor-
oethanol; HOAc, acetic acid; i-PrOH, propan-2-ol. The numbers denote the
volume percentage of the specific solvent in the solvent mixture with the
exception of 70Tw, which denotes weight percentage.
b From Ref. 6b unless mentioned otherwise.
c This work.


Figure 3. Correlations of log k for 4d against YBnCl . The open
circles denote the points of interpolation. Abbreviations for solvents


as in Table 1.
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in methanol to form the desired alcohol, followed by
chlorination with thionyl chloride in carbon tetrachloride.
The resultant chloride was purified by recrystallization or by
column chromatography on triethylamine-washed silica gel
with hexane–ethyl acetate as eluent. 1-Chloro-1-(4-methyl-
phenyl)ethane (4a),15a 1-chloro-1-(4-methylphenyl)propane
(4b),25 1-chloro-2-methyl-1-(4-methylphenyl)propane (4c)26


and 1-chloro-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)ethane (5)15a were
obtained in the pure liquid state and 1-chloro-2,2-dimethyl-
1-(4-methylphenyl)propane (4d)27 was isolated as a solid,
m.p. 28–29 °C. Their IR and proton and carbon NMR data
were found to be in line with the assigned structures.


The a-trideuteriomethyl compounds 4a-d3 and 5-d3 were
prepared by Grignard reaction of methyl-d3-magnesium
iodide (99% isotopically pure) with the corresponding
benzaldehyde, followed by the treatment of the resultant
alcohol with thionyl chloride.


Kinetic measurements. Conductimetric rate constants
were measured for general solvolytic studies. The con-
ductivity cells were placed in a thermostat with a
temperature variation of ±0·02 °C. A solution of
131024–231025


M was used. In some cases, a small
amount (0·1%) of 2,6-lutidine was added to the solution to
prevent curvature of the rate constant plot. For studying the
kinetic isotope effect, the solvolyses of the isotopic pairs
were run side-by-side in the same thermostat. The potentio-
metric titration method was employed in the study of salt
effects. The concentration of substrate was 0·003–0·005 M.
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AB INITIO THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE REACTIVITY AS BASES OR
NUCLEOPHILES OF POTASSIUM AND LITHIUM METHIDES
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Using propene as a model reference system, the reactivity of potassium and lithium methides in metal–hydrogen
exchange and nucleophilic addition to the double carbon–carbon bond was investigated. These extreme models, which
imply a tight interaction of the organic anion with its counterion, were compared with the corresponding free anion
reactions, which provide the opposite extreme situation. The lithium system appears to be more inclined toward
nucleophilic addition, whereas the potassium system would more readily undergo a metallo-dehydrogenation reaction.
The results appear to be consistent with available experimental evidence and allow a qualitative rationalization of the
different basic strengths and nucleophilicities of Li and K alkyls. As an ancillary but interesting result, the hydrogen
transfer reactions see a significant amount of electron density located on the transferred hydrogen in the transition
structure; this process can hardly be defined as a proton abstraction operated by the strong base. © 1997 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


On suitable substrates, nucleophilic addition to a multiple
carbon–carbon bond and metallo-dehydrogenation can in
principle compete. Metalation operates successfully if
relatively acidic hydrogens can be involved. Addition
generally occurs if the unsaturated substrate is activated,
e.g. if the multiple CC bond  is adjacent to a substituent
capable of stabilizing a negative charge.1 The same reactant


(e.g. an alkali metal alkide) can perform as a metalating
agent (a base) or a nucleophile, with the formation of a new
carbon–carbon bond. For instance, a-dialkoxy-substituted
b,g-unsaturated systems have been found to behave differ-
ently with a simple alkyllithium reagent and in the
simultaneous presence of a potassium cation (Scheme 1).2


In the first case addition takes place, followed by elimina-
tion, with LiOR as leaving group. In the second case, a d
hydrogen is abstracted, with formation of an allyl–anionic
system, followed again by an elimination step.


The main purpose in undertaking the present study was to
compare the relative reactivities as bases or nucleophiles of
potassium and lithium alkyls. In a first phase, two simple
metallo-dehydrogenation reactions were examined. One is
given by equations (1) and (2), in which an allylic carbanion


* Correspondence to: G. Tonachini, Dipartimento di Chimica
Generale e Organica Applicata dell’Università di Torino, Corso
Massimo D’Azeglio 48, 10125 Turin, Italy.
Contract grant sponsor: CNR; Contract grant number: Bilateral
Project 91.03502.03, registry No. 2264-3-91.
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is formed.


CH2
3 K+ +CH3CH——CH2→CH4 +(CH2CHCH2)


2 K+ (1)


CH2
3 Li+ +CH3CH——CH2→CH4 +(CH2CHCH2)


2 Li+ (2)


The identity hydrogen exchange reactions in equations (3)
and (4) provide a suitable extreme reference for carrying out
a comparison with reactions (1) and (2). The acidity of the
two alkyl hydrogens involved in the two sets of reactions is
known to be very different, and is reflected by the
experimental estimates of the relevant pK values.3


CH2
3 K+ +CH4→CH4 +CH2


3 K+ (3)


CH2
3 Li+ +CH4→CH4 +CH2


3 Li+ (4)


Although it is well known that organolithium compounds
are most often present as oligomers,4 the two reactions
involving lithiated monomers were used with the purpose of
carrying out a comparison with the analogous reactions
involving potassium. Equation (4) had been already studied
by Kaufmann and Schleyer,5 who also reported interesting
computational results relevant to the analogous reaction
involving the methyllitium dimer.


The next step consisted in comparing the results relevant
to the above equations with the related free anion models
[equations (5) and (6)].


CH2
3 +CH3CH——CH2→CH4 +(CH2CHCH2)


2 (5)


CH2
3 +CH4→CH4 +CH2


3 (6)


The proton transfer reaction between carbon atoms in the
methane–methide anionic system [equation (6)] had already
been investigated by ab initio methods by Latajka and
Scheiner.6 The association of a carbanion with a metal
cation yields a moiety whose nature is significantly affected
by the nature of the counterion;3 this comparison should
assess if important differences in this interaction are
present, in addition to the structural and electronic factors
which bring them about.


Then, in a second phase, the relative inclination of


lithium and potassium methide toward nucleophilic addition
to a multiple carbon–carbon bond was studied by investigat-
ing the reactions shown in equations (7) and (8), which
involve the same substrate used for the hydrogen exchange
reaction, propene.


CH2
3 K+ +CH3CH——CH2→CH3C(CH3)HCH2


2 K+ (7)


CH2
3 Li+ +CH3CH——CH2→CH3C(CH3)HCH2


2 Li+ (8)


These were again compared with the analogous free anion
reaction [equation (9)].


CH2
3 +CH3CH——CH2→CH3C(CH3)HCH2


2 (9)


Nucleophilic addition reactions usually take place on
activated substrates, as mentioned above,1a and were
reported to require high temperatures on simple alkenes.1b


For this reason, propene itself does not seem to offer a very
realistic model for such an addition, although the structur-
ally similar prop-2-en-1-ol molecule has been reported to
give readily addition of n-butyllithium.1c Propene can thus
be seen as an unreactive extreme case, nevertheless suitable
for comparing the relative inclination of potassium vs
lithium alkyls toward addition (in this sense the choice is
similar to that of methane, an extremely weak acid, for
studies of metallo-dehydrogenation). Moreover, it allows
one to compare the result so obtained with that relevant to
the metallo-dehydrogenation reaction occurring on the same
system. Thus, propene can provide a single reference to
assess on a relative basis the inclination of potassium and
lithium alkyls toward the two reactions.


Solvation is an additional and very important factor,3 in
that it affects the very nature of the species investigated, by
determining the balance between the different forms of
association at equilibrium, which can range from intimate
ion pairs to the separately solvated ions (for lithium alkyls
it also affects the degree of aggregation into oligomers).
However, only the two extreme model situations just
mentioned will be examined here, and the explicit effects of
solvation on the metallo-dehydrogenation process will be
explored in a subsequent paper.


The Results and Discussion section is in two parts. In the
first, the identity (metal–)hydrogen exchange reactions
[equations (3), (4) and (6)] are examined, (i) to define
clearly the nature of the wavefunction in the transition
structures and (ii) to set a reference for the metallation
reactions of propene. In the second part, the hydrogen
abstraction [equations (1), (2) and (5)] and addition
[equations (7), (8) and (9)] reactions involving propene are
discussed.


METHOD


The study of the model reactions was performed by
determining on the energy hypersurface the critical points
relevant to stable and transition structures. This was
accomplished by way of complete gradient optimization7 of
the geometrical parameters at the CAS–MCSCF8 (for the


Figure 1. Active orbitals for the CAS–MCSCF calculations on the
free anion transition structure
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identity metallo-dehydrogenation reactions) and MP29a (for
all reactions) levels of theory, using an sp split-valence shell
basis set by Huzinaga et al.,10a enriched with diffuse p
functions and d polarization functions on C and p polariza-
tion functions on Li and K, hereafter referred to as
[53/331/31/2].10b For the reactions involving propene, the
study at the MP2 level was preceded by the determination of
the critical points at the monodeterminantal level; these
were then characterized as minima or first-order saddle
points through diagonalization of the analytically calculated
Hartree–Fock Hessian matrix (vibrational frequencies cal-
culation). In the figures in the following section, the
reported interatomic distances are in ångströms and angles
in degrees (dihedral angles in parentheses). The MP2/
[53/331/31/2] geometries were then used to recompute the
relative energies at the MP3 and MP4 levels,9a and also
through coupled cluster calculations, at the CCSD(T)
level,9b using the same basis set. The electron distribution
was examined in terms of NAO charges (natural population


analysis).11 The Gaussian92 system of programs12 was used
throughout on IBM RISC/6000-550 and 360 computers at
the Dipartimento di Chimica Generale e Organica Appli-
cata.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Identity metal–hydrogen exchanges


CAS-MCSCF study
A preliminary investigation of the transition structures (TS)
for the identity reactions [equations (3), (4) and (6)] was
first carried out at a multi-configurational level of theory, in
order to assess if the monodeterminantal level of theory is
able to provide a qualitatively correct picture of this process
in the more complex systems. The active space in the CAS–
MCSCF calculations thus undertaken includes, for the
neutral systems, four orbitals, in which four electrons are
placed in every possible way (complete CI). In the simpler


Figure 2. The ion–dipole complexes
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case of the anion, the three molecular orbitals which can be
found at the symmetric transition structure geometry are as
depicted in Figure 1.


The analysis of the CAS–MCSCF wavefunction of the
optimized structures provides two main results. (i) The
molecular orbitals resulting from the MCSCF procedure,
delocalized over the whole system, have an electron
occupation either close to 2 or to zero, and the aufbau
configuration is dominant in the CI eigenvector (with
coefficient 0·99 for all transition structures). Hence no
diradical character appears to be present in the wavefunc-
tion corresponding to these structures. (ii) A significant
electron density is found on the migrating hydrogen, and
originates principally from its participation in the F1 orbital


(it would therefore not be appropriate to see the process as
a proton transfer). Ancillary information on the role of the
metal cation is provided by this series of computations. In
this case, the four active orbitals (not shown) present only
small contributions from the cation empty orbitals, thus
confirming that its role is limited to electrostatic interaction
with the rest of the system. Therefore, it can be safely
concluded that the study of the energy hypersurfaces for
these reactions either at the monodeterminantal level or at a
perturbative (MP2) level based on a single reference can be
qualitatively correct.


Møller–Plesset and coupled cluster calculations


Reactions (3) and (4) were then studied at the MP2 level and
compared with reactions (6). Unconstrained optimization of
the ion–dipole complexes for the lithium and potassium
systems resulted in the two simple and similar structures
shown in Figure 2(a) and (b). In the case of the free anion,
a structure more asymmetric than expected was found
[Figure 2(c)].


The transition structure for the hydrogen–potassium
exchange between two methyl groups is shown in Figure
3(b). Those determined at the same computational level for
the lithiated and free-anion systems [Figure 3(a) and (c)] are
reported here for sake of comparison, although already
studied by other researchers.5, 6


The anionic part of the metallated systems resembles the
transition structure of the free anion reaction; the two
carbons and the migrating hydrogen are almost collinear,
and the migrating hydrogen–carbon distance value is
slightly increased, more in Figure 3(a) than in Figure 3(b).
The metal cation thus appears to interact with the rest of the
system with modest perturbation of the geometry (mainly
some clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of the two
methyls), which allows a better interaction among the cation
and the two carbons. The C—Li distance in Figure 3(a)
undergoes a lengthening of +0·090 Å, indicating that the
carbon–lithium interaction is still significant, although not
allowed to develop at its best. In contrast, the C—K distance
in Figure 3(b) is virtually unmodified; this is most likely due
to the already long distance between the negative carbon
and potassium in the complex, which puts less stringent
requirements on the geometrical changes necessary to
accommodate for two C–K interactions. On the other hand,
the H—Li and H—K distances appear to be rather short.


The RHF NAO charges,11 shown in Figure 3 as smaller
numerals, show that the transferred H is associated to a
significant electron density. Electron density (r ) maps,
corresponding to a cut on the plane containing the two
carbons, the migrating hydrogen, and the cation confirm this
description. The r map relevant to Figure 3(b) is reported in
Figure 4 as an example.


As regards the energetics of these reactions, the con-
vergence of the perturbative treatment was checked by way
of calculations carried out at the MP3, MP4 and coupled
cluster [CCSD(T)] levels of theory. The data reported in


Figure 3. Hydrogen exchange transition structures for the (a)
lithiated, (b) potassiated and (c) free-anion systems
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Table 1 show that the convergence of the computed energy
differences is satisfactory.


Interpretation of the observed trends


It can be seen from Table 1 that the ordering of the
activation barriers is DE ‡(Li)>DE ‡(K)>DE‡ (anion). This
ordering can be related to the different destabilization of the
bonding situation of the reactant complexes, as the geome-
try of the systems departs from its optimum arrangement in
Figure 2(a)–(c); owing to the symmetry of these systems,
the same destabilization occurs when proceeding backwards
from the identical products. Taking the anion situation as a
reference ‘baseline’, attention can be focused on the
differences in destabilization which can occur if a metal
cation is present. The observed trend can be due to the
interplay of two component energetic effects: the first
(labeled D) is related to a deformation of the geometries
with respect to those found in the anionic system, i.e.
elongation of the migrating hydrogen–carbon bond, defor-
mation and reorientation of the two methyl groups, and the
second (labeled S) to the metal cation–anionic system
stabilizing interaction (Scheme 2).


The starting reference point for this analysis is provided
by the energy of the two separated moieties CH2


3 and CH4


(Scheme 2, left end of the upper curve). At the geometries
in Figure 2(a) and (b), the CH2


3 and CH4 moieties are held
together by their interaction with M+ , but their distance is
large and their mutual interaction tiny. This allows one to


Figure 4. Electron density map on the KCC plane relevant to the transition structure in Figure 3(b). The transferred hydrogen (circle) lies on
the same plane


Table 1. Energy barriersa for the identity hydrogen–metal exchange
reactions


E (transition
Theory levelb E (complex) structure) DE ‡


Li: Figure 2(a) Figure 3(a)
CCSD(T)//MP2 287·454075 287·396469 36·1
MP4//MP2 287·451910 287·394985 35·7
MP3//MP2 287·438720 287·381071 36·2
MP2//MP2 287·408590 287·353518 34·6


K: Figure 2(b) Figure 3(b)
CCSD(T)//MP2 2678·525635 2678·482689 26·9
MP4//MP2 2678·523160 2678·481062 26·4
MP3//MP2 2678·508938 2678·466721 26·5
MP2//MP2 2678·480027 2678·439146 25·7


Anion: Figure 2(c) Figure 3(c)
CCSD(T)/MP2 279·960720 279·935295 16·0
MP4//MP2 279·958758 279·933375 15·9
MP3//MP2 279·943797 279·917568 16·5
MP2//MP2 279·915684 279·891604 15·1


a In kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ); computed with respect to the
electrostatic complexes in Figure 2; total energies in hartree.
b Coupled cluster and Møller–Plesset single-point energy calcula-
tions using the [53/331/31/2]10 basis set, carried out on the
MP2/[53/331/31/2] optimum geometries.
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choose the two separated fragments as a reference, and not
the complex in Figure 2(c) [the presence in this complex of
interactions which are absent in Figure 2(a) and (b) would
make its choice as a reference more arguable]. If the
deformation-destabilizing contribution for the separated
CH2


3 and CH4 optimized moieties is defined as zero (D=0),
and the three moieties are brought together at the C—M
distances shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) while keeping the
geometries of the separated fragments frozen, then an
electrostatic ‘stabilization with rigid geometries’ (SR) can be
defined and evaluated. Further stabilization can be achieved
by the metallated system by relaxing the geometry to obtain
that in Figure 2(a) or (b), for which the energy is already
available. However, the stabilization so calculated is in fact
made up of two different contributions: (1) the metal
cation–anionic system stabilizing interaction is optimized
by orienting and deforming to some limited extent the CH2


3


and CH4 moieties; and (2) this same deformation brings
about a modest destabilization of the anionic part of the
system. These two distinct effects can be named SD


(‘stabilization resulting from a deformation’) and DD


(‘destabilization resulting from a deformation’). The further
energy lowering, calculated by comparing the energies of
the rigid complex and that of the optimized complex, is thus
given by DD +SD. The destabilization DD can be evaluated
separately, by deforming the CH2


3 and CH4 species in the
absence of M+ (indicated by DD and the upwards arrow in
the leftmost part of the upper curve, Scheme 2). The
estimate of DD can subsequently be reported in the lower


Scheme 2


Table 2. Energy contributionsa to the differences in barrier height
in the hydrogen–metal exchange identity reactions


Complex Transition
structure


ST DD ST DD DST DDD DDE ‡


Li 2172·5 1·1 2156·2 6·9 16·3 5·8 22·1
K 2121·2 0·4 2109·8 2·2 11·4 1·8 13·2


a In kcal mol21; computed at the MP2/[53/331/31/2] level.


Figure 5. Overview of a three-dimensional cut of the potential
energy hypersurface for the identity reactions; rCH denotes the
distances between the migrating hydrogens and one of the two


carbons
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left part of Scheme 2 to dissect conceptually the sum DD +SD


into its two components (dashed arrows). The overall
stabilization originating from the metal cation–anionic
system interaction is thus given by ST =SR +SD, in which the
SR term is largely dominant.


The same dissection scheme can now be set up for the
transition structures, with the anionic one providing a
suitable reference (Scheme 2, right). If the anionic structure
in Figure 3(c) is deformed to a geometry such as that in


Figure 3(a) or (b), a destabilization DD can be evaluated.
Similarly, SR and DD +SD contributions can be computed by
rigidly assembling the anionic transition structure and the
metal cation (SR), and then comparing with the energies of
the structures in Figure 3(a) or (b), already available. DD can
again be reported to single out the SD contribution, and then
estimate ST (dashed arrows). Having at this point collected
the ST values for Li and K in both the complexes and
transition structures, the loss of metal cation–anionic system


Figure 6. Ion–dipole complexes for the (a) lithiated, (b) potassiated and (c) free-anion methide–propene systems
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stabilizing interaction, DST, can be calculated.
The values reported in Table 2 show that (i) ST is larger


for the lithium system, in both the complex and the
transition structure (consistent with the relevant geometrical
features); (ii) a larger DST is observed in the lithium case, on
going from the complex to the transition structure; (iii) a
larger change in destabilization due to deformation, DDD, is
found again for the lithium case (this appears to be


consistent with the shorter C—M+ distances); and (iv) both
DST and DDD concur to give a higher barrier for the lithiated
system: the former effect is larger, but the latter is not
unimportant, especially for lithium. In other words, in the
case of lithium, the transition structure is more deformed
than in the case of potassium (anion as a reference) but, in
spite of that, is less stabilized by the cation. The fact that the
saddle point on the energy hypersurface is reached only


Figure 7. H-exchange transition structures for the (a) lithiated, (b) potassiated and (c) free-anion methide–propene systems
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corresponding to a larger elongation of the C—H bond
(arrow in Figure 5) can be interpreted as a consequence of
the features just discussed.


Metallo-dehydrogenation of propene


The system resulting from the metallo-dehydrogenation
reactions (1) and (2) is an allylic system: this provides a
stabilization which is not present in the simpler cases
discussed in the previous section (pK values are estimated to
differ by 10 orders of magnitude).3 The negative charge is
spread out on a relatively large system, and its interaction
with the cation changes along the reaction path in a different
way with respect to the methide–methane systems, possibly
assuming a different importance in the lithium and potas-
sium cases.


The electrostatic complexes are shown in Figure 6. A
difference between Figure 6(a) and (b) is evident. In the
former, only lithium interacts with propene, and methide is
opposite to it, providing a linear arrangement of the
negative carbon, the cation and the midpoint of the double
bond. In the latter, possibly because of a weaker methide–
potassium interaction, the negative carbon is able to


establish some interaction with a methyl hydrogen of
propene, and the resulting structure is bent. Two interactions
are present also in the complex in Figure 6(c), in which the
negative carbon is fairly close to two propene hydrogens.
The real importance of these structural differences is most
likely to be very limited, because these gas-phase models
lack, among other things, the coordination saturation of the
cation by solvent molecules. However, these complexes
provide a suitable reference to discuss qualitatively the
trends in barrier heights, which is the goal of this study.


The transition structures are displayed in Figure 7.
Comparison of some interatomic distances with the com-
plexes in Figure 6(a) and (b) reveals some interesting
trends. The interaction of the metal cation with the methide
carbon is diminished: the variation in the C—Li distance
amounts to +0.112 Å, whereas for potassium this effect is
limited to +0.009 Å (as was the case for the identity
reaction). At the same time, the attraction of both lithium
and potassium for the double bond carbons is strengthened
in the structures in Figure 7(a) and (b), the cation–carbon
distances decreasing to ca 90% of their values in the
complexes. This effect is expected, because these two
carbons, in addition to the propene methyl carbon, are
becoming part of an allyl anion system. In fact, the


Table 3. Energy barriersa for the hydrogen–metal exchange and addition reactions of
propeneb


H-exchange Addition


E (transition E (transition
Theory levelc E (complex) structure) DE ‡ structure) DE ‡


Li: Figure 5(a) Figure 6(a) Figure 7(a)
CCSD(T)//MP2 2164·540260 2164·500527 25·1 2164·507410 20·6
MP4//MP2 2164·537214 2164·498768 24·1 2164·505919 19·6
MP3//MP2 2164·510332 2164·468753 26·1 2164·475151 22·1
MP2//MP2 2164·466531 2164·431133 22·2 2164·436294 19·0


K: Figure 5(b) Figure 6(b) Figure 7(b)
MP4//MP2 2755·605730 2755·583555 13·9 2755·578957 16·9
MP3//MP2 2755·577791 2755·553429 15·3 2755·547499 19·0
MP2//MP2 2755·535077 2755·515190 12·5 2755·508533 16·7


Anion Figure 5 (c) Figure 6(c) Figure 7(c)
CCSD(T)//MP2 2157·043024 2157·032840 6·4 2157·031024 7·5
MP4//MP2 2157·040065 2157·030923 5·7 2157·029046 6·9
MP3//MP2 2157·011028 2157·000071 6·9 2156·996487 9·1
MP2//MP2 2156·969402 2156·962163 4·5 2156·958892 6·6


a In kcal mol21; computed with respect to the electrostatic complexes in Figure 5; total
energies in hartree.
b MP2/[53/331/31/2] product energies: (1) dehydrogenation (allyl system plus methane;
methane energy, 240·294058, added in): 2164·478477 (Li), 2755·560283 (K),
2157·003473 (anion); (2) addition (isobutyl system): 2164·488668 (Li),
2755·566024 (K), 2157·004258 (anion).
c Coupled cluster and Møller–Plesset single-point energy calculations using the
[53/331/31/2]10 basis set, carried out on the MP2/[53/331/31/2] optimum geometries.
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variations in the two C—C bond lengths of propene show
that in Figure 7(a) the two bonds are shortened and stretched
by 56% and 51%, respectively, of the total variation
necessary to attain the symmetric geometry of allyllithium;
in Figure 7(b) by 47% and 40% and in Figure 7(c) only by
40% and 31%. The deformation of the propene part of the
systems is thus substantial and develops to a larger extent in
the order Li>K>anion.


The transition structures in Figure7(a)–(c) exhibit, from
the point of view of the hydrogen transfer process, a relative
earliness, or facility, with respect to the identity reactions


(compare Figure 3). The earliness increases, in the series of
structures in Figure 7(a)–(c), following the order anion-
>K>Li.


In a parallel way, the energy barriers with respect to the
complexes (Table 3) become lower on going from lithium to
potassium and finally to the anionic system. Two main
factors can be thought of as concurring with the trend in
barrier heights and the relative earliness of the relevant
transition structures. The first is the different destabilization
of the bonding situation of the reactant system as the
reaction proceeds and the nuclei gradually rearrange. This
part parallels what was already seen for the identity
reactions, where this was the only contribution (DEreac-


tion =0); in Table 2 it was dissected into two distinct
contributions, DDD and DST. The second factor is the
exothermicity of the process considered. This attempt to
rationalize the computed trends is sketched in Figure 8. The
different steepnesses of the three ascending curves on the
left can again be related to a larger geometrical deformation
of the hydrocarbon groups. These curves are, in order of
increasing slope, that for the anion, that for potassium and
that for lithium. Deformation is accompanied by a partial
loss of stabilizing anion–cation interaction, particularly
effective in the lithium case. In fact, while the interaction
with methide is diminished only in the lithium structure in
Figure 7(a), the interaction with the other carbons is
approximately increased to the same extent for both cations.
In the identity reactions, the larger these factors, the longer
was the transferred hydrogen–carbon distance. However, in
the present case, the exothermicity factor must also be
considered. The delocalization of the negative charge
attained in the products of reactions (1), (2) and (5) has a
twofold consequence. All three reactions are exothermic
(footnote c in Table 3); the energy difference between the
products (structures not shown) and the reactant complexes,
computed at the MP2/[53/331/31/2] level of theory only, are
27·5 (Li), 215·8 (K) and 221·4 kcal mol21 (anion). In
other words, the allylic anionic system (with or without
counterion) plus methane is more stable than propene plus
methide (with or without counterion), as associated in the
structures in Figure 6. However, the delocalization of the
negative charge attenuates the stabilizing interaction with
the cation, especially in the lithium case, where the
interaction with methide is more effective. The main
geometrical parameters of the propene hydrogen exchange


Figure 8. Qualitative sketch of the intended crossings between
three pairs of ascending reactant curves and descending product
curves (exothermicity factor) for the lithiated, potassiated and free-


anion methide–propene systems


Table 4. Geometrical parameters of propene hydrogen exchange
productsa


Li K Anion


C—C 1·409 1·407 1·403
<CCC 126·7 129·6 131·4
M+ —Cb 2·153 2·900 —
M+ —Ca, g 2·183 2·928 —


a Bond lengths in Å, angles in degrees.
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products, allyl anion and its metallated derivatives, are
reported in Table 4. In the products the distances between
lithium and the two terminal carbons of the allylic group are
0·116 Å longer than that in LiCH3 [in Figure 6(a)] and that
for potassium is 0·114 Å longer than that in KCH3 [in Figure
6(b)]. Thus, the free anion system shows the largest
exothermicity and the lithiated system the lowest. The
destabilization factor alone would seem to be capable of


explaining the trend in barrier heights (Figure 8); the DE ‡


increments in the lithium, potassium and anion series
(8–10 kcal mol21) are similar to those found in the identity
reactions (ca 10 kcal mol21 each). It can be noted, however,
that exothermicity lowers the barriers with respect to the
identity reactions, as expected. Moreover, only the interplay
of both destabilization and exothermicity factors can
suggest a rationale for the trend regarding the earliness of
the transition structures (the position of the transition
structure along the reaction coordinate is here assumed to be
approximately determined by the avoided crossing region).
In Figure 8, the black squares mark the intended crossing
regions, related to the earlier or later occurrence of the
transition structures on the reaction pathway. It is apparent
that the larger or smaller exothermicity can have a direct
influence on the position of the crossing point. The earlier
the transition structure, the shorter is the stretch of reaction
pathway along the ascending curve actually followed by the
system, and the lower, in turn, is the overall deformation
undergone by the reacting system at that point of the
reaction pathway. Reactant destabilization is thus allowed
by exothermicity to develop to a smaller extent for the anion
than for the potassium system, and is the largest for the
lithium system; this effect cooperates with the different
slopes of the destabilized reactant curves on the left in
Figure 8, which in this case follow the same order.
Exothermicity thus intervenes in what could be denoted an
intrinsic potential destabilization for each system, prone to
grow more or less promptly as the nuclei rearrange, and
determines the actual destabilization developed at the
crossing point.


In summary, all transition structures for the propene
hydrogen exchange reactions are earlier than those found
for the identity reactions and more easily attained in terms
of energy; the earliest is that for the anionic system [Figure
7(c)] to which the lowest barrier corresponds, followed in
the order by those involving potassium [Figure 7(b)] and
lithium [Figure 7(a)]. Both aptitude toward destabilization
shown by the reactants and product stability concur to
define these trends.


Addition to the double bond in propene


The energy barriers for reactions (7)–(9) are referred, in
Table 3, to the same initial complexes [Figure 6(a)–(c)]
considered in the previous subsection. As for the previous
reaction, the barriers decrease in the series lithium,
potassium, anion. If these figures are compared in each case
with those relevant to the metalation barriers, it appears that
the lithium methide–propene system will prefer an addition
pathway, whereas the analogous potassium system will be
more inclined to undergo a metallo-dehydrogenation reac-
tion.


The transition structures are shown in Figure 9. Again,
the three structures display differences in the main geomet-
rical parameters which allow one to classify the structure in
Figure 9(a) as later and that in Figure 9(c) as earlier, with


Figure 9. Addition transition structures for the (a) lithiated, (b)
potassiated and (c) free-anion methide–propene systems
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that in Figure 9(b) in the middle. For instance, the distances
between the methide carbon and the attacked double bond
carbon show increments of 0·12 Å on going from Figure
9(a) to (b), and 0.15 Å from Figure 9(b) to (c), respectively.
Conversely, the double bond lengthening is more pro-
nounced in Figure 9(a) than in (b) and in Figure 9(b) than in
(c).


The exothermicities with respect to the reactant com-
plexes in Figure 6 (from MP2/[53/331/31/2] optimizations)
are 213·9 (Li), 219·4 (K) and 221·9 kcal mol21 (anion).
The last value is not very different from that calculated for
the hydrogen exchange reaction, but the first two are larger.
With the anionic product as a reference, lithium appears to
be more effective in stabilizing the localized isobutyl anion
than the allyl system (by 6·4 kcal mol21); the same can be
said of potassium, but the effect is smaller (3·6 kcal mol21).
The trend is qualitatively the same as observed in the
previous subsection, but the larger exothermicity found here
for lithium seems to affect to some extent the barrier height.
Thus, while the barriers to addition are higher than those for
hydrogen exchange in the anionic and potassium systems,
the reverse is true for lithium.
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(C1–C10)ALKAN-1-OL AND N,N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE–
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Densities were measured for the N-methylformamide–(C1–C10 )alkan-1-ol and N,N-dimethylformamide–(C1–C10 )alkan-
1-ol solvent mixtures at 298·15 K over the whole miscibility range (0<X1 <1). The excess volumes (VE), which are
discussed in terms of intermolecular interactions, are negative for the mixtures with the smallest alkanols in the series
and increase with increase in the chain length. Comparison with other amide–alcohol mixtures previously investigated
(formamide and pyrrolidin-2-one) indicates that the excess volumes are strongly influenced by the size of the alcohol and
to a lesser extent by the nature of the amide. In contrast with the amide–water system, neither the amide size nor its
degree of sustitution plays an important role in the amide–alcohol systems investigated. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In previous papers, we reported the excess viscosities and
excess free energies of activation of the liquid mixtures of
alkan-1-ols with pyrrolidin-2-one1 and formamide,2 calcu-
lated from density and viscosity measurements, and
discussed the interactions of the alcohol and amide groups
in terms of these excess quantities. In this work, we
continued the systematic study of the amide–alcohol
interactions by obtaining the excess volumes of binary
mixtures of C1–C10 alkan-1-ols with N-methylformamide
and N,N-dimethylformamide, calculated from density meas-
urements at 298·15 K.


N-methylformamide (NMF, relative permittivity «=182)
and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, «=36·7) are polar, non-
aqueous compounds representative of amidic solvents;3 they
are widely used as solvents in many settings, such as
solvent–reactivity relationships, owing to the ability of the
solvent to modify the potential reactivity of reacting states
in electron- and proton-transfer reactions, and as a medium
solvent in electrochemistry studies.4 However, very little
has been published on NMF binary mixtures; only data on
excess volumes5 and excess free energies of activation6 for
NMF–methanol and excess enthalpies for mixtures with


methanol7 and butanol8 have been reported. There is more
extensive literature on DMF–alcohol mixtures, focused
mainly on the excess volumes with C1–C10 alkanols9, 11 and
excess volumes and excess enthalpies with methanol,12 the
results being discussed in terms of intermolecular inter-
actions and geometrical effects between the two
components.


We report here the excess volumes (V E ) for N-methyl-
formamide–(C1–C10 )alkan-1-ol and N,N-dimethyl-
formamide–(C1–C10 )alkan-1-ol solvent systems calculated
from density measurements at 298·15 K. The V E behaviour
is discussed in terms of interactions and geometrical effects
between the two components.


EXPERIMENTAL


The reactants N-methylformamide (NMF, Fluka, >99%),
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Carlo Erba, >99·5%),
methanol (MET, Aldrich, 99·97%) ethanol (ETH, Aldrich,
>99·8%), propan-1-ol (PRO, Carlo Erba, 99·5%), butan-
1-ol (BUT, Aldrich, >99%), pentan-1-ol (PEN, Aldrich,
>99%), hexan-1-ol (HEX, Sigma, 99%), heptan-1-ol (HEP,
Fluka, >99%), octan-1-ol (OCT, Fluka, >99·5%), nonan-
1-ol (NON, Aldrich, 99%) and decan-1-ol (DEC, Aldrich,
99%), of the highest purity commercially available, were
used without further purification; they were degassed with
ultrasound for several days before use and kept in the dark
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over Fluka Union Carbide 3A molecular sieves. The purity
of the liquids was checked by measuring their densities and
viscosities at 298·15 K (Table 1). Binary mixtures were
prepared by syringing amounts (weighed to Dm=0·00001 g
with a Mettler AT 261 Delta Range balance) of the pure
components into stoppered bottles. The mixtures were fully
miscible over the whole composition range.


The densities (r, g cm23 ) were measured with a micro-
computer-controlled DMA-58 Anton Paar digital precision
densitometer (0·7 ml sample size, stated accuracy
131025 g cm23 and precision 531026 g cm23 ); a built-in
thermostat controlled the temperature to within 0·01 K. It
functions under the oscillating U-tube measuring principle,
and was calibrated with doubly distilled water and n-nonane
as references. Viscosities (h, cP) were measured with a
rolling ball automated AMV-200 Anton Paar microvisc-
ometer (0·12 ml sample size, stated accuracy better than
0·5%) described elsewhere.2


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The excess volumes of the binary mixtures, V E, were
calculated with equation (1) from density measurements of
the pure components (ri ) and of the mixtures (r),


V E =(X1M1 3X2M2 )/r2 (X1V1 +X2V2 ) (1)


where Vi and Mi are the molar volumes and molar masses of
the pure components (i=1 for the amide). The Redlich
Kister-type equation (2) was fitted to the data pairs
(V E, X1 ):19


V E =X1(12X1 )On


j=0


aj(122X1 )j (2)


Table 2 lists the densities for the NMF–(C1–C10 )alkan-
1-ol mixtures and Table 3 the densities for the


DMF–(C1–C10 )alkan-1-ol mixtures measured at 298·15 K.
Figures 1 and 2 show the fits to equation (2) of the
isothermal variations V E vs X1 for the NMF– and DMF–
alcohol mixtures, and Table 4 lists the parameters of the
least-squares fitting. The excess volumes of the two systems
increased as the alcohol chain length increased.


Alcohols are strongly hydrogen-bonded in the pure state;
the degree of association decreases as the chain length
increases, and is lower for secondary and tertiary alcohols.20


The OH free fraction remains small at room temperature; at
the same time, the enthalpies of H-bond formation are not
significantly different for the various alcohols, the mean
value being 225±2 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ) for sev-
eral pure low molecular mass alcohols.21 Addition of solvent
to an alcohol leads to break-up of the hydrogen bonds,
which produces a positive contribution to V E; also, an
increase in the alcohol chain length causes a steric effect
that is accompanied by an increase in the mixture volume.
Figure 3 shows the V E values calculated for the NMF and
DMF binary mixtures; for comparison purposes the V E


values of the systems FOR («=110)–(C1–C5 )alkan-1-ols
(from hexanol and above the liquids were only partly
miscible) and PYR («=28)–(C1–C10 )alkan-1-ols are also
included. All four binary systems exhibit a similar pattern,
with constant variation (roughly) between the curves along
the alcohol series; for the same alcohol the V E values varied
in the order V E (PYR)<V E (FOR)<V E (DMF)<V E (NMF);
V E (PIR) was always negative (except for larger alkanols),
whereas V E (NMF) was always positive (except for smaller
alkanols); thus the positive contributions to V E strongly
depend on the nature of the amide.


The volume cavities, FOR (95·94), NMF (97·00), PYR
(127·64) and DMF (128·50), indicate that the difference in
amide size is not the principal factor accounting for such an
effect; the volume cavities were chosen to be equal to the
molecular volume of ther amides at room temperature in the
liquid state or in a solution, and were determined using the
MINDO/3 computational method.21 Also, the breaking
effect of the self-associations in the amide structures does
not account satisfactorily for the observed behaviour, as the
degree of association varies markedly with the particular
amide. The very high degree of self-association by H-
bonding in pyrrolidin-2-one depends on the PYR
concentration and may be disturbed by the solvent, even by
solvents incapable of forming hydrogen bonds; PYR may
form dimers at low concentrations and dimers,22 trimers and
higher oligomers at high concentrations, the aggregates
behaving as independent entities.23 On the other hand, DMF
shows no significant structural effects due to the lack of H-
bonds;24 although evidence for dipole–dipole
self-association has been reported, some controversy about
its extent still remains;25 for instance, dielectric relaxation
studies of N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) have suggested a
low degree of association (ca 10%) in pure DMA. With this
in mind, it is not immediately obvious how one explains the
order of the V E values reported, as the addition of alcohol
should have a considerable influence on the structure


Table 1. Properties of the pure compounds at 298·15 K


Density (g cm23 ) Viscosity (cP)


Compound Exp. Lit. Exp. Lit.


N,N-dimethylformamide 0·94406 0·9444a 0·805 0·80a


0·94387b 0·802b


0·9445c


0·94393d


0·94376e


0·94539f


N-Methylformamide 0·99929 0·9988a 1·76 1·65a


1·0000b


a Ref. 13.
b Ref. 14.
c Ref. 15.
d Ref. 16.
e Ref. 17.
f Ref. 18.
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breaking of PYR, little effect on DMF and an intermediate
effect for NMF and FOR. The difference in the ability of
these amides to form hetero-aggregates with alcohols may


account for the V E behaviour.
The partial molar volumes of NMF and DMF (V̄1 ) were


evaluated from the Redlich Kister parameters (Table 4)


Table 2. Densities (r, g cm23 ) for NMF–alkan-1-ol binary systems at 298·15K


System X1 r X1 r X1 r


NMF(1)–MET(2) 0·03553 0·79873 0·38698 0·89465 0·67970 0·95191
0·06448 0·80825 0·39678 0·89683 0·68685 0·95304
0·11398 0·82351 0·46612 0·91178 0·73824 0·96161
0.13831 0·83083 0·49433 0·91753 0·78223 0·96854
0.22528 0.85506 0.56469 0.93127 0.92568 0.98943
0·26219 0·86469 0·62614 0·94272


NMF(1)–ETH(2) 0·05280 0·79686 0·44353 0·88193 0·79740 0·95727
0·14569 0·81708 0·49983 0·89396 0·85246 0·96874
0·19293 0·82731 0·54850 0·90451 0·89629 0·97781
0·24590 0·83889 0·60881 0·91737 0·93586 0·98592
0·28598 0·84762 0·65474 0·92721
0·34917 0·86142 0·75887 0·94922


NMF(1)–PRO(2) 0·06468 0·80949 0·46503 0·87981 0·79148 0·94901
0·12917 0·81983 0·51319 0·88932 0·83306 0·95865
0·19302 0·83041 0·55844 0·89857 0·87893 0·96943
0·34728 0·85749 0·65660 0·91909 0·95829 0·98878
0·39836 0·86703 0·70569 0·92984


NMF(1)–BUT(2) 0·06551 0·81360 0·54149 0·88741 0·78406 0·94015
0·13248 0·82203 0·56829 0·89271 0·81976 0·94901
0·23123 0·83561 0·60000 0·89902 0·87262 0·96282
0·29679 0·84534 0·64982 0·90943 0·89662 0·96925
0·33653 0·85159 0·70785 0·92220 0·92987 0·97857
0·40597 0·86298 0·73881 0·92934 0·95543 0·98586


NMF(1)–PEN(2) 0·07476 0·81781 0·38047 0·85046 0·84817 0·91688
0·13662 0·82386 0·41025 0·85406 0·89167 0·92443
0·20902 0·83130 0·50636 0·86607 0·91909 0·92922
0·25108 0·83582 0·67008 0·88878
0·28772 0·83984 0·73340 0·89833


NMF(1)–HEX(2) 0·14127 0·82757 0·55474 0·88038 0·77465 0·92663
0·23086 0·83653 0·60241 0·88889 0·83559 0·94306
0·33345 0·84826 0·61281 0·89089 0·86555 0·95215
0·47928 0·86812 0·69597 0·90803 0·88967 0·95967
0·50079 0·87152 0·74973 0·92047 0·94778 0·98014


NMF(1)–HEP(2) 0·13133 0·82846 0·58427 0·88199 0·76527 0·91954
0·21998 0·83623 0·64345 0·89275 0·79154 0·92644
0·39397 0·85454 0·67800 0·89971 0·84558 0·94168
0·45571 0·86237 0·67890 0·89982 0·90891 0·96254
0·52862 0·87288 0·71363 0·90733 0·96302 0·98336


NMF(1)–OCT(2) 0·13143 0·83030 0·52517 0·87005 0·70810 0·90218
0·31405 0·84537 0·57520 0·87766 0·74947 0·91163
0·38844 0·85291 0·62573 0·88615 0·79845 0·92410
0·46167 0·86157 0·66140 0·89277 0·87163 0·94621


NMF(1)–NON(2) 0·14536 0·83251 0·50834 0·86568 0·89516 0·95118
0·23068 0·83838 0·54659 0·87083 0·92538 0·96325
0·33620 0·84693 0·61407 0·88112 0·96338 0·98026
0·41499 0·85469 0·70289 0·89764
0·48397 0·86261 0·77451 0·91411


NMF(1)–DEC(2) 0·10499 0·83152 0·48260 0·86117 0·74062 0·90269
0·18409 0·83603 0·53236 0·86739 0·80891 0·91990
0·33075 0·84650 0·57530 0·87311 0·83811 0·92855
0·33612 0·84698 0·63933 0·88313 0·90898 0·95380
0·39636 0·85228 0·65644 0·88585 0·95179 0·97304
0·42888 0·85547 0·70330 0·89472
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Table 3. Densities (r, g cm23 ) for DMF–alkan-1-ol binary systems at 298·15 K


System X1 r X1 r X1 r


DMF(1)–MET(2) 0·04687 0·80229 0·30922 0·86622 0·60652 0·90929
0·10532 0·81964 0·36350 0·87566 0·70921 0·92030
0·14924 0·83157 0·40584 0·88255 0·77576 0·92657
0·20468 0·84475 0·46293 0·89117 0·81441 0·92998
0·23891 0·85208 0·50523 0·89713 0·87290 0·93471
0·27309 0·85919 0·58176 0·90641


DMF(1)–ETH(2) 0·04030 0·79455 0·37406 0·85811 0·57840 0·89032
0·06988 0·80088 0·38928 0·86078 0·69760 0·90688
0·10675 0·80842 0·41586 0·86518 0·73155 0·91139
0·11084 0·80932 0·43343 0·86783 0·74484 0·91329
0·20707 0·82844 0·46762 0·87350 0·89136 0·93173
0·26012 0·83817 0·49918 0·87718 0·94563 0·93787
0·32711 0·85004 0·54253 0·88502


DMF(1)–PRO(2) 0·05872 0·80859 0·27894 0·84141 0·83554 0·92138
0·06501 0·80953 0·35034 0·85192 0·85648 0·92429
0·08857 0·81308 0·42756 0·86319 0·89663 0·92987
0·10107 0·81495 0·56695 0·88333 0·94059 0·93596
0·13898 0·82067 0·57408 0·88432 0·94316 0·93631
0·19777 0·82942 0·70555 0·90304
0·20993 0·83125 0·78682 0·91467


DMF(1)–BUT(2) 0·05823 0·81256 0·39350 0·85449 0·69411 0·89660
0·09416 0·81680 0·44506 0·86143 0·78673 0·91045
0·16127 0·82490 0·54869 0·87563 0·82414 0·91639
0·16780 0·82566 0·57894 0·87993 0·86483 0·92245
0·22216 0·83245 0·60273 0·88330 0·94919 0·93581
0·26154 0·83737 0·64311 0·88913 0·94936 0·93579


DMF(1)–PEN(2) 0·07476 0·81781 0·38047 0·85046 0·84817 0·91688
0·13662 0·82386 0·41025 0·85406 0·89167 0·92443
0·20902 0·83130 0·50636 0·86607 0·91909 0·92922
0·25108 0·83582 0·67008 0·88878
0·28772 0·83984 0·73340 0·89833


DMF(1)–HEX(2) 0·04591 0·81854 0·36969 0·84804 0·68011 0·88685
0·11821 0·82431 0·45874 0·85791 0·74409 0·89665
0·20518 0·83187 0·50249 0·86313 0·83386 0·91156
0·34997 0·84598 0·60202 0·87588 0·88773 0·92132


DMF(1)–HEP(2) 0·08395 0·82414 0·40771 0·85110 0·72365 0·89049
0·18521 0·83159 0·52772 0·86412 0·78798 0·90096
0·27747 0·83900 0·61591 0·87507 0·80537 0·90403
0·31296 0·84212 0·66465 0·88181 0·87497 0·91677
0·39000 0·84936 0·70816 0·88814 0·90753 0·92322


DMF(1)–OCT(2) 0·07938 0·82591 0·50835 0·86021 0·83054 0·90600
0·18586 0·83284 0·59648 0·87036 0·89197 0·91822
0·25409 0·83762 0·66138 0·87878 0·95512 0·93254
0·32941 0·84351 0·68696 0·88237
0·47068 0·85635 0·79121 0·89891


DMF(1)–NON(2) 0·09770 0·82901 0·45384 0·85402 0·75184 0·89009
0·20533 0·83525 0·49835 0·85822 0·82225 0·90242
0·28418 0·84046 0·51565 0·85992 0·85818 0·90948
0·31315 0·84252 0·57369 0·86616 0·90171 0·91875
0·40456 0·84966 0·69345 0·88123 0·94818 0·92979


DMF(1)–DEC(2) 0·14912 0·83312 0·54691 0·86193 0·82716 0·90111
0·25804 0·83911 0·60140 0·86773 0·90967 0·91895
0·31034 0·84237 0·70956 0·88139 0·94306 0·92747
0·48795 0·85621 0·74997 0·88761
0·53474 0·86068 0·78707 0·89373
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using


(V̄1 )=V1 +(VE
1 ) (3)


where (V E
1 ), the amide excess partial molar volumes, were


calculated as


(V E
1 )=(V E )1, 2 +(12X1 )[(V E )1, 2 /X1 ]P, T (4)


Figures 4 and 5 show the (V̄1 ) curves for NMF and DMF


as a function of the amide mole fraction; according to de
Viesser et al.,26 a pronounced minimum in the curve
indicates the strength of the interaction. Addition of 1 mol
of amide to a large volume of the different alkan-1-ols
produces a volume contraction in DMF with MET to PRO,
and expansion with the other alkan-1-ols, whereas for NMR
a volume contraction is produced only with MET and
ETH.


Figure 1. Molar excess volumes (V E ) vs X1 at 298·15 K of
X1(NMF)+(12X1 ) alkan-1-ols: (h) methanol; (n) ethanol; (e)
propan-1-ol; (q) butan-1-ol; (s) pentan-1-ol; (j) hexan-1-ol; (m)


heptan-1-ol; (r) octan-1-ol; (w) nonan-1-ol; (d) decan-1-ol


Table 4. Coefficients and standard deviations for equation (2) (Units: cm3 mol21 )


Mixture a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 s


NMF–MET 21·3051 20·3710 20·1095 20·1134 0·0021
NMF–ETH 20·3767 0·1993 0·0688 0·0024
NMF–PRO 0·2390 0·3776 20·0354 20·1363 0·1753 0·0025
NMF–BUT 0·6183 0·3622 0·0793 0·1100 20·1075 0·0024
NMF–PEN 1·0228 0·3340 20·1114 0·3060 0·5125 0·0027
NMF–HEX 1·1741 20·0956 20·4489 0·1407 0·0039
NMF–HEP 1·5533 20·1612 20·4954 20·0919 0·2799 0·0047
NMF–OCT 1·6855 20·2626 20·1182 20·3086 0·0045
NMF–NON 2·0629 20·1594 20·0197 20·4383 0·0047
NMF–DEC 2·2342 20·3496 20·5266 20·3523 20·4532 0·0027
DMF–MET 21·7206 20·6763 20·3716 0·0062
DMF–ETH 21·6866 20·6701 20·6617 20·0555 0·4071 0·0035
DMF–PRO 20·2670 20·0379 20·0391 0·0143 20·1467 0·0015
DMF–BUT 0·0121 0·1180 20·0320 0·0020
DMF–PEN 0·4012 0·0047 0·1143 0·0410 20·1118 0·0028
DMF–HEX 0·6697 0·0730 20·2257 0·0582 0·1832 0·0021
DMF–HEP 0·9512 20·0207 20·1428 0·0036
DMF–OCT 1·2690 20·2644 20·2329 0·2498 0·4207 0·0023
DMF–NON 1·5759 20·3972 20·1982 0·0051
DMF–DEC 1·6564 20·7462 0·0558 0·3790 0·0026


Figure 2. Molar excess volumes (V E ) vs X1 at 298·15 K of
X1(DMF)+(12X1 ) alkan-1-ols: (h) methanol; (n) ethanol; (e)
propan-1-ol; (q) butan-1-ol; (s) pentan-1-ol; (j) hexan-1-ol, (m)


heptan-1-ol; (r) octan-1-ol; (w) nonan-1-ol; (d) decan-1-ol
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The high dipole moments of the four amides (NMF,
m=3·78 D; DMF, m=3·86 D; FOR, m=3·70 D; and PYR,
m=3·55 D) and of the alkanols (ranging from m=1·66 D for
ethanol to 3·09 D for propanol)27 result in strong dipole–
dipole interactions, which favour the formation of
amide–alcohol complexes. Kinart and Kinart28 investigated
the structure of FOR–propanol, DMF–ethanol and DMF–
propanol binary mixtures by 1H NMR spectroscopy and


suggested the formation of the most stable complexes (sub-
units) of the types 3FOR–2PRO and 2FOR–PRO in the
FOR–PRO mixtures, DMF–ETH in the DMF–ETH mix-
tures, DMF–PRO in the DMF–PRO mixtures and
DMF–MET in the DMF–MET mixtures. The V E values
reported for these alcohol–amide mixtures cannot be
interpreted only in terms of dispersion forces and/or hetero-
associations, as the two opposing effects are present in each
of the mixtures; the increase in the V E values with increase
in the alcohol chain length reveals a preponderant role of the
geometrical effects.
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OXIDATION OF ALDEHYDES WITH PERMANGANATE IN ACIDIC AND
ALKALINE MEDIA


M. JÁKY and J. SZAMMER*
1 Central Research Institute for Chemistry, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 17, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary


The oxidation mechanism of aldehydes with permanganate was studied in acidic and alkaline media on acetaldehyde,
propionaldehyde, pivalaldehyde (2,29-dimethylpropanal) and chloral substrates. On addition of water to acetaldehyde
dissolved in organic solvents the rate increased, and therefore it may be stated that the hydrate form is more reactive
than the aldehyde form. Acid-catalysed nucleophilic addition of permanganate is suggested. In alkaline medium a
mechanism based on electron abstraction from the alkoxy anion of the hydrate is proposed. Deprotonation constants of
hydrate could be calculated.. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Although several studies have been made on the oxidation
mechanism of aldehydes,1–26 the reaction cannot be con-
sidered as fully clarified. It is still an open question, for
example, which of the two main types of carbonyl reactions
the oxidation of aldehydes can be associated with: nucleo-
philic addition or nucleophilic substitution on the carbon
atom in the a-position. The question is all the more
complicated since in aqueous medium simple aldehydes are
considerably hydrated.


Previously, enolization was generally regarded as the
rate-determining step;1, 2 later, however, this idea was
discarded since the rate of oxidation with practically all
effective oxidizers proved to be orders of magnitude faster
than that of enolization. Most recently, aldehyde hydrate has
been considered3–5, 7–18 to be the more reactive form, since in
this case the rate constant of the almost fully hydrated
formaldehyde can be fitted to Taft’s straight line. With the
use of various oxidants, mechanisms based on hydride ion
(H2 ) abstraction,3–13 H-atom abstraction from the C–H
bond14 or from hydrate-OH,15, 16 esterification17, 18 and com-
plex formation19 have been assumed.


As regards oxidation by permanganate, in connection
with furfural, Freeman et al.20 stated that no distinction can
be made between the two mechanisms: H2 abstraction from
the hydrate or nucleophilic attack on the aldehyde form.
Later, however, in connection with pivaldehyde,21 they gave


preference to the latter form, in contrast to Banerji,10–12 who
maintained that the first variation was more probable. Most
recently, in connection with glycol aldehyde, the possibility
of enolization has arisen again,22a in spite of the fact that
according to some workers22b enolization proceeds slowly in
the case of glycol aldehyde also.


In acidic solution, the product proved to be the corre-
sponding carboxylic acid. In the oxidation of acetaldehyde
in alkaline medium, oxalic acid was observed in addition to
acetic acid by previous workers.23 In any case, based on
18O-studies, it may be considered as verified that the O atom
is transferred to the product in acidic and neutral media
from MnO2


4 and in alkaline medium from water.20, 24


The conflicting ideas on the mechanism and the contrast-
ing interpretations of the role of [H+ ] and [OH2 ] seemed to
justify further investigations on the topic. In this work, acid-
and base-catalysed oxidations of acetaldehyde, propionalde-
hyde, pivalaldehyde (2,29-dimethylpropanal) and chloral
were studied. For the sake of comparison, our previous
results obtained with formaldehyde25 and glycoaldehyde26


were also taken into consideration.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Stoichiometry and products


In acidic medium, the reduction product of permanganate is
Mn3+ , which can be maintained in solution even at pH 6·8
by prior addition of pyrophosphate ion and determined
spectrophotometrically. The Mn(H2P2O7 (32


3 complex ion
reacts with aldehydes orders of magnitude more slowly than
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permanganate, and therefore Mn3+ may be considered as the
end product. By iodimetric determination of the excess of
permanganate, it could be established that in each case two-
electron oxidation took place, involving the formation of
corresponding carboxylic acids. In the case of acetaldehyde,
acetic acid was removed from the system by distillation and
obtained in 98·6% yield.


The stoichiometric equation is thus


2RCHO+MnO2
4 +4H+→2RCOOH+Mn3+ +2H2O


In alkaline solution, if [OH2 ]≥0·1 mol dm23, then in the
first step permanganate is reduced only to MnO22


4 , the
reaction of which is rather slow. Also in this case, oxidation
proved to be two-electron; accordingly, no oxalic acid could
be detected as the oxidation product of acetaldehyde. The
stoichiometric equation here is


RCHO+2 MnO2
4 +3OH2→RCOO2 +2 MnO22


4 +2HO


Kinetics


Kinetic investigations were carried out with a large excess
of the substrate under apparent first-order conditions and
permanganate consumption was followed by spectrophoto-
metry. In each case the plots of log(A2A° ) versus time
gave a straight line, indicating that the reaction has a first-
order dependence on permanganate (A=absorbance at
524 nm). Table 1 gives the kobs values calculated from the
slopes of the straight lines, which are in direct proportion to
substrate concentration; thus, the reaction also shows a first-
order dependence on the substrate. The corresponding
second-order rate constant values are given in Tables 2 and
4.


Table 1. Dependence of pseudo-first order rate constants on the substrate concen-
trationa


102 [substrate]
(mol dm23 ) Acetaldehyde Propionaldehyde Pivalaldehyde Chloral


1 0·90 (76) 2·60 (170) 5·42 (6·4) 0·0118b (7·67)
2 1·87 (149) 5·35 (357) 10·4 (13·1) 0·0231b (15·2)
3 2·59 (234) 7·72 (485) 15·6 (18·9) 0·0364b (23·2)
4 3·49 (301) 10·3 (706) 22·5 (26·1) 0·0463b (30·5)
5 4·63 (382) 13·1 (822) 27·9 (31·4) 0·0596b (38·5)


a [MnO2
4 ]=1·031023 mol dm23; I=2·0 mol dm23; T=25 °C. 102ka


obs(s
21 ) values at [HClO4 ]=0·25


and [Na4P2O7]=531023 mol dm23. 102kb
obs(s


21 ) values in parentheses at [NaOH]=0·20 mol dm23.
b At a tenfold chloral concentration.


Table 2. Dependence of apparent second-order rate constants (ka dm3 mol21 s21 ) on hydrogen ion concentration and the activation
parametersa. Rate constants of non-catalysed (k0 ) and acid-catalysed (kH ) processes [equation (1)].


[H+ ]
(mol dm23 ) Formaldehydec Acetaldehyde Propionaldehyde Pivalaldehyde Chloral Glycolaldehyded Ethanolc


1·0 1·12 2·42 6·13 10·3 1·9231023 1·88 5·7631023


0·75 0·83 1·88 4·95 8·9 1·7031023 1·41 4·6231023


0·50 0·54 1·45 3·84 7·2 1·4631023 0·97 3·3131023


0·25 0·31 0·90 2·60 5·4 1·1831023 0·55 2·2231023


0·10 0·125 0·61 1·79 4·0 1·0731023 0·31 1·4531023


0·05 0·082 0·48 1·55 3·6 1·0131023 0·185 1·3131023


pH 2·4 0·027 0·41 1·35 3·2 0·9731023 0·160 1·1231023


pH 4·8 0·008 0·39 1·10 3·1 0·9431023 0·140 1·0931023


pH 6·6 0·008 0·39 1·10 3·1 0·9431023 0·135 1·1131023


0·1b 0·158 0·71 2·21 4·4 1·1731023 0·39 1·6231023


Khy 1820 1·20 0·71 0·24 2·83104 9·1 0
k0 (M


21 s21 ) 0·008 0·39 1·10 3·1 0·9431023 0·14 1·0931023


kH (M
22 2s21 ) 1·08 2·01 5·03 7·2 0·9831023 1·74 4·6031023


DH (kJ mol21 ) — 58·6 54·6 37·8 — — —
DS (J mol21 K21 ) — 241 246 262 — — —


a [Substrate]0 =1·0031022 mol dm23; [MnO2
4 ]=1·031023 mol dm23; [Na4P2O7 ]=531023 mol dm23; I=2·0 mol dm23; T=25 °C.


b Ionic strength 0·1 mol dm23.
c Ref. 25.
d Ref. 26.
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Kinetics in acidic solution


Measurements were performed over the range [H+ ]=0·05–
1·0 mol dm23 and at pH 2·4, 4·6 and 6·8. Based on the
relevant data in Table 2, it is evident that the ka value is
linearly dependent on [H+ ], i.e. the kinetic equation is


2
d[MnO2


4 ]


dt
=ka


obs[MnO2
4 ]=ka[A]T[MnO2


4 ]


=(k0 +kH[H+ ])[A]T[MnO2
4 ] (1)


where [A]T is total aldehyde concentration.
Enolization cannot play a role here, because of the low


values of pKen (pKen =4·66–6·66 for acetaldehyde27–30 and


3·91 for propionaldehyde,27–28 where Ken =[enol]/[alde-
hyde]), and because the rate constants of enolization in
acidic solution28–30 (ken =1·6531025 and
1·8831025 dm3 mol21 s21, respectively) are negligible
compared with the rate constants of oxidation. Piv-
alaldehyde and chloral are incapable of forming an enol
form.


At the same time, aldehydes in aqueous solution are
considerably hydrated. Table 2 gives the most probable data
for Khy =[hydrate]/[aldehyde] available in the literature.31–43


Hydration in acidic solution is rapid compared with
oxidation (kH =500–800 dm3 mol21 s21 for acetalde-
hyde31, 32, 36, 38, 41 and 450–490 dm3 mol21 s21 for
propionaldehyde32, 36, 41 ), i.e. the kinetic equation does not
show whether the aldehyde or the hydrate is the reactive
form.


Apparently, the dependence of ka on [H+ ] can hardly be
due to the equilibrium H+ +MnO2


4
⇀↽HMnO4 as suggested


by Banerji,10–12 since under these conditions permanganate
must be completely deprotonated (pK=22·25).13, 44, 45 Con-
sidering the fact that aldehyde reactions are generally acid-
and/or base-catalysed, it seems reasonable to assume acid
catalysis also in the case of oxidation. With a reduction in
ionic strength the ka value in each case slightly but definitely
increased; therefore, reactions with inversely charged
molecules must be taken into account. The corresponding
rate constants of ethanol25 are also listed in Table 2. As is
evident from the data, acid catalysis occurs also in the case
of ethanol. This suggests that proton addition of the
alcoholic hydroxyl group and consequently that of the


Table 3. Dependence of acetaldehyde k0 values (dm3 mol21 s21 ) on
the water content of organic solvents


Water
(%v/v) DMFa Diglyme Acetone


0 0·090 0·085 0·072
10 0·137 0·130 0·116
20 0·18
30 0·21
40 0·24
50 0·27


100 0·39


a [Na4P2O7 ]=331023 mol dm23


Table 4. Dependence of apparent second-order rate constants (kb dm3 mol21 s21 ) on hydroxyl ion concentration and the
activation parametersa. Measured K b


Hy deprotonation constants of hydrates [equation (3)] and kHy2 rate constants of hydrate
anions [equation (4)].


[OH2 ]
(mol dm23 ) Formaldehydec Acetaldehyde Propionaldehyde Pivalaldehyde Chloral Glycolaldehyded


1·0 196 198 613 19·6 7·40 350
0·80 — 181 520 16·1 7·84 —
0·75 160 — — — — 354
0·60 — 155 422 13·5 7·90 —
0·50 121 — — — — 376
0·40 — 126 302 10·1 7·52 —
0·25 79·3 — — — — 374
0·20 — 76 170 6·4 7·67 —
0·10 47·4 44 90 4·8 7·69 365
0·10b 24·2 29 51 2·9 3·96 172
Kb


Hy (M
21 ) 19 (0·080)e 2·88 0·64 Small Large Large


kHy2 (M
22 s21 ) 28 (1035)e 161 1720 43·3f 3·84 183


DH (kJ mol21 ) — 39·8 35·7 29·4 — —
DS (J mol21 K21 ) — 279 288 2101 — —


a [Substrate]0 =1·0031022 mol dm23; [MnO2
4 ]=1·031023 mol dm23; I=2·0 mol dm23; T=25 °C.


b Ionic strength 0·1 mol dm23.
c Ref. 25.
d Ref. 26.
e Deprotonation of the second HO-group.
f The kHy–K b


Hy product.
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aldehyde hydrate may also take place.
Acetaldehyde can be prepared in a completely hydrate-


free form by sulphuric acid decomposition of paraldehyde.
The acetaldehyde attained was then distilled to dried
dimethylformamide (DMF) and, since DMF satisfactorily
dissolves KMnO4 , kinetic measurements could also be
performed with the pure aldehyde form. On gradually
increasing the water content of the reaction mixture to 50%,
we observed a considerable (ca fourfold) increase in the k0


value (Table 3) Similar results were attained in diglyme and
acetone. Owing to the effect of the medium, the comparison
of the rate constants with those obtained in water is only of
informative character. Nevertheless, the increase in reaction
rate under the influence of water points to the fact that
although both forms are capable of reaction, the hydrate has
higher reactivity. Positive polarity on the C atom seems to
be more intense for the geminal glycol than for the carbonyl
group, which is more advantageous for nucleophilic MnO2


4


attack, in spite of the fact that steric conditions are more


favourable in the case of the aldehyde owing to its planar
structure. Upon acidification, oxidation of the organic
solvent is also accelerated; therefore, the k value could not
be measured. Comparison with a blank test showed,
however, that the oxidation of acetaldehyde was catalysed
by acid also under these conditions for both carbonyl and
hydrate polarization is enhanced by protonation of their O
atom(s).


It can be stated that the nucleophilic attack of MnO2
4 take


place on all four species and each proces must give the same
permanganate ester as intermediate (Scheme 1). The
oxidative decomposition of this ester is the rate-determining
step.


The protonation constant for aldehyde (KH1 ) and that for
hydrate (KH2 ) must be low because of the linear dependence
of ka on [H+ ]. On the assumption that the rate constant of
the reverse processes in Scheme 1 are fast, the steady-state
approximation can be applied. The kinetic equation (2)
obtained is in accordance with the observed equation (1).


Scheme 1
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2
d[MnO2


4 ]


dt
=k[E]


=k
k1 +k2Khy +k3kH1[H


+ ]+k4KhyKH2[H
+ ]


(1+Khy )(k21 +k22 +k23 +k24 +k)


[A]T[MnO2
4 ]


=Hk
k1 +k2Khy


(1+Khy )∑k


+k
k3KH1 +k4KhyKH2


(1+Khy )∑k
[H+ ]J [A]T[MnO2


4 ]


=(k0 +kH[H+ ])[A]T[MnO2
4 ] (2)


The proposed mechanism explains the effect of structure
on reactivity: the electron-releasing group stabilizes the
permanganate ester, increasing its equilibrium constants,
and also it directly raises the constant of oxidative
decomposition k due to promotion of electron abstraction by
permanganate.


The thermodynamic parameters also presented in Table 2
are not very characteristic, considering the fact that the ka


values measured are composed of several rate and equilib-
rium constants. Owing to proton elimination involved in
oxidative decomposition of ester, a charge occurs in the
activated complex, therefore an increase in solvation must
be taken into consideration. This accounts for the relatively
high negative DS values.


Since a two-electron oxidation step is involved, the first
reduction product of permanganate is Mn(V)O32


4 , the
further fate of which is determined by two possibilities. As
is well known,45–48 in acidic solution the disproportionation
of Mn(V) is fairly rapid. According to more recent studies,49


however, in acidic solution Mn(V) is capable of extremely
rapid reaction with some groups of the substrates, hence
also with aldehydes, therefore, this possibility cannot be
excluded either.


Kinetics in alkaline solution


Measurements were carried out in the range [OH2 ]=0·1–
1·0 mol dm23. Under these conditions, in the first step,
permanganate is reduced only to manganate. It cannot,
however, be unambiguously determined whether two con-
secutive one-electron steps take place or if hypomanganate
is formed in a two-electron step and then oxidized into
manganate by permanganate in a fast reaction. The latter
assumption is more probable since the reaction products do
not point to a radical mechanism.


In alkaline solution the rate constant of enolization is also
low50 (k=7·831022 dm3 mol21 s21 for acetaldehyde)
related to the rate constant of oxidation, which implies that
enolization cannot play a significant role under these


conditions either. Deprotonation on the C-atom in the
a-position can also be neglected (pKa =16·8–19·7 for
acetaldehyde).50–52 These phenomena are in conformity with
the observation that the corresponding carboxylic acids are
formed also in alkaline solution, i.e. no oxidation takes
place on the C-atom in the a-position. In alkaline solution
hydrate anion formation must be taken into consideration.
The following equilibria are valid:


where


Kb
Hy =


[RCH(OH)O2 ]


[RCH(OH)2] [OH2 ]
(3)


Equilibrium sets in quickly owing to the high rate constant
of OH2 nucleophilic attack (kOH2 =2·6528·03104 dm3


mol21 s21 ).31, 35


In connection with alcohols, it has been proved that the
alkoxy anion is the reactive form26 and oxidation proceeds
via direct electron withdrawal and simultaneous nucleo-
philic attack of the hydroxy ion. By applying the
mechanism to hydrate, for the activated complex we obtain
the following form:


The kinetic equation is


2
d[MnO2


4 ]


dt
=kb


obs[MnO2
4 ] = kb[A]T[MnO2


4 ]


=2


k
k1 +k2Khy


∑k
+kHy2KhyK


b
Hy[OH2 ]


1+Khy +KhyK
b
Hy[OH2 ]


3 [A]T[MnO2
4 ] (4)


=2
(1+Khy )k0 +kHy2KhyK


b
Hy[OH2 ]


1+Khy +KhyK
b
Hy[OH2 ]


3 [A]T[MnO2
4 ]


where kHy2 is the rate constant of the hydrate anion. The
factor of 2 points to fast consumption of another MnO2


4


molecule after the rate-determining step. kb increases with
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increase in ionic strength in accordance with the assumption
that the reaction occurs between ions of identical sign.


For Khy we applied literature data31–43 (given in Table 2);
k0 is the rate constant measured in neutral media, and
therefore the two-parameter fitting of


kb =2
(1+Khy )k0 +kHy2KhyK


b
Hy[OH2 ]


1+Khy +KhyK
b
Hy[OH2 ]


(5)


was applied. The results are summarized in Table 4. In the
case of glycol aldehyde and chloral, the kb value does not
depend on [OH2 ], i.e. these substrates are completely
deprotonated over the whole range (which is in correspon-
dence with literature data, according to which
pKa =142 logKb


Hy =10·04 for chloral).53 In the case of
formaldehyde, fitting could be carried out only if deprotona-
tion of the second HO group was also taken into account. In
the case of pivalaldehyde, kb was linearly dependent on
[OH2 ], i.e. deprotonation was so slight that only the
product of the two constants could be attained by fitting. For
acetaldehyde, Kb


Hy was in correspondence with literature
data42, 53, 54 attained by other methods. This may be con-
sidered as decisive evidence in support of the mechanism
proposed.


It is a much debated question and has still not been
clarified whether the permanganate oxidation of an alkoxy
anion takes place by electron withdrawal simultaneously
with proton elimination and hydroxy ion entry or by hydride
ion abstraction. Both the simple and Es-corrected Taft plots
for k0 and kHy2 showed curvature, but regarding their trend
it may be stated that with increase in s*, log(k/kA1 )
decreases, which implies that the electron density of the
reaction center is lower in the activated complex than in the
initial state (kA1 is the rate constant of acetaldehyde, for
which s*=0). On the basis of the above, it cannot be
decided actually which of the two mechanisms takes place.
The activation parameters do not supply definite evidence
either, as for both pathways high negative DS values are to
be expected. Since, however, toluene, which is bound to be
oxidized via H2 abstraction,55 reacts by about five to six
orders of magnitude slower than the alkoxy anion, electron
withdrawal seems to be more probable.


In conclusion, it can be established that permanganate
oxidation of aldehydes takes place according to two
mechanisms. In acidic medium acid-catalysed nucleophile
addition of permanganate anion occurs and the hydrate is
more reactive than the aldehyde form. In alkaline medium,
however, electron abstraction from the hydrate anion is the
main process.


EXPERIMENTAL


The reagents KMnO4 , HClO4 , NaClO4 and NaOH were of
analytical grade from Merck. Acetaldehyde and paral-
dehyde (Merck), propionaldehyde and pivalaldehyde


(Aldrich) were purified by distillation and intermediate
fractions were used. Chloral hydrate was of grade from
purum Fluka. Dimethylformamide, diglyme and acetone
(Reanal) were dried with 4A molecular sieves.


Stoichiometry. In a stoppered bottle 2·031024 mol of
substrate was added to 831024 mol of permanganate after
previous adjustment of a 0·1 or 0·5 mol dm23 acid or alkali
concentration in the latter solution. After a reaction time of
1 h, solid KI was added. Then, following acidification by
sulfuric acid, the total excess of oxidant was titrated, using
thiosulphate solution.


Products. Product analysis was carried out for acet-
aldehyde at 0·25 mol dm23 acid and alkali concentrations. A
100 cm3 volume of 0·1 mol dm23 (ca 131022 mol) per-
manganate solution was added to 10 cm3 of 0·1 mol dm23


(131023 mol) of the substrate. After a 30 min reaction
time, the excess oxidation capacity was reduced to MnO2 by
hydrazine hydrate. Upon filtration, 50 ml of 85% phospho-
ric acid was added to the solution, which was distilled until
dripping ceased. After the addition of 50 ml of water (23 )
distillation was continued. The acetic acid content of the
distillate was determined by alkalimetry. No Ca oxalate
could be precipitated by a standard method after oxidation
in alkaline medium.


Kinetics. The stock solutions of permanganate contained
the acid or alkali. By this means the effect of aldol
dimerization was avoidable. Aldol dimerization is
slow54, 56, 57 in comparison with oxidation.


The concentration of H+ was adjusted with HClO4 or to
Britton–Robinson buffers. Pyrophosphate ions were applied
to avoid the disproportionation of Mn3+ . The alkali
concentration was adjusted with NaOH and NaClO4 to
maintain the ionic strength. Kinetic measurements were
performed on a stopped flow reaction analyser (Applied
Photophysics Bio Sequental SX·17 MV). Each kobs value
was obtained as the average values of five individual
measurements. The standard deviation of kobs fittings, up to
three half times, were lower than 0·1. The estimated
accuracy of k0 , kH , kHy2 and Kb


Hy values was ±3% and that
of the activation parameters was ±5%. The correlation
coefficients of kobs vs [A]T plots were 0·96.


For the activation parameter measurements the k values
were determined in the interval 15–40 °C (in 5 °C steps) at
[H+ ]=0·1 and [OH2 ]=0·25 mol dm23. The correlation
coefficients of Arrhenius plots ranged between 0·91 and
0·94.


The acetaldehyde obtained by decomposition of paral-
dehyde was directly distilled into the corresponding solvent
cooled with ice. The quantity was determined by weight
measurements, and the stock solution was prepared by
dilution. Water was added to both stock solutions. Kinetic
measurements were carried out on a Hewlett-Packard
spectrophotometer (Model 8452A) coupled to a laboratory-
made rapid mixing device.
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EFFECTS OF SOLVENTS ON THE TAUTOMERIZATION OF
N,N-DIMETHYLGLYCINE


ALLAN D. HEADLEY*, RITA E. CORONA AND ERIC T. CHEUNG
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The effects that solvents have on the tautomerization of N,N-dimethylglycine are analyzed and the solvent’s dipolarity/
polarizability and acidic properties appear to play important roles in the solvation of the zwitterionic tautomer. Owing
to the existence of a stable intramolecular hydrogen-bonded conformer of the zwitterion, in which the acidic hydrogen
of the ion is hydrogen bonded to the carboxylate functionality, solvation of the zwitterion by basic solvents is not very
important. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


For over a century, solvent effects on reaction rates and
equilibria have been of concern to chemists.1 For com-
pounds that have acidic and basic functionalities, such as
amino acids, the degree of ionization is usually dictated by
medium effects. For example, the rate of gastrointestinal
absorption of some ionizable drugs depends on the extent of
ionization.2 Analysis of solvent effects of the properties of
compounds has been an area of interest to our research
group.3 In a previous paper,4 we showed that in solution the
population of the zwitterionic tautomer of N,N-dimethyl-
valine is dictated mainly by the acidic and basic properties
of solvents. Evaluation of solvent effects on the properties
of different compounds can be achieved from appropriate
quantitative structure–property relationships (QSPR).5 For
the development of reliable QSPR, accurate property
measurements are needed for a selected series of com-
pounds. Owing to the limited solubility of most amino acids
in a wide variety of solvents, accurate property determina-
tions, including the tautomerization, are very difficult to
achieve. For the limited number of amino acids that are
soluble in polar solvents, such as water, the tautomeric
equilibrium overwhelmingly favors the zwitterionic tauto-
mer,6 and subtle solvation effects on the tautomerization
cannot be determined precisely.


Compared with unmethylated amino acids, N,N-alkylated
amino acids are very soluble in a wide range of solvents7


and, as a result, they represent a good model to study
solvent effects on the properties of amino acids. In addition,
N-alkylation of amino acids is known to increase the
population of the neutral tautomer in solution;8 thus, the
tautomeric equilibrium of N-alkylated amino acids in
solution is more sensitive to subtle solvation effects than
that of unmethylated amino acids. In this paper, based on
the zwitterionic distribution of N,N-dimethylglycine in
different solvents, an analysis of the effects that solvents
have on the tautomerization is carried out.


EXPERIMENTAL


The procedure used for the determination of the percentage
of tautomeric zwitterion has been reported elsewhere.9


Ambient temperature 1H NMR spectra were recorded in
deuterated solvents on an IBM (Bruker) NR/300 FT-NMR
spectrometer.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Table 1 shows the distribution of the zwitterionic tautomer
of N,N-dimethylglycine (along with the predicted distribu-
tion) in different solvents. The experimental results in Table
1 indicate that the magnitude of the tautomeric equilibrium
of N,N-dimethylglycine [equation (1)] is related to the
nature of the solvent.


Me2NCH2COOH⇀↽Me2NH+ CH2COO2 (1)


Owing to the dipolar nature of the zwitterionic tautomer
of amino acids, the tautomerization in solution is dictated
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mainly by the solvation of the zwitterions.11 In the absence
of any solvent, i.e. the gas phase, it is known that amino
acids exist as neutral tautomers.12 Knowledge of the effects
that solvents have on the different properties of compounds
can be gained from linear solvation energy relationships
(LSER).13 Equation (2) shows the dual-parameter LSER
obtained from the results in Table 1.


% zwitterion=(32±3)p*+(23±4)a+37±2 (2)


N=7; R=0·993; SD=4·5


For equation (2), the solvatochromic prameters p* and a
represent the solvents’ dipolarity/polarizability and hydro-
gen bond acidity (HBA) properties, respectively.10 Ideally,
the use of more solvents with a wider range of solvent
properties would have been preferred for the development
of equation (2). Solvents, especially those which are less
polar and more polarizable than those used would have been
ideal. Owing to the low solubility, however, of the
dimethylglycine salts used for the determination of the
percentage of zwitterions, a wider range of solvents could
not be utilized.


Nonetheless, based on the closeness of the regression
coefficient (R) to unity for equation (2), the magnitude of
the standard deviation (SD) and the ability of the equation to
predict accurately the experimental results in Table 1, this
equation can be used to gain some useful insight into the
solvation effects on the tautomerization of N,N-dimethyl-
glycine. The positive coefficients for the two solvation
properties examined in equation (2) indicate that these
solvation modes favor the solvation of the zwitterion. It was
shown that for the solvation of the zwitterionic tautomer of
N,N-dimethylvaline, the solvent properties that are impor-
tant are the solvent’s hydrogen bond acidity and basicity
properties, and not the solvent’s dipolarity/polarizability
property.4 For the solvation of the zwitterion of
N,N-dimethylglycine, however, the solvent’s dipolarity/


polarizability appears to be an important factor, and the
solvent’s hydrogen bond basicity (HBD) was not found to
be important. A three-parameter equation, in which p*
(solvent dipolarity/polarizability parameter), b (hydrogen
bond basicity parameter) and a (hydrogen bond acidity
parameter), which are non-colinear, are considered showed
no improvement over equation (2), and the contribution
from b was not statistically important.


One main difference between the zwitterions of
N,N-dimethylvaline and that of N,N-dimethylglycine is that
the former has a bulkier side-chain on the a-carbon and
hence its zwitterion is more polarizable than N,N-dimethyl-
glycine zwitterion. It is known that large polarizable ions
are more stable than smaller less polarizable ions,14 and
hence smaller ions will be solvated to a greater extent than
larger ions. The zwitterion of N,N-dimethylglycine is
solvated to a greater extent, compared with the zwitterion of
N,N-dimethylglycine (for the solvents used, the percentage
of the zwitterion of dimethylglycine is greater than that of
dimethylvaline). Also, the smaller size of the zwitterion of
N,N-dimethylglycine, compared with that of N,N-dime-
thylvaline, allows the solvent molecules to interact more
intimately with N,N-dimethylglycine zwitterion than
N,N-dimethylvaline zwitterion, and hence the solvent dipo-
larity/polarizability is an important contributor to its
solvation. For the solvation of N,N-dimethylglycine zwitter-
ion, however, it may not be very obvious why the solvent ’s
HBA is important and the solvent’s HBD is not. For the
zwitterionic tautomer of glycine, one stable conformer is the
intramolecular hydrogen bonded conformer.15 Thus, the
acidic hydrogen is not readily available to hydrogen bond to
the solvent. For the larger N,N-dimethylvaline, the average
tautomeric equilibrium favors the neutral tautomer,2b hence
this intramolecular hydrogen-bonded zwitterionic confor-
mer is not as important in solution. There is steric
interaction between the isopropyl group on the a-carbon
and the methyl group on the adjacent nitrogen. Figure 1
illustrates the intramolecular hydrogen-bonded conformer
of N,N-dimethylglycine and its solvation by acidic sol-
vents.


Also, it is known that the carboxylate functionality
typically requires more than one solvent molecule for
effective solvation,16 compared with the dimethylammon-
ium functionality, which typically hydrogen bonds to the
basic site of only one solvent molecule.17 Thus, if the acidic
hydrogen of the dimethylglycine zwitterion is involved in


Table 1. Solvatochromic parametersa and percentage of zwitterion
of N,N-dimethylglycine in different solvents


% Zwitterion


Solvent p* a Experimental Calculatedb


(Gas phase) 21·1 0·00 0c 2
Acetonitrile 0·76 0·15 66 65
Dimethyl sulfoxide 1·00 0·00 69d 69
Water 1·09 1·17 94 100
MeOH 0·60 0·98 86 79
Acetone 0·72 0·48 61 62
Dimethylformamide 0·88 0·69 67 66


a Ref. 10.
b Using equation (2).
c A. D. Headley and C. S. Giam, unpublished results.
d Ref. 9.


Figure 1. Solvation of the intramolecular hydrogen-bonded
zwitterionic conformer of dimethylglycine
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zwitterion by basic solvents is not as important as the other
solvation modes.


In summary, the LSER developed from the solvato-
chromic parameters can be used to analyze solvent effects
on the stability of the zwitterion of N,N-dimethylglycine.
Even though the use of more solvents with a wider range of
solvent properties would have been preferred for the
development of the LSER, the relationship developed does
give a fairly good indication of the nature of the solvation
effects. Based on the relative magnitude of the coefficients
of the LSER developed, solvent dipolarity/polarizability
and acidity properties play important roles in the solvation
of the zwitterion of N,N-dimethylglycine. Owing the the
formation of a stable intramolecular hydrogen-bonded
conformer, solvation of the zwitterion by a basic solvent is
not important. The results of this study should reflect
closely solvent effects on the tautomerization of other a-
amino acids.
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AB INITIO MO AND MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STUDY ON THE
CONFORMATION OF L-ALANINE ZWITTERION IN AQUEOUS


SOLUTION


OSAMU KIKUCHI,* TOSHIO WATANABE, YASUSHI OGAWA, HIDETO TAKASE AND OHGI TAKAHASHI
Department of Chemistry, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba 305, Japan


The conformation of the L-alanine zwitterion (ALAZ) in aqueous solution was examined by an ab initio MO method
including the solvent effect with the generalized Born (GB) equation. The geometry optimization with the 6–31++G*
basis set gave the (f, u)=(80, 8) conformation as the most stable conformation of ALAZ in aqueous solution, where f
is the HNCaC torsional angle and u is the NCaCO torsional angle. Stabilization by the solvent is larger in the u=90°
conformation than in the u=0° conformation. However, the differential solvation is small and the conformation with a
nearly planar NCaCO skeleton is the most stable conformation in aqueous solution. The barrier to rotation of the CO2


group (u rotation) was calculated to be 6·7 (6–31++G*) and 5·9 (MP2/6–31++G*) kcal mol21, while that to rotation of
the NH3 group (f rotation) was very small (<1 kcal mol21 ). The relative free energy of solvation and relative stability
among the representative conformations of ALAZ were calculated by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with the statistical
perturbation method. The energy variation along the u rotation indicated that the value of u=5–10° is favorable for
ALAZ in aqueous solution. The MC simulation supports the ab initio GB results for the conformational properties of
ALAZ in aqueous solution. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Knowledge of the conformational flexibility of amino acids
in aqueous solution is important for understanding the
molecular structure and interactions of proteins in biological
systems. Glycine is found as a zwitterion in aqueous
solution,1 and the hydration structure of glycine zwitterion
(GLYZ) has been studied by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
for a specific conformation.2 The conformational properties
of GLYZ in aqueous solution have been studied by MC
simulation with the statistical perturbation theory (SPT) and
by the molecular orbital (MO) method in which solvent
effect is included by a continuum model; the dihedral angle
u between the NCaC and CO2 planes is 0° in the most stable
conformation, and the barrier to the rotation of the CO2


group is fairly high, 6–8 kcal/mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ).3–5


The alanine zwitterion (ALAZ) has a molecular structure
similar to that of GLYZ and its conformational properties


may be estimated safely from those of GLYZ. However,
alanine is the simplest chiral amino acid and an important
species for understanding chirality in biological molecules.
Several theoretical studies have shown that the parity-
violating weak neutral current interaction between an
electron and a nucleus causes an energy difference between
the L- and D-forms of an amino acid and ALAZ changes the
sign of this energy near u=0°.6 Hence it is very important to
estimate correctly the most stable conformation of ALAZ in
aqueous solution, even if the ALAZ conformation is
expected to be similar to that of GLYZ.


Although there have been many theoretical studies of
neutral alanine in the gas phase,7–9 only a few theoretical
studies have been reported on the conformation of
ALAZ.4, 5, 10 In a previous study,5 we examined the ALAZ
conformation in solution by the 6–31G/GB method, in
which the solvent effect is included by the continuum model
based on the generalized Born (GB) equation. In the present
study, two methodologies were employed to determine the
most stable conformation of ALAZ in aqueous solution. In
the ab initio MO/GB method, the 6–31++G* basis set,11


which is more flexible than that employed in our previous
study, was employed and geometry optimization in aqueous
solution was carried out. An MC simulation with SPT was
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also carried out to clarify the conformational energy change
of ALAZ in aqueous solution.


THEORY AND CALCULATION


In the continuum model with the GB equation, the solvation
energy of a molecule is expressed by
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where « is the dielectric constant of the solvent, A and B are
atoms in the solute molecule and QA and QB are fractional
charges. The energy of a molecule in solution is expressed
as the sum of the energy in its isolated state and solvation
energy:


Esol =E0 +DGsol (2)


By applying variational theorem to this energy functional,
Tapia12 derived correct Fock matrix elements including
solvent effects for semiempirical MO calculations. Kozaki
et al.13 combined this model with the MNDO theory and
applied it to several chemical reactions. Cramer and
Truhlar14 extended it to the AM1 and PM3 versions,
including the cavitation energy. We have described the
incorporation of the ab initio SCF method with the GB
model5 and parametrization.15 In the ab initio GB model,
GAA is expressed by


GAA =
fA


rA
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where fA is a steric factor and the atomic radius rA is a
function of the fractional charge, QA:


rA =aAe2bAQA (4)


GAB is the two-center repulsion energy between unit charges
on atoms A and B, and is evaluated by using an Ohno–
Klopman type equation:
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where RAB is the distance between atoms A and B.
The atomic charge QA is expressed as


QA =ZA 2PA (6)


where ZA is the nuclear charge and PA is the atomic


population evaluated by Löwdin population analysis:


PA =O
mPA


(S1/2PS1/2 )mm (7)


where P is the density matrix and S is the overlap-integral
matrix.


The application of variational theorem to equation (2)
gives the following Fock matrix elements including the
solvent effect for a closed-shell molecule:


Fmn =F0
mn +F sol


mn (8)
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where F 0
mn is the Fock matrix element for an isolated


molecule and F sol
mn describes the contribution of the solvent;


A is the atom to which l belongs. The partial derivative in
equation (9) is expressed as
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The atomic radius rA is expressed as a function of QA and
the steric factor fA is evaluated from the excluded volume of
the solvent shell of atom A whose thickness is 3·5 Å. The
determination of the parameters a and b parameters in
equation (4) and the evaluation of steric factors fA were
described in a previous paper.15


In the present study, the method was extended to include
diffuse basis functions, which will be important for the
calculation of anionic species. Diffuse functions have small
orbital exponents and the radius used in the Born equation
was modified. The one-center solvation energy due to the
electron population in diffuse functions was estimated
separately from that due to other electrons. Thus, in the
calculation of one-center term GAA , another sphere of atom
A, rd


A, and a fractional charge


Q d
A =2P d


A (11)


where Pd
A is the electron population due to the diffuse


functions in the A atom, were considered for the diffuse
function of atom A. The atomic fractional charge, equation
(6), is thus modified to


Q0
A =QA 2Qd


A (12)


GAA depends on the basis function of the A atom and
equation (10) is replaced by
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when l in equation (9) is a core or valence basis function,
and by
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when l in equation (9) is a diffuse function. One-center
terms in equations (13) and (14) are
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The radius r0
A is calculated by equation (4) for Q0


A , while rd
A


is fixed at constant value determined empirically; rd
A =1·95,


2·10, 1·85 and 1·70 Å for H, C, N and O atoms, respectively.
As will be pointed out below, the relative solvation energies
among different conformations do not depend greatly on the
basis function. It is noted that the procedure given here
becomes the original procedure when the diffuse functions
are not included or when the population in the diffuse
function becomes zero.


In the present model, the thickness of the solvent shell
affects the magnitude of solvation energy through the steric
factor, fA , although its effect on the relative solvation
energies among different conformations is very small. The
value of 2·8 Å is more popular for the thickness of the water
solvent shell,16 and this value was adopted in this study. For


ab initio GB calculations, the 6–31++G* basis set was
used. The MIDI-4(d) basis set,17 which was used in the MC
simulations, was also used. The MP2 calculations were
carried out to examine the effect of electron correlation. The
value of «=79 was used for aqueous solution. Conformation
of ALAZ was expressed by two torsional angles, u and f,
defined in Figure 1.


In the MC simulation, the three-point model of potential
functions was used for water molecules, which has been
determined previously by ab initio MIDI-4(d) calcula-
tions.18 It was shown that this model and the more popular
TIP4P model19 gave similar results for glycine conforma-
tional energies.4 The intermolecular potential functions
between ALAZ and H2O were newly determined. In this
procedure, the four conformations (f,u)=(0,0), (60,0),
(0,90) and (60,90) were used for ALAZ fixing bond lengths
and angles at the standard values:3, 20 bond lengths
C—C=1·53 Å, C—O=1·25 Å, C—N=1·48 Å, C—
H=1·09 Å, N—H=1·03 Å; bond angles OCO=125°,
CCN=CCH=CNH=109·47°. The methyl group was set as a
staggered conformation. The MIDI-4(d) calculations were
carried out for the 490 orientations for the ALAZ–H2O
dimer, which were selected in the vicinity of several energy-
minimum geometries, and for those selected randomly. On
the basis of the calculated interaction energies for the
dimers, the potential function between ALAZ and H2O,
which is constructed by Lennard–Jones (12–6) terms and
the coulombic term,
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was determined. The parameters determined are listed in
Table 1. The MC simulation was carried out by NVT
ensemble according to the standard Metropolis method21 for
one ALAZ solute and 212 water molecules in a cubic cell.
The volume of the cell was determined from the density of
1 g cm23 for pure water. The temperature of the system was
set at 298 K. The Owicki–Scheraga–Jorgensen preferential
sampling technique22 was employed. The changes in free


Figure 1. Definition of two torsional angles of the L-alanine
zwitterion. u is the rotation of the CO2 group and f is the rotation


of the NH3 group in the directions indicated
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energy of solvation were calculated along the rotation of f
and u in steps of 5° using SPT with the double wide
sampling technique.23


All MO calculations were carried out using our ABINIT
program and MC simulations using our SIMPLS program
on HP-735 workstations and GAIA-300 personal super-
computers.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The (f,u) potential energy map of ALAZ in aqueous
solution was created by 6–31++G*/GB calculations. The
f and u angles were changed in steps of 10°, the other
molecular parameters being fixed at the standard values.
The calculated energy map is shown in Figure 2. The values
cited in Figure 2 are energies in kcal mol21 relative to the
global minimum. In the standard geometry, the NH3 and
CO2 groups have C3 and C2 local symmetry axes, respec-
tively, and the (f,u) potential energy map shows 120° and
180° periodicity for f and u, respectively. The conformation
with a nearly planar NCaCO skeleton (u≈0°) is stable and
the u rotation requires an appreciable activation energy
irrespective of the f value. On the other hand, the potential
energy surface is very flat for the 210°<u<10° region and
the f rotational barrier is very small. These qualitative
features for the potential energy map are similar to the
6–31G/GB results.5


Table 2 shows the relative energies of four representative
conformations of ALAZ which were calculated using the
standard geometry. In vacuo (e=1), the (0,0) conformation
is the most stable among the four and the (60,0) conforma-
tion lies within 1 kcal mol21 above the global minimum.
The u=90° conformations are more unstable than the


Table 1. Parameters of the L-alanine zwitterion in the potential
functions with the three-point model of water


A C q


Alanine:
Ca 1720 29·6 0·107
Me 1860 42·3 0·040
H(Ca) 0·018
C(O) 1123 48·2 0·842
N 387 11·1 20·179
O 690 21·0 20·825
H(N) 0·274
Watera:
O 850 38·7 20·702
H 0·351


a Ref. 18.


Figure 2. The (f,u) energy map of the L-alanine zwitterion in aqueous solution. The values
cited are energies in kcal mol21 which are relative to the most stable conformation. The


map was calculated by the 6–31++G*/GB method using the standard geometry
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corresponding u=0° conformations by 9–15 kcal mol21.
These values agree well with the 6–31++G* values for
ALAZ in the gas phase.10 In aqueous solution, the (60,0)
conformation is more stable than the (0,0) conformation,
although the energy difference is very small. The energy
difference between the u=0° and u=90° conformations is
slightly reduced in aqueous solution, and the (f,u) potential
energy map becomes flatter than that in the gas phase. This
is due to the differential solvation; stabilization by solvation
is larger in the u=90° conformation than in the u=0°
conformation. This is shown in Table 3, which compares the
solvation energies of the four conformations.


The magnitude of the solvation energy depends on the
basis set, since the electron population and charge density
depend significantly on the basis set. Our previous 6–31G/
GB calculations indicated that the solvation energies for
these four conformations are in the range from 285 to
292 kcal mol21,5 which are much larger than the values in
Table 3. This is mainly due to the steric factor, which was
not included in the previous calculation.


The energy lowering of ALAZ caused by addition of
diffuse functions to the 6–31G* basis set was about
10 kcal mol21 in the gas phase and 16–17 kcal mol21 in
aqueous solution; the increase in the solvation energy due to
the diffuse functions is 6–7 kcal mol21. However, the
differences among the energy lowerings in the four
conformations of ALAZ are less than 1 kcal mol21 and the
overall shape of the present 6–31++G* (f, u ) map
resembles the previous 6–31G/GB map. The effect of
electronic correlation was examined by MP2 calculations
for the (0,0), (60,0) and (60,90) conformations. The results
are given in Tables 2 and 3, and show that the electron
correlation reduces the solvation energies of the three
conformations uniformly (4·5–5·0 kcal mol21 ) and the
relative stabilities among the conformations in the gas phase
and in solution are not significantly affected by the electron
correlation. The barrier height to the CO2 rotation in
aqueous solution is reduced by only 0·8 kcal mol21. The
exclusion of the diffuse basis functions and electron


correlation will not bring a crucial effect into the conforma-
tional analysis of ALAZ in aqueous solution.


Figure 2 shows that the potential energy surface is very
flat at the energy minimum region. In order to determine the
most stable geometry of ALAZ in water, geometry optimi-
zation was carried out starting from several points on the
map. In the optimization, the local C3 symmetry was
assumed for the CH3 group and other molecular parameters
were optimized.  It is pointed out that the present model is
very convenient for determining the molecular structure in
solution; the geometry optimization can be carried out as in
the gas phase with little extra computation time. The lowest
energy structure obtained is shown in Figure 3 and the
molecular parameters are given in Table 4. The NCaC1 and
O1C1O2 planes are not coplanar and the most stable
conformation has N—Ca—C1—O dihedral angles of +9°
and 2173°. This slight rotation of the CO2 group from the
u=0° conformation permits a favorable interaction between
the O atom in CO2 and the H atoms in CH3 . Three H atoms
in the NH3 group have H—N—C a—C1 angles of 80°, 200°
and 321°. It may be stated that the most stable conformation
is the (f,u)=(80,8) conformation.


The relative free energy of solvation and the relative


Table 2. Relative energies (kcal mol21 ) of four conformations of
the L-alanine zwitterion in the gas phase and in aqueous solutiona


Method (0,0) (60,0) (60,90) (0,90)


In vacuo:
MIDI-4(d) 0·0 0·6 9·6 14·7
6–31++G* 0·0 0·8 9·5 13·7
MP2/MIDI-4(d) 0·0 1·4 9·6 —
MP2/6–31++G* 0·0 1·3 9·3 —
In water:
MIDI-4(d)/GB 1·0 0·0 7·4 11·5
6–31++G*/GB 0·1 0·0 6·7 10·4
MP2/MIDI-4(d)/GB 0·5 0·0 6·5 —
MP2/6–31++G*/GB 20·3 0·0 5·9 —
Monte Carlo 1·9 0·0 5·1 —


a Calculated by rigid rotation of the standard geometry.


Table 3. Solvation energies (kcal mol21 ) of four conformations of
the L-alanine zwitterion in aqueous solutiona


Method (0,0) (60,0) (60,90) (0,90)


MIDI-4(d) 243·5 245·1 246·7 247·7
(0·0) (21·6) (23·2) (24·2)


6–31++G* 253·5 254·3 256·3 256·9
(0·0) (20·8) (22·8) (23·4)


MP2/MIDI-4(d) 238·5 240·4 242·1 —
(0·0) (21·9) (23·6) —


MP2/6–31++G* 248·6 249·6 251·8 —
(0·0) (21·0) (23·2) —


Monte Carlo (0·0) (22·5) (23·7) —


a Relative values in parentheses.


Figure 3. 6–31++G* optimized structure of the L-alanine zwitter-
ion in aqueous solution. Geometrical parameters are listed in


Table 4
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conformational energy in aqueous solution were calculated
by MC SPT simulation. The variation in the free energy of


solvation along the C—C bond rotation (u rotation) was
calculated for the f=60° conformation. The solvation
energy change was determined from the mean value of
those calculated for two rotations in opposite directions.
The results are shown in Figure 4 and Tables 2 and 3. The
relative conformational energies in the gas phase shown in
Figure 4 were obtained by ab initio MIDI-4(d) calculations.
Stabilization by the solvent increases as u increases.
However, the destabilization of the isolated molecule is
much larger than the stabilization by the solvent, and ALAZ
becomes unstable in aqueous solution when the torsional
angle of the CO2 group increases. Figure 5 shows the energy
variation along the rotation of the NH3 group for u=0°.
Stabilzation by the solvent is largest at f=60° and the
preferred conformation of the NH3 group is determined by
the solvation energy. The trends observed in the difference
in the solvation energies among three conformations and
thus the conformation stability of ALAZ in aqueous


Table 4. 6–31++G*/GB optimized structure of the L-alanine zwitterion in
aqueous solution


Bond lengths Bond angles Dihedral angles
(Å) (°) (°)


Ca–C1 1·531 CaC1O1 116·2 NCaC1O1 9·1
C1–O1 1·240 CaC1O2 115·4 NCaC1O2 187·5
C1–O2 1·237 NCaC1 109·6 C1CaNH1 239·0
Ca–N 1·488 C1CaC2 114·7 C1CaNH2 199·8
Ca–C2 1·521 C1CaHa 107·3 C1CaNH3 80·3
Ca 2Ha 1·084 CaNH1 111·2 C1CaC2Hb 177·9
N–H1 1·014 CaNH2 111·5 O1C1CaC2 132·8
N–H2 1·107 CaNH3 112·7 O1C1CaHa 104·9
N–H3 1·013 CaC2Hb 110·7
C2–Hb 1·084


Figure 4. Variations in free energy of solvation (· · ·) and relative
conformational energies in the gas phase (- - -) and in aqueous
solution (——) along the u rotation with a fixed value of f=60°.
The relative energy of solvation was calculated by MC SPT
simulation and the relative conformational energy in the gas phase


by MIDI-4(d) calculations


Figure 5. Variations in free energy of solvation (· · ·) and relative
conformational energies in the gas phase (- - -) and in aqueous
solution (——) along the f rotation with a fixed value of u=0°. The
relative energy of solvation was calculated by MC SPT simula-
tion and the relative conformational energy in the gas phase by


MIDI-4(d) calculations
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solution, which were obtained using MC SPT, are parallel to
those obtained by ab initio GB calculations.


CONCLUSION


The 6–31++G*/GB calculations predicted that ALAZ has
the conformation with u≈10° in aqueous solution. The
effect of the CH3 group on the dissymmetry of the molecular
structure is evident, although its effect is small. The barrier
to the rotation of the CO2 group of ALAZ in aqueous
solution is high, whereas that of the NH3 group is very low.
The MC simulation supports the ab initio GB results for the
conformational properties of ALAZ in aqueous solution.
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OXIDATIVE HYDROLYSIS OF PHOSPHORUS(V) ESTERS OF THIOLS BY
PEROXYMONOSULFATE ION. REACTIONS OF PEROXYMONOSULFATE


ION WITH PHOSPHORUS(V) ESTERS OF THIOLS


ANDREI BLASKÓ, CLIFFORD A. BUNTON* AND ANURAG KUMAR
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106, USA


Peroxymonosulfate ion, HSO2
5 , as Oxone, readily converts phosphorus(V) esters of thiols into the phosphorus(V) and


sulfonic acids. The esters were Ph2PO · SC6H4R(p) with R=MeO (1a), Me (1b), H (1c), Cl (1d) and NO2 (1e),
(EtO)2PO · SPh (2), Ph2OI · SEt (3) and PhPO(OEt)SEt (4). Reactions are first order in each reactant and second-order
rate constants, k2, for 1a–e fit the Hammett equation with r=20.46. The rate constants increase markedly with
increasing water content of H2O–MeCN, the activation enthalpies are low and the entropies are negative. Despite the low
value of 2r, these esters are much less reactive than thiol ethers, but the rate constants of reactions of these compounds
and acyl thiols qualitatively follow the ionization potentials of the ethers and the esters. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Some chemical nerve agents, e.g. the fluorophosphonates,
are readily detoxified by reaction with HO2 ,1, 2 but the
exceedingly toxic agent VX [O-ethyl S-(2-diisopropyl-
amino)ethyl methylphosphonothioate] reacts at room
temperature with both P—S and P—O cleavage and the
latter reaction gives a toxic phosphonothioate ion. There-
fore, other methods have to be considered for detoxification
of VX.2, 3 Aqueous peroxymonosulfate ion, HSO2


5 , rapidly
converts VX into phosphonic and sulfonic acids:2, 4a


The reaction of peroxyacids is general for phosphorus(V)
thiol esters,4 and the first step appears to be oxidation at
sulfur, followed by attack of water and P—S cleavage.
Further oxidation at sulfur gives the sulfonic acid. Similar
oxidative reactions of phosphorus(V) compounds have been
identified in non-aqueous media.5


Peroxymonosulfate ion is most conveniently used as
Oxone (2KHSO5 · KHSO4 · K2SO4 ), which is also a con-


venient reagent for the oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides
and then, more slowly, to sulfones.6, 7 Acyl thiols are also
cleaved by HSO2


5 giving carboxylic and sulfonic acids and
these reactions appear to be mechanistically similar to those
of the phosphorus(V) thiol esters:


R9CO · SR →HSO2
5


H2O
R9CO2H+RSO2


3


These reactions are fastest in polar solvents of high water
content and are accelerated by electron-releasing sub-
stituents.7 Solvent and substituent effects are similar to
those on oxidations of sulfides by periodate ion.7a, 8


We examined reactions of a series of thiol phosphinates
(1) with HSO2


5 in H2O–MeCN with the aim of determining
kinetic electronic substituent effects:


These reactions can be followed spectrophotometrically
with dilute 1 (<1024 mol dm3 ). Reactions of VX are
generally followed by NMR spectrometry and because of its
high toxicity this compound is inconvenient for systematic
kinetic work.2–4a Most work therefore involves use of model
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compounds.2–4a However, NMR spectrometry is extremely
useful in product identification.


A few measurements were made with other model
compounds: thiophenyl diethyl phosphate [(EtO)2PO ·
SPh, 2] and thioethyl diphenyl phosphinate (Ph2PO · SEt, 3)
and their reactions in D2O–CD3CN were followed by 31P
NMR spectrometry at 25·0 °C with 0·08 mol dm23 HSO2


5 .
Reaction of Ph2PO · SPh (1c) was also followed by NMR
spectrometry. Reactions of 1a, 1c, 2, 3 and O,S-diethyl
phenylphosphonothioate (4) with HSO2


5 were also followed
spectrophotometrically in water (4 is a better simulant for
VX than the other esters9 ). Mechanistic evidence on the use
of Oxone as decontaminant for toxic sulfur compounds is
useful in indicating optimum reaction conditions, e.g. of
temperature or solvent.


PhPO(OEt)SEt
4


RESULTS


Kinetics and products


Formation of phosphorus(V) and sulfonic acids has been
demonstrated quantitatively by NMR spectrometry (see
Experimental and Ref. 4a). Reactions of 1a–e, 2, 3 and 4
were followed spectrophotometrically and first-order rate
constants, kc , with respect to substrate, varied linearly with
[HSO2


5 ]. Except for reaction of the p-nitro derivative 1e,
plots of kc against [HSO2


5 had zero intercepts (Figure 1).
Second-order rate constants, k2 =kc /[HSO2


5 ] (Table 1), fit
the Hammett equation,10 with negative values of r. Elec-
tronic effects were small, r=20·46, and with these low
values of r either sp or s+ parameters fit the data, but we
base our values of r on the former.


The positive intercept observed with the p-nitro deriva-
tive 1e (Figure 1) indicates that there is also hydrolysis
followed by rapid oxidation of the thiol (see Experimental).


This spontaneous hydrolysis should be assisted by a
strongly electron-withdrawing substituent. The first-order
rate constant of hydrolysis in the absence of HSO2


5 was
4·331024 s21, and the intercept in the plot of kc against
[HSO2


5 ] is 4·231024 s21. Reaction rates are very sensitive
to the water content of the solvent (Table 2) and follow the
Grunwald–Winstein equation (eq. 1)11, 12 with high m val-
ues:


log(k/k0 )=mY (1)


These kinetic solvent effects are very similar to those on
periodate oxidations of sulfides8 and oxidations of sulfides
and acyl thiols by HSO2


5 ,7 all of which follow the
Grunwald–Winstein equation with mÅ1.


The activation enthalpies are low and the activation
entropies are negative (Table 1). These solvent and
temperature effects are similar to those for reactions of
HSO2


5 with sulfides and acyl thiols and for periodate ion
oxidation of sulfides.7, 8 Added salts and small changes in


Table 1. Second-order rate constants and activation parameters for reactions with HSO2
5


a


103k2 (dm3 mol21 s21 )
DH DS


Substrate 25·0 °C 35·0 °C 450 °C 50·0 °C (kJ mol21 ) (J K21 mol21)b


1a Ph2PO · SC6H4OMe(p) 11·2 20·4 38·8 56·6 49·0 2110
1b Ph2PO · SC6H4Me(p) 9·10
1c Ph2PO · SC6H5 7·10 14·6 29·7 40·6 53·1 299
1d Ph2PO · SC6H4Cl(p) 5·81 11·4 22·6 32·0 50·6 2109
1e Ph2PO · SC6H4NO2(p) 3·50
2 (EtO)2PO · SPh 3·63c


3 Ph2PO · SEt 38·3c


4 PhPO(OEt)SEt 58·2c


4 PhPO(OEt)SEtd 80·0 129 223 300 42·3 2124


a In 95 vol% H2O–MeCN unless specified otherwise.
b Calculated at 25·0 °C.
c Interpolated values in 95 vol.% H2O from data in Table 2.
d In 99·6 vol.% H2O.


Figure 1. Plots of first-order rate constants, kc, vs [HSO2
5 ] for


reactions of Ph2PO · SC6H4R(p) with [HSO2
5 ] in 95 vol.% aqueous


MeCN at 25 °C. R=OMe (e), Me (j), H (n), Cl (d) and NO2


(r)
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pH have little effect on rates, consistent with the oxidant
being HSO2


5 without acid or base catalysis under our
conditions. Some reactions were also followed by 31P NMR
spectrometry in D2O–CD3CN (Table 3) with higher sub-
strate concentrations than those used for reactions followed
spectrophotometrically. The only 31P signals seen during
reaction were those of the esters and the phosphorus(V)
acids. Rate constants for reactions of 1c, 2 and 3 determined
in these conditions are given in Table 3.


Reaction of the p-nitro derivative (1e) was followed at a
relatively high wavelength (see Experimental) and because
of this red shift the absorbance by Oxone was small. We
observed an isosbestic point at 250 nm, supporting our
assumption that intermediates do not build up during
reaction. We could not make this test with the other
substrates because the absorbance of Oxone swamped that
of the products.7b


Solvent hydrogen isotope effects are small. With 0·7 wt%
MeCN as cosolvent and 8·3231022 mol dm23 HSO2


5 , kH2O /
kD2O =1·30 and 1·4 at 25·0 °C for reactions of
Ph2PO · SC6H4R(p), R=MeO and H (1a and c), respectively
(see Experimental). These effects are similar to those on
reactions of acyl thiols7b and on oxidations by other peroxy
acids.13


The rate constants of reactions followed by NMR
spectrometry agree reasonably well with those followed
spectrophotometrically (Tables 1–3). For reaction of


Ph2PO · SPh (1c), the second-order rate constant, k2 , in 68%
(v/v) D2O–CD3CN is 2·531024 dm3 mol21 s21. The value
in 68% (v/v) H2O–MeCN from extrapolated spectrophoto-
metric values of k2 , based on the relationship between log k2


and Y [equation (1)], is ca 331024 dm3 mol21 s21, in
reasonable agreement, considering uncertainties in the
extrapolation and the solvent isotope effect.


The kinetic forms and activation parameters (Table 1) of
these reactions of HSO2


5 are qualitatively similar to those of
sulfides and acyl thiols, where DH values are in the ranges
15–20 and 40–60 kJ mol21 for the sulfides and esters,
respectively, and the corresponding values of 2DS are in
the ranges 116–145 and 92–130 J K21 mol21, respective-
ly.7b


Solvent effects, as given by m values [equation (1)],
increase from ca 0·9 for the sulfides7b to ca 1·3 for the esters
(Table 2) but the 2r values decrease from 1 for the sulfides
to 0.6 for the acyl thiols7b and 0·46 for the phosphorus(V)
esters, based on data in Table 1. The solvent effect upon
reaction of Ph2PO · SEt (3) in H2O–MeCN (Table 2) gives
mÅ1·0, based on two data points, in reasonable agreement
with other values (Table 2).


DISCUSSION


The initial reaction step is oxidation, although the final
products are similar to those formed by nucleophilic attack
by HO2


2 on phosphorus(V).3 Several pieces of evidence
exclude initial nucleophilic attack. (i) Electronic effects
(r≈20·46 are inconsistent with nucleophilic attack, for
which r should be positive. (ii) Some peroxyanions are
strong a-effect nucleophiles,3 but HSO2


5 is a weak nucleo-
phile14 and SO22


5 , which is a better nucleophile, is in very
low concentration at the mild acidity of Oxone solutions.
(iii) Intermediates generated by oxidation have been
identified or postulated in reactions of peroxy acids with
substrates similar to ours in non-aqueous media.5 (iv)
Reactions of HSO2


5 in H2
18O lead to incorporation of the


Table 2. Solvent effects on second-order rate constants of reactions with HSO2
5


a


H2O (wt%)


99·6 99·3 96·6 96·1 92·9 90·1 88·0 83·7 m


Yb


Substrate 3·53 3·51 3·39 3·37 3·25 3·14 3·05 2·88


1a Ph2PO · SC6H4OMe(p) 14·8 11·2 7·58 3·78 2·57 1·34
1c Ph2PO · SC6H5 10·5 7·10 5·28 3·00 1·71 1·30
1d Ph2PO · SC6H4Cl(p) 5·81 4·21 2·26 1·38 1·32
2 (EtO)2PO · SPh 5·25 3·63 1·11 1·03
3 Ph2PO · SEt 54·3 38·3 1·0
4 PhPO(OEt)SEt 80·0 60·0 32·7 19·9 1·08


a Values of 103k2 (dm3 mol21 s21 ) at 25·0 °C in H2O–MeCN.
b Interpolated from values in Ref. 12.


Table 3. Reactions of HSO2
5 as followed by 31P NMR spectrome-


trya


Substrate D2O (vol.%) 103k2 (dm3 mol21 s21 )


1c Ph2PO · SPh 68 0·25
2 (EtO)2PO · SPh 68 0·23
3 Ph2PO · SEt 68 2·1
3 Ph2PO · SEt 80 7·3


a At 25·0 °C in D2O–CD3CN and 0·08 mol dm23 HSO2
5 .
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isotopic label on phosphorus but, in reactions with HO2
2 ,


oxygen is derived from the hydroperoxide ion.9


Oxidation by HSO2
5 or other peroxy acid can be regarded


as an SN2 displacement on oxygen15 generating a labile S-
oxide5, 7b (5), which breaks down rapidly with attack by H2O
on phosphorus followed by further oxidation:


An alternative path involves the formation of a mixed
phosphinic sulfenic anhydride (6) by insertion and rear-
rangement of 7:


Isotopic evidence is inconsistent with this mechanism
because H2


18O should attack on sulfur and in the products
the label is on phosphorus.9 However, anhydrides have been
identified in reactions of thiol phosphorus(V) esters by
peroxy acids in non-aqueous media.5


The high sensitivity to solvent polarity, as shown by
mÅ1·3 (Table 2), is typical of reactions with considerable
charge development in the transition state,16 but with the
thioaryl derivatives (1a–e) electronic substituent effects are
small, e.g. r≈20·46, indicating only slight charge develop-
ment. Electronic substituent effects at sulfur or phosphorus
centers are also small, e.g. second-order rate constants for
reactions of 3 and 4 are similar (Tables 1–3). For
PhPO(OEt)SEt (4), k2 =0·08 dm3 mol21 s21 in 99·6 vol%
H2O. This compound and 3 are, as expected, more reactive
than Ph2PO · SPh (1c), k2 =0·0105 dm3 mol21 s21 (Table 2),
due to inductive electron withdrawal by Ph as compared
with Et. Based on reactions in water with small amounts of
MeCN and in 68% (v/v), D2O–CD3CN replacement of Ph
by EtO on phosphorus has little effect on reactivity, because
k2 =2·531024 and 2·331024 dm3 mol21 s21 in the latter
solvent for Ph2PO · SPh (1c) and (EtO)2PO · SPh (2),
respectively. Replacement of PhS by EtS increases k2 by a
factor of ca 8, based on k2 =2131024 dm3 mol21 s21 for
reactions of Ph2PO · SEt (3) (Table 3). For these esters, as
for thiol esters,7b replacement of a thiophenyl by a thioalkyl
group increases the reactivity towards HSO2


5 by approx-
imately one order of magnitude. Any mechanistic


description has to accommodate these paradoxical results,
because in many nucleophilic reactions at alkyl and acyl
centers high sensitivity to solvent polarity is associated with
extensive charge development and high sensitivity to
electronic substituent effects.16


The kinetic solvent isotope effects, kH2O /kD2O ≈1·3, are
similar to those for reactions of HSO2


5 with acyl thiols.7b


These effects are much smaller than those associated with
reactions in which transition-state formation involves slow
proton transfer, e.g. where the proton is ‘in flight.’17 The
proton is lost from the transferred oxygen, but not in an
initial equilibrium which would generate the weakly
electrophilic SO22


5 . Therefore, the proton must be lost after
transition-state formation, as in other oxidations by peroxy
acids.7b, 13


The small electronic effects of substituents in the thioaryl
leaving group indicate that transition-state formation does
not involve extensive S—O bond making. Electronic
substituent effects are also small (r≈20·66) for reactions
of HSO2


5 with thiols coordinated to ruthenium(III) and
cobalt(III).18 Reactions of peroxy acids with nucleophiles
can formally be written as if heterolysis generates HO+ and
an anion,15 but isotopic evidence shows that HO+ is not an
intermediate with a finite lifetime. In addition, there is little
build up of positive charge on the transferred oxygen in the
transition state because it would generate a very acidic
center, and therefore give a large solvent hydrogen isotope
effect.19 These results point to an ‘early’ transition state with
little charge development on sulfur, but the high m values
and the negative values of DS are evidence that the
transition state is much more hydrated than the initial state,
even though HSO2


5 it itself hydrophilic.
The reactions can be regarded as SN2-like displacements


on oxygen by sulfur, but it is necessary to account for the
apparently contradictory structural and solvent effects on
rates. We therefore consider mechanistic models that have
been applied to bimolecular reactions of nucleophiles at
alkyl, acyl and carbocationic centers.20–22


The transition state can be written as a resonance hybrid
of 8a, b and c, where the classical structures are reactant-
like, 8a, or involve electron transfer, 8b, or heterolysis of
the peroxy group, 8c (Scheme 1).


The corresponding transition states for reactions of
sulfides and acyl thiols can be written as in Scheme 2.7b


There is no evidence for build-up of an intermediate in
these reactions in aqueous solvents, and therefore species
formed in the initial oxidation go rapidly to products, i.e. the
rate is controlled by the ease of oxidation of the phosphor-
us(V) thioester. Based on values of r≈20·5, 20·6 and
21·0 for reactions of phosphorus(V) esters, acyl thiols and


Scheme 1
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sulfides, respectively, the less reactive the substrate, the
lower are the electronic effects of substituents in the phenyl
groups. This paradoxical result indicates that the cationic
character on sulfur is lowest with the least reactive
substrates. In addition, although inductive electronic sub-
stituent effects at phenyl groups or at phosphorus are
small,10 the sulfides are much more reactive than the esters.
Relative reactivities depend upon solvent, substituents and
temperature, but for RSMe (or RSEt) they are approxi-
mately R=Ph, 1, PhCO, 1024 and Ph2PO, 231025 at
25·0 °C, contrasting sharply with the low (negative) values
of r (Table 1 and Ref. 7b).


Solvent effects, as given by m values, increase in going
from the reactive sulfides to the much less reactive esters.
To this extent it appears that charge development in the
oxidant increases as substrate reactivity decreases. There-
fore, as reactivity decreases there is more heterolysis of the
peroxy group in the transition state, which would become
more like 8c–10c, and interact more strongly with water.
The small hydrogen isotope effects show that proton
transfer does not contribute significantly to the free energy
barrier to reaction (cf. Ref. 17) or to the high solvent
sensitivity.


It is difficult to reconcile this evidence and the strong
inhibition by heteroatoms at sulfur as evidenced by the
much higher reactivities of sulfides as compared with the
esters in terms of the qualitative physical organic treatments
that are often used to rationalize structural effects upon
nucleophilic reactions. However, to the extent that the
classical structures 8b–10b contribute to transition-state
structures, the energy barrier to reaction should be related to
ionization potentials, IP, of the thiol derivatives,20, 21 con-
sistent with recent discussions of reaction mechanisms.22


Substituent effects on reactivity


Differences in reactivities of sulfides and esters are much
larger than expected in view of the small electronic effects
of substituents in thiophenyl group.7b Acyl groups are
inductively electron withdrawing, but not markedly so, e.g.
sI =0·55 and 0·21 for COCN and CONH2 , respectively,10


and phosphinyl groups probably behave similarly. There-
fore, we cannot ascribe reactivity differences to inductive
electron withdrawal by acyl or phosphinyl groups. Dr D. H.
Aue pointed out to us that for epoxidation of alkenes by
peroxyacids free energies of activation are linearly related


to the IP of the alkenes.23 There are few experimental values
of IP for sulfides and acyl thiols, but IP=8·67 and 9·65 eV
for Me2S


24 and MeCO · SMe,25 respectively, estimated by
photoelectron spectroscopy. Other experimental26 and calcu-
lated27 values are given in Table 4. Values of IP calculated
with AM1 parameters (see Experimental) tend to be slightly
higher than those estimated by photoelectron spectroscopy
where comparisons can be made, but the differences do not
obscure the relationship between reac-
tivities and IP.


Replacement of a methyl group in Me2S by phenyl does
not increase IP, despite the 2 I effect of phenyl. For
reactions of sulfides and phosphorus(V) esters with HSO2


5


replacement of Me or Et by Ph at sulfur does not strongly
inhibit reaction (Tables 1 and 3 and Ref. 7b). Inhibitions,
which are generally less than an order of magnitude, may be
due to steric hindrance by the bulky phenyl group rather
than to electronic effects. Calculated values of IP are similar
for MeCO · SMe and Me2PO · SMe (Table 4), consistent
with acyl thiols and phosphorus(V) esters having similar
reactivities towards HSO2


5 , although we note that these
comparisons neglect steric effects of substituents and
solvent effects. Relationships between ionization potentials
and free energies of activation are only qualitative,
especially for reactions of HSO2


5 where rates are very
sensitive to solvent composition, but the sequence of
reactivities of sulfides and esters (Tables 1 and 3 and Ref.
7b) is that expected in terms of variations in IP (Table 4).


Nucleophilicities are often related to basicities based on
Brønsted relationships.28, 29 The fits are reasonably good if


Scheme 2


Table 4. Ionization potentials of thiol derivativesa


Me2S 8·67b 8·69c 9·10d 9·32e


MeCO · SMe 9·65f 9·92d 9·49e


Me2PO · SMe 9·74d


PhSMe 8·60g 8·65–8·98d, h 8·45e


a Vertical ionization potentials in eV; experimental values are from
photoelectron spectroscopy or photoionization.
b Ref. 24a.
c Ref. 24b.
d Calculated values, this work.
e Calculated values, Ref. 27.
f Ref. 25.
g Ref. 26.
h Value depends on the dihedral angle (see Experimental).
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restricted to nucleophiles with common functional groups,
but they fail when applied to a wide range of compounds,
especially in strongly interacting solvents. Nucleophilicities
towards activated carboxylic esters20 and preformed carbo-
cations21 are related to ionization potentials and the relations
cover a range of structures. This evidence supports the
valence-bond, avoided-crossing mechanistic description as
applied, for example, to SN2 reactions at alkyl centers.22 If
oxygen transfers from peroxy acids are regarded as SN2
displacements at oxygen,7b, 8, 15 relationships between IP and
nucleophilicity should apply to these oxidations at sulfur.
The Hammett equation fits substituent effects on rates of
oxidation by HSO2


5 and IO2
4 (Table 1 and Refs 7b and 8),


but only within a very limited class of compounds, i.e. it is
satisfactory only for minor structural perturbations. For a
limited class of compounds with substituents on aryl groups
the Hammett substituent parameters, and also basicities, are
probably related to IP, but these relationships break down if
structures and electronic distributions are significantly
changed.


We conclude that the contributions of the classical
‘electron-transfer’ and ‘heterolytic’ transition-state struc-
tures 8b and c, 9b and c and 10b and c change in favor of
the ‘heterolytic structures’ on going from a sulfide to an acyl
thiol to a thiol phosphorus(V) ester. This change can be
envisaged in terms of the free energy diagrams developed
by Thornton, Jencks and More O’Ferrall.30 In a Jencks–
More O’Ferrall free energy diagram the corners can be
represented by the classical structures for electron transfer,
b, and heterolysis, c (Schemes 1 and 2). The transition-state
structure will move towards corner b as the IP of the
substrate is reduced, as shown qualitatively in Figure 2. This
change in transition-state structure is consistent with


electronic substituent effects on phenyl as given by values
of 2r being larger for the sulfides (2r≈1) than for the
esters (2r≈0·46–0·63), and the greater sensitivity to
solvent for the esters (mÅ1·3) than for the sulfides
(mÅ0·9).


As regards transition-state structures, the solvent effects
on reactions of HSO2


5 with the esters and ethers indicate
that classical reactant-like structures 8a, 9a and 10a are not
major contributors to the resonance hybrid (Schemes 1 and
2). The importance of electron donation from substituents
on the phenyl group increases (2r increases) as the
transition-state structure moves towards that represented by
corner b, with charge development on sulfur (Figure 2)
consistent with the values of r for reactions of the esters and
ethers. The importance of solvation of the transition state, as
indicated by values of m [equation (1)] should increase as
the transition-state structure moves towards that represented
by the heterolytic-like structure, corner c (Figure 2),
consistent with the observation of higher values of m for
reactions of the esters as compared with the more reactive
ethers (Table 2 and Ref. 7). Therefore, consideration of
changes in transition-state structure orthogonal to the
reaction coordinate (anti-Hammond behavior) rationalizes
the decrease in electronic effects, as given by values of 2r,
and the increase in sensitivity to solvent, as given by m
[equation (1)] on going from reactions of the ethers to those
of the esters. At the same time, the decrease in IP on going
from the ethers to the esters (Table 4) follows the Hammond
postulate in fitting the higher reactivity of the ethers as
compared with the esters (Table 2 and Ref. 7).


CONCLUSIONS


Transition-state formation in oxygen transfer from peroxy-
monosulfate ion to thioethers and esters does not involve
extensive build-up of positive charge on sulfur. Rate
constants increase significantly with increasing solvent
polarity, indicating strong interactions with solvent mole-
cules consistent with negative entropies of activation. These
observations and correlations of free energies of activation
with ionization potentials of the substrates are consistent
with a degree of electron transfer from sulfur to oxygen in
formation of the activated complex. Kinetic substituent and
solvent effects are explained in these terms based on recent
treatments of nucleophilicity.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The esters were prepared by standard meth-
ods.28b, 31, 32 Samples 1c, 2 and 3 were those used in earlier
work.31c The other thioaryl diphenyl phosphinates (1a, b, d,
e) were prepared on an 8 mmol scale by adding Ph2PO · Cl
in CH2Cl2 dropwise to equimolar aryhl thiol and Et3N in
CH2Cl2 with stirring for 1 h as described for the preparation
of aryl diphenylphosphinates.28b The crude products were
recrystallized twice from 2-PrOH, Et2O–C6H14 or Et2O. All
samples gave single spots in TLC (1 :1 EtOAc–C6H14 ) and


Figure 2. Jencks and More O’Ferrall free energy diagram for
classical structures b and c
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had the expected 1H NMR spectrum (200 MHz). The m.p.s
generally agreed with literature values, as indicated; the
substituent group is identified: 1a, p-OMe, 140 °C
(140–142 °C); 1b, p-Me, 112 °C (112–114 °C); 1d, p-Cl,
107 °C (110 °C); 1e, p-NO2 , 152 °C (121–123 °C). The
literature values in parentheses are those of Cook and
Rahhal-Arabi,32 and they noted that their sample of the p-
NO2 derivative (1e) contained some acid. The purity of our
sample of 1e was confirmed by GLC, which gave a single
peak, and GLC–MS, which gave a peak of the molecular
ion. O,S-Diethyl phenylphosphonothioate (4) was synthe-
sized by L. J. Szafraniec and we are grateful for this
donation.


Reactions with Oxone (Aldrich) were followed in
redistilled, deionized H2O with MeCN as cosolvent. Oxone
solutions were freshly prepared and were standardized
iodimetrically. In most experiments, specified volumes of
H2O (D2O) and MeCN (CD3CN) were mixed. For determi-
nation of m values solvents were made up by volume12 and,
where necessary, were converted into wt% from the
densities of H2O and MeCN at 25 °C.


Kinetics. Reactions were generally followed spectropho-
tometrically (by using 2 mm quartz cells) with
Hewlett-Packard Model 8450 or 8451 diode-array spec-
trophotometers. The wavelengths were 235–245 nm for
reactions of 1a–d, 2, 3 and 4 and 310–320 nm for 1e and
the general method is described elsewhere.7, 31c We had
problems when we followed reactions of Ph2SO · SEt (3) in
the single-beam spectrophotometer because the absorbances
at nominally complete reaction drifted with time and the
calculated first-order rate constants depended on wave-
length. We did not have this problem when the reactions
were followed on the double-beam diode-array spec-
trophotometer. We saw similar behavior in reactions of
some acyl thiols with HSO2


5 in dilute H2SO4 , although not
in the absence of H2SO4 .7b We assume that the high light
flux in the single beam spectrophotometer promotes photo-
chemical reactions with some compounds. Except as noted
above, rate constants (s21 ) obtained with both spec-
trophotometers were in satisfactory agreement and
independent of wavelength [e.g. in 95 vol.% aqueous
MeCN: for reaction of 1c with 0·132 mol dm23 HSO2


5 ,
104kc =9·17 (240 nm), 9·14 (245 nm); for reaction of 2 with
0·0832 mol dm23 HSO2


5 , 103kc =2·96 (240 nm), 2·95
(245 nm); for reaction of 3 with 0·0277 mol dm23 HSO2


5 ,
103kc =1·53 (240 nm), 1·49 (245 nm); and in 99·6 vol%
aqueous MeCN for reaction of 4 with 0·0261 mol dm23


HSO2
5 , 103kc=2·04 (235 nm), 2·10 (240 nm), 2·07


(245 nm)]. Solutions of Oxone have the tail of an absor-
bance up to ca 250 nm and we used these solutions as a
reference. We saw an isosbestic point at 250 nm in reaction
of the p-nitro derivative (1e). The pH of the reaction
solutions was usually not controlled, but for reactions of 1a,
c and d in 95 vol.% H2O we varied it between 1·9 and 3·6
and the rate constants agreed within ±3% with no
systematic variation. This insensitivity to small changes in


pH was observed earlier in oxidations of sulfides and acyl
thiols.7b We obtained similar results on addition of K2SO4–
KHSO4 equimolar to HSO2


5 .
The hydrolysis of the p-nitro derivative (1e) was followed


in the absence of HSO2
5 in 95 vol.% aqueous MeCN with


531022 mol dm23 K2SO4–KHSO4 .
For reactions followed spectrophotometrically, [sub-


strate]≈531025 mol dm23, although for reaction of 1a in
80 vol.% H2O–MeCN at 25·0 °C [1a] was varied from
131025 to 1031025 mol dm23 and the values of kc were
within ±5%.


A few reactions were followed by 31P NMR spectrometry
on a GN 500 spectrometer at 25·0 °C, with [HSO2


5 ]=
0·08 mol dm23 and ca 0·02 mol dm23 substrate in D2O–
CD3CN made up by volume. Values of kc were calculated
from the decrease in the 31P signal of the esters with time.
The 31P chemical shifts, rellative to external H3PO4 , were
44·2, 23·9 and 46·3 ppm for 1c, 2 and 3, respectively, in
D2O–CD3CN. The corresponding chemical shifts for the
derived acids and anions in the reaction conditions were
28·8, 20·5 and 28·8 ppm.


Solvent hydrogen isotope effects for reactions of 1a and
c were calculated from values of kc (s21 ) in 99·3 vol.% H2O
(D2O) with 0·0823 mol dm23 HSO2


5 at 25·0 °C. For reac-
tion of 1a values of 103 kc were 1·22 and 0·936 s21 in H2O
and D2O, respectively, and corresponding values for
reaction of 1c were 0·865 and 0·620 s21.


Ionization potentials. Vertical IPs were estimated from
the HOMO–LUMO gap calculated by using AM1 parame-
ters.33 The calculated values of IP for PhSMe depend on the
dihedral angle between the phenyl and SMe groups and are
8·65, 8·75 and 8·98 eV for dihedral angles of 180, 150 and
120°, respectively. The predicted ground-state energies are
insensitive to changes in this angle. Hanebeck and Gastei-
ger27 noted problems in the interpretation of photoelectron
spectra for compounds in which a p-system is bonded to
sulfur. They also gave an extensive compilation with other
examples of the effects of acyl groups on IP values of thiol
derivatives.
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SUPRAMOLECULAR DONOR–ACCEPTOR COMPLEXES OF
DICHLOROFLUORESCEIN AND cis- AND trans-4,49-(N,N9-


DIMETHYLPYRIDINIUM)ETHYLENE
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KAFTORI2
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trans-4,49(N,N9-Dimethylpyridinium)ethylene [trans-(1)] and cis-4,49(N,N9-dimethylpyridinium)ethylene [cis-1] form
with 2,7-dichlorofluorescein [DCF22 , (2)] donor–acceptor complexes of 1:1 stoichiometry [K(trans-1)=14 000 M


21 and
K(cis-1)=300 M


21 in water]. The lower affinity of cis-1 to form the donor–acceptor complex with DCF22 , (2), is
attributed to the non-planar structure of cis-1 (tilt-angle between the pyridinium rings=26°). The solid-state structure
of the complex between DCF22 and trans-1 indicates alternate stacking of donor and acceptor units with an inter-layer
spacing of 3·4 Å. Solubilization of the crystalline DCF22 and trans-1 complex in water or dimethylformamide (DMF)
results in the initial formation of a non-symmetric complex where a trans-1 unit is inter-layered between two DCF22


components, and a second trans-1 unit is located externally to the supramolecular assembly and participates in charge
neutralization [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1]. The primary non-symmetrical complex is thermally transformed to a
themodynamically stable symmetric complex where the DCF22 and trans-1 form a sandwich-type layered assembly
[DCF22 · · · trans-1]. The structural features of the complexes were characterized by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The kinetics
of the transformation of the [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex to the [DCF22 · · · trans-1] assembly was
spectroscopically characterized in DMF (k=0·22 s21 at 322 K; Ea =20 kcal mol21). © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Attractive interactions between p-systems control the
formation of diverse molecular complexes. Stabilization of
the double helical structure of DNA,1 intercalation of drugs
into DNA,2,3 stacking of aromatic molecules in the solid
state,4 formation of host–guest complexes5,6 and aggrega-
tion of organic dyes7 or porphyrins originate from
intermolecular p–p interactions. Theoretical studies
addressed the significance of p-interactions in controlling
the orientation and the structure of p-stacked systems.8,9


Electron donor–acceptor interactions provide another route
to stabilize supramolecular complexes.10 Selective molec-
ular complexation in biological systems,11 formation of
supramolecular host–guest complexes12 and rigidified non-
covalently linked assemblies13,14 were attributed to
intermolecular stabilization of the assemblies by donor–
acceptor interactions. Xanthene dyes form intermolecular


complexes with N,N9-dialkyl-4,49-bipyridinium salts. The
complexes are stabilized by donor–acceptor interactions
and cooperatively by electrostatic attractive forces.15,16 It
was shown that the xanthene dye–N,N9-dialkyl-4,49-bipyr-
idinium complexes in the solid state crystallize in diverse
configurations.15 Linearly stacked donor–acceptor com-
plexes with alternate overlap positioning of the xanthene
dye donor and the bipyridinium acceptor units were
observed, i.e. the complex between eosin and N,N9-
dimethyl-4,49-bipyridinium. An alternative structure
included the stacked intercalation of one acceptor unit
between two xanthene dye electron donor components, and
external neutralization of the complex by an additional
bipyridinium unit, i.e. the complex between eosin and N,N9-
dibenzyl-4,49-bipyridinium.15 The formation of
supramolecular xanthene dye—bipyridinium complexes of
variable stoichiometries and structures was also observed in
solutions.15 Transformations between kinetically favored
structures and thermodynamically stable supramolecular
assemblies have been reported.15 For example, eosin and
N,N9-dimethyl-4,49- bipyridinium forms in DMF a kinet-* Correspondence to: I. Willner.
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ically favored 1:1 eosin complex that is thermally
transformed into a complex where one bipyridinium unit is
inter-layered between two eosin components, and a second
bipyridinium is located externally to the intermolecuar
assembly and acts for charge neutralization.15


Donor–acceptor complexes between xanthene dyes and
bipyridinium electron acceptors have recently been used to
tailor photochemical supramolecular switches17 and molec-
ular optoelectronic devices.18 For example, a
bipyridinium–azobenzene diad acted as photoactive elec-
tron acceptor to trigger by light the formation of the
supramolecular complex with eosin and its dissociation.17


Photoisomerization of the diad to the cis-azobenzene state
stimulates the formation of the donor–aceptor complex with
eosin, where photoisomerization of the diad to the bipyr-
idinium–trans-azobenzene state effects the dissociation of
the complex. By cyclic photoisomerization of the diad
between the two states, reversible light-induced formation
and dissociation of the complex were observed and
transduced by the chromophore spectrum in the complexed
and free states. The eosin donor was also assembled as a
monolayer on an Au electrode.18 Formation and dissociation
of the complex at the monolayer electrode, in the two
isomer states of the bipyridinium–azobenzene, were trans-
duced electrochemically utilizing the electroactivity of the
bipyridinium unit.18 Alternatively, microgravimetric, quartz
crystal microbalance, piezoelectric analysis of the formation
and dissociation of the complex at the monolayer interface
was employed as an electronic transduction means of the
optical signals recorded by the photoactive diad.18


Bifunctional, conjugated bispyridinium salts are expected
to exhibit built-in isomeric states. These structural isomers
should exhibit different affinities for xanthene dye donors.
Thus, by the introduction of functional units that are capable
of triggering interconversion between the isomers, new
electron acceptors for the assembly of molecular switches
could be envisaged. Here we report on the supramolecular
donor–acceptor complexes beween trans-4,49(N,N9-di-
methylpyridinium)ethylene (trans21) and cis-4,49-
(N,N9-dimethylpyridinium)ethylene (cis21), with 2,7-
dichlorofluorescein [DCF22 , (2)]. We find that the two
isomeric states exhibit substantially different affinities for
the dichlorofluorescein electron donor. The formation of the
intermolecular complex between DCF22 and cis-1 is
inhibited owing to perturbation of the planarity of the p-
system. We also present the solid-state structure and the


solution features of the complexes formed between DCF22


and trans-1.


EXPERIMENTAL


Instruments. Absorption spectra were recorded on a
Uvikon 860 spectrophotometer (Kontron) equipped with a
thermostated cell. Emission spectra were recorded on a
Uvikon SFM 25 fluoremeter (Kontron). NMR spectra were
recorded on a DRX 400 (400·13 MHz) or WP200
(200 MHz) spectrometer (Bruker).


For x-ray crystal structure analysis, data were measured
on a PW1100/20 four-circle diffractometer (Philips). Mo
Ka radiation (l=0·71069 Å) was used for the cis-1
compound, and on an ENRAF-Nonius CAD-4 automatic
diffractometer Cu Ka radiation (l=1·54178 Å) was used
for the [DCF22 –trans-1] complex. The unit cell dimensions
were obtained by a least-squares fit of 24 centered
reflections in the range 12<u<15° for cis-1 and
23<u<28° for [DCF22 –trans-1]. Intensity data were
collected using the v22u technique to a maximum 2u=46°
for cis-1 and 120° for [DCF22 –trans-1]. The scan width,
Dv, for each reflection was 1·00+0·35 tan u with a scan
speed of 3·0° min21 and 0·80+0·15 tan u with a scan speed
of 8·24° min21 for cis-1 and for [DCF22 –trans-1], respec-
tively. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects. All non-hydrogen atoms were found by
using the results of the SHELXS-86 direct method analy-
sis.19 After several cycles of refinements the positions of the
hydrogen atoms were calculated, and added to the refine-
ment process. Refinement proceeded to convergence by
minimizing the function Sw( |Fo |2 |Fc | )2. A final difference
Fourier synthesis map showed several peaks less than
1·0 e Å23 (cis-1) and 0·4 e Å23 ([DCF22 –trans-1]) scat-
tered about the unit cell without a significant feature. The
discrepancy indices, R=S | |Fo |2 |Fc | |/S |Fo | and
Rw =[Sw( |Fo |2 |Fc | )2/Sw|Fo |2]1/2 are 0·033 and 0·048 for
cis-1 and 0·055 and 0·083 for [DCF22 –trans-1].


Single crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of
saturated solutions of the complex and cis-1.


Materials. trans-4,49-(N,N9-Dimethylpyridinium)ethyl-
ene (trans-1) was prepared (Scheme 1) by adding 2·32 g
(16·4 mmol) of methyl iodide dropwise to a refluxing
solution of 1·5 g (5·2 mmol) of trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)-
ethylene (Aldrich) in 10 ml of acetonitrile. The solution was
heated for 2 h until orange crystals appeared. The crystals
were recrystallized from ethanol. 1H NMR (D2O,
400·13 MHz): d=8·8 ppm (d, 4H, J=6·8 Hz), 8·25 (d, 4H,
J=6·8 Hz), 7·89 (s, 2H), 4·4 (s, 6H).


cis-4,49(N,N9-dimethylpyridinium)ethylene (cis-1) was
prepared (Scheme 1) according to the literature,20 by the
benzil-sensitized photoisomerization of trans-1,2-bis(4-pyr-
idyl)ethylene and chromatographic separation over alumina,
using 5% benzene in hexane as eluent, followed by
quaternization of the product with methyl iodide as
described before. 1H NMR (D2O, 200 MHz): d=8·3 ppm
(m, 7H), 7·14 (s, 2H), 4·36 (s, 6H).
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2,7-Dichlorofluorescein was purchased from Aldrich and
used without further purification. All other chemicals were
obtained from Sigma and Aldrich and were used without
further purification.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Figure 1 shows the x-ray stucture of cis-1. The pyr-
idinium units are not coplanar with the ethylene bond and
their planes are tilted one to another by 26°. This tilting
angle is attributed to steric peri repulsive interactions
between H-atoms of the two pyridinium rings that distort
the p-system from planarity. On the other hand, trans-1 is a
planar molecule and the dihedral angle between the
pyridinium units is 180°. The donor–acceptor complexes
between DCF22 (2) and trans- and cis-1 were characterized
in aqueous solution. Figure 2(A) shows the spectral changes


of DCF22 upon addition of trans-1. The absorbance
maximum of DCF22 is red-shifted. The observation of a
single isosbestic point upon addition of trans-1 indicates the
formation of a single type of supramolecular complex
between DCF22 and trans-1. The spectral changes of
DCF22 upon addition of different concentrations of trans-1
were used to calculate the complex association constant, Ka


[equations (1) and (2)] according to the Benesi–Hildebrand
relation [equation (3)], where [A]0 and [D]0 are the
analytical concentrations of the donor and acceptor, respec-
tively, DOD is the absorbance change at a certain
wavelength (in the specific example l=519 nm) and De is
the difference between the molar extinction coefficient of
the free donor and the associated donor at this wavelength.


DCF22 +A⇀↽
Ka


[DCF22 · · · A] [A= trans- or cis-1) (1)


Scheme 1. Synthetic route for the preparation of trans-1 and cis-1.


Figure 1. X-ray structure of cis-1.
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Ka =
[DCF22 · · · A]


[DCF22 ]f[A]f


(2)


[A]0[DCF]0


DOD
=


([A]0 +[DCF22 ]0)


De
+


1


KaDe
(3)


Figure 2(B) shows the analysis of the observed spectral
changes of DCF22 upon addition of trans-1 according to
equation (3). A linear relationship is obtained and the
derived association constant for the intermolecular com-
plex, [DCF22 · · · trans-1], corresponds to
Ka =14000±600 M


21. The Benesi–Hildebrand equation
assumes the formation of a 1:1 complex between the
molecular components. The linear relationship obtained by
analysis of the spectral changes, DOD, at different trans-1
concentrations [Figure 2(B)] thus supports the formation of
a 1:1 supramolecular donor–acceptor complex between the
components. The association constant of cis-1 to DCF22


was similarly characterized. The latter acceptor forms a


substantially less stable complex. The derived association
constant for the complex, [DCF22 · · · cis-1], is
Ka =300±100 M


21. This difference is attributed to the non-
planar configuration of cis-1. For effective stabilization of
intermolecular donor–acceptor complexes, the donor and
acceptor units should be parallel one to the other to achieve
effective p–p overlap. In addition to the p–p overlap, the
donor–acceptor complexes between xanthene dyes and
bipyridinium salts are further stabilized by attractive
electrostatic interactions. The distorted p-system of cis-1
presumably perturbs the p–p overlap and the electrostatic
attractive interactions between the donor (DCF22 ) and the
acceptor unit (cis-1), leading to the lower association
constant.


The association constants between DCF22 and trans-1
and cis-1 can be further characterized by analyzing the
fluorescence quenching of the chromophore in the presence
of the electron acceptors. Figure 3(A) shows the fluores-
cence quenching spectra of DCF22 at different
concentrations of trans-1. Figure 3(B) (line a) shows
the analysis of the fluorescence quenching according to
the Stern–Volmer equation [equation (4)]. The derived
Stern–Volmer constant corresponds to Ksv(trans-
1)=13 750±300 M


21. The fluorescence quenching of
DCF22 by cis-1 is substantially less effective. Figure 3(B)
(line b) shows the Stern–Volmer plot for the fluorescence
quenching of DCF22 by cis-1. The derived Stern–Volmer
constant Ksv(cis-1)=340±80 M


21. Assuming that the for-
mation of the supramolecular complexes between DCF22


and trans- or cis-1 results in static quenching of the
chromophore, the experimental Stern–Volmer constants are
essentially the association constants of the respective
complexes. Static quenching of DCF22 by the electron
acceptor implies that the observed fluorescence upon
addition of the electron acceptor originates from the free
chromophore present in equilibrium (I~ [DCF22 ]f). Thus,
equation (2) can be reorganized in terms of equation (5),
which essentially coincides with the Stern–Volmer relation.
Thus, we realize that the association constants of the
complexes [DCF22 · · · trans-1] and [DCF22 · · · cis-1]
derived by the fluorescence quenching experiments are in
excellent agreement with the values obtained by the spectral
analyses of the chromophore.


I0


I
=1+KSV[A] (4)


Ka[A]f =
[DCF22 · · · A]


[DCF22 ]f


=
[DCF22 ]0 2 [DCF22 ]f


[DCF22 ]f


=
I0 2 I


I
(5)


The structure of the intermolecular complex between
DCF22 and trans-1 was elucidated in the solid state and in
solution. Figure 4 shows the x-ray structure of the complex
[DCF22 · · · trans-1]. Stacks that include alternate layers of
DCF22 and trans-1 are observed. The trans-1 electron
acceptor in the complex structure is planar. The inter-layer


Figure 2. (A) Absorption spectra of DCF22 (2) (831026
M) upon


addition of trans-1: (a) 0; (b) 331025; (c) 631025; (d) 931025;
(e) 1·231024; (f) 1·531024; (g) 231024


M. Spectra recorded at
25 °C. (B) Benesi–Hildebrand analysis of the spectral changes,


DOD of DCF22 , upon additon of trans-1.
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spacing between the electron acceptor and adjacent DCF22


layers is 3·4 Å. This is a typical value for intermolecular
donor–acceptor complexes. A closely related spacing
(3·4 Å) was observed for other complexes resulting from


Figure 3. (A) Fluorescence quenching spectra of DCF22 (2) (831026
M) upon addition of trans-1: (a) 0; (b) 1·331024; (c) 2·0631025; (d)


3·0931025; (e) 4·1231025; (f) 5·1031025
M. For all experiments lexc =500 nm. (B) Stern–Volmer analysis of the fluorescence quenching


of DCF22 by (a) trans-1 and (b) cis-1.


Figure 4. X-ray structure of the [DCF22 -trans-1] complex.
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xanthene dyes and bipyridinium electron acceptors.15


Important bond angles and bond lengths of the supramo-
lecular complex [DCF22 · · · trans-1] are summarized in
Table 1. The crystal does not include the initial counterions
(I2 for trans-1 and 2Na+ for DCF22 ), indicating that the
two complex components self-neutralize in the crystal. The
carboxyphenyl ring of DCF22 is tilted towards one end of
trans-1 and the tilting direction is opposite from one DCF22


to the other. This tilting is attributed to the neutralization of
one of the pyridinium rings by the carboxylate anion of the
carboxyphenyl residue. The other pyridinium ring is
neutralized by the phenolate anion which is part of the
planar tricyclic ring layer of DCF22 . Thus, the x-ray
structure of [DCF22 · · · trans-1] reveals that the donor–
acceptor units are arranged in an optimized configuration to
attain maximum interlayer p–p overlap and effective
intermolecular charge neutralization. Our attemps to crys-
tallize the complex [DCF22 · · · cis-1] failed. Realizing the
non-planar structure of cis-1 (see above), the formation of a
layered donor–acceptor structure with short inter-spacing of
the p-systems is prohibited. This could explain the low
association constant for [DCF22 · · · cis-1] and the failure to
obtain single crystals.


Insight into the structural features of the complex formed
between DCF22 and trans-1 in water was obtained by 1H
NMR spectroscopy. Single crystals of [DCF22 · · · trans-1]
were dissolved in D2O. Under these conditions, the
solubilized complex is stabilized only by intermolecular
interaction, without the involvement of counterions. Figure
5(A) shows the resulting 1H NMR spectrum of the solution.
Interestingly, in the region 7·98–8·9 ppm two pairs of AB
spectra are observed, characteristic of protons Ha and Hb of
trans-1. One pair appears at d=8·83 and 7·98 ppm, whereas
the second pair is observed at d=8·23 and 8·62 ppm. The
appearance of two distinct AB systems was further
confirmed by 1H-COSY experiments. Note that the methyl
groups associated with the pyridinium units also appear as
two singlets at d=4·3 and 4·4 ppm. The chemical shifts
observed in the region 7·2–7·85 ppm are characteristic of
the DCF22 component of the complex. Integration of the


respective bands reveal that the ratio between the two
bipyridinium sets of chemical shifts and the DCF22


chemical shifts is 1:1. This implies that the complex that is
formed upon dissolution of the single crystal of
[DCF22 · · · trans-1] in water exhibits a structure that
includes two DCF22 units and two trans-1 units. The two
DCF22 components are symmetric relative to one of the
trans-1 electron acceptor sites, whereas the second trans-1
unit is located in a non-symmetric different position relative
to the assembly. Scheme 2, structure A, outlines schemat-
ically a proposed configuration of the complex in solution.
One trans-1 unit is inter-layered between two symmetrical
DCF22 units, whereas the second trans-1 unit is located
externally to the intermolecular [(DCF22 ) · · ·trans-1] clus-
ter, and participates in the electrical neutralization of the
assembly. In fact, a closely related structure was docu-
mented in the solid state for a complex between eosin and
N,N9-dibenzyl-4,49-bipyridinium.15 Heating of the complex
solution at 355 K for 3 h results in the 1H NMR spectrum
shown in Figure 5(B). The two sets of chemical shifts that
correspond to two different trans-1 components transform
to a single AB set at d=8·29 and 8·88 ppm. Also, only a
single chemical shift for the methyl protons associated with
the pyridinium units is observed at d=4·35 ppm. The
integration between the single trans-1 chemical shifts and
the DCF22 chemical shifts indicates the intermolecular ratio
of 1:1. This thermal transformation is irreversible and
cooling of the sample does not alter the 1H NMR spectrum.
Thus, heating of the [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] com-
plex results in a new complex of simple 1:1 stoichiometry
between DCF22 and trans-1. Scheme 2, structure B,
outlines schematically the suggested structure of the
resulting complex. A layered donor–acceptor complex of
DCF22 and trans-1 is consistent with the experimental
results. Again, this layered structure was observed in the
solid state for various xanthene dyes and bipyridinium salts,
i.e. the complex between eosin and N,N9-dibenzyl-4,49-
bipyridinium.15 It should be noted that the stoichiometries of
the kinetically favored [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] com-
plex and of the thermally generated [DCF22 · · · trans-1]
complex obey a general stoichiometry of 1:1. The associa-
tion constants that were derived spectroscopically for the
complex correspond to the kinetically favored assembly
[(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1].


The association constants of xanthene dye–bipyridinium
donor–acceptor complexes and their interconversion rates
between variable stoichiometries depend on the solvent.
The association constants between DCF22 and trans- or cis-
1 were also spectroscopically characterized in
dimethylformamide (DMF). The derived value for the
complex between DCF22 and trans-1 corresponds to
Ka =21 000 M


21 whereas the association constant for the
intermolecular complex between DCF22 and cis-1 is
Ka =5300 M


21. Hence the affinities of the two isomers for
DCF22 differ substantially also in DMF. The complex
between DCF22 and cis-1 is substantially weaker than the
intermolecular complex between DCF22 and trans-1. The


Table 1. Important bond angles and bond lengths of the crystal of
[DCF22 · · · trans-1]


Atoms Bond length (Å) Bond angle (°)


C12—C14 1·497
C2—Cl1 1·733
C3—O2 1·268
C15—C20 1·506
N1—C27 1·480
C21—C22 1·464
O2—C3—C4 123·2
Cl1—C2—C3 123·2
C14—C15—C20 122·1
C12—C14—C15 122·4
C27—N1—C25 119·8
C24—N1—C25 120·0
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1H NMR spectrum of the complex between DCF22 and
trans-1 in DMF-d7 similarly shows the transformation of the
[(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex to the symmetric
[DCF22 · · · trans-1] (1:1) complex (Figure 6). Figure 6(A)
shows the chemical shift region of the trans-1 component
upon dissolution of the precipitated [DCF22 · · · trans-1]
complex. Two pairs of AB spectra are observed [Figure
6(A), (a)], one at 8·43 and 8·91 ppm and the other at 8·32
and 9·10 ppm. Note that the two pairs do not exhibit a 1:1


ratio. Heating the sample to 320 K for 10 min transforms
the two AB pairs into a simple AB pattern that appears at
8·32 and 9·10 ppm. It should be noted that in order to
dissolve the [DCF22 · · · trans-1] solid complex in DMF,
slight heating was required. Thus, already upon dissolution
of the complex, part of the [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1]
complex (giving rise to the two AB pairs) was thermally
transformed to the symmetrical (1:1) supramolecular com-
plex [(DCF22 ) · · · trans-1]. The later complex exhibits a
simple AB spectrum for the trans-1 component that
overlaps with one of the AB pairs of the kinetically
produced complex. This gives rise to the unequal ratio of
the two AB spectra of [(DCF22 )2 . . . trans-1/trans-1]
complex in the original solution. This explanation is further
supported by following the methyl protons chemical shifts
associated with the pyridinium rings of trans-1 in the
various complexes [Figure 6(B)]. Upon dissolution of the
solid [DCF22 · · · trans-1] complex, two singlets of unequal
ratio at d=4·48 and 4·51 ppm are observed [Figure 6(A),
(b)]. Upon heating the sample to 320 K for 90 min the
methyl protons transform to a simple singlet centered at
4·52 ppm [Figure 6(B), (b)]. This confirms that the initial


Figure 5. (A) 1H NMR spectrum (D2O) of an immediately dissolved [DCF22 · · · trans-1] complex. (B) 1H NMR spectrum (D2O) of the
complex after heating the solution for 3 h at 355 K.


Scheme 2. Suggested configuration of the kinetically generated,
non-symmetrical, [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex struc-
ture (A), and thermodynamically stable [DCF22 · · · trans-1]


structure B, in water and DMF solutions.
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system formed upon dissolution of the crystalline complex
consists of a mixture of the non-symmetrical
[(DCF22 ) · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex and the symmet-
rical [DCF22 · · · trans-1] complex. Upon heating of the
sample, the [(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex is
transformed to the symmetrical supramolecular assembly
[DCF22 · · · trans-1]. These results are different and oppo-
site to those observed for the supramolecular complexes
between eosin and N,N9-dimethyl-4,49-bipyridinium
(MV2+ ) in DMF. In this latter system the kinetic transforma-
tion from a 1:1 [eosin–MV2+ ] to a mixed
[(eosin)2 · · · MV2+ :MV2+ ] configuration was observed.15


The kinetics of this transformation can be followed
spectroscopically. A low concentration of the crystalline
[DCF22 · · · trans-1] complex can be solubilized in DMF
without external heating. Figure 7 (curve a) shows the
absorption spectrum of the solubilized complex. It reveals
an absorption maximum at l=517 nm. Upon heating the
sample (1 h, 40 °C) the system yields the spectrum shown in
Figure 7 (curve b). The maximum absorption band increases
in its intensity and is shifted by 5 nm to l=512 nm, and an
additional absorption band at l=611 nm is observed. This
spectral transformation is irreversible, and cooling of the
sample does not influence the absorption spectrum. Accord-


ing to the 1H NMR analysis, we attribute spectrum b in
Figure 7 to the supramolecular complex [DCF22 · · · trans-
1], where the initial spectrum (a) belongs to the complex
[(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1]. By following the absor-


Figure 6. (A) 1H NMR spectrum (DMF-d7) of an immediately dissolved [DCF22 · · · trans-1] complex. (B) Spectrum after heating the sample
for 90 min at 320 K.


Figure 7. Absorption spectra of the complex between DCF22 and
trans-1: (a) immediately upon dissolution of the [DCF22 · · · trans-
1] crystal complex in DMF; (b) after heating the sample for 1 h at


333 K.
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bance changes of the system at different temperatures, the
kinetics of the transformation between the two supramo-
lecular complexes [equation (6)] could be characterized.
Figure 8(A) shows the kinetic analysis of the absorbance
changes of the system at l=540 nm at 322 K. The derived
rate constant corresponds to k=0·22 s21.


[(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1]→k [(DCF22 ) · · · trans-1] (6)


Figure 8(B) shows the Arrhenius plot for the rate constants
for this transformation at different temperatures. The
derived activation energy corresponds to Ea =20 kcal-
mol21.


CONCLUSIONS


The study has revealed different affinities of trans- and cis-1
to form donor–acceptor complexes with dichlorofluorescein
[DCF22 (2)]. The substantially lower affinity of cis-1 to


form the donor–acceptor complex with DCF22 is attributed
to the non-planar p-system of cis-1 that originates from the
peri repulsive interactions of H-atoms attached t the
pyridinium rings linked to the ethylene bond. This structural
distortion of the p-system prevents effective interlayered
p–p overlap between the donor and acceptor units. The
supramolecular complexes between DCF22 and trans-1
were characterized in the solid state and in solution. In
water and DMF, the primary kinetically stabilized
[(DCF22 )2 · · · trans-1/trans-1] complex transforms to the
thermodynamically stable, symmetrical, donor–acceptor
complex [DCF22 · · · trans-1] [k (at 322 K)=0·22 s21,
Ea =20 kcal mol21].
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14N/15N ISOTOPE EFFECT ON THE ELECTRON TRANSFER PROCESS
BETWEEN PHENOTHIAZINE AND ITS RADICAL CATION


LONG-MIN WU, JIAN-MING LÜ, XIAO-LIN WEN, XUE-QING JIA, YOU-CHENG LIU AND ZHONG-LI LIU*
National Laboratory of Applied Organic Chemistry, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, Gansu 730000, China


An appreciable equilibrium isotope effect has been observed for electron transfer from phenothiazine (PT) to the radical
cation of its 15N-substituted analogue ([15N]PT+•), i.e.


PT+[15N]PT+•⇀↽
K


PT+• +[15N]PT


via electron paramagnetic resonance analysis of the mixed radical cations formed from mixing the [15N]phenothiazine
radical cation hexachloroantimonate and phenothiazine in acetonitrile (K=0·7760·10 at 25 °C), and by physical
separation of the neutral phenothiazines from the radical cation salts in the equilibrium mixture (K=0·83±0·10 at
25 °C). Infrared and Raman spectra of [14N]- and [15N]phenothiazines and their radical cations were measured to assign
the vibrational frequency shifts caused by the heavy-atom substitution and radical cation formation, which gave an
estimate of the enthalpy change of 441·7 J mol21 for the electron transfer process. These results reveal that 15N
substitution of phenothiazine decreases appreciably the ionization potential of the molecule, making it easier to lose an
electron to form the corresponding radical cation in solution. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Isotope effects and isotope enrichment have attracted much
attention for a long time owing to the wide use of isotopes
in a variety of scientific and technical applications.
However, isotope effects on electron transfer reactions have
rarely been studied. Starting in 1986, Stevenson and co-
workers published a series of papers1 dealing with the
equilibrium isotope effect (EIE) on electron transfer pro-
cesses between several radical anions and their heavy
isotope-substituted aromatic molecule precursors, as shown
in the following equation:


*A+A2 •⇀↽*A2 • +A (1)


where *A represents a heavy isotope (2H, 13C, 15N, 17O,
etc.)-substituted aromatic molecule. They found that the
equilibrium constants for the electron exchange [equation
(1)] deviated significantly from unity, and suggested that
these EIEs might be used as a basis of isotope separations.
Although some of their results, especially those dealing


with 15N/14N and 13C/12C isotope effects, have led to some
controversy,2 the results are supported by independent
cyclic voltammetric data3, 4 and theoretical calculations.5


Stevenson and co-workers6–8 also pointed out that the EIE is
strongly dependent upon the charge and spin density in the
area of isotope substitution, which, in turn, is dependent
upon the specific anion radical–counter ion and anion
radical–solvent interactions. In view of these arguments, we
were motivated to see if a similar EIE exists in electron
transfer processes between radical cations and their neutral
molecule precursors, which had never been studied before
our previous reports on the significant 1H/2H and 32S/33S
EIEs on the electron exchange of thianthrene and its radical
cation.9–11 Here we report electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR), IR and Raman spectroscopic studies and physical
separation results on the 14N/15N isotope effect on the
electron exchange reaction of phenothiazine and its radical
cation of the 15N-substituted analogue [equation (2)].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


EPR spectroscopic studies


Radical cation hexachloroantimonates of phenothiazine and
its 15N-substituted analogue showed well resolved EPR
spectra in dilute anhydrous acetonitrile solution at room
temperature that are characterized by hyperfine splitting
constants (hfcs, mT) of 0·655 (14N), 0·742 (1H), 0·259 (2H),
0·125 (2H), 0·0485 (4H) and 0·916 (15N), 0·747 (1H), 0·259
(2H), 0·125 (2H), 0·0485 (4H) for PT+• and [15N]PT+•,
respectively (Figure 1). Addition of neutral 15N-substituted
phenothiazine ([15N]PT) to the acetonitrile solution of
phenothiazine radical cation (PT+•) hexachloroantimonate
resulted in a change of the EPR spectrum from the unique
PT+• spectrum to a superimposed one of PT+• and [15N]PT+•,
together with significant line broadening of the spectrum
(Figure 2). This demonstrates clearly that electron exchange


had taken place between PT+• and [15N]PT as depicted in
equation (2). Computer simulation of EPR spectra from five
independent experiments with an initial concentration ratio
of [15N]PT/PT+•SbCl2


6 ranging from 0·8 to 2·3 gave an
equilibrium constant K=0·77±0·10 at 25 °C in acetonitrile
for reaction (2). This result reveals that the electron is
transferred preferentially to [14N]phenothiazine radical cat-
ion in the electron exchange process. In other words, the
heavy isotope-substituted phenothiazine, [15N]PT, has a
diminished ionization potential, or the heavy isotope-
substituted phenothiazine radical cation, [15N]PT+•,
possesses a diminished electron affinity compared with the
light isotopic analogue in solution. This is similar to what
we observed previously in the electron exchange equilib-


Figure 1. EPR spectra of phenothiazine radical cations recorded in
acetonitrile solution at 25 °C. (a) [15N]PT+•, 4·731024 mol l21; (b)
computer simulation of (a), linewidth DHpp =0·020 mT, for hfcs see
text; (c) PT+•, 4·631024 mol l21; (d) computer simulation of (c),


DHpp =0·024 mT, for hfcs see text


Figure 2. Representative EPR spectra obtained from a mixture of
phenothiazine radical cation hexachloroantimonate and [15N]pheno-
thiazine recorded in acetonitrile solution at 25 °C. (a)
[PT+•]0 =4·6431024 mol l21, [[15N]PT]0 =3·8931024 mol l21; (b)
computer simulation of (a) generated by using a molar
ratio of PT+• to [15N]PT+• of 1 :0·94, corresponding to K=0·80 for
reaction (2); (c) [PT+•]0 =4·5931024 mol l21,
[[15N]PT]0 =5·1631024 mol l21; (d) computer simulation of (c)
generated by using a molar ratio of PT+• to [15N]PT+• of 1 :1·28,


corresponding to K=0·78 for reaction (2)
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rium of thianthrene and its radical cation, in which an
electron is transferred preferentially from the perdeuterated
molecule to the perprotio radical cation [K=0·62 for
equation (3)].9 The result is also in general agreement with
the EIEs in the electron transfer processes of radical anions
and their molecule precursors reported by Stevenson and
co-workers.1, 6–8


(3)


Isotope enrichment by physical separation


Since the equilibrium constant for equation (2) differs
significantly from unity, partial oxidation of a mixture of
[14N]- and [15N]phenothiazines should bring about different
isotope distributions in the neutral molecules and radical
cations. In addition, the radical cation salt of phenothiazine
is persistent in anhydrous acetonitrile at room temperature
and it is very easily separated from the neutral molecule
precursor by precipitation. Therefore, this isotopically
selective electron exchange may be used to develop a
method for isotope enrichment. Thus, a 3 :7 mixture of
carefully weighed portions of [15N]- and [14N]phenothia-
zines was dissolved in anhydrous diethyl ether–acetonitrile
mixed solvent and oxidized by a 0·5 stoichiometric amount
of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-acetoxypiperidineoxoammonium
hexachloroantimonate, which quantitatively oxidizes phe-
nothiazine to its radical cation.12 The radical cation salts
precipitated completely from the solvent and were separated
from the liquid phase by filtration. Removal of the solvent
under reduced pressure left the unoxidized neutral pheno-
thiazines (designated phase 1). The radical cation salts were
reduced by tetra-n-butylammonium iodide followed by
treatment with NaHSO3 to eliminate traces of iodine. The
pure neutral phenothiazines (phase 2) were then recovered.
Phases 1 and 2 were subjected to NMR analysis. The N-
proton in [14N]phenothiazine appears as a singlet and that in
[15N]phenothiazine as a doublet with a coupling constant of
87·7 Hz, and they well resolved from each other. Therefore,
the 14N/15N ratio can be obtained easily by integrating the
two peaks (Figure 3). The solid-phase equilibrium constant
is defined as the molar ratio of the heavy to light isotopic
isomers in phase 1 divided by that in phase 2, and is often
called the separation factor a [equation (4)].8


K=
([[15N]PT]/[PT])phase 1


([[15N]PT]/[PT])phase 2


=a (4)


Four independent separation experiments gave a solid-
phase equilibrium constant of 0·83±0·10 at room
temperature, in good agreement with the EPR result
reported above.


IR and Raman spectroscopic studies


Stevenson and co-workers1b, h suggested that the diminished
electron affinity of perdeuterobenzene compared with that
of protiobenzene stemmed from the zero-point vibrational
energy effect (ZPE) upon the substitution. We also found
that significant low-frequency shifts took place in some of
the IR and Raman peaks of thianthrene upon deuteration
and radical cation formation, which may explain the
diminished ionization potential of perdeuterated thian-
threne.10 Therefore, IR and Raman spectra of phenothiazine,
[15N]phenothiazine and their radical cation hexachloro-
antimonates were recorded, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Since phenothiazine is known to be folded about the S—N
axis with a dihedral angle of ca 158·5° between the two
phenylene rings,13 the two phenylene rings are nearly
independent and the spectrum can be interpreted in terms of
substituted benzene spectra, whose symmetry assignments
are well established.14 Such an approach has been success-
fully used to assign IR and Raman spectra of thianthrene by
using o-dichloro- and o-dibromobenzenes as reference
compounds.10, 14 Therefore, the same approach was used for
the spectral assignment of phenothiazine.


Phenothiazine with 23 atoms and Cs symmetry has 63
fundamental frequencies, i.e. 33A9+30A0. The complete IR


Figure 3. Representative 1H NMR spectra of the N-protons of PT
and [15N]PT recorded in acetone-d6 . The samples were obtained by
partial oxidation of a mixture of 35 mg of PT and 15 mg of [15N]PT
and then separation of the neutral molecules (phase 1) and radical
cations (phase 2). The latter was reduced to neutral molecules for
NMR determination (see Experimental section for details). (a)
Spectrum of phase 1 which shows a molar ratio of PT to [15N]PT of
1 :2·54; (b) spectrum of phase 2 which shows a molar ratio of PT
to [15N]PT of 1 :2·16. Spectrum (b) is shifted downfield for clarity.
K=0·85 for reaction (4) is obtained from this particular experi-


ment
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and Raman spectral assignments are listed in Table 1. The
Raman spectral assignment of phenothiazine is in accor-
dance with those reported previously.13, 15 The assignment
for [15N]phenothiazine is straightforward since it showed
similar IR and Raman spectra to those of its 14N analogue
and some low-frequency shifts are obvious due to the heavy
isotope substitution.


Phenothiazine radical cation possesses the same sym-


metry as its parent molecule, but the dihedral angle of the
two phenylene rings increases to 172·2°.16 The two radical
cations showed IR and Raman spectra similar to those of
their parent molecules except that a very strong new peak of
hexachloroantimonate appeared at 846 cm21 in their Raman
spectra. It can be seen from Table 1 that although change in
mass is relatively small, replacement of a 14N atom by 15N
brings about low-frequency shifts of not only N—H and
N—C stretchings, but also some of C—C and C—H
vibrations. Transformation of phenothiazines into their
radical cations also produces significant frequency shifts.
Therefore, isotope substitution and radical cation formation
should result in a non-zero enthalpy change for reaction (2).
Vibrational bands which are effective for the enthalpy
change are summarized in Table 2. The remaining vibra-


Figure 4. IR spectra of (a) PT, (b) PT+•SbCl6, (c) [15N]PT and (d)
[15N]PT+•SbCl6


Figure 5. Raman spectra of (a) PT, (b) PT+•SbCl6, (c) [15N]PT and
(d) [15N]PT+•SbCl6
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tions showed very small effects and are not included in the
table. On the basis of these 10 vibrations, the zero-point
energy effect results in an enthalpy change of 441·7 J mol21


for reaction (2). Since electron transfer between two
structurally similar species would not bring about the
entropy change,17 thus giving identical free energy and
enthalpy changes, this value should correspond to an
equilibrium constant of 0·84 for reaction (2), which is in
reasonable accordance with the EPR and NMR results given


above.
In conclusion, this work demonstrates that an electron


moves in an isotopically selective manner between pheno-
thiazine and its radical cation in solution. 15N substitution
decreases the ionization potential of phenothiazine and the
electron affinity of phenothiazine radical cation. This
equilibrium isotope effect can be rationalized by zero-point
energy differences caused by the heavy isotope substitu-
tion.


Table 1. Fundamental vibrational frequencies (cm21 ) of PT, PT+•SbCl6, [
15N]PT and [15N]PT+•SbCl6


a


PT PT+•SbCl6 [15N]PT [15N]PT+•SbCl62


Mode Normal Normal
symmetry IR Raman IR Raman coordinate IR Raman IR Raman coordinate


A9 3339(s) 3345(m) n(NH) 3331(s) 3339(m) n(15NH)
3183(w) 3192(m) n(NH) 3177(w) 3177(m) n(15NH)
3099(w) 3104(w) n(CH) 3092(w) 3093(m) n(CH)
3053(w) 3031(m) n(CH) 3050(w) 3028(s) n(CH)


1601(s) 1598(s) n(CC) 1600(s) 1599(s) n(CC)
1596(s) 1594(s) n(CC) 1596(s) 1585(s) n(CC)
1571(s) 1559(s) n(CC) 1570(s) 1562(s) n(CC)


1480(s) n(CC) 1480(s) n(CC)
1472(vs) 1471(s) n(CC) 1468(vs) 1475(s) n(CC)
1442(s) 1442(s) n(CC) 1442(s) 1441(vs) n(CC)
1280(m) 1282(s) n(CC) 1281(m) 1283(s) n(CC)


1262(s) b(CH) 1259(m) 1258(vs) b(CH)
1250(s) n(CN) 1245(s) n(C15N)


1242(m) 1256(s) n(CN) 1239(m) 1248(s) n(C15N)
1160(m) 1155(m) b(CH) 1156(m) 1157(s) b(CH)


1153(m) 1151(m) b(CH) 1153(s) 1152(m) b(CH)
1132(m) 1125(w) b(CH) 1130(m) b(CH)


1118(m) 1122(m) n(CN) 1120(s) 1122(s) n(C15N)
1089(s) 1086(s)


1083(s) 1100(s) n(CN) 1082(s) 1100(s) n(C15N)
1078(w) 1071(w) n(CS) 1077(w) 1070(w) n(CS)
1033(m) 1035(vs) 1027(m) 1031(s) g(CS) 1033(vs) 1034(vs) 1029(w) 1032(s) g(CS)


855(s) 850(m) n(CN) 858(s) 863(m) n(C15N)
845(w) 846(vs) n(CN) 840(m) 837(w) 852(vs) n(C15N)


683(m) 684(m) 681(w) 683(s) g(CC) 682(m) 682(m) 683(vs) g(CC)
655(s) 643(m) n(CS) 653(s) 642(m) 645(s) n(CS)


658(m) 648(m) n(CS) 653(s) 645(s) n(CS)
595(s) d(CCC) 612(m) 594(s) d(CCC)


493(m) 495(w) d(CSC) 492(m) 490(w) d(CSC)
258(s) 375(m) d(CNC) 251(m) 364(m) d(C15NC)


A0 964(vw) 985(w) g(CH) 964(w) 988(w) g(CH)
923(s) 951(m) g(CH) 923(s) 953(m) g(CH)


942(m) d(CNC) 945(s) d(C15NC)
884(m) 888(m) 887(m) g(CH) 876(m) 878(w) 883(w) g(CH)
735(vs) 749(vs) g(CH) 735(vs) 749(vs) g(CH)


756(s) g(CH) 751(w) g(CH)
715(s) 711(s) g(CC) 715(s) 712(s) g(CC)


539(m) 537(m)
530(s) 531(m) g(CC) 529(s) 531(s) g(CC)


430(m) 431(m)
426(s) 434(s) g(CS) 426(s) 436(s) g(CS)


347(vs) 468(s) 473(vs) d(CNC) 345(vs) 469(m) 472(vs) d(C15NC)
281(s) 283(w) 277(m)
189(vs) 226(s) d(CSC) 186(s) 225(s) d(CSC)


a s=Strong; v=very; m=medium; w=weak; n=stretching; d=bending; b=in-plane deformation; g=out-of-plane deformation.
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EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. Phenothiazine was synthesized according to
the literature method,18 m.p. 176–178 °C. [15N]Phenothia-
zine was synthesized similarly from [15N]diphenylamine,
m.p. 176–178 °C; 1H NMR (acetone-d6 , ppm) 6·68 (m, 8H),
7·85 (d, J=87·7 Hz, 1H); MS (FAB, m/z, %), 201 (M+ +1,
70), 200 (M+ , 100). Na15NO3 (99·5 atom% 15N) (Shanghai
Institute of Chemical Engineering) was used to prepare
[15N]nitrobenzene and [15N]diphenylamine according to the
literature.18, 19 The radical cation hexachloroantimonates
were prepared by oxidizing the corresponding parent
molecules with 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-acetoxypiperidine-
oxoammonium hexachloroantimonate in anhydrous acetoni-
trile.12 They are deep-blue crystals, m.p. 150 °C (decomp.);
EPR g-values 2·0050.


EPR measurements. Carefully weighed portions of phe-
nothiazine radical cation hexachloroantimonate
(PT+•SbCl2


6 ) and [15N]phenothiazine ([15N]PT) were dis-
solved in anhydrous acetonitrile. The initial concentration
of PT+•SbCl2


6 was ca 531024 mol l21 and PT+• SbCl2
6 /


[15N]PT concentration ratio ranged from ca 0·8 to 2·3. The
solution was placed in a 2 mm quartz capillary and
deaerated by bubbling nitrogen through, then sealed for
EPR determinations. EPR spectra were recorded on a
Bruker ER 200D spectrometer using a standard TE102


rectangular cavity and operating in the X-band with
100 kHz modulation and a modulation amplitude of
0·01 mT. All measurements were carried out at an ambient
temperature.


Spectral simulation was performed with laboratory-
written software that is based on the Bloch equations and
rigorously accounts for the line broadening caused by
electron exchange between the radical and the non-
paramagnetic species in solution.8, 20 Initially, hyperfine
splitting constatns were obtained from the spectrum of the
isotopically pure radical. The experimental and simulated
spectra were superimposed on a computer screen and
hyperfine splitting constants and linewidths were adjusted
until the two spectra completely matched each other. Then
the simulated spectra of the two isotopic radical cations
were computationally superimposed with the concentration
ratio as a new variable to match the experimental spectrum.
The linewidths of both species were adjusted in the
simulation of mixtures by reference to lines which are
relatively free of overlap. The equilibrium constants
evaluated from the concentration ratios of the two radical
cations were reproducible over several experiments with
different initial PT+•/[15N]PT concentration ratios.


Isotope enrichment experiment. A carefully weighed
mixture of 35 mg of phenothiazine and 15 mg of [15N]phe-


Table 2. Selected IR and Raman frequencies (cm21 ) of PT, PT+•SbCl6, [
15N]PT and


[15N]PT+•SbCl6 which contribute to DH° for reaction (2)


Contribution to
DH 0


Assignment PT PT+•SbCl6 [15N]PT [15N]PT+•SbCl6 (J mol21 )a


A9 C—C 1596 1594 1596 1585 2107·4
stretch
A9 C—C 1571 1559 1570 1562 47·6
stretch
A9 C—C 1472 1471 1468 1475 95·7
stretch
A9 C—N 1242 1256 1239 1248 259·8
stretch
A9 C—H 1160 1155 1156 1157 71·5
in-plane
deformation
A0 C—H 964 985 964 988 35·9
out-of-plane
deformation
A0 C—H 923 951 923 953 23·8
out-of-plane
deformation
A0 C—H 884 887 876 883 47·7
out-of-plane
deformation
A9 C—N 855 850 858 863 119·5
stretch
A9 C—N 845 846 837 852 167·2
stretch


a Total contribution to DH 0 =441·7 J mol21.
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nothiazine was dissolved in 25 ml of dry diethyl ether. A
small portion of the mixture was removed for NMR analysis
as a standard, and the remainder was oxidized by 60 mg
(ca 0·5 stoichiometric amount) of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-
4-acetoxypiperidineoxoammonium hexachloroantimonate
dissolved in 2 ml of anhydrous acetonitrile. The radical
cation salts of phenothiazines precipitated rapidly after
mixing the two solutions and were separated by filtration
from their neutral molecule precursors. The unoxidized
phenothiazines were purified by column chromatography
for NMR analysis and the solid radical cation salts were
reduced to neutral phenothiazines by addition of an excess
of tetra-n-butylammonium iodide in acetonitrile and then
treated with aqueous NaHSO3 to eliminate the traces of
iodine produced. The recovered phenothiazines were then
purified by column chromatography for NMR analysis.


1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM 400
NMR spectrometer operating at 400 MHz. The molar ratio
of phenothiazine to [15N]phenothiazine was obtained by
integrating the singlet and doublet peak areas of 14N–H and
15N–H, respectively, and each spectrum was integrated three
times to ensure that the deviation was within 10%. The
NMR result was checked with a standard sample, which
gave the expected PT/[15N]PT molar ratio.


IR and Raman spectroscopy


IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 170 SX IR
spectrometer using KBr pellets. Raman spectra were
recorded on a Spex 1403 laser Raman spectrometer with
argon-ion laser excitation at 514 nm at room temperature
using KBr pellets.
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VAPOR SORPTION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ON HUMAN SERUM
ALBUMIN


VALERY V. GORBATCHUK,1* MARAT A. ZIGANSHIN,1 BORIS N. SOLOMONOV1 AND MIKHAIL D. BORISOVER2


1 Department of Chemistry, Kazan State University, Kremlevskaja 18, Kazan, 420008, Russia
2 Institute of Soils and Water, The Volcani Center, ARO, Bet Dagan, 50-250, Israel


Sorption isotherms were measured for a series of organic compounds from the vapor phase on dried solid human serum
albumin (HSA). Parameters of the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) isotherm were evaluated from experimental data. A
nonlinear trend was observed between the volume of a filled ‘monolayer’ and the molar volume of organic compounds.
The effective ‘monolayer’ volume quickly decreased with increase in sorbate molar volume. Larger molecules have less
space available for sorption on solid HSA. This shows that the size of molecules is important factor determining the
number of available places for sorption on HSA. The sorbate–protein interactions are sensitive also to the structural
differences between n-and iso-isomeric sorbates. The Gibbs energy RT lnKR for the sorbate transfer from the gas phase
standard state to the state to the state of an infinite by diluted sorbed compound (at zero sorbate activity) with uptake
1 mol kg21 was calculated from the BET parameters. This Gibbs energy of the gas phase–protein phase transfer
corresponds to the distribution coefficient KR similar to the Henry coefficient. A correlation was found between RTlnKR


values and the molar volume of sorbates. As distinct from the behavior typical for organic solvents, larger molecules are
more distributed to the gas phase in comparison with smaller compounds. The positive increment of a methylene group
to the gas-protein transfer Gibbs energies was also estimated from data for aliphatic alcohols. This increment is higher
than the analogous value evaluated from the Gibbs energies of hydration of the same alcohols. The sorption phenomenon
was interpreted in terms of dissolution of organic compounds in the protein phase. It demonstrates a superficially
repulsive effect for the organic molecules sorbed in solid HSA. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Study of the gas-phase sorption of organic compounds on
solid protein preparations provides direct information about
the interactions of proteins with organic molecules. This
study can have also potential for catalysis with enzymes
suspended in non-aqueous media demonstrating various
effects of organic solvents (stripping of water from a protein
preparation,1–3 competition for the enzyme reaction center,4


activating enzymes suspended in non-aqueous media
through easing the flexibility constraints imposed by
protein–protein contacts,5 affecting the enantioselectivity of
suspended enzymes6). It was shown also that the enthalpy
changes on suspending the protein in organic solvents and
the ability of the suspended protein to bind water influenced
by the nature of organic solvents.7,8 Depending on the
organic solvent, the suspended protein may also demon-
strate a non-equilibrium state that shows up as a calorimeric


exothermic peak on thermoscanning the protein suspen-
sion.9


Thus, in order to examine the nature of solid protein–
organic solvent interactions, it would be useful to study the
gas-phase sorption of various compounds on solid protein
preparations.


As distinct from water vapor sorption, such data are more
limited for the vapors of other substances. For instance,
nitrogen sorption on fiber collagen was found10 to be more
than 100 times lower than sorption of water on the same
protein. We obtained the sorption isotherms for n-propyl
alcohol and n-undecane on human serum albumin (HSA)
and showed large differences in the binding ability of HSA
for these compounds. Small but perceptible suppression in
water sorption on alcohol dehydrogenase was found in the
presence of acetone in the vapor phase.11 A linear and
selective response to the concentration of partathion (anti-
gen) in the vapor phase was demonstrated for a quartz
frequency sensor coated with its antibody, but only slight
sensitivity was observed for this sensor covered with bovine
serum albumin and immunoglobulin G.12


In this study, we determined the sorption isotherms from
w Correspondence to: V. V. Gorbatchuk, E-mail: valery.
gorbatchuk@ksu.ru.
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the gas phase on a preparation of HSA for a series of
organic compounds. The aim of this work was to estimate
the effects of the size, shape and structure of organic
compounds on the interactions of their vapors with solid
HSA.


EXPERIMENTAL


All measurements were carried out on human serum
albumin from Reanal (Budapest, Hungary; product N
01092, lyophilized, with electrophoretic purity >95%,
remainder after burning <2%). A total concentration of
0.2% of fatty acids (C12–C22) in this protein preparation
was determined by the usual technique,13 which
includes extraction with chloroform–methanol (2:1), wash-
ing of the extract with water, methylation with
diazomethane in diethyl ether and gas chromatographic
(GC) determination in concentrated n-hexane solution.
Organic compounds were of reagent grade (purity >99%)
and were dried by standard methods14 before the experi-
ments.


To determine the sorption isotherm, static headspace GC
analysis was carried out by measuring the sorbate concen-
tration in the vapor phase over a solid protein preparation of
HSA. For this, the equal portions of protein placed in a
series of the 15 ml vials were dried in desiccator over P2O5


at 0·1 kPa. The content of water on the dried protein
(8±2 mg g21) was determined from the decrease in weight
at 298 K and 1 Pa with an MGDTD-17S microthermoana-
lyzer (SETARAM). The final weight of the dry protein in
each vial was about 300 mg. The liquid organic compound
(sorbate) was carefully dosed with a microsyringe on the
internal walls of the vials. The volume of the added liquid
was in the range 1–20ml, depending on the organic
compounds. The vials were then sealed, without stirring,
with fluoropolymer and silicone rubber linings and were
held at 298 K for 100 h.


An automated headspace doser of original design15 was
used to dose the vapor phase from the sealed vial into a
capillary GC column. In this doser a principle of electro-
pneumatic dosing16 is applied. The doser does not contain
any metal or unheated elements, with which the vapor
sample could contact during transfer from a vial to the GC
column. The total volume of all connecting paths was less
than 30 ml. Hence distortions caused by sorption on internal
parts of the doser were avoided. A fused silica chromato-
graphic column (30 m30·4 mm i.d., Lukoprene-102) and a
flame ionization detector were used.


The activity of the sorbate was determined as the ratio of
the area of its chromatographic peak for the vapor phase
over HSA to the area of the peak over its pure liquid. The
absence of overlapped impurity peaks was checked by
comparing the peak height/area ratio for peaks of the
sorbate over protein and over pure liquid. In most cases the
activity of the sorbate ceased to vary after the first 24 h after
beginning thermostating. The errors in the activity determi-
nation were in the range from 5% for sorbate activities over


0·5 to 10% for activities below 0·1.
The volume Vs of sorbate on HSA was calculated from


the difference between the total amount of a sorbate in the
system and its amount in the vapor phase. For the systems
studied containing methanol, acetonitrile, nitromethane and
ethanol, the fraction of the organic compound in the vapor
phase was less 10% of the total amount. Hence, the error of
determination of Vs depending mainly on the accuracy of
dosing of the liquid sorbate into the vials containing protein.
For such systems the errors in Vs were 3–5%. For systems
with isopropyl alcohol, acetone, propionitrile and pyridine,
the fraction of sorbate in the vapor phase was larger. Hence
the errors in the Vs determination were 2–3 times higher
because the errors in headspace analysis were added. No
volatile organic impurities were detected in the headspace
over the HSA samples in the vapor sorption experiments.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Presentation of sorption data


The volumes of organic compounds, Vs (ml of sorbate/g of
protein), sorbed on the solid HSA preparation at 298 K are
plotted in Fig. 1(A) against the sorbate activity P/P0, where
P is the vapor pressure of the sorbate above the solid HSA
and P0 is the pressure of its saturated vapor. In Figure 1(B)
the same data are plotted on a different scale for better
presentation. The sorption isotherm for n-propyl alcohol
was measured earlier.17 Data for sorption of water vapor
were taken from Ref. 18. This water sorption isotherm was
obtained on horse serum albumin.


Following the typical approach for the presentation of
gas-phase sorption data, we approximated the sorption
isotherms with the BET equation:19


VS =
P/P0


S 1


Vm C
+


C21


Vm C


P


P0
DS12


P


P0
D (1)


where C is the sorption constant and Vm corresponds to the
volume of sorbate in a filled ‘monolayer’. Approximation
was performed using the non-linear regression method.
Since the sorption parameters for water were obtained from
the linearization of the BET equation,18 we re-evaluated
these data using the non-linear procedure. The parameters
obtained for all compounds are listed in Table 1. The solid
curves in Figure 1 were calculated using equation (1) from
these adjusted parameters. Data for methanol sorption are
shown also in Figure 2.  Approximation of the methanol
data with the BET equation (1) is shown in Figure 2 with
curve 1. As can be seen from Figure 2, the BET equation
does not represent the sorption data very well. All points
corresponding to the methanol activities below 0·03 lie
systematically over the calculated curve 1. Parameters of
the BET equation obtained for propionitrile, isopropyl
alcohol and pyridine should be considered as rough because
of the low sorption of the compounds.
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Parameters of BET equation


The sorption constants C are of the same order of magnitude
for different molecules. They vary from 6·6±1·2 for acetone
to 32±5·2 for methanol. No simple dependence of this
parameter on the ability of molecules to undergo inter-
molecular interactions was found. Several reasons can cause
these relatively small differences in the sorption constants.
First, it should be mentioned that the sorption constants are
evaluated for a broad activity range. Hence the evaluated
sorption constants are, in essence, effective and averaged
over the different sorption sites. For example, the sorption


of methanol was determined in the activity range
0·0037–0·176 (Figure 2). As can be seen, this dependence
for methanol is not smooth. It may be considered as made
up two parts, corresponding to the activity regions
0·0037–0·0226 and 0·0319–0·176. Evidently, these activity
intervals correspond to the filling of different populations of
the sorption sites. This inhomogeneity of the sorption sites
may lead to the above-noted systematic deviations of the
low activity points from the curve calculated with the BET
equation. We fitted the data for methanol fairly well with an
equation that is the sum of two BET expressions. Curve 2 in
Figure 1 corresponds to this fitting. This sum, describing the


Figure 1. Volumes VS of organic compounds sorbed on solid HSA plotted against the sorbate activity P/P0 at 298 K
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independent filling of two kinds of the sorption sites, should
be considered still as a mainly empirical model approximat-
ing the experimental data. Parameters of both BET terms
are also included in Table 1.


Second, the sorption constant is based on the activity
scale where activity is P/P0. This means that it corresponds
to the transfer of a sorbate from its pure liquid state to the
sorption site. Therefore, these sorption constants depend on
the intermolecular interactions that occur in the pure liquid
state of organic compounds. Therefore water and alcohols


that are able to interact strongly with sorption sites on HSA
are also self-associated through hydrogen bonding. Acetone
or acetonitrile does not undergo hydrogen bonding, but the
interactions in their pure liquid state may also be weaker in
comparison with alcohols. As such, these interactions in the
pure liquid state of sorbates can complicate the effect of the
molecular structure on the estimated BET sorption con-
stants. Third, we assume that the sorption process on HSA
can be accompanied by the rupture of protein–protein
contacts. Hence the sorbed organic compound may be


Table 1· Parameters of vapor sorption isotherms of organic compounds on HSA at 298 K


Sorbate Activity range Vm (ml g21)a Ca db RT lnKR (kJ mol21) DGhydr (kJ mol21)c V0 (ml mol21)


Water 0·05–0·4 65·6±1·1 14·0±1·1 1·4 218·3 28·58 18·02
Methanol 0·0037–0·176 60·0±3·6 32·0±5·2 3·7 213·9 23·47 41·7
Methanold 0·0037–0·176 27·8±5·8 120±40 1·2


173±315 1·0±2·4
Acetonitrile 0·0096–0·130 28·0±2·7 16·8±3·4 1·2 210·8 1·59 52·23
Nitromethane 0·015–0·182 20·0±1·3 10·1±1·5 0·6 210·8 1·05 54·16
Ethanol 0·0177–0·181 17·7±0·8 31·3±4·6 0·8 211·9 23·05 58·69
n-Propyl alcohole 0·064–0·543 11·1±0·8 12·9±4·5 1·6 210·6 22·43 74·54
Acetone 0·0602–0·271 5·4±0·4 6·6±1·2 0·2 21·2 1·92 73·43
Propionitrile 0·130–0·367 3·6±0·5 22±18 0·8 27·2 1·80 71·35
Isopropyl alcoholf 0·24–0·46 1·1±0·1 - 0·3 - 22·01 76·56
Pyridinef 0·18–0·55 1·25±0·15 - 0·7 - 21·76 80·88


a ± Corresponds to the standard error.
b Standard deviation.
c Data from Refs 20 and 21.
d Parameters from approximation by the sum of two BET equations.
e Parameters from Ref. 17.
f C is non-determinable; Vm values were calculated at C=` .


Figure 2. Sorption of methanol on HSA plotted against its activity at 298 K. Curve 1 was drawn according to equation (1). Curve 2
corresponds to the two BET fittings (see text)
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‘dissolved’ in the protein phase. Therefore, this rupture of
protein–protein interactions is also able to contribute to the
BET sorption constants. As a result of imposing different
factors, this parameter C is a small difference between large
values, and its dependence on the molecular structure may
be asked.


It is also obvious from the plots in Figure 1 that the
sorption isotherms are generally higher for substances with
lower molecular weight. This effect would be even more
significant if one compared the sorption of organic com-
pounds on a molar basis. As can be derived from Table 1,
this tendency results from the variation of the volumes of
the ‘monolayer’, Vm.


In figure 3 we compared the Vm values with the molar
volumes V0 of compounds in a logarithmic scale. Since the
parameters of the ‘sum of two BET equations’ model for
methanol were evaluated with a large uncertainty, the Vm


value from the simplest BET equation model was taken as
an approximation. There is a definite trend in the variation
of the Vm values. The change in Vm with the size of
molecules of organic compounds shows clearly that the
solid HSA preparation cannot be considered as a macro-
porous sorbent. For example, when considering the sorption
of n-propyl alcohol and n-octane on the macroporous
sorbent Cabosil M5,17 Vm for n-propyl alcohol is virtually
equal to that of n-octane (70±10 and 69±5 ml g21,
respectively), despite the significant difference in molar
volumes and the ability to undergo hydrogen bonding for
these two compounds. The decrease in Vm with the molar
volume indicates also that the number of the effective
sorption sites is not constant for different organic com-
pounds. When the size of a sorbate is increased, the
available number of sorption sites is decreased. It appears
that in this series of sorbates the molar volume of organic
compounds is an important factor determining for each
molecule the number of places accessible for sorption.


It is well known22 that the surfaces of many materials are
very porous and their areas depend on the size of the sorbed
molecular probes. In a series of sorbates of the similar
nature, the molar amount n of a sorbed substance is


connected with its cross-sectional area s by the relationship
n~s2D/2, where D is the surface fractality. Hence one would
expect that Vm ~ V0


12D/3. In particularly, the sorption of the
first five aliphatic alcohols on silica gel was used in order to
evaluate the fractality of this material.21 The maximum
value of D is 3. In this case, the material surface is so porous
that the ‘monolayer’ has the properties of three-dimensional
space.22 However, the curvature of the dependence in Figure
3 is so great that it could be interpreted as a result of the
porosity of the HSA preparation. As an example, we
estimated the empirical coefficient D from data for metha-
nol, ethanol and n–propyl alcohol. The value obtained was
11·9. This exceeds significantly the above D threshold.
Hence one can assume that the reason for the dependence in
Figure 3 is the possible porosity of the preparation. The
trend observed in Figure 3 rather reflects dissolution of the
studied substances in the bulk of the HSA preparation. The
dissolution may be accompanied by some rupture of the
protein–protein contacts. The thermodynamic cost of this
rupture is likely to be greater for larger molecules. Hence
organic compounds with larger molar volumes will have
less places accessible for sorption. The data in figure 3 also
show ‘exclusion effect.’ At some critical molar volume of
an organic compound (71–75 ml mol21), the number of
sorption sites decreases sharply, which may make the
sorption of larger molecules negligible.


Another interesting fact is the significant difference in the
sorption of n-propyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol. The
isotherm of n-propyl alcohol lies much higher than that of
iospropyl alcohol. The monolayer volumes Vm for these
compounds differ 10-fold. The selectivity of the solid
protein preparation with respect to the alcohol structure
means that not only the size but also the shape of the
molecule influences its sorption. The possible cause of this
selectivity may result from the sensitivity of the sorbate–
protein interactions to steric hindrance caused by the
protein–protein contacts in the solid preparation of HSA.


Gas-phase→solid HSA transfer Gibbs energies


Let us consider the initial slopes of the sorption depend-
ences in Figure 1. According to equation (1), this initial
slope equals Vm C (in ml g21). We calculated the coefficient
KR =P0V0 /VmC) (atm kg mol21). Data for P0 at 298 K were
taken from Ref. 23. In this way, the above initial slope was
converted into the reciprocal of the initial slope of the
‘sorption (mol kg21) vs sorbate pressure (atm)’ dependence.
Evidently, this KR parameter describes the distribution of a
sorbate between the gas phase and solid HSA at infinitely
low vapor pressure. Correspondingly, RT lnKR should be
considered as the Gibbs energy of transfer of a compound
from the gas phase standard state at 1 atm to the standard
state of an infinitely diluted sorbed compound with an
uptake 1 mol kg21. Calculated RT lnKR values are presented
in Table 1.


Let us consider some formal points.
1. Typically, such solvation Gibbs energies are defined


Figure 3. Volumes of sorbate Vm in filled monolayer plotted against
molar volumes of organic compounds V0
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for the transfer processes ‘gas-phase standard state at
unit pressure→infinitely dilute solution at unit mole
fraction’ or ‘gas-phase standard state at unit molar
concentration→infinitely dilute solution at unit molar
concentration.’ These two accepted definitions of the
transfer Gibbs energy correspond to the Henry and
Ostwald coefficients, respectively. When considering
infinite dilution for a series of solutes at a given
temperature, the choice of the standard states does not
affect the changes in the Gibbs energies in this series.
The KR value is proportional to the Henry coefficient
with the molar mass of HSA as the proportionality
factor. Therefore, the change in the calculated Gibbs
energies in the series of organic compounds should be
the same for all three kinds of distribution coeffi-
cients.


2. An important point is that the calculated RT lnKR


values do not depend on the current interpretation of
the C and Vm parameters. The latter values are above
all else the parameters of the model approximating the
sorption data.


3. ‘Infinite dilution’ in the definition of KR should be
referred to the population of sorption sites that make a
main contribution to the sorption in the studied activty
range. The situation is not excluded when stronger and
not numerous sorption sites on HSA do not contribute
to the sorption of organic compounds in the con-
sidered activity range but they influence significantly
the KR values at extremely low activities of sorbates.


In figure, 4 we compare the RT lnKR values with the molar
volumes V0 of sorbates. It can be seen that there is a definite
trend in the change of the RT lnKR value with molar volume.
It is worth noting that an increase in the molar volume
causes an increase in the Gibbs energy of the sorbate
transfer from the gas phase to the solid phase. This tendency
is opposite to the well known correlations between the
Gibbs energy of solvation of organic compounds in non-
aqueous solvents and the size of solutes (molar volumes,
molar refraction, number of methylene groups and molec-


ular surface area may be considered as a measure of the
molecule size in various cases).15, 20, 21, 24–28 Therefore, when
considering the solvation of organic molecules in non-
aqueous solvents, the larger molecules usually have more
negative values of the Gibbs energy of solvation defined in
terms of the above-mentioned transfer processes.


Correspondingly, the increment of a methylene group to
the Gibbs energy of transfer calculated from data for
alcohols is positive: 1·7 kJ mol21. A positive increment of a
methylene group to the Gibbs energy of transfer is typical of
aqueous solutions of organic compounds. Its value in
aqueous solutions for the same alcohols is 0·5 kJ mol21.21


Usually, such a positive increment is interpreted as evidence
for the hydrophobic effect repulsing a non-polar molecule
from aqueous solution.20 The relationship between the
methylene increment for the transfer Gibbs energy to HSA
and the methylene increment in water shows that the
repulsive effect in the solid protein surrounding may be
even stronger than in aqueous solution.


In figure 5, we compare the RT lnKR values with the
Gibbs energies of hydration DGhydr for the compounds under
study. The Gibbs energies of hydration corresponding to the
transfer from the standard state of an ideal gas at 1 atm to an
infintiely dilute solution at unit molar fraction of solute were
taken from Refs 20 and 21. There is some correlation
between the Gibbs energies of transfer from the gas phase to
the solid HSA and water. This correlation shows the extent
to which an aqueous solution may be a model for the
sorption of the considered compounds on HSA.


It is interesting that the hydrophobic effect may be an
important factor affecting the interactions of organic
molecules with proteins dissolved in water. The repulsion of
non-polar moieties of an organic molecule and protein from
water has to be an additional reason for their interaction.
Hence such hydrophobic interactions were considered to
govern the entropy-driven complexation of some drugs with
HSA.29 Our results show that the opposite situation may be
expected for interactions of organic molecules with the solid
protein preparation suspended in organic solvents. In this


Figure 4. Transfer Gibbs energies RT lnKR of compounds from the
gas phase to the protein phase at 298 K plotted against molar


volumes V0 of organic compounds


Figure 5. Transfer Gibbs energies RT lnKR of compounds from the
gas phase to the protein phase plotted against the Gibbs energies


DGhydr of hydration at 298 K
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case, as distinct from the aqueous phase, the protein phase
demonstrates the repulsive effect which is increased for
larger molecules. Correspondingly, it is reasonable to say
that this effect may counteract the binding of organic
molecules with a sorption site or reaction center of a solid
suspended protein.


In general, we conclude that the size of an organic
compound is an important factor determining the number of
sites available for sorption. Larger molecules have fewer
possibilities for interaction with HSA. The sorbate–protein
interactions are sensitive also to the structural differences
between n- and iso-isomeric sorbates. The dependence of
the Gibbs energy of the phase–protein phase transfer on the
molar volume of sorbates indicates that as distinct from the
behavior typical of organic solvents, larger molecules are
more distributed to the gas phase in comparison with
smaller compounds. This phenomenon may be interpreted
in terms of dissolution of organic compounds in the protein
phase and demonstrates superficially some repulsive effect
for the organic molecules sorbed on solid HSA.
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AN ELECTRONEGATIVITY MODEL FOR POLAR GROUND-STATE
EFFECTS ON BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES
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Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Basel, Klingelbergstrasse 80, CH-4056 Basle, Switzerland


Homolytic bond dissociation energies are a composite of the radical stabilization energies (RSE) of the product radicals
and the polar ground-state stabilization energies (PSE) of the reactant molecules. Substituent effects on the PSE are
rationalized in terms of changes in the difference of group electronegativities. Thus, the PSE is composed of a bond
polarity term, which measures the contribution due to the change in the electronegativity difference between the atoms
in the bond, which is broken, and a polar relaxation term, which accounts for the substituent-dependent group
electronegativity changes in the remaining bonds. A semi-quantitative model based on Pauling’s bonding theory is
suitable to assess the direction and relative magnitude of such effects. For the cleavage of benzylic and related bonds,
the polar relaxation energy can be neglected (one-bond approximation) to allow the use of correlation analyses and
substituent s parameters for the interpretation of aryl substituent effects on the PSE. Accordingly, the plots of the PSEs
versus s substituent parameters should be linear, curved or parabolic depending on the electronegativity difference of
the atoms in the bond being broken (DEN); moreover, the slopes (r values) should increase linearly with DEN. The
predicted dependences of the PSEs on aryl substituents are compared with known experimental results and with the
data obtained from semiempirical calculations. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


A principal challenge in mechanistic radical chemistry is the
characterization of substituent effects on the bond dissocia-
tion energy (BDE), since their measurement provides
information on the radical stabilization energy (RSE).1 In
organic chemistry [equation (1)], where one is dealing with
an organic radical (XR• ) and another fragment (Z• ),


XR—Z→XR• +Z• (1)


XR=XCH2 , XC6H4CH2 , XC6H4O, XC6H4NH, etc.


DBDE=RSE2GSE (2)


substituent effects on the RSE can be evaluated by
comparison of the BDE for a substituted molecule XR—Z
relative to the unsubstituted case, HR—Z.1–3 Since the
fragment Z is not varied for the examination of the effects
of the substituent X (Scheme 1), the difference in BDE is a
function of the RSE of X and the ground-state stabilization
energy (GSE), which measures the effect of X on the intact
molecule [equation (2)].4, 5 The accurate knowledge of the


latter presents a major limitation for the determination of
RSEs from the experimentally accessible BDEs.4, 5


Steric restraints are well known to affect the ground-state
energies of molecules.2, 3, 6–8 However, steric effects by
remote substituents8–28 should be negligible, e.g. for the
homolysis of benzylic and related bonds like those in
structures 1–6. Hence the simplifying assumption has been
made that the influence of the substituents on the GSE
should be minor compared with their effects on the RSE, i.e.
GSE!RSE and DBDEÅRSE. Examples include studies on
the BDEs of phenylacetonitriles 1,18, 19 phenols 2,11 anilines
320 and fluorenes 4.18, 21 Similarly, the homolysis rate
constants of the arylcyclopropanes 522–25 and phenyl-
azoalkanes 6,26–28 which are assumed to be a function of the
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BDEs, have been directly interpreted in terms of radical-
stabilizing substituent effects, while ground-state effects
were not considered.


The assumed absence of ground-state effects of aryl
substituents on the BDEs of benzylic and related bonds has
been brought into question, in particular for the aryl
derivatives 7–12. Here, ground-state effects of aryl sub-
stituents on the BDEs were considered to be significant in
comparison with the effects on the RSE.29–46 The nature of
these substituent effects on benzylic and related bonds is
thought to be polar in nature, in keeping with Nicholas and
Arnold’s earlier postulate that polar substituent effects
become important whenever the bond to be homolytically
broken exhibits a net dipole moment.47 Thus, the ground-
state stabilization energy (GSE) must generally be
expressed [equation (3)] as a composite of a steric ground
state (de)stabilization energy (SSE) and a polar ground-state
stabilization energy (PSE). Consequently, ground-state
contributions to the BDE may become important even in the
absence of steric effects, when polar ground-state effects are
sizable, i.e. SSEÅ0 and GSE=PSE [equation (4)].


GSE=SSE+PSE (3)


DBDE=RSE2PSE for SSEÅ0 (4)


Polar ground-state effects have been invoked by Jackson
and co-workers for the homolysis of the dibenzylmercury
compounds 7;30–33 here, the Hgd+ —d2 CH2Ar bond was
thought to be stabilized by electron-accepting aryl sub-
stituents, which are capable of delocalizing part of the
negative benzylic charge. The variations of the BDEs of the
aryl-substituted toluenes 844–46 and anisoles 934 were also in


part attributed to polar ground-state effects, the importance
of which has also been emphasized by Clark and Wayner.35


The latter authors have measured the BDEs of the benzyl
bromides 10 and observed a linear correlation with
Hammett’s s values. The negative r constant was inter-
preted in terms of a stabilization of the positive benzylic
charge in the Brd2 —d+ CH2Ar bond by electron donors,
which would thereby strengthen the bond and increase the
BDE (Scheme 2).


Further experimental evidence for the contribution of
polar ground-state effects to the BDEs was presented by
Bordwell and co-workers.37–40, 48, 49 While new experimental
data were reported for the thiophenols 11 and phenyl-
hydroxylamines 12, the previous experimental BDEs of the
aryl derivatives 1–4 were also reinterpreted, following the
suggestion of Clark and Wayner,35 in terms of ground-state
effects.37 We have recently re-examined the thermolysis
rates for various derivatives of the azoalkanes 7,26–28, 33, 41


which are thought to be a measure of the BDEs in these
molecules. Two-parameter Hammett analyses revealed
again polar ground-state effects on the benzylic bond,
polarized according to N=Nd2 —d+ CR2Ar, where electron
donors would lower the ground-state energy analogous to
the situation in benzyl bromides (Scheme 2), and thereby
increase the BDE or lower the relative thermolysis rates. In
addition to the experimental efforts, quantum-mechanical
calculations have been employed to obtain information on
the substituent effects on the BDE50—–52 and to separate
polar ground-state from radical effects.29,34,41,42,53


The recent growing awareness of polar ground-state
contributions to the BDEs of benzylic and related bonds
warrants a more detailed understanding of their origin and
methods for the assessment of the relevant PSEs. Inter-
estingly, while the polar effects of aryl substituents have
been rationalized (e.g. Scheme 2), the available qualitative
explanations are intuitive with respect to their ori-
gin.32, 35, 37, 42 Clearly, what is missing is a conceptual link to
a quantitative treatment of BDEs to allow a priori
predictions of the expected magnitude and direction of the
effects.


As an extension of our recent computational study,53 the
scope of Pauling’s original bonding and electronegativity
theory54 for the interpretation of polar ground-state effects is
now further evaluated. Simple electronegativity arguments
have often been employed to rationalize trends in homolytic
BDEs or organic molecules,47, 55–62 or to explain trends in the


Scheme 2
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activation energies and kinetics of radical reactions.63, 64


However, previous discussions have focused on aliphatic
systems, where steric ground-state effects of the sub-
stituents X will always interfere with polar ground state
effects [equation (3)] and, thus, complicate the separation of
the latter.3, 8, 47, 55, 56, 64 Moreover, since electronegativity
arguments have not been preferred in the pertinent recent
studies on the BDEs of benzylic bonds,29–43 the present
finding, that the changes in PSEs can be directly related to
the changes in the electronegativity difference between the
atoms in the benzylic bond, and can be appropriately
evaluated by linear energy relationships, should be of
interest. The present rationalization for polar ground-state
effects allows one to treat experimental data in a semi-
quantitative manner, and to express, by means of
calculations, a priori expectations on the presence and
magnitude of the effects.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Origin of polar ground-state effects


As follows from Pauling’s bonding theory,54 the exo-
thermicity of the reaction of AA and BB to two molecules
AB [equation (5a)] derives from the increased polarity of
the resulting bonds. Thus, an ‘ionic resonance energy’ Ei is
introduced in the A—B bond, which is set equal to the
square of the difference in electronegativity x of the atoms
A and B [equation (5b); 1 kcal=4·184 kJ].54 Consequently,
the BDE of A—B equals the (arithmetic) mean of the BDEs
of the homonuclear molecules inclusive the ionic resonance
energy of the A—B bond [equation (5c)].


A—A+B—B→2A—B (5a)


DHr (kcal mol21 )=2Ei =223(xA 2xB )2 (5b)


BDE(A—B)= 1
2BDE(A—A)+ 1


2BDE(B—B)
+23(xA 2xB )2 (5c)


In the case of polyatomic molecules, as shown for the
simplest case ABC in equation (6a), the situation modifies
slightly. In addition to Ei of the A—B bond, it needs to be
considered that Ei of the second bond B—C in the reactants
CBB—C and in the products AB—C is also affected. This
problem, which has ultimately led to the definition of group
electronegativities,61, 62, 65–68 is related to the fact that the
electronegativity of the group AB differs from BBC. Hence,
the exothermicity of equation (6a) is a composite of Ei of the
A—B bond and the difference in Ei of the CBB—C and the
AB—C bonds [equation (6b)]. The latter can be viewed as
a ‘polar relaxation energy’ Erelax of the B—C bond, which is
caused by the transformation of a non-polar CB—BC bond
to the polar A–BC bond. Hence, the BDE of the A—BC
bond is provided by equation (6c).


A—A+CB—BC→2A—BC (6a)


DHr =2Ei(A—BC)2DEi(B—C)=223(xA 2xBC )2


223[(xAB 2xC )2 2 (xCBB 2xC )2 ] (6b)


BDE(A—BC)= 1
2BDE(A—A)+ 1


2BDE(CB—BC)


+Ei(A—BC)+Erelax(B—C) (6c)


For more complex molecules, where the atoms A, B and
C may bear additional substituents or groups, the expression
becomes more complicated since the changes of the
electronegativity differences in all bonds need to be
considered, such that the correction term ∑Erelax needs to be
introduced, which provides the sum of the polar relaxation
energies, i.e. the sum of all differences in Ei of all bonds
except for the bond which is broken. This situation refers to
the organic molecules in Scheme 1, where the A—BC bond
is set equal to the XR—Z bond, and where xXR and xZ are
the group electronegativities61, 62, 65–68 of the organic groups
[equation (7)].


BDE(XR—Z)= 1
2BDE(XR—RX)+ 1


2BDE(Z—Z)


+23(xXR 2xZ )2 +∑Erelax (7)


In organic molecules XRZ, the correction term ∑Erelax


refers to the polar relaxation of the XR and Z fragments
caused by the formation of the polar R—Z bond. ∑Erelax


covers the contributions of Ei for all bonds in XRZ except
for the R—Z bond, i.e. all differences between Ei of the
bonds in XRZ and the corresponding bonds in ZZ or XRRX
are included. Since the electronegativity difference between
the bonding atoms in R and Z will be generally larger than
the changes in the group electronegativities imposed upon
the more remote bonds in XR and Z (in fact, the latter
should be a dilute function of the former), the polar
relaxation term should be smaller than the bond polarity
contribution, and it will generally serve to increase or
decrease Ei of the R—Z bond slightly above or below the
value expected from the latter alone. This is in keeping with
the general notion that electronegativity effects act impor-
tantly only at the atom to which the substituent is attached.69


For example, use of the group electronegativities from Ref.
66 suggests that the relative energetic contribution of the
polar relaxation term is only ca 15–30% for the cleavage of
the C—H, N—H or C—N bonds in CH4 , NH3 or CH3NH2


(the choice of examples is limited by the reported
electronegativities).


According to equation (7), the difference of the BDEs of
the unsubstituted and the X-substituted systems [equation
(8a), Scheme 1] can now be expressed by equation (8b). In
the absence of steric ground-state effects of the substituent
X [SSEÅ0, equation (3)], which is the case for the presently
examined benzylic systems, equation (4) applies. Hence, the
covalent and ionic contributions of equation (8b) corre-
spond to the radical stabilization energy (RSE) and the polar
ground-state stabilization energy (PSE) of the substituent X
[equations (9) and (10)]. The opposite signs of RSE and PSE
account for the fact that a lower BDE results either from a
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negative RSE (radical stabilization) or from a positive PSE
(polar destabilization), cf. Scheme 1 and equations (2) and
(4).


DBDE=BDE(XR—Z)2BDE(HR—Z) (8a)


DBDE= 1
2[BDE(XR—RX)2BDE(HR—RH)]


+23[(xXR 2xZ )2 2 (xHR 2xZ )2 ]+D∑Erelax (8b)


RSE;1
2[BDE(XR—RX)2BDE(HR—RH)] (9)


PSE;23[(xHR 2xZ )2 2 (xXR 2xZ )2 ]2D∑Erelax (10)


Consequently, the RSE of a substituent X [equation (9)] is
defined as the relative BDE of the symmetrically X-
substituted molecule normalized by a factor of 1


2 to account
for the number of radicals formed upon dissociation. This
definition is consistent with the experimental work on
symmetrical alkanes by Rüchardt and co-workers3, 8 and
with Nicholas and Arnold’s conceptual proposal.47 More-
over, it meets the intuitive requirements that RSE should be
free of contributions related to the bond polarity and should
be independent on the substituent Z. It differs from the
original suggestions by O’Neal and Benson2 and Dewar et
al.,70 in that the BDE of a symmetrical C—C bond instead
of a (polar) C—H bond is taken as reference for the
experimental or computational determination of radical
stabilization energies. The differences between the choice of
the C—H and C—C cleavage reactions for the definition of
RSE have been addressed by, amongst others, Leroy and co-
workers.4, 5


The PSE, on the other hand, is described as the difference
in ionic resonance energies caused by introduction of the
substituent X, i.e. it is a function of the group electro-
negativities [equation (10)].61, 62, 65–68 It consists of a ‘bond
polarity’ term related to the change in the electronegativity
difference between the atoms in the R—Z bond being
broken, and a ‘polar relaxation’ term, D·Erelax , which
describes the relative energetic contributions due to the
variations in group electronegativities in the remaining
bonds. The significance of the polar relaxation term in
equation (10) is that it renders the polar ground-state
stabilization a true property of the whole molecule rather
than an exclusive property of the broken bond. As noted
above, the relative contributions of ∑Erelax should be small,
such that the difference D·Erelax is also expected to
contribute less than the bond polarity term to the overall
PSE. For instance, model calculations have been performed
by using an established group electronegativity scale.66 For
XR—Z=XCH2—H and XCH2—F (proximately substituted
models for toluenes and benzyl fluorides
XR—Z=XC6H4CH2—Z), the relative contribution of the
polar relaxation term to the PSE is calculated as 2% and
31% for introduction of X=F.


Qualitative view


According to equation (10), polar ground-state effects
exercised by substituents X on the BDEs of benzylic and


related bonds can be rationalized in terms of their effects on
the group electronegativity of the benzyl group (xXR ), which
leads to an increase or decrease in the electronegativity
difference of the atoms in the benzylic bond; the concomi-
tant variations in polar effects on the remaining bonds are of
secondary importance [D·Erelax in equation (10)] but can be
included to allow a more precise quantitative description.
For example, in the case of the benzyl bromides in Scheme
2 the electronegativity of the benzyl fragment is expected to
lie below that of bromine, cf. Pauling electronegativities of
carbon (2.5) and bromine (2.8).54 Hence, electron-donating
aryl substituents lower the electronegativity of the benzyl
group further and increase the electronegativity difference
of the C—Br bond. A strengthening of the benzylic bond
results, which is equivalent to a larger BDE, and the
contrary effect is observed for electron acceptors, which
enhance the electronegativity of the benzyl group.


Previously, the polar effects on benzylic BDEs have been
rationalized in terms of a stabilization or destabilization of
the benzylic charge.30–32, 35 The nature of the interaction
between aryl substituents and the benzylic bond was related
to hyperconjugation or, preferably, a substituent–dipole
interaction. This view (Scheme 2) is probably very similar
to the present one, since charge and electronegativity
arguments will generally lead to the same predictions, i.e.
relative partial atomic charges are also related to the
electronegativity difference. However, it should be noted
that the effects upon benzylic charges and stabilization of
the benzylic bond may also display trends in opposite
directions. For example, the introduction of an electron
acceptor does not necessarily lead to a more positive atomic
charge at a benzylic center, but might well make it more
negative on account of the concomitant flow of electron
density within the benzylic bonds, which is due to the
increased group electronegativity of the benzyl group. In
support of this notion, the (charge-dependent) 13C NMR
shifts of the a-carbon in benzylic systems show normal or
reverse Hammett behavior for toluenes and benzyl halides,
respectively.71–73 Second, while the rationalization by means
of electronegativity arguments allows the formulation of
relatively simple and intuitive relationships (see below), the
quantitative description in terms of variations of atomic
charges requires generally the use of calculations74 or
empirical charge–13C NMR shift relationships.71, 73, 75 Not
surprisingly, the consequent analysis in terms of atomic
charges becomes complicated even for simple alkanes,47, 76


and has not been rigorously achieved for benzylic and
related systems.29


A number of alternative qualitative explanations for polar
ground-state substituent effects have been proposed. Bord-
well’s et al. explanation of polar ground-state effects is a
slight modification of the charge stabilization argument.
Polar ground-state stabilization or destabilization is thought
to derive from additive or subtractive combination of dipole
moments of the substituent and the broken bond,37 e.g. for
phenols (Scheme 3). While Scheme 3 will mostly lead to the
same expectations as the electronegativity arguments, this is
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not always the case, e.g. for ortho substituents. The
disadvantage of the dipole–dipole interaction argument is
that the net dipole moment of the molecule is taken as
criterion, while the effect of the substituent on the dipole
(electronegativity difference) of the bond to be broken is
primarily relevant. In detail, while the vectorial sum of the
bond dipoles would be relevant in Scheme 3, equation (10)
describes the PSE as the sum of all scalar differences in
bond dipoles, where the dipole of the broken bond is most
important.


According to Zavitsas and Pinto,44 the higher C–H BDE
of toluenes, which are substituted with electron acceptors,46


derives from the fact that the benzylic carbon varies its
hybridization in favor or a more electron-donating p-type
orbital for the C—C bond at the expense of a higher s
character, and therefore bond strengthening for the C—H
bonds. This thought fails to rationalize the lower BDE
caused by electron acceptors in other cases, e.g., benzyl
bromides (Scheme 2), indicating that rehybridization is not
the major energetic denominator of the effects. Another
qualitative explanation for the polar effects, which sub-
stituents may exert on BDEs, was introduced by Wu and
co-workers;42, 77 it was argued that the stabilization of the
toluene or phenol ground states by electron acceptors was
due to the fact that the methyl or hydroxy groups in toluene
and phenol are donors, such that the introduction of a para-
acceptor results in a stabilization of the system and, hence,
increases the BDE. This argument, which is based on the
use of a questionable definition reaction for PSE,53 suffers
the shortcoming that it focuses on the polar effect which is
exercised by the whole aryl group upon the molecule, and
not on the polar effect which is related to the particular
C—Z bond contained in the aryl group. For example,
dealing with compounds such as XC6H4Y


d+ —d2 Z, the YZ
aryl group may act as an electron donor (e.g., for MgCl,
HgMe, NHCl, etc.), such that the whole system experiences
a net stabilization by the introduction of an electron
acceptor X, but the BDE of the Yd+ —d2 Z bond decreases
nevertheless owing to the increased electronegativity of the
XC6H4Y group, which results in a smaller electronegativity
difference in the Y—Z bond; see also Scheme 2.


In conclusion, Pauling’s classical bonding theory54 pro-
vides a useful rationale for the polar ground-state
stabilization, which affects the BDEs according to Schemes
1 and 2. With the available definitions for RSE and PSE


[equations (9) and (10)], further efforts can now be devoted
towards an appropriate quantitative interpretation of experi-
mental data.


Quantitative treatment of data—one-bond
approximation


Since the polar relaxation energy term (D·Erelax ) should be
small compared with the bond polarity term (see above), it
will now be neglected to allow a simpler quantitative
description of the polar ground-state effects. Hence, only
the energetic contributions of the bond to be broken are
considered (one-bond approximation) and the simpler
equation (11) is obtained.


PSE=23[(xHR 2xZ )2 2 (xXR 2xZ )2 ] D·Erelax;0 (11)


Equation (11) can be rewritten by employing more
readily apparent molecular characteristics. For example, the
intrinsic electronegativity difference between the atoms in
the unsubstituted bond HR—Z can be used as reference
point, i.e. xHR 2xZ =DEN and deviations therefrom caused
by introduction of electron-accepting or -donating sub-
stituents X can be expressed in an incremental fashion, i.e.
xXR 2xZ =DEN+Dx, where Dx represents the difference in
electronegativity of the groups XR and HR
(Dx=xXR 2xHR ). Substitution and solution of the binomial
term yields the basic expression in equation (12).


PSE (kcal mol21)=246[DEN · Dx+ 1
2Dx2 ] (12)


For many organic systems, the electronegativity differ-
ence Dx caused by exchange of the substituent X in the
group R is small compared with the electronegativity
difference DEN between HR and Z. Assuming that HR
bears a carbon center, DEN can range up to 1·5, correspond-
ing to the Pauling electronegativity difference between
carbon (2·5) and fluorine (4·0),54, 61 while Dx is generally
much smaller, since the exchange of the substituent in XR
causes maximum variations of only ca 0·2 units on
Pauling’s scale,62, 66 even when X is directly attached like in
the carbon-centered groups XR=H—CH2 , F—CH2 ,
Cl—CH2 , etc. The same should apply for benzylic and
related systems, where Dx represents merely the variations
in electronegativity of XR due to the remote aryl sub-
stituents, while DEN may be much larger for situations
involving atoms of different electronegativity, e.g. O—H
(phenols),
N—H (anilines) and C—Cl (benzyl chlorides). Hence,
assuming DEN@Dx, the quadratic term (1


2Dx2 ) can be
neglected, such that one obtains equation (13), which should
apply to a variety of experimental situations.


PSE (kcal mol21 )=246 DEN · Dx for DEN@Dx (13)


This equation provides important information on the
nature of polar ground-state effects. The importance of such
effects should increase linearly with the increase in the


Scheme 3
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electronegativity difference of the atoms in the bond being
broken (DEN) and also with the electronegativity change
caused by the introduction of the substituent X (Dx). One
can now estimate an upper limit for the magnitude of these
effects for organic radicals. When DENÅ1·5 and Dx≈0·2
are taken as reasonable limiting values (see above), one
obtains a range of ca 15 kcal mol21 for PSE, which
compares with typical RSEs of up to 20 kcal mol21 per
single group attached to a carbon-centered radical.1, 78 This
confirms that polar ground-state effects may readily become
significant in relation to radical stabilizing effects.


It is important to recognize that equation (13) is a linear
energy relationship, since it describes the linear  variation of
an energy (PSE) as a function of one constant (DEN), which
is characteristic for the examined unsubstituted system
HR—Z and independent of the substituents X, and another
parameter (Dx), which varies with the substituent X, but is
independent of the system. For the examination of benzylic
and related systems, where the polarity of the broken bond
is sufficiently high to allow the approximation DEN@Dx,
one can now substitute DEN and Dx by the reaction constant
r and an aryl substituent parameter s [equations (14a) and
(14b)] to afford the Hammett-type relationship in equation
(15). The use of equation (15), a linear free energy
relationship, instead of equation (13), a linear energy
relationship, is subject to the justifiable assumption (see
Computational Details) that substituent-dependent entropy
contributions to the PSE are negligible.79 With respect to
equation (14b) it should be noted that correlations between
substituent constants and electronegativity are known:80


r~2DEN (14a)


s~Dx (14b)


PSE(X)=rs for DEN@Dx (15)


A second limiting situation is the action of substituents X
on a non-polar bond HR—Z, where DENÅ0. The resulting
equation [PSE(X)=223Dx2 ] can be transformed by use of
equation (14b) to provide the quadratic dependence of the
PSE on the s substituent parameter in equation (16)
(a=constant); thus, both electron acceptors and donors
increase the PSE since both introduce polar character into
the XR—Z bond. Since the PSE for a system with non-polar
bond is only determined by the quadratic term (223Dx2 ),
which has been deemed negligible for bonds with high
polarity (see above), one may conclude that polar ground-
state effects caused by the same set of substituents X are
much smaller for a non-polar bond with DENÅ0 compared
with their effects on a very polar bond where DEN@Dx.
Thus, if the variation in group electronegativities of carbon-
centered groups XR is again estimated as ca 0.2 (see above),
the polar ground-state effects in non-polar bonds would be
restricted to ca 1 kcal mol21 according to equation (13),
which compares with a maximum effect of ca 15 kcal-
mol21 for very polar bonds (see above).


PSE(X)=2as2 for DENÅ0 (16)


Finally, for the intermediate situation where DENÅDx,
equation (12) needs to be explicitly evaluated or can be
transformed by means of equation (14b) to yield the second-
order polynomial dependence on the substituent parameters
s shown in equation (17) (b, c=constant).


PSE(X)=bs2cs2 (17)


Comparison with experimental data


As was demonstrated above, Pauling’s bonding and electro-
negativity theory justifies the application of simple
Hammett-type relationships for the quantitative treatment of
the PSEs in benzylic and related bonds. Depending on the
polarity of the broken bond (DEN), plots of the PSE for
different aryl substituents versus the substituent parameters
s should be linear, parabolic or curved. The three situations
expected from equations (15)–(17) are schematically dis-
played in Figure 1. Experimentally, only situations for linear
behavior have been observed. Hence, for the aryl-substi-
tuted phenylacetonitriles 1,18, 19 phenols 2,11, 37, 39 anilines 3,20


fluorenes 4,18, 21 phenylazoalkanes 6,26–28, 41 dibenzylmercury
compounds 7,30–32 anisoles 9,34 benzyl bromides 1035 and
thiophenols 11,37 satisfactory correlations between BDEs
and s constants have been observed. Hammett’s s parame-
ters, Brown’s s+ values or Taft’s inductive s constants were
chosen for correlation. The BDEs for the different aryl
substituents could be employed either directly in the
Hammett plots, which would suggest that polar ground-state
effects are dominant, or after correction for radical contribu-
tions. The observed linear correlations suggest that the
requirement of equation (15) (DEN@Dx) is met for the
experimentally examined systems.


The second requirement imposed by equation (15) for the
cleavage of polar bonds is that the r values obtained from


Figure 1. A priori expectations for the possible dependence of the
polar ground-state stabilization energy (PSE) as a function of the
substituent parameter s. (a) Calculated using equation (15) with
r=2 for a situation where DEN@Dx. (b) Calculated using equation
(16) with a=0·5 for a situation where DENÅ0. (c) Calculated using
equation (17) with b=21·3 and c=1 for a situation where


DENÅDx
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the linear Hammett plots should increase linearly with the
electronegativity difference (DEN) of the atoms forming the
benzylic bond [equation (14a)]. Interestingly, a linear
relationship between the s constants obtained from the
various BDE–s plots and DEN (using the covalent potential
modified by Benson or Pauling’s scale as a measure of
electronegativity)58 has been scrutinized previously.35, 37, 48


However, the lack of an a priori reason for this linear
correlation has been emphasized,35 which rendered the
proposed relationship empirical. The proportionality
between r values and DEN required by equation (14a)
provides a possible rationale for this experimentally
observed relationship. Nevertheless, the experimental plot
should be considered with some caution, since its intercept
is substantial. The latter would suggest substantial polar
ground state effects (r=3·44)37 even for non-polar bonds,
which is clearly not expected from the above arguments
[equation (14a)]. Moreover, the contributions of the RSEs to
the BDEs are uncertain for some systems, such that an
appropriate correction of the BDEs for radical stabilizing
effects is difficult.


For the cleavage of virtually non-polar bonds, Hammett
plots of the PSE should show a parabolic appearance
[equation (16), Figure 1]. Experimentally, this would be an
interesting scenario, since the BDE could increase, accord-
ing to equation (4), for both electron donors and acceptors.
In contrast, since most electron acceptors but also donors
are thought to stabilize radicals, one would expect a
decrease in the BDEs for both types of substituents.
However, an experimental situation, where both electron
donors and acceptors increase the BDE of a benzylic bond
on account of the introduction of polar character into a non-
polar bond [equation (16)] has not been reported, to our
knowledge. Supposedly, the lack of experimental evidence
is due to the fact that the substituent effects on the RSE are
larger than the polar ground-state effects, since the latter are
expected to be small (<1 kcal mol21, see above) for the
cleavage of nonpolar bonds (DENÅ0), e.g. in the homolysis
of the relatively non-polar C—C bond of the cyclopropanes
5.22–25


Finally, situations involving bonds of intermediate polar-
ity [equation (17)] should result in a curvature of the PSE
plots (Figure 1). While experimental data in favor of a
pronounced curvature in Hammett plots for radical reactions
appear again to be elusive, this might in part be due to the
judicious choice of the substituent parameters (s, s+ , s0 ,
etc.), and a restricted range of examined substituents. It
should be noted, however, that second-order polynomial
dependences on s parameters have been employed pre-
viously.81


Comparison with computed data


The use of equations (8a) and (10) allows the transformation
of equation (8b) to equation (18), which provides in
principle a method for the experimental determination of
PSEs through the measurement of four BDEs of the polar


XR—Z and non-polar XR—RX bonds, each with refer-
ences to the unsubstituted systems HR—Z and HR—RH.
As was outlined previously,53 the BDEs in equation (18) can
be expressed as enthalpic differences [equation (19)] to
allow also a computational assessment of PSEs. Thus,


PSE= 1
2[BDE(XR—RX)2BDE(HR—RH)]


2 [BDE(XR—Z)2BDE(HR—Z)] (18)


PSE=[DHf(XR—Z)2DHf(HR—Z)]
2


1
2[DHf(XR—RX)2DHf(HR—RH)] (19)


PSEs are obtained from calculated ground-state energy
differences (DDHf ) for the symmetrically substituted
alkanes and the examined Z-substituted systems (Figure 2).
Note that both components of the PSE, namely the bond
polarity term and the polar relaxation term [equation (10)],
are implicitly included in the computed data. Equation (19)
represents the thermodynamic equivalent of an isodesmic
reaction,82 shown for the general and the benzylic case in
equations (20a) and (b).


XR—RX+2HR—Z→HR—RH+2XR—Z (20a)


XC6H4CH2—CH2C6H5X+2C6H5CH2—Z→
C6H5CH2—CH2C6H5 +2XC6H4CH2—Z (20b)


The isodesmic reaction (20b) was employed to confirm
the theoretically predicted trends of the PSEs (Figure 1),
and in particular to search for systems which would show
parabolic or curved Hammett plots. The AM1 method83 was
selected as a representative procedure,53 since it yields
BDEs close to the experimental values.50 To substantiate the
relationships required by equations (15)–(17), the sub-


Figure 2. Enthalpic effect for the introduction of polar bond
character, which results in a relative stabilization, independent of
whether the electronegativity of the attached group Z exceeds (left)
or lies below (right) that of the group R. When an electron donor X
is attached to the group R, the electronegativity of the latter
decreases. Thus, the electronegativity difference increases in one
case (left) but decreases in the other (right), relative to the
unsubstituted system. This results in a relative polar stabilization or
destabilization of the system due to X. The related polar ground-
state stabilization energies (PSEs) are obtained by comparing the
differences in heats of formation with the non-polar case (middle).
Note that the correction factor 1


2 [equation (19)] is omitted for the
sake of clarity
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stituent dependence of the PSE was calculated for benzyl
alcohol, toluene and phenylborane53 as examples for
systems where a highly polar C—O, a slightly polar C—H
or a virtually non-polar B—H bond is broken (cf. Pauling
electronegativities for C=2·5, O=3·5, H=2·1 and
B=2·0).54, 61 The calculated PSEs were plotted against
various s values (s, s+ , s2 ) and other inductive and
resonance substituent parameters.84 The use of Hammett’s s
values provided the correlations with the least scatter when
fitted according to equations (15)–(17) and the best overall
agreement with theoretical expectations. The calculated
data were then fitted by a linear, quadratic or second-order
polynomial function (Figure 3)).


The comparison with the theoretically expected behavior
(Figure 1) demonstrates that all basic situations, i.e. linear,
parabolic and curved, can be reproduced by calculations
(Figure 3). Furthermore, polar ground-state effects are very
small (0.1 versus 1 kcal mol21 ) for the parabolic case
involving cleavage of a virtually non-polar bond. This
reduced sensitivity towards polar effects is indeed expected
from the arguments presented above. The calculated
parabolic or curved functions encourage the search for
experimental manifestations. In particular, since the com-
puted PSEs for toluenes predict a significant curvature in the
Hammett plot, it would be interesting to verify this behavior
experimentally. Unfortunately, the available BDEs for
toluenes (X=p-Me, t-Bu, m-Me, p-Cl, m-Cl, m-Br) are too
limited to draw an unambiguous conclusion, since values
for strong electron donors, which would make the curvature
most readily apparent, are not available45, 46 (note that the
region of electron acceptors in Figure 3 could also be
satisfactorily fitted by a linear function).


While the qualitative trends observed by the AM1-
calculated PSE data are reassuring (cf. Figures 1 and 3), it
must be kept in mind that the quantitative agreement
between the experimental35, 37 and AM1-calculated53 r
values, e.g. 23·2 versus 21·69 for thiophenol and +5·5
versus +0·68 for benzyl bromide, is poor, which warrants
the examination by more sophisticated computational
methods. Another reason for the discrepancy could lie in the
circumstance that the calculated data refer to the gas phase,
but the experimental data to the liquid phase. Little is
known about the sensitivity of PSE towards solvation or
solvent polarity, but experimental data for phenols do
actually reveal unexpectedly large variations on going from
the vapor to the liquid phase as well as changes with solvent
polarity, which might be in part due to differences in
PSE.49, 85


Relationship to the kinetics of radical reactions


The values for the bond dissociation energy (BDE), polar
ground state stabilization energy (PSE) and radical stabili-
zation energy (RSE) (cf. Scheme 1) provide enthalpic
information on radical reactions. A major amount of data
has been accumulated on the kinetics of radical reactions
(rate constants, activation energies) and in order to apply the
present enthalpic model to predict trends in radical kinetics
two limitations need to be taken into account.


First, the transition states in radical reactions may
experience an additional charge-transfer stabilization,
which itself is commonly called the ‘polar effect’ in radical
reactions.86–92 In fact, to differentiate from this charge-
transfer stabilization of transition states, the presently
evaluated enthalpic effects of substituents on the bond
dissociation energy are more accurately referred to as polar
ground-state effects and the related stabilization energy is
termed polar ground-state stabilization energy (PSE).
Second, as expected from the Evans–Polanyi relation-
ship,63, 64 the transition state of radical reactions experiences
only part of the enthalpic effects; further, the degree varies
depending on the reaction class and on whether the
transition state is early or late.3, 6, 7 When the transition state
for radical cleavage is relatively late and not stabilized by
charge-transfer interactions (this is expected in most
endothermic bond homolyses), there is good experimental
evidence that the measured rate constants are strongly
influenced by polar ground-state effects. In these limiting
situations, the proposed electronegativity model and the
method of calculation may successfully predict the direction
(negative or positive r value) of the polar effect on the
kinetics of the radical reaction. Accordingly, the polar
effects in the thermolysis of azoalkanes 6 and dibenzylmer-
cury compounds 7 have been attributed to and taken
as evidence for polar ground-state effects in the C—N or
C—Hg bond cleavage.30–33, 36, 41


When charge-transfer stabilization of the transition state
becomes important, the enthalpic model and its predictions
for radical kinetics must be applied with caution, since the


Figure 3. Calculated (AM1 method) dependence of the polar
ground-state stabilization energy (PSE) as a function of the
substituent parameter s for (a) benzyl alcohol, (b) phenylborane
and (c) toluene. The PSEs were obtained from the isodesmic
reaction 20b using the AM1 method and representative para-
substituents (p-NMe2 , p-NH2 , p-OH, p-OMe, p-Me, p-Cl, p-CF3 ,
p-CN and p-NO2 ). The fits for benzyl alcohol, phenylborane and
toluene are based on linear, quadratic and second-order polynomial
functions, respectively; cf. theoretically expected situations in


Figure 1 and equations (15)–(17)
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additional stabilization of the transition state may work in
the same or in the opposite direction as the polar ground-
state effect, such that the polar effect observed in kinetic
measurements may be different from the polar effect on the
energetics (BDE). In these cases, it is not straightforward to
decide on whether polar ground-state or polar transition
state effects dominate.92 For example, in the case of
toluenes, this happenstance has led to a vivid and still not
entirely resolved debate,10, 44–46, 87, 93–95 on whether the kinet-
ically observed polar effect originates from the ground state
or from the transition state stabilization. However, when-
ever the expected polar stabilization of the transition state is
opposite to the experimentally observed one,41 or when the
direction of the polar effect on the kinetics changes with the
choice of the reaction partner, e.g. a hydrogen-abstracting
agent,10, 87, 93, 94 good arguments for the predominant involve-
ment of either effect can be brought forward, and these have
been employed to assign the polar effects in the thermolysis
of azoalkanes 6 to ground-state effects,41 but the polar
effects with positive r values in the hydrogen abstraction
from the toluenes 8 to chanrge-transfer transition-state
effects.10, 87, 93, 94


CONCLUSIONS


The relative contributions of polar and radical substituent
effects in organic radical reactions, in particular for aryl-
substituted systems, have been under intensive investigation
and it has been questioned whether a meaningful separation
is at all possible,1, 35, 43 since steric, polar and radical
substituent effects may all be operative to varying degrees
in the ground and transition states. The present treatment,
which is based on simple electronegativity arguments,
allows the differentiation and quantification of polar
ground-state and radical effects by means of computed data
or through correlation analysis of experimental data. It is
based on the definition of RSE as the BDE of the non-polar
bonds in symmetrically substituted molecules, and polar
ground-state effects are understood as deviations related to
the substituent-dependent increase or decrease in bond
polarity.


The results allow one to express a priori predictions on
the importance of polar ground state effects and to
rationalize better previous experimental results. In par-
ticular, the interpretation according to Pauling’s
bonding theory accounts for the observed linear Hammett
relationships, which have been reported for the BDEs or
radical kinetics of many benzyl-type systems,11, 18–21, 26–45 and
for the linear correlation between Hammett r values and the
electronegativity difference between the atoms forming the
benzylic bond.35, 37 The original Hammett s substituent
constants appear to be useful in correlating polar ground-
state effects, since they provide for linear free energy
correlations of the calculated and experimental data in many
cases. In other cases, deviations from linearity are noted,
which are expected for situations involving the cleavage of
less polar or non-polar bonds. The calculated and experi-


mental data can be accounted for by the use of the one-bond
approximation in equations (15)–(17), which neglects
contributions due to the polar relaxation energy; at present,
it is not known to what extent the latter contributes.


COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS


The AM1 method83 included in the MacGAMESS
(MOPAC) program package96 run on a PowerMacintosh
personal computer was employed. The PSEs were calcu-
lated from equation (19), which required the calculated
heats of formulation for four molecules: the X-substituted
molecule (XR—Z), the unsubstituted molecule (HR—Z),
the X-substituted dimer (XR—RX), and the unsubstituted
dimer (HR—RH). The molecular geometries were fully
optimized. p-NMe2 , p-NH2 , p-OH, p-OMe, p-Me, p-Cl, p-
CF3 and p-NO2 [p-CN] were selected as representative aryl
substituents. The data contained in Figure 3 are not
corrected for zero-point vibrational or thermal energy
contributions. The inclusion of the latter is not expected to
be significant for an isodesmic reaction like equation (20).82


Indeed, as was representatively checked for benzyl alcohol
and toluene, zero-point vibrational or thermal energy
corrections (using AM1-calculated vibrational frequencies
and standard
thermodynamic enthalpies at 298 K) did not cause a change
in the qualitative appearance of the Hammett plots, nor were
the variations of the absolute PSEs noteworthy (<0·05 kcal-
mol21 ). It was also demonstrated that the use of the free


energy instead of the enthalpy of the isodesmic reaction (19)
as a measure of the PSE (including the AM1-calculated
internal entropies at 298 K) caused no significant changes
(<0·05 kcal mol21 ). The latter finding justifies the applica-
tion of Hammett-type relationships, i.e. the transformation
of equation (13) to equation (15) (see text).
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MECHANISTIC STUDIES OF OXIDATION OF DIPHENYLMETHANOLS
BY SODIUM N-CHLOROBENZENESULPHONAMIDE CATALYSED BY
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The kinetics of oxidation of six para-substituted diphenylmethanols (Y-DPM, where Y=H, Cl, Br, NO2 , CH3 and OCH3 )
by sodium N-chlorobenzenesulphonamide [chloramine-B (CAB)] in the presence of HCl and catalysed by RuCl3 in 30%
(v/v) methanol medium was studied at 35 °C. The experimental rate law is rate=k9[CAB]0[DPM]x


0[RuCl3 ]y[H+ ]z, where
x, y and z are fractions. Addition of reaction product, benzenesulphonamide (BSA), retards the reaction. An increase in
the dielectic constant of the medium decreases the rate. Rate studies in D2O medium showed that the solvent isotope
effect k9(H2O)/k9(D2O)=0·53. Proton inventory studies were carried out using H2O–D2O mixtures. The rates correlate
satisfactorily with the Hammett s relationship and the plot is biphasic. The reaction constant r is 22·8 for electron-
releasing groups and 20·31 for electron-withdrawing groups at 35 °C. The activation parameters DH‡, DS‡, DG‡ and
logA were calculated. DH‡ and DS‡ are linearly related and an isokinetic relationship is observed with b=343 K,
indicating enthalpy as a controlling factor. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


N-Metallo N-arylhalosulphonamides (organic haloamines)
contain halogen in the +1 state. They behave as mild
oxidants and are suitable for the limited oxidation of
specific groups. The important chlorine compound of this
class, chloramine-T (CAT), is a byproduct of saccharin
manufacture, and is a well known analytical reagent. The
benzene analogue sodium N-chlorobenzenesulphonamide
[chloramine-B (C6H5SO2NClNa · 1·5H2O) (CAB)] can be
easily prepared and is effective in oxidizing aromatic and
aliphatic primary alcohols1, 2 to the aldehyde stage. A
considerable amount of work has been performed on the
mechanistic studies involving oxidations of alcohols by
transition metal ions3 such as chromium(VI), vanadium(V),
cobalt(III), manganese(VII) and cerium(IV) in an acidic
medium and with copper(II)4 and ruthenium tetroxide in an
alkaline medium and ferrate(VI)5, 6 ion. However, informa-
tion is lacking concerning the oxidation of secondary
aromatic alcohols by organic haloamines. A detailed
examination of CAB showed that it is an excellent reagent
for performing oxidations of secondary alcohols to ketones
in an acidic medium in the presence of RuCl3 catalyst and
this system is adaptable for large-scale operations. To shed


some light on the mechanism of CAB oxidation of
secondary alcohols, we have studied the reactions of six
substituted diphenylmethanols with this oxidant. Optimum
conditions were established for the formation of benzophe-
none, which is an important constituent of perfumes and is
also used in the manufacture of antihistamines, hypnotics
and insecticides. The Hammett free energy relationship was
tested and an isokinetic relationship was deduced together
with the computed thermodynamic parameters.


EXPERIMENTAL


Chloramine-B (CAB) was prepared as reported previ-
ously.1, 2 An aqueous solution of the compound was
prepared, standardized iodometrically and stored in brown
bottles to prevent its photochemical deterioration.
Diphenylmethanols (Aldrich) were of accepted grades of
purity and were used without further purification; solutions
were prepared in 30% (v/v) methanol. A solution of RuCl3


(Arora Matthey) in 0·5 mol dm23 HCl was used as a
catalyst in an acidic medium. Allowance was made for the
amount of HCl present in the catalyst solution while
preparing solutions for kinetic runs. All other chemicals
were of analytical grades. Triply distilled water was used for
preparing aqueous solutions. Solvent isotope studies were
carried out with D2O (99·2%) supplied by the Bhabha* Correspondence to: K. S. Rangappa.
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Atomic Research Centre (Bombay, India). The ionic
strength of the reaction mixture was kept at high value with
a concentrated solution of NaClO4 . Regression analysis of
the experimental data was carried out on an EC-72
statistical calculator supplied by the Electronic Corporation
(India).


Kinetic measurements. The reaction was carried out in
glass-stoppered Pyrex boiling tubes whose outer surface
was coated black to eliminate photochemical effects.
Solutions containing appropriate amounts of DPM, HCl,
RuCl3 and water (to keep the total volume constant for all
runs) were placed in the tube, which was thermostated at
35 °C. A measured amount of CAB solution, also thermo-
stated at 35 °C, was rapidly added to the mixture. The
progress of the reaction was monitored by withdrawing
aliquots from the reaction mixtures at different time
intervals and determining the unreacted CAB iodomet-
rically. The course of the reaction was studied up to two
half-lives. The calculated pseudo-first-order rate constants,
k9, were reproducible to within ±3%.


Stoichiometry. Investigations under the conditions
[CAB]@ [DPM] revealed that 1 mol of CAB was consumed
by 1 mol of DPM according to the equation


Y-C6H4CHOHPh+PhSO2NClNa ____→35 °C


Y-C6H4COPh+PhSO2NH2 +Na+ +Cl (1)


where Y=H, Cl, Br, CH3 , OCH3 and NO2 .


Product analysis. The reaction products were subjected to
column chromatography on silica gel (60–200 mesh) using
gradient elution (dichloromethane). After initial separation,
the products were further purified by recrystallization.
Materials were identified by comparison with commercially
available samples.


Benzophenone. This was recrystallized from ethanol,
m.p.=49–50 °C; known m.p.=49–51 °C (Merck Index 11,
1108). The compound was identified by TLC using


dichloromethane as the solvent and iodine as the spray
reagent (Rf =0·82). The benzophenone was further identified
as its 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone (2,4-DNP) derivative,
which was recrystallized from ethanol (recovery 72·2%)
and was found to be identical with the DNP derivative of an
authentic sample; m.p.=237–238 °C, known m.p.=238 °C.


Benzenesulphonamide (BSA). BSA was recrystallized
from dichloromethane and light petroleum and detected by
thin-layer chromatography using light petroleum–chloro-
form–butan-1-ol (2 :2 :1, v/v/v) as the solvent and iodine
for detection (Rf =0·88).


RESULTS


Effect of reactants


With the substrate in excess, at constant [HCl], [DPM]0 and
[RuCl3 ], plots of log[CAB] vs time are linear (r=0·9989),
indicating a first-order dependence of rate on [CAB]0 .
Values of pseudo-first-order rate constants (k9) are given in
Table 1. Further, the values of k9 are unaltered with variation
in [CAB]0 , confirming the first order dependence on
[oxidant]0 .


The rate increases initially with increase in [DPM]0 . A
plot of logk9 vs log[DPM]0 is linear (r=0·998, Table 1) with
a fractional slope of 0·81. The rate levels off at higher
[DPM]0 .


Effect of [HCl]


The rate increases with increase in [HCl] and the plot of
logk9 vs log[HCl] is linear (r=0·9979, Table 2) with a
fractional slope of 0·80.


Effect of [H+ ]


At constant [Cl2 ]=0·4 mol dm23, maintained by adding
NaCl, the rate increased with increase in [H+ ], which was
varied by adding HCl. A plot of logk9 vs log[H+ ] is linear


Table 1. Effect of varying reactant concentration on the ratea


[CAB]0 3104 [DPM]0 3103 k93104 [CAB]3104 [DPM]0 3103 k93104


(mol dm23 ) (mol dm23 ) (s21 ) (mol dm23 ) (mol dm23 ) (s21 )


05·0 10·0 4·09 10·0 05·0 1·99
10·0 10·0 4·18 10·0 07·5 2·95
15·0 10·0 4·20 10·0 10·0 4·18
20·0 10·0 4·29 10·0 15·0 6·30
25·0 10·0 4·05 10·0 20·0 8·91
30·0 10·0 4·26 10·0 30·0 12·6
35·0 10·0 4·09 10·0 40·0 18·2
40·0 10·0 4·30 10·0 50·0 19·5
50·0 10·0 4·32 10·0 60·0 20·0


a [HCl]=0·1 mol dm23, [RuCl3 ]=4·8231025 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23, MeOH=30% (v/v),
T=308 K.
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(r=0·996, Table 2) with a fractional slope of 0·79. The
results were the same even when [Cl2 ] was not maintained
constant.


Effect of halide ions


Addition of Cl2 or Br2 ions in the form of NaCl or NaBr
(531024–2031024 mol dm23 ) at fixed [H+ ]=0·1 mol
dm23 had no effect on the reaction rate.


Effect of RuCl3


The rate increases with increase in [RuCl3 ] (r=0·976, Table
2) and the plot of logk9 vs log[RuCl3 ] is linear with a
fractional slope of 0·62.


Effect of benzenesulphonamide (BSA)


The rate decreased with the addition of BSA. A plot of logk9
vs log[BSA] is linear with a negative fractional slope of
0·47 (r=0·989, Table 3), indicating that BSA is involved in
a pre-equilibrium before the rate-limiting step.


Effect of ionic strength


Variation of the ionic strength of the medium by adding
NaClO4 (0·2–1·0 mol dm23 ) had a negligible effect on the
rate.


Effect of varying the dielectric constant of the medium


The dielectric constant (D) of the medium was varied by
adding methanol (30–60%, v/v) to the reaction mixture.
The rate decreased with increase in methanol content. A plot


Table 2. Effect of varying HCl, H+ and RuCl3 concentrations on the ratea


[HCl]3102 k93104 [H+ ]b 3102 k93104 [RuCl3 ]3105 k93104


(mol dm23 ) (s21 ) (mol dm23 ) (s21 ) (mol dm23 ) (s21 )


05·0 2·51 10·0 4·18 1·96 2·34
08·0 3·30 15·0 5·49 2·52 2·82
10·0 4·18 20·0 7·08 3·64 3·46
15·0 5·62 25·0 8·51 4·82 4·18
20·0 6·92 30·0 10·0 7·24 5·37
30·0 9·55 40·0 12·6 9·30 6·30
40·0 11·5 50·0 — 11·21 7·08


a [CAB]0 =10·031024 mol dm23, [DPM]0 =10·031023 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23,
MeOH=30% (v/v), T=308 K.
b Variation at constant [Cl2 ]=0·4 mol dm23.


Table 3. Effect of varying BSA concentration and dielectric
constant on the ratea


[BSA]3104 k93104 MeOH Dielectric k93104


(mol dm23 ) (s21 ) (% v/v) constant (D) (s21 )


2·0 3·75 30·0 56·73 4·18
4·0 2·63 40·0 51·08 3·46
6·0 2·13 50·0 45·30 2·81


10·0 1·73 55·0 42·66 2·45
15·0 1·48 60·0 40·40 2·00


a [CAB]0 =10·031024 mol dm23, [DPM]0 =10·031023 mol dm23,
[HCl]20·1 mol dm23, [RuCl3 ]=4·8231025 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23,
T=308 K.


Figure 1. Proton inventory plot of k9n vs the deuterium atom
fraction (n) in H2O–D2O mixtures


Table 4. Proton inventory studies  for DPM in H2O–D2O mixtures
at 308 Ka


Atom fraction of
deuterium (n) kn


obs 3104 (s21 )


0·00 4·18
0·15 4·72
0·30 5·50
0·45 6·42
0·56 7·80


a [CAB]0 =1031024 mol dm23, [DPM]0 =1031023 mol dm23,
[HCl]=0·1 mol dm23, [RuCl3 ]=4·8231025 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23,
MeOH=30% (v/v), T=308 K.
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of logk9 vs 1/D is linear (r=0·9978, Table 3) with a negative
slope, supporting a rate-limiting step with partial ionization.
A blank experiment with methanol showed that there is a
slight decomposition of solvent under the experimental
conditions. This was allowed for in the calculation of the net
reaction rate constant for the oxidation of diphenylmetha-
nols.


Solvent isotope studies


Studies of the rate of oxidation of DMP by CAB in D2O
revealed that whereas k9(H2O) is 4·1831024 s21, k9(D2O) is
7·8031024 s21. The solvent isotope effect k9(H2O)/k9(D2O)
is thus found to be 0·53. Proton inventory studies were
performed by carrying out the reaction in H2O–D2O
mixtures with varying atom fractions n of deuterium (Figure
1, Table 4).


Effect of temperature on the rate


The reaction was studied at different temperatures
(303–318 K) and, from the Arrhenius plots of logk9 vs 1/T,
values of the activation parameters for the composite
reaction were calculated (Tables 5 and 6).


Test for free radicals


Addition of the reaction mixtures to acrylamide did not
initiate polymerization, showing the absence of free radical
species.


DISCUSSION


Sodium N-chlorobenzenesulphonamide (chloramine-B) acts
as an oxidizing agent in both acidic and alkaline media. In
general, CAB undergoes a two-electron change in its
reactions. The oxidation potential of CAB–PhSO2NH2 is pH
dependent and decreases with increase in the pH of the
medium. Depending on the pH of the medium, CAB
furnishes different types of reactive species in solutions
[equations (2)–(7)], such as PhSO2NHCl, PhSO2NCl2 ,
HOCl and possibly H2O


+ Cl in acidic solutions.7, 8


PhSO2NClNa⇀↽PhSO2NCl2 +Na+ (2)


PhSO2NCl2 +H+ ⇀↽
Ka


PhSO2NHCl (3)


2PhSO2NHCl⇀↽
Kd


PhSO2NCl2 +PhSO2NH2 (4)


PhSO2NHCl+H2O⇀↽PhSO2NH2 +HOCl (5)


PhSO2NHCl+H+ ⇀↽PhSO2N
+ H2Cl (6)


PhSO2N
+ H2Cl+H2O⇀↽PhSO2NH2 +H2O


+ Cl (7)


If the dichloramine, PhSO2NCl2 , were to be the reactive
species, then the rate law would predict a second-order
dependence of rate on [CAB]0 [equation (4)], which is
contrary to the experimental observations. The rate
increases with increase in [H+ ] but is retarded by the added
reaction product benzenesulphonamide. Hence equations
(6) and (7) play a dominant role in the oxidation of DPM by
CAB.


Table 5. Temperature dependence of the oxidation of substituted
diphenylmethanols by CABa


Substrate k93104 (s21 )
Y-DPM:
Y= 303 K 308 K 313 K 318 K


4-NO2 1·46 1·94 2·38 2·82
4-Cl 2·08 2·69 3·38 4·26
4-Br 2·24 2·95 4·36 5·52
4-H 3·16 4·18 5·96 8·32
4-CH3 7·58 12·0 18·3 28·3
4-OCH3 12·5 22·4 40·7 60·8


a [CAB]0 =1031024 mol dm23, [DPM]0 =1031023 mol dm23,
[HCl]=0·1 mol dm23, [RuCl3 ]=4·8231025 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23,
MeOH=30% (v/v).


Table 6. Thermodynamic parameters for the oxidation of substituted di-
phenylmethanols by CABa


Substrate
Y-DPM: Ea DH‡ 2DS‡ DG‡


Y= (kJ mol21 ) (kJ mol21 ) (J K21 mol21 ) (kJ mol21 ) Log A


4-NO2 33·2 31·0 213·4 98·4 8·1
4-Cl 40·2 37·6 192·0 97·4 9·2
4-Br 46·7 44·2 170·0 97·1 10·4
4-H 57·4 54·8 132·1 96·1 12·4
4-CH3 70·5 67·8 80·8 93·5 15·0
4-OCH3 77·0 73·9 55·7 91·6 16·3


a [CAB]0 =1031024 mol dm23, [DPM]0 =1031023 mol dm23, [HCl]=0·1 mol dm23,
[RuCl3 ]=4·8231025 mol dm23, m=0·4 mol dm23, MeOH=30% (v/v).
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Electronic spectral studies by Cady and Connick9 and
Connick and Fine10 reveal that species such as
[RuCl5(H2O)]22 , [RuCl4(H2O)2 ]2 , [RuCl3(H2O)3 ],
[RuCl2(H2O)4 ]+ and [RuCl(H2O)5 ]2+ do not exist in an
aqueous solution of RuCl3 . A study on the oxidation states
of ruthenium has shown that Ru(III) exists in the following
equilibrium11–13 in acidic medium:


[Ru(III)Cl6 ]32 +H2O⇀↽ [Ru(III)Cl5(H2O)]22 +Cl


Singh and co-workers14, 15 employed the above equilibrium
in the Ru(III)-catalysed bromamine-T oxidation of some
primary alcohols in acidic medium and in the Ru(III)
chloride-catalysed oxidation of ethylene glycols by N-
bromoacetamide (NBA) in HClO4 medium. However in the
present case, addition of Cl2 ion in the form of NaCl at
fixed [H+ ] had no effect on the rate, indicating that
[Ru(III)Cl6 ]32 itself is the most likely catalysing species.


Ultraviolet spectral measurements showed that di-
phenylmethanol solution has two sharp absorption bands at
255·2 and 222·4 nm while bands around 204 and 226·4 nm
were noticed for Ru(III) and CAB solutions, respectively, in
the presence of 0·1 mol dm23 HCl. With mixtures of (i)
diphenylmethanol and Ru(III) and (ii) CAB and Ru(III)
solutions, there were no changes in lmax , but when CAB and
DPM solutions are mixed in presence of 0·1 mol dm23 =
HCl a single, sharp absorption band was noticed at
216·2 nm, indicating that complex formation takes place
only between CAB and DPM. In view of these facts,
Scheme 1 is proposed for the oxidation of diphenylmethanol
by CAB.


(i) PhSO2NHCl+H3O
+
⇀↽
K1 PhSO2NH2 +H2O


+ Cl (fast)


(ii) DPM+H2O
+ Cl ⇀↽


K2


H2O
X (fast)


(iii) X+[RuCl6 ]32
⇀↽
K3 X9 (fast)


(iv) X9 →k4


H2O
Products (rds)


Scheme 1


Scheme 1 assumes the formation of H2O
+ Cl due to the


protonation of PhSO2HNCl by H+ ion and subsequent
hydrolysis, which complexes with DPM (X). The latter
reacts with RuCl3 through an equilibrium step to form a
complex (X9) which decomposes in a rate-limiting step to
yield products. The fractional order on [RuCl3 ] indicates a
pre-equilibrium step (iii) in Scheme 1. Assuming
[CAB]t = [PhSO2NHCl]+[H2O


+ Cl]+[X]+[X9], the follow-
ing rate law can be derived for the oxidation of DPM by
CAB:


2
d[CAB]


dt
=


k4K1K2K3[CAB]t[H3O
+ ][DPM]0[Ru]


[PhSO2NH2 ]+K1[H3O
+ ]


+K1K2[H3O
+ ][DPM]0(1+K3[Ru]) (8)


The detailed mode of oxidation of diphenylmethanols by
CAB and the probable structures of the intermediates is
shown in Scheme 2


It is interesting that the rate has increased in D2O


Scheme 2
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medium. Since D3O
+ ion is a stronger acid than H3O


+ ion
by a factor of 2–3, a solvent isotope effect of this magnitude
is to be expected. However, the observed inverse solvent
isotope effect k9(D2O(/k9(H2O) of 1·86 probably shows that
since the protonation is followed by hydrolysis in the rate-
limiting step which involves O–H bond scisson, the normal
kinetic isotope effect k9H /k9D >1 could counterbalance the
solvent isotope effect. Proton inventory studies in H2O–D2O
mixtures could throw light on the nature of the transition
state. The dependence of the rate constant (kn ) on n, the
atom fraction of deuterium in a solvent mixture of D2O and
H2O, is given16, 17 by a form of Gross–Butler equation:


k0
obs


kn
obs


=
∏
TS


(12n+nFi )


¸
RS


(12n+nFj )
(9)


where Fi and Fj are the isotopic fractionation factors for
isotopically exchangeable hydrogen sites in the transition
states (TS) and reactant site (RS), respectively. Equation (9)
allows the calculation of the fractionation factor of TS, if
the reactant fractionation factors are known. However, the
curvature of the proton inventory plot could reflect the
number of exchangeable protons in the reaction.18 A plot of
kn


obs vs the deuterium atom fraction n (Figure 1, Table 4) in


the present case is a curve and comparison with the standard
curves18 indicates the involvement of a single proton or
H–D exchange during the reaction sequence. Hence the
participation of H+ ion in the formation of transition state is
inferred.


The moderate values of the enthalpy of activation, a large
negative entropy of activation and the fairly high DG‡


values support the mechanism. The near constancy of the
DG‡ values indicates a solvated state and operation of a
similar mechanism for the oxidation of all diphenylmetha-
nols.


Structure–reactivity correlations


The Hammett plot shows two distinct (Figure 2) lines for
each of which there is a good correlation between the
substituent constants and the logarithm of the rate constants,
particularly when the McDaniel–Brown constant (sp ),19 is
used. Of these, one has a much larger value of r=22·8 for
electron-releasing groups and the other relatively low value
of r=20·31 for electron-withdrawing groups at 35 °C. The
break in the Hammett plot could suggest a concerted
mechanism, the degree of concertedness depending on
whether the hydride transfer from the C—H bond to the
oxidant is synchronous with the removal of a proton from


Figure 2. Plot of logk2 vs sP for diphenylmethanols at 308 K
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the OH group by a water molecule. In earlier work on the
oxidation of primary alcohols by organic haloamines,1 it
was noted that electron-donating groups increase the rate.
This indicates that the rupture of the C—H bond occurs
ahead of O—H bond cleavage, creating a carbonium ion
centre which is stabilized by the electron-donating groups.
In the present case, the decrease in rate with electron-
withdrawing groups is in agreement with this observation.
Also, a reaction involving a carbonium ion in the transition
state will be aided by electron-donating substituents and the
value of r will be negative. On the other hand, a reaction
involving a decrease in the carbonium ion charge will be
facilitated by electron-withdrawing substituents. Therefore,
the carbonium ion is more stable when the electron donors
are attached to benzene ring system, which disperse the
positive charge on the carbonium ion (r=22·8), than the
electron-withdrawing groups on the benzene ring system
(r=20·31). Because of the above facts, no linearity was
found in the Hammett plot (Figure 2).


Isokinetic relationship


The enthalpy of activation is low for the oxidation of
diphenylmethanols by chloramine-B. The values of DH‡ and
DS‡ for the oxidation of diphenylmethanols are linearly
related [Table 6, Figure 3(a), r=0·9997] and the isokinetic
temperature b=343 K. The genuine nature of the isokinetic
relationship was verified by the Exner20 criterion by plotting
logk9 (318 K) vs logk9 (303 K). The value of b was
calculated from the equation


b=
T1(12q)


(T1 /T2 )2q


where q is the slope of the Exner plot and T1 >T2 . The value
of b is 353 K [Figure 3(b)]. It is seen that the value of b is
higher than the experimental temperature (308 K), indi-
cating enthalpy control of the reactions.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES ON THE TRANSITION-STATE IMBALANCE IN
MALONONITRILE ANION-FORMING REACTIONS IN THE GAS PHASE


AND IN WATER
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Semiempirical MO theoretical studies were carried out on the nucleophilic addition of phenoxide nucleophiles to
1,1-dicyano-2-arylethenes in the gas phase and in water using the AM1 method and the Cramer–Truhlar solvation
model SM2.1. The gas-phase an and bn values are 0·81 and 0·65, respectively, leading to the positive imbalance of I=0·16;
the electric polarization and dispersion interactions of water incorporated in the SM2.1 model reduce both the an and
bn values to 0·61 and 0·36, giving I=0·25. The two Brønsted coefficients obtained theoretically in water agree
satisfactorily with the experimental values (an


corr =0·55 and bn =0·35) obtained with amine bases. The small imbalance
found both theoretically (I=0·25) and experimentally (I≈0·20) can be ascribed to (i) a near-zero distance factor,
Dd=dp 2dTS ≈0 and (ii) the small extent of negative charge localization by strucutral reorganization in the transition
state. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Similarities in the structure–reactivity behavior between
proton transfer involving activated carbon acids [equation
(1)] and nucleophilic addition to activated alkene [equation
(2)]:


(1)


(2)


have been well documented.1 For example, ‘imbalances’ in
structure-reactivity coefficients such as Brønsted a and b
values exhibit a qualitatively similar dependence on the
activating substituents ZZ9 in both types of reactions.1 The
transition-state imbalances are often defined as Ip =aCH 2bB


for the proton transfers and In =an
nuc 2bn


nuc for nucleophilic
additions, where aCH and an


nuc (=dlog k1/dlog K1) are the
Brønsted a values obtained by varying a substituent, R, in


the carbon acid and Ar in the alkene, respectively, and the
bB and bn


nu (=bn
nuc/beq) are those obtained by varying the


pKa of the base (B) and nucleophile (Nu), respectively.
These imbalances, Ip and In, are known to increase similarly
with increasing resonance stabilization of the activating
substituents ZZ9. Quantitatively, however, the effect of ZZ9
on imbalances (I) show significant differences between
reactions (1) and (2); the magnitude of the imbalance for the
nucleophilic addition to alkenes, In, is considerably smaller
than that for the corresponding deprotonation of carbon
acids, Ip, Ip > In. The main reason for this quantitative
difference is believed to be the requirement of rehybridiza-
tion of the carbon bearing the ZZ9 group in the TS for the
deprotonation process. In the TS for reaction (2), the carbon
is likely to maintain its sp2 hybridization, thereby facilitat-
ing the shift of the negative charge into the ZZ9 group,
whereas in the TS for reaction (1) the carbon is more sp3-
like and causes more delay in the development of resonance
in the ZZ9 group, thereby leading to a greater aCH value.1


A particularly interesting feature has emerged from
studies of substituent effects involving malononitriles: an
abnormally small imbalance has been observed for the
deprotonation of malonitrile derivatives, ZZ9=(CN)2. For
example, for the reaction of ArCH2CH(CN)2 with RCOO2


as bases, aCH ≈bB ≈1·0 and thus I≈0.2 Similar results have
been reported for some other deprotonations of malononi-
trile derivatives.2 In line with the similarities between the
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reaction types (1) and (2) noted above, abnormally small
imbalances, albeit above zero, are also found in the
nucleophilic addition to a dicyano-activated alkene.3


In our previous theoretical studies involving deprotona-
tions of ketonic4 and sulfonic carbon acids,5 we have shown
that the distance factor Dd=dp 2dTS, where dp and dTS are the
distances between substituent and anionic charge center in
the product and transition state (TS), repectively, plays an
important role in determining the magnitude of the im-
balances, I. It occurred to us that the abnormally small I
values observed for the malononitrile derivatives might be
related to the distance factor. It is thought that in the
imbalances with negative I, the site where the bulk of the
negative charge ultimately resides (oxygen atoms of nitro,
sulfonyl or carbonyl groups) is futher away from the
substituent in the TS than in the product anion, Dd
(=dp 2dTS)<0, whereas it is closer in the TS than in the
product anion (Dd>0) for positive I.1d This can be readily
visualized using a hypothetical adiabatic transition in which
the TS is balanced with aCH =bB at all stages of reaction
coordinate. If the substituent is closer to the anionic center
in the TS than in the product, aCH will be greater, leading to
a positive I, whereas if it is further away aCH will be smaller
than bB and I will be negative. Hence the underlying cause
of the imbalance is believed to be the same in all cases, and
the change in the sign of I is due to a different location of
the substituent relative to the anionic charge center within
the molecule.


In order to examine the origins of such an abnormality,
we carried out theoretical studies on the nucleophilic
addition of phenoxide bases to substituted benzylidenema-


lononitriles (BMN) [equation (3)] in the gas phase and in
water using the AM1 method6 coupled with the Cramer–
Truhlar solvation model, SM2.1.7


(3)


CALCULATIONS


The semiempirical MO method AM16 was used throughout
this work. Complex reaction systems (more than 20 heavy
atoms are involved) precluded the use of more accurate ab
initio methods. All stationary point structures including
transition states were fully optimized and were charac-
terized by harmonic frequency calculations. The Gibbs free
energies of reaction, DG°, and of activation, DG‡, were
obtained by incorporating entropy terms at 298 K. The
solvent effects (in water) were accounted for by use of the
SM2.1 model of the Cramer–Truhlar method.7 This quan-
tum statistical continuum-dielectric model includes
local-field terms representing solvent electric polarization,
cavity creation, dispersion interaction and change in solvent
structure, and these terms are treated self-consistently with
a solute electronic Hamiltonian. In this work, we performed
single-point calculations with the gas-phase geometries
owing to the excessive computation times required. That the


Table 1. Solvent effects calculated using the Cramer–Truhlar solvation model (AM1–SM2.1)
on the identity SN2 reactions of (Y)-benzyl chlorides with Cl2 anion in the aqueous phasea


DHf
b


Phase Y Substrate Reactants TS DH≠ c rY


Gas H 6·91 230·75 227·60 (i444·6)d 3·15
(no solvent) p-Cl 20·71 238·37 237·38 (i449·8) 0·99 8·74


p-CN 38·78 1·12 21·68 (i455·6) 22·83 (r=0·96)
p-NO2 11·09 226·57 233·71 (i466·0) 27·14


Aqueouse H 5·25 2109·32 288·09 21·23
(single point) p-Cl 22·04 2116·61 295·62 20·23 0·96


p-CN 33·93 280·64 260·34 20·30 (r=0·99)
p-NO2 5.84 2108.73 288.44 20.29


Aqueousf H 5·20 2109·37 288·17 (i385·4)d 21·20
p-Cl 22·08 2116·65 295·74 (i295·3) 20·91 0·98
p-CN 33·89 280·68 260·44 (i172·6) 20·24 (r=0·99)
p-NO2 5·71 2108·86 288·64 (i33·3) 20·22


a Cl2 : heat of formation (DHf) in the gas phase=237·66 kcal mol21. DHf +DGsol in the aqueous
phase=2114·57 kcal mol21.
b Heat of formation, DHf, in kcal mol21.
c In kcal mol21.
d Only one imaginary frequency for the transition state is given in parentheses.
e Results of single-point calculations (SM2.1/AM1//AM1).
f Fully optimized values (SM2.1/AM1//SM2.1/AM1).
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use of the results of such single-point calculations is
justified was tested for the identity SN2 reactions of
YC6H4CH2X+X2 , with X=F and Cl and Y=H, p-Cl, p-CN
and p-NO2, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. The DH≠ values by
the single-point calculations (SM2.1/AM1//AM1) agree
within 0.1 and 0.5 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ) with those
of the fully opitimized calculations (SM2.1/AM1//SM2.1/
AM1) for X=Cl and F, respectively. The calculated
Hammett r values are also in good agreement between the
two methods, differing by only ca 2–3%.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The energetics for the nucleophilic additions of phenoxide
anions, XC6H4O


2 , to 1,1-dicyano-2-arylethenes (benzylide-
nemalononitriles, BMN), YC6H4CH=C(CN)2, in the gas
phase at 298 K are summarized in Table 3. The rate is faster
(or DG≠ is lower) with a stronger electron-donating X (or
with a weaker electron-withdrawing X) on the phenoxide
anion nucleophile and/or electron-withdrawing Y on BMN,
as expected from a typical nucleophilic addition process.
The entropy terms vary very little with regard to the
substituent X and/or Y. Therefore, in the calculations of the
DG≠ and DG° values in water by incorporating solvation
effects (Cramer–Truhler model AM1–SM2.1)7 (Table 4),
we disregarded the entropy changes. The relevant structure–
reactivity coefficients, r, a and b, for reaction (3) at 298 K
in the gas phase and in water are given in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively.


Table 5 reveals that the Brønsted an (or rn
Y =rkim


Y /req
Y; rn is


the normalized r value, rkin/req) value is 0.81 (average
value), which is greater than the Brønsted bn (or rn


X =rkin
X/


req
X) value (average of 0·65) by ca 0·16, i.e. the


transition-state imbalance, In(=an 2bn), in the gas-phase


reaction is positive and the magnitude (0·16) is relatively
small. This is in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental In value in water of ca 0·20,3 although the individual
AM1 an and bn values in the gas phase are larger than the
corresponding experimental values (an


corr ≈0·55 and
bn =0·35)3 in water. Our AM1 strucure–reactivity coef-
ficients in water (an =0·61, bn =0·36 and In =0·25) (Table 6)
are, however, in good agreement with the corresponding
experimental values in water obtained using piperidine and
morpholine as bases3 instead of the phenoxide ions used in
the current theoretical studies. This agreement is an
indication that the Cramer–Truhlar SM2.1 model7 is
satisfactory in simulating solvation reorganization in the TS
in water. The experimental value of an ≈0·55 is that
corrected for distortion effect due to the developing positive
charge on the amine nitrogen.3 In the present work, there is
no need for such correction since phenoxide anion bases are
used. The better agreement of our AM1 values in water with
the corresponding experimental values in water seems to
result from approximately the same magnitude of decrease
in rkin and req, probably owing to local solvent electric
polaization and dispersion interaction with charged solute
(reaction system) when the solvation energies are taken into
consideration with the Cramer–Truhler SM2.1 model;7 the
Dr (= |rwater |2 |rgas |) values are ca 23·8 and 23·2 for rkin


X


and 24·1 and 24·4 for rkin
Y and req


Y. Since the solvation
effect leads to decreases in both rkin land req by approx-
imately the same magnitude and since an =rkin


Y /req
Y and


bn =rkin
X /req


X , the net result is a decrease in an and bn due to
a greater proportional decrease in rkin (which has a smaller
magnitude than req) than req in water. Thus the solvent effect
calculated with the quantum statistical continuum-dielectric
model, Cramer–Truhlar SM2.1,7 which includes local-field
terms representing solvent electric polarization and disper-


Table 2. Solvent effects calculated using the Cramer–Truhlar solvation model (AM1–SM2.1)
on the identity SN2 reactions of (Y)-benzyl fluorides with F2 anion in the aqueous phasea


DHf
b


Phase Y Substrate Reactants TS DH≠ c rY


Gas H 31·48 228·04 24·06 (i434·3)d 23·98
(no solvent) p-Cl 238·47 235·03 214·94 (i426·6) 20·09 11·02


p-CN 0·40 3·84 19·80 (i433·1) 15·96 (r=0·97)
p-NO2 227·26 223·82 213·60 (i438·9) 10·76


Aqueouse H 232·13 2135·32 269·16 66·16
(single point) p-Cl 239·40 2142·59 276·78 65·81 1·40


p-CN 23·38 2106·57 241·67 64·90 (r=1·00)
p-NO2 231·44 2134·63 269·92 64·71


Aqueousf H 232·15 2135·34 269·65 d 65·69
p-Cl 239·42 2142·61 277·35 65·26 1·44
p-CN 23·41 2106·60 242·20 64·40 (r=1·00)
p-NO2 231·55 2134·74 270·58 64·16


a F2 : heat of formation (DHf) in the gas phase=3·44 kcal mol21. DHf +DGsol in the aqueous
phase=2103·19 kcal mol21.
b–f See Table 1
g Only one imaginary frequency is not given.
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sion interaction, appears to be satisfactory for the type of
reaction studied in this work.


It is commonly assumed that the Brønsted b value (bB


and bn) in reaction types (1) and (2) is not only a measure
of positive charge development on the base (amines or
oxyanions) but also an approximate measure of progress of
reaction along the reaction coordinate [the extent of proton
transfer in reaction (1) and of bond making by the
nucleophile in reaction (2)].1, 8, 9 In contrast, however, a (aCH


and an) represents a measure of negative charge develop-
ment on the substrate but is not a measure of the degree of


proton transfer [in reaction (1)] or of bond making by the
nucleophile [in reaction (2)]. The a value represents simply
the extent of strucutral and solvational reorganization in the
TS.1, 8, 9


Our AM1 results therefore suggest that O—C bond
formation is ca 65% complete (bn ≈0.65), whereas negative
charge development on C2 (Scheme 1) felt by the substituent
Y is stronger by ca 15% (In ≈0·15) than that which would
result in a hypothetical synchronous case (an =bn). Recent
high-level ab initio studies10 of the carbon-to-carbon proton
transfer from the acetaldehyde (and also from the proto-


Table 3. Gas-phase AMI-calculated energetics (kcal mol21) for the nucleophilic addition reactions of (Y)-1,1-dicyano-2-arylethenes with (X)-
phenoxide anions


Heat of formation (DHf)


X Y R TS P DH≠ a 2TDS≠ b DH°c 2TDS°b DG≠ d DG°e


H p-NH2 59·09 56·57 43·28 22·52 11·02 215·81 12·04 8·50 23·67
p-CH3 54·19 50·40 36·41 23·79 11·52 217·78 12·09 7·73 25·69
H 63·04 57·87 43·84 25·17 11·32 219·20 12·08 6·15 27·12
p-Cl 55·55 48·99 34·50 26·56 11·31 221·05 12·05 4·75 29·00
p-CHO 32·32 24·06 9·26 28·26 11·50 223·06 12·33 3·24 210·73
p-CN 94·94 85·73 70·77 29·21 11·35 224·17 12·13 2·14 212·04
p-NO2 68·01 55·19 39·54 212·82 11·43 228·47 12·22 21·39 216·25


p-Cl p-NH2 44·76 44·97 33·77 0·21 11·74 210·79 12·23 11·95 1·44
p-CH3 39·86 38·78 26·93 21·08 11·85 212·93 12·28 10·77 20·65
H 47·77 46·25 34·36 21·52 11·74 213·41 12·21 10·22 21·20
p-Cl 41·22 37·47 25·14 23·75 11·73 216·08 12·21 7·98 23·87
p-CHO 17·99 12·63 20·28 25·36 11·90 218·27 12·44 6·54 25·83
p-CN 80·61 74·32 61·52 26·29 11·73 219·09 12·20 5·44 26·89
p-NO2 53·68 43·93 30·45 29·75 11·81 223·23 12·32 2·06 210·91


p-CN p-NH2 74·41 78·12 69·16 3·71 12·02 25·25 12·36 15·73 7·11
p-CH3 69·51 71·89 62·36 2·38 12·19 27·15 12·41 14·57 5·26
H 77·42 79·38 69·79 1·96 11·99 27·63 12·17 13·95 4·54
p-Cl 70·87 70·72 60·70 20·15 11·97 210·17 12·36 11·82 2·19
p-CHO 47·64 45·95 35·61 21·69 12·15 212·03 12·56 10·56 0·53
p-CN 110·26 107·69 97·20 22·57 11·97 213·06 12·37 9·40 20·69
p-NO2 87·33 77·46 66·30 25·87 12·06 217·03 12·43 6·19 24·60


p-CHO p-NH2 12·31 16·23 7·20 3·92 12·03 25·11 12·20 15·95 7·09
p-CH3 7·41 10·02 0·39 2·61 12·22 27·02 12·28 14·83 5·26
H 15·32 17·50 7·83 2·18 12·00 27·49 12·19 14·18 4·70
p-Cl 8·77 8·85 21·28 0·08 11·93 210·05 12·17 12·01 2·12
p-CHO 214·46 215·94 226·40 21·48 12·12 211·94 12·41 10·64 0·47
p-CN 48·16 45·81 35·20 22·35 11·97 212·96 12·19 9·62 20·77
p-NO2 21·23 15·59 4·27 25·46 12·04 216·96 12·24 6·58 24·72


p-NO2 p-NH2 35·07 43·30 37·07 7·60 12·10 2·00 12·23 19·70 14·23
p-CH3 30·17 37·04 30·32 6·87 12·24 0·15 12·40 19·11 12·56
H 38·08 44·54 37·76 6·46 12·11 20·32 12·25 18·57 11·93
p-Cl 31·53 36·02 28·84 4·49 12·08 22·69 12·23 16·57 9·54
p-CHO 8·3 11·34 3·86 3·04 12·23 24·44 12·40 15·27 7·96
p-CN 70·92 73·13 65·50 2·21 12·13 25·42 12·24 14·34 6·82
p-NO2 43·99 43·11 34·84 20·88 12·17 219·15 12·30 11·29 3·15


a DH≠ =DHf(TS)2DHf(R), where R and TS denote reactant and transition state, respectively.
b At 298 K.
c DH°=DHf(P)2Hf(R), where P denotes product.
d DG≠ =DH≠ 2TDS≠ .
e DG°=DH°2TDS°.
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nated acetaldehyde cation) to its enolate ion (to its
acetaldehyde enol) have indicated that the fractional C—C
p bond formation is roughly equal to the amount of negative
charge build-up. The percentage changes in bond orders in
the TS, %Dn≠ defined by11


%Dn≠=1003
exp(2r≠/a)2exp(2rR/a)
exp(2rp/a)2exp(2rR/a)


(4)


where r≠ , rR and rP are bond lengths in the TS, reactant and
product, respectively, gave 25–50, 27–46, 36–53 and
39–57% for r1, r2, r3 and r4, respectively, using the
parameter a=0·612 (Table 7). The degree of structural
reorganization depends on the substituents, X and Y. Bonds


r1 and r2 are stretched whereas r3 and r4 are compressed as
the reaction progresses. The bond order changes in Table 7
reveal that a weaker nucleophile with a stronger electron
acceptor (X=p-NO2) and/or a stronger electron donor in the
substrate (Y=p-NH2) lead to a greater extent of bond order
changes, %Dn≠ . This indicates that a weaker nucleophile
and/or a stronger donor Y lead to a later TS along the
reaction coordinate, which is of course a direct consequence
of a lower exothermicity (or a higher endothermicity) (Table
3). Thus the reaction series studied in this work follows the
Bell–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) principle,13 which asserts that
the TS shifts to a later position along the reaction coordinate
as the reaction becomes more endothermic (or less exo-
thermic). The %Dn≠ values suggest that structural


Table 4. Gibbs free energy changes, DG≠ and DG°, in kcal mol21, for
reaction (3) in water at 298 K


DHf +DGsol
a


X Y R TS P DG≠ b DG°b


H p-NH2 217·42 22·83 220·49 14·59 23·07
p-CH3 216·21 23·32 221·82 12·89 25·61
H 28·57 4·07 214·50 12·64 25·93
p-Cl 215·25 22·97 221·89 12·28 26·64
p-CHO 241·59 229·84 249·11 11·75 27·52
p-CN 21·35 32·93 13·66 11·58 27·69
p-NO2 26·05 5·45 214·21 11·50 28·16


p-Cl p-NH2 228·11 212·63 228·03 15·48 0·08
p-CH3 226·90 213·12 229·30 13·78 22·40
H 219·26 25·70 221·98 13·56 22·72
p-Cl 225·94 212·73 229·36 13·21 23·42
p-CHO 252·28 239·59 256·58 12·69 24·30
p-CN 10·66 23·21 6·18 12·55 24·48
p-NO2 216·74 24·24 221·67 12·50 24·93


p-CN p-NH2 3·02 19·81 6·64 16·79 3·62
p-CH3 4·23 19·34 5·43 15·11 1·20
H 11·87 26·47 12·76 14·60 0·89
p-Cl 5·19 19·77 5·42 14·58 0·23
p-CHO 221·15 27·09 221·77 14·06 20·62
p-CN 41·79 55·74 41·02 13·95 20·77
p-NO2 14·39 28·32 13·16 13·93 20·46


p-CHO p-NH2 259·95 243·01 256·17 16·94 3·78
p-CH3 258·74 243·45 257·40 15·29 1·34
H 251·10 236·05 250·05 15·05 1·05
p-Cl 257·78 243·04 257·40 14·74 0·38
p-CHO 284·12 269·90 284·59 14·22 20·47
p-CN 221·18 27·08 221·81 14·10 20·63
p-NO2 248·58 234·51 249·65 14·07 21·07


p-NO2 p-NH2 230·78 211·71 222·02 19·07 8·76
p-CH3 229·57 212·18 223·16 17·39 6·41
H 221·93 24·73 215·81 17·20 6·12
p-Cl 228·61 211·72 223·14 16·89 5·47
p-CHO 254·95 238·57 250·32 16·38 4·6
p-CN 7·99 24·28 12·46 12·29 4·47
p-NO2 219·41 23·16 215·40 16·25 4·01


a The DGsol values obtained by single-point calculations using the gas-phase
optimized geometries.
b DG=D(DHf +DGsol).
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reorgnization in the TS (%Dn≠ for r1≈r3) lags behind the
progress of reaction (%Dn≠ for r4) by ca 5–10%. This lag is
relatively small amount compared with that in the structural
reoganization found in the TS of the deprotonation of
nitroalkanes1,14 [equation (1)]. The reason for this difference
is that in the nucleophilic addition of a nucleophile to an
alkene [equation (2)] the developing negative charge is not
as easily localized on the carbon bearing the activating
groups, (CN)2, as in the deprotonation of nitroalkanes
[equation (1)]. In the nucleophilic addition no rehybridiza-
tion of C2 (Scheme 1) is required, in contrast to the
hybridization change (sp3→sp2) in the deprotonation.1


Another important reason for the small imbalance found,
In ≈0·2 may be the small distance factor, Dd=dp 2dTS (≈0).
As discussed in previous papers,4,5 when the anionic charge
center is closer to the substituent (Y) in the TS (dTS) than in
the product (dp), dTS <dp, the charge felt by the substituent is
disproportionately larger in the TS than it is in the product
anion simply due to the positive distance factor, Dd
(=dp 2dTS)>0; this results in an increased an (=rkin/req)
simply because of an increased rkin relative to req.


Mulliken charge distributions in the TSs and product
anions are shown in Figure 1 for the deprotonation of
alkanes (I and II) and for the nucleophilic addition of


phenoxide (C6H5O
2 ) to alkens (III and IV). We note that a


strong negative charge accumulation occurs in the TS on the
carbon being deprotonated (C1) in I and II, whereas it
occurs on the adjacent carbon (C2) in III and IV. Moreover,
negative charge shifts toward the activating groups [(CN)2


and NO2] and the phenyl ring are greater in the latter, III
and IV, than in the former, I and II. Thus, rkin for the
deprotonation of the alkanes will be greater than that for the
nucleophilic addition to alkenes on two accounts: (i) the
developing negative charge in the TS is nearer to the
substituent in the ring and (ii) negative charge loss to the
neighbouring groups (the activating groups and the ring) is
smaller.


Since the difference in the charge distribution between
the TS and the product ion increases with increasing p
acceptor strength of ZZ9, an should increase for the same
degree of reaction progress bn at the TS. The observed an


values will therefore consist of two parts, one due to
delayed structural/solvational reorganization and the other
to the non-zero distance factor, Dd≠0. In the ideal case of
Dd=0, an will represent the part due to the lag in structural
and solvational reorganization only. When the activating
groups are dicyano, ZZ9=(CH)2, as in the present work, the
near-zero distance factor is almost realized. In the TS and


Table 5. Structure–reactivity coefficientsa for reaction 3 in the gas phase at 298 K


Coefficient p-NH2 pCH3 H p-Cl p-CHO p-CN p-NO2


rkin
X


b 25·83 25·85 26·32 26·03 26·14 26·22 26·51
req


X
c 29·04 29·24 29·61 29·40 29·54 29·57 29·81


rn
X =rkin


X /req
X 0·64 0·63 0·66 0·64 0·64 0·65 0·66


Brønsted bn d 0·64 0·63 0·65 0·64 0·64 0·65 0·66
rkin


Y
e — — 5·69 5·76 5·56 5·51 4·99


req
Y — — 7·02 7·08 6·66 6·76 6·36


rn
Y =rkin


Y /req
Y — — 0·81 0·81 0·83 0·82 0·78


Brønsted an f — — 0·81 0·82 0·83 0·81 0·79


a Correlation coefficient (r)>0·96 in all cases.
b s2 and s° values are used. rkin denotes the Hammett-type reaction constants for DG≠ / 22·303RT vs
substituent constants.
c s2 and s° values are used. req denotes the Hammett-type reaction constants for DG°/ 22·303RT vs
substituent constants.
d Brønsted bn values from the slopes of the plot of DG≠ vs DG°.
e s° values are used.
f Brønsted an values from the slopes of the plot of DG≠ vs DG°.


Table 6. Structure–reactivity coefficientsa for reaction (3) in water at 298 K


Coefficient p-NH2 pCH3 H p-Cl p-CHO p-CN p-NO2


rkin
X


b 22·20 22·22 22·19 22·27 22·28 22·52 22·35
req


X
c 26·10 26·19 26·21 26·24 26·31 26·28 26·20


rn
X =rkin


X /req
X 0·36 0·36 0·35 0·36 0·36 0·37 0·38


Brønsted bn d 0·37 0·37 0·37 0·38 0·38 0·39 0·39
rkin


Y
e — — 1·52 1·47 1·38 1·41 1·38


req
Y — — 2·47 2·44 2·13 2·35 2·30


rn
Y =rkin


Y /req
Y — — 0·62 0·60 0·65 0·60 0·60


Brønsted an f — — 0·62 0·61 0·65 0·61 0·61


a–f See Table 5.
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product anion in Scheme 1 the anionic charge residues on C2


so that dTS ≈dP and Dd≈0, except that in the product anion
the negative charge is delocalized over wide ranges on
C(CN)2 moiety and r1 and r2 stretch further than those in the
TS (by Dd=0·126 Å for X=Y=H, Table 7). The Dd caused
by such bond stretching will be small, however, compared
with the Dd caused by the shift of negative charge center
over one or two bond lengths (Dd≈2–3 Å, Table 7), as in
the nitroalkanes (Scheme 2).


Charge distributions in the product anions in Figure 1
indicate that the negative charge is distributed evenly over
the —C(CN)2 moiety in I and III, whereas it is moreScheme 1


Table 7. Bond lengths (Å) and percentage bond order changes, %Dn≠ , in the
transition states


Bond lengths (Å) %Dn≠


X Y r1 r2 r3 r4 r1 r2 r3 r4


H pNH2 1·467 1·388 1·410 1·973 35 31 38 43
p-CH3 1·468 1·386 1·411 1·992 31 29 36 41
H 1·468 1·386 1·411 1·992 30 29 36 41
p-Cl 1·468 1·385 1·411 2·000 29 29 36 40
p-CHO 1·468 1·384 1·412 2·006 28 29 33 40
p-CN 1·468 1·384 1·412 2·006 28 29 33 40
p-NO2 1·468 1·381 1·412 2·020 25 27 35 39


p-Cl p-NH2 1·469 1·392 1·409 1·928 39 35 41 46
p-CH3 1·470 1·391 1·410 1·940 35 34 39 45
H 1·470 1·390 1·410 1·941 33 34 39 45
p-Cl 1·470 1·389 1·410 1·948 33 33 39 44
p-CHO 1·471 1·388 1·410 1·954 33 33 39 44
p-CN 1·470 1·388 1·410 1·955 32 33 39 44
p-NO2 1·471 1·386 1·411 1·964 30 31 38 43


p-CN p-NH2 1·472 1·397 1·408 1·876 44 40 44 51
p-CH3 1·473 1·395 1·408 1·886 40 39 47 50
H 1·473 1·395 1·408 1·889 39 39 46 49
p-Cl 1·473 1·393 1·409 1·895 39 38 44 49
p-CHO 1·474 1·393 1·409 1·899 39 38 44 49
p-CN 1·473 1·392 1·409 1·900 37 37 44 48
p-NO2 1·474 1·390 1·410 1·909 36 36 43 47


p-CHO p-NH2 1·472 1·397 1·408 1·876 44 40 44 51
p-CH3 1·473 1·395 1·408 1·886 40 39 46 50
H 1·473 1·395 1·408 1·866 39 39 47 52
p-Cl 1·473 1·393 1·409 1·894 39 37 44 49
p-CHO 1·474 1·393 1·409 1·899 39 37 44 49
p-CN 1·474 1·392 1·409 1·901 39 36 44 48
p-NO2 1·474 1·390 1·410 1·909 36 36 43 47


p-NO2 p-NH2 1·475 1·402 1·406 1·816 50 45 52 57
p-CH3 1·476 1·400 1·407 1·828 46 44 50 55
H 1·477 1·400 1·407 1·828 47 44 50 55
p-Cl 1·476 1·399 1·407 1·835 45 44 50 55
p-CHO 1·477 1·398 1·408 1·839 45 43 47 54
p-CN 1·477 1·398 1·408 1·840 45 43 47 54
p-NO2 1·477 1·396 1·408 1·849 42 42 49 53
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localized on the two oxygen atoms in II and IV.
The anionic charge center moves from C2 in the TS to


oxygen atoms of the nitro group in the product, i.e. Dd will
represent a shift of negative charge over two bond lengths,
rCN +rNO. This large positive distance factor, Dd@0, is the
main reason for the large experimentally observed a leading
to the large imbalance, I, for the nitroalkanes.1,14 In general,
a single intervening C—C bond between the reaction center
and substituent is believed to reduce r by a factor of 2·8.15


This is why the distance factors plays such an important role
in determining the TS imbalances, I.4, 5 It is also why a
negative TS imbalance, I=a2b<0, is observed when Dd is
negative; a becomes disproportionately small owing to the


depressed rkin in a (rn =rkim/req), despite the fact that the lag
in structural and solvation reorganization should result in an
increased a value relative to b.1d,4,5 In this situation, the
distance factor (Dd<0) decreases a (Da<0), whereas the
lag in structural/solvational reorganization leads to an
increased a (Da>0), so that the two components partially
cancel each other out. This is why the a values obtained
theoretically in deprotonations of ketonic and sulfonic
carbon acids were so small, leading to relatively large
negative imbalance, I.4,5


We therefore conclude that the near-zero imbalance,
In ≈0·20 found for the nucleophilic addition to benzylidene-
malononitrile, both experimentally and theoretically, can be


Figure 1. Charge distribution in the TS and in the product anions. Group charge except for NO2 group. Changes in charge (Dq≠ =qTS 2qR) are
given in parentheses. Average values are given for the two CN and O
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ascribed to (i) the near-zero distance factor, Dd=dp 2dTS ≈0,
and (ii) the small extent of negative charge localization by
structural reorganization in the TS as there no hybridization
change required.
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ADDITION OF N-METHYLTRIAZOLINEDIONE TO
BIADAMANTYLIDENE
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The addition of N-methyltriazolinedione (M) to biadamantylidene (A) gives the [2 + 2) adduct P, but clearly does not
proceed in one step beause an aminoaziridinium intermediate (I) can be observed to build up during the reaction. The
overall rate of P formation correlates with the amount of I that builds up, but not with any solvent polarity parameter,
despite the fact that charge-separated intermediates are involved. NMR experiments established that the equilibrium
constant for I formation is >1000 M


21 in CDCl3, ≥500 M
21 in CD2Cl2 and in the range ca 2–15 M21 for C6D6 and C6D5Br.


It is very unlikely that I is directly on the reaction pathway between M+A and P, and it is proposed that the zwitterionic
intermediate with one CN bond, X, is the probable precursor of both I and P, although X does not build up in
concentration enough to be observed. CH hydrogen bonding stabilizing both X and I in chloroform is suggested as a
possible rationalization for the correlation between overall rate of P formation and stability of I relative to the starting
materials. Formation of P in benzene is catalyzed by Meldrum‘s acid. M unfortunately reacts too rapidly with
compounds containing OH bonds to study formation of P in the presence of strong hydrogen bonding reagents. © 1997
by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The [2+2] cycloaddition of triazolinediones such as the N-
methyl derivative M to biadamantylidene (A) to give the
diazetidene P was reported by Seymour and Greene.1


The x-ray structure of P and rate constants for addition of
N-phenyltriazolinedione to A in several solvents using
optical spectrometry to determine the rate of triazolinedione
disappearance have also been reported.2 Relative addition
rates in benzene acetone, acetonitrile and methylene
chloride were 1·0:1·1:9·5:99. Although the reaction rate is
sensitive to solvent, the rate constants clearly do not follow


the order of solvent polarity. Nelsen and Kapp3 found that
an intermediate builds up during the reaction of A and M in
chloroform, and identified it by NMR and IR spectroscopy
as the aziridinium imide I. The only other aziridinium imide
intermediate which has been directly observed is in the ene
reaction of trans-cycloheptene with M, where an inter-
mediate assigned as the aziridinium imide derived from
cis-cycloheptene builds up at low temperature.4


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Kinetics of N-methyltriazolinedione addition to
biadamantylidene


The A + M addition reaction was studied in other solvents in
addition to chloroform. Attempts to measure the equilibrium


w Correspondence to: S. F. Nelsen.
Contract grant sponsor: National Science Foundation; Contract
grant number: CNE-9105485.
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constant for I formation directly, using long equilibration
times at low enough temperatures such that I does not
rearrange to P, were frustrated by solubility problems at the
low temperatures required, as well as other decomposition
reactions of M occurring during the long times required for
equilibration, and were abandoned. Kinetic studies near
room temperature were carried out at concentrations where
both the build-up and decrease of I could be followed. Four
2 s scans were averaged in determining the spectra.
Concentrations of M, A, I and P as a function of time were
determined by NMR integration in CDCl3 and CD2Cl2 using
CH2Cl2 as an integration standard. The concentration versus
time plots were fit to simulations using program GIT.5 The
data were adequately simulated using a ‘linear’ kinetic
scheme (Scheme 1). For a sample of the fit obtained, see
Figure 1.


In both chloroform and methylene chloride, k21 proved
too small to measure; fits with the same standard deviation
could be obtained when k21 was set equal to zero as when
it was optimized and the deviations from the experimental
points only became detectably larger when k1/k21 was set to
be smaller than about 1000 in CDCl3 and 500 in CD2Cl2.
Despite our best efforts, there is considerable experimental
error in the rate constants obtained, probably largely
because of inaccuracy in the NMR integrations, especially
in the rapid rise region, where points had to be taken rapidly,
and concentration variations over the 8 s data acquisition
time are significant. The data are summarized in Table 1. We
were not able to demonstrate conclusively from these


kinetic runs that the addition actually is reversible in these
solvents because product formation from I is significantly
faster than reversal. The temperature study in CDCl3 gives
for k1 DG‡(25 °C)=17·9±0·13 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184
kJ), DH‡ =6·0±1·3 kcal mol21 and DS‡ =240±5 cal mol21


K21; a small activation energy but very negative enthalpy,
as might be expected, for the formation of I. The
corresponding values for k2 are DG‡(25 °C)-
20·5±0·08 kcal mol21; DH‡ =16·4±0·8 kcal mol21 and
DS‡ =214±3 cal mol21 K21. These numbers are probably
not mechanistically significant, because P is unlikely to
arise directly from I (see below).


We also examined the reaction in aromatic solvents. M, I
and P could be integrated successfully in C6D5Br, but only
I and P were sufficiently resolved from other peaks to be
integrated in C6D6. In the aromatic solvents Keq =k1/k21 is
significantly smaller, as is shown qualitatively by the
smaller maximum fraction of A converted to I (see Table 2).
Partitioning back to A+M from I is more favorable, and the
simulations proved to be sensitive to k21. The reproducibil-
ity for obtaining the rate constants was not very good, as can
be seen from the data in Tables 1 and 2.


Although Scheme 1 fits the experimental data satisfacto-
rily, it is not expected actually to represent the mechanism
of the reaction. It is very unlikely that both C—N bonds of
I form simultaneously: [2+2] cycloaddition is ‘forbidden’
to be concerted unless the addition were to opposite sides of
the double bond of A, which is geometrically infeasible. In
agreement with this, including a direct A+M→P pathway
in addition to Scheme 1 did not improve fit to the
experimental data. Furthermore, I cannot reasonably be
converted to P without breaking a C—N bond, because this
conversion requires a nearly 90° twist of the triazolinedione
unit relative to the biadamantylidene unit. The ‘T-shaped’
Scheme 2, proceeding through the single N—C bonded


Scheme 1


Figure 1. Plot of fit to Scheme 1 for File 148, CDCl3 at 273 K, [M]0 =0·115,
[A]0 =0·068 M, using k1 =0·184 M


21, s21, k21 =3·431024 s21, k2 =4·59 31024 s21
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intermediate X, is much more likely. We expect the M unit
to be twisted about 90° with respect to the central CC bond
of the A unit in intermediate X for steric reasons. We
therefore believe that closure of X to I will be much faster
than the closure to P, which requires a sterically hindered
rotation of the M unit with respect to the A unit. The
experimental NMR data could be fit using the more
complicated Scheme 2 as well as using Scheme 1, although
obtaining such fits proved tedious because of interaction
between the rate constant values employed. We do not
provide here any of the rate constants thus obtained,
because they give no additional mechanistic information.
Because X does not build up to detectable levels, I is
presumably more stable than X. The rate at which I is


observed to be converted to P (k2 in Scheme 1) cannot be
interpreted mechanistically using Scheme 2 because the X–I
energy difference is unknown. The k3 obtained from a fit to
Scheme 2 depends upon the free energy gap between X and
I, i.e. upon k92/k922, which is unknown in the absence of
observing X. For the chloroform and methylene chloride
data, where reversal to starting materials is slow, k2 (Scheme
1)=k3k922/k92 (Scheme 2), but the rate constants cannot be
separated from the data available.


The reaction is significantly slower in bromobenzene and
benzene than in chloroform and methylene chloride, as
indicated by the k0=k1k2/(k2 +k21) values (last column in
Table 1). The equilibrium constant for the formation of
intermediate I from A and M is also significantly smaller in


Table 1. Variation of rate constants for reaction of A with M, analyzed using Scheme 1


File Solventa T (K) k1 (M
21) s21 k21 (s21) Keq (M


21) k0c


94 Chl 253 7·131022 —b 4·031025 ≥1000 >0·026
96 Chl 253 5·131022 —b 3·031025 ≥1000 >0·030


148 Chl 273 1·831021 —b 4·631024 ≥1000 >0·013
150 Chl 273 1·531021 —b 4·531024 ≥1000 >0·011


68 Chl 283 3·031021 —b 1·16 31023 ≥1000 >0·024
72 Chl 283 3·131021 —b 1·15 31023 ≥1000 >0·025
74 Chl 293 3·631021 —b 3·431023 ≥1000 >0·032
78 Chl 293 2·931021 —b 3·431023 ≥1000 >0·027
82 Chl 293 3·831021 —b 3·931023 ≥1000 >0·034


142 MC 273 6·631022 —b 5·431024 ≥500 >0·053
144 MC 273 6·431022 —b 4·831024 ≥500 >0·051
146 MC 273 8·131022 —b 5·331024 ≥500 >0·062


46 PhBr 298 5·531022 3·631023 1·431023 15 0·015
48 PhBr 298 2·631022 2·631023 1·731023 10 0·010
38 PhD 293 3·131022 4·231023 6·931023 7 0·019
40 PhD 293 9·231023 4·531023 1·031023 2 0·002
76 PhD 293 1·531022 3·931023 7·631023 4 0·010


a Chl=CDCl3, MC=CD2Cl2, PhBr=C6D5Br, PhD=C6D6.
b Too small to measure (see text).
c k9=k2k1/(k2 +k21).


Table 2. Summary of initial concentrations of A and M and the
maximum fraction of I for kinetic runs near room temperature


File Solventa T (K) [A]0 [M]0 fr(I)max
b


148 Chl 273 0·068 0·115 0·87
150 Chl 273 0·053 0·110 0·85
142 MC 273 0·014 0·085 0·74
144 MC 273 0·016 0·112 0·83
146 MC 273 0·041 0·094 0·81
46 PhBr 298 0·075 0·140 0·34
48 PhBr 298 0·047 0·070 0·38
38 PhD 293 0·024 0·064 0·21
40 PhD 293 0·027 0·064 0·08
76 PhD 293 0·035 0·070 0·16


a See Table 1.
b fr(I)max is th ratio of the maximum [I] to that of the limiting rea-
gent. Scheme 2
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benzene and bromobenzene than in the chlorinated solvents.
Small amounts of I could also be observed in toluene and
xylene, and the overall addition rate is comparable to that in
benzene, although detailed kinetic studies were not done. M
proved to react too rapidly with THF6 and with alcohols for
these solvents to be usable for studying additions of M to A.
Intermediate I was not observed to build up in deuterated
acetone, acetonitrile or nitromethane, and the rate of P
formation was qualitatively no faster than for bromo-
benzene, making it clear that solvent polarity does not
correlate significantly with the rate of diazetidine formation,
despite the fact that polar intermediates between the starting
materials and the product almost certainly occur. Similar
observations were made for the phenyltriazolinedione
addition to A by Cheng et al.2 (see Introduction).


The relatively rapid rates of P formation in chloroform
and methylene chloride do not correlate with solvent
polarity, but do correspond to significantly larger Keq values
for I formation. As noted above, I is presumably not directly
involved in the formation of P; its formation is a reversible
side reaction on the pathway to P formation. Some factor
not only correlated with solvent polarity apparently stabi-
lizes the transition state for P formation [lowering the
energy gap between (A+M) and the k3 transition state of
Scheme 2] in chloroform more than in methylene chloride,
and both are significantly lower than in the aromatic
solvents. We suggest that the rough parallel between the free
energy gaps between (A+M), the observed I and the
transition state for X closure to P occurs because of the
structural similarity between I and X; both have urea anion
character in the heterocyclic ring, and they differ principally
by the degree of bonding of the nitrogen bonded to one
adamantyl C-2 carbon to the other adamantyl C-2 carbon. It
seems likely that factors which stabilize I relative to


(A+M) will also stabilize X, and therefore also its transition
state for P formation, leading to the qualitative correlation
observed between Keq for I formation and the overall rate of
addition of A to M to give P.


It occurred to us that hydrogen bonding to these
intermediates by CDCl3 and CD2Cl2 might be involved.
Weak hydrogen bonding to the relatively accessible par-
tially negatively charged carbonyl group in both X and I
might stabilize them, which ought to lower the barrier for
formation of P from X relative to a solvent in which X and
I are not so stabilized. Although compounds with hydroxyl
groups would form much stronger hydrogen bonds than
these chlorinated solvents, as noted above, they proved to
react too rapidly with M to allow their use. We found that
addition of Meldrum's acid (1) to M+A reactions in
benzene increases the rate constant for M disappearance as
measured by monitoring the absorbance at 536 nm using
optical spectrometry, that a plot of kobs vs equivalents of 1 is
curved, the rate increase ‘saturating’ as more 1 is added, and
that the increase in kobs is roughly a factor of 15 when
9–13 mol of 1 per mole of M are added (see Figure 2).
Control experiments demonstrated that 1 does not detect-
ably decompose M during the times of these reactions in the
absence of A, but that it does decompose M in acetone
(possibly because the enol content is higher?), so this
solvent could not be used for similar studies. The catalysis


Figure 2. Plot of kobs measured by M disappearance versus equivalents of 1 relative to M
for the reaction of A with M in benzene at room temperature
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of P formation by addition of Meldrum's acid is consistent
with the hydrogen bonding idea mentioned above, although
it does not prove it. The poor reproducibility we have been
able to obtain for the NMR kinetics of these reactions
unfortunately precludes probing small effects. CH hydrogen
bonding is clearly detected in solid state structures,7 and the
relative hydrogen bonding ability of chloroform, methylene
chloride and alcohols have been studied by both NMR and
IR methods,8 but we have not seen CH hydrogen bonding
proposed previously to cause significant changes in the rates
of reactions in solution. Although replacing CD by CH in
chloroform and methylene chloride and CH by CD in
Meldrum's acid might be expected to have some effect on
hydrogen bonding, a primary isotope effect would not be
involved, and we would not expect to be able to measure the
very small effect expected (Ref. 8b, p. 16). Acetonitrile and
nitromethane appear not to have significant rate-enhancing
effects, but CH hydrogen bonding by methyl groups appears
to be considerably less important than that by tri- and
dihalogenated methanes (Ref. 8b. p. 53).


EXPERIMENTAL


NMR kinetics. Stock solutions of an NMR standard (tert-
butylbenzene or methlene chloride) and of freshly sublimed
N-methyltriazolinedione9 were added by syringe to a


biadamantylidene10 solution in a cooled NMR tube, which
was quickly inserted into a temperature pre-equilbrated and
shimmed AM-360 NMR probe. The quality of shimming
was the most important factor affecting the quality of the
integrations. The regions integrated to determine the
concentrations as a function of time are summarized in
Table 3. Each spectrum was transformed, phased and
integrated five separate times and the results averaged.
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Table 3. Chemical shifts of signals used for quantification of
concentrations in kinetic runs


Species Peak CD2Cl2 CDCl3 C6D5Br C6D6


M NMe (3H) 3·18 3·18 2·45 1·98
A HBr (4H) 2·85 2·85 Unresolved 2·96
I HBr (2H) 2·71 2·71 2·92 Unresolved
I NMe (3H) 3·01 3·01 2·92 2·84
P NMe (3H) 2·99 2·99 2·85 2·79
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Experimental molecular dipole moments and related bond and mesomeric moments were used to calculate the energy
WA of the electrostatic attraction between N-containing acceptor molecules and the attracted H atom, the hydrogen bond
N · · · H being along the symmetry axis of N. A satisfactory but family-dependent linear relationship is obtained between
WA and the hydrogen-bond basicity scale pKHB in 36 nitriles, ammonia and 11 primary and tertiary amines. The energy
WR of the electrostatic repulsion between the acceptor molecule and the moment of the created N←H bond is calculated
in a similar way. WR is strongly family dependent but the total energy WA +WR is closely correlated with pKHB in the 48
derivatives studied without a significant family dependence. This analysis clarifies and completes a previous similar
study and confirms that dipolmetry and classical electrostatic calculations can be a useful and practicable method for
the prediction of the strength of hydrogen bonding. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The hydrogen-bond basicities of a large set of nitriles and of
other nitrogen compounds (ammonia, primary and tertiary
amines), XN (X=RC;, H3 , RH2 or R3 ), have recently been
measured by IR spectroscopy.1–5 The basicity is expressed in
terms of the logarithm of the formation constant, KHB , of the
1 :1 complex between 4-fluorophenol and the XN molecule
in CCl4 solution at 298 K:


pKHB =log10[(complex)/(4-fluorophenol) (XN)] (1)


A good correlation was observed between the pKHB


hydrogen-bond basicity scale and a spectroscopic scale,
Dn(OH), derived from the IR frequency shift of the OH
peak of methanol or 4-fluorophenol, upon association.
Nevertheless, this suitable family-dependent relationship
does not give any information on the phenomena inducing
such specific effects. Several theoretical studies performed
in recent years have demonstrated that electrostatic inter-
actions are the basis of the hydrogen-bonding ability of
molecules5–11 and that various correlations can be obtained
between electrostatic properties and the basicity pKHB or
Dn(OH) scales. The dipole moments analysis of Gramstad
is based upon experimental observations but, in general, no


smooth correlations are obtained.6, 7 By quantum mechan-
ical calculations, Politzer and co-workers8–10 and Kenny11


succeeded in obtaining suitable correlations between the
local minimum electrostatic potential (Vmin ) or the electro-
static potential V(r) and field E(r) at specified distances r
from the acceptor atom, and the pKHB and Dn(OH) scales.
More recently, the former groups proposed a family-
independent relationship between the minimum potential of
the molecular surface, Vs, min , and pKHB .5 In a first related
paper on nitriles, we proposed a practical way of combining
the advantages of these methods.12 We consider the
electrostatic attraction potential, V, of the acceptor mole-
cule, following Politzer and co-workers point of view, with
calculations of V performed from experimental dipole
moments m, as used in Gramstad’s method. Our dipole
vector m$ analysis was based upon the bond-moment mi


→
additivity and a new way of evaluating the m$ vector of
mesomeric zwitterionic forms in the case of molecules with
two resonance structures (the more basic nitriles with strong
conjugation effects). The attraction potential was calculated
at short distance V(s), medium distance V(m) and long
distance V(l) from the attractor atom N along an axially
symmetric direction. A good correlation was finally
observed between the product V(s)V(m)V(l), noticed as the
attraction power F(H), and pKHB . In this paper, we present
significant improvements on this first study. The dipole* Correspondence to: A. Proutière.
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moment analysis in conjugated systems is simplified by
considering a global additional mesomeric moment, instead
of the moment of the resonance structures with charged
atoms. The expression of the molecular attraction power is
clarified by calculating one quantity only, the attraction
energy WA , instead of three different potentials. More and a
greater variety of N-containing molecules have been
examined (see Table 3): 36 nitriles, ammonia and 11
primary and tertiary amines, instead of only 18 nitriles.
Further, the family dependence problem is also studied
through an additional electrostatic repulsion term, WR ,
leading to the total electrostatic interaction energy WA +WR .
In the following sections, principles and details of WA and
WR calculations are presented, then the correlations between
pKHB and WA and between pKHB and WA +WR are discussed.


CALCULATION OF ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTION
ENERGIES


Dipole moments used in calculations


Dipole moments mi
→ and mi


→ of acceptor molecules are the
basic data needed in our calculations. mi


→ is the moment of
a molecule bond i, deduced through the classical additivity
model from the molecular experimental values; it is located
at the middle of the bond. m$ is the mesomeric moment,
taking account of conjugation effects deduced from the
comparison between the experimental molecular value mexp


and the value calculated from additivity ml
→ =·i mi


→ ,13, 14


according to the equation


m$ =mexp
→ 2ml


→ (2)


The mexp
→ direction is obtained, through a method already


described,15, 16 by calculating the moments (m1
→ , m2


→ ) and the
related percentages (p1 , p2 ) of the resonance structures
according to the equation


100 mexp
→ =p1m1


→ +p2m2
→ (3)


For instance, in cyanamide, p1 , m1
→ stands for H2N̄–C;N


(1) and p2 , m2
→ for H2N


+
=C=N̄2 (2). In the interaction


energy calculations, we located m$ at the middle of the
distance between the charged atoms of the zwitterionic form
(2) (e.g. N+ N2 in cyanamide).


Details of calculation parameters


The geometric parameters (bond lengths and angles) used in
our calculations are reported in Table 1 (for reasons of
simplification and consistency we adopted only ideal mean
values). Other parameters and structural details needed for
the m$ calculations (via the zwitterionic forms) in conjugated
nitriles have already been considered.12 For molecules with
various conformers (compounds 15, 16, 38, 39, 40, 43, 45
and 48), we performed calculations for each stable con-
formers. We then evaluated the conformation energies
through a usual molecular mechanics calculation (MM+,
Hyperchem) and deduced the related percentages. In these
cases, the W values presented in Table 3 are mean values,
estimated from W and percentages of various conformers
(details are not given for reasons of space).


Electro-optic parameters are given in Table 2. The mean
atomic polarizabilities ā are used for both the m2


→ and wR


(see below) calculations; additional details related to the m2
→


calculations (in conjugated nitriles) are given in Ref. 12.


Electrostatic attraction energy, WA


In the classical notation, from usual theoretical expression
(see Appendix), the energy due to the electrostatic attraction
between the dipole moments mi


→ and m$ of the acceptor
molecule and a positive charge d (corresponding to the
attracted H-atom) at a given distance is


WA =F2O
i


mi
→ li


→
l3
i


2
m$ l$


l3 G d


4p«
(4)


where li
→ and l$ are the interaction vectors I1d


→ and Id→ ,
respectively.


The following scheme illustrates the interaction situations
with cyanamides (i=1,4) and ammonia (i=1,3):


Table 1. Structural parameters used in the calculations


(a) Bond lengths (pm)17, 18


H–C (CH3 ) H–C (CH2 ) H–Car H–C (=C) H–C (;C) C–C C–C C–C (=C)
(cyclopropyl)


110 107 108 107 106 154 156 151
C–C (;N) Car–C Car–Car C=C C;C C–N C=N C;N
146 150 140 133 120 147 134 116
N–H Cal–F Car–F Cal–Cl Car–Cl Cal–Br Car–Br Cal–I
101 133 133 177 170 194 185 214
(b) Bond anglesa (°)17, 18


X–Y–Z X=Y–Z X=Y=Z X;Y–Z
109·46 120 180 180


a X, Y, Z=C, N, H, F, Cl, Br or I.
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As in our previous study on the potential at short distance
V(s), Nd


→ is along the symmetry axis of the acceptor N atom
with Nd, the Van der Waals radius, being 1·5 Å. The changes
and improvements implied by the use of WA with respect to
our previous analysis are the following. In our first study,12


the attraction potentials at three different distances were
considered in order to take into account the total attraction


from the distance r=° to r=1·5 Å. The rigorous approach
to this procedure is an integral including all the configura-
tions and in fact WA is more adapted. Indeed, in the basic
case of the attraction between two charges +q and 2q, the
integral ∫∞


r0
dW=1/4p« ∫∞


r0
(qq9/r 2 ) dr gives W=2qq9/


4p«r0 , which is consistent with the value at short distance
(r0 for Nd=1·5 Å). In fact, this logical point was not evident
in our first analysis because we considered a too rough
interaction scheme at short distances: only the mi


→ value of
the bond close to the N acceptor. In contrast, in this work all
the molecule’s bonds (and m$ ) are included in the WA


calculations [equation (4)]. Calculated WA values are
reported in Table 3. We assumed the constant 4p«=1
(without units) for simplification and adopted
d=3·75 D Å21 for the constant charge of the attracted H
atom, this value being obtained by fitting the final
correlation with pKHB .


Electrostatic repulsion energy, WR


After its attraction by the acceptor molecule, the H atom is
bonded to the N atom and a hydrogen bond dipole moment
m(H)
→ appears between N and H. This dipole moment,
intermediate between zero and the dipole moment of a
covalent NH bond, is logically along HN→ on the symmetry
axis, in accordance with the WA calculation, and m(H)


→ =p
m$ (HN) , with p<1 and m$ (HN) =1·31 D (Table 2). As indicated
in the following scheme (cyanamide and ammonia), the
interaction between m(H)


→ and the acceptor’s moments mi
→


(and m$ ) leads to a repulsive (positive) term WR for the


Table 2. Electro-optic parameters used in the calculations


(a) Atomic mean polarizabilities aj
a (in 106 pm3 )19


H C sp3 C sp2 C sp Car N sp3 N sp2 N sp
0·408 1·027 1·329 1·419 1·322 1·088 1·400 1·529


F Cl Br I N
+


= N
2


=


0·321 2·317 3·465 5·530 0·537 (from N sp)
0·692 (from N sp2 )


1·750 (from N sp)
1·911 (from N sp2 )


(b) Bond moments mi (in 10230 C m)b 13, 14, 20, 21


H–Car H–C sp H–C sp2 H–C sp3 C–N C=N C;N H–N C–F
0 0 0 1·001 1·501 6·005 10·64 4·370 4·670
Car–F C–Cl Car–Cl C–Br Car–Br C–I
4·904 5·671 5·338 5·671 5·238 5·238
(c) Mesomeric moments m$ (in 10230 C m)c


Moleculed 5 6 7 8 10, 13, 18 11, 12 15 16 19, 20
mx 3·136 2·736 3·503 1·902 1·902 2·736 2·202 2·802 3·503
my 0 0·200 0 0·033 0·033 0·200 0·033 0·167 0
Moleculed 21 22 23 24 25
mx 3·269 2·736 2·502 2·869 3·036
my 0 0 0·033 0·167 0


a 1 pm3 =1026 Å3 =1·1127310246 SI (C2 m2 J21).
b 1 C m=2·99831029 D.
c m$ is deduced from comparison between mexp values12, 22 and m1


→ , m2
→ calculations on canonical structures (see text). ma is the component along the a axis. Axes


x, y are along C;N and perpendicular to C;N, in the aromatic ring plane, respectively.
d The molecule numbers are those in Table 3.
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electrostatic energy. Indeed, m(H)
→ is an antagonist with the


closer mi
→ (and m$ ) vectors.


We adopted a simplified form for the electrostatic
interdipolar interaction energy (see Appendix) and the final


Table 3. Electrostatic interaction energies W (WA =attraction, WR =repulsion,
WT =WA +WR ) and comparison with pKHB


a


Compounds WA WR WT pKHB


Nitriles:
1 Trichloroacetonitrile 22·299 2·186 20·113 20·26
2 Dibromoacetonitrile 22·471 2·194 20·277 0·19
3 2-Chloroacrylonitrile 22·580 2·212 20·368 0·36
4 Chloroacetonitrile 22·663 2·225 20·438 0·39
5 3,5-Dichlorobenzonitrile 22·783 2·253 20·530 0·52
6 3-(Trifluoromethyl)benzonitrile 22·865 2·253 20·612 0·53
7 4-(Trifluoromethyl)benzonitrile 22·921 2·252 20·669 0·54
8 2-(Trifluoromethyl)benzonitrile 22·925 2·277 20·648 0·57
9 Bromoacetonitrile 22·659 2·211 20·448 0·57


10 2-Fluorobenzonitrile 22·918 2·264 20·654 0·64
11 3-Bromobenzonitrile 22·850 2·255 20·595 0·65
12 3-Chlorobenzonitrile 22·846 2·253 20·593 0·65
13 2-Chlorobenzonitrile 22·914 2·267 20·647 0·67
14 Iodoacetonitrile 22·670 2·213 20·457 0·67
15 2-(Bromomethyl)benzonitrile 22·876 2·260 20·616 0·69
16 3-(Bromomethyl)benzonitrile 22·895 2·258 20·637 0·70
17 Acrylonitrile 22·813 2·274 20·539 0·70
18 2-Bromobenzonitrile 22·910 2·265 20·645 0·71
19 4-Chlorobenzonitrile 22·888 2·261 20·627 0·72
20 4-Fluorobenzonitrile 22·891 2·259 20·632 0·72
21 4-(Bromomethyl)benzonitrile 22·910 2·258 20·652 0·75
22 Benzonitrile 22·936 2·254 20·682 0·80
23 2-Methylbenzonitrile 22·921 2·252 20·669 0·83
24 3-Methylbenzonitrile 22·966 2·262 20·704 0·85
25 4-Methylbenzonitrile 22·974 2·263 20·711 0·88
26 Trimethylacetonitrile 22·858 2·232 20·626 0·89
27 Acetonitrile 22·843 2·242 20·601 0·91
28 Propanenitrile 22·846 2·240 20·606 0·96
29 Cyclopropanecarbonitrile 22·846 2·236 20·610 1·03
30 4-(Dimethylamino)benzonitrile 23·259 2·294 20·965 1·23
31 Cyanamide 23·120 2·329 20·791 1·49b


32 N,N-Dimethylcyanamide 23·259 2·394 20·865 1·56
33 N,N-Diethylcyanamide 23·368 2·358 21·010 1·63
34 trans-3-(dimethylamino)acrylonitrile 23·484 2·368 21·116 1·70
35 N 1,N 1-Dimethyl-N 2-cyanoformamidine 23·608 2·365 21·243 2·09
36 N 1,N 1-Dimethyl-N 2-cyanoacetamidine 23·776 2·391 21·385 2·24
37 Ammonia 22·813 1·993 20·820 1·68
Primary amines:
38 (2,2,2-Trifluoro)ethylamine 21·924 1·458 20·466 0·72
39 Propargylamine 22·303 1·550 20·753 1·48
40 Benzylamine 22·306 1·433 20·873 1·75
41 Methylamine 22·389 1·447 20·942 2·15
42 n-Butylamine 22·363 1·436 20·927 2·17
Tertiary amines:
43 Diethyl-(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl)amine 21·140 0·485 20·655 0·23
44 Tris(propargyl)amine 21·339 0·429 20·910 0·70
45 Benzyldimethylamine 21·448 0·413 21·035 1·56
46 Triethylamine 21·613 0·428 21·185 1·93
47 Dimethyl(n-propyl)amine 21·500 0·390 21·110 1·98
48 Cyclohexyldimethylamine 21·429 0·387 21·042 2·08


a W values are in arbitrary units (D2 Å23 ) with m ion D, q in D Å21 and distance in Å (see text and
footnotes to Table 2 for units conversion).
b Assumed value.12
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expression used for our calculations is


WR =FO
i


mi
→
l3
i


+
m$
l3 +O


j


mi
→
l3
j
G pm(H)


→
4p«


(5)


As for other dipoles, we located m(H)
→ at the middle of the


(N · · · H) bond and li , l and lj are the distances between the
interaction centers. For the N · · · H bond length we adopted
1·25 Å, a value intermediate between a covalent bond
length, 1·0 Å, and the attraction distance, 1·5 Å. This
arbitrary low value is discussed in the following sections.
For simplification and coherence with the previous WA


calculations, we assumed p=1 and 4p«=1 (without units).
The third term of equation (5) is related to the moments


induced by m(H)
→ in all the atoms j of the acceptor molecule


(except the bonded N atom). These moments are calculated
through the usual formula mj


→ =ajTjHm(H)
→ , where aj is the


polarizability tensor of atom j, assumed in practice to be the
mean value āj (Table 2); TjH is the interaction tensor (see
Appendix). In fact, the last term is minor but allows a more
rigorous expression. Calculated WR values, from equation
(4) and parameters in Tables 1 and 2, are reported in Table
3.


CORRELATION BETWEEN ATTRACTION ENERGY
WA AND pKHB


From the Maxwell–Boltzmann statistical distribution,23 the
number of Hd+ atoms (of the donor molecule) attracted is
proportional to exp(2WA /kT), where k is the Boltzmann
constant and T the absolute temperature. Consequently,


from equation (1), 2WA must be proportional to pKHB . The
WA values calculated by equation (4) are compared with
pKHB in Table 3 and the correlations are presented in Figure
1. As expected, the agreement between the WA variations
and the pKHB scale is satisfactory in a given family; the
linear correlation in the more significant series (nitriles) is
good. In nitriles, n=36, r=0·95 and s=0·16, with
pKHB =21·64WA 23·96. The mesomeric moments related to
conjugation between the aromatic cycle and the C;N bond
are probably too high, particularly because the delocalized
electrons are mainly located in the aromatic part (the values
in Table 3 correspond to medium repartitioning between the
two parts) and because the vector direction is not along the
C;N direction in the general case. If these m$ vectors are
not considered, the correlation is improved: n=36, r=0·97
and s=0·12 with pKHB =21·49WA 23·55 (the fitted constant
d=3·9 D Å21 ). The last correlation is similar to that in our
first study12 (r=0·98, s=0·08) and corresponds to a
significant improvement in several respects. More com-
pounds have been studied, 36 instead of 18; the pKHB scale
is larger, from 20·26 to +2·24, instead of only +0·70 to
+2·24; the electrostatic model is simpler and more coher-
ent, only one quantity being used (WA ) instead of a
combination of three, V(s), V(m) and V(l). More detailed
considerations can probably improve the actual correlation,
but more serious points have to be examined. The more
immediate problem is the strong family dependence of pKHB


versus WA as visible in Fig. 1, similar to that observed for
pKHB versus Dn(OH).1–5 This discrepancy between families
shows that the attraction energy, WA , alone is not sufficient
to explain completely the hydrogen-bond acceptor ability of
a molecule. Other interaction phenomena must also be
considered in order to explain that, in spite of lower
electrostatic attractions (in relation to low molecular dipole
moments), amines and ammonia present pKHB values
similar to those of nitriles.


CORRELATION BETWEEN THE TOTAL
INTERACTION ENERGY WA +WR AND pKHB


Examination of Table 3 shows that the WR values present
low variations in the same family and strong deviations
from one family to another: WR =2·29±0·11 for nitriles,
1·99 for ammonia, 1·41±0·06 for primary amines and
0·46±0·07 (D2 Å23 ) for tertiary amines. This family
dependence is easy to understand: WR mainly depends on
the close intramolecular surrounding of the acceptor atom N
(see the previous interaction scheme) because it strongly
decreases with the distance [see equation (5)] and the
families studied are characterized by this surrounding. It
may be noticed that Dn(OH), variations of which strongly
depend on the family, is related to interactions between
donor and acceptor and thus is probably also mainly related
to interactions between the donor and the close surrounding
of the acceptor. The following qualitative interpretation of
WA and WR can be proposed: 2WA corresponds to the
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ability to attract Hd+ and thus to the probability of creating
an N · · · H bond; in addition, 2WR corresponds to the
stability (or strength) of this created bond (if repulsion is
strong, the stability is low) and thus to the probability of
maintaining the previous created bond. The mutual com-
pensating effects of WA and WR clearly explain the family
dependence of the relationship between WA and pKHB (Fig.
1): the lower attraction (2WA ) of ammonia and amines than
nitriles is compensated by the higher stability (or lower
repulsion WR ). Finally, the ability both to create and
maintain hydrogen bonding must be well represented by the
total electrostatic interaction WT =WA +WR . The WT values
are reported in Table 3 and compared with pKHB; the
correlation is presented in Figure 2. As expected, the family
dependence is drastically reduced and an acceptable linear
correlation is observed with regard to the various approxi-
mations of our model. For the 48 molecules studied, r=0·89
and s=0·28 with pKHB =22·17WT 20·55 (Figure 2). If the
vector m$ of aromatic nitriles is not considered (see previous
comments on WA ), we obtain r=0·92 and s=0·24. The
quality of our correlation is similar to that obtained by
Politzer and co-workers between Vs, min and pKHB for 33
compounds with more different families (r=0·90, s=0·39).
Two other similarities, indicating a mutual consistency, can
be noticed: the attraction distances in both the models
correspond to Van der Waals radii of the acceptor mole-
cules; these distances are surely too short (because the
geometry of attracted atoms must also be considered),
which explains, in our model, the arbitrary d and m(H) values
and also the too short hydrogen bond, 1·25 instead of about


1·8 Å, the average value in the literature.24 the electrostatic
energy differences are very close: from pKHB =20·2 to
pKHB =+2·2, Politzer and coworkers calculated a deviation
of about 218 kcal mol21 and in our work the WT deviation
(by using 4p«0 , where «0 the permittivity of vacuum) is also
about 218 kcal mol21.


CONCLUSION


We have significantly improved our electrostatic dipol-
metric model for the prediction of hydrogen bonds in
several respects: a simplification and a better coherence of
our attraction scheme (WA ) as well as the logical introduc-
tion of a repulsion term (WR ). The total interaction energy
WA +WR allowed us to obtain an acceptable correlation with
the basicity pKHB scale for 48 molecules, including four
different families with a nitrogen atom acceptor. The
objective of our electrostatic method and of the quantum
mechanical methods is the same: a better understanding of
intermolecular interactions and association phenomena
together with the elaboration of prediction equations. The
prediction aspect is useful, particularly when suitable
measurements cannot be obtained. At first sight, because we
are in the elaboration step of the method, all necessary
parameters seem to lead to laborious calculations. In further
steps, most of the basical data will be included in a
calculation program, as in the various semi-empirical or ab
initio programs. In fact, our method is simpler than the
quantum mechanical methods because the included parame-


Figure 1. Correlation between pKHB and attraction energy WA (in arbitrary units, D2 Å23 )
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ters are less numerous and, above all, the calculation
equations are more easy to apply (applications can be
performed by using ordinary calculators). With regard to
quantum mechanical methods, our calculations are empiri-
cal, mainly because of the level considered for the practical
approximations: the global scheme of bond moments
instead of the electronic density functions. Nevertheless, the
bond moments scheme is directly connected to the meas-
ured values of molecular dipole moments, which ensures an
empirical but realistic basis for the analysis of electrostatic
effects, the undisputable origin of the examined phenomena.
Our calculations yield quantities suitable for easy detailed
interpretations: the attraction between H atom and acceptor
for WA and the stability of the created hydrogen bond for
WR . If WA or WR is separately considered, a strong family
dependence is observed, and this strong dependence
vanishes for the total energy WA +WR . Finally, such a
method, complementary to quantum mechanical methods,
must be continued and extended. In particular, we envisage
the examination of a more complete and rigorous interaction
scheme by considering the whole O–H bond of the donor
together with more general dipolar interaction equations
(see Appendix), instead of the H atom only and of an ideal
dipolar formula.
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APPENDIX


Details of electrostatic potential V and energy W
expressions


The basic expression is the potential due to a charge q, at a
distance l:V(q)=q/l (the constant multiplying factor 1/4p«
being omitted for simplification; « is the permittivity of the
medium). From this expression, the potential due to a dipole
m$ at a distance l is23 V(m$ )=2m$ l$ /l3 (chemical notation).


For energy, because we used for WA the expression
WA =qV(m$ ), we also used for reasons of coherence (see
figure below) WR =2 |q|V2 (m$ 1)+ |q|V+ (m1


→ ) for the inter-
action energy between m1


→ and m2
→ =(l2


→
2 l+


→ )|q| (m1
→


concerns a bond dipole of the acceptor molecule, m2
→ is the


N · · · H bond moment). Then,


WR =2 |q|Sl+
→
l3


+


2
l2


→
l3


2
D m1


→


and


l+
→
l3


+


2
l2


→
l3


2


=
1


l+ l+
→ 2


1
l2 l2


→ =
l2 l2


→ 2 l+ l+
→


l+ l+
→ l2 l2


→ .


We consider ideal dipoles, for reasons of simplification,
and l+ Å l2 Ål, l+


→ l2


→ Ål+ l2 cos(a+ +a2 )≈ l2 if a+ +a2→0.
Finally, we obtain


WR =2 |q|
l2


→
2 l+


→
l3 m1


→ =
2m1


→m2
→


l3


In fact, the more general expression, based upon
W=2m1


→E2
→ (where E2


→ the field due to m2
→ ) for dipolar


interactions, is W=2m1
→T12m2


→ with the interaction ten-
sor:23


T12 =(1/r5 )
3x2 2r2 3xy 3xz


3xy 3y2 2r2 3yz
3xz 3yz 3z2 2r2


where x, y and z are the components of l$ .


Our WR expression is valid only for ideal dipoles but it is
simpler and, overall, coherent with our WA expression.
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N-METHYL-N-PHENYLNITRENIUM ION FROM PHOTOLYSIS OF N-
(METHYLPHENYLAMINO)-2,4,6-TRIMETHYLPYRIDINIUM


TETRAFLUOROBORATE


D. CHIAPPERINO AND D. E. FALVEY
Department of Chemistry, University,  of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 70742, USA


The photochemical reactions of N-(methylphenylamino)-2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate were studied to
find evidence of photodecomposition to a nitrenium ion reactive intermediate. Stable products were formed that were
consistent with a singlet-state methylphenylnitrenium ion precursor. The methoxy and chloro adducts. N-methyl-p-
anisidine and 4- (and 2-)chloro-N-methylaniline, were identified and quantified by high-performance liquid
chromatographic analysis. A hydride shift from the N-methyl group of the nitrenium ion is also proposed based on the
detection of aniline which would result from hydrolysis of the iminium ion rearrangement product. The rate constant
for this rearrangement is estimated to be 108 s21. The reduction product, N-methylaniline, is produced, and is believed
to form, at least in part, from the hydrogen atom abstractions of the triplet nitrenium ion. This is supported  by the
results of triplet sensitized irradiations. Laser flash photolysis studies yielded the transient spectrum of a long-lived
intermediate absorbing at 470 nm. This transient species is believed to be the cation radical of N-methylaniline. © 1997
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Nitrenium ions are short-lived reactive intermediates that
contain a cationic divalent nitrogen atom.1 There has been
an interest in these species owing to the possible role of
aryl-substituted nitrenium ions in chemical carcinogene-
sis.2–5 The chemistry of carbenes and nitrenes, which are
closely related isoelectronic species, is fairly well charac-
terized.6–8 Although much less is known about the chemical
reactivity of nitrenium ions, the last decade of research has
greatly illuminated some of the trends in reactivity unique to
arylnitrenium ion chemistry.9–12 Theoretical investigations
have examined the electronic structure of nitrenium ions.
Like their isoelectronic species, carbenes and nitrenes,
nitrenium ions can exist in either a singlet state, with two
non-bonding electrons occupying the same orbital, or a
triplet state, with two non-bonding electrons of parallel spin
in different orbitals. The simplest possible nitrenium ion,
NH+


2 , has been shown to be a ground-state triplet.13–15


However, aryl substitution is predicted to make the singlet
nitrenium ion the ground state.16–19 Recent experimental
research has demonstrated that these two possible spin
states have very different chemical reactivities: the singlet


behaves as an electrophilic species and the triplet behaves
more like a radical.12, 20–22


Photochemical generation of nitrenium ions has proven
advantageous in that the triplet state, which is typically the
excited state of arylnitrenium ions, is more easily acces-
sible. Use of triplet sensitizers can lead to triplet nitrenium
ion directly, whereas intersystem crossing from the singlet
manifold would have to be somewhat efficient to study the
triplet nitrenium ion under any other reaction conditions.
Photochemical generation also allows for the use of laser
flash photolysis methods to obtain evidence for nitrenium
ion intermediacy and to measure rate constants for their
various reactions. The photochemical ring opening reaction
of 3-methyl-N-alkylanthranilium ions, which leads to aryl-
akylnitrenium ion intermediates, has been valuable in that it
allows for the direct observation of these intermediates by
laser flash photolysis methods.12, 20–22 However, this chem-
istry only allows for the characterization of
2-acetyl-substituted arylnitrenium ions.


Abramovitch and co-workers23, 24 have shown that aryl-
acyl- and diacylnitrenium ions can be generated photo-
chemically from appropriate N-aminopyridinium salts due
to the photoinduced heterolysis of the N—N bond in the
pyridinium cation. Recent work in our laboratories involved
pyridinium salt substrates used to generate diarylnitrenium
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ions photochemically.20 However, few results have been
reported for the photochemical generation of unsubstituted
arylalkylnitrenium ions. The present work involves the
photochemical reactions of a pyridinium salt substrate,
N-(methylphenyl)amino-2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium tetra-
fluoroborate (MPAP). Product distributions obtained from
the photolysis of MPAP under various conditions have been
examined. These results are consistent with the formation of
a methylphenylnitrenium ion intermediate (PhMeN+ ). A
comparison of direct and triplet sensitized irradiation shows
that the singlet decays via nucleophilic attack on the phenyl
ring or by rearrangement involving the N-methyl group
while the triplet decays by radical pathways to form the
reduction product, N-methylaniline. The photo-decomposi-
tion of MPAP was also studied by laser flash photolysis
methods, but the transient absorbance detected was not
attributed to a nitrenium ion intermediate. More likely, the
transient species detected was an intermediate product of
nitrenium ion reactions.


EXPERIMENTAL


Laser flash photolysis studies with N-(methylphenyla-
mino)-2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate
(MPAP). Laser flash photolysis experiments were carried
out with an excimer laser using Xe–HCl reagent gas in an
He buffer. This supplies 308 nm pulses of 10 ns duration.
The gas mixture and pressure were adjusted in order to
create pulses of 30–70 mJ. However, during a given
experiment the pulse energy varied by ca 5%. The transient
behavior was monitored using a probe beam from a CW 300
W Xe arc lamp passed through the sample cuvette
perpendicular to the excitation beam. Transient waveforms
were recorded with a LeCroy 9420 digital oscilloscope,
which digitizes at a rate of one point per 10 ns with a
bandwidth of 350 MHz. Sample concentrations were
adjusted to an optical density of 0·5–1·5 cm21 at 308 nm.
Using 100 mg of MPAP in 50 ml of freshly distilled
acetonitrile in a standard flow cell set-up with N2 purging,
waveforms were collected for wavelengths ranging from
300 to 800 nm in increments of 5 or 10 nm. The system was
then purged with O2 and waveforms were collected at
460 nm for comparison.


Photolysis of MPAP. Photolyses of MPAP for product
studies were carried out using a 150 W Hg–Xe lamp with a
295 nm cut-off filter. Standard conditions involved using
3 ml of N2-purged samples of stock solution in a quartz
cuvette. To investigate the reactivity of MPAP with
methanol, stock solutions were prepared that were typically
2 mg ml21 of MPAP in 10% (v/v) MeOH–MeCN solvent.
Reactivity with chloride ion was investigated using stock
solutions of 2 mg ml21 of MPAP in MeCN with added
Bun


4NCl as the source of Cl2 . Photolysis times for various
experiments ranged from 2 to 10 min to minimize secon-
dary photoprocesses unless the primary intent was to
observe the results of these secondary processes. Triplet
sensitized photolyses with 9-fluorenone were carried out
with a 420 nm cut-off filter to prevent the occurrence of any
direct photolysis. The sensitizer was used in a ca 4:1 molar
excess with the pyridinium salt. Longer photolysis times
(20–30 min) were necessary for this slow reaction.


Analytical results for all photolyses were obtained using
a Rainin Instruments high-performance liquid chromato-
graphic (HPLC) system with a C18 reversed-phase column
and a UV detector. All injections were 20 ml and the solvent
system used was water–acetonitrile (1 :1). Absorbance was
measured at 254 nm. HPLC peaks were identified by co-
injecting photolysis mixtures with authentic products,
which were purchased from Aldrich Chemical or synthe-
sized as necessary (e.g. 2-chloro-N-methylaniline25).
Concentrations of photoproducts were measured based on
concentration curves generated from authentic products.
Yields of various photoproducts (e.g. in Figure 2) were
measured by calculating the concentration of the product as
a percentage of the initial concentration of starting material.
In addition to identification of products by HPLC, 1H NMR
spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of various
photoproducts in crude photolyzed solutions.


Synthesis of MPAP. 2,4,6-Trimethylpyrylium tetra-
fluoroborate was prepared as outlined by Balaban and
Boulton.26 HBF4 (7·0 ml of 48 wt% solution) was added
slowly to 50 ml of acetic anhydride containing 4 ml of tert-
butyl alcohol. The rate of addition of HBF4 solution was
controlled such that the temperature  remained below 80°C
for this very exothermic process. The reaction mixture was
cooled on an ice-bath and the product, 2,4,6-trimethylpyr-


Scheme 1
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ylium tetrafluoroborate, was precipitated by the addition of
diethyl ether. Filtration yielded 3·9 g (44% yield). A 2·31 g
amount of this pyrylium salt was stirred in 30 ml of ethanol
and combined with an additional 30 ml of a solution of
ethanol containing 2·0 g of 1-methyl-1-phenylhydrazine
(1·5 molar equivalents). This mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 2 h, then concentrated by rotary evaporation
at 40 °C. Addition of 40 ml of diethyl-ether precipitated
1·8 g of MPAP product (m.p. 141–142 °C, 52% yield): IR
(CH2Cl2), 3680 (vw), 3040 (m), 2950 (w), 2370 (w), 1635
(s), 1600 (m), 1550 (w), 1500 (s), 1380 (w), 1300 (m), 1060
(vs), 860 cm21 (w); 1H NMR (CD3CN), d 7·72 (s, 2 H), 7·34
(t, J=8 Hz, 2 H), 7·00 (t, J=8 Hz, 1 H), 6·42 (d, J=8 Hz,
2 H), 3·51 (s, 3 H), 2·59 (s, 3 H), 2·51 (s, 6 H); 13C NMR
(CD3CN), d162·2, 159·6, 144·9, 131·3, 130·6, 122·3, 111·8,
39·3, 22·2, 19·5; HRMS, m/z 227·1537 (M+ 2BF4; calcu-
lated for C15H19N2, m/z 227·1548).


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Photolysis of MPAP in acetonitrile solutions with nucleo-
philes present resulted in the formation of the three major
products shown in Scheme 1. These products were detected
and quantified by HPLC based on comparison with the
authentic compounds. Identification of products was further
confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy of crude photolysis
mixtures. The results depicted in Scheme 1 are not
unexpected for reactions proceeding via a nitrenium ion
intermediate. The ring-substituted N-methylaniline deriva-
tives, such as N-methyl-p-anisidine (NMPA), are consistent
with other reported results involving nucleophilic attack on
an arylnitrenium ion.12, 20, 21 Arylnitrenium ions exist as
delocalized cations and react with nucleophiles at the para
and ortho ring positions [e.g. para addition illustrated in
equation (1)]. Also, 1,2-sigmatropic shifts have been
observed previously, and serve to explain the formation of
aniline as one of the photoproducts.


The N-tert-butyl substituent in other reported nitrenium
ion chemistry undergoes a 1,2-methyl shift on to the
nitrogen center, leading to an iminium ion intermediate
which upon work-up is hydrolyzed to the N-methylaniline
derivative.12, 21, 22 In the present system, we believe a 1, 2
hydride shift from the N-methyl group followed by
hydrolysis of the iminium ion is the mechanism for the
formation of aniline [equation (2)]. Finally, the detection of
N-methylaniline, the reduction product, is consistent with
previous work,22 and can be attributed to hydrogen atom
abstraction reactions of the radicaloid triplet nitrenium ion
[equation (3)].


Various conditions were employed to measure the effect
on the relative yields of these three product types and to test
the proposed mechanisms for their formation.


Nucleophilic addition to methylphenylnitrenium ion


Nucleophilic addition to the proposed nitrenium ion inter-
mediate was studied using methanol and Cl2 as


nucleophiles. The para addition of methanol resulting in
NMPA was observed and quantified by HPLC analysis. In
solutions of MPAP and acetonitrile with tetrabutylam-
monium chloride added, Cl2 addition occured at both ortho
and para positions on the ring of the proposed PhMeN+


intermediate [equation (4)]. The para position was con-
sistently favored by approximately 2 :1 at various
concentrations of Cl2 . Again, detection and yield measure-
ments were carried out by HPLC analysis.


We considered the possibility that these addition products
did not form via a nitrenium ion intermediate and were, in
fact, the result of an SN2' reaction involving the excited state
MPAP and the nucleophile. If an SN2' mechanism were
operative, then the photodecomposition of MPAP to form
these adduct products would be sensitive to the concentra-
tion of nucleophile present. To test for this alternative
mechanism, experiments were performed in which the
decay of the UV–visible spectrum of MPAP was monitored
as a function of photolysis time and methanol concentration.
Generally, UV measurement proved to be the most
convenient method for monitoring the extent of MPAP
photodecomposition owing to its characteristic band at
365 nm. It was found that the absorbance by MPAP decays
with photolysis time, showing little or no difference in the
extreme cases of 100% methanol as solvent and 100%
acetonitrile. We therefore concluded that photodissociation
of MPAP to PhMeN+ was the operative mechanism, and
addition occurred via a bimolecular reaction of PhMeN+


and nucleophile [equation (5)].


Rearrangement products


Another reaction pathway available to the singlet methyl-
phenylnitrenium ion is its rearrangement leading ultimately
to the formation of aniline. This observed product is
attributed to a hydride shift from the N-methyl group on to
the nitrogen atom followed by subsequent hydrolysis of the
resulting iminium ion either during work-up or by the
water–acetonitrile solvent system used in HPLC analysis.


We considered that an imine intermediate may form as
the result of an E2 mechanism involving the concerted
deprotonation of the N-methyl group and elimination of
2,4,6-collidine from excited-state MPAP. An E1 mechanism
involving deprotonation of the N-methyl group of a
nitrenium ion intermediate was also possible as an alter-
native to the hydride shift mechanism. Both the E1 and E2
mechanisms would be sensitive to the concentration of base,
and an enhancement of the yield of aniline at the expense of
other photoproducts should be observed as the concentra-
tion of base is increased. The photolysis of MPAP was
repeated in the presence of 0·5 molar equivalents of
2,4,6-collidine, which is present in these solutions anyway
as a byproduct of these photolyses. With methanol present
at nucleophile, the added collidine caused no enhancement
of the aniline yield relative to NMPA yield (Table 1). The
insensitivity to added base lends support to the hydride shift
mechanism.
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Since only two major photoproducts are identified from
the proposed singlet nitrenium ion intermediate, the follow-
ing equality can be derived:


[NMPA]/[PhNH2]=kMeOH[MeOH]/khyd (6)


The [NMPA]/[PhNH2] ratio from photolysis of MPAP was
measured as a function of [MeOH]. This experiment gave
the linear function with slope kMeOH/khyd of approximately
0·6±0·1 (Figure 1). The rate constant kMeOH for nucleophilic
attack of methanol on arylnitrenium ions can be estimated
as 13108


M
21 s21 on the basis of previous work.12 The rate


constant for rearrangement to the iminiumion intermediate
is therefore estimated to be on the same order of magnitude,
108 s21.


Formation of reduction product


N-Methylaniline (NMA), the reduction product, is detected
in relatively large amounts in these photolyses. Its forma-
tion is believed to be at least in part the result of the triplet
nitrenium ion undergoing two consecutive hydrogen atom
abstractions followed by deprotonation. This has been the
typical source of reduction product in previous work in
which a triplet nitrenium ion was indicated as an inter-
mediate species.22 The presence of the reduction product is
taken as confirmation that the triplet nitrenium ion is
produced to some extent along with the singlet nitrenium
ion, despite the fact that it is the higher energy species. Our
general model is based on the assumption that intersystem
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crossing of the singlet nitrenium ion to the triplet would be
unlikely since the singlet is predicted to be the ground-state
species for this arylnitrenium ion. Therefore, intersystem
crossing of the singlet excited state of MPAP to the triplet
state prior to dissociation is believed to be the source of
triplet nitrenium ion.


We wanted to confirm our assumption that N-methylani-
line was formed via the triplet manifold, and conducted
triplet sensitized irradiation experiments toward this goal.
Triplet sensitized irradiations, which produce the triplet
excited state of MPAP directly through energy transfer,
should produce only triplet nitrenium ion as the result of
dissociation. We would therefore expect products of the


singlet nitrenium ion only if intersystem crossing of triplet
to singlet can compete with other reactions which consume
the triplet nitrenium ion. Since triplet to singlet intersystem
crossing would be energetically favorable based on the
theoretical calculations of the singlet triplet energy gap, our
model would predict an enhanced yield of the presumed
triplet product but also some products derived from the
singlet nitrenium ion intermediate following triplet to
singlet intersystem crossing.


We conducted triplet sensitized photolyses of MPAP
using 9-fluorenone as our triplet sensitizer. Direct photolysis
of MPAP is presumably eliminated by use of a 420 nm cut-
off filter in this experiment. These triplet sensitized
photolyses did result in NMA as the major photoproduct,
with only trace amounts of singlet products detected (Table
1), and we take this result as confirmation that NMA is a
photoproduct derived from the triplet nitrenium ion inter-
mediate. The trace yield of singlet products seems to
suggest that there is little intersystem crossing of triplet to
singlet. However, it may be that singlet products aniline and
NMPA react with the triplet excited state of MPAP to be
consumed by secondary photoprocesses, and are in fact
under-represented in the results shown in Table 1. The
nature of these secondary photoprocesses is discussed in
more detail below.


It is worthwhile to consider the results of direct
photolysis experiments that were conducted with added
1,4-cyclohexadiene (CHD). This efficient hydrogen atom
donor present at a concentration of 0·11 M is apparently able
to trap triplet nitrenium ion to increase the yield of NMA
slightly relative to singlet products. This result implies that
intersystem crossing of triplet nitrenium ion to singlet
nitrenium ion will occur when the concentration of


Table 1. Relative yields of photoproducts


Conditions PhNH2 NMPA NMA


Standarda 1 2·3 0·4
Collidineb 1 3·0 <0·1
NMPAc 0·2 n.d. 10
Tripletd <0·1 <0·1 10
CHDe 1 2·0 1·1
Extendedf 1 0·6 3·3


a Standard conditions unless specified otherwise were 2 min
photolysis with a 295 nm cut-off filter, initial concentration of
6·4 mM MPAP and 2·5 M (10%) MeOH in acetonitrile solutions.
b 5·0 mM collidine present prior to photolysis.
c 4·4 mM NMPA present prior to photolysis.
d Triplet sensitized iradiation with a 420 nm cut-off filter; 9-fluor-
enone present at its solubility limit (ca 4 molar equivalents).
e 0·11 M cyclohexadiene present prior to photolysis.
f Standard conditions, but photolyzed for 20 min.


Figure 1. [NMPA]/[PhNH2] derived from product yields in photolyses of MPAP solutions of various [MeOH]
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hydrogen atom donors is sufficiently low. Taken together,
the results of the CHD experiment and the triplet sensitized
photolysis lead us to conclude that the singlet nitrenium ion
can be accessed from the triplet nitrenium ion but this
process does not compete well with the fast hydrogen atom
abstractions.


Secondary photoprocesses


We had reason to believe that significant secondary
photoprocesses were occurring. What is inferred regarding
the chemical reactivity of the nitrenium ion intermediate is
necessarily based on short photolysis times and very low
percentage conversion of MPAP in our attempt to minimize
these secondary processes. However, we were curious about
the nature of the secondary photochemistry and concerned
about any impact it might have on our interpretation of the
data. The evidence of and nature of these secondary
processes are now discussed in more detail. It was observed
that with 2·5 M MeOH solutions and short photolysis times,
NMPA is produced in higher yield relative to other
photoproducts. However, experiments conducted using
longer photolysis times show that NMPA is actually
consumed in the photolysis until it is no longer detected.
The yield of aniline also decayed over time, although its
decay was not as pronounced as that for NMPA. Chloro-
substituted N-methylaniline products also showed slow
decay but seemed more impervious to secondary photo-
chemical processes.


The greater complication in proposing an accurate
mechanistic model is the relative yield of NMA. This
product, which has been attributed to a triplet nitrenium ion
intermediate, shows an increasing rate of formation coincid-
ing with the decay of other species. Data illustrating this are
presented in Figure 2, which shows the yields of the three
major products as a function of photolysis time when
methanol is present. At very short photolysis times and low
MPAP conversion, only trace amounts of NMA are
detected. Longer photolysis times result in proportionately
greater amounts of NMA formation and NMPA dis-
appearance. Thus, the growth curve of NMA as a function
of time is sigmoidal in shape [Figure 2(B)]. The results of


the triplet sensitized irradiation experiments make us
reasonably certain that at least some NMA forms via the
triplet nitrenium ion. However, the greater portion is
probably due to secondary photoprocesses that may not
involve a nitrenium ion species. An explanation that is
consistent with our observations is that photoinduced single
electron transfer occurs from the relatively electron-rich
aniline derivatives which are formed from the reactions of
singlet nitrenium ion. N,N-Dimethylaniline is a well known
photochemical electron donor.27 It is likely that NMPA,
another electron-rich aniline derivative, will behave sim-
ilarly although perhaps not as efficiently. If excited-state
MPAP accepts an electron from NMPA, the result of this
electron transfer process would be p-methoxy-N-methyl-
anilino radical cation and neutral radical MPAP. The neutral
radical MPAP species can then undergo homolytic N—N
bond cleavage to yield neutral collidine and N-methyl-
anilino radical. The latter would abstract a hydrogen atom to
form NMA. Thus a process which does not involve a
nitrenium ion intermediate can produce NMA and would
explain the eventual disappearance of the NMPA being
produced from the nitrenium ion pathway.


This possibly was investigated by conducting the photol-
ysis of MPAP with added NMPA (0·5 molar equivalents)
under identical conditions. We expected an enhanced yield
of NMA at the expense of the photoproducts of the
nitrenium ion pathway since these photoinduced SETs
consume MPAP by a different pathway, reducing the
quantum yield of the nitrenium ion intermediate. The results
did indeed show a greatly enhanced yield of NMA and a
diminished yield of aniline (Table 1). (The change in the
yield of NMPA could not be quantified because of the
relatively large amount added prior to photolysis). These
results are consistent with our proposed electron transfer
mechanism.


In contrast to this dramatic increase in the yield of NMA,
we consider again the results of the experiment with 0·11 M


CHD in which the enhanced yield of NMA is much less
pronounced. This compound is a very efficient hydrogen
atom donor but is not likely to behave as a photochemical
electron donor. The difference in the degree to which CHD
and NMPA enhance the yield of NMA is attributed to their


Figure 2. (a) Time-resolved product yields. (b) Expansion of early times
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respective mode of reactivity in two distinctly different
chemical pathways. CHD traps triplet nitrenium ion, while
NMPA participates in secondary electron transfer processes
ultimately to produce NMA. It has been shown that one-
electron oxidations of various aniline derivatives result in
the polymerization of these substrates, particularly for those
with methoxy substituents.28 It is likely that a polyaniline
derivative is the ultimate photoproduct, which would be
consistent with our proposed electron transfer process and
with the observed decline of NMPA for extended photoly-
ses. A detailed mechanism that incorporates the SET
processes we propose is shown in Scheme 2.


Laser flash photolysis


Laser studies were carried out to detect the nitrenium ion
intermediate. The transient absorbance was fairly long-lived
and, therefore, not attributed to the nitrenium ion inter-
mediate which would presumably have a much shorter
lifetime.12 The transient absorbance was very weak with a
maximum at about 470 nm (Figure 3). This lmax is typical of
anilino radical cations,29 and it is assumed that this transient
absorbance is due to the radical cation of NMA which
would form as the product of a hydrogen atom abstraction
by triplet PhMeN+ . The fact that the absorbance is very


Scheme 2


Figure 3. Transient absorbance spectrum 1.6 microseconds after laser pulse.
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weak despite the high extinction coefficients of these radical
cations is in agreement with our belief that the triplet
nitrenium ion forms to a minimal extent in these reactions.
Purging the system with oxygen weakened the absorbance
at this wavelength. Since molecular oxygen can act as a
quencher of the triplet excited state of MPAP, it would
diminish the yield of triplet nitrenium ion and thus diminish
the yield of N-methylanilino radical cation.


CONCLUSIONS


Experimental results indicate that methylphenylnitrenium
ion is produced in the photolysis of N-(methylphenyl-
amino)-2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate. The
reactions of singlet and triplet nitrenium ions lead to
different products depending on the spin state that is
formed. Similarly to the previously reported reactivity of
arylalkylnitrenium ions, nucleophilic addition to the aryl
substituent is observed, as is rearrangement via 1,2-shifts
from the alkyl substituent of the nitrenium center. Both of
these product types are attributed to a singlet-state nitrenium
ion intermediate. Parent amines form, and are attributed to
two different pathways that both involve the formation and
reaction of radical species. One of these pathways is
proposed to be a secondary photoprocess. This process
involves photoinduced electron transfer in which the
primary photoproducts, various aniline derivatives, act as
electron donors to the pyridinium ion, causing its decom-
position. The other pathway resulting in N-methylaniline is
the hydrogen atom abstractions of the triplet nitrenium ion.
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The hydrolysis of the 29,29,29-trifluoroethyl monoester of 1,8-naphthalic acid (1) proceeds via the monoanion with the
intermediate formation of the corresponding anhydride. The rate constant for the formation of 1,8-naphthalic
anhydride (2) is ca 2500 times faster than its rate of hydrolysis. The isotope effect in the plateau region and theoretical
calculations at the PM3 level suggest that elimination of the alkoxide is the rate-limiting step for the reaction.
Accordingly, decomposition of the isopropyl monoester of naphthalic acid proceeds 104 times slower than the
spontaneous decomposition of 1. The remarkably high rate of monoester decomposition derives from the special
configuration of the substrates and important contributions that arise from relief of torsional strain, which clearly
includes electron redistribution due to the decrease in steric hindrance to resonance and the fact that proximity obviates
solvation. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In recent decades, the fascination with enzyme catalysis has
led chemists on a continuing search for simpler models
where the rates and selectivity of biological catalysts are
mimicked. Intramolecular accelerations are classical and
simple examples of this type of work.1–3 At present,
however, there is no comprehensive theory, accepted by all
involved, that can explain, or predict, the factors by which
an enzymatic and/or intramolecular reaction will be faster
(or slower) than the intermolecular counterpart.4–10 Despite
complications, quantitative comparisons between intra- and
intermolecular reactions are commonly expressed as effec-
tive molarities (EM ) taken as the ratios of the
intramolecular rate constant (k1 , s21 ) to the intermolecular
rate constant (k2 , lmol21 s21 ), i.e. EM=k1 /k2 (M).2 The wide
range of EMs for different types of reactions has generated
descriptive theories where the putative causes of large EMs
range from simple proximity to spatiotemporal descrip-
tions.4–11 In this paper, we report and analyze the remarkably
high rate of hydrolysis of monoesters of 1,8-naphthalic acid,


a system which we believe contributes significantly to the
understanding of reactivity in biological systems.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The isopropyl monoester of 1,8-naphthalic
acid was prepared by reacting 1,8-naphthalic anhydride (2)
with sodium isopropoxide in propa-2-nol. The reaction
mixture was treated with HCl, extracted with CHCl3 and
finally the solvent was removed under vacuum. IR (KBr),
nmax 3444, 2976, 1703, 1688 cm21; 1H NMR (CDCl3 ,
200 MHz), d 8·17–7·26 (m, ArH, 6 H), 5·33 (septuplet, CH,
1 H), 1·41 ppm (d, CH3 , 6 H); 13C NMR (DMSO,
200 MHz), d 174·2, 168·5, 134·4, 133·2, 132·2, 130·8,
130·6, 130·1, 128·8, 125·8, 125·5, 125·2, 69·4, 21·9,
21·9 ppm; analysis, calculated for C15H14O4 , C 69·76, H
5·46, O 24·78; found, C 69·58, H 5·39, O 25·02%.


The 29,29,29-trifluoroethyl monoester of 1,8-naphthalic
acid (1) was prepared in situ by a procedure identical with
that described above. IR, nmax 2977, 2946, 1735, 1568 cm21;
1H NMR (CF3CH2OH, 200 MHz), d 8·15–7·45 (m, ArH,
6 H), 4·75 ppm (q, CH2 , 2 H); 13C NMR (CF3CH2OH,
200 MHz), d 177·1, 167·8, 135·8, 133·8, 132·8, 130·1,
129·7, 129·2, 128·0, 125·3, 124·5, 124·3, 123·9, 59·7 ppm.


Methods. Rates of formation of the anhydride products
from monoesters of 1,8-naphthalic acid were followed
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spectrophotometrically at the wavelength maximum of 2
(340 nm) by using a Hewlett-Packard HP8452A spec-
trophotometer fitted with a thermostated water-jacketed cell
holder. All solutions were prepared using distilled, de-
mineralized water, which was boiled and cooled under
nitrogen to remove dissolved CO2 . Reaction was initiated
by injection of 10 ml of ca 10 mM solutions of substrates
into 3 ml of buffers solution. Absorbance versus time data
were stored directly on a microcomputer using a Micro-
química 16 bit A/D interface board. First-order rate
constants, kobs , were estimated from linear plots of
ln(A2At ) against time for at least 90% reaction using an
iterative least-squares program; correlation coefficients, r,
were >0·999 for all kinetic runs.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The velocity of the decomposition of the monoester 1, when
compared with the rate of decomposition of the correspond-
ing anhydride 2, permitted the demonstration of the
formation of the intermediate. The calculated rate constants
for the descending limb of the kinetics shown in Figure 1
(inset) are identical with those measured with authentic
1,8-naphthalic anhydride. It is clear, therefore, that the
hydrolysis of the 29,29,29-trifluoroethyl monoester of
1,8-naphthalic acid occurs with the intermediate formation
of the corresponding anhydride. The rate constant for the
first step, which leads to the formation of naphthoic
anhydride, is ca 2500 times faster than the hydrolysis of 2.
Hence, the rate constant for the trans-acylation reaction can
be obtained without interference from the hydrolysis of the


anhydride (Scheme 1). The pH–rate constant profile for the
hydrolysis of 1 exhibits a plateau around pH 4–6 (Figure 1),
which indicates that the spontaneous decomposition of the
monoester monoanion is the main mechanistic pathway
(Scheme 1).


The pH–rate constant profile for the hydrolysis of 1 can
be quantitatively fitted using equation (1), which satisfies
Scheme 1:


kobs =k1 /(1+ [H+ ]/Ka ) (1)


Treatment of the experimental data with equation (1)
renders values of k1 =1·4931021 s21 and a kinetic
pKa =3·47. The pKa obtained agrees well with that expected
for 1 based on pKa =3·67 for 1-naphthoic acid12 and the
expected substituent effect for the electron-withdrawing
8-substituent. The absence of a kinetic solvent isotope effect
(kH2O /kD2O =1·01 in the plateau region) is consistent with
either the formation or the decomposition of the tetrahedral
intermediate as the rate-limiting step of the reaction, since
in both cases either a hydrogen atom or a water molecule is
not involved in the route to the transition state.


Despite all the difficulties in comparing bimolecular and
monomolecular reactions, there is general agreement that at
least the reaction pathways of the reactions to be compared
must be identical. Using the commonly used reference
phthalic acid monomethyl ester (EM is assumed to be 109


M


for all phthalate esters; the reference intermolecular reaction
is the nucleophilic attack of acetate on phenylacetate2 ), the
EMs obtained with 1 are in excess of 1013. Indeed, the rate
constant in the plateau region (k1 ) for the formation of the
anhydride from the monoester of 1 is 104 times faster than


Figure 1. Effect of pH on the first-order rate constant for the hydrolysis of the 29,29,29-trifluoroethyl monoester of 1,8-naphthalic acid. The
inset shows the absorbance at 340 nm as a function of time
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the hydrolysis of 29,29,29-trifluoroethyl hydrogenphtha-
late,13 150 times faster than the hydrolysis of
29,29,29-trifluoroethyl hydrogen-3,6-dimethylphthalate14


and comparable to the highest rate accelerations obtained
for similar reactions in highly strained or sterically con-
strained systems.


Semi-empirical quantum chemical calculations of the
intramolecular reaction at the PM3 level,15 using the
MOPAC16 program package (version 6·0), are highly
informative. In all cases, the PRECISE keyword was used
and full geometry optimization was carried out (Fletcher–
Powell algorithm) without symmetry constraints. The
location of the transition state was done using the Eigenvec-
tor Following method. The characterization of both kinds of
stationary points, minimal and transition states, was carried
out by diagonalizing their Hessian matrices and looking for
zero and one-negative eigenvalues, respectively. Examina-
tion of the contour plots, obtained under the conditions
described above, indicates that neither the carboxylate nor


the ester groups in 1 are in the plane of the naphthalene ring
(Figure 2). The distance between the van der Waals radius
of the carboxylate oxygen atom (O-7) and the carbonyl
carbon (C-2) in the ester moiety is 0·17 Å, which is smaller
than the van der Waals radius of water, precluding the
presence of a solvent molecule between the reactive groups.
Also, similarly to the case of 1,8-diaminonaphthalenes,
there is a lack of planarity of the naphthalene ring.17 In the
route to the transition state, as the carboxylate anion
approaches the neighboring carbonyl, the energy increases
and the transition state for the formation of the tetrahedral
intermediate is reached. The calculated enthalpy of activa-
tion [5·19 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ)] is well below the
experimentally determined activation energy
(DH  =14·45 kcal mol21 and DS =212·9 e.u. were experi-
mentally determined for the hydrolysis of 1 in the plateau
region). In the tetrahedral intermediate (TI), formed in the
initial addition reaction, the torsional strain has been
considerably relieved, allowing the positioning of the


Figure 2. Projection of 1 and TI illustrating the lack of planarity of the naphthalene ring. (a) Lateral view and (b) projection in the naphthalene
ring plane. Selected torsional angles are given
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carbonyl group coplanar with the aromatic ring. Also, the
coplanarity of the naphthalene ring is increased con-
siderably. When the decomposition of TI is examined, a
value of 13·99 kcal mol21 is obtained for the enthalpy of
activation (calculated enthalpies of activation are generally
smaller than the experimental values), a result which clearly
indicates that the rate-limiting step for the trans-acylation
corresponds to the unimolecular decomposition of TI.


The absence of isotopic effect in the plateau region is
consistent with the theoretical calculations and suggests that
the reaction should depend strongly on the nature of the
leaving group. Indeed, decomposition of the isopropyl
monoester of naphthalic acid11 (k=1·531024 s21 at 50 °C)
proceeds 104 times slower than the spontaneous decomposi-
tion of 1.


In the present case, the remarkably high rate of monoester
decomposition derives from the very special configuration
of the substrates. Even the simple PM3/MOPAC calcula-
tions described above show that in substrate 1 the steric
crowding of the reaction region is sufficient to exclude
water molecules from part of the reaction region is sufficient
to exclude water molecules from part of the reaction center,
therefore generating a highly reactive carboxylate oxygen.
Although solvent can hydrogen bond both of the reactive
moieties of the substrate, there is not enough space to
position a water molecule between the groups and, there-
fore, the nucleophilic attack becomes facile. Reaching the
tetrahedral intermediate, a considerable part of the torsional
strain is relieved. As a consequence, decomposition of the
tetrahedral intermediate is then rate limiting.


The central point here, that has led to much discussion in
trying to define the source of acceleration in intramolecular
catalysis, is that is certainly involves a matter of distance
and time. Here we are not proposing, as Menger clearly
stated, that ‘intramolecular reactions occur at enzyme-like
rates when van der Waals contact distances are imposed for
finite times upon reactive groups.10 Indeed, for any reaction
to occur the reactive partners must initially approach the van


der Waals sum of radii and proceed further to the
equilibrium bonding distance. Certainly, a considerable part
of the rate acceleration stems from putting the reagents at an
appropriate distance for the reaction to occur. It is likely
that, owing to the high amount of energy expended on
desolvation of a carboxylate group, the attack of a
dissociated carboxylic acid on an unactivated ester in water
is essentially forbidden, in aqueous solutions, and no
bimolecular counterpart for this reaction has therefore been
described. In fact, general base catalysis is the natural
mechanistic option in aqueous solutions.


Enzymes and nature do not define proximity in terms of
a definitive number of ångstroms between the amino acid
residue participating in the reaction and the reactive center
in the substrate. In aspartic proteases a single water
molecule is bridging two aspartic residues,1 and the
‘proximity’ in this particular case is such that it allows the
nucleophile to become activated, and in a proper spatial
orientation, only on the reaction coordinate leading to the
transition state.


Clearly, the chemistry which actually occurs in aqueous
solutions for the ‘analogous bimolecular reaction’ is
completely different from the chemistry in our model
system, from a mechanistic point of view. What we are
stating here is that enzyme-like catalytic accelerations are
experimentally obtained only when a variety of factors
affect the reaction rate. In this sense, only full comprehen-
sion of the ‘global changes involved in molecular reactivity’
will finally lead to a proper understanding of enzyme
catalysis. Clearly, the rate of any particular reaction cannot
be analyzed in terms of the reactive groups only. Rate
accelerations may be caused by a wide variety of factors
related to structural changes and electron redistribution
processes along the reaction coordinate, involving the
complete molecule and not only the reactive center. In
accord with the essence of the transition-state theory, unless
all the molecular changes involved along the reaction
coordinate are taken into account, we will not understand


Scheme 1
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why reagents lead to products at enzyme-like rates. In our
case, important contributions arise from the relief of
torsional strain, which clearly includes electron redistribu-
tion due to the decrease in steric hindrance to resonance,
and the fact that proximity obviates solvation. Clearly,
improvement of our understanding of enzyme catalysis,
through the study of model systems, involves a full
comprehension of the global changes in electronic distribu-
tion on the route to the transition state.
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REACTIVITY OF NUCLEOPHILES TOWARDS
X-3-(p-TOLYLSULFONYL)-1,2,3-BENZOXATHIAZOLE 2,2-DIOXIDES:
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The kinetics of the reaction of four X-3-(p-tolylsulfonyl)-1,2,3-benzoxathiazole 2,2-dioxides (X=5-Cl, 5-Br, 5-NO2 and
6-NO2 ) with hydroxide ion and imidazole in aqueous acetonitrile and aqueous ethanol solutions were investigated at
various pressures. The volumes of activation were all found to be negative and consistent with a bimolecular reaction
involving considerable solvent electrostriction. No significant dependence on the solvent composition was found. © 1997
by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The large difference in kinetic lability of cyclic sulfur-
containing compounds compared with their acyclic
analogues was noted and investigated by Kaiser1 and
others.2–4 This type of reactivity difference was studied in
some detail recently, and a review of the pertinent literature
was provided.5 The latter investigation reported the reac-
tions of various nucleophiles with a series of newly
synthesized compounds, 3-(p-toluenesulfonyl)-5-X-6-Y-
1,2,3-benzoxothiazole 2,2-dioxides (hereafter referred to as
cyclic sulfamates), where X and Y were a range of electron-
withdrawing or electron-donating substituents, i.e. 1a–h.


Most experiments were conducted using the hydroxide
ion as the nucleophile, in an acetonitrile–water mixture.
Based on analysis of a Hammett plot of the kinetic
parameters, derived activation parameters, product identi-
fication (UV–visible spectra) and stoichiometric
considerations, it was concluded that ring opening was
virtually the exclusive reaction path and that the attack on
the endocyclic sulfur resulted in the subsequent cleavage of
the S–N bond to give 2. Studies with other nucleophiles
were less comprehensive, but it became clear that some
nucleophiles attacked the tosyl or exocyclic sulfonyl sulfur
atom rather than the ring or endocyclic sulfonyl sulfur atom


to give 3 and 4.
In order to illuminate further the properties and reactivity


of these compounds, and also to examine in detail the
products of reaction as a means of defining the mechanistic
route of reaction with various nucleophiles, further exten-
sive studies were conducted.6 The synthetic aspects and
product characterizations have been reported.6 A further
important finding was the degree to which the cyclic system
and the benzene ring substituent influenced the acidity of
the detosylated compounds, 3.6 From a Hammett plot of the
pKa values of sulfamates 3, a rho value of 2·74 was
obtained. This value and the increased acidity compared
with those for an acyclic analogue were discussed. In
addition, ab initio calculations were carried out to assess the
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effect of changes in geometry on pKa .
The reason for chemoselectivity (exocyclic versus endo-


cyclic nucleophilic attack) in cyclic sulfamates 1a–g is still
far from understood. Therefore, to investigate these systems
further, kinetic studies of the reaction of hydroxide ion with
cyclic sulfamates 1c (5-chloro), 1f (5-bromo), 1g (5-nitro)
and 1h (6-nitro) have been carried out at atmospheric and
elevated pressures and, in some cases, in different solvent
compositions. The results are described and analyzed. This
represents a more thorough and comprehensive study than
that in which some preliminary findings were reported.5


In addition, the kinetics of reaction of imidazole with the
5-nitro (1g) and the 6-nitro compounds (1h), again at both
atmospheric and elevated pressures, have been investigated
and are reported. The rate laws were obtained and are
simple, allowing a mechanistic interpretation of the derived
activation volumes, DV*. The value of this parameter as a
diagnostic indicator of mechanism in both inorganic and
organic reactions has been realized.7, 8


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The cyclic sulfamates were those used in
previous studies, or were new samples having identical
characteristics and properties as described earlier.5 Solutions
of sodium hydroxide were made from standard high-
concentration vials (Merck, Titrisol) of NaOH and Milli-Q
water. Imidazole was obtained from Sigma. Acetonitrile and
ethanol were of analytical reagent grade. Concentrations of
mixed aqueous solvents used in the kinetic studies, prepared
with Milli-Q water and the appropriate solvent, are
expressed in volume percent before mixing.


Methods. The UV–visible spectra of products of the
reactions were obtained using a Shimadzu Model 250
spectrophotometer. The reactions are too rapid at room
temperature for conventional time range instruments, and
were studied kinetically using a laboratory-built stopped-
flow spectrophotometer or a Dionex D-110
spectrophotometer, at the wavelengths characterizing the
product(s) absorption given in the tables. Temperature
control was maintained to within ±0·1 °C by a thermostated
circulating fluid. Data were acquired using an Apple IIe
computer and processed by using kinetics software. All
reactions were first order (for at least three half-lives), under
the conditions of the experiments in which the hydroxide


ion or imidazole concentrations were in large excess over
the cyclic sulfamate concentrations. High-pressure kinetic
measurements were made using a laboratory-built high-
pressure stopped-flow spectrophotometer.9 For reactions in
moderate concentrations of organic solvent, Kel-F drive
syringes could be used, but these were substituted by glass
syringes at the highest concentration of acetonitrile. The
temperature was controlled and the primary data were
acquired and processed by methods identical with those for
the atmospheric pressure kinetics. Plots of the logarithm of
the rate constants (kobs ) versus pressure were obtained, and
DV* was calculated using a standard method. The plots, an
example of which is shown in Figure 1, showed no evidence
of curvature and therefore the values of DV* cited refer to a
pressure of 0·10 MPa.


RESULTS


The order of reaction for hydroxide ion reacting with cyclic
sulfamates has previously been established as second
overall,5 first order in each of the cyclic sulfamate and
hydroxide ion concentrations. The choice of solvent compo-
sition was dictated by solubility considerations. Cyclic
sulfamates are virtually insoluble in water, as is the sodium
hydroxide, at the concentrations used, in solvent mixtures
containing a high percentage of acetonitrile. Earlier work
has demonstrated the viability of application of the high-
pressure kinetic technique to this type of reaction. Rate
constants for reaction of hydroxide with 1g and 1h at
different pressures in different solvent mixtures are listed in
Table 1. The reactivity of hydroxide ion toward the halogen
derivatives 1c and 1f was also examined at different
pressures in a 50% acetonitrile–water mixture (Table 2). A
typical example of a plot of ln kobs versus pressure used to
calculate the activation volumes is presented in Figure 1.


In a solution of excess imidazole, 1g and 1h undergo
rapid reactions requiring the stopped-flow method for
kinetic measurements. A compilation of rate constants
obtained at atmospheric pressure is given in Table 3.


On plotting kobs versus the imidazole concentration, a
straight line, which passes through the origin within
experimental error, is obtained for both nitro isomers
(Figure 2), indicating that the reaction is first order in both
imidazole concentration and cyclic sulfamate concentration.
Since there is no intercept, a reverse reaction or a parallel
solvolysis reaction are non-existent or negligible.


Scheme 2
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The pKa of imidazole in water, 6·99,10 is such that the
concentration of hydroxide ion in the solution, produced by
hydrolysis, contributes insignificantly to the observed
reaction rate for the imidazole concentrations used. The
kinetic results from comparable experiments for imidazole
reacting with the isomeric 6-nitro isomer 1h (Table 3)
demonstrate that the rate law has the same form for the two
isomers. However, as in the case of reaction with hydroxide
ion, 1h is more reactive than 1g.


The reactivities of the two nucleophiles towards cyclic
sulfamates cannot be considered in a directly comparative
way, since the sites of attack of hydroxide and imidazole are
different. It was established in earlier work,5 and confirmed


Table 1. Kinetic data for reaction of OH2 with cyclic sulfamates
1g nd 1h in aqueous media at 25·0 °C and different pressuresa


Medium Average kobs P
Compound (%, v/v) (s21 ) (MPa)


1gb 32% CH3CN 1·54±0·02 5·0
1·76±0·04 25
1·99±0·03 50
2·21±0·05 75
2·49±0·10 100


1gc 80% CH3CN 0·147±0·008 5·0
0·166±0·010 25
0·206±0·018 50
0·206±0·011 75
0·259±0·015 100


1hc 32% CH3CN 2·32±0·04 5·0
2·70±0·06 25
2·97±0·05 50
3·22±0·08 75
3·67±0·09 100


1hc 80% CH3CN 0·474±0·049 5·0
0·627±0·061 25
0·930±0·024 60
0·747±0·058 100
1·04±0·014 120


1hc 50% C2H5OH 9·50±0·38 5·0
10·6±0·4 25
11·9±0·6 50
12·9±0·8 75
15·2±1·0 100


a [OH2 ]=0·050 M.
b [1g]=5·531025


M, l=400 nm.
c [1h]=1·131024


M, l=400 nm.


Table 2. Kinetic data for reaction of OH2 with cyclic sulfamates 1f
and 1c in 50% (v/v) CH3CN–H2O at 25·0 °C and various


pressuresa


Average kobs P
Compound (s21 ) (MPa)


1fb 0·199±0·004 0·1
0·235±0·003 5
0·268±0·003 25
0·321±0·006 50
0·386±0·016 75
0·433±0·002 100
0·479±0·006 125


1cc 0·210±0·009 0·1
0·220±0·004 5
0·260±0·004 25
0·298±0·006 50
0·347±0·008 75
0·416±0·008 100
0·447±0·006 125


a [OH2 ]=0·050 M.
b [1f]=2·2431024


M; l=310 nm.
c [1c]=4·931024


M; l=320 nm.


Figure 1. Plot of ln kobs versus pressure for the reaction of 1f with
hydroxide ion in 50% (v/v) aqueous acetonitrile at 25·0 °C.


[1f]=2·2431024
M, [OH2 ]=0·05 M


Table 3. Kinetic data for reaction of imidazole with cyclic
sulfamates 1g and 1h in 50% (v/v) CH3CN–H2O at 25·0 °C


[Im] Average
Compound (M) kobs (s21 )


1ga, b, c 0·0265 0·0227±0·0002
0·0265 0·0218±0·0005
0·038 0·0400±0·0002
0·0398 0·0331±0·0001
0·050 0·0529±0·0007
0·0530 0·0517±0·0006
0·075 0·0792±0·0014
0·088 0·0945±0·0004
0·100 0·107±0·005


1hd, e 0·0150 0·0428±0·0002
0·0300 0·0713±0·0043
0·0400 0·0867±0·0013
0·0500 0·122±0·012
0·100 0·266±0·006


a [1g]=2·0831024
M.


b Duplicate kinetic runs with new solutions to establish reproducibility.
c k2 =1·16±0·04 M


21 s21.
d [1h]=1·131024


M.
e k2 =2·67±0·16 M


21 s21.
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recently,6 that the hydroxide ion attacks the endocyclic
sulfur of 1g with subsequent ring opening and loss of sulfate
ion, leading to N-tosyl-2-amino 5-nitrophenol. A small
fraction of detosylated sulfamate 3g (X=nitro) is found
(6%), indicating a minor pathway involving attack at the
exocyclic sulfur.


By contrast, again using the 5-nitro sulfamate 1g,
imidazole attacks only the exocyclic sulfur atom, in a 2 :1
imidazole : sulfamate stoichiometry, producing p-toluene-
sulfonylimidazole (6) while a second equivalent of
imidazole forms the imidazolium salt 5. This salt, on
treatment with concentrated HCl, yields 3g. Thus, imidazole
leaves the cyclic system intact.


Amines such as tert-butylamine and benzylamine attack
the exocyclic sulfur of 1g. In each case a tosylated amine,
analogous to 6, and an ammonium salt comprised of the
protonated amine and the detosylated sulfamate, analogous
to 5, are formed.


Product analyses were carried out at higher concentra-
tions than can be used realistically in kinetic experiments. In
discussing kinetic and activation parameters, it will be
assumed that the same sites of nucleophilic attack as
indicated by product analyses are applicable. The reactions
of imidazole with nitro sulfamates 1g and 1h are accelerated
by pressure; the kinetic data are given in Table 4.


DISCUSSION


Kinetics at ambient pressure


The kinetics of the reaction of hydroxide ion with several
cyclic sulfamates in acetonitrile–water mixtures have been
reported previously,5, 6 and only the esssential characteristics
need to be reiterated here. The rate law indicates a second-
order reaction, first order in each reactant; the Hammett rho
value is +2·2, denoting an increase in electron density at the
reaction locus in the transition state. For the nitro cyclic
sulfamates 1g and 1h, the second-order rate constants
increase with increasing water content of the binary solvent
mixture, a result consistent with increasing ionic or polar
character in the transition state as the solvent dielectric
constant is increased. These findings pointed to the
hydroxide ion having the ability to cause increased
polarization within the sulfamate as the hydroxide ion
attacks the heterocyclic ring.


The reaction of imidazole, selected because of its
uncharged nature, with nitro compounds 1g and 1h is also
characterized by a rate law which is second order, first order
in the concentration of each reactant. At 25·0 °C the rate
constants in 50% acetonitrile–water for 1g5 are
14·8 M


21 s21 for reaction with hydroxide ion and
1·16 M


21 s21 for reaction with imidazole (Table 3). The
relative reactivity of 1h and 1g towards imidazole is
2·67/1·16=2·30, the same as found for hydroxide ion, i.e.
34·1/14·8=2·30.5 The rate constants for reaction of hydrox-
ide ion are about 13 times larger than those for reaction of
imidazole, i.e. 14·8/1·16=12·8 for 1g and 34·1/2·67=12·8
for 1h. The 10-fold difference in rate constants manifests
itself in a small difference in the free energies of activation
for the two reactions. Perhaps it is fortuitous that the free
energies of activation are not significantly different, since
the comparison is between two dissimilar reactions, a
charged nucleophile reacting with the endocyclic sulfur
atom and a neutral nucleophile reacting with the exocyclic
sulfur, yielding totally different products. If charged and
uncharged nucleophiles were to attack a common site in the
substrate, and the reactions were amenable to solution
kinetics studies, perhaps more could be learned regarding
the significance of the selectivity of nucleophiles. Currently
we are investigating reagents which might fit this criterion.


Activation parameters


It had been shown earlier that the unsubstituted compound
1a in its reaction with hydroxide ions was characterized by


Figure 2. (a) Plot of kobs versus imidazole concentration for
reaction of 1h with imidazole in 50% (v/v) aqueous acetonitrile at
25·0 °C. [1h]=1·131024


M. (b) Plot of kobs versus imidazole
concentration for reaction of 1g with imidazole in 50% (v/v)


aqueous acetonitrile at 25·0 °C. [1g]=2·0831024
M
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a DH* of about 45 kJ mol21 in either 50% ethanol–water or
80% acetonitrile–water. This indicated a modest enthalpy
barrier to reaction for a process having a second-order rate
constant of 0·44 M


21 s21 at 25·0 °C in 50% acetonitrile–
water, about 11 orders of magnitude slower than a
diffusion-controlled rate constant, and that the reaction is
not very sensitive in its activation to cosolvent. This
suggests that changes in solvation between the initial state
and the transition state, if any, are associated mostly with
solvating water in the two 50:50 (v/v) mixtures. The faster
reaction in the ethanol mixture is therefore a consequence of
a rather general medium effect. The corresponding values of
DS* were about 285 J mol21 K21; these are consistent
with a bimolecular reaction, and where possibly additional
solvent restriction occurs. However, entropies of activation
are not, as here, quantifiably attributable to particular
processes. A preliminary temperature dependence study11 of
the kinetics of the reaction of imidazole upon 1g in 50%
acetonitrile–water yielded a surprisingly small DH*
(27·2 kJ mol21 ) and a large negative DS*
(2156 J mol21 K21 ). The latter suggests that there is a
considerable increase in electrostriction on reaching the
transition state, in addition to the intrinsic contribution from
the ordering of species in a bimolecular reaction.


The activation volume, DV*, which frequently can be
measured with greater precision than DS*, is often a better
indicator of mechanism than is the latter parameter. If the
volume change is wholly intrinsic, i.e. no charge changes
occur so that there is no solvational contribution to DV*, the
measured volume change can be ascribed semi-quantita-
tively to particular mechanistic features. A summary of the
results for the reactions of both hydroxide ion and imidazole
is given in Table 5.


The results for the kinetics, at various pressures, of
hydroxide attack upon the two nitro sulfamates 1g and 1h in
50% acetonitrile–water were reported earlier.5 The value of
DV* was 215 cm3 mol21 in each case. An associatively
activated reaction, as this one is, would typically yield an
intrinsic volume change of about 210 cm3 mol21, although
this can only be regarded as a guideline value. Therefore, it
would be very speculative to attribute quantitatively the
difference between the observed value and this estimate as
the solvational component. It may be argued that if upon
reaction the highly solvated hydroxide loses its solvation
sphere to the bulk solvent and this is not compensated for by
an increase in electrostriction in another part of the
substrate, induced by the incoming hydroxide, then this
could lead to a positive solvational contribution to DV*. The
fact that DV* is even more negative than the guideline value
for association of two species indicates that the solvational
component is zero or even negative, albeit of modest


Scheme 3


Table 4. Kinetic data for the reaction of imidazole with cyclic
sulfamates 1g and 1h in 50% (v/v) CH3CN–H2O at 25·0 °C


Average kobs P
Compound (s21 ) (MPa)


1ga 0·0469±0·0010 10
0·0538±0·0005 25
0·0616±0·0008 50
0·0769±0·0020 75
0·0902±0·0010 100


1ga 0·0490±0·0011 5
0·0602±0·0008 40
0·0832±0·0015 80
0·0904±0·0015 100


0·102±0·002 120
1hb 0·172±0·002 5


0·217±0·004 25·5
0·246±0·003 50
0·274±0·003 75
0·290±0·008 101·5


a [1g]=4·831024
M; [Im]=4·031022


M; l=400 nm.
b [1h]=1·131024


M; [Im]=5·031022
M; l=400 nm.


Table 5. Activation volumes for reaction of hydroxide ion and
imidazole with cyclic sulfamates in aqueous solvent mixtures at


25·0 °C


Medium DV*
Nucleophile Compound (%, v/v) (cm3 mol21 )


OH2 1g 32% CH3CN 212·3±0·6
50% CH3CN 215·1±0·3
80% CH3CN 213·9±2·0


OH2 1h 32% CH3CN 211·2±0·9
50% CH3CN 215·7±0·5
80% CH3CN 213±5
50% C2H5OH 212·1±0·9


1f 50% CH3CN 215·1±0·9
1c 50% CH3CN 214·9±0·8


Im 1g 50% CH3CN 217·9±0·7
Im 1g 50% CH3CN 216·2±0·8
Im 1h 50% CH3CN 215·9±2·7
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magnitude (about 25 cm3 mol21 ). Therefore, it appears
that the hydroxide ion retains much of its solvation sheath,
the transition state is ‘early’ and the solvation component
arises from induction of additional polar character by the
hydroxide ion in the transition state.


Investigations of reactions with 1c and 1f in 50%
acetonitrile–water and with 1g and 1h in other solvent
mixtures were carried out in order to determine whether this
situation was restricted to the nitro analogues or was a
function of the solvent composition. Although the second-
order rate constants are considerably less for the 5-halo
compounds 1c and 1f than for the nitro analogues, the
dependence of the rate constant on pressure is virtually
identical for all four cyclic sulfmates in a 50% acetonitrile–
water mixture. This indicates that the electron-withdrawing
power of the substituent causes solvation differences at the
reaction site that are not sufficiently significant to affect the
solvation component of the activation volume. However, it
is conceivable that the intrinsic and solvational components
both vary so as to yield coincidentally about
215 cm3 mol21 in all cases. With high percentages of
acetonitrile, e.g. 80%, the values of DV* could not be
obtained with sufficient precision to claim that they are
statistically different from the values obtained in 50%
acetonitrile. When the water content is higher (32%
acetonitrile), DV* is 3–4 cm3 mol21 less negative, outside
the experimental error for the two nitro compounds 1g and
1h, possibly indicating a slight shift along the reaction
coordinate for the transition state, i.e. a somewhat less early
transition state, consistent with more desolvation of the
incoming hydroxide ion into the water rich mixture. The
reaction is faster in mixtures of higher water content.
Therefore, this argument is not supported by the accepted
correlation between rate constant and volume of activation.


A slight decrease was noted in DV* (from 215·7 to
212·1 cm3 mol21 ) for 1h by replacement of 50% acetoni-
trile with 50% ethanol, accompanied by an increase in rate
constant. (See Table 1 and Ref. 5). The free energy barrier


to reaction is reduced by the presence of the ethanol, but the
alcohol makes only a marginal difference to the solvational
component, comparable to that found in water-rich acetoni-
trile mixtures.


The rates for the exocyclic reaction of imidazole with
sulfamates 1g and 1h are also accelerated by pressure,
yielding DV* values of 216 and 218 cm3 mol21, respec-
tively, for reaction in a 50% acetonitrile solution.


The stoichiometry of the reaction between imidazole and
the cyclic sulfamates is two imidazole equivalents for each
one of the latter, based on product characterization. The
second imidazole is involved in a presumably very fast
reaction with the protonated form of 6 to give 5. This proton
transfer takes place after the rate-determining step and thus
has no effect on DV*. A qualitative interpretation of the DV*
values for the reaction follows. The products of reaction
subsequent to exocyclic sulfur attack are N-tosylated
imidazole 6 and an imidazolium salt 5 in which the
endocyclic sulfur containing ring is intact. In the transition
state the incipient tosylated imidazole, i.e. N-protonated 6,
is not yet detached from the parent and there is both positive
and negative charge development. There is species reduc-
tion, and consequently negative DV* values are expected,
and found. The magnitude of the negative value of DV*
implies increased electrostriction in addition to that caused
by the associative nature of the reaction. The reactants are
uncharged, so the increase in solvation is a result of
increasing polar character of the transition state.


CONCLUSION


Nucleophilic substitution at sulfonyl sulfur may or may not
proceed through an intermediate having five ligands
arranged in a trigonal bipyramidal manner about the sulfur
atom or it may be concerted, i.e. SN2-like withut inter-
mediate formation. Arguments for substitution taking place
with or without an intermediate have been presented by
other groups and are referenced.5 Our results, which show


Scheme 4
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that the transition state has a reduced volume compared to
the reactants, can be interpreted to support either possibility.
The negative DV* is consistent with a concerted reaction in
which structures 7 and 8 are not intermediates but transition
states with partially formed bonds between each nucleophile
(imidazole in 7 and hydroxide ion in 8) and the sulfur atom
and between the sulfur atom and the leaving group. On the
other hand, if these reactions (one or both) take place with
formation of a short lived intermediate, i.e. 7 or 8, it appears
that the rate-determining step occurs before intermediate
formation. That is, the nucleophile to sulfur bond is being
formed without the leaving group to sulfur bond being
broken.
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on the basis of their 1H, 13C and 17O NMR spectra and MM3 calculations. The conformations of a-monoalkyl derivatives
are shown to be different from those of a,a-dialkyl derivatives and unfavorable to form intramolecular OH · · · O
hydrogen bonds. The trends of substituent effects on the restricted rotation about the Cipso—Ca bond could be
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INTRODUCTION


Rotational barriers about the Csp2 —Csp3 single bonds are
usually lower than those about Csp3 —Csp3 single bonds.1


Alkenes usually take a conformation in which one of the
alkyl groups or hydrogen on the a-carbon atom eclipses the
C=C double bond (synperiplanar) so as to take advantage
of the stabilization by hyperconjugation. In alkyl-substi-
tuted aromatic compounds, the alkyl groups tend to fold
over the aromatic p-electron cloud. This favors the alkyl-
perpendicular conformation (A).2 Thus, 1,3,5-tri
(neopentyl)benzene was shown to take a conformation in
which all three neopentyl groups lie on the same side and
just above the aromatic ring.3–5


The conformations of several benzyl alcohols have been
elucidated by IR and NMR spectroscopic methods. In
connection with the hydrogen-bond-like interaction
between the hydroxyl and the aromatic p-system, a
conformation (B) in which the OH group orients itself to the
direction perpendicular to the plane of the aromatic ring was
proposed.6 On the other hand, the highly crowded a,a-di-
tert-butylbenzyl alcohol molecule was shown to take
conformation C, in which the crossing of tert-butyl groups
over the plane of the aromatic ring is hindered. Owing to
slow rotation, the ortho (2 and 6) protons become non-


isochronous even at room temperature.7, 8 The
six-membered intramolecular hydrogen bond in the o-
methoxybenzyl alcohol confines its a-hydroxyl groups to be
coplanar to the aromatic ring and is expected to favor the
OH-coplanar conformation (D).


In order to clarify the conformational effect on hydrogen
bonding, the conformations of a-substituted o-methox-
ybenzyl alcohols have been studied by IR spectroscopy.9


The hydrogen bond shifts DnOH could not be correlated with
the enthalpies of hydrogen bond formation when the a-
monoalkyl- and the a,a-dialkyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohols
were treated together. From this discrepancy and other facts,
it was suspected that the conformations of the a-monoalkyl
derivatives are considerably different from those of the a-
unsubstituted and the a, a-dialkyl derivatives. It is expected
that the a-monoalkyl derivatives take a conformation
(similar to A) in which a-alkyl group is stretching nearly
perpendicular to the plane of the aromatic ring. However,
this conformational preference has not yet been ration-
alized.


In order to elucidate further the stable conformations and
the dynamic behaviors of a-substituted o-methoxybenzyl* Correspondence to: H. Suezawa.
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alcohols, the effects of a-alkyl substituents on their 1H, 13C
and 17O NMR chemical shifts, and also their 1H DNMR
spectra, were measured and are discussed in comparison
with the MM3 geometries of these molecules. As pointed
out by Bartlett et al.,8 the internal rotation about the Cipso—
Ca bond becomes slow as the substituent becomes bulky.
This allows us to observe the signals of the rotational
isomers separately at low temperatures. Thus, DNMR10


measurments on these compounds provide further informa-
tion concerning the dynamic behaviors of their
conformations.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. a,a-Dialkyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohols were
prepared by reaction of the corresponding ketones with o-
methoxyphenylmagnesium bromide in THF.11, 12


a-Alkyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohols were prepared by reac-
tion of the corresponding alkylmagnesium halides with
o-methoxy-
benzaldehyde.13 All of these alcohols are known and have
been characterized by their spectral data and by comparing
their boiling points with those reported in the literature.11–14


Solvents for NMR measurements and other materials were
commercially available and used without further purifica-
tion.


Spectral measurements. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were
obtained on a JEOL EX-270 spectrometer at 25 °C, except
for the DNMR measurements. A JEOL FX-90Q spectrome-
ter was also employed for 17O measurements. Chemical
shifts form internal TMS standard are given for 1H and 13C
spectra. The 17O chemical shifts are given in reference to the
signal of H2


17O.15 Variable-temperature measurements were
carried out by using a JNM VT variable-temperature
apparatus. Rotational barriers (DG‡) were calculated from
the coalescence temperature (Tc) by the following equa-
tion:16


DG‡ = 2.303RTc[10.32+log(Tc/k)] (1)


The rate k was, in turn, obtained from the spectra at Tc by the
equation k = Dd/Ï2.


IR spectra were measured with a JASCO FT-IR5M
spectrophotometer in dilute CCl4 solutions. The concentra-
tion of the solutions were kept within 331023


–531023 mol l21 so a to avoid the effect of intermolecular
association.17 The temperature of the sample was controlled
to within ±0·1 °C by using an Advantec TE-105M circulat-
ing thermostat. The enthalpy of intramolecular hydrogen
bond formation (DH) was obtained by measuring the nOH


intensities of the free («f) and the hydrogen-bonded («b)
species at various temperatures (within the range
288–315 K). The gradient of the ln(«f/«b) vs 1/T plot gave
DH. Some of the DH data had been reported previously.9


New data are given in Table 1.


Calculations. Molecular force field calculations were
done by using the MM3 program written by Allinger and
co-workers.18 the dielectric parameter D was set to be 1·5.
The CONFLEX 3 program19 and Dihedral Driver option
were employed in the search for stable rotamers.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


In general, the 1H signal of the hydroxyl group in the
OH · · · O hydrogen-bonded system moves towards lower
field as the hydrogen bond becomes stronger.20 Thus, dOH in
inert solvents (e.g. chlorofom) can be a measure of the
strength of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. On the other
hand, the 17O chemical shift of the hydrogen-accepting
alkoxyl group shows a high-field shift when the hydrogen
bond is strengthened.21 Thus, the 1H, 13C and 17O chemical
shifts related to the intramolecular hydrogen bond of a-
substituted o-methoxybenzyl alcohols are given, together
with DnOH, «h/«f and DH from IR spectroscopic measure-
ments, in Table 2. Here, DnOH is the hydrogen bond shift,22


which is defined as the difference in the absorption
frequencies of the free and the hydrogen-bonded species
[DnOH =nOH(free) 2nOH(H-bonded)]; «h/«f and DH denote the ratio


Table 1. Infrared OH stretching absorption spectra of unsymmetrically a-substituted o-
methoxybenzyl alcohols (2-MeOC6H4CR1R2OH) and enthalpies of hydrogen bond


formationa


nf «f nb «b Dn DH
Compound (cm21) (l mol21 cm21) (cm21) (l mol cm21) (cm21) (kJ mol21)


12 3622 22·1 3564 68·7 50 3·3
13 3626 26·8 3557 84·9 69 3·4
15 3611 26·3 3541 131·2 70 2·3
17 3626 27·7 3553 52·4 67 4·6
18 3614 24·9 3541 144·6 73 3·8
19 3614 32·4 3530 89·9 84 3·9
20 3607 20·0 3525 51·9 82 4·2
21 3611 19·7 3549 130·2 62 3·0
22 3611 21.4 3530 141.5 81 2.9


a nf, «f, sl15nb and «b were measured at 25 °C in carbon tetrachloride solutions.
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of the intensities of the hydrogen-bonded («h) and the free
(«f) OH stretching bands and the enthalpy difference
between the hydrogen-bonded and the free species, respec-
tively.


Substituent effects on the hydrogen bonds as evidenced
by NMR and infrared studies


The chemical shift of the OH proton signal d(1H)OH of a
hydrogen-bonded system depends both on the strength of
the hydrogen bond per molecule and on the abundance of
the hydrogen-bonded species relative to the total number of
molecules. As a result, d(1H)OH moves towards low field as
the hydrogen bond is strengthened and as the hydrogen-
bonded species becomes abundant. However, we cannot
observe the two effects separately by NMR spectroscopy.


In contrast, IR spectroscopy provides information about
the strength and abundance individually, since the absorp-
tion bands of the free and the hydrogen-bonded species can
be observed separately in the IR OH spectrum. Hence the


hydrogen bond shift DnOH can be a measure of the intrinsic
strength of a hydrogen bond without the effect of the
abundance. On the other hand, the intensity ratio «h/«f can
be a relative measure of the abundance of the hydrogen-
bonded species.


Generally, the abundance of the hydrogen-bonded species
increases as the hydrogen bond is strengthened. In fact, the
d(1H)OH values in chloroform-d are well correlated with
DnOH (r=0.902). It can also be correlated equally well with
the «h/«f ratio and the steric energy difference (DSE)
between the free and the hydrogen-bonded conformers
(r=0·920 and 0·885, respectively). Thus, the low-field shift
of d(1H)OH in chloroform-d (Table 2) implies that the
equilibrium given by equation (2) moves towards the left-
hand side or, in other words, that the intramolecularly
hydrogen-bonded OH/MeO syn-conformer (E) is favored.
In solvents capable of forming hydrogen bonds (dimethyl
sulfoxide, acetone and methanol), the intramolecular hydro-
gen bond should be destroyed at least partly and,
alternatively, an intermolecular hydrogen bond is formed


Table 2. Some chemical shifts (ppm) of a-substituted o-methoxybenzyl alcohols (2-MeOC6H4CR1R2OH) relevant to intramolecular hydrogen
bonding


d(1H)OH


d(13C)
In In d(17O)a DnOH DH


Compound R1 R2 CDCl3 DMSO Dd C(2)ar OMe OMe (cm21) (kJ mol21) «h/«f


1 H H 2·40 5·06 2·66 157·4 55·3 42 (25) 30 4·72e 1·97
2 H Me 2·67 5·00 2·33 156·5 55·2 48 (+1) 36 1·25e 0·53
3 H Et 2·22 4·44 2·22 156·6 55·2 52 (+5) 48 0·79e 0·55
4 H Pri 2·57 4·69 2·12 156·7 55·2 50 (+3) 42 1·00e 0·51
5 H But 2·68 4·84 2·16 157·0 55·1 32 (215) 60 0·42e 0·50
6 Me Me 4·25 4·89 0·64 156·9 55·2 45 (22) 58 6·40e 4·29
7 Et Et 3·88 4·39 0·51 157·2 55·4 41 (26) 64 2·59e 1·64
8 Pr Pr 3·74 4·43 0·69 157·1 55·4 37 (210) 62 2·88e 1·58
9 Pri Pri 5·70 4·40 21·30 158·6 55·9 34 (213) 74 5·48e 5·47


10 Bu Bu 3·74 4·35 0·61 157·0 55·4 37 (210) 62 2·51e 1·65
11 But But 6·59 6·54 20·05 158·4 57·3 29 (218) 108 5·85e 5·70
12 Me Et 4·09 4·67 0·58 156·9 55·3 48 (+1) 50 3·11
13 Me Pri 4·11 4·50 0·39 156·8 55·4 43 (24) 69 2·93 3·17
14 Me Bui 3·78 4·66 0·88 156·0 54·4 46 (21)
15 Me But 5·57 4·77 20·80 158·3 55·9 27 (220) 70 3·63 4·99
16 Me Pen 3·43 4·58 1·15 156·1 54·3 51 (+4)
17 Et Pri 3·78 4·21 0·43 157·3 55·5 42 (25) 67 1·89
18 Et But 5·65 4·75 20·90 158·1 55·7 33 (214) 73 2·98 5·81
19 Pri But 5·98 4·98 21·00 158·4 56·4 35 (211) 84 3·77 5·78
20 Me Ph 4·64 5·35 0·71 157·0 55·5 46 (21)
21 Pri Ph 4·92 5·09 0·17 157·5 55·7 39 (28)
22 But Ph 5·05 5·15 0·10 158·2 55·9 34 (213)
23b Me Me 4·59 4·87 0·28 154·2 61·2 45 (22) 82 4·19 2·60
24c Me But 5·37 4·67 20·70 158·2 55·5 31 (216) 62 2·88 6·61
25d Me But 5·64 4·81 20·83 153·0 55·6 33 (214) 81 4·33 6·61


a Differences from the chemical shift value (47 ppm) of o-methylanisole are given in parentheses.
b 3,5-Dimethyl-substituted derivative.
c 4-Methoxy-substituted derivative.
d 5-Methoxy-substituted derivative.
e DH values reported in Ref. 9.
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between the hydroxyl group of the benzyl alcohol and the
acceptor atom in the solvent molecule. The intermolecular
hydrogen bond is expected to stabilize the free OH/MeO
anti-conformer (F) relative to conformer E. This trend was
revealed in the solvent effect on the conformational free
energy difference DG given in Table 5.


The large solvent shifts Dd [=dOH(DMSO) 2dOH(CDCl3)]
(Table 2) of the OH proton signal for the unsubstituted and
the a-monosubstituted alcohols 1–5 can be rationalized on
the basis that the intramolecular OH · · · O hydrogen bond
in the inert solvent is replaced by the much stronger and
more favorable intermolecular hydrogen bond with DMSO.
In contrast, the sterically enforced and protected hydrogen
bonds in the crowded a,a-dialkyl alcohols 9, 11, 15, 18, 19,
24 and 25 are insensitive to the effect of the hydrogen-
accepting solvent; the high-field solvent shifts of these
alcohols must arise from the fact that the intermolecular
hydrogen bond is weaker than the intramolecular hydrogen
bond in these alcohols.


The IR OH frequency shift DnOH can be correlated well
with the steric substituent constant Vs,23, 24 as shown in
Figure 1. Thus, the magnitude of the frequency shift DnOH


can be primarily determined by the steric hindrance between
the a-alkyl group(s) and other parts of the molecule in
conformer E, which enforces a close OH · · · distance. This
type of steric effect is often called steric compression. A
large steric compression can be expected from the large
MM3 steric energies (Table 3) of the alcohol molecules
bearing two bulky a-alkyl groups (19 and 11). The short
distances between the hydrogen-bonded H · · · O in these


molecules also suggest the presence of steric compression.
As a matter of course, the steric compression results in the
additional stabilization of the intramolecular hydrogen
bond.


On the other hand, the populations of the intra-
molecularly hydrogen-bonded (E) and the free (F)
conformers are determined by the energy difference
between them. In highly crowded a,a-dialkyl-o-methoxy-
benzyl alcohols, the very severe steric crowdedness
between the a-alkyl groups and o-methoxyl moiety will
disfavor conformer F. As a result, the equilibrium moves far
towards conformer E as the substituent becomes bulky.


In accordance with the general trends reported pre-


Table 3. Steric energies from MM3 of the energy-minimal conformations and the rotational barriers of a-substituted o-methoxybenzyl
alcohols (2-MeOC6H4CR1R2OH)a


Conformer I (E)b Conformer II (F)b Transition state I Transition state II
H-bonded


v (v9) SE v DSE v DSE v DSE d(O · · · H)
Compound R1 R2 (°) (kJ mol21) (°) (kJ mol21) (°) (kJ mol21) (°) (kJ mol21) (Å)


1 H H 262·0 (259·4) 28·12 78·8 4·66 20·1 12·4 142·3 13·0 2·201
2 H Me 245·1 (76·8) 30·17 137·2 0·92 28·1 18·8 2156·2 20·6 1·995
6 Me Me 242·2 (277·8) 39·29 159·6 8·71 94·6 15·5 2112·4 21·5 1·950
5 H But 238·3 (87·7) 55·19 139·1 21·90 26·1 37·0 2147·9 55·7 1·942


15 Me But 228·5 (94·0) 83.43 152·8 8·28 91·6 60·6 288·2 70·0 1·938
18 Et But 224·8 (96·8) 92·84 158·0 8·13 93·7 77·5 290·1 83·6 1·927
19 Pri But 219·9 (106·3) 128·87 164·9 14·1 92·7 80·8 290·5 90·0 1·937
11 But But 28·4 (110·2) 181·38 170·9 17·0 91·7 110·1 291·7 110·1 1·895


a v refers to the torsional angle C(2)—C(ipso)—C(a)—O(hydroxyl) of the S-isomer. v9 is the C(2)—C(ipso)—C(a)—C(R2) torsional angle of conformer I.
b Conformers I and II refer to the OH/MeO syn-conformer (E) and the OH/MeO anti-conformer (F), respectively. Steric energy difference DSE
is given with reference to the SE (italicized in the table) of conformer I.


Figure 1. Results of correlation analyses: DnOH vs Vs plot. The sum
of the Vs values of the two a-substituents [Vs(R1)+Vs(R2)] was


chosen as the abscissa
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viously,21 the 17O signals of the methoxyl groups of the
o-methoxybenzyl alcohols showed a high-field shift when
the hydrogen bond was stengthened. For example, for di-
tert-butyl derivative (11), which has the largest DnOH value,
the methoxyl 17O signal appears at 13 ppm higher field than
the signal of the unsubstituted derivative (1), which, in turn,
is 18 ppm higher field than that of the parent anisole. In
order to correlate the 17O chemical shift (d17O) of the
hydrogen-accepting methoxyl group with the strength of
hydrogen bonding, it was plotted against the proton
chemical shift of the alcoholic OH group (dOH), against the
hydrogen bond shift of the IR OH stretching frequency
(DnOH) and against the enthalpy of intramolecular hydrogen
bond formation (DH). The dOH vs d17O and DnOH vs d17O
correlations are fairly good [r=0.829 (n=20) and r=0.782
(n=16), respectively]. These two correlations support the
fact that the high-field shift of the d17O is an indication of
the intramolecular hydrogen bonding.


However, DH could not be correlated with d17O at all. As
reviewed briefly in the Introduction, the preferred con-
formations of a-substituted benzyl alcohols are
considerably different from each other depending on the
bulkiness and number of the a-substituents.9 The unexpect-
edly low DH vs d17O correlation coefficient must originate
from the differences in geometries among the hydrogen-
bonded conformers (E) of variously substituted benzyl
alcohols. In addition, as suggested by the variation in the
torsional angle C(2)—C(ipso)—C(a)—O(a)-O(hydroxyl)
(v) in Table 3, the conformation of the reference free
conformer (F) can differ among the benzyl alcohols in Table
2. Thus, the enthalpy difference DH (=HH-bonded 2Hfree) must
be perturbed by the conformational changes in both
conformers E and F.


Discussion of stabilities and geometries of the
conformers on the basis of molecular mechanics results


In order to evaluate the steric hindrance due to the a-alkyl
substituents more quantitatively and to elucidate further the
geometries and the dynamic behaviors of the conformers of
these alcohols, MM318 calculations were carried out on
some of these alcohols. Stable rotational isomers about the
Cipso—Ca bond were searched by use of the CONFLEX 3
program.19 As an example of conformation searching by the
combined use of the Dihedral Driver option and CON-
FLEX 3, the SE vs v plot for a-tert-
a-methyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohol (15) is shown in Figure
2, where v denotes the torsional angle about the Cipso—Ca


bond. The thus obtained stable and transition-state con-
formations (the torsional angle v corresponding to the
minima and the maxima in Figure 2) are given together with
their steric energies (SE) in Table 3.


The MM3 calculations showed that the hydrogen-bonded
conformer (E) is more stable than the free conformer (F) for
the series of unsubstituted and a,a-disubstituted o-
methyoxybenzyl alcohols. DSE (=SE2 2SE1) is the
calculated equivalent for the energy difference. In the cases
of a-monosubstituted o-methoxybenzyl alcohols, the calcu-
lation showed that the free conformer (F) is slightly more
stable than the hydrogen-bonded conformer (E). Qual-
itatively this conclusion is compatible with the results from
the experiments. The experimentally obtained enthalpy of
hydrogen bond formation (DH in Table 2) actually measures
the energy difference between E and F conformers. In
accordance with the calculated DSE, the DH for the a-
monoalkyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohols 2–5 from IR
spectroscopy are also smaller than those of the unsubstituted


Figure 2. Steric energy (SE) vs torsional angle (v) plot for a-tert-butyl-a-methyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohol (15)
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and a,a-di-substituted derivatives. However, in contrast to
the DSE from MM3, the DH values for these alcohols are
still negative, showing that conformer E of the a-monoalkyl
derivatives is slightly more stable than conformer F.


The intensity ratio «h/«f can also be a simple experimental
measure of the abundance of the hydrogen-bonded species,
and was well correlated with DSE from MM3 (r=0.894).


As discussed before, the OH proton signals of the a-
monoalkyl derivatives 2–5 appear at relatively high fields in
comparison with the a,a-dialkyl derivatives. The 17O
chemical shifts of the hydrogen-accepting methoxyl group
of the a-monoalkyl derivatives 2–4 were observed at lower
fields than that of the parent o-methoxybenzyl alcohol. The
DnOH values for these alcohols are also small. All this
spectroscopic evidence leads to the conclusion that the
OH · · · O hydrogen bonds in the a-monoalkyl derivatives
are considerably weaker and less favorable than those in the
a,a-dialkyl derivatives.


In the preferred conformations of a-monoalkyl and
unsymmetrical a,a-dialkyl derivatives, the bulkier alkyl
group prefers to take a position perpendicular to the
aromatic ring plane due to the steric repulsion between the
alkyl group and the hydrogen atom at the 6-position of the
aromatic ring. Thus, in the cases of the combinations of two
a-substituents of considerably different size (H and alkyl,
Me and t-Bu, etc.), the bulkier alkyl group occupies the
perpendicular position and takes conformation A9 prefera-
bly [see the MM conformations in Figure 3(a) and (e)]. In
contrast, the a,a-dialkyl derivatives bearing two alkyl
groups of similar size take the most stable conformation
(D9) in which the OH group lies on the plane of the aromatic
ring and the R1—Ca—R2 angle is bisected by the plane [the
MM3 conformation of Fig. 3(f)]. Thus, the preferred
conformations of a-alkyl-substituted o-methoxybenzyl
alcohols were shown to be considerably different depending
on the number and the bulkiness of the a-substituents.
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Rotational barriers and free energy difference between
the conformers from NMR spectroscopy—comparison
with those from MM


The energy profiles of 15 (Figure 2) showed that the
molecule has the maximum energy and reaches the
transition state when both alkyl groups come close to the
plane of the aromatic ring, taking conformation B. In this
conformation (two conformations when R1 ≠R2), the


hydroxyl group occupies a position nearly perpendicular to
the plane (as illustrated in Figure 3(c) and (d)]. Thus, the
rotational barrier (DG‡) concerning this torsional motion is
influenced by the size of the second less bulky alkyl group
(R2) in addition to the bulkier alkyl group (R1), and tends to
be augmented as the second alkyl group R2 becomes bulkier
in a case when the substituent R1 is similar.


This was actually observed in the DNMR experiments on
a series of a-substituted o-methoxybenzyl alcohols. NMR
signals of o-methoxybenzyl alcohols bearing one or two
bulky groups on the a-carbon atom sometimes showed
exchange broadening, and the variable-temperature meas-
urements gave their rotational barriers (DG‡). The results
are given in Table 4. The observed DG‡ of a-alkyl-a-tert-
butyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohols becomes higher as the
second alkyl group becomes bulkier. As expected, the DG‡


for 15 is considerably higher than the reported value for an
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a-tert-butyl-a-methylbenzyl alcohol without an o-methoxyl
group (39·5 kJ mol21 for a-tert-butyl-
3,4,5-trimethoxy-a-methylbenzyl alcohol25).


Comparison of the calculated DSE (in Table 3) with the
observed DG (in Table 4) revealed a tendency to over-
estimate the population of the OH/MeO syn-conformer (E).
The comparison of DGobs (in acetone-d6) with DSE showed
that DSE is 3–8 kJ mol21 more favorable to conformer E.
This apparent anomaly cannot be ascribed to mere over-
estimation of the stabilization energy by the hydrogen bond
formation. The DG values were measured using polar
solvents such as acetone or methanol, because of the
convenience for NMR measurements. In these solvents, the
isometric ratio is near 50 :50 and is convenient to determine
the ratio precisely. Under these conditions, the lineshape


analysis could also be performed with higher accuracy.
The solvent effect on the isomeric ratio is significant; the


equilibrium significantly moves to the OH/MeO syn-
conformer (E) as the solvent becomes less polar. Thus, in
acetone–chloroform mixtures, both DG and DG‡ of the a-
methyl-a-tert-butyl derivative 15 were shown to vary
regularly as a function of the composition of the solvent
(Table 5). As expected, the intramolecularly hydrogen-
bonded conformer (E) becomes more predominant as the
proportion of chloroform increases. Even if DG and DG‡ in
chloroform could not be determined by the measurement,
the extrapolated values for DG (7.37 kJ mol21) and DG‡


(61·4 kJ mol21) agree very well with those from MM3 (8.22
and 60·6 kJ mol21, respectively). The lower DG‡ in hydro-
gen-accepting solvents can be rationalized by the calculated


Figure 3. Ball-and-stick presentations of some important conformations from MM3/CONFLEX 3 calculations: (a)–(d) the most stable
(intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded) conformer, the next stable free conformer and the lower and the higher transition state conformations,
repsectively, of a-tert-butyl-a-methyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohol (15). These conformations correspond, respectively, to the torsinal angles
indicated by 3a–3d in Figure 2. (e), (f) The stable intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded conformers of a-methyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohol (2)


and a,a-di-tert-butyl-o-methoxybenzyl alcohol (11), respectively
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transition-state conformation (B) in which the OH group
occupies the position nearly perpendicular to the aromatic
ring. This conformation is more susceptible to form a
hydrogen bond with the solvent than the ground-state
conformer. As the transition state (B) is stabilized by the
intermolecular hydrogen bond formation with the solvent,
the interconversion between the conformers proceeds more
rapidly. The solvent effect on DG is reflected in the


populations of the conformers. When the 1H spectrum was
measured in chloroform, the equalibrium between the two
conformers lay very far to conformer E, whch made it
impossible to detect the signal of conformer F.


In conclusion, the discrepancy between the calculated
and observed DG‡ and DG values in hydrogen-accepting
solvents such as acetone and methanol can be ascribed, for
the most part, to the destruction of the hydrogen-bonded
chelate structure by the solvents capable of participating in
intermolecular hydrogen bonding.


CONCLUSION


The conformational preferences and the dynamic behaviors
of a-substituted o-methoxybenzyl alcohols are governed
both by the intramolecular OH · · · OMe hydrogen bonding
and by the steric hindrance caused by the a-substituents.


Their stable conformations in non-polar solvents can be
predicted farly well by MM calculations. The OH/MeO
syn-conformer is usually estimated to be far favorable than
the OH/MeO anti-conformer. However, the conformations
are significantly perturbed in polar solvents capable of
forming hydrogen bonds. As a result, the second-most stable
OH/MeO anti-conformer increases in polar solvents.


In the transition states, the molecule takes a conformation
in which both a-alkyl groups come close to the plane of the
aromatic ring. In this conformation, the hydroxyl group
occupies a position nearly perpendicular to the aromatic


Table 4. Rotational barriers (DG‡) and conformational free energy differences (DG) of congested a-substituted o-
methoxybenzyl alcohols


DG‡ (kJ
mol21)b


DG (kJ mol21)


Compound Solvent Signal Tc (K) Dn (Hz) (Z) : (E) k (s21a Values Av. Values Av.


9 Acetone OCH3 258·5 37·8 67:33 36·6 53·1 1·18
Pri-CH 262·7 118·8 65:35 126·1 53·6 53·3 1·04 1·11


9 Chloroform OCH3 246·2 40·9 84:16 15·7 54·3 3·07
Pri-CH 252·6 105·2 82:18 46·8 53·5 54·9 2·81 2·94


15 Acetone OCH3 263·4 42·9 53:47 76·9 54·7 0·22
CH3 268·3 64·3 55:45 105·3 55·1 54·9 0·31 0·27


15 Methanol OCH3 254·9 40·5 54:46 69·5 53·1 0·30
Bz-CH3 256·2 5491 56:44 87·4 52·8 53·0 0·45 0·38


18 Acetone OCH3 299·3 40·5 56:44 67·4 62·8 0·45
Et-CH3 279·5 5·9 53:47 26·7 64·2 61·8 0·26 0·36


19 Acetone But-CH3 59 :41 0·92 (0·92)
19 Methanol But-CH3 329·3 7·2 60:40 9·0 73·3 0·11 (0·11)


Prt-CH 61:39
19 DMSO OCH3 337·5 32·1 77:23 74·7 2·99


Pri-CH 339·5 1·4 72:28 74·1 74·4 2·38 2·69
21 Acetone Bz-CH3 258·5 77·4 53·7 0·37 (0·37)
22 Acetone Bz-CH3 268·2 64·8 56:44 129·2 54·6 0·41 (0·41)


a Rates at Tc.
b Rotational barriers at Tc.


Table 5. Rotational barriers (DG‡) and conformational free energy
differences (DG) of 15 in acetone-d6–chloroform-d mixed solvent


of various compositions


Composition DG‡ DG
(mol% of CD3COCD3) (kJ mol21)a (kJ mol21)


100 54·9 0·27
86·7 55·9 1·33
73·3 56·5 2·03
66·3 56·9 2·53
52·4 57·5 3·10
45·0 58·1 3·78
30·4 59·6 4·82
20·7 59·6 5·89
10·7 61·2 7·22


0 (61·4)b (7·37)b


a Rotational barriers at Tc.
b Values estimated by extrapolation.
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plane and is susceptible to hydrogen bonding with sol-
vents.
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o-SUBSTITUTED BENZOIC ACIDS IN TOLUENE
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Equilibria and kinetics of proton-transfer reactions in toluene between a set of m- and o-substituted (methyl, methoxy,
chloro, nitro and hydroxy) benzoic acids and the carbinol base (colourless) of Crystal Violet were studied
spectrophotometrically. The data on equilibrium and kinetic parameters were critically analysed. The rate constant for
the forward step of the acid–carbinol equilibrium was found to be an appropriate criterion for determining acidities in
toluene. Toluene-phase acidities were found to be significantly more susceptible than aqueous-phase acidities to the
structure of the substituents, particularly for the m-substituted acids. Quantitative analysis of the substituent effect on
toluene-phase acidities using the Fujita–Nishioka model for the extended Hammett equation showed that the
predominant factor contributing to the ‘ortho effect’ for benzoic acid–dye carbinol reactions in toluene is the proximity
polar effect rather than the steric effect for most of the o-substituents © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The solution phase acidity/basicity of a solute reflects its
intrinsic proton-donating/accepting power and the effect of
the solvent, which is often clouded by its own acidity/
basicity, dielectric constant, polarizability and various
solute–solvent interactions. An apolar aprotic solvent
(EN


T =0·0–0·3) of low dielectric constant («<6) offers
significant advantages for investigating proton-transfer
processes as specific solute–solvent interactions would be
greatly minimized and the proton transfer is expected to be
direct. Despite these advantages, there have been far fewer
investigations on rate equilibria of proton-transfer reactions
in apolar aprotic solvents than in protic and dipolar aprotic
solvents. Moreover, since many organic reactions are
carried out in hydrocarbons and halocarbons, the measure-
ment of acid/base properties in such solvents is of
significant interest. However, the determination of the
strength of an acid/base in such a solvent which cannot by
itself act as a base/acid requires the use of an appropriate
reference base/acid. Indicator acids such as 2,4-dinitro-
phenol, picric acid, 2,4,6-trinitro-m-cresol, Bromophenol
Blue and Bromophthalein Magenta E have been found


useful as reference acids for determining the basicities of
various aliphatic and aromatic amines, N-heterocyclics and
diaryl- and triarylguanidines in several apolar aprotic
solvents. Results of equilibria1 and kinetics2 of organic
base–indicator acid associations have been reviewed.


Davis and co-workers, the pioneers in the area, developed
an indirect method for determining the relative strengths of
19 aliphatic and 47 aromatic carboxylic acids in benzene by
studying the equilibrium of association for the carboxylic
acids with 1,3-diphenylguanidine, the reference base, in the
presence of Bromophthalein Magenta E which competes for
the base.1, 3, 4 A direct method for determining relative
acidities in benzene was devised by Palit and co-workers,
who introduced the carbinol base of Crystal Violet as a
reference base. Acid–dye carbinol base reactions in an
apolar aprotic medium are interestingly slow enough for
their kinetics to be monitored by ordinary spectrophoto-
metry. They studied both the equilibria and kinetics of
benzene-phase reactions of various carboxylic acids, phe-
nols, fluoro and nitro alcohols and mercury(II) chloride
(Lewis acid) with the carbinol base of Crystal Violet5–7 or
Ethyl Violet.8


Sen Gupta and co-workers applied the procedure for
evaluating equilibrium and kinetic parameters for toluene-
phase reactions of chelating acids for boron and the* Correspondence to: S. K. Sen Gupta
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boron-complexed acids (hydrogen spiroborates) with differ-
ent triphenylmethane dye carbinols and utilized the data for
the selection of optimum solvent extraction–spectro-
photometric reagent systems for boron determination.9, 10


Further, they determined the relative toluene-phase basici-
ties of six triarlylmethane dye carbinols and correlated the
basicities with s+


R parameters of their p-alkylamino sub-
stituents.11 However, there has not been reported any
systematic study on the effect of substituent structures on
the strengths of acids in such apolar aprotic solvents,
particularly by any direct method. Since organic acids in
apolar solvents undergo aggregation and homoconjugation
to varying extents, it is judicious to consider a set of acids
of very similar chemical type to minimize complications
while interpreting the results. A spectrophotometric inves-
tigation on the equilibria and kinetics of the toluene-phase
proton transfer between a set of selected o- and m-
substituted [CH3(+R, +I ), OCH3 (2 I<+R), Cl (2 I>+R)
and NO2 (2 I, 2R) benzoic acids and the carbinol of
Crystal Violet was undertaken with the objectives of
determining a scale of toluene-phase acidities and shedding
some light on the intrinsic-only factors for the ‘ortho
effect.’ The results obtained are critically discussed here.


EXPERIMENTAL


The chemicals used were either of analytical-reagent grade
or highly purified by standard procedures. Toluene was
chosen as the reference apolar aprotic solvent because of its
relatively low toxicity. 4,49,40-Tris(dimethyl-
amino)triphenyl carbinol, which is colourless, was
employed as the reference base. The toluene solution of the
carbinol base was prepared by basification of a 1025


M


aqueous solution of Crystal Violet [4,49,40-tris(dimethyl-
amino)triphenyl chloride] with 2 M NaOH and subsequent
extraction into toluene in accordance with a standard
procedure.5


Choice of acids. A set of benzoic acids substituted at the
m- and o-positions with groups of varying R (resonance)
and I (inductive) effects, CH3 (+ I, +R), OCH3 (+R>2 I),
Cl (2 I>+R ) and NO2 (2 I, 2R), were selected to study
their structural influences (polar-ordinary and proximity and
steric) on the proton transfer from the —COOH group.
Salicylic acid was also included in the set to study the
enhancement of acidity due to chelation in toluene as
compared with water.


Procedure. The equilibrium and kinetics of the reaction
between the carbinol base of Crystal Violet, Dye-OH
(1026–1025


M), and an acid (HA) (1024–1022
M) in dry


toluene, producing a coloured ion associate, Dye+ A2 , were
measured with a Shimadzu 160 A UV–VIS recording
spectrophotometer at 610 nm at 28±0·1 °C. The molar
absorptivity of Crystal Violet cation (Dye+ ) in toluene at
28 °C was found to be 5·93104 l mol21 cm21.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Carbinol bases (colourless) of triarylmethane dyes [Mala-
chite Green, Brilliant Green, Methyl Violet, Crystal Violet,
Ethyl Violet and Victoria Pure Blue BO (Dye-OH)] react
with acidic substrates [(HA): aliphatic and aromatic car-
boxylic acids, phenols, fluoro and nitro alcohols, hydrogen
spiroborates] in benzene, toluene and other apolar aprotic
media to form coloured ion associates (Dye+ A2 ):5–11


Dye-OH+HA⇀↽Dye+ A2 +H2O (1)


It has been argued that the water molecule formed is
hydrogen bonded to one of the species present in the
system.5–11 Thus, equation (1) can be rewritten as


D+HA⇀↽DH+ A2 (2)


where D represents a dye carbinol and DH+ A2 the ion
associate.


Equilibrium results


The equilibrium data for the toluene-phase reaction of the
set of m-and o-substituted benzoic acids (HA) with the
carbinol base of Crystal Violet (D) were found to fit well the
equation


K=
[DH+ A2 ]


[D][HA]n (3)


The values of n, the overall acid exponent, and logK, the
association constant {obtained from the linear log
([DH+ A2 ]/[D]) vs log [HA] plot} are given in Table 1.


The overall acid exponent (n)


As can be seen from Table 1, n is non-integral and usually
greater than unity. This is explained as being due to
overlapping reactions of the simple monomer acid (HA) and
acid–acid anion homoconjugate complex acids,
H[A · · · (HA)m ] m>1 (such complex acids, which are
stronger than the simple HA, are known to form in toluene-
like media1 ) with the carbinol base of Crystal Violet in
toluene. Hence n is a measure of the number of HA
molecules associated with a D molecule at equilibrium. As
one would expect, the value of n has been found to be larger
for stronger acids which allow a greater degree of
homoconjugation (see Table 1). The comparatively small
value of n for salicylic acid reflects strong intramolecular
hydrogen bonding in the salicylate anion which would
inhibit seriously its homoconjugation. It is worth pointing
out that the value of n for an acid is not strictly a constant
and may depend on acid concentration,11 specific solvent7


and temperature.7 In fact, n is a composite parameter and
equals of f2r, where f and r are the individual acid
exponents for the forward and reverse steps of the
equilibrium [equation (2)], respectively [see equation (10)].


Association constant (K). As n is not a true constant, the
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association constant (K) is simply an equilibrium concentra-
tion ratio and not a true thermodynamic constant. However,
the variation in n among the acids selected is small enough
(see Table 1) to employ logK values not unjustifiably as
indices of toluene-phase acidities. A plot of logK (toluene)
vs pKa (water) (Figure 1) yields two distinct straight lines,
one for the m-substituted benzoic acids only and the other
for the o-substituted acids.


m-Substituted benzoic acids. The orders of the strengths
of these acids in solvents as diverse as water and toluene are
exactly parallel (see Table 1), indicating the predominance


of the substituent’s field-inductive effect on proton transfer
from the —COOH group. LogK is related to the pKa for the
acids by


logK=24·76 pKa +21·96 (4)


The large enhancement (4·76-fold) of the susceptibility of
proton transfer to the nature of the substituent on changing
the medium from water («=78) to toluene («=2·38)
substantiates further that the influence of a m-substituent is
predominantly an electrostatic field effect exerted through
both the molecule and the surrounding solvent sheath.


o-Substituted benzoic acids. The logK vs pKa plot for
the o-isomers (Figure 1) can be represented by


logK=21·77 pKa +9·49 (5)


Comparison with that for the m-isomers [Figure 1; equation
(4)], taken as the ‘normal’ behaviour, indicates clearly that
o-isomers are either too weak in toluene or too strong in
water. Further, the order of their logK values is not the same
as that of their pKa values (see Table 1). An o-substituent
would influence the reaction centre of a substrate through a
number of intrinsic ‘effects’ such as resonance, steric and
intramolecular hydrogen bonding, besides the field-induc-
tive effect. However, in a solvating medium some of these
effects may be significantly affected. In water, steric
interference of an o-substituent (with a +R effect) bare or
hydrated with the hydrated —COOH group would inhibit its
resonance (acid-weakening) with the aromatic ring. Hydra-
tion would contribute to further enhancement of the acidity
by disrupting the chelated structure, if any, of the non-
dissociated acid, whereas in non-solvating toluene acidities
would be influenced primarily by the substituent’s intrinsic-
only factors. Thus, on changing the solvent from water to
toluene the, acidity of an o-isomer undergoes a considerable
reduction compared with that for the m-isomer. Obviously,
the logK values rank significantly better as indices for the
intrinsic strengths of o-substituted benzoic acids than their
pKa values. The case of salicylic acid is an exception. Its
anomalously high acidity in water is preserved in toluene


Table 1. Values of association constant (logK), overall acid exponent (n), individual rate constants
(logk1 , logk21 ) and individual acid exponents ( f, r) for substituted benzoic acids–Crystal Violet


carbinol base reactions in toluene at 28·5±0·1 °C


pKa LogK n Logk1 Logk21 f r
Acid (water) (±2%) (±3%) (±2%) (±2%) (±3%) (±3%)


Benzoic acid 4·20 1·85 0·98 1·75 20·10 1·39 0·41
o-Methylbenzoic acid 3·91 1·96 1·19 1·99 0·03 1·67 0·48
m-Methylbenzoic acid 4·27 1·74 0·93 1·46 20·28 1·37 0·44
o-Methoxybenzoic acid 4·09 2·73 1·13 2·70 20·03 1·58 0·45
m-Methoxybenzoic acid 4·09 2·29 1·11 2·09 20·20 1·48 0·37
o-Chlorobenzoic acid 2·94 4·11 1·23 4·72 0·62 1·70 0·48
m-Chlorobenzoic acid 3·83 3·96 1·29 3·99 0·03 1·57 0·28
o-Nitrobenzoic acid 2·17 5·38 1·33 7·25 1·87 2·05 0·72
m-Nitrobenzoic acid 3·49 5·24 1·30 7·91 2·67 2·21 0·91
o-Hydroxybenzoic acid 3·00 4·80 1·12 5·55 0·75 1·57 0·45


Figure 1. Comparison of the strengths of (s) m- and (h) o-
substituted benzoic acids in toluene and water as measured by


logK (toluene) and pKa (water)
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(see Table 1) and even in the gas phase.12 This must be due
to the stabilization of the conjugate base, the salicylate
anion by the same strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding
involving the phenolic hydrogen and the carboxylate anion
in all the three media. Thus, the overall effect of an o-
substituent on proton transfer from the —COOH group in a
benzoic acid molecule is contributed to by field-inductive,
resonance, steric, cheltion (in both the undissociated acid
and its conjugate base), solvation and possibly other less
significant factors.


Kinetic results


The toluene-phase reaction between a substituted benzoic
acid (HA) and the carbinol base (D) of Crystal Violet
[equation (2)] under the conditions employed, CHA @CD (see
Experimental), follows first-order kinetics:


k=
2·303


t
logS Xe


Xe 2Xt
D (6)


where k is the rate constant and Xe and Xt are the
absorbances of the ion associate (DH+ A2 ) at equilibrium
and at time t. The rate constant (k), however, depends upon
CHA , the total acid concentration. In an apolar aprotic
solvent, a carboxylic acid (HA) exists as an equilibrium
mixture of the monomer acid, HA, and the stronger
homoconjugate acid–acid anion complex acids,
H(A · · · HA), H[A · · · (HA)2 ], etc.,1 the proportion of the
latter increasing with increase in CHA . Thus, the overall
proton-donating power of a carboxylic acid solution in such
solvents increases with increase in CHA . On the assumption
that both the forward and reverse steps of the equilibrium
[equation (2)] are influenced by the acid, equation (2) can be
expressed as


D+ fHA⇀↽DH+ A2 +rHA (7)


where DH+ A2 symbolizes the coloured ion associate
irrespective of the number of HA molecules associated with
a D molecule and f and r are the individual acid exponents
for the forward and reverse steps of the equilibrium,
respectively. If k1 and k21 represent the rate constants for the
forward and reverse steps, respectively, it follows that


k=k1[HA]f +k21[HA]r (8)


K=
k1


k21


(9)


n=f2r (10)


Algebraic manipulations of equations (8), (9) and (10)
lead to the relationship


logS k
K+ [HA]2nD=f log [HA]+logk21 (11)


Plots of the left-hand side of equation (11) vs log [HA] were
found to be linear for all the acids selected. Logk21


(intercept) and f (slope) obtained by the least-squares
method and logk1 and r calculated using equations (9) and
(10), respectively, are given in Table 1.


The strength of an acid in an apolar aprotic solvent as
determined in terms of its association constant (K) with a
dye carbinol (when the n values do not differ widely) is thus
due to the interplay of at least four parameters, k1 , k21 , f
and r.


Individual acid exponents (f, r)


The acid exponent f for the forward step can be interpreted
as the mean aggregation number of HA species, HA,
H(A · · · HA), H[A · · · (HA)2 ], etc., reacting with the dye
carbinol in the forward step, the acid reacting effectively as
an f-mer, (HA)f . The f values, as expected, are generally
greater than unity and non-integral (see Table 1). Further,
the magnitude of f (1·4–2·2) shows an upward trend with
increase in the strength of HA.


The acid exponent r for the reverse step is much smaller
(0·3–0·9) (see Table 1) and can be interpreted as the number
of HA molecules released from the f-mer, (HA)f , after the
equilibrium of its reaction with the dye carbinol has been
attained. The degree of homoconjugation in the ion
associate DH+ [A2 · · · (HA)n21 ] (where n is the overall
acid exponent) symbolized as DH+ A2 would depend on the
relative affinity of the base A2 between the acids DH+ and
HA and differ from f. In fact, when HA is considerably
stronger than DH+ (the conjugate acid of the dye carbinol),
n could exceed f and r and may even become negative.5–7, 11


Individual rate constants (k1 , k21 )


As can be seen from Table 1, the magnitude for the rate
constant of the forward step, k1 , is much greater than the
rate constant for the reverse step, k21 , and both the
parameters vary considerably over the set of acids. How-
ever, compared with k21 , k1 for an acid is significantly more
sensitive to the strength of the acid. Further, the magnitudes
of k1 and f and also those of k21 and r follow a similar trend
(see Table 1), pointing to the catalytic role of the acid in
both the forward and reverse steps of the equilibrium
[equation (2)].


Log k1 scale of toluene-phase acidities


An acidity scale in terms of logk1 would be meaningful only
if the acids do not have significantly different f values. This
scale would be of greater intrinsic value than that in terms
of logK as the latter depends on the interplay of at least four
parameters (k1 , k21 , f and r) as against two (k1 and f ) for the
former. The variation observed in f over the different acids
is ±0·42. However, it seems justifiable to infer that
neglecting the variation would not invalidate the general
conclusions reached on the basis of the logk1 scale of
acidities. As can be seen from Table 1, the logk1 acidity
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scale runs parallel to the logK scale for either isomer (o- or
m-). Further, the logk1 vs pKa plot (Figure 2), like the logK
vs pKa plot, yields two separate straight lines, one for the m-
substituted acids:


logk1 =28·27 pKa +36·33 (12)


and the other for the o-substituted acids:


logk1 =22·66 pKa +12·99 (13)


However, the slope of the logk1 vs pKa plot is considerably
greater than that of the corresponding logK vs pKa plot
[equations (4) and (5)]. Obviously, logk1 values are
significantly more sensitive than logK values to the structure
of the substituent and thus better indices of intrinsic
acidities.
Quantitative treatment of substituent effect on toluene-
phase strengths of benzoic acids by Hammett
methodology
The simple Hammett equation:


logKx =rsx +C (14)


where Kx is the equilibrium (or rate) constant of a reaction
for the substituted substrate, sx is the substituent (x)
constant pertaining to its electronic effects only, r, the
reaction constant, is a measure of the sensitivity of the
reaction to the electronic perturbation and C corresponds to
the equilibrium or rate constant for the unsubstituted
substrate, applies to m- and p-substituents only. However,
for o-substituents which exert, in addition to the ordinary
electronic effect (common to m- and p-substituents), various
proximity effects such as direct field effect, steric effect and
chelation effect to various extents in different physical-
organic systems, the simple Hammett equation (14) no


longer applies and an extended form must be used. An
equation proposed by Fujita and Nishioka13 has been found
to be obeyed for reactions of o-substituted benzoic acids
except those whose conjugate bases undergo significant
chelation (e.g. salicylic acid) and was used in this study to
estimate the relative contribution of various components of
the total effects of o-substituents on the toluene-phase
acidity of benzoic acids. The equation is


logKortho =rso +dEs + fF+C (15)


where Kortho is the equilibrium or rate constant of a reaction
for the o-substituted substrate, so , Es and F are the
substituent parameters for the ordinary polar effect
(so;sp ),13 the primary steric effect and the proximity polar
effect respectively, r, d and f are the susceptibility constants
corresponding to so , Es and F, respectively, and C is the
intercept. It may be noted that the Fujita–Nishioka model
[equation (15)], although obeyed by the substituents OCH3 ,
OC2H5 and OC6H5 capable of forming intramolecular
H-bonds with the undissociated carboxylic group, does not
contain any term representing this factor. This is corrobo-
rated by a chemometric analysis of o-substituent effects
which indicated that the chelation effect in the undissociated
acid is not as significant as to be necessary to express it
explicitly.14


The logk1 data for the toluene-phase reactions of
substituted benzoic acids with the carbinol base of Crystal
Violet were correlated with equation (14) for the m-isomers
and with the equation (15) for the o-isomers by the method
of multiple linear regression analysis, and the levels of
significance of the correlation coefficient (R) and the
regression coefficients (r, d, f ) were examined statistically.
The calculations were carried out on a UPTRON DS-86
PCS computer and the results are discussed below.


Substituent parameters employed


Except for the o-OH group, which undergoes significant
chelation with carboxylate anion, all the other substituents
considered (m- and o-methyl, -methoxy, -chloro and -nitro)
were included in the regression analysis. The ‘ordinary
polar effect’ parameters sm [equation (14)] and so (;sp )


Figure 2. Comparison of the strengths of (s) m- and (h)
o-substituted benzoic acids in toluene and water as measured by


logk1 (toluene) and pKa (water)


Table 2. Substituent parameters (sm , sp ;so , Es and F) used for
correlation


Substituent sm
a so


a (;sp ) Es
b Fc


Methyl 20·07 20·17 21·24 20·04
Methoxy 0·12 20·27 20·55 0·26
Chloro 0·37 0·23 20·97 0·41
Nitro 0·71 0·73 21·01(')d 0·67


a From Ref. 15.
b From Ref. 13.
c From Ref. 16.
d For minimum dimension—perpendicular orientation. Es for the maximum
dimension—coplanar orientation is 22·52 (i).
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[equation (15)] are from the compilations of McDaniel and
Brown15 and the proximity polar effect parameters, F
[equation (15)], are the Swain Lupton constants as
improved and extended by Hansch et al.16 The primary
steric effect parameters, Es [equation (15)] are the Taft
constants17 as modified by Kutter and Hansch18 with H as
the reference substituent [Es(H)=0]13 instead of CH3 (in
original Es values). For the non-symmetrical NO2 group, the
Es value for the minimum dimension, i.e. perpendicular
orientation to the aromatic ring, was adopted since the
o-NO2 substituent was found to correlate best with this Es


value rather than that for the maximum dimension corre-
sponding to its coplanar orientation with the ring, for
proton-transfer reactions of benzoic acids in water and
benzene.13 The values of the parameters sm , so (;sp ), Es


and F for methyl, methoxy, chloro and nitro substituents are
given in Table 2.


Results of correlation


The results of the correlation of logk1 (toluene) data with
equations (14) and (15) for the substituted benzoic acids and
the level of significance for the correlation coefficient (R)
and the regression coefficients (r, d and f ) are given in
Table 3. Table 3 also includes correlation results of pKa


(water) of the acids. The correlation results reveal that the
strength of an o-substituted benzoic acid is sensitive more to
the proximity effects than to the ordinary polar effects of the
substituent (d+ f>r). The present analysis demonstrates
further that the major factor contributing to the proximity
effect, usually referred as ‘ortho effect’, is the proximity
polar effect and not the steric effect (fF>dEs ) for methoxy,
chloro and nitro substituents (see Tables 2 and 3) on benzoic
acid–dye carbinol reactions in toluene. However, the
opposite holds true for the methyl substituent (dEs > fF). A
similar conclusion is obtained from the correlation analysis
of pKa data for 13 o-substituted benzoic acids where also the
steric effect is the dominant factor for the alkyl substituents
only.
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Table 3. Correlation results of reactivity data with equations (14) and (15)


Result of F-test Result of t-test on
on R r, d and f


Benzoic acid Solvent Log K ra da f a Cb nc Rd (level of significance) (level of significance)


m-Substituted Toluene Logk1 8·28 — — 1·57 5 0·981 Better than 1% Better than 0·5%
o-Substituted Toluene Logk1 2·27 20·64 4·57 1·75 5 0·999 Better than 5% Better than 5%
m-Substituted Water pKa 0·99 — — 24·21 11 0·969 Better than 1% Better than 0·5%
o-Substituted Water pKa 1·00 20·33 1·28 24·05 13 0·979 Better than 1% Better than 0·05%


a Regression coefficient.
b Intercept.
c Number of points involved in the correlation.
d Multiple correlation coefficient.
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Ab initio molecular orbital calculations at the MP2/6–311+G**//MP2/6–311+G** level show that the enol tautomer of
acetoacetic acid in which the ketone group is enolized, 2, is more stable than its isomer in which the carboxylic acid
group is enolized, 3, by 11·3 kcal mol21. This difference may be attributed to a difference in the strength of resonance
interactions between the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups of the enols: the carbonyl group in both isomers is conjugated
with two hydroxyl groups, but in the acid enol, 3, both interactions are vinylogous, whereas in the ketone enol, 2, one
of the vinylogous effects is replaced by a stronger direct interaction. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Acetoacetic acid, 1, has two different enolizable functional
groups, and it therefore can, at least in principle, form two
different kinds of enols, an enol of its ketone group, 2, and
an enol of its carboxylic acid group 3 [equation (1)]. The
ketone enol (2) might, at first thought, be expected to be the
much more stable isomer and the overwhelmingly pre-
dominant form in solution, inasmuch as keto–enol
equilibrium constants for simple ketones, although small,
are nevertheless very much greater than those for simple
carboxylic acids, e.g. pKE =8·33 for the enolization of
acetone1 [equation (2)] versus the estimate pKE =20 for the
enolization of acetic acid [equation (3)].2


Such an analogy, however, may not be entirely appro-
priate, because there is an important difference between the
acetoacetic acid and acetic acid systems. The keto–enol


equilibrium constant of acetic acid is as small as it is largely
because the carboxylic acid group resonance interaction
between its carbonyl and hydroxyl groups is lost upon enol
formation, and the energy difference between its keto and
enol forms is consequently correspondingly large. A similar
effect is, of course, absent from the acetone system. Direct
carboxylic acid group resonance is also lost upon formation
of the carboxylic acid enol of acetoacetic acid, but that is
now replaced by a vinylogous resonance interaction
between carbonyl and hydroxyl groups through the newly
formed enol double bond. The energy gained by this new
interaction will offset that lost by removal of the carboxylic
acid group, and the relative abundances of the two enols of
acetoacetic acid may well be not as disparate as suggested
by the difference between the keto–enol equilibrium
constants for acetone and acetic acid.


It is difficult to address this issue experimentally because
less than 1% of enol is in equilibrium with the keto form of
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acetoacetic acid in aqueous solution at 25 °C, and the
lifetime of the enol is at best only a few seconds.3 We have
therefore turned to theory and have estimated the energies
of the relevant species by ab initio molecular orbital
calculation. In order to provide a comparison of acetoacetic
acid with acetone and acetic acid, we have performed
calculations on those systems as well.


METHODS


Calculations were performed with the Gaussian-94 set of
programs4 using a 6–311+G** basis set. Correlation effects
were included at the second-order Møller–Plesset level and
all geometries were fully optimized subject only to the
restrictions indicated. Total and relative energies of the
species calculated are summarized in Table 1, and geometri-
cal parameters are available from the authors upon request.
Energy minima for all non-constrained structures were
confirmed by frequency analysis.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Acetone and acetic acid


Our calculations indicate that the most stable structures of
both acetone and acetic acid are the conformers shown as 4
and 5, in which the carbonyl group is nearly eclipsed by
adjacent C–H bonds; this is consistent with previous
calculations and with experiment.5 We also found the
coplanar, s-cis orientation of the carbonyl and hydroxyl
groups in acetic acid shown in 5 to be more stable than a
coplanar, s-trans structure by 6·0 kcal mol21


(1 kcal=4·184 kJ), which agrees well with the 5·9 kcal
mol21 difference calculated before.6 Rotating the hydroxyl
group of acetic acid by 90° to give the perpendicular
conformation, 6, raised the energy by 14·3 kcal mol21,
consistent with the 12·6 kcal mol21 found before6 and also
with the 13–14 kcal mol21 estimate of the resonance energy
of acetic acid.7


The most stable structure for the enol of acetone given by
our calculations is that shown as 7 with an s-cis orientation
about the C–O bond and a methyl group C–H bond
eclipsing the double bond; this agrees with the results of
calculations for this enol done before8 and with the
experimentally determined propensity of simple enols to
adopt the s-cis conformation when there is no interference
from groups at the other end of the double bond.9 This enol
lies 13·2 kcal mol21 in energy above that of the keto form,
which again is consistent with previous calculations8a and
also with DH=12±2 kcal mol21 for the keto–enol reaction
in the gas phase that may be estimated10 from two different
determinations of the heat of formation of the enol.11 This


gas-phase value is also similar to DH=10·3±0·4 kcal mol21


determined for this reaction in aqueous solution.10 Rotating
the hydroxyl group of acetone enol by 90° to give the
perpendicular conformer, 8, raised the energy by 5·3 kcal
mol21; this is similar to the double bond stabilization energy
of D(=DH )=5·4±0·5 kcal mol21 estimated for the
hydroxyl group,12 which implies that this stabilization is
largely conjugative in nature.


The most stable structure for the enol of acetic acid
produced by our calculations is the completely planar
conformer shown as 9, with one s-cis and one s-trans
orientation about its C–O bonds. Another planar conformer
with both C–O bonds s-cis lies just 1·0 kcal mol21 above 9
and the all s-trans conformer lies 0·9 kcal mol21 above that;
the latter, however, is no longer planar but has a dihedral
angle of 135° between its O–H bonds. The energy
difference between the keto form of acetic acid and its most
stable enol isomer is 30·1 kcal mol21, which is not unlike
the 27·3 kcal mol21 that corresponds to the estimate
pKE =20.2 Rotating one hydroxyl group of the most stable
enol conformer by 90° to give a perpendicular structure
with the remaining in-plane C–O bond in an s-cis orienta-
tion, 10, raises the energy by 4·3 kcal mol21, which is less
than the effect produced by a similar rotation in the case of
the enol of acetone. Rotating the remaining hydroxyl group
by 90° can be done in two different ways, either to give a
conformer with the hydroxyls pointing in opposite direc-
tions, 11, that is 2·8 kcal mol21 above 10, or to give a
conformer with the hydroxyls pointing in the same direc-
tion, 12, that is 4·1 kcal mol21 above 10.


Acetoacetic acid


The minimum energy structure of acetoacetic acid deter-
mined by our calculations is that shown as 13, with the
carbonyl group eclipsed by a C–H bond of the methyl group
and an s-trans arrangement of the carbonyl and hydroxyl
moieties of the carboxyl group. Such an s-trans arrange-
ment is usually unfavorable, as is illustrated above for acetic
acid, but here it is enforced by the formation of a stabilizing
intramolecular hydrogen bond. The most stable structure of
the ketone enol, 14, also contains an intramolecular
hydrogen bond, but now the carboxyl group is free to adopt
the favorable s-cis arrangement; the s-trans structure is
higher in energy by 5·2 kcal mol21, a difference similar to
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Table 1. Calculated (MP2/6–311+G**//MP2/6–311+G**) energies of keto and enol species


Relative energy Total energy
Species (kcal mol21 ) (au)


Acetone system


0·0 2192·65530


13·2 2192·63426


15·4 2192·63073


18·5 2192·62584


Acetic acid system


0·0 2228·56798


6·0 2228·55836


14·3 2228·54519


30·1 2228·51994


31·1 2228·51831


32·0 2228·51631


34·4 2228·51321


37·2 2228·50804


38·5 2228·50592
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that found between the s-cis and s-trans structures of acetic
acid. The only stable structure of the acid enol retaining an
intramolecular hydrogen bond is that shown as 15 with an s-
cis orientation of both its hydroxyl groups. The s-cis, s-trans
structure, 16, proved not to be an energy minimum:
calculations beginning with this configuration resulted in a
barrierless movement of the proton down the hydrogen
bond, from the hydroxyl oxygen to the carbonyl oxygen, to
give the ketone enol 14.


Our calculations show the ketone enol to be the decidedly
more stable enol species: the energy change for the reaction
converting the acid enol to the most stable ketone enol
[equation (4)] is DE=211·3 kcal mol21. This is a potential
energy difference that applies to motionless molecules at
0 K, but it is likely that zero-point energies, heat capacities
and entropies will be similar for species as alike as these


two enols and that the free energy change at 25 °C will
consequently be not very different from this value of DE. It
seems safe to conclude, therefore, that the ketone enol will
be the strongly dominant enol tautomer of acetoacetic acid.


Some insight into the source of this dominance may be
gained by considering the interactions between the carbonyl
and hydroxyl groups of the two enols involved in equation
(4). The carbonyl group in both species is conjugated with
two hydroxyl groups, but in the acid enol, 15, both
interactions are vinylogous through an intervening carbon–
carbon double bond, whereas in the ketone enol, 14, there is
a direct interaction between adjacent carbonyl and hydroxyl
groups in addition to a vinylogous interaction. The direct
interaction appears to be stronger than a vinylogous one.
This may be seen by comparing the energy change,
DE=12·0 kcal mol21, that accompanies 90° rotation of the
non-hydrogen bonding hydroxyl group of the ketone enol


Table 1. Continued.


Acetoacetic acid system


0·0 2380·84246


22·2 2380·84604


3·0 2380·83767


9·8 2380·82691


9·0 2380·82805


14·9 2380·81869
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[equation (5)], which destroys the conjugative interaction,
with the energy change, DE=5·9 kcal mol21, for the
corresponding rotation in the acid enol [equation (6)].


Our calculations show the ketone enol, 14, to be more
stable than the keto form of acetoacetic acid by 2·2 kcal
mol21. This may seem to be inconsistent with experiment,
for a recent determination gives pKE =2·25 for acetoacetic
acid,3 which corresponds to an energy difference of
3·1 kcal mol21 in the opposite direction. Keto–enol equilib-
rium constants for b-dicarbonyl systems, however, are
sensitive to the polarity of the medium, and values several
orders of magnitude smaller in water than in the gas phase
and non-polar solvents are not uncommon.13 Since the
experimental value pKE =2·25 was determined in aqueous
solution whereas the present calculations pertain to the gas
phase, there would appear to be no great discrepancy
between experiment and calculation. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that our calculations show the dipole
moment of the keto isomer, 5·98 D, to be considerably
greater than that of the enol, 2·16 D, and the keto isomer
would consequently be expected to be preferentially
stabilized by transfer of the system from the gas phase to a
polar solvent. In fact, an estimate of this effect made by the
reaction field method with the Onsager model14 using a
dielectric constant of 78 does reverse the stability order,
making the keto isomer favored by 2·0 kcal mol21.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ENERGY BARRIERS FOR THE
ROTATIONAL ISOMERIZATION OF THE ALLYL AND THE 1-CYANO-,


1-HYDROXY- AND 1-CYANO-1-HYDROXYALLYL RADICALS†


DANIEL J. PASTOw


Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, USA


An ab initio computational study was carried out on the ground- and transition-state structures for the rotational
isomerization of the allyl and the 1-cyano, 1-hydroxy- and 1-cyano-1-hydroxyallyl radical systems in an attempt to gain
an understanding of the factors affecting the relative energy barriers for rotational isomerization. The results of ESR
rate measurements have indicated that there exists the presence of an ‘extra’ lowering of the energy barrier for the
rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano-1-hydroxylallyl radical relative to the sum of the lowerings of the energy barriers
for the rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano- and 1-methoxylallyl radical compared with the energy barrier for the
rotational isomerization of the allyl radical. The ‘extra’ lowering of the energy barrier for the rotational isomerization
of the 1-cyano-1-hydroxyallyl radical has been attributed to captodative stabilization of the transition structure for
rotational isomerization. Prior calculational studies in the author’s and other laboratories have resulted in the
suggestion that captodative substitution does not always lead to ‘extra’ stabilization to a radical center. Recent
calculations in the author’s laboratories and the results reported in the present paper strongly suggest that ground-state
effects can be dominant in determining the rate of a radical-forming reaction. The present paper describes the results
of theoretical calculations on the allyl and substituted allyl radical systems that indicate that ground-state effects appear
to dominate the relative rates of the rotational isomerization of the substituted allyl radicals. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Numerous experimental and theoretical studies in many
laboratories have focused on how various substituents
interact with a radical center to affect the relative stability
and reactivity of mono- and disubstituted radicals. As
thermodynamic stabilization energies of substituted radicals
are very difficult to obtain experimentally, theoretical
approaches have proven to be very useful. (The references
are too numerous to cite in this paper. For a reasonably
comprehensive review on substituent effects on the relative
stability and reactivity of monosubstituted radicals, and for
a review of the experimental and theoretical approaches to
the determination of the relative stabilities of mono-
substituted radicals, see Ref. 1.). Initial theoretical
calculations in the author’s laboratories starting in 1984
were carried out at the ab initio 4–31G level of theory on the


isodesmic reaction shown in equation (1). (The 4–31G level
of theory employed in the early studies initiated in 1984 and
reported in Ref. 1 and later in Ref. 2, was dictated by the
large number of systems studied, and the computing power
then available. Even with the use of that level of theory,
very good correspondence was obtained between the
theoretically calculated and experimentally determined
values for functional group stabilization energies, as
reported in Ref. 3.) The results of those calculations
indicated that practically all substituents are capable of
stabilizing a radical center except extremely powerful
electron-withdrawing groups such as F3C—, H3N


+ , H2S
+


and H3P
+ .1 Radical stabilization energies (RSEs) were


defined as the overall change in total energy in going from
the reactants to the products in equation (1).


X—C
•
H2→CH4→X—CH3 +C


•
H3 (1)


The effect of two substituents on the relative stability of
a radical center has been the center of considerable
controversy. Arguments have been made that the presence
of an electron donor and an electron acceptor directly
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attached to a radical center should provide an ‘extra
stabilization’ to the radical system relative to the sum of the
relative stabilizations provided by the individual sub-
stituents to a similar radical center. This concept has been
termed ‘merostabilization,’ or recently more commonly
referred to as ‘captodative’ stabilization. (For reviews on
the effect of captodative substitution on the stability of a
radical center, and also the effect of captodative substitution
in many other types of reactions, see Refs. 4 and 5.) Leroy
and co-workers6 were the first to study extensively the
relative effects of two substituents on the relative stability of
a radical center. In order to evaluate the effect of a
substituent(s) on the stabilization of a radical center they
employed the relationship shown in equation (2) in which
SE° is the stabilization energy, DH°a is the heat of
atomization of the non-radical species and SNabE°ab is the
sum of the bond energy terms in the radical. This procedure
depends heavily on the availability and reliability of the
values for the heats of formation and bond energies. Leroy
and co-workers6 used this isodesmic relationship shown in
equation (3), employing a combination of ab initio calcula-
tional results and experimental data to derive SE° values.
No consistent behaviour was observed among the ‘captoda-
tive’ substituted radicals; some combinations resulting in
net extra stabilization, while some other combinations
resulted in net destabilization.


SE°=DH°a 2SNabE°ab (2)


D—CH•—A+CH•
3→D—CH•


2 + •CH2—A (3)


In a subsequent calculational study carried out at the
UHF/4–31G level of theory on the aminoboryl- and
aminocyanomethyl radicals by Crans et al.7 it was con-
cluded that ‘simultaneous stabilization by pi-donor and
pi-acceptor substituents is significantly greater than the
additive substituent stabilization energies of the individual
groups.’


The results of a computational study carried out in the
author’s laboratories on a large number of variously
disubstituted methyl radicals were used to calculate the
RSEs of the disubstituted methyl radicals using the
isodesmic relationship shown in equation (4).7 The primary
objective of that study was to evaluate further the possible
validity of the proposed captodative effect. The results of
the author’s calculations indicated that the concept of the
captodative effect is not universally valid.2 Some combina-
tions of acceptor and donor groups do result in substantial
enhanced stabilization, e.g. the hydroxy–boryl and the
amino–boryl functional group combinations.2 However,
some combinations of acceptor and donor groups result in
net destabilization, e.g. the hydroxy- (or methoxy)–cyano
combination of functional groups,2 which that has been
implied to provide captodative stabilization.8,9 Furthermore,
some combinations of acceptor–acceptor disubstituted
methyl radicals are calculated to enjoy net extra stabiliza-
tion, e.g. the cyano–cyano combination of functional
groups.2 Subsequent measurements of the oxidation poten-


tials of substituted fluorenyl and acetophenone anions by
Bordwell and Lynch3 gave experimental radical stabiliza-
tion energies which were in very good agreement with the
theoretical values calculated in this author’s laboratories,
the results of which obtained by Bordwell and Lynch2 were
interpreted in terms of an absence of a captodative, or a
synergistic, effect.


X—CH•—Y+CH4→X—CH2—Y+C
•
H3 (4)


One combination of acceptor–donor functional group
substitution that is calculated to result in net destabilization
of a radical center is that of the cyano–hydroxy (methoxy)
groups, a combination of functional groups that has been
inferred to lend captodative stabilization to a radical center
in several systems.8,9 One such system involves the
interpretation of the relative magnitudes of the energy
barriers for the rotational isomerization of the 1-deuterio10


and the 1-cyano-, 1-methoxy- and 1-cyano-1-methoxyallyl
radicals determined by variable-temperature ESR measure-
ments.11,12 The experimental data are given in Scheme 1.
The presence of the 1-cyano group lowers the energy barrier
for rotational isomerization of the anti- to the syn-
stereoisomer (X=CN, Y=H in Scheme 1) by
5·9 kcal/mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ), while the energy barrier
for the isomerization of the syn-steroisomer is lowered by
5·1 kcal mol21. The anti-1-methoxy group lowers the
energy barrier for rotational isomerization by 1·4 kcal-
mol21, while that for the syn-steroisomer is slightly lower,


being 1·0 kcal mol21. The presence of both the 1-cyano and
1-methoxy functional groups results in a lowering of the
energy barrier for the rotational isomerization of the anti-
cyano stereoisomer by 9·6 kcal mol+1, which represents an
extra lowering of the energy barrier by 3·4 kcal mol21


relative to the sum of the energy barriers for rotational
isomerization of the corresponding 1-cyano-and 1-methoxy-
allyl radicals; the ‘extra’ lowering of the energy barrier of
the rotational isomerization of the syn-cyano stereoisomer is
3·5 kcal mol21.2 The ‘extra’ lowering of the energy barrier
for the rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano-1-methoxy-
allyl radical relative to the sum of the lowerings in the
energy barriers for the rotational isomerization of the
corresponding monosubstituted allyl radicals has been
attributed to captodative stabilization of the transition


Scheme 1
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structure(s) for the rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano-
1-methoxylallyl radicals.11,12


This interrpetation of the ‘extra’ lowering of the barriers
for rotational isomerization of the anti- and syn-1-cyano-
1-methoxyallyl radicals, however, is flawed by the fact that
only substituent effects on the relative energies of the
transition structures for rotational isomerization were con-
sidered. What was not taken into consideration is effects the
substituents might have on the relative energies of the
ground-state substituted allyl radical reactants, which might
have a significant, or dominant, effect on the relative energy
barriers for the related rotational isomerization processes.


That ground-state substituent effects might play a domi-
nant role on the reactivity of a particular system has been
explored in the author’s laboratories. Theoretical calcula-
tions carried out at the HF/4–31G level (for basis set
consistency with the calculations carried out much earlier in
the author’s laboratories) on the isodesmic reaction shown
in equation (5) have shown that when X and Y in structure
1 are a pair donor groups, the 1,1-disubstituted ethene may
enjoy ground-state stabilization or suffer ground-state
destabilization.13 When both X and Y are a pair of acceptor
and donor groups, or when both are acceptor groups, the
1,1-disubstituted ethene suffers significant ground-state
destabilization.13 For consideration in later discussions,
selected results of that calculational study are summarized
in Table 1. It is important to note that the 1-cyano–
1-hydroxy combination of functional groups results in
significant ground-state destabilization.


H2C=CXY+H2C=CH2→H2C=CHX+H2C=CHY (5)


In the present paper, the results of extensive, high-level
UHF and post-HF calculations on the allyl radical and on
the stereoisomers of the 1-cyano, 1-hydroxy- and 1-cyano-


1-hydroxylallyl radicals and the transition structures for
rotational isomerization of those substituted radical systems
are described.


CALCULATIONAL METHODS


The results of a recent calculational study carried out in the
author’s laboratories using various calculational methods
including UHF, UMP2, MCSCF and employing many
different split-level basis sets, including diffuse and polari-
zation functions, on the oriranylmethyl–allyloxy–vinyloxy-
methyl14 and other similarly related systems,15 have indi-
cated that geometry optimization calculations carried out at
the UHF/6–31Gw level of theory followed by a single-point
calculation at the QCISD(T)/6–31Gw level provides differ-
ences in ground-state and reaction energy barriers that
compare very favourably with known experimental values.
The use of this approach gives a calculated energy barrier
for the rotational isomerization of the allyl radical of
15·0 kcal mol21 compared with the experimentally
observed value of 15·7±1·0 kcal mol21 for the 1-deuter-
ioallyl radical.10 The use of much larger basis sets does not
markedly improve the comparison of the theoretically
calculated energy barriers with the experimental data. In the
present study, calculations were carried out on the allyl and
on the 1-hydroxyallyl radical system at a number of
different split-level basis sets for comparison purposes, with
single-point calculations then being carried out at the
QCISD(T)/6-31Gw//UHF/6–31Gw level of theory. The cal-
culations were carried out using the Gaussian 94 suite of
programs.16 Calculations on the 1-cyano- and the 1-cyano-
1-hydroxyallyl radical systems were carried out only at the
geometry-optimized UHF/6–31Gw level of theory, followed
by single-point calculations then being carried out at the
QCISD(T)/6–31Gw//UHF/6–31Gw level of theory.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The allyl radical system


The allyl radical has been extensively studied theoreti-
cally.17 In the present study, theoretical calculations were
carried out on the allyl radical and on the transition structure
for rotational isomerization of the allyl radical at a number
of many different split-level basis sets, including polariza-
tion functions, the results of which are given later in Table
5. The interpretation of our results on the origin of the C2v


structure of the allyl radical and the origin of contributions
to the energy barrier for the rotational isomerization of the
allyl radical correspond with the interpretations of prior
theoretical studies on the allyl radical reported in the
literature.17 The energy barrier calculated for the rotational
isomerization of the allyl radical at the QCISD(T)/6–31Gw/
/UHF/6–31Gw level of theory of 15·0 kcal mol21 compares
very favorably with the experimentally reported value of
15·7±1·0 kcal mol21.


Table 1. Total energy changes (UHF/4–31G) for the isodesmic
reactions for the disproportionation reactions of the 1,1-dis-


ubstituted ethenes illustrated in equation (3)


X Y Ea (kcal/mol21)a


Acceptor–donor systems:
H2N— H2B— 21·29
HO— N; 26·39
H2N— N;C— 23·39
HO— HCO— 21·56
H2N— HCO— 22·53


Acceptor–acceptor systems:
H2B— H2B— 22·567
H2— N;C— +0·06
N;C— N;C— 28·45


Donor–donor systems:
H2N— HO— +0·43
HO— HO— +6·85
HO— HS— 23·56


a Negative values indicate net destabilization induced by the
1,1-groups relative to that in ethene and the monosubstituted
ethenes.
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The 1-hydroxylallyl radical system


Initial optimization calculations on the four stereoisomers of
the 1-hydroxylallyl radical 2ss, 2as, 2sa and 2aa were
carried out at the UHF/6–31Gw level of theory followed by
single-point calculations at the QCISD(T)/6–31Gw level of
theory. [The stereochemical designation indicated by aa, as,
sa and ss specify anti–anti (the first anti about the allyloxy
system, the second anti about the allylhydroxy-OH), anti,
syn, syn, anti and syn, syn conformations, respectively, of
the 1-hydroxyallyl radical.] The total and relative energies
are given in Table 2 and the calculated structural parameters
in Table 3. All of the structures are essentially planar (see
the calculated H1—C2—C4—O8 and C2—C4—O8—H9 dihe-
dral angles given in Table 3), and possess five p-electron
systems.


Surprisingly, the syn-oxyallyl (2ss and 2sa) and syn-OH
(2ss and 2as) are lower in energy than their anti counter-
parts 2as and 2aa. An analysis of the p and s interactions,


as indicated by the respective Mulliken populations (MPs)
between C3 and O8, H9 and C2, and H1 and H9, provides a
very reasonable explanation for this calculated trend in
relative stabilities (see Table 4). The SOMO of the
1-hydroxylallyl radical is a c3 buta-1,3-diene-type p MO
which is 1,4-bonding, as is illustrated in the MO representa-
tion 3. The MP contribution of this interaction apparently
results in the syn-allyloxy conformation being favored over
the anti-conformation. As C3 and O8 are much closer in 2ss
and 2sa than in 2as and 2aa, the attractive p MPs are
significantly greater in magnitude than in the syn-oxyallyl
system compared with the anti-oxallyl systems. The s(C3–
O8) MPs in 2ss, however, are more repulsive than in 2sa, but
the s(Hg–C2) MPs are significantly more attractive in 2ss
than in 2sa. Overall, the sum of the p and s MPs favors 2ss
over 2sa and, in a similar fashion, 2as over 2aa. (It must be
recognized that the use of summed MPs from split-valence
level calculations can be criticized, but it must also be
recognized that the MPs do represent bonding interactions
as being the product of cicjSij.)


Recognizing that the conformations of the 1-methoxy-
allyl radical corresponding to 2ss and 2as should not be
lower in energy than those corresponding to their 2sa and
2aa counterparts because of the much larger ‘size’ of the
methyl group relative to the hydrogen atom, further
calculations were carried out on only the stereoisomers 2sa
and 2aa with larger basis sets. The total energies are given


Table 2 Total and relative energies and <S> values for the 1-hydroxylallyl radicals and transition structures for rotational
isomerization


Method basis set 2ss 2sa 2as 2aa 4s 4a


UHF/6–31Gw 2191·32046 2191·31999 2191·32026 2191·31936 2191·29229 2191·29023
(0.00) <0·95> (0.29) <0·96> (0·13) <0·95> (0·69) <0·96> (17·7) <0.80> (19·0) <0·82>


QCISD(T)/6–31Gw 2191·90770 2191·90537 2191·90606 2191·90461 2191·88325 2191·88102
(0·00) (1·02) (0·59) (1·51) (14·9) (16·3)


UHF/6–31+Gw 2191·32804 2191·32733 2191·23932
(0·00) <0·95> (0·69) <0·96> (18·9) <0·80>


UHF/6–31++Gw 2191·32858 2191·32750 2191·29955
(0·00) <0·95> (0·69) <0·96> (18·2) <0·80>


UHF/6–311G(2d,p) 2191·38286 2191·38195 2191·35358
(0·00) <0·95> (0·57) <0·95> (18·4) <0·80>


UMP2/6–31Gw 2191·86098 2191·85885 2191·85982 2191·85797 2181·84020 2191·83730
(0·00) (1·34) (0·73) (1·88) (12·3) (13·0)


a Total energies are in hartree; the relative energies are given in parentheses in kcal mol21 and the <S2 > values are given in angle
brackets.
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in Table 2. It must be noted that at the UHF level
stereoisomer 2sa is always lower in energy than 2aa, and
that the differences in relative energies at the different basis
set levels are negligible.


Calculations were also carried out to locate the transition
structures for the rotational isomerization of the anti- and
syn-1-hydroxyallyl radicals. Two structures were located
having the structures depicted in 4s and 4a, both of which
possess one imaginary frequency. The total energies are
given in Table 2 and the calculated structural parameters in
Table 3. It should be noted that the UHF transition
structures do not deviate significantly from ‘Cs’ symmetry
as indicated by the similarity in the H1—C2—C4—H7 and
H1—C2—C4—O8 dihedral angles.


A comparison of the energy barriers for rotational
isomerization of the allyl and the 1-hydroxyallyl radicals
2sa→4a and 2aa→4a at the various levels of theory appears
in Table 5. For the rotational isomerization of 2sa via
transition structure 4a the presence on the 1-hydroxy group
is calculated to result in a slight increase in the energy
barrier, whereas in the rotational isomerization of 2aa via 4a


the presence of the 1-hydroxy group is predicted to result in
a slight decrease (0·2 kcal mol21) in the energy barrier. The
reported experimental results indicate that the energy
barriers for the rotational isomerization of both the anti and


Table 3 Calculated structural parameters for the 1-hydroxylallyl radicals 2ss, 2sa, 2as and
2aa and transition structures 4a and 4s


Parametera 2ss 2sa 2as 2aa 4a 4s


H1—C2 1·076 1·077 1·080 1·077 1·081 1·082
C2—C3 1·392 1·390 1·393 1·289 1·324 1·324
C2—C4 1·384 1·384 1·381 1·384 1·480 1·484
C4—O8 1·351 1·358 1·353 1·358 1·366 1·365
H5—C3 1·076 1·073 1·072 1·073 1·076 1·076
H6—C3 1·073 1·074 1·073 1·073 1·076 1·076
H7—C4 1·071 1·074 1·072 1·075 1·084 1·075
H9—O8 0·947 0·945 0·948 0·945 0·947 0·948
H1—C2—C3 117·87 118·94 117·92 119·19 119·27 119·30
H1—C2—C4 115·13 115·80 117·61 116·53 117·23 117·37
C2—C4—O8 125·80 120·43 124·67 119·67 114·58 118·27
H5—C3—C2 123·06 121·28 121·41 121·56 121·59 121·60
H6—C3—C2 120·71 120·77 121·04 121·09 121·56 121·865
H7—C4—C2 122·29 122·40 123·15 122·92 118·61 118·27
C4—O8—H9 111·13 110·56 110·70 110·48 109·86 109·55
H1—C2—C4—H7 0·00 0·00 180·00 180·00 259·68 258·79
H1—C2—C4—O8 180·00 180·00 0·00 0·00 82·47 81·49
C2—C4—O8—H9 0·02 179·92 20·06 180·00 2176·67 33·51


a Bond lengths in Å, bond angles in degrees.


Table 4p and s Mulliken populations (MP) of the 1-hydroxyallyl
radicals 2ss, 2sa, 2as and 2aa


MP 2ss 2sa 2as 2aa


p(C3—O8) +0·0011 +0·0009 +0·0015 +0·0001
s(C3—O8) 20·0026 +0·0001 20·0002 +0·0004
s(H9—C2) +0·0054 +0·0003 +0·0001 20·0002
s(H1—H9) 20·0000 +0·0033 0·0000 20·0001
(Total) +0·0031 +0·0046 +0·0013 +0·0003


Table 5 Comparison of the calculated energy barriers1 for the
rotational isomerization of the allyl and 1-hydroxyallyl radicals


Method/basis set Allyl 2sa→4a Ea 2aa→4a Ea


UHF/6–31Gw 18·6 18·7 +0·1 18·3 20·3
QCISD(T)/6–31Gw 15·0 15·3 +0·3 14·8 20·2
UHF/6–31+Gw 18·4 18·9 +0·5 18·2 20·2
UHF/6–31++Gw 18·3 18·2 20·1 17·5 20·8
UHF/6–311G(2d,p) 18·0 18·4 +0·4 17·8 20·2
UMP2/6–31Gw 12·7 13·5 +0·8 12·9 +0·2


a Energies are given in kcal mol21.
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syn conformations of the 1-methoxyallyl radicals are
slightly lowered relative to that of the allyl radical.10


The effect of the 1-hydroxy group on the relative stability
of the allyl radical can be assessed from the total changes in
energy for the two isodesmic reactions shown in equations
(6) and (7). The changes in total energy for these equations
are given in Table 6. The large positive changes in total
energies (endothermic), indicate that the 1-hydroxy group
provides considerable ground-state stabilization to the
1-hydroxyallyl radical system. (For comparison purposes,
the hydroxyl group is calculated to stabilize the methyl
radical by only 5·3 kcal mol21.)1


The 1-cyanoallyl radical system


Calculations on the syn- and anti-stereoisomers of the
1-cyanoallyl radicals 5s and 5a, and on the transition
structure 6 were carried out at the QCISD(T)/6–31Gw//
UHF/6–31Gw level of theory. The total and relative energies
are given in Table 7 and the calculated structural parameters
in Table 8.


In contrast to the 1-hydroxyallyl radical, in which the
syn-alloxy stereoisomers 2ss and 2sa were lower in energy


than the anti stereoisomers 2as and 2aa, the anti-1-cyanallyl
radical 5a is lower in energy than the syn-stereoisomer. This
appears to be due to long-range repulsive interactions
between N6 and C3, as indicated by the MPs between N6 and
C3, which are in closer proximity in 5s than in 5a.


The energy barriers for the rotational isomerization of 5a
and 5s via 6 are 16·2 andf 15·7 kcal mol21 at the UHF/
6–31Gw level and 12·5 and 12·2 kcal mol21 at the
QCISD(T)/6–31Gw level of theory. The QCISD(T)/6–Gw


rotational energy barriers are 2·7 and 1·6 kcal mol21 higher
than the experimentally observed values and are
2.5–2·9 kcal mol21 lower than the energy barriers calculated
for the rotational isomerization of the allyl radical at the


Table 6 Changes in total energy [QCISD(T), kcal mol21] for the
isodesmic relationships in equations (4) and (5)


Structure Equation (4) Equation (5)


2sa (X=OH, Y=H) +25·4 +11·3
2aa (X=H, Y=OH) +24·9 +10·8
5s (X=CN, Y=H) +25·1 +7·7
5a (X=H, Y=CN) +25·3 +8·0


Table 7 Total and relative energies and UHF/<S2 > values for the
1-cyanoallyl radical species


Species E(SCF) <S2 > Ea E[QCISD(T)] Ea


5a 2208·21120 1·10 0·00 2208·89691 0·00
5s 2208·21038 1·10 0·51 2208·89648 0·37
6 2208·18556 1·00 16·18 2208·87704 12·46


Table 8 Calculated structural parameters of the 1-cyanoallyl radi-
cal species


Parametera 5a 5s 6


H1—C2 1·076 1·076 1·079
C2—C3 1·380 1·381 1·325
C2—C4 1·405 1·407 1·486
C4—C5 1·413 1·417 1·397
C5—N6 1·150 1·149 1·158
C3—H7 1·075 1·074 1·076
C3—H8 1·073 1·073 1·075
C4—H9 1·075 1·073 1·076
H1—C2C3 119·03 118·59 120·01
H1—C2C4 117·79 116·00 116·22
C2—C4—C5 112·43 123·24 122·11
C4—C5—N6 179·63 179·73 179·60
C2—C3—H7 121·28 121·70 122·02
C2—C3—H8 120·77 120·70 121·06
C2—C4—H9 122·40 120·41 120·60
H1—C2—C4—C5 0·00 180·00 87·14
C2—C4—C5—H6 0·00 180·00 87·38


a Bond lengths in Å, bond angles in degrees.
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same level of theory. These calculated lowerings in the
energy barriers are considerably smaller than those
observed experimentally of 5·9 and 5·1 kcal mol21.11,12


The effect of the 1-cyano group on the relative energy of
the allyl radical was estimated from the isodesmic relation-
ships in equations (6) and (7). The changes in total energy
are given in Table 6. The 1-cyano group is calculated to
stabilize the ground state of the allyl radical by an amount
of energy very similar to that provided by the 1-hydroxyl
group.


The 1-cyano-1-hydroxyallyl radical system


Calculations were carried out at the QCISD(T)/6–31Gw//
UHF/6–31Gw level of theory on the anti- and syn-1-cyano-
1-hydroxyallyl radicals having the conformations about the
C4—O7 bond as shown in 7a and 7s, and on the rotational
isomerization transition structure 8. The total and relative
energies are given in Table 9 and the calculated structural
parameters in Table 10.


The calculated energy barriers for the rotational iso-
merization of 7s and 7a are 10·47 and 9·06 kcal mol21,
respectively, compared with the experimentally observed
values of 6·0 and 6·1 kcal mol22. Again, the calculated
energy barriers are larger than the experimental values, but
are considerably smaller than the calculated barriers for
rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano- and 1-hydroxyallyl
radicals.


The sum of the decreases in the energy barriers for the
rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano and 1-hydroxyallyl
radical systems relative to that of the allyl radical range
from 2·3 to 2·8 kcal mol21. The decreases in the energy
barriers for the rotational isomerization of the 1-cyano-
1-hydroxyallyl radicals 7s and 7a are 4·5 and 5·9 kcal
mol21. Hence there is an ‘extra’ lowering of the energy


barrier for the rotational isomerization of 7s and 7a over the
sum of the decreases in the energy barriers for the rotational
isomerization of the 1-cyano- and 1-hydroxyallyl radicals in
the range 2·2–3·1 kcal mol21.


However, this does not necessarily imply that there is
captodative stabilization of the transition structure 8. The
effect of the two substituents on the relative stability of the
ground states of 7s and 7a and the transition structure 8 can
be assessed by considering the overall changes in energy for
the isodesmic relationships shown in equations (8) and (9).


(8)


(9)


The overall changes in energy are given in Table 11. For
both 7s and 7a in equation (8) the overall reactions are
calculated to be slightly exothermic, indicating that capto-
dative substitution in 7s and 7a does not result in enhanced
stabilization of the allyl radical system relative to the effects
of the individual functional groups on the relative stability
of the allyl radical, but, in fact results in slight destabiliza-
tion. The smaller Ea calculated for 7s compares with that
calculated for 7a suggests that 7s should possess a larger
energy barrier for rotational isomerization than that for 7a.
The experimental values are, however, within experimental
error of each other. For the isodesmic reaction shown in
equation (9), this reaction is also exothermic, indicating that
captodative substitution in the transition structure 8 does not
result in any extra stabilization over and above that present
in the transition structures for rotational isomerization of the
1-cyano- and 1-hydroxyallyl radicals.


Table 9 Total and relative energies and <S2 > values for the 1-cyano-
1-hydroxyallyl radical species


Species E(SCF) <S2 > Ea E[QCISD(T)] Ea


7s 2283·05885 1·40 0·00 2283·92950 0·00
7a 2283·05600 1·12 1·79 2283·92726 1·41
8 2283·03489 0·96 15·03 2283·91281 10·47
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CONCLUSION


Why is there such a difference between the ‘gas-phase’
calculated energy barriers for rotational isomerization
compared with the experimentally observed values? It was
suggested previously that the effect of substituents should
be greater in the transition structures for rotational iso-
merization than in the ground states of the substituted allyl
radicals because in the transition structures the spin density
on C1 should be 1·0 (disregarding any delocalization with
the attached substituents).11,12 The results of the calculations
on the isodesmic reactions shown in equations (8) and (9)
suggest that such is not the case, in particular, the similarity
between the DEs for 7a in equation (8) and 8 in equation
(9).


The experimental ESR studies were carried out in
tetrahydrofuran solutions. The differences between the
calculated and the experimentally observed energy barriers
for rotational isomerization could well be due to differences
in the solvent interactions with the ground-state versus the
transition structures. There are significant differences in the
change in the dipole moments of the ground-state and
transition structures which are illustrated in Table 12.


The results of this and previous theoretical studies carried
out by the author on disubstituted methyl radicals and
disubstituted ethenes do not lend support for the universal
existence of the captodative concept. It must be recognized
that the effect of substituents on the relative energies of the
ground states of the reactants must also be seriously taken
into consideration.
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ISOTOPIC PERTURBATION OF RESONANCE—A TERM OF CONTROVERSY
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The term ‘isotopic perturbation of resonance’ is critically reviewed. With the help of new data obtained from deuterium-
labelled 1,3-dimethyl- and 1,3-di-tert-butylcyclopentenyl cations, it is shown that all observed deuterium isotope effects
in these systems are purely intrinsic. The term ‘isotopic perturbation of resonance’ should no longer be used in the
literature. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Nearly 20 years ago, Saunders and Kates1 observed an
intriguing signal splitting in the 13C NMR spectra of
deuterated cyclohexenyl and cyclopentenyl cations (1,
Scheme 1). In contrary to the temperature-dependent
isotope effects in equilibrating systems,2, 3 these effects were
essentially temperature independent and termed, in analogy
with the isotopic perturbation of equilibrium or conforma-
tion,4 ‘isotopic perturbation of resonance.’


In 1, the chemical shift of the protonated carbon 3 was
found to be at higher frequencies with respect to the
undeuterated parent cation. This was explained with the
assumption that ‘deuterium substitution increases the effec-
tive importance of one canonical form (1a) over the other
(1b),’ because ‘the positive charge prefers to be on the
carbon bearing the proton.’ The authors clearly differ-
entiated between this novel effect and the well known
intrinsic isotope effects. Subsequently, this effect was used
to distinguish non-classical cations from equilibrating
structures.5–7 Other workers7–9 expanded the term to ‘pertur-


bation of hyperconjugation’ and Forsyth and co-workers
even discussed9 a ‘through space perturbation of resonance’
and used extensively the concept of isotopic perturbation of
hyperconjugation by comparing different carbocations.10


Similarly, for neutral aromatic compounds, hyperconjuga-
tion was used to explain isotope effects by different
workers.11, 12 Recently a perturbation of the p-electron frame
in N-deuterated benzanilides was maintained.13 This use of
isotope effects in the context of the language of physical
organic chemistry has been reviewed.14 The vibrational
theory of intrinsic isotope effects has been outlined mainly
by Jameson and Osten,15 who discouraged the use of terms
such as hyperconjugation in connection with isotope effects,
because this would imply a Born–Oppenheimer breakdown.
In a later review, however, Jameson16 stated that the isotope
effects are a ‘convolution of electronic and dynamic parts’
and especially long range isotope effects correlate ‘with
other purely electronic quantities which are dependent on
the same electronic transmission path such as substituent
effects.’ Here it is understood that the ‘electronic path’
stems from the sensitivity of the shielding of a given
nucleus to a change in equilibrium geometry caused by
isotopes.


In this work, we want to address the question of whether
the term ‘isotopic perturbation of resonance’ is both
necessary and useful to describe the isotope effects in 1 and
related compounds. We wanted to investigate whether these
isotope effects can be distinguished from normal intrinsic
isotope effects and whether it is justified to state that one
mesomeric form of 1 is favoured by isotopic substitution.
For this purpose, we prepared the two closely related
cations 2 and 3 (Scheme 2) and measured their isotope
effects in H2SO4 solution.


* Correspondence to: S. Berger.
Contract grant sponsor: Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Contract grant sponsor: Fonds der Chemischen Industrie.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


In 2, methyl groups are placed at the ends of the allylic
cation system, hence the deuterium atom is one bond further
away; in 3, tert-butyl groups terminate the allylic cation
system and the deuterium is again one bond further away
from the p-system. In 2 we measure a 2D isotope effect of
essentially zero and a 4D isotope effect of +226 ppb (for the
sign convention, see Ref. 14; positive isotope effects
indicate that the carbon atom is deshielded with respect to
the parent compound) (see Scheme 2, deuterium isotope
effects given in ppb). A secure assignment could be
achieved by admixture of the parent compound and the
observed C–D spin coupling in the case of the neutral
compounds. Within the framework of resonance perturba-
tion, these results would mean that in 2, similarly to 1, the
mesomeric form with the positive charge near the CH3


group is favoured. Very striking are the results for 3, where
we observe the opposite polarization. Here we have a
positive isotope effect over three bonds, 3D=211 ppb, and a
negative isotope effect over five bonds, 5D=294 ppb.
Applying the above reasoning, this would mean that the
other mesomeric form with the positive charge near the
perdeuterated tert-butyl group is favoured. All isotope
effects are essentially temperature independent in the
available temperature range (230 to +20 °C).


However, as is known for isotopic perturbation of
equilibria,3 the observed signal splittings have to be
corrected by the intrinsic isotope effects. We therefore have
to look for suitable model systems which give a reliable
estimate. This is very difficult, since it was shown that
isotope effects are dependent on the chemical shifts7, 17–19


and for cations intrinsic isotope effects are expected to be
larger than for neutral compounds. We chose to compare the
values with those in analogously substituted benzenes (4–6)
which were partly available to us from earlier work20, 21 and
by a new preparation of 6 (see Scheme 3).


If we compare the values of 1 with 4, we observe for the


deuterated carbon atoms essentially the same isotope
effects. This already points to an interpretation that the
signal splitting observed by Saunders is not a special new
effect but is at least partly due to the normal high-field shift
of the deuterated carbon atom. The only unusual observa-
tion is the isotope effect at C-3 in the cation of +163 ppb
compared with 211 ppb in the neutral benzene.


Similar observations hold for the methylated compounds
2 and 5. The carbon atoms bearing the deuterated methyl
group experience in the neutral benzene derivative 5 only a
weak upfield 2D isotope effect; in the corresponding cation
this is hardly observable, probably owing to the larger
linewidth. The carbon atom 3 of the cation is even more
deshielded compared with 1 and of course is very different
from the value in 5. However, for comparison reasons, one
must divide the experimental value by three, since isotope
effects are known to be additive. The 4D isotope effect at
C-3 in 2 of 75 ppb per deuterium atom would then be about
half of the 3D value found in 1, a not unusual result.


As already mentioned, we observe in 3 a sign reversal of
the isotope effects compared with 1 and 2, however, this
sign reversal is also found in the neutral tert-butylbenzene.17


The reference compound 6 prepared for this work reveals a
very small 3D isotope effect of 28 ppb for nine deuterium
atoms at carbon atom 1; a 5D isotope effect at C-3 is not
observable. Dividing the 5D value found in 3 by 9, we obtain
a small effect per deuterium atom of 210 ppb. Thus, on
going from 1 (163 ppb) via 2 (75 ppb per deuterium) to 3
(210 ppb per deuterium) we find a constant increment of
about 86 ppb per deuterium atom for the isotope effects at
carbon atoms 3, revealing the typical attenutation of isotope
effects over three, four and five bonds. At the same time, the
chemical shift of the three cations changes from d=215 in
1 to d=248 in 2 and d=259 in 3. This accounts for the sign
change, since it has been shown that the sign of both
substituent increments and deuterium isotope effects is
dependent on the chemical shift of the carbon atom in
question.7, 18, 19 Comparing the deuterium isotope effects in
the cations 1, 2 and 3 with the neutral reference systems 4,


Scheme 2


Scheme 3
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5 and 6, we feel safe in interpreting the observed values of
these carbon atoms as a simple reflection of the large
chemical shifts of the cationic carbon atoms.


CONCLUSION


As a conclusion of this study, the term isotopic perturbation
of resonance, its implications and expansions to hyper-
conjugation should no longer be used in the literature. It is
not justified to interpret the observed signal splittings in
cations of type 1 with reasonings such as the ‘effective
importance of one canonical form over the other,’1 the
observed signal displacements can be understood as normal
intrinsic isotope effects in cations which are difficult to
compare with neutral compounds owing to their unusual
chemical shift.


EXPERIMENTAL


The 13C NMR spectra were recorded on either a Bruker AM-
400 or a Bruker AMX-500 spectrometer; the cations 2 and
3 were measured in a 5 :1 H2SO4–CDCl2 solution, whereas
the reference compounds 4–6 were measured in acetone-d6 .
The measurements were always performed first with the
labelled species alone and then on mixtures of labelled and
unlabelled compounds to provide unequivocal assignments.
The spectral widths were kept to a minimum. Zero filling to
64 K gave a digital resolution of better than 0·1 Hz per point
after Fourier transformation.


Methylcyclopentenone was reacted with methyllithium-
d3 to give 1-trideuteromethyl-3-methylcyclopenten-1-ol;22 2
was prepared by dissolving this alcohol in H2SO4 . The
preparation of 3 started with d9-tert-butyl-d9 chloride,17


which was reacted with tert-butylcyclopentadiene to yield a
mixture of deuterated di-tert-butylcyclopentadienes.23 Pro-
tonation of this mixture by concentrated H2SO4 yielded a
single cation 3. Compound 6 was obtained by Friedel–
Crafts alkylation of tert-butylbenzene with tert-butyl-d9


chloride to yield deuterated p-di-tert-butylbenzene, which
was isomerized24 to a mixture of m- and p-di-tert-
butylbenzene. Separation of 6 from this mixture was
achieved by preparative GLC.
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REARRANGEMENT OF SUBSTITUTED
(E)-5,59-DIPHENYLBIFURANYLIDENEDIONES TO
3,7-DIPHENYLPYRANO[4,3-c]PYRAN-1,5-DIONES


KEITH BOWDEN* AND RICHARD J. RANSON
Department of Biological and Chemical Sciences, Central Campus, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SQ, UK


The rate coefficients for the rearrangement of substituted (E)-5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones to form the
corresponding 3,7-diphenylpyrano[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-diones in ethane-1,2-diol at 30.0 °C, catalysed by sodium acetate,
were determined. For the unsubstituted dione, the rate coefficients for there arrangement in various alcohols at 30.0 °C,
and for three at 59.8 °C, were measured. The reactions were first order in both substrate and acetate anion. Rate
coefficients were also measured for the catalysis of the rearrangement of the unsubstituted dione in ethanol and ethane-
1,2-diol at 30.0 °C by a series of sodium meta/para-substituted benzoates. Brønsted-type correlations for the latter give
a≈1.2. Substrate substitutent effects on the rates of rearrangement of the diones were not marked. A good correlation
was found between the rates of rearrangement of the unsubstituted dione and the solvent effect parameter E T(30). This
and other evidence indicated a probable mechanism involving a rapid pre-equilibrium between the substrate diones and
the carboxylate anion, followed by the formation of an s-trans-enolate anion. The latter rotates to the s-cis isomer, which
then intramolecularly attacks the second lactone ring. The process is then repeated with the product dione resulting
from loss of the carboxylate anion. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In 1959, it was reported1 that the pigments, substituted (E)-
5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones (1), described as
‘Pechmann dyes,’2,3 rearrange into 3,7-diphenylpyrano[4,3-
c]pyran-1,5-diones (2) by heating in alkanediols and
alkanetriols, such as ethane-1,2-diol, propane-1,2- or
-1,3-diol and butane-1,2,4-triol. Owing to the low solubility
of the pigments, the latter solvents were used in combina-
tion with a co-solvent, such as nitrobenzene or benzyl
alcohol. This transformation had previously been accom-
plished by alkaline hydrolysis of the five-membered
dilactones (1), using alcoholic potassium hydroxide, fol-
lowed by ring closure in an acidic medium.3 More recently,
Rahmani and Crombie4 studied the rearrangement of two
five-membered dilactones to form the corresponding six-
membered dilactones and a pathway involving methanolysis
was suggested.


The present investigation involved a study of the
rearrangement of substituted (E)-5,59-diphenylpyrano[4,3-


c]pyran-1,5-diones. The kinetics, catalysis, substituent
effects, solvent and solvent isotope effects and activation
parameters, were investigated in formulating a mechanistic
pathway.


EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS


Materials


The methods used for the synthesis of the substituted (E)-
5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones and 3,7-diphenylpyrano-
[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-diones have been described previously.5


Solvents, catalysts and other materials were carefully
purified by standard procedures.6–8


Kinetic measurements and product analysis


Rate coefficients for the rearrangement of the (E)-5,59-diph-
enylbifuranylidenediones were determined spectro-
photometrically by use of a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 UV–
visible spectrophotometer. The cell temperature was* Correspondence to: K. Bowden.
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controlled to within ±0.05 °C by means of a Churchill
thermocirculator. The reactions were followed at suitable
wavelengths, which were at or close to lmax for the
substrates and are shown in Tables 1–3. The procedure then


followed was similar to that described previously.9 The
substrates were studied at 0.531024–231024 mol dm23.
The parent solution of the substrates were prepared in
dioxane and the kinetic solutions contained 1.7% (v/v)
dioxane. The products of the rearrangement of the sub-
strates studied here were confirmed both by isolation in
quantitative yield and, spectroscopically, by comparison of
the spectrum of the product with that of the isolated reaction
product in the solvent system under study. Only in alcoholic
solutions, containing a suitable catalyst, was the rearrange-
ment found to give reproducible kinetics and quantitative
results. However, if the alkoxide (as the sodium salt) was
present as a catalyst, the only process observed was the
formation of the diester of 2,3-dibenzoylfumaric acid.3 The
rearrangement itself in alcoholic solution was found to be
strongly catalysed by the salts of carboxylic acids and
pyridine (see Table 1), but not by n-butylamine and aniline.
The reaction was observed to be first order in substrate up to
80% of the reaction and was found to be strongly catalysed
by acetate anions. At or up to concentrations of acetate
anions of 0.531023 mol dm23 in ethanol and ethane-
1,2-diol, the reaction was first order in acetate anion. Use of
lithium acetate or sodium acetate containing or not contain-
ing 18-crown-6 gave almost identical rates. At or up to
concentrations of benzoate and substituted benzoate anions
of 531023 mol dm23, the reactions were first order in the
carboxylate anions for all substrates and solvents studied.
Furthermore, there is no significant fall in absorbance of the
substrates on initial mixing with the carboxylate anions,
which would have occurred if a relatively stable adduct has
been rapidly formed. Good isosbestic points were observed
for all the rearrangements studied. Tables 1–3 show the rate
coefficients for the rearrangements. The activation parame-
ters for the rearrangement of the parent compound at
30.0 °C in three alcohols are shown in Table 4.


DISCUSSION


A probable mechanistic pathway is shown in Scheme 1 for
the rearrangement. The first step is the relatively rapid pre-
equilibrium formation of a mixed anhydride, 3, from the
reactive five-membered dilactone and the carboxylate
anion. The effect of substituents in the meta /para-substi-
tuted benzoate anions can be correlated using the Hammett
equation: 


Table 1. Rate coefficients (k2) for the rearrangement
of (E)-5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenedione (1a) to 3,7-diphenylpyr-


ano[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-dione (2a) at 30.0 °Ca,b


k2 (dm3 mol21 s21)


Catalyst In ethanol In ethane-1,2-diol


Na acetate 0·534 2·84
Na benzoate 0·426 2·00
Na m-toluate 0·320 1·59
Na m-chlorobenzoate 0·0640 0·450
Na m-nitrobenzoate 0·00822 0·0612
Na p-methoxybenzoate 0·714 2·62
Pyridine – 0.260


a Rate coefficients were reproducible to <±3%.
b The wavelengths used were 500 and 510 nm for ethanol and ethane-
1,2-diol, respectively.


Table 2. Rate coefficients (k2) for the rearrangement of substituted
(E)-5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones (1) to 3,7-diphenylpyr-
ano[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-diones (2) in ethane-1,2-diol containing


sodium acetate at 30.0 °Ca


Substituent k2 (dm3 mol21 s21) l (nm)


H 2·84 510
p-OMe 2·20 520
p-OPh 2·48 530
p-Me 3·16 520
p-Ph 1·92 540
p-Cl 2·90 520
p-Br 2·90 530
m-NO2 2·98 535


a Rate coefficients were reproducible to <±3%.


Table 3. Rate coefficients (k2) for the rearrangement
of (E)-5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones (1a) to 3,7-diphenylpyr-
ano[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-dione (2a) in various alcohols containing


sodium acetate at 30.0 °Ca


Alcohol 102k2 (dm3 mol21 s21) l (nm)


Methanol 278 (212)b 520
Benzyl alcohol 65·6 510
Ethanol 53·4 (39·0)b (692)c 500
Ethane-1,2-diol 284 (3460)c 510
2-Methoxyethanol 83·2 (1400)c 525
Propan-1-ol 38·8 495
Propan-2-ol 9·78 495


a See Table 1.
b [O-2H1]Alcohol.
c At 59.8 °C.


Table 4. Activation parameters for the rearrangement
of (E)-5,59-diphenylbifuranylidenediones (1a) to 3,7-diphenylpyr-
ano[4,3-c]pyran-1,5-dione (2a) in ethane-1,2-diol, 2-methoxy


ethanol and ethanol at 30.0 °C


Alcohol DH‡ (kcal mol21)a DS‡ (cal mol21 K21)a


Ethane-1,2-diol 16·2 23
2-Methoxyethanol 18·4 2
Ethanol 16·6 25


a Values of DH‡ and DS‡ are considered accurate to ±300 cal mol21 and ±1
cal mol21 K21, respectively.
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log (K/K0) or (k/k0)=r (1)


The correlation is satisfactory, as shown in Table 5, with a
r value of about 21.7 for ethane-1,2-diol and -2.0 for
ethanol. These results can be related to the ionization of
these acids measured in the same solvent systems,10 having
r values for about 1.5 for both ethane-1,2-diol and ethanol.
A Brønsted-type coefficient, a, of about 1.1 and 1.3 can be
calculated from the ratio 2 (rcat/rioniz).


11 Whereas Brønsted
coefficients for acid- and base-catalysed reactions are
generally between zero and unity, the slopes of the
relationship between nucleophilic rate coefficients and
ionization constants are not so limited.12 A relevant reaction
for comparison is the nucleophilic catalysis (pyridines and
other bases) of the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate in
water at 25.2 °C.12 The value of a for the latter reaction is
1.62 in water and the reaction gives first the reactive
intermediates, the N-acetylpyridinium cations. Such hydrol-
ysis reactions are also catalysed by acetate anions and then
can proceed via acetic anhydride.12 Hence the present
results indicate the likelihood of relatively rapid formation
of the adduct in a pre-equilibrium step. The Brønsted
coefficients of greater than unity suggest that the transition


state for the reaction is at or after the formation of the
intermediate 3. The effect of the di-meta-/para-substitution
in the substrate can also be assessed using the Hammett
equation (1). The result of the correlation is shown in Table
5. The latter is very poor and is typical for Hammett
relations where r is close to zero.13 In the second step, the
enolate anion is formed by fission of the first strained five-
membered lactone ring which will then suffer rotation about
the single bond from the s-trans (3) to the s-cis (4) isomer.
The next step is the intramolecular nucleophilic attack of the
s-cis-enolate anion on the second five-membered lactone
ring to form the second tetrahedral intermediate 5. This
process is exactly analogous to several neighbouring group
participation reactions.14


The intermediate 5 should be unstable as it has a fused
six- and five-membered bicyclic ring structure, which will
be strained. This should collapse rapidly to the s-trans
isomer (6). A passage over a rotational barrier then gives the
s-cis isomer (7). This is followed by an intramolecular
attack of the s-cis-enolate anion on the mixed anhydride.
The tetrahedral intermediate formed will rapidly lose the
original nucleophilic carboxylate anion to form the fused
six- and six-membered bicyclic structure or product 2.


Studies of the effect of solvent on the rates were very
illuminating. As shown in Table 3, the rate increases by
about a factor of about 30 on going from the less polar
propan-2-ol to the more polar ethane-1,2-diol. The linear
correlation between log k1 and ET(30)6 is good, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.954 and a slope of 0.17 (±0.02).
This clearly indicates the importance of solvation in
stabilizing the transition state in comparison with the initial
state. Enolates and similar anionic species require protic
solvation for stabilization.15 The kinetic solvent isotope
effect, kROH/kROD, for both methanol and ethanol is about 1.3.
This is in accord with the expected change in the hydrogen-
bonding solvating capacity of the solvents arising from
replacing OH and OD.16 Hence, this excludes any primary
isotope effects on the rate-determining step.


The activation parameters for the rearrangement reaction
of the parent compound in the three alcoholic solvents
shown in Table 4 are consistent with a bimolecular
mechanistic pathway, i.e. a rate-determining unimolecular
process following a relatively rapid pre-equilibrium bimo-
lecular process. However, the values for the entropies of
activation are close to zero and strongly suggest a rate-
determining step involving a process releasing strain and
increasing freedom, i.e. k92 or k93 in Scheme 1.


The drive for the overall rearrangement of the five-
membered dilactone 1, to the six-membered dilactone, 2, is
the greater thermodynamic stability of the bicyclic six- and
six-membered fused ring system, 2, which is fully coplanar
and almost strain free.17
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PHOTOINDUCED INTRAMOLECULAR ELECTRON TRANSFER IN
DICHROMOPHORE-APPENDED a-HELICAL PEPTIDES:


SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES AND PREFERRED CONFORMATIONS


ANDREAS KNORR, ELENA GALOPPINI AND MARYE ANNE FOXw


Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712, USA


The a-helical structure of donor–acceptor-substituted peptides 1 and 2 was established by circular dichroism and NMR
spectroscopy. The photoproduction of a spatially separated radical ion pair was detected by transient absorption
spectroscopy. The expected influence of the electric field along the helical pitch direction was established by monitoring
S1 lifetimes. The complex kinetics of the observed decays indicate that even these rigid peptides exist in a distribution
of conformations. This assertion is further supported by single-photon counting measurements, NMR spectroscopy
(COSY, NOESY and variable-temperature 1H NMR) and extended MMS2 force-field model calculations. An estimate
for the rotational thresholds of the appended chromophores was obtained, and the character of the electronic interaction
between the appended chromophores was examined by semiempirical single-point calculations. Such calculations show
the possible importance of through-bond interactions between the chromophores. The backbone conformational
regularities of 1 and 2 are sufficient to establish the previously reported influence of a electrostatic field on photoinduced
electron transfer rates, but side-chain conformational mobility of 1 and 2 imposes an inherent limitation on experimental
observations. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


In previous work we studied the rates of photoinduced
electron transfer between a p-N,N-dimethylanilino (Dma)
and a 1-pyrenyl (Pyr) group attached to a a-helical peptide
comprised of alternating L-alaline and a-methylalanine
amino acid residues.1 The a-helical peptides 1 and 2 served
as the models to study the effect of the electric field
generated by the helix dipole on the rate of photoinduced
electron transfer between the two appended groups.


In helical peptides, the dipoles of the amino acid residues,
estimated to be ca 3·5 D each, are aligned and generate a net
macromolecular dipole which can be approximated by a
partial positive charge at the amino end and a partial
negative charge at the carboxyl end of the peptide. This
large electrostatic field, estimated from vacuum electro-


statics to be 109 V/m21 in an a-helix, influences numerous
aspects of protein function and structure and may also have
a role in the primary charge separation in photosynthesis.
(For a review of a-helix dipole on protein structure and
function, see Ref. 2). It has been postulated that in the
bacterial photosynthetic reaction center the antiparallel
orientation of the charge-separated pair (with respect to the
electric field generated by the helical sections of protein)
may increase the rate of electron transfer.2a,3,4 The energy of
a charge-separated pair in an electric field is affected by this
orientation (Figure 1).4d The driving force of the reaction,
and therefore the rate of photoinduced electron transfer, will
increase or decrease depending on the magnitude of the
field-induced dipole.


In peptides 1 and 2, which differ only by the sequence of
attachment of the chromophores with respect to the helix
ends, photoinduced electron transfer generates a charge-
separated radical ion pair oriented antiparallel or parallel,
respectively, to the helix dipole moment (Figure 2). Peptides
1 and 2 are useful models to study this phenomenon as it is
not simple to orient experimentally the dipole moment of an
arbitrary peptide specifically with or against an external
field.


w Correspondence to: M. A. Fox.
Contract grant sponsor: US Department of Energy, Office of Basic
Energy Science.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Transient absorption spectra


In order to establish that a charge-separated ion pair is
indeed formed, we studied the transient absorption spectra
of 1 and 2. The absorption maxima to be expected in this
experiment are those typical of a pyrene radical anion–
dimethylaniline radical cation pair in which pyrene, the
excited molecule, acts as the electron acceptor and di-
methylaniline, the quencher, acts as the donor. This
spectrum typically exhibits maxima at 492 nm (pyrene
radical anion, Py–), 450 nm (dimethylaniline radical cation,
Dma+ ˙) and 412 nm (pyrene triplet absorption, 3Pyw). In a
control experiment, we obtained the transient absorption
spectrum of pyrene–dimethylaniline (intermolecular elec-
tron transfer quelching) in the same solvent and
experimental conditions used to obtain the spectra shown in
Figure 4. Transient absorption spectra obtained for the
intermolecular electron transfer quenching in pyrene–
dimethylaniline in CH3CN (Ref. 5). The last absorption is
produced at least in part by radical ion recombination, as is
supported by the observation of its characteristic lifetime
and by a correlation of the appearance of the 412 nm triplet
absorption with decay of the two radical-ion transients).5a


The transient absorption spectra of 1 and 2 in CH3CN
(Figure 3) were obtained by laser flash photolysis
(lexc =355 nm, pulse width=12 ns, laser power
100%=8·7 mJ). The solutions were carefully degassed by
six freeze–pump–thaw cycles, since bubbling with argon for
20 min before and during the experiment still left sufficient
residual oxygen to lead exclusively to pyrene triplet
formation. Data were collected every 10 nm in the wave-
length range 370–550 nm in the 200 msec time-scale. Each
point is an average of four laser pulses.


In both spectra (Figure 3), two major absoprtions are
present at about 420 and 500 nm. These correspond roughly
to the expected absorptions shifted slightly red by the more
polar environment of the peptide backbone. The absorption
at 500 nm is due primarily to the pyrene radical anion,
which has fully decayed 130 ms after the laser pulse. In the
spectrum of 2, the intensity of the Py2 absorption is
relatively smaller than that in 1. (The stronger absorption
assigned to Py2 was observed after 0·5 ms. The resolution
of the laser used in this experiment was insufficient to
observe the same spectral appearance in the nanosecond
time regime. A smaller intensity absorption for Py2 was
detected in the spectrum of 2, where slower electron transfer
was observed. This has been explained as a consequence of
the decreased stability of the radical ion pair caused by


Figure 1. Energy dependence of the orientation of a charge-separated ion
pair in an electric field. D=electron donor; A=electron acceptor
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unfavorable electrostatic repulsion.) In neither spectrum
does the 412 nm absorption increase as the Py2 signal
decays. We therefore conclude that this absorption derives
primarily from 3Pyw produced by intersystem crossing from
the excited singlet, rather than by radical ion recombination.


This implies the existence of at least some conformation(s)
in which the formation of a charge-separated ion pair by
intramolecular electron transfer is substantially slower than
intersystem crossing.


Because both Py2 and 3Pyw are present, the spectra of 1
and 2 are complicated combinations of overlapping absorp-
tions. The weak absorption of Dma+ at 450 nm is obscured
by the larger absorptions of the pyrene radical anion and
triplet. A kinetic analysis of the decay of the transient
absorptions of 1 at 420 nm and at 500 nm (Figure 4) shows
that both signals include contributions from at least two
components. The same spectral complexity is also observed
in the transient absorption spectrum of 2.


In the transient absorption spectra of both 1 and 2, the
420 nm absorption could be fit by competing second- and
first-order decays, the second-order component of which
had a lifetime of about 35 ms. When the excitation pulse
intensity was decreased to 66%, 51% and 30% of the laser
power, t1/2 increased by a proportional amount, within the


Figure 2. Formation of the charge-separated ion pair either anti-
parallel (in 1) or parallel (in 2) to the helix electric field


Figure 3. Absorption spectra of 1 and 2 observed (a) 11, (b) 23 and
(c) 94 ms after the laser pulse. lexc =355 nm. Measured as
131024


M degassed solutions in acetonitrile


Figure 4. Decay of the transient absorption signals produced by
flash excitation of 1 as a 131024


M degassed solution in
acetonitrile at: (A) 420 and (B) 500 nm. Each point is an average of
data collection from 10 laser pulses, collected every 10 nm.
Excitation 80 mJ at 355 nm.
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limit of experimental error (about 25%), as is expected for
a second-order process. The lifetime of the first-order
component, assigned to 3Pyw, was about 200 ms (certainly
there is a large error in this value because the lifetime of
3Pyw in many non-aromatic solvents has been reported as
11 ms)6 and was unchanged as the excitation intensity was
decreased (to 66%, 51% and 30% of the laser power). This
observation is as expected for a first-order process. The
decay of the pyrene radical anion absorption at 500 nm in
the spectra of 1 and 2 could not be unambiguously fit to
either competing second- and first-order decays or two first-
order decays, implying an even more complex overlay of
different absorptions at 500 nm. Even in the face of such
complexity, the transient absorption spectra in Figure 4
provide direct evidence of the formation of a long-lived
(about 100 ms) charge-separated ion pair in both 1 and 2.


Time-resolved fluorescence


Previously, we have shown by a study of the time-resolved
fluorescence of peptides 1 and 2 that the rates of electron
transfer in 1 are 5–27 times faster than in 2, the difference
being larger in solvents of smaller dielectric constant.1 This
result is in agreement with the postulated effect of the helix
dipole. However, the consistent observation of biexponen-
tial decay is a strong indication of multiple side-chain
conformations of the oligopeptides in the ground state (for
studies of electron transfer in peptides, see Ref. 7). In
relatively short (<50 residues) oligopeptides, the backbone
and/or the chromophores linked to the backbone through the
methylenic units may experience some conformational
mobility.7,a,b,e For this reason, we could not exclude the
possiblity, in our original study, that the observed rate


Figure 5. NOE interactions determined by COSY and NOESY correlation NMR spectroscopy of oligopeptides 1
and 2
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Figure 6. 1H NMR spectrum (6·0–9·7 ppm region) of 2 in THF from (a) 27 to (e)
280°C.
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Figure 7. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3a.
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Figure 8. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3b
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Figure 9. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3c
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Figure 10. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3d
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Figure 11. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3e
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Figure 12. Force-field calculated energy minima for conformer 3f
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differences might be a consequence of ground-state con-
formational differences instead of differences caused by the
macromolecular dipole.1 In order to understand better the
conformational flexibility of the chromophores, a more
rigorous conformational analysis of 1 and 2 has been
conducted in which circular dichroism (CD) spectra and 2D
1H NMR data are used, together with force-field and
semiempirical calculations, to establish both side-chain
conformations and helical structure.


CD and NMR spectra


As the object of our study was to investigate the effect of the
helix dipole on intramolecular electron coupling, it was


necessary to establish whether 1 and 2 do indeed exist as
a-helices. Oligopeptides composed only of alanine (Ala)
are usually a-helical,9 but dichromophore-labelled Alan


peptides with n<4 are insoluble in organic solvents.9


Oligopeptides composed only of a-methylalanine (Aib) are
more soluble and usually form 310 helices, but the peptide
coupling between two a-disubstituted peptides is typically a


Table 1. Calculated heats of formation and barriers of rotation (MM2 force field)


Angle B (donor) Angle A (acceptor)


Rotation in Rotation in Rotation in Rotation in
Heat of positive negative positive negative


Conformer formation directionb directionb directionb directionb


(kcal/mol2 ) (kcal/mol21) (kcal/mol21) (kcal/mol21) (kcal/mol21)


3a 254·16 17·38 7·46 13·55 6·69
3b 246·33 2·95 3·36 5·93 6·94
3c 253·37 13·58 8·34 13·52 5·12
3d 249·93 2·93 6·76 14·00 5·06
3e 251·71 10·71 12·26 8·20 11·10
3f 252·47 11·73 8·38 8·59 7·61


a1 kcal=4·184 kJ.
bD heat of formation (rotational barrier)=heat of formation (estimated transition state) 2heat
of formation (ground-state conformer).


Table 2. Calculated dipole moments (in debye) for 3a–f


Conformer AM1 PM3 MNDO MINDO-3


3a 45·25 46·34 42·99 48·05
3b 45·10 46·38 42·29 48·30
3c 43·92 45·18 41·69 47·00
3d 42·29 43·80 40·16 45·98
3e 44·56 45·71 41·68 47·58
3f 42·83 44·00 40·80 45·96


Table 3. Relative heats of formation (kcal/mol21) of 3b–f (with
respect to 3a)


Conformer MM2 AM1 PM3 MNDO MINDO-3


3a 0 0 0 0 0
3b 7·83 25·43 22·70 226·43 224·12
3c 0·82 21·77 0·16 20·04 0·16
3d 4·23 0·88 20·03 28·15 7·19
3e 2·45 24·29 24·50 211·83 1·54
3f 1·69 1·14 21·10 1·77 8·26


Table 4. Stabilization energies (kcal mol) of 3b-f relative to 3a in a
chromophores without helix’ arrangementa, estimates as the


difference in heats of formation


Conformer AM1 PM3 MNDO MINDO-3


3a 0 0 0 0
3b 20·10 0·11 0·25 0·79
3c 0·28 20·31 0·38 0·03
3d 20·06 0·15 0·19 1·01
3e 4·12 2·77 12·03 19·02
3f 0·26 0·12 1·20 1·12


a Obtained by removing the helix from the geometrically MM2-
optimized conformers (Figures 7–12) while keeping the appended
donor and acceptor at fixed positions.


Table 5 Stabilization energies (kcal/mol21) of 3b-f relative to 3a in
a ‘helix without chromophores’ arrangementa, estimated as the


difference in heats of formation


Conformer AM1 PM3 MNDO MINDO-3


3a 0 0 0 0
3b 24·68 0·38 4·25 3·91
3c 21·74 0·63 2·79 3·76
3d 20·21 0·32 3·14 5·25
3e 1·4 0·53 23·27 22·70
3f 26·00 23·00 25·60 24·17


a Obtained by removing the appended donor and acceptor from the
geometrically optimized conformers (Figures 7–12) while keeping
the helix at a fixed position.
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slow and low-yield reaction. For these reasons, we selected
a backbone made of alternating L-alanine and a-methylala-
nine amino acid residues. The Aib residue is
helix-inducing,10 and (Ala–Aib)n peptides are soluble in
organic solvents and tend to form a-helices when n<4 and
the Aib content is <35% (1 and 2 have a 28% Aib
content).11 The donor and acceptor chromophores were
affixed at a position three residues from the helix end to fix
their orientation, as the helix ends can sometimes uncoil. An
a-helix contains 3·7 residues per turn with a unit transla-
tional distance of about 5·4 Å.8 Therefore, in 1 and 2 the two
chromophores should be about 10 Å apart if held rigidly and
the dihedral angle between groups is held constant.


The right-handled helical conformation of the backbones
of 1 and 2 was confirmed by the presence in the CD spectra
in acetonitrile of a strong positive band at 190 nm and two
negative bands near 210 and 220 nm.1 Although the pattern
and the bands observed in the CD spectra are typical of an
a-helix,8 2D 1H NMR techniques are necessary to dis-
tinguish between a and 310 helical conformations and to
estimate better the percentage of helicity in oligopeptides12


(2D 1H NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 using a
General Electric GN-500 500 MHz spectrometer). 2D 1H
NMR spectra of 1 and 2 [correlated spectroscopy (COSY)
and two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser enhancement
spectroscopy (NOESY)1,13 in CDCl3 showed that both
peptides adopt an average a-helical conformation on the
NMR time-scale. The bCH(i)–aCH(i+3) and NH(i)–
NH(i+3) NOE interactions in both peptides 1 and 2, shown
in the correlation table in Figure 5, are typical of an a-helix


and are not found in 310 helices.
Interpretation of NMR spectra in the fast exchange region


is limited by the fact that the resonances represent an
average of all conformations.13 By lowering the tem-
perature, it is sometimes possible to slow the exchange
sufficiently to see separate resonances for each conforma-
tion.13 1H NMR spectra of 2 in THF at 27, 0, 220, 240,
260 and 280°C are shown in Figure 6. The spectra
showed a marked temperature dependence, as all reso-
nances broadened markedly at lower temperatures, in some
cases becoming unobservable.


The chemical shift of resonances due to the amide NH
groups involved in hydrogen bonding changed dramatically.
At lower temperatures the amide peaks resonances, which
were not visible or were hidden in the aromatic region,
appeared in the region 8·5–9·6 ppm. This may be explained
in terms of stronger H-bonding at lower temperature. The
chemical shift of the pyrene resonances also changed, and
the doublet of the aromatic ring of the dimethylanilino
group at 7·25 ppm shifted downfield by 0·20 ppm, whereas
the doublet at 6·60 ppm was unchanged. The changes in the
NMR spectrum with decreasing temperature, especially the
shifts of the aromatic protons of pyrene and aniline, may
suggest a conformational change. However, the broadening
of the spectrum may also be caused by a slow rate of
rotation about the long axis (about 20 Å) of the peptide.
(The change in chemical shift, and also the broadening of
the spectrum, could also be caused by aggregation of the
oligopeptides. However, at 280°C in THF no visible
precipitate was observed in the NMR tube.) All spectra
collected at even the lowest temperature possible (because
of solvent constraints) seem to belong to the intermediate
exchange region and separate resonances assignable to each
conformation could not be observed under these experi-
mental conditions. For these reasons, the low-temperature
NMR experiment is not conclusive in addressing the
presence of a variety of conformations.


CALCULATIONS


To improve our understanding of the conformational
distribution in 1 and 2 and the importance of possible
through-space interaction between the donor and acceptor
groups, force-field and semiempirical calculations were
performed on peptide 3, which incorporates the same
appended groups and peptidic backbone as 1, but without
the C- and N-capping groups. This modification was
necessary in order to make single-point semiempirical
calculations possible by reducing the number of atoms.


Computational procedure


MM2 force-field calculations were performed in the CAChe
system14 using a Macintosh PowerPC 8100/80. Semi-
empirical calculations were performed on a Silicon
Graphics Indigo2 workstation using the semiempirical
program packages AMPAC 2.115 and VAMP 4.5.16 Semi-
empirical calculations were carried out by using all


Table 6 Stabilization energies (kcal/mol21) of 3b-f relative to 3a
estimated as the ‘addition of helix without chromophores’ (Table 5)


and the ‘chromophores without helix’ (Table 4)


Conformer AM1 PM3 MNDO MINDO-3


3a 0 0 0 0
3b 24·78 0·48 4·50 4·70
3c 21·46 0·32 3·17 3·79
3d 20·27 0·47 3·33 6·26
3e 21·88 20·23 6·43 14·85
3f 1·66 0·65 22·07 21·58


Table 7 Calculated charge-transfer transition energies (eV) in
3a–fa


Conformer Transition (eV) Transition (nm)


3a 5·029 246
3b 5·069 245
3c 5·071 245
3d 5·168 240
3e 4·512 275
3f 4·843 256


a The calculated oscillator strength for all charge-transfer transitions
is almost zero. Therefore, none of these transitions should be
detected in the experimental UV.
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available methods: MINDO-3,17 MNDO,18 AMI19 and
PM3.20


Force-field calculations


The dihedral angles A and B (in 3) were varied from 0 to
360° in 2° steps and each geometry was fully optimized
with respect to the two fixed dihedral angles to define
possible stable conformers. The six most stable conforma-
tions of this grid search were chosen for further
optimization, reducing the gradient norm to a reasonably
low value (normally 0·0001). Furthermore, the selected six
conformations are representative for reasonable orientations
of the acceptor and the donor towards each other. In order to
obtain information about the possible rotational thresholds,
each of these dihedral angles were changed in 1° steps for
conformations 3a–f, in both possible directions, with
complete optimization of the remaining degrees of freedom.
The energy difference for the starting conformation 3a–f
obtained at a given dihedral angle (at the point before the
energy of the system starts to drop, indicating that a possible
transition state was passed) was taken as an estimate for a
rotational barrier of the chosen bond towards that rotational
direction.


The geometries of the conformations 3a–f are presented
as line drawings viewed down and along the helix and as
space filling models in Figures 7–12. The calculated heats
of formation and estimates for the rotational thresholds thus
obtained are given in Table 1.


MM2 force-field calculations predict that the conforma-
tion 3a with the least repulsive steric interaction between
the appended groups is preferred (Table 1). Furthermore,
structures with an obviously higher strain energy are
significantly destabilized (3b, 3d and 3e). The energy
differences between these conformers, however, are within
experimental error, suggesting that in reality these several
different conformers probably coexist. Furthermore, the
calculated threshold for the rotational barrier suggests a
system which is, at least at lower temperature, mainly fixed.
Therefore, it is likely that 3 exists as a distribution of
different stable ground conformers, without much possiblity
for conformational interconversion.


Semiemprical single-point calculations


Force-field calculations do not yield dipole moments, or
even partial changes, because of the classical approach
undertaken in this method. Ab initio and/or semiempirical
quantum mechanical calculations would produce these data,
but ab initio calculations are not practical for 3 because of
the large nubmer of atoms. This is a less significant problem
for semiemprical calculations, but even at that level only
single-point calculations can be performed. First, semi-
empirical geometry optimizations are often incapable of
reproducing dihedral angles within helical peptides in a
satisfactory way,21 and second, the large number of atoms


in 3 makes geometry optimization with conventional work-
stations impossible. Accordingly, the dipole moments
calculated in this way (Table 2), are found not to be
dependent either on the conformation or the semiempirical
method. We conclude that the weighted conformations of 3
have a net dipole moment greater than 40 D.


Table 3 shows the calculated conformational destabiliza-
tion of 3b–f relative to the most stable conformer 3a. In
contrast to the force-field calculations, the semiempirical
calculated energies show the sterically more hindered
structures to be preferred. This could be the result of a
stabilizing through-space and/or through-bond coulostatic
interaction between the acceptor and the donor. To obtain
more evidence for this conclusion, three calculational
procedures were employed:


1. For each conformer the complete helix was removed,
while the isolated donor and acceptor are maintained in a
fixed geometric relationship (Table 4, chromophore without
helix), identical with the energy minima for that conformer.
The magnitude of electrostatic through-space interactions
could then be calculated for each distance and orientation.
2. The donor and acceptor were removed from each
conformer to determine whether distortion of the helix by
the appended group can account for the given effect (Table
5, ‘helix without chromophores’).
3. The sum of the readdition of these two energies was
compared with the calculated energy for each conformer to
see whether the net energy difference for each conformer
3b–f could, in addition, provide evidence for a through-
bond interaction between donor and acceptor within each
conformer.


Examination of the energies thus obtained (Tables 4–6)
leads to the following conclusions:


1. The spatial orientation of the ‘chromophores without
helix’ indicates insufficient through-space stabilization in
3b and 3e to account for the calculated stabilization.
Moreover, 3e is destabilized by steric hindrance (overlap of
van der Waals radii). Hence, through-space interactions
alone cannot be responsible for the stabilization of 3e.
2. Instead, slight modifications in the electronic interactions
induced by distortion of the helix exert a remarkable effect
on the semiempirical heats of formation.
3. The effect on helix stability is insufficient, however, to
account fully for stabilization in 3b–f. Therefore, the
enhanced through-bond interaction that stabilizes the helix
must result in enhanced donor–acceptor interactions.


Calculated charge-transfer transitions


One further important question arises in 3: is there a low-
energy charge-transfer transition between the oriented
donor–acceptor pair with a non-zero oscillator strength? To
examine this question, limited configuration interaction
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calculations using AM1 with six virtual and six occupied
orbitals were performed (only single and double excited
configurations were taken into account). These calculations
yield full absorption spectra of 3a–f, but only the HOMO-
donor to LUMO-acceptor transitions are shown in Table 7.


These calculations show that conformation exerts a
remarkable influence on the transition energy, but that the
calculated oscillator strength of these transitions is very
weak for 3a–f. According to these calculations, no ground-
state charge-transfer absorption should be detectable in any
kind of absorption spectra, and indeed none is observed.


CONCLUSIONS


Different rates of photoinduced electron transfer are
observed upon laser flash excitation of peptides 1 and 2,
producing a charge-separated ion pair. This observation
provides strong evidence for the influence of the macro-
scopic electric dipole of the helix on electronic coupling
between the appended donor and acceptor. Force-field
calculations, NMR experiments and time-resolved single-
photon counting experiments offer evidence for the
presence of different side-chain confomers in 1 and 2,
which complicate the interpretation of observed optical and
lifetime data. Furthermore, semiempirical single-point cal-
culations demonstrate the possibility that through-bond,
rather than through-space, interactions constitute a principal
electronic interaction between the appended chromophores.
Even though the model peptide 3 has only a small number
of degrees of freedom, the side-chain conformational
flexibility of the appended groups causes significant com-
plexity in the interpretation of the experimental
observations. Further experiments to synthesize a com-
pletely rigid a-helical peptide are in progress.
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TRIARYLMETHANES AND 9-ARYLXANTHENES AS PROTOTYPES
AMPHIHYDRIC COMPOUNDS FOR RELATING THE STABILITIES OF
CATIONS, ANIONS AND RADICALS BY C–H BOND CLEAVAGE AND


ELECTRON TRANSFER


EDWARD M. ARNETT,* ROBERT A. FLOWERS, II, RICHARD T. LUDWIG, ALISON E. MEEKHOF AND
STUART A. WALEK


Department of Chemistry, Duke University, Box 90346, Durham, North Carolina 27708-0346, USA


Thermodynamic stability properties of 11 p-substituted trityl and seven 9-phenylxanthyl carbocations are reported in
sulfolane and of their conjugate carbanions in DMSO. The cations are compared by calorimetric heats of hydride
transfer from cyanoborohydride ion, their first and second reduction potentials, their pK+


Rs in aqueous sulfuric acid, 13C
chemical shifts and free energies of methoxy exchange. Carbanions are compared by their heats and free energies (pKHA )
of deprotonation and their first and second oxidation potentials. Radicals are compared by their oxidation and reduction
potentials. Their bond dissociation energies are derived by alternative routes: from the carbocation and its reduction
potential and from the carbanion and its oxidation potential. The various properties are correlated against each other
and against appropriate Hammett-type substituent parameters. Correlations between the different measured properties
reported here range from fair to excellent. Despite their importance as historic prototypes for the three trivalent
oxidation states of carbon, trityl and xanthyl systems are atypical models for comparing transmission of electron
demand in other series of carbocations, radicals or carbanions with significantly different structures. The 9-arylxanthyl
series is especially poor because of its insensitivity to substituent effects. The effects of substituents on various properties
which represent the stabilities of R+ s correlate surprisingly well against those for corresponding R2 s. Accordingly,
compensating effects on the oxidation and reduction of a series of related R•s may lead to a nearly constant electron
transfer energy and absolute hardness for the series. In contrast, the free energies for interconversion of the
carbocations and carbanions which determine the gap between pKR+ and pKHA are very sensitive to structural change.
© 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Since the first year of the twentieth century the three
conjugate trivalent oxidation states of carbon (henceforth
R+/•/2 ) derived from triarylmethanes have played a leading
role in the development of the theory of organic chemistry.
No other class of compounds has provided such well
recognized stable prototypes of radicals, carbenium ions
and carbanions in solution where their structures can be
demonstrated unequivocally and thus serve as bona fide
models for the more reactive intermediates and transition
structures which are now at the heart of modern mechanistic
thinking and which have often required extreme conditions
such as the gas phase1 or superacid at 2100 °C for their
preparation and authentication.2 Other types of compounds


may form stable, isolable R•, R+ or R2 but the tri-
arylmethyl systems, of which the 9-arylxanthanes are a
subset, are nearly alone3 in allowing the study of all three
stable conjugates in the same types of solvent under
conditions which differ only by the presence of acids or
bases. Electrochemical studies of R+/•/2 show that these
three species are closely interrelated,4 although they are
usually treated as belonging to three widely separated and
unrelated fields.


Triarylmethyl halides were the first source of stable
carbocations whose trivalent ionic structure was inferred
correctly by Gomberg5–7 only 2 years after his momentous
discovery of triarylmethyl free radicals.8 Later, the tria-
rylcarbinols were used to establish the most commonly used
free energy scale by which the stabilities of R+ s are
expressed as the pKR+s for their equilibria with ROHs in
aqueous acid.9, 10 Triarylmethanes were identified as weak* Correspondence to: E. M. Arnett.
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organic acids in 192511 and their conjugate bases were first
named ‘carbanions’ in 1933.12 However, the development of
a reliable thermodynamic pK scale for ranking strong to
weak organic Brønsted acids was delayed through the lack
of appropriate media (analogous to aqueous sulfuric acid for
studying carbocations) which were both highly basic, and
also able to dissociate organoalkalis into various types of
ion pairs13–15 and ‘free ions’.16


Following Streitweiser et al.’s adoption of cyclohexy-
lamine and its cesium salt as a strongly basic medium,17


Bordwell’s group solved the problem by use of K+


DMSYL2 , the potassium salt of DMSO, in this solvent.
They provided the pKHAs for over 2000 compounds in this
medium, probably the largest database in organic chemistry
from a single laboratory under identical conditions.18


Fortunately, DMSO is a good solvent for most organic
compounds, and also their potassium salts, and is well
suited for UV–VIS spectrophotometry, electrochemistry
and reaction calorimetry as has been used in the present
study. The application of electrochemistry for interrelating
triaryl R+(•/2 also has a long history.19


The triarylmethanes are an important class of amphi-
hydric compounds,20 for which the bond-making and
-breaking energies of tetracovalent RH, ROH or RX to form
the three related trivalent states can be examined under
conditions which also permit their interconversion by
electrochemistry.


The fact that the trivalent oxidation states of the
triaylmethanes, or any other class of amphihydric com-
pounds, can be studied in a single solvent is a fortuity. It is
usually true that compounds whose R+ s are stable enough to
afford pKR+s in aqueous acid will have R2 s that are too
basic to allow direct determination of their pKHAs with
K+ DMSYL2 /DMSO. Correspondingly, RH which yield
R2 that are stable in that solvent usually have R+ that are
such strong Lewis acids that they react with it. Triaryl-
methanes just happen to fall in the particular
solvent-determined acid–base window that permits their
study by both of the unrelated processes used to establish
these two pK scales. Although R+/•/2 may all be stabilized
by resonance-delocalization,21, 22 it is generally true that the
factors which help to stabilize R+ s (e.g. electron-releasing
groups) tend to destabilize their conjugate R2 s and to have
comparatively little influence on the stabilities of their
conjugate R•s. Breslow and co-workers developed a power-
ful method for calculating the pKR+s of very unstable R+ s
from the pKHAs and the two-electron oxidation potentials of
their very stable conjugate R2 s and vice versa.4, 23 Amphi-
hydric trityl compounds played an important role in
authenticating this method. The free energy for two-electron
reduction of the cation or oxidation of the carbanion is an
important fundamental property since it determines the
energy gap between the two conjugate ions and thus of the
pKHA of the carbanion and the pKR+ of the carbocation.


The important differences in stability between the
conjugate trivalent states R+/•/2 are determined by the
(reversible) reduction potential of the cation and the


oxidation potential of the anion in solution24 or the
equivalent redox potentials of the radical in solution.25 In
the gas phase the corresponding properties are I, the
ionization energy, and A, the electron affinity, of the
radical.26, 27 In turn, these properties are related directly to
the HOMO–LUMO gap, the electronegativity (x), and the
absolute hardness (h) of the R•,28 i.e. its resistance to giving
or gaining electrons. Since the stabilities of R+/•/2 are the
primary determining factor for the energies required for the
three modes of bond-breaking of RH, DGET, x and h are the
fundamental properties which drive the majority of
observed structure-dependent phenomena of organic chem-
istry.29


An important feature of amphihydric compounds is that
both the one- and two-electron redox potentials of both R+


and R2 can be obtained directly under similar conditions so
that electrode potentials for oxidizing and reducing R• to its
conjugate ions can be obtained by two independent routes
and errors from irreversibility of electrode processes be
assessed.30 Correspondingly, the (homolytic) bond dissocia-
tion energy, BDE, of an R–H bond can be calculated26 both
from the pKHA of R2 31, 32 or from the pKR+ of R+ 30 using the
appropriate redox potentials and equations thus providing
another check for self-consistency.


Amphihydric compounds provide the best opportunity to
establish all of these properties under similar conditions and
to compare them to other familiar criteria for bond-making
and -breaking energies. In principle, they also offer the
unique opportunity of measuring directly the heat of
heterolysis, DHhet , of the R–R bond from the calorimetric
heat of reaction of R+ with R2 in solution20 (however, see
Ref. 33 for problems in defining structures of symmetrical
coupling products). This may be converted readily into the
more familiar heat of homolysis, DHhomo , for such radical-
coupled dimers (R–R) by combining the DHhet with the
redox potentials of the conjugate ions.24 These relationships
are shown in Scheme 1 and were communicated earlier2 as
a complete analysis for a series of p-substituted-9-phenyl-


Scheme 1
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xanthenes (Figure 1).
The appropriate equations and symbols for the measured


properties depicted in Scheme 1 are as follows:


R+ +BH3CN2 →RH+BH2CN DHH2(R+ ) (1)
R+ H2O →ROH+H+ pKR+ (2)
R+ +e2 →R• DGred(R


+ ),Ered(R
+ ) (3)


R• +e2 →R2 DGred(R
•), Ered(R


• ) (4)
R+ +2e2 →R2 DGred2(R+ ), Ered2(R+) (5)
RH+DMSYL2 →R2 +DMSO pKHA and DHdep (6)
R2 2e2 →R• DGox(R


2 ), Eox(R
2 ) (7)


R• 2e2 →R+ DGox(R
•), Eox(R


• ) (8)
R2 22e2 →R+ DGox2(R2 ), Eox2(R2 ) (9)
RH →R• +H• BDE (10)


Thus, if redox processes are reversible:


DGred(R
+ )=2DGox(R


• ) (11)
DGred(R


• )=DGox(R
2 ) (12)


DGred2(R+ )=2DGox2(R2 ) (13)
BDE=1·37 pKHA +DGox(R


2 )+C (Ref. 31) (14)
BDE=1·37pKR +DGred(R


+ )+C9 (Ref. 30) (15)
DGet =DGred(R


+ )2DGred(R
• ) (16)


h=(I2A)/2Å2DGET /2 (17)


where I= ionization energy and A=electron affinity;


x=(i+A)/2 (18)
DGred2(R+ )=DGred(R


+ )+DGred(R
•) (19)


DGox2(R2 )=DGox(R
2 )+DGox(R


• ) (20)


If all processes are reversible:


DGred2(R+ )=2DGox2(R2 ) (21)


Scheme 1 summarizes the three processes by which R+/•/2


are formed by loss of H2 , H•, H+ from RH and their
electrochemical interconversion. Scheme 1 indicates that if
data are available for any of the three modes of RH bond
breaking, it is possible to calculate the others by thermody-
namic cycles if the appropriate reversible electron transfer
properties may be obtained by electrochemistry.


Clearly, it is just as reasonable to use redox energies to
relate the stabilities of the three trivalent states of carbon to
each other as it is to relate them to their common
tetracovalent precursor RH (effects of remote substituents


on relative stabilities of ground states of triphenyl methanes
should be virtually identical with those on their carbinols4 )
through the energies for the three different types of C–H
bond-breaking. Indeed, because of the important relation-
ships between the redox energies and the HOMO–LUMO
gap, DGET, h and x, the electrochemical data may be of
more fundamental significance than the BDE, pKHA or pKR+


which are based on different processes with different
standard states and can only be related to each other through
the redox potentials of their trivalent states.


Recently, we communicated a complete thermodynamic
analysis, such as that in Scheme 1, for a series of p-
substituted-9-phenylxanthenes and their cations, radicals
and carbanions.20 The present paper includes a full develop-
ment of the procedures and results presented there.


Although many other types of data are available for
substituted xanthylium cations, we have been unable to find
a collection of pKR+ values measured by the classical
titration technique.7, 9, 10 Accordingly, pKR+ values in aque-
ous sulfuric acid are reported here for the present series of
xanthylium ions. Heats of deprotonation (DHdep ) have been
repeated and significantly different values found from those
reported earlier.20 All redox potentials have been remea-
sured and derived properties have been recalculated.


Correlations are given below for the properties reported
here both against each other and also against published data
from various sources. Comparisons are made of the second
reduction potentials of the cations with the first oxidation
potentials of their conjugate anions as tests for reversibility.
BDEs have been estimated through the DHdeps and DGox


(R2 )s and through the DHH2s and DGred(R
+ )s of the


conjugate cations.


EXPERIMENTAL


In order to obtain a complete analysis of the type
represented by Scheme 1, it is necessary to (a) have a
solvent which is resistant to attack by a wide range of
carbanions and carbocations, i.e. is both a relatively weak
Brønsted acid and also a relatively weak Lewis base, and (b)
have a small enough two-electron redox difference,
DGred2(R+ ) or DGox2(R2 ) between R+ and R2 so that the
hydride affinity, DHH2 , of R+ and the heat of deprotonation,
DHdep , of RH to form R2 may be measured by appropriate
techniques.


Unfortunately, we have not yet found a single solvent in
which we can do all of the types of experiments shown in
Scheme 1. Sulfolane comes close to meeting the require-
ments. It is extremely resistant to attack by protonic and
Lewis acids and is only slightly more acidic than dimethyl
sulfoxide18b with which some of its important properties are
compared in Table 1. However, the potassium salt of
sulfolane is too insoluble to allow the preparation of a
concentrated basic medium equivalent to K+ DMSYL2 .
But for this shortcoming, sulfolane could be used to
determine pKHAs, DHdeps and all of the other properties in
Scheme 1.


Figure 1. Structures of 4-x-triphenylmethane and 4-x-9-phenyl-
xanthene
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Accordingly, we have had to compromise and use
sulfolane to study carbocation properties and DMSO for
carbanions. The conjugate radicals can be produced in
either solvent by redox of the two types of conjugate ions.
Sulfolane and DMSO are closely similar in most of their
important solvent properties, the principal difference being
the relatively high basicity of DMSO towards both protonic
and Lewis acids (Table 1).


As before,24 we used reaction calorimetry and electro-
chemistry of carbocations in sulfolane
(tetramethylenesulfone) containing 5% 3-methylsulfolane
to lower the freezing point for operation at 25 °C [equations
(1), (3) and (4)]. By analogy with Bordwell and co-
workers,31 we combined DHdep with the first oxidation
potential of R2 in DMSO [equations (6) and (15)] to give
the BDE for C–H cleavage to give R• and also derived BDEs
from the corresponding DHH2(R+ )s in sulfolane and the first
reduction potential of R+ for comparison.


Since calorimetric measurements are meaningless unless
the presumed reactions are clean and complete, all of the
reactants, products and processes discussed here were
checked by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. We recognize
that these tools may not be sensitive enough to detect small
quantities of reactive impurities in reactants or of side-
products that would contribute to significant calorimetric
errors.


Purification of solvents. All solvent batches were
checked by Karl Fisher titration to ensure a water content
below 50 ppm. Sulfolane (Phillips Petroleum) was distilled
from butyllithium at 1 mm Hg pressure (b.p. 110–111 °C)
and stored under argon. The melting point of sulfolane was
lowered for work at 25 °C by addition of 3-methylsulfolane
(Aldrich), which was dried by stirring overnight at room
temperature with CaH2 under an argon atmosphere followed
by vacuum distillation (b.p. 101–102 °C at 1 Torr). The
purified solvent was transferred to an argon-filled dry-box
and a 5% (v/v) solution of 3-methylsulfolane–sulfolane was
prepared. This mixture was dried further by stirring over


CaH2 overnight and was filtered before use. Potassium
hydride was purified by washing an oil dispersion of
potassium hydride (Aldrich) with dry hexane under an
argon atmosphere to remove the mineral oil. The resulting
hydride powder was dried under vacuum and sorted in an
argon-filled dry-box. All solvents were checked by Karl
Fisher titration for water content, which was only accept-
able if <25 ppm.


General procedure for the synthesis of 9-aryl-9-xan-
thanols. To a solution of 2·0 g (10·2 mmol) of xanthone in
THF was added dropwise 11 ml (11 mmol) of a 1·0 M


solution of phenylmagnesium bromide. The solution was
stirred an additional 45 min after the addition was complete
and was then quenched with saturated NH4Cl solution. The
reaction mixture was diluted with diethyl ether (100 ml) and
washed twice with water. The organic layer was dried over
anhydrous Na2SO4 . Evaporation of the solvent under
reduced pressure left a crude residue, which was filtered
through neutral alumina to give 9-phenyl-9-xanthanol as a
white solid (2·5 g; 82%). The melting points of known
9-substituted xanthanols were compared with the published
values of McClelland et al.38 This material was used without
further purification for the preparation of 9-arylxanthyl
cations and 9-arylxanthenes after examination for impurities
by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy.


General procedure for the synthesis of triarylcarbi-
nols. These were prepared by the reaction of aryl acid
chlorides and aryl Grignard reagents.39 For example, to a
solution of 1·5 g (10·7 mmol) of benzoyl chloride in THF
was added dropwise 30·0 ml (30 mmol) of a 1·0 M solution
of phenylmagnesium bromide. The solution was stirred for
an additional 50 min at reflux after the addition was
complete and was then quenched with saturated NH4Cl
solution. The reaction mixture was diluted with diethyl
ether (100 ml) and washed twice with water. The organic
layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 . Evaporation of the
solvent under reduced pressure left a crude residue which
was subjected to flash silica gel chromatography to give
1·1 g (40%) of triphenylmethanol. These samples were
determined to be pure by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy.


General reduction procedure for carbinols. Both the
9-arylxanthan-9-ols and the triarylmethanols were con-
verted to their carbon acids by heating a formic
acid–Na2CO3 solution of the alcohol at reflux for 2–3 h39as
in the following example. To a solution of 5·0 g (18 mmol)
of 9-phenyl-9-xanthanol in 60 ml of 90% formic acid was
added 10 g of sodium carbonate. The solution was refluxed
for 1–1·5 h and then cooled at 5–10 °C for 4 h. The product
was isolated by filtration and washed with water. The
product was recrystallized from hexane to give a 95% yield
of desired product, shown to be pure by 1H and 13C NMR
spectroscopy.


Triarylmethyl cations. The tetrafluoroborate salts were
prepared by treating the corresponding carbinol with
fluoroboreic acid (48% in diethyl ether, Aldrich) in


Table 1. Solvent properties of sulfolane and DMSO (all DH values
in kcal mol21 at 25 °C)


Property DMSO Sulfolane


pKHA
a 35 31·1 (Me2SO2 )


DHdep
b 0 22·64


DHHSO3F
c 226·5 29·6


DHp-F-phenol
c 26·6 24·25


DHSbCl5
d 229·8 214·3


DHBF3
e (CH2Cl2 =210·0) 2105·3 251·3


Dielectric constantf 46·7 43·32
Dipole momentf 4·81 D 3·96 D


a Ref. 18b.
b Ref. 20.
c Ref. 34.
d Ref. 35.
e Ref. 36.
f Ref. 37.
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propionic anhydride as described by Dauben et al.40 For
example, triphenylmethanol (13·2 g, 50 mmol) was dis-
solved in propionic anhydride (150 ml) and cooled to 10 °C.
After adding 48% fluoroboric acid (4·4 g, 50 mmol) the
temperature was kept between 10 and 12 °C for 10 min. The
solution was diluted with dry diethyl ether (300 ml) and the
resulting precipitate was collected by filtration under argon
and washed thoroughly with dry diethyl ether. The resulting
solid was dried under vacuum (0·5 mmHg) overnight. The
trityl tetrafluoroborate was stored in a dry-box.
4,49,40-Tris(p-chlorophenyl)methylium tetrafluoroborate
salt could not be prepared using this method. The penta-
chloroantimonate salt was made by addition of a
stoichiometric amount of antimony pentachloride to a
solution of the 4,49,40-tris(p-chlorophenyl)methyl chloride
in hexane as described by Freedman and co-workers.41


These samples were determined to be pure by 1H and 13C
NMR spectroscopy.


Equilibration measurements. pKHAs of 9-arylxanthenes
(HA) were determined by means of 1H NMR spectroscopy
instead of UV–VIS spectrophotometry as employed by
Bordwell and co-workers.18 Since the pKHA of 9-phenyl-
xanthene, HA0 , was available already42 and each of the four
species (HA, HA0 , A2 and A2


0 ) had distinct and separable
signals in the 1H NMR spectra for the acids under study, the
relative pKHAs could be determined by equilibration. The
difference, DpKHA , could be derived from the response of
the integrated peak areas of the four species as their
stoichiometric concentrations were varied and pKHA deter-
mined using a method equivalent to the methoxy exchange
reaction applied by Freedman and co-workers41 to the
relative stabilities of the same series of 9-arylxanthyl
carbocations in acidic solution. DpKHA was then added or
subtracted from pKHA0


. The equilibrium between a substi-
tuted 9-arylxanthene (HA) and 9-phenylxanthene (HA0 ) is
described by the equations


HA+A2
0


⇀↽A2 +HA0 (19)


DpKHA =2 log[A2 ][HA0 ]/[HA][A2
0 ] (20)


pKHA9 =pKHA0
+DpKHA (21)


where pKHA9 refers to the compound of unknown acidity and
pKHA0


is that for 9-phenylxanthene. Concentrations close to
131022


M were employed. Since threefold dilution did not
affect the results, aggregation was deemed to be insigni-
ficant. The method was checked using 9-phenylxanthene
and 4-methoxy-9-phenylxanthene, both of whose pKHAs are
known.18c


The determination of the pKHA for 9-(p-methylphe-
nyl)xanthene is given as an example of the general
procedure. Equimolar quantities of 9-(p-methylphenyl)xan-
thene and 9-phenylxanthene were dissolved in DMSO-d6


(Aldrich, distilled from KH), and the relative molar ratio of
the two compounds was determined through direct integra-
tion of the 1H NMR spectrum of the mixture. To this
mixture was added 0·8 equiv. of KH. The ratio of the two


anions and their conjugate acids was determined by direct
integration of signals representative of the four species in
equilibrium.


pKR+ determination of xanthylium ions. Techniques for
determining carbocation–carbinol equilibrium constants in
aqueous acid by UV–VIS spectrophotometry are widely
documented7, 9, 10 and were followed carefully. Spectra of the
cations agreed well with published spectra and gave good
Beer’s law plots. However, the spectra of the carbinols
overlapped with the solvent in some regions, in which case
the ROH concentration at equilibrium was determined from
the difference between the stoichiometric concentration and
that of the cation.


Relatively dilute aqueous sulfuric acid solutions covering
an HR(10) range from 21·65 to 1·16 were adequate for all
pKR+ measurements, which were based on linear plots of
2–6 independent measurements of log[R+ ]/[ROH] vs HR


for five different acid solutions. As before,10 the concentra-
tions of R+ and ROH varied in the range 1026–1024


M.


Calorimetric measurements. All DHH2 measurements
reported here were made using a Tronac 450 titration
calorimeter at 25 °C. In contrast to the previous20 heats of
hydride transfer, obtained with cycloheptatriene as hydride
donor, the results given here used a recently published43


procedure employing calorimetric titration of sulfolane
solutions of the cation tetrafluoroboride into a 50 ml Dewar
calorimeter vessel containing a large excess of 1 M sodium
cyanoborohydride containing an equivalent amount of
18-crown-6 polyether to complex the sodium ion and
eliminate possible small ion-pairing contributions to the
measured heat of hydride transfer. A variety of reasonable
hydride donors were tried before settling on this system.


In addition to titrations using a standard Tronac Model
450 calorimeter, many measurements were made with a
more automated system that employed a Tronac Model 900
computer interface for collecting and analyzing the data.
Each DHH2 presented here represents an average value from
at least seven calorimetric measurements on two independ-
ently prepared solutions. The relative error for reaction
calorimetry with sensitive, unstable solutions such as some
of these is 2–4% rather than the usual 0·5–1%. The absolute
error (accuracy) is unknown and is best tested for by
correlating data with a variety of other properties as
reported below. This, however, provides no protection
against systematic errors that persist throughout a series of
related compounds.


Determination of DHdep of triarylmethanes and 9-aryl-
xanthenes. Heats of deprotonation are well precedented in
this laboratory44 using titration calorimetry of a molar
solution of the carbon acid in DMSO into a large excess of
K+ DMSYL2 /DMSO. All solutions were prepared and
handled in a dry-box using carefully dried DMSO whose
water content was <25 ppm by Karl Fischer titration. Each
DHdep represents an average value from at least seven
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calorimetric measurements on two independently prepared
solutions.


Electrochemistry. All electrochemical measurements
employed a BAS 100-A electrochemical analyzer using
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Osteryoung square-wave
voltammetry (OSWV).45 The speed and simplicity of CV
made it the first choice for characterizing redox systems.
OSWV was also employed because of its ability to
discriminate against charging currents and to produce a
peaked curve for Faradaic processes. Computer display of
the forward and reverse responses for an OSWV experiment
provided a test for the reversibility of the redox processes.
All measurements were made using a three-electrode
arrangement consisting of a platinum disk working elec-
trode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode and an Ag/AgNO3


reference electrode with the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox
couple as the external standard. The measured values were
referred to the normal hydrogen electrode by adding 0·75 V
and converting to the corresponding standard free energy
terms by multiplying by 223·06 kcal V21. Solutions of
cations and anions in 0·1 M tetrabutylammonium
tetrafluoroborate supporting electrolyte were prepared under
an argon atmosphere just prior to electrochemical analysis.
Reduction potentials for cations were determined in 95%
sulfolane–5% 3-methylsulfolane. Oxidation potentials for
the anions were determined from DMSO solutions of the
potassium salts of the anion using 0·1 M TBABF4 as the
supporting electrolyte.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Cations


Carbocations have played a key role in the development of
mechanistic organic chemistry. Their proposed involvement
in solvolysis and electrophilic aromatic substitution demon-
strated the need for reliable thermodynamic scales as a basis
for structure–reactivity correlations. Especially relevant to
the present discussion are Deno et al.’s pioneering studies of
the acidity function, HR , for determining KR , the carbinol–
cation equilibrium constants in aqueous acid,9 Arnett and
Bushick’s examination10 of the temperature coefficient of
HR and pKRs for a number of di- and triarylmethyl cations in
aqueous H2SO4 , Brown and co-workers’ development of s+


substituent constants46 and Arnett and Hofelich’s measure-
ments of the heats of formation of a corresponding series of
cumyl cations from their alcohols in superacid at low
temperature.47


More recently, Wayner and co-workers25 have exploited a
photomodulation technique to generate unstable R•s in
solution and derive important thermodynamic properties for
their conjugate R+ s and R- s which are too unstable to allow
direct determination of pKR+ or pKHAs. The redox potentials
of a number of highly unstable substituted benzyl, cumyl
and benzhydryl radicals that were generated by photolysis
of the RH precursor in acetonitrile were determined and the


effects of substitution in the phenyl rings on the stabilities of
the conjugate R+ and R2 relative to their R• were compared
with each other and with published data by correlation with
s+ and s2 Hammett parameters.48


However, none of the above solution studies, except
those from this laboratory,20, 43 have combined direct
measurement under comparable conditions of the stabilities
of R+ [by DHH2(R+ )] and of R2 [by (Hdep )] with redox
potentials to provide both a complete analysis of the
energetics for bond cleavage to form the R+/•/2 and also of
their stabilities relative to each other by electron transfer, as
shown in Scheme 1.


Table 2 presents a variety of experimental properties
reflecting the stabilities of the trityl and xanthyl cations in
sulfolane (DHH2 and DGred ) and aqueous sulfuric acid
(pKR+ ). In addition, hydride affinities calculated by Parker
and co-worker’s method49 from the pKHAs (method 1) or
DHdep (method 2) and the oxidation potential of the radical
are listed. All of the data shown in Table 2 go from the least
stable R+ at the top to the most stable ones at the bottom,
although the sign of the property depends on conventions
for its definition.


Correlations of DHH2 with other carbocation properties


Table 3 provides a means for comparing these properties
with each other in terms of the statistics of their linear
correlations rather than attempting to present the correla-
tions graphically. In general, none of the correlations is
excellent (r>0·99); xanthyl and trityl are mostly differ-
entiated with respect both to slope and r with correlations of
the xanthyl data usually being poorer. Correlations of DHH2


with other properties in Table 2 are mostly poorer than those
for DHdeps (see below) because of the relatively high
experimental error [±0·4–0·6 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=
4·184 kJ)] of this cation property compared
to the usual ±0·2–0·4 kcal mol21 for reaction calorimetry.


Not surprisingly, the best correlation (3-1) for DHH2 of
the trityl cations is against their 13C NMR shifts, which
provide a sensitive indicator of transfer of electron demand
at the cationic center to the para substituents.46c The next
best correlation (3-2) is with DGred(R


+ ), their free energies
of reduction in sulfolane. Of particular importance is the
nearly unit slope of (3-2) for all of the 40 highly diverse
types of compounds for which we have measured both
properties but the very low slope (3-8) and lower correlation
coefficient for eight xanthylium ions compared to 11 trityl
cations is noteworthy (see below).


Close correlations between C–H bond-making and
-breaking processes and the redox potentials of the resulting
ionic trivalent species formed are well precedented-
24d,e,h,i, 31c, 50 and might reasonably be expected since both
types of process involve the difference in energy between a
neutral species and an ion. However, bond-breaking pro-
cesses perforce involve conversion of a tetravalent species
into a trivalent one and so may be sensitive to steric effects.
In contrast, redox processes involve interconversion of
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Table 2. Stability data for p-substituted triphenylmethyl and 9-phenylxanthene cations (all DG and DH in kcal mol21 )


Entry 2DGh2
f 2DHh2


No. Cation (R+ ) (R+ )
(2-) Series Substituent 2DHH2 (R+ ) DGred(R


+ )[Ered1(R+ )]a, b DGred(R
•)[Ered(R


•)]a, b pKR+
13C shift (Parker 1) (Parker 2) DGET


h DGred2(R+ )


1 Trityl 4,49,40-Cl 54·4±0·58 217·34 (0·752±·009) 12·68 (20·550±·013) 27·74c 212·7 99·94 101·18 230·02 24·65
2 Trityl None 52·7±0·23 212·49 (0·542±·011) 16·64 (20·722±·015) 26·63c 212·0 96·04 95·87 229·1 4·15
3 Trityl 4-F 52·1±0·36 215·26 (0·662±·007) 16·3 (20·707) 26·42e 210·0 86·74 72·81 231·6 1·04
4 Trityl 4-Me 51·5±0·32 212·86 (0·558±·013) 17·29 (20·750±·011) 25·41c 209·0 97·1 230·2 4·43
5 Trityl 4,49-Me 51·3±0·52 212·33 (0·535±·011) 19·32 (20.838±.010) 24·39e 208·2 94·89 231·6 6·99
6 Trityl 4,49,40-Me 49·4±0·41 211·6 (0·503±·017) 21·35 (20·926±·009) 23·56c 206·7 93·14 232·9 9·75
7 Trityl 4-OMe 48·2±0·37 211·2 (0·486±·007) 18·58 (20·806±·007) 23·40c 201·0 95·81 94·71 229·8 7·38
8 Trityl 4,494,0-tbu 48·2±0·40 210·4 (0·451±· 21·65 (20·939±·005) 26·5c 206·0 88·27 —32·1 11·25
9 Xanthyl 9-(p-CF3 )Ph 48·1±0·33 29·77 (0·424±·021) 14·78 (20·641±·017) 20·11d 174·2 224·6 5·01


10 Xanthyl 9-(p-Cl)Ph 46·7±0·32 29·52 (0·413±·010) 17·22 (20·747±·008) 0·13 174·7 87·21 85·91 226·7 7·70
11 Xanthyl 9-(p-F)Ph 46·3±0·45 29·17 (0·398±·007) 16·83 (20·730±·013) 20·64d 175·1 88·8 88·56 226·0 7·75
12 Xanthyl None 46·1±0·75 210·46 (0·454±·017) 15·31 (20·664±0·026) 20·84c 94·53 93·88 225·8 4·85
13 Thioxanthene 9-Ph 45·3±0·21 28·69 (0·377±·004) 16·55 (20·718±·010) 172·4 87·91 87·26 225·2 7·86
14 Xanthyl 9-Ph 45·1±0·19 28·57 (0·372±·007) 17·82 (20·773±·007) 0·81d 174·6 87·26 86·49 226·4 9·25
15 Trityl 4,49-OMe 44·6±0·38 29·63 (0·418±·008) 21·00 (20·911±·009) 21·24e 201·0 92·64 230·6 11·37
16 Xanthyl 9-(p-Me)Ph 43·9±0·31 28·32 (0·361±·011) 18·70 (20·811±·008) 0·81d 172·3 86·95 87·02 227·0 10·38
17 Tropylium None 43·4±0·43 1·38 (20·060±·024) 32·51 (21·410±·024) 4·7c 233·8 31·13
18 Xanthyl 9-(p-OMe)Ph 43·3±0·42 27·67 (0·333±·008) 18·7 (20·811±·007) 1·00d 164·8 86·17 85·55 226·4 11·03
19 Trityl 4,49,40-OMe 41·4±0·18 25·05 (0·219±·004) 24·4 (21·058) 0·82e 194·0 86·73 229·5 19·3
20 Cyclopropene 1,2,3-Triphenyl 38·8±0·15 4·05 (20·176±·008) 29·74 (21·290±·012) 3·1c 233·8 33·79
21 Trityl 4,49,40-NMe2 28·9±0·34 8·44 (20·366±·007) 28·54 (21·238±·025) 9·4e 179·0 76·03 236·9 33·98


a In sulfolane at 25 °C.
b 0·1 M TBATFB, values reported are relative to the NHE.
c Ref. 7.
d This report from thesis of A.E.M. (1994).
e Ref. 7b.
f Calculated hydride affinities using Parker’s method,49 2DGH2 =1·37 (pKHA )+DGred(R


+ )+DGred(R
•)+constant.


g Calculated hydride affinities using a variation on Parker’s method, 2DHH2 =2DHdep +DGred(R
+ )+DGred(R


•)+constant.
h DGET =DGred(R


+ )2DGred(R
•).
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trivalent radicals and ions. These species may have different
conformational energies, but these should be smaller than
the compression changes which accompany formation or
destruction of a tetracovalent species. Other significant
differences between the two types of experiments are: the
presence of the electrode surface and of supporting
electrolyte for determination of the redox potentials.
However, several DHH2 measurements were shown to be
unaffected, within experimental error, by the presence of
added supporting electrolyte at its working concentrations,
so this factor is not significant.


Another appropriate criterion for comparing the stabili-
ties of the trityl and xanthyl cations is the free energies for
their exchange of methoxy groups at equilibrium in D2CCl2


and D3CN as reported by Freedman and co-workers41 using
NMR spectroscopy. Although his conditions were different
from ours, the correlation (3-5), between the heats of
hydride reduction and the free energies of methoxy
exchange is one of the best in Table 3. Correlation of heats
of hydride transfer from cyanoborohydride ion with those
from cycloheptatriene to six xanthyl cations (3-13)20 is
good, but not excellent. In view of the generally poor
correlations that are found for the xanthyl cation properties
(see below), it would be hard to tell whether this case
reflects a difference in steric factors between the reaction of
a cation with an anion vs reaction with a neutal molecule or
just experimental errors due to slower reactions with this
hydride source.


Parker and co-workers49 have proposed a method for
estimating the free energy hydride affinity of a carbocation,
DGhydride(R


+ ), from the measured pKHAs of the conjugate
RH/R2 in DMSO and the electrode potentials for oxidation


of the conjugate R2 and R• to their conjugate R+ (i.e. the
two-electron process for oxidizing R2 to R+ ) in DMSO:


2DGhydride(R
+ )=2·303RTpKHA(RH)


+FE°NHE[(R•/R2 )+(R+ /R)]
2FE°NHE[(H•/H2 )+(H+ /H• )] (22)


Because of the availability of the enormous range of
pKHAs, BDEs and (EoxR


2 ) data established by Bordwell’s
group, Parker’s approach can provide estimates of DGhydride


(R+ ) for a much wider range of R+ than the stable ones
whose reactions with borohydride are presented here. The
necessary data are available (Table 2 and Ref. 4a) for
calculating DGhydride(R


+ ) in DMSO for 12 of the stable R+


for which we have made direct measurements of DHH2 in
sulfolane, and these can at least provide a test of his
estimated relative energies. The results are correlated by
(3-10, 11, 16).


The estimated numerical value for DGhydride(R
+ ) and its


measured DHH2(R+ ) should differ because the standard
state for making the C–H bond by reaction with sodium
cyanoborohydride in sulfolane is entirely different from that
for C–H bond-breaking with K+ DMSYL2 in DMSO. Also,
the assumption, which we have frequently made and
justified,24i, 51 that redox entropies of R• are insignificant so
that DHs can be interchanged with DGs may not hold
exactly here. However, it would be reasonable to expect a
rather good correlation between Parker’s values and ours
but only fair to poor ones are found (2-10, 11, 16) the worst,
as usual, involving 9-phenylxanthylium ions.


Improvement results from using the heat of deprotonation
(DHdep ) in DMSO instead of the corresponding free energy
term in that solvent (2·303RTpKHA ). If this substitution is


Table 3. Correlations between DHH2 and other measures of carbocation stability


Entry
No.
(3-) Correlation Slope r n Notes


1 Cation 13C shift 1·34 0·989 11 Trityl
2 DGred(R


+ ) 21·04 0·923 40 a


3 DGred(R
+ ) 20·932 0·982 11 Trityl


4 DGred(R
+ ) 20·905 0·975 19 Xanthyl and trityl


5 DG (methoxy exchange) 20·905 0·982 11 b


6 1·37 pKR+ 20·888 0·989 10 Trityl
7 1·37 pKR+ 20·878 0·957 20 Trityl and xanthyl
8 DGred(R


+ ) 20·495 0·891 8 Xanthyl
9 1·37 pKR+ 20·336 0·920 7 Xanthyl


10 DGH2(R+ ) (Parker 1) 0·793 0·865 5 Trityl compounds
11 DGH2(R+ ) (Parker 1) 0·817 0·841 12 Trityl and xanthyl
12 DHH2(R+ ) (Parker 2) 0·889 0·947 10 Trityl
13 DHtropylium 0·910 0·972 6 Xanthyl
14 DHH2(R+ ) (Parker 2) 0·931 0·898 17 Xanthyl and trityl
15 DHH2(R+ ) (Parker 2) 1·14 0·550 7 Xanthyl
16 DGH2(R+ ) (Parker 1) 1·27 0·620 7 Xanthyl


a All data for cations from Table 2 plus a variety of 1,3-dioxo- and 1,3-dithiocations in
preparation.
b Ref. 41.
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made in Parker’s equation, a better correlation (2-12, 14,
15) is seen. Again, the 9-phenylxanthyl cations give some of
the poorest correlations of DHH2(R+ ) with the other
properties in Table 3 (see below).


DGET and DGred2(R+ )


These two properties, derived by adding or subtracting the
free energies of reduction for R+ and R• or of oxidation for
R2 and R• [see equations (16), (19), (20) and (21)] are of
fundamental importance to all of organic chemistry.


DGET is the energy required to transfer one electron from
the carbanion to the carbocation to produce a pair of
radicals. It is a direct expression of the HOMO–LUMO gap
and absolute hardness of R•26, 29 and is the necessary
property from relating free energies or heats of heterolysis
to those of homolysis.24, 26, 31 In the absence of ground-state
effects, stabilities of R+/•/2 determine relative bond-break-
ing and -making energies and thus play a major role in
observed rates and equilibria.


As seen in Table 2, the DGETs for the trityl radicals lie in
a small range around 230 kcal mol21 as a result of strong
affinities of the cations for electrons and repulsion of
electrons by their conjugate radicals leading to conflicting
trends in the stabilities of R+ and R2 in response to p-
substitution. DGETs of xanthyl radicals lie in a slightly lower
range than trityls.


DGred2(R+ ) or DGox(R
2 ) are the free energies for


transferring two electrons to the carbocation, that is, for
interconverting the carbocation and the carbanion or
removing them from the carbanion. These properties
determine the gap between the pKR+ of ROH and pKHA of
RH4 and express the difference between the proclivity for


trivalent R to be Lewis acid R+ in contrast to the strong base
R2 . Table 2 shows an enormous structure-dependent range
for this property, which explains in part why so few classes
of compounds can be converted readily into both their
conjugate R+ and R2 in solution, i.e. are amphihydric.


Hammett-type correlations of R+ stability data


It has long been recognized9, 46 that substituent effects on
many processes that form/destroy carbenium ion centers are
modeled better by the log ks for solvolysis of substituted
cumenes (s+ ) in non-aqueous solvents than they are by the
ionization of substituted benzoic acids in water (s). The
slopes (r+ ) for correlations of R+ properties vs s+ can
cover a wide range, which is reasonably interpretable in
terms of electron demand, through one mechanism or
another, from the cationic center, particular importance
being given to resonance interaction with alkoxy or amino
groups.


Table 4 includes correlations of results from Table 2 and
other data collected by Wayner and co-workers48 (note also
24 r+ s for reactions in Ref. 46a) to test the proposed
relationship between r+ and charge development. If, in fact,
there is relatively little electron demand on ring substituents
from the carbenium ion center, one might expect a better
correlation with s. Accordingly, Table 4 compares slopes
and rs of correlations against both types of substituent
constants as a measure of interaction between the carbenium
center and the p-substituent. The electron demand at the
para position should be reflected both by the slopes of
correlations with s+ and s and their correlation coefficients.
Because substituent constants are unitless values derived
from log Ks or log ks, it is necessary to divide DHs or DGs


Table 4. Hammett plots for carbocation stability dataa


Entry
No.
(4-) Correlation Slope r n Notes


1 DGred(R
+ )/1·37 vs s+ 21·16 0·926 6 Xanthyl


2 pKR+ vs s 21·25 0·940 5 Xanthyl
3 pKR+ vs s+ 21·57 0·951 6 Xanthyl
4 pKR+ vs sû 21·61 0·909 5 Xanthyl (see text)
5 DGred(R


+ )/1·37 vs s 21·86 0·938 6 Xanthyl
6 DHH2(R+ )/1·37 vs s+ 22·70 0·94 5 Xanthyl
7 pKR+ vs s+ 23·15 0·999 11 Trityl
8 DGred(R


+ )/1·37 vs s+ 23·25 0·986 11 Trityl
9 DHH2(R+ )/1·364 vs s+ 23·45 0·995 11 Trityl


10 DGred(R
+ )/1·37 vs s 23·50 0·954 6 Xanthyl


11 DGred(R
+ ) vs s° 23·61 0·954 5 Xanthyl (see text)


12 DHH2(R+ )/1·364 vs s 24·43 0·972 5 Xanthyl
13 Log ksolv of cumyl chlorides vs s+ 24·62 0·980 8 Ref. 46
14 DGred(R


+ ) for DMP cations (kcal/1·37) vs s+ 26·45 0·960 6 Ref. 48
15 DGred(R


+ ) for cumyl cations (kcal/1·37) vs s+ 26·56 0·973 5 Ref. 48
16 DHf /1·37 of cumyl alcohols vs s+ 27·19 0·944 8 Data from Ref. 47
17 DGred(R


+ ) for benzyl cations (kcal/1·37) vs s+ 29·3 0·99 9 Ref. 48


a DHs and DGs are divided by 1·37 to make slopes unitless when plotted against substituent constants.
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by 2·303RT to normalize them to the same scale.
Table 4 is arranged in terms of increasingly negative


slope, i.e. increasing transfer of electron demand to the para
position of the various phenyl groups. The majority of the
correlations are good, with rs >0·95 for 22 out of 36
correlations. In several cases involving xanthylium ions,
correlation with s is actually better than with s+ but the
overall trends in Table 4 are in the direction to support
strongly the notion that the magnitude of the reaction
parameter is a sensitive reflection of electron demand to the
para position and that the fewer rings share the demand, the
steeper is the slope.


Use of substituent constants for trityl and xanthyl
cations


The limitations of the s+ parameter were already well
documented52 15 years after its successful introduction and
its poor performance with reactions of 9-arylxanthylium
ions has been noted more recently by several authors.38, 53


Freedman and co-workers41 attempted to use s+ to
correlate their free energies for methoxy exchange between
xanthyl cations and found, as we do (Table 4, entry 11)
versus (4-1 or 5), that the Taft s° parameter54 for systems
with unconjugated charge relay gave an excellent correla-
tion (r2 =0·995). From this they inferred that overlap of the
9-aryl system with the adjacent xanthylium cationic center
was precluded by steric hindrance between the 1 and 8
hydrogens and the ortho-hydrogens of the 9-phenyl ring,
which restrained the two rings to a nearly perpendicular


position. McClelland and co-workers38, 53b arrived at the
same conclusion independently and found that the log ks for
reaction of a series of xanthylium ions with various
nucleophiles correlated well with s.


An imporant factor behind the relatively poor correlations
of the various data for xanthyium ions is a consequence of
the feeble transmission of electron demand to their para
positions. As a result, the range of values for all of their
measured properties, as shown in Table 2, is considerably
smaller relative to their experimental errors than for the
trityl cations. Thus, delocalization of electron demand to the
oxygen at the 4-position reduces demand at the 9-position,
which in turn is relayed only weakly to the para position of
the attached benzene ring and results in a compressed scale
of observed values.


Carbanions and radicals


Table 5 presents several sets of properties for well
authenticated p-substituted trityl and 9-phenylxanthyl car-
banions in K+ DMSYL2 –DMSO at 25 °C and Table 6
compares correlations of these data with each other and with
other properties in this paper. It should also be noted that the
oxidation potentials listed here for the carbanions and in
Table 2 for the cations generally agree well with those of
other workers4, 19, 23, 25, 31, 42, 49, 50 for the same ions when
allowance is made for differences in reference electrodes or
solvent. However, we draw attention to the suspiciously
discrepent value for DGox(R


•) of the 4-F-trityl anion/radical
in Table 5 which is echoed to some extent by the anomolous


Table 5. Stability dta for p-substituted triphenylmethyl and 9-phenylxanthanyl anions (DH, DG, BDE in kcal mol21 )


Series Substituent DHdep
a pKHA


b DGox(R
2 ) [Eox(R


2 )]c BDEe BDE2 f BDE+g


Trityl 4,49,40-OMe 23·38±0·45 — 225·55 (1108±10) — 78·14 76·35
Trityl 4,40-OMe 25·01±0·34 — 222·81 (989±12) — 79·25 74·97
Trityl 4,49,40-Me 26·20±0·37 — 221·91 (950±14) — 78·96 77·8
Trityl 4-OMe 26·93±0·35 32·80 220·11 (872±10) 80·63 80·70 77·0
Trityl 4,49Me 27·15±0·42 — 219·65 (852±20) — 80·27 79·0
Trityl 4-Me 27·50±0·46 — 218·91 (820±11) — 80·66 78·64
Trityl None 29·00±0·25 30·60 219·14 (830±14) 78·60 78·96 80·2
Trityl 4-F 29·20±0·19 30·80 218·17 (814±17) 79·24 79·13 77·2
Trityl 4,49,40-tBu 29·50±0·21 — 223·22 (1007±9) — 74·35 77·8
Xanthene None 210·30±0·27 30·00 221·63 (938±19) 75·29 75·17 77·0
Xanthene 9-(p-Me)Ph 211·63±0·35 28·50 219·81 (859±15) 75·07 75·66 75·6
Xanthene 9-(p-OMe)Ph 212·45±0·38 28·40 220·39 (884±8) 74·35 74·26 75·6
Trityl 4,49,40-Cl 212·50±0·20 27·00 — — — 77·1
Xanthene 9-(p-F)Ph 212·81±0·36 27·86 217·50 (759±9) 76·50 76·79 77·0
Xanthene 9-Ph 213·29±0·39 27·90 219·26 (835±14) 74·80 74·55 73·5
Thioxanthene 9-Ph 213·90±0·41 27·36 216·67 (723±11) 76·65 76·53 76·6
Xanthene 9-(p-Cl)Ph 215·41±0·38 26·73 217·76 (770±12) 74·70 73·93 77·2
Xanthene 9-(p-CF3)Ph — — 215·31 (664±15) — — 78·33


a Measured in DMSO; values are relative to 0·1 M K+ DMSYL2 at 25 °C.
b Ref. 18.
c Relative to NHE measured in 0·1 M DMSO in TBATFB at 25 °C.
d Relative to NHE, measured in 0·1 M sulfolane in TBATFB at 25 C̊.
e BDE=1·364 pKHA +DGox(R


2 )+56.31c, df BDE2 =DHdep +DGox(R
2 )+107·1.


g BDE+ =DHH2 +DGred(R
+ )+40·0.
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DGred(R
+ ), which should correspond to the same redox


process except for a slight difference in solvent and, of
course, the different original source of the radical. Other
measured and derived properties for the 4-F-trityl cation and
anion seem to fit reasonably and solutions of the cation were
well behaved. However, the solutions of this carbanion were
less stable than the others and the PMR spectrum was less
clean despite extra care to repeat measurements for this
system.


The most reliable property for comparing the data in
Tables 5 and 6 is pKHA , since it is based on a very large and
well tested database.18 Also, it is derived from equilibrium
constants which are inherently easier to measure precisely
than are heats of reaction. Excellent correlations of DHdep vs
pKHA have been reported before from this laboratory44 and
are found again in Table 6 (6-1, 2, 3) for the data in Table
5. As before, the slopes are close to unity for correlating free
energies of deprotonation vs the corresponding enthalpy
terms (DGdep vs DHdep is equivalent to pKHA vs DHdep /1·37)
and the correlation coefficients are very good to excellent.


Good linear relationships between pKHAs and oxidation
potentials of the resulting anions have been noted fre-
quently.50 Correlations (6-4, 5) for the data in Tables 5 and
6 contrast sharply the trityl vs xanthyl series. Bordwell and
co-workers reported a slope of 0·974 and r=0·994 for 11 3-
and 4-substituted trityl anions under conditions similar to
those used here.


Wayner and co-workers48 demonstrated the reversibility
of electrode potentials in highly unstable benzyl and
benzhydryl systems (see Table 4), by showing the equality
of the reduction potential of the cation to the oxidation
potential of the radical. An equivalent strategy provides a
test of our assumed interconvertability of sulfolane as a
medium for R+ measurements and DMSO as a medium for
study of their conjugate R2 . A small difference in solvation
energies3 for transferring the ions from DMSO to sulfolane
prevents equality of electrode potentials in the two media.
However, if the DGred(R


•)s for reduction of the series of R•s


derived from their R+ s to their conjugate R2 s in sulfolane
are really equivalent to the corresponding DGox(R


2 )s for
oxidation of the same R2 s to their conjugate R•s in DMSO,
then there should be good correlations between these redox
free energies in the different solvents. Correlation (6-11) for
16 trityl and 9-arylxanthyl provides some strong support for
this important assumption of the present study.


An alternative, but related, test is to calculate homolytic
BDEs from the pKHAs and DGox(R


2 ) values for carbanions
in Table 4 using Bordwell’s well established equation in
DMSO (note, however, Ref. 32 concerning limitations due
to solvent effects):


BDE=1·364pKHA +DGox(R
2 )+56 (23)


and from the heat of hydride transfer from cyanoborohy-
dride ion to the conjugate R+ of R2 and the first reduction
potential of the cation in sulfolane by an analogous
equation:


BDE+ =DHH2 +DGred(R
+ )+40 (24)


Our value for the BDE of triphenylmethane agrees well
with that determined by Bordwell’s group,42 who also have
demonstrated31a that their method of combining pKHAs with
oxidation potentials gives reliable BDEs directly relatable to
the gas-phase values.


The constant in equation (24) is the average of the
differences between each of the 10 values in Table 5 listed
under BDE, which were calculated by equation (23), and
DHH2 +DGred(R


+ ) from Table 2. Equation (24) was then
applied to the other seven systems in Table 5 for which there
were insufficient data to calculate a BDE using equation
(23).


A similar approach was used to calculate the column in
Table 5 labeled BDE2 from data in DMSO according to
equation (25) from the average difference between
DHdeps +DG1(R


2 ) and the corresponding value for BDE for
the same 10 compounds used to calculate the constant in
equation (24) for the ‘carbocation route’ in sulfolane.


Table 6. Correlations of pKHA vs other carbanion properties of p-substituted triphenylmethyl
and 9-phenylxanthyl carbanionsa


Entry
No.
(6-) Correlation Slope r n System


1 pKHA vs DHdep 0·93 0·963 12 Triphenylmethyl and 9-Ph-xanthyl
2 pKHA vs DHdep 0·70 0·997 5 Triphenylmethyl
3 pKHA vs DHdep 1·12 0·970 7 Xanthyl
4 pKHA vs DGox(R


2 ) 0·956 0·965 4 Triphenylmethyl
5 pKHA vs DGox(R


2 ) 1·08 0·866 7 Xanthyl
6 pKHA vs DGox(R


2 ) 1·02 0·983 18 Triphenylmethyl42


7 pKHA vs DGox(R
2 ) 0·67 0·981 8 Xanthyl42


8 pKHA vs DGred(R
•) 0·75 0·857 6 Triphenylmethyl and 9-Ph-xanthyl


9 pKHA vs DGred(R
• ) 0·91 0·996 5 Triphenylmethyl


10 pKHA vs pKR+ 1·42 0·966 5 Triphenylmethyl
11 DGred(R


• vs DGox(R
2 ) 1·03 0·960 16 Triphenylmethyl and 9-Ph-xanthyl


a All DH and DG values divided by 1·364 to make slopes unitless.
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BDE2 =Hdep +DGox(R
2 )+107.1 (25)


Although this is not a severe test of the data because of
the method of deriving both BDE+ and BDE2 from BDE,
the fact that the average difference between the 16 values of
BDE+ and BDE2 is only 0·22 suggests again that there are
no large systematic differences between the use of enthalpy
data in the two solvents and the better established free
energy data in DMSO. Also, the agreement between the
BDE values derived by the ‘cation route’ and the ‘carbanion
route’ is further support for consistency and the near
reversibility of the redox potentials.


Table 7 compares the power of the three types of the s-
parameter to correlate the acidic properties, pKHA and
DHdep , and the closely related redox properties for a number
of substituted triphenylmethyl and 9-phenylxanthyl sys-
tems. Except for the DHdep of the xanthyl systems,
correlations of all properties can be rated from ‘excellent’ to
‘fair’ with all three types of substituent parameters with no
general pattern of superiority for any one.


Correlations of energies for forming carbocations vs
forming carbanions


The data available in Tables 2 and 5 provide a means for
testing the reasonable notion that the effects of substitution
on carbocation stability are generally in the opposite
direction from those on comparable carbanions. Correlation
(8-1), made by plotting DGred(R


+ ) vs DGred(R
•) in the same


solution under identical conditions for 16 carbocations,


shows a good correlation of these apparently unrelated
properties. Correlation (8-2) tests the same point.


Correlation (8-3) of bond-breaking properties pKHA vs
pKR+ for five trityl cations in aqueous acid vs their conjugate
anions in DMSO shows a surprisingly good correlation and
correspondingly DHdep vs DHH2 makes the point but less
forcefully. Comparison of s+ with s2 (8-5) gives almost
unit slope and a fair correlation coefficient.


Finally, we draw attention again to Table 2 listing DGET,
which is the difference [DGred(R


+ )2DGred(R
•)]. If the


effects of substituents on stabilizing the R2 and R+ from a
given R• are nearly equal and opposite, one might expect
DGET for a given series of related radicals to remain nearly
constant. In other words, the substituents should have little
effect on the absolute hardness, h,27–29 of the radicals. This
is well supported by the DGET values in Table 2 for xanthyl
and trityl radicals, all of which except 4,49,40-NMe2 are
distributed around an average of 30·7 kcal mol21. Since the
dimethylamino group is especially effective in stabilizing
the cation through resonance, it is not surprising to find it as
a strong exception to the rest of the series.


CONCLUSIONS


Substituted trityl and xanthyl cations, radicals and carban-
ions are historically important because of their ready
accessibility and stability. They provide an unusual opportu-
nity to study a wide variety of properties for all three of
these trivalent states of carbon both by bond-making and
-breaking reactions and by electrochemistry and relate them


Table 7. Correlation of carbanion stability properties with various
substituent constantsa


Substituent
Property constant Slope r n System


pKHA s2 26·78 0·996 5 Trityl
DGox(R


2 )/1·37 s2 26·17 0·942 8 Trityl
DGox(R


•)/1·37 s2 26·16 0·986 7 Trityl
DHdep /1·37 s2 24·86 0·983 9 Trityl
DHdep /1·37 s2 25·37 0·890 5 Xanthyl
DGox(R


2 )/1·37 s2 23·91 0·931 5 Xanthyl
pKHA s2 23·86 0·932 5 Xanthyl
DGred(R


•) s2 23·11 0·943 5 Xanthyl


a Ref. 42.


Table 8. Correlation of selected cation stability data vs anion stability data


Entry
No.
(8-) Correlation Slope r n System


1 DGred(R
+ ) vs DGred(R


•) 0·97 0·960 16 Trityl and xanthyl
2 DGox(R


2 ) v s DGred(R
+ ) 1·083 0·911 9 Trityl


3 pKHA vs pKR+ 1·42 0·966 5 Trityl
4 DHdep vs DHH2 21·30 0·842 10 Trityl
5 s+ vs s2 0·99 0·930 8
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to each other quantitatively under similar conditions.
Although their unusual stabilities set them apart structurally
from other less stable and mechanistically more important,
R+/•/2 the thermodynamic stability properties for these trityl
species generally correlate well with each other and also
with Hammett-type substituent parameters based on models
that are structurally far removed from them.


Several tests for consistency which combine energies for
forming R+ by bond-breaking reactions with reduction
potentials give good agreement with values obtained by the
alternative routes from combination of energies for forming
R2 with their oxidation potentials.


Studies of this type with amphihydric compounds provide
a clear demonstration of the overall interrelation of
carbocation, radical and carbanion chemistry, in contrast to
their customary treatment as fundamentally separate fields.
(Particular care is required in reaction calorimetry to
confirm by suitable analysis that the course of the presumed
reaction is clean and complete, otherwise the highly
exothermic production of a by-product may dominate the
reported value. Equilibrium free energies obtained by
spectroscopy are less vulnerable to such error.)
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APPENDIX


Characterization data


Triphenylmethanes
Triphenylmethane, 1H NMR 8·60 (2H, t, J=5·7 Hz), 8·44
(2H, d, J=7·2 Hz), 8·17 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz), 7·99 (2H, t,
J=5·7 Hz), 7·84 (3H, m), 7·72 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz); 13C NMR
174·6, 157·9, 143·9, 131·5, 130·7, 129·7, 129·0, 128·6,
123·3, 119·3, 118·7; 9-(p-methoxyphenyl), 1H NMR 8·54
(2H, t, J=6·6 Hz), 8·36 (2H, d, J=6·9 Hz), 8·26 (2H, d,
J=6·9 Hz), 7·96 (2H, t, J=6·6 Hz), 7·72 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz),
7·39 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz) 4·56 (3H, s); 13C NMR 175·6, 164·8,
159·1, 144·8, 134·9, 132·8, 129·7, 124·2, 120·2, 118·6,
115·9, 56·7; 9-(p-methylphenyl), 1H NMR 8·44 (2H, t,
J=6·9 Hz), 8·22 (2H, d, J=7·2 hz), 8·15 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz),
7·81 (2H, t, J=6·9 Hz), 7·52 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz), 7·41 (2H, d,
J=7·2 Hz), 2·34 (3H, s); 13C NMR 172·3, 165·1, 158·1,
145·2, 133·9, 131·7, 129·2, 126·8, 121·3, 117·9, 115·8, 22·4;
9-(p-trifluoromethylphenyl), 1H NMR 8·67 (2H, t,
J=8·4 Hz), 8·50 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz), 8·14 (4H, m), 8·03 (2H,
d, J=8·4 Hz), 7·90 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz); 13C NMR 174·2,
159·7, 145·9, 132·7, 132·1, 130·3, 127·3, 126·7, 125·0,
120·5; 9-(p-chlorophenyl), 1H NMR 8·62 (2H, t, J=5·7 Hz),
8·45 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz), 8·17 (2H, t, J=6·0 Hz), 8·00 (2H, t,
J=6·8 Hz), 7·87 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz), 7·72 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz);
13C NMR 174·7, 159·6, 145·5, 139·1, 132·8, 132·6, 131·3,
130·5, 124·9, 120·9, 120·4; 9-(p-fluorophenyl), 1H NMR
8·61 (2H, t, J=7·2 Hz), 8·44 (2H, d, J=8·7 Hz), 8·19 (2H, t,
J=8·7 Hz), 8·00 (2H, t, J=7·2 Hz), 7·77 (2H, d, J=8·1 Hz),
7·63 (2H, d, J=8·1 Hz); 13C NMR 175·1, 159·5, 146·5,
144·3, 135·4, 133·2, 131·4, 129·2, 121·8, 119·4, 116·2;
9-phenylthioixanthene, 1H NMR 8·81 (2H, d, J=6·3 Hz),
8·37 (2H, t, J=6·6 Hz), 8·23 (2H, d, J=6·3 Hz), 8·02 (2H, t,
J=6·9 Hz), 7·81 (2H, t, J=6·6 Hz), 7·55 (2H, d, J=6·9 Hz);
13C NMR 172·4, 149·3, 138·3, 136·8, 136·1, 132·4, 131·8,
131·4, 129·53, 128·7, 128·6.


9-Arylxanthenes


9-Phenyl, 1H NMR 7·23 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz), 7·16–7·06
(11H, m), 5·40 (1H, s); 13C NMR 152·7, 145·5, 137·2, 132·9,
131·9, 128·9, 128·5, 127·3, 124·9, 119·0, 117·2, 43·9;
9-(methoxyphenyl), 1H NMR 7·16 (2H, d, j=7·2 Hz),
7·08–6·98 (8H, m), 6·72 (2H, d, J=7·2 Hz), 5·19 (1H, s),
3·65 (2H, s); 13C NMR 151·79, 139·9, 130·6, 129·8, 129·7,
128·8, 125·9, 124·4, 124·3, 117·2, 115 ·0, 55·6, 43·9; 9-(p-
methylphenyl), 1H NMR 7·72 (2H, d, J=6·9 Hz), 7·12
(4H, m), 7·04 (6H, m), 5·32 (1H, s), 2·24 (2H, s); 13C NMR
152·3, 145·1, 137·4, 132·7, 132·1, 129·1, 128·9, 127·5,
124·3, 118·5, 116·9, 43·7, 22·5; 9-(p-chlorophenyl), 1H


NMR 7·30 (2H, d, J=7·1 Hz), 7·22–7·15 (4H, m),
7·11–6·99 (6H, m), 5·39 (1H, s); 13C NMR 151·7, 146·8,
132·8, 130·5, 130·4, 129·9, 129·2, 129·0, 125·1, 125·6,
117·4, 43·9; 9-(p-fluorophenyl), 1H NMR 7·22 (2H, d,
J=7·1 Hz), 7·10–7·05 (4H, m), 6·99–6·889 (6H, m), 5·42
(1H, s); 13C NMR 151·7, 146·8, 132·8, 130·5, 130·4, 129·9,
129·2, 129·0, 125·1, 124·6, 117·4, 43·9; 9-phenylthiox-
anthene, 1H NMR 7·55 (2H, d, J=7·8 Hz), 7·35 (2H, d,
J=7·8 Hz), 7·25 (2H, d, J=7·8 Hz), 7·18 (3H, m), 7·09 (2H,
d, J=8·4 Hz), 7·01 (2H, d, J=8·4 Hz); 13C NMR 142·7,
138·1, 133·4, 130·8, 130·6, 129·1, 128·9, 128·5, 128·3,
128·1, 128·0, 53·1.


Triaryl cations


4,49,40-(Methoxy)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H
NMR 7·55 (6H, d, J=6·9 Hz), 7·32 (6H, d, J=6·9 Hz), 4·07
(9H, s); 13C NMR 194·11. 171·23, 144·14, 133·14, 118·40,
57·74; 4,49-(dimethoxy)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate,
1H NMR 8·08 (1H, t, J=6·9 Hz), 7·52 (4H, d, J=6·6 Hz),
7·78 (2H, t, J=6·3 Hz), 7·67 (2H, d, j=6·3 Hz), 7·44 (4H, d,
J=6·9 Hz), 4·00 (6H, s); 13C NMR 201·0, 177·19, 149·20,
148·77, 140·39, 134·61, 130·53, 130·18, 119·31, 59·29;
4-(methoxy)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H NMR
8·07 (2H, t, J=6·0 Hz), 7·87 (2H, d, J=6·0 Hz), 7·78 (4H, t,
J=5·7 Hz), 7·51 (4H, d, J=6·0 Hz), 7·47 (2H, d, J=6·0 Hz),
4·11 (3H, s); 13C NMR 202·02, 177·64, 149·22, 148·72,
140·37, 134·59, 130·58, 130·15, 119·14, 59·24;
4,49,40-(methyl)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H
NMR 7·10 (6H, d, J=7·5 Hz), 7·01 (6H, d, J=7·5 Hz), 2·25
(9H, s); 13C NMR 196·37, 173·54, 147·38, 133·83, 118·12,
23·44; 4,49-(methyl)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H
NMR 7·93 (1H, t, J=6·9 Hz), 7·64 (2H, t, J=7·5 hz), 7·45
(2H, d, J=6·0 Hz), 7·41 (4H, d, j=6·3 Hz), 7·24 (4H, d,
J=6·3 Hz), 2·72 (3H, s); 13C NMR 203·1, 179·91, 151·45,
149·99, 143·01, 135·22, 131·51, 130·83, 118·95, 23·53;
4-(methyl)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H NMR
8·23 (2H, t, J=6·6 Hz), 7·86 (4H, t, J=7·2 Hz), 7·74 (2H, d,
J=6·0 Hz), 7·68 (4H, d, J=6·6 Hz), 7·24 (2H, d,
J=6·60 Hz), 2·72 (3H, s); 13C NMR 203·3, 180·01, 151·57,
150·21, 143·40, 135·39, 131·54, 130·89, 119·03, 23·54;
4-(fluoro)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoborate, 1H NMR 8·29
(2H, t, J=7·5 Hz), 7·92–7·79 (6H, m); 13C NMR 210·31,
175·38, 172·11, 144·21, 141·03, 132·79, 131·33, 130·92,
119·85; 4,4,́40-(tert-butyl)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoror-
ate, 1H NMR 7·94 (6H, d, J=8·7 Hz), 7·60 (6H, d,
j=8·7 Hz), 1·47 (27H, s); 13C NMR 206·03, 169·07, 142·68,
138·55, 129·56, 37·32, 30·76; 4,49,40-(dimethyl-
amino)triphenylmethylium tetrafluoroborate 1H NMR 7·32
(6H, d, J=9·0 Hz), 6·96 (6H, d, J=9·0 Hz), 3·29 (18H, s);
13C NMR 179·57, 156·49, 140·32, 127·07, 112·96, 40·69.
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AB INITIO STUDY ON THE CONFORMATIONAL BEHAVIOUR OF
ETHANE-1,1-DIOL and ETHANE-1,1,2-TRIOL IN SOLUTION
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Chemistry Department, Boǧaziçi Univerisity, 80815 Bebek-Istanbul, Turkey


Ab initio optimizations at the HF/6–31G level and single-point calculations at the MP2/6–31G**//6–31G level were
performed on ethane-1,1-diol and ethane-1,1,2-triol. Their conformational properties are discussed in terms of the
anomeric effect, gauche effect and internal O–H interactions. The results showed a parallel behaviour with ethane-
1,2-diol. The solvent effect was taken into account using the SCRF theory with a general cavity shape which is defined
by the molecular surface. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The study of the conformational preference of substituted
ethanes has been the focus of considerable attention for a
long time because many interactions that occur in them
serve as a key to understanding the structures of large cyclic
and acyclic compounds. In addition to many experimental
and theoretical studies, a considerable amount of ab initio
work has been reported in the literature on ethane
derivatives.1 The small size of these molecules allows high-
level treatments, in terms of both basis sets and electron
correlation.


Among the substituted ethanes and propanes, poly-
hydroxylated molecules have been widely studied by both
experimental2 and theoretical methods.3 These structures are
related with biological chemistry, such as carbohydrates.4


On the other hand, carbohydrates are complex molecules
whose structural features are strongly influenced by special
conformational effects such as the ‘anomeric effect’ and
‘gauch effect’ or intramolecular hydrogen bonding.
Whereas sugars are too large for full conformational
analysis using ab initio calculations, polyhydroxyethanes
are attractive models for studying these types of inter-
actions. In this study, we focused out attention on the
structural and conformational properties of ethane-
1,1,2-triol, ethane-1,1-diol, and ethane-1,2-diol. These are
the simplest representatives of the functional groups of
carbohydrates and cyclic compounds such as dioxanes and


acetals, and will be of help in understanding the conforma-
tional effects related to their analogues. The most dominant
conformational effect controlling the structural features in
carbohydrates is known as the ‘anomeric effect.’ This refers
to the tendency for an electronegative substitutent at C1 of
a pyranoid ring to prefer the axial rather than equatorial
orientation,5 despite the predictions based on only steric
interactions. It soon became clear that this phenomenon is
not restricted to carbohydrates or six-membered hetero-
cycles. Molecules containing an R—O—C—O atomic
arrangement prefer the gauche (axial) orientation, which
is associated with variations of C—O bond lengths and
O—C—O bond angles.6 The variations have been
explained as arising from interactions between the non-
bonded electrons on oxygen (np) and antibonding C—O
bond orbital (s*c—O) which form the basis of the
anomeric effect. There is a stereoelectronic preference for
the conformation in which non-bonded electrons on one
oxygen adopt an antiperiplanar orientation with respect to
the C—O bond involving the other oxygen, as seen in the
gauche orientation in Figure 1. This arrangement produces
lengthening of the C—O (acceptor s*) bond and shortening


* Correspondence to: T. Varnalı.
Contract grant sponsor: Boǧaziçi University Research Funds;
Contract grant number: 89EB0599. Figure 1. Anomeric effect
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of the C—O (donor oxygen) bond.5a,6a,d


Apart from anomeric effect, a related effect exists in
systems X—C—C—Y, where X and Y are electronegative
groups. For example, in the series X—C—C—X (X=halo-
gen) there is a gradual increase in the proportion of the
gauche conformation as the electronegativity of X increases,
so that gauche-1,2-difluoroethane clearly predominates in
the gas phase.1c,d,h,i The origin of this attractive gauche
preference, which overcomes unfavourable steric and
dipolar interactions, was rationalized in terms of stabilizing
overlap between bonding and antibonding orbitals, in
particular a—s* interactions. Therefore, in the gauche
conformation of 1,2-difluoroethane, C—H bonds serve as
donors to the antiperiplanar C—F acceptor bonds as
depicted in Figure 2.5a On the other hand, Wiberg et al.,1k


explained the gauche effect using the bond path method of
Runtz et al.7 as being due to a destabilizing interaction in the
trans rotamer in which the C—C bond orbitals are bent in
opposite directions, giving a decreased overlap and thus a
poorer bond.


Ethane-1,2-diol is another well known example of the
gauche preference. It is the simplest compound representing
polyhydroxyethanes and therefore important for the purpose
of comparison. Although the structures studied in this work
are not known experimentally, ethane-1,2-diol has been
studied extensively by both experimental and theoretical
methods. Experimental techniques, including microwave
spectroscopy, electron diffraction and IR spectroscopy,
showed that the central O—C—C—O dihedral prefers to
adopt a gauche conformation.2a—d,3h While tGg9 is the
predominant conformer, a number of weak signals was
assigned to the gGg9 conformer in recent IR and microwave
studies.3h An appreciable amount of theoretical work,
mainly ab initio and DFT calculations, has been reported in
the literature.3a—h All of these investigations agree that the
most stable conformer is tGg9 and the next stable conformer
is gGg9. The gauche preference of ethane-1,2-diol has been
attributed to the intramolecular H-bonding and therefore the
situation is not exactly the same as in difluorethane.


It is obvious that structural and conformational properties
are very much influenced by the solvation effects. Likewise,
investigations in liquid state showed that tTt isomer of
ethane–1,2-diol is better solvated than tGg9.3a,3h Including
the effect of the solvent in theoretical studies is a crucial
task for computational chemists since most of the experi-
mental work is performed in liquid phase.


We present here the conformational effects operating on
ethane-1,1,2-triol and ethane-1,1-diol including the effect of


the solvent using a dielectric continuum model and discuss
our results refering to a well-studied molecule, ethane-
1,2-diol.


METHOD OF CALCULATION


Full geometry optimizations have been carried out at HF/
6—31G level using Gausian 928 both in the gas phase and
in acetonitrile which is selected as a polar solvent. Each
minimum has been checked by force calculations, for all
positive vibrational frequencies. The optimized geometries
have also been subjected to single point MP2/6—31G**
calculations to observe the effect of electron correlation.
The role of the solvent has been included in the calculations
using a SCRF model9 implemented in Gaussian 9210. In this
model, the solvent is represented by an infinite dielectric
and polarizable continuum in which a cavity is created. The
charge distribution of the solute placed in this cavity
polarizes the continuum and an electric field is created
inside the cavity. The main variations of the total solvation
energy have been assumed to come from electrostatic and
induction energies while the cavitation and the dispersion
energies remain almost constant. In this approach, the shape
of the cavity is crucial.11 A general cavity shape which is a
more sophisticated version of the continuum solvation
model has been used.12 In this model, the cavity is modelled
on the shape of the solute, which is defined by the so-called
molecular surface. The electrostatic and the induction
perturbations on the molecular structure do not depend
dramatically on the shape of the cavity.


For ethane-1,1-diol, conformational isomerism differs in
the specification of the two possible rotameric dihedral
angles about each of the two C—O bonds. Assuming a
minimum for each staggered conformation for angles near
60°, 180° and 300° gives rise to six distinct conformations
(symmetry is also considered), but only five of them could
be located in 6—31G calculations as given in Figure 3.


Ethane-1,1,2-triol shows more conformational freedom
with the possibility of changing four rotameric dihedral
angles (Figure 4). In order to simplify the procedure, we
performed a series of PM3 calculations and obtained five
contour diagrams as described elsewhere.11c Each minimum
obtained from the contour diagrams was subjected to
6—31G calculations and six minima were located as shown
in Figure 4.


The notations g, t and g9 stand for the gauche clockwise,
trans and gauche counterclockwise C—O torsions, which
correspond to the dihedral angles 60°, 180° and 300°,
respectively. Similarly G, T and G9 stand for the C—C
torsions.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Ethane-1,1-diol


Five conformations located by 6—31G optimizations are
given in Figure 3. The e(g9g) conformation has been


Figure 2. Gauche effect
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identified as a transition state producing only one imaginary
vibrational frequency in force calculations while the other
structures have been proved to be minima.


The results of calculations are given in Table 1. In the gas
phase, a(gt) is the most stable conformation. The extremely
high energy of e(g9g) is not unusual since it is characterized
with one negative frequency. The relative stabilities of the
five conformations can be interpreted in terms of dipolar
and anomeric interactions. These two effects seem to
operate in the same direction. As expected, in the gas phase
the relative energies of the conformations increase as their
dipole moments increase. On the other hand, anomeric
interactions also influence the relative stabilities. Although
a(gt) b(gg9) and d(tt) all have two favourable anomeric
interactions (the first between the C—O4 bond and the lone
pair of O6 and the second between the C—O6 bond and the
lone pair of O4), b(gg9) and d(tt) also exhibit unfavorable
1,3 steric interactions between the hydrogens on O4 and O6.
Therefore, b(gg9) and d(tt) are less stable than a(gt). There
is only one anomeric interaction in c(tg) and therefore it is
also less stable than a(gt). No anomeric effect is present in
e(g9g), which is responsible for its high energy.


The comparison of MP2 and 6—31G** results shows
that there is an apparent increase in relative energies of c(tg)
and e(g9g) when the electron correlation is included in the
calculations. As explained above, c(tg) exhibits only one
and e(g9g) exhibits no anomeric effect. Electron correlation
treatment allows a much improved representation of non-
bonded iteractions (e.g. anomeric effect or H-bonding) than
HF treatent. Therefore, in MP2 calculations, the conforma-
tions with more non-bonded interactions are expected to be
stabilized. As a result, the conformations with less non-
bonded interactions have higher relative energies.


Even though split valence HF calculations are not able to
evaluate non-bonded iteractions, they can accurately predict
structural trends. It is known that the anomeric effect leads
to the shortening of the C—O (donor oxygen) bond and a
lengthening of the C—O (acceptor s*) bond and also an
increase in the O—C—O angle.6 Such variations are easily
observed in Table 2 for c(tg), which shows one anomeric
effect where the lone pair of O4 is antiperiplanar with the
C—O6 bond. The O—C—O bond angle is greater in the
conformers containing two anomeric effects than in c(tg)
and it is the smallest in e(g9g], which shows no anomeric


Figure 3. Conformations of ethane-1,1-diol in the gas phase
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Figure 4. Conformations of ethane-1,1,2-triol in the gas phase


Table 1. Relative energies (Erel, kcal mol21) and dipole moments (m) for
ethane-1,1-diol in the gas phase


6–31G Erel


Structure Erel m 6–31G**//6–31G MP2/6–31G**//6–31G


a(gt) 0.00a 0.254 0.00b 0.00c


b(gg9) 4.95 3.541 3.90 3.81
c(tg) 3.61 2.715 3.21 3.66
d(tt) 3.93 3.136 3.33 3.34
e(g9g) 10.81 4.269 7.834 8.20


a Total energy of a(gt)=2143605.06 kcal mol21 at the 6–31G level.
b Total energy of a(gt)=2143674.9605 kcal mol21 at the 6–31G**//6–31G level.
c Total energy of a(gt)=2144085.6104 kcal mol21 at the MP2/6–31G**//6–31G level.
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interaction. However, a(gt), b(gg9) and d(tt) exhibit two
anomeric effects but there are no significant variations in the
structural parameters of these conformers. This observation
indicates that the two anomeric interactions have approx-
imately equal but opposite effects on the C—O bond
lengths.


The electronic charges given in Table 3 also reflect the
anomeric effect. The O4 atom of c(tg), which exhibits only
one anomeric interaction between the non-bonded electrons
on O4 (donor oxygen) and s* of C3—O6 (acceptor s*),
possesses a low electronic charge while O6 has the highest.
On the other hand, the oxygen atoms of the conformers
having two anomeric interactions exhibit a medium charge


which is almost equal in magnitude for O4 and O6. In latter
conformers, O4 and O6 serve as both electron donors and
also acceptors, and therefore the effect cancels out.


Intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions also show
a parallel behaviour with anomeric effect in terms of
electronic charges. The only O—H bonding interaction
seems to be present between H5 and O6 (2.3 Å) in the c(tg)
conformer. The other conformers, a, b and d, show very
weak interactions with longer interatomic O—H distances
(2.5—2.7 Å) while e(g9g) shows no possibility of O—H
interaction. If one classifies the oxygens as H-acceptor and
H-donor, the electronic charge on H-acceptor oxygens is
higher and proportional to the strength of O—H interaction.


Table 2. Optimized parameters for the conformations of ethane-1,1-diol at the 6–31G level


a(gt) b(gg9) c(tg) d(tt) e(g9g)


Bond distances (Å):
H1—C2 1.082 1.081 1.081 1.081 1.084
C2—C3 1.508 1.517 1.507 1.502 1.516
C2—H9 1.084 1.088 1.081 1.081 1.081
C2—H10 1.081 1.081 1.084 1.081 1.084
C3—O4 1.419 1.418 1.405 1.420 1.414
C3—O6 1.418 1.419 1.430 1.420 1.414
C3—H8 1.078 1.072 1.085 1.085 1.087
O4—H5 0.953 0.952 0.952 0.951 0.950
O6—H7 0.952 0.952 0.950 0.951 0.950


Bond angles (°)
H1—C2—C3 110.1 110.4 110.1 110.1 111.0
H1—C2—H9 109.2 108.2 108.9 109.0 109.0
H1—C2—H10 109.3 109.1 108.6 109.6 108.0
C3—C2—H9 109.9 110.7 109.2 108.9 108.9
C3—C2—H10 110.3 110.3 110.9 110.1 111.0
H9—C2—H10 108.0 108.1 109.3 109.0 109.0
C2—C3—O4 112.7 111.4 108.2 107.4 111.1
C2—C3—O6 107.0 111.3 112.5 107.4 111.1
C2—C3—H8 111.9 112.0 111.4 111.8 110.9
O4—C3—O6 110.5 112.2 106.1 112.1 104.3
O4—C3—H8 104.1 104.8 109.9 109.1 109.6
O6—C3—H8 110.6 104.7 108.6 109.1 109.6
C3—O4—H5 112.9 114.6 112.2 114.9 113.7
C3—O6—H7 113.0 114.5 114.7 114.9 113.7


Tortional angles (°)
H1—C2—C3—O4 56.7 56.7 58.5 56.0 62.2
H1—C2—C3—O6 178.5 2177.2 175.5 180.0 177.8
H1—C2—C3—H8 260.2 260.3 262.3 260.6 260.1
H9—C2—C3—O4 263.6 263.0 260.9 260.5 257.8
H9—C2—C3—O6 58.1 63.1 56.1 60.3 57.8
H9—C2—C3—H8 179.7 180.0 178.3 180.0 180.0
H10—C2—C3—O4 177.4 177.3 178.7 2180.0 2177.8
H10—C2—C3—O6 260.9 256.6 264.4 259.1 262.2
H102C2—C3—H8 60.5 60.3 57.8 60.5 60.1
C2—C3—O4—H5 55.7 51.2 157.7 2173.8 274.8
O6—C3—O4—H5 264.0 274.4 36.7 68.4 165.4
H8—C3—O4—H5 177.2 172.6 280.6 252.5 48.1
C2—C3—O6—H7 178.2 255.0 64.9 172.7 74.9
O4—C3—O6—H7 258.7 70.6 2176.9 269.5 2165.4
H8—C3—O6—H7 56.0 2176.3 258.8 51.4 248.1
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As a result, O6 of c(tg) exhibits the highest charge, as seen
in Table 3.


A smaller molecule, methanediol, was also studied at the
MP2/6—311++G** level as a model system for carbo-
hydrates by Woods et al.4b Methanediol exhibits the same
conformation-controlling interactions, such as anomeric
effect, dipolar interaction and 1,3-hydrogen repulsions, as
ethane-1,1-diol. Our results for ethane-1,1-diol showed the
same trends as methanediol in terms of both relative
energies and geometric parameters.


Calculations is solution at the 6—31G level (Table 4)
show that the conformer with the larger dipole moment is
better solvated in acetonitrile, as expected. As a result,
b(gg9) is the best solvated conformer and a(gt) is the least
solvated. Since the solvent effect is larger on b(gg9), c(tg)
and d(tt), the order of relative stabilities in solution is
changed in comparison with the gas phase. However, this
effect is not sufficient to make b(gg9), d(tt) and c(tg) more
stable in solution than a(gt).


It has been observed that the geometic parameters are not
much affected by the solvent. On the other hand, electronic
charges are solvent dependent. In a polar solvent, acetoni-
trile, the negative charge on oxygens increases in general, as
expected. However, the charge on O6 in c(tg) is almost
unchanged or even slightly lower. This can be attributed to
the H5—O6 hydrogen bonding interaction or the anomeric
interaction between lone pairs of O4 and s* of the C3—O6
bond which are already present in the gas phase.


Ethane-1,1,2-triol


In Figure 4, six conformational minima located by 6—31G
calculations are given. Relative energies and dipole
moments in the phase are listed in Table 5. All six
conformers exhibit two anomeric effects except F(tTg9t),
which has only one anomeric interaction, between the lone
pair of O6 and the C—O4 bond. On the other hand,
B(tGgg9) and D(g9Ttt) have 1,3-hydrogen repulsions
between H5 and H7. They also exhibit high dipole
moments, leading to unfavourable dipolar interactions in the
gas phase. As a result, they are the least stable among all the
conformers. However, B(tGgg9) is more stable than D(g9Ttt)
even though its dipole moment is higher than that of
D(g9Ttt). It appears that intramolecular H-bonding plays an
important role in predicting the stabilities of B(tGgg9) and
D(g9Ttt) because B(tGgg9) seems to have stronger O—H
interactions than D(g9Ttt) in Table 6. The relative energy of
F(tTg9t) is higher than those of C(g9Tgt) and E(g9Ttg9)
although its dipole moment is smaller. This destabilization
of F(tTg9t) is due to a smaller number of anomeric
interactions with respect to C(g9Tgt) and E(g9Ttg9).


The most stable conformer is A(g9Ggt) because it has two
anomeric interactions with no 1,3-H repulsions; it has the
lowest dipole moment and three possible internal long-
range O—H interactions. Intramolecular O—H interactions
are more important in ethane-1,1,2-triol than in ethane-
1,1-diol since the substitution on C2 by a third OH group
enhances the possibility of H-bonding. Table 6 shows all
intratomic O—H distances in ethane-1,1,2-triol. Intra-
molecular hydrogen bonding interactions with various
strengths can be observed in the table.


The stability of A(g9Ggt) relative to the other conformers
is enhanced when the electron correlation is included in the
calculations at the MP2 level (Table 5). This leads us to
suggest that non-bonded interactions (intramolecular H-
bonding or anomeric interactions) are stronger or they are
larger in number in A(g9Ggt) than in the other conformers.
The second important effect of MP2 treatment is that
F(tTg9t) becomes the least stable conformer. The striking
increase in the relative energy of F(tTg9t) can be attributed
to the presence of only one anomeric interaction in this
conformer while the others have two such favourable
interactions. The increase of relative energies of B(tGgg9),


Table 3. Electronic charges on oxygen atoms (hydro-
gen’s charge summed into oxygens) of ethane-1,1-diol in
the gas phase and in acetonitrile from 6—31G calcula-


tions


In gas phase In acetonitrile


Structure O4 O6 O4 O6


a(gt) 20.340 20.335 20.352 20.345
b(gg9) 20.339 20.338 20.350 20.350
c(tg) 20.319 20.359 20.338 20.358
d(tt) 20.341 20.341 20.350 20.350


Table 4. Relative energies (Erel, kcal mol21), solvation energies
(aEsolv, kcal mol21) and dipole moments (m) for ethane-1,1-diol in


acetonitrile


6—31G


Structure aEsolv Erel m


a(gt) 25.58 0.00b 0.312
b(gg9) 28.51 2.02 4.266
c(tg) 26.86 2.34 3.794
d(tt) 28.38 1.15 3.830


a Energy in solution2energy in gas phase.
b Total energy of a(gt)=2143610.6395 kcal mol21.
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C(g9Tgt), D(g9Ttt) and E(g9Ttg9) is smaller, probably
because of the smaller number of O—H interactions or
weaker O—H interactions in these conformers in compar-
ison with A(g9Ggt), as seen in Table 6.


Geometric parameters are also influenced by intra-
molecular O—H interactions. Table 7 shows that there are
some variations in C—O bond lengths depending on the
type of oxygen. One can classify the oxygens involved in
hydrogen bonding as H-donor, H-aceptor and both H-donor
and -acceptor. As expected, the C—O distances are shorter
for the oxygen donating the proton and longer for the
oxygen accepting the proton. For instance, in B(tGgg9), O8
acts as a proton acceptor from both H5 and H7 and therefore
the C2—O8 bond is the longest whereas the C3—O4 and
C3—O6 bonds are short because O4 and O6 are proton
donors. Similarly, for A(g9Ggt), the C2—O8 length is long
whereas the C3—04 bond is short. For F(tTg9t), the C2—
O8 bond is long whereas the C3—O6 bond is short and the
C3—O4 bond of medium length since O4 gives its proton
to O8 and also accepts the proton of O6.


The electronic charges on the oxygen atoms also show
variations. Although the variations are small, there is a
systematic trend. The negative charge on the oxygen
increases as the H-acceptor property of the oxygen increases
and the charge is small for the oxygen donating its proton.
An oxygen which has both H-donor and H-acceptor


properties exhibits a medium charge. Table 8 shows that the
charges on O8 of B(tGgg9) and F(tTg9t) are the highest
because O8 is a relatively strong H-acceptor in B(tGgg9)
and F(tTg9t). On the other hand, the charges on O4 and O6
of B(tGgg9) and O4 of A(g9Ggt) are the smallest because
these are the H-donor oxygens.


The tendency mentioned above is reversed in solution. In
acetonitrile, the charge on H-acceptor oxygens decreases
because their charge distribution is already disturbed in the
gas phase by the approaching hydrogen through an internal
O—H interaction. As a result, polarization of the charge
density by the solvent is not so effective. In parallel with
this, the interatomic O—H distances (between an H-
acceptor oxygen and the hydrogen of an H-donor oxygen)
have been observed to be 0.03—0.04 Å shorter in acetoni-
trile than in the gas phase. On the other hand, the charge on
H-donor oxygens increases in acetonitrile since such
oxygens are much more polarizable by the solvent.


Table 9 shows that the solvent effect in acetonitrile
produces an overall decrease in the energy of the con-
formers. On the other hand, the conformers with large
dipole moments, B(tGgg9) and D(g9Ttt), gives rise to more
negative solvation energies than the conformers having
smaller dipole moments. As a result, these two conformers
are the most solvated and there is an apparent decrease in
their relative energies in solution. An anomeric effect is also


Table 5. Relative energies (Erel, kcal mol21) and dipole moments (m) for ethane-
1,1,2-triol in the gas phase


6—31G Erel


Structure Erel m 6—31G**//6—31G MP2/6—31G**//6—31G


A(g9Ggt) 0.00a 1.640 0.00b 0.00c


B(tGgg9) 3.52 4.686 3.31 3.63
C(g9Tgt) 2.94 2.539 2.20 3.06
D(g9Ttt) 4.87 3.972 4.32 5.36
E(g9Ttg9) 2.07 2.303 1.57 2.36
F(tTg9t) 3.24 2.165 3.89 5.61


a Total energy of A(g9Ggt)=2190555.8473 kcal mol21 at the 6—31G level.
b Total energy of A(g9Ggt)=2190647.4396 kcal mol21 at the 6—31G**//6—31G level.
c Total energy of A(g9Ggt)=2191167.7843 kcal mol21 at the MP2/6—31G**//6—31G
level.


Table 6. Interatomic O—H distances (Å) obtained from 6—31G calculations in
ethane-1,1,2-triol


Structure H9—O6 H9—O4 H7—O8 H7—O4 H5—O8 H5—O6


A(g9Ggt) 2.485 3.168 3.573 2.515 2.360 2.680
B(tGgg9) 3.617 3.615 2.363 2.673 2.364 2.762
C(g9Tgt) 3.869 2.478 4.368 2.652 3.287 2.489
D(g9Ttt) 3.897 2.447 4.380 2.681 3.518 2.783
E(g9Ttg9) 3.920 2.404 3.975 2.562 3.579 2.636
F(tTg9t) 4.331 3.605 4.256 2.351 2.329 3.120
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evident in solution. F(tTg9t) exhibits only one anomeric
interaction whereas all the others have two such inter-
actions. The relative energies in Table 9 demonstrate that, in
acetonitrile, F(tTg9t) is still less stable than C(g9Tgt) and
E(g9Ttg9) although these three conformers have comparable
dipole moments.


Structural comparison of ethane-1,1-diol and ethane-
1,1,2-triol


The main consequence of introducing a third hydroxy group
in ethane-1,1-diol is the increase in the number of hydrogen
bonding interactions, which also influences the structural


Table 7. Optimized parameters for the conformational energy minima of ethane-1,1,2-triol at the 6—31G
level


A(g9Ggt) B(tGgg9) C(g9Tgt) D(g9Ttt) E(g9Ttg9) F(tTg9t)


Bond distances (Å):
H1—C2 1.081 1.081 1.084 1.081 1.085 1.081
C2—C3 1.510 1.515 1.510 1.506 1.511 1.506
C2—O8 1.431 1.441 1.424 1.423 1.421 1.436
C2—H10 1.077 1.081 1.076 1.076 1.077 1.081
C3—O4 1.407 1.411 1.424 1.421 1.420 1.417
C3—O6 1.423 1.411 1.409 1.410 1.411 1.404
C3—H11 1.077 1.073 1.077 1.083 1.076 1.082
O4—H5 0.955 0.954 0.954 0.950 0.951 0.953
O6—H7 0.952 0.954 0.951 0.951 0.953 0.952
O8—H9 0.953 0.949 0.952 0.952 0.952 0.949


Bond angles (°)
H1—C2—C3 110.3 110.4 109.3 108.3 109.1 108.9
H1—C2—O8 111.4 110.7 111.6 111.9 111.1 111.2
H1—C2—H10 109.6 110.0 108.6 109.3 109.1 109.7
C3—C2—O8 108.9 104.3 110.2 110.3 110.7 104.9
C3—C2—H10 110.4 110.4 110.4 110.1 111.0 110.4
O8—C2—H10 106.3 110.8 106.7 106.9 106.9 111.5
C2—C3—O4 111.5 109.8 110.7 106.3 105.7 111.1
C2—C3—O6 105.4 109.9 107.1 106.7 112.3 107.3
C2—C3—H11 112.4 111.9 111.1 111.1 111.4 110.5
O4—C3—O6 110.9 112.9 111.0 112.6 111.3 107.9
O4—C3—H11 106.1 106.1 104.7 109.4 111.0 109.3
O6—C3—H11 110.7 106.2 112.3 110.6 105.4 110.7
C3—O4—H5 111.8 112.4 112.5 115.6 114.1 112.4
C3—O6—H7 113.1 112.4 114.2 115.4 113.4 112.4
C2—O8—H9 111.7 115.1 112.5 111.6 111.6 114.7


Tortional angles (°)
H1—C2—C3—O4 2179.2 178.7 263.3 263.0 263.3 261.3
H1—C2—C3—O6 258.8 256.7 57.9 57.4 58.2 56.4
H1—C2—C3—H11 61.9 61.0 2179.2 178.1 176.1 177.2
O8—C2—C3—O4 256.8 262.4 59.6 59.8 59.3 57.9
O8—C2—C3—O6 63.6 62.3 2179.2 2180.0 2179.3 175.6
O8—C2—C3—H11 2175.7 180.0 256.2 259.2 261.3 263.6
H10—C2—C3—O4 59.6 56.7 177.3 177.6 177.2 178.1
H10—C2—C3—O6 180.0 2178.7 261.5 262.0 261.4 264.1
H102C2—C3—H11 259.4 260.9 61.4 58.6 56.6 56.7
H1—C2—O8—H9 54.1 261.4 69.3 57.8 63.6 262.5
C3—C2—O8—H9 267.7 180.0 256.3 262.8 257.8 180.0
H10—C2—O8—H9 173.4 61.0 2172.2 177.5 2177.6 60.3
C2—C3—O4—H5 39.8 51.4 71.7 2161.7 2171.7 248.4
O6—C3—O4—H5 277.3 271.5 247.1 81.9 66.3 2165.8
H11—C3—O4—H5 162.4 172.6 2168.5 241.6 250.8 73.7
C2—C3—O6—H7 2171.7 251.3 169.9 176.3 261.1 2155.9
O4—C3—O6—H7 250.9 71.6 269.1 267.5 57.0 236.1
H11—C3—O6—H7 66.5 2172.5 47.7 55.2 177.5 83.5
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parameters. A structural comparison of ethane-1,1diol and
ethane-1,1,2-triol has been made so that a(gt) corresponds
to A(g9Ggt) and C(g9Tgt), b(gg9) to B(tGgg9) and d(tt) to
D(g9Ttt). Based on this comparison, it was observed (Tables
2 and 7) that the C2—C3 bond length in ethane-1,1,2-triol
is 0.002—0.004 Å longer thant that in ethane-1,1-diol, as
expected, except for B(tGgg9), which has a shorter bond
length than b(gg9) by 0.002 Å. The shortening of the C2—
C3 bond in B(tGgg9) can be rationalized in terms of two
relatively strong O—H interactions between H5 and O8 and
also between H7 and O8. The same effect can also be
observed in comparing the C3—C2—O angle in ethane-
1,1,2-triol in Table 7 with the C3—C2—H9 angle in
ethane-1,1-diol in Table 2. The C3—C2—O8 angle is 6.4°
and 1° smaller in the hydrogen-bonded conformers
B(tGgg9) and A(g9Ggt), respectively, than those in b(gg9)
and g(gt) because the favourable O—H interactions are
expected to push O8 towards H5 or H7. However, for
C(g9Tgt) and D(g9Ttt) the C3—C2—O8 angle is larger than
that in the corresponding conformers of ethane-1,1-diol
since internal O—H interactions between O8 and the
protons of O4 and O6 are negligible in C(g9Tgt) and
D(g9Ttt).


The structural variations of the O—C—O fragment can
be interpreted in terms of steric and electronic factors rather
than O—H interactions, which are more favourable in the


O—C—C—O fragment. Tables 2 and 7 show that the
O4—C3—O6 angles in ethane-1,1,2-triol are about 0.5°
larger whereas the 04—C3—C2 and O6—C3—C2 angles
are smaller than those in ethane-1,1–diol.


Comparison of ethane-1,1-diol and ethane-1,1,2-triol
with findings for ethane-1,2-diol


The conformational space of ethane-1,2-diol was charac-
terized with 10 unique conformational minima in the
literature.3c,e—h Among these, the two gauche conforma-
tions, tGg9 and gGg9, are the most stable and the next most
stable conformers, respectively, as supported by experi-
mental measurements.2a—d The stability of tGg9 and gGg9
was explained in terms of internal H-bonding. Both
conformers form an intramolecularly H-bonded five-mem-
bered ring indicated by the calculated –HO—HO–
interatomic distance. This distance varies between 2.093
and 2.362 Å depending on different ab initio and DFT
calculations.3c,e The same type of intramolecular O—H
interactions were also observed in ethane-1,1,2-triol (Table
6) between H7 and O8 and between H5 and O8 for B(tGgg9)
and only between H5 and O8 in A(g9Ggt). In addition to
H5—O8 interaction, A(g9Ggt), which is the most stable
conformer, exhibits the possibility of other weaker O—H
interactions between H9 and O6 and between H7 and O4.
On the other hand, F(tTg9), which contains one less
anomeric effect than the others, has two shorter O—H
distances but its relative energy is fairly high. This indicates
that the energy lowering gained by H-bonding does not
compensate for the lack of one anomeric interaction.


In ethane-1,2-diol, there are four pairs of gauche—trans
forms with respect to the C—C bond. In the pair gTg9—
gGg9, where the gauche preference is attributed to the
intramolcular H-bonding, gGg9 is more stable by
1.79—3.91 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4.184 kJ) depending on the
method used.3c According to our calculations on ethane-
1,1,2-triol, the energy difference between A(g9Ggt) and
C(g9Tgt) is 2.94 kcal mol21, A(g9Ggt) being more stable.
This energy difference corresponds to the presence of two
gauche O—O iteractions in A(g9Ggt) but one gauche and
one trans O—O interaction in C(g9Tgt). The intramolecular
O—H interaction is also expected to contribute to this


Table 8. Electronic charges on oxygen atoms (hydrogen’s charge summed into
oxygens) of ethane-1,1,2-triol in the gas phase and in acetonitrile from 6—31G


calculations


In gas phase In acetonitrile


Structure O4 O6 O8 O4 O6 O8


A(g9Ggt) 20.321 20.345 20.336 20.340 20.344 20.353
B(tGgg9) 20.322 20.322 20.371 20.342 20.342 20.363
C(g9Tgt) 20.342 20.333 20.338 20.345 20.337 20.358
D(g9Ttt) 20.350 20.337 20.341 20.346 20.341 20.361
E/g9Ttg9) 20.346 20.333 20.329 20.340 20.341 20.354
F(tTg9t) 20.340 20.332 20.368 20.353 20.339 20.359


Table 9. Relative energies (Erel, kcal mol21), solvation energies
(aEsolv, kcal mol21) and dipole moments (m) for ethane-1,1,2-triol in


acetonitrile


6—31G


Structure aEsolv Erel m


A(g9Ggt) 26.52 0.00b 2.222
B(tGgg9) 28.99 1.05 5.628
C(g9Tgt) 28.07 1.38 2.856
D(g9Ttt) 29.92 1.46 4.750
E(g9Ttg9) 27.56 1.03 2.599
F(tTg9t) 27.02 2.74 2.667


a Energy in solution2energy in gas phase.
b Total energy of A(g9Ggt)=2190562.3658 kcal mol21.
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energy lowering since such interactions are stronger in
A(g9Ggt), as seen in Table 6.


CONCLUSION


We found that the conformational minima of ethane-1,1-diol
and ethane-1,1,2-triol lie within 4.9 kcal mol at the 6—31G
level. For ethane-1,2-diol, 10 minima were reported to be
within 4.5 kcal mol21 with different calculation method-
s.3a—c These small energy differences found among the
conformers suggest that there can be numerous low-energy
conformers of large biomolecules containing polyhydroxy-
ethane units, which may play important roles in bioactive
conformation. The results obtained in this work showed the
importance of the anomeric effect, H-bonding and gauche
interactions in determining the molecular conformations of
small model molecules and their large analogues.


In ethane-1,1-diol, the anomeric effect is the determining
factor, whereas in ethane-1,1,2-triol, H-bonding and the
gauche effect also play important roles in addition to the
anomeric effect. The a(gt) conformer was found to be the
lowest energy conformer for ethane-1,1-diol. The stability
of the gt arrangement of the O/C—O fragment was also
observed in ethane-1,1,2–triol and methanediol.4b Similarly,
the stability of the tGg9 arrangement in the O—C—C—O
unit is common to both ethane-1,1-diol and ethane-
1,1,2-triol.


The comparison of the geometric parameters of ethane-
1,1,2-triol and ethane-1,1-diol indicated the predominance
of hydrogen bonding interactions in ethane-1,1,2-triol.


Solvent effect calculations with the SCRF method
emphasized the role of the solvent in conformational
analysis. The energies of all the conformers decrease in
solution but the conformers with larger dipole moments
become more stable than those having smaller dipole
moments. As a result, a change in the order of relative
stabilities is observed. The examination of electronic
charges for solvated molecules confirmed that special
effects such as intramolecular O—H interactions and
anomeric interactions are also important in solution.
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LASER FLASH PHOTOLYSIS STUDY OF PHENYLCARBENE,
o-TOLYLCARBENE AND MESITYLCARBENE


ATNAF ADMASU,1 MATTHEW S. PLATZ,1* ANDRZEJ MARCINEK,1† JACEK MICHALAK1† ANNA DÓRA
GUDMUNDSDÓTTIR1 AND JERZY GEBICKI2


1 Department of Chemistry, The Ohio State University, 120 West 18th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA
2 Institute of Applied Radiation Chemistry, Technical University, Zwirki 36, 90-924 L| odz, Poland


Laser flash photolysis (LFP, XeCl, 308 nm, 20 ns) of phenyldiazomethane (PDM), o-tolydiazomethane (TDM) and
mesitydiazomethane (MDM) produces phenylcarbene (PC), o-tolycarbene (TC) and mesitylcarbene (MSC), respectively.
Transient spectra of PC and TC could not be detected in pentane at ambient temperature; however, these carbenes could
be trapped with pyridine to form UV–Vis-active ylides. The rate of formation of these ylides was resolved in CF2ClCFCl2


(Freon-113) and yields, after analysis, values of kpyr and t, where kpyr is the absolute rate constant of the reaction of the
spin equilibrated carbene with pyridine and t is the carbene lifetime in Freon-113 in the absence of pyridine. LFP of
MDM produces the transient spectra of both triplet MSC and 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-benzoquinodimethane (3,5-BQM). The
lifetime of 3MSC in pentane is ca 500 ns. 3MSC reacts with pyridine with an apparent rate constant of
kpyr =1·353107 M21 s21. The decay of 3MSC in a variety of solvents does not lead to increased absorption of 3,5-BQM
in solution, nor does the presence of a carbene scavenger (methanol) lead to a reduction in yield of 3,5-dimethyl-
1,2-benzoquinodimethane upon LFP of precursor. Thus, the decay of 3MSC in solution does not lead to the formation
of quinodimethane. This species (3,5-BQM) is formed, instead, by a hydrogen atom transfer in the excited state of the
precursor. Product analysis reveals that the excited state rearrangement which forms xylylene is a minor process.
Photolysis of MDM in a nitrogen matrix at 10 K leads to the UV–Vis spectra of matrix-isolated triplet mesitylcarbene
and 3,5-BQM. The carbene rearranges slowly to 3,5-BQM in the cryogenic matrix, in contrast to its behavior in solution.
© 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Phenylcarbene (PC, Scheme 1) is the prototypical aromatic
carbene. Matrix spectroscopy1 and ab initio theory2 have
convincingly demonstrated that the triplet state of PC is the
ground state. Nevertheless, most of the chemistry of PC
proceeds through the singlet state of the carbene.3 This has
usually been interpreted as a consequence of a small
(theory2; 4 kcal mol21; 1 kcal=4·184 kJ) free energy sepa-
ration (DGST ) between 1PC and 3PC, rapid spin equilibration
and much greater reactivity of the higher energy singlet
state.


Despite extensive laser flash photolysis studies of aryl
and diarylcarbenes,4 kinetic studies of PC have heretofore


not been reported. In this paper, we describe such studies
and their extension to o-tolylcarbene (TC) and mesityl-
carbene (MSC) (Scheme 1). The data reveal first that PC
and TC are very short-lived species and that MSC is, as
expected, a much longer lived carbene intermediate.
Second, the data demonstrate that intramolecular hydrogen
atom transfer reactions proceed in the excited state of
singlet mesityldiazomethane. This process is particularly
noticeable in methanol solvent but is still a relatively minor
process.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Laser flash photolysis (LFP) studies of PC


LFP (308 nm) of phenyldiazomethane (PDM) in deoxygen-
ated pentane fails to produce a UV–Vis-active transient.
However, LFP of PDM under the same conditions in the
presence of pyridine produces an intense transient absorp-
tion (Figure 1) attributed to ylide 1 on the basis of its
similarity to other carbene pyridine ylides.5 It was possible
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to resolve the growth of ylide 1 in CF2ClCFCl2 (Freon-113).
The ylide is formed in an exponential process following the
laser pulse. The growth of the ylide was analyzed to yield an
observed pseudo-first-order rate constant, kobs , to ylide
formation. The size of kobs is linearly dependent on the
concentration of pyridine (Figure 2). The slope of this plot
was determined in three experiments and found to be
1·9±0·33107


M
21 s21 and is the absolute rate constant of


the reaction of spin equilibrated phenylcarbene with pyr-
idine. If one assumes that only singlet phenylcarbene can
react with pyridine, then


kpyr =
1kpyr K


where 1kpyr is the absolute rate constant of PC with pyridine.
A reasonable estimate4–6 of this quantity is 13109


M
21 s21,


which predicts that K, the singlet-triplet equilibrium con-
stant, is 0·019. Thus, one can calculate a free energy
separation of the singlet and triplet (DGST ) of 2·3 kcal
mol21 at 20 °C. This value is close to but smaller than that


predicted by theory (4 kcal mol21 ) for PC in the gas
phase.2


The intercept of the plot of Figure 2 is 4·93106 s21. The
reciprocal of this value is t or 205 ns, the lifetime of spin
equilibrated PC in Freon-113.


It was also possible to resolve the growth of this ylide by
nanosecond spectroscopy in pentane in the presence of
dilute (0·1 M) pyridine. As before, a plot of kobs versus
pyridine is linear and yields after analysis
kpyr =9·33106


M
21 s21 and t=74 ns.


The optical yield of ylide, Ay, was also measured at
460 nm as a function of pyridine concentration. In the
absence of pyridine Ay =0, but this quantity grows as the
concentration of pyridine increases (Figure 3) until [pyr-
idine]≥1 M. Above 1 M pyridine, in pentane, the ylide yield
is saturated (A°


y ), implying that every molecule of phenyl-
carbene generated in the laser pulse is captured by pyridine
prior to reaction with solvent or that kpyr[pyr]@kRH [RH],
where 1kpyr and 1kRH are defined in Scheme 2.6


Scheme 1


Figure 1. Transient spectrum of the phenylcarbene–pyridine ylide 1 in pentane at ambient temperature. The spectrum was recorded over a
period of 400 ns immediately following the laser pulse
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The quantum yield of ylide formation is given by6


fy =
fckpyr[pyridine]K


(1kRH[RH]K+ 1kpyr[pyridine])K
(1)


Figure 2. Plot of kobs of ylide 1 versus pyridine concentration in
Freon-113


Scheme 2


Figure 3. Plot of Ay versus [pyridine] in pentane
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where fc is the quantum yield of carbene formation. The
optical yield of ylide is related to fylide by the equation6


Ay =fyA
°
y (2)


Combining and rearranging equations (1) and (2) leads
to6


1


Ay


=
1kRH[RH]K


fcA
°
y


1kpyr[pyridine]K
+


1


fcA
°
y


(3)


Thus, a plot of 1/Ay versus 1/[pyridine] is predicted and
found (Figure 4) to be linear. Division of the intercept by the
slope gives 1kpyrK/1kRH[RH]K=1·61. As 1kpyrK in pentane is
9·33106


M
21 s21, then t in pentane can be estimated to be


173 ns for spin-equilibrated phenylcarbene or about twice
that obtained by direct analysis, which is the more accurate
procedure. This lifetime of spin-equilibrated PC is longer
than that determined for fluorenylidene7 in pentane but
comparable to that of 1- and 2-naphthylcarbene.8 As neat
pentane is 8·7 M and K=0·019, then kRH can be estimated to
be 4·93108


M
21 s21.


This treatment assumes that 1PC and 3PC are in rapid
equilibrium and can be treated as a single kinetic unit9 and
that all of the decay chemistry of PC under these conditions
proceeds through the low-lying singlet state.3 In pentane the
decay processes are expected to be CH insertion reactions
with the solvent.3, 9 This assumption is based on the many
reported product studies involving phenylcarbene and its
various simple derivatives.3, 9


o-Tolylcarbene


o-Tolylcarbene was studied by LFP techniques similarly to
phenylcarbene. LFP of o-tolyldiazomethane (TDM) in
pentane fails to produce a UV–Vis-active transient (Figure
5). We find that there is no evidence for the formation of
1,2-benzoquinodimethane (BQM) upon laser flash photoly-
sis of TDM (Scheme 3).


The transient spectrum of ylide 2 is detected upon flash
photolysis of TDM in pentane in the presence of pyridine.
Analysis of ylide yield as a function of pyridine concentra-
tion yields, as before, the ratio kpyr /kRH[RH]=1·75. If kpyr of
o-tolylcarbene and phenylcarbene are similar then their
lifetimes and absolute rate constants of reaction with
pentane must also be comparable.


Mesitylcarbene


Isolation of mesitylcarbene in rare gas matrices
Short photolysis (six photolysis cycles, 10 s) of mesityl-
diazomethane (MDM) in rare gas matrices (argon or
nitrogen) at 11 K with the full arc of a 200 W high pressure
mercury lamp releases mesitylcarbene (MSC). These irra-
diation conditions result in efficient conversion of
mesityldiazomethane into triplet mesitylcarbene (major UV
bands at 256, 260, 301 and 315 nm). Photolysis of
mesityldiazomethane is evident by the rapid disappearance
of the characteristic N=N diazo band at 2060 cm21. The
assignment of the spectrum to 3MSC is based on the
similarity of the shape and intensities of the UV–Vis
absorption bands observed here (Figure 6) with those
reported by McMahon and co-workers10 with triplet o-
tolylmethylene and of Tomioka et al.11 with didurylcarbene.
A small red shift of the mesitylcarbene bands relative to o-
tolylcarbene is observed in the spectrum. The strong band at
315 nm is significant because it may be monitored by time
resolved techniques at ambient temperature (see below). For


Figure 4. Double reciprocal treatment of the data of Figure 3;
slope=0·70, intercept=1·15


Figure 5. Transient spectrum obtained by LFP of TDM in pentane
at ambient temperature. The spectrum was recorded over a window


of 400 ns, immediately after the laser flash
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aryl- and especially naphthylcarbenes it is difficult to detect
carbenes directly because their absorption maxima fall
underneath the absorption spectra of their precursors.4


Utilization of the full arc of the photolyzing light leads to
the formation of a dimethyl-substituted o-quinodimethane
(3, Scheme 4), which is seen clearly in the UV–Vis
spectrum in the region above 330 nm (lmax =370 nm). The
assignment of this broad absorption, which is composed of
several vibronic bands (336, 355, 367 and 385 nm), to a
methylated o-quinodimethane is supported by comparison
of this spectrum with that of o-xylylene described in the
literature.10


The presence of the absorption of an o-quinodimethane in


the initial matrix spectrum may be the result of secondary
photolysis of carbene. Photolysis of mesitylcarbene with a
bandpass interference filter (lmax =313 nm) leads to its
complete conversion to the o-quinodimethane. However,
photolysis of mesityldiazomethane with green light
(450–600 nm, lmax =530 nm) is not very efficient (less than
5% of starting material was decomposed in 1 h), but it does
lead exclusively to the formation of carbene with no trace of
methyl-o-quinodimethane. The o-xylylene product
observed by McMahon and co-workers10 under similar
irradiation conditions with o-tolyldiazomethane is probably
a result of slow thermal rearrangements of the carbene
during long periods of irradiation of the precursor.


Scheme 3


Figure 6. UV–Vis spectrum obtained after photolysis with unfiltered light of a high-pressure mercury lamp (200 W, six times 10 s) of
mesityldiazomethane in a nitrogen matrix
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A diagnostic test for the matrix isolation of carbenes is
their trapping with carbon monoxide to form a ketene. The
ketene product is easily detected by IR spectroscopy and
provides chemical evidence for the presence of carbenes in
a matrix.10–12 As expected, photolysis of mesityldiazo-
methane in a CO-doped argon matrix does generate a
ketene.


In none of our experiments were we able to detect


trimethylcycloheptatetraene. McMahon and co-workers10


observed the formation of 1-methylcycloheptatetraene on
photolysis of o-tolydiazomethane, but only as a result of
secondary photolysis of o-tolylcarbene.


Triplet mesitylcarbene is thermally unstable even at 11 K
and will isomerize to an o-quinodimethane. The thermal
conversion can be monitored by UV–Vis spectroscopy.
Figure 7 shows the decay of the carbene bands and the


Scheme 4


Figure 7. UV–Vis difference spectrum recorded (A) 60 min after photolysis stopped and (B) 150 min after photolysis stopped subtracted from
one taken just after photolysis stopped showing the decrease in mesitylmethylene and concomitant increase in o-quinodimethane absorption


bands
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simultaneous growth of an o-quinodimethane absorption
band. UV and IR spectroscopy demonstrate a clean
conversion of carbene to o-quinomethane. The kinetics of
this process are dispersive (dependent on time) and, if
analyzed in terms of a (time)1/2 dependence,13 they are in
agreement with data presented by McMahon and co-
workers10 (k=831026 s21, nitrogen matrix). The thermal
isomerization of triplet mesitylcarbene to an o-quinodi-
methane at 11 K suggests there is a very small activation
barrier for this process or more likely a quantum mechanical
tunneling (QMT) mechanism of the hydrogen shift.14


LFP studies of MSC


LFP (308 nm) of a dilute solution of mesityldiazomethane
(Scheme 4) in deaerated pentane produces a complex
transient spectrum in a very narrow region (330–400 nm)
(see Figure 8). However, the triplet carbene absorption band
at 320 nm can be clearly discerned in this spectrum. The
position of this band agrees well with that observed in rare
gas matrices at cryogenic temperatures. The sharp strong
absorption at 320 nm decays with a lifetime of 580 ns in
pentane. This is in excellent agreement with the lifetime
value deduced from pyridine ylide 5 (Scheme 5) (see
below). Thus, the lifetime of spin-equilibrated MSC in
pentane is at least 10 times longer than that of spin-
equilibrated PC or TC under the same conditions. Steric
blockade of the carbene center retards, we presume, the rate
of reaction of the carbene with solvent in accord with the
design principles of Zimmerman and Paskovitch15 and of
Tomioka et al.11


The broad absorption bands observed between 320 and
400 nm are attibuted to o-xylylene derivative 3. The broad
spectrum is in good agreement with the matrix spectrum of
this intermediate and of parent 1,2-benzoquinodimethane
(BQM).


The lifetimes of 3MSC in Freon-113, hexafluorobenzene,
cyclohexane and cyclohexane-d12 are 480, 470, 253 and
550 ns, respectively. The kinetic isotope effect (KIE) on the
lifetime of 3MSC is 1·9 in cyclohexane–cyclohexane-d12 .
This KIE is very similar to that observed in hydrocarbon
solvents with the naphthylcarbenes,8 which do not decay in
solution by intramolecular processes, and indicates that the
decay of 3MSC proceeds in large measure by reaction with
the alkane solvent. Photolysis of MDM in cyclohexane
followed by GC–MS analysis and product isolation demon-
strates the clean formation of an adduct (6) with solvent in
53% isolated yield:
Small amounts of stilbene and amine-type products were
also observed as well. A product possibly resulting from
dimerization of quinodimethane 3 in cyclohexane was
observed by GC–MS analysis, but only in trace amounts.


The decay of 3MSC in alkane solvents is not accom-
panied by the formation of a benzylic-type radical 7
(Scheme 4). 3MSC, as per 3PC,3, 9 decays primarily through
singlet carbene reaction channels.


The lifetime of 3MSC in hexafluorobenzene is independ-
ent of the concentration of the precursor used in our
experiments. Thus, the lifetime of 3MSC in hexafluoro-
benzene is not controlled by azine formation under the
conditions employed in LFP studies.


It is surprising that the lifetime of 3MSC is roughly the
same in pentane, Freon-113 and hexafluorobenzene. This
might lead one to conclude, despite the solvent isotope
effects, that t of 3MSC is limited to some extent by reaction
of the carbene with an o-methyl group. However, the yield
of quinodimethane (A400 ) is the same in cyclohexane and
cyclohexane-d12 (Table 1). Thus in cyclohexane, MSC does
not partition between the reaction with solvent and the
formation of o-xylyene 3.


Thus, if spin-equilibrated MSC reacts with an o-methyl
group, the product must be a benzocyclobutene (8), which
will not absorb above 300 nm, rather than an o-xylylene.
However, GC–MS analysis provides evidence for the


Figure 8. Transient absorption spectrum produced upon LFP of
mesityldiazomethane in deaerated pentane at ambient temperature.
The spectrum was recorded immediately after the 308 nm laser


pulse over a window of 400 ns
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formation of 8 in cyclohexane in no more than trace
quantities. The lifetime data in Table 1 are consistent with
GC–MS analysis, which reveals that MSC forms adducts
with hexafluorobenzene and Freon-113, hence these sol-
vents are not inert to the carbene. In fact, the lifetimes of
spin-equilibrated phenylcarbene in Freon-113 and pentane
are not vastly different (205 and 74 ns, respectively), which
further indicates that the Freon is not an inert solvent. Hence
there are neither kinetic nor GC–MS data to indicate that
the lifetime of spin-equilibrated MSC is limited by its
reaction with an o-methyl group.


The yield of quinodimethane 3 is also the same in CH3CN
and CD3CN, demonstrating that the decay of MSC in this
solvent also is not accompanied by the formation of an o-
quinodimethane.


In acetonitrile solvent, MSC decays by formation of ylide
9 (max=350 nm) in addition to C—H(D) insertion to give
10, as demonstrated by the solvent isotope effect on the
yield of 9. This behavior is analogous to that of the
naphthylcarbenes.8


The decay of carbene 3MSC (lmax =320 nm) is not


accompanied by any discernible increase in transient
absorption of quinodimethane 3 in any solvent tested
(alkanes, Freon-113, hexafluorobenzene). This is further
evidence that the spin-equilibrated mixture of mesitylcar-
bene is not the source of the 3,5-dimethyl-o-xylylene 3
produced in the laser pulse. The rate constant of rearrange-
ment must be 3kR!23107 s21 from 3MSC or
1kRK<23107 s21 from 1MSC. Later we will deduce that
KÅ0·0135 and DG298


ST ≈2·6 kcal mol21, hence
1kR <1·53109 s21 (Scheme 5) at ambient temperature. If the
Arrhenius pre-exponential factor to hydrogen shift in the
carbene is >1012 s21 then the activation barrier to re-
arrangement in the singlet state must exceed 3·9 kcal mol21.
Thus, if the hydrogen shift proceeds through 1MSC, then the
barrier to rearrangement of 3MSC is at least 5–6 kcal mol21.
The facile rearrangement of 3MSC at 11 K, despite these
barriers, is further evidence of a QMT mechanism of
hydrogen migration in the matrix.


Methanol is an excellent trap of singlet carbenes.4 Singlet
carbenes react rapidly with alcohols by formal O–H
insertion reactions to form ethers (e.g. 4, Scheme 4) at near
diffusion-controlled rates. Indeed, the anticipated ether
adduct is formed in 74% isolated yield along with small
amounts of stilbene and mesitylaldehyde.


Upon LFP of MDM in methanol, the transient absorption
of 3MSC is not observed. However, the yield of o-xylylene
3 actually increases (Figure 9, Table 1) in methanol, relative
to the less reactive hydrocarbon and Freon solvents. This is
our final piece of evidence that 3 is not produced from a
relaxed carbene intermediate.


We propose that 3 is produced by hydrogen migration in
the singlet excited state 1MDM* (Scheme 4) via inter-
mediate 11. Although 11 can be pictured as a biradical, it
can also be thought of as a zwitterion.


The increased yield of 3 in methanol relative to pentane
indicates that the partitioning of 1MDM* to 3 and 1MSC
must be solvent dependent. This suggests that 11 may
indeed have zwitterionic character.


The migration of hydrogen probably does not proceed in


Table 1. The optical yield (A320 ) and lifetime of 3MSC, the optical
yield of quinodimethane (3, A400 ), and the optical yield of ylide 9


(A350 ) as a function of solvent


Solvent A320
a A400


b A350
c t320 (ns)c


Freon-113 0·3 0·06 480
Hexafluorobenzene 0·06 0·02 470
Pentane 0·21 0·03 550
Cyclohexane 0·26 0·05 253
Cyclohexane-d12 0·30 0·04 550
Methanol 0 0·072 —d


Acetonitrile 0·045 0·12
Acetonitrile-d3 0·044 0·20


a ±0·005.
b ±0·005.
c ±20 ns.
d Too short to measure.
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the triplet state of MDM (3MDM*) because the yield of 3 is
not suppressed upon LFP of MDM in the presence of 1 M


isoprene.
The yield of quinodimethane, per laser pulse, from


mesityldiazomethane is much more than the statistical
factor of 2 relative to o-tolyldiazomethane. We presume that


the excited state 1TDM* can exist in conformations where
hydrogen migration is inefficient, but that this is much less
likely to be true for 1MDM*.


GC–MS analyses of the products of photolysis of MDM
in methanol and in methanol containing norbornene, a trap
of putative o-xylylene 3, indicated that products derived


Scheme 5
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from 3 are present in at most very low yields. This
demonstrates that even in methanol where hydrogen
migration is most prevalent, the absolute yield of this
process is still low.


Trapping of MSC with pyridine


LFP of mesityldiazomethane in the presence of pyridine
produces an intense transient absorption at 425 nm (Figure
10), which is attributed to carbene–pyridine ylide 5
(Scheme 4). This transient spectrum is similar to that of the
ylides formed from the reactions of phenylcarbene and o-
tolylcarbene with pyridine. The absolute rate of formation
of the pyridine is first order in the concentration of pyridine
kpyr =1·353107


M
21 s21 (Figure 11). This is very similar to


the value observed with phenylcarbene, which indicates that
pyridine is not effectively blockaded by the o-methyl
groups.


The intercept of the plot of Figure 11 is 1·933106 s21,
which predicts that the lifetime of the ylide-forming
intermediate in pentane is ca 500 ns. This is further support
for the attribution of the sharp 320 nm band to 3MSC.


The reaction of 3MSC with pyridine to form a singlet-
state ylide is formally spin forbidden. A classical
interpretation3 maintains that it is the low-lying singlet state
of the carbene which reacts with pyridine (Scheme 5).
In this case, kpyr =


1kpyrK, where kpyr is the measured rate
constant and 1kpyr is the absolute rate constant of reaction of
1MSC with pyridine (Scheme 4). If 1kpyr =13109


M
21 s21, as


is typical of singlet carbenes,4 then K=0·0135 and
DG298


ST =2·6 kcal mol21. These values are very similar to
those derived previously for phenylcarbene and close to, but
smaller than, the prediction of theory (4 kcal mol21 )2 for the
latter species.


Griller et al.16 postulated that triplet carbenes can react
via surface-crossing mechanisms, effectively bypassing the
low-lying singlet state minimum. If this is indeed the
mechanism of reaction of 3MSC with pyridine then DGST


must be ≥2·6 kcal mol21; the fact that the experimental
value of the singlet–triplet splitting of PC is smaller than the
theoretical estimate indicates that 3PC (and presumably
3MSC) can intersect the singlet plus pyridine surface at a
point lower in energy than the singlet minimum as
suggested by Griller et al.16


CONCLUSIONS


A thermal intramolecular 1,4-hydrogen shift leading to
rearrangement of triplet mesitylmethylene (3MSC) to singlet
o-quinodimethane occurs at 11 K probably by a tunneling
mechanism. The estimated activation barrier for this process
is fairly large, >3·9 kcal mol21 for a singlet carbene or
>6·5 kcal mol21 for the triplet carbene if a classical pre-
equilibrium mechanism is operative. These results are in
accord with previous studies by McMahon and co-work-
ers.10 Photolysis of mesityldiazomethane (MDM) in
solution at ambient temperature produces a singlet excited


Figure 9. Transient absorption spectrum produced upon LFP of
mesityldiazomethane in deaerated methanol at ambient tem-
perature. The spectrum was recorded immediately after the laser


pulse over a window of 400 ns
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state (1MDM*), which forms a biradical or zwitterionic
intermediate that partitions between nitrogen extrusion and
carbene formation, and 1,4-hydrogen migration to form
directly 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-benzoquinodimethane. The life-
time of 3MSC in pentane solution at ambient temperature is
ca 500 ns and is controlled by intermolecular process.


Hydrogen migration in the excited state of the diazo
compound is more significant in methanol than in hydro-
carbon solvents. Phenylcarbene and o-tolylcarbene have
much shorter lifetimes (t=74 ns) in pentane than mesityl-
carbene, as expected from the work of Zimmerman and
Paskovitch15 and of Tomioka et al.11


EXPERIMENTAL


Diazo precursors were synthesized in the standard man-
ner9, 10 as illustrated for phenyldiazomethane and
mesityldiazomethane. Solvents and pyridine were purified
and dried by standard procedures.


The matrix isolation techniques used in this study have
been described elsewhere.17 The experiments were con-
ducted in two different matrices utilizing argon and
nitrogen. Thermal processes were monitored by UV–Vis
spectroscopy (Philips PU8710). The analyzing light was cut
off between scans to avoid any photochemical processes.


Laser flash photolysis experiments utilized a Lambda
Physik EMG 101 excimer laser emitting 20 ns pulses of
308 nm light (150 mJ per pulse) and have been described
previously.18 The absorbance of the samples were kept at
0·3–0·5 at 308 nm. An EG&G Princeton Applied Research
Model 1460 optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) recorded
all transient absorption spectra. When necessary, oxygen
was removed by bubbling argon through the sample for
3 min.


Benzaldehyde tosylhydrazone. A 250 ml round-bot-
tomed flask containing a magnetic stirring bar was charged
with benzaldehyde (8·0 g, 0·075 mol) and 100 ml of abso-
lute ethanol. To this solution was added 15·3 g (0·082 mol)
of p-toluensulfonhydrazide. The flask was fitted with a
condenser and the mixture was refluxed for 5 h under an
atmosphere of nitrogen. The solution was cooled in an ice-
bath and the white crystalline solid was filtered and washed
with cold absolute ethanol. The filtrate was further concen-
trated and cooled in an ice-bath to give a second crop of
crystals. The solid was filtered and washed with cold
absolute ethanol. The combined crude product was recrys-
tallized from hot absolute ethanol to give 18·5 g (90%) of
the white crystalline tosylhydrazone. The melting point of
the product was 129–131 °C. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 ), d: 2·33
(s, 3H, CH3 ), 7·35–7·75 (m, 9H, aromatic-H), 7·81 (s, 1H,
—CH=N—), 11·95 (s, 1H, NH).


Sodium salt of benzaldehyde tosylhydrazone. In a
100 ml Erlenmeyer flask containing a magnetic stirrer was
dissolved 2·5 g (8·45 mol) of benzaldehyde tosylhydrazone
in 75 ml of freshly distilled diethyl ether. The solution was
cooled in ice-bath and 1·274 g (6·86 mol) of NaH (60% in
mineral oil) was added with stirring. The solution was
stirred at room temperature for 24 h under an atmosphere of
nitrogen. The solid product which was formed, was filtered
and washed with dry diethyl ether. The solid was dried
completely under vacuum at room temperature. The yield of


Figure 10. Transient absorption spectrum produced upon LFP of
MDM in deaerated pentane containing pyridine at ambient
temperature. The spectrum was recorded during a window of


400 ns immediately after the laser flash


Figure 11. Observed pseudo-first-order rate constant kobs of forma-
tion of pyridine ylide 5 in pentane as a function of pyridine


concentration
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the dry colorless sodium salt was 2·7 g (80%).


Phenyldiazomethane. In a 25 ml round-bottomed flask
equipped with a magnetic stirring bar and a short-path
distillation condenser was placed 0·8 g (2·70 mol) of the
sodium salt of benzaldehyde tosylhydrazone. A receiving
flask was cooled in a dry ice–isopropyl alcohol bath. The
salt was heated with stirring under vacuum  (ca 0·5 mmHg)
in an 80 °C oil-bath for 45 min. A colored gas was produced
and collected as an orange solid in the receiving flask. The
oil bath temperature was gradually raised to 120 °C to
ensure that the salt was completely decomposed. The
isolated product was quickly weighed (0·12 g, 62%) and
dissolved in 100 ml of pentane. The flask containing the
pentane solution was wrapped with aluminum foil to protect
it from light and stored in a freezer. 1H NMR (CDCl3 ), d:
4·88 (s, 1H, —CH=N2 ), 7·41–7·8 (m, 5H, aromatic-H)
ppm.


Mesitaldehyde tosylhydrazone. A solution of mesitalde-
hyde (0·9 g, 6·1 mmol) (Aldrich) and p-tosylhydrazide
(1·13 g, 6·1 mmol) (Aldrich) in ethanol (25 ml) was
refluxed under argon for 1 h. The solution was cooled to
room temperature and the crystals that formed were filtered
and recrystallized from ethanol to give mesitaldehyde
tosylhydrazone in 90% yield (1·7 g, 5·5 mmol), m.p.
156–158 °C, IR (KBr): 3203, 1597, 1326 and 1164 cm21.
1H NMR (CDCl3 , 200 MHz), d: 8·02 (s, 0·431H, NC—H),
7·82 (d, 8Hz, 0·432H, tosyl Ar—H), 7·75 (d, 8Hz,
0·632H, tosyl Ar—H), 7·76 (s, 0·431H, N—H), 7·60 (s,
0·631H, NC—H), 7·50 (s, 0·631H, N—H), 7·24 (d, 8 Hz,
0·632H, tosyl Ar—H), 7·23 (d, 8 Hz, 0·432H, tosyl Ar—
H), 6·80 (s, 0·632H, mesityl Ar—H) 6·75 (s, 0·432H,
mesityl Ar—H), 2·40 (s, 0·633H, CH3 ), 2·38 (s, 0·433H,
CH3 ) 2·30 (s, 0·433H+0·636H, CH3 ), 2·28 (s, 0·433H,
CH3 ), 2·05 (s, 0·636H, CH3 ) ppm. MS: m/z 316 (M+ , 22),
161 (100), 132 (82), 91 (65).


Sodium salt of mesitaldehyde tosylhydrazone. To a
solution of mesitaldehyde tosylhydrazone in THF under
argon at 210 °C was added NaH (60% in mineral oil). The
resulting solution was warmed to room temperature and the
white precipitate that formed was filtered and dried under
vacuum to afforded sodium salt of mesitaldehyde tosylhy-
drazone in 80% yield (1·71 g, 5·1 mmol), m.p. 70 °C
(decomp.). IR (KBr): 1250, 1221, 1140, 1094 and
1049 cm21. 1H NMR (DMSO-d3 , 200 MHz), d: 7·94 (s,
0·731H, NC—H), 7·65 (d, 8Hz, 0·732H, tosyl Ar—H),
7·45 (d, 8Hz, 0·332H, tosyl Ar—H), 7·22 (d, 8Hz, 2H,
tosyl Ar—H), 6·94 (s, 0·332H, tosyl Ar—H), 6·81 (s,
0·732H, NC—H), 5·42 (s, 0·331H, NC—H), 2·37 (s, 3H,
CH3 ), 2·30 (s, 6H, CH3 ), 2·26 (s, 0·333H, CH3 ) and 2·25
(s, 0·733H, CH3 ) ppm.


Mesityldiazomethane. A two-necked round-bottomed
flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer was connected to a
short-path distillation apparatus and an additional flask


which contained the sodium salt of mesitaldehyde tosylhy-
drazone. A receiving flask which was placed in an isopropyl
alcohol–dry-ice bath was connected to the distillation
apparatus. The two-necked, round-bottomed flask was
heated to 110 °C under vacuum (0·01 Torr) and the sodium
salt added slowly under stirring. The red liquid that formed
was collected to yield mesityl diazomethane. IR (NaCl
plates, CHCl3 ); 2058 and 1610 cm21. 1H NMR (CDCl3 ,
200 MHz), d: 6·83 (s, 2H, Ar—H), 4·75 (s, 1H, N2C—H),
2·24 (s, 3H, CH3 ), 2·22 (s, 6H, CH3 ) ppm.


Preparative photolysis of MDM in cyclohexane. MDM
(55 mg, 0·34 mmol) was dissolved in cyclohexane (4 ml)
and argon was bubbled through the solution, after which it
was sealed. This solution was irradiated in a standard
Rayonet apparatus equipped with 300 nm light bulbs at
4 °C. GC Analysis of the reaction mixture indicated
formation of one major compound, which was shown to be
the carbene–cyclohexane insertion product, cyclohexyl-
mesitylmethane. The solvent was removed under vacuum to
yield a colorless oil, which was subjected to column
chromatography on silica gel with hexane–ethyl acetate as
eluent. The first fraction contained cyclohexylmesityl-
methane (36 mg, 0·18 mmol, 53% yield). The second and
third fractions contained trans-2,29, 4,49, 6,69-hexamethyl-
stilbene (14 mg, 0·053 mmol, 32% yield) and
2,4,6-trimethylbenzalazine (3 mg, 0·01 mmol, 6% yield),
respectively. These three fractions accounted for ca 90% of
the mass balance. The trans-2,29,4,49,6,69-hexamethyl-
stilbene was characterized by comparison of its 1H NMR
spectrum with that reported in the literature,19 whereas the
spectra of cyclohexylmesitylmethane and 2,4,6-trimethyl-
benzalazine were compared with those of the analogues
compound cyclohexylbenzenemethane.20


Cyclohexylmesityl methane:21 IR (neat): 2922, 2850
(C—H), 1613 (C=C) cm21. 1H NMR (CDCl3 , 200 MHz), d:
6·84 (s, 2H, AR—H), 2·50 (d, 6Hz, 2H), 2·29 (s, 6H,
o-CH3 ), 2·26 (s, 3H, o-CH3 ), 1·7–1·6 (m, 6H), 1·2–1·1
(m, 5H) ppm. 13C NMR (CDCl3 , 75 MHz), d: 136·6, 134·6,
128·8, 39·1, 36·8, 33·7, 26·6, 26·5, 20·8 (C—H, p-CH3 ),
20·4 (C—H, o-CH3 ) ppm. GC—MS: m/z 216 (M+ ), 133.


trans-2,29, 4,49, 6,69-Hexamethyl stilbene:20 1H NMR
(CDCl3 , 200 MHz), d: 6·77 (s, 4H, Ar—H), 6·66 (s, 2H,
vinyl H), 2·16 (s, 6H, p-CH3 ), 1·98 (s, 12H, o-CH3 ) ppm.
GC—MS: m/z 264 (M+ ), 250, 234.


2,4,6-Trimethylbenzalazine:21 1H NMR (CDCl3 ,
200 MHz), d: 8·98 (s, 2H, N=C—H), 6·92 (s, 2H, Ar—H),
2·51 (s, 6H, o-CH3 ), 2·30 (s, 3H, p-CH3 ) ppm. GC–MS: m/z
292 (M+ ), 277, 260, 145, 131.


GC–MS analyses of reaction mixture photolyses of
MDM in cyclohexane showed trace amounts of masses 132
and 266 in addition to the three products isolated from the
reaction mixture. It can be speculated that the compound
with an m/z of 132 is benzocyclobutane 8, (2,4-dimethyl
bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-1,3,5-triene) formed from intramolecular
[2+2] dimerization of o-xylylene 3. The compound with an
m/z of 266 can be assigned to dimesitylethane, which can be
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formed from triplet MDM.
GC–MS analyses of photolyses mixture of MDM in


cyclohexane–2-norbornene mixture showed three addi-
tional peaks, all having mass 226. Two of these peaks had
identical fragmentation patterns whereas the third peak had
a different fragmentation pattern. It can be suggested that
one of these compounds originates from trapping of MSC
and the other from Diels–Alder reaction between o-
xylylene 3 and 2-norbornene. To confirm this idea further,
product studies of MDM in methanol were undertaken.


Preparative photolysis of MDM in methanol. MDM
(54 mg, mmol) was photolyzed in methanol (5 ml) under
the same conditions as described above. The solvent was
removed under vacuum to yield an oil. 1H NMR analysis of
the reaction mixture showed that four products were
formed: 74% of the methanol insertion product, methyl
methylmesitylene ether,22 10% of trans-
2,29,4,49,6,69-hexamethylstilbene,19 12% of mesitaldehyde
and 7% of cis-2,29,4,49,6,69-hexamethylstilbene.19 The
products were characterized by comparison of the 1H NMR
spectra with those reported in the literature.


Methyl methylmesitylene ether:22 1H NMR (CDCl3 ,
200 MHz), d: 6·93 (s, 2H, Ar—H), 4·48 (s, 2H, Ar—CH2—
OMe), 3·41 (s, —OCH3 ), 2·38 (s, 6H, o-CH3 ), 2·28 (s, 3H,
p-CH3 ) ppm. GC–MS: m/z 292 (M+ ), 277, 260, 145, 131.


cis-2,29,4,49,6,69-Hexamethylstilbene:19 1H NMR
(CDCl3 , 200 MHz), d: 6·93 (s, 4H, Ar—H), 6·55 (s, 2H,
vinyl-H), 2·38 (s, 12H, o-CH3 ), 2·30 (s, 6H, p-CH3 ) ppm.
GC–MS:
m/z 264 (M+ ), 250, 234.


GX–MS analysis of the photolysis mixture of MDM in
methanol identified (in addition to the four products
analyzed from the NMR spectra) trace amounts of com-
pounds with m/z 132 and 292. These masses can be
assigned to benzocyclobutane 8 (2,4-dimethylbi-
cyclo[4.2.0]octa-1,3,5-triene) and 2,4,6-trimethyl-
benzalazine, respectively.


GC–MS analysis of the photolysis mixture of MDM in
cyclohexane containing 2-norbornene indicated that only
one of the three mass 226 products observed in cyclohexane
was obtained in methanol and it can therefore be assigned to
the Diels–Alder product formed between o-xylylene 3 and
2-norbornene.


Conclusion. About 90% of the mass balance from
photolyses in cyclohexane comes from carbene reactivity.
1H NMR analysis of the photoreaction mixture from
methanol identifies only those products that come from the
carbene intermediate. It can therefore be concluded that less
than 10% of the reaction goes through the excited state
reaction.


Trapping with 2-norbornene gives one additional product
in methanol and three in cyclohexane, which indicates that
in methanol o-xylylene 3 has trapped with 2-norbornene
whereas in cyclohexane both o-xylylene 3 and MDM were
trapped with 2-norbornene.
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HETEROCYCLES AS DONOR AND ACCEPTOR UNITS IN PUSH–PULL
CONJUGATED MOLECULES. PART 1


SILVIA BRADAMANTE, ANTONIO FACCHETTI AND GIORGIO A. PAGANI*
Dipartimento di Chimica Organica e Industriale dell’Università di Milano and Centro CNR Speciali Sistemi Organici, Via C. Golgi 19,


I-20133 Milan, Italy


The synthesis and spectroscopic investigation of a number of push–pull ethenes in which the donor moiety is represented
by a p-excessive five-membered heterocycle (pyrrole, indole and thiophene) and the acceptor group is a p-deficient
heterocyclic azine ring (pyridine, pyrazine, pyrimidine, pyridazine) are described. The intramolecular charge transfer
in both the neutral compounds and the corresponding N-alkylpyridinium triflates is discussed and confirmed on the
basis of three different descriptors, DlHet


Ph , Dl+
n , and Dlsolv1


solv2 , that take into account the substitution of a phenyl with a
heterocyclic donor ring, charge effects and solvatochromism, respectively. According to the DlHet


Ph descriptor, the
intramolecular charge transfer in the described diheteroarylethenes increases upon increasing the electron-withdrawing
capacity of the acceptor, sustained by the presence of either more than one nitrogen atom or the positive charge in the
heterocyclic azine. The described pyridinium derivatives belong to the rarely investigated class of dimethine cyanine
dyes. The response of the 13C and 15N NMR chemical shift data appears to be less clear because of the low sensitivity of
the NMR probes to remote substitution. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Push–pull molecules1, 2 (1) are the subject of renewed
interest because, being dipolar, they may present relevant
hyperpolarizabilities, a property which is a prerequisite for
molecules that are candidate components of non-linear
optical (NLO) materials.3 In the absence of steric effects, the
extent of the contribution of the dipolar resonance structure
19 depends on the donating strength of the donor group D
and the electron-withdrawing power of the acceptor group
A. Very often the A and D groups are primary organic
functionalities: amino, dialkylamino, ether and oxide (O2 )
groups act as donors and nitro, carbonyl and cyano groups
as acceptors. These substituents are present in p-dis-
ubstituted benzenes, such as p-nitro-N,N-dimethylaniline
and congeners,4 and in push–pull ethenes such as 4-dime-
thylamino-49-nitrostilbene (DANS, 2).5 Positively charged
heterocycles, mainly azinium and azolium ions, have been


used as acceptors in hemicyanines and merocyanines.6


However, they have been used as donors much less
frequently, although benzodithiole has been incorporated in
polyenals7 that have been proposed for second-harmonic
generation (SHG).


No examples have yet been reported of systematic studies
aimed at evaluating whether push–pull properties can be
realized when a p-deficient and a p-excessive heterocycle
are the acceptor group A and the donor group D,
respectively: only recently the issue has been addressed in
the perspective on NLO materials.8 On the basis of these
premises, we investigated whether ethenes bearing at the a-
position an azine ring as an acceptor and the b-position an
N-methylpyrrol-2-yl ring as a donor could have high
conjugative p-delocalization and push–pull properties. For
example, compound 4 could be considered a heterocyclic
analogue of 2 if the dipolar resonance structure 49 can
contribute substantially to the description of the bonding of
the system.


With reference to acceptors, we have shown previously9–11


that heterocyclic azines (pyridine, pyrazine, pyridazine and
pyrimidine) are strong acceptor groups in a-azinylmethyl-
carbanions. Ranking their electron-withdrawing power on
the same scale of primary p-deficient organic functional-
ities, the 4-pyrimidyl group is the most powerful accepting
ring amongst the azines and has a charge demand11


* Correspondence to: G. A. Pagani. E-mail: Pagani@ICIL64.
CILEA.IT.
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cX =0·501, equivalent to that of the acetyl functionality
(cX =0·509).12 Alternatively, the sR2 value of the 4-pyri-
midyl group, extrapolated according to a previously
reported relationship,12 is ca 0·48, very close to the figure
obtained for the p-nitrophenyl ring (0·52).13


Much less is known about heterocyclic donors since
quantitative ranking is available neither on the same scale as
above for p-deficient systems nor on a similar one having
carbenium ions instead of carbanions as a reference. Given
their p-excessive14 nature, five membered monohetero-
cycles (furan, thiophene and pyrrole) are p-donor
substituents as established by their sR values15 and oxidation


potentials,16 and there is no doubt that pyrrole is the most p-
excessive system of the three.


We report here the synthesis and results obtained with
diheteroarylethenes 4–9.


Compounds 4 and 5 were considered particularly inter-
esting because, by alkylating the pyridyl nitrogen atom, we
could realize an easy entry into the class of unsymmetrical
cyanine dyes that, together with merocyanines and hemi-
cyanines, exhibit considerable interest for NLO properties.6


The positive charge in the alkyl triflates 10–12, besides
increasing the electron-withdrawal of the pyridyl ring and
thus favoring the push–pull characteristics of the systems,
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can in principle partition between the two different N-Me
groups of the two heterocycles.


Compounds 10–12 are referred to as unsymmetrical
cyanines but, according to the most common nomen-
clature,17–19 it is convenient to consider them as dimethine
cyanines, a rarely investigated class of dyes.17–19 It has been
shown many years ago20 that in this class of compounds the
longest wavelength absorptions are ipsochromically shifted
in comparison with the average of absorptions of the two
symmetrical cyanines having the same terminal hetero-
cycles present in the unsymmetrical cyanine. We expect,
therefore, that the lMAX of 12 will be blue shifted in
comparison with its symmetric structural isomer 19 and of
pyrrolocyanine 20. The above electronic property is highly
recommended for NLO materials because provides wider
transparency.21 For completeness, we also investigated the
triflate 13 associated with the thienyl derivative 9.


To enhance the electron withdrawal at the a-terminus of
the ethene fragment, we further examined the a-cyanosub-
stituted systems 14–16 and their corresponding triflates 17
and 18.


In order to obtain evidence for the contribution of the
primed dipolar structures, we followed two approaches.
First, we planned a UV–visible spectroscopic investigation
based on three different descriptors, DlHet


Ph , Dl+
n and Dlsolv1


solv2 ,
which take into account the substitution of a phenyl with a
heterocyclic donor ring, charge effects and solvatochro-
mism, respectively; particular attention was paid to the
solvatochromism of all of the prepared compounds, since
push–pull molecules are expected to present this phenome-
non.22 Second, despite the known low sensitivity of 13C and
15N chemical shifts to remote structural variation,23 we tried
to exploit their reported dependence on local p-electron
density on carbon24 and nitrogen25 by recording the 13C and
15N NMR spectra of some products and comparing them
with those of some selected models in which charge transfer
is inconceivable.


With reference to the Dl descriptors, our overall results
provide evidence that there is a strong charge-transfer
interaction between the donor and the acceptor heterocycle.
In particular, the solvatochromism in some neutral com-
pounds is of the same order of magnitude as that presented
by DANS, a molecule that, together with p-nitroaniline, is


often referred to as a standard for non-linear optical
properties.5 During the course of the present study, Pan et
al.8 reported that compound 9 has a bm value of
33310230 esu, to be compared with a value of
28310230 esu for p-nitroaniline. This result, together with
the high efficiency for two-photon pumped frequency-
upconversion lasing presented by the dimethine cyanine
10,26 bears witness to the extraordinary interest that the class
of molecules we describe here may have as precursors of
materials for NLO applications. Considerably larger sol-
vatochromism is found in the corresponding unsymmetrical
dimethine cyanines. Although the electronic absorption
characteristics and solvatochromic responses of the
described diheteroarylethenes and dimethine cyanines leave
little doubt about the contribution of intramolecular charge-
transfer dipolar structures, the NMR probes were found to
be much less sensitive than UV–Vis spectroscopy, and
therefore provided less clear responses with some of them
offering only circumstantial evidence of the resonance
dipolar primed structures.


RESULTS


Compound synthesis


Compounds 4–8 were prepared in DMF from the corre-
sponding methyl azine and N-methylpyrrole-
2-carboxyaldehyde in the presence of sodium hydride.
Similarly, compounds 14–16 were prepared in t-BuOH
starting from the corresponding pyridylacetonitrile and
either N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxyaldehyde or N-methylin-
dolyl-3-carboxyaldehyde in the presence of potassium
tert-butoxide. Compound 9 was obtained by Wittig–Horner
coupling of pyridyl-4-carboxyaldehyde and diethyl 2-the-
nylphosphonate. The pyridinium triflates 10–13, 17 and 18
were prepared by reacting the relevant azinylethylenes with
the appropriate alkyl triflate in benzene or acetone.


Spectroscopic and solvatochromic data


To evaluate the effect of pyrrole as a donor heterocycle, we
took 4-styrylpyridine (21) as a model for compound 4 and
2-styrylpyridine (22) as a model for compound 5; corre-
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spondingly, the methyl derivatives 23 and 24 are models for
the methylated pyrrolyl derivatives 10 and 12. On the same
grounds, the styryl derivatives 25–27 are considered the
phenyl analogs of compounds 6–8. Table 1 lists the longest
wavelength absorption maxima, lmax , for all of the prepared
compounds, together with those of the model compounds
21–27 and DANS, both as the neutral species 2 and in its
protonated form 3. Spectra were recorded in both MeOH
and CHCl3 , and indication of the solvatochromic effect is
provided by the Dlsolv1


solv2 =(lmax )solv1 2 (lmax )solv2 .
Other relevant Dl values are collected in Tables 2 and 3.


The values Dl+
n =(lmax )cation 2 (lmax )neutral in Table 2 provide


an indication of the effects obtained by substituting the
alkylpyridinum (or alkylammonium) ion for the correspond-
ing base, and the values DlHet


Ph =(lmax )Het 2 (lmax )Ph in Table 3
measure the effect of substituting the heterocyclic (pyrrolyl
and thienyl) for the phenyl ring in the model compounds
21–27.


The data in Table 1 indicate that the neutral compounds
4–9 and 14–16 generally have weak solvatochromism,


although compounds 4, 14 and 15 have a Dlsolv1
solv2 value that


is of the same order of magnitude as that of DANS (2).
However, cations 10–12 have an appreciable solvatochro-
mism, with their Dlsolv1


solv2 being in the range 14–22 nm. The
same Dl value drops to a few nm for cations 13, 17 and
18.


Table 2 shows that the Dl+
n values fall into two ranges,


following the size of the shift. The N-methylpyridinium
compounds 23 and 24 are bathochromically shifted in
comparison with their neutral counterparts 21 and 22 by ca
25–35 nm; a slightly larger, but comparable, shift is also
found on going from 9 to 13. Unlike 13, cations 10, 12, 17
and 18 show a larger shift in comparison with the
corresponding neutrals, ranging from a minimum of 61 nm
(for 14→17) to a maximum of 82 nm (for 4→10). This last
value approaches the shift observed on going from DANS
hydrochloride to its neutral (95 nm). The effect of charge
measured in CHCl3 on the cetyl derivative 11, which is
soluble in this solvent, is even larger (103 nm).


The data given in Table 3 show the effect of substituting


Table 1. Long-wavelength UV–Visible absorption maxima of com-
pounds 2–27 in different solvents


lmax (nm)


Compound MeOH (log «) CHCl3 H2O Dlsolv1
solv2


a Notes


2 430b 435·5c 25·5 d
3 335b d
4 362 (4·34) 356 +6 e
5 355 (4·30) 356 21 e
6 381 (4·23) 381·5 20·5 e
7 360 (4·35) 360 0·0 e
8 380 (4·41) 377 +3 e
9 330 (4·43) 332 22 e


10 444 (4·50) 422 222 e
11 445 (4·55) 459 214 e
12 423 (4·15) 406 217 e
13 377 (4·16) 371 26 e
14 389 (4·68) 394 25 e
15 399 (4·46) 392 +7 e
16 390 (4·50) 392 22 e
17 450 (4·70) 442 28 e
18 463 (4·50) 455 28 e
21 307 300 +7 b, f
22 310 314 24 b, f
23 342 335 27 g
24 338 334 24 g
25 320 h
26 290 h
27 311 h


a Dl=lmax (polar solvent)2lmax (non-polar solvent): positive Dl values mean
positive solvatochromism.
b Ref. 27.
c Ref. 28.
d In EtOH instead of MeOH.
e This work.
f Ref. 29.
g Ref. 30.
h Ref. 31.
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a heterocycle for a phenyl ring. Substitution of the thienyl
for the phenyl ring in compound 21 to give 9 causes a weak
displacement (DlTh


Ph ≈24 nm) that is almost doubled in the
corresponding cation 13. Substitution of the pyrrolyl for the
phenyl ring causes a much stronger bathochromic displace-
ment for compounds 4 and 5 (DlPyrr


Ph ≈50 nm), a value that is
doubled in the corresponding cation 10. The observed
bathochromic shift DlHet


Ph increases on going from pyridyl
derivatives 4 and 5 to diazinyl compounds 7–9.


Table 4 shows the 13C and 15N NMR shifts of the push–
pull ethenes 4–8 and dimethine cyanines 10 and 11; in
addition, the available literature data are given for 13C and
15N NMR chemical shift values of azine rings of styry-
lazines 21–23 and 25–27. 13C NMR shift assignments for
azine carbon atoms have been based on known shift
patterns:32 in accord with the results reported for styry-
lazines,33 carbons C-a and C-b have been identified
assigning the lowfield value to the b-carbon. The arbitrary
numbering reported in the general formulae A and B in
Table 4 has been adopted to make comparison easier
between the analogous positions of the various rings.


DISCUSSION


Intramolecular charge transfer in neutral and charged
ethenes


Electronic and solvatochromic probes
To obtain evidence for the resonance contribution of the
primed dipolar structures, we evaluated the composite
response of the three descriptors DlHet


Ph , Dl+
n and Dlsolv1


solv2 .
There is no doubt that the DlHet


Ph descriptor provides strong
evidence for the donor interaction of pyrrole and thiophene
with the pyridyl ring: substitution of the phenyl in
styrylpyridines 21 and 22 by the N-methylpyrrol-2-yl in 4
and 5 or the thien-2-yl ring in 9 causes a substantial
bathochromic shift, ranging from 23 to 55 nm, that indicates
the sizeable electronic interaction of the two heterocycles
mediated by the intervening double bond. The pyrrolyl
derivatives show a larger shift than the thienyl compound
and provide evidence that in the former case the intra-
molecular charge transfer is easier because pyrrole has a
stronger donor property than thiophene. The contribution of
the pyrrolyl ring to bathochromic displacement is not
constant, but increases if the pyridyl is substituted by the
diazinyl rings. This result is in accord with the increased
charge demand of diazines in comparison with pyridine.
Comparison of the neutral pyrrole and thiophene donor-
substituted systems 4, 5 and 9 with the styrylpyridines 21
and 22 can be extended to the corresponding cations 10, 12
and 13 with the styryl-N-methylpyridinium salts 23 and 24.
In relation to the neutral compounds, the bathochromic
effect exerted by the pyrrole and thiophene rings in the
pyridinium derivatives 10, 12 and 13 increases noticeably
(entries 7–9 in Table 3), once it is taken into account that the
presence of the positive charge shifts the absorption of 23
and 24 by 35 and 28 nm, respectively, in relation to the free
bases 21 and 22. This once again suggests that the
intramolecular charge transfer between the pyrrole and the
pyridyl ring increases with the increasing electron-with-
drawing capacity of the acceptor, sustained in this case by
the presence of a positive charge.


The Dl+
n variation for compound 4 on going to either 10


or 11 is of the same order of magnitude as that found on
going from 3 to 2. The protonation of DANS prevents any
intramolecular charge transfer, but the alkylation of 4
stimulates the charge transfer as much as it is depressed in
protonated DANS. The long-wavelength absorption of
compound 12 (lmax =423) does not reach the values for
symmetrical cyanine dyes17–19 (e.g. for 1934 lmax =461, 478),
but in view of the high Dl+


n values found for this and the
similar compounds 10 and 11, it seems appropriate to state
that extensive delocalization exists in these dimethine
cyanines.


Compounds 14–16 were synthesized on the basis of the
hypothesis that the cyano group would greatly help
intramolecular charge transfer interaction. In relation to 4,
compound 14 does show a bathochromic shift of about
30 nm, but altogether does not seem to be much more


Table 2. Charge-promoted displacements Dl+
n of the longest wave-


length UV–visible absorption maximum


Entry Compounds Dl+
n


a, b


1 2→3 295c


2 4→10 +82
3 4→11 +83
4 +103d


5 5→12 +68
6 9→13 +47
7 14→17 +61
8 15→18 +64
9 21→23 +35


10 22→24 +28


a Dl+
n =(lmax )cation 2 (lmax )neutral (nm).


b In MeOH if not specified otherwise.
c In EtOH.
d In CHCl3 .


Table 3. Bathochromic shift (nm) of long-wavelength UV–visible
absorption bands in MeOH obtained by substituting heterocyclic
for phenyl rings


Entry Comnpounds DlHet
Ph


a


1 21→4 +55
2 22→5 +45
3 25→6 +61
4 26→7 +70
5 27→8 +69
6 21→9 +23
7 23→10 +102
8 24→12 +85
9 23→13 +35


a DlHet
Ph =(lmax )Het 2 (lmax )Ph
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efficient than a second nitrogen atom in the azine nucleus as
in the pyrimidyl derivative 8. Finally, when comparing the
pyrrole and the indole rings (Table 1), the latter does not
appear to be a better electron donor than the pyrrole
residue.


Although compounds 4 and 5 have similar DlHet
Ph values


(55 and 45 nm), their solvatochromic responses are differ-
ent: compound 4 and DANS have a similar solvatochromic
effect, whereas compound 5 has practically no sol-
vatochromism. Conversely, the solvatochromism of the
corresponding N-methylpyridinium compounds 10–12 is
3–4 times as large as that of DANS. The data for DlHet


Ph and
Dlsolv1


solv2 do not therefore vary monotonically. The data in
Table 1 further indicate that the presence of the aza group
para to the ethylenic fragment favours solvatochromism
more than in the ortho position. This observation is valid
not only when considering the 2-pyridyl vs the 4-pyridyl
substitution as in compounds 4 and 5, but also when
considering that an ortho aza group is always present in all
the other azine derivatives 6–8. The variation of the dipole
moment in the ground and excited states of molecules is the
important phenomenon involved in solvatochromism; this


event has little to do with delocalization, and thus with
DlHet


Ph . This means that the different response of DlHet
Ph and


Dlsolv1
solv2 may be explained on the basis of the different


dependence of the two descriptors on structural con-
nectivity.


13C and 15N NMR probes


It is worth examining the 13C and 15N NMR data separately,
and the 13C data in Table 4 can also be treated using two
different approaches. First, the 13C shifts of the azine moiety
of the diheteroarylethenes 4–8 can be compared with those
of the styrylazines 21, 22 and 25–27. It can be seen that the
substitution of the p-donating pyrrol-2-yl for the phenyl
ring does not induce any variation in the 13C azine shifts,
which are almost identical in the two series. In contrast, the
C-a and C-b shifts of the ethene bridge evidently respond to
the p-donation of the pyrrolyl ring, as both shifts move to
high field by 3–7 and 4–12 ppm in compounds 4–8.
Second, but more significantly, the most meaningful
comparison is that of neutral compound 4 with the
corresponding N-methylpyridinium derivatives 10 and 11.


Table 4. 13C NMR shifts (ppm)a (roman type) and 15N NMR shifts (ppm)b (italic type) of compounds 4–8, 10, 11,c, d 21–23 and 25–27


Azine ring positions Pyrrole ring positions


Compound Solvent 1 2 3 4 5 6 a b 19 29 39 49 59


4 CDCl3 145·1 120·1 149·9 299·8 149·9 120·1 121.1 122·2 130·8 143·2 124·9 108·6 108·7
4 DMSO 145·3 120·4 147·8 309·8 147·8 120·4 121·3 122·2 130·7 150·6 125·4 108·5 108·5
5 CDCl3 155·9 294·6 149·5 121·9e 136·4 121·2 120·7 124·3 131·4 143·6 124·5 108·0 108·5
6 CDCl3 151·7 144·0 310·0 141·7 144·0 325·6 119·7 122·9 131·0 144·1 125·2 108·1 108·8
7 CDCl3 158·3 382·6 391·6 148·8 126·2 123·0 120·4 124·0 130·8 144·3 125·3 108·8 109·2
8 CDCl3 162·5 278·3 158·6 272·8 157·0 118·4 120·7 126·1 130·5 145·0 125·1 109·2 110·3


10 DMSO 153·3 122·1 144·3 188·0 144·3 122·1 117·4 129·5 130·4 154·3 128·7 112·3 109·9
11 CDCl3 154·5 122·9 142·6 202·0 142·6 122·9 116·5 130·4f 130·5 143·0 129·3 113·8 110·8
11 DMSO 153·6 122·4 143·4 199·0 143·4 122·4 117·4 129·7 130·5 153·0 128·8 112·4 110·0
21g CDCl3 144·1 120·5 149·8 312·9h 149·8 120·5 125·6 132·7
22g CDCl3 155·1 149·2 121·6 136·0 121·7 127·6 132·3
23 DMSO 194·05h


25g CDCl3 151·0 143·3 142·4 143·9 123·7 134·7
26g CDCl3 157·8 149·2 126·1 123·6 124·7 134·7
27g CDCl3 161·8 158·5 157·0 118·3 123·7 134·7


a Relative to Me4Si (0·0 ppm).
b Relative to liquid NH3 (0·0 ppm), 380·23 ppm from neat nitromethane.
c 0·2 M solutions.
d Positions are identified according to the arbitrary numbering given in formulae A and B.
e, f Assignments may be interchanged.
g From Ref. 28.
h In DMSO, from Ref. 23.
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The low-field shift suffered by carbons C-39 and C-49 of the
pyrrole ring and the corresponding high-field shift of the C-
3 and C-5 of the pyridyl ring are evidence for greater
push–pull interaction in 10 and 11 than in 4, with electrons
flowing from the five- to the six-membered ring. The
displacements are not dramatic but are in the right direction.
As a partial conclusion, we can say that, in the neutral
systems, p-donation of the pyrrolyl ring is experienced by
the relatively close 13C carbons of the bridge, but not by the
relatively remote carbons of the azine moieties. These
carbon atoms, as well as those of the pyrrolyl ring, become
sensitive when a positive charge is placed on the acceptor
ring.


Evaluation of the 15N chemical shift displacements
appears to be more complex, and so it is worth discussing
the responses of the pyridyl and pyrrolyl nitrogen atoms
separately. In compounds 4 and 5, the 15N shift in CDCl3 of
the pyridyl moiety is about 10 ppm to high field of the shift
of unsubstituted pyridine (d15N=310 ppm vs NH3 ).35 An
analogous displacement is found in DMSO, although the
shift of unsubstituted pyridine in this solvent is displaced
towards low field (d15N=317 ppm).35 In comparison with
styrylpyridine (21), the shift in 4 is 13 ppm to high field. In
comparison with styrylpyridinium iodide (23), the pyrro-
lylpyridium salt 10 shows a high-field displacement of
6 ppm. These changes are relatively small, but can be safely
interpreted24 as evidence for a higher p-electron density on
the pyridyl nitrogen of 4 and 5 than on the unsubstituted
pyridine and styrylpyridine, and on the pyrrolylpyridinium
cation 10 than on the styrylpyridinium iodide 23. Although
carbon shifts do not vary on going from styrylpyridine to
pyrrolylethenylpyridine, nitrogen shifts do, although their
sensitivity to remote structural variation remains low, as
Srinivasan et al.23 found in relation to phenyl-substituted
styrylpyridines. The case of the 15N NMR data of the
pyrrolyl group in 4, 5 and 10 is different. In CDCl3 , the 15N
shift of the pyrrole moiety in 4 and 5 is about 6 ppm to high
field of the shift recorded for N-methylpyrrole in the same
solvent (d15N=149·33 ppm)35 but, in DMSO, the shifts of 4
and N-methylpyrrole (d15N=150·13 ppm)35 almost coincide.
Thus, although the 15N shifts of 4 are solvent dependent, the
15N shift of N-methylpyrrole is not. Furthermore, pyrrole
15N shifts do not vary on going from the neutral 4 to the
pyridinium cations 10 and 11. It appears difficult to account
for these pyrrolyl 15N NMR data since no 15N shift–p-
electron density relationships are available for pyrrole-type
nitrogen atoms, unlike the case of the reliable and
successful relationships involving the pyridyl-type nitrogen
atom in various heterocycles.25c, 36


CONCLUSION


We have shown that p-excessive and p-deficient hetero-
cycles can successfully act as donors and acceptors,
respectively in push–pull systems, and may conveniently
substitute primary organic functionalities. The three
descriptors DlHet


Ph , Dl+
n and Dlsolv1


solv2 provide unequivocal


evidence of intramolecular charge transfer from the five-to
the six-membered azine rings; this transfer is considerably
more important for pyrrole than for thiophene derivatives,
and is amplified by increasing the electron withdrawal of the
acceptor, as in diazine substituted ethenes. Both the DlHet


Ph


descriptor and NMR data indicate that the intramolecular
charge transfer is amplified in the pyridinium ions and this
conclusion is also strongly supported by the Dl+


n data.
Although offering a good qualitative tool for interpreting
our results and validating our initial hypothesis about push–
pull properties, the three descriptors do not provide a
quantitative energy-based rank associated with the intra-
molecular charge transfer. Any quantitative comparison
between DANS or any other known push–pull representa-
tive molecule and any of the compounds that we have
described here must await a different and more sophisti-
cated approach.37


EXPERIMENTAL
1H NMR specta were recorded on Varian XL-300 and
Bruker 300 AC instruments, using Me4Si as internal
standard. 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 27 °C on a
Varian XL-300 spectrometer, operating at 75·45 MHz and
using 0·2 M solutions in DMSO. 15N NMR spectra were
recorded at 27 °C on a Bruker AMX 500 WB spectrometer,
operating at 50·66 MHz and using 0·2 M solutions in
DMSO. 13C NMR shifts were measured relative to Me4Si
and 15N NMR shifts were measured relative to liquid NH3


(0·0 ppm), 380·23 ppm from neat nitromethane. For 15N
measurements, two experiments were adopted. INEPT
spectra were obtained with the following acquisition
parameters: spectral width 26 316 Hz, 64K data points,
pulse delay 4 s, pulse angle 90° for 17 ms, zero filling
(once), line broadenings of 10 Hz and number of transients
of 30 000. HMQC spectra were recorded using the pulse
sequence INVBTP (Bruker software). In general, 25631K
data sets were zero filled to 1K31K using 600 scans per
increment and spectral widths of 6000 and 26 006 Hz were
employed in the 1H and 15N domains, respectively.
[2H6 ]Me2SO solvent provided the internal deuterium lock.
Coupling constant values, J, are given in Hz throughout
UV–visible spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 6 UV/VIS spectrometer. Elemental analyses were
performed on a Perkin-Elmer Model 240 instrument by the
microanalysis laboratory of our department. Melting points
are uncorrected. Acetone was dried over Na2SO4 (4 h).
Sublimations were performed at 50–70 °C under vacuum
(0·01–0·02 mmHg).


Materials. Anhydrous THF was obtained by continuous
distillation over sodium sand, in the presence of benzophe-
none and under nitrogen until the blue of sodium ketyl was
permanent. Drying of the solvents was performed over
Na2SO4 . N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxyaldehyde (Fluka), thio-
phene-2-carboxyaldehyde (Fluka) and methylazines (Fluka
and Aldrich) were commercial products. Diethyl 2-thienyl-
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methylphosphonate was prepared according to known
procedures.38


1-(Pyridin-4-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (4). A
solution of 4-picoline (0·860 g, 9·16 mmol) in anhydrous
DMF (4 ml) was added under nitrogen to a suspension of
sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral oil, 9·16 mmol)
in the same solvent (10 ml). After stirring for 2 h at 60 °C,
a solution of N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxyaldehyde (1·00 g,
9·16 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (6 ml) was then added to the
red solution of the anion. After stirring for 7 h at the same
temperature, the reaction mixture was poured on to ice
(60 ml) to give a yellow solid which was collected and
identified as the practically pure compound (0·930 g,
5·05 mmol, 55·1%), m.p. 126–127 °C (EtOH–H2O) (found:
C, 78·4; H, 6·6; N, 15·45. Calc. for C12H12N2 : C, 78·2; H,
6·6; N, 15·2%), dH (CDCl3 ) 8·50 (2 H, d, J2, 3 5·9, 2-H and
6-H), 7·26 (2 H, d, 3-H and 5-H), 7·15 (1 H, d, Jab 16·1, a-
H), 6·74 (1 H, d, b-H), 6·67 (1 H, dd, J49,59 2·0, 59-H), 6·57
(1H, dd, J39,59 1·7, 39-H), 6·16 (1 H, dd, J49, 39 2·7, 49-H), 3·70
(3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(Pyridin-2-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (5). A
solution of 2-picoline (1·71 g, 18·3 mmol) in anhydrous
DMF (10 ml) was added under nitrogen to a suspension of
sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral oil, 18·3 mmol)
in the same solvent (18 ml). After stirring for 2 h at 60 °C,
a solution of N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxyaldehyde (2·00 g,
18·3 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (12 ml) was then added to
the red solution of the anion. After stirring for 5 h at the
same temperature, the reaction mixture was poured on to ice
(100 ml) to give a yellow solid which was collected and
identified as the practically pure compound (0·920 g,
4·99 mmol, 27·2%), m.p. 93–94 °C (EtOH) (found: C, 78·5;
H, 6·4; N, 15·1. Calc. for C12H12N2: C, 78·2; H, 6·6; N,
15·6%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·53 (1 H, dd, J5, 6 4·9, 6-H), 7·59 (1 H,
dd, J4, 6 1·8, 4-H), 7·56 (1 H, d, J, 15·8, a-H), 7·22 (1 H, d,
J3, 4 8·2, 3-H), 7·06 (1 H, dd, J4, 5 7·5, 5-H), 6·87 (1 H, d, b-
H), 6·66 (1 H, dd, J49, 59 2·3, 59-H), 6·58 (1 H, dd, J39, 59 1·5,
39-H), 6·15 (1 H, dd, J39, 49 3·4, 49-H), 3·67 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(Pyrazinyl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (6). A solu-
tion of methylpyrazine (0·860 g, 9·16 mmol) in anhydrous
DMF (4 ml) was added under nitrogen to a suspension of
sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral oil, 9·20 mmol)
in the same solvent (10 ml). After stirring for 1 h at 60 °C,
a solution of N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxy-
aldehyde (1·00 g, 9·16 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (6 ml)
was then added to the red solution of the anion. After
stirring for 5 h at 50 °C, the reaction mixture was poured on
to ice (50 ml) to give a yellow solid which was collected,
washed with water, and identified as the practically pure
compound (0·670 g, 3·61 mmol, 39·5%), m.p. 75–77 °C
(after sublimation) (found: C, 71·5; H, 6·2; N, 22·6. Calc.
for C11H11N3: C, 71·3; H, 6·0; N, 22·7%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·48
(1 H, d, J5, 6 1·5, 6-H), 8·45 (1 H, dd, 5-H), 8·29 (1 H, d, J3, 5


2·4, 3-H), 7·67 (1 H, d, Ja, b 16·1, a-H), 6·85 (1 H, d, b-H),
6·69 (1 H, dd, J49,59 1·9, 59H), 6·64 (1 H, dd, J39,59 1·5, 39-H),


6·17 (1 H, dd, J39, 49 3·4, 49-H), 3·73 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(Pyridazin-3-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (7). A
solution of 3-methylpyridazine (0·860 g, 9·16 mmol) in
anhydrous DMF (4 ml) was added under nitrogen to a
suspension of sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral
oil, 9·20 mmol) in the same solvent (10 ml). After stirring
for 30 min at 60 °C, a solution of N-methylpyrrole-
2-carboxyaldehyde (1·00 g, 9·16 mmol) in anhydrous DMF
(6 ml) was then added to the solution of the anion. After
stirring for 3 h at 50 °C, the reaction mixture was poured on
to ice (70 ml) and extracted with CH2Cl2 (3330 ml). The
extracts were washed with water and the solvent was
removed from the dried extracts to leave a dark solid
(1·21 g). The product was purified by chromatography on
silica gel (AcOEt–CH2Cl2 , 1 :1) to give a yellow solid
(0·720 g, 3·89 mmol, 42·4%), m.p. 98–100 °C (after sub-
limation) (found: C, 71·4; H, 6·3; N, 23·0. Calc. for
C11H11N3: C, 71·3; H, 6·0; N, 22·7%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·96 (1 H,
d, J5, 6 4·7, 6-H), 7·77 (1 H, d, Ja, b 15·9, a-H), 7·34–7·44
(2 H, m, 4-H and 5-H), 6·94 (1 H, d, b-H), 6·70 (1 H, dd,
J49, 59 3·2, 59-H), 6·65 (1 H, d, J39,49 3·9, 39-H), 6·18 (1 H, dd,
49-H), 3·73 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(Pyrimidin-4-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (8). A
solution of 4-methylpyrimidine (1·00 g, 10·6 mmol) in
anhydrous DMF (6 ml) was added under nitrogen to a
suspension of sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral
oil, 9·20 mmol) in the same solvent (10 ml). After stirring
for 1 h at 40 °C, a solution of N-methylpyrrole-2-carboxy-
aldehyde (1·00 g, 9·16 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (6 ml)
was then added to the red solution of the anion. After
stirring for 4 h at 40 °C, the reaction mixture was poured on
to ice (40 ml) to give a yellow solid which was collected,
washed with water, and identified as the practically pure
compound (0·940 g, 5·07 mmol, 47·8%), m.p. 106–108 °C
(after sublimation) (found: C, 71·4; H, 6·3; N, 23·0. Calc.
for C11H11N3: C, 71·3; H, 6·0; N, 22·7%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·56
(1 H, d, 6-H), 8·06 (1 H, d, J2, 5 1·1, 2-H), 7·84 (1 H, d, Ja, b


15·6, a-H), 7·12 (1 H, dd, J5, 6 5·3, 5-H), 6·74 (1 H, d, b-H),
6·73 (1 H, dd, J49, 59 1·9, 59-H), 6·68 (1 H, dd, J39, 59 1·6, 39-H),
6·18 (1 H, dd, J39, 49 3·9, 49-H), 3·75 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(Pyridin-4-yl)-2-(thien-2-yl)ethene (9). A suspension of
sodium hydride in oil (60% by weight; 0·47 g corresponding
to 0·28 g, 11·8 mmol) was thoroughly washed with anhy-
drous THF and finally suspended in THF (20 ml). To this
suspension, kept under nitrogen, was first added a solution
of diethyl 2-thienylmethylphosphonate (2·53 g, 10·8 mmol)
in THF (5 ml) and then a solution of 2-thienylcarbaldehyde
(1·16 g, 10·8 mmol) in the same solvent (5 ml). The mixture
was cautiously heated on an oil-bath at 50 °C until the
evolution of hydrogen had ceased, and then at reflux for 1 h.
The mixture was poured on to ice (100 ml) to give a yellow
solid which was collected, washed with water and identified
as the pure product (1·15 g, 6·14 mmol, 56·9%), m.p.
141–143 °C (PhH) (found: C, 70·8; H, 4·5; N, 7·2. Calc. for
C11H9NS: C, 70·6; H, 4·8; N, 7·5%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·54 (2 H,
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d, J2, 3 4·6, 2-H and 6-H), 7·41 (1 H, d, Ja, b 16·1, a-H), 7·29
(2 H, d, 3-H and 5-H), 7·27 (1 H, d, J49, 59 5·1, 59-H), 7·14
(1 H, d, J39, 49 3·7, 39-H), 7·20 (1 H, dd, 49-H), 6·81 (1 H, d,
b-H).


1 - (N - Methyl - 4 - pyridinio) - 2 - (N - methylpyrrol -2 - yl)
ethene triflate (10). Methyl triflate (0·09 g, 0·54 mmol) in
dry benzene (2 ml) was added dropwise at room tem-
perature to a stirred solution of
1-(pyridin-4-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (0·10 g,
0·54 mmol) in the same solvent (5 ml). After 1 h the
resulting orange precipitate was collected, washed with
benzene to give the product (0·16 g, 0·46 mmol, 84·7%),
m.p. >240 °C (H2O) (found: C, 48·4; H, 4·2; N, 8·2. Calc.
for C14H15F3N2O3S: C, 48·3; H, 4·3; N, 8·0%); dH (DMSO-
d6 ) 8·68 (2 H, d, J2, 3 6,7, 2-H and 6-H), 8·10 (2 H, d, 3-H
and 5-H), 7·90 (1 H, d, Ja,b 15·9, a-H), 7·09 (1 H, d, J49,59


2·0, 59-H), 7·05 (1 H, d, b-H), 6·88 (1 H, d, J39, 49 3·9, 39-H),
6·21 (1 H, dd, 49-H), 4·15 (3 H, s, N+ -Me), 3·80 (3 H, s, N-
Me).


1 - (N - Cetyl-4-pyridinio) - 2 - (N - methylpyrrol - 2 - yl)ethene
triflate (11). Cetyl triflate (0·41 g, 1·08 mmol) in dry
benzene (5 ml) was dropwise added at room temperature to
a stirred solution of 1-(pyridin-4-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-
2-yl)ethene (0·20 g, 1·08 mmol) in the same solvent
(10 ml). After 2 h the resulting orange precipitate was
collected and washed with benzene to give the product
(0·31 g, 0·55 mmol, 51·4%), m.p. 117 °C (i-PrOH) (found:
C, 62·2; H, 8·1; N, 5·2. Calc. for C29H45F3N2O3S: C, 62·3; H,
8·1; N, 5·0%); dH (DMSO-d6 ) 8·79 (2 H, d, J2, 3 6·6, 2-H and
6-H), 8·13 (2 H, d, 3-H and 5-H), 7·94 (1 H, d, Ja,b 15·9, a-
H), 7·12 (1 H, d, J49, 59 2·8, 59-H), 7·12 (1 H, d, b-H), 6·90
(1 H, d, J39, 49 3·9, 39-H), 6·23 (1 H, dd, 49-H), 4·41 (2 H, t,
J 7·5, N + -CH2CH2–), 3·80 (3 H, s, N-Me), 1·89 (2 H, m,
N + –CH2CH2–), 1·35–1·18 (26 H, m, —(CH2 )13—), 0·85
(3 H, t, J 6·5, N+ -(CH2 )15CH3 ).


1 - (N - Methyl - 2 - pyridinio) - (N - methylpyrrol - 2 - yl)
ethene triflate (12). Methyl triflate (0·09 g, 0·54 mmol) in
dry benzene (2 ml) was dropwise added at room tem-
perature to a stirred solution of
1-(pyridin-2-yl)-2-(N-methylpyrrol-2-yl)ethene (0·10 g,
0·54 mmol) in the same solvent (5 ml). After 1 h the
resulting orange precipitate was collected and washed with
benzene to give the product (0·14 g, 0·40 mmol, 74·4%),
m.p. 187–188 °C (EtOH) (found: C, 48·1; H, 4·3; N, 8·3.
Calc. for C14H15F3N2O3S: C, 48·3; H, 4·3; N, 8·0%); dH


(DMSO-d6 ) 8·72 (1 H, d, J5, 6 5·8, 6-H), 8·55 (1 H, d, J3, 4 6·8
3-H), 8·34 (1 H, t, 5-H), 7·88 (1 H, d, Ja,b 15·7, a-H), 7·69
(1 H, t, 4-H), 7·13 (1 H, dd, J49,59 2·5, 59-H), 7·11 (1 H, d, b-
H), 7·08 (1 H, dd, J39,59 1·7, 39-H), 6·24 (1 H, dd, J39,49 4·2,
49-H), 4·24 (3 H, s, N+ -Me) 3·81 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(N-Methyl-4-pyridinio)-2-(thien-2-yl)ethene triflate
(13). Methyl triflate (0·09 g, 0·53 mmol) was added at room
temperature to a stirred solution of 1-(pyridin-4-yl)-
2-(thien-2-yl)ethene (0·10 g, 0·53 mmol) in dry acetone
(5 ml). After stirring for 5 h at room temperature the solvent


was evaporated to give the product as a yellow solid (0·12 g,
0·34 mmol, 64·4%), m.p. 170–172 °C (i-PrOH) (found: C,
44·6; H, 3·5; N, 3·8. Calc. for C13H12F3NO3S2: C, 44·4; H,
3·4; N, 4·0%); dH (DMSO-d6 ) 8·88 (2 H, d, J2, 3 6,3, 2-H and
6-H), 8·20 (1 H, d, Ja,b 15·8, a-H), 8·18 (2 H, d, 3-H and
5-H), 7·79 (1 H, d, J49,59 4·9, 59-H), 7·50 (1 H, d,  J39,49 3·6,
39-H), 7·21 (1 H, dd, 49-H), 7·18 (1 H, d, b-H), 4·20 (3 H, s,
N+ -Me).


1 - (Pyridin - 4 - yl) - 1 - cyano - 2 - (N - methylpyrrol - 2 - yl)
ethene (14). Potassium tert-butoxide (1·12 g, 9·16 mmol)
was added to a solution of 4-pyridylacetonitrile (1·08 g,
9·16 mmol) in tert-butanol (10 ml). After stirring for 10 min
at room temperature, a solution of N-methylpyrrole-
2-carboxyaldehyde (1·00 g, 9·16 mmol) in the same solvent
(10 ml) was added dropwise to the red solution of the anion.
The immediate formation of a yellow precipitate was
observed. After 1 h of stirring at room temperature, the solid
was collected to afford the practically pure compound
(1·57 g, 7·50 mmol, 81·9%), m.p. 186–187 °C (EtOH)
(found: C, 74·4; H, 5·1; N, 20·0. Calc. for C13H11N3: C, 74·6;
H, 5·3; N, 20·1%); dH (CDCl3 ) 8·60 (2 H, d, J2,3 6·1, 2-H and
6-H), 7·60 (1 H, d, J59,49 4·4, 59-H), 7·47 (2 H, d, 3-H and
5-H), 7·34 (1 H, s, b-H), 6·89 (1 H, d, J39,49 1·9, 39-H), 6·34
(1 H, dd, 49-H), 3·77 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1 - (Pyridin - 4 - yl) - 1 - cyano - 2 - (N - methylindol - 3 - yl)
ethene (15). Potassium tert-butoxide (0·35 g, 3·14 mmol)
was added to a solution of 4-pyridylacetonitrile (0·37 g,
3·14 mmol) in tert-butanol (5 ml). After stirring for 10 min
at room temperature, a solution of N-methylindole-3-car-
boxyaldehyde (0·50 g, 3·14 mmol) in the same solvent
(10 ml) was added dropwise to the red solution of the anion.
The immediate formation of a light yellow precipitate was
observed. After refluxing for 1 h, the solid was collected to
afford the practically pure compound (0·65 g, 2·51 mmol,
79·8%), m.p. 210–211 °C (toluene) (found: C, 78·5; H, 5·1;
N, 16·0. Calc. for C17H13N3: C, 78·7; H, 5·05; N, 16·2%); dH


(DMSO-d6 ) 8·63 (2 H, d, J2, 3 5·5, 2-H and 6-H), 8·54 (1 H,
s, 2-H or b-H), 8·48 (1 H, s, 29-H or b-H), 8·18 (1 H, d, J49,59


8·1, 49-H), 7·77 (2 H, d, 3-H and 5-H), 7·61 (1 H, d, J79,69 8·0,
79-H), 7·34 (1 H, t, 59-H), 7·28 (1 H, t, 69-H), 3·96 (3 H, s,
N-Me).


1-(Pyridin-2-yl)-I-cyano-2-(N-methylindol-3-yl)ethene
(16). Potassium tert-butoxide (0·35 g, 3·14 mmol) was
added to a solution of 2-pyridylacetonitrile (0·37 g,
3·14 mmol) in tert-butanol (10 ml). After stirring for 10 min
at room temperature, a solution of N-methylindole-3-car-
boxyaldehyde (0·50 g, 3·14 mmol) in the same solvent
(10 ml) was added dropwise to the red solution of the anion.
The immediate formation of a light yellow precipitate was
observed. After refluxing for 1 h, the solid was collected to
afford the practically pure compound (0·67 g, 2·58 mmol,
82·3%), m.p. 178–179 °C (MeOH) (found: C, 78·9; H, 5·3;
N, 16·3. Calc. for C17H13N3: C, 78·7; H, 5·05; N, 16·2%); dH


(CDCl3 ) 8·82 (1 H, s, 29-H or b-H), 8·61 (1 H, d, J6,5 4·9,
6-H), 8·42 (1 H, s, 2-H or b-H), 7·93 (1 H, d, J 7·5, aromatic
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H-atom), 7·74 (1 H, td, J 6·3, 2·0, aromatic H-atom), 7·65
(1 H, d, J 7·8, aromatic H-atom), 7·16–7·41 (4 H, m,
aromatic H-atoms), 3·90 (3 H, s, N-Me).


1-(N-Methyl-4-pyridinio)-1-cyano-2-(N-methylpyrrol-
2-yl)ethene triflate (17). Methyltriflate (0·23 g, 1·43 mmol)
was added at room temperature to a stirred solution of
1-(pyridin-4-yl) -1 - cyano - 2 - (N - methylpyrrol -
2-yl)ethene (0·30 g, 1·43 mmol) in dry acetone (10 ml).
After 10 h the resulting orange precipitate was collected and
washed with acetone to give the product (0·36 g,
0·96 mmol, 67·4%), m.p. 239–240 °C (i-PrOH) (found: C,
48·1; H, 3·9; N, 11·15. Calc. for C15H14F3N3O3S: C, 48·3; H,
3·8; N, 11·25%); dH (DMSO-d6 ) 8·83 (2 H, d, J2,3 6·9, 2-H
and 6-H), 8·31 (1 H, s, b-H), 8·27 (2 H, d, 3-H and 5-H),
7·65 (1 H, d, J49,59 4·2, 59-H), 7·51 (1 H, d, J39,49 2·4, 39-H),
6·51 (1 H, dd, 49-H), 4·20 (3 H, s, N+ -Me), 3·93 (3 H, s, N-
Me).


1-(N-Methyl-4-pyridinio)-1-cyano-2-(N-methylindol-
3-yl)ethene triflate (18). Methyl triflate (0·19 g,
1·157 mmol) in dry benzene (4 ml) was dropwise added to
a stirred suspension of 1-(pyridin-4-yl)-1-cyano-2-(N-
methylindol-3-yl)ethene (0·30 g, 1·157 mmol) in the same
solvent (16 ml). The mixture was refluxed for 15 min. After
stirring for 3 h at room temperature, the resulting orange
precipitate was collected and washed with benzene to give
the compound (0·46 g, 1·08 mmol, 93·9%), m.p. >240 °C
(MeOH) (found: C, 53·8; H, 4·0; N, 9·8. Calc. for
C19H16F3N3O3S: C, 53·9; H, 3·8; N, 9·9%) dH (DMSO-d6 )
8·92 (1 H, d, J19b 2·0, 2-H or b-H), 8·84 (2 H, dd, J2,3 7·1, J2,5


1·7, 2-H and 6-H), 8·71 (1 H, d, 29-H or b-H), 8·35 (2 H, dd,
3-H and 5-H), 8·24–8·30 (1 H, m, aromatic H-atom),
7·64–7·69 (1 H, m, aromatic H-atom), 7·54–7·44 (2 H, m,
aromatic H-atoms), 4·25 (3 H, s, N+ -Me), 4·13 (3 H, s, N-
Me).


(NOTE ADDED IN PROOF)


The recent report in this Journal by Wilk39 that some
pyridinium surfactants undergo a photostimulated dimeriza-
tion at the level of the olefinic double bond, prompted us to
check the stability of the compounds reported herein.
Indeed we found that some of the reported systems undergo
a dimerization involving the central ethylenic unit. The
transformation is apparently photostimulated since solutions
kept in the dark are appreciably more stable and occurs for
solutions of the compounds either in CHCl3 or DMSO. The
N-alkylazinium salts dimerize also in the solid state. This
process, very slow for the N-methylazinium systems 10 and
12, takes place in a few days with the N-cetylpyridinium salt
11. Products were identified on the basis of their 1H NMR
and UV-Vis spectra. We found that compound 11 in the solid
state after one week originates, of the four possible isomeric
structures, only two dimers—probably the syn-head-to-tail
(syn-HT) and syn-head-to-head (syn-HH). 1H NMR spectra
(300 MHz, CDCl3 ), using the pyridine protons as a
reference, indicate the molar distribution of 11 (61%), syn-


HT (36%) and syn-HH (3%).
All this is in line with the known fact that a number of


olefins can undergo a photochemical four-center cyclomer-
ization when irradiated in the crystalline state. The most
important example is the photodimerization of trans-
cinnamic acid and of some of its derivatives.40 More
recently, the behaviour of styrylpyrilium tetrafluoborate41


and triflate42 has been reported in [2+2] cycloadditions.
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FOLDED CONFORMATIONS OF N-(AMINOALKYL)-
9-PHENANTHRENECARBOXAMIDES IN THE CRYSTAL AND


SOLUTION†
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The molecular structures of three tertiary N-(aminoalkyl)-9-phenanthrenecarboxamides were investigated in solution
and the solid state by means of 1H NMR spectroscopy and x-ray crystallography. The tertiary amides exist as a mixture
of E and Z isomers in solution and the aminoalkyl groups exist as a mixture extended and folded conformers. A
crystalline N-(aminoethyl)amide was obtained as the pure Z isomer in which the phenanthrene and amide planes are
nearly perpendicular and the aminoethyl group is folded over the less hindered face of the amide group. Rotation about
the Ar–C(O) bond is slow in resolution rendering these molecules chiral on the NMR time-scale. As a consequence, the
a-methylene protons display large diasterotopic splittings when the aminoalkyl group is syn to the amide carbonyl.
Folded conformations place the Z and E aminoalkyl groups in the deshielding and shielding regions, respectively, of the
phenanthrene rings, resulting in large differences in chemical shifts. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The conformational analysis of tertiary benzamides has
proved to be a fertile area for NMR investigations.1 Four
dihedral angles define the conformation of the amide group
[equation (1)]. The barrier for rotation about the amide C–N
bond (f1) has been most extensively investigated and is
known to be dependent upon both steric and electronic
effects. Benzamides possessing two ortho substituents can
have sufficiently high barriers [>20 kcal mol)
(1 kcal=4·184 kJ)] to permit the separation of E and Z
atropisomers.1 Tertiary benzamides bearing two ortho
substituents possess large Ar—C(O) dihedral angles (f2)
and may also have large barriers for rotation about the Ar—
C(O) bonds (>10 kcal mol21).2 Barriers for rotation about
the N—C bonds of tertiary amides (f3 and f4) are too low


for measurement by NMR methods; however, there is a
distinct preference for conformations in which the b-carbon
of both the syn and anti N-alkyl groups are perpendicular to
the amide plane.3,4


The NMR spectra of tertiary benzamides have revealed
two interesting phenomena. First, the geminal methylenes
of the N-alkyl or benzyl groups can display large diaster-
otopic splittings when the benzamide has either one ortho
substituent or two dissimilar ortho substituents (R≠R9) and
the methylene is syn to the amide oxygen.2,5,6 This
phenomenon was originally attributed to the effect of the
ortho substituent on the rotamer populations of the N-alkyl
group,5 but later shown to result from slow rotation about
the Ar—C(O) bond.2,6 Such molecules have perpendicular
dissymmetric planes and thus are chiral on the NMR time-
scale. Second, the aminomethyl resonances of the Z isomers
of N,N-[(dimethylamino)alkyl]benzamides [(R=(CH2)n


NMe2, R9=H, equation (1)] are shifted downfield compared
to those of the E isomers.7 This phenomenon was attributed
to conformational preferences of an unspecified nature.


We have recently investigated the effects of the amide
ground-state conformation upon intramolecular photoin-
duced electron transfer in a family of
N-(aminoalkyl)-9-phenanthrenecarboxamides.8 More rapid
electron transfer for E vs Z aminoalkyl groups was
attributed to differences in the spatial overlap between the
singlet phenanthrene (electron acceptor) and trialkylamine


w Correspondence to: F. D. Lewis.
†Dedicated to Frederick G. Bordwell in recognition of his
achievements as a scientist and in appreciation of an exemplary
colleague.
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(electron donor) for the E vs Z conformers. In the course of
characterization of these molecules by NMR spectroscopy,
it was found that they display both of the phenomena
described above. In addition one of the aminoalkyl
phenanthrenes was found to crystallize as a single con-
former. We report here the results of our investigation of the
solution and crystal structures of these molecules which
serve to establish the importance of folded conformers in
solution as well as in the crystal.


RESULTS
NMR Spectra


The synthesis of N-butyl-N-methyl-9-phenanthrenecarbox-
amide (1) and the N-(aminoalkyl)-9-
phenanthrenecarboxamides 2–4 have been reported pre-
viously.8 1H NMR chemical shifts for the alkyl hydrogens of
1–4 are reported in Table 1 and data for alkyl and selected


aromatic hydrogens of 4 and N,N-dimethylaniline are
reported in Chart. 1. The spectra of 1–4 display two sets of
resonances attributed to the Z and E isomers. In each case
the upfield amide N-methyl resonance and downfield
methylene resonance is assigned to the Z isomer. These
assignments are consistent with published assignments for
tertiary benzamides and have been confirmed in the case of
1 by a benzene dilution shift study.9 The remaining
methylene resonances were assigned on the basis of spin
decoupling studies. The Z/E isomer ratios for 1–4 can be
determined by integration of the amide and amine N-methyl
singlets. The Z isomer contents in CDCl3 solution all are
between 50 and 59% (Table 2). These values are independ-
ent of temperature (233–293 K) and solvent (CDCl3, C6D6


or CD3CN).
Large diasterotopic splittings are observed for the a-


methylene hydrogens of (Z)-1–4 (Table 1). The magnitude
of the splitting decreases in the order 2>4>1≈3. Diaster-
otopic splitting was not observed for (E)1–4 or for either the
E or Z isomer of the 9-anthrenececarboximide analog of 4.
Coalescence of the diasterotopic a-protons was observed at
temperatures ranging from 295 to 322 K (Table 2). No
coalescence of the amide or amine N-methyl resonances
was observed for temperatures as high as 333 K. Large
differences in chemical shifts (Dd, Table 1) are observed for
the amide alkyl and aminoalkyl groups of the Z vs E isomers


Table 1. 1H NMR chemical shift data for 1–4a


Compound CH3 (amide) a-CH2 b-CH2 g-CH2 CH3(amine)


(Z)-1 2·83 3·67, 3·78b 1·78 1·51 1·05c


(E)-1 3·25 3·13 1·52 1·10 0·67c


Dd(ppm) 20·42 0·58 0·27 0·41 0·38
(Z)-2 2·87 3·62, 4·01b 2·72 2·41
(E)-2 3·29 3·25 2·37 1·90
Dd(ppm) 20·42 0·57 0·35 0·51
(Z)-3 2·85 3·71, 3·78b 1·99 2·48 2·32
(E)-3 3·27 3·20 1·61 1·99 1·98
Dd(ppm) 20·42 0·56 0·38 0·49 0·36
(Z)-4 3·10 3·77, 4·05b 3·36 2·84
(E)-4 3·35 3·80 3·31 2·64
Dd(ppm) 20·25 0·11 0·05 0·20


a Chemical shift in CDCl3 solution vs TMS.
b Diasterotopic protons.
c Terminal methyl group.


Structures 1–4


Chart 1


Table 2. Equilibrium isomer
content and coalescence


temperature


Amide Z isomer (%) Tc (K)


1 50 295
2 59 322
3 51 297
4 56 303
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of 1–4. Compared with the N-methyl chemical shift of N,N-
dimethylethylamine (d 2·33 in CDCl3), the amine N-methyl
resonances of (Z)-2 and 3 are downfield while those of (E)-2
and 3 are shifted upfield. An analogous difference in
chemical shift is seen for the terminal methyl of the butyl
group in (Z)-1 and (E)-1. The aniline N-methyl chemical
shifts for (Z)-4 and (E)-4 are both upfield of that for N,N-
dimethylaniline (d 2·93 in CDCl3) and have smaller Dd
values than those of 1–3.


Based on the absence of deshielding of H(8) and H(10)
by the amide group, the phenanthrene and amide groups of
1–4 are most likely orthogonal in solution, as previously
observed for N,N-dimethyl-9-phenanthrenecarboxamide.10


The H(10) resonance in (Z)-4 (d 7·37) is substantially
upfield from that of unsubstituted phenanthrene (d 7·82). In
comparison with the N-phenyl protons of N,N-dimethylani-
line, those of (Z)-4 and (E)-4 are shifted downfield and
upfield, respectively (Chart 1).


Crystal structure


The ORTEP drawing of the crystal structure of (Z)-4,
obtained by crystallization of 4 from benzene–diethyl ether


mixed solvent, is shown in Figure 1. The crystal is
monoclinic and belongs to the space group Ia(#9). Repeated
attempts to grow crystals from other solvents were either
unsuccessful or produced crystals unsuitable for diffraction.
The phenanthrene and amide groups of (Z)-4 are planar and
nearly orthogonal (86° dihedral angle). The b-methylene is
perpendicular to the amide plane and the amide and amine
nitrogens are gauche (67·4° dihedral angle). The aniline
nitrogen geometry is flattened pyramidal with the lone pair
directed away from the amide group. The planes of the
phenanthrene and aniline are edge-to-face with a dihedral
angle of 82° and a 5·24 Å distance between the centroids of
the aniline and phenanthrene BC rings. The planes of the
amide and aniline groups diverge at an angle of 37° and the
closest contact between the aniline plane and the carbonyl
carbon is 3·68 Å.


DISCUSSION


The tertiary 9-phenanthrenecarboxamides 1–4 all exist as a
mixture of E and Z isomers in solution.8 The slight
preference for the Z isomers in the case of 2 and 4 (Table 1)
may be a consequence of the slightly greater steric demands


Figure 1. ORTEP drawing of (Z)-4 viewed (a) from above the phenanthrene plane and (b)
from the C(7) edge of the phenanthrene plane with hydrogen atoms deleted.
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of their b-aminoalkyl groups when compared with the N-
butyl group of 1 or the g-aminoalkyl group of 3. The isomer
ratios are independent of temperature and solvent. Crystal-
lization of 4 from benzene–diethyl ether mixed solvent
provided a crystal of (Z)-4. The E and Z isomers of several
tertiary 2,6-disubstituted benzamides have previously been
separated by fractional crystallization.11 These benzamides
have barriers for amide C–N rotation (>22 kcal mol21)
which are substantially larger than that for N,N-dime-
thylbenzamide (16 kcal mol21).1a The barriers for amide
rotation have not been determined for 1–4; however, they
are estimated to be ≥24 kcal mol21 based both on the
failure to observe coalescence of the amide N-methyl
protons below 333 K and by analogy with an N,N-dialkyl-
1-naphthylenecarboxamide, for which a barrier of this
magnitude has been reported.2b


We have previously suggested that the Ar—C(O) dihedral
angle in tertiary phenanthrene carboxamides is ca. 90° on
the basis of MM2 calculations and the absence of deshield-
ing of the phenanthrene H(8) or H(10) by the carbonyl
group.8,10 The 86° dihedral angle observed for the crystal of
(Z)-4 is consistent with this suggestion. This dihedral angle
is significantly larger than the 45° reported for N,N-
dimethyl-p-bromobenzamide.12 The potential energy
surface for twisting about the Ar—C(O) bond is shallow
between 45° and 135° and thus could be determined by
crystal packing forces in the solid state.10b However, the
larger dihedral angle and larger rotational barrier for
phenanthrenecarboxamides vs benzamides are consistent
with the greater steric demand of the phenanthrene.


In the crystal structure of (Z)-4 the amide group is planar
and the b-methylene is perpendicular to the amide plane, as
is generally the case for both secondary and tertiary
amides.3,4 The most interesting feature of the structure of
(Z)-4 is the folding of the aniline over the less hindered face
of the amide, toward phenanthrene H(10). This results in a
gauche interaction between the amide and amine nitrogens
and an edge-to-face interaction between the phenanthrene
and aniline rings. A preference for gauche conformations
has been observed for second-row electronegative elements
(‘gauche effect’),13 but we are unaware of evidence for such
an effect involving amine and amide nitrogens. Trans-
annular interactions have been observed between tertiary
amines and ketone carbonyl groups in medium-sized rings
and attributed to bonding between nitrogen and carbonyl
carbon.14 Such interactions have not been observed for
acyclic aminoalkyl ketones and there is no close contact
between amine nitrogen and carbonyl carbon in the crystal
structure of (Z)-4 (Figure 1). The observation of charge-
transfer absorption spectra for N-(anilinoalkyl)phthalmides
has been attributed to a ground-state interaction between the
aniline donor and phthalimide acceptor.15 It is possible that
a weak intramolecular charge-transfer interaction may help
stabilize the folded conformation of (Z)-4. No charge-
transfer absorption is observed for (Z)-4; however,
charge-transfer fluorescence is observed for (Z)-4 but not
for (E)-4.8b


The edge-to-face phenanthrene–aniline interaction may
also help stabilize the folded conformation of (Z)-4. The
centroid–centroid distance for the aniline and phenanthrene
BC rings is 5·24 Å, similar to the distance for arenes which
have edge-to-face or herringbone crystal packing motifs16 as
well as the calculated distance for the benzene dimer in the
vapor phase.17 The 82° dihedral angle for the aniline and
phenanthrene planes is also typical of edge-to-face arenes.
The upfield shift of phenanthrene H(10) and downfield
shifts of the aniline protons in the solution NMR spectrum
of (Z)-4 (Chart 1) suggest that the folded conformation is
populated in solution. MM2 calculations for (Z)-2 and (E)-2
indicate that the gauche conformations for the Ca—Cb bond
are ca 1 kcal mol2 less stable than the anti conformations,
which are the calculated gas-phase global minima.8b We
expect that both the E and Z isomers of 1–4 exist as
mixtures of gauche and anti Ca—Cb rotamers in solution.
However, it is possible that the edge-to-face arene–arene
interaction in (Z)-4 results in an enhanced population of
folded conformations. Even if a folded conformation is not
the solution minimum for (Z)-4, it is not uncommon for
conformationally mobile molecules to crystallize in higher
energy folded conformations. In fact, there have been
several reports of molecules which have random conforma-
tions in solution but folded conformations with
edge-to-face18 or face-to-face19 arene–arene interactions in
the solid state.


The solulution NMR spectra of the Z isomers of 1–4 have
non-equivalent geminal a-methylene protons. Simlar results
have been reported for several ortho-substituted tertiary
benzamides.2,5,6 The presence of perpendicular dissym-
metric planes in these molecules renders them chiral on the
NMR time-scale and hence the geminal protons are
diasterotopic. Heating of 1–4 results in coalescence of the
a-methylene protons (Table 2), but not the amide or amine
N-methyl. Thus coalescence must result from rotation about
the Ar—C(O) bond. The estimated barrier heights are
18–19 kcal mol21 for 1–4 (calculated from the coalescence
temperature and chemical shifts using the method of Oki20).
A large barrier alone is not sufficient for the observation of
diasterotopic splitting. Thus splitting is not observed for the
a-methylene protons of (aminoalkyl)-9-anthrenecarbox-
amide analogs of 4, which presumably have a higher barrier
for Ar—C(O) rotation than 1–4 but do not possess
perpendicular dissymmetric planes.


Diasterotopic splitting is not observed for the E isomers
of 1–4. Lewin and Frucht6 previously observed much larger
splitting for the Z vs E a-methylene protons of ortho-
substituted N,N-dibenzylbenzamides. This difference, like
the large difference in chemical shifts for Z vs E amide
methyl or methylene protons, probably reflects the highly
anisotropic electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the
amide nitrogen.21 As seen in Figure 1(a), the two a-
methylene protons of (Z)-4 are pseudo-axial and
pseudo-equatorial in the folded conformation and thus
should have very different electronic environments. Rota-
tion about the amide N–Ca bond would average the
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environment of these protons; however, the aminoalkyl
group may prefer to occupy the face of the amide toward
phenanthrene H(10) vs H(8) for steric reasons. The
difference in diasterotopic splitting for the Z isomers of 1–4
(Table 1) may also reflect differences in the conformer
populations for the different alkyl or aminoalkyl groups.
The difference in electronic environment should be much
smaller for the a-methylene protons of the E vs Z isomers
since neither proton is oriented toward the amide oxygen.


A second unusual feature of the solution NMR spectra of
1–4 is the large difference in chemical shift for the Z vs E
aminoalkyl protons on carbons remote from the amide
nitrogen (Table 1). A similar difference was observed by
Budzikiewicz et al.7 for the terminal methyl groups of N-
methyl-N-alkylbenzamides and aminomethyl groups of
N-methyl-N-(dimethylaminoalkyl)benzamides; however, no
such effect was observed for the corresponding aceta-
mides. They found that the Dd value decreased from 0·20 to
0·08 ppm for the terminal methyls of an N-butyl and an N-
hexyl group and from 0·28 to 0·06 for the amine methyls of
a dimethylaminoethyl and a dimethylaminopentyl group.
They did not report data for the intervening methylene
protons; however, the data in Table 1 establish that large Dd
values are observed for the entire butyl group in 1 and
aminoalkyl groups in 2–4.


The large Dd values observed of the amide N-methyl and
a-methylene protons of both alkyl and aryl tertiary
carboxamides can be attributed to the effects of the highly
anisotropic electrostatic potential in the victinity of the
amide nitrogen.21 However, it seems highly unlikely that
this effect could be transmitted to protons many atoms
removed from the amide nitrogen. Since large Dd values are
observed for aryl- but not alkylcarboxamides, it seems
likely that this effect is a consequence of the anisotropy of
the aromatic ring rather than the amide group. Comparison
of the proton chemical shifts for the E and Z isomers of 1–4
with those of the model compounds butane, N,N-dimethyle-
thylamine and N,N-dimethylaniline (Chart 1) indicate that
the protons of Z alkyl or aminoalkyl groups are shifted
downfield and those of the E groups are shifted upfield. This
is consistent with the population of folded conformations in
which the alkyl or aminoalkyl groups in the Z and E isomers
are located, respectively, near the edge (deshielding region)
and the face (shielding region) of the phenanthrene. The
larger Dd values for the phenanthrenecarboxamides vs
benzamides may simply result from the larger Ar—C(O)
dihedral angle or the larger size of the former arene.


In summary, we find that the tertiary 9-phenanthrene-
carboxamide 4 crystallizes as the Z isomer in which the
N-aminoalkyl substituent is folded over the face of the
amide group and the phenanthrene and aniline rings adopt
an edge-to-face geometry. In solution 1–4 exist as mixtures
of E and Z isomers. Folded conformations of their N-alkyl
or N-aminoalkyl substituents can account for the large
differences in chemical shift for the Z vs E isomers. Large
barriers for rotation about the Ar—C(O) bond render these
molecules chiral on the NMR time-scale, resulting in


diastereotopic splitting of the a-methylene protons of the Z
isomers. Further studies of the structure and photochemical
behaviour of N-aminoalkylamides are in progress.


EXPERIMENTAL


The synthesis of 1–4 has been described previously.8b 1H
NMR spectra were recorded using a Varian Gemini 300 or
Varian XLA 400 spectrometer with TMS as an internal
standard. Data for the x-ray structure was recorded using an
Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with graphite mono-
mchormated Mo Ka radiation (l=0·71069 Å) at 153±1 K.


SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL


Tables of bond distances, angles, fractional atom coor-
dinates and anisotropic thermal parameters for (Z)-4 (12
pages) are available from the author on request.
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Second-order rate constants of reactions of OH2 , 2,3-butanedionemonooximate and 2-hydroxybenzaldoximate ions with
aryl phosphate, phosphinate and thioarylphosphinate esters go through minima with decreasing water content of
aqueous acetonitrile, tert-butyl alcohol and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. For reactions in H2O–MeCN the solvent effects are
analyzed in terms of activity coefficients of the anionic nucleophiles and transition states. In the drier solvents partial
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INTRODUCTION


Second-order rate constants of reactions of OH2 with
phosphorus(V) esters of phenols or thiols in water go
through minima on addition of either acetonitrile (MeCN)
or tert-butyl alcohol (t–BuOH).1 These observations do not
fit either qualitative treatments of kinetic solvent effects
based on the Hughes–Ingold rules, or quantitative treat-
ments that relate rate constants of ion–molecule interactions
to solvent dielectric constants.2, 3 However, these treatments
are satisfactory for many reactions, e.g. of nucleophiles with
alkyl halides. Other treatments focus on solvent electro-
philicity, nucleophilicity, polarizability and cavity
formation,4 on donor–acceptor properties5 or on solvent
nucleophilicity and ionizing power,6 with the aim of
identifying the factors that control medium effects on rates
of nucleophilic reactions.


We previously proposed that the initial rate decrease on
addition of an organic solvent is due to stabilization of the
relatively hydrophobic esters and the high rate constant in
the drier solvents stems from the well characterized
desolvation of anions in solvents of low water content.2–7


Activity coefficients of the esters decreased sharply on
addition of MeCN to water.1


Nucleophilic attack is a potentially useful method of
destruction of phosphorus(V) nerve agents,8 but some of
them are sparingly water soluble and solubilizing agents,
either organic solvents or association colloids, e.g. micelles-
or microemulsions, are needed.8, 9 We have now extended


our work to other nucleophiles, in particular to oximate ions
which are very reactive towards acyl and phosphorus(V)
centers.10–12 Nucleophilic reactions of oximate ions, espe-
cially at acyl centers,11 have been studied in detail and there
are data for reactions of other nucleophilic anions, e.g. F2 ,
and aryloxide ions with various phosphorus(V) deriva-
tives.10b, 13 We initially examined the reactions of several
nucleophiles and esters in water containing small amounts
of MeCN in order to select reactions which would be
convenient for a general study of kinetic solvent effects. We
chose oximate ions and p-nitrophenyl and p-nitrothiophenyl
derivatives for the work. The hydration of oximate ions
should differ from that of OH2 and a variety of structures
can be selected.


Activity coefficients of most of the esters had been
measured by partitioning into pentane.1 This method cannot
be used with aqueous t-BuOH because the organic solvents
are miscible. We hoped to be able to use aqueous N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP) in this work because it is miscible
with water and is non-toxic,14 but is partially miscible with
pentane and we could not determine activity coefficients in
aqueous NMP and have only kinetic data in this system.


Reactions of oximate ions with p-nitrophenyl diph-
enylphosphate, p-nitrophenyl diphenylphosphinate and
p-nitrophenyl ethylphenylphosphinate [(PhO)2POOAr,
Ph2POOAr and PhEtPOOAr, respectively, where Ar=4-
NO2C6H4] and p-nitrothiophenyl diphenylphosphinate
(Ph2POSAr), were followed over a range of solvent
composition. We had earlier followed the reactions of most
of these esters in aqueous MeCN and t-BuOH.1 The
oximates used in the present work were 2,3-butanedionemo-
nooximate (BDO) and 2-hydroxybenzaldoximate
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(BAO–OH). Reactions with the anions of the following
oximes were followed only in H2O plus a small amount of
MeCN: benzaldoxime (BAO), 2-methoxybenzaldoxime
(BAO–OMe) and a,a,a-trifluoroacetophenone oxime
(TFAO). We examined reactions of (PhO)2POSAr,
(PhO)2POOC6H32,4–(NO2)2 and Ph2POOC6H3-2,4-(NO2)2


with some nucleophiles, but only in solvents of high water
content, and because of the rapid spontaneous hydrolyses
we could not estimate activity coefficients of these esters in
mixed solvents.


Second-order rate constants, k2, of reactions of OH2 in
aqueous MeCN were analyzed by using the Brønsted–
Bjerrum rate equation.1, 3, 15


k2


k0
2gs


=
gNu


g7


(1)


where s is substrate and Nu anionic nucleophile. The
second-order rate constant, k0


2, is in water, which is the
standard state, and g7 is the activity coefficient of the
activated complex. The substrate activity coefficient, gs, was
measured in up to 60 vol.% MeCN, which was the driest
solvent for which we could determine gs. Plots of log(gOH/
g7 ) against log gs were linear, i.e.


log(gOH/g7 )=a log gs (2)


with aÅ20.7 for several esters.1


Combining equations (1) and (2) gives


log(k2/k
0
2)=(1+a) log gs =


1+a
a


log(gOH/g7 ) (3)


We interpreted these results on the assumption that a
decrease in the water content of the solvent decreases k2 by
decreasing gs, i.e. by lowering the free energy of the
substrate, but this inhibition is partially offset by stabiliza-
tion of the bulky monoanionic transition state (decrease of
g7 ). We also assumed that gOH does not decrease sig-
nificantly except in the drier solvents. In 60 vol.% MeCN
the mole fraction of H2O xH2O ≈0·65 and OH2 should be
strongly hydrated.


We planned to test this simple model for reactions of
oximate ions which should be less hydrophilic than OH2 .


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The esters were samples used earlier or were
prepared as described.1, 16–18 2-Hydroxybenzaldoxime
(BAO–OH) (Aldrich) was recrystallized from hexane–
CHCl3, m.p. 60 °C and is the anti-isomer.19


syn-Benzaldoxime (BAO) (Aldrich) was used as received.
a,a,a-Trifluoroacetophenone oxime (TFAO) was prepared
as described by Salvador et al.20 and was an equimolar syn–
anti mixture.21a 2-Methoxybenzaldoxime (BAO–OMe) was
prepared as described22 and was recrystallized from EtOH,
m.p. 90 °C. 2,3-Butanedionemonooxime (BDO) was a gift
from Dr Yu-Chu Yang. Organic solvents were redistilled and


it was necessary to use samples of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) that had been freshly distilled in vacuo. Kinetic
solutions were prepared using CO2-free, distilled, deionized
water.


Kinetics. Reactions of OH2 and other inorganic anions
were followed spectrophotometrically as described.1 Reac-
tions with oximate or phenoxide ion were followed only
with esters that contained nitro groups because these anionic
nucleophiles absorb strongly in the UV region and interfere
with spectral data for esters with EtS or PhS leaving groups.
We generally carried out reactions with phenoxide or
oximate ions by taking an insufficiency of OH2 . In water
OH2 is then extensively protonated and there is only a
minor contribution of reaction of residual OH2 . The extent
of protonation of OH2 decreases in the mixed solvents and
it became necessry to correct for reaction of OH2 .
Extinction coefficients of the oximates were determined and
from the absorbances of the kinetic solutions, before
addition of substrate, we estimated the concentrations of the


Table 1. Literature and experimentally observed pKa values of
oximes


Oxime Abbreviation Observed Literature


BAO 10·86


BAO–OH 8·86a 9·17b


BAO–OMe 10·72


TFAO 8·78 9·18c


BDO 9·32 9·38b


a The second pKa of the OH group is 11·54.
b In 0·1 M KCl, determined potentiometrically.21b


c In 0·2 M KCl, 12 vol.% EtOH, determined potentiometrically.21a
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oximate ions and by mass balance those of residual OH2 .
Allowance was made for the contribution of reaction with
OH2 based on known second-order rate constants. The
general procedure is illustrated with BAO–OH in H2O–
MeCN, where in H2O with the oximate ion lmax =352 nm,
and « at this wavelength decreased from 5175 M21 cm21 in
0·3 vol.% MeCN to 4250 M21 cm21 in 84·1 vol.% MeCN
and was measured for intermediate solvent compositions.
These measurements were made in 2 mm cuvettes and
reactions of the esters were followed in 1 cm cuvettes.
Unless specified, the esters were added in MeCN and the
kinetic solution in H2O contained 0·4 vol.% MeCN.


A few reactions were carried out in carbonate buffer
(0.024 M) and we estimated the concentration of oximate
ion spectrophotometrically in the kinetic solutions by using
short pathlength cuvettes and corrected for reaction in the
buffer in the absence of oxime.


Dissociation constants. Dissociation constants were
determined in 0·5 vol.% MeCN, where pH can be measured
directly and was varied by addition of OH2 . Values of pKa


were calculated by using the equations


pH=pKa + log([Ox2 ]/[HOx]) (4)


[Ox2 ]=
Abs2«HOx[HOx]T


«Ox2 2«HOx


(5)


where Ox2 and HOx are oximate and oxime, respectively,
and subscript T denotes total material.


Values of pKa (Table 1) are in reasonable agreement with
literature values, where available, in view of differences in
methods and media composition.


Activity coefficients. We followed the method used
earlier,1 by partitioning Ph(Et)POOAr between pentane and
H2O–MeCN.23


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Kinetics


We examined several combinations of nucleophiles and
substrates in order to select those suitable for a systematic
study of medium effects. Second-order rate constants for
reactions of nucleophilic anions are given in Table 2. Some
of these reactions had been followed earlier, although in
some cases in different solvents to those used here.13, 24 Our
rate data agree reasonably well with earlier results for
reactions of OH2 and F2 with (PhO)2POOAr and
(Ph)2POOAr. Comparison with data for the reaction with
PhO2 in mixed solvents shows that it is inhibited by
addition of organic solvents to water.13b, 24


Table 2. Second-order rate constants of reactions with various nucleophiles in watera


Nucleophile (PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr (PhO)2POSAr Ph2POSAr (PhO)2POOAr' Ph2POOAr'


OH2 0·52 18·3 10·4 43 21·2 6·03 26·1
F2 0·11 0·81 0·048 5·1 6·3 118
B4O


22
7 0·029 0·1 0·061 0·073 1·18


PhO2 0·032c 0·59d, e 0·24 2·9 45·0e


BDO 0·62 4·00 1·55 17·8 21·5 240
BAO–OH 2·01 47·1 5·1 13·5
BAO–OMeb 0·45 6·26 25·0
TFAOb 1·1 2·84
BAOb 35·0


a Second-order rate constants, M21 s21 at 25·0 °C with 0·4 vol.% MeCN; OAr, SAr and OAr' refer to OC6H-4-NO2, SC6H5-4-NO2 and OC6H4-
2,4-(NO2)2 as leaving groups, respectively.
b With 4·2 vol.% MeCN.
c Ref 13b.
d In 0·1 M KCl, borate buffer.
e 13c.


Table 3. Second-order rate constants of reaction of OH2 with Ph(Et)POOAr and substrate
activity coefficients in H2O–MeCN at 25·0 °C


Vol.% MeCN


Parameter 0 0·4 10·4 20·3 40·2 60·2 80·1 84·1


xMeCN 0 0·038 0·081 0·189 0·343 0·582 0·646
k2 (M


21 s21) 10·5 10·4 9·35 8·55 8·05 8.05 14·6 22·8
gs 1·0 0·94 0·41 0·172 0·0257 0·0182
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The sequence of nucleophilicities, relative to OH2 , is in
qualitative agreement with those observed earlier. For
example, oximate ions and to a lesser extent PhO2 , are
more reactive than predicted by simple Brønsted relations
between nucleophilicity and basicity, i.e. they behave as a-
effect nucleophiles.10, 11 However, with 2,4-dinitrophenoxy
leaving groups F2 is more reactive than OH2 , even though
it does not fit the criteria for an a-effect nucleophile.


Except for reaction of OH2 with (PhO)2POSAr and
Ph2POSAr, phosphinates are more reactive than phosphates,
in agreement with extensive evidence1, 16–18 (the product is
(NO2)C6H4S


2 based on the 1H NMR spectrum). The higher
reactivity of phosphinates has been ascribed to p–d orbital
overlap in the phosphates,16 but if reactions are con-
certed13c, 24 and the transition states are similar to
(hypothetical) trigonal bipyramidal intermediates, placing
phenyl groups into equatorial positions will be preferred
energetically over placing the more electronegative phe-
noxy groups into these positions.25 In addition, extents of
bond making and breaking in the transition state should


depend on the nature of the entering and leaving groups and
those attached to the reaction center.


In agreement with earlier results, thioaryl are more
reactive than the corresponding aryloxy derivatives,
although rate differences are small, relative to differences in
acidities of phenols and thiophenols.16–18 However, relative
reactivities depend on the nucleophile. The 2,4-dini-
trophenoxy derivatives are not very much more reactive
than the corresponding 4-nitrophenoxy derivatives towards
OH2 and B4O


22
7 , but the rate differences are larger for


reactions of F2 and the organic anions, pointing to
differences in the relative importance of bond making and
breaking in either stepwise or concerted reactions. Con-
formations of transition states and (hypothetical)
intermediates probably depend on reactant structure and
solvent composition,13, 16–18, 25 and it is difficult to make
simple generalizations regarding relative rates of the
reactions noted in Table 2. The anions generally react
nucleophilically, although borate ion may be acting as a
general base. For an example of general base-catalyzed
dephosphorylation, see Ref. 26.


Nucleophilicities of oximates and other anions are often
related to basicities,10, 11 but solvent interactions can be of
major importance.27, 28 In terms of basicities (Table 1),
BAO–OH is a better nucleophile than either BAO or BAO–
OMe, probably because its anti configuration,19 reduces
steric crowding at the reaction center, but the rate differ-
ences are small (Table 2) so the phenolic hydroxyl group is
not significantly affecting nucleophilicity. BDO is a better
nucleophile than TFAO and the relatively low solubility of
TFAO in H2O with 0·4 vol.% MeCN was inconvenient


Table 4. Second-order rate constants of reaction of OH2 with
Ph(Et)POOAr in H2O–t-BuOH at 25·0 °C


Vol.% t-BuOH


Parameter 0 16·5 32·0 56·9 75·1


xt-BuOH 0·046 0·103 0·243 0·423
k2 (M


21 s21) 10·5 6·84 5·50 8·79 23·9


Figure 1. Relationships between log (gNu/g7 ) and log gs for
reactions with OH2 in H2O–MeCN: (d) (PhO)2POOAr;  (s)


Ph2POOAr; (e)   Ph2POSPh; (r) Ph2POSEt; (h) Ph(Et)POOAr


Figure 2. Relationships between log(gNu/g7 ) and log gs for reac-
tions with 2,3-butanedionemonooximate ion (BDO) in


H2O–MeCN. Symbols as in Fig. 1
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because we are considering rate constants relative to those
in water. Based on all these data we selected BDO and
BAO–OH for an extended study of kinetic solvent effects.


Nucleophilicities of oximate ions should depend on their
configuration and therefore it is probably not useful to
attempt to rationalize relationships between reactivity and
structure in the oximate ions that we examined.


Analysis of kinetic solvent effects in H2O–MeCN


The earlier observation1 of a linear relationship between
log(gOH/g7 ), or log (k2/k


0
2) and log gs [equations (2) and (3)]


for reaction with OH2 in H2O–MeCN has now been
extended to the reaction of Ph(Et)POOAr (Tables 3 and 4)
and a plot of log(gOH/g7 ) against log gs has a slope a=20·9


Table 5. Second-order rate constants of reaction with 2,3-butanedionemonooximate ion (BDO) and substrate
activity coefficients in H2O–MeCNa


(PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr Ph2POSAr
Vol.%
MeCN xMeCN k2 gs k2 gs k2 gs k2


0 0·635b 4·29b 1·6b 18·0b


10·4 0·038 0·400 (0·63) 0·159 3·22 (0·75) 0·263 1·47 (0·92) 0·389 15·6 (0·87)
20·3 0·081 0·358 (0·56) 0·025 3·13 (0·73) 0·073 1·35 (0·84) 0·157 17·4 (0·97)
40·2 0·189 0·243 (0·38) 6·931024 2·60 (0·66) 5·831013 1·10 (0·69) 0·025 18·3 (1·0)
60·2 0·343 0·262 (0·41) 5·231025 3·83 (0·89) 6·331024 2·08 (1·3) 34·5 (1·9)
70·1 0·448 3·97 (2·5) 44·5 (2·5)
74·1 0·498 5·95 (1·4)
86·1 0·680 0·925 (1·5) 11·6 (2·7) 140 (7·8)
88·9 0·736 44·0 (10) 214 (12)


a Rate constants, M21 s21, at 25·0 °C and substrate activity coefficients. Values of k2/k
0
2 are given in parentheses.


b Values extrapolated from data with MeCN>0·4 vol.%.


Table 6. Second-order rate constants of reactions with 2-hydroxybenzaldoximate ion
(BAO–OH) in H2O–MeCNa


Vol.% MeCN xMeCN (PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr Ph2POSAr


0 2·06b 48·3b 5·10b 136b


10·4 0·038 1·43 (0·69) 29·0 (0·6) 4·26 (0·83) 117 (0·86)
20·3 0·081 1·12 (0·54) 19·4 (0·4) 4·45 (0·87) 106 (0·78)
40·2 0·189 0·645 (0·31) 16·0 (0·33) 5·45 (1·07) 90·7 (0·67)
60·2 0·343 0·672 (0·33) 18·3 (0·38) 7·13 (1·40) 97·3 (0·71)
70·1 0·448 10·7 (2·10)
80·1 0·581 0·958 (0·46) 210 (1·54)
84·1 0·646 35·0 (0·73) 340 (2·50)
90·0 0·756 2·67 (1·3)


a Rate constants, M21 s21, at 25·0 °C. Values of k2/k
0
2 are given in parentheses.


b Values extrapolated from data with MeCN>0·4 vol.%.


Table 7. Second-order rate constants of reaction with hydroxide and 2,3-butanedionemonooximate ion
(BDO) in H2O–N-methyl-2-pyrrolidonea


(PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr
Vol.%
NMP xNMP OH2 BDO OH2 BDO OH2 BDO


0 0·52 0·635 18·6 4·29 10·5 1·60
10 0·0204 0·322 (0·62) 0·420 (0·66) 12·0 (0·64) 2·75 (0·64) 7·37 (0·7) 1·11 (0·69)
20 0·0447 0·320 (0·61) 0·244 (0·38) 8·00 (0·43) 2·08 (0·48) 8·80 (0·84) 1·05 (0·66)
40 0·111 0·465 (0·89) 0·278 (0·44) 6·63 (0·36) 1·93 (0·45) 14·4 (1·4) 3·85 (2·4)
50 0·158 2·66 (0·62)
60 0·219 0·915 (1·76) 0·544 (0·86) 11·2 (0·60 6·44 (1·5) 34·6 (3·3) 9·59 (6·0)
80 0·427 3·48 (6·69) 1·24 (1·95) 48·0 (2·6) 49·2 (11·5) 73·4 (7·0)


a Rate constants, M21 s21, at 25·0 °C. Values of k2/k
0
2 are given in parentheses.
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(Figure 1) compared with aÅ20·75 for reactions of
(PhO)2POOAr, Ph2POOAr and Ph2POSPh and a=20·65
for Ph2POSEt.1 For reaction of Ph(Et)POOAr, equations (2)
and (3) give


log(k2/k
0
2)=0.1 log gs =20.11 log(gOH/g7 ) (6)


We could follow the reactions of oximate ions spec-
trophotometrically only with substrates that had
4-nitrophenoxy or 4-nitrothiophenyl leaving groups and the
relatively fast spontaneous hydrolyses of Ph2POSAr and
2,4-dinitrophenyl derivatives prevented us from measuring
their activity coefficients.1 Therefore, our quantitative
analysis of reactions with oximates is restricted to
(PhO)2POOAr, Ph2POOAr and Ph(Et)POOAr (Table 5).


For reactions with BDO plots of log(gNuc/g7 ) against
log gs are approximately colinear with slope a=20·85,
which is similar to the value for reaction of OH2 with
Ph(Et)POOAr (Figures 1 and 2), based on rate data in Table
4.


For these reactions of BDO:


log(k2/k
0
2)=0·15 log gs =20·18 log(gOH/g7 ) (7)


The situation is similar to reactions of BAO–OH, (Table
6 and Fig. 3) where values of a [equation (2)] are 20·9,
20·85 and ca 20·8 for Ph(Et)POOAr, (PhO)2POOAr and
Ph2POOAr, respectively, giving the following relation-
ships:


Ph(Et)POOAr log(k2/k
0
2)=0·1 log gs


=20·11 log(gNuc/g7 ) (8)


(PhO)2POOAr log(k2/k
0
2)=0·15 log gs


=20·18 log(gNuc/g7 ) (9)


Ph2POOAr log(k2/k
0
2)=0·2 log gs


=20·25 log(gNuc/g7 ) (10)


Figure 3. Relationships between log(gNu/g7 ) and log ga for
reactions with 2-hydroxybenzaldoximate ion (BAO–OH) in H2O–


MeCN. Symbols as in Fig. 1


Table 8. Second-order rate constants of reactions with 2,3-butanedionemonooximate ion
(BDO) in H2O–t-BuOHa


Vol.% t-BuOH xt-BuOH (PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr Ph2POSAr


0 0·635 4·29 1·60 18·0
17·2 0·048 0·265 (0·42) 1·21 (0·28) 1·50 (0·94) 23·0 (1·3)
34·9 0·115 0·165 (0·20) 0·682 (0·16) 1·80 (1·12) 28·0 (1·6)
58·1 0·252 0·183(0·29) 0·893 (0·21) 2,68 (1·67) 36·2 (2·0)
82·2 0·529 0·310 (0·49) 2·60 (0·61) 62·0 (3·4)


a Rate constants, M21 s21, at 25·0 °C. Values of k2/k
0
2 are given in parentheses.


Table 9. Second-order rate constants of reactions with 2-hydroxybenzaldoximate ion
(BAO–OH) in H2O–t-BuOHa


Vol.% t-BuOH xt-BuOH (PhO)2POOAr Ph2POOAr Ph(Et)POOAr Ph2POSAr


0 2·06 48·3 5·10 136
7·9 0·021 1·19(0·58) 30·5 (0·63) 4·31(0·85) 83·5 (0·61)
16·0 0·046 0·815 (0·40) 11·3 (0·23) 4·10 (0·80) 81·5 (0·60)
32·9 0·111 0·405 (0·20) 4·55 (0·094) 4·80 (0·94) 43·2 (0·32)
51·4 0·204 2·07(0·043)
52·1 0·257 0·398 (0·190 2·02 (0·042) 5·10 (1·0) 46·0 (0·34)
73·3 0·400 4·93 (0·10) 7·06 (1·39) 95·6 (0·70)
76·2 0·411 0·591(0·29)


a Rate constants, M21 s21, at 25·0 °C. Values of k2/k
0
2 are given in parentheses.
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The corresponding relationships for reactions of OH2


with (PhO)2POOAr, Ph2POOAr and Ph2POSPh are


log(k2/k
0
2)=0·25 log gs =20·33 log(gOH/gs) (11)


and for reaction with Ph2POSEt:


log(k2/k
0
2)=0·35 log gs =20·54 log(gOH/gs) (12)


For most of these reactions the relationships between rate
constants and relative activity coefficients of the anionic
nucleophiles and the transition states are similar, despite
marked differences in the structures of the nucleophiles. The
coefficients of log gs and log(gNuc/g7 ) are numerically
similar, but of opposite sign, which means that addition of
MeCN inhibits reaction by lowering the free energies of the
esters and accelerates it by increasing gNuc/g7 . This partial
compensation is not very sensitive to the structures of the
esters or the nucleophiles, despite marked differences in
their solvation requirements. However, a decrease in the
water content of the solvent always stabilizes the bulky
anionic transition state relative to the anionic nucleophile,
regardless of the structure of the latter, as predicted by
qualitative and quantitative treatments.2, 3 The failure of
these simple treatments to fit the kinetic solvent effects is
due to their neglect of medium effects on the free energies
of the esters.


In the drier solvents desolvation of the anionic nucleo-
philes gives sharp increases in k2, depending on the effect of
the organic solvent on the ability of H2O to hydrogen bond
to the anion. In these solvents we expect that gs and g7 will
become similar because the transition state is a bulky, low-
charge density, anion and solvation by organic solvents
should not be very sensitive to charge.


The similar behaviors of OH2 and oximate ions of
different structures may arise because the charge in the
latter is largely on oxygen and strongly charge-delocalized
oxyanions may behave differently. The rate minima are less
evident for reactions with oximate ions than with OH2 ,
except for reactions with Ph(Et)POOAr (Tables 3–5 and
Ref. 1). These qualitative observations accord with the
slopes, 2a, of plots of log(gNuc/g7 ) against log gs, tending
toward unity (Nuc=OH2 or oximate) as the ester becomes
more and the nucleophile less hydrophilic. There is then
more compensation between the solvation requirements of
the reactants and the transition state until in the drier
solvents there is dominant desolvation and destabilization of
the anionic nucleophile (increase in gNuc). The rates then
increase very sharply and deviations from predictions based
on the qualitative solvent rules decrease.2, 3


Kinetic effects of organic solvents


Second-order rate constants for reactions in aqueous t-
BuOH and NMP are given in Tables 4 and 7–9.
Qualitatively these solvents and MeCN behave similarly,
but there are differences in the extents of rate minima and
increases in the drier solvents.


A number of physical properties are used as indicators of


kinetic solvent effects. The dielectric constant of t-BuOH
(12·47) is much lower than those of MeCN (35·94) and
NMP (32·2), but the corresponding EN


T values are 0·389,
0·460 and 0·355.3 Based on solvatochromic scales of pure
solvents, t-BuOH is a better hydrogen bond donor and
acceptor than MeCN, but is less polarizable.4


For reactions with OH2 values of k2/k
0
2 for given mole


fractions of t-BuOH or MeCN are similar, although rate
minima appear at lower mole fractions of t-BuOH than
MeCN. The behavior of NMP is different, because the
values of k2/k


0
2 increase sharply with xNMP >0·1, especially


with the p-nitrophenoxy derivatives (Table 7).
In reactions of BDO, MeCN and t-BuOH affect k2/k


0
2


similarly, but the rates increase much more sharply in the
drier solvents than for reactions of OH2 (Tables 5 and 8).
As for reactions with OH2 , the rates increase very sharply
with increasing amount of NMP (Table 7). The ability of
NMP to increase nucleophilicity is understandable because
it, like DMF and DMSO, should be a strong hydrogen bond
acceptor,3, 4, 7, 29 and reduce the ability of H2O to deactivate
nucleophilic anions. The only limitation in the use of NMP
as a kinetic solvent is that we had to use freshly distilled
material in obtaining consistent kinetic data (Experi-
mental).


Values of k2/k
0
2 in the drier solvents depend on the


nucleophile, the leaving group and the organic solvent. For
given reactants these values are always larger in H2O–NMP
and H2O–MeCN than in H2O–t-BuOH, reflecting the ability
of t-BuOH to hydrogen bond, albeit weakly, to anions.4 The
consequent deactivation should be more important for
reactions of OH2 than of the oximate ions, owing to
differences in hydrogen bond acceptance which make it
more difficult to desolvate OH2 than an oximate ion.
Hydrogen bonding to the leaving oxide or thiolate ion
(electrophilic assistance) is probably not very important,
because although arene thiols are much more acidic than the
corresponding phenols, this difference is not reflected in the
reactivities of the phosphorus(V) esters. Electron-with-
drawing substituents increase the acidities of the phenols or
thiols much more than reactivities of the esters.16–18


Terrier and co-workers have observed non-linear Brøn-
sted plots in deacylations by oximate ions11 and in reactions
of aryloxide ions with bis(4-nitrophenyl)phenylphosphonate
in mixed solvents.28 They explained these results in terms of
a required partial desolvation of the nucleophile, based on
modified Brønsted plots which take medium effects into
account.27 The solvation term, as in our experiments,
depends on the nucleophile and the organic cosolvent.
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INTRODUCTION


The purpose of this work was to investigate some
reactivities of delocalized and localized ions by comparing
benzyl and methoxide ions. We attempted to understand
more completely the similarities and the differences in
reactivity of delocalized and localized ions.


The reactivity of localized ions is often different from
that of delocalized ions, both in the gas phase and in
solution. This reactivity difference can be attributed, in part,
to lack of concentration of charge, to the additional stability
of the delocalized ion, to loss of conjugation in the
transition state and to lack of synchronization of structural
and electronic changes in the transition state.


This is an area of major interest which has been
developed extensively.1–4 The problem of the gas-phase
reactivity of delocalized versus localized ions has been
studied by DePuy et al.5 and Brickhouse and Squires.6 We
have been interested in the reactivity of charge-delocalized
ions, transacylation reactions and the structure and stability
of various complex ions.7–9 Many reactions of these ions,
e.g. transacylation, are of major importance in organic
synthesis and in biological systems and have been studied
extensively in condensed- and gas-phase studies.5, 10–15


At least some of the comparisons between localized and
delocalized ions can be made more effectively if the
thermodynamics of the reactions are comparable. Previous
studies5 focused on the allyl ion, which is more basic than
the methoxide ion. Benzyl and the methoxide anions have
essentially the same gas-phase basicity. Prompted by our
inability to make the benzyl anion–methanol complex in the
gas phase, in spite of the fact that the methanol–methoxide


complex anion in the gas phase is well known, we
undertook a study of the relative behavior of benzyl anion
and methoxide anion with substrates that have more than
one product channel. In this paper we report our studies of
the relative gas-phase reactivity of benzyl and methoxide
anions in proton transfer vs transacylation and SN2 vs
transacylation reactions.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. NF3 was obtained from Ozark Mahoning and
toluene-2,3,4,5,6-d5 from Isotec. All other chemicals were
purchased from Aldrich. The samples were subjected to
multiple freeze–pump–thaw cycles before introduction into
the ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) cell.


Ion generation. Primary ions were generated by electron
impact on neutral precursors. Fluoride ion was generated by
dissociative electron capture of nitrogen trifluoride, NF3:


NF3 +e2 → F2 +NF2


The oxide ion was generated from N2O:


N2O+e2 → O2 • +N2


Benzyl and deuterated benzyl anions were formed in two
different ways:


C6H5CH2SiMe3 +F2 → C6H5CH2
2 +FSiMe3


C6D5CH3 +O2 • → C6D5CH2
2 +OH•


ICR apparatus. All the experiments were performed with a
Fourier transform IonSpec OMEGA ion cyclotron reso-
nance (FT-ICR) spectrometer equipped with impulse
excitation. Details of the experimental apparatus can be
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found elsewhere.10–12 Briefly, the ICR system consists of a
23232 in cubic cell, constructed from six stainless-steel
plates mounted on Vespel rods. Ions were trapped with
magnetic fields in the range 0·6–0·8 T. Neutral samples
were admitted to the high-vacuum can by means of Varian
leak valves. Typical operating pressures were between 1027


and 1026 Torr (1 Torr=133·3 Pa). The kinetic energy of the
incident electrons was controlled by varying the potential
applied to the filament and the bias on the trapping plates.
Typical operating current and voltage for the filament were
2–3 A and 1–3 V, respectively. Standard notched ejection
techniques were used to remove unwanted ions from the
detection region of the ICR cell and thereby isolate the ions
of itnerest. All experiments were carried out at a tem-
perature estimated to be 350 K.10


Data collection. The duty cycle involved fluoride or oxide
ion formation for 20–40 ms followed by ejection of free
electrons for 40 ms. After a short time delay (ca.
30–50 ms), fluoride (or oxide) ion was ejected. Products
were analyzed 1000–1500 ms after ejection. The ratio of the
product ions changes slightly with the delay time. At very
early delay times few products are produced, and therefore
the signal-to-noise ratio is not good. At long delay times,
differential ion loss becomes a problem. Taking data at the
intermediate time range (1000–1500 ms) minimizes the
error. The ratios in this range are relatively constant. For
each data point, multiple scans (200–500) were averaged to
obtain reproducible ion abundances, and multiple data
points were averaged at each pressure. The data collection
was repeated at a variety of pressures of the neutrals. The
ratio of the product ions varied on different days within
5%


RESULTS


The reactions between benzyl anion and methyl, ethyl and
tert-butyl formate were investigated. The results are shown
in Table 1. In the experiment with ethyl formate the
resulting ethoxide–ethanol complex ion formed as a
secondary reaction product has the same m/z=91 as the
benzyl anion. We used deuterated benzyl anion to dis-


tinguish between the products. The amount of the products,
including the alcohol–alkoxide ion, is not expected to be
affected significantly by the use of the deuterated toluene to
generate C6D5CH2


2 .
The reactions between benzyl anion and methyl benzoate,


methyl trifluoroacetate, methyl acetate and methyl cyano-
formate were studied and the reaction products are shown in
Table 2. The major product in the reaction with the methyl
acetate was deprotonation at the a-carbon and is not shown


O
i


Table 1. Products from C6H5CH2
2 +HC—OR


Product ions (%)


O O
i i


R HC—O2 C6H5C̄HCH RO2 [ROHOR]2 [C6H5CH3OR]2


CH3 0 100 0 0 0
C2H5


a 0 53 0 47 0
(CH3)3C 0 15 38 47 0


a C6D5CH2
2 was used in this experiment.


O
i


Table 2. Products from C6H5CH2
2 +RC—OCH3


Product ions (%)


O O
i i


R RC–O2 R2 C6H5C̄HCR


H 0 0 100
C6H5 13 0 87
CN 25 75 0
CF3 37 26 37a


a C6H5CHCOCF2
3 (18%) and C6H5CHCOOCH2


3 (19%).


O
i


Table 3. Products from CH3O
2 +RC—OCH3


Product ions (%)


O
i


R RC—O2 R2 CH3O
2 [CH3OHOCH3]


2


H 5 0 0 95
C6H5


a 28 0 72 0
CN 63 37 0 0
CF3


b 90 10 0 0


a Ref. 13.
b Ref. 14.
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in the table. In the reaction with methyl trifluoroacetate,
both C6H5CHCOCF2


3 and C6H5CHCOOCH2
3 , formed in


comparable amounts, are listed in the appropriate column.
More details about the mechanism are provided in the
Discussion section.


Table 3 lists the products for the reactions of methoxide
with corresponding neutral compounds. Some of these
reactions have been reported previously.


DISCUSSION


The goal of this work was to study the chemical reactivity
of a delocalized ion (benzyl anion) in reactions that have
multiple channels available, and to compare it with a
localized ion (methoxide anion) with similar basicity. The
first part of this section examines the occurrence of proton
transfer reactions versus transacylations while the second
part examines the competition between SN2 and transacyla-
tions.


Proton transfer vs transacylation


The reactivity difference between delocalized and localized
ions in proton transfer and transacylations has been studied
previously in related systems. DePuy et al.5 performed an
extensive study in which various charge-localized and
charge-delocalized ions were allowed to react with methyl
formate, and found that there is a significant difference in
the reactivity of these two classes. Charge-localized ions
reacted to give mainly a-elimination, whereas charge-
delocalized ions reacted exclusively at the carbonyl group.
Pioneering work by Riveros and co-workers15, 16 on alkyl
formate reactions with alkoxides and by Johlman and
Wilkins17 on hydroxide–alkyl formate systems showed that
when different pathways are available, a-elimination is a
major pathway. Brickhouse and Squires6 have also shown
that there are significant differences in the reactivity of
charge localized and delocalized ions with 6,6-dime-
thylfulvene. Localized ions gave mainly proton abstraction,
whereas delocalized ions gave mainly addition.


We report here the reactivity of delocalized benzyl anion
towards various formates and the comparison with the
reactions of methoxide anion. Although the Riveros reac-
tion, equation (1), is the major reaction pathway for
methoxide,11, 15, 16 Table 1 shows that in the reaction between
benzyl anion and various formates, no SN2 or Riveros
reaction products were observed. For ethyl and especially
tert-butyl formate, we observe secondary Riveros reaction
products:


C6H5CH2
2 +HCOOR → OR2 +C6H5CH2CHO


RO2 +HCOOR → ROHOR2 +CO


Equations (2)–(4) illustrate possible reaction pathways for
the benzyl anion with alkyl formates. As shown in equation
(2), the transacylation reaction actually gives an enolate ion
product resulting from the proton transfer reaction by the


alkoxide ion in the complex a. t-BuO2 is also observed
when benzyl anion reacts with tert-butyl formate because t-
BuO2 is sterically bulky, and therefore the proton transfer
in the product complex is not efficient.


O
||


CH3O
2 +HCOR → CH3OHOR2 +CO (1)


O O O
|| || ||


C6H5CH2
2 +HCOR→ C6H5CH2CH →ROH+C6H5CHCH


•
RO2


a (2)


O
||


C6H5CH2
2 +HCOR→// C6H5CH2H•OR2 +CO (3)


O
||


C6H5CH2
2 +HCOR →// C6H5CH2R+HCOO2 (4)


The Riveros reaction is thought to occur via a proton
transfer of the formate proton, decarbonylation and forma-
tion of the complex ion product5 [Equations (5) and (6)].


O O
i i


B2 +HCOR9 → BH · 2 COR9 (5)


b


O
i


BH · 2 COR9 → BH ·OR92 +CO (6)


For the reaction of benzyl anion with formates we did not
observe a complex ion of the type BH ·OR92 . In contrast,
methoxide ion, with a similar basicity to benzyl anion,
reacts with methyl formate and gives the complex ion
shown in equation (1). We do not observe BH ·OR92 either
because the proton transfer [equation (5)] does not occur or
because the decarbonylation reaction [equation (6)] does not
occur.


In order to find out if reaction (6) occurs, we performed
calculations at the MP2/6–31+G*//6–31+G* level, which
show that the stability of the toluene–methoxide complex
relative to separated methoxide plus toluene is about
10–15 kcal mol21.18 The stability of the complex of meth-
oxide–methanol is significantly greater, and therefore the
lack of a thermodynamic driving force might be a major
factor why the second step [equation (6)], does not occur.


To see if reaction (5) occurs independently of reaction
(6), we studied the reaction of benzyl ion with deuterated
methyl formate. If reaction (5) is reversible and reaction (6)
does not occur, we would see proton exchange and observe
scrambling of the hydrogens. Scheme 1 shows the possible
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products from the simple dissociation, c, or from proton
transfer followed by transacylation and subsequent proton
transfer, d and e. Since products c and e are not observed (d
can also be produced from transacylation of C6H5CH2


2 with
DCOOCH3 followed by a deprotonation; this will be
discussed later), the proton transfer does not occur. This is
consistent with our previous observation that a significant
barrier exists in the reaction between benzyl anion and
toluene.8, 10 The more basic allyl anion was allowed to react
with methyl formate in a similar experiment. We did not
observe any scrambling of deuterium, and therefore we
infer that proton transfer is slow even in this more
exothermic reaction.


The overall reaction to give transacylation is approx-
imately 10% efficient. Proton transfer does not compete
with transacylation. Since proton transfer is not observed
within our detection limits, we infer that proton transfer
[equation (5)], must be less than 1% efficient. This is may
be an important reason why the Riveros reaction does not
occur for the benzyl anion. Even though we posit an
intermediate b [equation (5)], it is possible that the Riveros
reaction is actually concerted. In any event, proton transfer
does not occur. Based on the discussion above, we conclude
that in the reaction with various formates, when both
competing channels, proton transfer and transacylation, are
available and are slightly exothermic, the transacylation
dominates for delocalized ions, whereas the proton transfer
dominates for localized ions. Thus, benzyl, a softer base
than methoxide, reacts with the carbonyl group, which is a
softer acid than H, whereas the harder methoxide reacts
with the hard acid H.19


Proton transfer reactions of benzyl anion were studied in
reactions in which this channel becomes more exothermic.
When benzyl ion reacts wtih methyl acetate it does only
proton transfer, and only 2 CH2COOCH3 is observed,
similar to the reaction of methoxide ion.13


In summary, for reactions of benzyl and methoxide anion
with various formates, two competing pathways are availa-
ble. When the proton transfer channel is not very
exothermic, the transacylation dominates for the delocalized
anion whereas proton transfer reaction dominates for the
localized anion. When the proton transfer becomes suf-
ficiently exothermic, as in the methyl acetate reaction, the
proton transfer product dominates for both delocalized and
localized anions.


SN2 vs transacylations


We studied the reactions of benzyl anion with various
carbonyl substrates and the products observed are shown in
Table 2. The RCO2


2 clearly originates from the SN2 channel,
whereas C6H5CHCOR2 originates from the transacylation
channel, followed by a deprotonation. The R2 products
might be formed either from the SN2 channel, upon
decomposition of the carboxylate ion, or through the
transacylation channel, upon dissociation of the ion–
molecule complex. Examining Table 2, we see that except
in the reaction with methyl formate, the SN2 pathway is
observed in every other case. Transacylation is observed
unambiguously in every reaction, except in the reaction
with methyl cyanoformate.


When benzyl anion was allowed to react with methyl
benzoate, transacylation was the dominant pathway.
Scheme 2 illustrates the two competing pathways for benzyl
anion, transacylation and SN2 reactions.


In the reaction with methyl trifluoracetate, the products of
several additional pathways were observed. The SN2
channel produced CF3COO2 , which accounts for at least
37% of the products. Transacylation resulted in two
different enolate ions, shown in Scheme 3, and accounts for
37% of the products. Two possible sources for the CF2


3 ion
which was observed (26%) could be the decomposition of


Scheme 1


Scheme 2
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the SN2 product, CF3COO2 , or transacylation. Our previous
work on the IR decomposition of fluorine-containing
ions20, 21 and work by McDonald and Chowdhury14 on the
gas-phase reactions of methyl trifluoroacetate suggest that
CF3COO2 formed in a highly exothermic reaction can
decompose to form CF2


3 and CO2. We think that the CF2
3


originates from the decomposition of the CF3COO2 , and is
not formed from the dissociation of the transacylation
complex ion:


O
i


C6H5CH2COCH3


·
CF2


3


We showed previously22, 23 that in the transacylation
reactions of enolate anions with trifluoroacetyl chloride, a
proton transfer occurs within the addition–elimination
complex before the complex falls apart. Furthermore, the
CF2


3 group is not bulky and we expect that the proton
transfer should be efficient. Similar products for the reaction
of the allyl anion with methyl trifluoroacetate have been
observed by McDonald and Chowdbury.14 We therefore
conclude that the SN2 channel acounts for 63% of the
products and the transacylation for 37% of the products.


The reaction products of benzyl anion and methyl
cyanoformate are shown also in Table 2, and the different
pathways are illustrated in Scheme 4. The SN2 channel
which produces NCCO2


2 accounts for at least 25% of the


products. No enolate ion is observed, since CN2 is not basic
enough to deprotonate the methyl phenylacetate in the
resulting complex. No products from CH3O


2 loss are
observed; these channels are energetically unfavorable with
respect to the loss of CN2 . The CN2 can arise either from
the decomposition of the NCCO2


2 , i.e. from the SN2
channel, or from the dissociation of the complex ion,
produced in the transacylation. Since the dissociation of the
complex is exothermic, we cannot distinguish which
channel produces the CN2 , but based on the trifluoroacetate
decomposition, we think that the CN2 is formed mainly
through the SN2 channel. If this is the case, the SN2 channel
could account for up to 100% of the products.


In summary, from Table 2, we observe that the better the
leaving group, the more SN2 products we see. If we compare
transacylation with the SN2 reaction for the series
HCOOMe, PhCOOMe, CF3COOMe, the SN2 channel
accounts for an increasing amount of the products. The SN2
channel is also dominant for NCCOOMe.


The products of the reactions of the methoxide with
various carbonyl substrates are shown in Table 3. The
RCO2


2 products originate from the SN2 channels, the
[CH3OHOCH3]


2 originates from the a-elimination and the
CH3O


2 originates from the transacylation. The R2 products
might be formed either from the SN2 channel upon
decomposition of the carboxylate ion, or through the
transacylation channel upon the dissociation of the ion–
molecule complex. Examining Table 3, we see that the SN2
pathway is observed in every case.


When methoxide anion was allowed to react with methyl


Scheme 3


Scheme 4
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benzoate, SN2 (28%) and transacylation products (72%)
were observed.13 In the reaction of methoxide and methyl
trifluoroacetate, the SN2 channel accounts for at least 90% of
the products.14 In the reaction with methyl cyanoformate,
we observed that methoxide produced 63% NCCO2


2 via the
SN2 channel, but this channel probably accounts for as much
as 100% of the products, since the CN2 is formed mainly
via the SN2 channel similar to the benzyl anion.


From Table 3, we find that when methoxide reacts with
the series HCOOMe, PhCOOMe, CF3COOMe, as the
leaving group become better more of the SN2 product is
observed. Transacylation is observed unambiguously only
when the carboxylate ion cannot decompose to form R2


ion.
If we compare the reactivity of methoxide and benzyl


anions, we find that in the reaction with methyl benzoate the
methoxide produces more of the SN2 product, 28% com-
pared with 13%. Similarly, for methyl trifluoroacetate,
methoxide reacts at least 90% via the SN2 channel, which
for the benzyl ion is no more than 63%. With the methyl
cyanoformate both compounds react mainly through the SN2
channel.


CONCLUSION


We have addressed the similarities and differences of
delocalized and localized ions by studying reactions of
benzyl anion and comparing them with those of methoxide
ion, which has the same basicity. We find that in the reaction
with alkyl formates benzyl anion gives only transacylation,
in contrast to methoxide, which reacts exclusively via
proton transfer. From deuterium exchange experiments we
find that proton transfer is inhibited for benzyl anion. This
is consistent with previous experiments which have shown
that there is a significant barrier to proton transfer for
conjugated ions in many proton transfer reactions.8 We
confirm previous observations that there is a difference in
the proton transfer reactivity of delocalized and localized
ions in reactions which are slightly exothermic. However, if
the proton transfer becomes sufficiently exothermic, such as
in the reaction of benzyl ion with methyl acetate, the proton
transfer dominates, similarly to methoxide anion.


In the reaction of benzyl ion with methyl benzoate,
methyl cyanoformate and methyl trifluoroacetate, both SN2
and transacylation are observed, similarly to methoxide.
The better the leaving group, the more of the SN2 products
are observed.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE OF SUPERBOATS COMPOSED OF
SILICON-CENTERED TETRAHEDRA


JOSEPH B. LAMBERT,w YAN ZHAO AND CHARLOTTE L. STERN
Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA


Four benzenecarboxylic acid groups attached to silicon, (4-CO2HC6H4)4Si, form an infinite two-dimensional pleated
sheet in the solid state composed of cyclic units of 78 heavy atoms in the shape of a large boat-like structure held together
by six complementary hydrogen-bonded units. Only three carboxylic acid groups per molecule are incorporated into the
superboat. The material was crystallized from acetic acid. As a result, one molecule of acetic acid is bound to the fourth
carboxylic acid group, preventing the structure from attaining a diamondoid lattice. Sixfold repetition of
interpenetrating lattices restricts porosity. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Self-assembly of infinite supramolecular networks1 in the
solid state initially emphasized one-dimensional structures,
of which numerous examples of chains, rings, tapes,
ribbons, strands or helixes have been constructed.2 The
fundamental or monomeric unit of such a structure requires
two complementary binding units, such as carboxyl, amino
or other groups. Construction of an infinite two-dimensional
network requires three such complementary units to permit
branching over a plane. The paradigm is trimesic acid
(1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid), which self-assembles in
the crystal into an infinite planar sheet of interconnecting
six-membered rings.3 Subsequently, numerous lattice or
sheet motifs have been described from crystal structures.4


The planar nature of many of these arrays is determined by
the planarity of the monomeric unit. There are fewer
examples of non-planar, two-dimensional networks, which
logically would be built out of non-planar rather than planar
monomers.4 In addition, there are several examples of truly
three-dimensional networks or cages.5 We report here a self-
assembling, two-dimensional, non-planar network based on
a silicon-centered tetrahedron.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The subject of this study was tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)si-
lane, (4-CO2HC6H4)4Si. 4-Bromotoluene was converted to


its lithium derivative and allowed to react with tetra-
chlorosilane to give tetra(4-tolyl)silane.6 Oxidation of the
tolyl groups with potassium permanganate in pyridine and
acidification with aqueous hydrogen chloride yielded the
product.7 Recrystallization from acetic acid produced crys-
tals amenable to x-ray crystallography. Numerous other
solvents were tried, but all failed to yield crystallographic-
quality crystals.


The structure in the crystal is an infinite two-dimensional
lattice formed by hydrogen bonding by three of the carboxyl
groups to analogous carboxyl groups of neighbors. The
fourth carboxyl group is capped by a molecule of solvent
acetic acid, preventing the lattice from becoming truly
three dimensional. Figure 1 illustrates the bonding
arrangement of a single molecule and its four partners. Two
of the carboxyl groups (type A) are paired with like partners
from another monomer unit in traditional complementary
carboxylic acid dimer structures. The dihedral angles
between the paired carboxyl groups are 08 in both cases. For
one of these carboxyl groups, the equivalence of the O—C
bond distance (1.26 Å) indicates a symmetrical hydrogen
bond, with the hydrogen atom equidistant from the partner
oxygen atoms. For the other type A carboxyl group, there is
a small difference between the O–C distances (1·24 and
1·28 Å). The O—C—O angle is 1248 in both cases, and the
plane of the carboxyl group is only slightly twisted from the
attached benzene ring (OCCC dihedral angles of about 108).
The third carboxyl group (type B) is bonded symmetrically
with solvent acetic acid (O—C distances of 1·24 and
1·26 Å, O—C—O angle of 1248, dihedral angle to the
benzene ring of about 108, angle between complementary


wCorrespondence to: J. B. Lambert.
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carboxyl planes of about 138).
The fourth carboxyl group (type C) engages in hydrogen


bonding in an unusual fashion. The relatively unequal O—C
distances (1·21 and 1·29 Å) indicate a less symmetrical
hydrogen bond, and the O—C—O angle is opened to 1338
(the dihedral angle to the benzene ring still is about 108). A
molecule of solvent acetic acid provides the remainder of a
probable nine-membered hydrogen-bonded ring (not count-
ing hydrogen atoms). This acetic acid is disordered, so that
it was not fully refined and does not appear in the figure. Its
disorder contributes to the R factor of 8·5%. Because it is
shared between two monomeric units, it is represented as a
half molecule. The interplanar angle between the benzoic
acid carboxyl groups is 558 to permit inclusion of the acetic
acid in the ring. The O—O distances between hydrogen-
bonded pairs are 2·57 and 2·59 Å for the symmetrically
bonded benzoic acids (type A), 2·60 and 2·62 Å for the
benzoic acid bonded to acetic acid (type B) and 2·61 and
2·69 Å for the fourth carboxyl group (type C). The longer of
the type C distances is to the half acetic oxygen and the
shorter distance is between the two benzoic acid groups.


Figure 2 provides a view of a portion of the crystal lattice.
The type A carboxyl groups form hydrogen-bonded pairs
with like neighbors to create a one-dimensional ribbon.
Each such ribbon is tied to analogous neighboring ribbons
on either side by hydrogen bonding between type C


carboxyl groups. Figure 2 shows several segments of two
such ribbons and their type C connections. The type A and
C hydrogen bonds form a repeating superboat unit com-
posed of a ring of 78 heavy atoms (plus six presumed
hydrogen atoms in the hydrogen bonds). The silicon atoms
are at the corners of the superboat, whose sides, as measured
by Si—Si distances, are 15·77, 15·95 and 16·15 Å. The type
B hydrogen bonds (to acetic acid) protrude into the center of
the superboat. Figure 3 illustrates diagrammatically the
pleated sheet two-dimensional structure, in which the type
B groups are omitted.


The superboat structure leaves sufficient space in the
crystal for repetition of this structure in six interpenetrating
lattices. The structure in Figure 2 or 3 has two parallel
structures and three more running approximately perpendic-
ular, all identical, leaving no channels. The structure thus
allows for no enhanced porosity. The preference of a
superboat over a superchair must result from interactions
between groups in different planes and in different inter-
penetrating lattices.


EXPERIMENTAL


Tetra(4-tolyl)silane. A 100 ml round-bottomed flask was
fitted with a Claisen adapter on which a condenser was


Figure 1. A single molecule of tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)silane with its four hydrogen bonding partners: three other identical molecules
with two varieties of hydrogen bonds (A and C) and one molecule of acetic acid with a hydrogen bond labeled B
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attached. The flask was charged with 0·88 g (127 mmol) of
Li, 20 ml of anhydrous diethyl ether and a magnetic stirring
bar. The system was flushed with N2 and 10·34 ml
(60·3 mmol) of 4-bromotoluene in 30 ml of anhydrous
diethyl ether was added slowly with rapid stirring. An
immediate exothermic reaction caused the ether to start


boiling. The mixture was stirred for 30 min and 1·14 ml
(10 mmol) of silicon tetrachloride was added dropwise. The
mixture was stirred for an additional 30 min and quenched
by the slow addition of 5 ml of water at 0 8C. Diethyl ether
was removed by rotary evaporation and the product was
isolated by vacuum filtration. Recrystallization from cyclo-


Figure 2. Portion of the three-dimensional lattice, showing the infinite chains formed by type A hydrogen bonds, the chain-linking type
C hydrogen bonds and the non-linking type B hydrogen bonds to acetic acid. One complete superboat is illustrated


Figure 3. Diagram of eight superboats to illustrate the pleated sheet structure formed by the type A and C hydrogen bonds
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hexane gave 3·59 g (92%) of a white solid: 1H NMR
(CDCl3), d 2·45 (s, 12H), 7·15 (d, 8H), 7·42 (d, 8H).


Tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)silane. A 100 ml round-bot-
tomed flask was charged with 0·78 g (2 mmol) of
tetra(4-tolyl)silane, 5·67 g (36 mmol) of KMnO4, 10 ml of
water and 30 ml of pyridine. The mixture was refluxed for
3 h. The flask was cooled to room temperature and 5 ml of
CH3OH was added slowly to decompose unreacted perman-
ganate. Manganese dioxide was removed by vacuum
filtration and the solid was washed with hot water. The
filtrate was concentrated on a hot-plate to about 15 ml and
concentrated HCl was added until the pH was 1. The
resulting white solid was dissolved in dilute aqueous NaOH.
The solution was filtered and reacidified with concentrated
HCl. The new solid was collected and dried: 0·55 g (54%);
1H NMR (acetone-d6), d 8·12 (d,8), 7·75 (d,8); 13C NMR
(acetone-d6), d 167·4, 139·1, 137·2, 133·0, 129·9;
m.p.>300 8C. For the tetramethylated ester derivative: 1H
NMR (CDCl3), d 8·03 (d,8), 7·59 (d,8), 3·90 (s,12); 13C
NMR (CDCl3), d 166·9, 138·1, 136·2, 131·7, 128·9, 52·3;
found (calc.), C 67·82 (67·59), H 5·15 (4·96)%.


Crystal data for tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)silane. Color-
less, transparent, prismatic crystal,
C28H20O8Si·1.5CH3CO2H, 0·430·330·2 mm3, M=602·63,
including 1·5 acetic acid molecules, primitive orthorhom-
bic, space group Pbcn ([60), a=20·876(6), b=18·255(2),
c=15·632(2) Å, U=5957(1) Å3, Z=8, Dc =1·34 g cm23,
l=0·71069 Å, m(Mo Ka)=1·39 cm21, F(000)=2512.
Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer at 2120 8C, direct
methods (SHELXS86), 4612 unique absorption-corrected
data, 2umax =45·98, Si and O atoms refined anisotropically, C
atoms refined isotropically, H atoms added in calculated
position but not refined, one disordered acetic acid molecule
present around the twofold axis. The final cycle of full
matrix least-squares refinement was based on 1463
observed reflections with I>3·00s and 229 variable param-
eters and converged with R=0·085 and RW =0·072. The
maximum and minimum peaks in the final difference map
were 1·42 and 20·45 e2 Å23. Atomic coordinates, bond
lengths and angles and thermal parameters have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.
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An evaluation of a branching vs sequential mechanism for the reaction of benzoic acid with n-butyllithium favors the
latter. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The reaction of carboxylic acids with organolithium rea-
gents to provide ketones and alcohols is well known.1 The
first step in the reaction has been considered to be formation
of a lithium carboxylate, which subsequently undergoes
nucleophilic addition by the organolithium reagent.2 In
1991, however, it was proposed that nucleophilic addition to
benzoic acid by n-butyllithium is competitive with deproto-
nation.3 The classic mechanism is sequential whereas the
more recent mechanism involves branching from benzoic
acid. If the later mechanism were to be correct, we believe
it would be the first case of transfer of a highly acidic proton
being slower than nucleophilic addition in organolithium
chemistry.


We have investigated reactions of organolithium reagents
for which deprotonation and bromine lithium exchange


were claimed to be competitive. Our experiments showed,
however, that deprotonation precedes bromine lithium
exchange at the molecular level.4 Because of our interest in
this type of reaction, we have reinvestigated the reaction of
n-butyllithium with benzoic acid. We report that we are
unable to find the compelling evidence that we believe
would be needed to support the branching mechanism.


The branching pathway for reaction of benzoic acid and
n-butyllithium which was proposed in 1991 is shown in
Scheme 1.3 In one branch acid 1 reacts with n-butyllithium
to give carboxylate salt 2, which subsequently reacts slowly
with n-butyllithium to give 7. In the other branch,
nucleophilic addition of n-butyllithium to benzoic acid
gives adduct 3, which is also a precursor of the ketone 4.
The ketone reacts with n-butyllithium before quenching to
provide 5, the precursor to alcohol 6. Under this mecha-
nism, ketone 4 that is produced from 7 arises only on
exposure to aqueous acid. Consequently, alcohol 6 should
be produced only from 3 under the reaction conditions. In
the paper proposing this mechanism, it was stated that ‘18%
of n-butyllithium has been used in the nucleophilic
pathway’ and that control experiments have shown that ‘the
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latter (n-butyllithium) adds to the carboxylate (2 in Scheme
1) with a relatively slow rate in comparison to other
reactions and we can consider that the bis-lithium alkoxide
(7 in Scheme 1) is virtually absent from the reaction
mixture.’3


The sequential reaction pathway is shown in Scheme 2
with the lithium carboxylate 2 being the precursor of 4 and
5.


We sought experimental data would distinguish the
branching and sequential pathways. In evaluating the
alternative mechanisms, we made the assumption that
Scheme 2 is the simpler process. The reaction of Scheme 1
has more species and more steps than Scheme 2. Under the
logic of processing experimental facts by Ockham’s razor,
Scheme 2 should be preferred unless there is compelling
experimental evidence to rule it out.5


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The reaction of benzoic acid with n-butyllithium was
carried out in THF and found to provide the acid, the ketone
4 and the alcohol 6 as expected.3 The yields and ratios of
products were a function of the reaction conditions as
described (see below).3 We note that the reactions can be
heterogeneous, a factor which may complicate the inter-
pretation of both the reaction and control experiments.


The necessity for the branching pathways of Scheme 1 is
stated to be based in part of the assessment (see above) that
the carboxylate salt 2 reacts with n-butyllithium too slowly
to account for the products.3 In particular, if Scheme 1 is
correct, the alcohol 6 should not be produced from 2 under
the reaction conditions.


We investigated the reaction of n-butyllithium with
lithium benzoate (2). The lithium carboxylate was prepared
from 1 and 1·15 equiv. of lithium hydride and exposed to n-


butyllithium before the reaction was quenched after 30 s
with methanol and the ratio of ketone 4 and alcohol 6
determined. The results of these experiments are given in
Table 1.


The results in Table 1 show that the reaction of the
lithium carboxylate 2 with butyllithium leads to both the
ketone 4 and the alcohol 6. The salt 2 was fairly reactive
when the reactions were carried out at room temperature
and under conditions where the carboxylate was more
soluble. When either the temperature was lowered or the
amount of solvent was decreased, the amounts of addition
products decreased substantially, although they were still
detectable.


2 →(1) n-BuLi


(2) H3O+
4+6


We note that neither our experiments nor other control
experiments which would use preformed 2 may be perfect
mimics of the reaction. The lithium carboxylate that is
produced in situ from n-butyllithium and benzoic acid could
be part of an aggregate that could have different reactivity
than exogenous lithium benzoate. Indeed 2, 3, 5 and 7
formed in the presence of n-butyllithium might be parts of
aggregates which would also involve n-butyllithium that
would have a different reactivity from n-butyllithium added
to preformed 2. Although we have not been able to make
rate comparisons, we note that if these results are taken to
show that 2 can give rise to 4 and 6 under the reaction
conditions in which 1 provides 4 and 6, the pathway in
Scheme 1 should be rejected. Under Scheme 1 the alcohol
6 can arise only via 3, which is not available from 2.


However, this interpretation is open to challenge. Rubot-
tom and Kim6 have shown that the amounts of tertiary
alcohols arising from the reaction of methyllithium with
carboxylic acids can be a function of the quenching reagent


Scheme 2


Table 1. Reaction of 2 with n-butyllithium


n-BuLi Temperature THF Addition as
(equiv.) (°C) solvent (ml) % of n-BuLi 4 :6 ratio


0·5 278 40 7·8 0·7
0·5 20 40 73 1·5
0·5 20 5 18 0·2
0·2 20 5 18 0·6
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(quenching with trimethylsilyl chloride greatly reduced, but
did not necessarily eliminate, the amount of tertiary alcohol
relative to quenching with aqueous ammonium chloride).
Such results suggest that the alcohol 6 might be an artifact
arising after the initial reaction and during the quenching.
This criticism could be applicable to a work-up with any
quenching reagent.6


Accordingly, we carried out a second series of experi-
ments in which the amount of alcohol formed during the
reaction should be different under the reaction pathways in
Schemes 1 and 2. The relative rates of the reaction of
benzoic acid (1) and of benzoic acid-d1 (1-d1 ) with n-
butyllithium could be different. In this case, under the
mechanism in Scheme 2, the reaction would proceed via 2
from either 1 and 1-d1 and the ratios of products 4 and 6
would be the same from either reactant. However, the
mechanism in Scheme 1 should give different product ratios
for the reactions of 1 and 1-d1 . In this case a hydrogen–
deuterium isotope effect would favor the formation of 3
over 2 for the reaction of 1-d1 relative to 1. The subsequent
reactions of 3 should give a product profile for 4 and 6
which is different from that in which 2 provides 4. The
relative amount of 6 would be expected to be greater for the
reaction of 1-d1 than for 1 since in Scheme 1 3 provides the
only pathway to 6.


In order for this experimental test to be valid, the reaction
of 1-d with n-butyllithium must show a significant primary
hydrogen–deuterium isotope effect (the hydrogen deuter-
ium isotope effect for deprotonation of a carboxylic acid by
an alkyl lithium could be small if the reaction was diffusion
controlled or the transfer highly asymmetric7 ). We eval-
uated the isotope effect by the reaction of mixtures of
fivefold excesses of 1 and of 1-d with 3-phenylpropyl
lithium (8).4 The products of the reaction, 1-phenylpropane
(9) and 1-phenylpropane-3-d1 (9-d1 ), were analyzed by
GC–MS and by MS.


PhCO2H Ph(CH2)2CH3


1 9
+Ph(CH2 )3Li →278 °C


THF
+PhCO2Li


8 2
PhCO2D Ph(CH2 )2CH2D


1-d1 9-d1


The product ratios in Table 2 show there is an
experimentally significant isotope effect for the reaction of
1 and 1-d1 with 8. There appears to be a substantially greater


nominal isotope effect for the reaction of the 1 :4 ratio than
for the 1 :1 ratio of 1 :1-d1 , however, extraction of a
quantitative isotope effect from these data is not warranted.
Reaction variables include the presence of 9 in 8 and
possible exposure to small amounts of atmospheric water.
The organolithium reagent 8 was shown by reaction with
deuterium oxide to contain about one third 9 (we presume
this results from the reaction of 8 with tert-butyl bromide
formed in the preparation of 8 from 1-phenyl-3-bromopro-
pane with tert-butyllithium). Nonetheless the present data
are sufficient to suggest that if 8 is a model for n-
butyllithium a hydrogen–deuterium isotope effect of at least
5 :1 can be expected for the reaction of benzoic acid with n-
butyllithium under these reaction conditions. Thus, if 18%
of the reaction of 1 were to proceed by addition of n-
butyllithium to give 3 from 1 and n-butyllithium, then at
least 90% of the reaction of 1-d1 with n-butyllithium should
proceed via 3.


The products 4 and 6 from the reactions of 1 and 1-d1


with n-butyllithium are shown in Table 3. The results show
that these reactants afforded product yields and 4 :6 ratios
which are very similar. Indeed, the slight differences, a
higher yield of addition products which contained a larger
amount of the alcohol 6 relative to 4 from 1 is the opposite
of what would be expected if 3 is the only precursor of 6 and
if more 3 is formed from 1-d1 than from 1. Accordingly,
these results discount Scheme 1 as compared with Scheme
2.


In summary, we have carried out two experiments to
evaluate the possibility that nucleophilic addition to benzoic
acid by n-butyllithium is competitive with deprotonation.
We do not find compelling evidence to support the
mechanism of Scheme 1 and suggest the data to be
consistent with the more prosaic mechanism of deprotona-
tion preceding nucleophilic addition. This preferred reaction
pathway as illustrated in Scheme 2 is as originally
suggested.1, 2


EXPERIMENTAL


General. 1H NMR spectra were obtained using a QE 300
MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per
million downfield from either tetramethylsilane (TMS) or
relative to CH2Cl2 as an internal standard and CDCl3 or
CD2Cl2 as solvent. When peak multiplicities are given, the
following abbreviations are used: s, singlet; d, doublet; t,
triplet; m, multiplet; and br, broadened. Mass spectra were
measured by Dr R. Milberg and co-workers (Noyes


Table 2. Reactions of mixtures of 1 and 1-d1 to give 1-d1 and 9-d1


Reactant ratio: Product ratio:
1:1-d1 9 :9-d1


1:4 4:1a


1 :1 6:1a


a Corrected for natural isotopes and for the presence of 9 in 8.


Table 3. Reactions of 1 and 1-d1 with n-butyllithium in THF at
278 °C to give 4 and 6


n-BuLi n-BuLi 4 :6
Reactant (equiv.) addition (%) ratio


1 1·0 4·5 1:2·4
1-d1 1·0 4·2 1:2
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Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, USA) on a
Finnigan MAT 731 mass spectrometer. Elemental analysis
was performed by the University of Illinois Microanalytic
Laboratory. Analytical gas chromatography (GC) was
performed on a Hewlett-Packard Model 5890 gas chroma-
tographer with a Hewlett-Packard Model 3396A integrator
and a 25 m HP-5 capillary column. GC–electron impact
ionization mass spectrometry (GC–MS) was carried out on
a Hewlett-Packard model 5890 GC–MS workstation. For
reactions with air-sensitive reagents, all glassware was oven
dried prior to use and all reactions were performed under a
nitrogen atmosphere.


Materials. Diethyl ether (Et2O), pentane and tetra-
hydrofuran (THF) were distilled from sodium and
benzophenone under a nitrogen atmosphere immediately
preceding their use. 3-Phenylpropyl bromide was distilled
from calcium chloride at 58–60 °C and 0·15 Torr. n-
Butyllithium and tert-butyllithium were purchased from
Aldrich (1·5 M) and titrated prior to use.8


Isotopic ratios. The isotopic distribution was calculated
by the standard matrix method with respect to the molecular
ion region in the GC–MS trace of the corresponding
unlabeled compound.9 The isotopic distribution for an
intermolecular reaction was calculated based on the actual
spectra obtained minus the background spectra.


Preparation of 1-phenylpentanone (4).10 To a solution of
benzonitrile (4·85 mmol) in diethyl ether under nitrogen at
210 °C was added 1·0 equiv. of n-butyllithium dropwise
over 5 min. The reaction mixture was stirred at this
temperature for 5 min, then warmed to room temperature
and stirred for an additional 3 h. The reaction mixture was
then poured into 50 ml of an ice–water mixture and warmed
to room temperature. The aqueous layer was extracted three
times with diethyl ether. The organic extracts were then
combined and washed once with brine. The organic layer
was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and concentrated,
giving a yellow oil. The crude product was purified on a
silica column with 10% ethyl acetate–hexane as eluent to
give 0·490 g (62%) of the product 4 as a non-viscous
slightly yellow oil of >95% purity. 1H NMR (TMS,
CDCl3 ): d 7·98 (d, 2H, ARH), 7·35–7·60 (m, 3H, ArH),
2·97 (t, 2H, COCH2 ), 1·70 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 1·4 (m, 2H, CH2 ),
0·95 (t, 3H, CH3 ). GC retention times: 2·78 min (benzoni-
trile, 2%), 5·43 min (product, 95%) and 11·05 min
(impurity, 3%).


Preparation of dibutylphenyl alcohol (6).11 To a solution
of nonan-5-one (2·13 mmol) in 25 ml of THF at 0 °C under
nitrogen was added 1·1 equiv. of phenylmagnesium bromide
over 2 min. The solution turned light yellow and was stirred
at 0 °C for 1 h, then warmed to room temperature and
stirred for another 30 min. The solution was quenched in
1 M HCl and immediately extracted three times with diethyl
ether. The organic extracts were combined and washed once
each with water and brine. The organic layer was dried
under anhydrous sodium sulfate and chromatographed on a


silica column with 10% ethyl acetate–hexane as eluent to
give 0·380 g (82%, 95% pure) of 6. The alcohol 6 was a
clear, viscous oil. 1H NMR: (TMS, CDCl3 ), d 7·36 (m, 3H,
ArH), 7·22 (m, 2H, ARH), 1·80 (m, 4H, COHCH2 ), 1·28 (m,
4H, CH2 ), 1·05 (m, 4H, CH2 ), 0·92 (m, 6H, CH3 ). GC
retention times: 4·26 min (impurity, 5%) and 7·07 min
(alcohol, 95%).


A T1 relaxation experiment for a known mixture of
ketone 4 and alcohol 6 was carried out to establish that the
relaxation times would allow accurate detection of the
product ratios by integration of an NMR spectrum of the
mixture. The experiment was performed using a known
1:1·3 ratio of the ketone to alcohol, and integration of the
spectrum after the T1 experiment showed a 1 :1·2 ratio of the
ketone to alcohol. This experiment showed that accurate
(<10% error) integrations of the ketone and alcohol
products could be obtained under standard NMR data
acquisition conditions.


Preparation of deuterated benzoic acid (1-d1 ). Benzoic
acid was stirred in 99·8% pure D2O for 1 h under nitrogen.
The solution was then concentrated until a small amount of
D2O remained (ca 1 ml). The deuterated acid was dried
under vacuum for 1 h at 50 °C, at which time the amount of
deuterated acid was reweighed (some sublimation had
occurred) and used immediately in the following steps.
Analysis: calculated for C6H5O2D, C 68·29, H 4·91; found,
C 68·28, H 4·87%; calculated for C6H5O2H, C, 68·84, H
4·95; found, C, 68·85, H 4·96%.


Reaction of benzoic acid with n-butyllithium (278 °C).
To a solution of the acid (5 mmol) in 40 ml of THF under
nitrogen was added n-butyllithium (5 mmol) at a rate of
1 ml/min21. The solution was stirred at 278 °C for 30 min,
then quenched with a few milliliters of methanol at
278 °C. The solution was concentrated, producing a white
solid, which was dissolved in a mixture of ethyl acetate and
0·1 M KOH. The oranic layer was extracted three times with
40 ml of the potassium hydroxide solution, then the aqueous
layers were combined and extracted once with ethyl acetate.
The organic layers were combined and washed twice with
water and once with brine. The organic layer was dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate and concentrated, giving a light
yellow oil. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2 ), 4+6: 4, d 7·98 (d, 2H, ArH),
7·35–7·60 (m, 3H, ArH), 2·97 (t, 2H, COCH2 ), 1·70 (m, 2H,
CH2 ), 1·4 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 0·95 (t, 3H, CH3 ); 6, d 7·36 (m,
3H, ArH), 7·22 (m, 2H, ArH), 1·80 (m, 4H, COHCH2 ), 1·28
(m, 4H, CH2 ), 1·05 (m, 4H, CH2 ), 0·92 (m, 6H, CH3 ). GC
retention times: 5·45 min (ketone) and 7·07 min (alcohol).
The ratios of the ketone and alcohol were determined by
measuring the relative peak heights of the respective
protons. Control experiments in which known amounts of
the ketone and alcohol were mixed and analyzed showed a
maximum error of 10% using this method of analysis. The
aqueous layer was reacidified with 6–HCL and extracted
with ethyl acetate twice. The organic layers were combined
and washed twice with water and once with brine, yielding
recovered benzoic acid. 1H NMR (TMS, CDCl3 ): d
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12·2–12·8 (s, br, 1H, COOH), 8·12 (d, 2H, ArH), 7·6
(t, ArH), 7·47 (t, ArH).


Preparation and reaction of lithium carboxylate (2). To a
solution of 5 mmol of benzoic acid in 40 ml of THF at room
temperature under nitrogen was added 1·15 equiv. of lithium
hydride. The solution was heated at 50–60 °C on a hot
water-bath for 1 h, during which time a white precipitate
formed. Bubbling of hydrogen gas was vigorous for the first
several minutes but was undetectable after 30 min. The
solution was concentrated, THF was added and the solution
was cooled to the desired temperature for reaction of the
carboxylate salt (20 or 278 °C) before the appropriate
amount of n-butyllithium (0·2 or 0·5 equiv.) was added at a
rate of 1 ml min21. The solution was stirred for 30 s, at
which time it was quenched with 5 ml of methanol, stirred
for several minutes and then warmed, if needed, to room
temperature. The solution was concentrated, partitioned
between 0·1 M KOH and ethyl acetate and separated. The
organic layer was extracted twice more with 30 ml of the
hydroxide solution. The aqueous layers were combined and
extracted once with ethyl acetate (40 ml). The organic
layers were combined and washed once with water and
twice with brine, dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and
concentrated, giving a light yellow oil. NMR data were
taken on the mixture of ketone 4 and alcohol 6 by
comparing the integration of the a-protons on the ketone
with the phenyl protons. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2 ), 4+6: 4, d 7·98
(d, 2H, ArH), 7·35–7·60 (m, 3H, ArH), 2·97 (t, 2H,
COCH2 ), 1·70 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 1·4 (m, 2H, CH2 ), 0·95 (t, 3H,
CH3 ); 6, d 7·36 (m, 3H, ArH), 7·22 (m, 2H, ArH), 1·80 (m,
4H, COHCH2 ), 1·28 (m, 4H, CH2 ), 1·05 (m, 4H, CH2 ), 0·92
(m, 6H, CH3 ). GC retention times: 5·51 min (ketone) and
7·05 min (alcohol). The aqueous layer was reacidified using
5 ml of 6 M HCl and extracted twice with ethyl acetate. The
organic layers were combined and washed twice with water
and once with brine, yielding recovered benzoic acid. 1H
NMR (TMS, CDCl3 ), recovered benzoic acid (1): d
12·2–12·8 (s, br, 1H, COOH(, 8·12 (d, 2H, ArH), 7·6 (t,
ArH), 7·47 (t, ArH).


Preparation of 3-phenylpropyllithium (8).12 To 25 ml of
diethyl ether at 278 °C were added 31·5 mmol (2·1 equiv.)
of tert-butyllithium over 8 min. The solution was stirred for
10 min, during which time a faint yellow color developed.
Neat 3-phenylpropyl bromide (15 mmol) was added by
syringe over 3 min, turning the solution bright yellow. The
solution was stirred for 45 min at 278 °C. A white
precipitate formed after 30 min of stirring. The diethyl ether
was evaporated using the Schlenk technique at 240 °C and
0·2 Torr (1 Torr=133·3 Pa) for 2 h, then 25 ml of pentane
were added by the Schlenk technique and the solution was
filtered through a dry Celite column, yielding an orange
solution of the lithium reagent.


Standardization of 3-phenylpropyllithium (8). To 10 ml of
99·8% D2O at room temperature under nitrogen were added


2 mmol of 8. The reagent became colorless immediately.
The recovered deuterated phenylpropane was analyzed by
GC–MS and MS. GC–MS data: background of phenyl-
propane standard, m/z 120 (100), 121 (10), 122 (0·5)l;
product for D2O: m/z 120 (57), 121 (100), 122 (10) for the
phenylpropane peak. MS data: background of phenyl-
propane standard, m/z 120 (100), 121 (10), 122 (0·4);
product for D2O, m/z 118 (7), 119 (23), 120 (69), 121 (100),
122 (10).


Reaction of 3-phenylpropyllithium (8) with benzoic acid
(1). To the mixture of 1-d1 and 1 totaling 5 mmol in 40 ml
of THF was added 1 mmol of 8 at 278 °C. The solution
was stirred for 30 min, then quenched with methanol at
278 °C. The solution was then partitioned between 0·1 M


KOH and diethyl ether. The aqueous layer was extracted
twice with diethyl ether. The ether extracts were combined
and washed twice with water and once with brine to afford
9 and 9-d1 . GC–MS and MS data were obtained. GC–MS
data: 80 :20 D:H, m/z 120 (100), 121 (26), 122 (2) for the
phenylpropane peak; 50 :50 D:H, m/z 120 (100), 121 (19),
122 (1) for the phenylpropane peak. MS data: 50 :50 D:H,
m/z 119 (1), 120 (100), 121 (17), 122 (1).
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Benzaldehyde in THF reacts with lithium metal to give the expected reduction product, benzyl alcohol, plus benzoin and
benzyl as minor products. The kinetics of the overall reaction as well as the partial rate coefficients of the several steps
have been determined under various reaction conditions. It was found that adsorption on the surface and electron
transfer from the lithium to benzaldehyde are the slow steps. The experimental results show interesting surface effects,
and evidence for significant radical intermediates, which were characterized by their epr spectra and trapping
experiments, results useful to gain insight into the mechanisms of these and other related reactions. © 1997 by John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


There is increasing interest in the study of the mechanisms
by which reactions with alkali and alkaline earth metals
occur, from both fundamental1–3 and applied points of
view.4, 5 The reduction of substituted amides with sodium6


and the mechanism of formation of Grignard reagents7 are
just two examples related to the present work. Analogously,
the well known Fisher–Tropsch process, for the industrial
production of hydrocarbons from synthesis gas,8 is based on
the catalytic reductive coupling of CO, using an organome-
tallic complex in which the metal is usually in a low valence
state. The nature of the reactions that occur at the catalyst
surface is a matter of intense research at present.7–10


We have recently provided substantial evidence that the
first step of the complex mechanism of the solution reaction
of phenyllithium with CO is electron transfer from PhLi to
CO.11 This paper reports a mechanistic study of the
reduction of benzaldehyde by lithium metal. Evidence for a
common radical intermediate for both reactions is pre-
sented.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Reaction products and kinetics


Taking into account the solvent effects observed in the
reactions of organolithium compounds,10, 11 several solvents
were examined in preliminary studies of this reaction. THF
was selected as the most appropriate. The reactions of
benzaldehyde, 1, with lithium were carried out at several
temperatures within the range 30–60 °C, for different
reaction times, and the products were isolated and charac-
terized by conventional techniques. As expected, the main
reaction product is benzyl alcohol, 2, but determinations of
minor products [e.g. benzoin, 3, and benzil, 4; equation (1)]
proved to be mechanistically significant. This mechanism is
also a possible model for other reactions.


PhCHO+Li→PhCH2OH+PhCOCHOH Ph+PhCOCOPh
1 2 3 4


(1)


The rate of disappearance of reactant 1, as well as the rate
of appearance of the three products shown in equation (1),
were followed at several temperatures by GC analysis of the
reaction mixture at different time intervals. It was found that
the reaction is sensitive to the reactant concentration, to the
amount and overall area of the lithium metal and to the
temperature. The reaction was quenched with a saturated
solution of ammonium chloride and/or with acetic anhy-
dride. In the latter case, the corresponding acetates of
products 2 and 3 were isolated and the mass balance was
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improved, probably owing to the lower solubilities of the
products in that medium. In spite of being a complex
heterogeneous reaction, conditions were found that gave
highly reproducible results in the product distribution as
well as in the kinetics, within reasonable experimental
error.


The data describing a typical kinetic run are shown in
Table 1 for the reaction carried out at 52·5 °C. While the
concentration of 1 decreases steadily, there may be a slight
lag (short induction period) for the formation of 2. The rates
of appearance of products 3 and 4 are much less and their
low yields preclude judgements of the exact form of their
appearance curves. The amounts of 1 on the lithium surface
were also determined and are given in the last column of
Table 1 as [1]adsorbed.


The reactions were studied in the range 30–60 °C. Some
experimental results, along with the simulated curves, for
the first 25 min of reaction are shown in Figures 2–4 for
reactions carried out at 37, 48 and 58 °C. Mainly because of
differential adsorption phenomena, which will be con-
sidered later, the best reproducibility in rates was obtained
for the reactions carried out at 48–58 °C. The average
results for the reactions at 37, 48, 52·5 and 58 °C are shown
in Table 2, where k represents the pseudo-first-order rate


coefficient for the decay of benzaldehyde in the presence of
lithium metal (good correlation factors, >0·98, were usually
obtained for each plot).


As examples, the rates of reactions with two different
relative amounts of 1 and lithium are shown for reactions
carried out at 52·5 °C. At temperatures less than 48 °C, the
reaction is more sensitive to reaction conditions such as
relative reactant concentrations and overall area of the
lithium metal, and the rate of disappearance of 1 departs
from pseudo-first order, probably owing to the increased
adsorption effects. In fact, Arrhenius plots for reactions
carried out below 40 °C exhibit smaller activation enthalpy
(not shown) than that given in Table 2.


These results, together with the observed induction
period, may indicate that most of the reaction at low
temperatures occurs on the adsorbed benzaldehyde layer.
Frequently, a heterogeneous reaction has a lower activation
energy than the same reaction under homogeneous condi-
tions. Consistent with this interpretation, it was observed
that the percentages of adsorbed (recovered) benzaldehyde
are greater at low than at higher temperatures.


Evidence for the radical intermediates


Trapping with carbon tetrachloride
Ingold et al.,12 studied the reaction of carbon tetrachloride
with the benzoyl radical, 5, generated by laser flash
photolysis (LFP), which produces benzoyl chloride, 6:


PhCO• +CCl4→PhCOCl+ •CCl3 (2)
5 6


In the present case, taking into account that the expected
amounts of free radical would be low, the reactions were
carried out under different conditions and a careful search
for products was carried out in all cases. Some results are
shown in Table 3. [The detection limit (LD) and quantifica-
tion limit (QL) for benzoyl chloride were determined to be
231024 and 531024


M, respectively.] Aliquots were taken


Table 1. Reaction of benzaldehyde, 1, with lithium in THF at 52.5 °Ca


1


Concentration (1022
M) Recovered (%)


Time Conversion


(min) [1] [2] [3] [4] (%) [1]soln [1]adsorbed


1 22.4 0.16 0.05 0.04 1 93 6
6 15.8 3.9 1.0 0.4 28 66 6
9 10.4 4.4 0.8 0.4 28 43 29


16 6.6 10.1 1.2 0.6 57 28 15
21 4.1 12.4 1.2 0.7 68 17 15
32 1.7 16.9 1.4 0.7 88 7 5
40 0.79 16.3 1.5 0.6 86 3 11
55 0.48 17.9 1.5 0.6 92 2 6


a [1]0 =0.24 M; [Li]=2.4 M; when quenching with acetic anhydride the
corresponding acetates were isolated.


Table 2. Reaction of benzaldehyde, 1, with lithium in THF at
several temperatures: overall rate constantsand calculated activa-
tion parametersa


Concentration (M)
Temperature Rate constant,
(°C) [1]0 [Li] 104 k (s21)


37 0.23 3.9 7±1.2
48 0.22 2.4 8±0.7
52.5 0.24 2.4 13.8±0.5
52.5 0.16 3.4 13.2±1.5
58 0.23 2.3 17.2±1.0


a DH‡ =60±13 kJ mol21; DS‡ =2117±42 J K21 mol21.
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at relatively early times of reaction up to the time of no
further observed decrease in [1], which is called ‘the
equilibrium time’ (eq) in Table 3. Since in this reaction the
main product is benzyl alcohol, some esterification occurs
in the reaction mixture by reaction with in situ formed 6,
giving benzyl benzoate, 7 [equation (3)]. The reaction
mixture was further quenched with acetic anhydride, which
transforms 2 into the benzylacetate, 8 [equation (4)].


PhCOCl+PhCH2O
2→PhCO2CH2Ph+Cl2 (3)


7


PhCH2O
2 +(CH3CO)2O→CH3CO2CH2Ph (4)


8


In all cases, 6, 7 and 8 were detected in variable amounts. It
can be observed in Table 3 that in the presence of carbon
tetrachloride the amounts of trapped products increased, as
expected from the high reactivity of 5. (When the reaction
was quenched with an aqueous solution of ammonium
chloride, benzoic acid was detected instead of 6.)


Reaction with carbon monoxide


The effect of adding CO was examined under different
conditions, since CO is a known one-electron oxidant
toward this type of radical.11 In all cases, the reactions were
allowed to proceed for 48 h. As a reference, the reaction was
carried out in the absence of CO (reaction conditions A in
Table 4). CO was flushed immediately after adding 1
(reaction conditions B) or 15 min after the addition of 1
(reaction conditions C). It can be observed in Table 4 that
when the reaction was carried out in the presence of CO the
amount of 1 recovered increased with respect to the
reference reaction, the production of bibenzyl, 9, dimin-
ished, and some new products from the reaction with the
solvent appeared. The increase in 1 recovered (greater when
the CO was added after 15 min) and the decrease in the


production of 9 are consistent with a decrease in the
concentration of 5 due to its oxidation by CO.


The role of CO in the production of the higher molecular
weight products (MW>300) is not yet completely clear.
Nevertheless, we have observed the formation of complexes
between organolithium radicals and radical anions with CO,
in addition to the production of radicals from the reaction of
napthyllithium with THF. It is likely that under the present
reaction conditions complexation of the initially formed 5
favors proton abstraction from THF and the coupling
reactions of both radicals, forming the high-MW products.


EPR measurements


The EPR spectra of the reaction mixtures obtained under
several reaction conditions were measured. No evidence for
5 was detected, which is reasonable taking into account its
high instability compared with the EPR recording time-
scale. In all cases, good resolved  spectra were obtained and
the pattern of the benzil radical anion was clearly recog-
nized (Figure 1).


Table 3. Reaction of benzaldehyde, 1, with lithium metal in THF and addition of carbon
tetrachloride: quenching with acetic anhydride


Reaction Concentration in solution(1022
M)


Reaction Temperature time
conditions (°C) (min) [1] [8] [6] [7]


Aa 37.5 3 10.0 0.4 0.3 —
equil.d 2.0 — — 3.5


Bb 37.5 20 8.6 0.06 3.9 0.2
equil.d 1.5 0.85 5.0 4.0


Cc 25 45 8.2 0.75 4.9 1.7
equil.d 1.0 3.7 6.0 4.0


a [1]0 =0.25 M, [Li]0 =3 M; aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken at the times shown,
added to CCl4 and allowed to react for 24 h.
b [1]0 =0.20 M, [Li]0 =4 M. CCl4 was added to the reaction flask after 5 min to give
[CCl4]=0.24 M.
c [1]0 =0.21 M, [Li]0 =3 M, [CCl4]=0.22 M (added immediately after 1).
d Time at which equilibrium was reached.


Table 4. Reaction of benzaldehyde, 1, with lithium in
THF at 25 °C in the presence of carbon monoxide:
reaction time=48 h; quenching with saturated solution of
NH4Cla


Concentration (%)
Reaction
conditions 1 2 3+4 9 Unknown


Ab 2.5 42.5 11 19 16
Bc 16 41 14 2 20
Cd 30 28 14 — 20


a [1]0 =0.5 M, [Li]0 =2 M.
b Reaction without CO.
c CO added immediately after 1.
d CO added 15 min after 1.
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EPR spectra were recorded for reactions using
[1]=0·66 M and [Li]=1·6 M. At 30 °C the maximum
intensity was reached after 43 min whereas at 67 °C, the
maximum intensity was reached immediately. The observed
hyperfine splitting constants (0·111, 0·054 mT) are con-
sistent with the calculated HFSC for the benzil radical anion
(0·132, 0·038 and 0·138 for ortho, meta and para,
respectively). To confirm the structure, a solution of 0·66 M


benzil in THF was treated with lithium (to give [Li]=1·6 M)
and the EPR spectrum recorded. A spectrum coincident with
that shown in Figure 1 was obtained.


Figure 1. EPR spectrum of the reaction mixture of benzaldehyde with lithium metal in THF. Modulation amplitude 10=1.6] gain 1025 =4;
spectral width D=0.9 mT (coincident with the EPR spectrum of benzil radical anion under the same conditions)


PhCHO+Li→
k1


PhCHO/Li
1


PhCHO/Li→k2 [(PhCHO)•2 , Li+ ]


10


PhCHO+(PhCHO)•2→
k3


PhCH2O
2 +PhCO•


SH+(PhCHO)•2→
k4


PhCH2O
2 +S•


SH+(PhCO)•→
k5


PhCHO+S•


Scheme 1


PhCHO+Li→
k1


PhCHO/Li
1


PhCHO/Li→
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[(PhCHO)•2 , Li+ ]
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PhCHO+(PhCHO)•2→
k3


PhCH2O
2 +PhCO•


2 PhCHO•→
k4


PhCOOPh)•Li+ ]


4


PhCOCOPh+Li→
k5


[(PhCOCOPh)•Li+ ]


4 11


(PhCOCOPh)• +PhCHO→
k6


PhCOCOHPh2 +PhCO•


12


PhCO• +(PhCHO)2→
kx7


PhCOCOHPh2


SH+(PhCHO)•→
k8


PhCH2O
2 +S•


Scheme 2
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Solvent effects


We have previously observed that related reactions of
organolithium compounds are highly sensitive to the
features of the medium, since it influences the aggregation
of the reactants.13 In order to determine the effect of a
solvent less basic and less polar than THF, 1 was allowed to
react with Li metal in hexane. It was found that the overall
decay of benzaldehyde was slower than in THF, a new
reaction product, benzyl benzoate, 7, was isolated as the
major product formed in 81–99% yield. In every case, under
various reaction conditions, there was a clean reaction with
a high conversion to 7. The potential of the reaction as a
synthetic tool is currently under investigation.


The inverse reaction, i.e. decomposition of the benzyl
benzoate radical anion, has recently been studied in ethanol
and in hexane.14 Benzyl benzoate was reduced by solvated
electrons generated by pulse radiolysis,
ke =(5±1)3109


M
21 s21, and the first-order decomposition


rate was 4·83104 s21 in ethanol and 2·23105 s21 in
hexane.15 Although the authors did not detect appreciable
amounts of benzoyl radical in this reaction, pulse radiolysis
of a solution of benzoic anhydride showed that fragmenta-
tion occurs to afford the benzoyl radical.16, 17


In the present case, hydrogen-atom abstraction by 5 from
hexane should be slower than that from THF, and the same
would be expected for the electron transfers, as observed for
other related SET reactions.18 On the other hand, the
benzoyl radical and the benzyl alcohol anion (step 3) are
expected to remain longer in the solvent cage, allowing
reaction within the cage before diffusion occurs (see
Scheme 1). As a result, the benzyl benzoate radical anion is
formed, which could transfer an electron to unreacted 1,
producing 7, and a fresh benzaldehyde radical anion. This
reaction scheme explains not only the production of 7, but
also the absence of substantial amounts of 4. Reaction


within the cage in the double layer at the surface metal
prevents the accumulation of 5, which is required for
dimerization.


Treatment and discussion of the kinetic results


Kinetic studies on non-electrochemical reactions that occur
at liquid–solid interfaces are very scarce, and quantitative
treatments have been discouraged by the heterogeneous
nature of the reactions. It has been found that lithium
dialkylamides behave as single-electron donors toward
benzophenone,19 and we have recently characterized the
benzophenone radical anion in the reactions of phenyl-
lithium with CO, by 13C NMR20 and ESR21 spectroscopy. On
the other hand, previous studies suggest that LDA reacts
with benzophenone by a polar mechanism in which a
hydride is transferred to the ketone.22 Kowalski et al.22


proposed that the mechanism of the reaction of benzophe-
none with LDA to produce benzhydrol proceeds via a
six-centered transition state. Newcomb and co-workers23, 24


reported similar results in reactions when a b-hydride ion is
transferred from LDA to benzophenone to produce benz-
hydrol.


To our knowledge, the first analytical steady-state
solution for a somewhat similar system is that developed by
Garst et al.,25 called a simplified ‘D model,’ which was
applied to describe the mechanism of Grignard reagent
formation. A similar, albeit more simplified, approach will
be followed here; it includes first-order surface reaction
steps and first- and second-order solution steps.


A simplified reaction scheme is first proposed to calculate
the limiting conditions, which is shown in Scheme 1. The
observed adsorption phenomena (symbolized by PhCOH/
Li) are considered as the first step and the overall rate of
adsorption measured by k1 =831024 s21 at 48 °C [Garst et
al.25 called it ‘flux’ instead of velocity in order to distinguish


Figure 2. Reaction of benzaldehyde with lithium in THF at 37 °C. Experimental data: j, benzaldehyde; d, benzyl alcohol. Simulated curves
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an area-based rate (mol cm22 s21) from the usual volume-
based rate; for the sake of simplicity they are not
differentiated in the present paper.]


The adsorption step would be followed by one-electron
transfer from the lithium surface to the adsorbed benzalde-
hyde, measured by k2, forming the radical anion
(10)–lithium cation pair; 10 escapes the cage, and its further
reactions with unreacted 1 or with the solvent SH (k3 and k4,
respectively) produces the precursor of 2. The calculated
values of k1 to k4 (102 s21) are 0·08, 0·08, 17 and 1·7,
respectively. The acyl radical 5 reacts with the solvent,
regenerating 1; for THF, ks is ca 63103 s21. This simplified


scheme accounts for the main experimental results, and the
calculated k values were used as the limiting conditions for
a more complex differential equation system based on the
overall scheme of reactions shown by Scheme 2.


Apart from the steps already discussed, the other radical
reactions that might occur at the metal surface were
included to account also for the observed minor products
(Scheme 2). Coupling of the benzoyl radical anion (k4)
would produce benzil, 4, which by electron transfer at the
lithium surface could give the radical anion 11 (k5), which
by further reaction with unreacted 1 would produce the
benzoin anion, 12 (k6); 11 could be also produced by the


Figure 3. Reaction of benzaldehyde with lithium in THF at 48 °C. Experimental data: j, benzaldehyde; d, benzyl alcohol; m, benzil; h,
benzoin. Simulated curves


Figure 4. Reaction of benzaldehyde with lithium in THF at 58 °C. Experimental data: j, benzaldehyde; d, benzyl alcohol; m, benzil; h,
benzoin. Simulated curves
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reaction of the benzoyl radical with unreacted 1 (k7). Table
5 gives the calculated rate coefficients; for reactions at 37,
48 and 58 °C and the experimental data and calculated lines
are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The simulated
curves account satisfactorily for the disappearance of 1 and
also the induction lag, which is more important at the lower
temperatures. There is good consistency with the observed
data for the formation of products 2–4. At lower tem-
peratures, the formation of products is clearly sigmoid, as
expected for the relative major influence of the flux
(governed by D, the diffusion coefficient, and d, the surface
reactivity). Higher temperatures help diffusion and favour
the electron transfer and second-order reactions in solution.
Nevertheless, the net effect of changing D is much more
complex since other parameters are D dependent; it is likely
that the production and coupling of the radicals are
diffusion-controlled, as was observed or assumed for the
Grignard reagent formation.26


Consistent with the observed results, Table 5 shows that
the overall rate of reaction is strongly controlled by the
‘adsorption rate,’ since most of the subsequent reactions
that occur in the solution and/or on the metal surface are
faster. Similarly, Ingold et al.12 observed a rate coefficient
k=5·63104


M
21 s21 for the reaction of carbon tetrachloride


with the benzoyl radical, 5, carried out at 24 °C; the kinetics
of the reaction in THF were followed by time-resolved
infrared spectroscopy (TRIR).12 The only reaction in
Scheme 2 for which the calculated rate was higher than that
of equation (2) is the coupling of the radicals measured by
k4. (We have recently measured the kinetics of the reaction
of naphthyllithium with CO in THF and the estimated rate
of coupling of the naphthoyl radical was ca 106


M
21 s21).27


Taking into account that CCl4 is present in very high
concentration compared with that of 5 it is reasonable that
relatively small amounts of its reaction product were
detected when the reaction was carried out in the presence
of 0·24 M CCl4.


Since reaction with solvent (kS) is first order whereas


coupling (kc) is second order, the competition is concentra-
tion dependent, i.e.


ratec/rateS =2 kC [R•]2/kS[R
•]=2 kC/kS [R•]


Typical values for 2kC and kS in THF are 33109
M


21 s21 and
63103 s21, respectively, for primary alkyl radicals.25 If the
steady-state concentration of R• in THF is 231026


M, then
the yields of coupling and solvent cleavage are the same. On
the other hand, when the radicals are formed at a solid
surface, they tend to ‘pile up’ near it, even if they are freely
diffusing in solution.28 This can result, during the electron
transfer, in a steady-state concentration near the surface that
approaches or exceeds 1024


M,25 at which concentration the
rate of coupling is about 50 times that of reaction with the
solvent. In the present study, the observed values for kc and
kS at 25 °C are 7·253109


M
21 s21 and 5·63104 s21,


respectively. The resulting value of [R•] is 4·631026
M,


consistent with the small amounts of coupling products
found and a negligible accumulation of 5 on the lithium
surface. These results confirms previous studies on the
mechanisms of reaction of phenyllithium with CO in THF
solution, where 5 is proposed to be a reactive intermediate
and coupling products were also observed in small
amounts.11


Surface effects


The experimental results are clear about the influence of the
adsorption effects: the strong interaction between the
adsorbate and the metal causes the formation of a layer on
the metal surface. This causes the presence of reactant
species at the metal surface (or close to the metal surface) in
relative amounts higher than the bulk concentration, at the
same time the energetics of the reaction of adsorbed species
may be different than those of dissolved species, and finally
there is the problem of forming a blocking layer on the
metal surface.29 The degree at which adsorption is attained


Table 5. Reaction of benzaldehyde, AH, with lithium in THF: calculated partial
rate constants and some partial activation parametersa


Temperature (°C)
Rate DH‡ DS‡


constant 37 48 52 58 (kJ mol21) (J K21 mol21)


103k1(s
21) 1.25 0.85 1.25 1.67 b b


103k2(s
21) 3.33 1.67 3.0 0.8 b b


k3 (M
21 s21) 0.58 0.66 1.00 1.08 24±8 2172±25


1029k4(M
21 s21) 8.71 9.64 9.98 10.52 4.97±0.01 239.4±0.1


104k5(s
21) 3.3 3.3 3.5 12.0 b b


103k6(M
21 s21) 1.38 2.0 3.0 3.3 35±7 >error


1023k7 (M
21 s21) 1.83 3.3 3.5 4.0 30±5 286±16


103k8 (s21) 1.67 6.67 9.5 16.7 91±4 23.3±0.3


a Error<8=10%.
b These steps do not follow the Arrhenius equation; they are probably complex
steps where adsorption phenomena are present.
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is clearly seen to depend on the bulk concentration and for
this reason [1] was kept mostly within the range
0·20–0·25 M.


According to the observed results, adsorption of 1 would
seem to be a prerequisite for rapid electron transfer (as in
electrocayalsis) and is probably responsible for the ‘lag’ or
induction period observed in the formation of 2. Consistent
with this is the fact that the ‘sigmoid’ behaviour is more
pronounced at lower temperatures, with a reduction in the
‘lag’ as the temperature increases. Nuzzo and Dubois29 have
studied the reaction of methyl bromide with magnesium
single crystals and found that CH3Br is both physisorbed
and dissociatively chemisorbed at 2150 °C; the results are
not altered by coadsorption with dimethyl ether. The
chemisorbed species desorbs at a temperature as low as
2130 °C.30


Some of the important remaining questions concern the
nature of the transition state for the step(s) leading to
radicals and the nature of the steps leading from them to the
products. Some hypotheses are (1) that 1→5 occurs at the
lithium surface, (2) that 5 is not adsorbed at the surface but
instead diffuses freely in solution, where it can dimerize or
react with solvent or with other radicals or radical anions,
and (3) that the transformation of 5 into products (through
several steps) is initiated at the lithium surface and has a rate
that is proportional to the concentration of 5 at the surface.
Although controversial, the preferred mechanism at present
for Grignard reagent formation favors the interpretation in
which intermediate alkyl radical do not remain adsorbed.31


The present results seem also to indicate that PhCO• does
not remain adsorbed.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. THF was purified as previously described.32


Benzene was distilled over sodium wire and then refluxed
over lithium benzophenone ketyl and distilled immediately
prior to use. Hexane was purified by refluxing with
concentrated sulfuric acid for 2 h, then distilled and stored
over sodium hydroxide pellets; it was distilled over lithium
benzophenone ketyl immediately prior to use. Carbon
tetrachloride (Carlo Erba) was passed through an alumina
column and distilled. Solvents were stored under argon in
special vessels that allow delivery without air contamina-
tion. Benzaldehyde (UCB) was distilled at reduced pressure
under nitrogen and stored under dry argon. Carbon
monoxide was generated from the reaction of sulfuric acid
with 98% formic acid and treated as described previously.33


Benzophenone (Fluka) was 99% pure and was used after
recrystallization from ethanol. Benzil and benzoin were
identified spectroscopically and by their melting points
against samples independently prepared by reported meth-
ods, and crystallized from ethanol, m.p. 94–95 °C (lit.32


94–95 °C) and 135–137 °C) (lit.34 135–137 °C), respec-
tively. The lithium benzyl ketyl was prepared by treatment
of the benzil in THF solution with a slight excess over the


stoichiometric amount of lithium wire, as previously
described for the lithium benzophenone ketyl.20 The concen-
trations of the organolithium derivatives and of the
independently prepared lithium ketyls were determined both
by the double titration technique using ethylene 1,2-dibro-
mide and by reaction with diphenylacetic acid.13


All glassware, syringes and needles were dried in a
vacuum oven and cooled in a desiccator; they were flushed
with dry nitrogen immediately before use.


Reactions of 1 with lithium. Lithium wire was weighed
under ligroin, washed with hexane (then, for reactions in
THF, with THF) and cut into small pieces in the reaction
flask containing a small portion of solvent, under a stream
of dry argon. The reaction flask was capped with an ‘air-
tight’ stopper, and alternatively evacuated and flushed with
nitrogen several times. Reagents and solvents were trans-
ferred by syringes using techniques described for the
manipulation of air-sensitive compounds.35 The products of
the reaction of 1 were isolated and characterized as reported
previously for similar reactions.33 The reactions of 1 with
lithium wire in the presence of CO were carried out by the
general procedure reported previously for phenyllithium.32


The amounts of 1 on the lithium surface were determined by
difference between [1]0 and the [1] found in solution when
no reaction was observed; in the other cases a mass balance
was applied, taking into account the amount of 1 reacted.
Samples of the reaction mixture were quenched with acetic
anhydride or with a saturated solution of NH4Cl, and
analyzed by GC, using an OV-101 column (50–270 °C
temperature gradient).


EPR spectra. A Bruker ER 200D (X band) TE102 cavity
was used for recording EPR spectra, using procedures
similar to those described for the EPR and NMR determina-
tions of the reaction of PhLi with CO.20, 21 The
independently prepared radical anion solutions or the
reaction mixtures in preparative concentrations (0·2–1·5 M)
were diluted to nearly 1025


M with THF. Optimization of the
final concentration was adjusted in each case. The tem-
perature was kept at 0 °C using a Dewar cavity with a
thermostated stream of air; measurements at higher tem-
peratures (30–60 °C) showed a fast decrease in the intensity
of the signals. Calibration was carried out at different
modulation amplitudes using a solution of galvinoxyl in
THF.


Kinetic measurements. The reaction was followed by taking
0·2 ml aliquots of the reaction mixture at time intervals,
quenching with 1 ml of acetic anhydride and analyzing by
GC after 48 h, using benzophenone as an internal standard.
The delay allowed complete esterification. Samples of
independently prepared standard references were treated
similarly and the GC response factors determined in each
case. Runs were made at least in triplicate and the
reproducibility was satisfactory. In the case of quenching
with a saturated solution of NH4Cl, 0·1 ml was used.
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NUCLEOPHILIC ADDITION VERSUS ELECTRON TRANSFER IN
CARBONYLMETALLATE SALTS. DONOR–ACCEPTOR INTERACTIONS


IN THE PRECURSOR ION PAIRS†


T. MICHAEL BOCKMAN AND JAY K. KOCHI*
Department of Chemistry, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77204-5641, USA


The isostructural pentacarbonylmetallate anions M(CO)2
5 (M=Mn and Re) react with a series of N-methylpyridinium


cations (Py+ ) to yield products of nucleophilic addition [NA=Py–M(CO)5 ] or of one-electron redox reaction
[ET=Py• +M(CO)•


5 ]. The partitioning of the reaction along the two reaction pathways is controlled by steric factors and
the electronic structure of the pyridinium cation, with cations which form stable, delocalized radicals favoring the ET
pathway. The central metal also plays a role in determining the stoichiometry, and the NA pathway is favored by the
rhenate anion and ET by the manganate analogue. Rates of both reactions correlate with the driving force for electron
transfer, and the differing reaction pathways are not distinguished on the basis of linear free energy relations, previously
discussed by Bordwell and co-workers. The contact ion pair [Py+ , M(CO)2


5 ] is identified as the critical precursor for
both electron transfer and nucleophilic coupling. Based on these observations, it is proposed that the rates and
mechanisms of these interionic reactions are controlled by donor–acceptor bonding in the transition states, which in
turn is directly related to the charge-transfer interactions extant in the ion-pair intermediate. © 1997 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The nucleophilic reactivity of electron-rich organic mole-
cules in addition and substitution reactions is generally
correlated with their thermodynamic one-electron redox
potentials. Thus, good nucleophiles tend to be good
reducing agents. This qualitative observation has been
rigorously formulated in quantitative terms by Bordwell and
co-workers,1, 2 who have shown that the same linear free-
energy relation (the Brønsted equation) pertains both to a
wide variety of two-electron nucleophilic reactions and to
single electron transfers. As a result, the attention of
physical organic chemists has been focused on the intimate
relationship between electron transfer and nucleophilic
reactivity, and the problem is currently pursued on both
experimental3, 4 and theoretical5–10 levels. Our interest in this
question centers on the consequences, in chemical terms, of
this mechanistic duality, and how the closely related


processes of nucleophilic addition and electron transfer lead
to different outcomes.


The interconnection between nucleophilicity and electron
transfer has been particularly noted in the reactions of
carbonylmetallate anions,11 which are highly reactive nucle-
ophiles,12, 13 (indeed, they are considered to be
‘supernucleophiles’12 ) as well as easily oxidized electron
donors.14, 15 These anions are examples of ‘soft’ nucleo-
philes (with high-lying HOMOs),6 which are known to
participate in both (two-electron) addition/substitutions and
electron transfers.16–20 Our interest is particularly drawn to
the anions Re(CO)2


5 and Mn(CO)2
5 , which forms an


isostructural pair of donors.21 Both are electron rich, with
comparable oxidation potentials of 20·26 and 20·14 V vs
SCE, respectively.22 Carbonylrhenate and -manganate ani-
ons have also been identified as nucleophiles in a variety of
addition and substitution reactions.23, 24 We chose the series
of N-methylpyridinium cations (Py+ ) to serve as both
electrophiles and electron acceptors.25–27 The electrophilic
reactivity and thermodynamic redox potentials of these
cations can be readily tuned by merely varying the
substituents on the pyridinium ring. Moreover, the reactions
of the negatively charged nucleophiles with cationic
electrophiles can be modulated by solvent polarity and by


† Dedicated to Fred Bordwell for his seminal contributions to our
understanding of nucleophilic reactivity.
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added salt, both of which control the pre-association of the
ions.28–32 By these means, the specific interionic interactions
within the intermediate ion pair can be examined. Accord-
ingly, we wish to show how the study of nucleophilic and
electron-transfer processes in pyridinium/carbonylmetallate
ion pairs will shed new light on the general mechanism of
nucleophilic reactions.


RESULTS


Addition and electron-transfer reactions of Re(CO)2
5


with pyridinium acceptors


Pentacarbonylrhenate with N-methylacridinium cations
The addition of 1 equiv. of N-methylacridinium trifluoro-
methanesulfonate to an acetonitrile solution of Re(CO)2


5 [as
the bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium or PPN+ salt] led to an
immediate reaction as the pale yellow solution of the
rhenate salt became bright orange. The infrared spectrum of
the reaction mixture showed that the carbonyl bands of the
rhenium anion at nCO =1916 and 1861 cm21 33 had dis-
appeared and were replaced by new bands at 2126, 2045,
2011 and 1985 cm21. A small amount of white solid
precipitated at the same time. Removal of the solvent
followed by extraction of the residue with diethyl ether
afforded an orange solid, which was identified as 9-(N-
methylacridanyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I) by comparison of
its IR spectrum with that of (h1-cycloheptatrienyl)penta-
carbonylrhenium(I),34 and the identity of this product was
confirmed by x-ray crystallography (see below). The adduct
was formed in 90% yield as determined by quantitative
infrared analysis of the reaction mixture. The reaction was
thus identified as the cation/anion combination of the
pentacarbonylrhenate anion with the electrophilic N-
methylacridinium cation by a process which we designate
hereafter as nucleophilic addition, i.e.


(1)


The white precipitate was identified as N,N 9-dimethyl-
9,99-biacridanyl on the basis of its 1H NMR spectrum, and
it was formed in 6% yield. A small amount of Re2(CO)10


[5% based on Re(CO)2
5 ] was also detected and quantified


by its infrared absorption band at 2070 cm21.
The ORTEP view of the nucleophilic adduct in Figure 1


shows the rhenium pentacarbonyl moiety as a distorted
square pyramid, with the two equatorial carbonyl groups on


Chart 1


Figure 1. ORTEP view of the adduct formed from N-methylacri-
dinium cation and rhenium pentacarbonyl anion
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the side of the acridanyl moiety bent towards the axial
carbonyl group. The rhenium–carbon bond length is
essentially the same as that present in the corresponding
cycloheptatrienyl complex. (2·362 vs 2·348 Å).34 The acri-
danyl group has a folded structure, with a 137° dihedral
angle between the planar aromatic rings. The carbon
attached to rhenium is sp3-hybridized, with C–C–C and Re–
C–C bond angles of 111° and 109°.


The UV–VIS absorption spectrum of the nucleophilic
adduct, Ac–Re(CO)5 , revealed a band with lmax =414 nm
and «max =1000 l mol21 cm21 which was responsible for its
orange color in solutions. The carbonyl infrared spectrum of
the nucleophilic adduct in acetonitrile or tetrahydrofuran
showed four bands at nCO =2126, 2045, 2014 and
1985 cm21. The high-energy band (2126 cm21 ) was charac-
teristic of alkylrhenium pentacarbonyl complexes,35 and
was assigned to the fully symmetric (A1 ) vibrational stretch.
[The observation of four bands, rather than the three
expected for a square pyramidal geometry35 probably
derived from the small deviation from idealized C4v


symmetry of the Re(CO)5 group, as shown by the x-ray
structure.] The nucleophilic adduct decomposed upon
heating in benzene at 80 °C to form dirhenium decarbonyl
and N,N 9-dimethyl-9,99-biacridanyl in 70 and 91% yield,
respectively, i.e.


(2)


In contrast to the immediate formation of the rhenium
adduct from N-methylacridinium, the corresponding
9-phenyl-N-methylacridinium cation yielded only the
dimeric Re2(CO)10 and the persistent 9-phenyl-N-methyl-
acridanyl radical,36 in quantitative yield, according to the
equation


(3)


Since the acridanyl radical and Re2(CO)10 were the
unambiguous products of one-electron oxidation and reduc-
tion of the cation36 and anion,14 respectively, the


transformation in equation (3) was designated as electron
transfer.


Reaction of Re(CO)2
5 with other pyridinium cationic


acceptors


Other N-methylpyridinium cations reacted with pentacarbo-
nylrhenate to yield the products of addition or electron
transfer. For example, solutions of PPN+ Re(CO)2


5 turned
bright orange upon addition of the triflate salts of 3-cyano-
N-methylquinolinium (3-CNQ+ ), N-methylphenanth-
ridinium (Pa+ ), 3-cyano-N-methylpyridinium (3-CNP+ ), N-
methylquinolinium (Q+ ) and N-methylisoquinolinium
(iQ+ ) to indicate formation of the nucleophilic adducts in
Table 1. Thus, upon addition of 3-CNP+ OTf2 to a
tetrahydrofuran solution of PPN+ Re(CO)2


5 the carbonyl
absorption bands of the rhenate anion were replaced by the
diagnostic carbonyl bands of the nucleophilic adduct with
nCO =2120, 2036, 2010 and 1979 cm21. The solution
showed the characteristic orange color and visible absorp-
tion band of the adduct (lmax =454 nm). The nucleophilic
adduct did not persist, and its IR spectral bands disappeared
concomitantly with the growth of the carbonyl bands of
Re2(CO)10 at 2070 and 2006 cm21 (see Table 2).


The formation of the nucleophilic adducts from the N-
methylquinolinium (Q+ ) and N-methylisoquinolinium
(iQ+ ) cations was not quantitative. Thus, the addition of
Q+ OTf2 to the rhenate solution caused only a partial (50%)
diminution of the IR bands of Re(CO)2


5 . The visible band of
the nucleophilic adduct (lmax =454 nm) and the character-
istic IR absorbances at nCO =2117, 2039, 2009 and
1973 cm21 were observed, but these decayed as the bands
of Re2(CO)10 grew in. The temporal diminution of the
infrared absorption at 2117 cm21 and the visible band in the
electronic spectrum both followed first-order kinetics, with
kobs =2·831023 s21 (see Figure 2). The carbonyl infrared
bands of the corresponding isoquinolinyl adduct formed
from iQ+ OTf2 and PPN+ Re(CO)2


5 could not be observed.
Instead, a high yield of the oxidative dimer, Re2(CO)10 , was
obtained together with minor amounts of an unidentified
carbonyl-containing species with nCO =2030 and
1947 cm21. A band assigned to the nucleophilic adduct
(lmax =460 nm) was transiently observed in the visible
spectrum, but it decayed on the same time-scale (t1/2 ≈2 h)
as the disappearance of the infrared bands of Re(CO)2


5 with
nCO =1914 and 1861 cm21. The latter coincided with the
growth of the carbonyl bands of dimeric Re2(CO)10 .


Other pyridinium cations did not show spectral evidence
for the formation of the nucleophilic adduct. Thus the
4-phenylpyridinium cation reacted slowly (50% conversion
after 48 h) with Re(CO)2


5 in tetrahydrofuran. Dirhenium
decacarbonyl was the only observed product, and it was
formed quantitatively. No orange color or spectral band at
450 nm band (characteristic of nucleophilic adducts) was
observed in the solution. Similarly, 1 equiv. of the ditriflate
salt of methylviologen reacted instantly with Re(CO)2


5 in
acetonitrile to yield a dark blue solution of the methylviolo-
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Table 1. Electron-transfer and nucleophilic addition reactions of pyr-
idinium cations with pentacarbonylrhenatea


Nucleophilic addition Electron transfer


Pyridinium lmax
b nco


c Yieldd Re2(CO)10
e Py•f


acceptor (nm) (cm21 ) (%) (%) (%)


g 0 100 —h


460 —i —i 0 0


454 2117 97j <5 —h


446 2120 80 0 —h


432 2111 95 5 —h


—g 0 40 —h


420 2126 100 0 —h


—g 0 100 100k


414l 2126 95 5 6


—g 73 78


a Conducted at 20 °C in tetrahydrofuran by mixing equimolar 5·031023
M solutions


of [PPN+ ] [Re(CO)2
5 ] and the pyridinium cation as the triflate salt.


b Visible absorption maximum of the pyridinium–Re(CO)5 adduct.
c Highest energy (A1 ) carbonyl IR band of the adduct.
d Yield of the adduct, assessed by infrared spectroscopy at nCO immediately after
mixing of the reagents.
e Yield of Re2(CO)10 .
f Yield of the pyridinyl dimer.
g Adduct not observed.
h Pyridinyl dimer too unstable to quantify.
i Infrared band too weak to observe.
j For 58% conversion of Re(CO)2


5 .
k Assayed by UV–VIS spectroscopy of the stable pyridinyl radical.
l In acetonitrile.
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gen cation radical (MV+•), the product of one-electron
reduction. The accompanying oxidative dimer, dirhenium
decacarbonyl, was formed in 78% yield.


Addition and electron-transfer reactions of Mn(CO)2
5


with pyridinium acceptors


Upon the addition of 1 equiv. of N-methylacridinium triflate
to a solution of PPN+ Mn(CO)2


5 in acetonitrile, a white solid
immediately precipitated. Infrared analysis of the super-
natant solution showed that the carbonyl IR bands of
Mn(CO)2


5 at nCO =1894 and 1861 cm21 had been replaced
by the characteristic bands of dimanganese decacarbonyl (at
nCO =2047, 2012 and 1981 cm21 ). Analysis of the reaction
mixture, as detailed in the Experimental section, showed
that Mn2(CO)10 was formed in quantitative yield. The white


solid that precipitated was collected and identified as N,N 9-
dimethyl-9,99-biacridanyl by comparison of its 1H NMR
spectrum with that of the authentic dimer synthesized
previously.37 The acridanyl dimer could be isolated in 86%
yield, and the stoichiometry of the reaction was thus
identified as the electron-transfer process in the equation


(4)


A transient red color was observed during the reaction. The
UV–VIS spectrum of the reaction mixture disclosed a new
band lmax =520 nm which was responsible for the color.


Table 2. Decomposition of the Py–Re(CO)5 Adductsa


Products (%)
t1/2


b Temperature DG* c


Py (s) (°C) (kcal mol21 ) Re2(CO)10 Py–Py


81


3·53102 20 21 73


3·53102 20 21 58


2·73103d 60 25 48


3·63103d, e 80 27 75 91


a Conducted on the nucleophilic adducts generated in situ from Py+ OTf2 and PPN+ Re(CO)2
5 unless


noted otherwise.
b half-life of the transient adducts.
c Calculated as DG*=2·3 RT[132 log(ln 2/t1-2 )].
d Decomposition of the isolated adducts.
e In benzene solution.
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This band formed immediately upon addition of the
acridinium cation to the solution of PPN+ Mn(CO)2


5 , and it
decayed to the spectral baseline within 5 min. On the basis
of the similarity of this band to those of the rhenium
adducts, the transient band was assigned to the transient
adduct Ac–Mn(CO)5 . Unfortunately, the concentration of
the nucleophilic adduct in the red solution was too low to
observe its characteristic carbonyl bands in the infrared
spectrum, which showed only the bands of the predominent
product, the dimeric Mn2(CO)10 .


In contrast to the instantaneous reaction of N-methylacri-
dinium with the carbonylmanganate anion, N-methyli-
soquinolinium cation reacted rather slugggishly. The infra-
red bands of Mn(CO)2


5 diminished over the course of
several hours. The manganese dimer was obtained in
quantitative yield. Evaporation of the solvent and extraction
of Mn2(CO)10 and PPN+ OTf2 with ethanol left a tan
residue, which was identified as N,N9-dimethyl-1,19-biiso-
quinolinyl by comparison of its 1H NMR spectrum with that
of the authentic dimer.38 A 90% yield of biisoquinolinyl was
determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy of the crude reaction
mixture using 1,2-dichloroethane as internal standard. Since
the biisoquinolinyl dimer was previously established as
the product of electrochemical reduction of the N-
methyl isoquinolinium cation, the complete stoichiometry
of the reaction was thus established as the electron


transfer in the equation


(5)


The redox reactions of Mn(CO)2
5 with a series of N-


methylpyridinium cations were examined in tetrahydrofuran
solution. The course of the reaction was followed by
simultaneously monitoring the diminution of the carbonyl
infrared bands of Mn(CO)2


5 and the growth of those of
Mn2(CO)10 . The rate of the reaction was found to be highly
dependent on the pyridinium acceptor (see Table 3), and the
reaction times ranged from several days for 4-phenyl-N-
methylpyridinium to a few seconds for 3-cyano-
N-methylquinolinium. In each case, Mn2(CO)10 was formed
in greater than 90% yield. It is noteworthy that a transient
red–brown color appeared upon addition of the pyridinium
salt to the solution of Mn(CO)2


5 , and it bleached during the
reaction (see below).


The kinetics of the reaction could not be fitted unambigu-
ously to either a simple first- or second-order rate law.


Figure 2. UV–VIS spectra of the adduct formed from N-methylquinolinium cation and
Re(CO)2


5 in tetrahydrofuran. The dotted line is the spectrum of Re(CO)2
5 (as the PPN+ salt) in


the absence of the quinolinium acceptor. The inset shows the visible absorption band of the
stable N-methylacridinyl–Re(CO)5 adduct
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Table 3. Nucleophilic addition and electron transfer reactions of
the pyridinium cationic acceptors with pentacarbonylmanganatea


Addition Electron transfer


Pyridinium lmax
b k1


c Mn2(CO)10
d Pye


acceptor (nm) (s21 ) (%) (%)


—f 331026 100 —g


—f 7·031025 100 91


—f 3·831024h 100


—f 7·331024i 100 —


—f 1·731023j 97k —


—f Fast1 96m 100


—f 3·031024 94 —g


—f 1·431023 91 —g


—f 6·731023 92 —g


—f 1·231022 100 —g


—f 1·131021 90 —g


520 95 90


a Conducted at 20 °C in tetrahydrofuran by mixing 5·031023
M solutions


of [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2
5 ] and the pyridinium acceptor as the triflate salt.


b Absorption band maximum of the transient adduct.
c Rate constant for ion-pair collapse of [Py+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pairs.
d Yield of Mn2(CO)10 , based on Mn(CO)2


5 conversion.
e Yield of reduced pyridinium cation, as the dimer, Py–Py.
f Adduct not oberved.
g Dimer too unstable to quantify.
h At 50 °C.
i At 60 °C.
j Same as entry 2, except with PPN+ Mn(CO)4P(OPh)2


3 .
k Mn2(CO)8[P(OPh)3 ]2 .
l Too fast to measure with PPN+ Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 .
m Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2 .
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Typically, the reaction followed first-order kinetics for
approximately one half-life and then gradually slowed. We
tentatively ascribe this mixed kinetics to the incursion of an
ionic exchange, such as that presented in Scheme 1, which
reduced the concentration of the reactive [Py+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ]
ion pair.


[PPN+ Mn(CO)2
5 ]+[Py+ OTf2 ]⇀↽


Kex


[PPN+ OTf2 ]


+[Py+ Mn(CO)2
5 ] (6)


[Py+ Mn(CO)2
5 ]→k1 Py• +Mn(CO)•


5 (7)


Scheme 1


Such an ion-pair exchange was consistent with the
marked decrease in the reaction rate upon addition of the
inert salt tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate to the reaction
mixture. Thus, the reaction of 3-cyanoquinolinium with
Mn(CO)2


5 was too fast to measure in pure tetrahydrofuran,
but required several minutes for completion if 4 equiv. of
TBA+ ClO2


4 were present. Indeed, the kinetic equations
based on the mechanism in Scheme 1 could be solved in
closed form under the assumption that Kex in equation (6)
was unity, i.e. that the ions associated indiscriminately (see
the Experimental section). The first-order rate constants (k1 )
for the electron transfer in equation (7) are listed in Table
3.


Pre-equilibrium formation of charge-transfer ion pairs
as the precursors to nucleophilic addition and electron
transfer


The reactions of the M(CO)2
5 nucleophiles with the


pyridinium cations were marked by a series of characteristic
color changes as both the electron-transfer and nucleophilic
addition reactions proceeded. For example, the addition of
colorless N-methylisoquinolinium triflate [iQ+ ][OTf2 ] to a
solution of [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] was attended by an immedi-
ate color change from pale yellow to red–brown. As the
redox reaction proceeded, the color of the solution gradually
faded to yellow. Similar color changes could also be
observed upon addition of either 4-phenyl-N-methylpyr-
idinium (PP+ ) or N-methylphenanthridinium (Pa+ ) triflate
to solutions of the Mn(CO)2


5 in tetrahydrofuran. In each
case, an inspection of the UV–VIS spectra of the solution
revealed the source of the initial color to be a new visible
absorption band, which is shown in Figure 3 for the case of
the isoquinolinium cation. The intensity of this band
diminished markedly upon addition of 1 equiv. of the inert
salt tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate (TBA+ ClO2


4 ), as
shown in the inset in Figure 3. Since the absorption band did
not correspond to the local transitions of either N-
methylisoquinolinium or of Mn(CO)2


5 , the new band was
attributed to the charge-transfer absorption of the ion pair,
[iQ+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ]. As such, the diminution of the band
intensity upon addition of inert salt could thus be explained


Figure 3. Visible absorption spectrum of Mn(CO)2
5 in tetrahydrofuran as (A) the PPN+ salt


alone and (B) upon addition of 1 equiv. of N-methylisoquinolinium triflate. The inset shows
the decrease in the visible absorption band upon addition of 1, 2 and 4 equiv. of tetra-n-


butylammonium perchlorate
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Table 4. Charge-transfer bands of pyridinium cationic acceptors with
Re(CO)5 and Mn(CO)2


5
a


Mn(CO)2
5 Re(CO)2


5


Pyridinium E0
red lCT


c Dvd lCT Dv
acceptor (V vs SCE)b (nm) (cm21 ) (nm) (cm21 )


1·20e 560 6000 580 6000


1·15f 580 6100 630 5300


0·96f 640 5900 —g


0·82f —g —g


0·78f 670 —g


0·67h —g —g


0·53f —g —g


0·52i —g —g


0·46j —g —g


0·42k —g —g


a Determined by UV–VIS spectroscopy of equimolar solutions (0·01 M) of [PPN+ ]
[Mn(CO)2


5 ] and pyridinium triflate in tetrahydrofuran.
b Thermodynamic reduction potentials of the pyridinium cations in acetonitrile.
c Charge-transfer band maximum (±15 nm).
d Width at half maximum of the CT band.
e Reversible Ered


0 from Ref. 49.
f Corrected for dimerization.


g Rapid redox or addition reaction. Reversible Ered
0 from Refs h50, i35, j66 and k48b.
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by the ion-pair exchange, i.e.


[iQ+ ][Mn(CO)2
5 ]+[TBA+ ][ClO2


4 ]


⇀↽ [iQ+ ][ClO2
4 ]+[TBA+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] (8)


The progressive red shift of the band maximum for the
pyridinium carbonylmanganate ion pairs in Table 4 fol-
lowed the trend in the reduction potentials of the pyridinium
cations (E 0


red ) in the order PP+ <iQ+ <Pa+ . Such a variation
of the band maximum with the redox potential is character-
istic of charge-transfer (lCT ) absorptions,39 and the new
absorption in the visible was thus assigned to the charge-
transfer transition (hnCT ), i.e.


[iQ+ , Mn(CO)2
5 ]→hnCT [iQ•, Mn(CO)•


5 ] (9)


The CT bands of all the pyridinium/carbonylmetallate ion
pairs were characteristically broad,28, 31 as shown by their
spectral widths (FWHM) ranging from 5300 to 7000 cm21


in Table 4. (The broad diffuse nature of the bands accounted
for the dull brownish colors of solutions of the CT salts.)
The charge-transfer absorption bands of the manganese and
rhenium pentacarbonyl anions paired with more strongly
oxidizing cations, such as that of N-methylacridinium in
Tables 1 and 3, could not be observed, owing to rapid
reactions between the pyridinium acceptors and M(CO)2


5 in
equations (1) and (4).


In the case of the reaction of Re(CO)2
5 with N-


methylisoquinolinium, the charge-transfer ion pair and the


nucleophilic adduct were observed simultaneously. The
charge-transfer band of the ion pair appeared as a broad tail
(inset, Figure 4), with lCT =630 nm, while the visible
absorption band of the adduct appeared with a well resolved
maximum (lmax =460 nm). Upon addition of TBA+ ClO2


4 to
the solution, the charge-transfer band and the band of the
adduct both diminished in intensity, as shown in Figure 4.


Photostimulation of the charge-transfer ion pairs


The Mulliken formulation in equation (9) predicts that the
electron-transfer reactions of the ion pairs can be induced by
photoexcitation of their charge-transfer absorption bands.
This effect was investigated for the N-methylisoquinolinium
(iQ+ ) and 4-phenyl-N-methylpyridinium (PP+ ) ions paired
with the carbonylmanganate anion. Thus, the irradiation of
a solution of [iQ+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] with light filtered to excite
only the charge-transfer band in Figure 3 resulted in
quantitative oxidation of Mn(CO)2


5 to Mn2(CO)10 . [This
irradiation was carried out at low temperatures (0 °C), at
which the thermal reaction was too slow to occur.] Precisely
the same behavior was observed upon the irradiation of the
charge-transfer bands of the [PP+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pair.
The photostimulated redox process was also investigated


by time-resolved spectroscopic methods. Thus, the irradia-
tion of the charge-transfer band of [iQ+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] with
the second harmonic (532 nm) of an Nd:YAG laser gave
rise to the transient spectra observed in Figure 5. The broad
band at lmax =760 nm was identified as the carbonylmanga-


Figure 4. Decrease of the visible band of the adduct iQ–Re(CO)5 upon addition of the inert
salt tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate. The inset shows the accompanying decrease in the


charge-transfer band of the [iQ+ , Re(CO)2
5 ] ion pair
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nese radical, Mn(CO)•
5 , by comparison of the absorption


band with that of the pentacarbonylmanganese radical
previously generated by flash photolysis.40, 41 This species
decayed on the early microsecond time-scale, and a new
absorbance at 540 nm grew in simultaneously. The same
growth of a 540 nm band and decay of Mn(CO)•


5 was
observed upon the irradiation of the charge-transfer band of
[PP+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ]. On the other hand, irradiation of the
corresponding cobalticenium/Mn(CO)2


5 ion pair generated
Mn(CO)•


5 , which simply decayed to baseline and did not
form any other transient species.


DISCUSSION


The behaviors of the carbonylmetallate anions in Tables 1
and 3 indicate that Mn(CO)2


5 and Re(CO)2
5 can react both


as nucleophiles and as electron donors. For example,
Re(CO)2


5 reacts with the N-methylacridinium cation (Ac+ )
to yield the adduct, Ac–Re(CO)5 , by nucleophile–electro-
phile coupling. The rhenium carbonyl anion thus acts as a
typical nucleophile, and the nucleophilic addition in equa-
tion (1) compares with the analogous additions of hydroxide
(pseudo-base formation),42, 43 Grignard reagents,44 hydride45


and other nucleophiles46 to substituted pyridinium cations.


On the other hand, the reaction of Re(CO)2
5 with 9-phenyl-


N-methylacridinium cation yields only Re2(CO)10 and the
9-phenyl-N-methylacridanyl radical by a process of electron
transfer. The contrasting behavior for Re(CO)2


5 with the two
closely related acridinium cations indicates that subtle
changes in the conditions of the reaction can control the
chemical outcome. Accordingly, let us first identify those
structural factors that favor one reaction mode over another.
The mechanistic significance of the close relationship
between electron transfer and nucleophilic addition will
then be considered. Finally, the role of the precursor ion pair
[Py+ , M(CO)2


5 ] will be taken into account.


Influence of the pyridinium moiety


The nucleophilic adducts become increasingly stable to
homolytic cleavage [compare equation (2)] in the order
isoquinolinyl<quinolinyl<phenanthridanyl<acridanyl (see
Table 2). This order follows the trend in the redox potentials
(E 0


red ) of the pyridinium cations in Table 4. For the least
electrophilic cation, N-methylisoquinolinium (iQ+ ), the ion
pair is formed together with the nucleophilic adduct, as
spectrally demonstrated by the simultaneous appearance of
the band of the nucleophilic adduct (at lmax =460 nm)47 and


Figure 5. Time-resolved visible spectra recorded following the charge-transfer irradiation of
the [iQ+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pair
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the charge-transfer band of the ion pair (lCT =630 nm) in
Figure 4. The spectral intensities of the two bands indicate
that the adduct and the ion pair  constitute the principal
products in the reaction mixture. Since the addition of inert
salt leads to a decrease in the intensity of the spectral bands
of both the adduct and the ion pair in Figure 4, we conclude
that these exist in coupled equilibria involving ion-pair
exchange and nucleophilic addition, according to the
equation


(10)


By contrast, the spectral band of the more stable N-
methylacridanyl adduct, Ac–Re(CO)5 , is not affected by
added salt. We conclude that the isoquinolinyl nucleophilic
adduct is destabilized with respect both to salt-induced
heterolytic cleavage in equation (10) and to homolytic
cleavage in Table 2, as compared with its N-methylacridanyl
analogue. We believe that the comparative stability of the
adducts in both processes reflects the increasing Re–C bond
strength for the adducts formed from the more electrophilic
pyridinium cations. According to this view, as the adducts
become more stable, the reaction changes from an overall
electron transfer process to a nucleophilic addition and the
cleavage of the adduct becomes increasingly less impor-
tant.


At the other end of the scale, there are pyridinium cations
which do not form nucleophilic adducts with Re(CO)2


5 (see
entries 1, 6, 8 and 10 in Table 1). These are cations that are
reduced to persistent pyridinyl radicals, which are stabilized
by delocalization of the radical center over multiple
aromatic rings (e.g. the reduced form of methylviologen) or
steric encumbrance of radical coupling by substituents (e.g.
N-methyl-4-cyanopyridinyl). The frustration to nucleophilic
addition of these pyridinium cations reflects a combination
of steric hindrance to coupling (disfavoring nucleophilic
addition) and stabilization of the pyridinyl radical products
(which favors the alternative electron-transfer pathway). In
this context, it should be noted that these same factors
which inhibit adduct formation also inhibit dimerization of
the pyridinyl radicals. As a result, the reductions of the
cations which do not form adducts are electrochemically
reversible on the cyclic voltammetric time-scale.38, 48–50


Effect of the central metal


The anions Mn(CO)2
5


51 and Re(CO)2
5


52 are isostructural,
with an essentially identical trigonal bipyramidal arrange-
ment of carbonyl ligands around the central metal. Yet these
two anions appear distinctly different in their reactivity


towards pyridinium acceptors. The manganese anion reacts
in all cases by electron transfer, and a (transient) adduct is
observed only in the reaction with N-methylacridinium. On
the other hand, the rhenium counterpart with N-methylpyr-
idinium cations readily forms a series of nucleophilic
adducts of varying (homolytic) stability. The enhanced
stability of the rhenium adducts (compared with their
manganese analogues) reflects the greater dissociation
energy of the Re–C versus the Mn–C bond. For example,
the dissociation energy of the methyl–rhenium bond in
CH3Re(CO)5 is greater than that of the corresponding bond
in CH3Mn(CO)5 by about 16 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=
4·184 kJ).53, 54 As a measure of the bond energies of the
various rhenium adducts, the activation energies (DG*) for
decomposition of the adducts are given in Table 2. Since
these values fall between 20 and 30 kcal mol21, the bond
energies of the corresponding manganese adducts, if
reduced by the same difference, would lie in the range
4–14 kcal mol21. Thus the manganese adducts, if formed,
are expected to be transient. In line with this computation,
the N-methylacridanyl/rhenium adduct is the most stable,
and the corresponding Mn adduct can be observed as a
transient. [Note that the h1-cycloheptatrienyl complex of
Re(CO)5 is stable and isolable under conditions in which the
corresponding complex of Mn(CO)5 cannot be observed.34


The manganese complex is persistent, however, in a low-
temperature matrix.55 ]


We conclude that the effects of the pyridinium moiety
(Py) and the central metal (M) on the partitioning between
electron transfer and nucleophilic addition is determined by
the varying strength of the metal–carbon bonds in the
nucleophilic adducts Py–M(CO)5 . According to this for-
mulation, the nucleophilic adducts formed between
Re(CO)2


5 and electrophilic cations are stable to both
homolytic cleavage in Table 2 and heterolysis in equation
(10), and thus can be observed and characterized. On the
other hand, steric effects, or the substitution of manganate
for rhenate, implies weakened Py–M bonding, and the
reaction proceeds by electron transfer.


Interpretations of concurrent nucleophilic/electron-
transfer reactivity


The isolation and characterization of persistent pyridinyl/
pentacarbonylrhenium adducts raises the question of the
involvement of s-bonded intermediates in the simple redox
transformations of Re(CO)2


5 and Mn(CO)2
5 . In other words,


the electron transfer may be effected without proceeding
through an intermediate, i.e.


Py+ Mn(CO)2
5 → Py• +Mn(CO)•


5 (11)


followed by dimerization of the radicals to give the ultimate
redox products. Alernatively, a two-step (inner-sphere)8, 9


sequence of bond formation and bond homolysis may effect
the same transformation:


Py+ Mn(CO)2
5 → Py–Mn(CO)5 (12)
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Py–Mn(CO)5 → Py• +Mn(CO)•
5 (13)


The latter process has been identified in the reactions of
Re(CO)2


5 with pyridinium cations as well as metal carbonyl
anions with organometallic cationic acceptors such as
M(CO)+


6 (M=Mn, Re)18 and LFe(CO)+
3 (L=h5-pentadie-


nyl).17 The reaction of Mn(CO)2
5 with pyridinium acceptors,


however, appears at first glance to be a simple electron
transfer. For example, the rates of the redox reactions in
Table 3 increase smoothly as the reduction potential (E0


red )
of the cationic donors becomes more positive. This
dependence relates directly to the energy gap,
DGET =F(E0


red +E0
ox ) for electron transfer in equation (11).


However, since increasing E0
red correlates with the increasing


electron deficiency of the pyridinium cations, it also relates
to their electrophilicities, and the addition of anionic
nucleophiles to a series of cationic electrophiles obeys the
same linear free energy relation,1, 2 i.e. DG*=bDGET +const-
ant. Note, for example, that the activation energy for the
reaction of iQ+ with Re(CO)2


5 falls on the line in the plot in
Figure 6 even though the reaction is one of nucleophilic
addition. Moreover, the slope of the DG* vs DGET plot (b )
is only 0·36, which is substantially less than the value of
unity expected for outer-sphere electron transfer.56 These
results are in line with the extensive data available for
organic nucleophile–electrophile coupling reactions, which
show a general correlation with the thermodynamics of
electron transfer.1, 2 The alternative formulation of the redox
reactions of Mn(CO)2


5 and Re(CO)2
5 in terms of the inner-


sphere reaction in equations (12) and (13) runs into
problems when the kinetic stability of the Re and Mn
adducts is considered. Thus, the lifetimes of the adducts of
M(CO)2


5 with N-methylacridinium are longer than can be
accounted for under the assumption that the adduct is the
intermediate to the radical products. For example,
Re2(CO)10 and biacridanyl are formed immediately upon
reaction of N-methylacridinium and Re(CO)2


5 although the
adduct is stable for hours. Similarly, the transient adduct
formed from N-methylacridinium and Mn(CO)2


5 decom-
poses steadily over 20 min, but the redox reaction to form
biacridanyl and Mn2(CO)10 is essentially complete upon
mixing of the substrates. These facts demonstrate that
nucleophilic addition does not precede electron transfer.
Thus, the resolution of the mechanistic ambiguity must lie
in the identification of the intermolecular interactions which
occur prior to the rate-limiting steps for the two processes,
as follows.


Charge-transfer ion pairs as the initial intermediates


The reaction of oppositely charged ions such as Py+ and
M(CO)2


5 is preceded by an ion-pairing step. In a non-polar
solvent such as tetrahydrofuran, the ion pairs (and their
higher aggregates) are the only charged species present, and
the cation—anion annihilation reaction proceeds via first-
order collapse of the ion pair. For the [Py+ , M(CO)2


5 ] salts,
the electronic interaction between the ions leads to a partial
transfer of charge from the anion to the cation, which is


Figure 6. Linear free energy relationship between the activation energies for the reactions of pyridinium
cations with either Mn(CO)2


5 (closed circles) or Re(CO)2
5 , plotted against the driving force for interionic


electron transfer. The linear slope has a value of 0·36
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directly observable as the charge-transfer (CT) band of the
ion pair. In a molecular orbital sense, this corresponds to a
partial bonding interaction between the LUMO of the
pyridinium acceptor and the HOMO of the carbonylme-
tallate donor. Since this frontier MO overlap is critical to
nucleophilic addition as well as to electron transfer, the
interionic CT interaction may play a role in the transition
state for both reactions. Thus, the decreasing charge-transfer
energy gap (hnCT ) in Figure 7 correlates with both an
increasingly exergonic driving force (2DGET ) for electron
transfer, and with an increasing rate for the redox and
nucleophilic addition reactions in Figure 6. Note that the
points for the pyridinium cation/rhenate and manganate ion
pairs in Figure 7 lie on the same line and are not separately
distinguished.


The association of redox products with adducts in Table
1 (entries 5 and 9) indicates that these concurrent processes
are closely related, with transition states that are structurally
and energetically similar. The idea that the transition state
for the redox reaction involves incipient bond formation
(and thus strongly resembles the transition state for
nucleophilic attack) is supported by the large negative
entropy of activation (246 cal mol21 K21 ) in Table 3 for
the formation of the redox products from the [iQ+ ,
Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pair. On the other hand, the charge-transfer
interaction in the [iQ+ , Re(CO)2


5 ] analogue points to partial
electron transfer in the transition state for the nucleophilic


addition. To shed light on this mechanistic conundrum, we
induce the direct electron transfer by photostimulation of
the charge-transfer band of the ion pair.


Direct electron transfer from the manganate donor to the
pyridinium cations is effected by the irradiation of the
charge-transfer band of the [Py+ , Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pair, and
the short-lived intermediates can be observed by time-
resolved spectroscopy. Irradiation of the CT ion pairs from
[Mn(CO)2


5 ] paired with [iQ+ ] or [PP+ ] cations forms the
radical Mn(CO)•


5 , identified by its long-wavelength absorp-
tion centered at lmax =760 nm. This signal decays, and a new
species is formed with lmax =520 nm. This band is identical
with the absorption band of the transient adduct formed
from Mn(CO)2


5 and N-methylacridinium and may be
compared with the absorption bands (414–460 nm) of the
stable rhenium adducts. As such it is assigned to the
transient adduct of Py• and Mn(CO)•


5 formed by radical–
radical combination, i.e. as shown in Scheme 2.


Py+ Mn(CO)2
5 →hnCT Py• +Mn(CO)•


5


Py• +Mn(CO)•
5 → Py2Mn(CO)5


Scheme 2


Since the Mn adducts have weak bonds (see above),
decomposition of the adducts is favored, and ultimately
only the redox products are observed. Nevertheless, Scheme
2 illustrates how electron transfer can lead to an overall
nucleophilic addition to the pyridinium cation.


Both the nucleophilic addition and electron-transfer
reactions require structural changes of the M(CO)2


5 anion.
The transient radicals, M(CO)•


5 , do not have the trigonal
bipyramidal (D3h ) geometry of the anions. Instead, their
structure is square pyramidal (C4v ), as established by
infrared57 and ESR58 studies. Since the disposition of the
carbonyl groups in the adducts is also square pyramidal (see
Figure 1), the same reorganizational changes in nuclear
structure accompany either electron transfer or nucleophilic
addition in which the cation-induced distortion of the anion
induces a geometry change to one characteristic of both the
M(CO)•


5 radical and the Py—M(CO)5 nucleophilic adduct.
This geometric distortion is present to a degree even in the
precursor ion pairs, as established by structural studies in
the solid state and in solution.21 The distorted anion is thus
activated towards either reaction pathway. In other words,
the transition states for electron transfer and nucleophilic
addition are close in both structure and energetics, so that
bond formation will crucially affect the outcome of the
reaction. It should be noted that structural alteration of a
donor or acceptor towards the geometry of its reduced or
oxidized form plays a central role in the Marcus theory of
electron transfer, where it relates to the reorganization
energy.59 In this context, the broadness of the charge-
transfer bands of the intermediate CT ion pairs also reflects
a large reorganization energy associated with the change in
the geometry of the metallate upon oxidation.60 The close
relationship between electron transfer and nucleophilic


Figure 7. Mulliken plot of the energies of the charge-transfer bands
of the [Py+ M(CO)2


5 ] ion pairs as a function of the driving force for
electron transfer. The closed and open circles indicate manganate
and rhenate ion pairs, respectively, and the error bars represent the


uncertainty of the measurement
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reactivity has been taken into account by several theoretical
treatments, which explicitly invoke a degree of charge
transfer in the transition states for nucleophilic addition and
substitution.5–7 The latter also point to transition states for
structurally coupled electron transfer and charge-transfer
nucleophilic addition that are closely linked.


CONCLUSIONS


The linear free energy relationship between the driving
force for electron transfer from Re(CO)2


5 and Mn(CO)2
5 ,


and their reaction rates for nucleophilic addition and
electron transfer indicate that the transition states for the
two reactions are closely related. In accordance with this
view, carbonylmetallate anions, M(CO)2


5 , can react with
pyridinium electrophiles (Py+ ) either by electron transfer
[to yield Py• and M(CO)•


5 radicals] or by nucleophilic
addition [to yield the Py—M(CO)5 adducts]. The course of
the reaction depends critically on the pyridinium cation and
on the central metal of the carbonylmetallate. Nucleophilic
attack is favored by pyridinium cations which allow steric
accessibility of the incoming nucleophile to the pyridinium
ring. Electron transfer is facilitated if the pyridinium cation
is sterically hindered or if the radical center is stabilized by
delocalization. Both reactions proceed via the intermediate
[Py+ , M(CO)2


5 ] ion pair, and the interaction between the
HOMO of the metallate donor and the LUMO of the
pyridinium acceptor is visibly manifested as a charge-
transfer electronic transition. The interplay of the two
reaction modes at the mechanistic border suggests that this
charge-transfer bonding interaction is critical to both
nucleophilic and electron-transfer reactivity. Indeed, the
most economical explanation to accommodate all of our
results is to invoke a rate-limiting electron transfer within
the precursor (CT) ion pair as a common step to both
processes. We hope that further detailed comparisons of the
thermal (adiabatic) and charge-transfer (non-adiabatic)
activation of the precursor ion pair, as preliminarily
described in Figure 5, will help to clarify further the precise
role of electron role in nucleophilic processes.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The metal carbonyl dimers Mn2(CO)10 and
Re2(CO)10 from Pressure Chemical were used as received.
Bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium chloride, [PPN]Cl, was
prepared by the method of Ruff and Schlienz.61 Methyl
trifluoromethanesulfonate (methyl triflate) was obtained
from Aldrich and used as received. The pyridine bases
quinoline and isoquinoline (Fischer) were distilled before
use. Acridine (Aldrich) was recrystallized from ethanol.
Phenanthridine, 3-cyanoquinoline, 4-phenylpyridine
(Aldrich), 4-cyanopyridine and 3-cyanopyridine (Reilly Tar
and Chemical) were used as received. The pyridinium
acceptors were all prepared as their trifluoromethane-
sulfonate (triflate) salts. Typically, a solution of methyl
triflate (1·65 g; 10 mmol) in 10 ml of dichloromethane was
added to a solution of 10 mmol of the pyridine base in 10 ml


of the same solvent. After the exothermic reaction subsided,
diethyl ether (150 ml) was added to precipitate the pyr-
idinium salt. The resulting crude trifluoromethanesulfonate
salts were collected and recrystallized from a mixture of
acetonitrile and ethyl acetate. 4-Phenyl-N-methylpyridin-
ium triflate: 2·70 g (84%). 1H NMR (CD3CN): d 8·62 (d,
J=6·8 Hz, 2H), 8·24 (d, J=6·6 Hz, 2H) 7·88–7·99 (m, 2H),
7·61–7·68 (m, 3H), 4·28 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3129, 3059,
1650, 1566, 1494, 1475, 1441, 1266 (vs, OTf), 1225, 1169,
1150, 1031, 856, 775, 722, 697, 638, 575, 550, 519,
488 cm21. N-Methylisoquinolinium triflate: 2·50 g (87%).
1H NMR (CD3CN): d 9·54 (s, 1H), 7·92–8·45 (m, 6H), 4·93
(s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3059, 1656, 1609, 1522, 1478, 1397,
1266 (OTf) 1225, 1153, 1031, 878, 762, 712, 637, 571, 516,
472 cm21. Anal. Calculated for C11H10F3NO3S: C, 45·05; H,
3·44; N, 4·78. Found: C, 44·93; H, 3·48; N, 4·72%. N-
Methylquinolinium triflate: 2·55 g (88%). 1H NMR
(CD3CN): d 9·04–9·12 (m, 1H) 7·91—8·42 (m, 6H) 4·56
(s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3100, 3059, 1629, 1606, 1594, 1531,
1468, 1455, 1424, 1386, 1371, 1353, 1272 (OTf), 1224,
1160, 1140, 879, 834, 777, 754, 747, 636, 571, 517, 488,
464 cm21. Anal. Calculated for C11H10F3NO3S: C, 45·05; H,
3·44; N, 4·78. Found: C, 45·13; H, 3·48; N, 4·75%.
3-Cyano-N-methylpyridinium triflate: 2·05 g (73%). 1H
NMR (CD3CN): d 9·12 (s, 1H), 8·83 (br t, 2H), 8·16 (br, t,
1H), 4·35 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3160, 3086, 2253 (w, CN),
1641, 1572, 1475, 1269 (OTf), 1181, 1137, 1028, 828, 759,
672, 638, 575, 519 cm21. Anal. Calculated for
C8H7F3N2O3S: C, 35·83; H, 2·63; N, 10·44. Found: C, 35·88;
H, 2·58; N, 10·36%. N-methylphenanthridinium triflate:
2·30 g (67%). 1H NMR (CD3CN): d 9·76 (s, 1H), 8·90–9·05
(m, 2H), 8·01–8·54 (m, 6H), 4·68 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3090,
3031, 1634, 1534, 1512, 1459, 1262, 1166, 1028, 772, 759,
718, 638, 572, 519, 490 cm21. Anal. Calculated for
C15H12F3NO3S: C, 52·48; H, 3·52; N: 4·08. Found: C, 51·96;
H, 3·59; N, 4·04%. 4-Cyano-N-methylpyridinium triflate:
2·33 g (87%) 1H NMR (CD3CN): d 8·86 (d, J=6·5 Hz, 2H),
8·32 (br s, 2H), 4·37 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3125, 3062, 2250
(vw, CN), 1641, 1569, 1519, 1475, 1269 (vs, OTf), 1228,
1172, 1141, 859, 756, 644, 575, 533, 519 cm21. Anal.
Calculated for C8H7F3N2O3S: C, 35·83; H, 2·63; N, 10·44.
Found: C, 35·83; H, 2·63; N, 10·37%. 3-Cyano-N-methyl-
quinolinium triflate: 1H NMR (CD3CN): d 9·51 (s, 2H),
8·42–8·55 (m, 3H), 8·05–8·22 (m, 1H), 4·62 (s, 3H). IR
(KBr): 3047, 2281, 2250 (w, CN), 1634, 1600, 1581, 1522,
1462, 1384, 1353, 1259 (vs, OTf), 1169, 1028, 897, 875,
784, 756, 640, 634, 575, 519, 440 cm21. N-methylacridin-
ium triflate:62 3·0 g (86%) bright yellow plates. 1H NMR
(CD3CN): d 9·87 (s, 1H), 8·28–8·62 (m, 6H), 7·87–8·05
(m, 2H) 4·76 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3109, 3058, 3031, 1625,
1528, 1543, 1460, 1395, 1262 (vs, OTf) 1226, 1189, 1154,
1031, 989, 859, 833, 776, 750, 638, 602, 573, 517,
503 cm21. 9-Phenyl-N-methylacridinium triflate:63 3·5 g
(82%) yellow rhombs. 1H NMR (CD3CN): d 8·29–8·68
(m, 4H), 7·50–8·07 (m, 9H), 4·84 (s, 3H). IR (KBr): 3110,
3060, 1611, 1578, 1551, 1457, 1444, 1376, 1264 (vs, OTf),
1223, 1150, 1030, 765, 706, 660, 636, 572, 515 cm21.
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The PPN+ salt of Mn(CO)2
5 was prepared using the


procedure of Faltynek and Wrighton.64 Typically, a suspen-
sion of 1% sodium amalgam (50 g) and tetrahydrofuran
(30 ml) was stirred under an atmosphere of argon as
Mn2(CO)10 (1·95 g, 5·0 mmol) was added in one portion.
The mixture was stirred for 2 h as the initially orange–
yellow solution became greenish gray. The solution was
filtered through a bed of Celite using a Schlenk frit. To the
filtered solution of Na[Mn(CO)5 ] in tetrahydrofuran was
added [PPN]Cl (5·67 g, 10 mmol) and the mixture was
stirred overnight. The orange–yellow solution was filtered
through a bed of Celite to remove the white residue of NaCl,
and overlayed by 150 ml of diethyl ether. The solution was
allowed to stand for 2 days at 225 °C, and it deposited
bright yellow plates of [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ]. Yield: 5·3 g
(76%). IR (nCO , tetrahydrofuran): 1894 (vs), 1861 (vs)
cm21. Lit.: 1894, 1861 cm21. The PPN+ salt of Re(CO)2


5


was prepared from Re2(CO)10 and [PPN+ ][Cl2 ].13 Yield:
5·0 g (59%). IR (nCO , tetrahydrofuran): 1916 (vs), 1861 (vs)
cm21, Lit.: 1914, 1860 cm21. The substituted carbonyl-
manganese dimers, Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2 and Mn2(CO)8


[P(OPh)3 ]2 , were prepared by the reaction of Mn2(CO)10


with PPh3 or P(OPh)3 in refluxing n-butanol.65


Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2: IR (nCO , CHCl3 ) 1985 (w), 1955 (vs)
cm21. Lit.:65 1985, 1955 cm21. Mn2(CO)8[P(OPh)3 ]2: IR
(nCO , CHCl3 ) 2003 (w), 1978 (vs) cm21. Lit.:65 2003,
1978 cm21. The substituted carbonylmanganate salts
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 ]64 and [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)4P-
(OPh)2


3 ]14 were prepared by literature methods.
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 ]: IR (nCO , tetrahydrofuran) 1914,
1846, 1814 cm21. Lit.: 1939, 1838, 1816 cm21.
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)4P(OPh)2


3 ]: IR (nCO , tetrahydrofuran)
1961, 1869, 1841 cm21.


Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Fisher) was distilled serially from
potassium hydroxide and lithium aluminum hydride under
an argon atmosphere, and then transferred to a Schlenk flask
under an inert atmosphere of argon for storage. Acetonitrile
(Fisher) was stirred with 0·1 wt% KMnO4 for 24 h, and the
mixture was refluxed until the liquid was colorless. The
solvent was decanted from the brown MnO2 residue and
distilled from phosphorus pentoxide under an argon atmos-
phere. After a final distillation from CaH2 , the acetonitrile
was transferred to a Schlenk flask under an argon atmos-
phere. Diethyl ether was distilled under an atmosphere of
argon from lithium aluminum hydride. All solvents were
stored in Schlenk flasks under a positive pressure of argon.


Instrumentation.The UV–VIS absorption spectra were
recorded on a Hewlett-Packard Model 8450A diode-array
spectrometer. The 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a
JEOL FX 90-Q spectrometer, and chemical shifts are
reported in ppm units downfield from tetramethylsilane. IR
spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 10DX FT spectrometer
with the aid of 0·1 mm NaCl cells.


The nanosecond and microsecond time-resolved spectral
measurements were carried out with a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser (Quantel YG 580-10) and a kinetic spectrometer
consisting of a 150 W xenon arc lamp, an Oriel 77250


150 mm monochromator and a detector consisting of a
photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R928) interfaced to a Tek-
tronix 7104 oscilloscope and a Tektrix C1001 digitizing
camera. Data acquisition was controlled by a sequence
generator, laser controller and backoff unit from Kinetic
Instruments. The data were stored and analyzed by ASYST
programs running on a Gateway 2000 personal computer.
The laser source for the picosecond time-resolved transient
spectral measurements was a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser
(Quantel YG 501-C). Excitation was carried out using the
second or third harmonic (532 or 355 nm). The excitation
beam traversed a variable delay stage (up to 4·5 ns) before
being directed on to the sample cuvette. Analyzing light was
provided by a continuum beam generated by directing the
residual fundamental light (1064 nm) into a 10 cm cuvette
containing a 50 :50 mixture of H2O and D2O. The
collimated white light was split into two directions by
means of a neutral density filter as a semi-transparent
mirror. One beam was directed into the sample cuvette
overlapping with the excitation beam to probe the excited
sample, while the other served as reference. The sample and
reference beams were collected by fiber optic cables and led
to a monochromator (Instruments SA HR-320). The signal
was recorded on a dual diode array (Princeton Instruments
DD-512) that was calibrated with the 436 and 546 nm lines
from a mercury lamp.


The steady-state photolyses were carried out with the
focused beam from a 500 W high-pressure Hg lamp. The
beam was passed through a water filter and an appropriate
glass cut-off filter (Corning CS series) to remove infrared
and ultraviolet light. The sample was contained in a Pyrex
Schlenk tube immersed in a room temperature water-bath.


Reactions of pyridinium acceptors with
pentacarbonylrhenate Re(CO)2


5


9-(N-Methylacridanyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I). A solution
of [PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] (0·506 g, 0·58 mmol) in 20 ml of
acetonitrile was stirred and cooled in a dry ice–acetone
bath. When the solvent began to freeze (230 °C) solid N-
methylacridinium triflate (0·20 g, 0·585 mmol) was added
and the solution was warmed to 25 °C. The yellow
solution turned bright orange as the acridinium salt
dissolved. The solution was allowed to stir at 25 °C for 2 h
and then warmed to 20 °C. The infrared spectrum of the
reaction mixture showed the complete disappearance of the
carbonyl infrared bands of Re(CO)2


5 at nCO =1916 and
1861 cm21 and the appearance of those belonging to the
adduct, Ac–Re(CO)5 , at nCO =2126, 2014 and 1985 cm21.
The cloudy orange solution was filtered to remove a white
precipitate, and the acetonitrile solvent was reduced in
volume to ca 4 ml. An orange precipitate (0·25 g) of the
adduct formed. The supernatant was transferred to a
Schlenk flask and the solvent was completely removed in
vacuo. The residue was extracted with diethyl ether, and
removal of the solvent from the extracts afforded an
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additional 0·045 g of the adduct. The ether-insoluble residue
(0·292 g) was identified as [PPN+ ]OTf2 (0·43 mmol) by its
infrared spectrum. The rhenium adduct (total yield 0·294 g,
90% yield) was recrystallized by dissolution in acetonitrile
and cooling to 225 °C to afford orange plates, which were
suitable for x-ray structural determination. IR (nCO , tetra-
hydrofuran): 2126 (A1 ), 2045 (sh), 2014(E), 1985 (A1 )
cm21. 1H NMR (C6D6 ): d 6·72–7·20 (m, 6H), 6·60 (d,
J=9 Hz, 2H), 4·53 (s, 1H), 2·91 (s, 3H). UV–VIS (THF):
lmax (log «) 414 nm (3·0). The white residue which formed
initially was dissolved in CDCl3 and identified as N,N9-
dimethyl-9,9-biacridanyl by comparison of its NMR
spectrum with that in the literature.37 Toluene (5·0 ml) was
added and the yield of the acridanyl dimer was determined
by integration of the signal of its N-methyl protons (d 2·91)
compared with the methyl protons of the toluene internal
standard. Yield: 0·018 mmol (6% relative to the acridinium
triflate). The carbonyl infrared spectrum of the crude
reaction mixture showed a band at 2070 cm21, which was
ascribed to Re2(CO)10 . Comparison of its absorbance with
that of a standard solution of Re2(CO)10 in the same cell
showed that the rhenium dimer was formed in 5% yield.


6 - (N - Methylphenanthridanyl) - pentacarbonylrhenium(I).
From 0·334 g (0·385 mmol) of [PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] and
0·132 g (0·385 mmol) of Pa+ OTf2 was obtained 0·14 g
(70%) of red–orange crystals. 1H NMR (C6D6 ): 7·40–7·66
(m, 2H), 6·75–7·10 (m, 5H), 6·33 (d, J=9 Hz, 1H), 5·29
(s, 1H), 2·38 (s, 3H). IR (nCO , THF): 2111 (m), 2046 (w),
2003 (vs), 1977 (m) cm21. UV–VIS: lmax (log «) 432 nm
(3·1).


(3 - Cyano - N - methylquinolinyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I).
From 0·357 g (0·413 mmol) of [PPN+ ] [Re(CO)2


5 ] and
0·148 g (0·440 mmol) of [3-CNQ+ ][OTf2 ] was obtained
0·12 (56%) brown microcrystals. 1H NMR (C6D6 ): d
6·17–6·45 (m, 3H), 5·48 (d, J=10 Hz, 1H), 5·23 (d,
J=1 Hz, 1H), 3·52 (s, 1H), 1·90 (s, 3H). IR (nCO, THF):
2126 (m), 2057 (w), 2014 (vs), 1982 (m). UV–VIS: lmax


420 nm. The other adducts were generated in situ by
addition of the pyridinium triflate salt (0·1 mmol) to a
solution of [PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] (0·086 mg, 0·10 mmol) in
THF (10 ml) and were identified by their infrared (nCO ) and
UV–VIS spectra.


(3 - Cyano - N - methylpyridinyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I).
IR (nCO , THF): 2120 (m), 2036 (w sh), 2010 (vs), 1979 (m)
cm21. UV–VIS (THF): lmax 446 nm.


(N-Methylquinolinium)pentacarbonylrhenium(I). IR
(nCO , THF): 2117 (m), 2039 (w sh), 2009 (vs), 1973 (m)
cm21. The yields of the adducts in Table 1 were obtained
from their infrared absorbance using the characteristic (A1 )
high-energy carbonyl band at 2110–2120 cm21. The correc-
tion factors for all three isolable adducts were the same
(0·11±0·01 mM


21 ) within experimental error. The same
value was assumed for the transient adducts. The yields of
Re2(CO)10 in Tables 1 and 2 were obtained by comparison of
its infrared absorbance (nCO =2070 cm21 ) with that of a
stock solution of the dimer in THF in the same infrared
cell.


Thermal decomposition of the carbonylrhenium
adducts. 9-(N-methylacridanyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I).
The adduct (0·022 g, 0·041 mmol) was dissolved in 4·2 ml
of benzene in a Schlenk flask and placed in a thermostated
oil bath heated to 80 °C. Aliquots of the reaction mixture
were removed and analyzed by infrared spectroscopic
techniques to monitor the course of the reaction. After 3·5 h,
the band of the adduct at 2120 cm21 had disappeared. The
yield of Re2(CO)10 , assayed at nCO =2070 cm21, was 75%
based on the adduct. The reaction was repeated without
infrared monitoring and after 3·5 h, the reaction mixture
was cooled to room temperature and the solvent was
removed in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in CDCl3 , and
the 1H NMR spectrum of the mixture showed only
resonances of N,N9-dimethyl-9,99-biacridanyl. 1H NMR
(CDCl3 ): d 6·70–7·10 (m, 16H), 3·82 (s, 2H), 2·90 (s, 6H).
Toluene (10 ml) was added and the yield of the acridanyl
dimer was calculated by comparing the integral of the signal
from its N-methyl protons (d 2·90) with that from the
methyl protons of toluene (d 2·31).


6-(N-Methylphenanthridinyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I).
Similarly, a solution of this compound (0·017 g,
0·032 mmol) in 3 ml of benzene was placed in an oil bath
heated to 60 °C. The reaction was complete after 80 min.
Yield of Re2(CO)10: 0·0093 mmol (58%). The other tran-
sient adducts were allowed to decompose in situ in THF
after their formation. Thus the adduct formed from 3-cyano-
N-methylpyridinium and Re(CO)2


5 decomposed comp-
letely within 20 min of its formation to a mixture of
Re2(CO)10 (60%) and other (unidentified) rhenium carbonyl
products. Similarly the adduct formed from N-methylquino-
linium and the carbonylrhenate decomposed in the same
period to Re2(CO)10 (73%) and other products. The carbonyl
infrared spectra were identical in both of these cases, and
consisted of the bands of Re2(CO)10 (nCO =2070 and
2010 cm21 ) and unassigned broad bands at 2030 and
1978 cm21. In the case of N-methylquinolinium and
Re(CO)2


5 , the electronic absorption band of the adduct at
lmax =454 nm was monitored during the decomposition. The
decay of this band occurred with the same half-life
(3·0 min) as that determined by the decay of the 2117 cm21


band of the adduct in the infrared spectrum. In the case of
the transient adduct formed from N-methylisoquinolinium
and Re(CO)2


5 , the characteristic band at 2110–2125 cm21


could not be observed. [A very weak and transient band at
2108 cm21 was observed in one run, but it could not be
reproduced. The infrared spectrum showed only the decay
of the bands of Re(CO)2


5 (nCO =1906 and 1861 cm21 ) and
the growth of the bands of Re2(CO)10 . The rhenium dimer
was formed in 81% yield, and it was accompanied by the
unknown rhenium carbonyl products with bands at 2030
and 1978 cm21. The UV–VIS spectrum of the mixture
showed a transient band (lmax =460 nm) assigned to the
adduct. The decay of this band in the infrared spectrum
occurred on the same timescale (t1/2 =1 h) as that of the
bands of Re(CO)2


5 .
Electron-transfer reactions of pentacarbonylrhenate
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Re(CO)2
5 . Four of the pyridinium cations reacted with


Re(CO)2
5 without any evidence for the formation of an


adduct. In these cases, no band was observed at
2110–2125 cm21 in the infrared spectrum, and no band was
observed in the UV–VIS region between 400 and 500 nm
corresponding to the adduct. Thus, 4-phenyl-N-methylpyr-
idinium triflate (0·032 g, 0·10 mmol) reacted with
[PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] (0·082 g, 0·10 mmol) dissolved in 10 ml
of THF to yield Re2(CO)10 in quantitative yield, based on
50% conversion of the anion, after 48 h. Similarly, the
addition of 4-cyano-N-methylpyridinium triflate (0·027 g,
0·10 mmol) to 1 equiv. of [PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] in THF
yielded a blue, highly air-sensitive solution, and a 40% yield
of Re2(CO)10 was estimated on the basis of its carbonyl
absorbance at 2070 cm21. The addition of 9-phenyl-N-
methylacridinium triflate (0·039 g, 0·10 mmol) to 1 equiv.
of [PPN+ ][Re(CO)2


5 ] in acetonitrile yielded a red solution
of the stable N-methyl-9-phenylacridanyl radical. The yield
of Re2(CO)10 was quantitative and the yield of the radical
was 100% based on extinction coefficient
(«=7·03103 l mol21 cm21 ) at 520 nm.36 Finally, addition
of 1 equiv. of methylviologen ditriflate (0·046 g;
0·10 mmol) to a 0·01 M solution of [PPN+ ][ReCO)2


5 ] in
acetonitrile afforded the rhenium dimer in 73% yield.


Electron transfer and addition reactions of penta-
carbonylmanganate Mn(CO)2


5 . The reaction of Mn(CO)2
5


with the pyridinium cations (as their triflate salts) was
conducted as follows: 1 equiv. of the pyridinium triflate was
added to a stirred solution of 0·1 mmol of
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] in 10 ml of THF at 20 °C. The solid
immediately dissolved. In the case of the N-methylisoquino-
linium (iQ+ ), N-methylquinolinium (Q+ ), 3-cyano-
N-methylpyridinium (3-CNP+ ) and N-methylphenanthri-
dinium (Pa+ ) cations, the formation of the charge-transfer
bands of the [Py+ ][Mn(CO)5 ] ion pairs were observed as
transient reddish brown or greenish brown colors. The
reactions were followed by observing the growth of the
carbonyl infrared bands of Mn2(CO)10 (at yCO =2045, 2009
and 1979 cm21) and the disappearance of the bands of
Mn(CO)2


5 (at 1894 and 1861 cm21 ). For the reactions of
iQ+ with Mn(CO)2


5 conducted at higher temperatures, a
thermostated oil bath was employed as heat source. The
yields of Mn2(CO)10 in Table 3 were computed by
comparison of the absorbance of the solution at 2045 cm21


(due to the manganese dimer) at the completion of the
reaction with the absorbance of the solution at 1894 cm21


[Mn(CO)2
5 ] before addition of the pyridinium salt. The


relative molar absorbance of the two bands (1·12) was
determined by comparing the infrared spectra of stock
solutions of Mn2(CO)10 and [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ]. The yield
of N,N9-dimethyl-9,99-bi-acridanyl was determined by 1H
NMR analysis using toluene as the internal standard, as
described for the decomposition of the rhenium adduct. The
yield of N,N9-dimethyl-1,19-biisoquinolinyl, (iQ)2 ,37 was
determined as follows. Upon completion of the reaction, the
solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue was dissolved
in CDCl3 . The internal standard (1,2-dichloroethane) was


added and the yield of the dimer was determined by
combined integrals of its olefinic proton resonances (d 6·82,
6·32, 6·03 and 5·64 ppm) compared with that of dichloro-
ethane (d 5·32 ppm).


A transient red color was noted in the reaction of N-
methylacridinium triflate with [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] in THF.
Examination of the UV–VIS spectrum of the reaction
mixture disclosed a new band, with lmax =520 nm in the
visible region of the spectrum. The band decayed to
baseline within 5 min following the addition of the
acridinium salt to the solution of Mn(CO)2


5 . The maximum
absorbance of the band, recorded initially, was 0·13.


The rate constants for the reaction of the ion pairs in
Table 3 were obtained as follows: the ion-pair equilibrium
in Scheme 1 implies that [Py+ OTf2 ] [PPN+ Mn-
(CO)2


5 ]=Kex [PPN+ OTf2 ]. If c is the initial formal
concentration of PPN+ Mn(CO)2


5 and Py+ OTf2 and z is the
extent of reaction, the equation becomes [Py+


Mn(CO)2
5 ]=(c2z)2/(2c2z).29 The absorbance of


Mn2(CO)10 at 2045 cm21 (a), divided by the final absor-
bance (a° ) was taken as the extent of reaction, z. This
equation then could be integrated as ln[a° /
(a° 2a)]+a (a° 2a)=k1t. The two terms on the right-hand
side of the equation were calculated and the sum plotted as
a function of time. The slope of the line was k1 in Table 3.
For the reactions of Mn(CO)2


5 with the 4-cyano-N-methyl-
pyridinium (4-CNP+ ) and 3-cyano-N-methylquinolinium
(3-CNQ+ ) acceptors, the reaction was too fast to follow by
this method. The reactions were conducted in the presence
of 4 equiv. of inert salt (tetra-n-butylammonium per-
chlorate). The rate constants were obtained by plotting
ln[a° /(a° 2a)]+5[a/(a° 2a)] as a function of time, and
equating the slope of the linear relation to k1 .


Electron-transfer reactions of Mn(CO)4L
2 , where


L=PPh3 and P(OPh)3 . To a solution of [PPN+ ][Mn(CO-
)4P(OPh)2


3 ] (4·931023
M) in THF was added 14·4 mg


(0·049 mmol) of [iQ+ ][OTf2 ]. The triflate salt dissolved to
form a brown solution. The infrared spectrum of the
reaction mixture showed the decrease of the carbonyl bands
of Mn(CO)4P(OPh)2


3 ] at nCO =1961, 1869 and 1841 cm21


and an increase in the strong band of Mn2(CO)8[P(OPh)3 ]2


at 1979 cm21. The disubstituted Mn dimer was the only
metal carbonyl product (2200–1700 cm21 ), and it was
formed in practically quantitative yield (0·024 mg, 97%).
The rate of the ion pair collapse was determined as
described for the reactions with Mn(CO)2


5 . This procedure
yielded a rate constant of 1·731023 s21 for the ion-pair
collapse in equation (7).


A 1 equiv. amount of [iQ+ ][OTf2 ] (0·015 g) was added
to a solution of [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 ] (5·231023
M) in


10 ml of THF. The reaction mixture was quickly transferred
to an infrared cell and the spectrum of the reaction mixture
was acquired as rapidly as possible. The bands of
Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 at nCO =1939, 1846 and 1814 cm21 dimin-
ished as the strong band of Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2 (1954 cm21 )
grew in. The reaction was complete in 6 min, and the yield
of the dimer was 0·025 mmol (96%). In a separate
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experiment, 0·093 g (0·096 mmol) of [PPN+ ]
[Mn(CO)4PPh2


3 ] was allowed to react with 0·029 g
(0·098 mmol) [iQ+ ][OTf2 ]. After 15 min, the solvent was
removed in vacuo and CDCl3 (1·0 ml) was added to dissolve
the residue. Nitromethane (11·5 mg) was added as an
internal standard and the integrated resonances of the
olefinic protons of the isoquinolinyl dimer (at d 6·0 and
5·6 ppm) were compared with the signal of the protons of
CH3NO2 (d 3·8 ppm). The yield of isoquinolinyl dimer was
quantitative (0·049 mmol).


UV–VIS absorption spectra of the ion pairs and the
nucleophilic adducts.A tetrahydrofuran solution of
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] and N-methylisoquinolinium triflate,
each 0·01 M, was transferred to a 1·0 mm cuvette equipped
with a Teflon needle valve. The UV–VIS spectrum of the
solution was recorded. A 1 equiv. amount of inert salt (tetra-
n-butylammonium perchlorate, TBAP) was added and the
spectrum was recorded again. This procedure was repeated
after addition of another 1 equiv. of salt, and the procedure
was repeated for the addition of inert salt for a total of 4 and
8 equiv. The nucleophilic adduct, 9-(N-methyl-
acridanyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I), was dissolved in THF
to form a 531023


M solution and its UV–VIS spectrum was
recorded. Inert salt was added incrementally in the amounts
of 2, 4, 8 and 20 equiv. of TBAP. The absorbance of the
solution at lmax =414 nm was 1·53 prior to the addition of
salt and the successive addition of salt caused it to diminish
to 1·51, 1·46, 1·44 and 1·40. Since even the presence of 20
equiv. of TBAP caused only a slight (8%) diminution in the
intensity of the absorbance, it was concluded that the effect
of added salt on the stable adduct was at most minor.


The charge-transfer spectra of the pyridinium/carbo-
nylmetallate ion pairs were acquired as follows: a stock
0·010 M solution of [PPN+ ][M(CO)2


5 ] (M=Mn or Re) in
tetrahydrofuran was transferred to a Schlenk cuvette and the
UV–VIS spectrum of the solution was acquired. A 1 equiv.
amount of the pyridinium triflate was added and the solution
was shaken until the salt dissolved. The absorbance
spectrum was then re-recorded. The absorbance of the
[PPN+ ][M(CO)2


5 ] was digitally subtracted from the second
spectrum, and the maximum of the subtracted spectrum was
taken as lmax in Table 4.


Charge-transfer irradiation of the pyridinium/man-
ganate ion pairs. 
N-Methylisoquinolinium. A THF solution (7 ml) of
[iQ+ ][OTf2 ] (6·031023


M) and [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2
5 ]


(5·031023
M) was prepared in a Schlenk vessel. A 1·0 ml


aliquot was transferred to another Schlenk flask wrapped in
aluminum foil to serve as an unirradiated control. Both
flasks were placed in an ice–water bath and the first solution
was irradiated using a 500 nm cut-off filter (Corning CS) to
ensure that photo-stimulation of only the charge-transfer
band. The reaction was followed by UV and visible
spectroscopy. After 30 min of irradiation, the charge-
transfer band of the [iQ+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] ion pair had
disappeared, and the infrared absorptions of Mn(CO)2


5 were
replaced by those of Mn2(CO)10 . The yield of the latter was


0·015 mmol (100%) based on the absorbance of the dimer at
2045 cm21. No change in the infrared spectrum of the
unirradiated reaction mixture was observed.


4-Phenyl-N-methylquinolinium. A THF solution (10 ml)
of [PP+ ][OTf2 ] and [PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ], each
5·031023


M, was cooled in an ice–water bath and irra-
diated with filtered (lirr >500 nm) light for 3 h. complete
conversion of the manganese anion to Mn2(CO)10


(0·025 mmol, 100%) was observed.
Solutions for time-resolved spectroscopic investigations


contained 0·010 M pyridinium triflate and
[PPN+ ][Mn(CO)2


5 ] in tetrahydrofuran. The solutions were
prepared in Schlenk flasks and were degassed four freeze–
pump–thaw cycles. The solution was then transferred to a
cuvette for laser irradiation.


The various acceptor cations, A+ (where A+ =iQ+ , Q+ ,
3-CNP+ , Pa+ and 3-CNQ+ ), were irreversibly reduced on
the CV time-scale at a scan rate of 0·5 V s21. The reversible
E0


red values in Table 4 were obtained either from the
literature or calculated by accounting for the kinetic
potential shift66 of Ep owing to follow-up dimerization of the
radicals, A•, according to the expression E0 =Ep + (RT/
nF)30·9052 (RT/3nF) ln[2/3 kdim C(RT/nFv)],66 where
kdim is the second-order rate constant for dimerization of the
radicals, C is the concentration of the cation (531023


M)
and v is the scan rate of 0·5 V s21. A diffusion-controlled
rate of dimerization (kdim =2·031010


M
21 s21 ) was


assumed.67


X-ray crystallography of the nucleophilic adduct,
9-(N-methylacridanyl)pentacarbonylrhenium(I). An
orange slab having approximate dimensions
0·6030·2430·12 mm was mounted in a random orientation
on a Nicolet R3m/V automatic diffractometer. The radiation
used was Mo Ka monochromatized by a highly ordered
graphite crystal. Final cell constants, as well as other
information pertinent to data collection and refinement are
listed as follows: space group, Pnma, orthorhombic; cell
constants, a=6·750(1), b=14·210(2) c=18·987(3) Å;
V=1821 Å3; molecular formula, C19H12NO5Re; formula
weight, 520·52; formula units per cell, Z=4; density,
1·90 g cm23; absorption coefficient, m=67·9 cm21; radia-
tion (Mo Ka), l=0·71073 Å; collection range, 4≤u≤50°;
scan width, Du=1·40+(Ka2 2Ka1 ); scan speed range,
2·5–15·0° min21; total data collected, 1887; independent
data [I>3s(I)], 1234; total variables, 128; R=·iF0 |2 |Fci/
∑|F0 |, 0·036; Rw =[∑w (|F0 |2 |Fc |)2/∑w|F0 |2 ]1-2, 0·037;
weights, w=s(F)22. The Laue symmetry was determined to
be mmm and from the systematic absences noted the space
group was shown to be either Pnma or Pn21a. Intensities
were measured using the omega scan technique, with the
scan rate depending on the count obtained in rapid pre-scans
of each reflection. Two standard reflections were monitored
after every 2 h or every 100 data collected, and these
showed no significant variation. Lorentz and polarization
corrections were applied, as well as an empirical absorption
correction based on psi scans of ten reflections having chi
values between 70 and 90°.
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Since the molecule is capable of possessing internal
symmetry, space group Pnma was assumed from the outset.
The structure was solved by the use of the SHELXTL direct
methods program TREF, which revealed the position of all
the nonhydrogen atoms in the asymmetric unit, consisting
of one-half molecule situated around a mirror plane. The
usual sequence of anisotropic and isotropic refinements was
followed, after which all hydrogens were entered in ideal
calculated positions and constrained to riding motion, with
a single variable isotropic temperature factor. The C-11
methyl group orientation was determined by analysis of
difference electron density maps. After all shift/esd ratios
were less than 0·1, convergence was reached at the
agreement factors listed above. No unusually high correla-
tions were noted between any of the variables in the last
cycle of full-matrix least-squares refinement, and the final
difference density map showed a maximum peak of about
0·7 e Å23 located near Re. All calculations were made using
the Nicolet SHELXTL PLUS (1987) series of crystallo-
graphic programs.
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INTRODUCTION


Reactions of aryliminodimagnesium [ArN(MgBr)2 , IDMg]
with aromatic monofunctional nitro, carbonyl and cyano
substrates are controlled by the efficiency of single electron
transfer (SET).1 The distribution of condensation (with NO2


and Ar1CO groups) or addition (to CN group) products
[–N(O)=N–Ar, >C=N–Ar and –C(NH2 )=N–Ar; normal]
and typical radical (dimerization or hydrogen abstraction)
products (abnormal) were correlated with the relative
electron-accepting ability (EAA) of functional groups
(NO2 >CO>CN) regardless of reaction manners. The IDMg
reagent (having an N–Mg bond) has a weak electron-
donating ability (EDA) in comparison with Grignard
reagents (having a C–Mg bond).2 According to the ‘less
reactive, more selective’ principle, the use of mild IDMg is


advantageous for elucidating factors governing the reactions
of magnesium reagents.1 In this study, IDMg was allowed to
react with some bifunctional aromatic nitriles having CN
and CO, CN and CN, and CN and NO2 groups in an
intramolecular competition manner. The relative yields of
products, indicating which of two groups is preferred, were
consistent or inconsistent with the reported distribution of
free electrons in anion radicals of the bifunctional sub-
strates. The reasons are discussed.


RESULTS


Intermolecular competition of two kinds of IDMgs with
a benzonitrile and vice versa (Schemes 1a and 1b)


As preliminary experiments, intermolecular competition
using IDMgs and benzonitriles having p-MeO, p-Me and
p-Cl substituents was carried out. Two kinds of nitriles (or
IDMgs) were allowed to react with a kind of IDMg (or
nitrile). Substituent effects on EDA (p-MeO>p-Me>p-Cl)


† Aryliminodimagnesium Reagents, Part XXIX. Part XXVIII; M.
Okubo and Y. Omote, J. Phys. Org. Chem. 9, 212 (1996).
* Correspondence to: M. Okubo, Present address: Grand Forme
Sumaura 401, Ichinotani, Suma-ku, Kobe 654, Japan.
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are indicated by the oxidation potentials (Eox ) of the IDMg
and ArMgBr reagents, and the effects on EAA (p-Cl>p-
Me>p-MeO) are indicated by the reduction potentials (Ered )
of the NO2 and Ar1CO substrates.2 At a concentration of
5·0 mmol IDMg in 50 ml of THF, the reactions were carried
out at 55 °C for 1 h. Two moles of IDMg (in total) were
used in all cases in order to obtain the amidines in sufficient
yields for comparison of the effects of substituents, because
no effect was observable by the use of 3 mol, leading
always to excellent yields.3c The yields of the two amidines
obtained in the reactions of two kinds of IDMgs with a
nitrile are given in Table 1a and yields (total 200%)
obtained in the reactions of a substituted IDMg with two
kinds of nitriles in Table 1b. No abnormal product was
detected.


The data in Table 1a indicate a trend that the nitriles,


regardless of their EAA, react preferentially with the IDMg
of stronger EDA. The data of Table 1b indicate a similar
trend that the magnesium reagents, regardless of their EDA,
react preferentially with the nitrile of stronger EAA. The
yield variation caused by the EDA of IDMg (Table 1b)
seems greater than that caused by the EAA of the nitrile
(Table 1a). Even with dilution using 200 ml of THF in some
combinations, no lowering of the yields was observed,
which suggests tight binding of reagent and substrate.


The relation of terms for SET [higher efficiency↔
smaller DE (difference2 between the potentials: DE=
Eox 2Ered )↔stronger EDA and/or EAA] is noted. The non-
competition reaction of nitriles was characterized by the low
SET efficiency,3 i.e. weaker EDA and EAA. The character
[start of reaction from formation of tight s-complex
(coordination of N atom of CN group to the d+ charged Mg


Scheme 1a


Table 1a. Yield ratio of two amidines in the reaction in Scheme 1a


Difference in EDA (R1/R2 )
EAA EDA Small ←———→ Large


Nit (R3 ) Rg MeO/Me Me/Cl MeO/Cl


Weak MeO 65/35 57/42 67/30
l Me 47/17 73/26 53/16


Strong Cl 63/32 61/30 55/31


Scheme 1b


Table 1b. Yield ratio of two amidines in the reaction in Scheme 1b


EDA Weak ←———→ Strong
Rg (R1 ) Cl Me MeO


EAA Nit


Small Me/MeO 46/36 52/46 96/98
Difference
in EAA l Cl/Me 64/10 71/16 96/53
(RR33/R4 )


Large Cl/MeO 77/13 97/67 99/75
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atom, as governing step) followed by SET inside the
complex3 ] is supported by the trends given above, and will
be referred to in the following discussion.


Intramolecular competition and/or cooperation of
cyano, carbonyl and nitro groups


Some IDMg reactions with bifunctional nitro and carbonyl
compounds have been examined previously. The two NO2


groups of dinitrobenzenes compete and lead mainly to self-
decomposition via vigorous SET.4 The NO2 and CO groups
of p-nitrobenzophenone compete, and the former group of
stronger EAA is preferred.4 The involvement of SET is
supported by comparison with previous ESR results: the
anion radicals of m- and p-nitroacetophenones5 and o-, m-


and p-nitrobenzophenones6 have the highest free electron
(spin) density on the NO2 groups. Diphenyl diketone
(benzil) reacts via the generation of the anion radical of an
Mg chelate (very tight s-complex),7, 8 implying that two CO
groups cooperate. It should be noted that two groups
compete or cooperate depending on their relative EAA and
location.


The following discussion on the features of IDMg
reactions with bifunctional substrates having at least one
CN group will be based on the reported result5 that the anion
radicals of m-and p-cyanoacetophenones have the highest
spin density on the CO group. Undoubtedly from all the
ESR results cited,5, 6 the spin density in anion radicals of
nitrobenzonitriles, although it is not reported, must be
highest on the NO2 group.


Scheme 2


Table 2. Yields of products 1–3 in the reaction in Scheme 2a


Yield/%
Run Molar Temperature Recovery Hydrolysis
No. R1 R2 ratio (°C) 1 2 3 (%) (%)


1 MeO MeO 2·5 55 Trace 38 58 — —
2 MeO MeO 2·5 r.t. Trace 58 19 4 —
3 Me MeO 2·5 55 — 38 55 — —
4 Me MeO 2·5 r.t. 6 41 Trace 38 —
5 Me MeO 1·0 55 — — — 92 —
6 Cl Meo 2·5 55 Trace 33 54 — —
7 Cl MeO 2·5 r.t. Trace — — 97 —


8 MeO Me 2·5 55 — 32 54 — 6
9 MeO Me 2·5 r.t. 16 56 13 13 —


10 MeO Me 2·0 55 4 9 72 10 —
11 Me Me 2·5 55 — 36 62 — —
12 Me Me 2·5 r.t. Trace 65 15 — —
13 Ne Ne 2·0 55 — 42 56 — —
14 Cl Me 2·5 55 — 52 47 — —
15 Cl Me 2·5 r.t. Trace Trace Trace 78 —


16 MeO Cl 2·5 55 Trace 14 72 — 9
17 MeO Cl 2·5 r.t. — 30 18 41 10
18 Cl Cl 2·5 55 — 39 52 — —
19 Cl Cl 2·5 r.t. — — — 94 —


a Reaction mixture were stirred for 3 h in THF. Ered of substrate, R2 =MeO21·646 V: R2 =Me21·629 V:
R2 =Cl21·552 V.
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The discussion will also be referred to the known facts
and features of general meaning on IDMg reactions:8–14


determination of relative EAA of substrates the Ered values
of which are unobservable,9 basic character of IDMg
reaction with diaryl ketones,10 nuclear substitution and/or
decomposition of substrates of strong EAA,8, 11, 12 general
need for aggregate excess moles of the magnesium reagents
(IDMg and RMgX) for product formation,13 action and role
of hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) (having a very
strong coordinating ability) added (in a calculated amount)
to IDMg solution13 and oxidation and decomposition of
IDMg molecule in reactions of efficient SET.14


On the basis of consistency and/or inconsistency in the
position of highest spin density with the most reactive site,
a set of two categories of the positional effects of functional


Scheme 3


Table 3. Yields of products in the reaction in Scheme 3


Yield (%)
Run Temperature Recovery
No. R1 R2 (°C) 1 2 3 (%)


1 Me MeO 55 52 Trace 41 —
2 Me MeO r.t. 58 8 — 23
3 Cl MeO 55 59 8 30 —
4 Me Me 55 26 Trace 65 —
5 Me Me r.t. 53 — — 44
6 Me Cl 55 30 — 68 —
7 Me Cl r.t. 36 — — 62


a The reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h in THF.


Scheme 4


Table 4. Yields of products in the reaction in Scheme 4a


Yield (%)
Run Molar Temperature Recovery
No. ratio (°C) 1fl 2fl 3fl 4fl (%)


1 2·5 55 31 — 36 21 11
2 2·5 r.t. — — 6 — 93
3 1·5 55 — 10 — — 20
4 (NH) 3·0 55 53 6 18 — 6
5 (NH) 3·0 r.t. 10 — trace — 82


a The reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h.
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groups originating from fundamental nature of the SET
governance in IDMg reactions is proposed in the final
section.


CO and CN groups (Schemes 2–4)


p9-R2-substituted p-cyanobenzophenones were allowed to
react with p-R1C6H4-IDMg (mainly a 2·5 molar amount;


R1 =R2 =MeO, Me, Cl) at 55 °C and at room temperature
(Scheme 2). The products are an amidine (1) formed via
IDMg addition to CN group, an anil (2) formed via IDMg
condensation with CO group and an anil-amidine (3)
formed via addition–condensation. As Table 2 (runs 1–19)
shows, the yields of 1–3 vary according to the substituents
of the reactants and the reaction conditions.


The effects of molar ratio and temperature are shown in


Scheme 5


Table 5. Yields of products in the reaction in Scheme 5.a


Yield (%) Overall
Run Ar=RC6H4 Molar yield
No. Substrate R ratio 5 6 7 8 (%)


1 o- p-Meo 4·0 — — — 100 100
2 o- p-Me 4·0 — — — 92 92
3 o- p-Me 2·0 — — 46 49 95
4 o- p-Me 1·0 — — 64 13 77
5 o- p-Cl 4·0 — — 78 17 95


6 m- p-MeO 4·0 59 40 — — 99
7 m- p-MeO 6·0 57 34 — — 91
8 m- p-Me 4·0 76 21 — — 97
9 m- p-Me 2·0 52 41 — — 93


10 m- p-Me 1·0 40 1 — — 41
11 m- p-Cl 4·0 67 26 — — 93


12 p- p-MeO 4·0 44 40 — — 84
13 p- p-MeO 6·0 19 37 — — 56
14 p- p-Me 4·0 54 46 — — 100
15 p- p-Me 2·0 62 27 — — 89
16 p- p-Me 1·0 94 1 — — 95
17 p- p-Cl 4·0 45 40 — — 85


a Concentration of IDMg=200 mmol 1. b The reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h at 55 °C
in THF. Ered: p-, 21·802 V; o-, 21·881 V; m-, unobservable.


Scheme 6
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runs 3–5, 8–10 and 11–13. Equimolar IDMg leads to no
product even at 55 °C, and more than 2 mol are needed for
a sufficient yield.13 With the use of 2·5 mol, the yield of 2
plus 3 predominates over 1 (formed in trace or small
amounts) while the formation of 3 is depressed at room
temperature. From comparison of the yields of 2 and 3 in
runs 1–18 (at 55 °C and room temperature), it is clear that
the CO group (more strongly electron-accepting although
sterically more crowded than the CN group) is preferred to
give 2. The generated product 2 having CN and arylimino
groups must have a weaker EAA than the starting CO–CN
substrate (suggested from the reported examples2b, 9 ), and
undergoes efficient IDMg addition to the CN group to give
3. The poor yield of 1 seems slightly improved at room
temperature (runs 4 and 9), probably because a lower
temperature promotes aggregation of IDMg molecules to
favour a-complexation with the CN group.


As shown in Table 2, the relative yields are affected in an


ambiguous manner by the substituent of the substrate, but in
a clear manner by the substituent of IDMg. The weaker p-Cl
IDMg2 (Runs 7, 15 and 19) leads to a high recovery at room
temperature, while the stronger p-MeO IDMg (runs 8, 16
and 17) gives benzhydrol (diarylmethanol, in a small
amount) via hydrogen abstraction from solvent molecules
by the ketyl radical, generated via efficient SET due to the
apparently small Ered (see footnote to Table 2).


Undoubtedly, the condensation with the CO group
precedes the addition to the CN group. Exclusive formation
of 1 is expected with the use of anilinomagnesium
(ArNHMgBr), which is capable of addition to CN group but
incapable of condensation with CO group.3, 10 By the use of
2·5 mol (Table 3, Scheme 3), the yield of 1 was improved in
the expected manner, but the formation of 2 and 3 was,
unexpectedly, not excluded. The reason is given later.


In the reaction of 1-cyano-9-fluorenone [Scheme 4
(R1 =Me), Table 4], the expected 1fl and 3fl were formed. In


Scheme 7


Table 6. Yields of products in the reaction in Scheme 7


Yield (%)
Run Molar Temperature Recovery
No. R ratio HMPA (°C) 9 10 11 12 13 (%)


1 MeO 2·0 0 0 63 3 9 — 4 4
2 MeO 2·0 0a 0 68 9 6 — 6 —
3 MeO 4·0 0 0 38 9 17 — 6 5
4 MeO 3·0 3 r.t. 34 8 — — 9 —


5 Me 2·0 0 0 75 Trace 11 — 3 —
6 Me 4·0 0 0 54 Trace 14 Trace 1 —
7 Me 3·0 3 r.t. 69 5 — — 10 —


8 Cl 2·0 0 0 17 Trace 3 10 1 69
9 Cl 4·0 0 0 15 Trace 2 13 Trace 62


10 Cl 2·0 0 55 63 Trace 8 5 2 —
11 Cl 4·0 0 55 54 Trace 12 4 2 —
12 Cl 3·0 3 r.t. 23 19 — — 5 —


a 0=Present; 3=absent.
b Equimolar amount of HMPA based on Mg.
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addition, product 4fl of nuclear substitution at the 8-position
was formed, reflecting the efficient SET8, 11, 12 [due to the
apparently small Ered (21·218V)]. Distinct from the data of
Table 2, the higher yield of 1fl and no formation of 2fl in run
1 (using 2·5 mol of IDMg) clearly implies a preference for
the CN group. The reason is discussed later.


Two CN groups (Scheme 5, Table 5)


The IDMg reaction of p- and m-dicyanobenzenes leads to
mono- and bisamidines (5 and 6). The o-isomer (phthalodi-
nitrile) gives the arylimino derivative of cyclic
benzopyrrolidindione (7) and its N-aryl derivative (8). The
formation of 7 and 8 (runs 1–5) may be initiated by IDMg
addition (single and/or double): cyclization accompanies
the release of NH3 unit and/or hydrolysis of the precursors
(Scheme 6). The formation of symmetrical azobenzenes via
oxidative coupling of IDMg is negligible, implying that the
reactions are mild.


As Table 5 shows, the product yields vary with the molar
ratio of the reactants: variations in the yields of 5 and 6
formed from the p- and m-substrates (Ered of the latter is
unobservable but may be larger than 2.0 V3 ) are first noted.
The data for runs 6, 8, 11, 12, 14 and 17 indicate that 4 mol
of IDMg (more than 2 mol of IDMg per one CN group) are
usually needed for efficient consumption of CN to give
sufficient overall yields. However, the data for run 13
indicate that the use of 6 mol of IDMg causes a lowering of
the yield. Therefore, a suitable excess of reagent is needed
to assist the formation of the normal product,13 but too large
an excess also causes an efficient SET giving the abnormal
product (frequently seen in Grignard and IDMg reac-
tions10, 14 ) via a process other than radical dimerization,
hydrogen abstraction from solvent or radical substitution on
the aromatic ring (cf. 4fl ). Most probably, the abnormal
product is an aromatic hydrocarbon formed via removal of
an anion (CN2 , X2 or NO2


2 ) from the substrate’s anion
radical (see Wittig reaction) to leave a neutral hydrocarbon
radical abstracting hydrogen from the solvent: the lower
boiling hydrocarbon is lost on treatment of mixture. The
term ‘abnormal’ means the product coming from one of the
pair of substrate and reagent.


Among structural effects of the reagent and substrate,
exclusive formation of 8 from the o-substrate and the p-
MeO and p-Me IDMg (runs 1 and 2) is notable (see later
discussion). The behaviours of the p- and o-substrates
towards p-MeC6H4NHMgBr (4 mol) are distinct from those
towards IDMg. The p-substrate gives the double addition
product 6 almost quantitatively (99%, with 1% of 5),
implying that ArNHMgBr of stronger EDA is preferable to
IDMg.2a The o-substrate gave 7 and 8 in lower and
comparable yields (42% and 46%), implying that, in
comparison with IDMg, ArNHMgBr is less favourable for
aggregation (and s-complexation)13 because of the half
equivalent of the Mg atom.


In free anion radicals of benzonitrile and o-, m- and p-
dicyanobenzenes, ring carbon atoms have slightly higher


spin densities than the CN group.5 This is not related to the
detailed distribution of products, but may represent the
weak EAA of the CN group responsible for the notably mild
characters of the reactions in Scheme 13 and also Scheme
5.


NO2 and CN groups; effect of added HMPA (Scheme 7)


p-Dinitrobenzene has a small negative Ered (21·003 V) and
gives (via a too efficient SET) unidentifiable black materials
in large amounts and the expected bisazoxy and bisazo
products in poor yields.4, 14 However, in spite of the
apparently much smaller Ered (20·886 V), the NO2 group of
p-nitrobenzonitrile reacts efficiently to give the expected
products in fair yields (probably the CN group is s-
complexed with IDMg, changing the electron distribution of
the anion radical): cyanoazoxy (9; condensation), cyanoazo
(10; condensation–deoxygenation), amidinoazoxy (11; con-
densation–addition), 3-anilino (12; nuclear substitution)
and symmetrical azo (13; oxidative coupling14 ) products.
Owing to interest in the physical properties of p9-alkoxy-p-
cyanoazoxybenzene,15 improvement in the synthesis of 9 by
using HMPA was examined.


By addition of HMPA (2 mol based on Mg) to IDMg
solution in THF, the reaction with nitrobenzenes of strong
EAA was modified. Although the coordination of HMPA
must cause elevation of the HOMO level of IDMg to make
the SET much more efficient, the yield of the normal
condensation product was improved.13 Therefore, it is
proposed that, by exchange of two THF ligands on Mg with
HMPA, its 3d-orbitals must facilitate an electronic field
feasible for the later step succeeding SET, i.e. transfer of
radicals. Therefore, the method was applied to the reaction
with the p-NO2–CN substrate, the yields in the presence and
absence of HMPA being given in Table 6 (runs 1–12). By
comparison of the yields in runs 1 and 2 with those in run
4, the yields in run 5 with those in run 7 and the yields in
runs 10 and 11 with those in run 12, it is found that, in the
presence of HMPA, the yields of 9 and 11 (normal products)
are considerably and slightly increased, respectively, and
the yields of 10 and 13 are slightly decreased.


In the reactions with the o-substrate (Ererd =20·994 V),
the azoxy compound corresponding to 9 is the major
product (32–50% yields) in the absence of HMPA. Even in
the presence of HMPA, the yields are only slightly
improved (5–8%); the reason for the difference from the
case of p-substrate is discussed in the next section.


SURVEY OF POSITIONAL EFFECTS


The positional effects of functional groups observed in the
reactions in Schemes 2–5 and 7, are surveyed below.


The IDMg reaction in Scheme 2 with the p-CO–CN
substrate takes place predominantly at the CO group,
reflecting its stronger EAA compared with the CN group. In
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the reaction in Scheme 3 using ArNHMgBr, part of it
condenses with a CO group. The reagent has a stronger
EDA than IDMg,2 and probably disproportionates via SET
induction to generate ArN(MgBr)2 and ArNH2 species: the
former species is responsible for the formation of 2 and 3.


In the reaction in Scheme 4 using a sufficient excess of
IDMg, in spite of the apparently smaller Ered of the 9-CO–
1-CN substrate, addition to the 1-CN group is favoured over
condensation with the 9-CO group. The reason for the
apparent deviation from the order of relative EAA of groups
(see Scheme 2) is as follows. With use of the likely oriented
lone pairs of electrons, the two groups cooperate to gather
IDMg molecules to aggregate and assist s-complexation
with the less crowded CN group. Thus, the s-complexation
must be fairly tight and, accordingly, perturbs the HOMO–
LUMO energy levels to make possible the inner-sphere
SET. The complexation plays an essential role,3, 13 i.e.
overcomes the weak resonance demand of the CN group
(see the small sp value13c ). The energetically less favourable
reaction with the CN group (than that with the CO group)
becomes predominant.


In the reaction in Scheme 5 of CN–CN substrates, it is


notable that the o-substrate requires only 2 mol of IDMg
(except for the weak p-Cl reagent) per CN group for perfect
double addition; this is distinct from the reaction with
ordinary benzonitrile, requiring 3 mol.3 The apparently
strong EAA seems responsible, but cooperation of neigh-
bouring CN groups similar to the case in Scheme 4 must be
more effective. The ArNHMgBr reacts almost perfectly
with the p-CN–CN substrate but inefficiently with the
o-CN–CN substrate; a separate dependence on the stronger
EDA or on the half equivalent of Mg atoms is noted.


In the IDMg reactions in Scheme 7 with the NO2–CN
substrates, the NO2 group predominates over the CN group
not only at p- but also at o-positions, i.e. both depend simply
on the relative EAA: this arises from the great difference in
the EAA of the groups. By comparison with the known
effect of added HMPA,13 the reaction with the p-substrate is
modified as expected but, unexpectedly, the reaction with
the o-isomer is poorly modified. The Mg atom of IDMg,
reacting with the NO2 group, is tightly flanked by bulky
molecules of HMPA: the 3d-orbitals must be crowded with
the o-CN group, and may be in an orientation less available
for radical transfer.


Figure 1. Illustration: relative degree of participation of efficiency of SET and s-complexation for IDMg and Grignard reactions with
monofunctional substrates. Given bifunctional compounds accompanied by short arrows indicate, for comparison, approximate DE values for


the present IDMg reactions
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Table 7. Melting points and 1H NMR data for products


Product
No.a M.p. (°C) d (ppm) in CDCl3


1MeO
MeO 177·0–178·9 7·89–7·62 (4H, m, ArH), 7·20 (1H, d, ArH), 7·01–6·60 (7H, m, ArH), 4·65 (2H, s), 3·89 (6H, d)


1MeO
Me 150·0–151·8 8·01–7·80 (6H, M, ArH), 7·20 (2H, d, ArH), 6·99–6·89 (4H, M, ArH), 4·90 (2H, s), 3·90 (3H, s),  2·35 (3H, s)


1MeO
Cl 190·0–193·0 7·95, 7·35 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 7·85 (4H, d, ArH), 7·01–6·94 (4H, m, ArH), 4·91 (2H, s), 3·90 (3H, s)


1Me
MeO Oil 8·11 (2H, s), 7·76–7·63 (3H, m, ArH), 7·54 (1H, d, ArH), 7·28–6·60 (8H, m, ArH), 3·76 (3H, s), 2·44 (3H, s)


1Me
Me 150·0–151·8 7·96–7·68 (6H, m, ArH), 7·29–7·15 (4H, m, ArH), 6·87 (2H, d, ArH), 4·98 (2H, s), 2·44 (3H, s)


1Me
Cl 190·0–193·0 7·95–7·82 (4H, m, ArH), 7·70 (2H, d, ArH), 7·31 (4H, m, ArH), 6·95 (2H, d, ArH), 3·66 (2H, s), 2·45 (3H, s)


1Cl
Me 155·0–156·9 8·00 (2H, m, ArH), 7·82–7·74 (4H, m, ArH), 7·50 (2H, m, ArH), 7·18 (2H, m, ArH), 6·92 (2H, d, ArH), 4·91


(2H, s), 2·35 (3H, s)
2MeO


MeO 128·5–130·0 7·84–7·56 (4H, m, ArH), 7·25 (1H, d, ArH), 7·03–6·57 (7H, m, ArH), 3·85 (6H, q)
2MeO


Me 164·0–165·0 7·84–7·54 (4H, m, ArH), 7·25–6·53 (8H, m, ArH), 3·90 (3H, t), 2·20 (3H, d)
2MeO


Cl 124·8–126·5 7·85–7·64 (4H, m, ArH), 7·23–6·56 (8H, m, ArH), 3·80 (3H, d)
2Me


MeO 146·0–147·3 7·85–6·56 (8H, m, ArH), 6·71–6·60 (4H, m, ArH), 3·75 (3H, d), 2·41 (3H, d)
2Me


Me 164·0–165·0 7·84–7·54 (3H, m, ArH), 7·27–6·89 (6H, m, ArH), 6·62 (3H, m, ArH), 2·41 (6H, d)
2Me


Cl 124·8–126·5 7·58–7·54 (4H, m, ArH), 7·25–7·10 (5H, m, ArH), 7·96 (1H, d, ArH), 6·60 (2H, m, ArH), 2·34 (3H, d)
2Cl


Meo 167·0–169·0 7·87–7·22 (8H, m, ArH), 7·06 (1H, d, ArH),  6·75–6·58 (3H, m, ArH), 3·76 (3H, d)
2Cl


Cl 177·0–178·3 7·84–7·02 (12H, m, ArH)
3MeO


MeO Oil 7·84–7·64 (4H, m, ArH), 7·20 (2H, d, ArH), 7·05 (1H, d, ArH), 6·91–6·88 (5H, m, ArH), 6·78 (1H, d, ArH), 6·71
(1H, s, ArH), 6·67 (2H, s, ArH), 3·80 (9H, q)


3MeO
Me 153·0–154·5 7·93–7·64 (4H, m, ArH), 7·21–6·58 (12H, m, ArH), 4·84 (2H, s), 3·89 (3H, d), 2·30 (6H, t)


3MeO
Cl 176·0–177·3 7·85–7·64 (3H, m, ArH), 7·33–6·61 (9H, m, ArH), 4·87 (2H, s), 3·38 (3H, d)


3Me
MeO 149·8–151·6 7·83–7·56 (12H, m, ArH), 7·18–6·65 (4H, m, ArH), 4·92 (2H, s), 3·76 (6H, t), 2·38 (3H, d)


3Me
Me 153·0–154·5 7·91–7·76 (3H, m, ArH), 7·61 (1H, d, ArH), 7·21–6·85 (10H, m, ArH), 6·63 (2H, m, ArH), 4·89 (2H, s), 2·33


(9H, t)
3Me


Cl 176·0–177·3 7·90–7·70 (3H, m, ArH), 7·60 (1H, d, ArH), 7·34–6·87 (10H, m, ArH), 6·65 (2H, m, ArH), 4·90 (2H, s), 2·40
(3H, d)


3Cl
MeO 159·8–160·4 7·88–7·64 (4H, m, ArH), 7·38–6·91 (8H, m, ArH), 6·74–6·65 (4H, m, ArH), 4·85 (2H, s), 3·80 (6H, q)


3Cl
Me 151·0–152·0 7·98–6·84 (14H, m, ArH), 6·62 (2H, d, ArH), 4·83 (2H, s), 2·30 (6H, t)


3Cl
Cl 181·0–183·5 7·92–7·65 (4H, m, ArH), 7·39–6·89 (10H, m, ArH), 6·63 (2H, d, ArH), 4·84 (2H, s)


1fl
MeO 182·0–184·1 8·26 (1H, s, ArH), 7·67–7·53 (3H, m, ArH), 7·35–7·26 (5H, m, ArH), 6·95 (2H, s, ArH), 6·46 (2H, s), 3·82 (3H, s)


1fl
MeO 169·0–169·5 8·30 (1H, s, ArH), 7·67–7·52 (5H, m, ArH), 7·34–7·24 (1H, m, ArH), 7·20 (2H, d, ArH), 6·92 (2H, d, ArH), 6·46


(2H, s), 2·34 (3H, s)
1fl


Cl Oil 8·20 (1H, s, ArH), 7·67–7·53 (4H, m, ArH), 7·34–7·30 (4H, m, ArH), 6·95 (2H, d, ArH)
2fl


MeO Oil 8·24 (1H, d, ArH), 7·78–7·28 (6H, m, ArH), 7·08–6·93 (4H, m, ArH), 3·81 (3H, d)
2fl


Me 187·0–189·3 7·81 (1H, d, ArH), 7·66–7·21 (4H, m, ArH), 7·07 & 6·85 (4H, Abq, J=7·8 Hz), 6·93 (1H, d, ArH), 2·42 (3H, d)
2fl


Cl 225·0–227·8 7·82 (1H, d, ArH), 7·67–7·51 (3H, m, ArH), 7·44–7·37 (3H, m, ArH), 7·10–6·95 (3H, m, ArH), 6·81 (1H, d, ArH)
3fl


MeO 186·0–187·8 8·06 (1H, s, ArH), 7·67–7·31 (4H, m, ArH), 6·97–6·83 (8H, m, ArH), 6·70 (2H, d, ArH), 3·86 (3H, s), 3·76 (3H, s)
3fl


Me Oil 8·17 (1H, s, ArH), 7·70–7·50 (3H, m, ArH), 7·37–7·23 (3H, m, ArH), 7·20 (2H, d, ArH), 7·11 (2H, d, ArH),
6·97–6·84 (2H, m, ArH), 6·65 (2H, d, ArH), 2·41 (3H, s), 2·30 (3H, s)


3fl
Cl 196·0–197·5 7·87 (1H, s, ArH), 7·69–7·49 (3H, m, ArH), 7·41–7·21 (5H, m, ArH), 7·10–6·87 (5H, m, ArH), 6·65 (1H, d, ArH)


4fl
MeO 129·0–130·0 7·84–7·36 (6H, m, ArH), 7·06–6·93 (4H, m, ArH), 3·87 (3H, s)


4fl
Me 162·5–163·8 7·84 (1H, d, ArH), 7·68 (1H, d, ArH), 7·57 (1H, d, ArH), 7·24 (1H, d, ArH), 7·10 (1H, d, ArH), 6·95 (1H, m, ArH),


6·63 & 6·53 (4H, Abq, J=8·3 Hz), 2·33 (3H, q)
5m-


MeO Oil 8·18 (1H, s, ArH), 8·09 (1H, d, ArH), 7·74 (1H, d, ArH), 7·55 (1H, t, ArH), 6·91 (4H, s, ArH), 4·94 (2H, b), 3·81
(3H, s)


5m-
Me Oil 8·19 (1H, s, ArH), 8·10 (1H, d, ArH), 7·73 (1H, d, ArH), 7·55 (1H, t, ArH), 7·18, 6·86 (4H, Abq, J=8·3 Hz), 4·92


(2H, b), 2·34 (3H, s)
5m-


Cl Oil 8·16 (1H, s, ArH), 8·08 (1H, d, ArH), 7·74 (1H, d, ArH), 7·54 (1H, t, ArH), 7·32, 6·89 (4H, Abq, J=8·3 Hz), 5·05
(2H, s)


5p-
MeO 151·5–152·0 8·00, 7·74 (4H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 6·92 (4H, s, ArH), 4·92 (2H, b), 3·81 (3H, s)


5p-
Me 144·0–145·5 8·01, 7·75 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 7·19 & 6·87 (4H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 4·87 (2H, b), 2·34 (3H, s)


5p-
Cl 159·0–160·0 7·99, 7·76 (4H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 7·35 & 6·91 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 4·89 (2H, b)


6m-
MeO


b 175·0–176·5 8·67 (1H, s, ArH), 8·21 (2H, d, ArH), 7·75 (1H, t, ArH), 7·25 & 7·02 (8H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 3·84 (6H, s),
4·76–2·54 (4H, b)


6m-
Me 92·0–94·0 8·36 (1H, s, ArH), 7·95 (2H, d, ArH), 7·45 (1H, t, ArH), 7·17, 6·90 (8H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 5·49–4·51 (4H, b), 2·34


(6H, s)
6m-


Cl
b 243·5–244·5 8·39 (1H, s, ArH), 8·04 (2H, d, ArH), 7·53 (1H, t, ArH), 7·34, 6·94 (8H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 5·33 (4H, b)


6p
MeO


b 223·0–224·5 8·00 (4H, s, ArH), 6·92 (8H, s, ArH), 6·68–6·14 (4H, b), 3·57 (6H, s)
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION


The Mg2+ ion has a small ionic radius, and thus has a very
strong polarizing ability. This is reflected in the relative
EDA of magnesium reagents (CMg>NMg>OMg)2 accord-
ing to the electronegativities, the known donative effects of
lone pair electrons of N and O atoms (combined with carbon
atoms) being eliminated. This specific nature of magnesium
reagents is responsible for the SET-governed features of
reactions in general, i.e. the product distribution depends
principally on the combination of EDA and EAA (relative
value of DE). Moreover, the polarized N2 —Mg+ bond
allows lone pair electrons of functional groups to coordinate
with the Mg atom (i.e. s-complexation). Participation of
this factor causes modification of the reaction.1


The concept of relative participation of SET and s-
complexation applied to reactions of IDMg and Grignard
reagents with monofunctional substrates (concerning the
classification into B and C1 ) is illustrated in Figure 1. As a
reference, the apparent DE values for bifunctional cases
[estimated from Eox and Ered (of the whole molecule)] are
indicated by short and broad arrows. However, the role of
the relative EAA of individual groups of the substrates used
is of great significance (see below).


The consistency in the positions of highest spin density
with the most reactive site implies that the SET process is
involved in the IDMg reaction with bifunctional nitriles.
Owing to the mild natures of the CN group and IDMg
reagent (in spite of the apparently strong EAA of the whole
molecule of bifunctional nitriles), positional effects are
observed and categorized into competition and cooperation


of functional groups. Scheme numbers are given in square
brackets below.


The category of competition represents the ordinary
contribution of the EAA of individual groups and the EDA
of reagents when the groups are located apart from each
other. The category includes the reported case of the p-
NO2–CO substrate4 and the present cases of p-CO–CN [2]
and p-NO2–CN substrates [7]. The EAA–EDA dependence
of the behaviour of the p-CO–CN substrate [3] causing
suggested disproportionation of ArNHMgBr is an example
of the same category. Also included is the behaviour of the
p-CN–CN substrate [5] reflecting the EDAs of two
reagents,2 i.e. reacting sluggishly with IDMg and efficiently
with ArNHMgBr.


The category of cooperation implies an extraordinary
participation of s-complexation, overwhelming the effect of
the difference (not so great) in the EAA of two groups
located as neighbours. This category, caused by access of
reagent, includes the reported case of an a-CO–CO
substrate,7 and the present case of the 9-CO–1-CN substrate
[4]. In contrast to the p-CN–CN substrate, the o-isomer [5]
is converted easily by IDMg but sluggishly with
ArNHMgBr, the behaviour depending on the number of Mg
atoms as the accepting site of s-complexation is of the same
category. The behaviour of the o-NO2–CN substrate [7] is
outside this category owing to the too great difference in
EAA. This o-substrate undergoes a novel type of steric
hindrance causing depression of the HMPA effect.


In conclusion, the concept of the relative participation of
SET and s-complexation1 can be reasonably applied, with a
small modification, to cases of bifunctional substrates. It is


Table 7. Continued


Product
No.a M.p. (°C) d (ppm) in CDCl3


6p-
Me 266·0–268·0 7·95 (4H, s, ArH), 7·18 & 6·90 (8H, Abq, J=8·3 Hz), 4·88 (4H, b), 2·34 (6H, s)


6p-
Cl


b 269·0–270·0 7·36 (4H, s, ArH), 7·32, 6·95 (8H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 5·40 (4H, b)
7o-


Me
b 181·0–186·0 8·40 (1H, s), 7·85 (1H, d, ArH), 7·78 (1H, d, ArH), 7·55 (2H, t, ArH), 7·22, 7·09 (4H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 2·29


(3H, s)
7o-


Cl —c 7·97 (1H, m, ArH), 7·62 (2H, t, ArH), 7·50 (1H, d, ArH), 7·36 (1H, s), 7·38, 7·02 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz)
8o-


MeO 80·0–81·5 8·03, 7·67 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 6·93 (8H, m, ArH), 3·83 (6H, t)
8o-


Me 141·1–141·5 8·03 (2H, d, ArH), 7·68 (2H, d, ArH), 7·14, 6·91 (8H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 2·36 (6H, s)
8o-


CL 159·0–160·0 7·99 (2H, t, ArH), 7·63 (2H, m, ArH), 7·37, 7·03 (8H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz)
9MeO 203·0–204·0 8·34, 7·83 (4H, Abq, J=9·28 Hz), 8·42, 7·02 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 3·90 (3H, s)
9Me 154·0–154·5 8·43, 7·85 (4H, Abq, J=9·28 Hz), 8·17, 7·33 (4H, ABq, J=8·3 Hz), 2·44 (3H, s)
9Cl 168·0–169·0 8·21, 7·86 (4H, Abq, J=9·27 Hz), 8·43, 7·46 (4H, Abq, J=8·79 Hz)
10MeO —c 7·93, 7·81 (4H, Abq, J=8·79 Hz), 7·93, 7·01 (4H, Abq, J=8·79 Hz), 3·91 (3H, s)
11MeO 170·5–171·0 8·39 (4H, d, ArH), 8·04 (2H, d, ArH), 6·99 (2H, d, ArH), 6·95 (4H, s, ArH), 4·92 (2H, b), 3·90 (3H, s), 3·82 (3H, s)
11Me 167·0–168·0 8·37 (2H, d, ArH), 8·17 (2H, d, ArH), 8·05 (2H, d, ArH), 7·19 (2H, d, ArH), 7·32, 6·92 (4H, Abq, J=8·3 Hz), 4·89


(2H, b), 2·43 (3H, s), 2·35 (3H, s)
11Cl 185·0–186·0 8·37 (2H, d, ArH), 8·04 (2H, d, ArH), 7·49 (2H, d, ArH), 7·36 (2H, d, ArH), 8·20, 6·96 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz),


4·92 (2H, b)
12Cl 168·5–169·5 9·41 (1H, s), 8·29 (1H, d, ArH), 7·38 (1H, s, ArH), 7·45, 7·26 (4H, ABq, J=8·79 Hz), 7·03 (1H, d, ArH)


a Superscripts indicate substrate; fl=1-cyano-9-fluorenone, o-, m-, p-=o-dicyano-, m-dicyano, p-dicyanobenzene. Subscripts indicate IDMg and anilinomagnesium
(Ar-NHMgBr).
b in DMSO-d6 .
c Undetermined.
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worthwhile using this concept as a general guiding principle
for the study of reactions of magnesium reagents.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. p-Cyanobenzophenones were prepared by
Friedel–Crafts reaction of p-cyanobenzoyl chloride and
substituted benzenes and/or reaction of p-bromobenzo-
phenones with copper cyanide in pyridine. 1-Cyano-
9-fluorenone was prepared by Sandmeyer reaction of
1-amino-9-fluorenone18 using copper cyanide or dehydra-
tion of the 1-NH2CO derivative. Other substituted (p-MeO,
p-Me, p-Cl; o-, m-, p-CN; o-, m-, p-NO2 ) benzonitriles were
commercially available.


Procedures. The preparation of aryl-IDMg2a and the
reaction with various substrates were carried out in THF
according to the reported method. The molar concentrations
of IDMg and the molar ratios with substrates are given
under Tables 1–6. The reaction mixture was quenched with
saturated aqueous NH4Cl and extracted with diethyl ether
and/or dichloromethane, dried over MgSO4 , rotoevaporated
and separated by flash chromatography on silica gel (Wako
Gel FC-40).


Products. During the course of the chromatographic
separation of products of the reactions in Scheme 1, two
types of amidines are isolated: a highly soluble one having
a lower melting point and simple 1H NMR spectrum, and a
poorly soluble one having a higher melting point and more
complex spectrum. The latter amidine is completely con-
verted into the former on the treatment with water, and is
assigned to a hydrogen-bonded dimeric compound consist-
ing of the (amine-type) amidine and its (imine-type)
tautomer. In Table 7, summarizing the melting points and 1H
NMR data for amidines, those for the dimeric compounds
are omitted.
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FREE ENERGIES OF SOLVATION IN CHLOROFORM AND WATER FROM
A LINEAR RESPONSE APPROACH†
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Monte Carlo statistical mechanics simulations were used to compute absolute free energies of solvation in chloroform
for 16 organic molecules. The intermolecular interactions were described by classical potential functions consisting of
Coulomb and Lennard–Jones interactions. The partial charges for the solutes were derived from fitting to the
electrostatic potential surfaces of ab initio 6–31G* wavefunctions. First, free energy perturbation (FEP) calculations
yielded relative free energies of solvation. These were converted to absolute quantities through perturbations to the
reference molecule, methane, which was annihilated. The average error in the FEP-computed free energies of solvation
is 0·8 kcal mol21. Then, a linear response equation, which contains terms proportional to the Lennard–Jones (van der
Waals) and Coulombic components of the solute–solvent energy and to the solvent-accessible surface area of the solute,
was optimized and reproduced both the FEP-calculated and experimental free energies of solvation with average errors
of ca 0·5 kcal mol21. In addition, an existing solute dataset for water, which had previously been fitted to the same
equation, was expanded from 16 to 35 molecules. The fit of the Monte Carlo results for this set of molecules in TIP4P
water to the experimental free energies of hydration yielded an average error of 0·8 kcal mol21. Combination of the
predictions of free energies of solvation in water and chloroform yields partition coefficients, log P, with an average error
of 0·3–0·4 log unit. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


It was discovered in 1985 that differences in free energies of
hydration for organic molecules could be computed with
high precision in simulations using statistical perturation
theory with explicit representation of solute and solvent
molecules.1 This opened up routine, quantitative theoretical
studies of a wide range of fundamental problems in
chemistry and biochemistry involving equilibria.2 Impor-
tantly, two such perturbations for a pair of ligands unbound
and bound to a receptor combine in a thermodynamic cycle
to yield relative free energies of binding.2, 3 Absolute free
energies of solvation are more difficult to compute since
rather than interconverting two solutes, one solute must be
perturbed to nothing (annihilated).4 In practice, it is
common to create a ladder of conversions to progressively
smaller molecules ending with methane, which is annihi-
lated.4, 5 A mutation between two molecules is further
broken down into a series of substeps or windows, which
increase in number as the dissimilarity of the two molecules


increases. In spite of the computational demands, compar-
isons between computed and experimental free energies of
hydration have now become an important test for the quality
of force fields intended for use in molecular dynamics (MD)
and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of condensed-phase
systems.6 However, such free energy perturbation (FEP)
calculations have practical limitations because mutations
between systems which are very different structurally may
require a prohibitive number of windows and/or it may be
desired to treat a prohibitively large number of molecules
for a structure–activity study. Consequently, approximate
methods have been developed for more rapid calculation of
free energies of solvation.7–11


Recently, Åqvist and co-workers12 introduced a procedure
based on linear response (LR) theory for estimating free
energies of binding. In this model, the free energy of
interaction of a solute with its environment is given by half
the electrostatic (Coulombic) energy plus the van der Waals
energy scaled by an empirical parameter, a. For binding a
ligand to a protein, the differences in the interactions
between the ligand in the unbound state and bound in the
complex then provide an estimate of the free energy of
binding, DGb, via the equation


DGb = 1
2kDUelecl+akDUvdwl (1)
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A value of 0·162 for a was determined empirically by fitting
to experimental data for a series of inhibitors.12 The required
energy components were obtained from molecular dynam-
ics simulations for the inhibitors in water and for the
protein–inhibitor complexes in water. Key advantages over
FEP methods are (a) absolute free energies of binding are
readily obtained and (b) only simulations at the endpoints of
a mutation are requred, i.e. the simulations for the
intermediate windows are eliminated, which allows much
easier application to structurally diverse sets of molecules.
In spite of the approximations in equation (1), the approach
has yielded promising results for several applications.12, 13


Subsequently, Carlson and Jorgensen14 tried the same
approach to compute free energies of hydration. However,
since both a and the coefficient of half for the electrostatic
term in equation (1) are positive, and since both the
electrostatic and van der Waals contributions to the solute-
solvent energy are always negative, there was no provision
for obtaining a positive free energy of hydration. Conse-
quently, a cavitation term proportional to the
solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was added to the
LR equation and, furthermore, the coefficient for the
electrostatic term was allowed to vary. Tests of the resulting
equation:


DGhyd =bkUelecl+akUvdwl+gkSASAl (2)


were performed on a set of 17 diverse molecules: methane,
ethane, methyl chloride, methanethiol, dimethyl ether,
acetonitrile, methylamine, methanol, acetone, methyl ace-
tate, acetic acid, acetamide, benzene, aniline, nitrobenzene,
chlorobenzene and pyridine. All were modeled with Len-
nard–Jones parameters from the OPLS all-atom force field
and partial charges derived from fitting to electrostatic
potential surfaces (EPS) from ab initio RHF/6–31G*
wavefunctions.15 The energy components and SASA values
came from MC simulations in TIP4P water.16 A fit of
equation (2) to the experimental data, which cover a
12 kcal mol21 range (1 kcal=4·184 kJ), gave an rms error
of 0·76 kcal mol21 for the 17 solutes.


The present study extends this work by considering the
applicability of equation (2) for free energies of solvation in
an aprotic solvent, chloroform, and by expanding the
number of molecules treated in water to 35. Combination of
free energies of solvation in water and chloroform allows
computation of the chloroform–water partition coefficient
for the solute, log P. This provides a gauge of lipophilicity
that can be valuable in determining biological activity.17 For
chloroform, the experimenal free energies of solvation were
obtained by combining free energies of hydration and free
energies of transfer from water to chloroform from the log
P measurements. The experimental data are somewhat
limited and a dataset of 16 molecules was used: methanol,
phenol, methylamine, dimethylamine, trimethylamine, ani-
line, pyridine, acetaldehyde, acetone, acetic acid, acetamide,
methyl acetate, acetonitrile, benzene, chlorobenzene and
cyclohexane. For water, the expanded dataset incorporates
ethylamine, dimethylamine, trimethylamine, dimethyl


sulfide, methyl fluoride, methylene chloride, chloroform,
tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, tert-butyl alco-
hol, phenol, acetaldehyde, ethylene, propylene,
naphthalene, propane, butane and cyclohexane.


Prior computational work on computing free energies of
solvation or log P for chloroform should be noted. Several
groups have computed relative log P values using FEP
methods with explicit representation of the solvent in MD or
MC simulations.18–20 Absolute log P values have been
computed by Reynolds21 for 30 solutes using Still’s GB/SA
models with a continuum representation of the solvents.
Quantum mechanical treatments for solvation in chloroform
have also been developed with continuum models of the
solvent in self-consistent reaction field calculations.22, 23


COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS


Molecular structures and charges


The structures, parameters and charges for the original
dataset have been reported previously.5, 14 As before, stan-
dard geometries based on microwave structures24 were used
for the additional solutes, and are presented in Figure 1. The
methyl groups have been symmetrized with C–H bond
lengths of 1·09 Å and bond angles of 109·47°, and they have
been oriented in the lowest energy conformation.


The computational protocol for generating the EPS
charges was the same as that used for the original dataset;5


briefly, single-point ab initio calculations were carried out
with Gaussian 92 at the HF/6–31G* level and the EPS
charges were generated from CHELPG calculations.15 The
charges are presented in Table 1 and the resultant calculated
dipole moments are listed in Table 2 along with the
experimental values.25 The charges for any hydrogen atoms
in CH3 or NH2 groups which could interconvert due to
rotation have been averaged. This causes the differences
between the computed dipole moments from the 6–31G*
wavefunctions and from the partial charge models in Table
2. As always, the 6–31G* dipole moments are typically
20% greater than experimental gas-phase values, which is
desirable for condensed-phase simulations.


Monte Carlo simulations


All solutes were represented by an all-atom force field of the
common Coulomb plus Lennard–Jones format. The solute–
solvent interaction energies are given by the equation


DEab =Oon a


i
Oon b


j
HSqiqj


rij
D2


+4«ijFSsij


rij
D12


2Ssij


rij
D6GJ (3)


where DEab is the potential energy between molecules a and
b which contain interaction sites i and j with partial charges
q and Lennard–Jones parameters s and «. Geometric
combining rules are used for s and «, and their values were
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Figure 1. Standard geometries for new solutes used in the calculations. All distances are in Å and all angles are
in degrees. Structures for the remaining solutes are in Ref. 5
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Table 1. Computed HF/6–31G* EPS atomic charges and OPLS Lennard–Jones
parametersa


Molecule Atom q (EPS) s (Å) « (kcal mol21)


CH3CH2NH2 CH3 20·259 3·55 0·066
HC2 0·039 2·50 0·030
CH2 0·615 3·55 0·066
HC1 20·066 2·50 0·030
N 21·091 3·25 0·170
H 0·375 0·0 0·0


(CH3)2NH C 0·071 3·50 0·066
HC 0·036 2·50 0·030
N 20·724 3·25 0·170
H 0·366 0·0 0·0


(CH3)3N C 20·137 3·50 0·066
HC 0·0846 2·50 0·030
N 20·3504 3·25 0·170


(CH3)2S C 20·078 3·50 0·066
H 0·0715 2·50 0·030
S 20·273 3·55 0·250


CH3CHO CH3 20·233 3·50 0·066
HC2 0·070 2·50 0·030
C 0·606 3·55 0·076
HC1 20·042 2·42 0·030
O 20·541 2·96 0·210


THF O 20·598 3·00 0·170
C1 0·435 3·50 0·066
HC1 20·055 2·50 0·030
C2 0·004 3·50 0·066
HC2 20·015 2·50 0·030


CH3CH2OH CH3 20·224 3·50 0·066
HC2 0·060 2·50 0·030
CH2 0·475 3·50 0·066
HC1 20·063 2·50 0·030
O 20·703 3·12 0·170
H 0·398 0·0 0·0


(CH3)2CHOH CH3 20·437 3·55 0·066
HC2 0·0955 2·50 0·030
C 0·657 3·55 0·066
HC1 20·014 2·50 0·030
O 20·772 3·12 0·170
H 0·430 0·0 0·0


(CH3)3COH CH3 20·392 3·55 0·066
HC 0·0762 2·50 0·030
C 0·879 3·55 0·066
O 20·818 3·12 0·170
H 0·4292 0·0 0·0


C6H5OH O 20·623 3·07 0·170
H 0·390 0·0 0·0
C1 0·500 3·55 0·070
C2 20·321 3·55 0·070
H2 0·153 2·42 0·030
C3 20·039 3·55 0·070
H3 0·112 2·42 0·030
C4 20·198 3·55 0·070
H4 0·121 2·42 0·030


CH3CH2CH3 CH3 20·260 3·50 0·066
HC1 0·050 2·50 0·030
CH2 0·372 3·50 0·066
HC2 20·076 2·50 0·030


CH3CH2CH2CH3 CH3 20·257 3·55 0·066
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Table 1. Continued.


Molecule Atom q (EPS) s (Å) « (kcal mol21)


HC1 0·051 2·50 0·030
CH2 0·184 3·55 0·066
HC2 20·040 2·50 0·030


C6H12 C 0·001 3·50 0·066
H(ax) 0·013 2·50 0·030
H(eq) 20·014 2·50 0·030


C10H8 C9 (fusion) 0·194 3·55 0·070
C1 20·264 3·55 0·070
H1 0·146 2·42 0·030
C2 20·084 3·55 0·070
H2 0·105 2·42 0·030


C2H4 C 20·292 3·55 0·076
H 0·146 2·42 0·030


CH3CHCH2 CH3 20·027 3·50 0·066
HC3 0·022 2·50 0·030
CH 0·015 3·55 0·076
HC2 0·080 2·42 0·030
CH2 20·498 3·55 0·076
HC1 0·182 2·42 0·030


FCH3 F 20·281 2·94 0·061
C 0·161 3·50 0·066
H 0·040 2·50 0·030


Cl2CH2 Cl 20·140 3·40 0·300
C 20·016 3·50 0·066
H 0·148 2·50 0·030


Cl3CH Cl 20·051 3·47 0·300
C 20·063 3·50 0·066
H 0·216 2·50 0·030


C6H5NH2 C1 0·557 3·55 0·070
C2 20·370 3·55 0·070
H2 0·161 2·42 0·030
C3 20·004 3·55 0·070
H3 0·098 2·42 0·030
C4 20·230 3·55 0·070
H4 0·118 2·42 0·030
N 20·963 3·25 0·170
H(N) 0·374 0·00 0·000


C6H5Cl C1 0·104 3·55 0·070
C2 20·087 3·55 0·070
H2 0·114 2·42 0·030
C3 20·122 3·55 0·070
H3 0·120 2·42 0·030
C4 20·100 3·55 0·070
H4 0·112 2·42 0·030
Cl 20·166 3·47 0·300


C6H5NO2 C1 0·043 3·55 0·070
C2 20·110 3·55 0·070
H2 0·142 2·42 0·030
C3 20·108 3·55 0·070
H3 0·119 2·42 0·030
C4 20·067 3·55 0·070
H4 0·114 2·42 0·030
N 0·716 3·25 0·170
O 20·446 2·96 0·210


a Charges and Lennard–Jones parameters for other molecules in this study have been reported in
Ref. 5.
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taken from the OPLS all-atom force field.6a, 26 For the
molecules which were simulated in both water and chloro-
form, the geometries, Lennard–Jones parameters and
charges were the same for both simulations. The internal
geometries of the molecules were fixed with the exception
of the C–C–O–H and the C–C–N–H torsions for phenol
and aniline.26a, b Sampling of methyl rotations was not
included. The potential function parameters for the solvents
came from the TIP4P model of water16 and the OPLS 4-site
model of chloroform.18b


The simulations in water and chloroform were performed
for one solute molecule in a periodic cube of 260 solvent
molecules, roughly 20 and 33 Å on a side, respectively. The
computational details are the same as in the previous studies
including use of Metropolis sampling in the NPT ensemble
at 25 °C and 1 atm.5, 14 The FEP calculations were per-
formed using statistical perturbation theory with
double-wide sampling, as described before.5 A solute A was
gradually mutated to a solute B in a series of four or five
separate simulations with a coupling parameter, l, that
ranged from 0 (A) to 1 (B). For the annihilation of methane
in chloroform, 10 simulations with Dl=0·05 were used.
MC simulations were also run at the end-points, A and B, in
order to obtain the energy components for the correlation
equation (2). The BOSS program was used for all MC
simulations.27


Each system underwent 106 configurations of equilibra-
tion and 43106 configurations of averaging. Solute moves
were attempted every 60 configurations and volume
changes were tried every 1625 configurations. The ranges
for translations and rotations of the solute and solvent
molecules were adjusted to give approximately 40%
acceptance rates for new configurations. In TIP4P water, the


solvent–solvent interactions were truncated at O–O dis-
tances of 8·5 Å and solute–solvent interactions were cut off
at 10 Å based approximately on the distance between the
solute’s center-of-mass and the water oxygen. In chloro-
form, both solvent–solvent and solute–solvent interactions
were truncated at 12 Å. In all cases the potential functions
were quadratically feathered to zero over the last 0·5 Å.


The solvent-accessible surface areas for the solutes were
determined with the SAVOL2 program.28 All radii were
taken from Rashin et al.,29 with the exception of chlorine,
which was not available and was estimated at 2·0 Å. Probe
radii of 1.4 Å for water and 3·2 Å for chloroform were used
and are consistent with estimates based on van der Waals
radii. The solvent-accesible surface areas along with the
energy components were then fitted to equation (2) with a
simplex algorithm-based program.


RESULTS


For perturbations performed in water, the computed results
can be directly compared with experimental free energies of
hydration for transfer from the gas phase to aqueous
solution with 1M standard states. Typically, though, the
experimental data for organic solvents such as chloroform is
available in the form of partition coefficients, which are
directly related to the free energy of transfer, DGt, between
two solvents, in this case water and chloroform by the
equation


DGt(A)=22·3RT log PA (4)


The absolute free energy of solvation in chloroform,
DGsolv(A), is then just the sum of the free energies of
hydration, DGhyd, and of transfer [equation (5)].


DGsolv(A)=DGhyd(A)+DGt(A) (5)


The validity of using 6–31G* EPS changes in combina-
tion with the OPLS all-atom Lennard–Jones parameters for
obtaining free energies of hydration via FEP calculations in
TIP4P water was addressed previously; the average error for
the original set of 13 organic molecules was 1·1 kcal-
mol21.5 The utility of this approach for chloroform was


tested here. In all, 19 perturbations were performed to
connect the 16 molelcules in the dataset to ethane and
methane, which was annihilated. The resultant FEP-
computed free energies of solvation are compared with the
experimental values21, 30 from equation (5) in Table 3. The
reported uncertainties (±1s) for the computed values were
obtained from the fluctuations in separate averages over
batches of 23105 configurations. It is not uncommon to
have variations of ca 0·2 kcal mol21 in experimental free
energies of hydration and of ca 0·2 log units in partition
coefficients,20, 30 so the overall uncertainties in the experi-
mental free energies of solvation in chloroform are
0·3–0·5 kcal mol21.


The average unsigned error for the calculated values of
DGsolv is 0·83 kcal mol21; the largest individual error is for
methylamine, which is not well enough solvated by


Table 2. Computed and experimental dipole moments


BOSS with EPS
Molecule partial charges 6–31G* Experiment25


Ethylamine 1·41 1·42 1·22
Dimethylamine 1·59 1·25 1·03
Trimethylamine 1·20 0·88 0·61
Dimethyl sulfide 2·02 1·78 1·50
Acetaldehyde 3·17 3·10 2·69
Tetrahydrofuran 2·05 2·08 1·63
Ethanol 2·02 1·82 1·69
Isopropyl alcohol 1·89 1·81 1·66
tert-Butyl alcohol 2·26 1·68 1·66
Phenol 1·82 1·82 1·45
Propane 0·13 0·02 0·08
Butane 0·00 0·00 0·00
Cyclohexane 0·00 0·00 0·00
Naphthalene 0·00 0·00 0·00
Ethylene 0·00 0·00 0·00
Propylene 0·30 0·28 0·37
Methyl fluoride 2·08 2·08 1·85
Methylene chloride 2·19 2·19 1·60
Chloroform 1·53 1·53 1·01
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2·1 kcal mol21, while cyclohexane is too well solvated by
2·0 kcal mol21. The results are also displayed in Figure 2.


The computed solute–solvent energy components and the


SASA for each solute in chloroform are presented in Table
4. The results from the fits of these data with equation (2) to
the experimental and FEP free energies of solvation in
chloroform are presented in Tables 5 and 6, respectively,
and the correlations are shown graphically in Figures 3 and
4. In order to obtain a measure of how accurately the
parametrized LR method could predict DGsolv, a cross-
validation technique was employed. Specifically, four
solutes were removed from the dataset, the fits to the FEP
and the experimental free energies were performed again
and the resulting parameters were used to predict the DGsolv


for the solutes which had been omitted. The results for the
fits of the 12 remaining molecules to equation (2) are given
in Tables 5 and 6 in the columns labeled ‘CV;’ the predicted
values are in the columns labeled ‘‡.’


The solute–solvent energy components and the SASA
from the MC simulations for the 19 new solutes in TIP4P
water are given in Table 7. These results were then
combined with those from the previous study14 to yield data
for a total of 35 solutes; the energy components and SASAs
were fitted to the experimental free energies of hydration
using equation (2). The outcome from the fit to the entire
dataset is summarized in Table 8 and Figure 5. The
parameters, a, b and g and the rms deviations are given in
Table 9, including those from several fits performed on
subsets of the complete 35-solute dataset. Finally, the linear
response predictions were combined to yield predicted


Table 3. Free energies of solvation (kcal mol21) in chloroform at
25 °C from experiment and from Monte Carlo/FEP calculations


with EPS charges


Molecule DGexp
a DGFEP Error


Methanol 23·32 21·62±0·1 1·70
Phenol 27·10 26·62±0·2 0·48
Methylamine 23·44 21·38±0·1 2·06
Dimethylamine 23·70 22·65±0·2 1·05
Trimethylamine 23·98 23·77±0·2 0·21
Aniline 26·70 26·54±0·2 0·16
Pyridine 26·58 26·07±0·2 0·51
Acetaldehyde 23·65 22·92±0·1 0·73
Acetone 24·96 24·58±0·1 0·38
Acetic acid 24·63 24·14±0·1 0·49
Acetamide 26·98 25·59±0·1 1·39
Methyl acetate 24·88 25·17±0·2 20·29
Acetonitrile 24·49 23·77±0·1 0·72
Benzene 24·61 25·07±0·2 20·46
Chlorobenzene 25·81 26·51±0·2 20·70
Cyclohexane 24·48 26·47±0·2 21·99


a From Refs 21 and 30 and equation (5). DG values are in kcal mol21 in all
tables.


Figure 2. Correlation between the FEP results with EPS charges in chloroform and the
experimental free energies of solvation. The solid line has unit slope and the dashed lines are


1 kcal mol21 on either side
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chloroform–water partition coefficients, log P, for the 16
solutes. The results are compared with the experimental
data in Table 10.


DISCUSSION


Since the range of observed free energies of solvation in
chloroform for the 16 solutes is only 3·8 kcal mol21, the
average error from the FEP results of 0·8 kcal mol21 yields
considerable scatter in Figure 2. There is a pattern in the
errors. Most of the predicted DGsolv values are too positive
and these are for polar solutes that can form hydrogen
bonds. The five predicted values that are too favorable are
for the less polar solutes including cyclohexane, benzene
and chlorobenzene. This could result from the EPS charge
distributions not being polar enough, although this seems
unlikely in view of the dipole moment results in Table 2 and
the prior results for free energies of hydration with the same
source for charges.5 The problem more likely stems from
the united-atom CH group in the four-site chloroform
model, which may not model C–H· · ·X hydrogen bonds
well. Another possibility is ‘wet’ chloroform in the


Table 4. Average Coulombic and Lennard–Jones solute–solvent
energies and solvent-accessible surface areas from the Monte Carlo


simulations with EPS charges in OPLS chloroform


Molecule kUelecl kUvdwl SASA (Å2)


Methanol 22·24±0·14 26·16±0·06 358·6
Phenol 21·63±0·09 215·53±0·09 484·3
Methylamine 21·69±0·15 26·29±0·08 387·8
Dimethylamine 21·40±0·12 29·56±0·08 429·3
Trimethylamine 20·78±0·07 212·77±0·08 467·5
Aniline 21·87±0·13 215·75±0·08 506·7
Pyridine 21·59±0·10 214·09±0·09 465·8
Acetaldehyde 23·04±0·13 28·63±0·07 287·4
Acetone 23·17±0·31 211·90±0·15 356·7
Acetic acid 22·71±0·21 210·71±0·11 411·9
Acetamide 25·49±0·19 211·04±0·06 338·3
Methyl acetate 22·13±0·12 213·88±0·08 462·4
Acetonitrile 23·69±0·22 29·20±0·08 553·6
Benzene 20·60±0·14 213·87±0·10 464·0
Chlorobenzene 20·87±0·12 216·87±0·14 517·1
Cyclohexane 20·04±0·01 216·43±0·08 502·4


Table 5. Results from fitting equation (2) to the experimental free energies of solvation in
chloroforma


DGLR Error


Molecule DGexpt All CV ‡ All CV ‡


Methanol 23·32 23·13 23·13 0·19 0·19
Phenol 27·10 25·88 25·83 1·22 1·27
Methylamine 23·44 22·85 22·81 0·59 0·63
Dimethylamine‡ 23·70 23·77 — 23·72 20·07 20·02
Trimethylamine 23·98 24·49 24·39 20·51 20·41
Aniline 26·70 26·09 26·04 0·61 0·66
Pyridine‡ 26·58 25·39 — 25·33 1·19 1·25
Acetaldehyde 23·65 24·44 24·52 20·79 20·87
Acetone‡ 24·96 25·58 — 25·62 20·62 20·66
Acetic acid‡ 24·63 24·90 — 24·92 20·27 20·29
Acetamide 26·98 26·58 26·78 0·40 0·20
Methyl acetate 24·88 25·62 25·60 20·74 20·72
Acetonitrile 24·49 24·85 24·86 20·36 20·37
Benzene 24·61 24·76 24·66 20·15 20·05
Chlorobenzene 25·81 25·90 25·80 20·09 0·01
Cyclohexane 24·48 25·30 25·15 20·82 20·67


Set a b g Rms error Average error


All 0·338 0·553 0·0005 0·64 0·54
CV 0·340 0·607 0·0009 0·62 0·50


a Experimental data from Refs 21 and 30 and equation (5). ‡ Denotes the
solutes which were removed for the fit to the data for the remaining 12
solutes.
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Table 6. Results from fitting equation (2) to the FEP-calculated free energies of solvation in
chloroforma


DGLR Error


Molecule DGFEP All CV ‡ All CV ‡


Methanol 21·62±0·1 21·92 21·98 20·30 20·36
Phenol 26·62±0·2 26·12 26·13 0·50 0·49
Methylamine 21·38±0·1 21·73 21·78 20·35 20·40
Dimethylamine‡ 22·65±0·2 23·20 — 23·13 20·55 20·48
Trimethylamine 23·77±0·2 24·58 24·57 20·81 20·80
Aniline 26·54±0·2 26·20 26·21 0·34 0·33
Pyridine‡ 26·07±0·2 25·45 — 25·33 0·62 0·74
Acetaldehyde 22·92±0·1 23·74 23·81 20·82 20·89
Acetone‡ 24·58±0·1 25·15 — 25·05 20·57 20·47
Acetic acid‡ 24·14±0·1 24·16 — 24·08 20·02 0·06
Acetamide 25·59±0·1 25·26 25·39 0·33 0·20
Methyl acetate 25·17±0·2 25·46 25·50 20·29 20·33
Acetonitrile 23·77±0·1 22·84 22·95 0·93 0·82
Benzene 25·07±0·2 25·14 25·12 20·07 20·05
Chlorobenzene 26·51±0·2 26·52 26·50 20·01 0·01
Cyclohexane 26·47±0·2 26·19 26·15 0·28 0·32


Set a b g Rms error Average error


All 0·529 0·202 0·005 0·50 0·42
CV 0·525 0·231 0·005 0·50 0·42


a Experimental data from Refs 21 and 30 and equation (5). ‡ Denotes the
solutes which were removed for the fit to the data for the remaining 12
solutes.


Figure 3. Correlation between the predictions from the linear response equation (2) and the
experimental free energies of solvation in chloroform
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experimental shake-flask measurements. Hydrogen bonding
solutes could associate with some of the water in chloro-
form, which would make log P (chloroform–water) greater
and the measured free energies of solvation overly negative.
However, comparisons of log P from shake-flask and direct
Henry’s law measurements in the few available cases
suggest that errors from this source are covered by the
0·3–0·5 kcal mol21 uncertainty noted above.31


An independent check was also made on the precision of
the FEP calculations in chloroform. One cycle of mutations
was evaluated: methane → ethane → methanol → methyl-
amine → acetonitrile → acetone → methane. The DG for
this closed path should, of course, be exactly zero; the
hysteresis obtained was 0·25 kcal mol21, which is con-
sistent with the uncertainties of 0·1–0·2 kcal mol21 for the
computed DGsolv values in Table 3.


The parameters, rms deviations and average error from
the fit of equation (2) for the full set of 16 molecules to the
experimental DGsolv values are given at the bottom of Table
5. Results are also listed for the fit with the smaller
12-molecule dataset. The rms and average errors for the
entire set are 0·64 and 0·54 kcal mol21. This shows
improvement over the comparison of the FEP results and
experiment, as reflected in Figures 2 and 3. The remaining
error is not much greater than the estimated uncertainty in
the experimental data. The largest individual errors in the
predictions are 1·2 kcal mol21 for phenol and pyridine. The
rms and average errors for the fit to the LR equation change
little with the removal of four solutes from the dataset. The
calculated DGsolv values for the 12 remaining solutes are


Figure 4. Correlation between the predictions from the linear response equation (2) and the
FEP-calculated free energies of solvation in chloroform


Table 7. Average Coulombic and Lennard–Jones solute–solvent
energies and solvent-accessible surface areas from the Monte Carlo


simulations with EPS charges in TIP4P watera


Molecule kUelecl kUvdwl SASA (Å2)


Ethylamne 222·20±0·50 22·70±0·12 206·4
Dimethylamine 212·38±0·26 24·73±0·09 204·5
Trimethylamine 27·06±0·21 27·95±0·08 227·7
Dimethyl sulfide 24·73±0·24 26·26±0·08 212·9
Acetaldehyde 215·27±0·30 24·52±0·11 176·5
Tetrahydrofuran 211·74±0·39 27·57±0·11 212·6
Ethanol 220·56±0·41 22·87±0·13 188·4
Isopropyl alcohol 220·53±0·52 24·98±0·17 216·8
tert-Butyl alcohol 223·79±0·49 25·74±0·18 241·3
Phenol 218·34±0·46 28·80±0·15 242·0
Propane 20·61±0·04 26·88±0·04 207·1
Butane 20·40±0·04 28·76±0·07 236·5
Cyclohexane 20·08±0·02 211·55±0·07 254·8
Naphthalene 26·70±0·35 213·32±0·12 292·0
Ethylene 21·57±0·11 24·42±0·05 160·1
Propylene 22·59±0·25 26·31±0·10 195·6
Methyl fluoride 26·29±0·20 22·95±0·07 153·9
Methylene chloride 24·37±0·13 27·03±0·07 217·4
Chloroform 22·14±0·12 28·77±0·09 247·1


a Results for the 19 new solutes; data for the 16 original solutes in
Ref. 14.
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also affected only slightly; the largest change is 0·2 kcal-
mol21, but most differences are only 0·1 kcal mol21. The
DGsolv values predicted for the four removed solutes with the
parameters from the 12-solute fit are remarkably close to the
original calculated values from the full fit: none changed by
more than 0·06 kcal mol21. The results were very similar
when a different set of four solutes were omitted. Thus, the
a, b and g parameters for chloroform appear to be well
converged and should be appropriate for use with new
solutes.


Not surprisingly, and as in the previous LR study,14 the fit
of equation (2) to the FEP results is even better; the
pertinent parameters, rms deviations and errors are given at
the bottom of Table 6. The closer accord is also apparent in
comparing Figures 3 and 4. Again, arbitrary removal of four
molecules from the dataset has little effect on the parame-


ters, rms and average errors and on the predicted free
energies of solvation for the omitted molecules compared
with the calculated values from the full fit. It is interesting
that although the LR method works well at predicting either
the experimental or the FEP data, the parameters from the
fits to the two different datasets are different (Tables 5 and
6). The coefficient a is critical in chloroform since the
intermolecular energies are dominated by the van der Waals
(Lennard–Jones) component, as shown in Table 4. Thus, the
increase in a from 0·338 for the fit to the experimental data
to 0·529 for the fit to the FEP results is offset largely by the
increase in g from 0·0005 to 0·0050. The latter value of g
seems large since it is near the low-end of the range of
values typical for water in which cavity formation is
expected to be more difficult owing to the higher surface
tension than for chloroform (72 vs 27 dyn cm21).9, 14


Turning to the results in water, the rms error for the fit of
equation (2) to the experimental free energies of hydration
has increased from 0·76 kcal/mol21 for the original 16
molecules to 0·99 kcal mol21 for the full dataset of 35
molecules in Table 8. The average unsigned error for the 35
molecules is 0·84 kcal mol21. In view of the simplicity of
equation (2), the origin of the partial charges, the variety of
solutes, and the 12 kcal mol21 range for the experimental
values, the quality of the fit is remarkably good (see Figure
5). The optimized parameters have also changed from 0·111,
0·287 and 0·006 to 0·238, 0·314 and 0·012 for a, b and g
respectively. The relatively small change for b is consistent
with the general dominance of the electrostatic (Coulombic)
term for the intermolecular energetics in water (Table 7).


Examination of the results in Table 9 reveals that fitting
various subsets of the whole produces improved correla-
tions. The molecules are ordered in Table 8 according to the
error, which equals DGeq. (2) 2DGexpt. The worst errors are
for amines, which are predicted to be too hydrophobic, and
for hydrocarbons, whch are computed to be too hydrophilic.
Removal of the amines improves the rms error to 0·90 kcal-
mol21 with little alteration of the parameters. Amines have
also proven problematic in other computations of free
energies of hydration by FEP or SCRF methods.32 Specific
polarization effects have been proposed to be important in
this case,32 although it may be that the atom-centered charge
model is inadequate here. The present results for ethylamine
are surprising since they show the opposite error than for the
other amines. The MC simulations were repeated in this
case, but the results changed little. Another problem
molecule is methyl acetate. Although its dipole moment
with the EPS charges, 1·83 D, is in reasonable accord with
the experimental value, 1·72 D, both the FEP results14 and
the linear response prediction (Table 8) find it too
hydrophilic by 1·9–2·0 kcal mol21. The results are sensitive
to the details of the EPS charge distributions, which may
yield some anomalies.


Greater improvement to an rms error of 0·82 kcal mol21


is obtained by removing the hydrocarbons. In this case, all
three parameters are reduced in magnitude; in particular, g
is smaller by a factor of three (Table 9). This reflects the


Table 8. Experimental and computed [equation (2)] free energies
of hydration at 25 °C


Molecule DGexpt DGLR Error


Trimethylamine 23·2 21·43 1·77
Dimethylamine 24·3 22·61 1·69
Phenol 26·6 25·01 1·59
Methylamine 24·6 23·30 1·30
Chloroform 21·1 0·14 1·24
Methanol 25·1 24·01 1·09
Aniline 24·9 23·96 0·94
Dimethyl sulfide 21·4 20·48 0·92
Methylene chloride 21·4 20·49 0·91
Pyridine 24·7 23·91 0·79
Naphthalene 22·4 21·85 0·55
Tetrahydrofuran 23·5 22·99 0·51
Methanethiol 21·2 20·72 0·48
Methyl chloride 20·6 20·32 0·28
Chlorobenzene 21·1 20·93 0·17
Ethanol 25·0 24·93 0·07
Acetonitrile 23·9 23·83 0·07
Dimethyl ether 21·9 21·85 0·05
Benzene 20·8 21·07 20·27
Isopropyl alcohol 24·8 25·08 20·28
Acetaldehyde 23·5 23·79 20·29
Nitrobenzene 24·1 24·39 20·29
Acetamide 29·7 210·00 20·30
Acetone 23·8 24·45 20·65
Methyl fluoride 20·2 20·87 20·67
Ethylamine 24·5 25·19 20·69
Acetic acid 26·7 27·40 20·70
Ethylene 1·3 0·34 20·96
Cyclohexane 1·2 0·22 20·98
Ethane 2·0 0·83 21·17
Propylene 1·3 20·02 21·32
Propane 2·0 0·60 21·40
tert-Butyl alcohol 24·5 26·00 21·50
Butane 2·1 0·57 21·53
Methyl acetate 23·3 25·17 21·87
a=0·238; b=0·314; g=0·012; Rms error=0·99; average
error=0·84


a Ref. 30.
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lessened importance of the cavitation term for the remaining
molecules, which have stronger electrostatic interactions
with the aqueous medum (Table 7 here and Table 1 in Ref.
14). Separate fits for the solutes that do or do not form
hydrogen bonds with water also provided lower rms errors
near 0·8 kcal mol21. For the hydrogen-bonding molecules,
the fit is dominated by the electrostatic term with negligible
contributions from the van der Waals and cavitation terms.
A more balanced fit is obtained for the molecules which do
not form hydrogen bonds.


Fits were also made to simplified versions of equation
(2). As listed in Table 9, a two-term expression with just b
and g optimized increases the rms error from 0·99 to
1·07 kcal mol21 for the 35 solutes in water. The two-term
alternative with the SASA term left out yields an rms error
of 1·10 kcal mol21. Furthermore, a becomes negative in
order to provide a means for obtaining positive values for


DGhyd since both solute–solvent energy components are
always negative (Table 7). These patterns were found in the
prior study and led to the inclusion of the SASA term.14 If
the gkSASAl term is replaced by a constant d, the rms is the
same as for equation (2) with a=0·122, b=0·303 and
d=1·642. The success in this case is probably attributable to
the relatively similar size for the 35 solutes, which is
reflected in the limited range of SASA values in Table 7.
Upon inclusion of much larger solutes, it is expected that
the benefit of the SASA term should emerge. In chloroform,
the cavitation term is not expected to be as significant, as
witnessed by the small g values in Table 5. In this case, a fit
to the experimental free energies of solvation with the
SASA term omitted only increases the rms error in Table 5
from 0·639 to 0·641 kcal mol21 with a=0·321 and
b=0·540.


Given the correlation equations for predicting free


Figure 5. Correlation between the predictions from the linear response equation (2) and
experimental free energies of hydration for the full dataset of 35 molecules


Table 9. Results of fits to equation (2) for subsets of the 35 solutes in
water


Data set (No. of molecules) Rms error a b g


Whole set (35) 0·99 0·238 0·314 0·012
Whole set (35) 1·07 (0·000)a 0·276 0·002
Whole set (35) 1·10 20·032 0·260 (0·000)a


Whole2amines (30) 0·90 0·296 0·322 0·015
Whole2hydrocarbons (27) 0·82 0·142 0·253 0·004
No H-bonds to water (13) 0·78 0·402 0·542 0·022
With H-bonds to water (22) 0·85 0·070 0·233 0·000


a Fixed.
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energies of solvation in chloroform and water, log P values
can then be predicted from equations (4) and (5). The results
in Table 10 for the 16 compounds that were modeled both in
chloroform and water are gratifying. The average error for
the log P predictions is 0·49 log unit. The largest error by far
is for trimethylamine and the second largest error is for
dimethylamine. It is likely that the experimental log P
values are erroneously low in these cases owing to
protonation of the amines in the water layer, as noted
previously for diethylamine.21 With these two datapoints left
out, the average error for the predicted log P values in Table
10 is 0·35 log unit. This shows an improvement over the
average error of 0.61 log unit with diethylamine excluded in
the application of Still’s GB/SA models by Reynolds.21 In
view of the uncertainties in the experimental log P values
and the 6·2-unit range of values in Table 10, the present
approach has notable predictive value. There is far more
experimental data available for octanol–water partition
coefficients and numerous structure-based approaches have
been devised for their prediction.17, 33 The best, highly
parametrized regression equations yield average errors of ca
0·5 log unit for datasets with ca 1000 compounds.


CONCLUSION


A correlation approach using equation (2) has been explored
here for computing free energies of solvation in water and
chloroform. The approach retains the advantages of
explicit-solvent simulations including the ability to readily
change temperature, pressure, and the solvent model, and
the incorporation of specific short-range interactions such as
hydrogen bonding. It is also much more efficient computa-
tionally than free-energy perturbation calculations and can
be much more easily applied to solutes with widely varying
structures. Although some empiricism has been introduced,
the predictions from the correlation equation also show
improved accuracy over FEP results. The approach requires


partial charges and Lennard–Jones parameters for the
molecules in order to describe the intermolecular inter-
actions. The Lennard–Jones parameters are quite
standardized, while ab initio 6–31G* EPS charges have
been utilized here. Alternative charge models warrant
consideration. For the dataset of 16 molecules in chloro-
form, the correlation approach yielded an average error of
0·54 kcal mol21 for predicted free energies of solvation. For
the dataset of 35 molecules in water the average error is
0·84 kcal mol21 for free energies of hydration. Combination
of the correlations yields predictions for chloroform–water
partition coefficients, log P, with average errors of ca 0·4
log unit. The quantitative utility of the present methodology
is competitive with the best available alternative
approaches, which are generally more empirical, contain
more parameters and are less readily adapted to new
solvents and conditions.
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The recent surge of interest in the control of molecular organization in both the solution state (i.e. self-assembly) and
the solid state (i.e. crystal engineering) has led researchers to recognize increasingly the importance of weak non-
covalent interactions. The design and synthesis of an efficient molecular construction set are dependent upon a very close
interplay between x-ray crystallography and synthetic chemistry. p–p Stacking interactions between p-donors, such as
hydroquinone, resorcinol or dioxynaphthalene residues, and p-accepting ring systems, such as bipyridinium or p-
extended viologen units, can govern the self-assembly of a variety of complexes and interlocked molecular compounds
in both the solid and solution states. Non-covalent bonding interactions (i.e. p–p interactions) can be considered as
information vectors: they define and rule the self-assembly processes that lead to the formation of the desired molecular
and supramolecular architectures, and thereafter they still govern the dynamic processes occurring within the self-
assembled structures and superstructures. The manner in which such molecules and supermolecules can contribute to
an understanding of non-covalent interactions at both structural and superstructural levels is described, with reference
to numerous examples of self-assembly processes in synthesis, of dynamic processes in the solution state, and of the
packing of molecules and molecular complexes in the solid state. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


A fundamental understanding of the nature of the non-
covalent bond is of utmost importance in the identification
of molecules capable of self-assembling in solution and of
self-organizing in the solid state. So far, chemists have been
able to generate, in both solution and the solid state, through
the methodology of self-assembly,1 a wide variety of
synthetic molecular and supramolecular architectures
which include double-stranded helicates,2 liquid crystals,3


molecular crystals,4 hydrogen-bonded aggregates,5 recep-
tor–substrate complexes6 and Langmuir–Blodgett films.7


Initially in Sheffield, and subsequently in Birmingham, we
have developed a synthetic methodology for the template-
directed syntheses of mechanically interlocked molecular
compounds, such as catenanes and rotaxanes via pre-
catenanes and pseudorotaxanes. Their self-assembly in
solution is driven mainly by p–p interactions8 and, to a
marginally lesser extent, by weak hydrogen bonding and
edge-to-face T-type interactions.9 The driving force for the


self-assembly of these systems usually relies on several
molecular recognition events that include the p–p stacking
interactions which occur between a p-electron-deficient
unit, such as a bipyridinium dication, and a p-electron-rich
unit, such as a hydroquinone ring; they also include
orthogonally directed [CH · · · O] hydrogen bonds and
[CH · · · p] interactions. In order to exploit the novel
properties already being exhibited by some of these
architectures, a more fundamental understanding of the non-
covalent interactions that give rise to these properties is
required. That is why, by systematically studying small
variations in similar systems, we hope to discern precisely
the various contributions that are responsible for the
formation and/or the organization of the molecular assem-
blies and supramolecular arrays. We are now in possession
of an enormous amount of data regarding these systems, and
everyday our still empirically driven approach to their
design and synthesis is improving by leaps and bounds.


DISCUSSION


Descriptors


It is convenient at this point to explain the acronyms used in
the illustrations that appear in the tables and figures: HQ
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stands for hydroquinone, Res for resorcinol and X/X-DN
for an X,X-disubstituted dioxynaphthalene unit.


Molecular recognition


Macrocyclic polyethers containing two p-electron rich
components have been shown10 to act as suitable receptors
for the bypiridinium herbicide paraquat 1·2PF6 (Figure
1).The basic strategy behind the polyether design relied in
the beginning on (i) the potentially favourable p–p
interactions between the p-electron-deficient units in para-
quat 1·PF6 and the p-electron-rich aromatic ring systems of
the crown ether moiety, and (ii) a good stereoelectronic
match between the components.


Among the series of crown ethers containing two


hydroquinone rings linked by polyether chains of various
length (2a–f, Figure 1), the macrocyclic polyether 2d,
incorporating two tetraethylene glycol linkers, is the one
that forms10a the strongest 1:1 complex with paraquat 1·2PF6


in Me2CO. Quantitative analysis of the complex [1:2d]·2PF6


formed in acetone, by UV spectrophotometry, revealed a
charge-transfer band centred on 435 nm. Not only did it
provide evidence for the 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex
but it also afforded a value of 730 l mol21 for its stability
constant (Ka), corresponding to a free energy of complexa-
tion (DG8) of 23.9 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4.184 kJ). The
solid-state structure of [1:2d]·2PF6 (Figure 2) revealed a
pseudorotaxane-like incorporation of the paraquat unit,
sandwiched in between the parallel-aligned hydroquinone
rings of the receptor. The distance between the mean plane


Figure 1. Complexation of paraquat 1·2PF6 by the p-electron-rich macrocyclic polyethers 2a–p


Figure 2. Ball-and-stick representation of the solid-state structure
of the complex [1:2d]2+


Table 1. Free energies of complexation (2DG8) for the 1:1
complexes [1:2a–p]·2PF6 at 25 8C


Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21) Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21)


[1:2a]·2PF6 0a [1:2i]·2PF6 3.6b


[1:2b]·2PF6 1.8a [1:2j]·2PF6 4.2b


[1:2c]·2PF6 2.8a [1:2k]·2PF6 3.6b


[1:2d]·2PF6 3.9a [1:2l]·2PF6 4.1b


[1:2e]·2PF6 3.2a [1:2m]·2PF6 3.6b


[1:2f]·2PF6 3.0a [1:2n]·2PF6 4.0b


[1:2g]·2PF6 3.2b [1:2o]·2PF6 4.0b


[1:2h]·2PF6 3.6b [1:2p]·2PF6 4.0b


aDetermined in Me2CO.
bDetermined in MeCN.
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of the paraquat dication and the mean planes of each of the
hydroquinone rings is ca 3.5 Å and the central axis of the
dication (N+ · · · N+ ) is tilted by ca 288 with respect to the
O · · · O axes of the hydroquinone rings. This excellent
complementarity is a consequence of the combination of a
good geometric match and favourable non-covalent bonding
interactions which are: (i) electrostatic interactions involv-
ing the phenolic oxygen atoms, (ii) [C—H · · · O]11 and van
der Waals interactions involving the polyether chains and
(iii) dispersive and charge-transfer interactions involving
the hydroquinone rings and different parts of the paraquat
dication.


Another series of crown ethers possessing the same
polyether chains as in 2d, but containing different aromatic
(2g–p, Figure 1) units, has been synthesized and complexa-
tion studies with 1·2PF6 were carried out in MeCN.10b,c It
appeared from this study that crown ethers containing 1/5-,
1/6-, 2/6- and 2/7-disubstituted dioxynaphthalene units (2g–
p, Figure 1) also bind paraquat 1·2PF6 but with significantly
different free energies of complexation DG8 (Table 1),
showing how subtle changes in the substitution pattern of
the dioxynaphthalene units can affect dramatically the
molecular recognition process.


The mode of complexation of paraquat by 2d led us to
propose that it might be possible to reverse constitutionally
the roles of the receptor and the substrate and so bind a p-
electron-rich unit inside a tetracationic molecular receptor.
Such a receptor is the tetracation cyclobis(paraquat-p-
phenylene) 34+ , which incorporates (Figure 3) two
p-electron-deficient paraquat residues connected in a


Figure 3. Complexation of the p-electron-rich guests 4a–l by the tetracationic cyclophane 3·4PF6


Figure 4. Ball-and-stick representation of the solid-state structure
of the complex [3·4c]4+


Table 2. Free energies of complexation (2DG8) for the 1:1
complexes [3:4a–l]·4PF6 at 25 8C in MeCN


Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21) Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21)


[3:4a]·4PF6 1.7 [3:4g]·4PF6 3.5
[3:4b]·4PF6 3.3 [3:3h]·4PF6 3.1
[3:4c]·4PF6 4.6 [3:4i]·4PF6 5.1
[3:4d]·4PF6 4.6 [3:4j]·4PF6 4.9
[3:4e]·4PF6 4.6 [3:4k]·4PF6 3.9
[3:4f]·4PF6 3.2 [3:4l]·4PF6 3.7
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phane-like manner by means of two p-phenylene groups.12a


The-solid state structure of [3:4c]·4PF6, whose symmetry
is imposed by its P[1] space group, reveals (Figure 4) that
the neutral substrate 4c is threaded centrosymmetrically
through the centre of the tetracationic cyclophane with
interplanar separations between the p-electron-rich and the
p-electron-deficient aromatic rings of ca 3.5 Å. The tilt of
the O—C6H4—O axis of the substrate with respect to the
N+ —N+ vector in the tetracationic receptor is 528. The
separation between the oxygen atoms in the substrate and
the proximal formally charged nitrogen atoms in the


receptor ranges from 3.3 to 4.4 Å, indicating strong
electrostatic interactions between the two components.
These interactions are confirmed by the results of the
binding studies between 3·4PF6 and 4a–e (Table 2).


By comparing the free energies of complexation (DG8) in
MeCN corresponding to the complexes [3:4a–e]·4PF6


13a


(Table 2), we observe that a maximum is quickly reached at
4c, where diethylene glycol units are the appendages,
suggesting that little further stabilization is provided when
the polyether chain is longer.


On replacing the p-electron-rich core of the substrate
with disubstituted dioxynaphthalene ring systems and
retaining diethylene glycol units as the side-chains (4f–i)10c,
large differences in DG8 values were observed. These values
vary from 23.1 to 25.1 kcal mol21, leading us to the
conclusion that once again, the substitution pattern on the
dioxynaphthalene unit affects dramatically the molecular
recognition event. The introduction of a carbonyl group into
one of the polyether chains13b of the p-electron rich acyclic
derivative (4j–l) decreases the DG8 value from 24.9 to
23.9 kcal mol21. The introduction of a second carbonyl
group into the other polyether chain brings about a decrease


Table 3. Free energies of complexation (2DG8) for the 1:1 complexes between 3·4Cl and various amino
acids and neurotransmitters at 25 8C in aqueous solution


Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21) Complex 2DG8 (kcal mol21)


[3:tryptophan]·4Cl 3.7–3.9a [3:serotonin]·4Cl 4.1a


[3:tyrosine]·4Cl 3.5–3.7a [3:phenyl b-D-glucoside]·4Cl 4.9c


[3:phenylalanine]·4Cl 0.8–2.6a [3:phenyl a-D-glucoside]·4Cl 4.3c


[3:dopamine]·4Cl 3.8a [3:phenyl b-D-galactoside]·4Cl 5.3c


[3:norepinephrine]·4Cl 4.0a [3:phenyl a-D-mammoside]·4Cl 1.5c


[3:epinephrine]·4Cl 3.5b


a DG8 values were determined in 50 mM phosphate buffer.
bDG8 values were determined in 1 M HCl.
cDG8 values were determined in aqueous buffer (pH 7.4).


Scheme 1. Self-assembly of the [2]catenane 5a·4PF6


Figure 5. Ball-and-stick representation of the solid-state structure
of the [2]catenane 5d4+
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of the association energy from 23.9 to 23.7 kcal mol21.
Thus, the presence of the carbonyl group has a dramatic
effect upon the recognition process—probably by decreas-
ing the strength, via a combination of adverse steric and
electronic effects as well as solvation factors, of the
hydrogen bonding interactions between the acidic a-protons
on the bipyridinium units and the oxygen atoms of the two
polyether chains. In aqueous solution, cyclobis(paraquat-p-
phenylene), as a tetrachloride salt 3·4Cl, is a very efficient
receptor (Table 3) for amino acids such as tryptophan,
tyrosine or phenylalanine possessing p-electron-rich aro-
matic subunits.13c Even stronger complexes in aqueous
solution are formed between 3·4Cl and some neuro-


transmitters, such as dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine
or serotonin.13d Furthermore, 3·4Cl exhibits very selective
complexation with some monosaccharide derivatives; it can
discriminate, for example, between a- and b-diastereo-
isomers of phenyl D-glucoside (Table 3), presumably as a
consequence of steric and/or solvation factors.13e


The near perfect match between the p-electron-rich
substrates and the tetracationic cyclophane 3·4PF6 led us to
improve the synthesis of the receptor by incorporating a p-
electron-rich template, such as 4c, in the reaction mixture.12b


In this way, the yield of formation of 3·4PF6 has been
improved from 12% without a template to 45% in the
presence of 4c, and to 62% at 12 kbar.


Scheme 2. Synthetic pathway for the self-assembly of the [2]catenane 5a·4PF6


Figure 6. Efficiency of the self-assembly of a range of [2]catenanes 5a–f·4PF6 as a
function of the size of the macrocyclic polyether component
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Synthesis and properties of self-assembling catenanes


The formation of 1:1 complexes between paraquat 1·2PF6


and 2d, as well as between 3·4PF6 and 4c, with
a pseudorotaxane-like geometry in both solution and the
solid state led us to the self-assembly of the [2]catenane
5a·4PF6, composed of the interlocked crown ether 2c
and the tetracationic cyclophane 3·4PF6, in 70% yield
(Scheme 1).14a


The solid-state molecular structure of the [2]catenane
5a·4PF6 (Figure 5) turned out to be just as one might have
predicted from the range of crystal structures of complexes
formed between the mutually compatible components. As
expected, one hydroquinone ring is incorporated in the
centre of the tetracationic cyclophane and shows the same
p–p stacking and T-type interactions as present in the
complexes [3:4a–l]·4PF6. Moreover, hydrogen bonds are
observed between the acidic hydrogen atoms in the a-
position of the bipyridinium units and the polyether oxygen
atoms of the crown ether component. The separation
between the mean planes of the p-electron-deficient and p-
electron-rich aromatic units is again ca 3.5 Å, not only
within the molecule but also supramolecularly along the
polar stack (see below).


Investigation of the mechanism of formation of the
[2]catenane 5a·4PF6 has been carried out by 1H NMR
spectroscopy in order to elucidate the reaction pathway and
characterize the intermediates present in the self-assembly
process.14b This study revealed that, when the starting
materials were 7 and 8, the monocation 9+ and the dication
62+ were stable intermediates (on the NMR time-scale)
involved in the reaction pathway (Scheme 2).


In order to probe the efficiency of this self-assembly
procedure, several analogues of the [2]catenane 5a·4PF6


have been synthesized and studied. It is of interest to
compare the yields of formation of similar [2]catenanes
since they reflect the information present within their
molecular components. A list of yields for the formation of
the [2]catenanes 5b–f·4PF6, in which the polyether chains
have been lengthened or shortened, is provided in Figure
6.15a As expected from the free energies of complexation
(Table 1), the highest yield was achieved when the crown
ether 2d was the template since the cavity of the crown ether
2c is too small to allow the efficient complexation of a
bipyridinium unit; the self-assembly of the corresponding
[2]catenane 5b·4PF6 occurs in a yield of only 10%. As the
dimensions of the crown ether component are increased, the
yield of the [2]catenanes 5d–f·4PF6 decreases, in line with
the trend suggested by the free energies of complexation
(DG8) for paraquat 1·4PF6 and the crown ethers 2e–f (Table
1).


Replacement of the central oxygen atom of the polyether


Figure 7. The catenanes 10a·4PF6 and 10b·4PF6 incorporating
furan-2,5-dimethylenedioxy and pyridine-2,6-dimethylenedioxy
residues in their macrocyclic polyether components, respectively


Scheme 3. The various dynamic processes which can be observed
by dynamic 1H NMR spectroscopy in solution for the [2]catenanes


5a,g–s·4PF6
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chain of the crown ether component with both furan-
2,5-diyldimethylenedioxy15b and pyridine-2,6-diyldi-
methylenedioxy8c residues has allowed us to assess the
significance of the [C—H · · · O] hydrogen bonds in the
self-assembly process leading to the formation of the
[2]catenanes 10a·PF6 and 10b·4PF6 (Figure 7). It appears
that enhanced rigidity of the polyether chain, on account of
the incorporation of the furan or the pyridine rings,
significantly lowers the yields of the [2]catenanes 10a·4PF6


and 10b·4PF6 to 40% and 31%, respectively.
The information responsible for the formation of the


bipyridinium-based [2]catenanes ‘lives on’ in their molec-
ular structures and gives rise to a variety of dynamic
processes (Scheme 3). It has been possible, in many cases,
to determine the energies of activation associated with these
dynamic processes by variable-temperature 1H NMR spec-
troscopy using the coalescence16a or the linewidth16b


approximate treatments. In order to understand and possibly
control the dynamic processes occurring between the two
interlocked rings, [2]catenanes in which the aromatic units
of the crown ether component have been modified to
incorporate resorcinol17 and dioxynaphthalene units10c have


Table 4. Free energies of activation associated with the various dynamic processes occurring in the
[2]catenanes 5a,g–s·4PF6


Crown ether
component


Aromatic Aromatic 2DGc‡(I)c 2DGc‡(II)d Process/2DGc‡
e


Compound unit 1a unit 2b Yield (%) (kcal mol21) (kcal mol21) (kcal mol21)


5a·4PF6 HQ HQ 70 15.6f 12.0f III/9f


5g·4PF6 HQ Res 15 15.4f 11.1f


5h·4PF6 Res Res 17 13.6f IV/12.2f


5i·4PF6 HQ 1/6DN 82 11.2f III/8.5f


5j·4PF6 HQ 2/6DN 89 11.4f


5k·4PF6 HQ 2/7DN 74 11.9f III/10.6f


5l·4PF6 1/5DN 1/5DN 51 17.2g 12.7g V, VI/15.8g


5m·4PF6 1/6DN 1/6DN 35 13.5g 9.8g


5n·4PF6 2/6DN 2/6DN 16 14.4g 11.4g V,VI/12.8g


5o·4PF6 2/7DN 2/7DN 27 13.9f 8.9f V, VI/11.8f


5p·4PF6 1/5DN 1/6DN 64 15.4g 11.1f V, VI/15.4g


5q·4PF6 1/5DN 2/6DN 74 16.7g 11.7f V, VI/16.7g


5r·4PF6 1/5DN 2/7DN 84 16.7g 11.5f V, VI/16.7g


5s·4PF6 2/6DN 2/7DN 25 13.2f 11.0f V, VI/16.7f


a One of the two aromatic units of the crown ether component arbitrarily chosen as number 1.
b One of the two aromatic units of the crown ether component arbitrarily chosen as number 2.
c Free energies of activation associated with process I (Scheme 3).
d Free energies of activation associated with process II (Scheme 3).
e Free energies of activation associated with process III, IV or V and VI.
f Determined in CD3COCD3.
g Determined in CD3CN.


Scheme 4. Equilibration of translational isomers for the [2]catenane 11·4PF6 at
240 8C in CD3COCD3
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been synthesized in moderate to good yields (Table 4).
The two dynamic processes associated with the highest


energies of activation (DGc‡) occurring in [2]catenanes
(processes I and II in Scheme 3) involve the exchange of the
p-electron-rich ring systems in the crown ether (process I),
and the exchange of the p-electron-deficient units in the
tetracationic cyclophane (process II), between ‘inside’ and
‘alongide’ environments. The DGc‡ values, associated with
process I in the [2]catenanes 5a,g,l,p–r·4PF6, reflect the
high affinities of the tetracationic cyclophane component for
any crown ether component which contains a hydroquinone
ring and/or a 1,5-dioxynaphthalene ring system. The same
trend is observed for the free energies of activation
associated with process II. Another interesting phenomenon,
directly associated with these two processes, is the presence
in solution of two translational isomers (Scheme 4) when
the crown ether moiety contains two different aromatic
residues.


In the case of the [2]catenane 11·4PF6 (Scheme 4), the
ratio of isomers18 is 65:35 (A:B) in CD3COCD3 at 240 8C,
when, according to the free energies of complexation
estimated between 3·4PF6 and 4c and 4i (Table 2), we could
have expected an opposite ratio. Moreover, the solvent
dielectric and the ratios of the translational isomers exhibit
a sigmoidal relationship that can be explained if we consider
that translational isomerism is a delicate balance between
p–p stacking and solvation. We believe that the tetra-
cationic cyclophane component favours a shielding
situation in relatively non-polar solvents, such as
CD3COCD3. The larger p-electron-donating surface areas
associated with the 1,5-dioxynaphthalene residue therefore
resides preferably on the outside of the tetracationic
cyclophane, favouring isomer A (Scheme 4).


A third dynamic process (process III in Scheme 3) was
observed,10c with a much lower energy of activation, in
some [2]catenanes in which the crown ether component


Figure 8. The [2]catenanes 12·4PF6 and 13·4PF6 in which the tetracationic
cyclophane component contains two bipyridinium units bridged by one or two m-


xylyl spacers, respectively


Figure 9. The [2]catenanes 14·4PF6 and 15·4PF6 in which the p–xyxlyl spacers of
the tetracationic cyclophane component have been replaced by one and two


2,5-disubstituted thiophene units, respectively
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incorporates a hydroquinone ring (5i,k·4PF6, Table 4). It has
been found that the free energy of activation (DGc‡)
associated with this process ranges from 8.5 to 10.6 kcal
mol21. In the case of the [2]catenane 5h·4PF6, in which the
crown ether component incorporates two resorcinol rings,17


a fourth dynamic process (process IV in Scheme 3) occurs,
corresponding to the dislocation of the resorcinol ring from
the cavity of the tetracationic cyclophane, followed by its
reorientation and return inside the cavity. The free energy of
activation of 12.1 kcal mol21 governing this process is
slightly lower than that (DG‡=13.6 kcal mol21) required
for a complete exchange of two resorcinol rings with respect
to the cavity of 3·4PF6.


Other processes (processes V and VI in Scheme 3) can
take place when the crown ether component of the
[2]catenane contains a dioxynaphthalene ring system.10c The


highest energy process (process V in Scheme 3) is the
dislocation of the dioxynaphthalene unit from within the
cavity of the tetracationic cyclophane and its rotation about
its O · · · O axis before it re-enters the cavity. The lowest
energy process (process VI in Scheme 3) is the rotation of
the bipyridinium units about their N · · · N axes, whilst the
dioxynaphthalene ring system departs at least partially from
the cavity of the tetracation. These two processes (V and VI)
possess similar coalescence temperatures at 400 MHz and,
therefore the free energies of activation that are reported in
Table 4 correspond to an averaged process involving
processes V and VI. Values of the free energies of activation
for Processes V and VI are high (11.8–16.7 kcal mol21)
compared to those associated with other processes and they
show how tightly bound a dioxynaphthalene ring system is
within the cavity of the tetracationic cyclophane 3·4PF6.


Replacement of the spacer p-xylyl between the two
bipyridinium units of the tetracationic component in the
[2]catenane by either a m-xylyl19 or a thiophene-2,5-diyldi-
methylenedioxy residues20 has been achieved in an effort to
gain insight into the effects of such changes upon the
dynamic processes (Figures 8 and 9). Indeed, when the p-
xylyl spacers of the tetracation were replaced by one and
then two m-xylyl spacers,19 the free energies of activation
associated with process I (Scheme 3) are increased from
15.6 kcal mol21 in 5a·4PF6 to 16.3 kcal mol21 in 12·4PF6


and then to 17.6 kcal mol21 in 13·4PF6.
When the p-xylyl spacers were replaced by one and then


by two thiophene-2,5-diyldimethylenedioxy residues,20 the
free energies of activation for processes I and II were
approximatively the same as in 5a·4PF6. A significant
increase in the energy associated with process III (Scheme
3) from 9.0 kcal mol21 in 5a·4PF6 to 9.7 kcal mol21 in
14·4PF6 and 10.8 kcal mol21 in 15·4PF6 was observed. The
x-ray crystal structure (Figure 10) of 15·4PF6 offers some
insight into this phenomenon since it shows that there is a
significant [S · · · O] interaction between the sulphur atom


Figure 10. Ball-and-stick representation of the side view of the
solid-state structure of the [2]catenane 154+ illustrating the short


oxygen–sulphur interaction


Scheme 5. Equilibration of translational isomers for the [2]catenane 16·4PF6 at 260 °C
in CD3COCD3
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in the spacer groups of the tetracationic cyclophane
component and the oxygen atoms of the included hydro-
quinone ring in the neutral component (the [S · · · O]
distances are 3.24 and 3.27 Å; this [S · · · O] interaction is
rather unique, since there are no reports, to our knowledge,
of such interactions).


The last subcomponent that has been modified, in order to
complete the study of the influence of all the components
upon the self-assembly processes, is the p-electron-defici-
ent bipyridinium unit of the tetracationic cyclophane
component. This modification was achieved by replacing
the bipyridinium rings with one or two p-extended viologen
units21,22 with the aim of controlling the translational
isomerism exhibited by these structures. For example, in the
case of the [2]catenane 16·4PF6 (Scheme 5), the polyether
macrocycle component prefers21 to encircle the bipyr-
idinium unit rather than the p-extended viologen unit at
260 8C in CD3COCD3, resulting in an 8:92 ratio for C:D.


In the case of 17·4PF6,
22 where all the p-electron-


deficient and the p-electron-rich components are different,
four distinct translational isomers can co-exist in solution
(Scheme 6). At room temperature, when process I is fast and
process II is slow on the 1H NMR time-scale, we observed,


by 1H NMR spectroscopy in CD3COCD3, the presence of
the isomers in which either the 1,5-dioxynaphthalene ring
system or the hydroquinone ring occupies the cavity of the
tetracationic cyclophane in a ratio of 88:12, respectively. At
240 8C, in the same solvent, when processes I and II are
both slow on the NMR time-scale, we observed only two of
the four possible translational isomers in which the
dioxynaphthalene unit is located inside the cavity of the
charged component in a 95:5 ratio. At that temperature, the
most favoured isomer is the one in which the bipyridinium
unit occupies the cavity of the crown ether component. This
isomer corresponds to that observed in the solid state for
17·4PF6.


The self-assembly paradigm has been employed23,24 in the
template-directed syntheses of [3]-, [4]- and [5]catenanes.
By enlarging the tetracationic component in an appropriate
manner, we were able to entrap simultaneously two
polyether macrocycles (Scheme 7), and by so doing we
obtained23 the [3]catenanes 18·4PF6 and 19·4PF6 in 25 and
30% yields, respectively. The only dynamic process
observed in these [3]catenanes is the exchange of the
aromatic residues of the crown ether component. The free
energies of activation associated with this process are


Scheme 6. Equilibration of translational isomers for the [2]catenane 17·4PF6 in
solution
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10.7 kcal mol21 in 18·4PF6 and 13.3 kcal mol21 in
19·4PF6.


The [3]catenane 20·4PF6, containing a large neutral
macrocyclic polyether component—self-assembled in 6%
yield in the same way as 18·4PF6 and 19·4PF6—was further
reacted (Scheme 8) with 7·2PF6 and 6·2PF6 to afford24 the
[4]- and [5]catenanes 21·8PF6 and 22·12PF6 in yields of 31
and 5%, respectively. The [5]catenane 22·12PF6, which we
have dubbed ‘olympiadane’ following van Gulick’s original
suggestion, was fully characterized on the basis of mass
spectrometric and 1H NMR spectroscopic data. From 1H
NMR experiments, a value for the free energy of activation
necessary to dislodge the dioxynaphthalene ring systems
from the cavity of the smaller tetracationic cyclophane in
22·12PF6 was determined to be 14.7 kcal mol21, a value
consistent with those obtained for processes V and VI in
5l,n–s·4PF6.


Solid-state structures and superstructures


We have shown that the recognition even between p-
electron-rich and p-electron-deficient motifs is a very
powerful tool in the self-assembly process as it occurs in
solution. In crystals, which are supramolecular arrays par
excellence, the solid-state structures of the assemblies we
have considered so far not only give us precious structural
information about non-covalent bonding interactions, but
they also reveal that the information responsible for the self-
assembly of the catenanes and their dynamic behaviour in
solution extends beyond the molecule to form highly
ordered one-, two- or three-dimensional arrays in the solid
state.25


The solid-state structure (Figure 11) of the tetracationic
cyclophane 3·4PF6, reveals26 that each macrocycle ring is
stacked almost directly above its neighbour (by a unit lattice
translation of ca 11.01 Å) with four PF6


2 counterions and
two MeCN molecules forming a torus so that the overall
solid-state structure contains parallel open channels
bounded by alternately charged (4+ /42 ) entities. A third
MeCN molecule is located in part of the void created by
these channels.


It has been possible to include p-donor guests, such as
TTF27 (Figure 12) and even the bis-1,5-dioxynaphthalene
derivative 23 (Figure 13), inside the channels formed by the
tetracationic cyclophane, without altering the channel
structure of the tetracation.28 In the solid state, the 1:1
complex formed between TTF and 3·4PF6 features27 con-
tinuous one-dimensional stacks (Figure 12) with no
hindrance of the central channel by either an MeCN
molecule or a PF6


2 counterion. The TTF molecules have
their long axes almost perfectly aligned with a separation of
4.87 Å between the endocyclic olefinic carbon atoms in
adjacently located TTF molecules. The solid-state structure
(Figure 13) of the 2:1 complex formed between 23 and
3·4PF6, reveals28 the commensurate nature of their arrange-
ment in the solid state, the chief geometric requirements
being that the dioxynaphthalene units lie within the centre
of the tetracationic cyclophane and that the polyether chain
possesses the same length as the interchannel separation.


Compound 24·2PF6 is a dicationic cyclophane (Figure
14) which contains a p-electron-deficient bipyridinium unit
that is positioned parallel with respect to a p-electron-rich
hydroquinone ring.29 The solid-state structure of 24·2PF6


reveals that, within each molecule, the hydroquinone ring is
positioned in a p–p stacking manner with respect to the
bipyridinium unit, their interplanar separation being ca
4.0 Å. The O · · · O axis of each hydroquinone ring is
skewed with respect to the N+ · · · N+ axis of its associated
bypiridinium unit, producing a geometry very similar to that
observed (Figures 2, 4 and 5) in other supramolecular
systems containing these two components.


Furthermore, the dications are stacked such that the
bipyridinium unit of one molecule inserts itself into the cleft
formed by the inwardly folded hydroquinone ring of another
to form an extended p-donor–p-acceptor stack, the inter-


Scheme 7. Self-assembly of two [3]catenanes, 18·4PF6 and
19·4PF6, incorporating a cyclobis(paraquat-4,49-biphenylene) as the


tetracationic cyclophane component
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molecular interplanar separation being 3.7 Å. An
investigation of the solid-state structure of the 1:2 complex
formed (Figure 15) between the macrocyclic polyether 2j
and paraquat 1·2PF6 has revealed10c the formation of a very
similar continuously stacked p-donor–p-acceptor structure
with paraquat dications alternatively included within and
sandwiched between adjacent macrocycles. A paraquat
dication is sandwiched within the macrocycle between the
parallel-aligned dioxynaphthalene residues and is oriented
so as to maximize overlap with the two p-electron-rich
residues. The second paraquat dication is positioned
between adjacent inclusion complexes and nearly perfectly
coaligned with its included counterpart. Similarly, the
packing (Figure 16) in the solid-state structure of the
[2]catenane 5l·4PF6 reveals30 the existence of continuously
stacked entities. The approximate interplanar separation
between overlapping p-electron-rich and -deficient compo-
nents in adjacently stacked catenane entities is ca 3.5 Å. In
the last two examples, it is striking to note that there is no
difference between interaction patterns determined by
intramolecular assembly and crystal packing.


Interestingly, the ordering within the solid state structure
(Figure 17) of the [3]catenane 18·4PF6 shown in Scheme 7
reveals23 the loss of the alternating pattern of p-donors (D)


and p-acceptors (A) that was observed in the previous case
in the [2]catenane 5l·4PF6. More surprisingly, however, this
DADDAD sequence extends beyond the molecule through-
out the crystal, producing (Figure 17) a continuously
stacked array.


The tetracationic cyclophane 25·4PF6 packs (Figure 18)
to form mosaic-like two-dimensional arrays in the crystal.13b


In one direction, the bipyridinium units of adjacent
molecules are unexpectingly aligned in register and sepa-
rated by an interplanar distance of ca 3.7 Å. In the other
direction, the biphenylene units are offset such that only one
of the two phenylene rings overlaps with another phenylene
ring in the adjacent molecule, the inter-ring plane separation
being 3.4 Å.


In the solid state (Figure 19), the [2]pseudorotaxane
[3:26]·4PF6 not only has the acyclic polyether 26 inserted
through the centre of the tetracation 34+ , such that the
middle 1,5-dioxynaphthalene unit is enriched,31 but its
polyether chains also curl back on themselves around the
cyclophane, enabling the other two p-donors to stack
against the sides of the p-accepting bipyridinium units. In
the crystal lattice, the [2]pseudorotaxanes are arranged to
form infinite two-dimensional sheets, sustained by a
combination of aromatic p–p stacking and [CH · · · p]


Scheme 8. Self-assembly process leading to the [4]catenane 21·8PF6 and
the [5]catenane 22·12PF6
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interactions that extend within and between the 1:1
complexes to create a grid-like pattern.


Similarly, the solid-state structure (Figure 20) of the
[2]catenane 27·4PF6 reveals32 a highly ordered arrangement
in which one dioxynaphthalene ring system is sandwiched
between the two bipyridinium units in the tetracation. The
other two dioxynaphthalene ring systems are positioned
with one ‘alongside’ one of the bipyridinium units, and the
other one adjacent to one of the p-xylyl spacers in the
tetracationic cyclophane. The p-donor–p-acceptor inter-


Figure 11. Space-filling representation of the alternatively charged
entities of 3·4PF6·3MeCN in the solid state


Figure 12. Part of one of the continuous stacks of
[3:TTF:4MeCN]·4PF6 in the solid state


Figure 13. Ball-and-stick representation of the solid-state structure
of the 2:1 complex [(3)2:23]4+


Figure 14. Ball-and-stick representation of the stacking of two
crystallographically independent forms of 242+


Figure 15. Part of the continuous p-donor–p-acceptor stack in the
2:1 crystalline complex represented by [(1)2:2j]4+
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actions present within the molecule extend in two
orthogonal directions in the crystal to form a two-
dimensional quilt-like array of [2]catenanes involving all of


the aromatic rings.
The self-complementary cyclophane 28·4PF6 has been


designed33 in such a way that it can express itself


Figure 16. Part of the continuous p-donor–p-acceptor stack asso-
ciated with the [2]catenane 5l4+ in the crystal


Figure 18. Ball-and-stick representation of one of the layers of the cyclophane 254+ in
the solid state


Figure 17. Stacked DADDAD–DADDAD superstructure of the
[3]catenane 184+
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simultaneously as both an exo and an endo receptor. The
incorporation of two hydroquinone rings and two bipyr-
idinium units in diametrically opposed positions gives 284+


the potential to form a highly structured two-dimensional
array (Figure 21) of stacked p-donor–p-acceptor systems
after a mosaic-like fashion. A study of the packing (Figure
21) in the solid state of the tetracationic cyclophane 28·4PF6


reveals that an even more highly ordered two-dimensional
p-donor–p-acceptor mosaic is present than is so in the case
of 25·4PF6. Indeed, adjacent cyclophanes within one sheet
retain proximal relationships between bipyridinium units in


one tetracation and hydroquinone rings in the next and vice
versa, thus allowing the tetracation to adopt a conventional
p-donor–p-acceptor stack. The mean plane separation
between these residues is 4.0 Å. Although adjacent sheets
are separated by layers of disordered PF6


2 ions and MeCN
molecules, the tetracations are in register and form channels
(Figure 22) that extend throughout the crystal, the distance
between the sheets being 9.8 Å. This superstructure is
reminiscent of the one observed in the solid-state super-
structure of the cyclophane 3·4PF6.


26


Furthermore, the symmetrically oriented molecular rec-


Figure 19. Part of the continuous two-dimensional p–p stacks formed by the [2]pseudorotaxane
[3:26]4+


Figure 20. Part of the continuous two-dimensional p–p stacks formed by the [2]catenane 274+
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ognition elements of the tetracationic cyclophane 28·4PF6


have allowed the directionally specific inclusion of a
ferrocene molecule (Fc) within its cavity to form the 1:1
adduct 28/Fc·4PF6 (Figure 23). The x-ray crystallographic
analysis of 28/Fc·4PF6 reveals a Ci-symmetric adduct in
which the cyclopentadienyl rings are sandwiched between


the faces of the bipyridinium units. The packing of this 1:1
adduct is virtually identical with that of the free cyclophane
28·4PF6 (the mosaic-like structure and the channel structure
are retained) with a slightly improved packing: the pyr-
idinium–hydroquinone ring separations are reduced to
3.8 Å.


CONCLUSION


In this short review, we have outlined the significance of
p–p interactions in the building up of molecular assemblies
and supramolecular arrays, employing the methodology of
self-assembly. We have also came to appreciate that other
weak noncovalent bonding interactions, such as [CH · · · O]
hydrogen bonds or [CH · · · p] interactions, participate in a
cooperative manner, leading to the successful realization of
these structural and superstructural architectures. The data
that we and others have accumulated over the years from
solution-state investigations, and from the careful examina-
tion of the non-covalent interactions in the solid state, are
now paving the way towards the design new molecular
assemblies and supramolecular arrays which may prove
valuable in the development of new materials and/or
functioning devices.
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REDUCTION OF CARBENIUM IONS BY NAD(P)H ANALOGUES
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Hydride transfer mechanisms of the reductions of xanthylium ion by NAD(P)H analogues (i.e. BNAH, HEH and AcrH2 )
were investigated. Both the kinetic observations and an analysis of thermodynamic driving forces for each mechanistic
step in all the possible mechanisms indicate that the reductions are initiated by a rate-determining electron transfer,
followed by a fast hydrogen atom abstraction. The mechanism of the reductions of 9-phenylxanthylium and
triphenylmethylium ions by BNAH were also investigated and are similarly discussed. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The mechanisms of NAD(P)H model-mediated reductions
have long been a subject of extensive investigations owing
to their potential linkage to the in vivo situation for many
biological functions of this coenzyme. Two different types
of mechanisms have been proposed to describe this
reduction, i.e. the one-step hydride transfer and the multi-
step hydride transfer, which is initiated first by an electron
transfer (i.e. e2 –H+ –e2 or e2 –H• pathways).1 As early as
1955, Mauzerall and Westheimer2 provided evidence to
show that the hydride ion was directly transferred from a
simple model, 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide (BNAH),
to the substrates in reductions of malachite green and
thiobenzophenones. Later, however, the generality of this
one-step mechanism was questioned by others since the
hydrogen exchange at the C-4 atom of the model molecule
with hydrogens in solvent was observed in the reductions of
arenediazonium3 and thiobenzophenones.4 In addition, it is
also reported that primary kinetic isotope effect was found
to be much smaller than the isotope ratio found in product
in the reduction of a,a,a-triflurophenone with 1-propyl-
1,4-dihydronicotinamide, suggesting that the reaction may
proceed via a charge-transfer complex transition state (T.S.)
rather than a simple hydride transfer T.S.5 These observa-
tions, together with other evidence collected by means of
kinetic,6a–c thermodynamic6d and product analysis6e as well
as by ESR,6f UV6g and CIDNP6h techniques, suggest that the
apparent hydride transfer may be a result of a transfer
sequence including electron–proton–electron transfer or


electron–hydrogen atom transfer.
Although most of the existing evidence seems to be in


favor of the multi-step pathways, controversies about the
two types of mechanisms have not been solved. For
example, Yausi and Ohno7 indicated that distinct electron
transfer occurs only under electro- or photochemical
conditions. Powell and Bruice8 and Carlson et al.9 pointed
out that the exclusive electron transfer is significant only
when the substrate can be readily reduced (i.e. possesses a
high reduction potential). In an effort to combine these two
mechanisms, Bunting10 recently suggested that the two
kinds of transfers be merged into a unified mechanism in
terms of an imbalanced development of electronic charge
and C–H bond fission in the transition state. All these
arguments reveal that there is still considerable debate on
the mechanistic details of reductions mediated by NAD(P)H
models.


Kinetic or thermodynamic parameters, especially a
combination of the two, are believed to be most useful in
evaluating mechanisms for many types of organic reactions.
However, to our knowledge, no thermodynamic details in a
single solvent about the reductions mediated by NAD(P)H
models have been reported, mostly due to the transient
nature of the intermediate species involved in each step of
the reduction. In this paper, we report the first estimates of
the thermodynamic driving forces (Gibbs free energy) for
each individual steps as shown in Scheme 1 for the
reductions of xanthylium ions (Xn+ and 9-PhXn+ ) and trityl
cation by NAD(P)H models including BNAH and
10-methyl-9,10-dihydroacridine (AcrH2 ). The second-order
rate constants, kinetic isotope effects, activation parameters
and radical inhibitor effect for the reductions by BNAH,
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AcrH2 and Hantzsch ester (HEH) have also been investi-
gated [equation (1)]. Free energy changes (DG) of each of
the primary steps in various mechanisms (Scheme 1) were
derived through appropriate thermochemical cycles (see
Results section) by combining pKa values and the relevant
redox data for the species involved. Based on these
measurements, a reasonable mechanism is suggested for the
reduction of Xn+ by the NAD(P)H models used in this
work. The mechanism for the reductions of 9-phenyl-
xanthylium (9-PhXn+ ) and triphenylmethylium (Ph3C


+ )
ions with BNAH is also presented according to a similar
analytical strategy.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. 1-Benzylnicotinamide bromide (BNA+ ),
1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide (BNAH) and its
4,49-dideuterated analogue (BNAH-d2 ) were prepared
according to the procedure in literature.11 N-Methylacridin-
ium ion (AcrH+ ) and 10-methyl-9,10-dihydroacridine
(AcrH2 ) were obtained by the method as described in Ref.
12. Hantzsch ester (HEH) was synthesized by a general
procedure.13 Xanthydrol was obtained from Aldrich and
recrystallized from aqueous ethanol. 9-Phenylxanthylium
and trityl ions were prepared by dehydroxylation of


9-phenylxanthenol (Aldrich) and triphenylmethanol
(Aldrich), respectively, with 48% HBF4 in
(CH3CH2CO2 )2O.14 All the compounds synthesized in this
work were characterized by verifying their melting points
using a Yanaco micro melting-point apparatus (uncorrected)
and by the 1H NMR spectra recorded on a JEOL 90Q NMR
spectrometer. Acetonitrile (spectroscopic grade) was
refluxed over KMnO4 and K2CO3 for several hours and was
doubly redistilled before use. The 30% CH3CN–70% H2O
phosphate buffer was adjusted to pH 6·90 at different
temperatures on a Beckman f 71 pH meter which was
calibrated by a general method prior to use. The o-phthalate
buffer was similarly treated and was adjusted to pH 4·00.
Purification of DMSO solvent and preparation of dimsyl
base (CH3SOCH2


2 K+ ) were carried out according to the
standard procedure.15 Commercial tetrabutylammonium
hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6 , Aldrich) was recrystallized
from CH2Cl2 and vacuum dried at 110 °C overnight before
preparation of the supporting electrolyte solution.


Reduction of 9-phenylxanthylium and trityl cations
by BNAH. To a mixture of carbenium ion (0·5 mmol) and
BNAH (0·5 mmol) was added 3 ml of deaerated acetonitrile
containing 0·5 ml of CF3COOD in the dark under argon. Ten
minutes later, water was added to quench the reaction. The


Scheme 1
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product mixture was extracted with benzene and was
isolated by preparative TLC to give 9-phenylxanthene
(9-pHXnH) (62%) as the sole product, m.p. 142·0–143·0 °C
(CRC, 145·0–146·0 °C); 1H NMR (d CDCl3 ), 7·01–7·52
(m, 13H), 5·32–5·41 (s, 1H). For the latter case, triphenyl-
methane (Ph3CH) (50%) was isolated, m.p. 91·0–93·0 °C
(Aldrich, 93–94 °C); 1H NMR (d, CDCl3 ), 7·09–7·53
(m, 15H), 5·58–5·65 (s, 1H).


Kinetics. The kinetic data were obtained in 30%
CH3CN–70% H2O (v/v) at pH 6·90 (phosphate buffer) and
an ionic strength of 1·0 (KCl) for the reductions of Xn+ with
BNAH and HEH or at pH 4·00 (o-phthalate buffer) with
AcrH2 at a certain temperature. The reactions were followed
by monitoring the changes in absorbance at 358 nm for
BNAH, 365 nm for HEH and 450 nm for N-methylacri-
dinium ion (AcrH+ ) under pseudo-first-order conditions
(20–100-fold excesses of xanthydrol). The concentrations
of BNAH, HEH and AcrH2 were 0·04, 0·04 and 0·02 mM,
respectively. In a typical run, xanthydrol (XnOH) solution
of a certain concentration was first placed in a thermostatic
bath for 15 min at 25 °C. Then 2·5 ml of solution were
delivered into a UV cell (10 mm path). The cell was sealed
with a silicon-rubber stopper and placed in a cell compart-
ment maintained at 25 °C for another 15 min. Then 10 ml of
0·01 M BNAH solution in acetonitrile were injected into the
cell.


Immediately after thorough mixing of the reactants, the
changes in absorption at 358 nm vs time were recorded on
a Beckman DU-8B UV–VIS spectrophotometer. Pseudo-
first-order rate constants (kobs ) were calculated according to
Guggenheim’s method as described in the equations


2 ln(At 2At+D )=kobst+C (2)


2 ln(At+D 2At )=kobst+C (3)


where At and At+D represent absorbances at time t and t+D
(D was generally 1—3 half-times), respectively. The data
were treated by linesar regression and the correlation
coefficients were always better than 0·999. The observed
rate constant (kobs) is the average of at least two independent
runs. In the case where the reaction rate was taken in the
presence of m-dinitrobenzene (DNB), a radical inhibitor,
15 mL of DNB in acetonitrile solution (0·5 M), was injected
before BNAH was added.


Electrochemical measurements.16 A 5 ml volume of a
2 mM solution of a substrate (i.e. BNAH, AcrH2 , BNA+ or
AcrH+ ) in 0·1 M Bu4NPF6–DMSO was placed in an
electrochemical cell under argon. The solution was bubbled
with a small stream of argon both before and throughout the
whole process. The cyclic voltagram (CV) was recorded at
a sweep rate of 0·1 V s21 on a BAS-100B electrochemical
analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayette, IN, USA)
equipped with a three-electrode assembly. The working
electrode was a platinum disk (diameter 1 mm) and the
reference electrode was 0·1 M AgNO3 /Ag prepared in 0·1 M


Bu4NPF6–DMSO solution. The counter electrode was a
platinum wire. The AcrH2 anion was generated in DMSO


by adding dimsyl base to a solution containing AcrH2


(enough to produce 1 mM anion) under very strict air-tight
conditions. Immediately after preparation of the anion, a CV
was recorded by a similar procedure as described above.
The ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+ /Fc) redox couple was
taken as an internal standard in all cases.


RESULTS


Kinetics17


In aqueous solution, xanthylium cation is in equilibrium
with its hydroxide adduct (xanthydrol, XnOH):


Xn+ +H2O⇀↽
KR


+


XnOH+H+


↓ k2[BNAH] (4)
XnH


Therefore, the pseudo-first-order rate constant (kobs ) for
reduction of xanthylium cation (Xn+ ) by an NAD(P)H
model can be evaluated by varying the concentration of
XnOH at a certain temperature. In all cases, kobs is found to
be proportional to the substrate concentration ([XnOH])
(r>0·997). The apparent second-order rate constant (kapp


2 ) is
then obtained from the slope of kobs vs [XnOH]. The linear
plots of kobs vs [XnOH] for reductions of Xn+ with BNAH
and HEH at different temperatures are shown in Figure 1.


The pH-dependent pseudo-second-order rate constant
(k2 ) is defined by


2
d[BNAH]


dt
=k2[Xn+ ][BNAH]


=k2


[H+ ][XnOH]


KR+[H2O]
[BNAH]


=kapp
2 [XnOH][BNAH] (5)


kapp
2 =k2


[H+ ]


KR+[H2O]
(6)


log k2 = log kapp
2 2pKR+ +pH (7)


Since pKR+ in 30% CH3CN–70% H2O is unknown, the
exact second-order rate constant k2 cannot be directly
calculated, and therefore the k2 /KR+ ratios for reduction of
Xn+ by BNAH and by its 4,49-dideuterated analogue
(BNAH-d2 ) together with the apparent rate constant kapp


2 are
presented in Table 1. The relative rate measured in the
presence of a radical inhibitor (m-dinitrobenzene, DNB) is
also given.


The apparent rate constants (kapp
2 ) and the relative rate


constants (k2 /KR+ ) of reductions of xanthylium ion by
BNAH, HEH and AcrH2 measured at different temperatures
and the activation parameters calculated from the Erying
slope and intercept [equation (8)] (r>0·995) jointly with
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equation (7) are summarized in Table 2.


lnSk2


TD=2
DH


R
1
T


+
DS


R
+ lnSkB


hD (8)


Thermodynamics


All the thermodynamic data were obtained at 25 °C in
DMSO. Free energy changes for each individual primary
steps for the e2 –H+ –e2 mechanism in Scheme 1 were
estimated using the equations


DG(e2
T )=2FDE[(A+ /A•)2 (NAD(P)H+•/NAD(P)H)] (9)


DG(H+
T )=2·303RT[pK(NAD(P)H+•)2pK(AH+•)] (10)


DG(e2
T )9=2FDE[(AH+•/AH)2 (NAD(P)+ /NAD(P)•)] (11)


where E(BNAH+•/BNAH), E(AcrH+•
2 /AcrH2 ) and


E(XnH+•/XnH) are the oxidation potentials of BNAH,
AcrH2 and XnH, respectively and E(BNA+ /BNA• ),


Figure 1. Linear correlations of kobs vs [XnOH] in the reductions of Xn+ by BNAH (0·04 mM) (left) and HEH (0·04 mM) (right) at 25, 33, 40
and 48 °C


Table 1. Relative second-order rate constants for the reduction of
Xn+ by BNAHa


Model kapp
2 (M


21 s21 ) k2/KR+ (M
21 s21 ) kH


2 /kD
2


BNAH 1·12 8·93106


BNAH-d2 0·795 6·33106 1·4
BNAH+DNB 1·19 9·45 3106


a In 30% CH3CN–70% H2O, pH=6·90 and an ionic strength of 1·0 at 25 °C.


Table 2. Apparent second-order rate constants (M
21 s21 ) and relative rate constants (M


21 s21 )
at different temperatures and activation parameters of the reductions of Xn+ by NAD(P)H


models


BNAHa HEHa AcrH2
b


Temperature (K) kapp
2 k2/KR+ kapp


2 k2/KR+ kapp
2 k2 /KR+


298·15 1·12 8·93106 1·39 1·13107 0·507 5·13103


306·15 1·58 1·33107 2·08 1·73107 0·878 8·83103


313·15 2·02 1·63107 3·37 2·73107 1·32 1·33104


321·15 3·09 2·53107 4·54 3·63107 2·39 2·43104


DH (kcal mol21 ) 7·6 9·4 12·0
DS (cal mol21 K21 ) 21·3–4·6pKR+ 5·2–4·6pKR+ 21·3–4·6pKR+


a In 30% CH3CN–70% H2O at pH=6·90 and an ionic strength of 1·0.
b In 30% CH3CN–70% H2O at pH=4·00 and an ionic strength of 1·0.
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E(AcrH+ /AcrH• ) and E(Xn+ /Xn•) are the reduction poten-
tials of BNA+ , AcrH+ , and Xn+ , respectively. The acid
dissociation constants of radical cations, i.e. pK(XnH+•) and
pK(AcrH+•


2 ), were obtained from a combination of pK(AH)
and oxidation potentials of the neutral molecule [Eox(AH)]
and its conjugated base [Eox(A


2 )] using the equation


pK(AH+• )=pK(AH)+F[Eox(A
2 )2Eox(AH)]/2·303RT (12)


where AH represents substrate AcrH2 or XnH.16, 18–20 The
acidity of radical cation derived from BNAH, i.e.
pK(BNAH+• ), was estimated from the equation


pK(BNAH+• )=[DGBDE-FE (BNAH+•/BNAH)
+FE (H+ /H•)]/2.303RT (13)


using a thermodynamic cycle as shown in Scheme 2. In
equation (13), DGBDE is the free energy change of C–H bond
fission at the 4-position of BNAH and E(H+ /H•) and
E(BNAH+•/BNAH) are the oxidation potentials of H• and
BNAH, respectively.


Free energy changes of hydrogen atom transfer for the
e2 –H• mechanism and the direct one-step mechanism can
be evaluated from equations (14) and (15), respectively,
based on the thermodynamic cycles shown in Scheme 1.


DG(H•
T )=DG(H+


T )+DG(e2
T )9 (14)


DG(H2
T )DG(e2


T )+DG(H+
T )+DG(e2


T )9 (15)


The basic data necessary for calculating the thermodynamic
quantities of each primary mechanistic step and the free
energy terms thus derived are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively.


DISCUSSION


Mechanism of the reduction of Xn+ by BNAH


Examination of the data in Table 1 shows that there is
essentially no primary kinetic isotope effect (kH


2 /kD
2 =1·4) in


the reduction of Xn+ by BNAH. This implies that electron
transfer from BNAH to Xn+ must be the rate-determining
step. The small activation enthalpy of reduction
(DH =7·6 kcal mol21 in Table 2) also indicates that the C–
H bond fission at the 4-position of BNAH should not be
much involved in the transition state. This mechanistic
analysis can be further examined by comparing the free
energy changes (driving forces) of each individual step for
every possible mechanism (Scheme 1) of this reduction.
From Table 4, it is conceivable that there are two feasible
candidates (i.e. the e2 –H• and H2 pathways) among the
three reaction mechanisms listed for the reaction to proceed
if based solely on the thermodynamic driving forces. The
two consecutive endothermic reactions (i.e. e2


T and H+
T ) in


the e2 –H+ –e2 multi-step hydride transfer mechanism
make this route the least possible one for the reaction to
choose. Further, since both the kinetic isotope experiment
and the activation enthalpy value obtained in this work


BNAH → BNA• +H• DGBDE


H• → H+ +e2 FE(H+ /H•)
BNAH+• +e2 → BNAH 2FE(BNAH+•/BNAH)


BNAH+• → BNA• +H+ 2·303RTpK(BNAH+•)


Scheme 2


Table 3. Acid dissociation constants of neutral substrates [pK(AH)] and
the corresponding radical cations [pK(AH+• )] and redox potentials of the


relevant species in DMSO at 25 °C


Compound
(AH) pK(AH) Eox(A


2 )a Eox(AH)a Erd(A
+ )a pK(AH+•)


BNAHb 0·182 21·528 28c


AcrH2
b 31·5d 21·961e 0·497 20·876 210f


XnHg 30·0 21·685 1·135 20·293 218
9-PhXnHg 27·9 21·531 1·215 20·366 218
Ph3CHg 30·6 21·486 1·415 20·257 218


a E p values in volts referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+ /Fc) couple.
b This work.
c Calculated from equation (13), where DGBDE , E(BNAH+•/BNAH) and E(H+ /H• )
were taken as 263 kJ mol21 (estimated from known values of structurally similar
molecules;16, 18–20 the error is probably within ±10 kJ mol21 ), 0·72 V (value from
Table 3 adjusted to vs NHE by adding 0·537 V) and 22·48 V (vs NHE),21


respectively.
d Estimated value based on the pKas of similar structures.
e Appeared as a shoulder.
f Calculated from equation (12).
g From Refs 19 and 22; values were adjusted to vs Fc+ /Fc (from a value vs NHE by
subtracting 0·537 V when necessary).
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appeared to disfavor the one-step hydride transfer (i.e. H2
T )


mechanism, the e2 –H• two-step hydride transfer can thus
be assigned as the mechanism for the reduction of Xn+


cation by BNAH.
The observation that the rate of reduction remains


virtually unchanged in the presence of a radical inhibitor
(see entry 3 in Table 1) seems at first glance to conflict with
the radical mechanism mentioned above. However, it is
generally understood that if the radical formed is too
unstable to escape from the solvent cage or, in other words,
the follow-up reaction within the cage is too fast to allow
the incipient radical to move out of the solvent cage, the
absence of the ESR signal or radical inhibitor effect could
not then be taken as a criterion to exclude the radical
mechanism. In fact, the follow-up hydrogen atom transfer
(H•


T ) in the e2 –H• mechanism is indeed evaluated as
extremely exothermic [DG(H•


T )=247·7 kcal mol21 ], and
therefore it is conceivable that there should be no chance for
the DNB molecule to trap either the Xn• radical or the
BNAH+• radical cation before a hydrogen atom is trans-
ferred within the encounter complex. In other words, the
multi-step mechanism does not necessarily mean that the
hydrogen transfer in the e2 –H• mechanism is completely
separated from the initial electron transfer, i.e. the barrier
for the electron transfer is possibly overlapped with the
follow-up hydrogen transfer in the reaction coordinate.
Hence the DNB molecule could not serve as a radical
trapper in such circumstances.


As mentioned previously (Results section), since that the
pKR+ value in the present working solvent (30% CH3CN–
70% H2O) is unknown, the second-order rate constant of the
reduction can only be derived in a relative form as k2 /KR+


(Table 1). However, if we assume that the pKR+ here is the
same as that in water (20·8322a ), then k2 =6·03107


M
21 s21


can be immediately evaluated from equation (7) for
reduction of Xn+ by BNAH, which agrees well with that
previously reported by Bunting and Conn17


(5·93107
M


21 s21 ). It should be pointed out that there is an
unknown amount of uncertainty associated with this k2


value due to the change of the solvent (we are grateful to a
referee for bringing this to our attention), and therefore the
k2 of 6·03107


M
21 s21 and also all other literature rate data


similarly derived can only be considered as the rate
maxima. This is because the proton, a product in the
equilibrium depicted in equation (4), is better solvated by
H2O than by MeCN, and this will shift the equilibrium to the
left in the case where a mixed solvent is used and thus lead
to a substantial deduction of the apparent KR+. Hence the KR+


value in neat water is at its maximum and so is k2 in water.
On the other hand, DS of this reaction should not exceed
2·3 e.u. (derived assuming pKR+ =20·83) for the same
reason.


Based on the considerations discussed above, the mecha-
nism of the reduction of xanthylium ion by BNAH can be
proposed as the following sequence, i.e. (i) a fast pre-
equilibrium between BNAH and Xn+ , (ii) a
rate-determining electron transfer within an encounter
complex leading to BNAH+• and Xn• and (iii) a fast
hydrogen atom transfer from BNAH+• to Xn• to form the
final products BNA+ and XnH. The mechanism is illus-
trated in Scheme 3.


Reduction of Xn+ by HEH and AcrH2


Similarly to the situation for the reduction of Xn+ by
BNAH, the largely exothermic hydrogen atom transfer
[DG(H•


T )=235·4 kcal mol21 in Table 4] can also initiate an
endothermic electron transfer to occur in the reduction of
Xn+ by AcrH2 . Hence the two-step e2 –H• mechanism is
also applied, although in this case the relative second-order
rate constant (k2/KR+ =5·13103


M
21 s21 at 25 °C) derived


from equation (6) is over 1000 times smaller than that of
BNAH (k2/KR+ =8·93106


M
21 s21), due primarily to the


difference of their oxidation potentials (Eox =0·182 and
0·497 V, respectively; Table 3). The difference in the
electron-donating abilities of AcrH2 and BNAH can also be
reflected kinetically by the 4·4 kcal mol21 difference in their
activation enthalpies (DH =12·0 vs 7·6 kcal mol21 in Table
2), since the activation entropies of these two reactions are
almost identical. On the other hand, it is interesting that the
Hantzsch ester (HEH), a reductant of similar electron-
donating ability to AcrH2 (Eox =0·446 V23 and 0·497 V,
respectively), actually reacts much faster than the latter (see
Table 2). The reduction rates by HEH are even faster than


Table 4. Free energy changes (kcal mol21 ) of each mechanistic steps for various hydride
transfer mechanisms shown in Scheme 1a


Mechanism


e2 –H+ –e2 e2 –H• H2


Model/substance DG(e2
T ) DG(H+


T ) DG(e2
T )9 DG(e2


T ) DG(H•
T ) DG(H2


T )


BNAH/Xn+ 11·0 13·7 261·4 11·0 247·7 236·7
AcrH2/Xn+ 18·2 11·0 246·4 18·2 235·4 217·2
BNAH/9-PhXn+ 12·6 13·7 263·3 12·6 249·6 237·0
BNAH/Ph3C


+ 10·1 13·7 267·9 10·1 254·2 244·1


a All values are derived in DMSO at 25 °C using equations (9)–(11), (14) and (15).
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those by BNAH for all the temperatures examined (Table
2). This may seem surprising if only the thermodynamic
driving force (i.e. Eox ) is considered to affect the reaction,
because HEH is actually a poorer electron donor than
BNAH (Eox =0·446 and 0·182 V, respectively). From the
activation parameters in Table 2, one can immediately see
that the entropy of activation of HEH is 6·5 e.u. less
negative (DS =5·2–4·6 pKR+ ) than those of the other two
models (DS =21·3–4·6 pKR+ ). Hence the smaller entropy
loss for the former reaction must be a cause of its higher
rate. On the other hand, another point worth mentioning is
that the difference in the activation enthalpies between HEH
and BNAH (DDH =1·8 kcal mol21 ) is notably smaller than
the difference in their oxidation potentials
(DEox =0·264 V=6·1 kcal mol21 ). In other words, the
energy gap between these two model compounds on going
from the neutral molecule to its oxidized form (i.e. HEH+•


and BNAH+•) is attenuated in the T.S. compared with its
initial state. The cause of the gap attenuation is most likely
the enhanced electrostatic association of HEH with Xn+


(presumably through the carbonyl group) within the
encounter complex compared with that with BNAH, since
HEH bears two linker groups (i.e. carbonyl) whereas BNAH
has only one. This type of electrostatic interaction has
already been proposed previously by others based on
quantum mechanical calculations24 and should contribute in
part, together with the above-mentioned favorable entropy
of activation for HEH, to the reversion of the order of their
thermodynamic driving forces (BNAH>HEH) to the
observed order of reactivity (HEH>BNAH). In the cases
when no linker group exists (e.g. AcrH2/Xn+ ), the p–p
interaction may contribute most to stabilization of the T.S.,
which is similar to the situation reported in the literature.11


According to these analyses, the encounter complex formed
prior to the rate-determining electron transfer must be
productive rather than non-productive.11


From the above discussions, it now becomes clear that
the thermodynamic driving force is not often the only factor
influencing the kinetics and, as in the case of the present
study, the entropy effect and the electrostatic interaction in
the T.S. may play an important role in relating the
thermodynamic quantities with kinetic behavior. We think
that it is very likely for the NAD(P)H-type reductions that
the above-mentioned two types of effects may in some
sense be related to the well known term ‘reorganization


energy (l)9 in the Marcus equation,25 although the latter
term certainly covers a much wider range of applications
and deserves much more detailed theoretical considera-
tions.


Reductions of 9-phenylxanthylium (9-PhXn+ ) and trityl
cations (Ph3C


+ ) by BNAH


Examination of entries 3 and 4 in Table 4 reveals that the
free energy changes of each individual steps in every
possible mechanism for reductions of 9-PhXn+ and Ph3C


+


by BNAH have a similar pattern to those observed in the
reduction of Xn+ by BNAH. This implies that the apparent
hydride transfer in these two reductions is again initiated by
a rate-determining electron transfer followed by a fast
hydrogen atom abstraction. The failure to obtain a deut-
erated product (i.e. 9-PhXnD or Ph3CD) upon addition of
deuterated trifluoroacetic acid (CF3COOD) to the reaction
system indicates that the hydrogen transfer may not be fully
separated from the initial electron transfer, a situation
similar to that described earlier for the reduction of Xn+ by
the same model compound. This also explains why the
kinetics of the reduction of Ph3C


+ with BNAH do not
change in the presence of oxygen.26


CONCLUSION


Kinetic quantities such as rate constants, activation parame-
ters and isotope effects for the NAD(P)H model-mediated
reductions of some carbenium ions were investigated. The
thermodynamic driving forces (i.e. Gibbs free energy
changes) of every mechanistically possible primary step for
the overall hydride transfer reactions were derived. The
results suggest that all the apparent hydride transfer
reactions studied here are possibly initiated by a rate-
limiting electron transfer followed by a very fast hydrogen
atom transfer. The molecular binding forces within the
encounter complex of HEH/Xn+ , which presumably origi-
nated from the electrostatic association between the two
reactants through a carbonyl linkage, together with its
favorable activation entropy, may be responsible for
reverting the order of the thermodynamic driving forces
(BNAH>HEH) to the observed order of reactivity
(HEH>BNAH).


Scheme 3
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Using the method of competitive reactivity of two functional groups in the same molecule, anionic elimination reactions
show considerable kinetic selectivity for small differences in leaving group thermochemistry, in structures of the general
type YCH2CH2CH2Z, where Y and Z are good anionic leaving groups. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


When ions and neutral molecules encounter each other in
the gas phase, they can form a complex that is more stable
than the isolated species, because of the strong interaction
energies between them. In addition, the activation energies
for such species reacting in the gas phase are usually smaller
than those in solution, because the energy price of
desolvating the site of reaction need not be paid. These two
situations often combine to make the transition state for
exothermic gas-phase ion–molecule reactions more stable
than the reactants.1 Such a potential energy surface means
that many of these gas-phase reactions proceed at near-
collision rates. Some ion–molecule reactions do proceed
more slowly, however. This occurs due to the reaction
complex actually proceeding via passage through the
vibrationally excited states above the potential energy
surface, as described by the RRKM model.2 As exemplified
by the ‘double minimum’ model of Kebarle and Brauman,1


RRKM theory is generally accepted at present as the best
explanation for rate constants of gas-phase ion–molecule
reactions that are less than the collision rate constant.


For sufficiently exothermic reactions, even an apprecia-
ble intrinsic3 transition-state barrier may affect the rate
constant only slightly. An example of this in the gas phase
is the case of haloethanes reacting with methoxide:


CH3CH2Cl+MeO2→ Cl2 +CH2 =CH2 +MeOH (1)


CH3CH2Br+MeO2→ Br2 +CH2 =CH2 +MeOH (2)


When carried out in the cell of an ion cyclotron resonance
(ICR) spectrometer, we find that both reactions proceed at
near-collision rate,4 within a factor of two of each other.
These reactions, with methoxide as base, are 233 and
242 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ) exothermic, respec-
tively.5, 6 Even when a weaker base, such as CF3CH2O


2 , is
utilized, the bromide elimination is still only a factor of 5·0
faster than the chloride reaction.7


Based on the ‘double minimum’ model,1 ion–molecule
reactions follow the rate expression


kobs =kcoll (k2 /k21 )


where kcoll is the collision rate constant for the ion and
neutral4 entering into the ion–molecule complex, k2 is the
rate constant for passage from the ion–molecule complex
over the transition state and k21 is the reverse of kcoll , i.e. the
unimolecular break-up of the complex back into reactant ion
and neutral, through the orbiting transition state.1 For
reactions (1) and (2), the observed rate constant is
dominated by kcoll; the structural effects on the kinetics of
the k2 /k21 term are minimal, being manifest only as a small
difference between two large numbers.


In order to probe such cases, where there is little
macroscopic selectivity, we have utilized a method that
provides information on relative transition-state barrier
heights in rapid gas-phase reactions: intramolecular com-
petition between two functional sites, proceeding from the
same collisional complex. This technique has been used in
the gas phase to examine the effect of thermochemistry on
the branching ratios in the unimolecular breakup of an
excited complex8 and on chemically activated complexes.9


This competitive channel method has also been used
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previously for elimination reactions such as (3)10, 11 and in
site selectivity between different functional groups.12


In the present study, attack by a base at the central C–H
bond of 1,3-disubstituted propanes, YCH2CH2CH2Z, can
lead to elimination of either leaving group:


X2 +YCH2CH2CH2Z → Y2 +CH2 =CHCH2Z (3)


→ YCH2CH=CH2 +Z2 (4)


The 1,3-disubstituted framework was chosen as the best one
for revealing intrinsic leaving group abilities, without
interference from other structural effects. A 1,2-disub-
stituted ethane system results in different substituents being
present on the carbon losing the proton. In that case, loss of
the better carboxylate leaving group implies a less stable
incipient carbanion leading to it, owing to the polar and
polarizability effect of the other leaving group being at that
site. Likewise, a 1,1-disubstituted system would result in the
non-departing leaving group affecting the stability of the
developing double bond. It also would require that con-
formationally different hydrogens be removed for the loss
of each leaving group. In the 1,3-system chosen here, it is
exactly the same proton loss that leads to each leaving
group’s departure, and the distance between the leaving
groups is such that their differential effects on the alkene’s
stability will be negligible.


The selectivity revealed by this method is related to the
well known solution-phase approach of comparing rate-
versus product-determining steps in a reaction mechanism.
The ratio of products provides information about barriers in
the second (product-determining) step even though the
macroscopic kinetics are largely insensitive to such bar-
riers.13 In the gas-phase ‘double minimum’ model, there will
be some small difference in rate constant, but the ratio of the
two products from this method will be a much more
sensitive measure of the barriers than the overall rate
constant.


EXPERIMENTAL


These experiments were carried out using a previously
described ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (ICR-
MS).14 All experiments were carried out at room
temperature (cell temperature ca 305 K). Any anions
produced by dissociative attachment by the substrate were
ejected by double resonance immediately after the grid
pulse.


General procedure for the synthesis of disubstituted
compounds. A monoester alcohol or monochloro alcohol
was first prepared, then the second ester group was added.
Propionyl chloride, isobutyryl chloride, chloroacetyl chlo-
ride, difluoroacetyl chloride and trifluoroacetic anhydride
(all from Aldrich) were used in this context. Preparative gas
chromatography utilizing 20% Carbowax 20M on Chromo-
sorb P afforded pure end products.


Propane-1,3-diol was reacted with acetyl chloride utiliz-
ing a 1·5 :1 molar ratio of diol to acid chloride so as to


minimize diacetylation. The extent of reaction was followed
by thin-layer chromatography utilizing silica gel and
dichloromethane as the solvent. The 3-acetylpropan-1-ol
was then separated from the excess propanediol and
diacetylated product via column chromatography utilizing
70–2309 mesh silica gel and dichloromethane as the solvent
to yield the pure monoacetyl alcohol. The monoacetyl
alcohol was reacted with the appropriate acid chloride or
acid anhydride to yield the diesters of interest.


Ester chlorides. 3-Chloropropan-1-ol was reacted with
the corresponding acid or acid chloride to give the products
needed.


C-2 diesters. Pure 2-acetoxyethanol was obtained via
separation from a commercially available mixture of it plus
ethane-1,2-diol and 1,2-diacetoxyethane (Fluka) by pre-
parative gas chromatography as above. When isolated, the
acetoxyethanol was reacted with the requisite acid chloride
to give the C-2 diesters.


All commercially available reagents were used without
further purification (except as noted above). Gas chroma-
tography–mass spectrometry and 1H and 13C NMR and
ICR–mass spectrometry were utilized to establish purity of
the products.


Care was taken to ensure that the elimination substrates
were free of traces of carboxylic acid. If any acid were
present, the greater rate for proton transfer from the acid to
the attacking base, compared with the production of the
carboxylate via elimination,10 resulted in leaving group
ratios that were not accurate. This could easily be detected,
however, because clean substrate gave a product ratio of the
two leaving groups that was invariant with time as the total
intensity of leaving group signal increased. If carboxylic
acid were present, its conjugate base ion was present in
large amounts at short times, with the competitive leaving
group increasing relative to it at longer times.


Methoxide was produced by thermal electron dissociative
attachment of in situ generated methyl nitrite.15 Fluoride
was formed by dissociative attachment of nitrogen trifluor-
ide at 4·2 eV. Isoamyl nitrite furnished isoamyl alkoxide
with 0 eV electrons, and acetic anhydride gave acetate
similarly.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


To provide a thermochemical framework for discussing
these reactions, DHelim is defined as the enthalpy of the
reaction


CH3CH2CH2Y → H+ +CH3CH=CH2 +Y2 (5)


evaluated from standard data compilations.5, 6 An anionic
base with a conjugate DHacid numerically larger than this
DHelim should react exothermically in such a process.
Because three species are being formed from two, there is
also an entropic driving force for this elimination, up to ca
51 cal mol21 K21. Values for these quantities are given in
Table 1. To obtain the thermochemical values for reaction of
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some anionic base X2 with RY, one subtracts DHacid(HX)
from DHelim(RY).


A point that must be addressed is the question of
elimination versus substitution. If both pathways are
structurally possible, substitution tends to be favored over
elimination enthalpically in the gas phase,5, 6 although as
noted above, entropy favors elimination. Nevertheless,
studies have shown that for anionic nucleophiles/bases of
first-row elements, elimination is the preferred pathway.16


We therefore constrained our studies to such ions here.
Likewise, a second elimination from the neutral allylic
species in reaction (3), to yield HZ and allene, is a
possibility. This is ca 25 kcal mol21 endothermic for all the
leaving groups used in this work, however. For all bases
used, with a carboxylate leaving group, the overall produc-
tion of allene would be endothermic by >6 kcal mol21.
Even with the help of the entropy factor for the creation of
another product, this makes such double elimination only
marginally allowed thermodynamically. Such second elim-
inations, exoergic but endothermic, are known to proceed,17


but usually circumvent the endothermicity problem by
having the HZ moiety depart hydrogen bonded to the
anionic leaving group, as in the following reaction:18


X2 +YCH2CH2CH2Z → [Y2 +CH2 =CHCH2Z]


→CH2 =C=CH2 +Y2 · · ·HZ (6)


Although such cluster ions are frequently observed in the
high-pressure flowing afterglow technique9, 10 owing to
third-body clustering reactions, in the micro-Torr and lower
pressure regime of the ICR spectrometer they are only
observed when very specific thermodynamic criteria are
met. The elimination to the free ion must be endothermic,
but the process yielding the cluster ion is exothermic. These
criteria are met by the leaving groups used here; thus, the
absence of such cluster ions is indicative of, although not
proof of, the absence of the second elimination step.


In 1-bromo-3-chloropropane, bromide is favored as a


leaving group over chloride by 8·4 kcal mol21 in enthalpy,
as given in Table 1. For acetate anion as base, we observe
the resulting elimination product to be exclusively bromide
(>200:1 bromide :chloride). With hydroxide, methoxide,
isoamyl alkoxide and fluoride as bases, the elimination
product ratios (bromide :chloride) that result are 6 :1, 91 :1,
95 :1 and 105:1, respectively (Table 2). These results
illustrate three important points. First, intramolecular selec-
tivity is observed for a reaction that occurs at near-collision
rate. Second, the elimination process observed is not strictly
governed by the thermochemistry of the leaving group
alone; if it were, the bromide :chloride ratio would be ca
1014, and would be independent of the attacking base. Third,
the elimination process becomes more selective as the
energy difference between attacking base and departing
leaving group becomes smaller, in accordance with the
axiom ‘selectivity is inversely related to reactivity.’19


For the case of bromide versus chloride elimination, in
addition to the thermochemical difference in ionic leaving
group ability, there could also be effects of electro-
negativity, homolytic bond strength, polarizability, bond
dipoles, etc., on kinetic reactivity. To minimize or eliminate
these factors, the corresponding elimination reactions of
several mixed diesters of the general structure RCO2CH2


CH2O2CR9 have been examined. For these, the leaving
groups are attached to the alkane structure by identical
atoms and functional groups; only a ‘distant’ substituent
affects the energetics of elimination. For acetate versus
propionate and acetate versus isobutyrate, the results in
Table 2 indicate that the elimination reaction is very
sensitive to the relative leaving group ability. A difference in
leaving group energetics of only 1·1 kcal mol21 results in a
propionate :acetate ratio of 2·5 :1 when fluoride is the base.
As expected, the selectivity decreases as the base becomes
stronger, i.e. 1·6 :1 with methoxide as the base. A larger


Table 1. Thermochemistry of elimination reactions of
CH3CH2CH2X in the gas phasea


X DHelim
b DSelim


b DGelim
b DHacid


c DGacid
c


F 377·7 49·3 362·9 370·9 365·1
Cl 347·6 48·8 333·0 333·4 328·0
Br 339·2 48·3 324·7 323·5 318·2
I 332·4 47·4 318·2 314·4 309·3
CH3CO2 362·0 51·6 346·5 348·6 341·5
CH3CH2CO2 360·9 51·0 345·6 347·5 340·4
(CH3 )2CHCO2 359·5 51·0 344·2 346·1 339·0
ClCH2CO2 348·5 51·0 333·2 336·5 329·0
F2CHCO2 343·4 51·0 327·7 331·0 323·8
CF3CO2 337·0 49·6 322·1 323·9 317·4


a Ionic data from Ref. 5; neutral data from Ref. 6, or estimated by group
additivity.22


b Corresponding to equation (3).
c For the gas-phase acidity of HX.


Table 2. Leaving group ratios for gas-phase anionic elimination
reactions


Base


Substratea DDHelim
b MeO2 iAmO2 F2 MeCO2


2


Br(CH2 )3Cl 8·4 91:1 95:1 105:1 >200:1
EtCO2(CH2 )3O2CMe 1·1 1·6 :1 d 2·5 :1 e


iPrCO2(CH2 )3O2CMe 2·5 10:1 c 50:1 e


CF3CO2(CH2 )3O2CMe 24·7 >100:1 c c e


Cl(CH2 )3O2CCH2Cl 0·9 >100:1 c 108:1 c


F2CHCO2(CH2 )3Cl 4·2 1:6·2 c c c


CF3CO2(CH2 )3Cl 10·6 36:1 c c c


EtCO2(CH2 )2O2CMe 1·1 1·26:1 2·4 :1
iPrCO2(CH2 )2O2CMe 2·5 4:1 c 12:1 e


a Thermochemically favored leaving group is on the left.
b In kcal mol21; relative DHelim values from equation (1) for the two leaving
groups in the substrate.
c Not tried.
d Base and leaving group isobaric, not tried.
e No reaction (endothermic) for at least one leaving group.
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difference in leaving group ability (isobutyrate is 2·5 kcal-
mol21 better as a leaving group than acetate) increases the


ratio of observed leaving group ability.
We can also compare very different types of leaving


groups with this method, such as chloride versus various
carboxylates. Figure 1, showing a plot of log(X2 /Y2 )
versus DDHelim , reveals that chloride is inherently a better
leaving group than carboxylate, when thermochemical
differences are cancelled out. For example, chloroacetate
and chloride have comparable thermochemistry as leaving
groups (chloride is 0·9 kcal mol21 better than chloroace-
tate), so we would expect a value of <10 for the
chloride :chloroacetate ratio if thermochemistry were the
only criterion. However, chloride predominates in actual
leaving group ability by >100:1, indicating that some other
factor(s), such as electronegativity, polarizability or degrees
of freedom, must be operating. Difluoroacetate is a better
leaving group than chloride by 4·2 kcal/mol21, yet chloride
still predominates over it by 6 :1. The preference for
chloride can be overcome eventually by thermochemistry :
trifluoroacetate completely wins out over chloride, being
11 kcal mol21 better thermochemically as a leaving group.
From Figure 1, a comparison of the two lines at constant
DDHelim indicates that chloride is intrinsically about 80
times better as a leaving group than a carboxylate of the
same DHelim value. Conversely, it takes ca 5 kcal mol21 of
increased thermochemical leaving group ability to cancel
the greater intrinsic leaving group ability of chloride over
the carboxylates.


If the point for the elimination ratio from
BrCH2CH2CH2Cl is compared with the chloride/ester line
in Figure 1, it is observed that for this reaction, the C—Br
bond is about 15 times more labile than the C—O bond in
esters when one factors out the thermochemical driving


force. Although this is not surprising in itself, when it is
compared to the chloride :ester ratio of 80 derived above it
implies that bromide is inherently a worse leaving group
than chloride by a factor of ca 5, should thermochemistry be
factored out! This involves the assumption that these effects
are additive, which may not hold for a comparison of an
atom leaving group versus a more complex structure.
Brauman and co-workers20 have found that in thermoneutral
SN2 reactions, the intrinsic Marcus barrier for bromide loss
from CH3X is ca 1 kcal mol21 larger than for chloride loss,
in agreement with our competitive results in elimination.


In all the cases, no evidence of cluster ions as shown in
equation (6), or XH· · ·Y2 from equation (3), was
observed.


For the diesters connected by a glycol moiety, the acidic
site is different for loss of each leaving group. As shown in
Table 2, we observe smaller leaving group ratios for the
dimethylene cases, compared with the same bases and
leaving groups with the trimethylene framework. This holds
for both methoxide and fluoride as bases, although the
acetate :propionate ratios with fluoride as the base are
similar for the di- versus tri-methylene structures. We
ascribe this to the development of a partial negative charge
on the acidic carbon in the product determining transition
state.10 The reaction pathway with the less favored leaving
group has this charge on the carbon nearer the larger
adjacent group. The resonance stabilizing effect of a
carboxy group is negligible,21 and the difference in the polar
effect of an acetoxy versus a propionoxy or an isobutyroxy
should likewise be small. The greater polarizability of the
larger group, however, should stabilize the adjacent incipi-
ent carbanion, and thus favor loss of the smaller leaving
group. This effect is not large enough to reverse the order of
reactivity, but does reduce the ratio of intrinsic leaving


Figure 1. Logarithm of the leaving group ratio for X(CH2 )3Y versus the relative
thermochemistry of elimination. Squares are for methoxide as base and triangles for


fluoride. Arrows indicate maximum/minimum limits
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group ability. As with the trimethylene cases, the leaving
group ratio is larger when the weaker base fluoride is used,
compared with methoxide.


We are extending the use of this method to other
reactions, such as substitution and proton transfer, and also
attempting to factor out the relative barrier height via
RRKM calculations.1, 20
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SHORT COMMUNICATION
IRON DIPROTONATED [1.1] FERROCENOPHANE GENERATED IN


SUPER-ACID AND DIRECTLY OBSERVED BY NMR SPECTROSCOPY
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[1.1]Ferrocenophane (1) has been shown to catalyze the photochemical splitting of water and iron diprotonated
[1.1]ferrocenophane has been postulated as a reactive intermediate in this process. However, it has previously not been
possible to observe the species directly by, e.g., NMR spectroscopy, since under the conditions it rapidly eliminates
hydrogen. By employing a special ion generation technique, 1 has been pronated in superacid (FSO3H–SO2CIF) at
2125°C. Under these conditions, the cation formed has a long lifetime and its structure and dynamics have been studied
by NMR spectroscopy. The ion observed is iron diprotonated [1.1]ferrocenophane (2), which undergoes rapid degenerate
rearrangements. 1H1H NOESY experiments suggest that in 2 the cyclopentadienyl rings in the ferrocene units are tilted
relative to each other. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


[1.1]Ferrocenophane (1) has been shown to dissolve in
strong non-oxidizing acids such as trifluoroboric acid
(HBF3OH) to yield immediately hydrogen gas and the
dication (3). The iron diprotonated species (2) has been
suggested to be a reactive intermediate in this reaction, but
has previously not been directly observed.1 Compound 2 has
also been proposed to be an intermediate in photochemcial
splitting of water catalyzed by 1 in solar energy systems.2


In this paper, we report the first direct observation of 2 by
NMR spectroscopy. By employing a special ion generation


technique described previously3 it has been possible to
generate 2 under conditions of long lifetime and to study its
structure and dynamics directly by NMR spectroscopy.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


A degassed dideuteromethylene chloride (CD2Cl2) solution
of a few milligrams of 1 was mixed at 2125°C into a
degassed mixture of FSO3H and SO2C1F (1:10) (superacid).
Upon mixing, the solution instantaneously turned blue–
green. The 1H NMR spectrum of the solution was obtained
at 2122°C with a Varian Unity 500 instrument operating at


w Correspondence to: P. Ahlberg. E-mail: Per.Ahlberg@
oc.chalmers.se..
Contract grant sponsor: Swedish Natural Science Research
Council.
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499·92 MHz. The spectrum in Figure 1 shows four different
singlets at d1·21, 3·54, 4·77 and 5·55 ppm with the relative
intensities 2:4:8:8.


The small number of signals indicate that the ion is not a
static ion but is rather undergoing fast (on the NMR time-
scale) degenerate rearrangements. The signal at d-1·21 ppm
is ascribed to two protons bonded to iron(s). These protons
are likely bonded to different irons and the protons may or
may not exchange rapidly with each other. However, our
present knowledge does not exclude the possibility that both
protons are bonded to the same iron. If this is the case, the
protons are rapidly transferred between the irons.


Ion 2 may have a syn structure (2a) (or rather a twisted
syn structure) undergoing a fast degenerate rearrangement
(pseudorotation4) and with, e.g., the protons located as
indicated.


The results obtained so far do not exclude the possibility
that ion 2 has an anti structure5 (2b) (or rather a twisted anti
structure) undergoing a rapid identity reaction as shown.


The assignment of the 1H NMR resonances were made
based on 1H,1H NOESY results obtained at 2122°C that
are given in Table 1.


Through the degenerate rearrangements the a9-protons
exchange with the a0 protons and the b9-protons with the
b"-protons. Thus the a9/a0 and b9/b0 protons appear at
d 4·77 and 5·55, respectively, and the methylene bridge
protons resonate at d 3·54. The strong NOE on the FeH
proton from the a9/a0 protons compared with that from the
b9/b0 protons and the presence of the weak NOE from the
methylene protons indicate that the FeH protons are on the
average closer to the a9/a0 protons than to the b9/b0
protons. This suggests that 2 may have a structure with


Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum of 2 at 2122°C in FSO3H–SO2CIF (1:10)
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tilted cyclopentadienyl rings.
The 1H decoupled 13C NMR spectrum shows only four


signals from ion 2. These signals appear at d 101·28, 82·22,
75·06 and 24·26 ppm with relative intensities 4:8:8:2 and
are ascribed to the methine, ring and methylene bridge
carbons, respectively. It has not been possible to assign the
b9/b0 and a9/a0 ring carbons.


When the temperature is raised to 280°C, ion 2
decomposes to unidentified products. At the present stage it
is not known whether this takes place via elimination of
hydrogen or by some other route.
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Tables 1. Chemical shifts and NOEs for the protons in the iron
diprotonated ferrocenophane 2 obtained at 21228C.


Protons and
Proton associated
# d/ppma NOEsb


b9/b0 5·.55 a9/a0s, Fe-H
a9/a0 4·77 b9/b0s, CH2, Fe-Hs
CH2 3·54 a9/a0s, b9/b0w, Fe-H
Fe-H 21·21 a9/a0s, b9/b0, CH2 w


a The proton chemical shifts (d) are referenced to CHDCl2 d=5·32
b Weak and strong NOEs are indicated by w and s respectively.
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KINETIC STUDIES ON THE CHEMILUMINESCENT DECOMPOSITION
OF AN ISOLATED INTERMEDIATE IN THE PEROXYOXALATE


REACTION†
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The peroxyoxalate system undergoes one of the most efficient chemiluminescence reactions and is the only one
considered to involve an intermolecular chemically initiated electron exchange luminescence mechanism, with proven
high efficiency. Several reactive intermediates have been proposed, which, upon interaction with a fluorescent activator,
lead to excited-state generation. The synthesis and spectral characterization of 4-chlorophenyl O,O-hydrogen
monoperoxyoxalate (1), a compound analogous to one of the proposed reactive intermediates, was recently reported.
Here the results of a kinetic study on the chemiluminescent decomposition of this peracid 1, catalyzed by oxygen bases
(potassium hydroxide, potassium tert-butoxide and potassium p-chlorophenolate) or nitrogen bases [pyridine, imidazole
and 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene] are presented. Based on the dependence of the observed rate constants on the
base concentration, kinetic schemes are proposed for the catalyzed decomposition of 1 and rate constants are assigned
to specific reaction steps. The results obtained with the nitrogen bases give further support in favor of 1,2-dioxetane
dione as the reactive intermediate in the peroxyoxalate reaction. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The peroxyoxalate system remains one of the most efficient
chemiluminescent processes,1,2 exhibiting luminescence
quantum yields (FCL) of up to 0.3 Einstein mol21. It consists
of a base-catalyzed reaction between activated oxalic
phenyl esters and hydrogen peroxide, in the presence of
highly fluorescent aromatic hydrocarbons of low oxidation
potentials (Eox) as chemiluminescent activators (ACT). The
excited-state generation in this system is believed to involve
chemically initiated electron exchange luminescence
(CIEEL),3 a widely discussed mechanism for chemilumi-
nescent peroxide decomposition.4


Recently, doubts about the efficiency of the CIEEL
mechanism arose from a redetermination5 of FCL in the case


of the diphenoyl peroxide decomposition (the prototypical
CIEEL system), which proved to be three orders of
magnitude lower than the previously reported6 value.
Although examples of highly efficient excited-state genera-
tion assumed to proceed by an intramolecular CIEEL-like
mechanism have been reported,7 the highly efficient peroxy-
oxalate system represents an ideal model for the study of the
intermolecular CIEEL mechanism.


The mechanisms of the complex reaction between H2O2


and activated oxalic phenyl esters are still not well
understood, especially with regard to the excitation step, the
elementary step in which the electronically excited state of
the activator is formed. Rauhut1 postulated 1,2-dioxetane
dione (II) as the high-energy intermediate responsible for
ACT excitation. Other possible reactive intermediates (I, III
and IV) have also been proposed in subsequent kinetic
studies,8–13 on the basis of indirect evidence.


Based on a kinetic study, we proposed a simplified
scheme for the peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence. We
concluded in favor of dioxetanedione (II) as the reactive
intermediate structure, even though our suggestion was also
supported only by indirect evidence.14 Soon afterwards, we
reported15 the synthesis and characterization of a possible


wCorrespondence to: W. J. Baader.
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intermediate of the peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence,
namely 4-chlorophenyl O,O-hydrogen monoperoxyoxalate
(1), a derivative of the peracid intermediate I. Here, we
describe the results of a kinetic study of the chemilumines-
cence properties of the peracid derivative 1, using various
oxygen and nitrogen bases and in the presence of the
commonly utilized chemiluminescence activator in the
peroxyoxalate reaction, 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA).14


The results permit us to rule out peracid derivatives of type
I as reactive intermediates in the peroxyoxalate chem-
iluminescence. Furthermore, we present kinetic evidence
for 1,2-dioxetanedione (II) as the key intermediate, which
upon interaction with a chemiluminescence activator leads
to the generation of the activator excited state and
consequently to light emission.


RESULTS


The peracid 1 was prepared as described previously.15 In the
presence of DPA alone, 1 is stable and no chemilumines-
cence is observed.


Reaction of 1 with oxygen bases


In the presence of potassium hydroxide, potassium tert-
butoxide (TB) or potassium p-chlorophenolate (CP) and
DPA in THF, light emission corresponding to DPA fluores-
cence is obtained from 1 (Figure 1). At low base
concentrations ([TB]<2 mM, [CP]<1 mM), slow decay
curves, having low emission intensities, are obtained.
However, at higher concentrations, a strong acceleration of


the reaction is observed, accompanied by an increase in the
emission intensity. The decay constants, although poorly
reproducible, are independent of the base concentration
([TB]=2·0–3·0 mM, kobs =0·43±0·10 s21; [CP]=1·0–
2·0 mM; kobs =0·25±0·05 s21).


The [base] threshold where the faster kinetics are
observed depends on the batch of the stock solution of 1
used, indicating that this behavior may be due to trace
amounts of water present in the stock solution, which
cannot be completely removed without destruction of 1.
Indeed, the addition of water increases the base concentra-
tion necessary to obtain the fast kinetics.


Reaction of 1 with nitrogen bases


Treatment of 1 in the presence of DPA with pyridine
(pKa =5·25) in ethyl acetate does not result in light emission
or decomposition of the peracid. However, with imidazole
(IMI) (pKa =6·95) or 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
(BDN) (pKa =12·34) strong light emission accompanied by
decomposition of 1 is observed (Figure 2). The observed
decay rate constant is dependent on [IMI] (Table 1). At low
concentrations ([IMI]<20 mM), a linear dependence is
observed (Figure 3, inset) with a bimolecular rate constant
k1(2) =0·96±0·02 M


21 s21. In the high concentration range
([IMI]=100–250 mM), a second-order dependence on [IMI]
is obtained (kobs =k1(3) [IMI]2), leading to a termolecular rate
constant k1(3) =1·6±0·2 M


21 s21. The kinetics are also
observed by measuring the absorption change at 292 nm,


Figure 1. Chemiluminescent decomposition of 1 (0·50 mM), cata-
lyzed by tert-butoxide and p-chlorophenolate, in the presence of
DPA (1·0 mM) in THF. 1 -[TB]=1·2 mM, 2-[TB]=2·9 mM,


3-[CP]=0·70 mM, 4-[CP]=1·0 mM


Figure 2. Chemiluminescent decomposition of 1 (0.50 mM), cata-
lyzed by imidazole and 1,8-bis(dimethylamino) naphthalene, in the
presence of DPA (1·0 mM) in ethyl acetate. 1, [IMI]=0·10 mM; 2,
[IMI]=1·0 mM; 3, [IMI]=10 mM; 4, [BDN]=0·10 mM; 5,


[BDN]=0·50 mM; 6, [BDN]=1·0 mM
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due to the release of p-chlorophenol (Table 1). From the
linear dependence of kobs9 in the low concentration range
(Figure 3, inset), a bimolecular rate constant of
k1(2)9


9 =1·24±0·06 M
21 s21 is obtained, in reasonable agree-


ment with the emission rate constant under these conditions.
In the high concentration range ([IMI]>100 mM), no
reliable rate constants can be obtained in the absorption
measurements, since the samples of 1 contain 4-chloro-
phenyl hydrogen oxalate (2), from which the release of
p-chlorophenol is also observed at high [IMI]. Independent
measurements confirmed, however, that 2 reacts at least 40
times slower than 1 with IMI at [IMI]<100 mM. Therefore,
the observed p-chlorophenol release in the low concentra-
tion range is exclusively due to the reaction of the peracid
derivative 1.


With BDN as base, emission curves going through an
intensity maximum are observed (Figure 2), from which a
decay rate constant kobs1 and a rise rate constant kobs2 can be
obtained. Both rate constants show only a slight variation
with [BDN] up to about 1 mM; at higher concentrations a
linear dependence is obtained (Table 2, Figure 4). From the
linear region, bimolecular rate constants
k1(2) =37±1 M


21 s21 and k2(2) =140±20 M
21 s21 for the


decay and the rise in light intensity, respectively, are
obtained. The insensitivity of the rate constants to the base
concentration at low [BDN] is assumed to be due to the
presence of water in the stock solutions of 1 (see above). In
agreement with this interpretation, the addition of water to
the kinetic sample leads to an extension of the concentra-
tion-insensitive range, corresponding to the amount of water
added.


We found that the quantum yields decrease with increas-
ing [IMI] and [BDN] (Tables 1 and 2). In the case of BDN,
this decrease is much less pronounced at higher [DPA]
(Table 2, compare entry 2 with 10 and entry 2a with 10a).
Similar results are obtained with IMI as catalyst (data not
shown) and were also observed in our previous study on the
reaction.14 As IMI and BDN do not quench the DPA
fluorescence emission at concentrations up to 0.1 M (data
not shown), these facts indicate an interaction between the
bases and the reactive intermediate, in competition with its
interaction with DPA, which leads to excited-state forma-
tion.


Finally, it is important to point out that the rate constants
obtained with the different bases are independent of the
activator concentration under all experimental conditions.


DISCUSSION


Primarily, our results indicate that the peracid derivative 1
does not interact directly with the chemiluminescence
activator DPA. It should be mentioned that also on using
activators with lower oxidation potentials (e.g. rubrene,
perylene, pyrene), which should be more reactive according
to the CIEEL mechanism, no direct interaction of 1 with
these activators is observed.16 The observation of light
emission and decomposition of 1 in the presence of the


Table 1. Dependence of the observed rate constants (kobs) and the
quantum yields (F) on the imidazole concentration for emission


and absorption experimentsa


[IMI} kobs 3103 (s21) F3104 kobs9 3103 (s21)
No. (mM) (emission) (E mol21) (absorption)


1 0·10 0·34±0·2 46±7 0·18±0·04
2 0·40 0·53±0·1 51±2 –
3 0·50 – – 0·63±0·01
4 0·60 0·72±0·1 41±7 –
5 0·80 0·88±0·1 38±7 –
6 1·0 1·1±0·3 35±2 3·5±0·1
7 2·0 2·1±0·2 20±1 –
8 4·0 3·9±0·2 11±0·6 –
9 4·6 – – 7·6±0·4


10 6·0 5·7±0·2 7·8±0·1 –
11 8·0 7·6±0·7 6·2±0·02 10·0±0·2
12 10 10±1 5·1±0·1 –
13 11 – – 14·6±0·3
14 13 – – 19·0±0·3
15 20 16±1 3·1±0·1 25±2
16 30 25±5 2·3±0·06 27±2
17 40 30±5 1·7±0·05 30·9±0·2
18 50 37±6 1·3±0·08 36·2±0·3
19 60 41±4 1·2±0·02 41·1±0·4
20 70 47±6 1·0±0·03 –
21 80 50±2 0·91±0·05 53±1
22 100 59±1 0·80±0·03 51±1
23 125 72±3 0·70±0·04 –
24 150 83±2 0·52±0·01 –
25 175 98±4 0·56±0·06 –
26 200 115±2 0·50±0·08 –
27 250 155±9 0·38±0·03 –


a[1]=0·50 mM, [DPA]=1·0 mM, in ethyl acetate.


Figure 3. Dependence of the observed rate constants (kobs) on the
imidazole concentration for emission experiments. At
[IMI]>100 mM, the values were fitted using the equation
kobs =C+k1(3)[IMI]2, where C=0·040±0·005 s21 and
k1(3) =1·6±0·2 M


22 s21. Inset: linear dependence in emission (1),
k1(2) =0·96±0·02 M


21 s21 (r=0·99), and in absorption experiments
(2), k1(2)9 =1·24±0·06 M


21 s21 (r=0·99). [1]=0·50 mM,
[DPA]=1·0 mM, in ethyl acetate
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oxygen bases indicates that the deprotonation of the peracid
is necessary and sufficient to initiate the reaction forming
the reactive intermediate able to generate excited states
upon its interaction with the activator. However, the
quantum yields are considerably lower with these bases than
with imidazole as catalyst (about two orders of magnitude;
results not shown) and the decay kinetics are much faster.
This may be due to a nucleophilic attack of bases such as
hydroxide or tert-butoxide on the ester carbonyl carbon,


leading to a non-chemiluminescent transformation of the
peracid 1 (Scheme 1). Although the reproducibility of the
results with these bases is poor, the decay constant at high
[CP] of around 0·25 s21 can be considered as an estimate of
the rate constant of the transformation of the peracid anion
to the reactive intermediate. The fact that the rate constant
obtained with TB is higher than that observed with CP
indicates the predominance of the nucleophilic attack of TB
to the ester carbon.


The complex dependence of the decay rate constant on
the [IMI] can be rationalized on the basis of Scheme 2. The
linear dependence at low [IMI] reflects the deprotonation
equilibrium of 1 and the bimolecular rate constant
(k1(2).1·0 M


21 s21) is composed of kr and the pKa values of
IMI and the peracid 1. These pKa values are not known in
ethyl acetate, the solvent used, and therefore we ought not
try to estimate values of kr under these conditions.
Furthermore, the reaction may also be catalyzed by IMI
(general acid catalysis of the extrusion of the phenolate).
The second-order dependence at high [IMI] is due to the
nucleophilic imidazole attack, catalyzed by imidazole, on
the phenyl ester moiety.17 This behavior is similar to that
observed in a kinetic study of bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)
oxalate (TCPO) with hydrogen peroxide catalyzed by
imidazole.14 However, the termolecular rate constant
obtained in the reaction of 1 [k1(3) =1·6 M


22 s21] is two
orders of magnitude lower than that obtained for the same
reaction step with TCPO under similar conditions. This
difference reflects the deactivation of the ester carbonyl


Table 2. Dependence of the fall rate constants (kobs1), the rise rate constants (kobs2)
and the quantum yields (F) on the 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene concen-


trationa


[BDN] kobs1 3103 kobs2 3102 tmax Imax 31023 F3105


No. (mM) (s21) (s21) (s) (counts s21) (E mol21)
1 0·10 0·40±0·03 1·2±0·2 283 109 212
2 0·20 0·57±0·03 1·6±0·8 320 147 213


2ab 0·20 0·55±0·01 2·1±0·2 300 219 277
3 0·30 1·2±0·1 0·49±0·06 428 123 117
4 0·40 1·4±0·1 0·32±0·01 479 93 83
5 0·50 1·2±0·1 0·35±0·02 483 79 76
6 0·60 1·9±0·4 0·27±0·02 463 38 35
7 0·70 4·0±0·1 0·47±0·02 165 12 5·0
8 0·80 5·0±0·1 5·0±0·1 51 8·9 1·49
9 0·90 8·1±0·1 7·1±0·1 34 7·3 0·81
10 1·0 12±2 8·3±0·1 30 6·1 0·53


10ab 1·0 15±2 10±2 25 52 33
11 1·5 27±2 12±1 16 3·9 0·15
12 2·0 48±3 18±1 10 2·9 0·068
13 2·5 54±5 31±1 9 0·24 0·043
14 3·0 83±5 – – – –
15 3·5 91±5 – – – –
16 4·0 113±8 – – – –
17 4·5 140±9 – – – –
18 5·0 165±9 – – – –


a [1]=1·3 mM, [DPA]=1·0 mM, in ethyl acetate.
b [DPA]=10 mM.


Figure 4. Dependence of the fall (kobs1) and rise (kobs2, inset) rate
constants on the BDN concentration. k1(2) =37±1 M


21 s21 (r=0·99)
and k2(2) =140±20 M


21 s21 (r=0·98). [1]=1·3 mM, [DPA]=1·0 mM,
in ethyl acetate
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group towards nucleophilic attack by the adjacent peracid
moiety as compared with the corresponding diester.11,18


Additionally, the trichlorophenyl substituent in TCPO may
contribute to the increased reactivity. Interestingly, the IMI
dependence of the TCPO reaction does not show the linear
region observed in our present study on 1. Of course, in the
former system, the possibility of a proton abstraction from
the substrate does not exist. Therefore, this comparison
contributes to confirmation of the validity of Scheme 2.


The kinetic constants obtained at low [IMI] are attributed
to the cyclization of the peracid anion to 1,2-dioxetane
dione (II), as the cyclization reaction appears to be the only
‘reasonable’ chemical transformation possible in this sys-
tem.


An alternative pathway may be the interaction of the
anion of 1 with protonated 1 leading to a type of
peranhydride. However, if this reaction were an important
pathway for light emission, the observed rate constants as
well as the quantum yields (F) should depend on the initial
concentration of 1. The experimental observation that both
kobs and F do not depend on the concentration of 1 indicates
that the above-mentioned possibility is surely of minor
importance in the chemiluminescent pathway. Furthermore,
the hypothetical peranhydride structure is not supposed to
contain sufficient energy for excited-state generation upon


interaction with the activator.
The other cyclic peroxide, which may be obtained by the


cyclization of the anion of 1, the 1,2-dioxetanone derivative
IV, appears to be a less likely candidate for the reactive
intermediate structure for reasons discussed earlier14 (see
also below). The same cyclization step should be involved
at high [IMI], but in this case the much better leaving group
imidazole is replaced and this step is not observed
kinetically.


The kinetic results obtained on using BDN as the base
catalyst can be rationalized on the basis of Scheme 3. The
decay constant kobs1, which depends linearly on [BDN],
corresponds to the slow proton transfer from the peracid 1 to
the strong and extremely hindered base. The value for the
bimolecular rate constant [k1(2) =37 M


21 s21] is of the same
magnitude as that obtained for the proton transfer from
water to this base (kH2O.70 M


21 s21).19 The observation of a
slow rise in the kinetic curves with BDN is surprising when
compared with the kinetic curves obtained with IMI, where
the onset of luminescence is so fast that only its decay is
observed. Moreover, kobs2 shows a linear dependence on the
[BDN]. This constant is assigned to the cyclization of the
peracid anion, occuring with the concomitant release of the
phenolate—a reaction susceptible to general acid catalysis
by the corresponding acid of BDN. In turn, the observed


Scheme 1. Chemiluminescent and non-chemiluminescent decomposition of the peracid 1 in the presence of DPA, catalyzed by oxygen
bases (R=H, tert-butyl and p-chlorophenyl)


Scheme 2. Base and nucleophilic catalysis in the imidazole-catalyzed chemiluminescent decomposition of 1 in the presence of DPA
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catalysis of the cyclization step by BDN allows the
conclusion that this step is accompanied by the release of
the phenolate, a fact which excludes the 1,2-dioxetanone
structure IV as a reactive intermediate and adds an
additional piece of evidence in favor of 1,2-dioxetanedione
(II) as the reactive intermediate in the peroxyoxalate
reaction. Alternatively, the cyclization could be a fast
process and the release of the phenolate from the tetrahedral
intermediate the kinetically observed step. However, as the
rate constants do not depend on the activator concentration,
also in this case, the phenolate release would precede the
interaction of the reactive intermediate with the activator.
Therefore, the reactive intermediate does not contain the
phenolic substituent and the most probable structure for this
compound is 1,2-dioxetanedione (II).


Finally, it must be pointed out that the results obtained
with IMI and BDN cannot be quantitatively compared,
because the rate constants in the two cases are related to
different events. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that
the quantum yields obtained from the reaction of 1 with IMI
in the presence of DPA (Table 1) are at least 10 times lower
than that reported for the peroxyoxalate reaction with
TCPO, in presence of the same activator, also catalyzed by
IMI under almost identical experimental conditions.14 This
difference is considered to be caused by the low stability of
the peracid 1 and may also be due to the impurities present
in the sample of 1.15 In the reaction catalyzed by BDN, the
still lower quantum yields (Table 2) are probably caused by
a more efficient interaction of BDN with the reactive
intermediate (see above).


CONCLUSIONS


The results from our kinetic study on the chemilumines-
cence properties of the peracid derivative 1 clearly rule out
this type of compound as reactive intermediate in the


peroxyoxalate reaction as it does not interact directly with
the activator. However, in the presence of any of several
bases and an activator, chemiluminescence emission and
decomposition of 1 are observed. The results with oxygen
bases show that a simple deprotonation of the peracid
initiates the chemiluminescence pathway (Scheme 1). With
nitrogen bases, it can first be shown that a base with a pKa


of at least 6 is necessary, since pyridine (pKa =5·25) is not
able to elicit light emission from 1. With IMI as catalyst,
two distinct processes are involved. IMI at low concentra-
tion acts mainly as a base catalyst and the kinetically
observed step is the cyclization of the peracid anion. At high
[IMI] the prominent process is nucleophilic catalysis and
the observed decay constant reflects the IMI-catalyzed
attack of IMI on the ester function of 1, leading to an
imidazole-substituted peracid derivative, which in turn
suffers fast base-catalyzed cyclization (Scheme 2). On the
other hand, with BDN a rise and a decay constant are
observed, both depending on the [BDN] in a linear fashion.
The decay constant corresponds to the deprotonation step,
which is slow in the case of this strong but extremely
hindered base. The rise constant is related to the cyclization
and concomitant p-chlorophenol release, which shows
general acid catalysis by the corresponding acid of BDN
(Scheme 3).


The kinetic results, especially those obtained with BDN,
can best be rationalized by the formation of 1,2-dioxetane-
dione as the reactive intermediate. The interaction of this
cyclic peroxide with the activator, which leads ultimately to
the generation of the activators excited state, cannot be
observed kinetically, as the observed rate constants are
independent of the ACT concentration under all experi-
mental conditions.


EXPERIMENTAL


Reagents. Imidazole (99%, Aldrich), p-chlorophenol
(99%, Merck) and 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene were
used as received. Pyridine (99%, Aldrich) was refluxed for
4 h over NaOH and then distilled. Ethanol (99%) and tert-
butanol were distilled over sodium wire (7 g per 100 ml).
4-Chlorophenyl O,O-hydrogen monoperoxyoxalate (1) was
prepared according to the literature procedure.15 Ethyl
acetate was dried for 1 day over CaCl2, stirred for 30 min
over NaOH (pellets, 40 g l21) at 08C, distilled after
filtration, kept for 1 day over 4 Å molecular sieves,
carefully distilled through a 30 cm Vigreux column under a
nitrogen atmosphere (b.p. 778C) and stored over freshly
dehydrated 4 °A molecular sieves under nitrogen. THF was
refluxed for 4 h with sodium wire and benzophenone and
distilled immediately before use. A TB stock solution in
THF was prepared by addition of 9·8 ml (0·10 mol) of tert-
butanol to a stirred suspension of 4·0 g (0·10 mol) of
potassium in THF under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The
mixture was refluxed for 4 h and the TB concentration
determined by titration with HCl using phenolphthalein as
indicator. CP was prepared by addition of 3·9 g (30 mmol)


Scheme 3. Chemiluminescent decomposition of 1, in the presence
of DPA, catalyzed by 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
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of p-chlorophenol in 10 ml of ethanol to 1·7 g (30 mmol) of
KOH in 50 ml of ethanol with stirring under a dry nitrogen
atmosphere. The solvent was evaporated and the solid dried
in vacuum. The CP stock solution was prepared by
dissolving the solid obtained in THF and its concentration
was determined by titration with HCl using phenolphthalein
as indicator.


Apparatus. Chemiluminescence measurements were
performed on a SPEX-Fluorolog 1681 spectrofluorimeter
(slit, 1·0 mm, grates on mirror position; photomultiplier
voltage, 750 kV). For the quantum yield determinations, the
instrument was calibrated by using luminol standard.20


Absorption measurements were carried out on a HITACHI
U-2000 spectrophotometer.


Kinetics experiments. All kinetic measurements were
carried out in quartz fluorescence or absorption cuvettes
(10310 mm; final volume 3.0 ml) at 25·±0·28C. The
experiments with TB and CP were initiated by fast addition
of a stock solution of 1 (7·5 ml, 200 mM, determined
iodimetrically21) in THF, immediately followed by the
appropriate amount of the TB (0·80 M) or CP (0·50 M) stock
solutions in THF, to a stirred solution of DPA in THF (final
concentrations: [1]=0·50 mM, [DPA]=1·0 mM, [TB]=1·0–
3·0 mM, [CP]=0·10–2·0 mM). The chemi-
luminescence measurements with IMI and BDN were
initiated by fast addition of an ethyl acetate stock solution of
1 (7·5 or 15 ml, 200 mM) to a stirred solution of DPA and
IMI or BDN in ethyl acetate (final concentrations: [1]=0·50
or 1·0 mM, [DPA]=1·0 mM, [IMI]=0·1–250 mM,
[BDN]=0·1–5·0 mM). The absorption experiments with IMI
were performed in the same way but in the absence of
DPA.
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SOLVOLYSIS–DECOMPOSITION OF N-1-ADAMANTYL-N-p-
TOLYLCARBAMOYL CHLORIDE IN HYDROXYLIC SOLVENTS†


DENNIS N. KEVILLw AND VEENA UPADHYAY
Department of Chemistry, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 60115–2862, USA


In hydroxylic solvents, N-1-adamantyl-N-p-tolylcarbamoyl chloride undergoes a facile rate-determing ionization with
very little assistance from nucleophilic solvation (very low sensitivity to changes in solvent nucleophilicity). In the
relatively nucleophilic aqueous ethanol or aqueous acetone, the cation formed reacts directly with the solvent. In
fluoroalcohols, the low nucleophilicity of the solvent allows an effective competition from a pathway involving
disproportionation to the 1-adamantyl cation and p-tolyl isocyanate, followed by reaction of the new cation either with
solvent or with the chloride ion formed in the initial ionization. Grunwald–Winstein plots against YC1 values show for
different binary solvent systems a marked dispersion, which can be considerably reduced by incorporation into the
analyses of a term governed by the aromatic ring parameter. (I).  © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


It has been demonstrated1 that reaction of 1-adamantyl
chloroformate (1-AdOCOCl) proceeds, in a wide variety of
hydroxylic solvents, almost exclusively with loss of carbon
dioxide, accompanied by capture of the 1-adamantyl cation
by either a nucleophilic solvent component or the pre-
viously formed chloride ion. Only in ethanol was a small
(<1%) component involving formation of the 1-adamantyl
alkyl carbonate, via nucleophilic displacement at the acyl
carbon, observed. In contrast, 1-adamantyl fluoroformate
(1-AdOCOF) gave exclusively solvolysis–decomposition
products only in highly ionizing solvents, usually also of
low nucleophilicity, and in other solvents appreciable attack
at acyl carbon accompanied this process.2 The movement
towards nucleophilic displacement at the acyl carbon was
considered to be a consequence of the large chloride/
fluoride leaving group effects in SN1 reactions3 and the small
corresponding effects in addition–elimination reactions at
the acyl carbon.4


Attention has recently been given to the solvolyses of
carbamoyl chlorides,5–7 where the alkoxy or aryloxy group
of the chloroformate is replaced by an N,N-disubstituted
amino group. Reports that the reactions proceed predom-


inantly by SN1 pathways8a–e have been confirmed. However
when the extended Grunwald–Winstein equation:


log (k/k0)= lNT +mYC1 +c (1)


was applied, sensitivities to solvent nucleophilicity changes
(l values) in the range of 0·33–0·74 suggested an apprecia-
ble nucleophilic contribution,8f rationalized as a
nucleophilic solvation of the developing carbocation. In
equation (1), k and k0 are the specific rates of solvolysis in
the solvent under consideration and in 80% ethanol,
respectively, l is the sensitivity to changes in solvent
nucleophilicity (NT),9 m is the sensitivity towards changes in
solvent ionizing power (YC1)


10 and c is a constant (residual)
term.


Combining aspects of the two above-mentioned types of
study, it is of interest to see whether an N,N-disubstituted
carbamoyl chloride in which one of the substituents is a
1-adamantyl group would give mechanisms involving loss
of an isocyanate ester (R—N——C——O), paralleling the loss
of carbon dioxide from 1-AdOCOCl. Indicating that such a
mechanism might be possible is the previous observation
that pyrolysis of N-tert-butyl-N-alkylcarbamoyl chlorides
can lead to high yields of the corresponding alkyl iso-
cyanate,11 when the substrate is heated either as a melt or in
a non-hydroxylic solvent such as toluene, 1,2-dichloro-
ethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane or nitrobenzene. In a related
process, arylcarbamoyl chlorides (ArNHCOCl) lose HCl


wCorrespondence to: D. N. Kevill.
†Abstracted, in part, from the MS thesis of Veena Upadhyay,
Northern Illinois University, May 1993.
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spontaneously to give the aryl isocyanate.12


In the present study, there are practical advantages to
introducing an aryl group as the second substituent on the
nitrogen. The arylamine then produced after subsequent loss
of carbon dioxide from the 1-Ad(Ar)NCOOH product
(resulting via replacement of chloride by the water compo-
nent of an aqueous–organic solvent) will be neutral under
the titration conditions,5 unlike dialkylamines, which
behave as bases and neutralize the equivalent amount of
acid that is produced.6,7 The secondary (1-adamantyl)ary-
lamines required for reaction with the phosgene to give the
corresponding carbamoyl chloride have previously been
synthesized13 by the interaction of 1-bromoadamantane with
a large excess of the appropriate primary arylamine at
170–180 8C. It was found13 that the use of p-toluidine led to
a large preference for nitrogen alkylation over aromatic-ring
alkylation. Accordingly, we chose to synthesize N-1-ada-
mantyl-N-p-tolylcarbamoyl chloride (1) and then study both
its kinetic behavior and its tendency to lose tolyl isocyanate
when dissolved in a variety of hydroxylic solvents.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. Acetone, ethanol and methanol were pur-
ified as described previously.14 The purifications of
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol15 (HFIP) and 2,2,2-tri-
fluoroethanol (TFE)16 were also performed using previously
reported procedures. 1-Adamantyl p-toluenesulfonate was
prepared14,17 from 1-adamantanol (Aldrich) via 1-adamantyl
iodide.14,18 1-Adamantyl chloride (Aldrich, 98%) was used
as received, and 1-adamantyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl ether19,20


and 1-adamantyl 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propyl ether20


were prepared by previously reported procedures.


N-1-Adamantyl-N-p-tolylamine. A 1·5 g sample of
1-adamantyl p-toluenesulfonate and 0·80 g of p-toluidine
were heated in an ampule at 80 8C for 12 h. The contents
were then added to 150 ml of boiling 0·05 M HCl. After
filtration, the filtrate was cooled and NaOH solution added
until alkaline. The precipitated amine was removed by
filtration and recrystallized from ethanol to give 0·25 g
(21%) of product, m.p. 96–98 8C (lit.13 98–98·5 8C). 


N-1-Adamantyl-N-p-tolylcarbamoyl chloride. A
solution of 0·33 g of N-1-adamantyl-N-p-tolylamine and
0·16 g of pyridine were dissolved in 3·0 ml of toluene and


this was slowly added, with stirring, to 1·5 ml of an ice-
cooled 20% solution of phosgene in toluene (Fluka). After
completion of the addition, the solution was stirred for 72 h.
The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid
residue extracted into diethyl ether. After filtration, the ether
was removed under vacuum to give a solid product, which
was recrystallized from hexane to yield 0.31 g (75%) of
product, m.p. 123–126 8C; IR (KBr disc) includes peaks at
2917, 2858, 1749, 1518, 1201, 732 and 648 cm21; 1H NMR
(CDCl3), d (p.p.m.) 1·8–2·2 (m, 15 H), 2·37 (s, 3H), 7.01 (d,
J=8 Hz, 2H), 7·17 (d, J=8 Hz, 2H). Analysis: calculated for
C18H22NClO, C 71·17, H 7·25, N 4·62, Cl 11·67; found, C
71·25, H 7·37, N 4·52, Cl 11·13%.


Kinetic studies. The kinetic runs and subsequent
regression analyses were carried out as described pre-
viously.9a


Product studies. Response-calibrated gas–liquid parti-
tion chromatography using a Hewlett-Packard Model
5840A instrument with a flame ionization detector and
numerical integration capabilities was used. A glass column
(Alltech, 6 ft31/4 in), packed with 15% Carbowax 20M on
80–100-mesh Chromosorb W NAW, was used in a pro-
grammed temperature cycle with nitrogen as the carrier
gas.


RESULTS


Kinetic studies


These were carried out primarily at 0·0 8C. For methanol,
ethanol and the two aqueous ethanol mixtures, runs were
also performed at 25·0 8C and, for the two pure alcohols,
also at two additional temperatures, so as to give four data
points for the calculation of the enthalpy and entropy of
activation. The specific rates of solvolysis in the above-
mentioned solvents and also in 2-propanol, 90% methanol,
90–70% acetone (three compositions) and in three 2,2,2-tri-
fluoroethanol–ethanol mixtures are reported in Table 1,
where the activation parameters are given in a footnote.


Product studies


The analysis concentrated on the products which would
be formed after loss of p-tolyl isocyanate: 1-adamantyl
chloride together with either 1-adamantyl 1,1,1,3,3,3-hex-
afluoro-2-propyl ether in HFIP or 1-adamantyl
2,2,2-trifluoroethyl ether in TFE. To determine the actual
percentages produced, internal (response-calibrated) stan-
dards were added; these were adamantane for solvolyses in
TFE and 1-adamantyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl ether for sol-
volyses in HFIP.


A 0·0039 M solution of substrate in freshly purified HFIP
was allowed to react for 5 min at 25·0 8C and the products
were found to include 31% of the ether and 34% of
1-adamantyl chloride. The corresponding reaction in HFIP–
water (97:3, w/w) gave only 4·9% of the ether and 2·3% of
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1-adamantyl chloride.
A semiquantitative determination in TFE gave a specific


rate of solvolysis of about 731023 s21 at 0·0 8C, corre-
sponding to a half-life of about 2 min. Accordingly, reaction
for 7 min at 25·0 8C would be in excess of 10 half-lives, and
after this time the products contained 85% of the ether and
only 0·6% of 1-adamantyl chloride. After 10 min the
percentage of the chloride had risen to 1·1% and it
continued to rise such that, in an experiment with an
initially 0·0020 M substrate concentration, it had reached
14%, together with 86% of the ether, after 3060 min and
16% with 85% of the ether after 5730 min.


In ethanol, 80% ethanol, 80% acetone and 70% acetone,
the half-life can be estimated from the measured specific
rates (Table 1) and the products were examined after
reaction at 25·0 8C for 10 half-lives. During this time only a
little solvolysis of any 1-adamantyl chloride product would
occur, since this material solvolyzes about 100 times slower


than 110a In none of these solvents was any 1-adamantyl
chloride observed and no 1-adamantyl ethyl ether14 was
detected in either ethanol or 80% ethanol.


DISCUSSION


To avoid the high temperatures of 170–180 8C previously
used13 for the adamantylation of primary amines, we made
use of the very high kOTs/kBr leaving group ratio for
1-adamantyl derivatives21 (about 104) and, by substituting
the p-toluenesulfonate for the bromide, we were able to
carry out the reaction at 80 8C. The procedure for converting
the secondary amine in to the carbamoyl chloride was
closely related to that used previously22 for converting
1-adamantanol into the chloroformate.


By extrapolating the specific rate data measured at
0–45 8C (Table 1), one can arrive at a value for ethanolysis
at 50·0 8C of 49431025 s21. This places the reactivity
relative to simple N,N-dialkylcarbamoyl chlorides inter-
mediate between the values for the diethyl derivative
(66·631025 s21) and the diisopropyl derivative
(342031025 s21).8e That this is due to the counterbalancing
influences of a large acceleration due to introduction of a
tertiary alkyl group and a potentially large deceleration due
to introduction of an aryl group can be seen from a
comparison with the diphenyl derivative, where the value of
0·05731025 s21 at 62·5 8C5 can be compared with an
extrapolated value for ethanolysis of 1 of 176031025 s21, a
specific rate difference of 33104.


Stepanov and Stolyarov13 compared the chemical and
physical behaviors of N,N-disubstituted arylamines involv-
ing two methyl groups with the corresponding properties
when one of these methyl groups was replaced by a
1-adamantyl group. For the N-(1-adamantyl)-N-methylar-
ylamines, electrophilic attack by the benzenediazonium ion
or by the nitrosonium ion did not occur, the pKa values for
the conjugate acids were substantially increased and in the
UV spectra the peak at about 250 nm showed a bath-
ochromic shift, associated with a considerable reduction in
the extinction coefficient. These three differences were very
plausibly explained in terms of steric hindrance to conjuga-
tion by the bulky 1-adamantyl group, such that the aromatic
ring cannot be planar relative to the other two substituents
on the nitrogen. In compound 1, there is a closely related
situation, with the N-methyl group being replaced by the
carbonyl chloride (COCl) grouping, and the about 104


increase in reactivity on replacing a phenyl group by a
1-adamantyl group will arise not only from the electronic
effect of introducing a tertiary alkyl group but also from the
reduction in the ground-state stabilization that is associated
with the remaining phenyl group, this reduction resulting
from the steric hindrance to it attaining the favored coplanar
arrangement.


For the solvolyses in methanol and ethanol, entropies of
activation of close to zero are observed (+0·1 eu in
methanol and 23·3 eu in ethanol). These are only slightly


Table 1. First-order rate coefficients for the solvolysis of N-
1-adamantyl-N-p-tolylcarbamoyl chloridea in a series of pure and
binary solvents, of solvent ionizing power value YC1


Solventb Temperature (8C) 105 k (s21)c YC1
d


100% EtOH3 0·0 0·94±0·04 22.5
25·0 30·9±1·5
35·0 94·1±6·7
45·0 276±23


90% EtOH 0·0 3·66±0·17 20·9
25·0 154±8


80% EtOH 0·0 7·29±0·42 0·00
25·0 315±24


i-PrOH 25·0 4·50±0·12
100% MeOHe 0·0 12·4±0·4 21·2


15·0 114±4
25·0 347±10
35·0 1120±20


90% MeOH 0·0 48±2·7 20·2
90% Acetone 0·0 0·229±0·015 22·2
80% Acetone 0·0 1·24±0·10 20·8
70% Acetone 0·0 3·26±0·16f 0·17
60T–40Eg 0·0 181±13 0·64
40T–60E 0·0 27·8±1·6 20·44
20T–80E 0·0 5·28±0·14 21·42


aConcentration 0·0039 M.
b Except where indicated otherwise, the other component is water
and the percentage quoted is (by volume) that of the organic com-
ponent.
c With associated standard deviation.
d From Ref. 10.
e Using the data at the four temperatures, the activation parameters
(with standard errors) are, for 100% EtOH, DH298‡=21·3±0·3
kcal mol21 and DS298‡=23·3±1·3 eu and, for 100%
MeOH, DH298‡=20·9±0·6 kcal mol21 and DS298‡=0·1±2·1 eu
(1 kcal=4·184 kJ).
f In the presence of 0·0030 M n-Bu4NCl, a value of 2·39
(±0·14)31025 s21 was observed.
g T–E refer to 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol–ethanol mixtures (by vol-
ume).
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less positive than the values of +3·3 and 6·3 eu for
corresponding alcoholyses of 1-adamantyl chloroformate, a
reaction believed to involve ionization accompanied by loss
of carbon dioxide.1 The solvolyses of N,N-dimethylcarba-
moyl chloride have been postulated as being SN1 in
character8 but with appreciable nucleophilic solvation of the
developing cation;5 this requires an appreciable ordering of
solvent molecules, reflected in the entropies of activation
being more negative (28·0 and 214·3 eu).5 The alcohol-
yses of ethyl chloroformate are believed to involve a well
defined bimolecular attack by the solvent and the entropies
of activation are considerably more negative (234·4 and
233·7 eu).23 While entropy of activation values must be
interpreted with caution, the large variations observed for
these systems are consistent with the other evidence
presented, indicating that the alcoholyses of 1 proceed by an
ionization mechanism with little, if any, nucleophilic
solvation of the incipient cation at the transition state.


Application of the one-term Grunwald–Winstein equa-
tion [equation (1) without the lNT term] to the 11 specific
rates of solvolysis of 1 at 0·0 8C led to a plot with
considerable dispersion for the different binary systems
(Figure 1) and a low correlation coefficient of 0·745. The
slope (m) is 0·63±0·19 and c=0·42±0·58. Use of the full
equation (1) gave essentially no improvement with a
multiple correlation coefficient (R) of 0·756 and
l=0·36±0·64 (probability of 0·59 that the lNT term is
statistically insignificant), m=0·71±0·24 and c=0·54±0·60.
Clearly, the dispersion is not caused by a contribution to the
overall linear free energy relationship from the lNT term. A
poorly defined l value using equation (1) frequently results
from the need to incorporate a term governed by the
aromatic ring parameter (I).24 This parameter can be used to
correct for dispersions observed in Grunwald–Winstein
treatments which result from influences other than solvent


nucleophilicity. The effects are observed in the presence of
p electrons, most usually of aromatic rings. It has been
proposed25 that the parameter is governed by a combination
of differential solvation and ion-pair return effects, and a
scale of I values was developed based on a comparison of
the specific rates of solvolysis of the p-methoxybenzyldime-
thylsulfonium ion and the 1-adamantyldimethylsulfonium
ion.


Previously, the aromatic ring parameter has been found to
be important only for benzylic-type systems26 or when
anchimeric assistance involving migration of an aryl group
to an electron-deficient carbon is operative.24 In the present
case [equation (2)], a resonance-stabilized carbocation
intermediate is produced, which can be captured by solvent.
The aromatic ring is adjacent to a nitrogen carrying a partial
positive charge, but this is an atom which maintains its
electron octet.


(2)


A treatment using the equation 


log(k/k0)=mYC1 +hI+c (3)


where h is the sensitivity to changes in the value for the
aromatic ring parameter (I) as the solvent is varied,25 gives
a very good correlation (Figure 2) with, for the 11 solvents,
R=0·9883, m=0·54±0·05, h=1·86±0·15 and


Figure 1. Plot of log (k/k0) for solvolyses of 1 against YC1 values
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c=0·08±0·14. The relevance of the h parameter here is very
interesting, in view of the previous belief24–26 that its use
should be restricted to studies of benzylic systems or related
systems involving 1,2-aryl migration. Although it would be
unwise to make far-reaching conclusions based on one
study in a limited range of solvents, this observation does
suggest that further consideration of the range of reaction
types for which the hI parameter can usefully be incorpo-
rated into the Grunwald–Winstein treatment would be
worthwhile.


An alternative approach would be in terms of similarity
models, comparing with a well defined system involving
SN1 solvolysis at the acyl carbon of an acyl halide. The
solvolysis of anisoyl chloride, although containing the
electron-releasing p-methoxy group, appears to be weakly
susceptible to nucleophilic assistance from the solvent27,28


and 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride,28 with bimolecular attack
sterically hindered,29 constitutes a better model. The
2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride is also similar in that its high
reactivity is associated with a rotation of the aryl group30


and reduced resonance stabilization of the ground state; this
is an effect suggested in this paper as also being applicable
to solvolyses of 1.


As previously presented28 plot of the specific rates of
solvolysis of 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride against YC1


values (m=0·79±0·07; r=0·9540) for solvolyses in aqueous
acetone, aqueous ethanol and aqueous methanol (14 sol-
vents) shows a dispersion which superficially parallels that
(Figure 1) for solvolyses of 1 in these binary solvents. The
specific rates of solvolysis of this acyl chloride can also be
treated in terms of equation (3), with values of 0·89±0·03
for m, 1·45±0·20 for h and 0·09±0·15 for c, with a multiple
correlation coefficient (R) of 0·99231. The absence of any


significant nucleophilic solvation is nicely confirmed by an
analysis carried out with addition of the lNT term9 to
equation (3). This leads to essentially no improvement over
use of equation (3), with the multiple correlation coefficient
increasing only to 0·99234 and the F-test value falling from
353 to 215. The sensitivity values obtained are 20·07±0·36
for l (with a probability that the lNT term is insignificant of
0·85), 0·88±0·05 for m, 1·51±0·40 for h and 0·08±0·16 for
c.


It has been shown in Grunwald–Winstein treatments that
a good similarity model must have an h/m ratio very similar
in value to that for the solvolysis under consideration.24–26


Despite related dispersion patterns, the h/m values for
solvolyses of 1 (3·44) and of 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride
(1·63) differ appreciably and a direct LFER plot of the log
(k/k0) values for the two substrates, in eight solvents, shows
only a fair correlation (Figure 3), with a slope of 0·79±0·12,
an intercept of 0·22±0·27 and a correlation coefficient of
0·936.


No 1-adamantyl chloride product was detected in 80% or
70% aqueous acetone and neither this compound nor
1-adamantyl ethyl ether14 was detected in 100–80% aqueous
ethanol. It appears that, in these solvents, the carbamoyl
cation formed from 1 in the rate-determining step is
captured by solvent molecules sufficiently rapidly that it
does not have the opportunity to disproportionate and the
pathway illustrated in equation (2) is followed.


The capture of the cation formed from 1 will be slower in
solvents rich in fluoroalcohol, which are of considerably
reduced solvent nucleophilicity,9 and a loss of p-tolyl
isocyanate to give the 1-adamantyl cation followed by a
collapse with chloride ion or capture by solvent can now be
observed [equation (4)].


Figure 2. Plot of log (k/k0) for solvolyses of 1 against mYC1 +hI
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(4)


In 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, at 25·0 8C, an 85% yield of
1-adamantyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl ether was obtained,
together with only a very small amount (<1%) of
1-adamantyl chloride. The small amount of 1-adamantyl
chloride formed in TFE is in contrast to a 42% yield from
the corresponding reaction of 1-adamantyl chloroformate.1


Possible major factors in this difference include the slower
disproportionation of the cation from 1 than that from
1-adamantyl chloroformate, indicated by the observation
that 1-AdOCOCl gives entirely disproportionation even in
aqueous acetone and aqueous ethanol solvents, which
completely capture the cation from 1 prior to its dis-
proportionation. With a longer lifetime for the cation,
increased separation of the chloride ion will occur, favoring,
after disproportionation, capture by solvent. The increased
bulk, and accompanying increased difficulty in migrating
into the solvent cage, of p-tolyl isocyanate relative to carbon
dioxide could also increase the extent to which the chloride
ion is shielded from the 1-adamantyl cation after any
disproportionation within the ion-pair stage.


The increasing amounts of 1-adamantyl chloride, 15%
after 3 days from an initially 0·002 M solution of 1, are
consistent with the equilibrations observed in solvolyses of
1-adamantyl halides in fluoroalcohols. Such equilibrations
can be avoided by addition of a base such as pyridine,20


2,6-lutidine19,31 or 2,4,6-collidine.32 Unfortunately, such
additions to solvolyses of 1 would lead to a rapid conversion
of the substrate to the corresponding pyridinium chloride,
which would then be the material whose solvolysis was
studied.33


In 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol, the solvent nucleo-
philicity is even lower and there is increased opportunity
firstly for disproportionation to follow the initial ionization
and, second, for diffusion away of the p-tolyl isocyanate.
Further, the very low nucleophilicity of the solvent then
leads to considerably increased amounts (34%) of 1-ada-
mantyl chloride being formed in the competition between
chloride ion and solvent for the 1-adamantyl cation.


CONCLUSIONS


Both the kinetics and the product studies are consistent with
the formation from 1, in an ionization process, of the
corresponding carbamoyl cation (1-AdArNCO)+ . Owing
primarily to steric effects, the process involves very little
nucleophilic solvation, as shown by the negligible l value,
and it proceeds rapidly because steric crowding forces a
rotation of the aryl group. This destabilizes the ground state
due to the enforced reduction in the resonance interaction
with the lone pair of electrons on the nitrogen.


In the solvents of reasonable nucleophilicity, the carba-
moyl cation unites with a solvent molecule but, in
fluoroalcohols of low nucleophilicity, disproportionation to
an adamantyl cation and p-tolyl isocyanate dominates. This
is indicated by the detection in the products of 1-adamantyl
fluoroalkyl ethers and, especially in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-
2-propanol, 1-adamantyl chloride, formed by capture of the
1-adamantyl cation by fluoroalcohol or chloride ion,
respectively.
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ELECTRON TRANSFER PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF
7-(SPIROCYCLOPROPANE)QUADRICYCLANE: CAPTURE OF A


RADICAL CATION AND SEQUENTIAL CYCLOPROPYLCARBINYL
REARRANGEMENTS
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The electron transfer photo-sensitized reaction of 7-(spirocyclopropane)quadricyclane (1) with methanol produces two
rearranged mono-methanol adducts, 2 and 3, and a bis-methanol adduct, 4. The products reveal that 1d + reacts by
stereo- and regiospecific attack of methanol on one trisubstituted cyclopropane ring. The resulting free radical rapidly
undergoes one or two (consecutive) cyclopropylcarbinyl to butenyl rearrangements. The mono-adducts are formed by
net hydrogen abstraction, the di-adduct via a (secondary) electron transfer reaction of 3.  © 1997 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Photo-induced electron transfer from norbornadiene (N) or
quadricyclane (Q), or their 7-methylene- and 7-spiro-
cyclopropane derivatives, to appropriate acceptor/sensi-
tizers generates the respective radical cations, Nd + , Qd + or
their derivatives.1,2 Methanol attacks several of these species
in stereospecific fashion from the exo face;3–6 at 5 M


methanol, nucleophilic capture is considerably faster than
the valence isomerization of Qd + into Nd + .1,7 The primary
free radicals formed by nucleophilic capture undergo rapid
molecular rearrangements; for example, exo-3-methoxy-
bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-en-2-yl (Ad, X=CH2) rearranges to
anti-5-methoxytricyclo[2.2.1.02,6]heptan-3-yl (Bd, X=CH2)
which, in turn, rearranges to syn-7-methoxybicyclo-
[2.2.1]hept-5-en-2-yl, (Cd, X=CH2). Free radicals Bd and Cd


acquire a hydrogen atom (by reduction–protonation or
hydrogen abstraction) or react with the sensitizer radical
anion by aromatic substitution, generating a wide range of


products.3–6 Radical cations of 7-substituted derivatives
undergo related reactions; thus, the electron transfer photo-
reaction of quadricyclanone in acetonitrile–methanol
generates 7-syn-methoxybicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-en-2-one via
Bd (X=C——O) and Cd (X=C——O).6


The quadricyclane system (1) bearing a 7-spirocyclopro-
pane group is a particularly attractive substrate because the
strained ring in the 7-position might permit two consecutive
cyclopropylcarbinyl-to-allylcarbinyl rearrangements. We
therefore studied the electron transfer photochemistry of 1.
The structure of the corresponding radical cation has been
established by CIDNP;2 the spin density of 1d + is essentially
located on the pair of trisubstituted cyclopropane rings. This
result was expected, because the frontier molecular orbitals
of the quadricyclane and the spirocyclopropane fragments
have incompatible symmetry, as the cyclopropane orbital
lies in the nodal plane of the quadricyclane fragment.


wCorrespondence to: H. D. Roth.
Contract grant sponsor: National Science Foundation; Contract
grant number: CNE-94/4271.
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EXPERIMENTAL


Materials and solvents. 7-(Spirocyclopropane)quadricy-
clane was prepared by reductive desulfonylation8 of the
Diels–Alder adduct between spiro[2,4]-hepta-4,6-diene9


and cis-1,2-bis(phenylsulphonyl)ethylene. 7-Spirocyclopro-
panequadricyclane was prepared by benzoquinone
photosensitized cyclization of 7-spirocyclopropanenorbor-
nadiene.10 1-Cyanonaphthalene (Aldrich; 98%) was purified
by recrystallization. Acetonitrile (Fischer) was distilled
from calcium hydride. Methanol (Fischer, Spectranalyzed)
was refluxed over ca2 g l21 of sodium (freshly washed with
methanol) and distilled. The solvents so dried were stored
over 4A molecular sieve in brown bottles under an argon
atmosphere.


Photo-reactions. Solutions containing appropriate con-
centrations of donor and acceptor were degassed by purging
with argon for 15 min before irradiation. All irradiations
were carried out in a Rayonet RPR-100 photoreactor
equipped with 16 RPR-3500 lamps. The progress of the
reactions was monitored by gas chromatography on a GC–
MS system (HP 5890 Series II gas chromatograph
interfaced with a HP 5971 mass-selective detector), using a
12 m30·20 mm i.d. 0·33 mm HP-1 capillary column (cross-
linked methylsilicone on fused silica). Analytical runs were
carried out in 5 mm NMR tubes and preparative runs in a
30 mm i.d. tube, water-cooled with a central cooling finger.


Isolation of products. Reaction products were isolated
by both preparative GLC and column liquid chromato-
graphy. Preparative GLC was carried out on a 6 ft column
packed with 10% CP-5 on a Chromosorb W HP support.
Liquid chromatography was carried out using a set of 50 cm
columns with i.d.s ranging from 1 to 5 cm. The columns
were packed with ca 15 cm of TLC standard grade silica gel
(Aldrich; without binder) and eluted with solvent gradients,
usually from light petroleum ether (b.p.<65 8C) to mixtures
with either methylene chloride or ethyl acetate. Typically,
several passes were required to isolate the products.


RESULTS


Irradiation of 1-cyanonaphthalene (CNN) as acceptor/
sensitizer in the presence of 7-spiro-
cyclopropanequadricyclane (1) in acetonitrile–methanol
(3:1) generated two methanol adducts, 7-methoxy-5-spiro-
cyclopropanebicylo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene (2, 30%) and
2-ethyl-7-methoxybicylo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene (3, 15%), in
addition to a bis-methanol adduct, 3,7-dimethoxy-6-ethylbi-
cyclo[2.2.1]heptane (4, 25%). Irradiation of CNN as
acceptor/sensitizer in the presence of 3 in acetonitrile–


methanol (3:1) resulted in smooth conversion to the
bis-methanol adduct,, 4.


Characterization of products


Structure assignments of the photoproducts are based on
MS and NMR data. Proton NMR spectra were recorded on
either a Varian XL-400 or a Varian VXR-200 spectrometer.
The two mono-adducts, 2 and 3, could be separated only
with significant difficulties; they were characterized as a 2:1
mixture; there is no overlap between the signals of 2 and 3.
13C and HETCOR spectra were recorded on a Varian VXR-
200 spectrometer operating at 50·3 MHz. The structural
assignments are based on 1D 1H, 2D COSY and 13C–1H
HETCOR, where appropriate.


7-Methoxy-5-spirocyclopropanebicylo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene (2)
1H NMR: H-2, H-3, d 6·13 ppm, d, 6·11 ppm, d (J=2·2 Hz,
H-1, H-4); H-7, d 3·34 ppm, COSY cross peaks, H-1, H-4;
CH3O, d 3·32 ppm, s; H-1, d 2·74 ppm, m, including J=3·7
Hz (H-6endo), J=2·2 Hz (H-2), J≈2 Hz (H-7); H-4, d 1.99
ppm, m, including J=2·2 Hz (H-3), J≈2 Hz (H-7); H-6exo, d
1·91 ppm, dd (2J=11 Hz, H-6endo, 


3J=3·7 Hz, H-1); H-6endo,
d 1·15 ppm, d (2J=11 Hz, H-6exo; 


4J≈0·8 Hz, H-7);
secondary cyclopropane resonances: d 0·62 ppm, m, 2H; d
0·36 ppm, m, 1H; d 0·25 ppm, m, 1H. 13C NMR: d 88·5
ppm, tertiary alkoxy, C-7; d 58·3 ppm, OCH3.


2-Ethyl-7-methoxybicylo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene (3)
1H NMR: H-5, H-6, d 6·65, 6·66 ppm, d (J=2·2 Hz, H-4, H-
1); H-3, d 5·96 ppm, bm; H-7, d 3·54 ppm, m, including
J≈2 Hz (H-1, H-4); H-4, d 3·45 ppm, m, including J=2·2
Hz (H-5), J≈2 Hz (H-3), J≈2 Hz (H-7); H-1, d 3·27 ppm,
m, including J=2·2 Hz (H-6), J≈2 Hz (H-7); OCH3, d 3·23
ppm, s; allylic CH2: d 2·25 ppm, 2H, diastereotopic; d 1·05
ppm, 3H, t (J=7·4 Hz). 13C NMR: d 88·7 ppm, tertiary
alkoxy, C-7; d 58·2 ppm, OCH3. MS [m/z (%, fragment or
fragment lost)]: 150 (1, Md + ), 149 (7, 2H), 122 (34,
2C2H4), 121 (100, 2C2H5), 119 (24, 2CH3O), 118 (55,
2CH3OH), 117 (76, 149, 2CH3OH), 91 (74), 79 (27), 78
(12), 77 (36, C6H5), 65 (12), 45 (23), 39 (11).


3,5-Dimethoxy-1-ethyltricylo[2.2.1.01,6]heptane (4)
1H NMR: H-3, H-5, d 3·59, 3·45 ppm, tertiary alkoxy 1H; d
3·36, 3·37 ppm, 23OCH3; H-4, d 2·25 ppm, m, bridgehead
1H between OCH3 groups; H-7, d 1·97 ppm, m, d 1·38 ppm,
m, geminal 1H; d 1·08 ppm, tertiary cyclopropane, H-2 or
H-6; d 1·34 ppm, 2H, 1 (J=7·4 Hz); d 0·9 ppm, 3H, t (J=7·4
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Hz), ethyl; the region 1·2–1·45 ppm shows overlapping
signals due to one tertiary cyclopropane 1H (H-6 or H-2),
the CH2 of the ethyl group and one of the geminal H-7. 13C
NMR: d 88·9, 88[,]2 ppm, tertiary alkoxy, C-3, C-5; d 58·2,
58·1 ppm OCH3; d 34·7 ppm, CH (C-4); d 28·5 ppm,
quarternary C-1; d 27·9 ppm, CH2; d 20·5 ppm, CH; d 19·4
ppm, CH2; d 17·4 ppm, CH; d 17·4 ppm, CH; d 12·1 ppm,
CH3. MS [m/z (%, fragment or fragment lost)]: 182 (1,
Md + ), 121 (11, –OCH3, –CH2——O), 109 (8), 103 (11), 91
(12), 75 (100, C6H3), 45 (14).


DISCUSSION


The electron transfer photo-reaction of CNN as acceptor/
sensitizer with 1 generated not only the unexceptional
methanol adduct, 7-methoxy-5-(spirocyclopropane)bicylo-
[2.2.1]hept-2-ene (2) but also, in addition, the unprece-
dented mono-methanol adduct, 2-ethyl-7-methoxy-
bicylo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene (3), in addition to a related bis-
methanol adduct, 3,7-dimethoxy-6-ethyl-bicylo[2.2.1]-
heptane (4).


The norbornene skeleton of 2, particularly the position of
the methoxy group, is clearly supported by the 1H and 13C
NMR spectra. The 1H spectrum shows two olefinic
resonances (d 6·12 ppm; ‘t’, J=2·2 Hz), each coupled with
one bridgehead proton, H-1 and H-4, respectively. The
position of the methoxy group at C-7 follows from the
deshielded resonance of H-7 (d 3·34 ppm), which is coupled
to both bridgehead protons. The syn orientation of the
methoxy group relative to the cyclopropane ring is borne
out by a long-range (‘W’) coupling (4J=1·8 Hz) between H-
7 and the more shielded (endo-) proton at C-3.11 The
presence of two secondary cyclopropane carbons is indi-
cated by the shielded resonances (d 0·2–0·7 ppm; 4H).
Product 3 lacks the secondary cyclopropane resonance; it
shows, instead, an allylic ethyl function (d 2·25 ppm, 2H; d
1·05 ppm, 3H, t, J=7·4 Hz). Product 3 also shows three
olefinic protons (d 5·96 ppm, 1H; d 6·65 ppm, 2H, J=2·2
Hz), a methoxy (d 3·23 ppm) and a tertiary alkoxy
resonance (d 3·54 ppm), coupled to both bridgehead
carbons. Finally, di-adduct 4 lacks olefinic resonances, but
shows two tertiary cyclopropane protons (d 1·08, 2·25 ppm),
two methoxy (d 3·36, 3·37 ppm) and two tertiary alkoxy
resonances (d 3·45, 3·6 ppm), as well as an ethyl group (d
1·34 ppm, 2H; d 0·9 ppm, 3H, t, J=7·4Hz). 


The products reveal an interesting reaction sequence and
identify the nature of the key intermediates. The reaction is
initiated by electron transfer from 1 to the excited singlet
state of CNN, generating the corresponding radical ion pair.
In analogy to the parent radical cation, Qd + ,5 and its
7-methylene and 7-keto derivatives,4,6 the key radical
cation, 1d + , may undergo three reactions: back electron
transfer, (unimolecular) valence isomerization to the corre-
sponding norbornadiene radical cation, 5d + , or
(bimolecular) nucleophilic capture by methanol (Scheme 1).
Back electron transfer lowers the efficiency of the overall


reaction but does not affect the product distribution.
The valence isomerization of 1d + to the spiro-norborna-


diene radical cation, 5d + , has been documented;2 its rate is
slower than that of CIDNP induction (ca1029 s21) and close
to that of nuclear spin–lattice relaxation of free radicals
(ca26 s2+ ).12 Accordingly, the balance between valence
isomerization and nucleophilic capture can be diverted by
the concentration of methanol. For example, the rate
constant for the addition of tert-butanol to quadricyclane
radical cation is k≈23106


M
21 s21.7 If the capture of 1d + by


methanol is similarly (or slightly more) efficient, the
isomerization of 1d + should be largely suppressed in the
presence of 6 M methanol. Thus, 1d + reacts preferentially or
exclusively via nucleophilic capture, generating the
methoxy-substituted free radical, 5-methoxy-7-(spirocyclo-
propane)-2-tricyclyl, 6d.


The strained free radical 6d must have a very limited
lifetime, since only rearranged adducts are formed. This
requires that the cyclopropylcarbinyl-to-allylcarbinyl rear-
rangement generating 2d is faster than any competing
reaction that would preserve the connectivity of 1, viz.
hydrogen abstraction or electron transfer. The second
rearrangement (2d to 3d), on the other hand, must be
noticeably slower, since 2d is intercepted. The conversion to
the mono-adduct, 2, could occur directly by hydrogen
abstraction or by a two-step pathway, electron transfer from
the sensitizer radical anion (CNNd 2 ) to 2d, followed by
protonation of the resulting anion, 22 . Both processes are
well documented3–5 and, occasionally, compete with each
other.5 The noticeable rate difference between the rearrange-
ment of 6d to 2d and that of 2d to 3d (or between the
conversion of 62 to 22 and that of 22 to 32 ) is ascribed to
the more limited stabilization of intermediates bearing spin
or charge on a primary carbon.


The orientation of the methoxy groups in adduct 2
establishes the course of nucleophilic attack on the key
intermediate, 1d + . The NMR data show clearly that the


Scheme 1
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methoxy group of 2 is attached syn to the cyclopropane
group. This stereochemistry requires stereospecific attack
from the exo face, an approach that has been observed also
in related ‘substitution’ reactions of cyclopropane,13 bicy-
clobutane,14 or vinylcyclopropane radical cations.15 In each
case, the alcohol attacks a one-electron bond from the
backside, replacing a carbon-centered free radical as an
‘intramolecular leaving group’. The radical cations have a
strained-ring bond in common, containing a lengthened,
formally one-electron bond, which maintains a sufficient
degree of bonding to retain the stereochemical integrity of
the strained ring.16 These systems have in common that the
nucleophilic substitution with replacement of carbon is
favored by the release of ring strain.


The formation of 3 most likely involves an extension of
the above mechanism. Since the methoxy group of 3 is
attached syn to the ethyl group, in the orientation analogous
to 2, it is reasonable to conclude that 3 is formed via either
2d or the respective anion, 22 , and their conversion to 3d or
32 by cyclopropylcarbinyl-to-butenyl rearrangement.
Either rearrangement has precedent. Again, 3d would be
converted to the mono-adduct by either hydrogen abstrac-
tion or electron transfer/protonation; 32 simply requires
protonation.


The bis(methanol)adduct, 4, requires two separate oxida-
tions, each followed by methanol capture with
deprotonation. The fact that 4 has the ethyl group in
common with 3 suggests that 4 may be derived from 3
reentering the reaction cycle. As an alkyl-substituted
norbornadiene, 3 is a better electron donor than 2, and
should be preferentially oxidized. This possibility is sup-
ported by two lines of evidence: prolonged irradiation
depletes 3 in favor of 4; more directly, the electron transfer
photoreaction of 3 produces 4 in excellent yield. Both
experiments confirm 4 as a secondary product. The likely
sequence of formation involves nucleophilic attack on the
more accessible exo face of 3d + ; the resulting free radical,
7d, undergoes an allylcarbinyl-to-cyclopropylcarbinyl rear-
rangement, and the secondary free radical, 8d, is converted
to the bis-methanol adduct, 4, by hydrogen abstraction or
reduction/protonation3–5 as discussed above.


In summary, the electron transfer photochemistry of
7-(spirocyclopropane)quadricyclane (1) in the presence of
methanol proceeds via stereospecific nucleophilic capture
(exo attack) of 1d + , and either one or two consecutive
cyclopropylcarbinyl-to-butenyl rearrangements of the
resulting free radical, 6d. The free radicals, 2d and 3d,
generate the products by hydrogen abstraction from the
solvent or by a two-step pathway, involving electron
transfer and protonation of the resulting anions, 22 and 32 .
Finally, the diene, 3, reenters the reaction cycle, resulting in
the formation of the diadduct, 4. It is interesting that the
rearrangments of 6d and 2d proceed with opening of the
strained ring (type B2d→Cd) whereas the butenyl-to-
cyclopropylcarbinyl rearrangement of 7d proceeds with
formation of a cyclopropane ring (type Ad→Bd). Both
modes of reaction have precedent in several free radicals
formed by nucleophilic capture of norbornadiene or quad-
ricyclane radical cations.4–6
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Neural networks have proved to be particularly successful in their ability to identify non-linear relationships. This paper
shows that a three-layer back-propagation neural network is able to learn the relationship between the sandalwood
odour and molecular structures of 85 organic compounds belonging to acyclic, cyclohexyl, norbornyl, campholenyl and
decalin derivatives. Four steric and three electronic parameters were used to describe each molecular structure. Odour
was coded by a binary variable. The neural network was used to classify the compounds into two groups and to predict
their odours (sandalwood or non-sandalwood). The results obtained were compared with those given by discriminant
analysis, and found to be better. The most important descriptors were revealed on the basis of correlation analysis. ©
1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The molecular mechanisms involved in olfaction are not
well defined. However, several elements have been dis-
covered and may be useful for understanding the
mechanisms of the sense of smell. In addition to the
important investigations of Amoore,1 Beets,2 Ohloff3 and
Chastrette and Zakarya,4 many studies have been carried out
and have shown the existence of structure–odour relation-
ships (e.g. musky,5–7 sandalwood,8 camphoraceous,9 bitter
almond10, 11 and amber12 ).


Sandalwood is an appreciated fragrance corresponding to
well defined chemical structures.8 This was explained by the
empirical rules of Brunke and Klein13 and Naipawer et al.14


Buchbauer et al.15 have shown that the molecular surface is
closely related to sandalwood character, but Chastrette et
al.8 have found that only a part of the molecule is
responsible for the interaction between sandalwood odor-
ants and olfactive receptor sites. They also defined a
santalophore superpattern by superimposition of several
sandalwood leader molecules.


In the present study, we tried to establish structure–


sandalwood odour relationships with neural networks using
descriptors known to be responsible for the sandalwood
odour.


Neural networks16 (NNs) are artificial systems simulating
the function of the brain where very high number of
information-processing neurons are interconnected. They
can handle problems involving imprecise or ‘noisy’ data as
well as problems that are highly non-linear and complex.
NNs can identify and learn correlative patterns between sets
of input data and corresponding target values. An NN must
be trained by being repeatedly fed input data together with
their corresponding target outputs. After training, the NN
has been initiated to recognize the relationship between
input and output data and creates an internal model as a
governing data process. The NN can then use this internal
model to make predictions for new inputs.


The application of NNs to solving problems in chem-
istry17, 18 is a recent field of research. NNs have been applied
to the investigation of quantitative structure–activity rela-
tionships (QSAR),19–22 structure–musky odour
relationships,23, 24 estimation of physical properties,25–27


prediction of chemical reactivity,28, 29 identification of pro-
ton NMR spectra,30 interpretation of IR spectra,31, 32


prediction of 13C chemical shifts,33 classification of mass
spectra34 and determination of protein structure.35, 36* Correspondence to: D. Zakarya.
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EXPERIMENTAL


Compounds and descriptors used. Eighty-five com-
pounds37 were studied (39 sandalwood and 46
non-sandalwood odorants): 7 acyclic, 19 cyclohexyl, 21
norbornyl, 32 campholenyl and 6 decalin derivatives
(Figure 1). The chosen chemical structures represent the
main categories of compounds developing sandalwood
fragrance.


It is believed that the sandalwood odour might be closely
related to the size, shape and functionality of a mole-
cule.8, 13, 14 These three factors can be described by the
molecular surface area (S), the molecular volume (V), the
ovality (O) of the molecule, the AM1 dipole moment (D),
the molecular weight (W), the square root of the sum of the
squared AM1 charges on oxygen atoms (Q0 ) and the
ionization potential (Ip =2HOMO), which is a parameter
taking the molecular electronic state into account. Q0 was
recently used by Bodor et al.38 and found to be correlated to
log P.


Starting geometries of molecules were generated using
HyperChem39 and fully optimized geometries were obtained
with the AM1 Hamiltonian40 with AMPAC on a Silicon
Graphics computer. In this study, the possibility of inter-
action of less stable conformers was not examined.


Geometric parameters were computed by numerical
integration techniques similar to those described by Gavez-
zotti.41 For the molecular volume, the molecule was
immersed in a regular three-dimensional grid bound by the
three-dimensional extent of the molecule and every grid
point was tested for inclusion into any atom of the molecule.
The grid spacing was 0·1. The molecular surface area was
calculated from a regular grid of points disposed on the
surface of each atom; 4558 points were used for hydrogen
atoms and 10 270 points for the other atoms. The ovality
estimation used was that given by Bodor et al.26:


O=S/(4pK), K=3V/(4p)2/3 (1)


Dipole moment, charge, molecular weight and ionization
potential were read directly from the AMPAC output.


Neural network. All the feed-forward NNs used in this
paper are three-layer networks with seven units in the input
layer, a variable number of hidden neurons and one unit in
the output layer. A bias term was added to the input and
hidden layers. Figure 2 shows an example of the archi-
tecture of such an NN. Each neuron of the input layer is
fully interconnected with each neuron of the hidden layer,
which in turn is fully interconnected with the output neuron.
There is no connection between the neurons within a layer
nor any direct connection between those of the input and
output layers. Input and output data are normalized between
0·1 and 0·9. The sigmoidal transfer function used for NN is
given by the equation


Oi =[1+exp(2∑WijOj )]
21 (2)


where Oi and Oj are the outputs of neuron i and j,


respectively, and Wij is the weight connecting neuron i to
neuron j.


The output of NN describing the odour is coded 1 if the
molecule is sandalwood and 0 otherwise. In this paper, for
NN output values below 0·4 or above 0·6, the prediction
was considered as correct for both non-sandalwood and
sandalwood compounds. When the NN output values were
between 0·4 and 0·6, the molecule classification was said to
be incorrect by this network. We could have chosen 0·5 as
a threshold value between sandalwood and non-sandalwood
compounds, but to be more accurate, we decided to choose
two limits.


The connection weights between the neurons were
initially assigned random values uniformly distributed
between 20·5 and +0·5 and no momentum was added. The
back-propagation (BP) algorithm was used to adjust those
weights. This algorithm has been described previously42


with a simple example of application and details of this
algorithm are given elsewhere.42, 43, 44 The learning rate was
initially set to 1 and was gradually decreased until the error
function could no longer be minimized.


All calculations of NNs were performed on an 80486
personal computer running at 33 MHz using our program
written in C language.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Three different aspects were considered: classification,
prediction and interpretation of the relationships obtained.


Classification


Descriptors are a crucial part of any attempt to apply NNs to
classification problems, data analysis, etc. Input data must
provide the greatest amount of information possible on the
molecules. In order to ensure that the seven descriptors
retained (S, V, O, D, W, Q0 , Ip ) were adequate, seven
architectures were tried (72x21; x=4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10).
Each architecture was trained with five different initial
random sets of weights (35 architectures were tested with all
the compounds). After the training phase, the classification
ability of NNs was applied to the same 85 compounds. Out
of the whole database, only one molecule (No. 75) was
wrongly classified by all the architectures tried. The
chemical structure of this molecule is closely similar to
those of the other norbornyl derivatives, except for the fact
that it includes three double bonds, which is probably the
cause of the absence of sandalwood odour.


Prediction


In this preliminary study, we were unable to draw
conclusions about the ability of NNs to establish a
satisfactory relationship between the seven descriptors and
the sandalwood odour. Since its predictive ability is one of
the most important attributes of an NN, this ability was used
to classify the molecules according to their odour. However,
one of the major problems arising when trying to get the NN
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Figure 1. Structures of the compounds studied
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Figure 1. Continued
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to be good at prediction was the choice of its architecture. In
a BP NN, one of the main issues is to determine how many
hidden layers and how many neurons in these layers could
be used for any particular problem. The number of hidden
layers necessary for a successful QSAR depended on the
complexity of the problem to be solved. However, for most
of the applications of NNs to chemistry, one hidden layer
seems to be sufficient. The number of hidden neurons
determines the number of adjustable parameters (connection
strengths) of the NN model. If too few hidden neurons are


used, then the learning process will be hindered. In the same
way, if too many hidden neurons are included, the NN will
have a tendency to memorize the training data and therefore
the net’s generalizing capacity will decrease. In order to
determine the best architecture, the simplest approach is to
proceed for a random partitioning of the available data into
a training and a test set. The former set generally contains
more samples than the latter. The best network in those
trained is then determined by the minimum in the test set
error. However, the performance of an NN depends on
many factors, including the degree of correspondence
between the training and test sets, which is not taken into
account when partitioning the data randomly. A more
sophisticated approach, used to optimize the number of
hidden neurons, is the cross-validation. In this procedure,
one compound is removed from the data set and the network
is trained with the remaining compounds and used to predict
the discarded compound. The process is repeated for each
compound in the data set. The NN with the smallest error on
test set is then selected. In this work, cross-validation was
used to evaluate the predictive ability of the NN. Seven
architectures were tried (72x21; x=4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) and
the maximum number of iterations was set to 1000 but
sufficient convergence was usually obtained after 200
iterations. The computation time varied depending on the
architecture of the NN and also on the size of the data set.
In this study, the average training time for each run was
about 3 h. Cross-validation was also used to assess the
predictive power of the discriminant analysis (DA). DA was
applied to the same data set and to the same seven molecular
descriptors. The results obtained are given in Table 1. They
are satisfactory and showed once again that the seven


Figure 1. Continued


Figure 2. Schematic representation of a three-layer neural network.
The configuration shown is 72321 (the bias unit is not included


in the unit count)
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molecular features are very useful descriptors for the
compounds studied. Among all the architectures of NNs, the
best one (72821) correctly predicted the odour of 79
molecules out of the 85 (92.9%).


In the best architecture, the ratio (r) value is in agreement
with the values recommended by Andrea and Kalayeh,45


Chastrette et al.46 and Zupan and Gasteiger.47


The six remaining compounds were distributed as
following: three of them (Nos 2, 66 and 75) appeared in the
wrong category, two (Nos 2 and 75) were predicted as being
a sandalwood odorant when they were not, and one (No. 66)
as a non-sandalwood odorant when it was. The last
molecule is probably weak sandalwood owing to the
absence of a double bond in the side-chain8, 13, 14 in
comparison with similar sandalwood structures. We do not
have an explanation for molecule No. 2 and we consider
that the model established is probably not highly efficient
for such a class of molecules. The other three molecules
(Nos 27, 31 and 56) had a tendency to be well predicted but
still remained outside the limits fixed beforehand (their
outputs were between 0·4 and 0·6). They are described as
sandalwood and their calculated odour values were 0·54,
0·52 and 0·58, respectively.


The results given by all the architectures tried were more
satisfactory than those of the DA method. Thus, we found
that the NN gave excellent use of the information included
in the given data compared with a conventional method. In
DA, the relationship between sandalwood odour and the
seven descriptors is expressed by a linear combination. In


contrast, one crucial aspect of the predictive performance of
an NN used to solve classification problems is its non-linear
power. Note that in the present work, DA gave a rate of
prediction of 86%, indicating that the function mapped by
the network is not so far from linear.


Interpretation


Very good correlations were obtained which allowed the
prediction of the sandalwood character of new molecules.
Moreover, it is interesting to evaluate the importance
(contribution) of each descriptor used. The contribution of a
descriptor was estimated starting from the trained 72821
configuration network. The descriptor under study was
removed from the set of seven descriptors together with its
corresponding weights. Then the network (62821) calcu-
lated the output of each molecule as usual. The mean
deviation Dm between the observed sandalwood odour (0 or
1) and the predicted one for each class of compounds was
calculated. Table 2 gives the results obtained. For example,
the column under the heading S gave Dm when the
descriptor S was removed. It can be noted that in most cases
the values of Dm are high, which once again shows the
relevance of the descriptors chosen.


The established model may be a useful tool for a
preliminary screening of hypothetical sandalwood mole-
cules. Although it is said that only part of the sandalwood
molecules interact with receptor sites, the size of those
molecules must be included in the range 12–17 carbon
atoms.13, 14, 48 This is taken into account by the molecular
weight W and the molar volume V. The parameters S, V and
O account for the global size, the shape of the molecule and
the steric interactions that could play a role in the
establishment of the structure–odour relationships.


Descriptors related to the electronic structure of the
molecule seem to be very important in the discrimination
between sandalwood (San) and non-sandalwood (Nsan)
compounds. Indeed, the mean deviation observed is often
close to 1 in columns D, Q0 and Ip . There are two main
reasons that could explain the important contribution of
these descriptors:


(a) The role of D, Q0 and Ip in the establishment of the
structure–sandalwood odour relationships, which gives the
description of the electronic interactions for the studied
molecules with the biological receptor. Recently, Dimoglo


Table 1. Comparison of predictive ability for neural networks and
discriminant analysis using the cross-validation procedure


Number of
NN well classified % of correct
configuration molecules classification


72421 76 89·4
72521 76 89·4
72621 75 88·2
72721 77 90·6
72821 79 92·9
72921 75 88·2
721021 75 88·2
DA 73 85·9


Table 2. Mean deviation Dm (absolute value) between the sandalwood odour
observed (0 or 1) and predicted (by the 62821 configuration network) for each


type of compound


Type of compound S V O W D Q0 Ip


Acyclic 0·237 0·023 1·000 0·032 1·000 1·000 0·412
Cyclohexyl 0·953 0·476 1·000 0·530 0·985 1·000 0·863
Decalins 0·390 0·776 1·000 0·971 0·782 1·000 0·911
Campholenyl 0·461 0·766 0·847 0·264 1·000 1·000 0·096
Norbornyl 0·476 0·983 0·982 0·262 1·000 1·000 0·714
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et al.48 found the HOMO as a pertinent descriptor in
structure–sandalwood odour relationships.


(b) The results achieved with the help of AMPAC showed
that the values of D and Q0 for the compounds containing
ketones (Nsan) are higher and lower, respectively, than
those of their homologues containing alcohol (generally
San). We consider that D and Q0 play an important role in
the discrimination between these two types of compounds.
As mentioned above, Q0 is correlated to logP, which
accounts for the transport of odorants through the mucus. It
is easy to consider Q0 because it is read directly from the
AMPAC output.


As the two main subsets of compounds which have a
similar side part (chain or cycle), the descriptors used
account for the properties of the bulky part (hydrocarbon) of
the molecule which was found as one of the two main
structural elements of the santalophore pattern.8, 13, 14


CONCLUSION


NNs with a back-propagation algorithm were used for the
sandalwood odour classification of chemical compounds.
We have shown that NNs can learn the relationship between
odour and molecular structures. The predictive power of
NN was compared with that of DA. NNs appear able to
extract more information from the data than DA. Thus, it is
clear that NNs provide a useful method for the analysis of
structure–odour relationships and enable us to design new
odorant compounds.


The contributions of descriptors to the classification were
evaluated. They confirmed the well known role of steric and
electronic effects in the establishment of structure–odour
relationships.


Although the samples studied included various chemical
structures, the established model seemed to be interesting
because the predicted odour values are correct for all the
subset and a lot of them were in agreement with the
observed values. For example, molecules Nos 1, 45 and 65
(which are standard sandalwood odorants, osyrol, sandalore
and a-santalol, respectively) were predicted to be strong
sandalwoods (their predicted odour values were 1, 1 and
0·91, respectively). Molecule No. 27, representing a non-
flexible sandalwood structure, is known to be fairly
sandalwood.8 Its corresponding calculated odour was only
0·54. This showed that the model did not consider such
chemical structures as the optimum ones. Molecule No. 31
is less sandalwood than No. 27, because the isopropyl group
is smaller than the tert-butyl group (found to be the
optimum for such structures8 ). The calculated sandalwood
odour for molecule No. 31 was 0·52.


All these results showed that the model may be of
considerable interest for the design of new sandalwood
odorants. The molecular descriptors used were sufficient to
describe the main aspects of the molecular structure.
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ELECTRON TRANSFER PROPERTIES OF NON-ALTERNANT,
SUBSTITUTED COMPOUNDS RELATED TO FLUORANTHENE.


EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION AND THEORETICAL MODELING
OF ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION AND REDUCTION POTENTIALS


IN NON-AQUEOUS SOLUTION
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The oxidation and reduction potentials of a series of related even non-alternant derivatives of 7,14-disubstituted
acenaphth[1,2-k] fluoranthenes, and also fluoranthene, 7,10-diphenylfluoranthene and 8,9-dihydrodiindeno[1,2-j;29,19-]
fluoranthene, were determined in organic solvents by cyclic voltammetry. The effects of steric hindrance on conjugation
of the substituents with the central polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon nucleus were evaluated. The semi-empirical
molecular orbital calculation programs OMEGAMO, Extended Hückel, AM1 and PM3 were used to obtain optimal
geometries and calculated HOMO and LUMO energies. As a further refinement, COSMO solvation was included in the
AM1 calculations. The redox properties were correlated with data derived from the various semi-empirical calculations
and the quality of these correlations is discussed. Inclusion of solvation energies in the computed molecular orbital
energies results in a significant improvement in the correlation between observed and calculated oxidation potentials. 
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INTRODUCTION


Cyclopentene-fused polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(CPAH) occur in the environment as the result of combus-
tion of petroleum-based fuels. Many are of concern owing
to their carcinogenicity. These compounds have received
renewed interest because the techniques of flash vacuum
thermolysis have allowed the synthesis of new compounds
whose chemistry is unexplored.1 A broader understanding of
the chemistry of buckminsterfullerene, a CPAH, may also
be reflected in studies of simpler CPAH. The reactivity of
even, non-alternant CPAH is frequently different from that
of even alternant PAH.2,3 Also, fusion of a benzenoid PAH


to a five-membered ring introduces steric strain.4 This study
is presented because the chemistry of these non-alternant
hydrocarbons and their substituted compounds is sparsely
documented.


A series of substituted fluoranthene derivatives (Scheme
1) was studied because they contain aryl groups with
significantly decreased conjugation caused by steric inhibi-
tion of resonance. X-ray crystallographic data clearly show
that the substituents are constrained to a geometry essen-
tially perpendicular to the molecular plane of the PAH core
in 1b, 11 and 2b.5 Fluorescence stead-state and lifetime
emission studies of these compounds showed that altering
substituents at the 7,14-positions of the acenaphth[1,2-
k]fluoranthenes causes only small changes in the emission
spectra, irrespective of the type of substituent. This
indicates that the phenyl and carbethoxy substituents
bonded to the 7,14-positions are not capable of significant
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Scheme 1


direct resonance interaction with the central CPAH. Strong
evidence for the modulation of the resonance effect in these
compounds is seen in the moderation of the heavy atom
quenching of their fluorescence.7


The ease with which electrons can be added to or
removed from the CPAH provides a direct probe of their
reactivity and can provide additional information about
substituent effects. Semi-empirical molecular orbital calcu-
lations can be used to determine the energies and nodal
properties of the HOMO and LUMO of each compound.
These results can then be used to correlate the effect of
substituents on the stabilization of charged species and to
test assumptions about the behavior of non-alternant CPAH.
Equilibrium oxidation and reduction potentials (E89),
obtained from polarography or cyclic voltammetry, provide
direct thermodynamic information about the ease of
removal from or addition of electrons to PAH. The
potentials for even alternant PAH have been correlated with
the energies of the HOMO8 and LUMO,9 ionization
potentials,10 electron affinities and charge transfer band
energies.11 Most electrochemical studies have been per-
formed on simple PAH or on those containing only alkyl or
aryl substituents. Few studies exist for substituted PAH that
contain heteroatom substituents.


Work has been done on anthracene derivatives12 using
cyclic voltammetry that provides evidence for the relative
stabilities of the cation and anion radicals as measured by
their reversible formation.13 For a reversible oxidation, the
relationship between the oxidation potential and the HOMO
energy expressed as the ionization potential is


E89= IP+DE(sol)-TDS/F-(RT/F)ln(f+ D+ /FD)3constant (1)


where IP is the ionization potential, DE(sol) is the
difference in solvation energy between the neutral com-
pound and its cation radical, D and D+ are the diffusion
coefficients for the neutral and charged species, respec-
tively, and f and f+ are the corresponding activity
coefficients. For large PAH, the DE(solv) term is ordinarily
assumed to be small and similar in magnitude within a
series of similar structures. However, the validity of this


assumption is suspect for non-alternant substituted CPAH.
We have addressed this issue by use of a calculation that
includes solvation. The program COSMO is a continuum
solvation model that calculates the energy for irregularly
shaped solutes and solvents of varying dielectric proper-
ties.14 COSMO has proven useful for the modeling of other
redox systems, such as quinones.15 Previous arguments8


assumed that upon transformation from the neutral to the
charged molecule the diffusion coefficient decreases and the
activity coefficient increases proportionately so that a
negligible logarithmic term is obtained. The validity of this
assumption for even non-alternant CPAH remains unpro-
ven. Azulene and acenaphthylene represent two examples of
non-alternant PAH studied previously and their oxidation
potentials did not correlate well with the calculated energy
of the HOMO. Extra aromatic stabilization available to
polar resonance structures of the cation radicals of azulene
and acenaphthylene was invoked as the reason that these
two compounds deviated from the correlation. These polar
resonance forms were theorized to cause a significant
difference in the DE(sol) term, which led to a poor
correlation. A simple relationship between the reduction
potential and the energy of the LUMO:


-E89=A/F+C (2)


was also applied to even-alternant PAH using similar
assumptions. The electron affinity, A, corresponds to the
energy of the LUMO in eV, F is the Faraday and C is a
constant that includes terms similar to those described in
equation (1). An attempt was made to correlate the
reduction potentials with the simple Hückel LUMO ener-
gies of a limited number of sterically constrained, even
alternant PAH.16 The correlation was significantly improved
by use of a more sophisticated Hückel program, OME-
GAMO.17 Similar assumptions about rates of diffusion,
activity coefficients and solvation effects in the oxidations
were also used to derive equation (2) and thus similar
concerns about generality are raised. In this paper, the
oxidation and reduction potentials of compounds related to
fluoranthene (Scheme 1) are compared with values calcu-
lated from semi-empirical calculations of the HOMO and
LUMO energies using OMEGAMO, Extended Hückel,
PM3, AM1 and AM1 with COSMO solvation.


EXPERIMENTAL


General. 1H NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian
VXR-300 spectrometer at 300 MHz, using CDCl3 solutions
with internal tetramethylsilane (TMS). Melting points were
determined on a Meltemp apparatus and are uncorrected. IR
spectra were obtained as KBr pellets on a Perkin-Elmer
Model 1600 FT-IR instrument. Mass spectra were deter-
mined by direct insertion on a Hewlett-Packard Model
5995-C GC mass spectrometer at 70 eV ionizing radiation.
Elemental analyses were performed by Texas Analytical
Laboratories. The methods and procedures used for the
cyclic voltammetry are as described previously.8
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Calculations. A suite of computational programs was
used to analyze the orbital energies and geometries of the
molecules under investigation. Orbital energies were calcu-
lated using two Hückel MO programs, OMEGAMO9 and
Extended Hückel,18 by PM319 and AM120 semi-empirical
calculations and, finally, AM1 with COSMO14 solvation.
Except for OMEGAMO, all of the programs used were
implemented as part of the CAChe21 molecular modeling
environment.


Syntheses. Fluoranthene was used as obtained from
Aldrich. Compounds 1a,22 2b,23 1b,24 1f22 and 325 were
synthesized according to literature procedures. Acecyclone
and its substituted aryl derivatives were prepared according
to literature procedures.25,26


7-(4-Chlorophenyl)-14-phenylacenaphth[1,2-k]fluoran-
thene (1c). Into a 250 ml round-bottomed flask fitted with
a reflux condenser and magnetic stirrer containing a solution
of 1-bromoacenaphthylene (1·3 g, 5·5 mmol) and xylenes
(25 ml) was added 4-chlorophenylphenylacecyclone (2·0 g,
5·0 mmol) and the solution was refluxed for 52 h. When
evolution of HBr was negligible the solution was cooled to
0 8C and the yellow solid was collected by vacuum filtration
to produce 0·5 g of material. The solid was dissolved in
50% THF–methanol (300 ml) and the resulting green
solution was treated with NaBH4 (0·2 g) to reduce unreacted
cyclone. Addition of water (50 ml) caused the precipitation
of a yellow solid (0·5 g, 19%), m.p. 343–346 8C; 1H NMR
(CDCl3, 300 MHz), d=7·65–7·78 (m, 7, ArH), 7·4 (dd, 1,
J=8·2, 7·2 Hz, H5), 7·37 (dd, 1, J=8·2, 7·2 Hz, H2), 6·81 (d,
1, J=7·2 Hz, H1), 6·76 (d, 1, J=7·2 Hz, H6), 7·76 (dd, 1,
J=8·5, 0·5 Hz, H3), 7·73 (d, 1, J=8·1 Hz, H4), 7·63 (d, 1,
J=8·1 Hz, H5), 7·39 (dd, 1, J=8·1, 7·1 Hz, H2), 6·74 (d, 1,
J=7·1 Hz, H1). Analysis: calculated for C38H21Cl, C 88·96,
H 4·13, Cl 6·91; found, C 89·26, H 4·15, Cl 6·96%.


7,14-Bis(4-chlorophenyl)acenaphth[1,2-k]fluoranthene
(1d). Into a 100 ml round-bottomed flask fitted with a
reflux condenser and magnetic stirrer containing a solution
of 1-bromoacenaphthylene (0·5 g, 1·9 mmol) and xylenes
(25 ml) was added bis(4-chlorophenyl)acecyclone (0·7 g
1·6 mmol) and the solution was refluxed for 24 h. When
evolution of HBr was negligible the solution was cooled and
the xylenes were removed by rotary evaporation. The tarry
product was dissolved in 50% methylene chloride–cyclo-
hexane (30 ml) and filtered through a layer of active
alumina on a Buchner funnel. The filtrate was rotary
evaporated to yield a yellow solid that was recrystallized
from methylene chloride–cyclohexane (1:1) to yield 0·5 g of
product (71%), m.p. >350 8C (decomp.); 1H NMR (CDCl3,
300 mHz), d=7·76 (dd, 1, J=8·5, 0·5 Hz, H3), 7·73 (d, 1,
J= 8·1 Hz, m-phenyl), 7·63 (d, 1, J=8·1 Hz, o-phenyl, 7·39,
(dd, 1, J=8·1, 7·1 Hz, H2), 6·74 (d, 1, J=7·1 Hz, H1).


Analysis: calculated for C38 for C38H20Cl2, C 83·36, H 3·68,
Cl 12·95; found, C 83·59, H 3·70, Cl 12·85%.


7,14-Bis(4-bromophenyl)acenaphth[1,2-k]fluoran-
thene (1e). Into a 100 ml round-bottomed flask fitted with
a reflux condenser and magnetic stirrer containing a solution
of 1-bromoacenaphthylene (0·9 g, 3·8 mmol) and xylenes
(25 ml) was added dibromo p,p9-diphenylacecyclone
(1·35 g, 2·62 mmol) and the solution was boiled at reflux for
2·5 days. After cooling overnight at 0 8C, insoluble
acecyclone was removed by gravity filtration and the solid
rinsed with warm xylenes (50 ml). The xylenes were
removed by rotary evaporation and the resulting brown
solid was recrystallized from toluene to give yellow crystals
(0·43 g, 26%), m.p.>400 8C; 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz),
d=7·89 (d, 1, J=8·3 Hz, m-phenyl), 7·78 (d, 1, J=7·8 Hz,
H3), 7·58 (d, 1, J=8·3 Hz, o-phenyl), 7·40 (dd, 1, J=8·3,
7·2 Hz, H2), 6·79 (d, 1, J=7·2 Hz, H1). Analysis: calculated
for C38H20Br2, C 71·74, H 3·14, Br 25·12; found, C 71·48, H
3·18, Br 25·02%.


RESULTS


Oxidations
Oxidation peak potentials (Epa) are given and E89 values are
given for those compounds that exhibited reversible oxida-
tion (Table 1). The mixed solvent system of methylene
chloride–trifluoroacetic acid–trifluoroacetic anhydride has
been shown to be an excellent solvent for the generation of
cationic species.27 Trace amounts of water, which can react
with cation radicals, are scavenged effectively by this
mixture and the cation radicals may also be stabilized by
ion-pair interaction with the trifluoroacetate. After correct-
ing for differences in the reference electrode and comparing
the data available28 for fluoranthene and anthracene, it is
apparent that, in this solvent system, the Epa values are
shifted anodically by about 160 mV. This does not affect the
conclusions derived from this study because relative
oxidation potentials are compared. Reversibility was judged
by a number of criteria. At 100 mV21 s the ratio of the
anodic and cathodic peak currents was close or equal to 1.
The peak potential shifted by less than 20 mV as the scan
rate was increased from 20 to 800 mV s21. The separation
between the anodic and cathodic peaks was 80–110 mV.
While the occurrence of a chemical reaction cannot be
dismissed, the larger than theoretical peak separation is
probably due to the relatively low-polarity solvent mixture
used. All of the compounds produced diffusion-controlled
oxidations as indicated by linear plots of the square root of
the sweep rate versus the anodic peak current.


Reductions


All of the compounds studied showed reversible reductions
so E89 values are reported in addition to the Epc values
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(Table 1). The criterion for reversibility of the oxidations
was applied to the reductions. For the reductions the
measured value for fluoranthene is only 25 mV cathodic
from that reported by Hoijtink16 when corrected for the
difference in the reference electrode used.


Calculations


The calculated orbital energies are summarized in Table 2.
Energy-minimized structures using AM1 and PM3 were
obtained for all of the molecules. Space-filling models using
the PM3 geometry are shown for 1b, 1f, 2b and 3 (Figure
1). In 7,10-diphenylfluoranthene (2b), the p-bonded phen-
yls can distort upwards and can rotate about +208 around
the dihedral before encountering significant steric strain
from the buttressing hydrogens.7 The PM3 calculations
indicate that the phenyls are twisted about 88 in the
minimum energy conformation. In the series 1b–e the p-
bonded phenyls are held near 908 around the dihedral. In 3
the phenyls are constrained by the bridging methylenes to a
nearly planar geometry with respect to the fluoranthene
plane, resulting in significant steric strain. In 3 the phenyls
are computed to distort symmetrically on either side of the
fluoranthene nucleus. An alternative conformation in which


both phenyls are bent into a U-shape was calculated to be
slightly higher in energy. HOMO and LUMO diagrams for
1b, 2a, 2b and 3 have been published (Figure 9 in Ref. 7).
The HOMO of 1b is comprised mostly of p-type overlap of
p-orbitals on the central acenaphth[1,2-k]fluoranthene
frame. No significant p-type overlap with the phenyl
substituent p-orbitals is seen. However, there is a small
calculated contribution to the HOMO by the s-bonds of the
attached phenyls. This unusual overlap is a direct con-
sequence of the steric constraints placed upon 1b by the
buttressing hydrogens and is similar to that seen with
perpendicular overlap of cyclopropane conjugated with a
carbocation. The HOMOs for 1c–e are very similar to that
shown for 1b and as the substituent is changed from H to Br
the coefficients for the s-type overlap increase slightly. The
LUMOs of 1a–f all have a node at the 7,14-positions and
show no contribution from the substituents. In the HOMO
of 2b, there is a greater contribution from the substituent
phenyls and it is a mixture of the s-type overlap seen for 1b
and a small amount of p-type overlap. The coefficient for
the pz-orbital at the carbon attached to the central ring
system is proportionally larger for 2b than 1b. In 3, where
the bridging methylenes force the phenyls closer to
planarity, the HOMO shows a large p-type overlap


Table 1. Electrochemical data


Compound Ep (Ox) (V)a E 8 (Ox) (V) Ep (Red) (V)b E8 (Red) (V)
1a 1·060 1·020 21·513 21·457
1b 1·119 1·079 21·655 21·609
1c 21·398 21·368
1d 1·169 1·119 21·375 21·339
1e 1·203 1·150 21·710 21·670
1f 1·426 21·269 21·218
2a 1·360 21·730 21·680
2b 1·238 21·641 21·610
3 0·933 0·891 21·616 21·570
Ferrocene 0·080


a Volts vs Ag/0·1 M AgNO3 in ACN. Solution is 8:1·5:0·5 ACN–TFA–TFAA.
b Volts vs Ag/AgCl (aq.) in DMF. Pt working and counter electrodes.
100 mV21 s. Ca 1023


M in compound.


Table 2. Computed molecular orbital energies


Compound OMEGAMO (b) Extended Hückel (b) PM3 (eV) AM1 (eV) AM1 solv. (eV)


LUMO LUMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO


1a 0·354 0·341 21·397 28·698 21·39213 28·4126 21·57940 28·66068
1b 0·353 0·341 21·378 28·384 21·23763 28·30176 21·44209 28·56579
1c 0·356 0·341 21·403 — 21·30413 — 21·47870 —
1d 0·358 0·341 21·448 28·505 21·37075 28·43923 21·51452 28·63533
1e 0·360 0·341 21·480 28·540 21·39294 28·46437 21·52793 28·64904
1f 0·357 0·341 21·474 28·365 21·52941 28·66396 21·82961 28·94427
2a 0·444 0·489 21·061 28·698 20·92943 28·62992 21·17768 28·86446
2b 0·436 0·327 21·011 28·633 20·89966 28·45808 21·07167 28·68848
3 0·436 0·327 21·074 28·254 20·94781 28·1261 21·21866 28·40479
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contribution from the phenyls. In 3, the LUMO-s also show
no significant contribution from the phenyls. Crystallo-
graphic data for 2b,5 1b and 1f6 support the computational
results. The x-ray results show that the substituents are
twisted far out of the plane, 708 for 2a and 908 for 1b and
1f, and limited from rotating into the plane by ortho-
protons.


DISCUSSION


Oxidations
The oxidation potentials are modeled best by the AM1
Hamiltonian (Figure 2, r=0·90). Both AM1 and PM3
correlated the oxidation potential of 1a poorly, calculating a
HOMO energy much lower (harder to oxidize) than that
expected based upon the electrochemical data. The diester,
1f, also deviates substantially when PM3 is used, but a
better correlation occurs with AM1.


A significant increase in the quality of the correlation is
observed when solvation was modeled using the conductor-
like screening model (COSMO). COSMO is a dielectric
continuum model which allows for irregularly shaped
solutes and solvents of varying polarity. A polar solute
creates a polarized cavity, defined by a solvent-accessible
surface (SAS), which perturbs the surrounding dielectric.
The effect of the solvent polarity on the electronic


properties of the solutes can then be modeled by integrating
the effect of the solvent over the entire surface by solution
of an equation of the form


4p«s(r)=(«21)n(r)E2 (r) (3)


where « is the permittivity of the dielectric, s(r) is the
screening charge density, n(r) is the surface normal vector at
a particular point on the solute (r) and E2 (r) represents the
total electric field on the inner surface of the SAS at one
point. Although simple in form, calculation of the screening
charge densities with real molecules is complicated by the
fact that few have simple, smooth SASs. In COSMO,
equation (3) is solved using an approach based on the
screening of conductors which allows for an approximate
but theoretically very accurate solution. Since the electro-
chemical solution used was a mixture, the solvation for the
CPAH was modeled by using an average of solvent radii
and dielectric for methylene chloride and trifluoracetic acid.
[The average solvent radius used was 9·00 Å. COSMO
actually uses a solvent radius value less than the actual
radius which corrects for the ability of charge to polarize
within the solvent. Use of the default value for Rsolv gave
slightly poorer results. The average dielectric was approxi-
mated as 9·5 D. Dielectric constants are not truly additive
whereas susceptibilities («21) are. Use of an average
susceptibility expressed as a dielectric changed the energy


Figure 1. Space filling models of 1b, 1f, 2b and 3 which illustrate the steric interactions in the molecules. Lowest energy conformations from
AM1 calculations. See Ref. 7 for modeling of these interactions
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obtained by a very small amount and so the original
approximation was used. It is recognized that the presence
of significant amounts of supporting electrolyte effectively
increases the dielectric constant of the solution. This
problem will be the subject of future theoretical work. An
improved correlation is obtained (r=0·984, Figure 3),
indicating that COSMO is capable of accounting for the
solvation changes, even at the lower dielectric values. The
observed trends are in accord with what would be expected
based upon resonance and inductive influences of the
substituents. For example, 1f, with a carbonyl directly
attached to the PAH core, exerts a strong inductive effect
causing 1f to be much harder to oxidize. Likewise, the
halogen substituents, moderated by a phenyl group, exert a
small inductive shift in the oxidation potential which is
reflected in the ground state HOMO energy. One critical
note is that compound 1a was again far off the line and it
was therefore not included. The reason for its failure to
correlate is under investigation. The progression from 2a to


2b to 1b clearly shows the effect of increasing the size of
the central PAH core. Compound 3 exhibits a lowering of its
oxidation potential due to increased conjugation of the
attached phenyls and a significant decrease due to steric
strain. It is encouraging that the modeling programs were
able to predict accurately the decreased oxidation potential
of 3. The oxidation results are also in accord with the


Figure 2. Correlation between electrochemical oxidation peak
potentials and the calculated HOMO energy from AM1 (r=0·90)


Figure 3. Correlation between electrochemical oxidation peak
potentials and the calculated HOMO energy from AM1 with
COSMO solvation of ACN–trifluoracetic acid included (r=0·98)


Figure 4. Attempted correlation between electrochemical reduction
peak potentials and the calculated LUMOb energy from OME-


GAMO


Figure 5. OMEGAMO data for the Compounds in Scheme 1
embedded in a larger set of data for which OMEGAMO


calculations were successful
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computed HOMO energies, since these indicate that the
4-X-phenyl substituents when attached to the central PAH
core perturb the energies of the molecules by an electron-
withdrawing inductive effect. The slope for Figure 3 is near
21, which indicates that the solvated HOMO calculations
can serve as a useful predictor of actual oxidation potentials,
not just trends in those potentials.


Reductions


The measured reduction potentials are not modeled as well.
Based on earlier work,9 the reductions were correlated with
LUMO energies obtained by use of the modified Hückel
program, OMEGAMO (Figure 4). Clearly, despite an
observed shift in the reduction potentials of over 400 mV,
the computation was effectively insensitive to substituent
perturbations. As expected, OMEGAMO was sensitive to
large differences in the total amount of p-delocalization
because 2a and 2b were both calculated to be harder to
reduce than 1a and 1b. Using OMEGAMO, the parameters
for substituents were varied and a dihedral angle correction
for orbital overlap of attached phenyls was implemented.
The poor correlations obtained are not surprising. Maxi-
mum overlap of the phenyl substituents was initially
assumed, which is unlikely for 1a–e. Our data derived from


OMEGAMO are illustrated embedded in a larger data set
for which OMEGAMO gave reasonable results (Figure 5).
When the Extended Hückel method was used for calculating
the LUMO energies, a poor correlation also resulted.
Similarly, if the PM3 Hamiltonian is used, the correlation
with the reduction potentials is again poor. AM1 calcula-
tions show a modest correlation which improves slightly
when solvation with DMF, modeled by COSMO, is
included. Because the calculations indicate a node in the
LUMO at the 7,14-positions for 1b–f, it is not surprising
that the calculations of reduction potentials were relatively
insensitive to substitution on the attached phenyls. AM1
data for the SOMO energy of the anion radicals on a subset
of the compounds also did not indicate a significant
improvement over that observed with the LUMOs. Clearly,
for the reductions, the level of computational theory applied
was not sufficient to discern the trends observed.


Since data were also available on the charge-transfer
bands observed for 1a, 1b, 1f, 2a and 2b when complexed
with TCNE in methylene chloride, these were compared
with the HOMO–LUMO gap calculated by AM1. The
general trend observed is as expected. The compounds with
greater p-type overlap between phenyl substituents and the
central CPAH core showed a longer wavelength CT band,
but the correlation was again modest (Table 3, Figure 6).


CONCLUSIONS


The oxidation and reduction potentials of a related series of
even, non-alternant fluoranthene derivatives were deter-
mined in mixed organic solvents. Most of the compounds
exhibited reversible or quasi-reversible cyclic voltammo-
grams under the conditions used, with the exception of the
irreversible oxidation of 2a and 2b. Semi-empirical MO
calculations of the HOMO energies for the series correlated
well with the oxidation potentials, especially when solva-
tion, modeled by COSMO, was included. The calculated
energies of the LUMO produced a poor correlation with the
experimentally determined reduction potentials irrespective
of the semi-empirical program chosen. Calculated energy
changes for the HOMO as a function of substituents and
variations in the experimentally determined oxidation and
reduction potentials were consistent with inductive effects
for the majority of compounds in the series. The poor
correlation found for the LUMO energies with the reduction
potentials suggests that there may be significant differences
in the solvation energies of the different radical anions that
are formed. It is clear that more work is needed to
understand substituent and solvent effects on CPAH.
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Table 3. Charge-transfer bands of
selected compounds complexed
with TCNEa


Compound HOMO– CT band
LUMO (cm21)
gap (eV)


1a 7·02047 15480
1b 7·06413 15243
1f 7·13455 17422
2a 7·70049 18051
2b 7·55842 17606
a1023


M donor complexed with
1022


M TCNE in CH2Cl2.


Figure 6. Correlation between the HOMO–LUMO gap by AM1
and the energy of the charge-transfer band for selected complexes


with TCNE (r=0·67)
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KINETIC STUDY OF THE CHLORINE TRANSFER FROM
N-CHLOROSUCCINIMIDE TO AMINO COMPOUNDS


J. M. ANTELO,* F. ARCE, J. CRUGEIRAS AND M. PARAJÓ
Departamento de Química Física, Facultad de Química, Universidad de Santiago, 15706 Santiago de Compostela, Spain


A kinetic study of the reactions of N-chlorosuccinimide (NCS) with glycine (Gly), sarcosine (Sar), 2-methylalanine
(2MA), proline (Pro) and pyrrolidine (Pyr) was carried out. The reactions were found to be first order with respect to
both NCS and the amine or amino acid and order 21 in proton concentration. In order to calculate the experimental
activation parameters, the effect of temperature on the reaction rates was studied. The ionic strength and buffer
concentration were found to have no effect on the rate constant. A reaction mechanism involving Cl+ transfer from NCS
to the amine or amino acid to form an N-chloro compound is proposed. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Nitrogen-containing organic compounds can be oxidized to
N-chloro compounds by a wide variety of chlorinating
agents, including N-chlorosuccinimide (NCS). Because the
N-chloro compounds are themselves chlorinating agents,
Higuchi et al.1 classified them according to their capacity to
transfer Cl+ ions to another substrate.


One of the most salient features of NCS is its instability
in aqueous solution, possibly due to its photochemical
decomposition via radical intermediates.2 NCS has been
used as a halogenating reagent in various studies in aqueous
solution. Thus, Higuchi and Hasegawa3 studied the forma-
tion of dimethylchloramine by using the initial-rate method.
They postulated two potential reaction pathways, even
though the experimental results suggested that the process
consisted of a Cl+ ion transfer.


Recent kinetic studies on the oxidation reactions of amino
acids with NCS and NBS (N-bromosuccinimide)4, 5 have led
to the proposal of a reaction mechanism in which an acyl
hypohalite forms initially, and then decomposes to an
aldehyde. This behaviour departs markedly from that of
similar reactions where sodium hypochlorite was used as
the halogenating reagent.6, 7


In order to clarify the mechanism of this type of reaction,
in this work we carried out a kinetic study of the formation
of N-chloro compounds by use of NCS as the halogenating
reagent.


EXPERIMENTAL


Amino acid and amine solutions were prepared by direct
weighing of commercial products: glycine (Carlo Erba),
sarcosine and 2-methylalanine (Merck), proline (Sigma)
and pyrrolidine (Aldrich). Acetic acid–sodium acetate,
sodium dihydrogenphosphate–disodium hydrogenphos-
phate and boric acid–sodium borate buffers were made by
direct weighing from acetic acid, sodium dihydrogenphos-
phate and boric acid (all Merck p.a. grade chemicals),
respectively, and addition of an appropriate volume of
sodium hydroxide solution to obtain the desired pH. The
ionic strength was kept constant at I=0·5 by adding
NaClO4 .


Succinimide (SI) and NCS were purified by recrystalliza-
tion8 prior to use. NCS was freshly prepared and stored in a
UV-opaque flask in order to avoid decomposition.


Because the reactions were very fast, they were moni-
tored by using an Applied Photophysics stopped-flow
spectrophotometer. The temperature of the solutions was
kept constant at 25±0·1 °C by means of water circulating
via a thermostated bath. The equipment was furnished with
two syringes that were used to inject the amine or amino
acid and the NCS solution at the required pH, respectively.


On mixing the amine or amino acid solution with the
NCS solution, an absorption band with a maximum at about
260 nm, typical of N-chloro compounds,9, 10 was observed.
Figure 1 shows the reaction spectrum for N-chloroglycine
formation.


The reactions were studied in the dynamic spectrophoto-
metric mode; absorbance values were recorded at the* Correspondence to: J. M. Antelo.
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wavelength of the absorption maximum for the N-chloro
compound formed in each case.


The reactions were studied using the isolation method,
the amino acid being present in at least a tenfold excess over
the NCS. Absorbance–time data were fitted by first-order
integrated rate expressions and the slope was used to
calculate the pseudo-first-order rate constant.


After the reaction order had been determined, the
influence of the reagent concentrations and the different
experimental variables affecting the reaction medium (tem-
perature, buffer concentration, ionic strength and pH) were
investigated.


pH measurements were made with a Radiometer PHM82
pH meter that was calibrated with commercially available
buffer solutions of pH 4·01, 7·00 and 10·02.


RESULTS


A preliminary batch of experiments was conducted at
different NCS concentrations and constant concentrations of
all other reactants. The observed pseudo-first-order rate
constants given represent the means of 5–10 kinetic runs.


Table 1 shows the rate constants obtained for the reaction
with N-chloroglycine over the NCS concentration range
studied. Based on these results, the initial NCS concentra-
tion can be assumed not to influence the rate constant,
which confirms that the reaction is first order in this


reagent.
The influence of the initial concentration of amine or


amino acid was studied by varying it while keeping constant
those of the other reactants. Table 2 gives the results
obtained for N-chloroglycine. The plot of log kobs against log
[Gly] was a straight line of slope 0·98±0·01, so the reaction
order with respect to glycine was unity.


The influence of the proton concentration on the forma-
tion rate constant for N-chloroglycine at constant ionic
strength I=0·5 was studied by using buffer solutions of
acetic acid–sodium acetate, sodium dihydrogenphosphate–
disodium hydrogenphosphate and boric acid–sodium
borate. The results are shown in Table 3. A plot of log kobs vs
pH was a straight line of slope 0·94±0·01, so the rate
constant was inversely proportional to the proton concentra-
tion for the N-chloro compounds studied.


The effect of the buffer concentration on the reaction rate
was studied using acetic acid–acetate buffer solutions of
different concentrations. The rate constant did not vary with
the buffer concentration, and was also found to be
independent of the nature of the buffer.


We also studied the influence of the ionic strength on the
observed rate constant by varying the concentration of
NaClO4 with constancy of all other experimental parame-
ters. The reaction rate was found to be independent of ionic
strength in the range studied (0·03–0·5 M).


In order to calculate the experimental activation parame-
ters for the formation of the N-chloro compounds, the
influence of temperature on the reaction was investigated.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained for N-chloroglycine and
N-chloropyrrolidine, which conformed to the Arrhenius
equation and the theory of absolute rates, and were used to
calculate the activation energy (Ea ), enthalpy (DH‡ ) and
entropy (DS‡) for the N-chloro compounds studied.


MECHANISM AND DISCUSSION


Two mechanisms have been postulated for the reaction of
NCS, with (a) nucleophilic attack on the chlorine atom of
the N-chlorosuccinimide by the unprotonated amino nitro-
gen and (b) the other, previously reported,4, 5 involving
nucleophilic attack of the carboxyl group of the amino acid
on the chlorine atom to yield an acyl hypochlorite (Scheme
1).


Both are in keeping with the experimental observation


Figure 1. Spectra for N-chloroglycine formation. T=25 °C,
[NCS]=631024


M, [Gly]=631023
M, pH=6·8, Dt=12 ms


Table 1. Influence of initial concentration on the formation rate
constant for N-chloroglycine, with [Gly]=3·031022


M, pH=6·80,
I=0·5 (NaClO4 ), T=25 °C


[NCS] (M) kobs (s21 )


3·031024 9·33±0·20
7·531024 9·45±0·22
1·531023 9·30±0·25
2·031023 9·23±0·20
2·7531023 9·47±0·22


Table 2. Influence of glycine concentration on the formation rate
constant for N-chloroglycine, with [NCS]=531024


M, pH=6·80,
I=0·5 (NaClO4 ), T=25 °C


[Gly] (M) kobs (s21 )


5·031023 2·03±0·04
1·531022 6·04±0·08
2·531022 10·09±0·20
3·531022 13·86±0·20
4·531022 17·43±0·40
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that the rate of reaction was independent of ionic strength,
since this suggests that at least one of the reactants in the
rate-controlling step is electrically neutral.


In order to account for the experimental behaviour
observed, and taking into account the potential species and
equilibria involved, the mechanism depicted in Scheme 2 is
proposed, according to which the amino acid, with an
unprotonated amino group, reacts with NCS to give an N-
chloroamino acid.


Because the reaction takes place via the amino acid with
an unprotonated amino group, the only reactive species
present in the reaction medium will be C and D. Hence the


reaction rate will be given by


v=k2[D][NCS]+k3[C][NCS]


The concentrations of C and D can thus be expressed as
functions of the acidity and the total amino acid (Aa)
concentration:


[C]=KIKII[Aa]/([H+ ]2 +KI[H
+ ]+KIKII )


[D]=Ke[Aa][H+ ]/([H+ ]2 +KI[H
+ ]+KIKII )


The first step of the process involves the amino acid
protonation equilibria, where KI and KII are the macroscopic
equilibrium constants for the loss of the first and second
proton, respectively. The values of the microscopic con-
stants can be estimated from KI and KII by assuming the
microscopic constant K9I to be equal to the acidity constant
for the corresponding amino acid ester (Ke ).11 Also, since
KI @ [H+ ]@KII , under the conditions used in this work,
these expressions may be simplified to


[C]=KII[Aa]/[H+ ]


[D]=Ke[Aa]/KI


so that the rate law may be written as


v=(k2Ke[Aa]/KI +k3KII[Aa]/[H+ ])[NCS]


and the first-order pseudo-constant is given by


kobs =k2Ke[Aa]/KI +k3KII[Aa]/[H+ ]


Therefore, the reaction is first order with respect to the
total amino acid concentration, consistent with experimental
evidence, and the rate constant is linearly dependent on the
reciprocal of the proton concentration, with slope k3KII[Aa]
and intercept on the ordinate k2Ke[Aa]/KI . Our experimental
results lead to a straight line without a significant intercept,
indicating that the term containing k2 is much smaller than
that containing k3 and that the reaction takes place through
species C preferentially. Therefore, the expression for
observed rate constant will be given by


kobs =k3KII[Aa]/[H+ ]


This equation can be used to calculate the second-order


Table 3. Influence of proton concentration on the formation rate constant for N-
chloroglycine, with [NCS]=531024


M, [Gly]=531023
M, I=0·5 (NaClO4 ), T=25 °C


pH kobs (s21 ) pH kobs (s21 )


Boric acid–borate: Acetic acid–acetate:


8·90 182±2 5·41 0·0823±0·005
8·60 90±1 4·98 0·030±0·001
8·11 28·6±0·3 4·42 9·131023 ±531024


3·86 3·831023 ±0·231024


Dihydrogenphosphate–
hydrogenphosphate:


7·47 8·5±0·2
7·09 3·62±0·04
6·36 0·66±0·01


Figure 2. Influence of temperature on the formation rate constant
for (d) N-chloroglycine (T=21·4, 26·1, 32·7, 39·6, 45·1 °C) and
(s) N-chloropyrrolidine (T=18·3, 24·7, 31·0, 37·0 °C).
[NCS]=531024


M, [Gly]=[Pyr]=531023
M, pH=6·87, I=0·5


(NaClO4 )


Scheme 1
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rate constant, k3 . A plot of kobs[H
+ ] against the amino acid


concentration should be a straight line with zero intercept,
the slope of which can be used to calculate k3 provided pKII


is known12 at the ionic strength used (I=0·5). Table 4 shows
the k3 values calculated for the different N-chloro com-
pounds studied.


The alternative mechanism (chlorination of the carboxy-
late group) also leads to the prediction that kobs is
proportional to [Aa]/[H+ ]. However, the correlation
between k3 and the pKa of the amino compound
(slope=0·9±0·1; Figure 3), and in particular the satisfaction


of the correlation by pyrrolidine, which has no carboxyl
group, rules out the formation of an acyl hyopchlorite
intermediate. Moreover, if COO2 were the active form, a
pH-dependent region (at pH close to pKa of the COO2


group of the amino acid) should be expected, contrary to the
experimental behaviour.


Scheme 2


Table 4. Values of pKII and formation rate constants (k3 ) for the N-
chloro compounds studied


Amino acid k3 (l mol21 s21 ) pKII (25 °C, I=0·5)12


Gly (6·3±0·4)3105 9·778
2MA (1·29±0·04)3106 10·10
Sar (2·09±0·06)3106 10·20
Pro (5·7±0·1)3106 10·64
Pyr (1·55±0·04)3107 11·31 Figure 3. Correlation between the N-chlorination rate constant, k3 ,


and pKa values for the nitrogen-containing compounds studied
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Similar results have been observed previously for the
transfer of Br+ from NBS to these amino compounds, the
slope of the corresponding regression line being 0·8±0·1.13


Table 5 compares the values of k3(Br) and k3(CI) obtained
for each amino compound under the same reaction condi-
tions, and shows that bromonium ion transfer is faster than
chloronium ion transfer. Excellent correlations between rate
constants and nucleophile basicity have previously been
reported for the N-halogenation of amines and amino acids
by sodium hypochlorite6, 7 or sodium hypobromite14 and for
several other chemically controlled reactions involving
chloronium ion transfer, such as the reactions of chlor-
amines with amines, amino acids and peptides15, 16 and the
oxidation of iodide,17 bromide,18 cyanide,19 nitrite20 or
sulphite21 by hypochlorous acid or N-chloramines, which
involve nucleophilic attack on the chlorine, followed by
cleavage of the Cl–O bond and the loss of an OH group. In
every case where the reaction is not diffusion controlled, the
rate constant increases with increasing basicity of the amino
group of the substrate.


When the reaction is chemically controlled rather than
diffusion controlled, the reactivity of a halogenating agent


with a given nitrogenous compound is expected to be
related directly to the electrophilicity of the halogenating
agent.


N-Bromoamines form more rapidly than do the N-
chloroamines. The rate constants for the reaction of NXS
with amines and amino acids are 1·8–9·1 times greater for
X=Br than for X=Cl. Such an order of reactivity of NBS
and NCS is in the direction expected from the electro-
philicities of NXS, which are in the order of
NIS>NBS>NCS because of the increasing electronegativi-
ties and decreasing polarizabilities in the same order. In
addition, the Br atom can better delocalize part of the total
electron density of the negatively charge activated complex
in its d orbitals than can the Cl atoms, thus providing the
transition state with additional stability.


From the k3(Br)/k3(Cl) ratio of 1·8 to 9·1, we can say that
the halogen dependence is not really high as compared with
N-chloro- and N-bromoamine hydrolysis.22 From the Brøns-
ted plot (see Figure 3), b=0·9±0·1 for NCS and b=0·8±0·1
for NBS,13 which suggests that there is nearly full bond
formation between the amine and the halogen in the
transition state. According to a later SN2-like transition state,
a small halogen influence is observed.


The influence of succinimide concentration on the
reaction rate constant was also investigated; as can be seen
from Table 6, this variable had no appreciable effect. The
study was carried out in phosphate buffer at pH 6·7 and a
constant ionic strength I=0·5. The lack of influence
observed excludes a potential reversible character for the
reaction.


The calculated k3 values can be used to obtain the overall
activation enthalpy and entropy (Table 7) for the process by
using the following equation:


lnSk3KII


T D= lnSkB


hD+
DS


reac


R
2


DH
reac


RT


where


DS
reac =DS°II +DS


3


DH
reac =DH°II +DH


3


where DS°II and DH°II , the overall entropies and enthalpies for
the equilibria between the neutral and anionic forms of the
amino acid, are known.12 Hence the activaction parameters


Table 5. k3(Br)/k3(Cl) ratios obtained for the reactions of NBS and
NCS with the different compounds studied


Amino acid k3 (Br)15 k3(Br)/k3(Cl)


Gly 2·73106 4·3±0·3
2MA 11·83106 9·1±0·4
Sar 3·563106 1·8±0·1
Pro 15·53106 2·7±0·1
Pyr 47·43106 3·0±0·1


Table 6. Influence of succinimide concentration on the formation
rate constant for N-chloroglycine. [NCS]=531024


M,
[Gly]=2·531022


M, pH=6·70, I=0·5 (NaClO4 )


[SI] (M) kobs (s21 )


0·025 7·50±0·10
0·050 7·60±0·12
0·100 7·57±0·11
0·150 7·45±0·10
0·200 7·60±0·10


Table 7. Activation parameters for the formation of the N-chloro compounds
studied, with DS‡ values in J mol21 K21 and Ea and DH‡ values in kJ mol21


Amino
acid DH


reac DS
reac DH°II


12 DS°II
12 DH


3 DS
3 Ea


Gly 64·7±0·4 2112±1 44·4 238·5 20 274 67·4±0·6
2MA 74±1 286±4 47·7 235·1 26 251 76·1±1·1
Sar 59±1 2124±3 41·0 257·7 18 266 61·5±1·1
Pro 64·4±0·6 2101±2 43·3 258·6 21 242 67·0±0·6
Pyr 66·6±1·7
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DS
3 and DH


3 for step 3 in Scheme 2 can also be calculated
(Table 7).


In conclusion, the N-chlorination of amines and amino
acids by reaction with NCS takes place by a mechanism
involving transfer of Cl+ from NCS to the unprotonated
nitrogen atom of the amino compound. This reaction falls
into the general class of nucleophilic substitution reactions
involving transfer of a cation such as NO+ ,23 Cl+ 7 or Br+ ;14


for the reaction of NCS with amino compounds, the rate-
controlling step can be considered as a concerted process in
which the amino compound nucleophilically displaces the
leaving group (the succinimide anion) of the halogenating
agent. Since both NCS and the unprotonated amino group of
the amino compound are electrically neutral, charge separa-
tion must take place in the transition state (Scheme 3), a
hypothesis supported by the large negative entropies
calculated for step 3, which suggest that the transition state
is highly solvated.
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STRUCTURE OF 3-NITROPYRAZOLE IN SOLUTION AND 
IN THE SOLID STATE
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The molecular and crystal structure of 3-nitropyrazole was determined by X-ray analysis. The triclinic unit cell contains
12 molecules which form four hydrogen-bonded (N—H···N) trimers. Each trimer comprises of pseudo-ring in a flattened
envelope distorted towards a chair conformation. The crystal packing consists of layers formed by centrosymmetric
related trimers joined through C–H···O interactions. Ab initio calculations were performed on 3(5)-nitro- and
4-nitropyrazole and their corresponding protonated forms up to the MP2/6–31G** level of theory. The origin of the
difference in aqueous basicities between both nitropyrazoles is discussed.  © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


There are two main reasons for studying 3(5)-nitropyrazole
(1), its solid state and acid–base properties. In the solid
state, the interest in nitropyrazoles is a consequence of their
non-linear optical (NLO) and second harmonic generation
(SHG) properties; for instance, 3,5-dimethyl-1-p-nitrophe-
nylpyrazole (DMNP) (2) is a compound of reference in
non-linear optics1–3 while 3,5-dimethyl-4-nitropyrazole (3)
crystallizes in the space group P3121 and shows appreciable
NLO properties.4 These observations prompted us to
determine the crystal structure of a series of 4-nitropyr-
azoles related to compound 3.5


Concerning the acid–base properties of pyrazoles, we
have published a series of papers both in solution6,7 and in
the gas-phase [by Fourier transfor ion cyclotron resonance
(FT-ICR)].8–11 Two of the conclusions we reached are worth
of summarizing: (i) there exists a linear relationship
between the acidity in water as measured by the pKa (proton
lost) and the basicity in water as measured by the pKa


(proton gained);11 and (ii) there exists a linear relationship


between the aqueous basicity and the gas-phase basicity
(GB) as measured by the proton affinities (PA).12


Concerning acid–base properties, previous studies have
shown that pyrazoles behave differently to other azoles. For
pyrazoles (excluding tautomeric compounds), the following
equation was found:11


pKa (proton lost)=11·0+0·92 pKa (proton gained)
n=9, r2 =0·962 (1)


wCorrespondence to: C. Foces-Foces.
Contract grant sponsor: DGICYT; Contract grant number: PB93-
0125; Contract grant number: PB93-0197-CO2; Contract grant
number: PB93-0284-CO2.
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Since 3(5)-substituted pyrazoles have tautomeric equilib-
rium constants almost equal to 1,12 all the data can be treated
simultaneously:


pKa (proton lost)=(11·5±0.1)+(0·95±0·05)pKa (proton
gained)


n=14, r2 =0·965 (2)


In these equations, the point corresponding to 3(5)-nitro-
pyrazole (1) was not used [pKa (proton lost)=9·81,13 pKa


(proton gained)=24·6614]. If this point is introduced, the
regression becomes worse:


pKa (proton lost)=(12·0±0·2)+(0·76±0·07)pKa (proton


gained) 
n=15, r2 =0·904 (3)


An examination of the plot containing the 15 points
(Figure 1) calls attention to the problem with nitropyrazoles.
If, instead of removing the 3-nitropyrazole point equation
(2)], the three 4-nitropyrazoles are excluded, the equation
becomes equation (4) [the lines corresponding to equations
(2), (3) and (4) are represented in Fig. 1]:


pKa (proton lost)=(12.5±0.1)+(0.62±0.04)pKa (proton
gained) 


n=12, r2 =0.959 (4)


It is difficult to decide which equation, (2) or (4), is more
representative; in any case, data on both kinds of pyrazoles
are mutually inconsistent; for instance, 4-nitropyrazole (4)
has an acidity [pKa (proton lost)=9·64, DpKa (proton
lost)=20·17]11 similar to that of 3-nitropyrazole but it is a
much stronger base, pKa (proton gained)=22·00 [DpKa


(proton gained)=2·66].11


We will now try another relationship, which was
previously discussed in point (ii), between pKa (proton
gained) and PA (Figure 2):


pKa (proton gained)=(21·1±0·5)+(0·26±0·03)PA (kcal-


Figure 1. Plot of pKa(acid) vs pKa(basic)
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mol21)
n=10, r2 =0·888 (5)


Following the same strategy, we will remove alter-
natively the points corresponding to 3-nitro- [equation (6)]
and to 4-nitropyrazole [equation (7)]:


pKa (proton gained) =(20·2±0·5)+(0·20±0·03) PA (kcal
mol21)


n=9, r2 =0·863 (6)


pKa (proton gained)=(21·6±0·6)+(0·28±0·04) PA (kcal
mol21)


n=9, r2 =0.882 (7)


Again, it appears that compounds 1 and 4 have similar
gas-phase basicities [1, GB=27·2 kcal mol21; 4,
27·0 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=4·184 kJ)] but very different
aqueous basicities. It remains impossible at this level to
decide whether the ‘anomaly’ lies in 1 or in 4, but it seems
that it is the aqueous basicities and not the corresponding
aqueous acidities.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. 3(5)-Nitropyrazole (1) was prepared accord-
ing to Habraken and Janssen.15 It was purified by
crystallization in water. The same sample from which a
single crystal was collected for crystallography was used for
the pKa determination.


Spectrophotometric determination of the pKa (proton
gained) of 3-nitropyrazole. The pKa (proton gained) of
3(5)-nitropyrazole was determined spectrophotometrically
using a Cary 210 (Varian) instrument, assuming that it is a
Hammett base. The spectrum of 3(5)-nitropyrazole was
recorded from 300 to 200 nm in different aqueous solutions
of sulfuric acid with acidities which, expressed as the
Hammett function H0,


16 ranged from 20·22 to 27·86. We
verified that the family of spectral curves passed through the
isosbestic point. The pKa (proton gained) value was
determined from the absorption variation at 258 nm by a
non-linear least-squares fitting of the protonation curve in
terms of equation (8), using data at 35 different concentra-
tions of sulfuric acid:


Figure 2. Plot of pKa(basic) vs proton affinity (in kcal mol21)
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A258(H0)=A258(B){[A258(BH+ )2A258(B)]/
[1+(KBH+ /102H0)]} (8)


where A258(H0), A
258(B) and A258(BH+ ) are the absorbances


at 258 nm for a solution of acidity H0, for the deprotonated
base and for the protonated form, respectively, and KBH+ is
the basicity constant. As control, the dissociation constant of
2,3-dichloro-6-nitroaniline was also determined. The pKa


(proton gained) of 3(5)-nitropyrazole was determined to be
24·85±0·10. Using the same experimental approach, a
value of 23·46±0·18 was obtained for 2,4-dichloro-
6-nitroaniline, in good agreement with data reported in the
literature.16


X-ray crystallography. The experimental details and the
most relevant parameters of the refinement are given in
Table 1. The structure was solved by direct methods,


Sir92.17 In spite of the large number of independent
molecules, no reduction of the unit cell could be obtained.
Usually pyrazole derivatives crystallize with several inde-
pendent molecules in the asymmetric unit.18 The
non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and the
hydrogen atoms were included as isotropic. Most of the
calculations were carried out with the XTAL3.219 and
PARST20 set of programs. The atomic scattering factors
were taken from the International Tables for X-Ray
Crystallography, Vol. IV.21


Theoretical calculations. The ab initio optimized geom-
etry, energy and frequency analysis were calculated by
means of the Gaussian94 program22 at several levels of
theory, Hf/6–31G, HF/6–31G** and MP2/6–31G**. The
zero-point energy correction was taken into account in all


Table 1. Crystal analysis parameters at room temperature


Crystal data
Formula C3H3N3O2


Crystal habit Colourless, hexagonal prism
Crystal size (mm) 0·4330·2030·23
Symmetry Triclinic, P-1
Unit cell determination: Least-squares fit from 36


reflections (u<458)
Unit cell dimensions (Å, 8) a=10·1023(12) a=100·257(13)


b=12·5014(20) b=104·407(12)
c=13·1190(17) g=111·315(13)


Packing: V (Å3), Z 1438·5(4), 12
Dc(g cm23), M, F(000) 1·566, 113·076,696
m (cm21) 11·67


Experimental data
Technique Seifert XRD3000-S four circle diffractometer, bisecting geometry·


Graphite oriented monochromator, v/2u scans·
Detector apertures 1318, 1 min reflection· Radiation Cu Ka·
Scan width: 1·78, umax =67·58


Number of reflections:
Independent 4785
Observed 2578 [2s(I) criterion]


Standard reflections 2 reflections every 90 mins· No variation


Solution and refinements
Solution Direct methods: Sir92
Refinement:


Least-squares on F0 Full matrix


Parameters:
Number of variables 505
Degrees of freedom 2073


Ratio of freedom 5·1
Final shift/error 0·02
H atoms From difference synthesis
Weighting-scheme Empirical as to give no trends in <vD2F> vs < |Fobs]|> and <sinf/l>
Max, thermal value (Å2) U22[O(27)]=0·159(3)
Final DF peaks (e Å23) 0·26
Final R and Rw 0·038, 0·054
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Table 2. Selected geometrical parameters (Å, 8). i=1 to 6 refers to the six independent molecules, i.e.: i=2 and N(1)—N(2) means N(21)—
N(22) in Fig. 3 and so on.


i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6


N(1)—N(2) 1·341(5) 1·346(5) 1·329(4) 1·334(5) 1·340(5) 1·334(4)
N(1)—C(5) 1·335(6) 1·343(6) 1·345(6) 1·349(6) 1·336(5) 1·340(6)
N(2)—C(3) 1·329(5) 1·318(5) 1·334(6) 1·323(4) 1·321(5) 1·330(5)
C(3)—C(4) 1·369(6) 1·375(6) 1·387(6) 1·379(6) 1·379(5) 1·372(6)
C(4)—C(5) 1·367(7) 1·342(7) 1·352(7) 1·345(6) 1·364(6) 1·361(6)
N(6)—C(3) 1·453(4) 1·448(5) 1·429(5) 1·436(5) 1·443(5) 1·436(6)
N(6)—O(7) 1·213(4) 1·217(6) 1·219(6) 1·223(5) 1·217(5) 1·223(5)
N(6)—O(8) 1·220(4) 1·218(5) 1·229(5) 1·224(4) 1·214(5) 1·226(5)
N(2)—N(1)—C(5) 113·3(3) 111·9(3) 112·6(4) 112·1(3) 112·9(3) 113·0(3)
N(1)—N(2)—C(3) 101·7(3) 102·5(3) 103·4(3) 103·1(3) 102·7(2) 102·5(3)
N(2)—C(3)—C(4) 114·8(4) 114·0(3) 112·8(4) 113·4(3) 113·9(3) 113·8(3)
C(3)—C(4)—C(5) 102·9(4) 103·5(4) 104·0(4) 103·8(3) 103·3(4) 103·5(4)
N(1)—C(5)—C(4) 107·3(4) 108·0(4) 107·3(4) 107·6(4) 107·2(3) 107·2(4)
N(2)—C(3)—N(6) 116·9(3) 117·8(4) 118·3(3) 118·4(3) 117·8(3) 117·9(3)
C(4)—C(3)—N(6) 128·2(3) 128·1(4) 129·0(4) 128·3(3) 128·4(4) 128·3(4)
C(3)—N(6)—O(7) 118·3(3) 118·3(4) 119·4(4) 118·4(3) 118·6(4) 118·8(3)
C(3)—N(6)—O(8) 117·2(3) 117·0(4) 117·2(3) 117·1(3) 116·9(4) 117·2(3)
O(7)—N(6)—O(8) 124·2(4) 124·4(4) 123·5(4) 124·5(4) 124·5(4) 123·9(3)
N(2)—C(4)—N(6)—O(7) 29·9(5) 0·7(6) 21·8(6) 27·7(5) 0·1(5) 2·3(5)
N(2)—C(4)—N(6)—O(8) 168·2(3) 179·6(4) 178·0(4) 173·2(3) 179·8(3) 2177·8(3)


Pesudo-rings Cremer and Pople parameters
N(11)—N(12)···N(21)—N(22) 8·9(4) q2 =0·062(3)
N(12)···N(21)—N(22)···N(31) 22·3(3) q3 =0·083(3)
N(21)—N(22)···N(31)—N(32) 4·6(4) F2 =26(3)
N(22)···N(31)—N(32)···N(11) 27·4(4) Q=0·104(3)
N(31)—N(32)···N(11)—N(12) 12·1(4) u2 =37(2)
N(32)···N(11)—N(12)···N(21) 210·5(4)
N(41)—N(42)···N(61)—N(62) 27·7(4) q2 =0·025(3)
N(42)···N(61)—N(62)···N(51) 5·9(3) q3 =20·056(3)
N(61)—N(62)···N(51)—N(52) 25·6(4) F2 =274(6)
N(62)···N(51)—N(52)···N(41) 2·9(3) Q=0·063(3)
N(51)—N(52)···N(41)—N(42) 24·4(4) u2 =157(2)
N(52)···N(41)—N(42)···N(61) 5·2(3)


Hydrogen interactions D—H H···A D···A D—H···A
N(11)—H(11)···N(32) 0·79(5) 2·16(5) 2·929(5) 168(5)
N(21)—H(21)···N(12) 0·97(5) 1·98(4) 2·928(4) 164(4)
N(31)—H(31)···N(22) 0·93(4) 2·03(4) 2·933(5) 164(3)
N(41)—H(41)···N(52) 0·90(4) 2·03(4) 2·919(4) 170(4)
N(51)—H(51)···N(62) 0·89(4) 2·01(4) 2·892(5) 170(3)
N(61)—H(61)···N(42) 0·87(4) 2·07(4) 2·931(5) 170(4)
N(11)—H(11)···O(37) 0·79(5) 2·64(5) 3·170(5) 126(4)
N(21)—H(21)···O(17) 0·97(5) 2·44(5) 3·001(5) 116(3)
N(31)—H(31)···O(27) 0·93(4) 2·48(4) 3·101(5) 125(3)
N(41)—H(41)···O(57) 0·90(4) 2·50(4) 3·043(5) 120(3)
N(51)—H(51)···O(67) 0·89(4) 2·59(4) 3·141(5) 121(3)
N(61)—H(61)···O(47) 0·87(4) 2·56(4) 3·098(5) 121(3)
C(44)—H(44)···O(18) 0·92(4) 2·51(4) 3·381(5) 158(3)
C(64)—H(64)···O(17)(2x, 22y, l2z) 0·89(5) 2·57(5) 3·434(6) 163(3)
C(45)—H(45)···O(38)(12x, 12y, 22z) 0·95(4) 2·60(4) 3·394(6) 141(3)
C(65)—H(65)···O(68)(2x, 22y, 12z) 0·91(4) 2·50(3) 3·370(5) 160(4)
C(34)—H(34)···O(57)(12x, 12y, 22z) 0·96(5) 2·53(5) 3·484(7) 173(4)
C(15)—H(15)···O(58)(2x, 12y, 22z) 0·96(4) 2·61(4) 3·356(6) 135(4)
C(55)—H(55)···O(67)(222x, 12y, 12z) 1·05(5) 2·50(4) 3·335(7) 137(3)
C(25)—H(25)···O(68)(2x, 22y, 12z) 0·90(5) 2·68(5) 3·334(6) 131(3)
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cases and the scaling was carried out following Scott and
Radom23 (for 6–31G calculations, the scaling factor used,
0·9135, was that of 6–31G*). Appropriate thermal correc-
tions were applied. All the calculations were carried out on
a DEC3000–300X workstation.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


In view of the possible ‘anomaly’ in the basicity of
compounds 1 and 4, and since the x-ray structures of
4-nitropyrazoles do not present anything unexpected,5 we
decided to undertake a careful study of 3-nitropyrazole (1),
first to check that the literature value for the pKa (proton
gained) was correct,14 then to determine its x-ray structure
to verify that no anomaly was present and finally to carry
out some calculations on 1a and 1b and the common cation
1H+ .


The experimental pKa (proton gained) of compound 1 is
24·85±0·10, which agress with the value reported by
Dumanovic et al.14 (24·66). Then, since the ‘anomaly’ was
not due to an experimental error, the following x-ray
analysis and theoretical calculations were carried out.


X-ray analysis


Bond distances and angles among the six independent
molecules are nearly identical according to half normal
probability plots.24 The differences are confined to the twist
of the nitro group that presents the greatest deviation from
planarity in molecules 1 and 4 (Table 2).


The experimental geometry shows the same pattern as
that obtained from ab initio calculations at the MP2/
6–31G** level,22 although all the computed bond lengths
appear to be elongated with respect to the experimental
values. These differences could be expected when compar-
ing the internuclear distances displayed by the equilibrium
structure with the distances between the centroids of the
electronic cloud obtained experimentally.25 However, both
methods reflect the influence of the NO2 substitution that
widen the endocyclic ipso (a) and meta (g) angles and close
the ortho (b) angles, analogously to what happens in
benzene derivatives.26 The values for the angular distortion
Da=2·1(1)8, Db=21·6(1)8 and Dg=0·5(1)8 were com-
puted (on average) by comparing the ab initio geometry of
the neutral and the protonated pyrazole (5 and 5H+ ,
respectively) with the corresponding neutral and protonated
nitro derivatives (Table 3).


The six independent molecules are arranged in two
trimers (Figure 3) via N—H···N hydrogen bonds. The trimer
as a whole is not planar and the central ring adopts a
flattened [Q=0·104(3) and 0·063(3) Å] envelope conforma-
tion distorted towards a chair. This fact, together with the
almost coplanarity of the nitro group with the pyrazole ring,
places the O(7) atom close to the H(1) atom of the


Table 3. Ab initio MP2/6–31G** geometrical parameters (Å, 8)a


5 1a 1b 4 5H+ 1H+ 4H+


N(1)—N(2) 1·348 1·346 1·346 1·351 1·339 1·336 1·341
N(1)—C(5) 1·360 1·361 1·353 1·355 1·349 1·353 1·347
N(2)—C(3) 1·347 1·342 1·353 1·343 1·349 1·347 1·347
C(3)—C(4) 1·406 1·402 1·401 1·403 1·391 1·389 1·388
C(4)—C(5) 1·385 1·384 1·386 1·383 1·391 1·392 1·388
N(6)—C(i) – 1·446 1·431 1·435 – 1·447 1·452
N(6)—O(7) – 1·240 1·247 1·243 – 1·242 1·237
N(6)—O(8) – 1·245 1·241 1·243 – 1·237 1·237
C(2)—N(1)—C(5) 113·9 114·4 112·4 114·5 109·3 109·6 109·8
N(1)—N(2)—C(3) 103·4 101·9 103·8 104·1 109·3 108·0 109·8
N(2)—C(3)—C(4) 112·1 114·1 112·7 110·3 107·5 109·4 106·1
C(3)—C(4)—C(5) 104·9 103·4 103·2 107·0 106·5 105·0 108·3
N(1)—C(5)—C(4) 105·7 106·1 107·9 104·1 107·5 108·0 106·1
X(i-1)—C)(i)—N(6) – 119·9 131·9 127·3 – 118·5 125·8
Y(i+1)—C)(i)—N(6) – 126·0 120·2 125·7 – 132·1 125·8
C(i)—N(6)—O(7) – 118·3 116·5 117·1 – 115·0 115·7
C(i)—N(6)—O(8) – 115·7 117·2 117·3 – 115·9 115·7
O(7)—N(6)—O(8) – 126·0 126·2 125·7 – 129·1 128·6


aFor all compounds the nitro group is coplanar with the pyrazole ring· i=3, 4 or 5 for 1a, 4 or 1b
derivatives; X, Y=C or N and Y (i+)=N(1) for 1b·
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neighbouring, hence this hydrogen atom is involved in a
second and weaker interaction that could be responsible for
the low puckering of the pseudo-rings. The N···N distances
range from 2·892(5) to 2·933(5) Å, which are longer than
those presented by 4-nitro-5-methylpyrazole27 and 4-nitro-
pyrazole5 trimers. Centrosymmetric related trimers held by
C–H···O interactions form layers of molecules that are also
centrosymmetrically related to each other and constitute the
whole crystal (Table 2 and Figure 4). There are no voids in
the structure and the total packing coefficient is 0·70
(Ck


all =Vmolecules/unit cell volume).28


Ab initio calculations


Assuming that the protonation always takes place on the
pyrazole nitrogen atom, we performed ab initio calculations
at different levels up to MP2/6–31G** on the following
neutral molecules: pyrazole itself (5), the two tautomers of
3(5)-nitropyrazole (1a and 1b) and 4-nitropyrazole (4) and
their corresponding cations. (5H+ , 1H+ and 4H+ ) (Table


4).


The zero-point energy (ZPE, scaled)23 correction pro-
duces an appreciable effect although the values without and
with correction are linearly related (r2 =1·000). Assuming
that the best values are the MP2/6–31G**+ZPE, then it
appears that they reproduce conveniently the experimental
values [note that the experimental value for both tautomers
of 3(5)-nitropyrazole are identical because the method
cannot distinguish between them]:


PA (exp.)=(1·029±0·002) PA (MP2/6–31G**+ZPE
n=4, r2 =1·000 (9)


where values are in kcal mol21.
Concerning the difference in energy between 1a and 1b,


the results in Table 5 show that the difference in favour of
the 3-nitro tautomer 1a is very small and becomes zero for
the highest level calculations. We recorded the UV spectra
of compound 1 and those of its two N-methyl derivatives in
cyclohexane as an approximation to the gas phase. The
following results were obtained: 3(5)-nitropyrazole (1),
255·2 nm, 1-methyl-3-nitropyrazole 251.1 nm and
1-methyl-5-nitropyrazole 273.3 nm (another band at
222.1 nm). Clearly, the absorption of compound 1 is much
more similar to that of 1-methyl-3-nitropyrazole, but taking
into account the results of the ab initio calculations (Table
5) it is possible that the absorptions of both tautomers
should be similar and that the very different spectrum of
1-methyl-5-nitropyrazole is due to a steric interaction
between the nitro and methyl groups which twists the first
one out of plane.


CONCLUSIONS


Since 3(5)- and 4-nitropyrazoles have very similar intrinsic
basicities (experimental and calculated) and also similar
aqueous acidities, the large difference in aqueous basicities
should be an effect of the solvent (water). Either the
intrinsic basicity of 4-nitropyrazole (4) is greatly enhanced
by solvation or that of 3(5)-pyrazole (1) is greatly lowered
by solvation. It is not easy to answer this question, although
the 4-nitro group lowers the basicity of pyrazole by 4·5 units
while the 3(5)-nitro group produces an effect of 27·3 pKa


Figure 3. The pair of 3-nitropyrazole trimers in the asymmetric
unit18 displaying the numbering scheme with displacement parame-


ters drawn at the 30% probability level
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Figure 4. (a) Partial packing diagram showing one layer of centrosymmetric trimers; (b) view of the arrangement of layers in the crystal


Table 4. Ab initio calculations (all values in hartreea) of pyrazole 5 and nitropyrazoles 1 and 4 with thermal corrections included


Compound 6–13G 6–31G+ZPE 6–31G** 6–31G**+ZPE MP2/6–31G** MP2/6–31G**+ZPE


5 -224·6386 -224·5673 -224·7525 -224·6818 -225·4906 -225·4211
5H+ -224·9951 -224·9106 -225·1015 -225·0214 -225·8336 -225·7511
1a -427·9832 -427·9092 -428·2164 -428·1419 -429·4887 -429·4166
1b -427·9822 -427·9085 -428·2148 -428·1403 -429·4886 -429·4165
1H+ -428·2991 -428·2126 -428·5338 -428·4471 -429·8065 -429·7222
4 -427·9912 -427·9171 -428·2214 -428·1467 -429·4881 -429·4158
4H+ -428·3100 -428·2231 -428·5407 -428·4538 -429·8032 -429·7185


a1 hartree=627·51 kcal mol21·


Table 5· Tautomeric equilibrium DG(1a1b) values, calculated and experimental proton affinities with thermal correction (all
values in kcal mol21)a


Compound 6–31G 6–31G+ZPE 6–31G** 6–31G**+ZPE MP2/6–31G** MP2/6–31G**+ZPE Exp· PA8,9,12


1a/1bb 0·7 0·5 1·0 1·0 0·0 20·1 –c


5 223·8 215·5 219·1 213·2 215·3 207·1 213·2
1a 198·2 190·4 199·2 191·6 199·5 191·8 196·7d


1b 198·9 190·9 200·2 192·6 199·5 191·9 196·7d


4 200·1 192·1 200·4 192·8 197·8 190·0 196·5


aPA(NH3)=204·0 kcal mol21·
bA positive value indicates that the 3-nitro tautomer 1a is more stable than the 5-nitro tautomer 1b·
cThe 3-nitro tautomer predominates in solution·8,12


dThe experimental value corresponds to the mixture of both tautomers·
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units. For other azoles, the C-nitro effect is as follows:
2-nitroimidazole, 27·8; 4 (5)-nitroimidazole, 26·9;
3(5)-nitro-1,2,4-triazole, 26·1; and 5-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetra-
zole, 26·6 pKa units.11 The anomaly may lie in the ‘high’
aqueous basicity of 4-nitropyrazole, but this conclusion is
only tentative and other possibilities have to be considered.


SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL


The following supplementary material is available from C.
F.-F on request: list of the structure factors, atomic
coordinates and thermal components for the non-hydrogen
atoms, hydrogen atom parameters, bond distances and
angles and ab initio MP2/6–31G** calculated frequencies.
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SOLVATOCHROMISM OF DYES. PART III.† SOLVATOCHROMISM OF
MEROCYANINES IN SOME BINARY MIXTURES OF SOLVENTS.


SA–SAB–SB, A NEW MODEL OF SOLVATOCHROMISM
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A quantitative model of solvatochromism in a binary solvent system is presented. Although it is derived for merocyanine
and betaine dyes, it explains a majority of known examples of solvatochromism in binary solvents. The model provides
an estimation of equilibrium constants between particular types of solvates present therein. UV–VIS absorption spectra
of solvated species can be simulated. They perfectly fit the experimental data. The model proposed describes the internal
solvent picture from the solute point of view, which differs from other known models and may be useful for studying
the structure of liquids. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Since pyidinium betaine2 and merocyanine dyes3, 4 show
very strong solvatochromism, they have been selected, also
in our approach5–7 to a quantitative interpretation of solvent
polarity.8, 9 Recently, we introduced5, 6 a new, consistent and
generally valid VBHB model,1 which provides a qualitative
and quantitative treatment of solvatochromism in single
solvents. It involves also deep changes induced by a single
solvent in the molecular structure of the solute.


In the case of merocyanine dyes, a change of solvent
from non-polar to highly polar induces a change in the
solute structure which varies from vinylogous amide (V)
and its dimers through betaine (B) to hydrogen-bonded
betaine (BH). This model is unsuitable for studying
solvatochromism in binary solvents. The study of binary
solvent mixtures is of great interest, taking into account the
possibility of preparing a mixture of a required polarity for
real applications. It has generally been accepted that the
polarity of a mixture of two similar solvents can be altered
smoothly by changes in its composition. The polarity varies
linearly with the molar fraction of a given solvent
component. However, experiments in which many polarity
indicators were used did not show such linearity.4, 10 Many
attempts to solve this problem have met with only partial
success.


The first, phenomenological well known look at
the problem of binary solvent mixtures, presented by
Langhals,11 concerned the analysis of only chosen
regions of concentration of solvents and only one dye,
i.e. the Dimroth–Reichardt betaine dye. Moreover, the
Langhals model introduces an experimental parameter of
unclear physical sense.


A further model, based on the proportionality between
the Gibbs energy changes connected with the solvato-
chromic shift and that of the solvent due to the transition
from pure solvents to a binary mixture, was proposed by
Pytela and Ludwig.12 In that attempt, the best description of
additional Gibbs energy was found when the so-called
classical Margules fourth-order equation13 was used.
Another adequate model, supported by physical evidence,
was elaborated by Skwierzyński and Connors.14 This model
describes well the interactions between solvents in binary
solvent mixtures as intersolvent complex formation. How-
ever, the interaction of the solvent with the solute (e.g.


* Correspondence to: J. A. Soroka.
† For Part II, see Ref. 1. Scheme 1
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solvatochromic indicator) were taken into consideration
with less precision (faulty mass balance in the chemical
equilibrium equations, inserted into the calculations), and
were limited to preferential solvation parameters proposed
previously by Dawber et al.15 It is possible to conclude that
this model describes the solvatochromism in binary solvent
mixtures from the position of the solvents.


The Skwierzyński–Connors model was tested by Rosés
and co-workers16–18 using over 100 binary solvent mixtures,
including mixtures showing synergetic properties (mixtures
of trialkyl phosphates, dimethyl sulfoxide, acetonitrile and
nitromethane with chloroform, alcohols and water). With
the last-mentioned mixtures, it was observed that increasing
the temperature decreases the intensity of the synergetic
effect,17 indicating the thermal decomposition of the rele-


vant solvent–solvent complexes. In general, the compliance
found was high when the two-molecular microspheres were
accepted, but the standard deviations (in the original paper16


expressed in EN
T units) were sometimes greater than the


standard measurements error, even with a medium-class
spectrophotometer (20 cm21; here, after recalculations over
300 cm21 ). By means of the application of a five-parameter
model [two preferential solvations and three ET(30) parame-
ters] a good quantitative description of over 70 binary
solvent mixtures was possible.18


In this paper, we present a description of the sol-
vatochromism in binary solvent systems from the position
of the solute, i.e. solvatochromic indicator, using our
original model. This model, presented as the third part of
our series on solvatochromism theory, was elaborated 10


Figure 1. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, b=0 and


variations of KA and KB when the sum of both constants remains equal to 0·006. The SA–SB case


Figure 2. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, b=0 and


variations of KA and KB when the sum of both constants remains equal to 0·40. The full SA–SAB–SB case
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years ago and was successfully applied to explain many
experiments results.6, 19–21 We present here the full version of
our model, which is related to a certain extent to the rather
simple statistical model of a dipole in an Onsager cavity and
is similar to that postulated by Hida et al.22


DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND ITS
VERIFICATION


It is assumed that molecules of two solvents, A and B, do
not form stable associates, that molecules of a solute, a dye
S, form three three types of solvates, i.e. SA, SAB or SBA,
and SB with molecules of both solvents, and that no side-
reactions occur.


The following equilibria can be written in such a case:


SA+B→←
k1


k21


SAB (1)


SB+A→←
k2


k22


SAB (2)


They are additionally illustrated by Scheme 1.
Equilibrium constants are expressed as


KA =
[SAB]


[SA][B]
(3)


KB =
[SAB]


[SB][A]
(4)


Figure 3. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, b=0, and


variations of KA and KB constants with KA =KB


Figure 4. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, b=0, and


variations of KA and KB when KB is three times greater than KA
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Under conditions of equilibrium and the absence of side-
reactions, the following concentrations can be written:


cS =[SA]+[SAB]+[SB] (5)


cA =[SA]+[SAB]+[A] (6)


cB =[SB]+[SAB]+[B] (7)


Since the concentration of S is negligibly low in comparison
with either [A] or [B], equations (6) and (7) can be reduced
to


cA =[A] (6a)


cB =[B] (7a)


The following concentrations of the solvate result from
equations (3), (4), (5), (6a) and (7a):


[SA]=cS ·


KB


KA


·
cA


cB


KB


KA


·
cA


cB


+KBcA +1


(8)


[SAB]=cs ·
KBcA


KB


KA


·
cA


cB


+KBcA +1


(9)


Figure 5. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, KA =KB =0·3


and b varied from 0·0 to 1·0


Figure 6. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA , nSAB and nSB =25 000, 20 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, KA =0·003,


KB =0·3 and b varied from 0·0 to 0·80. The SA–SB case
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[SB]=cs ·
1


KB


KA


·
cA


cB


+KBcA +1


(10)


The characteristic transition energies for the particular
solvates SA, SAB and SB can be expressed in wave-
numbers, n̄SA , n̄SAB , and n̄SB , respectively. The assumption
that these transition energies are independent of the polarity
of the surrounding medium is not correct. Even if the
formation of a solvate compensates for the dipole moment
of a solute occurring in the ground state, such compensation
fails to occur in the excited state. Hence, the transition
energies for particular solvates have to be functions of


interactions with the surrounding solvent. As in the first
approximate attempt, they are limited solely to the linear
term expressed by the equations


n̄SA = n̄0
SA +b(12x)(n̄0


SB 2n̄0
SA ) (11)


n̄SAB = n̄0
SAB +b[n̄0


SB(12x)+xn̄0
SA 2n̄0


SAB ] (12)


n̄SB = n̄0
SB +bx(n̄0


SA 2n̄0
SB ) (13)


where x is the molar fraction in the mixture with solvent B
and all n̄0


SA , n̄0
SAB and n̄0


SB are wavenumbers of absorption
maxima independent of the environment and b is a
parameter without dimension, characterizing the polarities
of all solvates. In the first approximation, accepted in this
paper, b is common for all of the solvates SA, SAB and


Figure 7. Comparison of experimental data with those calculated for dye Ij in acetonitrile–water mixtures at 298·2 K. Particular plots were
calculated when original (collected in Table 4, evaluated and applied for b=0), corrected (evaluated and applied for b=0·3) and uncorrected


(evaluated for b=0 and applied for b=0·3) values of the KA and KB parameters were used


Figure 8. Differences between experimental and calculated data for dye Ij in acetonitrile–water mixtures at 298·2 K. Particular plots
concerned situations when original (collected in Table 4, evaluated and applied for b=0), corrected (evaluated and applied for b=0·3) and


uncorrected (evaluated for b=0 and applied for b=0·3) values of the KA and KB parameters were used
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SB.
Because all n̄SA, SAB, SB values depend on the environment,


the n̄0
SA, SAB, SB values should be understood as the magni-


tudes expected in binary mixtures with A:B ratios of 1 :0,
1 :1 and 0 :1, respectively.


The affinity of these transition energies to the environ-
mental effects is characterized by the b parameter. Thus, if
b=0, which is understood as the lack of interactions in the
ground state, the n̄ magnitudes in equations (11)–(13) are
equal to the n̄0 magnitudes.


The value b=1 means that a solvate interacts equally
strongly with a medium as does a solute. In this circum-
stance, two extreme cases can be distinguished, for x=0 and


x=1. Thus, for b=1 and x=0,


n̄SA = n̄SAB = n̄SB = n̄0
SB (14a)


and for b=1 and x=1,


n̄SA = n̄SAB = n̄SB = n̄0
SA (14b)


In real situations, b is bottom and upper limited, i.e.
0<b<1, and when b=1 the n̄–x relation is reduced to a
straight line varying from n̄0


SB to n̄0
SA .


The location of the maximum absorption band, composed
of three ones, may be calculated according to the method
described previously.5, 7 This method concerned the case of
closely positioned overlapping absorption bands, which can


Figure 9. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and molar the fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA and nSB =15 000 cm21, KA =0·05, KB =0·5, b=0 and nSAB varied. The situation


of the so-called synergetic effect, when the energy of transition of the mixed solvate exceeds that of the simple solvates


Figure 10. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of solvent
A, calculated for a molar volume of both solvents of 30 cm3, nSA and nSB =25 000 and 15 000 cm21, respectively, equilibrium constants
KA =KB =0·5, b=0 and nSAB varied. The situation of the so-called synergetic effect, when the energy of transition of the mixed solvate exceeds


that of the simple solvates
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be satisfactorily approximated to a Gaussian curve. The
shape of the envelope composed of three Gaussian functions
is expressed by


W=O3


i=1


[Ai ]«i expF2
(n̄2n̄i )


2


2s2
i
G (15)


where «i and si denote the molar extinction coefficient and
the half-width of the absorption band, respectively. The
maximum of this envelope becomes available under the
condition


W
n̄


=0 (16)


It gives a non-explicit form of the solution:


O3


i=1


«i


s2
i


[Ai ](n̄2n̄i )expF2
(n̄2n̄i )


2


2s2
i
G=0 (17)


If the bands which constitute the envelope are either
sufficiently broad (large value of s) or they overlap, the
following condition is fulfilled:


U n̄2n̄i


si
U!1 (18)


and hence


(n̄2n̄i )
2


2s2
i


Å0 (19)


In such a case, equation (17) takes the simpler form


O3


i=1


«i


s2
i


[Ai ](ñ2n̄i )=0 (20)


and the position of the maximum is given by


n̄=
O3


i=1


«i


s2
i


[Ai ]n̄i


O3


i=1


«i


s2
i


[Ai ]


(21)


In our case, the following equation is derived:


n̄=


«SA


s2
SA


[SA]n̄SA +
«SAB


s2
SAB


[SAB]n̄SAB +
«SB


s2
SB


[SB]n̄SB


«SA


s2
SA


[SA]+
«SAB


s2
SAB


[SAB]+
«SB


s2
SB


[SB]


(22)


If the volume contraction of mixing of two solvents is
neglected, the relationship between the molar fraction of the
solvent A and its molarity is given by the following
equations:


cA =
x


x ·
MA


rA


+(12x)
MB


rB


(23)


cB =
12x


x ·
MA


rA


+(12x)
MB


rB


(24)


where MA and MB are the molecular weights of solvents A
and B, respectively, and rA and rB are their densities.
Equations (8)–(24) represent the complete mathematical
model of solvatochromism in binary solvent systems.Scheme 2
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PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL DISCUSSED


In the case when both equilibrium constants, Ka and Kb ,
have small values, the model describes simple exchange.
This situation is presented in Figure 1, in which theoretical
curves are connected with variable KA and KB values when
the sum of KA and KB remains constant (0·006 here).


A similar situation, but calculated for higher values of the
equilibrium constants (here the sum of both constants is
equal to 0·40) is presented in Figure 2. In this case, the
presence of a SAB solvate is readily visible.


The role of the KA and KB values in the case when they
are equal and not equal is presented in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.


Consecutive pictures show the influence of the b
parameter. In Figures 5 and 6 the particular equilibrium
constants are equal and not equal, respectively. The effect of
the b parameter in the case of dye Ij in acetonitrile–water
solvent system at 298·2 K is presented in Figures 7 and 8.
Both pictures show the situation when proper (both
evaluated and applied for b=0 and b=0·3, respectively)
and improper (evaluated for b=0 but applied for b=0·3)
values of KA and KB were used. The differences between the
relevant plots and experimental data are presented in Figure
8.


Figures 9 and 10 show the so-called synergetic effect.
Calculations were performed for equal (Figure 9) and


unequal (Figure 10) locations of the absorption maxima of
SA and SB solvates. In Figure 9, the effect of negative and
positive synergism is visible, but in Figure 10 only positive
synergism.


VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL


Using a set of solvatochromic dyes, this model was verified
in two independent ways.


In the first method, the KA and KB constants and n̄SAB ,
values experimentally determined for merocyanine dyes Ia–
j and betaine II (see Scheme 2) in two binary solvent
systems (pyridine monohydrate–water and acetonitrile–
water), were applied. The experimental data from UV–VIS
spectral measurements are given in Tables 1–3. They fit this
model perfectly, even under the assumptions that b=0 and


«SA


s2
SA


=
«SAB


s2
SAB


=
«SB


s2
SB


(25)


The characteristics of this adjustment and the param-
eters of the relationships found are given in Table 4 and
Figure 11.


The experimental data for compound III and compounds
IVa–d (Scheme 3) are taken from other sources.4, 10 They
represent classical examples of solvatochromism. The


Table 1. Positiona of the S1←S0 bands of dyes Ia–j in pyridine monohydrate–water solutions at
25±0·1 °C


Dyes


xH2O
b Ia Ib Ic Id Ie If Ig Ih Ii Ij


0·000 17·60 16·66 17·75 17·77 16·60 17·99 17·13 17·08 18·20 19·08
0·058 17·75 16·70 17·86 17·76 16·64 18·10 17·17 17·12 18·28 19·04
0·148 17·93 16·76 18·03 17·99 16·80 18·16 17·30 17·28 18·44 19·38
0·222 18·08 16·84 18·08 18·00 16·88 18·20 17·42 17·34 18·52 19·46
0·284 18·21 16·90 18·28 18·23 17·00 18·22 17·50 17·48 18·67 19·50
0·338 18·30 16·96 18·37 18·30 17·08 18·28 17·58 17·54 18·74 19·64
0·428 18·52 17·12 18·62 18·43 17·22 18·36 17·79 17·72 18·99 19·82
0·524 18·70 17·24 18·78 18·67 17·40 18·66 18·11 17·92 19·16 20·02
0·636 18·91 17·42 18·92 18·83 17·57 18·82 18·14 18·10 19·35 20·16
0·726 19·13 17·56 19·26 19·04 17·78 19·00 18·32 18·28 19·50 20·34
0·780 19·24 17·64 19·34 19·14 17·92 19·12 18·44 18·38 19·67 20·48
0·800 19·30 17·74 19·44 19·16 17·96 19·18 18·52 18·44 19·72 20·52
0·836 19·40 17·89 19·50 19·34 18·06 19·30 18·59 18·54 19·83 20·74
0·874 19·56 17·94 19·64 19·52 18·18 19·38 18·71 18·68 19·97 20·84
0·914 19·72 18·14 19·84 19·65 18·40 19·60 18·92 18·96 20·17 20·97
0·936 19·90 18·24 20·01 19·85 18·54 19·74 19·11 19·08 20·28 21·10
0·956 20·10 18·50 20·25 20·07 18·78 19·92 19·22 19·30 20·55 21·26
0·968 20·30 18·70 20·41 20·32 18·94 20·08 19·29 19·42 20·70 21·38
0·978 20·54 18·96 20·66 20·46 19·18 20·30 19·68 19·72 20·88 21·49
0·990 20·80 19·24 20·97 20·73 19·54 20·72 19·99 20·06 21·22 21·78
0·996 21·06 19·48 21·24 21·04 19·80 21·44 20·23 20·32 21·49 22·20
0·998 21·12 19·62 21·29 21·13 19·90 21·66 20·34 20·42 21·58 22·46
1·000 21·26 19·70 21·42 21·24 20·00 22·26 20·50 20·56 21·75 22·72


a As n̄max , 1000 cm21.
b Molar fraction of water.
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interpretation of the relevant data gave the results presented
in Table 5.


Figure 11 illustrates, among other things, the application
of our model to the data found by Dimroth and Reichardt10


for betaine III in the pyridine–water system at 298·2 K.
Also presented is the application of our model when a stable
hydrate of pyridine was not taken into account [Figure
11(c)]. In some ranges of the molar fraction of water
therein, the deviations of the experimental points from the
curve predicted by the model are systematic. Between 0 and
0·3 and between 0·75 and 0·95 mol mol21 the deviations are
positive, and in the range from 0·35 to 0·65 mol mol21 they
are negative. The existence of pyridine monohydrate as a
stable complex implies two binary subsystems: pyridine–
pyridine monohydrate and pyridine monohydrate–water.
Such an assumption is useful [cf. Figure 11(d)]. The
systematic deviations vanish, apart from some stochastic
deviations with an amplitude not higher than the experi-
mental error. At this point it seems important to emphasize
that systematic deviations of the experimental data from
those predicted by our model indicate the existence of
relatively stable intersolvent complexes which should not be
neglected.


The second method of verification of the model presented


is based on the set of results {n̄, «, xi } for a chosen
merocyanine dye (here Ie). These data are involved in a
simulation of the UV–VIS spectra at 298·2 K for 0·4≤x≤1
molar fractions of water in pyridine monohydrate. Based on
the calculated values of all n̄SAB , KA and KB , the spectra
were simulated and then compared with the experimental
spectra. The simulated and experimental spectra are very
similar, as shown in Figure 12


Figure 13 shows the simulated UV–VIS absorption band
of dye Ie in solution for x=0·8 molar fraction of water with
visualization of the constituent bands corresponding to
solvates SA, SAB and SB.


Figure 14 presents the positions and relative intensities of
the constituent bands corresponding to SA, SAB and SB
solvates at various molar fractions of water for the cases
shown in Figure 12.


DISCUSSION


The results presented allow us to assume that the model
under discussion is accurate. The experimental UV–VIS
spectra were better simulated (e.g. for dye Ie) when the
parameter b=0·30 was accepted. This indicates that the
formation of a solvate in the first coordination zone of
solvation, connected with one or two molecules of solvent,
reduces the interaction with the medium by about 70%.


It seems that pairing of electrons differing in spin in the
ground states of chemical compounds, pairing electrons in
the form of so-called Cooper’s pairs which play a very


Table 2. Positionsa of the S1←S0 bands for dye Ij in acetonitrile–
water solutions at different temperatures


T (K)


xH2O 288·2 298·2 308·2 318·2 328·2 338·2


0·000 18·18 18·27 18·18 18·23 18·21 18·16
0·068 19·14 19·08 18·97 18·92 18·84 18·78
0·127 19·52 19·52 19·34 19·28 19·15 19·10
0·179 19·78 19·72 19·64 19·54 19·43 19·36
0·225 19·97 19·94 19·80 19·72 19·60 19·54
0·303 20·22 20·18 20·04 19·97 19·92 19·82
0·421 20·44 20·46 20·36 20·26 20·22 20·15
0·504 20·60 20·64 20·50 20·45 20·40 20·36
0·566 20·72 20·74 20·66 20·58 20·54 20·50
0·617 20·80 20·86 20·74 20·64 20·62 20·54
0·675 20·90 20·96 20·80 20·76 20·72 20·64
0·744 20·99 21·06 20·94 20·90 20·85 20·75
0·803 21·16 21·20 21·10 21·06 20·98 20·92
0·839 21·32 21·34 21·24 21·20 21·12 21·02
0·853 21·36 21·36 21·28 21·28 21·18 21·16
0·879 21·55 21·54 21·44 21·38 21·30 21·30
0·906 21·72 21·70 21·62 21·52 21·45 21·40
0·936 21·94 21·86 21·82 21·78 21·66 21·60
0·951 22·10 22·10 21·94 21·88 21·79 21·72
0·967 22·27 22·28 22·12 22·06 21·93 21·88
0·975 22·36 22·34 22·21 22·14 22·01 21·92
0·983 22·46 22·50 22·31 22·21 22·07 22·03
0·991 22·58 22·68 22·38 22·28 22·22 22·14
0·997 22·64 22·64 22·46 22·36 22·30 22·16
0·998 22·65 22·64 22·50 22·47 22·31 22·24
1·000 22·73 22·76 22·54 22·46 22·36 22·26


a As n̄max , 1000 cm21.


Table 3. Positionsa of the S1←S0 bands for dye II in pyridine
monohydrate–water solutions at different temperatures


T (K)


xH2O 298·2 303·2 308·2 318·2 328·2 338·2


0·000 20·60 20·58 20·34 20·60 20·52 20·89
0·058 20·66 20·76 20·62 20·70 20·65 20·96
0·222 21·26 21·13 21·08 21·05 20·92 21·14
0·338 21·44 21·36 21·28 21·28 21·02 21·29
0·428 21·60 21·60 21·50 21·38 21·30 21·41
0·524 21·74 21·74 21·71 21·58 21·44 21·54
0·636 21·89 21·92 21·87 21·84 21·71 21·68
0·726 22·10 22·12 22·02 21·98 21·88 21·88
0·780 22·24 22·25 22·18 22·08 21·96 22·06
0·800 22·25 22·30 22·22 22·12 22·12 22·14
0·836 22·28 22·38 22·34 22·24 22·12 22·18
0·874 22·42 22·51 22·47 22·36 22·24 22·22
0·914 22·58 22·66 22·61 22·57 22·46 22·44
0·936 22·76 22·89 22·80 22·68 22·66 22·64
0·956 23·00 23·04 23·00 22·96 22·86 22·78
0·968 23·20 23·31 23·18 23·16 23·08 22·92
0·978 23·34 23·39 23·34 23·30 23·24 23·16
0·990 23·58 23·54 23·54 23·60 23·40 23·34
0·996 23·74 23·69 23·70 23·76 23·60 23·50
0·998 23·70 23·78 23·78 23·80 23·64 23·52
1·000 23·80 23·82 23·83 23·88 23·72 23·62


a As n̄max , 1000 cm21.
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important role in classical superconducting materials,
pairing humans leading to the creation of families, the
discussed pairing of the solute with one molecule of solvent,
and many other examples of pairing are one of the important
general rules of nature.


The values of the equilibrium constants found approxi-
mate to the typical constants characterizing solvent–solvent
interactions estimated by the Benesi–Hildebrandt method.21


The values of entropy and enthalpy change under equilib-
rium conditions have been found from the log K–1/T
correlation assuming an interpretation in agreement with the
Arrhenius equation. The results obtained are presented in
Table 6.


The values of the constants KA for both the acetonitrile–
water and pyridine monohydrate–water systems hardly
depend on temperature, which leads to low values of the
correlation coefficients. This means, in the framework of the
model discussed, that the degree of coordination and
energies of solvates SA and SAB are similar. This proves
that in both solvates the predominant element is solvent A
(in these cases water), which agrees with the observations of
many other workers. According to the proposed model, the
constants KA characterize the coordination process of a
solvent molecule by an existing dye hydrate. The same


conclusions were first drawn by Hida et al.22 during
investigations of the solvatochromism of nitroaniline and
merocyanine dye derivatives of benzo[a]quinolizine. The
influence of acetonitrile on the energy of the dye hydrate is
insignificant. The situation is different in the case of
pyridine monohydrate. One can assume that pyridine
monohydrate can be additionally attracted to a dye molecule
by ring p electrons whereas acetonitrile does not have this
possibility. The effect of temperature on KB characterizes
the process of water molecule addition to the present dye
solvate. The entropy changes in this case are insignificant,
which means that the structures of both solvates are similar.
The significant change in enthalpy proves the strong effect
of water on the solvate energy. The substituent effect of the
dyes Ia–j on the estimated KA and KB constants in the
pyridine monohydrate–water system was attempted using
Charton’s LDS equation:24


log K=L∑sI +D∑s0
R +S∑n+H (26)


where L, D and S denote localized charge effect (inductive),
donating effect (resonance) and steric interaction, respec-
tively. The correlations obtained were very poor. A better
correlation involved the KA constant set and led to the
equation


Table 4. Parameters, estimated according to the SA–SAB–SB model (b=0), and their statistical characteristics


Longest wavelength absorptions
(1000 cm21 )


Solvent Temperature KA KB s
system Dye (K) n̄SA n̄SAB n̄SB (l mol21 ) (l mol21 ) n (1000 cm21 ) Ra


Pyridine Ia 298·2 21·26±0·10 19·18±0·13 17·60±0·05 0·350±0·059 0·086±0·035 23 0·021 0·954
monohydrate–waterb Ib 298·2 19·70±0·10 17·32±0·17 16·66±0·05 0·301±0·057 0·057±0·017 23 0·035 0·958


Ic 298·2 21·42±0·10 19·50±0·20 17·75±0·05 0·359±0·056 0·066±0·016 23 0·039 0·948
1d 298·2 21·24±0·10 19·32±0·42 17·77±0·05 0·333±0·068 0·054±0·011 23 0·047 0·947
Ie 298·2 20·00±0·10 17·99±0·17 16·60±0·05 0·361±0·044 0·057±0·011 23 0·020 0·954
If 298·2 22·26±0·10 20·78±0·43 17·99±0·05 1·345±1·61 0·0253±0·0039 23 0·046 0·947
Ig 298·2 20·50±0·10 18·00±0·45 17·13±0·05 0·342±0·13 0·099±0·080 23 0·081 0·944
Ih 298·2 20·56±0·10 18·08±0·37 17·08±0·05 0·316±0·076 0·072±0·026 23 0·040 0·953
Ii 298·2 21·75±0·10 20·17±0·16 18·20±0·05 0·498±0·057 0·056±0·011 23 0·031 0·960
Ij 298·2 22·72±0·10 21·63±0·41 19·08±0·05 1·295±1·39 0·0488±0·0083 23 0·056 0·946


Acetonitrile–waterc Ij 288·2 22·73±0·10 19·64±0·26 18·18±0·05 0·0994±0·040 0·280±1·05 26 0·033 0·950
Ij 298·2 22·76±0·10 20·12±0·40 18·27±0·15 0·125±0·090 0·226±1·03 26 0·044 0·948
Ij 308·2 22·54±0·10 19·82±0·17 18·18±0·05 0·0989±0·020 0·203±0·26 26 0·030 0·950
Ij 318·2 22·46±0·10 19·78±0·33 18·23±0·05 0·0943±0·050 0·172±0·52 26 0·027 0·951
Ij 328·2 22·36±0·10 20·26±0·13 18·21±0·05 0·122±0·020 0·147±0·095 26 0·027 0·951
Ij 338·2 22·26±0·10 20·01±0·26 18·16±0·05 0·103±0·040 0·142±0·23 26 0·038 0·948


Pyridine Il 298·2 23·80±0·10 21·26±0·43 20·60±0·05 0·187±0·066 0·151±0·30 21 0·055 0·947
monohydrate–waterd Il 303·2 23·82±0·10 21·36±0·26 20·58±0·05 0·165±0·029 0·110±0·084 21 0·038 0·950


Il 308·2 23·83±0·10 21·47±0·12 20·43±0·05 0·203±0·020 0·127±0·053 21 0·024 0·955
Il 318·2 23·88±0·10 21·48±0·18 20·60±0·05 0·223±0·025 0·0949±0·035 21 0·032 0·951
Il 328·2 23·72±0·10 21·58±0·31 20·52±0·05 0·200±0·031 0·0671±0·025 21 0·048 0·948
Il 338·2 23·62±0·10 21·95±0·29 20·89±0·05 0·228±0·059 0·0473±0·024 21 0·040 0·950


a Shortened form of curvilinear correlation coefficient, e.g. 0·948=0·99998.
b The molar fraction of water (XH2O ) varied from 0 to 1 in 23 consecutive runs.
c The molar fraction of water varied from 0 to 1 in 26 consecutive runs.
d The molar fraction of water varied from 0 to 1 in 21 consecutive runs.
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log KA =(0·49±0·13)∑sI + (0·35+0·06)∑s0
R


2 (0·22±0·08)∑n20·30±0·06 (27)


R=0·7611; n=10; 1/a=36


The most significant parameters in this equation were
connected with inductive and resonance effects. The
correlation of log KB with the substituent constants was
worse (R=0·6908, n=10, 1/a=16). On this basis, one can
put forward the hypothesis that the geometry of the solvate
is to some extent defined. According to this hypothesis,
pyridine monohydrate coordinates with the phenol ring
modified by substituents. The verification of this hypothesis,
however, could only be possible when the determination of
the equilibrium constants is more precise and also when
some simplifications to the proposed model can be


removed. Moreover, the real values of the b parameter
should be taken.


The model presented is (to our knowledge) the first
successful attempt at a n̄ 2 x relationship reconstruction
over the full range of concentrations, because it was
formulated in its general form several years ago.6, 19–21 This
model, although oversimplified, enables many observations
of such experimental results which up to now have not been
taken into consideration. It is worth emphasizing that the
determined polarities of mixed solvents are useless. As
revealed by our experimental data, these polarities,
expressed in ET or other units, are mostly a function of the
solvatochromic dye used together with the solvent system
studied and not solely of the solvent system. Similar
conclusions can be drawn from the papers of Marcus and
Migron25, 26 concerning a variety of solvatochromic indica-


Figure 11. Relationship between the position of the longest wavelength absorption maximum (in 1000 cm21 ) and the molar fraction of water,
temperature 298·2 K, for (a) merocyanine dye Ij in the acetonitrile–water system, (b) betaine dye II in the pyridine monohydrate–water


subsystem. (c) betaine dye III in the pyridine–water system and (d) betaine dye III in the pyridine monohydrate–water subsystem
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Table 5. Parameters estimated according to the SA–SAB–SB model (b=0), based on S1←S0 transition wavenumbers at 298 Ka


Solvent n̄SA n̄SAB n̄SB KA KB S
system Dye (1000 cm21 ) (1000 cm21 ) (1000 cm21 ) (l mol21 ) (l mol21 ) nb (1000 cm21 ) Rc Ref.


Pyridine III 22·08 18·86 16·95 0·3005 0·0929 17 0·037 0·950 8
monohydrate–water
Piperidine–water III 22·08 17·32 12·42 0·3242 0·1207 21 0·140 0·938 8
2,6-Lutidine III 22·08 17·97 16·37 0·8671 0·2159 18 0·042 0·948 8
monohydrate–water
a-Picoline III 22·08 18·40 16·55 0·5343 0·1348 17 0·054 0·947 8
monohydrate–water
Ethanol– III 18·86 18·81 18·18 0·04805 0·0355 8 0·047 0·957 8
ethanol monohydrate
Ethanol III 22·08 20·17 18·86 0·02509 16·29 17 0·220 0·925 8
monohydrate–water
Pyridine–water IVa 27·51 27·22 25·00 0·3910 0·0378 11 0·059 0·950 3
Pyridine–water IVb 22·99 22·41 19·55 0·4660 0·0341 11 0·038 0·954 3
Pyridine–water IVc 21·28 20·19 16·39 0·5208 0·0444 11 0·038 0·953 3
Pyridine–water IVd 20·51 19·38 14·08 0·5208 0·0683 11 0·086 0·946 3


a The experimental data are taken from the literature.3, 8


b Number of experimental points.
c Correlation coefficient. See Table 4, footnote a.


Figure 12. Fragment of (a) measured and (b) simulated UV–VIS absorption spectra of merocyanine dye Ie in the pyridine monohydrate–water
subsystem for various molar fractions of water from 1·0 (the lowest curve) to 0·4 (the highest curve) at 0·1 intervals
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tors applied for the study of some binary aqueous–organic
mixtures. It is true, that the lack of possibility of finding a
universal polarity scale for binary solvent mixtures resem-
bles similar difficulties in searching for the philosopher’s
stone; however, proceeding according to the strategy of
similarity models27 gives a chance for the practical use of
some derived values.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. Compounds Ia–j (see Scheme 2) were
obtained by alkaline elimination of perchloric acid
from 5-(3-R1-4-hydroxy-5-R2-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-7H-
indolo[1,2-a]quinolinium perchlorates according to earlier
reports.28–30 The betaine II was prepared according to
Dimroth et al.2


Solvents. The composition of binary solvent mixtures
was determined according to the volume and density of the
given components.


UV–VIS spectral measurements. All spectra were
recorded at constant temperature (with ±0·1 K error) for
mixtures of 1–3 ml of a DMSO solution of a dye (10% w/v
dye concentration) in 2–3 ml of solvent. The final dye
concentration was 131025–331025 mol l21. Carl Zeiss
Jena Specord UV–VIS and Specord M40 spectrophoto-


Figure 13. Simulated UV–VIS absorption band of merocyanine
dye Ie dissolved in the pyridine monohydrate–water subsystem at
a molar fraction of water x=0·8. Shown are the component bands
which correspond to the solvates SA (band on the left side), SAB


(band in the middle) and SB (band on the right)


Figure 14. Positions and relative intensities of component bands
for merocyanine dye Ie at various molar fractions of water


Table 6. Estimated parameters for the equilibrium constants for
two dyes and two solvents (based on experiments at six tem-


peratures, b=0)


Solvent system


Pyridine monohydrate
Acetonitrile–water water


Dye Ij Dye Il


Parameter For KA For KB For KA For KB


Entropy 21·03 22·86 0·09 25·22
(J K21 mol21 ) ±0·47 ±0·13 ±0·40 ±0·55
Enthalpy 0·009 20·647 0·271 21·289
(J mol21 ) ±0·147 ±0·041 ±0·125 ±0·173
Correlation 0·033 0·992 0·734 0·966
coefficient, R
Reciprocal of 2 16 000 11 800
significance
level (1/a)
Student’s t 0·07 15·72 2·16 7·47
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meters  were employed. They were equipped with 1 and
5 cm quartz cells. The maximum error of absorbance
maximum determination was 20 cm21.


Calculations. Calculations were performed using the
non-linear least-squares method. The parameters were
determined with 0·01% accuracy. The significance level and
its reciprocal were calculated numerically by the inter-
polation–extrapolation method, based on the critical
correlation coefficient and the number of degrees of
freedom.


Determination of KA and KB constants. The mero-
cyanine dyes Ia–j are compounds which obey the earlier
proposed VBHB model.1, 5 Therefore, they are assumed to
take the hydrogen-bonded betaine form in their ground state
in solutions consisting of solvents of polarity not lower than
200 kJ mol21 on the ET scale. Ethanol forms stable
intersolvent associated molecules. Therefore, in spite of the
polarity of the hydrates, which exceeds 210 kJ mol21, this
solvent was rejected for our studies. A mixture of pyridine
monohydrate (ET =213·5 kJ mol21 ) with water
(ET =264·5 kJ mol21 ) appeared to be a suitable binary
solvent system. For compound Ij (R1 =NO2 , R2 =H), a
mixture of acetonitrile (ET =192·6 kJ mol21 ) with water can
be used because Ij is in the betaine form if the solvent
polarity ET is higher than 188·4 kJ mol21. The dyes Ia–j,
having more intense solvent-sensitive absorption bands
(log «=4·5) than betaine II (log «≈3),2 were more conven-
ient for the investigations. The results of the measurements
are given in Tables 1–3.


Simulation of the UV–VIS absorption spectra. For
comparison of the experimental data with the values
predicted by the presented model, dye Ie was used. The
UV–VIS absorption spectra were measured for solutions
with molar fractions of water varying from 0·4 to 1·0 at
intervals of 0·1. Molar extinctions of the absorption bands in
solution of pure pyridine monohydrate and in pure water
were approximated by an envelope of n Gaussian curves
which is expressed by the following equation:


«(n̄) =«aOn


i=0
S12


i
i+nD expH2F x2d2 iD


1·201105(s)G2J (28)


where a is a coefficient correcting the intensity of the band,
n is the number of additional components of bands which
cause their asymmetry, s is the half-width measured from a
maximum towards longer wavelength, D is the interval
between particular components bands and d are the
differences between the wavenumber of the maximum of
the envelope and the wavenumber of the most intense
component of that band. Parameters were selected after
determination of the asymmetry coefficient of the absorp-
tion band, measured at 2/3, 1/2 and 1/3 of intensity, and
comparison with the tabulated values calculated for various


combiantions of n, D and s. The a and d parameters are the
theoretical corrections for a band amplitude and its position,
respectively, when n, D and s values are adopted.
Corresponding parameters for the band of SAB solvate were
estimated as the geometric weighted average according to
the following general equation:


pAB =pu
A p12u


B (29)


where


u=
n̄SB 2n̄SAB


n̄SB 2n̄SA


(30)


All KA , KB and n̄SAB values were determined numerically by
the gradient method when b=0 and based on the {n̄, x} set.
Determined in this way, KA and KB were repeatedly
calculated, based on the same experimental data when b
varied from 0·0 to 0·4 at intervals of 0·05. Taking into
consideration the similarity of both the measured and
calculated spectra, the best results were found for b=0·3.
The following parameters were used:


«A =53·10, aA =0·642, dA =2835 cm21, sA =1328 cm21,
nA =3, DA =1360 cm21;


«B =93·64, aB =0·759, dB =2425 cm21, sB =915 cm21,
nB =2, DB =1139 cm21;


n̄SA =20 000 cm21, n̄SAB =17 990 cm21, n̄SB =16 600 cm21;


KA =0·373 l mol21, KB =0·068 l mol21, b=0·3.
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KINETIC STUDY OF THE OXIDATION OF PROPAN-1-OL BY ALKALINE
HEXACYANOFERRATE(III) CATALYZED BY RUTHENIUM


TRICHLORIDE


A. E. MUCIENTES,* F. J. POBLETE, M. A. RODRIGUEZ AND F. SANTIAGO
Departamento de Química Física, Facultad de Quı́mica, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Campus Universitario s/n, 13071 Ciudad


Real, Spain


The oxidation kinetics of propan-1-ol by alkaline hexacyanoferrate(III) catalyzed by ruthenium trichloride were studied
spectrophotometrically. The initial rate method was used for kinetic analysis. The reaction rate shows a fractional order
in [oxidant] and [substrate] and a first-order dependence on [RuCl3]. The dependence on [OH2 ] is complicated. A
reaction mechanism involving two active catalytic species is proposed. Each one of these species forms an intermediate
complex with the substrate. The attack of these complexes by hexacyanoferrate(III) in rate-determining step produces
a radical species which is further oxidized in the subsequent step. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The oxidation of organic compounds by hexacyano-
ferrate(III) is generally slow. However, trace amounts of a
transition metal such as osmium(VIII),1 ruthenium (III)2 or
iridium(III)3 is normally sufficient to catalyze many such
oxidations.


In the hexacyanoferrate(III) oxidation of alcohols and
diols, different ruthenium catalysts, e.g. Ru(III),4,5 Ru(VI)6


and Ru(VIII),7 have been used. The ruthenium(III)-cata-
lyzed oxidation of some alcohols by alkaline
hexacyanoferrate(III)8–10 generally proceeds via the forma-
tion of a complex between the ruthenium(III) species and
the substrate and its subsequent disproportionation (slow
step) into oxidation products and ruthenium–hydride spe-
cies. The ruthenium–hydride species are rapidly
reconverted to ruthenium(III) by hexacyanoferrate(III).
Thus the order with respect to the hexacyanoferrate(III) is
zero.


In this paper, we report on the oxidation of propan-1-ol
by alkaline hexacyanoferrate(III) using ruthenium(III) as
catalyst. We found the oxidation rate varies with the initial
hexacyanoferrate(III) concentration. Moreover, the forma-
tion of free radicals in the reaction mixture was detected.
These results, which have not been reported previously


(although we have described a radical mechanism for the
oxidation of butane-2,3-diol11), led us to propose a hydro-
gen-atom transfer mechanism that assumes the attack of
hexacyanoferrate(III) on the substrate–catalyst complex in
the rate-determining step.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. The reagents employed were potassium hexa-
cyanoferrate(III), sodium hydroxide, sodium perchlorate,
propan-1-ol (all of A.R. grade, Merck) and ruthenium
trichloride (Johnson-Matthey). All the solutions were pre-
pared in water obtained using a Millipore Milli-Q water
purification system. A stock solution of ruthenium trichlor-
ide (2·431023


M) was prepared by dissolving the sample in
very dilute hydrochloric acid (16·3831022


M). The ionic
strength was kept constant at 0·5 M by adding sodium
perchlorate.


Kinetic measurements. The temperature of the reaction
was kept constant at 30·0±0·1 °C. The reactions were
initiated by addition of propan-1-ol to other reagents. The
progress of the reaction was followed spectrophotomet-
rically by measuring the optical absorbance of
hexacyanoferrate(III) at 420 nm on a Shimadzu UV-160
spectrophotometer. In all the kinetics, an excess of propan-
1-ol and sodium hydroxide over the oxidant was used.


The initial rate method12 was used for kinetic analysis.
While such a method is perfectly compatible with the
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normal standards of experimental accuracy, in certain
circumstances it offers advantages over the integral method
(e.g. the presence of competitive reactions is considerably
less important when the initial rate method is employed).
Although both aldehyde and acid were detected as reaction
products, the oxidation of alcohol to aldehyde can be
studied by using this method, thus overcoming the over-
oxidation problem.


The initial rates were obtained by fitting the absorbance
versus time data, for a small percentage of the reaction
(5% or less),12 to a straight line, A=a0 +a1 t, by the
least-squares method; the slope provides the initial rate,
v0 =a1 =2 (dA/dt)0 given in absorbance units. The initial
rate, v0, expressed in M min21, is given by
v0 =21/«(dA/dt)0 =2 (d[Fe(CN)6


32 ]/dt)0, where
«=1000 M


21 cm21 at 420 nm.


Products and stoichiometry. Product analyses were
performed on a Hewlett-Packard Model 5890 Series II gas
chromatograph equipped with a BP-21 polyethylene glycol
column (50 m30·22 mm i.d., 25 mm film thickness). The
reaction products were determined under the following
kinetic conditions: [propan-1-ol]=0·6 M,
[Fe(CN)6


32 ]=1·231023
M, [RuCl3]=1·2131026


M,
[NaOH]=0·2 M and I=0·5 M. After complete reduction of
hexacyanoferrate(III), the organic products were separated
from the reaction mixture by extraction with diethyl ether.
The ether solution was analyzed by gas chromatography and
it was found that propanal (60%) and propionic acid (40%)
were the reaction products. We took the ether solution as a
reference, obtained from the extraction of an alkaline
solution, [NaOH]=0·2 M, where [propan-1-ol]=[propanal]
=[propionic acid]=0·1 M.


Moreover, under the conditions [Fe(CN)6
32 ]@ [propan-


1-ol] and [RuCl3]=1·2131026
M, [NaOH]=0·2 M and


I=0·5 M, the reaction was allowed to go to completion and
the residual oxidant concentration was determined spec-
trophotometrically. These measurements indicate that 1 mol
of alcohol reacts with 4 mol of oxidant, suggesting that the
aldehyde, formed in the first instance, is further oxidized to
propionic acid. Therefore, the stoichiometry of the reaction
based on propanal as oxidation product is as follows:


C2H5CH2OH+2Fe(CN)6
32 +2OH2→


C2H5CHO+2Fe(CN)6
42 +2H2O (1)


RESULTS


Effect of Fe(CN)32
6 concentration


The variation of the initial rate, v0, as a function of the
oxidant concentration is shown in Figure 1. It is observed
that v0 varies linearly with the hexacyanoferrate(III) concen-
tration at low concentrations (first-order kinetics) and
becomes independent of hexacyanoferrate(III) concentra-
tion at high concentrations (zero-order kinetics). When 1/v0


was plotted versus 1/[Fe(CN)6
32 ], straight lines with


positive slopes and intercepts were obtained.


Effect of propan-1-ol concentration


It was observed that at low concentrations of propan-1-ol
the initial rate is proportional to [propan-1-ol] (first-order
kinetics); at a higher concentration of propan-1-ol the initial
rate becomes independent of that concentration (zero-order
kinetics). This variation was studied for different concentra-
tions of hydroxyl ions. The plots of 1/v0 versus
1/[propan-1-ol] gave straight lines with positive slopes and
intercepts (Figure 2), which corresponds to the equation


1


v0


=a+
b


[S]
(2)


where [S] is the propan-1-ol concentration. This result
suggests a Michaelis–Menten-type dependence of the initial
rate on the concentration of propan-1-ol.


A linear correlation was obtained by plotting b versus
1/[Fe(CN)6


32 ], with a positive intercept. The plot of a
versus 1/[Fe(CN)6


32 ] was linear with a zero intercept.
Hence the experimental rate equation that shows the
dependence of initial rates on oxidant and reductant
concentrations can be written as


v0 =
k[Ox][S]


k9+k0[S]+k999[Ox]
(3)


Figure 1. Effect of [Fe(CN)6
32 ] on the initial rate.


[RuCl3]=1·2131026
M; I=0·5 M; T=30 °C. (a) [propan-


1-ol]=0·6 M, [NaOH]=0·1 M; (b) [propan-1-ol]=0·2 M,
[NaOH]=0·04 M; (c) [propan-1-ol]=0·2 M, [NaOH]=0·3 M
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where [Ox] is the potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) concen-
tration.


Effect of the basicity of the medium


It was observed (Figure 3) that the initial oxidation rate
increases at lower concentration of hydroxide ions, reaching
a maximum; further addition of sodium hydroxide decreases
the initial rate. It was also observed that when the propan-
1-ol concentration increases, the maximum occurs at higher
concentration of hydroxide ions.


No simple mathematical relationship that might justify
the dependence of v0 on [OH2 ] was found. This indicates
that the variation of the initial rate with the basicity of the
medium is complicated, and obeys the general equation


v0 =
A0 +A1[OH2 ]+A2[OH2 ]2 + · · ·


1+B1[OH2 ]+B2[OH2 ]2 + · · ·
(4)


where A0 =0 since v0 approaches zero when [OH2 ] tends
towards zero.


Equation (4) was fitted with the help of a non-linear
regression program and the best total average error for this
equation was found to be 4·5% for grade two. Therefore,
equation (4) may be reduced to


v0 =
A1[OH2 ]+A2[OH2 ]2


1+B1[OH2 ]+B2[OH2 ]2 (5)


Effect of RuCl3 concentration


The plots of v0 versus catalyst concentration were linear
with zero intercet (Figure 4). Hence the kinetics are first


Figure 2. Plot of 1/v0 versus 1/[propan-1-ol].
[Fe(CN)6


32 ]=1·231023
M; [RuCl3]=1·2131026


M; I=0·5 M;
T=30 °C. (a) [NaOH]=0·04 M; (b) [NaOH]=0·15 M; (c)


[NaOH]=0·3 M; (d) [NaOH]=0·4 M


Figure 3. Effect of [NaOH] on the initial rate.
[Fe(CN)6


32 ]=1·231023
M; [RuCl3]=1·2131026


M I=0·5 M;
T=30 °C. (a) [propan-1-ol]=0·05 M; (b) [propan-1-ol]=0·2 M; (c)
[propan-1-ol]=0·4 M; (d) [propan-1-ol]=0·6 M; (e) [propan-


1-ol]=0·8 M


Figure 4. Effect of [Ru(III)]T on the initial rate.
[Fe(CN)6


32 ]=1·231023
M; I=0·5 M; T=30 °C. (a) [propan-


1-ol]=0·3 M, [NaOH]=0·4 M; (b) [propan-1-ol]=0·2 M,
[NaOH]=0·15 M; (c) [propan-1-ol]=0·4 M, [NaOH]=0·2 M; (d)


[propan-1-ol]=0·6 M, [NaOH]=0·1 M
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order in catalyst concentration and the rate of the uncata-
lyzed reaction is negligible in comparison with the
catalyzed reaction.


Absence of polymerization of RuCl3


No evidence for the existence of oxo-bridged ruthenium(III)
complexes was obtained from the following experiment. A
131023


M solution of 2,29-bipyridine in toluene was
added to a 531025


M solution of Ru(III) in 0·1 M


NaOH. The organic ligand was slowly extracted into the
aqueous phase. The spectrum of the aqueous phase was
then recorded. The absence of an intense band about 650 nm
indicates that oxo-bridged dimers such as [(bipy)2(H2O)
RuORu(H2O)(bipy)2]


4+ are not formed.13


The absence of oxo-bridged Ru(III) complexes was also
confirmed as follows: the evaporation of a 2·431023


M


solution of RuCl3 in 0·04 M NaOH to dryness yielded a
green solid. The IR spectrum of this solid did not display
any absorption bands in the 800–900 cm21 region, where an
asymmetric stretch for linear M–O–M species13 is normally
located.


Substituent effects


Under kinetic conditions, the tertiary alcohol 2-methylbu-
tan-2-ol was unreactive, implying that a hydrogen on the
a-carbon of the alcohol is necessary for the reaction to
occur.


Reaction with alcohols


It is well known that methanol is more difficult to oxidize
than propan-2-ol by a one-electron (hydrogen atom ab-
straction) path: DH 0(R–H)=95·9 kcal mol21 (1 kcal=
4·184 kJ) for CH3OH and 90·7 kcal mol21 for (CH3)2CHOH
[DH 0(R–H) is the bond dissociation energy at 298 K
for the gas-phase reaction RH→R• +H•].14 Thus, we
obtained v0 (methanol)=0·3731025 and v0 (propan-
2-ol)=1·2631025


M min21 for the conditions
[alcohol]=0·5 M, [K3Fe(CN)6]=1·231023


M,
[NaOH]=0·2 M, [RuCl3]=1·2131026


M and I=0·5 M. This
result suggests a hydrogen atom abstraction in the rate-
determining step.


Detection of free radicals


When acrylonitrile (0·01 M) was added to the reaction
mixture, in a typical kinetic experiment, the initial rate
decreased (25%). Also, when acrylonitrile (0·7 M) was
added, large amounts of polymer were formed after a few
minutes, indicating the formation of free radicals in the
reaction. No polymeric species were formed when acryloni-
trile (0·7 M) was added to the reaction mixture without
propan-1-ol.


Activation parameters


Under the conditions [propan-1-ol]=0·5 M,
[Fe(CN)6


32 ]=1·2031023
M, [RuCl3]=1·2131026


M,
[NaOH]=0·3 M and I=0·5 M, the experimental activation
parameters found were DH  =56·07 kJ mol21 and
DS ≠ =2148·38 J K21 mol21.


MECHANISM


Before considering the probable oxidation mechanism, it
may be helpful to discuss the species of ruthenium(III) that
may act as catalysts in the reaction.


The electronic spectra of Ru(H2O)6OH3+ and
Ru(H2O)5OH2+ show absorption peaks at 225 and 290 nm,
respectively, which are assigned to ligand to metal charge-
transfer transitions. Both spectra display a much weaker
peak at 392 nm assigned to an allowed d–d transition.15


When the pH of a 431025
M aqueous solution of RuCl3


is increased by stepwise addition of NaOH, three absorption
peaks at 212, 280 and 390 nm are observed. First, as [OH2 ]
increases the intensity of the peaks at 280 and 390 nm
increases. In the interval [OH2 ]=1023–0·4 M the intensity
of the peaks at 212 and 390 nm increases while the intensity
of the peak at 280 nm decreases slightly. Moreover, the
absorption peaks are slightly shifted. In the interval of
[OH2 ] used, three unclearly defined isosbestic points
located at about 219, 357 and 429 nm are observed. This
optical behavior could involve the existence of several
hydroxo–aquo ruthenium complexes in equilibrium:


Ru(H2O)6
3+ +OH2 ⇀↽


K0


Ru(H2O)5OH2+ +H2O (6)


Ru(H2O)5OH2+ +OH2 ⇀↽
K1


Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ +H2O (7)


Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ +OH2 ⇀↽


K2


Ru(H2O)3(OH)3 +H2O (8)


where pK0 =211·1.16


Literature data suggest that ruthenium trichloride exists in
aqueous alkaline media as [Ru(H2O)62x(OH)x]


(32x)+ , where
x is always <6.17–19 Anderson and McConnell20 observed
similar species for hydroxo–aquo ruthenium(IV) com-
plexes.


Given the tendency of Ru(III) complexes to form oxo-
bridged species, the existence of polynuclear species such
as (H2O)5Ru(OH)2Ru(H2O)5 is probable. Thus, an equation
similar to equation (7) may be written:


Ru2(OH)2
4+ +OH2 ⇀↽


K 91
Ru2(OH)3


3+ (9)


However, the behavior of ruthenium trichloride under the
experimental conditions seems to be similar to that of
Ru(IV), which has been shown to polymerize slowly.20


Furthermore, the oxo-bridged dimers have not been
detected by using the aforementioned 2,29-bipyridine test.
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Therefore, we propose a mechanism involving catalytic
paths by both the ruthenium complexes Ru(H2O)4(OH)2


+


and Ru(H2O)3(OH)3, because equilibrium (6) is largely
shifted forwards under the experimental conditions.


The dependence of rates on the concentration of propan-
1-ol suggests the formation of an intermediate complex
between the alcohol and the active species of the catalyst.
Therefore, for the species Ru(H2O)4(OH)2


+ the following
may be written:


Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ +RCH2OH ⇀↽


k1


k21
C1


+ +H2O (10)


where R=CH3CH2.
Cundary and Drago21 have shown that a prior coordina-


tion between the substrate and the metal via hydroxylic
oxygen, before hydride transfer from methanol to the oxo
ligand of Ru(HN=CHCH=NH)2(NH3)O


2+ , lowers the acti-
vation energy. Such an intermediate complex in the
Ru(H2O)4(OH)2


+ reaction with propan-1-ol would have the
following structure:


The formation of this cyclic intermediate would certainly
contribute to the large negative value of entropy observed.
A similar intermediate has been proposed in the reaction of
CrO2+ with methanol.22


Prior coordination may explain why sterically hindered
alcohols react more slowly.22 We obtained
v0 =6·231026


M min21 for (CH3)2CHOH and
v0 =1·031025


M min21 for CH3CH2OH using the following
conditions: [alcohol]=0·1 M, [K3Fe(CN)6]=1·231023


M,
[NaOH]=0·2 M, [RuCl3]=2·031026


M, I=0·5 M and
T=30°C.


To explain the effect of hexacyanoferrate(III) on the
initial reaction rate, we propose the attack of the complex by
the oxidant, in a slow step [equation (11)], producing
Ru(H2O)5OH2+ and a free ketyl radical:


C+
1 +Fe(CN)6


32 →
k2


R
·
CHOH+Fe(CN)6


42 +Ru(H2O)5OH2+ (11)


This attack could involve a hydrogen-atom transfer from
the a–C–H bond to the oxygen of the hydroxo ligand of
ruthenium and an outer-sphere one-electron transfer from
the ruthenium to the oxidant. This hydrogen atom abstrac-
tion is supported by the conventional reactivity order for the
aforementioned oxidation of methanol and propan-2-ol. The
radical nature of reaction (11) was inferred on the basis of
the previously discussed polymerization test.


Awasthi and Upadhyay2 have also proposed a slow step
for the ruthenium(III)-catalyzed oxidation of formaldehyde
and acetaldehyde by alkaline hexacyanoferrate(III) which
involves the attack of the ruthenium(III)–substrate complex
by hexacyanoferrate(III).


Finally, hexacyanoferrate(III) reacts with the ketyl radical
to yield the reaction products, i.e. propanal and hexa-
cyanoferrate(II):


Fe(CN)6
32 +R


·
CHOH→Fe(CN)6


42 +RC
+


HOH (12)


RC
+


HOH+OH2 →RCHO+H2O (13)


We can write the same mechanism for the other active
species of the catalyst:


Ru(H2O)3(OH)3 +RCH2OH⇀↽
k3


k23
C2 +H2O (14)


C2 +Fe(CN)6
32 →


k4


R
·
CHOH+Fe(CN)6


42 +Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+


(15)


The next steps would be the same as those of reactions
(12) and (13). Hence the disappearance rate of hexa-
cyanoferrate(III) is given by


2
d[Ox]


dt
=2k2[C1


+ ][Ox]+2k4[C2][Ox] (16)


By applying the steady-state hypothesis to both com-
plexes C1


+ and C2, we obtain


[C+
1 ]=


k1[S][Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ ]


k21 +k2[Ox]
(17)


[C2]=
k3[S][Ru(H2O)3(OH)3]


k23 +k4[Ox)
(18)


The total ruthenium(III) concentration may be obtained
from the mass balance:


[Ru(III)]T =[Ru(H2O)5OH2+ ]+[Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ ]


+[Ru(H2O)3(OH)3]+[C1
+ ]+[C2] (19)


where


[Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ ]=K1[Ru(H2O)5OH2+ ][OH2 ] (20)


[from equilibrium (7)] and


[Ru(H2O)3(OH)3]=K2[Ru(H2O)4(OH)2
+ ][OH2 ] (21)


[from equilibrium (8)].
Thus assuming that


k21 +k2[Ox]≈k23 +k4[Ox] (22)


and replacing the expressions for [Ru(H2O)5OH2+ ],
[Ru(H2O)4(OH)2


+ ], [Ru(H2O)3(OH)3] and [C2] in terms of
[C1


+ ] into equation (19), solving for [C1
+ ] gives


[C1
+ ]=


k1K1[OH2 ][S][Ru(III)]T


(23)
(1+K1[OH2 ]+K1K2[OH2 ]2)(k21 +k2[Ox])


+[S](k1K1[OH2 ]+k3K1K2[OH2 ]2)
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It follows from equations (17), (18), (21) and (22) that


[C2]=
k3


k1


K2[C1
+ ][OH2 ] (24)


and therefore [C2] in terms of the total concentration of
ruthenium(III) is


[C2]=


k3K1K2[OH2 ]2[S][Ru(III)]T


(25)
(1+K1[OH2 ]+K1K2[OH2 ]2)(k21 +k2[Ox])


+[S](k1K1[OH2 ]+k3K1K2[OH2 ]2)


Substitution of the expressions for [C1
+ ] and [C2]


[equations (23) and (25)] into equation (16) leads to reaction
rate:


d[Ox]


dt
=


2(k1k2K1[OH2 ]+
k3k4K1K2[OH2 ]2)[Ox][S][Ru(III)]T


(26)
(1+K1[OH2 ]+K1K2[OH2 ]2)(k21 +k2[Ox])


+[S](k1K1[OH2 ]+k3K1K2[OH2 ]2)


This equation indicates that at low concentrations of
either hexacyanoferrate(III) or substrate the rate is propor-
tional to either [Ox) or [S]; at a higher concentration of
either the rate becomes independent of that concentration.
Equation (26) shows also a first-order dependence on
[catalyst] and the same complicated dependence on [OH2 ]
as observed experimentally. Therefore, all the experimental
results are in complete agreement with the rate equation
(26). This equation can be expressed as follows:


d[Ox]


dt
=


2{P(1)[OH2 ]+P(2)[OH2 ]2}[Ox][S][Ru(III)]T


(27)
{1+P(3)[OH2 ]+P(4)[OH2 ]2}{P(5)+P(6)[Ox]}


+[S]{P(7)[OH2 ]+P(8)[OH2 ]2}


The kinetic data were fitted to equation (27) using a non-
linear regression program based on the Marquardt
algorithm.23 The values obtained for the parameters of
equation (27) were P(1)=2·9731011, P(2)=4·223109,
P (5)=1·003103, P (6)=3·423107, P (3)3P (5)=1·003106,
P (3)3P (6)=7·453108,P (4)=1·643103, P (4)3P (5)=
1·633106, P (4)3P (6)=9·573109, P (7)=2·073106 and
P (8)=1·003105. The agreement between v0(calc) and
v0(exp) is satisfactory, as observed in Figure 5. The average
error of equation (27) was 5·90%.
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BASICITY OF AZOLES: COMPLEXES OF DIIODINE WITH IMIDAZOLES,
PYRAZOLES AND TRIAZOLES


M. J. EL GHOMARI,1 R. MOKHLISSE1, C. LAURENCE2* J.-Y. LE QUESTEL2 and M. BERTHELOT2


1 Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Moléculaire, Faculté des Sciences Semlalia, Université Cadi Ayyad, Marrakesh, Morocco
2 Laboratoire de Spectrochimie, Faculté des Sciences et des Techniques, 2 rue de la Houssinière, BP 92208, 44322 Nantes Cedex 3, France


The diiodine basicity (a soft Lewis basicity) of 15 azoles (imidazoles, pyrazoles and triazoles) was measured by means
of the formation constant of the diiodine–azole complexes in heptane at 298 K. The preferred sites of diiodine fixation
are the nitrogens N-3 in imidazoles, N-2 in pyrazoles and N-4 in 1,2,4-triazoles. The diiodine basicity decreases with (i)
the number of ring nitrogens, (ii) benzofusion, (iii) field electron-withdrawing effects of substituents on N-1 and (iv) for
pyrazoles only, steric effect of substituents on N-1. In imidazoles and 1,2,4-triazoles, the lengthening and branching of
alkyl groups on N-1 increase significantly the basicity, and 1-(adamant-1-yl)imidazole is the most basic of the azoles
studied. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


The Brønsted basicity of azoles has been the subject of
many studies,1 both in aqueous solution (the pKa scale) and
in the gas phase (the GB and PA scales). They are also well
represented (16 compounds) in the log Kb scale2 of
hydrogen-bond basicity, constructed towards 4-nitrophenol.
Other values have been obtained3 for N-unsubstituted
pyrazoles towards 3,4-dinitrophenol. However, the Lewis
basicity of azoles seems to have been little studied.


This work was aimed at measuring the Lewis basicity of
azoles 1–15 towards the Lewis acid I2 . We obtained
equilibrium constants, K, for 1 :1 molecular complexes of
these azoles and diiodine [equation (1)].


Diiodine constitutes a reference Lewis acid of choice for
measuring the soft character of Lewis bases since its
absolute hardness parameter4 h is among the weakest
known. Moreover, there is a good correlation between the
formation constants K of diiodine complexes and the anti-
thyroid activity in vivo of organic molecules.5 In fact,
2-mercapto-1-methylimidazole (methimazole), which
gives6 a K value of 23 194 l mol21, among the highest
known, is the most potent synthetic anti-thyroid drug7


currently used.


A number of constants K are available8 for the formation
of azole–diiodine complexes, but they refer to different
temperatures and solvents of various kinds (heptane, CCl4 ,
ClCH2CH2Cl, CH2Cl2 and CHCl3 ) and do not allow the
construction of a coherent basicity scale. On our part, we
have studied equilibrium (1) at a given temperature (298 K)
and in the same solvent (heptane) every time the solubility
of azoles permitted us to do so. For these solubility reasons
we were obliged to study azoles 5, 11 and 15 in CH2Cl2 and
compound 12 in chlorobenzene. However, we have referred
the K values in these solvents to heptane, in order to obtain
a homogeneous basicity scale.


Since azoles possess several potentially basic nitrogen
atoms, we shall look for the most basic nitrogen on which
diiodine is bonded. Then we shall be able to discuss the
relationships between structure and diiodine basicity.


EXPERIMENTAL


Materials. Heptane, dichloromethane and chloroben-
zene were solvents of spectroscopic grade and were dried
over molecular sieves. Diiodine was sublimed twice. Azoles
1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 11 and 15 were commercial products


* Correspondence to: C. Laurence.
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(Aldrich). The other azoles were supplied by Professor J.
Elguero (CSIC, Madrid, Spain).


Equilibrium constant determinations. Equilibrium
constants at 298 K were obtained by the spectrometric
method of Rose and Drago9 [equation (2)] from absorbance
measurements on the visible transition of diiodine:


1


K
=


A2A0


«c 2«I


2C0
D 2C0


I +
C0


DC0
I («c 2«I )


A2A0


(2)


where A2A0 is the difference in absorbance between a
sample cell (l=1 cm) containing diiodine at a concentration
C0


I and an electron donor (azole) at a concentration C0
D and


a reference cell of the same optical path containing diiodine
at the same concentration as the sample cell; «c 2«I is the
difference between the molar extinction coefficients of
complexed and free diiodine. The unknown quantities Kc


and «c 2«I were calculated from the A2A0 values measured
at the maximum of the curve A2A0 =f(l) for a series of
solutions with varying C0


I (ca 1023 mol l21 ) and C0
D


(1022–1024 mol l21 depending on the strength of the base).
The error in K was calculated from the standard deviation of
the mean at the 90% confidence level.


Apparatus. Absorbances were measured on a Cary 219
instrument. The 1 cm cells were thermostated to within
±0·2 K by means of a Lauda K 2R cryostat.


Calculations. All calculations were performed using the
Spartan 4·0 molecular modeling program10 running on a
Silicon Graphics Indy workstation. Calculations of electro-
static potential surfaces were performed on azoles using
geometry-optimized structures. These surfaces were
mapped on to the electron density surface (0·002 e/au
isosurface) at high resolution. The geometries of the azole–
dichlorine complexes were fully optimized. The starting
geometry of complexation was chosen such that dichlorine
stands along the conventional sp2 nitrogen lone pair, with
respective values of 180° and 2·730 Å for the N · · · Cl—Cl
angle and the N · · · Cl distance according to the microwave
results for the H3N · · · Cl2 complex.11


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Diiodine basicity scale of azoles


Table 1 lists the formation constants K= [complex]/
[I2 ][azole] for 1 :1 diiodine complexes with azoles at 298 K
in heptane, CH2Cl2 and chlorobenzene. Since the formation
constant of diiodine complexes is strongly solvent depend-
ent,12 it is crucial to refer the C6H5Cl value for 12 and the
CH2Cl2 values for 5, 11 and 15 to one solvent, and we chose
heptane, the most commonly used and the most apolar.
Fortunately, for structurally related compounds, log K
values determined in two different solvents are generally
related.12b From literature data12b, 13 on N(sp2) bases and our
own data in Table 1, we can establish the linear free energy
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relationships in equations (3) and (4) for azoles and
calculate log K values for 5, 11, 12 and 15 in heptane
through these correlations, where n is the number of data
points and r the correlation coefficient.


log K(n2C7H16 )=20·44+1·07 log K(C6H5Cl) (3)
n=3; r2 =0·998


log K(n2C7H16 )=0·65+0·83 log K(CH2Cl2 ) (4)
n=9; r2 =0·996


The fifth column in Table 1 constitutes a diiodine basicity
scale of azoles in heptane at 298 K. This soft Lewis basicity
scale is only roughly related to the pKa scale1c of azoles
[equation (5)].


log K(I2 )=1·12+0·265 pKa (H+
aq ) (5)


n=11; r2 =0·876


Site of fixation of diiodine


The existence of two nitrogens in imidazoles and pyrazoles,
three nitrogens in triazoles and a benzene p ring in 5, 6, 10,
11, 14 and 15 raises the question of the fixation site(s) of
diiodine. We first note that all the visible spectra of free
diiodine in equilibrium with complexed diiodine show an


isosbestic point, which excludes the presence of a 1 :2
complex but not of two 1 :1 complexes.14


In compounds 5, 6, 10, 11, 14 and 15, the fixation of
diiodine on the benzene p ring is considered negligible
when we compare the very low formation constant
(log K=20·62)15 of the benzene–diiodine complex with the
constants in Table 1.


In imidazoles 1–6, the low formation constant
(log K=0·78)16 of the diiodine–N-methylpyrrole complex,
compared with the values in Table 1 ranging from 2·50 to
3·41, is also indicative of halogen bonding [halogen
bonding (cf. hydrogen bonding) refers to the intermolecular
bond between the halogen atom and the basic atom of the
Lewis base] to the imino nitrogen N-3 and not to the amino
nitrogen N-1. Moreover, the push–pull mechanism


still decreases the basicity of nitrogen N-1 at the benefit of
N-3. In fact, imidazoles behave as all other amidines where
protonation17 and hydrogen bonding18 occur on the imino
nitrogen.


If we consider pyrazoles as imidazole vinylogues (ami-
dine vinylogues):


Table 1. Formation constants (l mol21 ) for 1 :1 diiodine complexes with azoles at
298 K


No Compound Solvent K Log Ka pKa
b


Imidazoles:
3 1-Methylimidazole Heptane 725±23 2·86 7·12


C6H5Cl 1247±74
CH2Cl2 448±36


2 1-n-Butylimidazole Heptane 1094±35 3·04 7·16
3 1-t-Butylimidazole Heptane 1194±53 3·08 7·30


C6H5Cl 1955±95
CH2Cl2 682±22


4 1-(Adamant-1-yl)imidazole Heptane 2561±117 3·41
5 Benzimidazole CH2Cl2 164±7 2·49c 5·56
6 1-n-Butylbenzimidazole Heptane 612±36 2·79 5·31


Pyrazoles:
7 Pyrazole Heptane 78±6 1·89 2·48
8 1-Methylpyrazole Heptane 138±11 2·14 2·06
9 1-(Adamant-1-yl)pyrazole Heptane 37±9 1·57


10 1-Phenylpyrazole Heptane 10±1 1·00 0·43
11 Indazole CH2Cl2 16±1 1·65c 1·04
Triazoles:
12 1-Methyl-1,2,4-triazole C6H5Cl 99±15 1·71d 3·20
13 1-(Adamant-1-yl)-1,2,4-triazole C6H5Cl 156±17


Heptane 79±10 1·90
14 1-Benzyl-1,2,4-triazole Heptane 23±1 1·36
15 Benzotriazole CH2Cl2 4±0·2 1·15c ~1·6


a 1 logK unit=1·36 kcal mol21 =5·69 kJ mol21. All values refer to heptane.
b Brønsted basicity in water.1c


c Obtained through equation (4).
d Obtained through equation (3).
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the same arguments apply to pyrazoles 7–11 and allow us to
conclude that diiodine is halogen bonded to nitrogen N-2 in
these compounds.


In triazoles, diiodine can be halogen bonded to either
nitrogen N-2 or N-4, as shown by the resonance limit forms
a and b:


a b


The respective importance of forms a and b will determine
the major site. Three arguments allow us to conclude that
the preferred site is N-4.


The first argument in favour of an I—I· · ·N-4 complex
comes from the fact that the bulky 1-adamant-1-yl sub-
stituent does not give a steric effect in triazoles. In fact, if
diiodine were to fix on nitrogen N-2, the formation constant
of 13 with diiodine should decrease compared with 12, as
for pyrazoles (see below). Since, on the contrary, the
adamantyl substitution increases K, as for imidazoles (see
below), we conclude that the diiodine is halogen bonded to
N-4.


The second argument comes from the calculation of the
minimum electrostatic potential on the molecular surface,
Vs, min . Stricto sensu, Vs corresponds to the electrostatic
interaction energy with a proton located on the molecular
surface, but it also reflects the orientational-dependent
electron density and Vs, min should design the most basic
nitrogen lone pair. In fact, the electrostatic interaction
energy is dominant in the complexes of dihalogens19, 20 with
nitrogen bases. Calculations of Vs, min at the PM3, HF/
3–21G* and HF/6–31G* levels (Table 2) confirm clearly
that the nitrogen N-3 of imidazoles and N-2 of pyrazoles are
the basic ones and show that the nitrogens N-4 of
1,2,4-triazoles and N-3 of the 1,2,3-triazole 15 are more


basic than N-2. There is a rough relationship between log K
and Vs, min and the energy of the highest occupied orbital,
«HOMO , calculated, for economic reasons, at the PM3 level:


log K=1·19+0·109(2Vs, min /kcal mol21 )


+0·771 («HOMO /eV) (5)


(1 kcal=4·184 kJ). In equation (5), the number of data
points is 15 and the multiple correlation coefficient is 0·910;
the normalized regression coefficients (not given) show that
the leading term is the V term. The importance of the V term
is also shown by the significant partial correlation coef-
ficient of log K vs Vs, min (r=0·80) compared with the
non-significant one (r=0·24) for log K vs «HOMO . Equation
(5) allows the estimation of dlog K, the difference in
basicity between nitrogens [equation (6)], from the differ-
ence dV between Vs, min (N-i) and Vs(N-j ) [equation (7)].


d log K= log K(N-i)2 log K(N-j)= log
K(N-i)
K(N-j)


(6)


d log K=0·109 dV (7)


For 1-methyl-1,2,4-triazole, dV=8·1 kcal mol21 predicts
that K(N-4) is about eight times greater than K(N-2), and for
benzotriazole dV=10·4 kcal mol21 gives K(N-3)≈14K(N-
2). These ratios K(N-i)/K(N-j) are only orders of magnitude,
since equation (7) is very approximate, but they indicate
how much the imidazolic nitrogens are more basic than the
pyrazolic nitrogens in triazoles.


A last argument is given by the ab initio study of the
complexes of azoles with dihalogens. Few ab initio
calculations have been devoted to diiodine complexes and,
in any case, they have been performed on simple molecules
(e.g. ammonia,19 methylamine19 or acetone21 ). For economic
reasons, (i) we replaced diiodine with dichlorine, (ii) we
studied only triazoles 12 and 13, and for comparison
imidazole 1 and pyrazole 8, and (iii) we chose the HF/
3–21G* basis set (3–21G*//3–21G* calculations). Being
interested only in the relative basicity of two nitrogens in
the same molecule, we assume that the errors induced by the
finite character of the basis and the neglect of electron
correlation are about the same for each nitrogen. To judge


Table 2. Electrostatic potentials (kcal mol21 ) on the 0·002 e/au isosurface for azoles


HF/6–31G*
HF/3–21G* PM3


No. Compound 2Vs, min (N-i)a 2Vs (N-j)b dV c dV c dV c


1 1-Methylimidazole 59·2 (N-3) —d (N1) —e —e —e


8 1-Methylpyrazole 49·1 (N-2) —d (N-1) —e —e —e


12 1-Methyl-1,2,4-triazole 50·5 (N-4) 44·1 (N-2) 6·4 10·2 8·1
15 Benzimidazole 50·4 (N-3) 41·2 (N-2) 9·2 8·8 10·4


a Minimum electrostatic potential, on nitrogen numbered i.
b Electrostatic potential on nitrogen numbered j.
c Difference between 2Vs, min (N-i) and 2Vs (N-j).
d Not negative enough to be determined.
e Very large.
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the interaction strength of the complex, we focused on three
properties:
(i) the electronic energy change, DE0 , for the reaction (8):


(8)


DE0 =E0 (complex)2 [E0 (azole)+E0 (Cl2 )] (9)


(ii) the length of the intermolecular bond, r(N· · ·Cl);
(iii) the change in the Cl—Cl bond distance upon complex
formation, Dr (Cl—Cl).


The results are summarized in Table 3. We note that the
3–21G* basis set gives a fairly good prediction of the Cl2


bond length (calc. 1·9964 Å; exp.11 1·9915 Å) and predicts a
geometry of the complexes which seems reasonable,
compared with the geometry of Cl—Cl· · ·NH3:


11 the
complexation leads to a lengthening of the Cl—Cl bond
distance, Cl2 lies along the axis of the nitrogen sp2 lone pair
(as conventionally envisaged) and the Cl—Cl· · ·N arrange-
ment is quasi-linear. We see that the most negative DE0 , the
shortest halogen bond and the longest dichlorine bond are
found when dichlorine is bonded to N-4 in triazoles 12 and
13. If we make the reasonable assumptions that
dDH298 ≈dDE0 and dDS298 Å0 (the operator d is for the
difference between the complexes on N-4 and N-2),
dDE0 =1·45 kcal mol21 allows us to estimate that, for
triazole 12, K(N-4) is 12 times greater than K(N-2). This
order of magnitude (for the dichlorine complex) agrees with
that found previously from the correlation (7) between
dlog K and electrostatic potentials. We conclude that the
imidazolic nitrogen N-4 of 1,2,4-triazoles is the major site
of diiodine fixation.


Influence of structure on the diiodine basicity


The inequalities 1-Me-imidazole>1-Me-pyrazole>1-Me-
1,2,4-triazole (where > means ‘more basic than’) show that


the basicity of azoles decreases when the number of imino
nitrogens increases. This extends to tetrazoles which are
very weakly basic (log KÅ0·5).8 The inequalities 1-n-Bu-
imidazole>1-n-Bu-benzimidazole and pyrazole>indazole
show that the benzofusion decreases the basicity. The same
was found for thiazole and benzothiazole.22


The inductive-field electron-withdrawing effect of PhCH2


(sF =+0·05)23 explains why 1-benzyl-1,2,4-triazole is less
basic than 1-methyl-1,2,4-triazole. Both the sF value of
phenyl (sF =+0·10)23 and an electron-withdrawing reso-
nance effect (10b and two other similar forms compete with
10a) cause 1-phenylpyrazole to be the least basic of the
azoles of this study.


The influence of alkyl substituents on the amino nitrogen
N-1 is similar for the families of imidazoles and 1,2,4-tria-
zoles, but differs for pyrazoles. For imidazoles and
triazoles, the alkyl substituents on N-1 increase the basicity
in the order of chain lengthening and branching: adamant-
1-yl> tert-butyl≈n-butyl>methyl>hydrogen.


The electronic effects of alkyl groups are the subject of an
old controversy. Our findings support the historical point of
view of Taft24 that the electron-donating effect of alkyl
groups increases with increasing chain length and branch-
ing, and not the alternative view25 that this effect remains
almost constant. In fact, compared with methyl the ada-
mant-1-yl substituent increases the basicity of imidazoles,
compared with methyl, by 0·55 log K unit (i.e. 0·75 kcal
mol21 in free energy, to be compared with the enthalpy of
formation of the diiodine–nitrogen sp2 bases,26 8 kcal
mol21). However, the mechanism(s) of electron donation
remain(s) to be established.


In the pyrazole family, the hydrogen/methyl substitution
increases log K by 0·25 unit, but the methyl/adamant-1-yl
substitution decreases log K by 0·57 unit. This reflects the
front strain between the bulky adamant-1-yl substituent and
the diiodine molecule bonded to N-2: the upsilon steric
parameter27 of adamant-1-yl is 1·33, compared with only
0·52 for methyl and zero for hydrogen. It seems clear that,


Table 3. Some properties of the azoles–dichlorine complexes calculated at the HF/3–21G* level


r(N. . .Cl) Dr(Cl2 )d


No. Compound N a 2DE0
b, c (Å) (Å)


1 1-Methylimidazole (logK=2·86) N-3 7·90 2·559 0·036
8 1-Methylpyrazole (logK=2·14) N-2 6·18 2·661 0·023


12 1-methyl-1,2,4-triazole (logK=1·69) N-2 5·34 2·715 0·017
N-4 6·79 2·621 0·026


13 (1-Adamant-1-yl)-1,2,4-triazole (logK=1·90) N-2 6·48 2·759 0·014
N-4 8·84 2·603 0·029


— Ammonia(logK=1·76)e N — 2·730f 0·010f


a Nitrogen to which Cl2 is bonded.
b Electronic energy change in kcal mol21 at 0 K, without zero-point correction.
c The 3–21G* basis can overestimate these values. A 6–31G*//6–31G* calculation gives DE0 =23·42 kcal
mol21 for the complex of 1-methylimidazole.
d Dr(Cl2 )=r (complexed Cl2 )2r (free Cl2 ).
e Ref. 28.
f Experimental results from Ref. 11 for comparison.
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in the pyrazole series, the electron-donating effect of bulkyl
alkyl substituents on N-1 can be overcome by their steric
effect.
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CHEMICAL CONTRAST IN SCANNING NEAR-FIELD
OPTICAL MICROSCOPY


GERD KAUPP* AND ANDREAS HERRMANN
Organische Chemie I, FB 9, Universität Oldenburg, Postfach 2503, D-26111 Oldenburg, Germany


Repeatable and stable scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) images are obtained under shear-force control if
uncoated, i.e. cold and sharp, tapered fiber tips are used. True chemical contrast is seen for the first time on organic
crystals due to the different near-field reflectivities of different chemical species on partly oxidized anthracene. The
topography spans a Z-range of 500 nm. The surface roughness is tolerable and the sites of reaction can be related to
crystal structure data. A submicroscopic local resolution of 18 nm has been obtained for chemical contrast,
discriminating different chemical species even with poorly reflecting organics on rough crystal surfaces. Thus, reflection-
back-to-the-fiber SNOM will find wide applications for both transparent and opaque samples. All drawbacks with blunt
and hot metal-coated tips at a <10 nm distance from the surface in previous SNOM setups are overcome. © 1997 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM or NSOM)
beyond the diffraction limit1 is considerably older than
atomic force microscopy (AFM)2 but it has not yet found
the broad application of the latter. The strength of SNOM is
its ability to provide local spectroscopic information in
addition to the topographic information which is gained
from simultaneous AFM control. Thus, looking for topo-
graphy with SNOM by using constant height techniques is
less profitable than local spectroscopy by running constant
distance modes. If topographic features are excluded, the
contrast depends only on the chemical composition or the
physical state and local variations in reflected intensities
provide further insight into the nature of submicroscopic
surface features. This paper reports on the first interpretable
chemical contrasts of SNOM on organic crystals, which
discriminate different local surface compositions, observa-
tions that should assign to SNOM the importance that AFM
and other SXM techniques already enjoy.


REFLECTION-BACK-TO-THE-FIBER SNOM


The detection of chemical contrast in the near-field requires
stable conditions while the scanning tip is kept at a <10 nm


distance from an usually rough surface. Not all of the
currently available tip-related set-ups (Figure 1) are suit-
able. The use of metal-coated tapered fibers or pipettes has
been most popular3,4 and these have been used in commer-
cial instruments5 and in numerous laboratory-made set-ups.
However, it was not always appreciated that metal-coated
tips produce enormous temperature gradients if they heat up
to 100–500 8C,6 a fact that has recently been used to sublime
off locally anthracene (1) vapor (melting point 218 8C; Cr-
coated tip) from its crystal surface.7 Thus, the modes A, A9,
B· in Figure 1 can at best be used for heat-resistant surfaces
lacking thermal effects, or possibly for measurements under
water. Anyhow, the overwhelming part of the light that is
coupled into the fiber is absorbed and transformed into heat
by the metal coating and Al coatings may evaporate at the
end of the tip.6b However, metal-coated tapered tips have
been used successfully for single molecule detection on flat
surfaces when they were not used as the light source.8


A closer analysis of Figure 1 reveals that the evanescent
approaches E, F and G [photon scanning tunneling micros-
copy (PSTM)] are unsuitable for rough and opaque samples.
Only mode C, which uses uncoated tips that stay cold, is
useful for rough opaque and transparent samples. Mode D
requires transparency and the more recent approach with
Lecher waveguide tetraeder probes9 requires flat samples.
The reflection-back-to-the-fiber set-up (mode C) is highly
versatile and so sensitive that not only inorganic and* Correspondence to: G. Kaupp.
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polymer10–12 but also organic and possibly biological
materials can be successfully probed. The images of this
work have been taken with a commercial instrument that
provides high feedback dynamics, allowing for fast scans of
50–125 mm s21 in the 10 mm range.13 Uncoated fiber tips
are used, as is shown schematically in Figure 2. The
polarizer increases the signal-to-noise ratio. The fiber tip
with a nominal radius of <15 nm is dithered laterally and
provides the ‘shear-force’ feedback signal. The large
diameter of the illuminated spot, which may reach
>1 mm,14 does not impede high resolution, because the
reflected light enters the tip in the near-field.10 Hence, only
a small portion of the illuminated area contributes to the
reflection signal and collection of reflected light works also
at slopes that may reach 308 or more. SNOM measurements
with uncoated tips yield reproducible and interpretable
images which reveal variations of the chemical composition
of non-uniform solid surfaces.


Organic crystals that were chemically modified by either
partial autoxidation with oxygen or partial diazotization
with nitrogen dioxide were chosen. Numerous such gas–
solid reactions can be run quantitatively to 100%
completion without waste formation.14–17 Hence, the eluci-
dation of their mechanisms is of great importance because
environmentally benign syntheses are badly needed for
chemical production techniques of the future.


CHEMICAL CONTRAST IN AUTOXIDATIONS


The autoxidation products of anthracene (1) are anthraqui-
none (2) and water that evaporates from the surface. An
intermediate oxidation state is the brown 1:1 charge-transfer
complex 3 from the melt of 1 and 2. It is only stable in the
solid state and, unlike 1 and 2, it absorbs strongly at
488 nm.


No SNOM contrast was obtained when probing (001)
surfaces of 1 after exposure to air in a closed bottle for 6
months. No variations in reflectivity were found at 14 nm
steps or at further (minor) defects. Hence, the surface was
chemically uniform and had not autoxidized. The same was
true for flat parts of pretreated (110) surfaces of 1 that did
not show any significant variations of local reflectivity. The
chemical non-reactivity on (001) and (110) derives from the
inaccessibility of the reaction centers of 1 to oxygen, as
imposed by the crystal packing. Thus, on (001) all
molecules 1 stand steeply (678) on their short edge, hiding
both reaction centers, whereas on (110) half of the
molecules stand steeply (768) on their long edge, presenting
only one of their central carbon atoms and shielding the rest
of the molecules that stand on their long edges at a tilt of
238.4,18 Both reaction centers of 1 are accessible only at
faces that are skew to the natural ones.


Interestingly, the molecular packing on {110} seems to
enhance the occurrence of crystal faults on that form, such
as the 400 nm deep crater which is shown in the AFM
topography in Plate 1(A). At the slopes, which rarely exceed
208 (some reach up to 308), it is expected that both reaction
centers of 1 are accessible to oxygen and that the
analytically observed autoxidation occurs. It is perfectly
clear that non-contact AFM alone is not able to show if the
minor microcrystalline features in Plate 1(A) are chemically
changed or not, their overall appearance being smooth and


Figure 1. Basic geometries for SNOM (A, B, C, D) and PSTM (A9, E, F, G). Illuminating light, solid arrows (sloping arrows from underneath,
beyond the angle of total reflection); collected light, dashed arrows


Figure 2. Block diagram of a reflection-back-to-the-fiber SNOM
with shear-force distance control and cross-polarization detection
system. (1) Beam splitter and crossed polarizers; (2) shear-force
control system; (3) sample mounted on the piezo stage
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inconspicuous. However, the SNOM image [Plate 1(B)]
shows marked local variations of reflectivities which do not
depict topography, but show chemical contrast due to three
efficiencies of reflectivity, that is, ‘normal’ reflection from
the flat part, increased reflection from the crystallites in the
depths (also at the right corner) and at the left slope, and
decreased reflection from some shallow slopes. The local
variation of the reflectivity is clearly seen in the cross-
sections. It is evident that we detect the response of the three
different chemical species 1, 2 and 3. Chemical analyses
exclude further products and the presumed labile primary
9,10-bridged peroxide of 1 has never been detected. The
relative reflectivity properties are easily assigned to 1 (low,


unpolar), 2 (higher, polar) and 3 (very low, light absorbing
at 488 nm).


Chemical contrast is also found in the solid-state
autoxidation of 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (thioamide form
4)19 on its (001) face. Chemical analyses indicate that bis-


Figure 3. High-resolution reflection SNOM image (488 nm, arbitrary units of intensity) at a sloping (10–158) autoxidation site on the (110)
surface of 1, showing peak-to-peak distances down to 18 nm
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2-benzothiazolyl disulfide (5) and evaporating water are the
only products. The crystal packing of 4 indicates that all
relevant functional groups are efficiently shielded19 and thus
not directly available on the surface layer. Therefore, such
crystals protect themselves against autoxidation and are
very stable in air. Islands are formed upon prolonged
standing that consist of 5. Apparently the autoxidation starts
only at dislocations where the functional groups are
accessible and then continues there. The central hill on the
large island in Plate 2(A) is 350 nm high and the slopes at
the shores are typically 208. The SNOM image [Plate 2(B)]
shows that the oxidation product 5 is less reflective than 4 in
the near-field. Hence, the contours of the islands are
precisely traced. However, there is no correlation with the
island topography and it appears that the surface is
chemically uniform on it. Outside the islands a different
chemical uniformity obtains, and this is supported by the
sharpness of the borderlines. The reflectivity differences
between 4 and 5 are very minor. The chemical contrast is by
no means a topographical one.


SNOM IN DIAZOTIZATION


The solid-state diazotization of sulfanilic acid monohydrate
(6) has been studied by AFM15 and x-ray grazing incidence
diffraction (GID)16a on its most prominent (010) face.
According to the crystal packing, that surface is not suitable
for a complete diazotization reaction of 6 to give 7. AFM
and more directly depth-resolved in-plane GID show that
the phase rebuilding proceeds sideways into the bulk from
dislocations. This conclusion is supported by reflection
SNOM at terrace steps on (010) of 6 after NO2 treatment.
Plate 3(A) shows the AFM topography {the unreacted slope
on the surface of 6 [similarly to Plate 3(A)] did, of course,
not give a SNOM contrast in the constant distance mode, as
the surface was chemically uniform; cf. similar findings in
Refs 6b and 16b} and Plate 3(B) the chemical contrast in
SNOM: the terrace step exhibits stronger reflectivity. It is
concluded that the diazonium salt 7 is formed at the slopes
where the (hydrogen-bonded) amino groups of the molec-
ular strings, that stand nearly vertical on (010), are
accessible to the reacting gas NO2. The flat part of the
surface is only partly diazotized because half of the
molecules 6 have their amino groups up, whereas the other
half have them down in the bulk, and all molecules 6 are
kept from moving up beyond the (010) surface by hydrogen
bonding to the bulk.15 Still, the SNOM contrast is suf-
ficiently large to discriminate clearly the different local
chemical composition. All observations are in excellent
agreement with the earlier conclusions.


RESOLUTION IN REFLECTION SNOM


The high resolution using thermally pulled tapered tips
(CO2 laser; radius 15 mm) in Figure 3 is obtained at
topographic slopes of 10–158, a fact that underlines the
versatility of the reflection-back-to-the-fiber SNOM when
combined with high feedback dynamics. A partly autoxi-


dized (110) surface of 1 was traced at high resolution. Very
fine details of reflectivity are seen in Figure 3. The cross-
section indicates peak-to-peak distances of as small as
18 nm. Thus, a resolution of at least 18 nm was achieved in
ambient reflection SNOM using standard tips at a rate of
4 mm s21.


DISCUSSION


The local chemical contrast that has been demonstrated for
the first time on three very different organic systems
provides deep insights into the mechanisms of solid-state
chemical reactions: the chemical contrasts show directly
that the reactivity or non-reactivity depends sensitively on
the molecular arrangement in the upmost molecular layer of
the crystals. This is evident on different faces of anthracene
(1) which, depending on the molecular alignment, were
found to be unreactive ({001}; {110}) or reactive (skew to
{110}). The same is observed macroscopically: very thin
scales (8–10 mm) of 1, which exhibits (001) faces almost
exclusively, are much more stable in air than compact
prisms of 1 with their most prominent {110} forms and
many large dislocations on them. The autoxidation of
2-mercaptobenzothiazole (4) on (001) is only possible
around dislocations which serve as starting points, because
the molecular packing indicates shielding of the relevant
functional groups. The SNOM investigations provide evi-
dence that only the observed islands contain the reaction
product 5. Terrace steps are major sites of diazotization of
sulfanilic acid (6) on (010), the hydrogen bonded strings of
molecules being attacked from their sides. This cannot be
seen in AFM topography but can be, very distinctly, with
SNOM. Thus, important new evidence is gained which
complements AFM and GID results. As reflection SNOM
with slim uncoated tips under shear-force control does not
experience topographical effects, proof of chemical uni-
formity or non-uniformity is obtained even in the presence
of common surface features4,6b,14–18 that may reach mm
heights. Such detailed mechanistic information is important
for the continuing development of environmentally benign
solid-state syntheses without producing wastes.


OUTLOOK


It is remarkable that near-field reflectivity differences
between unlike absorbing or non-absorbing organic mole-
cules can be distinguished very sensitively on very rough
surfaces. Variations in detection wavelength or diffraction
of the reflected light for local fluorescence11,20 and Raman
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spectroscopy21 will further increase the information
obtained with organic and, of course, biological material.
The reflectivity will be useful for the discrimination of
different physical states (crystals, polymers,22 layers,23 etc.)
and for all sorts of more strongly reflecting inorganic
materials (metals, semiconductors, salts, oxides, ceramics,
catalysts, doped surfaces, etc.). Contrast of materials in
composites or polymer blends will also be easily detectable.
Hence, the present results offer promise for wide applica-
tions of reflection-back-to-the-fiber SNOM using slender
and cold uncoated tips instead of blunt and hot metal-coated
tips.
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Plate 1. Simultaneous shear-force AFM topography calibrated with a 3000 (X,Y)/500 (Z) nm gold grating (A) and reflection SNOM image
(arbitrary units) taken with 488 nm light (B) of a partially autoxidized (110) surface of anthracene (1) (P21/a) at a 400 nm deep crater site
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Plate 2. Simultaneous shear-force AFM topography (the contrast covers height differences of 500 nm) (A) and reflection SNOM image
(arbitrary units of intensity) taken with 488 nm light (B) of 4 (P21/c) on (001), showing islands generated by autoxidation to give the less
reflecting disulfide 5 soley on the islands
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Plate 3. Simultaneous shear-force AFM topography (A) and reflection SNOM image taken with 488 nm light (B) of sulfanilic acid
monohydrate (6) (P21/c) on the (010) face, that had a terrace step of 50-90 nm height on it, after 1 min of treatment with 1 cm3 of NO2 (1:4
mixture with air injected from a 1 cm distance), yielding the diazonium salt 7 which is formed at the slopes and reflects more strongly








     


X-RAY AND VIBRATIONAL STUDIES OF 8-AMINOQUINOLINE.
EVIDENCE FOR A THREE-CENTER HYDROGEN BOND
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The x-ray structure of 8-aminoquinoline indicates that one of the NH bonds of the NH2 group forms a three-center
hydrogen bond, the major component being the intramolecular hydrogen bond and the minor component the
intermolecular hydrogen bond. The IR and Raman spectra of 8-aminoquinoline and of its N-deuterated counterpart
reflect the non-equivalence of the two NH(D) bonds and the weakness of the hydrogen bridge.  © 1997 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION


Hydrogen bonding is one of the driving forces which
determine three-dimensional structure and self-assembly in
chemical and biological systems and the hydrogen bond
pattern in model biological compounds has recently been
reviewed and discussed.1 The interest in 8-aminoquinoline
(8-AQ), which contains functional groups commonly
involved in hydrogen bonding, is related to its genotoxic
activities such as mutagenicity2 and to its unusually low
proton acceptor ability in solution, much lower than that of
3-aminoquinoline.3 This behavior has been accounted for by
the existence of an intramolecular NH···N hydrogen bond
which lowers the basicity of the nitrogen atom of the
quinoline ring. The existence of an intramolecular hydrogen
bond in solution was suggested by the non-equivalence of
the two NH or ND bonds observed in the IR spectrum of the
partially N-deuterated isotopomer. In order to confirm this
statement, the x-ray structure of 8-AQ was determined in
the present work. The Fourier transform (FT)-IR and FT-
Raman spectra of the solid compound are also reported and
discussed. Both techniques allow one to detect the presence
of intra- and intermolecular interactions and to discuss their
strength.


EXPERIMENTAL


Crystal data. C9H8N2, M=144·17. Monoclinic, space
group P21/n, a=6·884(1), b=9·983(1), c=10·425(1) Å,
b=91·45(1)8, V=716·2(1) Å3 (by least-squares refinement
on diffractometer angles of 25 centered reflections,
l=1·15178 Å), Z=4, D=1·337 mg cm23. Transparent crys-
tals, 0·4030·2030·20 mm, m(Cu Ka)=0·648 mm21).


Data collection and processing. The following condi-
tions were used: Siemens P4-PC diffractometer, graphite
monochromatized Cu Ka radiation, u–2u mode, 1432
reflections collected (u range for data collection between
6·14 and 54·238, index range 21<h<7, 21<k<10,
210<p<10, 872 unique reflections (Rmerge =0·034), no
absorption correction applied.


Structure analysis and refinement. The structure was
solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-
squares on F2, with all-non hydrogen atoms anisotropic and
hydrogens with isotropic temperature factors. Final R
indices were R1 =0·037, wR2 =0·110 for I>2s(I) data and
R1 =0·041, wR2 =0·113 for all data.4, 5


Spectrometers. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer model 883 spectrometer at a resolution of 2 cm21.
FT-Raman spectra were recorded on a Bruker model 66
spectrometer equipped with an FRA-106 Raman module
and a Ge-cooled detector. The resolution was 2 cm21 and
the wavenumber accuracy 0·01 cm21. The scattered radia-
tion from the solid sample was passed through a filter
module to remove the Rayleigh scattering. The power of the
YAG laser was 200 mW.


Materials. 8-AQ was obtained from Fluka. N-Deut-


* Correspondence to: Th. Zeegers-Huyskens.
Contract grant sponsor: National Fund for Scientific Research of
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erated 8-AQ was obtained after several crystallizations in
CH3OD performed in a dry-box. About 60% deuteration
was achieved. Suitable crystals of 8-AQ were obtained by
slow evaporation from light petroleum.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The atom numbering is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2
illustrates the intermolecular interactions in the crystal
lattice. Bond lengths and bond distances are collected in
Table 1. Atomic coordinates and thermal parameters have
been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre (CCDC).


The molecule in the solid state has the amino configura-
tion. The sum of the bond angles at the amino nitrogen is
348·88 and the dihedral angle between the least-squares
plane of the ring and the plane of the amino group is 388.
The NH2 group has a higher pyramidal character than in
2-aminopyridine6 or in 2-aminopyrimidine,7 where the sum
of the angles at the amino nitrogen is almost 3558. The
lesser degree of p-conjugation in 8-AQ is also indicated by
the amino-nitrogen to ring bond length of 1·377 Å, which is
higher than in 2-aminopyridine (1·351 Å) or in 2-aminopyr-
imidine (1·342Å).


The N(1)···N(8) distance of 2·742 Å, the N(1)···H(82)
distance of 2·393 °A (about 0·3 Å shorter than the sum of
the Van der Waals radii) and the N(1)H(82)N(8) angle of
102·78 are strong indications of the existence of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond. These intramolecular N···N
distances are usually in the range 2·5–2·9 Å with NH···N
angles between 95 and 1258.1


The results also indicate that the quinoline ring is nearly
planar, the mean deviation from the plane of the ring being
0·010 °A. The molecules are held together by weak
centrosymmetrical hydrogen bonds, the N(8)···N9(1) dis-
tance of 3·314 Å being not far of the upper limit of 3·38 Å


quoted in Ref. 1. The two molecules of the dimer are
parallel and equivalent but they are not coplanar, the two
ring planes being offset by 1·52 Å. The other intermolecular
contacts are larger than the sum of the Van der Waals radii.
The second NH bond of the NH2 group remains essentially
free and is not involved in hydrogen bond formation with
the p-electrons of the aromatic ring such as in the case of
1,19-di(amino-3,3-dimethylphenyl)cyclohexane.8 In this
molecular assembly, which is deficient in hydrogen-bond
acceptors, the structure can be accommodated through the
formation of a hydrogen bond with p-electrons and through
a change in hybridization of the NH2 group, in agreement
with the rules of Etter9 for predicting hydrogen bond
patterns. In the present case, the fact that one NH bond
remains free can be accounted for by the rigidity of the
quinoline ring and the rules of Etter9 cannot be successfully
applied.


Hence the N(8)H(82) group is involved in a three-center
hydrogen bond, the major component being the intra-
molecular hydrogen bond with a distance of 2·393 Å and the
minor component being the intramolecular hydrogen bond
with a distance of 2·393 Å and the minor component being
the intermolecular hydrogen bond with a distance of
2·596 Å. In adenine derivatives, the intramolecular hydro-
gen bond appears invariably as the long component of the
three-center hydrogen bond. In N 6,N 9-dimethyladenine,10


8-tert-butyladenine11 and 8-ethyl-9-methyladenine dihy-
drate,12 the intramolecular H···N distances are between 2·74
and 2·86 Å and the intermolecular distances between 2·04
and 2·24 Å.


The IR spectra of 8-AQ and of its deuterated counterpart
are shown in Figure 3. The Raman spectrum of 8-AQ is
reproduced in Figure 4. Some IR data of 8-AQ are available
in the literature,13 but the assignment we propose in this
work is different, especially for the vibrations involving the
NH2 group. The Raman spectrum has not yet been
described. The spectral data are summarized in Table 2.Figure 1. Atom numbering and ORTEP drawing of 8-AQ


Figure 2. Packing of the 8-AQ in the unit cell showing the
intermolecular hydrogen bonds
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Table 1. Bond lengths (Å), angles (8) and intermolecular contacts (Å)


N(1)—C(2) 1·314(3) N(1)—C(8A) 1·370(2)
C(2)—C(3) 1·404(3) C(2)—H(2) 0·95(2)
C(3)—C(4) 1·355(3) C(3)—H(3) 0·94(2)
C(4)—C(4A) 1·413(3) C(4)—H(4) 0·98(2)
C(4A)—C(5) 1·412(3) C(4A)—C(8A) 1·416(3)
C(5)—C(6) 1·366(3) C(5)—H(5) 1·00(2)
C(6)—C(7) 1·397(3) C(6)—H(6) 0·95(2)
C(7)—C(8) 1·376(3) C(7)—H(7) 0·96(2)
C(8)—N(8) 1·377(2) C(8)—C(8A) 1·432(3)
N(8)—H(81) 0·92(2) N(8)—H(82) 0·91(3)


C(2)–N(1)–C(8A) 117·0(2) N(1)—C(2)—C(3) 124·6(2)
N(1)—C(2)—H(2) 113·9(13) C(3)—C(2)—H(2) 121·5(13)
C(4)—C(3)—C(2) 118·7(2) C(4)—C(3)—H(3) 123·1(14)
C(2)—C(3)—H(3) 118·2(14) C(3)—C(4)—C(4)—C(4A) 119·9(2)
C(3)—C(4)—H(4) 122·9(13) C(4A)—C(4)—H(4) 117·2(13)
C(5)—C(4A)—C(4) 123·2(2) C(5)—C(4A)—C(8A) 119·8(2)
C(4)—C(4A)—C(8A) 117·0(2) C(6)—C(5)—C(4A) 119·3(2)
C(6)—C(5)—H(5) 120·6(12) C(4A)—C(5)—H(5) 120·1(12)
C(5)—C(6)—C(7) 121·6(2) C(5)—C(6)—H(6) 120·6(13)
C(7)—C(6)—H(6) 117·7(13) C(8)—C(7)—C(6) 121·2(2)
C(8)—C(7)—H(7) 119·7(13) C(6)—C(7)—H(7) 119·0(13)
N(8)—C(8)—C(7) 122·1(2) N(8)—C(8)—C(8A) 119·4(2)
C(7)—C(8)—C(8A) 118·4(2) N(1)—C(8A)—C(4A) 122·8(2)
N(1)—C(8A)—C(8) 117·5(2) C(4A)—C(8A)—C(8) 119·7(2)
C(8)—N(8)—H(81) 115·8(14) C(8)—N(8)—H(82) 117(2)
H(81)—N(8)—H(82) 116(2)


N(1)···N(8)ia 3·314(2)
N(1)···H(82)i 2·60(3)
N(1)···H(82)i—N(8)i 136(2)


a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: i=12X, 12Y,
2Z.


Figure 3. IR spectra (4000–400 cm21) of (A) 8-AQ NH2 and (B) A mixture of 8-AQ-NH2, 8-AQ-ND2 and 8-AQ-NHD (KBr suspension)
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The n (NH2) vibrations, very weak in the Raman
spectrum, are observed at 3454 and 3353 cm21 in the IR
spectrum of 8-AQ-NH2 and at 2584 and 2452–2438 cm21 in
8-AQ-ND2. This last doublet probably originates from a


Fermi resonance interaction with the 231237 cm21 level.
The weakness of the intermolecular hydrogen bond is
reflected by the small broadness of the n (NH2) or n (ND2)
absorptions and by the fact that in dilute carbon tetrachlo-


Figure 4. Raman spectrum (4000–50 cm21) of 8-AQ-NH2
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ride, where only monomeric species are present, the n (NH2)
vibrations are observed at 3502 and 3393 cm21 and the
n (ND2) vibrations at 2617 and 2493–2468 cm21.3 The
formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds results in small
frequency shifts, about 50–60 cm21 for the NH2 species and
about 30–40 cm21 for the ND2 species. The weakness of the
intermolecular hydrogen bond is also reflected by the mean


value of the isotopic ratio of 1·350, which is about the same
as for a free NH2 group.14 The non-equivalence of the two
NH2(NH2) bonds is clearly shown by the splitting of the
n (NH(D)) vibrations at 3417 and 3390 cm21 and of the
n (ND(H)) vibrations at 2527 and 2509 cm21 in the IR
spectrum of 8-AD-ND2 where residual NHD groups are
present. In o-phenylenediamines, where intramolecular


Table 2. IR and Raman data (cm21) for solid 8-AQ-NH2 and 8-AQ-NH2
a


IR (8-AQ-NH2) IR (8-AQ-ND2) Raman (8-AQ-NH2) Assignment


3534 m 2586 m 3456 vvw n as (NH2, ND2)
— 3420 w — n (NHD)
— 3393 w — n (NHD)
3353 m 2453, 2440 m 3357 w n s (NH2, ND2)
— 2529 w — n (NDH)
— 2511 w — n (NHD)
1617 s 1616 m 1611 w n (R)
1602 s — — d (NH2)
1596 m 1591 w 1594 m n (R)
1569 m 1576 m 1566 m n (R)
1507 s 1576 m 1506 vw n (R)
1473 s 1473 s 1472 vw n (R)
1429 m 1428 m 1428 m n (R)
1398 m 1393 m 1397 m n (R)
1371 s 1372 s 1369 s n (R)
1338 s 1339 m 1336 w n (R)
— 1293 w — n (CN) in NHD
1283 w 1313 w 1283 w n (CN) in NH2,


ND2


1244 w 1237 w 1241 vvw d (CH)
— 1155 m — d (ND2)
1128 s 1136 w 1125 m d (CH)+r(NH2,


ND2)
— 1130 w — d (CH)+r(NDH)
— 1089 w — d (CH)+r(NHD)
1096 s 1073 w 1096 m d (CH)+r


(NH2, ND2)
1029 w 850 w — r (NH2, ND2)


988 m 988 w 981 vvw g (CH)
965 m 965 w 964 vvw g (CH)
944 m 945 w 945 vvw n (R)
891 s 891 w 886 vvw n (R)
866 s 866 m 866 w n (R)
822 vs 821 vs 823 w g (CH)+n (R)
792 vs 762 s — g (CH)
761 s 762 s — n (R)
708* 708 w 708 s n (R)
704 m 697 m — n (R)
643 m 643 m — n (R)
530b 529 m 529 w n (R)
490b 494 w 488 w n (R)
427b 425 m 423 w g (R)


294 m n (CN) or g (R)
272 w n (CN) or g (R)
106 s Lattice
91 m Lattice


a s=strong; m=medium; w=weak; v=very; n=stretching; d=in-plane deforma-
tion; g=out-of-plane deformation
b Evans hole.
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interactions are significant, the NHD group exhibits ‘free’
and ‘bonded’ n (NHD) frequencies.15 In 3-aminoquinoline,
where the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond
can be ruled out, the n (ND2) vibrations are observed at
2587 and 2500 cm21 and in the partially deuterated
derivative only one n (ND) vibration is observed at
2524 cm21, the average of the asymmetric and symmetric
vibrations.16


The in-plane deformation (d), rocking, wagging and
torsion vibrations of the NH2 group in aniline are observed
at 1620, 1055, 570 and 300 cm21.17–19 In 8-AQ-NH2, the in-
plane deformation is strongly coupled with the ring
vibrations of quinoline; the absorption at 1602 cm21 is the
most sensitive to deuteration and has a predominant d(NH2)
character. The frequencies of the ring vibrations between
1620 and 1515 cm21, strong in IR but weak in Raman, do
not differ greatly from those observed in quinoline.20 The
n (NH2) vibration observed at 1155 cm21 in the IR spec-
trum, but very weak in the Raman spectrum, is probably
coupled with the d(CH) mode; its counterpart in 8-AQ-ND2


is observed with a very weak intensity. The band at
1283 cm21 observed in both absorption and diffusion is
assigned to the n (CNamino) vibration, in agreement with Ref.
13. As in aniline,17 this band is shifted upwards upon
deuteration. The main component of the rocking vibration
of the NH2 group is observed at 1029 cm21 (850 cm21 in
8-AQ-ND2). This vibration is coupled with the d(CH)
vibrations and triplets arising from the interaction with the
rocking modes of the NH2, ND2 and NHD groups are
observed between 1136 and 1128 cm21 and between 1089
and 1073 cm21. The out-of-plane vibrations g (CH) are not
very sensitive to deuteration.


A broad band culminating at 550–525 cm21 is observed
in the IR spectrum of 8-AQ-NH2. As in aniline derivatives,21


this band is interrupted by Evans holes. In the present case,
the holes are observed at 708, 530, 490 and 423 cm21 and
are assigned to a resonance interaction with the out-of-plane
deformation vibrations of the quinoline ring. Interestingly,
the frequencies of the minima nearly coincide with the
experimental Raman frequencies of 708, 529, 488 and
423 cm21. The frequency of the wagging vibration of about
550 cm21 also suggests that the three-center hydrogen bond
is weak. Frequencies higher than 900 cm21 have indeed
been observed for strong NH···N hydrogen bonds.22


In the low-frequency region of the Raman spectrum, two
bands are observed at 106 and 91 cm21. These vibrations
are assigned to lattice vibrations involving the in-plane and
out-of-plane vibrations of the hydrogen bond.


CONCLUSIONS


The x-ray structure and the vibrational spectra both show
the existence of a three-center hydrogen bond 8-AQ, the
major component being the intramolecular hydrogen bond
and the minor component being the intermolecular hydro-
gen bond. The weakness of the three-center hydrogen bond
is reflected in the IR and Raman spectra by the frequencies


of the vibrations involving the NH2 group and by the
isotopic ratio of the stretching vibrations.


In previous work,3 we have shown that the thermody-
namic parameters of complexes with hydroxylic proton
donors are much higher for 3-AQ than for 8-AQ. For the
complex between phenol and 3-AQ in carbon tetrachloride,
the stability constant at 298 K is 55 mol21, the enthalpy of
complex formation is 34 kJ mol21 and the frequency shift of
the n (OH) stretching vibration is 540 cm21. For the
interaction involving the same proton donor and 8-AQ,
these values are much lower: 8 l mol21, 20 kJ mol21 and
375 cm21, respectively. These results have been accounted
for by the existence of peri-interaction in 8-AQ, making the
lone pair of the heterocyclic nitrogen atom less available.
The x-ray structure of 8-AQ reported here confirms this
statement. The same effect has recently been discussed for
carbonyl bases. When neither lone pair is available, the
acceptor strength of the carbonyl is strongly reduced.23,24
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